PREFACE
WELCOME FROM THE RECTOR OF UNIVERSITAS INDONESIA
It is both a pleasure and honor for me to welcome you all to the 14th
International Conference on QiR (Quality in Research) 2015. Globalization
today results in very competitive atmosphere in all aspects. This flourishing
competition should consider the harmony and balance between human
needs and the environment quality for creating favorable sustainable future.
Steps to ensure the preservation of the environment for our future
generations are slowly but surely taken. This fragile balance between the
development and innovation of mankind as an effort to enhance their quality
of life with its harmony with nature must be maintained as a way to achieve
sustainable future - helping us make products and services more efficient,
design better buildings, produce safer cars and keep people healthier.
Nowadays, scientists and researchers, hand in hand with industrial experts are creating and
developing new green technologies that give us hope for a Sustainable Future. Great minds in
Engineering, Architecture and Design areas especially has came up with ideas such as Green
Architecture that has the capability to cut down urban resource use dramatically, and making urban
expansion sustainable; New Nuclear Material; Waste-Sourced Biofuel/Pyrolysis, where technology is
now able to turn biomass waste such as paper, grass or wood chips into gas and eventually ethanol;
Biomimicry, that has given the rise to self-healing materials. This in turn will give longer lives to most
consumer goods, and thereby reducing the demand for raw materials and waste; and many more
innovations that should be encouraged for the motivation of current and future development.
These Green and Smart Technologies can help protect, conserve and even restore our precious
shared environment. To develop this technology, we need to combine engineering, scientific or
technological approaches, with ecology, economics and the social sciences and humanities. The
Green and Smart Technologies innovation field is now wide open and offers exciting new territories to
explore and develop. Creative thinking by our top technical and scientific researchers is giving us a
more and more treasures of new workable ideas. However, innovations require more than just brilliant
ideas. Innovations require resources, skills, technology, knowledge, tools, techniques and so much
more. But most of all, innovations require people. People are the driving force behind every need of
change, changes that are aimed to improve mankind’s quality of life, to enhance their living conditions
or to simply make life easier and more comfortable.
This conference is about learning of the fundamental aspects which can transform the world and
society, thinking ahead to possible challenges facing the globe, discovering innovations related to
opportunities for industry, and most importantly, this conference is about bringing together
interdisciplinary people to accelerate activities in many areas simultaneously. This is what makes the
conference exceptional this year in terms of potential impact from this networking.
I extend my sincere thanks to the Faculty of Engineering Universitas Indonesia, supporting parties
and institutions for their participation and contributions in QiR 2015. I would also thank the people of
Mataram especially our colleagues from Universitas Mataram and STMIK Lombok for their gracious
support and hospitality. Additionally, I extend a hearty thank you to the members of the organizing
committees for dedicating their valuable time so that each one of us enjoys an exceptional conference
program over the next several days. May we have a successful, stimulating, fruitful and rewarding
conference.
Prof. Dr. Ir. Muhammad Anis, M.Met.
Rector
Universitas Indonesia
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PREFACE
WELCOME FROM THE DEAN OF FACULTY OF ENGINEERING
UNIVERSITAS INDONESIA
Welcome to the 14th International Conference on QiR (Quality in Research)
2015. The Faculty of Engineering Universitas Indonesia is proud that this
year we could once again held an international conference of this grand
scale. This two-day, biennial conference is presented together with our cohosts Universitas Mataram and STMIK Lombok and speaks to the
importance of fostering relationships among national and international front
liners, thinkers, academics, executives, government and business officials,
practitioners and leaders across the globe in an effort to share knowledge
and best practices as part of a worldwide network.
For almost twenty years, the first definition of sustainable development and sustainability includes
sentences like ‘much remain to be done in the areas of sustainability’ or ‘the underlying science is still
far from exact and we all still need to make a big effort’ are common introducing and/or concluding
phrases in both literature and scientific forums. I envisioned that QiR will be a platform where
academicians, scientists, researchers and practitioners from engineering, architecture, design, and
community services to share, discuss, and move forward with their findings and innovations. I hope
that the intellectual discourse will result in future collaborations between universities, research
institutions and industry both locally and internationally. In particular it is expected that focus will be
given to issues on innovations for the enhancement of human life and the environment.
In accordance to this year’s theme, this conference will cover a wide range of green and smart
technology issues, especially state of the art information and knowledge of new innovations, ideas,
creative methods or applications which can be implemented to enhance the human life with various
smart technologies developed to improve mankind’s quality of life and green technologies to make
sure that we make a contribution to keeping our environment for our future generations. The itinerary
for the two days has been carefully planned to ensure a lively exchange of ideas and the development
of innovative strategies and there will be many opportunities for everyone in attendance to share their
expertise with, and learn from, peers from around the world.
We foresee more and more challenges in our future. Challenges in how to improve our life, how can
we enhance our society, how can we make our lives and the lives or our society better? These
challenges should be answered together by developing collaborations for future research in various
engineering and design areas. Let’s make this conference an international media for exchange of
knowledge, experience and research as well as the review of progress and discussion on the state of
the art and future trend of prospective collaboration and networking in broad field of eco-based
technology development.
My deepest appreciation to our sponsors, supported parties and various contributors for their never
ending supports of this conference. I would also like to convey my gratitude to all of our distinguished
speakers for making the time to share their knowledge with us. To our fellow researchers and/or
practitioners from Indonesia and overseas, welcome and enjoy your stay in this amazing island,
Lombok. I would also like to invite all participants in expressing our appreciation to all members of the
QiR 2015 organizing committee for their hard work in making this conference another success.
Prof. Dr. Ir. Dedi Priadi, DEA
Dean Faculty of Engineering
Universitas Indonesia
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PREFACE
WELCOME FROM THE QiR 2015 ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Welcome to the 14th International Conference on QiR (Quality in Research)
2015. It is a great pleasure for Faculty of Engineering Universitas Indonesia
to be hosting this biennial event with Faculty of Engineering Universitas
Mataram and STMIK Lombok, in the spirit of strengthening of cooperation
and mutual growth to be world class institution. For the first time, the QiR
2015 is held in Lombok Island, one of Indonesia’s beautiful paradise islands.
It is with our utmost pleasure to hold this year’s QiR 2015 in conjunction with
4th Asian Symposium on Material Processing (ASMP), and International
Conference in Saving Energy in Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
(ICSERA).
The aim of this International Conference with our selected theme, “Green and Smart Technology for
Sustainable Future”, is to provide an international forum for exchanging knowledge and research
expertise as well as creating a prospective collaboration and networking on various fields of science,
engineering and design. We hope this conference can be a kick-off for the strengthened action and
partnerships on creating a platform for us; national and international thinkers, academics, government
officials, business executives and practitioners, to present and discuss the pivotal role of engineers in
innovative products which will reduce environmental impacts, applications in sustainable planning,
manufacturing, architecture, and many more to grow and ensure the rising prosperity of our society
going into the future. Under this theme, the conference focuses on the innovative contributions in
green and smart technology to encourage and motivate current and future development for achieving
sustainable future.
Over the period of 18 years, this biennial international conference started from annual national
conference and now has become an important place of encounter between scholars and practitioners
from different countries, cultures and backgrounds discussing contemporary engineering and design
issues dealt in their hometown, country or even region. Serving as a platform for an engineering and
design dialogue, this conference will have 21 invited speakers and has gathered more than 500
papers from more than 17 countries all over the world:
86 papers on International Symposium on Civil and Environmental Engineering
129 papers on International Symposium on Mechanical and Maritime Engineering
121 papers on International Symposium on Electrical and Computer Engineering
107 papers on International Symposium on Materials and Metallurgy Engineering
36 papers on International Symposium on Architecture, Interior and Urban Planning
56 papers on International Symposium on Chemical and Bioprocess Engineering
74 papers on International Symposium on Industrial Engineering
21 papers on International Symposium on Community Development
This year, we have a special talkshow planned as a special session within our plenary lecture. This
talk show was planned by our alumni with the theme “Serve Our Country”. After more than five
decades of existence, FTUI has in its library hundreds if not thousands undeveloped innovation ideas
and research from its faculties, graduates and students, all of which are aimed at enhancing the
quality of human life and the environment, especially in Indonesia. We feel that it’s time we contribute
more to our country by making sure that these innovations and research can be implemented and
produced for a better future of our nation. The talk show will feature some of the most prominent
figure in Indonesia’s government and will discuss how these innovations can be used by the
government in areas such as: electrical, oil and gas, IT, mining, design, manufacture and how the
industry can be a part of it.
My deepest gratitude: to all of our speakers, participants, contributors, partners, exhibitors and
professional associations, who have given this conference their generous support. I would also like to
thank all members of the Organizing Committee, our International Advisory Board and distinguished
Reviewers for all of their support and advice. We also

owe our success to the full support of the Rector of Universitas Indonesia and the Dean of Faculty of
Engineering. Last but not least, a special thanks to our co-hosts, Universitas Mataram and STMIK
Lombok for all of their immense supports in making this conference a success.
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Allow me to wish all of you a meaningful and rewarding conference. We wish you a pleasant and
memorable stay in Lombok. Thank you and we hope to see you again at the QiR 2017.
Dr. Fitri Yuli Zulkifli, ST., MSc.
General Chair of QiR 2015 Organizing Committee
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UNIVERSITY OF MINHO, PORTUGAL
(agc@civil.uminho.pt)
Professor Correia graduated in Civil Engineering from the Technical University
of Lisbon - IST in 1977, and received a Doctor-Engineer Degree by “Ecole
Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées”- Paris in 1985. In 1987 he also received the
Doctor degree in Civil Engineering by the Technical University of Lisbon – IST
and also in 1998 the “Habilitation in Civil Engineering.
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created the Geotechnical Research Centre at the Technical University of
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degree of specialist in Geotechnique attributed by the Portuguese
Association of Engineers.
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Since 2003, he is a Full Professor at the University of Minho and from 2010 to 2013 Director of the
Research Centre of Territory, Environment and Construction. He is also from 2010 chair of the
Doctoral program in Civil Engineering and from 2013 Vice-Dean of School of Engineering of the
University of Minho. From September 2013, He served as the Editor-in-Chief of the International
Journal on Transportation Geotechnics published in Elsevier’s Engineering Journals.

PROF. FRANCESCO PICCHIONI
RIJKSUNIVERSITEIT GRONINGEN, THE NETRHERLANDS
(f.picchioni@rug.nl)
Francesco Picchioni was born in 1971. He is a professor of chemical
product technology at the University of Groningen (RuG). His research
interests include synthesis and application of bio-based and renewable
polymeric materials for a variety of industrial applications. He studied and
graduated from the University of Pisa. In 2010 he was elected Lecturer
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(responsible for only a part of the course).
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H.J. (Erik) Heeres (25-06-1963) carried out his Ph.D. research at the
University of Groningen on the development of novel homogeneous
lanthanide catalysts for the conversion of unsaturated hydrocarbons and
graduated in 1990. Afterwards, he performed a post-doc at the University of
Oxford in the group of Prof. J. M. Brown on asymmetric catalysis.
From 1991-1999, he was employed at Shell Research B.V. (Amsterdam and
Pernis, the Netherlands) and worked on a range of applied catalysis topics.
He joined the chemical engineering department of the University of
Groningen in 1999 as an assistant professor. In 2003 he was appointed here
as a full professor in green chemical reaction engineering. His research
interests concern the development of efficient catalytic technology for acidand metal-based catalytic biomass conversions, with an emphasis on biofuels (catalytic pyrolysis,
pyrolysis oil upgrading), platform chemicals (levulinic acid, hydroxymethylfurfural) and performance
materials from biomass (starch modifications).
The group is actively involved in national and international consortia. Heeres (h-index 36) is the (co-)
author of 155 papers in international peer reviewed journals and 13 patents in the field of (applied)
catalysis and chemical reaction engineering. Heeres supervised 30 PhD students and up to 50 master
students. He was nominated twice for the teacher of the year award of the Chemistry bachelor and
master program and once for the Faculty teacher of the year award. He is currently an editorial
board member of the journal Sustainable Chemical Processes.Heeres is a member of the Koninklijke
Hollandsche Maatschappij der Wetenschappen..
PROF. HIROYUKI UMEMURO
TOKYO INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, JAPAN
(umemuro.h.aa@m.titech.ac.jp)
Professor Umemuro received his Bachelor of Engineering in Control
Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Tokyo Institute of Technology in
1987, Master of Engineering in Control Engineering, Graduate School of
Science and Engineering, Tokyo Institute of Technology in 1989, and his
Doctor of Engineering in Industrial Engineering and Management,
Graduate School of Decision Science and Technology, Tokyo Institute of
Technology in 1998. He is currently Professor at the Department of
Industrial Engineering and Management, Graduate School of Decision
Science and Technology, Tokyo Institute of Technology.
Professor Umemuro is also members of the following Professional Societies: International Society for
Gerontechnology, Japan Ergonomics Society (a member of International Ergonomics Association),
Japan Industrial Management Association, Japanese Cognitive Science Society, Japanese Society for
Artificial Intelligence, The Japan Society for Management Information. He also serves as Trustee for
the Japan Ergonomics Society since 1999 till today, served as President for the International Society
for Gerontechnology Japan Chapter, 2006-2012 and Editorial Board of the Japan Society for
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Prefereed Journals, 50 publications in Edited Conference Proceedings, 5 Publications as Invited
Contributions, 4 books publications, and 3 books translations.
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Professor Han received his Bachelor Degree in 1980 at Mechanical
Engineering from Seoul National University. In 1982, he received his
Master in Mechanical Engineering from Seoul National University and in
1988 he finished his Ph.D in Mechanical Engineering, University of
Minnesota, USA. He currently serves as the Director of BKplus-Energy ODA
Center, Kookmin University, Director of Energy Engineering Human
Development Center, Kookmin University, and Director of Well-being
Environment Research Center, Kookmin University.
Professor Han holds a certification as Professional Engineer from
Minnesota State Board of AELSLAGID, Registration No. 21924 (since 1992). He is the President of the
Society of Air-conditioning and Refrigerating Engineers in Korea (SAREK) since 201; the Central
Construction Committee, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation, Korea since 2013; the
Editor-in-Chief, Koran Air Cleaning Association (KACA) from 2004; Member of the Korean Society of
Automotive Engineering (KSAE) from 2001; Arbitrator for The Korean Commercial Arbitration Board
from 1998. He is also a member of the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) from 1990 and member of American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) from 1988.
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CHIBA UNIVERSITY, JAPAN
(jtetukoss@faculty.chiba-u.jp)
Prof Josaphat Tetuko Sri Sumantyo was born at Bandung, West
Java, Indonesia in 1970. He received the B.Eng. and M.Eng.
degrees in Electrical and Computer Engineering from Kanazawa
University, Japan in 1995 and 1997, respectively (Subsurface
Radar Systems) and the Ph.D. degree in Artificial System Sciences
(Applied Radio Wave and Radar Systems) from Chiba University,
Japan in 2002.
He was an Associate Professor (permanent staff) at the Center
for Environmental Remote Sensing (CEReS), Chiba University
from 2005 to 2013, then Full Professor (permanent) at the same center from 2013 to now, member
of international and domestic organizations, reviewer of journals, and organizations. His main
interests are theoretically scattering microwave analysis and its applications in microwave (radar)
remote sensing. He manages Josaphat Microwave Remote Sensing Laboratory (JMRSL), Center for
Environmental Remote Sensing (CEReS), Chiba University, Japan.
His laboratory promotes the education and research to develop the internationally technologies and
sciences. He always encourages the undergraduate and postgraduate students to know the
microwave phenomenon and to be familiar with the interaction between microwave and natural
matters (i.e. vegetation, artificial materials, earth surface, and snow), therefore they could develop
original methods or sensor during studying in the courses.
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Professor Loos is a Professor at the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural
Sciences, University of Groningen, Netherlands. Her fields of disciplines are:
Polymer Science, Chemistry, Applied, Materials Science, and Multidisciplinary.
Her main research interests are focused on the design, synthesis and
characterization of novel tailor made macromolecules as well as on the
development of sustainable, eco-efficient and competitive production
methods of polymeric materials. By utilizing modern polymer synthesis
techniques including biocatalysis and other controlled polymerization
methods her research aims to expand fundamental scientific knowledge
towards advanced technologies.
She is a Member of the board of the study group Macromolecules (studiegroep macromoleculen) of
the chemistry section of the Dutch Science Foundation (NWO), Member of the board of the National
Dutch Graduate School of Polymer Science & Technology (PTN), Member of the program committee
of the Dutch Belgian Beamline (DUBBLE) at the European Synchrotron Research Facility (ESRF) in
Grenoble, France, Member of the Scientific Evaluator Board of the German Academic Exchange
Service (DAAD). She currently serves as Associate Editor Europe of the Journal of Renewable
Materials, Member of the Editorial Board of Journal of Renewable Materials, Member of the
Editorial Board of Polymer, Member of the Editorial Board of Polymers, Reviewer for scientific
journals, Reviewer for grant proposals (national and international), Scientific advisor of Dutch and
German courts, Industrial consulting and Contract Research.

PROF. LISELOTTE SCHEBEK
TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITÄT DARMSTADT, GERMANY
(l.schebek@iwar.tu‐darmstadt.de)
Professor Liselotte Schebek is a Professor for the Faculty of Civil and
Environmental Engineering as well as Chair of Material Flow Management
and Resource Economy, Technische Universität Darmstadt. She was born on
May 19th, 1957 in Bensheim / Bergstraße. She completed her Dipl.-Ing from
Technische Universität Darmstadt in Study of Chemistry in 1983 and
completed her Doctoral Oral Examination from University of Mainz in 1990.
She was employed as Project Manager Lahmeyer International, Frankfurt
(since 1998, ERM Lahmeyer International, Niederrad) from 1990-1999 and
also as a Lecturer on Environmental Management, University of Applied
Sciences, Wiesbaden. From 1999-2012 she was the Head of Department of
Technology‐Induced Material Flow/Institute for Technology Assessment and Systems Analysis
(ITAS‐ZTS), Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). Professor Schebek continued on as Professor of
Industrial Material Cycles, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Faculty of Civil Engineering and
Geodesy between 2000-2009/2013 and Professor of Material Flow Management and Resource
Economy, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Faculty of Civil and Environmental Engineering since
2010. Her research interest include: Closed substance cycle and resource management, Material
flow management and environmental protection, Material and energetic use of biomass, and Energy
technologies and energy systems
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PROF. MAKOTO HIRANO
SHIBAURA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, JAPAN
(makoh@kt.rim.or.jp)
Professor Hirano finished his Bachelor of Engineering in 1977 from Waseda
University Japan and continued on to finished his Master of Science in 1979
and Ph.D in Engineering in 1990 from the same University. He went to
Temple University Fox School, PA, USA to pursue his Executive MBA degree
and finished in 2002 when he returned to Waseda University to take his
Ph.D in International Business Management and finished them in 2007. He
is currently a Professor at the Graduate School of Engineering
Management, Shibaura Institute of Technology and a Guest Professor for
the Kochi University of Technology, Japan.
Professor Hirano currently serves as the Vice-Chairperson of IEEE Technology and Engineering
Management Society, Chairperson for Entrepreneur Engineering Society, Director & SecretaryGeneral for the Japan MOT Society, and Member of Committee for The Japan Society for Science and
Research Management, and holds membership several other notable societies and associations.
His research interest includes: Innovation Management, MOT (Management of Technology), SME
Clustering in Manufacturing Industry, Regional Development, and Entrepreneurship. Professor
Hirano was awarded the President Award for NTT Science and Core Technology Laboratory Group
and NTT Basic Research Laboratories. He is the holder of 52 patents; one of them is the Method of
fabricating circuit elements on an insulating substrate (US Patent 787136).

PROF. MASAFUMI YOHDA
TOKYO UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, JAPAN
(yohda@cc.tuat.ac.jp)
Professor Masafumi Yohda served as a professor since May 2003 in
the Department of Biotechnology and Life Science, Tokyo University
of Agriculture and Technology. Before that he was a researcher for
the Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (RIKEN) since 1991.
He finished his Bachelor, Master and Doctor from Department of
Chemical Engineering, The University of Tokyo in 1982, 1984, and
1987 respectively. In 1999 he was awarded the Excellent paper award
of Journal of Bioscience and Bioengineering.
His research field includes Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, Biophysics, System Engineering, and
Environmental Science. Professor Yohda is the Councilor of the Japanese Biochemical Society,
Director of the Protein Society of Japan, Director and Manager of East Japan Branch of the Society of
Biotechnology, Director of the Chem-Bio Informatics Society. He is also a member of the Molecular
Biology Society of Japan, The Society of Chemical Engineers, Japan, Japan Society for Environmental
Biotechnology, to name a few.
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PROF. MICHIHARU TABE
SHIZUOKA UNIVERSITY, JAPAN
(romtabe@rie.shizuoka.ac.jp)
Michiharu Tabe received the B.S. and M.S. degrees and the Ph.D. degree in
engineering from Keio University, Japan, in 1973, 1975, and 1984,
respectively. He joined Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation in
1975, and had been engaged in research on Si processes for high-speed
bipolar transistors and ultra-small MOSFETs. In 1984-85, he was a visiting
researcher at Stanford University and studied oxidation of Si surfaces by
Synchrotron Radiation. In 1990, he started to work on Si nanodevices,
primarily single electron transistors.
Since 1994 up to now, he has been a Professor at Research Institute of Electronics, Shizuoka
University, Japan. He is currently working on a new research area of “Single Dopant Atom Devices”.
Recently, two papers published from his group have been officially adopted as Emerging
Technologies in “International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors”.
He is also an Adjunct Professor of University of Indonesia and an Honorable Professor of Obuda
University, Hungary. In 2012, he received Prize for Science and Technology by the Minister of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japanese Government, the 20th
TakayanagiKenjiro Memorial Award in 2006, and a Fellowship of Japanese Society of Applied Physics
in 2008.

PROF. MING YANG
TOKYO METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY, JAPAN
Prof. Ming Yang is a Professor in the Faculty of System Design Graduate School of System Design,
Dept of Intelligent Mechanical Systems, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Tokyo, Japan. His Research
Topics include: Micro-Forming and Micro-Fabrication.
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INVITED SPEAKER
DR. MIOARA MANDEA
CENTRE NATIONAL D'ETUDES SPATIALES, FRANCE
(mioara.mandea@cnes.fr)
Dr. Mioara Mandea is General Secretary of the European Geosciences
Union and Program Manager for the Solid Earth Observation/Directorate
for Strategy and Programs of Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (French
Space Agency), Paris. She graduated in Engineering in Geology and
Geophysics from the University of Bucharest before earning doctorates
from the University of Bucharest in geophysics and geophysical
prospecting in 1993 and from the Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris
in internal geophysics in 1996. In addition, she earned the Habilitation à
Diriger des Recherches from the University Paris VII in 2001.
Her research interests mainly concern measuring, mapping, and
understanding the multitude of magnetic fields encountered in near
Earth and near Earth-like planets. Her fields of research also include geo-potential field mapping, on
global or regional scales, with important implications for the understanding of rapid changes within
the Earth’s system. Dr. Mandea has published more than 200 papers. She is currently General
Secretary of the European Geosciences Union. She has been awarded the Van Straelen prize (French
Geological Society) and the Hepites prize (Romanian Academy), and is also a Titular Member of the
Academy of Romanian Scientists.
PROF. MUHAMMAD IDRUS ALHAMID
UNIVERSITAS INDONESIA, INDONESIA
(mamak@eng.ui.ac.id, mamak@indo.net.id)
Professor Alhamid finished his Bachelor Degree from the Mechanical
Engineering Departement, Universitas Indonesia in 1978 and continued
on to finished his Doctorate from Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven, Belgium
in 1989. He is currently a Professor and Researcher in the Mechanical
Engineering Department, Universitas Indonesia, Head of Energy
Conversion Division and Head of Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Laboratories in said University.
He teaches Ventilation System and Air Conditioning, Refrigeration
Technology, Energy and Safety inside Building, Drying Technology, Kapita
Selecta, and Engineering Design. Professor Alhamid is also involved and head several researches as
follow: Development of Renewable Energy for Organic Rankine Cycle using Eco-Friendly Fluid,
Capillary Expansion Device Development for Cascade Refrigeration System with New Alternative
Refrigerant: Azeotropis Mixing Carbon Dioxide and Ethane, Design of Methane Storage Prototype
with Activated Carbon (AC) from Indonesian Coal as Adsorbent, Development of Freeze Vacuum
Dryer with Condenser Heat and Vibration, Solar Thermal Cooling System (Kawasaki, Waseda Univ &
MoE Japan), Potential NAMAs for Building Energy (UNEP).
He is a member of the Indonesian Engieeners Association (PII) since 1985, a member of the
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air‐Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) since 1990, a
member of the Air System and Refigeration Expert Association since 1999 and member of the
International Solar Energy Society (ISES) since 2008.
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PROF. MOHAMMAD NASIR
MINISTER OF RESEARCH, TECHNOLOGY AND HIGHER EDUCATION REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA
(menristekdikti@ristek.go.id)
HE Mr. Prof. H. Mohammad Nasir, Ph.D., Ak was born in Ngawi, East Java
Indonesia in 27 June 1960. He was awarded his Bachelor for the
Economic Faculty University of Diponegoro in Semarang in 1988. He later
finished his Master in the University of Gadjah Mada (UGM), Yogyakarta
in 1993 and earned his Ph.D in Accounting from the University of Science,
Malaysia.
After experiencing work in the private sector, Prof. Nasir went back to his
roots and started teaching at his alma mater, the Faculty of Economy,
University of Diponegoro. His areas of teachings include: Management
Control Systems, Management Accounting, Strategic Management,
Organizational Behaviour, Behavioural Accounting, and Property Management.
Professor Nasir was appointed Vice Rector of Finance and Resources from 2006-2010 and Dean for
the Faculty of Economic and Business from 2011-2014. He was elected as Rector on September
2014, however before his inauguration as Rector he was appointed as the Minister of Research,
Technology and Higher Education by the President of the Republic of Indonesia.

PROF. OLIVER CARSTEN
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS, ENGLAND
(O.M.J.Carsten@its.leeds.ac.uk)
Professor Oliver Carsten is a Professor of Transport Safety at the Institute
for Transport Studies (ITS), University of Leeds. Professor Carsten did his
undergraduate studies at the University of Oxford and obtained his PhD
from the University of Michigan. Subsequently he worked at the
University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) for ten
years. He joined the Institute for Transport Studies in 1987.
He has been project coordinator of several European projects, including
HOPES which examined the safety impacts of various field trials, VRUTOO which applied new technologies to improve the safety and mobility
of pedestrians, HINT which examined the human implications of new
technologies, and HASTE which has studied the effect on driving
performance and safety of using in-vehicle information systems.
Currently he is coordinator of the European ecoDriver integrated (large) project on green driving
support systems. He has led the development of the advanced driving simulator at Leeds and has
directed projects to examine techniques for reducing unsafe driving on rural arterial roads and for
investigating the benefits of Intelligent Speed Adaptation (ISA). He has been chair of the DRIVE I
safety and behavioral group, was a member of the DRIVE Safety Task Force, is chair of the Road User
Behavior Working Party of the Parliamentary Advisory Council for Transport Safety and has been a
member of several expert groups of the European Transport Safety Council. He is editor-in-chief of
the academic journal Cognition, Technology and Work.
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PROF. DR. RAINER LEISTEN
UNIVERSITY OF DUISBURG-ESSEN, GERMANY
(rainer.leisten@uni-due.de)
Professor Leisten studied mathematics and business administration at the
University of Cologne, Germany. He received his Ph.D. in business
administration from the University of Cologne in 1984 with a thesis on
scheduling problems with limited buffer capacities under the supervision of
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr. Theodor Ellinger. Afterwards, Prof. Leisten gained three
years experience as a controller in the headquarter of Commerzbank AG in
Frankfurt.
Moving back to academia, he earned his postdoctoral lecturer qualification
(habilitation) in business administration from the University of Heidelberg
in 1995 with a thesis on aggregation and disaggregation in planning. In
1995 he became full professor at the University of Greifswald and held the
chair of Production Management. In 1999 he was appointed as a full
professor at the University of Duisburg (now University of Duisburg-Essen) to hold the chair of
Production and Operations Management. Prof. Leisten is currently the chair of Business
Administration and Operations Management.
His primary areas of research interests include: Scheduling in Manufacturing, Coordination Aspects
in Multi-Level/Multi-Stage (Production) Planning and Control Systems, and Supply Chain
Management. He has published continuously in international journals and is conducting
continuously research projects with business partners as well as international partners from
academia.
DR. ROKIAH OMAR
UNIVERSITI KEBANGSAAN MALAYSIA, MALAYSIA
(r_omar@ukm.edu.my, rokiahomar@gmail.com)
Rokiah Omar received her Bachelor of Optometry degree from the
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM). After completing her BOptom in
1990, she was employed as an Optometrist with a private practice in Kuala
Lumpur before joining UKM as a tutor in 1994. She obtained her PhD. in
Low Vision from University of New South Wales, Australia in 2002. She is a
Fellow in Low Vision of the American Academy of Optometry, Fellow of
Association of Malaysian Optometrists, Founding members of Malaysian
Academy of Optometry and Associate Fellow Academy of Science Malaysia.
Dr Rokiah became the first optometrist in the Asia region to be inducted as
an International Blind Sports Federation International (IBSA) and International Paralympics
Committee (IPC) Visually Impaired Classifier. She classifies visually impaired athletes at many disable
sports/games locally and internationally. She was selected to represent Asia’s continent to provide
classification for visually impaired athletes at the London Paralympics Games 2012.
She is currently the Classification Director for the Asian Paralympic Committee (APC) and was in
charged for classification of disable athletes at the Incheon Asian Para Games 2014 for 23 disable
sports involving 44 countries. Her research interests include low vision rehabilitation, special
population needs, quality of life and Public Health Optometry. She received many research and
innovation awards at national and international levels.
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PROF. SANGKWON JEONG
KOREA ADVANCED INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
(skjeong@kaist.ac.kr)
Professor Jeong finished his Bachelor and Master degrees from Seoul
National University at 1985 and 1987 respectively. He received his
Ph.D from MIT at 1992 where he continued to work in their Cryogenic
Engineering Laboratory as visiting engineer and MIT Plasma Fusion
Center from 1992-1995 as a research Engineer. Professor Jeong
returned to Korea where he took up a position with the Korea
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology where he is currently a
Professor for the Department of Mechanical Engineering.
His research interests include the following: Cryogenics, Cryocooler
design, applied superconductivity system, Cryogenic heat transfer, and
Refrigeration. He was awarded the JSPS Fellowship in 1999 from Korea
Science and Engineering Foundation, Overseas Research Fellowship for 2000 from Korea Research
Foundation, Outstanding Research Paper Award by KIASC in 2004 and Overseas Research Fellowship
for 2005 by SBS Foundation. Professor Jeong has 5 registered patents and 4 claimed patents
between the year 2001-2006.
He is a member of the Korean Society of Mechanical Engineers (KSME), Korea Institute of Applied
Superconductivity and Cryogenics (KIASC), American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), and
International Institute of Refrigeration (IIR). Professor Jeong is the Associate Editor for: the Journal of
the Korea Institute of Applied Superconductivity and Cryogenics, Journal of Mechanical Science and
Technology, and Cryogenics.
VERONICA SOEBARTO, PH.D.
THE UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA
(veronica.soebarto@adelaide.edu.au)
Veronica Soebarto is an Associate Professor and Deputy Head and
Associate Head (Research) at the School of Architecture and Built
Environment, The University of Adelaide. She holds a PhD in Architecture
and Master of Architecture, both from Texas A&M University (College
Station, Texas), and a Bachelor of Architectural Engineering from the
University of Indonesia. Prior to joining The University of Adelaide in 1998,
she was a Post-Doctoral Research Associate at Texas A&M University, a
part-time lecturer at The University of Indonesia and an architect in Jakarta.
At The University of Adelaide, she teaches sustainable design, technology
and environment courses at the undergraduate and postgraduate levels.
Her main research interests include human thermal comfort, building thermal/energy simulation,
environmental monitoring, and sustainable building design and assessments, and she supervises
Honours, Masters and PhD students in these areas.
Veronica received a Faculty of the Professions’ Executive Dean’s Research Award in 2014. She has
published more than 80 publications in journals, book chapters and conference proceedings. She is a
member of the Editorial Board of Journal of Building Performance Simulation and an Associate Editor
of Architectural Science Review. She is the 2014-2015 President of Architectural Science Association
(ANZAScA).
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Plenary 2
Solar Thermal Cooling System at Universitas Indonesia
using Absorption Chiller
M. Idrus Alhamid et al
Mechanical Engineering Department, Faculty of Engineering,
Universitas Indonesia, Kampus Baru – UI, Depok 16424, Indonesia

A solar cooling absorption chiller system (double effect absorption chiller) was installed at the
Manufacturing Research Center (MRC) Building, Universitas Indonesia. This absorption chiller uses
two condensers to improve its efficiency. This system has a maximum cooling capacity of 240
kW thermal or 68 TR. The primary energy is solar energy absorbed by the heat pipe evacuated tubular
solar collector type, consisting of 60 modules (1 module contains 16 tubes) having an area of 240 m2
mounted atop the MRC building, and able to produce hot water at a temperature of 75oC - 90oC.
Additional energy is used compressed natural gas (CNG), which will work when the energy from the
sun is insufficient to produce hot water. CNG is stored in high - pressure tubes with a total capacity
of 450 m3. Heat from the condenser released into the surroundings by the cooling tower has a
capacity of 442.8 kW thermal .
The hot water produced by the solar collector is not directly circulated to the absorption chiller but is
temporarily stored in a hot water storage tank to maintain a stable temperature. The hot water storage
tank has a capacity of 1000 liters. If the hot water temperature exceeds the capacity required then the
heat will be directly released into the environment by a radiator with a capacity of 442.8 kW thermal .
The cold water produced by the absorption chiller is channeled towards hybrid fan coil units inside
the building. All circulations in this system both inside and outside the absorption chiller systems use
pumps.
This research was funded by Ministry of Environment – Japan with a title : “Entrusted business on
the technical cooperation for a co-benefit type solar-aided air-conditioning system (the system)
in Indonesia during the fiscal years 2012 to 2014”.
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Plenary 3
RESEARCH

ON SUSTAINABILITY
OF TECHNOLOGIES

ASSESSMENT

LISELOTTE SCHEBEK
Chair of Material Flow Management and Resource Economy,
Institute IWAR Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany
E-Mail: l.schebek@iwar.tu-darmstadt.de

A major goal of sustainable development is to decouple the increase in social welfare from the
impact of mankind on nature. Here, many hopes lie on technological innovations as a means of
achieving a more efficient use of resources, i.e. materials or energy carriers. However, a
technological innovation does not lead to a more sustainable economy per se: counter current
effects in the process chain, rebound effects in the use phase of a technology or product, and
impact on the macroeconomic scale from substitution effects may decrease and even jeopardize
expected savings of resources or impacts on the environment. Consequently, if technology shall
be used successfully to enhance sustainability of economy and society, it is indispensable to
assess its significant impacts in a holistic way, notably taking into account the full life cycle of a
technology or product.
Given the broad concept of sustainability, however, sustainability assessment is a challenging
task and comprehends not one single method, but covers different types of methodologies and
complex assessment procedures. The presentation will highlight scientific research on approaches
for sustainability assessment. One focus will be on the structuring or typology of approaches,
explaining the underlying scientific principles as well as the nature of possible outcomes of such
approaches. Based on this, examples from current research will demonstrate practical
application of sustainability assessment as part of research on technology development itsself,
but also incorporating sustainability assessment in development of policy strategies in energy
or resource efficiency.

Keywords:
Sustainable development, resource efficiency, assessment methodology
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Risk Sharing among Stakeholders to Implementing Performance
Based Contract on Highway Project
Hanie Teki Tjendani1,a, Nadjadji Anwar2,b and Putu Artama
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Department of Civil Engineering , Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember
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Abstract. Low quality level of service (LoS) of road and highway in Indonesia can be caused by
high overloading, poor drainage system and significant side friction due to uncontrolled
development and also can be caused by improper delivery order selection. Presently, the delivery of
national road projects generally adopts the Design, Bid, Build (DBB) system. This delivery order
system was split among the design,procurement,build, operate and maintenance. Road damage were
responsibility of the road manager. Indonesian government offered a new way of implementation
of road maintenance activities. Other delivery patterns such as Design, Build, Operate, and
Maintenance (DBOM) or Performance Based Contract (PBC) were analyzed and applied in a few
pilot projects.What significantly differentiates a PBC is the contractor assigned a number of the
responsibilities and risks that used to be borne by the owner agency under traditional method based
contracts. The principal differences between the traditional and performance based contracts were
more risks shifted to the service provider. Using a performance-based approach is a potential for
cost saving, less administration, more reliance on asset management, and more possibility for
innovations. Furthermore, this performance-based contract allows for the risk sharing among the
government (as an owner), the private sector (contractor) and road users. The possibility of the
cooperation of key stakeholders involved in performance based contract using game theory.
Therefore, it can be said that using game theory approach is so helpful for analyzing
construction management problems.
Introduction

Performance-Based Maintenance Contracting (PBMC) is a contracting method that provides
incentives and/or disincentives to the contractor to achieve desired outcomes or results; in its purest
form, PBMC does not detail how, when, or where to do the work. PBMC poses many challenges to
those accustomed to standard procurement procedures such as low bid, best value, and
qualifications-based selection, or even more complicated procurements involving toll road
concessions, designbuild- operate and maintain, and public-private partnerships involving PBMC.
The maintenance community in the United States may be witnessing the beginning of a sea change
in maintenance contracting [1].
The principal differences between the traditional and performance based contracts are more
risks shifted to the service provider and using a performance-based approach. There is a potential
for cost savings, less administration, more reliance on asset management, and the possibility for
innovations [2].
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Table 1. Comparison between Traditional and PBMC [2]

Hence, the choice and application of technology and the pursuit of innovative materials,
processes and management are all up to the contractor. This allocates higher risk to the contractor
compared to traditional contract arrangements, but at the same time opens up opportunities to
increase his margins where improved efficiencies and effectiveness of design, process, technology
or management are able to reduce the cost of achieving the specified performance standards.

Fig. 1. Distribution of risks to road agencies and contractors with
different forms of performing road maintenance services [3]

The main reasons for contracting out road maintenance implementing Performance Contracts
are: (1) to reduce maintenance costs through the application of more effective and efficient
technologies and work procedures; (2) provide transparency for road users, road administrations
and contractors with regard to the conditions roads have to be maintained; (3) improve control and
enforcement of quality standards; and (4) improve overall road conditions. Typical performance
standards for contracts with cooperatives would be as follows: (1) Culverts and inlets have to be
structurally sound and clean to allow for the free flow of water; (2) Surface drainage systems have
to be structurally sound and clean to allow for the free flow of water; (3) Vegetation should not
exceed a height of 30 cm; (4) No trees should obstruct traffic or pose a safety hazard; (5)
Compliance with the program to control erosion; (6) Roadway and right-of-way should be free of
litter, debris and road-kill; (7) There should be no potholes; (8) Cracks more than 3 mm wide should
be sealed; (9) Joints have to be sealed; (10) Bridge structures should be clean; (11) Bridge railings
should be clean and well painted; (12) Riverbeds have to be clean within 100 meters from the edges
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of bridges; (13) There should be no obstruction of the roadway; (14) Road and traffic signs should
be clean; (15) Milestones should be complete, clean and visible. Missing milestones should be
replaced within 24 hours; (16) Guardrails have to be clean, complete and visible; (17) Road
markers, road markings and horizontal road signs have to be clean; (18) Responded in due time to
emergencies; (19) There should be no billboards within the right-of-way [3].
Risk Sharing
Managing construction projects usually involves some conflicts which may occur among the
stakeholders,facing conflicts in construction managing problems due to the different involved
decision makers are unavoidable. So a useful decision making method should be considered for a
better decision.
Allocation of risk between the project owner and service provider is one of an obstacle in the
application of PBC. If the service providers bear the risk work should be borne by the owner of the
project will lead to unfavorable conditions such as: high auction bid price of providers services,
service providers due to the withdrawal of banks (financiers), service providers refused to take the
risk, termination of service providers within the contract period with the worst possible bankruptcy
of providers. To anticipate constraints in terms of risk required risk allocation detail before
implementation of the project and risk management for projects underway (PU, 2006).
The other features of a construction project must also be considered, including: 1) its
nonhomogeneous character and nonserial production, a result of the uniqueness of the product,
which is typically custom; 2) the implementation of the project in a dynamic, uncertain, and
complex environment; 3) different stakeholders with positions that are not always convergent; 4)
dependence on climatic factors during the construction process; 5) along period of development;
and 6) the division of responsibility among various companies. These various factors illustrate the
actual and high degree of risk involved in the success of a project. The importance of planning is
demonstrated by the various management methods used within construction and by specific
methodologies for risk management. However, these methodologies for risk management do not
have structured processes for developing risk management models, leaving researchers and
developers with the choice of tools and techniques to guide them in building their risk management
models. When we consider risk and its management as a success factor, it becomes clear that the
perception of risk further complicates the problem [4].
The risk sharing proportion reflects responsibility proportion of risk control and bearing
proportion of risk results, therefore, the construction of PBC project risk sharing model should not
only focus on total goal of effective risk control, but also should reflect the willingness of each
partner, which can make the partners have a higher identification and satisfaction and make the
decision process embody democracy and consultation fully. Then real responsibility risk allocation
will be accomplished explicitly, the process will be open and the risk control can be put into
practical [5]. There is still little research on the risk allocation of the performance-based contract,
For example, ERP project risk sharing through the empirical study and put forward the risk
allocation proportion model based on fuzzy analytic hierarchy process. Through analyzing, we find
that prior studies still have some deficiencies: 1) Only pursuing rationality and objectivity of
allocation results, but not paying enough attention to whether the partners are satisfied with the
results and are willing to accept them, so the responsibility of risk sharing can’t be put into effect
easily; 2) It did not take responsibility, right and profit into consideration in risk allocation, and
lacked attention on benefits driven of risk sharing; 3) The target of risk allocation failed to reflect
direct requirements of risk control [5]. Therefore, other ways are needed to be further explored so
that the results of risk allocation can be more reasonable and accepted by partners easily.
Game Theory
The existed conflicts in construction issues not only limited to the sharing of expenses or
profits between main contractors and sub contractors, but also, sometimes there are conflicts driven
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from clients and main contractors due to the non-cooperative behaviors between them. In this
situation the best decision should be considered for resolving the conflicts.
One of the most efficient tools to investigate these issues is game theory. Von Neumann and
Morgenstern (1944) introduced basic concepts of cooperative game theory and Shapley (1953)
introduced the Shapley value as a cooperative game in order to used as a cost and benefits
allocation in a coalition. In the construction management different decision-makers are involved at
various stages such as design, construction, operation, utilization and maintenance, due to that the
use of game theory is required in the definition and interpretation of the behavior of different parties
involved the system. The most common issue in every project is that all involved parties prefer their
own profits to overall system profits. Due to that the results obtained from game theory approach
are different from results of traditional optimization method [6].
In the implementation of performance-based contracts, game theory provides a framework for
evaluating the effects of individual decision makers action on the result of the project to develop
satisfactory resolution more extensively. However game theory has not been used well in
construction projects yet. Game theory will become so interesting in construction industry to realize
and resolve some construction projects conflicts which might not logically be solved by
conventional system engineering methods. In general game theory‘s result are more logical and
closer to practice since this method can better reflect behaviors of the parties involved in the
project. Game theory can recognize risk sharing and clarify the behaviors of parties involved in the
project to construction project problems , describe how interactions of different parties stakeholders
such as the government (owner), service provider (contractor) and road users (user). The study
reviewed the several phases of the performance-based contracts, namely: Design grade, Build grade
and Operatian & Maintenance (OM) grade [7].

Fig. 2. Risk sharing diagram

Analysis in cooperative game theory is centered on two major issues: coalition formation and
distribution of wealth gained through cooperation. If the participants can obtain more profits
through collaborating together, they will try their best to form a coalition rather than participate the
game individually. Especially when it comes to the (re)distribution of gains that a group of players
(coalition) has achieved, the availability of a linearly transferable commodity (such as money) is
crucial. Every participant wants to obtain the maximum profit in the coalition; therefore, the
satisfactory and reasonable scheme of allocation of profits in the coalition for each one becomes
very important. The concept of Shapley value is used for rational profit allocation in a coalition. It
is based on a particular concept of fairness in distributing the total gain the grand coalition is
capable of achieving [8]. For example the contractor would prefer to have coalition with the road
user or a grand coalition than to make the coalition with owner. So, for three players, formation of a
grand coalition or a coalition of contractor and road user versus owner (Table 2) will give the
optimum results.
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Table 2. Shapley value allocation for three players cooperative game

Conclusion
The possibility of the cooperation of key stakeholders involved in performance based contract
using game theory. The study of the cooperative game among the stakeholders using the Shapley
value approach to calculate the rational allocation of their profits suggests that cooperation will
bring more profits to them. This is because the optimal cost allocation mechanism suggested in this
approach and the resultant set of strategies would create a win-win situation for all the stakeholders.
Therefore, it can be said that using game theory approach is so helpful for analyzing construction
management problems.
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Abstract. Productivity of a building construction process, as its performance, is affected by the
level of uncertainty in a certain environment. For developing countries, such as Indonesia, this
uncertainty will make the estimator finds difficulties to predict the duration of a construction project
more accurately. This common condition is accommodated by probabilistic scheduling technique
that used a three number duration, namely: pessimistic, most likely and optimistic [1] known as
PERT. The problem that arises is estimating the three variables number in a particular relatively
rely on intuition or experience [2]. This paper discusses the initial step approach using external
influence factors on estimating the variables of probabilistic duration. This approach is based on the
concept that the function of the construction sector performance consists of accumulated of
economic growth, human resource functions and technology functions [3]. Some previous studies
have yielded some influence factors, both internal and external, for the duration of the construction
project. Selection of external influence factors is to identify quantifies indicators that can be
obtained through general sources with the aim to be used in the research development further. This
research conducted by factor analysis method, as exploratory phase, that was later confirmed by the
structural equation modeling analysis. The results of research identify some influence indicators to
project duration estimation.
Introduction
Construction industry sector is known as one contributor to the development of a country [4].
Indonesian central bureau of statistics (BPS) data showed that the average rate of growth in the
construction sector in Indonesia in 2005-2010 was 7.69 percent compare to the appropriate
contribution is 8%-12% according to The World Bank. Porter's competitive advantage [5] states
that there are four factors that determine a country or government establish a competitive
environment, where condition of the factors of production is one of those. Duration is one of the
production factors on construction management. Project time is one of a few critical components in
managing construction projects. The importance of project time should not be undermined
estimating, forecasting, and controlling project time or duration are critical to project success [6].
Knowledge capability of these conditions, based on the local environment, will provide
applicable input to the planning process of the construction project. One of the problems of
construction industry in developing countries is a lack of standardization of productivity which has
an impact on the less accuracy of estimation [2]. Estimation technique, which is part of the planning
process of construction, is one of the factors that influence construction performance productivity.
Under conditions of uncertainty, which is common condition in the developing countries, there is a
need to develop a method for calculating the level of uncertainty on the estimated duration of the
project which will give the estimate duration becomes more feasible [1]. In addition, information
about the local environment there will certainly support the selection of the right strategy and the
success of innovation. The research problem is how to create a model of identifying influence
factors on probabilistic duration of construction project in Jakarta. The objective is to compose an
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alternative duration estimating with more accurate in a certain condition. The research conducted in
Jakarta since it has quite enough construction projects building samples as limitation of this study.
Literature Review
Based on the classification of the World Bank, Indonesia is included in the classification of
Lower Middle Income Country (LMC) or sometimes called developing countries. In general,
developing countries have a similar characteristic which is low productivity levels [7]. Recognizing
the influence factors related to a sector gives the ability of the sector performance improvements,
including the construction sector. Economic indicators, as external factors, influence the
performance of a sector. Other external indicators of development may also affect such as human
resources, natural resources, science and technology, culture and capital resources [3].
The duration of the construction project is a key factor that must be considered before starting a
new project, because it can determine the success or failure of the project. Despite high levels of
uncertainty and risk in the construction process, construction planning currently relies on traditional
deterministic scheduling method that cannot clearly ascertain the level of uncertainty involved in
the project. One of the main objectives of the construction industry today is the quantification and
minimizes the risks associated with the performance of construction engineering. When specifically
considering the planning of construction projects, one way to control risk is through the
development of the project cost and schedule estimates are reliable [8].
A previous research based on probabilistic condition has already conducted, for examples: A
techniques are available to achieve this goal is a variety of assessment and probabilistic scheduling
[9]. A new concept was developed by using stochastic S - curve (SS - Curves) as an alternative to
using the technique of S - curve deterministic commonly used in professional practice. Simulation
is the recommended approach to get SS - curve, similar to the way that the schedule is being
developed stochastic [1]. The new probabilistic technique of project control is a concept to ensure
acceptable performance of the final estimate. This concept consists of implementation performance
control limit S curve to the actual cost and the time passed with a probabilistic approach and
graphical representation, called the S curve Stochastic [10]. These previous researches show that the
developed probabilistic schedule method has become one state of the art of scheduling technique.
Estimates of the actual project data-based production levels may be the most reliable method [11].
External factors which influence are also expressed in several previous studies. One Influence
Factors causing variation is human resources [12]. The delay of scheduling and cost overruns in
large-scale construction projects due to various reasons including unrealistic expectations at the
planning stage [13]. Despite some promising new technologies to increase the production of
construction, the ability of technology to deliver the results does not always materialize [14]. The
studies mentioned above, shows two main things that affect the structure of the research:
1. The construction sector performance is influenced by three main external variables, namely: the
realization of economic growth in the form of investment, the quality of human resources and
technologies aspect that can be described as:
f (k) = f (e + sdm + t)

(1)

Since the performance of the construction generally depends on variables of cost, time and quality,
it can be said that the duration of the project is also influenced by external factors.
2. The accuracy of the estimated duration depends on feasibility estimation model, which in an
uncertainty condition, a probabilistic approach is appropriate.
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Methodology

Fig. 1. Research algorithm

Research methodology for modeling, is formed by the algorithm approach as shown in Fig. 1.
In the process, the accuracy of the model was tested with a quantitative inherent approach in the
method of analysis used. This requirement help construct the model appropriately. Step-by-step
algorithm is shown as follows:
1. Conduct literature study of external factors that affect the estimation of the duration of the
previous research in the journals.
2. Select external factors contained in the database sources: The Indonesia Central Bureau of
Statistics, World Bank, and World Economic Forum.
3. Compile the chosen factors to the questions on the questionnaire.
4. Distribute questionnaire to limited respondents, i.e. respondents who have an interest
relation on project duration estimates, such as: project manager, site engineer Estimator and
so forth.
5. The data collected was processed using factor analysis with regard requirements to reduce
and grouping.
6. Preparation of SEM models based on the results of the confirmatory factor analysis
relationship.
7. Results of SEM are used as the requirements and feasibility of the model.
Case Study
Preliminary Identification Model
Based on the methodology above, a case study is carried out in Jakarta area and around. First
step is literature study to compose preliminary identification’s factors. By limiting the results of
textual analysis in the literature study on data available in selected source, it produced 11 external
measured indicators data that affect the duration of the construction project:
Inflation
(X 1 )
Gross Domestic Product
(X 2 ),
Level of interest rates
(X 3 ),
Exchange rate exchange rate
(X 4 ),
Technology Usage Index
(X 5 ),
Index number of researchers in the field of technology
(X 6 ),
Technology discovery index
(X 7 ),
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Index of education degree
(X 8 ),
Index level of human health
(X 9 ),
Index level of labor supply
(X 10 ),
Work environment index
(X 11 ).
These eleven indicators are arranged in 33 questions a questionnaire, distribute equally for each
probabilistic duration type. Those type of questions are: the indicator that drives the acceleration
duration a (optimistic), an indicator which led to the slow duration b (pessimistic) and indicator that
affect the general duration in common m (Most likely). Furthermore, the analysis of factors will be
divided into optimistic duration (a), the average duration (m) and the duration of the pessimistic (b)
with the following notations:
Indicator Selection by Reducing and Grouping, using Factor Analysis Method
Table 1. Influence factors output by factor analysis

The data is divide into 3 type of probabilistic duration. Reducing and grouping indicator gives
an advantage on using the research result, beside indicator selection itself. Base on the procedure,
this step is characterized as exploratory. In a simple way, could be said that indicator(s) is form up
variable(s). Process analysis is using SPSS® computer program. The output of factor analysis which
conducted for every type of probabilistic duration is show in table 1.
Table 1 show selected and grouped indicator for each probabilistic duration, which are:
Duration optimistic is influenced by 2 group of latent variable (in this case named as Technology
and Economics), where variable technology be influenced by 6 indicator (X 3 , X 4 , X 5 , X 7 , X 8 and
X 11 ) and variable economics be influenced by 2 indicator (X 2 , X 6 ). The analysis reduce 3 indicator
as influence factor which are: indicator X 1 , X 9 and X 10.
Duration pessimistic be influenced by 3 group of latent variable (in this case named as
Technology, Human Resources and Economics), where variable technology be influenced by 3
indicator (X 10 , X 11 , and X 4 ), variable economics be influenced by 2 indicator (X 3 , X 5 ) and variable
human resources be influenced by 2 indicator (X 6 , X 7 ) The analysis reduce 4 indicator as influence
factor which are: indicator X 1 , X 2, X 8 and X 9.
Duration most likely be influenced by 2 group of latent variable (in this case named as
Technology and Economics), where variable technology be influenced by 5 indicator (X 1 , X 5 , X 7 ,
X 8 , and X 9 ) and variable economics be influenced by 2 indicator (X 2 , X 10 ). The analysis reduce 3
indicator as influence factor which are: indicator X 1 , X 9 and X 10.
Totally there are 2 indicators that has no influence to any type of duration, which are: X 1 and X 9
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Confirmatory Phase

Fig. 2. SEM analysis graph

Last selection process is confirmation of factor analysis output. Since factor analysis using
bottom up approach, confirmation analysis should be used in reverse order. Structural Equation
Model analysis technique is used base on this concept, beside it accommodate and process both
latent and measureable variables simultaneously. In this research technology factor, economics
factor and human resources factor, together with duration, are a latent variables (there is no input
data) and factors indicator are a measureable variables. The result of SEM analysis on optimistic
duration show that there are 3 more indicator discarded, which are: X 3 , X 8 , and X 2 since these 3
indicator has no quite enough relation coefficient. Analysis on pessimistic duration discards 2
another indicator those are X 3 and X 6. Analysis on Most Likely duration is also discard 2 indicator
influence factor which are: X 7 and X 2 .
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Influence Factors
Based on 3 phase of selection method above, probabilistic duration be influenced by some
external factors specifically for each type of duration as shown below:
d u Optimistic = {X 4 , X 5 , X 6 , X 7 , X 8 , X 11 }
d u Pessimistic = {X 4 , X 5 , X 7 , X 10 , X 11 }
d u Most Likely
= {X 1 , X 5 , X 8 , X 9 , X 10 }
Conclusion
A model of composing factor influencing performance and probabilistic duration gives a
solution of previous lack information in estimating project duration. The 3 phase procedure to
identify influence factor above reasonably can be used as a model, as the case study conducted in
Jakarta above shown. Since indicators are strained by availability measureable common data, it can
be used for further research development. The case study conducted in Jakarta and around gives
result as: Optimistic duration of construction project estimate is influenced by Exchange rate
exchange rate (X 4 ), Technology Usage Index (X 5 ), Index number of researchers in the field of
technology (X 6 ), Technology discovery index (X 7 ), Index of education degree (X 8 ), Work
environment index (X 11 ). Pessimistic duration of construction project estimate be influenced by
Exchange rate exchange rate (X 4 ), Technology Usage Index (X 5 ), Technology discovery index
(X 7 ), Index level of labor supply (X 10 ), Work environment index (X 11 ). Most Likely duration of
construction project estimate be influenced by Inflation (X 1 ), Technology Usage Index (X 5 ), Index
of education degree (X 8 ), Index level of human health (X 9 ), Index level of labor supply (X 10 ),
Work environment index (X 11 )
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Abstract. Construction waste is generated during construction activities, which is a serious problem
in many countries around the world, including in Indonesia. From studies conducted within the last
three years, on several construction projects there is a significant trend on this issue. The purpose of
this paper is to identify a collaboration that can reduce construction waste on integrated project and
what indicators need to be considered to assess the success of the collaboration. The study is
conducted through literature reviews and field works, which is expected to introduce the
collaboration that will be developed in the integrated project. The conclusion is that through
collaboration between parties with minimum conflict elements, it would be able to reduce
construction waste on the integrated project which will be developed through as follows: lean
collaboration, collaborative work factors, vertical collaboration, collaborative leadership style,
collaboration processes/project, FIM, Conner’s four traits. The effect of conflict in collaboration
will be managed with risks such as industrial relationships, the level of conflict and collaboration,
and inter-organizationl conflict.A well-managed conflict and collaboration would reduce
construction waste effectively.
Introduction
Zhen had described that construction waste (CW) is a serious environmental issue in many
large cities [1]. Statistically, there is an increase of 10-30% of construction and demolition waste
(CDW) from the total waste in landfills all over the world [2]. As an example in Hongkong, there
has been an increase of housing project delivery orders in the last 13 years, where this housing
programme had been established by the Hongkong government since 1998, which will produce
around 50.000 flats in public sector, and approximately 35.000 flats for private sector annually [3].
Therefore, ways to reduce CW is very important in Hongkong, particularly when managing such
projects.
The government realizes that high-scale, high-tech, complex, high-risk and high-cost projects
would always still depend on foreign companies. Based on point no. 3, clause 16 from the
Construction Regulation no 18 1999 (UU JasaKonstruksi no. 18 1999), it was stated that: “The
service of planning, executing and controlling can be conducted in an integrated manner by focusing
on the scope and cost, using advanced technology, and managing high risks for each party involved
or the public in one construction work.” Also, on point no.5, clause 5, The Government Regulation
No. 4, 2010, construction activities that can be conducted in an integrated manner are: design and
build (DB); engineering, procurement and construction (EPC); turn-key project; and/or performance
based activities. These construction activities are organized in GAPENRI Association (The
Indonesian Integrated National Companies). Furthermore, the projects discussed in this paper are
integrated projects which are managed under GAPENRI Association.
Based on SKK Migas data, the project of EPC I-V Banyu Urip oil field experienced delays,
where the EPC I project was to construct the main production facility for Banyu Urip oil field in the
amount of US $746,3 million. This project was constructed by PT Tripatra Engineering, the sister
company of PT Indika Energy Tbk (INDY) and Samsung Engineering Co Ltd (a South Korea
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company), which had only finished 70% of the work, where they should finish 92% of the work.
EPC II was constructed by PT IntiKaryaPersadaTehnik and PT Kelsri which was delayed 20-26%
from the planned target [4].
The objective of this study is to identify collaborations that could reduce construction waste in
integrated projects and the indicators that must be considered to measure the success of the
collaboration, by conducting thorough literature reviews and information from field works. Hence,
the suitable form of collaboration could be proposed and developed in integrated projects.
Reducing CW has become a key environmental issue in construction industry. Reducing CW
must be considered in the early phase of the construction process and by all of the parties involved
[5]. According to Peng and Scorpio, reducing CW is an efficient method to minimize the waste
productions and eliminate many waste problems [6].
The problem and research question for this study is: How the collaboration between parties will
be conducted in order to reduce construction waste in integrated project?
Research Methods
The methods conducted for this study is through literature reviews, where discussions will be
based on references related with collaboration concepts, CW, and integrated projects. Through
descriptive analysis, conclusion will be derived which will be the result of this study
Results and Discussion
Collaboration between parties. Collaboration overcomes fragmentation which may occur in the
design and process of construction. The expectation gaps between the designer, contractor and the
project owner and the low quality of the construction delivery can be overcome through
collaboration. Moreover, it is an approach between team members to secure decision and provide
the best result in relation with choosing the proper design and construction. Design is an iterative
conversation process, which chooses the final result from the facilities given. A collaborative design
and planning would maximize a positive iteration and reduce negative iteration [7].
Lean construction is a concept in construction research that relates with the agenda for
identifying various phenomenon and development of waste minimization (reduce waste) and added
value in operational scope (lean construction), project scope (lean project) or industrial scope (lean
industry) [8]. In implementing the lean concept in construction project, Sutter Health [9], stated that
there are 5 (five) principals that need to be conducted, which are:
a) Collaboration
b) Improving the relationships between parties involved in the project
c) Project is viewed as a network from commitment
d) Optimizing the whole finishing phase of the project, not part of the project
e) Laying a strict foundation of learning with action
Therefore, lean system can be implemented and related with collaboration. According to
AndangSusilo DH, in high-rise or factory building, several project owners have integrated the
design function, machine/material supply and fabrication/installation process by one company
which is known as DB Contractor (for high-rise building) and EPC Contractor (for factory
building). EPC Contractor is responsible for the design (based on the owner’s needs), machine and
material purchasing, fabrication and installation process, up to the facility’s utilization and
operation. The engineering activity starts from the field survey of the facility to be constructed [10].
Collaboration is conducted in our daily lives and a fixed feature from a modern society; where
a work is a social means in the meaning of object and subject, final and understood, reason and
needs, applying and ability of a social mediation [11].The factor of collaborative work consists of
main factors (context, support, task, interaction, process team, individual and overarching factors)
and sub-factors for each main factor.
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Several theorists opined that value creation occurred when new situation appears or when the
creations of new needs for resources are needed, including information. In this context, an
organization usually conducts collaboration for innovation. Collaboration between parties is
intended to minimize costs. There are benefits and drawbacks from collaboration between parties.
There are also many factors that must be implemented for collaborations to actually work.
Nonetheless, in a construction industry, where the need for a minimum cooperation is essential, the
requirements for a sound collaboration practice will be needed.
According to International Partnering Institute (IPI), “Partnering is a collaborative process
which develops a “culture” by coordination between organization and team that have to work
together to obtain the success of delivering the construction projects.”
T. Xu, Cs., explained that collaboration can be comprehended in two dimensions, which are
horizontal and vertical. Collaboration in the form of horizontal means that the parties involved has
the same business core. As an example in construction collaboration, such as design collaboration,
the parties involved are competing in the same market segment and the same geography segment.
Furthermore, vertical collaboration involved parties with different level of supply chains. For
example, a specialist contractor can be integrated with a localsupplier of the main contractor. The
parties can collaborate and related with its SCM, in other words, there will be no competition
between them due to the different market segments [12].
Several organizations have found that there are difficulties in configuring collaboration to
create beneficial values [14]. Organizations that collaborate effectively have larger influence to the
market and tend to be more flexible and ready for changes in their environment [15]. Allied
collaboration and proper network are necessary for strategic development, however, an effective
partnership is still lacking in the business sector [14].
Table 1. Collaboration leadership [13]
Description
Organization structure
The party who owns relevant
information
The party who owns the
authority to the final decision
The basic of accountability
and control
The best method to be applied

Collaborative
Distributer, inter-organization network
Employees in every level, location and external stakeholders
The people who lead the collaboration have a clear authority
Performance in achieving the goal
Work effectively for groups with various business unit and inter-companies,
where innovation and creativity are essential

According to Richman, there are three types of collaboration, which are [16]:
1. Informal collaboration, the simplest collaboration. The activities are unstructured and basically
informal, for example: group discussion.
2. Process/project collaboration, a collaboration that is basically more structured, for example
construction process activity.
3. Continuing collaboration, a collaboration which its activity involves external parties such as
customer, partner and vendor, for example product/service delivery by partner.
There are several collaboration models that has been identified by The Lodestar Foundation,
published by ASU Lodestar Center, which are as follows [17]: Fully Integrated Model (FIM),
Partially Integrated Merger (PIM), Joint Program Office (JPO), Joint Partnership with Affiliated
Programming (JPAP), Joint Partenership for Issue Advocacy (JPIA), Joint Partnership with the
Birth of a New Formal Organization (JPBNFO), Joint Administrative Office and Back Office
Operation (JAOBOO), and Confederation [17].
In details, the collaboration characteristics that are suitable for integrated projects are described
in Table 2.
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Table 2. FIM Collaboration Model, condition, challenge and benefit [17]
Collaboration
model
Fully Integrated
Model

Condition

Challenge

Benefit

• Collaborator needs
the same mission and
complement each
other
• An overlap in service
which is delivered
efficiently
• Competition for
funding and client
• Pressure from public
is addressed with
service duplication

• Overcoming the competition
with cooperation
• Organization integration
with different culture and
history
• Determining new leadership
structure without position
duplication
• Determining new structure
and leadership

• Improving efficiency in project
delivery
• Reducing service overlaps in
public level
• More economic from the
leading scale for easier resource
access
• Adopting each strengths from
each party that collaborates will
create larger strength in general

Sawhney described how collaborative innovation occurred when organization focuses on the
user expertise and through collaborative support it is possible to reduce cost and increase
satisfaction [18]. A shift from order and control mentality to relationship and collaboration strategy
which are needed in the information democracy era is necessary. Conner suggested that the top level
team provides strategic benefits by maximizing collaborative team work with accelerating
innovation process, operation and problem solving to obtain the business goals aggressively [19].
Conner determined four traits of a successful team including goals, responsibility, relationships
between teams, and new work methods. A high level team performance has clear goals, objectives
and aims, with realistic priorities, time frame and resources. The team’s accountability with roles
and responsibilities which are defined clearly, job allocation and proper team size are also needed
[19].
Another important aspect is to provide a clear and concise vision as the team’s objective in
order to gain agreement between parties and supporting the need to change [20]. In order to be
successful, the team should develop an open and honest collaboration which includes new process
and technology, by chance of maximizing virtual interaction. Problems in team work may arise
from a forceful team member, passive team member, unappreciative toward other’s contribution and
conflict avoidance [20].
Determining collaborative relationship between parties is a challenge, a long-term process and
complex [21]. This will be more complex in a certain industry due to its fragmented support from its
associations. The success of a project completion by multi-organization rarely involves high
coherent degree and its objective and project integration depends on its management level. Conflict,
ambiguity and lack of focus on the main objective, based on previous studies, are some of the issues
needed to be [22].
More often, imbalance strength between organizations with different goals occurred during
collaboration. Along with collaboration, other methods such as (a)compliance, (b)content, and (c)
parties are necessary [23]. Hardy and Phillips discussed that critical issues in determing the structure
between parties during collaboration consist of (a) the party that owns the formal authority, (b) the
party that controls the resources and (c) the party that is able to manage movement [24].
In creating a collaborative relationship, every stakeholder in the industry should be involved in
trust-building and in a well-defined union. Based on the organization behavior theory, trust is a
mutual agreement between social agent (people) to have an open communication and information to
build a value creation through various disclosure approaches [23].
The concept of conflict. According to history, a construction project is conducted under a
management with two parties: architect and contractor. The architect is responsible for the design
and the contractor is responsible for constructing the project. The project consists of two phases
which are developing the plan and implementing it through an integrated organization with
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allocating resources in each phase. In a much larger scale project, the delivery service will be more
complex, the materials and techniques are varied, more specialized and more details in its work
breakdown structure. The work breakdown structure will assist the management of the project’s
financial risk and other related industrial risks [23].

Fig. 1. Degree of conflict versus degree of collaboration [25]

The second perspective showed a clearer view on valuing the benefit/cost of inter-organization
conflict. A conflict may be viewed as functional and also dysfunctional [26], where development
and creativity are stimulated by problems and imbalance situation. As stated by a Japanese saying:
when two bubbles unite, both of them will disappear. According to Gadde and Hakansson, this can
be illustrated along two axis, the first one shows the collaboration level between the buyer and the
seller, and the second one shows the conflict level between them in the context of business
relationships (Fig. 1)[27].
Table 3. Examples of conflict in complex projects [25]
No.
1

2
3

4

Category
Work
organization

•
•
•
Data
•
precision
•
Work
•
performance •
Human
interaction

•
•
•

5

Physical
resources

6

Human
resources

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Issue/Conflict examples
Delay from a certain activity that causes problems for the next activity?
Delay of information flow when claimed issues are passed to the unit in charge?
Interface between disciplines and parties involved are not clear
Drawings/illustrations are not in line with the related objective?
Activities are conducted without renewing the information system
Design and construction errors due to various causes?
Operational errors including requirements for rework due to lack of procedural
compliance
Weak communication between disciplines, such as between engineering and
production
Cultural and language differences
The buyer wants to communicate directly with the sub-suppliers but hindered by
official constraints or other form of avoidance
Lack of physical capacity in areas such as material and welding
Tools for inter-discipline monitoring and inspection are unavailable/lost
Inconsistencies between data system due to data duplication
Lack of skill to understand and/or conduct the tasks
Low capacity and lack of human resources in conducting tasks
Lack of capability of the manager to solve problems

Construction Waste (CW). SasitharanNagapan, Cs, stated that there are several countries that have
serious problems regarding CW, which are: Australia, Sri Lanka, Singapore, Turkey and other
developed countries.
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Fig. 2. Classification of construction waste [28]

In Indonesia, as one of the countries that was studied, the CW consists of physical waste and
non-physical waste, as shown in Fig. 2 [28]:

% waste

4.00%
3.00%
2.00%

Waste

1.00%
0.00%

1

2

3

Tahun ke

Fig. 3. CW growth in Indonesia [29]

From a study on CW that was conducted to 10 contractors with 30 projects of various types, it
was found that the waste growth within the last three years was quite significant. In the first year,
the percentage of CW compared to the project value is 2.35%, and in the second year increased to
2.55%, and finally in the third year it increased to 3.01%, as shown in Fig. 3 [29].
Integrated project. There are several models for the integrated project processes. These models
have been available for many years and used with various levels of success, which depend on the
types of project and skills needed. The pros and cons of these delivery methods will be discussed in
this section, particularly DB, EPC, and partnering as the comparison.
Design and Build (DB) project accelerates its delivery through conducting the design and
construction process at the same time. Similar with other types of project, DB project is initiated by
the owner; the planning process is based on the defined objective, economic feasibility and its
technical aspects. Engineer-Procure-Construct (EPC) method has similar approach with DB project.
Most of the design and construction process are managed by one organization. This model is mainly
used in industrial projects which focus on engineering design as opposed to architectural design.
The planner, supervisor/construction manager, sub-contractor, and supplier are all under the
control of the Project Manager. The Engineering, procurement and construction processes are the
phases that will determine the success of the project, hence each phase has its own success
parameter, as mentioned by Andang [10].
The success of a construction project is not only based on how the project is constructed as
planned and as initiated by the owner. It should also focuses on how to improve efficiency during
the construction process by reducing CW through improving collaboration between parties involved
in the project. Collaboration is a critical success factor in various projects, particularly when
conducting agreement and partnership with various parties [25]. Traditional construction contract
tend to create behavior characteristics which contradicts between the client and the contractor,
where it resulted in the loss of productivity and the increase of costs [30].
Heng Li explained the productivity comparison between manufacturing industry and
construction. For example, for the last 40 years, non-agriculture industry, which refers to the
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manufacturing industry, experienced an increase of 10% every year, compared with the construction
industry which decreases annually. This phenomenon is found in various countries, and can be
explained by these three differences between the two industries, which are [31]:
a. Construction industry does not have a sound platform to capture and utilize knowledge derived
from the design and construction phases.
b. Construction industry does not have a fixed production line.
c. Construction industry does not have the ability to try before constructing the project (the trial
approach).
The form of a collaboration which is suitable with the integrated project characteristic could reduce
CW, which are formed as follows:
Table 4. The form of integrated project collaboration that would reduce CW

•
•
•
•

Integrated
Project
Engineering
Procurement
Construction
Start up and
commissioning

Collaboration Model
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lean collaboration
Collaborative work factor
Vertical collaboration
Collaboration’s leadership
Project/process collaboration
Fully Integrated Model (FIM)
Four traits, Conner
Collaborative relationship

Conflict
• Industrial
relations risk
• Level of
conflict and
level of
collaboration
• Conflict
between
organization

Construction
Final result
waste
• Physical
• Reduce
waste
Physical
waste
• Non
• Reduce Non
Physical
Physical
waste
waste

Conclusion
The suitable form of collaboration for integrated project that would reduce CW are in the form
as follows: lean collaboration, collaborative work factor, vertical collaboration, collaboration’s
leadership, project/process collaboration, FIM, and Conner’s four traits.
The influence of conflict in collaboration should be managed by considering the industrial
relations risk, the level of conflict and the level of collaboration, and conflict between organizations.
Conflict and collaboration should be well-managed in order to reduce CW effectively.
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Abstract. This paper presents the physico-hydro-mechanical properties of a commercial bentonite
in Indonesia related to the possibility of its use as a barrier in the waste repository. Physical
properties include specific gravity, Atterberg limits, grain distribution, and compaction. Methods
used to determine physical properties followed ASTM standards procedures. X-ray diffraction
(XRD) and Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy Test (ESEM) were also utilized in order
to investigate the mineral content and microscopic level of the bentonite, respectively. The
hydraulics properties of the bentonite (i.e., permeability and water retention) were obtained from
permeability test and chilled-mirror hygrometer test, respectively. The mechanical property of the
material includes the shear strength which was determined by using direct shear tests, respectively.
The results are compared to other bentonites that have been widely used in the world.
Introduction
Bentonite is a highly plastic clay which contains large quantity of montmorillonite (or
smectites) and expands when it is in contact with water in liquid form or in vapor form. In
Indonesia, bentonite is often used in slurry form to solve problems in the construction of borings or
excavating trenches in water-saturated soils. In fact, bentonite is now widely used as a barrier in
domestic or hazardous waste repository. The bentonite or mixtures of bentonite with other materials
such as sand and clay is compacted to reach a certain density. In the field, this material is directly
incontact with waste, water and/or leachate. These lead to extend the characterisation of bentonite
not only the consistency but also its hydro-mechanical properties.
This paper presents the physico-hydro-mechanical properties of a commercial bentonite in
Indonesia related to the possibility of its use as a barrier in the waste repository.
Material Used and Method
The material used is widely used bentonite in Indonesia. Although it has long been used for
example in the drilling process, the physical, chemical, mechanical, and hydraulics properties of the
bentonite has not been published yet.
The methods used to obtain the physical, chemical, mechanical, and hydraulic are related to the
use of the bentonite as a barrier material. Specific gravity, the limits of Atterberg, grain size
distribution, and compaction tests have been performed based on ASTM D854, ASTM D4318-93,
ASTM D422-63 and ASTM D698 [1], respectively. Cation exchange capacity was determined by
using saturation method with BaCl 2 . X-ray diffraction (XRD) method was used to determined
mineral content of the bentonite. Bentonite hydraulic properties (i.e., permeability and water
retention behavior) were obtained by using the ASTM D 5856-95 method [1] and the chilled mirror
hygrometer technique, respectively. Chilled-mirror hygrometer technique has been used to
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determine total suction of soils [2]. The chilled-mirror hygrometer is known as the most accurate
technique for measuring the relative humidity [3, 4]. Mechanical property was conducted using
direct shear ASTM D 3080 [1]. In the permeability and direct shear strength tests, the samples were
prepared and tested at optimum moisture content and maximum dry density based on Proctor
compaction test results.
Result and Disscussion
Table 1 summarizes the physico-chemical properties of bentonite performed using ASTM
standards (i.e., specific gravity, Atterberg limits, grain size distribution, and compaction), and
saturation method (i.e., CEC). As shown in Table 1, the bentonite has specific gravity of 2.78,
liquid limit of 140%, and plastic limit of 55%. The plasticity index calculated from the liquid and
plastic limits is 85%. Based on grain size distribution result, the bentonite contains 100% fine grain
with 70% clay content. The maximum dry density and optimum water content of the bentonite
resulted from Proctor compaction are 1.2 Mg/m3 and 23%, respectively. The bentonite has CEC of
26.8 meq/100g.
Table 1. Summary of the bentonite characteristics used in this study
Properties
Specific gravity
Liquid limit (%)
Plastic limit (%)
Plasticity index (%)
Clay content (%)
Fine content (%)
Maximum dry density (Mg/m3)
Optimum water content (%)
Cation exchange capacity (meq/100g)

Value
2.78
140
55
85
70
100
1.2
23
26.8

Fig. 1 shows XRD result of bentonite. The figure reveals presence of montmorillonite in the
bentonite and other minerals such as illite and quartz.
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Fig. 1. XRD result of the bentonite
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Environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) was used to study the microscopic
bentonite. Tests were carried out in the Laboratory of Chemistry at Ruhr-Universitaet Bochum,
Germany. Microscopic structure is important for further investigation when the bentonite is
compacted or mixed with other materials such as sand, cement, polymer [5], etc. Fig. 2 shows
photos of bentonite obtained by using ESEM with magnification of 5000-50000 times. The photos
show that the bentonite is composed of fine particles with a size less than 4µm (Figs. 2a and 2b).
The particles form a larger structure called aggregates (Figs. 2c and 2d). The presence of particles
and aggregates of different sizes produces different sizes pores (i.e., space between them) [6, 7].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. ESEM photos of the bentonite

Table 2 summarizes the physico-chemical data of bentonite obtained in this study and
collected from literatures for different types of bentonite. All bentonites presented in Table 2 are
commercial bentonite from different countries such as Germany, India, Spain, USA, Japan, and
China. Based on Unified Soil Classification System (USCS), all soils in Table 2 are highly plastic
clays.
As shown in Table 2, the specific gravity of the bentonite is close to that of other bentonites.
The Liquid limit and Plasticity index are less than that of other bentonites except FEBEX. The
plastic limit is close to plastic limit of Calsigel, FEBEX, and MX80. For CEC, the bentonite used in
this study has the lowest value. However, the physical and mechanical properties of
montmorillonite soils such as liquid limit and swelling potential were not influenced by the total
CEC of the soils other than only by the amount of exchangeable sodium cation in the CEC [8].
There is no unique relationship observed from data in Table 2. This is due to the variation of
the physico-chemical properties and mineralogy of the bentonite. Two important parameters that
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influence behavior of the bentonite (i.e., montmorillonite content and specific surface area) are not
available and will be performed in the next investigation.
Table 2. Bentonite characteristics used in the world
Bentonite
(in this
study)

Calsigel
[2]

Indian
Bentonite
[2]

FEBEX
[9]

MX80
[10]

Kunigel
[11]

GMZ
[12]

Specific gravity

2.78

2.8

2.85

2.7

2.76

2.79

2.71

Liquid limit (%)

140

180

400

102

411±10

473.9

276

Plastic limit (%)

55

56

34

53

47

26.6

37

Plasticity Index

85

124

366

49

364±10

447.3

239

-

50-60‡

-

92

75

48

Clay content (%)

70

40

83

68

77.6

64.8

60

Fine content (%)

100

100

100

92

92.6

-

98

-

500

400

725

562

388.8

420

26.8

49

62

102

73

76

68

Indonesia

Germany

India

Spain

USA

Japan

China

Properties

Montmorillonite content (%)

2

Total Ss (m /g)
CEC (meq/100g)
Country

Shear Strength of Bentonite
Direct shear test was performed on the sample at maximum dry density and optimum water
content as shown in Table 1. The mechanical properties tested herein involved the determination of
shear strength parameters (i.e., cohesion (c') and internal friction angle (φ')). The values of cohesion
(c) and internal friction angle (φ) are 30 kPa and 20o, respectively. The result shows typical values
of shear strength of clay soil. Comparison with other bentonite cannot be done due to lack of data of
shear strength similar to that done here.
Hydraulic Properties of Bentonite
The hydraulic property of bentonite that is very important pertaining to its use as barrier is
coefficient of permeability. Permeability test was conducted on samples at maximum dry density of
1.2 Mg/m3 and optimum water content of 23%. The coefficient of permeability obtained is 1.90×
10-8cm/s or 1.90×10-10m/sec.
Comparison of permeability is made by plotting the coefficient of permeability value versus
dry density of sample. Fig. 3 shows permeability of bentonite used in this study and several
compacted bentonite obtained from literature plotted in semi-log scale as a function of bentonite dry
density. According to the figure, the permeability of the bentonite used is relatively higher than that
of other bentonites. The low permeability of other bentonites may be attributed the high percentage
of monmorillonite. More data of the bentonite based material are required to give better
comparison.
Besides permeability, the relationship between the water content and the negative pore water
pressure (or suction) also plays important role in hydraulics behavior. The relationship also called
water retention curve shows the bentonite ability to hold water by increasing or decreasing of
suction. In this study, the negative pore water pressure is determined using a chilled-mirror
hygrometer technique called AQUALAB. The tests were conducted at the Soil Mechanics
Laboratory, Ruhr-Universitaet Bochum, Germany. Fig. 4 shows the relationship curve between
water content and suction of bentonite used in this study compared with bentonites that are
commonly used in the world i.e., MX80 (USA) and Calcigel (Germany). As shown in the picture,
the curve of the bentonite used is placed in between that of Calcigel and MX80. It shows that the
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ability of bentonite used in this study to retain water is higher than that of Calsigel that is proposed
to be a sealing material for high level waste in Germany.
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Fig. 3. Permeability of compacted bentonite as a function of bentonite dry density
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Fig. 4. Water retention curves of bentonite

Conclusion
A study on the physico-hydro-mechanical properties of a commercial bentonite in Indonesia
has been presented. The results obtained show that: (1) Bentonite is used has a specific gravity of
2.78 with initial moisture content of 14.94%. Liquid limit, plastic limit, and plasticity index are
140%, 55%, and 85%, respectively. Presence of montmorillonite was confirmed in XRD result; (2)
Bentonite has cation exchange capacity of 26.8 meq/100g. Compared to bentonite commonly used
in the world, the value is small but it is still much higher than that of clays generally; (3) From the
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hydraulic properties, the permeability of the compacted bentonite at maximum density is 1.9×10-10
m/sec. In addition, the bentonite is also able to retain water with a very large capacity and
comparable to bentonites that are currently widely used in Europe and America. The shear strength
parameters (i.e., cohesion and internal friction angle) obtained at the same condition as permeability
test are 30 kPa and 20o, respectively.
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Abstract. Shotcrete is a sprayed concrete which placed by spraying through a nozzle into a wall
under the action of compressed air. This sprayed-concrete process was broadly accepted and
produced cost effective results in applications. However, it is frequently assumed that the first layer
of shotcrete may gains more strength than the last layer since it receives more compression during
spraying process. This research is aimed to investigate the distribution of mechanical properties and
reliability in shotcrete material. A shotcrete panel of 300 mm×300 mm×150 mm was prepared in
advance. To investigate the properties, some silinder cores with diameter of 50 mm were taken from
bottom and top part of shortcrete panel from different locations in the panel. Uni-axial compression
testing was performed and acoustic emission (AE) sensors as well as concrete strain gage were also
attached on specimes during the testing. Results indicate that the first layer doesn’t always possess
higher compressive strength than the last layer. There are no significant compressive strength and
Young’s modulus differences between bottom and top part of shotcrete panel in all core locations.
In addition, according to AE data, the similar reliability parameter were also found in all specimens,
either it comes from top or bottom part of core locations. It can be concluded that the depth and
location of shotcrete don’t influence the mechanical properties and reliability of the shotcrete.
Introduction
Shotcrete is a sprayed concrete which placed by spraying through a nozzle into a wall under the
action of compressed air. Shotcrete has been developed in the mining industry in USA in 1914 and
has been undergoing developments in decades [1]. This sprayed-concrete process was widely
accepted and resulted cost effective in many civil engineering applications [2, 3].
Shotcrete material consists of water, cement, aggregat and some additives. For the aggregate,
most sprayed concrete uses sand. Aggregates up to 10 mm in size can be used where the structure
thickness allows and there is machinery available to accommodate them. Spraying larger size
aggregate is also possible but this has no advantages since larger particles are more susceptible to
rebound [3].
Shotcrete can be sprayed into the surface through wet or dry process. Shotcrete is major
material for use in underground rock suport, wall, tunnel, and repairing structures. During the
process, shotcrete is sprayed in each layer until reaching the desire depth. However, it is frequently
assumed that the first layer of shotcrete may gains more strength than the last layer since it receives
more compression during spraying process. Considering the mentioned problem, this present paper
is aimed to investigate the distribution of mechanical properties and reliability in shotcrete material.
Related Works
Mechanical properties of shotcrete. Cores taken from the existing shotcrete construction can be
tested as for normal concrete. Regarding the testing results, specimen size and proportion
allowances can be made since the core diameter of shotcrete is usually small and the aggregate is
also smaller than for conventional concrete and [3].
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The basic tests on shotcrete used in underground mining include laboratory tests of its
compression strength and tensile strength and the determination of its longitudinal elasticity
modulus (Young’s modulus). Moreover, the adhesion of shotcrete to a given surface is often
determined in situ through, e.g., the pull-off method. It was found that the average values for the
parameters of shotcrete after 37 days of hardening: Young’s modulus E = 2011 MPa, uniaxial
compression strength fc 0 = 21.7 MPa, and tensile strength ft = 1.74 MPa. These values were used as
basic parameters in numerical modeling of stress-deformation of shotcrete [1].
Furthermore, the compressive and splitting tensile strength were tested for characterizing the
mechanical properties of shotcrete with different curing age in [4]. It is found that with increasing
age and decreasing water/binder ratio, the mechanical properties of the samples showed a tendency
to increase.
Reliability analysis. Reliability of shotcrete is analyzed based on acoustic emission data record.
Weibull distribution is a probability modeling of failure in a material or in a product [5] which can
be applied to AE generation behavior as illustrated in Eq. (1)


 1 
 = m log x − m log a
log log n
(
)
−
1
F
x




(1)

where, x is stress level (%), F(x) is cumulative number of AE generation at the x stress level, m is
Weibull shape parameter, and a is Weibull scale parameter [6].
m is the gradient of the line which shows class of failure. Lower m parameter indicates lower
reliability since high AE hit generations appears in early stress during loading. It refers to damaged
concrete. Conversely, higher m parameter indicates higher reliability referring a sound concrete [6, 7,
8].
Experiments
Materials. Shotcrete material was Sto CR 305 for high-strength shotcrete. Sto high-strength
shotcrete is cement-based shotcrete mortar . It has been fortified with microsilica for high physical
strengths. The shotcrete panel was prepared by a nozzleman in laboratory. The mixture proportion
of shotcrete can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Composition of Shotcrete
Components
Calcium Silicate
Calcium Formiat
Quarz (maximum diameter size: 10 mm)

Share (%)
25.00
0.5
71.5

(Source: Sto Corp.)

The panel size was 300 mm×300 mm×150 mm. After 28 days curing age, size of 50 mm in
diameter of cores were taken from shotcretepanel to investigate the mechanical properties. The
different locations of cores were taken. Each location consist of sampel from top layer and bottom
layer of shotcrete panel as shown in Fig. 1
Method. AE measurement was performed during uniaxial compression test of shotcrete cores. The
setup of testing is illustrated in Fig. 2. One wide-band UT 1000 type AE sensor was attached to the
concrete sample surface. AE signals were amplified by 40 dB. Threshold level was set at 40 dB. AE
measurement was based on Mistras system from PAC. Specimes were loaded from zero until failure.
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1

2

150 mm

3

Top part
Bottom
part

310 mm
310 mm

Fig. 1. Locations of cores in shotcrete panel

Fig. 2. Testing of specimens

Results and Discussion
Distribution of mechanical properties. The compressive strength and Young’s modulus of
shotcrete in each location are shown in Table 2. In core location number 1 and 3, it is found that the
compressive strength in upper part is higher than in lower part of panel. However, compressive
strength of is found higher in lower part in core location number 3. Meanwhile, according to
Young’s modulus, the performance of top part specimens in all core locations is lower than the
bottom one.
In general, the first layer (bottom part) during spraying process, does not always show better
performance due to higher compression; however it is distributed randomly in every point.
Table 2. Distribution of Mechanical Properties of Shotcrete
Core
Location
1
2
3
Average

Top Part
Compressive Strength
Young's Modulus
(MPa)
(MPa)
135.4
47000
112.7
46000
139.8
48000
129.3
47000

Bottom Part
Compressive Strength
Young's Modulus
(MPa)
(MPa)
112.9
55000
126.7
47000
122.0
48000
120.5
50000

Reliability analysis. Table 3 indicates the reliability analysis using AE Weibull analysis. High m
parameters were observed among all core locations meaning all shotcrete cores are having high
reliability since AE hits generation only occur in late stress level significantly as illustrated in Fig.
3.
According to AE Weibull Analysis, m parameter shows similar results to those of mechanical
properties. Even though in core locations number 1, the upper part has higher reliability than lower
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part; conversely, in other locations do not show the same trend. In average, reliability is found
almost similar between top and bottom part of core locations. The example of AE Weibull analysis
is shown in Fig. 4.
Table 3. Reliability analysis
Core
Location
1
2
3
Average

m parameter of AE Weibull Analysis
Top Part
Bottom Part
7.43
7.01
6.81
7.08
6.58
7.01
6.94
7.03

Fig. 3. AE hits generation behavior

Fig. 4. AE Weibull analysis for reliability calculation

Summary
This paper studies about mechanical properties distribution and reliability of shotcrete. In
general, the first layer (bottom part) during spraying process, does not always show better
performance due to higher compression; however it is distributed randomly in every point.
According to AE Weibull Analysis, m parameter shows similar results to those of mechanical
properties. In average, reliability is found almost similar between top and bottom part of core
locations. Even first layer receives more compression during spraying process; however it does not
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always show better properties than other layer. It can be concluded that the depth and location of
shotcrete don’t influence the mechanical properties and reliability of the shotcrete. Distribution of
properties in shotcrete are found to be similar in each layer.
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Abstract. This research is conducted to construct wall as an element of non structure insulator
made from brick more waterproof which was often complained by house owner and user. The rain
causing house wall become damply and faded the paint color. Water easily infiltrates the surface of
wall building as the waterproof plaster does not work well after evaporation and the sun effect is
continually.In this research, applying of glass powder was tried as an additional to mortar. Glassmortar burned at least 700oC where glass powder start to metamorphoses and become sintering
(bonding of particles by solid-state diffusion at high temperature or process for forming a dense
mass by heating) that expected to close the mortar pore. If the rain drops to the wall directly, the
expectation to the water will not infiltrate to the other wall side, so the wall will not become mouldy
and damp, then painted wall can be protected. The result will be compared with Sika Top 144
cement base polymer modified protective paint as a product which have been circulated in market.
The result proved that with addition glass powder into the mortar then burned until 700oC and then
tested with rainfallsimulator can make the wall become more impervious and showed a better
perfomance to avoid water infiltration to the mortar. With addition of glass powder will assign
economic value as well as more beneficial than using Sika Top 144.
Introduction
Uncontrolled accumulation of water on a wall of a building can reduce the integrity of
structural components either mechanical, chemical or biological. Damage such as moldy wood,
rusting of iron or loss of plaster is a matter that may occur. Excessive water content in the wall can
also affect the health of occupants directly even the potential for breeding grounds for harmful
organisms. Humid condition of the building would also reduce the beautiful appearance.Water can
easily seep into the surface of the wall of a building. This can occur because of plaster commonly
used are not waterproof or reduced because of the emergence of cracks due to evaporation and or
tensile load and the more exposure to the sun continuously. One of the ideal solution to the
problems of the above problems is an effective water management so that there are no components
in building systems that are too wet with minimize the entry of water into the system and maximize
the water out of the system [1].
Materials and Methods
Mortar. Mortar cement plastering composition used is 1:5, and using wc 75% can be seen in Table
1.
Table 1. Composition plastering mortar of each m3
No
1
2
3

Items
Cement
Sand
Water

Part
1
5
0.75

Requirements (kg)
24.62264
123.1132
18.46698
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Glass. The glass used in this study is household waste glass. Part of glass powder were added at 5%
by weight of cement.Glass is a unique inert material that could be recycled many times without
changing its chemical properties [2].
Wall bricks. Wall brick plastered with a size of 120 cm×120 cm with normal plaster, mortar-glass
plaster and sikatop plaster.Bricks that are used to manufacture the wall comes from Bantul that use
wood burning.
Sika top 144. Water-resistant material that will be used for the walls is Sika Top 144 which
consists of liquid and powder materials were mixed in the ratio of 7:10.
Research Method
The water uptake on the wall tested by the way showered with water through splinker (Fig. 1)
with the amount of water that has been adapted to the rainfall in Indonesia, namely 30 mm/h - 40
mm/h for rain with low intensity and 50 mm/h - 60 mm/h for rain with high intensity.

Rainfall Simulator

Brick wall

Frame
60°

Fig. 1. The setting up testing of waterproof wall

Moisture testing is done from the side walls that are not watered (rainfall simulator), this is
done to determine the effect of glass mortar burned whether to reduce or even close the pores of the
wall so that the wall plaster be watertight. Wall humidity levels can be determined by
moisturemeter. Recording humidity done at some point the entire surface of the wall that is not
directly exposed to water. These points plotted in 10 cm×10 cm to determine the spread of the
moisture level of the wall.
On the wall with its plastering mortar glass added 5% then burned up to 700oCelsius to melt
the glass in order to obtain a more watertight wall. Fig. 2. shows the wall with the burning process
that in the preliminary test capable of giving more waterproof.

Fig. 2. The burning process
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The Setting Up of the Test
Tools used to test the waterproof wall is the rainfall simulator (Fig. 3) . This tool is equipped
with speed control, pressure and shower opening angle in order to get the desired rainfall.

Fig. 3. Rainfall simulator setting

The Testing Results

Fig. 4. Average mortar test results

From Fig. 4 above shown that the replacement of sand with glass as much as 5% and be
burning up to 700°C can increase the average value of its compressive strength to 23.75% from
12.919 MPa for standard mortar and 15.987 MPa for glass mortar. That happens when glass as a
filler can increase strength and reduce cracking [3].

Fig. 5. Test result with rainfall simulator
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From the Fig. 5 above, clearly visible differences in the level of water absorption of the wall
with standard mortar and glass-mortar (burned). Increased rainfall intensity of 30 mm/h, 40 mm/h,
50 mm/h, and 60 mm/h results in different behavior for standard wall that increased with the
humidity ratio that is clearly visible while the mortar-glass walls has a fixed behavior and did not
have a significant increase in humidity. It is showed that glass-mortar burned at least 700oC could
make glass powder start to metamorphoses and become sintering (bonding of particles by solidstate diffusion at high temperature or process for forming a dense mass by heating) that close the
mortar pore.
Conclusions
Based on the results of this research and data analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn;
The replacement of sand with glass as much as 5% by weight of cement and be burning up to 700°C
can increase the average value of its compressive strength. The mortar-glass walls has a fixed
behavior and did not have a significant increase in humidity.
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Abstract. In Indonesia, many roads were constructed over the expansive clay that caused road
deficiencies as the result of the heaving and shrinking effects of the expansive soil during the
seasonal period. Soil improvement using lime and cement is the common method of soil
improvement. However, uses of industrial wastes such as carbide and rice husk ash are advantage
method to improve the shear strength of expansive soil. This paper is aimed to investigate the
compressive strength of the columns of carbide lime/rice husk ash mixtures for improving
performance of expansive soil. The carbide lime and rice husk ash was mixed to form a SiCC
column in expansive soil. Unconfined compression strength (UCS) test was conducted to establish a
general trend for the gain in strength. For the UCS test, the specimen size is 50 mm diameter and
100 mm height and the column size is 0.5 inch diameter. The specimen was compacted in two
moisture content conditions at optimum (OMC) and optimum-wet (OW) of compaction. The
investigations resulted that the compressive strength of soil-column of carbide lime/rice husk ash
mixtures increased with the increasing age of the column from 11 kPa to 127 kPa at 28 days of
curing time. At the earlier age, the strength gain of the soil-column prepared at OW side was higher
than the soil-column at OMC side. But after 14 days of curing, the strength of soil-column at OMC
side is higher than the soil-column at OW side. Thus, the secant modulus of elasticity (E50) of the
soil-column at OMC side is generally higher than the soil-column at OW side.
Introduction
In tropical regions such as Indonesia, problematical expansive behaviour generally occurs in
clays of high plasticity. Either way, expansive soils demonstrate the potential significant volume
change in direct response to changes in water content. The soil behaves to swell in a humid
environment, but the soil tends to shrink in a dry condition. The swell and shrink behavior causes a
detrimental effect on the structures laid on the soil. As the result, the potential of economic lost is
the possible impact that should be considered in many countries. Muntohar [1] stated that pavement
deterioration was found at national highway Yogyakarta Wates because of constructed on high
expansive soil. In practice, pavement overlay was the common method the recover the flexible
pavement distresses. The overlay was the quick method, but unfortunately this method was
ineffective to overcome the expansiveness problem of subgrade. Soil improvement was the
common method to enhance the performance of subgrade and pavement.
The principal materials used for the soil stabilization are lime and cement. The common
technique of lime or cement stabilization was by replacing and mixing the materials with soil.
However, the mixing limited at very shallow depth. In fact, the expansive soil deposit can be very
deep. Hence, a column-like pile method can be introduced to improve the soil. Lime-column or lime
pile and lime/cement column reinforced expansive soil has been studied by several investigators [25]. The technique was adopted from mini pile foundation to control the heave and deformation [6].
The knowledge on the use of column treated soils is not enough and should be investigated.
Utilization industrial waste enriched lime e.g. carbide waste is a benefit for environment and
construction. Abundant of another solid waste such as rice husk ash (RHA), can be mixed with
carbide lime to form cementitious materials. The shear strength properties of the carbide lime and
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rice husk mixture to improve expansive clay has been studied intensively by Diana et al. [7] and
Muntohar et al. [8].
In this paper, the utilization of the carbide waste and RHA was investigated to improve the
longterm compressive strength of the expansive clay. A column technique made of the carbide
waste and RHA was applied in this research. The objective of the research is to investigate the
effect of column technique on the unconfined compressive strength of the expansive clay.
Experimental Program
Materials. The soil was collected from the Kasihan area in Bantul, Yogyakarta. The soil
predominantly consists of fines particle about 78%-92%. The montmorilonite mineral was the main
composition of the clay particles as sown in X-ray diffractograph (Fig. 1). The properties of soil are
presented in Table 1. According the plasticity indices relationship given by some researchers [9-11],
the swelling potential of the soil range from 8% to 24%, thus it can be classified as medium to very
high swelling. The SiCC column was made of microsilica and microcalcium mixtures which were
blended with the rice hush ask and carbide waste materials. The mineralogical of the SiCC is
presented in X-ray diffractograph as illustrated in Fig. 2. The SiCC was mainly composed of
portlandite and calcium silicate hydrate which were similar to the cement elements.
Table 1. Properties of the soil
Parameter

Value

Spesific gravity
Consistency limits:
Liquid limit, LL (%)
Plastic limit, PL (%)
Plasticity Index, PI (%)
Particle sizes :
Silt/clay: < 75 µm (%)
Sand: 75 µm – 4.75 mm
USCS symbol
Stanard Proctor compaction :
Maximum dry density, MDD (kN/m3)
Optimum moisture content, OMC (%)
Swelling potential (%)

1000

69.5 – 72.6
28.8 – 27.9
40.6 – 45.2
78 – 92
8 – 22
CH
12.2 – 13.4
27.7 – 29
21.8

M (15Å)

M = montmorillonite (85%)
V = Vermiculite
Q = Quartz

Q (3.35Å)
M (3.21Å)

400

M (4.49Å)

600

M (3.76Å)

V (8.40Å)

M (4.49Å)

800

Counts

2.48 – 2.80

200
0
5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

Diffraction angle, 2 (degree)

Fig. 1. The X-ray diffractograph of the soil
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Ca(OH)2;
CaCO3

40

Ca(OH)2
SiO2

50

SiO2;Ca(OH)2

60

Difraction angle, 2 (deg.)

Fig. 2. The X-ray diffractograph of the SiCC

Preparation of test specimens. Unconfined compression strength (UCS) test was conducted to
establish a general trend for the gain in strength. The specimen size was 50 mm diameter and 100
mm height and the column size was 0.5 inch diameter (Fig. 3a). The specimen was compacted in
two moisture content conditions at optimum (OMC) and optimum-wet (OW) of compaction. The
oven-dry soils about 250 g were initially mixed with the predetermined quantity of water so that the
mix acquired the intended moisture content. The mixing was carried out in a laboratory mixer for at
least 2 min and the mix was subsequently put into plastic bags for 5 minutes. The soil was then
divided into three portions. Each portion was placed into the split-metal mold and subsequently
compacted by applying static compaction. This method was adopted to have a constant density
(about 12 kN/m3) for all specimens. The compacted soil was drilled by 0.5 inch drilling machine to
make column hole. SiCC paste was prepared by mixing 10 g microsilica and 10 g microcalcium
with 10 mL water. The paste was poured into the hole by gentle compaction to form a column. The
paste was left for about 5 minutes to allow hardening in the mold. The specimen was extruded from
the mold. The diameter, height and weight of the specimen were measured subsequently. Finally to
prevent moisture change, then the specimen was kept in a sealed-plastic bag and stored at a
controlled room temperature about 28oC±2oC. The set of specimens was cured for 3 days, 7 days,
14 days, and 28 days.
UCS testing procedure. The UCS test was conducted after the curing period for each set of
specimens. The test procedure was in accordance with the standard ASTM D5102 – 09 [12]. The
mass of the specimen was weighted to determine the change in mass. The dimension was remeasured and recorded before the test. The specimen was placed in the loading device so it was
centered on the bottom platen (Fig. 3b). The loading device was carefully adjusted so the upper
platen just made contact with the specimen. The dial gauge of deformation indicator and loading
was set to zero. The load was continuously applied by starting the compression machine. The axial
deformation rate was approximately 1% per min. The load (axial force), deformation, and time
values were recorded at intervals sufficient to define the shape of the stress-strain curve. The
maximum axial force applied to the specimen was recorded along with its deformation. The loading
was continued until load values decrease with increasing strain or until 5 % strain was exceeded the
specimen. At the end of the test, the mode of failure was determined by taken a photograph of the
test specimen was taken after the test. Finally, the diameter of the failed specimen was measured
and recorded to three significant digits in three directions at its midheight, unless a brittle failure
occurs. The compressive stress for a given applied axial force was calculated to three significant
digits by Eq. (1). The unconfined compressive strength (q u ) was determined as the maximum value
of compressive stress or the compressive stress at 5 % axial strain, whichever occurs first.

σ=

P
A

(1)

where, σ is the compressive stress (kPa), P is the axial force applied to the specimen (kN), and A is
the corresponding cross-sectional area (m2).
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Fig. 1. (a) The compacted soil and SiCC column specimen; (b) The universal compression testing machine

Results and Discussion
Unconfined compressive strength. The average value of the unconfined compressive (q u ) and
modulus of deformation (E 50 ) of each two specimens is presented in Table 3. In this study, the
strength measured the compressive strength of the SiCC column and soil composite. In general, the
compressive strength increases with the increasing of curing time. The characteristic indicates that a
pozzolanic reaction possibly occurred in SiCC column. At an early age up to 14 days of curing, the
compressive strength of the specimen compacted at OW side was higher than the compacted at
OMC. Whereas, the compressive strength of the specimen prepared at OMC condition was higher
than the specimen at OW condition after 14 days of curing time. This result shows that the water
content of the compacted soil affects the compressive strength.
Table 1. The unconfined compressive strength and modulus deformation of the SiCC
column – soil composite
Age
(days)
1
3
7
14
28

Unconfined compressive strength, q u
(kPa)
at OW
at OMC
53.8
11
59.1
21.7
67.35
48.6
74.6
99.55
91.33
137.9

Modulus of deformation, E 50
(kPa)
at OW
at OMC
2450
1830
2604
2170
3061
2833
3518
3519
4303
5992

The hardening of SiCC paste probably occurred as a result of combined hydration, pozzolanic
reaction and carbonation. Initial strength development of the SiCC pastes was governed by the
hydration of cementitious material. After the addition of SiCC column, hydration begins by
consuming water, which produces an increase in the shear strength of soil. The water in the soil
surrounding SiCC column was needed to maintain the hydration process. In fact, at an early age of
curing the moisture of the soil was relatively high as shown in Fig. 7a. It was probably the reason of
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the faster strength gain at an early age up to 14 days of the specimen at OW condition. This
behavior was also explained by Walker and Pavia [15]. At low water content (OMC), the hydration
possible slowly occurred since the humidity of the soil surrounding SiCC column was low as shown
in Fig. 8b. The water penetrates at a slow rate into SiCC column interface. Hence, the hardening
took place slowly at an early age. This phenomenon was also explained by the Thomas et al. [16]
and Cizer et al. [17].
47
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Fig. 2. Measured moisture in the soil surrounding SiCC column before test: (a) at OW condition; (b) at
OMC condition

Fig. 8a shows the relationship between the unconfined compressive strength and the curing
time of the SiCC column – soil composite. The solid lines in the figure stand for the hyperbolic
trendline of each data. The compressive strength tends to increase marginally for the OW specimen
but the increase was significantly for the OMC specimen after 14 days of curing. Principally,
longterm strength development is governed by the pozzolanic reaction and carbonation. Eventhough
there was neither microstructure nor mineralogy tests, Arloojo [18] indicated that the pozzolanic
process can be defined by the strength development with the time. In this study, the higher strength
of the OMC specimens was probably affected by the remaining water content in the soil (Fig. 7b).
The water was consumed by the SiCC column for further reaction.
Modulus of deformation. The behavior of soil due to compressive loading can be identified from
the soil modulus which is obtained from stress and strain curve. For a typical concrete unconfined
compression test on a soil, the soil modulus can be defined as the slope of the stress strain curve. In
soil mechanics, the soil modulus is commonly stated as secant modulus at 50% of strength which is
denoted as E 50 or modulus of deformation. Kivelo [19] and Ekstrom [20] stated that the
compression of ground improved with lime columns under an axial load is governed by stiffness, or
modulus of elasticity, of the columns and of the base soil between the columns. As presented in
Table 3, the E 50 increased with the increasing of curing time. Since the E 50 is a function of the q u /2,
then the relationship can be plotted as in Fig. 8b. The figure indicates that the E 50 tends to increase
linearly with the unconfined compressive strength. In general, the E 50 of the SiCC column – soil
composite lay on the 35 to 200 time of the q u /2. The E 50 of the OMC specimens were laid on the
equation E 50 = 200(q u /2), whereas the OW specimens were approached by the equation E 50 =
122(q u /2). The correlation indicates that the OMC specimens have higher E 50 than that of OW
specimens.
The modulus of soil is one of the most difficult soil parameters to estimate because it depends
on so many factors. But in this research, two factors that are the water content and the chemical
cementation can explain the characteristics illustrated in Fig. 8b. At low water contents the water
binds the particles and increases the effective stress between the particles through the suction and
tensile skin of water phenomenon. Therefore in this case low water contents lead to high soil
modulus. The second reason was due to the chemical cementation which can develop at the
interface between the column and soil. Such cementation leads to a significant increase in modulus.
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Fig. 8. (a) Variation of unconfined compressive strength with curing time; (b) Relationship between the
unconfined compressive strength (q u /2) and modulus of deformation (E 50 ) of the SiCC column – soil
composite

Conclusion
Laboratory test on the unconfined compressive strength of SiCC column improved expansive
clay has been successfully performed. In general, the compressive strength increases with the
increasing of age or curing time. The characteristic indicates that a pozzolanic reaction take place in
SiCC column. At an early age up to 14 days of curing, the compressive strength of the specimen
compacted at OW side was higher than the compacted at OMC. Whereas, the compressive strength
of the specimen prepared at OMC condition was higher than the specimen at OW condition after 14
days of curing time.
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Abstract. The use of plant fibers as composite materials was widely explored to provide green and
smart technology for sustainable future materials with specific strength. Behavior of sisal fiber
reinforcement of lightweight concrete frame infill with brick masonry was examined in this study
under lateral loading. Representing doors and windows commonly used in the wall building system,
four types of frames were employed as F0 for bare frame, F1 for fully in-filled frame, F2 for infilled frame with door opening, and F3 for in-filled frame with window opening. Test results
indicated that the opening portion of the in-filled frame proportionally affected the lateral strength
of the frame. Compared to the bare frame of F0, the lateral strengths of F2, F3 and F1 were
increased to 1.41, 1.78, and 2.45, respectively. Residual strengths of the frames were also increased
to 1.45, 1.75, and 2.25, respectively. In addition, the normalized stiffness’s of the frames were also
improved to 1.57, 1.57 and 2.93, respectively. Since ductility factors of the whole frames were
varied from 1.50 to 4.50, this indicated that all of the structures performed beyond elastics range.
Based on the results, the possibility of the use sisal reinforcement are widely open especially for the
low-cost housing program in developing countries.
Introduction
Fiber plants exist in nature with their massive availability at low price. In the most tropical
places, as well as Lombok Island, these plants can be picked up easily and generally thrives in the
mountains and the dry ground. These natural fibers can be considered in polymer composites
materials to provide specifics strength with low density. Economical and sustainable materials are
another reason why using these materials in the industry [1]. Additions of sisal fibers into concrete
mixture significantly affect the compressive strength and modulus elasticity of fibrous lightweight
concrete [2]. Application of sisal fiber mesh to reinforced wall sandwich concrete panel for housing
material has been investigated under axial and flexural loading. The addition of sisal fiber mesh
increased significantly to the flexural strength of the wall [3].
Integrity and strength of building materials are strongly affected by their exposure to the
environment. Building materials under earthquake are expected to experience a loss of strength. The
loss of strength may or may not be recovered after damage. Numerous investigations have been
carried out with regard to seismic strengthening technique of in-filled reinforced concrete frame.
The damage usually occurs in the infill walls which have material strength weaker than the column
and beam in the frame system. Repairing or replacing the components with various strengthening
systems has been the intention of the researchers in order to develop the performance of the in-filled
frame [4, 5].
Interesting experimental report has been published that the load carrying capacities of in-filled
frame under cyclic loading was approximately equal to monotonic loading [6]. Even though
ductility under cyclic loading was reduced by 10%, these results can be used for interpretation of
results obtained during statics lateral loading. Investigation on the behavior of hybrid reinforced
lightweight concrete frame infill with pumice brick masonry has also been conducted under statics
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lateral loading. The result indicated that the lateral strength, ductility and residual strength of the
frame were significantly affected by the presence of the opening [7]. In addition to the experimental
investigation, large numbers of reports dealing with structural and numerical analyses have also
been published. Shear strength of in-filled frame with opening has been modeled using finite
element analysis [8].
Experimental Program
Test specimens. The experimental investigation was carried out at Structural and Material
Laboratory of Mataram University. The columns are made of pumice lightweight concrete with
compressive strength of 12.5 MPa. The beams, both in the top and the bottom of the frame, were
normal strength concrete with compressive strength of 17 MPa. Longitudinal sisal reinforcement
installed continuously to the column consists of four 12 mm diameter sisal reinforcement of 34
MPa. While four 12 mm diameter plain steel bars of 250 MPa yield strength were used for
longitudinal reinforcement of the beam. The shear links provided at 150 mm spaces with plain steel
bar of 6 mm diameter were used for both column and the beam. The beam column joints were not
confined. The gross dimension of cross section was 100×150 mm for both column and beam.
Four specimens of one-third scale, one-bay and single-story sisal reinforced lightweight
concrete frames were constructed and tested under lateral loading. The opening of the in-filled
frame represents doors and windows commonly used in the wall building system. The test
specimens with their opening type and opening ratio are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Test specimens
Specimen
F0
F1
F2
F3

Opening Type
Bare Frame
Solid Frame
Door Opening
Window Opening

Opening Ratio [La/L]
0
1
0.25
0.36

[X/L]
0.5
0.5

All frames were in-filled with pumice bricks with size of 45×120×300 mm that made of
mixture of cement, sand and pumice with composition by volume of 1, 3 and 5 respectively. The
bricks were laid such that their smallest thickness was vertically oriented. The thickness of mortar
joint was about 10 to 15 mm. The infill wall was constructed centrically on the axis of the frame.
The columns of the frames were constructed from pumice masonry lightweight concrete with
longitudinal sisal reinforcement and steel link at 150 mm distance. Cast in-place concrete for the
beam was cast using plywood formwork with a size of 100×150×1150 mm and plywood casting of
150×200×1400 mm for foundation.
Materials. The brick masonry infill walls were produced using mix proportion by volume of
cement, sand and pumice of 1, 3 and 5 respectively. This mixture produces strength of bricks infill
approximately 5.17 MPa on the day of testing. Mortar used for the bricks was made by 1:2 volume
proportions of cement and sand to produce design strength of 20 MPa. The lightweight concrete
strength of 12.5 MPa for the column and 17 MPa for the beams were obtained by concrete mixdesign in the laboratory.
Test setup and instrumentation. Instrumentation was installed in this test to measured horizontal
displacement and the rate of loading. The bottom of the frame was fixed to the rigid floor by highstrength steel anchored. Static lateral loading were applied concentrically to the beam at the top of
the frame. Initially, a small load was applied to ensure the equipment working properly. The lateral
load was generated by 25 ton capacity ENERPAC hydraulic jack and five LVDT’s were mounted to
measure displacements. During the test, the lateral loads applied to top frame and the displacements
were recorded. Cracks were scrutinized at each load increment and the failure mechanism was
observed. Prior to the frame tests, the cylinder specimens of 150 diameter and 300 mm height were
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tested to obtain the compressive strength of beam and column. Loads and deformations have been
monitor by automatic recording equipment of data logger type TDS-630 Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo.
Recorded data of the experiment were set under 5 second intervals. The tests were terminated upon
the deformation reach 50 mm due to equipment capacity and it is believed that collapses have been
already occurred.
Results and Discussions
Frame behavior under lateral loading. All of the specimens have similar type of failure. For
further explanation the performance of F1 (solid frame) will be describe in the following. Fig. 1
(left) shows the condition of frame F1 subsequent test under maximum lateral loading. While Fig. 1
(right) show the load-displacements results of all test frame specimens.

c

e

a

b
d

Fig. 1. Frame F1 under testing (left) and load-displacements of all test results (right)

Five LVDT’s were shown in the figure with notation of a, b, c, d, and e. The main LVDT in
this figure was LVDT a and e while LVDT b to d were used to control behavior of the frame during
experimental investigation. When the lateral loading start working, deflection of the top frame
(LVDT a) clearly detected after the loading reach at around 1 kN. Flexural cracks start occurred at
the bottom of the column frame (LVDT b and d) when the loading reach 2 kN. Increasing the
loading will increase the frame deflection proportionally followed by deeper crack and even
generated a new crack. Significant flexural cracks occurred at about 4 kN loading with crack
opening parallel to the direction of the loading. At this position the recorded loadings were constant
since the load bearing capacity of the column was exceeded and the loading has been transferred to
the sisal reinforcement. Further loading will generate a crack at the beam-column connection which
occurred gradually from little to large crack perpendicular to the direction of the loading. This type
of crack is identified as a shear crack.
When the load bearing capacity of the column was exceeded, the loads were transferred to the
infill masonry causing diagonal and shear cracks spreading to the wall as seen in the Fig. 1 (left).
This mechanism of load transferred causing the lateral load bearing of the frame was slightly up and
down which is indicated at the load-deformation curve after 4.5 kN load with deflection of 10 until
40 mm. The load-deformation of the frame F1 can be seen in Fig. 1 (right). The test was stopped
when the strength of the frame starting dropped with deflection at around 42 mm.
Load-deflection characteristics. As explained in the previous discussion, with increasing
deflection the load increase gradually and the cracks began to spread from column to the infill walls
of the frame. Cracks start to occur at lateral deflection of 3 mm and major cracks were observed at
deflection of about 9 mm. The first cracks was noticed occur at column element where exactly in
the joints between the block-masonry units. This was expected as the block masonry unit column
was connected using mortar where these materials have different properties.
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The load-deflection curves of all specimens are presented previously in Fig. 1 (right). All tested
specimens behave similar with variation in lateral load carrying capacity and deflection
relationship. However, it is clear from the figure that the solid frame of F1 behaves slightly different
with others in terms of their load carrying capacity. The ascending curve has a slope that represents
the stiffness of the specimens before cracking. The load versus deflection curve can be used for
estimating shear strength capacity, drift ratio, stiffness and ductility of the specimens.
It has also been noticed from the physical test result that all of the frames had typical cracks
propagation in the form of diagonally spread in the infill wall. The cracks approximately made a 45degree angle which begun from the top compression corner to the base of the frame linked with
horizontal sliding cracks developed along the bed joint near the mid-height of the infill wall. These
cracks can be seen in Figs. 2 (left), (middle) and (right) for F0, F2 and F3 respectively.

Fig. 2. Failure Pattern of F0 (left), F2 (middle) and F3 (right)

Lateral strength variation. Shear strength of the in-filled frame, commonly used the term lateral
strength or base shear capacity, is defined as the ability of the base frame to resist lateral load acting
on the frame. The lateral load carrying capacities of the frames were presented in Table 2. The
normalized shear strength capacities were presented in column (3) of the table with the bare frame
as a frame reference. The ratio of shear strength capacity to the shear strength theory is presented in
column (4) of the table where the shear strength theory (H theo ) is 2.4 kN.
It can be seen from the table that lateral strengths of all in-filled frames were noticeably greater
than that of the basic frame. The ratio of the lateral strength of the in-filled frame to the lateral
strength of the basic frame varied from 1.41 to 2.45. The maximum lateral strength of the solid
frame, F1, was 2.45 of the bare frame or increase by 145% of the bare frame lateral strength, F0.
The in-filled frame with opening ratio of 0.36 (F3) has no significant with in-filled frame having
opening ratio of 0.25 (F2). In conclusion the presence of opening with ratio less than 40% have no
significant effect in terms of lateral strength. These results have a good agreement with the
numerical result of the previous study [8].
Table 2. Shear capacity, drift ratio and residual strength of in-filled frames
Shear Strength Capacity
Specimens
(1)
F0
F1
F2
F3

Drift Ratio

H max

v

H max /H theo

γ y (%)

γ u (%)

(2)
2.09
5.13
2.95
3.71

(3)
1.00
2.45
1.41
1.78

(4)
0.87
2.14
1.23
1.55

(5)
0.20
0.55
0.20
0.20

(6)
4.50
2.40
4.00
4.50

Residual Strength
H limit (kN)
(7)
2.00
4.50
2.90
3.50

β res
(8)
1.00
2.25
1.45
1.75

Drift ratio and cracks. Drift ratio is defined as the ratio between the lateral deflection and height
of the frame. This ratio can be used to control the extent of structural and non-structural damage.
Lateral load-deflection curves of F1 presented in previous discussion can be modified in the form of
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load-drift ratio relationship. The figure can be used to classify the cracks in the frame in terms of
their drift ratio. Table 2 also summarized the drift ratio in which major crack and ultimate cracks
occur on the frame for all specimens tested. The table shows that in all specimens the major
cracks, γ y , occur at a drift value between 0.20% and 0.55% which can be regarded as serviceability
limit state for this type of structure. The ultimate drift ratio of F1 and F2 were 2.40% and 4.00%,
respectively. While the ultimate drift ratio of both F0 and F3 was 4.50%.
Residual strength, β res . Residual strength can be obtained from the maximum drift of 4.5 % and
corresponding value of the lateral load H. When residual strength was measured at maximum drift
ratio of 4.5% then the residual strength of all frames tested are obtained and presented in Table 2.
Ratios of the residual strength of the frames to the residual strength of the bare frame, βres, are
presented in column (8) of the Table 2. It can be seen from the table that the normalized residual
strength of the frame with infill wall to the bare frame varies from 1.45 to 2.25 and did not seem to
be relies on infill wall opening ratio.
Ductility of the frame. In addition to the drift ratio, it is commonly used a parameter of ductility
ratio to measure the performance of structure beyond elastic range. The ductility factor, μ, is
defined as the ratio between the ultimate deflection and the yield deflection which is produced by
obtaining the ultimate load reduction to 85% on the curve. This would correspond with two
intersection points of Δy and Δu which is corresponding to yield deflection and ultimate deflection
respectively. Table 3 summarizes the results obtained for the ductility factor, μ. It can be seen from
the table that the ductility factor for all frames specimen varies from 1.50 to 4.50. While the
ductility factor for the solid frame and the bar frame was 4.50 and 2.67 respectively. The ductility
factor of the frames with door opening have no significant different to the frames with window
opening.
Table 3. Ductility and stiffness of frames
Specimen

Ductility
∆ 1 , mm

Stiffness

∆ 2 , mm

μ 0.85

H y (kN)

∆ y (mm)

K o (kN/mm)

k

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7) =(5)/(6)

(8)

F0

18.00

48.00

2.67

1.15

6.00

0.19

1.00

F1

6.00

27.00

4.50

4.50

8.00

0.56

2.93

F2

28.00

42.00

1.50

1.80

6.00

0.30

1.57

F3

22.00

36.00

1.64

2.40

8.00

0.30

1.57

Frame stiffness. Frame stiffness is defined as ratio between force acting and deformation. Thus, the
initial stiffness, Ko, is defined as ratio of the yield load, Hy, and the yield deflection, ∆y. Therefore:
Ko = Hy / ∆y. The results of investigations for all frames are presented in Table 3. When the frames
stiffness values are normalized to bare frame stiffness denoted by k, then the normalized stiffness of
the frames are given in column (8) of the table. The table clearly shows that the existence of infill
wall increases frame rigidity significantly. The observations indicated that ratio stiffness of the infilled frames to bare frame were varies between 1.57 and 2.93. The ratio stiffness of in-filled frames
with opening have values about half of the solid frame. This indicated that the opening ratio of infill
wall significantly affect the value of stiffness of the in-filled frames with opening. The presence of
infill wall will improve the stiffness of the frame. The observation show that compare to the bare
frame, the improvement of the infill frame stiffness varied from 1.57 to 2.93. The solid frame has
highest stiffness and then gradually reduces with the presence of the openings. Therefore, the
presence of the openings in the in-filled frame affected the stiffness of the frame proportionally.
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Summary
The following summaries can be drawn based on the experimental results; The lateral strength
of bare frame F0, frame with door opening F2, frame with window opening F3 and frame with fully
infill wall F1 were 2.09 kN, 2.95 kN, 3.71 kN and 5.13 kN, respectively. In other word, compared
to the bare frame of F0, the lateral strength of F2, F3 and F1 were increased to 1.41, 1.78 and 2.45,
respectively, Drift ratio of the frames at serviceability limit state varies from 0.2% to 0.55% and at
the ultimate limit state were varied between 2.4% and 4.50%. The ductility factor of the frame
varied from 1.5 to 4.5. The residual strength of the frame with openings were varies between 1.45
and 2.25 of the residual strength of the bare frame. Stiffness of the in-filled frames with openings
have variation values from 1.57 to 2.93 of the bare frame stiffness. The presence of openings in the
in-filled frame affected the stiffness of the frame proportionally.
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Abstract. The objective of this research to obtain the value of reinforcement’s bond strength, the
development length (ld), and to find out the type of failure of the reinforcing barembeded
intoprecast concrete using grouting material. The method in this research used a simulation model
using ABAQUS program and the laboratory investigation. This research was divided by two steps,
the first step was to obtain the value of the bond strength and development length (ld) and the
second step was to find outthe failure models of the specimen. The specimen in the first step were
made of 200×200×200 mm the precast concrete. Otherwise, there were made the cast monolith
concrete with reinforcement as the comparison models. Models in the second stepswere made of
200×200×ld mm of the precast concrete. Furthermore, there were made the cast monolith concrete
as the comparison models. The value of ld were made in 3 variations, IE, the development length
was smaller (<), equal to (=), and higher (>). According to the research, there was relatively similar
result to the test result with the ratio of 1.041 to 1.037 for monolith concrete and concrete using
grouting. The bond strength of concrete monolith was smaller than concrete using grouting. The
development length of monolith cast concrete was higher than concrete using grouting specimens.
For the type of the failure, the specimens showed that the reinforcing bar reached the yeild stress.
Introduction
A precast concrete structure is an assemblage of precast elements which, when suitably
connected together, form a 3D framework capable of resisting all of design load. The advantage of
concrete precast are the construction more efficient, effective in limited area, and the product
quality be guaranteed. The connection form the vital part of precast concrete design and
construction. The joint connection can used steel bars and grouting. The connection strength is
determined by development length and the type of grouting. If the bond strength of reinforcing bar
not adequate then it will slip [1].
The study according the bond strength and development length in precast concrete use epoxy
can be conducted with experimental testing in laboratory and modeling of specimens with finite
element using software [2]. The experiment result and modeling are compared to bond stress of
steel bar, development length, and the failure pattern.
Literature Review
The bond stress is the shear stress at surface concrete, the location of the load transfer between
reinforcing bar and concrete around it so that make the interaction of reinforcing steel stress. The
bond strength is transfered effectively and allows two materials to form a composite structure [3].
To get the bond stress using Eqs. 1–3.
T = ld .π.d.μ

and

A b .f s = ld .π.d.μ and A b =
μ=

fs
.d b
4.ld

T = A b .f s
π.d b 2
,
4

(1)
(2)
(3)
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and the development length is Eq. 4.
ld =

fs
.d b
4.μ

(4)

where T is the tension force (N), A is the section area of reinforcing bar (mm), l d is the develpment
length (mm), d b is the diameter of reinforcing bar (mm), f s is the stress of reinforcing bar (MPa), μ
is the bond stress (MPa).
The development length is the length of reinforcing bar embedded into precast concrete as a
reaction to the reinforcement when receiving tensile force until it reaches the yeild stress. The
development length is function of yeild stress, diameter of bar, and bond stresstoresist the slip (Fig.
1).

As.fy

ld
Fig. 1. Length of Embedded Reinforcing Bar (Id)

Based on the AASHTO LRFD 2010 code, the development length of tensile at least 12
inchesorsteel bar <db 36 should satisfy the requirements Eq. 5 [4].

1.25 ⋅ A b ⋅ f y

(5)

f'c
SNI–03–2847–2002 code arrangethe development length as Eq. 6 [5].
d=

18.f y .α.β.λ.d b

(6)

25. f'c

ACI 318-02 Building Code Requirements For Structural Concrete regulate the length of
development on Eq. 7 [6].
 3.f y .α.β.λ 
ld = 
 .d b
 50. f'c 

(7)

where f y is the yeild stress of bar (MPa), A b is the section area of bar, db is the diameter of bar
(mm), f’c is the compresion stress of concrete, α is the reinforcement location factor, β is the
coating factor, λ is the lightweight concrete factor.
The fist step of this research used the concrete specimens sized 200×200×200 mm, the
compresive stress of concrete (f’c) = 30 MPa, the quality of steel bars grade 50, and the compresive
stress of grouting = 60 MPa. There are two variations of specimen, namely monolith
concretewithsteel bar and precast concrete using Smart NS grout to attach the reinforcement. The
experiment in laboratory use the testing of monotonic pull out refer to ASTM 234-91a.
The first step of this research used the concrete specimens sized 200×200×200 mm, the
compresive stress of concrete (f’c) = 30 MPa, the quality of steel bars grade 50, and the compresive
stress of grouting = 60 MPa. There are two variations of specimen, namely monolith concrete
withsteel bar and precast concrete using Smart NS grout to attach the reinforcement. The
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experiment in laboratory use the testing of monotonic pull out refer to ASTM 234-91a [7]. Test
equipment used is Universal Testing Machine (UTM) [8]. Furthermore, the experiments specimen
is made the modeling approach using Abaqus software. The analysis results based on experimental
and modeling using software is bond stress. Furthermore, the length of development obtained of Eq.
(4). The development length is also compared to the AASHTO, SNI, and ACI code.
The second step, the result data of first step used to determine the specimenvariation in the
length of reinforcing bar embedded in concrete. The variation of specimen consist of bar embedded
length 120 mm (<40%ld), 200 mm (=ld), dan 260 mm (>30%ld) for monolith concrete and
specimen using grouting. The second step also to find out the failure pattern each specimen bese on
experiment in laboratory (Fig. 2) dan modelling using software (Fig. 3) [9, 10].

Fig. 2. Specimens in laboratory: (a) hole for steel bar and grouting; (b) monolith concrete; and (c)
curing process
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Modelling of specimens: (a) steel bar; (b) grouting; (c) concrete; and (d) meshing of element

The testing result of experimental and modeling are the bond stress and the development length
presented in Figure 3.

Fig. 4. The comparison of the bond stress and development lengthfrom experimental and modeling

Fig. 4 present the bond stress from modelling specimen and experiment relatively equal. Usage
of Smart NS grout material with a thickness of 10 mm have bond stress greater than monolith
concrete so the grouting specimen require the development length shorter than monolith concrete
specimen. The results of this study present the bond stress at the precast concrete connection with
reinforcement using grouting as good as monolith concrete and steel bar.
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Table. 1. Comparison of development length of steel bar refers to concrete codes
Specimens

Experiment

Development Length (mm)
Modelling
AASHTO SNI 2847 2002

ACI 318-02

Monolith

209,04

200,81

304,80

584,33

590,16

Grouting

204,59

197,27

424,30

701,20

708,20

The Table 1 indicate requirement the developmen length of specimen using grouting shorter
than concrete monolith.AASHTO code require the development length value for monolith specimen
more than 304.8 mm and grouting specimen at least 424.3 mm.The development length obtained
from this study is smaller than that required by AASTHO. This shows that AASTHO provide safety
factor of 1.5 to 2. SNI code determine the development length value for monolith specimen more
than 584.33 mm and grouting specimen at least 701.2 mm. The development length value of ACI
code are 590.16 mm for monolith specimen and 708.2 mmforgrouting specimen. SNI and ACI code
provides for safety factor of 3 to 3.5.
Figs. 5 and 6 present the stress and the failure patterns of specimen with the reinforcing bar
embedded into concrete 120 mm (< 40% ld).

Grouting

Monolith

Fig. 5. The stress of modelling specimen with steel bar embedded into concrete 120 mm

slip
fracture

Monolith

Grouting

Fig. 6. The failure pattern of experiment spesimen with steel bar embedded into concrete 120 mm

Fig. 5 present that the modelling monolith specimen of steel has not yeild while the modelling
grouting specimen of steel has reached the yeild stress of more than 505.15 MPa. The failure
pattern of monolith experimental specimen show the steel bar slip after yeild. The steel bar of
grouting experimental specimen have fracture (Fig. 6).
Figs. 7 and 8 present the stress and the failure patterns of specimen with the reinforcing bar
embedded into concrete 200 mm (= ld).
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Monolith

Grouting

Fig. 7. The stress of modelling specimen with steel bar embedded into concrete200 mm
fracture

fracture

=
Monolith

Grouting

Fig. 8. The failure pattern of experiment spesimen with steel bar embedded into concrete 200 mm

Fig. 7, both of the modelling specimen has reached the yeild stress, the value of the maximum
stess that occurs more than 505,15 MPa. For experimental speciment, the failure pattern both of
them are fracture.
Figs. 9 and 10 present the stress and the failure patterns of specimen with the reinforcing bar
embedded into concrete 260 mm (> 30% ld).

Monolith

Grouting

Fig. 9. The stress of modelling specimen with steel bar embedded into concrete260 mm

fracture
Monolith

fracture
Grouting

Fig. 10. The failure pattern of experiment spesimen with steel bar embedded into concrete 260 mm
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Fig. 9 present that the modelling monolith specimen of steel has not yeild while the modelling
grouting specimen of steel has reached the yeild stress of more than 505.15 MPa. The failure
pattern of both of experimental specimen show the steel bar fracture (Fig. 10).
Summary
The bond strength ratio of monolith concrete model and experiment was 1.037 and grouted
concrete model and experiment was 1.041. The development length of the monolith and grouting
spesimen of modelling and experimental also tend to be similar.The development length of
modelling and experiment compared with concrete codes (AASHTO, SNI, dan ACI) are
shorter.AASHTO provides a safety factor of 1.5 to 2 while SNI and ACI provide safety factor of 3
to 3.5. The failure pattern the modeling specimen are different from the pattern of damage to the
experiment specimen. The modelling specimen obtained steel bars yeild and some bars not yeild.
There were two failure pattern of experiment specimens, which slip of bars after yeild and fracture
bars.
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Abstract. This paper presents comprehensive discussions about how to use statistical design of
experiment in civil engineering based experimental works. Appropriate available literatures in related
area were cited and also theoretical frameworks. The paper was then enriched with a case study of
implementing statistical design of experiment in civil engineering field. The discussedtopic was
about the development of composite hybrid sandwich panel that incorporating intermediate layer.
The experiment was designed as a single factor experimental design.A significance analysis had been
conducted to the data of ultimate load provided from flexural test. It was found that the incorporation
of intermediate layer has significantly enhanced the load carrying capacity of sandwich panels.
Overall, the statistical design of experiment employed in this study has demonstrated its ability in
drawing inferential results of an experimental work in civil engineering field.
Introduction
Experimental works in civil engineering field are commonly conducted based on standardized
test procedures. In this typical experiment, all conditions are kept constant except those under
investigation. The variation in the conditions under investigation are then measured and recorded in
standardized form to obtain immediately readable results [1]. The weakness of this type of
experiment is that the conclusion drawn is only based on descriptive statistics which only tell the
reader an immediately result without proper analysis how significant the differences between the
conditions under investigation and those are kept constant. There has anequivalent method in
statistical based experiment to the above method that is called as single factor experiment. This
approach is frequently employed to explore the difference among more than two levels of a factor.
The most advantage of statistical based experiment is that it can provide more accurate results since
both descriptive and inferential statistics analysis are involved. Inferential statistics analysis can be
defined as a process of inferring characteristics about a population, from a sample drawn from that
population [2].
There is a problem with the implementation of standardized test procedures as different countries
tend to define specific procedures for their own implementation. Much research has been undertaken
on composite sandwich panels. Most of the research however, has only presented test results
descriptively without fully testing the research hypothesis using statistical inference. It is not
surprising that the results of many published papers differ widely. In this study, a statistically based
experiment was employed thoroughly in order to provide not only descriptive statistics data but also
testing a specific hypothesis with inferential statistics analysis to obtain more information about the
experiments conducted. There are a number of excellent software products to assist researchers in
both design and analysis phase of experiment. Some of the software includes Design-Expert, JMP
and Minitab [3]. The last two software-packages are widely available for general-purpose statistical
software packages that have good data analysis capabilities. In this work, a Minitab version 15 has
been employed thoroughly to analyse the experiment results.
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Literature Review
Single factor experiment is probably the most common approach employed to explore the
difference among more than two levels of a factor. Antony [4] addressed this type of experiment as a
one-variable-at-a-time (OVAT), where one variable is varying during the experiment and all the rest
variables are fixed. The method for analyzing the single factor experiment results is called as
significance analysis that usually involving analysis of variance (ANOVA). Significance analysis is a
mathematical tool that is commonly used to determine whether the outcome of an experiment is the
result of a relationship between specific factors or solely the result of chance [5]. It is frequent to
summarize statistical comparisons by declarations of statistical significance or non-significance [6].
In a simple expression, statistical significance means that there is a good a relationship exists between
two variables [7]. However, statistical significance does not always mean that the finding is important
or that it has any decision-making utility [8], hence the researcher must always examine both the
statistical and the practical significance of any research finding.
Although significance or statistical analysis is rarely found as a primary approach in civil
engineering research, it has been extensively used in the broad field of composite material research.
Some case studies are provided as follow. A Taguchi method was used to analyse the dry sliding wear
behaviour of red mud filled polyester composites which concluded that significant control factors and
their interactions primarily influenced the results [9]. A study on the significance effect of microwave
curing on tensile strength of carbon fibre composites was reported by Balzer and McNabb [10]. A
two-level full factorial design of experiment was employed to study the abrasive wear behavior of
bamboo powder filled polyester composites [11]. Aktas [12] used Weibull distribution analysis to
investigate the bearing strength of glass fibre composites materials. A response surface methodology
(RSM) was employed by Mathivanan et al. [13] to analyze the factors influencing deflection in
sandwich panels subjected to low-velocity impact. In addition to these studies, Fajrin et al. [14]
investigated the bending strength of sustainable hybrid sandwich panel using simple comparative
experimental method. Also, a study on the flexural strength of sandwich panel with lignocellulosic
composite intermediate layer was also conducted by Fajrin et al. [15] using statistic approach.
Theoretical Frameworks
The appropriate procedure for testing the equality of several means is the analysis of variance or
abbreviated as ANOVA. The objective of the ANOVA is to identify important independent variables
and determine how they affect the response [16]. When only one factor is investigated, the process is
called the one-way or single factor ANOVA. The procedure for one-way ANOVA referred in this
work is as described by Montgomery [3] as follows.
Considers different levels, or treatments, of a single factor are being compared. The observed
response from each treatment is a random variable. A simple linear statistic model for describing the
observation results in such experiment is shown as follows.
i=1, 2, …, a
yij =μi +ϵij � j=1,2,…,n

(1)

i

where,
yij
: The ijth observation
μi
: Mean of the ith factor level or treatment
ϵij
: Random error component
Eq. 1 is called as a means model. Another alternative way to express the model for such data is to
define:
μi =μ+τi ,

i=1, 2,……a

(2)

So that Eq. 1 becomes
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i=1, 2, …, a
yij =μ+τi +ϵij � j=1,2,…,n

(3)

i

where,
μ
:Parameter common to all treatments called the overall mean
τi
: Parameter unique to the ith treatment called ith treatment effect
The null and alternative hypotheses for this statistical analysis are as follows.
H0 : μ1 = μ2 =…= μa

(4)

H1 : μi ≠ μj ,

(5)

for at least one pair (i,j)

The analysis of variance is derived from partitioning of total variability into its components parts.
The total corrected sum of squares, which is used as a measure of overall variability in the data, is
define as:
a

n

SST = � �(yij − y� … )2

(6)

i=1 j=1

Note that the total corrected sum of squares may be written as:
a

n

a

n

a

n

� �(yij − y� … )2 = n � �( y� i. - y� … ) + � �( yij − y� i. )2

(7)

SSt = SStreatments + SSE

(8)

i=1 j=1

i=1 j=1

i=1 j=1

The above equation states that the total variability in the data can be partitioned into a sum of
squares of differences between the treatments means and the grand mean denoted as SStreatments and
a sum of squares of differences of observation within a treatment from the treatment mean denoted
SSE . This statement can be written symbolically as:
where,
SSt
SStreatments
SSE

: Total corrected sum squares
: Sum squares due to treatments (i.e. between treatments)
: Sum squares due to error (i.e. within treatments)

There is also a partition of the number of degree of freedom that corresponds to the sum of
squares in Eq. 7. That is there are an = N observations; thus, SSt has an − 1 degrees of freedom.
There are a levels of the factor, So, SStreatments has a − 1 degrees of freedom. Also, within any
treatment there are n replicates providing n − 1 degrees of freedom with which to estimate the
experimental error. Since there are ‘a’ treatments, the degrees of freedoms for error become a(n − 1).
Therefore, the degrees of freedom partition is:
an − 1 = a − 1 + a(n − 1)

(9)

The ratio ofSStreatments to the degree of freedom is called as the mean square for treatment, and
may be written as follows.
MStreatments =

SStreatments
a-1

(10)

Now, if the null hypothesis is true, MStreatments is an unbiased estimator of σ2 because∑a1=1 τi =
0. However, if alternative hypothesis is true, MStreatments estimates σ2 plus a positive term that
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incorporates variation due to the systematic difference in treatment means. It should be noted that the
error mean square is defined as:
MSE =

SSE
(N − a)

(11)

The test statistic for the hypothesis of no differences in treatment means in analysis of variance is
defined by the following equation.
F0 =

SStreatments /(a − 1) MStreatments
=
SSE /(N − a)
MSE

(12)

The H0 hypothesis should be rejected and conclude that there are differences in the treatment
means if:
F0 >F∝,

(13)

a-1, n-a

Case Study on the Development of Hybrid Composite Sandwich Panel
Testing set-up. A case study in the implementation of the statistical based experiment is presented in
the following section dealing with the development of hybrid sandwich panel. The panel was
developed by incorporating intermediate layer within a conventional sandwich that normally
consisted of skins and core only. An investigation with medium size samples has been reported in
reference [17]. A larger size samples (full scale) were investigated in this study where the sandwich
samples were cut and shaped into a span length of 900 mm and the size of 1150×100×52 mm for
length, width and thickness, respectively. An aluminum5005 H34 sheet with the thickness of 1 mm
was used as the skins for all samples. An expanded polystyrene (EPS) is used for the core of this
hybrid sandwich panel. The thickness of EPS core for control level was 50 mm and 40 mm for the
other two levels to maintain a constant overall thickness of 52 mm. Two types of intermediate layer
have been investigated against control specimen which was a sandwich panel without intermediate
layer.The hybrid composite sandwich panel were tested under static flexural load in accordance with
the ASTM C 393-00 standard [18]. The actual set up of the testing is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The actual set up of flexural test

Analysis and Discussions
The experiments were arranged as a single factor experiment in which 3 levels of a factor had
been examined. The factor refers to the type of intermediate layer used in the sandwich panel and such
factor was levelled as 0, 1 and 2 as required by Minitab 15 software.In the arrangement; level 1 and 2
refer to as Jute fibre composite (JFC) and medium density fibre (MDF) while level 0 was a control
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level (CTR) which is sandwich panel without intermediate layer. For the analysis purpose, the data for
ANOVA are tabulated as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Tabulated data for analysis of variance (ANOVA)
Factor levels

1
489
898
1241

Level 0 (CTR)
Level 1 (JFC)
Level 2 (MDF)

Observations
2
3
572
518
751
842
1537
1275

4
407
738
1281

Totals

Average

1986
3229
5334

496.50
807.25
1333.50

As it can be seen in Table 1, some important parameters for theoretical calculations can be defined
such as replications (n = 4), total number of samples (N = 12), and number of levels or treatments (a =
3). Firstly, the theoretical total corrected sum squares (SST ) and treatment sum square (SStreatments )
were calculated as per Eqs. 6 and 7, respectively. The sum of square of difference (SSE ) was then
calculated based upon the results of the above two equations as defined by Equation 8. The subsequent
steps were determining the mean square for treatment (MStreatments ) and the error mean square (MSE )
using Eqs. 10 and 11, respectively. At last, the value of F 0 can be obtained as per Eq. 12. The results of
the theoretical calculations were then presented in Table 2, while the analysis obtained by statistical
software Minitab 15 is summarized in Table 3.
Table 2. The theoretical results of ANOVA
Source of variations
Intermediate layer
Error
Total

Sum of square
1432098.00
87778.75
1519877.00

Degrees of freedom
2
9
11

Mean square
716049.10
9753.19

F0
73.42

Table 3. Analysis of variance results obtained by statistical software minitab 15
One-way ANOVA: Flexural Load versus Intermediate Layer
Source
DF
SS
MS
F
Intermediate Layer
2 1432098 716049 73.42
Error
9
87779
9753
Total
11 1519877
S = 98.76
R-Sq = 94.22%
R-Sq(adj) = 92.94%

Level
0
1
2

N
4
4
4

Mean
496.5
807.3
1333.5

StDev
68.9
76.2
136.8

P
0.000

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
-------+---------+---------+---------+-(---*--)
(---*---)
(--*---)
-------+---------+---------+---------+-600
900
1200
1500

Pooled StDev = 98.8

As it can be observed in Table 2 and Table 3, the value of F 0 was 73.42, while the F value obtained
from the F-distribution table for F (0.05;2,9) was 4.26. The value of F 0 was much higher than the value of
F table, accordingly the null hypothesis (H 0 ) should be rejected, which means that there are a
significant difference in the average values of treatments. As the null hypothesis was rejected, it can be
concluded that the load carrying capacity of conventional sandwich panel was much lower than those
of hybrid sandwich panels. The theoretical calculations were in good agreement with the ANOVA
results obtained by statistical software Minitab 15.
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Conclusions
The primary conclusion drawn was that the statistical design of experiment used in this study has
demonstrated its ability in drawing inferential results of an experimental work in civil engineering
field. More specific outcomes are outlined as follows. The incorporation of intermediate layer has
significantly enhanced the load carrying capacity of sandwich panels. The F 0 value was 73.42, while
the F value obtained from the F-distribution table for F (0.05;2,9) was 4.26. The value of F 0 was much
higher than the value of F table, accordingly the null hypothesis (H 0 ) should be rejected, which means
that there are a significant difference in the average values of treatments. The inference statements
suggested that the load carrying capacity of hybrid sandwich panels with JFC and MDF intermediate
layer was significantly higher than the conventional sandwich panels.
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Abstract. A new kind of rigid pavement is Nailed-slab System. It is not a soil improvement
method, but rather as an alternative method to improve the performance of rigid pavement on soft
soils. This system consists of a thin reinforced concrete slab, and short piles attached
underneath. The installed piles under the slab were functioned as slab stiffeners. This research is
aimed to learn the pull out of Nailed-slab System under ex-centric loadings and its consideration for
practical application. The full scale of 1 pile row Nailed-slab System was conducted on soft clay
which consisted of 6.00 m×1.20 m slab area with 0.15 m in slab thickness, 5 short micro piles (0.20
m in diameter, 1.50 m in length, and 1.20 m in pile spacing) as slab stiffeners which installed under
slab. Piles and slab were connected monolithically, then in due with vertical concrete wall barrier
on the two ends of slab. The system was loaded by pull out loadings on the end of slab. Results
show that the tested model has higher uplift resistance. Anchorage resistance of piles was
contributed to the uplift resistance. Linear elastic behavior can be reached on load 13.3 kN. It will
be increased by increasing the pile row number. This uplift capacity is very important to resist the
uplift loads that caused by differentiation of slab temperature (lower in the end of slab) or expansive
clay.
Introduction
A new kind of rigid pavement is Nailed-slab System. This system was proposed as an
alternative solution for solving the problem of rigid pavement on soft soils. It consists of a thin
reinforced concrete slab, and short piles attached underneath. The composite system (consists of
piles, slab, and soils surrounding the piles) is expected to be formed to bear the loads. This system
is recommended to use the thin pile cap (about 0.12 m to 0.25 m in thickness). Utilization of thin
pile cap is beneficial for soft soils [1]. The piles are short micro piles with 0.12 m to 0.20 m in
diameter, 1.0 m to 1.5 m in length, and 1.0 m to 2.0 m in pile spacing [2]. Fig. 1 shows the typical
construction of nailed-slab. Slab has double functions, as a pile cap and as a pavement slab. Piles
were installed form a line in width and length directions (Fig. 1a). Piles under the slab were
connected to the slab monolithically (Fig. 1b). Vertical concrete wall barrier can be equipped on
each end of slab for reducing the deflection of edge slab.
The installed piles under the slab were functioned as slab stiffeners with the result that the load
can be spread widely to soft soils [3]. Piles also function as anchors which can make the slab keeps
in contact with the soils [2, 3, 4]. Hence, the pumping can be avoided and pavement durability can
be longer. The uplift load can be occurring on the end of slab by differentiation of slab temperature
(lower in the end of slab) or expansive clay. Nailed-slab should be had enough capacity to resist
these uplift force. This research is aimed to learn the pull out of Nailed-slab System under excentric loadings and its consideration for practical application.
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a) Plan of view
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b) Longitudinal section

Fig. 1. Typical of nailed-slab in rigid pavement construction [2]

Testing Investigation
Detail about testing pond and used materials in this full scale test were published in Puri, et.al.
[5] and re-explained briefly in this paper. Testing was conducted in Soil Mechanics Laboratory,
Gadjah Mada University.
Soil pond and materials. Nailed-slab was conducted on soft clay. Soft clay was filled into a soil
pond which 6 m×3.7 m width and 2.5 m depth. On the 2 longer side was retained by masonry walls
and supported by some temporarily girder. The anchorage system was built near the pond.
Separator sheets were set on the pond walls and base to avoid the effects of surrounding existing
soils. A 2.15 m of pond depth was filled by soft clay which taken from District Ngawi, East Java,
Indonesia. The soft clay properties are presented in Table 1. The slab and piles were reinforced
concrete. The concrete strength characteristic of slab and piles were 29.2 MPa and 17.4 MPa
respectively.
Dimension of full scale of nailed-slab. The dimension of Nailed-slab System was 6.00 m×3.54 m,
0.15 m in slab thickness, and the slab was stiffened by installing micro piles underneath. Test on 1
pile rows Nailed-slab was the slab dimension 600 cm×120 cm×15 cm, pile length 150 cm and pile
spacing 120 cm. This model was obtained by cutting the previous one became 3 parts where each
part consisted of one pile row.Micro piles dimension was 0.20 m in diameter. All piles were
installed under the slab and connected monolithically by using thickening slab connectors (0.40
m×0.40 m and 0.20 m in thickness). Each end of slab is equipped by the vertical concrete wall
barrier. There was a 5 cm lean concrete thickness under the slab. The piles configuration and other
nailed-slab detail are shown in Fig. 2. Full scale model represents a one pile row of rigid pavement
section.
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b). Cross section

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of full scale nailed-slab. The tested slab was the middle slab

Testing Procedures
The steps in construction of full scale Nailed-slab can be briefly described as follows: the pond
was filled by soft clay until the soil thickness reach 2.15 m. Soft clay was spread about 15 cm in
thickness per layer with controlled water content, and then it was compacted by 3 passing of manual
compaction. Each soil layer thickness was decreased to about 10 cm per layer. Soft clay was cured
by covering its surface with plastic sheet and wet carpet. Some soil investigations were conducted,
i.e. soil boring, vane shear test, CBR test, and plate load test. After that, 15 concrete piles were
driven by pre-drilled method and then continued by hydraulic jacking until the pile top reach the
design level. Two piles were instrumented for measuring surface concrete strain and rebar strain.
Some piles were tested for compression bearing capacity, tension capacity, and lateral bearing
capacity.
Soil was excavated for thickening slab on soil surface in deferent location. The 5 cm lean
concrete then poured on the soil surface (except in the excavated area of thickening slab), and
continued by conducting CBR test and plate load test after 3 days. The slab and vertical wall barrier
reinforcement rebar were assembled and included with setting up strain-gauges. And then concrete
was poured for slab and taken slump test, cylindrical concrete specimens, and also concrete pouring
on slab specimen mold for flexural tests. Slab was cured by wet carpet and after 28 days of concrete
age the loading set up was assembled. Pull out load test was conducted on the end of slab. Pull out
loads were given stage by stage by load increase twice the previous load. For all loading points, the
load intensity was increased gradually from P = 0, then became P = 1.7 kN and continued by twice
previous load until reach failure condition. Then all instrumentations were recorded. A photograph
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in testing is presented in Fig. 3.
Table 1. Soft clay properties [5]
No.
Parameter
1. Specific gravity, G s
2. Consistency limits:
- Liquid limit, LL
- Plastic limit, PL
- Shrinkage limit, SL
- Plasticity index, PI
3. Natural water content, w n
4. Water content, w
5. Clay content
6. Sand content
7. Bulk density, γ
8. Dry density, γ d
Undrained shear
9.
strength,S u
- Undisturbed
- Remolded
10. CBR
11. Soil classification:
- AASHTO
- USCS

Unit
-

Average
2.55

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
kN/m3
kN/m3

88.46
28.48
9.34
59.98
50.49
54.87
92.93
6.89
16.32
10.90

kN/m2
kN/m2
%

20.14
11.74
0.83

-

A-7-6
CH

Fig. 3. Photographs of pull out loading tests on 1 pile rowfull scale Nailed-slab
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Results and Discussion
The P-δ relationship from pull out load test is presented in Fig. 4. Failure load was 33.3 kN.
Linear behavior is reached until load 13.3 kN. The failure was occurred on the pile friction
resistance. The slab was not having any cracks or damages. The deflection along the slab is
presented in Fig. 5. Number of piles that resisted the uplift load was increased by increasing the
load intensity. On the load 33.3 kN, 4 piles resisted the uplift load although the first pile from left of
slab was failure.

Displacement (mm)

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

0

10

20

30

40

Load, P (kN)

Fig. 4. P-δ relationship of 1 pile row Nailed-slab
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B
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A
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Soft clay

12
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10

P= 3,3 kN

8

P= 13,3 kN

6

P= 26,6 kN

4

P= 33,3 kN

2
0
-2

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Distance from end of slab (m)

Fig. 5. Deflection along the slab of 1 pile row Nailed-slab
Uplift resistance of Nailed-slab system was not only contributed by pile friction resistance
(anchorage resistance) likewise the slab stiffness, soil-slab friction, and weight of construction. For
1 pile row Nailed-slab, the uplift resistance was 13.3 kN and it will be increased by increasing in
pile row number. The uplift resistance will resist the uplift load. The uplift load can be occurring by
differentiation of slab temperature (lower in the end of slab) or expansive clay.
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Conclusion
According to pull out loading test results of full scale tests and discussion, it can be concluded
that the tested model has higher uplift resistance. Linear elastic behavior can be reached on load
13.3 kN. It will be increased by increasing the pile row number. This uplift capacity is very
important to resist the uplift loads that caused by differentiation of slab temperature (lower in the
end of slab) or expansive clay.
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Abstract. Walking viewed as major components enhancing life standards. A better life can be
achieved by “increased interaction with other community members” and “with the surrounding
environment” [1]. While streets are typically wide enough and well maintained to accommodate
motor vehicles in University Indonesia Campus Depok, pedestrians encounter more difficult, and in
some cases dangerous experiences. Where present, sidewalks are often narrow and/or in poor
conditions, and crosswalks are often inadequate or even nonexistent. The aim of this study is to
identify the spatial patterns of walkability levels in UI Campus Depok, and to provide pragmatic
recommendations to fulfill the needs of pedestrians so as to encourage walking on campus. To do
so, we conducted an audit to evaluate the walkability, both objectively and subjectively, on the
Depok campus of Universitas Indonesia (UI). The results of this study are scores of walkability to
illustrate the current infrastructure quality and propose recommendation for on-campus increase in
walking and cycling. This study concludes that UI has the opportunity to become a more walkable
campus, greater walkability can be achieved by planning, investment of funds for infrastructure
development, and programs aiming at improving safety and enhancing convenience.
Introduction
University area or campus is unique place where people from different backgrounds, incomes,
and attitudes gather for studying, working and relaxing [2]. In terms of planning, campus has a
mixed use of educational area, recreational area, residential area, and commercial area which
facilitate short distance walking [3, 4, 5], in particularly the movement from routine area to
gathering places such as library, mosque, sport complex, and student activity centre [6].
Universitas Indonesia (UI) Campus in Depok has an area of 322 hectares, divided into four
areas. Such as the urban forest (110 hectares), the lake and water catchment area
(30 hectares), environmental buffer (12 hectares) and the physical building (170 hectares). At every
faculty, there are access or path ways available and connects to the other path. These path ways
form the main road, bike lane, and pedestrian paths as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Universitas Indonesia Campus at Depok, Indonesia

Universitas Indonesia has the potential walk. However, pedestrian paths, bike lane and roads
around Universitas campus are not always in the same conditions as those in general residential
areas. With higher population density and a demand for cleanness and quietness, walking is one of
the more suitable means of transport on campus.
Universities should encourage people to shift their travel modes from cars to other types of
travel, especially walking [2]. Improving walkable paths can encourage people to increase their
walking trips [8].
The construction of pedestrian ways determines the level of campus design. Not only the
quality of life on campus, but also important components of student health and safety, green
transport, and student interaction.
Walkability
Walkability is a key component in sustainable transport network, and provides social benefits
as well as benefits to human health, economic stability, and environment protection [7, 8, 9], and
not only difficult to define but also difficult to measure. Southworth (2005) has described
walkability to be the foundation for any sustainable city as definition [10]:
“Walkability is the extent to which the built environment supports and encourages walking by
providing for pedestrian comfort and safety, connecting people with varied destinations within a
reasonable amount of time and effort, and offering visual interest in journeys throughout the
network”.
In this context walkability determined how safe it is for people to walk from one place to the
other [11, 12].
Additionally, walkable campus are not only characterized by the mode of travel, but also
socialization amongst student that enhances the physical, mental, and spiritual health of student in
the Campus. [13] definition focuses on the attraction of a certain place to invite people to walk.
Shay et al. (2003) generalize five infrastructural factors of walkability. The first one is
pedestrian facility, including sidewalks and trails, crosswalks, and other street treatments [12].
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Secondly, accessibility and convenience, such as proximity to multiple destinations, are the
components of walkability as well. The third factor is connectivity, measured by short block lengths
(e.g., 150-200 m), grid pattern with many intersections and few cul-de-sacs, and efficiency to
destinations. Next, the aesthetic aspect of walkability involves pleasant atmosphere, attractive
architecture, landscaping and street trees on majority of streetscape. The last one is traffic calming
or street safety, which can be operationalized as streets designs limiting speeds (curb extensions,
street narrowing, tree canopies, on-street parking, etc.) and street lightings.
Ewing et al. (2006), on the other hand, evaluate those concepts subjectively. By analyzing the
qualities and individual perceptions of physical features, they believe that urban design qualities
may be assessed with a degree of objectivity by outside observers [14].
Therefore, both safety and attraction are the major elements in the concepts of walkability.
Evaluating the walkability of a pedestrian path can be viewed as the attempt to answer the
questions: to what extent can pedestrian infrastructures at the Universitas Indonesia Depok Campus
attractive for student to walk?
Research Design
To examine the walkability on campus that measure the walkability from standard audits were
reviewed and combined strategically to fit the context of a campus-setting.
A survey was conducted to a sample of pedestrian randomly in 2014 to understand the
students’ point of view about whether or not they use pedestrian infrastructure around the campus to
reach to their destination and the reasons behind. The students were asked to answer some questions
about their current situation, potentials and the challenges of walking in the campus and whether
they have experience of walking as to reach to their classes or not. All the questions assessed with
six likert scales. And analyse with descriptive statistical and non-parametrical methods to determine
the correlation with linear regression.
Result and Discussion
Pedestrian path at UI has 0.8 to 2 meters wide, and made square textured of paving materialblock generally parallel to the main road. In some locations there are clues or signs for pedestrians
and zebra crossing as shown at Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Pedestrian path at UI Campus Depok

In total, 212 questionnaires were completed by students who walk for their activities around
campus for this study. Of the students 48% walk to class, and 52% student walk for another reasons
such as recreation and socialization 37%, sport, 15%, most of the student walk more than 4 times a
week. About 54% of the student walks for less than 500 m on either pedestrian walk or bicycle lane
which is separated from roadway as shown on Table 1.
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Table 1. The respondent
Frequency of walking
More than 3 times a week
1-3 times a week
Less than 4 times a month
Location of walking
Pedestrian path
Bicycle lane
Roadway
Trail
Walking distance
Less than 500 m
500 – 1000 metre
More than 1000 m

70%
21%
9%
46%
19%
20%
15%
54%
26%
20%

The Results
Safety factor received high scores suggests that the walking environment at UI is relatively safe
for its students. Most areas on campus had continuous pedestrian path either on one side or both
sides of the road. Pedestrian path will alleviate congestion for both pedestrians and motor
vehicles. The reliability is the highest value that is equal to 4.47, Convenience is the lowest
factor with average value equal to 3.45 as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Respondent statement
Factor
Safety
(X1)

Convenience
(X2)

Accessibility
(X3)
Reliability
(X4)
Facility
(X5)

Statement

Mean

Modus

Free from car and motorcycle
Good signing

4.19
3.07

Safe to walk

3.91

4

Suitable topography
Shading pathway
Good condition of walkway

3.73
4.27
2.92

4
5
3

Clean and dry path

2.87

3

Easy to access
Connectivity

4.24
4.20

4
4

Continuously

3.46

3

The easiest and quickest way
Weather condition

4.07
4.47

4
5

Shortest distance

4.88

5

Suitable width
Good lighting

3.96
2.53

4
2

Encouraging green campus

4.27

3.72

3.45

3.97

4.47

3.59

5
4

4

Infrastructure

Good condition

3.62

4

Mode choice

I will walk

4.52

5

The condition of the pedestrian path at the University of Indonesia is good. Based on the results
of the questionnaire, the average value of the availability of pedestrian infrastructure at the
University of Indonesia was 3.62 on a scale of one to six. And the willingness of student to walk as
a priority for short distance worth 4.52 of a likert scale of one to six.
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The highest statement in willingness to walk is short distance worth 4.88 and the worst is lights are
in good condition is worth 2.53.
Pedestrian path design in a campus is a critical factor to influence walking. A walkable campus
need to design with reliability and accessibility, reliability is defined as how pedestrian path are
built as the shortest and quickest way to get the destination.
Good pedestrian path connectivity provides several pedestrian paths to one desired destination
instead of limiting to one direct route and also includes proper pedestrian crossing.
The relation between respondents' of the safety (X1), convenience (X2), accessibility (X3),
reliability (X4) and facilities (X5) on the availability of pedestrian paths (Y1) and the willingness to
walk (Y2)analysed with regression model. The effect of the variables can be seen in table 3.
Table 3. Regression model
Variable
Infrastructure
Willingness to
walk

Regression model
Y1 = -0,547 – 0,022(X1) + 0,299(X2) + 0,272(X3) + 0,035(X4) + 0,552(X5)

R
0.70

R square
0.49

Y2 = 1,083 + 0,177(X1) + 0,014(X2) - 0,17 (X3) + 0,587(X4) + 0,049(X5)

0.49

0.24

Table 3 shows that the most powerful factor influencing infrastructure (Y1) is the facility (X5)
with the regression coefficient 0.552. As reliability (X4) have strong influence on willingness to
walk (Y2).
Table 4. Regression value related to gender
Category

Variable
Infrastructure

Male

Willingness to
walk
Infrastructure

Female

Willingness to
walk

Regression model
Y = -1,242 – 0,061(X1) + 0,383(X2) + 0,325(X3) - 0,011(X4)
+ 0,602(X5)
Y = 1,426+ 0,024(X1) + 0,109(X2) - 0,022(X3) + 0,461(X4)
+ 0,173(X5)
Y = 0,061 – 0,088(X1) + 0,208(X2) + 0,255(X3) + 0,037(X4)
+ 0,569(X5)
Y = 0,557+ 0,277(X1) - 0,006(X2) + 0,011(X3) + 0,708(X4) 0,066(X5)

R

R
square

0.77

0.598

0.43

0.190

0.66

0.444

0.57

0.324

Furthermore, the categorical regression as shown at table 4, performed respondents by gender,
reflecting the differences in the results between male and female who walk. Male walker perceives
the convenience (X2) and accessibility (X3) on infrastructure and reliability (X4) is the factor
influence willingness to walk. Moreover female walker perceives the facilities (X5) on
infrastructure and reliability (X4) is the factor influence willingness to walk. The willingness to
walk are depend on how far the journey, the convenience level of pedestrian paths, and reliability
compared to other modes.
To understand the preferences of pedestrians for facility improvements, the respondents were
asked to rank the different types of facility improvements on a priority scale. The Fig. 3 below
indicates that the five top priority request as to provide good lighting, betterment on surface
condition. This is followed by need to give canopy on pedestrian path, with the forth priority
improved the security. The findings coincide with the field walkability survey results, in which low
ratings were given to pedestrian facility and convenience.
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Fig. 3. Pedestrian preference
Conclusion and Recommendation
This study assessed the existing walking infrastructure in a campus-setting and evaluated its
suitability to walk. As a campus with sufficient need for walking by its patrons, this study provides
an audit tool and recommendations that enhance the walking experience across university campus.
Based on the outcomes of analysis, Universitas Indonesia Depok campus is a well-maintained
and smooth environment for pedestrians. However, lack of adequate lighting and shared routes
lowers the safety and convenience.
To make campuses more pedestrian-oriented, appropriate infrastructures and facilities should
be provided in on streets. To achieve this aim, a practical walkability audit is proposed to evaluate
pedestrian facilities and indicate improvements.
Another interesting finding is that most of the segments that gained high scores are located in
the center area and have well-developed walking route network.
The idea of green transport can be embedded so that walking can be the preferred mode of
travel on-campus than driving a car. University website encouraging green transport and
elimination of private auto can also be recommended to increase walking on-campus.
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Abstract: With the dramatic increase in traffic volume of, in particular, motorized vehicles as well
as the high frequency of the use, pedestrian vulnerability is an important issue to be addressed.
Pedestrian safety level improvement to adopt should be established on the safety profile illustrated
based on the time-series data collection. In this paper the data used is accident data from 2011 to
2013 which were collected using the new data collection system. The passing of the Road Traffic
and Transport Law in 2009 seems to have significant impacts on the accuracy and completeness of
data collection. This can be seen from the sudden increase in number of death in 2009 to 2010
which surpasses 10,000 deaths. This seemingly severe condition was basically corresponding with
the 2009 law. In addition, the National Police then applied the new data collection system—
IRSMS—in 2013 and re-entered the manually collected data into the new data base. This paper
presents the pedestrian safety profile by age, gender, location, road status, time, accident scheme,
etc. using the data from 2011 to 2013 and proposes the pedestrian safety improvement measures.
Introduction
The increasing number of motorized vehicles and the frequency of their use lead to the
increasing susceptibility of pedestrians to road traffic injury. Based on WHO Global Status Report
on Traffic Safety 2013 [1], about 1.24 million people die each year on the world's roads and
between 20 and 50 million sustain non-fatal injuries. Young adults aged between 15 and 44 years
account for 59% of global road traffic deaths. As, in accordance with UU No 22 of 2009 [2],
pedestrians are one of traffic components the roadway system has to provide for the needs for safety
through the design and land-use planning as well as protection by the traffic laws enforcement.
Pedestrians vulnerability is heightened in settings where traffic laws are inadequately enforced [3].
Pedestrian risk is increased when roadway design and land-use planning fail to plan for and provide
for facilities such as sidewalks, or adequate consideration of pedestrian access at intersections.
Infrastructure facilities and traffic control mechanisms that separate pedestrians from motor vehicles
and enable pedestrians to cross roads safely are important mechanisms to ensure pedestrian safety,
complementing vehicle speed and road system management. Pedestrian accidents may also be the
result of negligent or reckless behavior, including speeding, driving while impaired, ignoring traffic
signals, inattention and distracted driving.
Pedestrian Accident Data
Road users fatality. Fig. 1 shows that from 2011 to 2013, there were 9,955 (15%) pedestrian
fatalities, the second largest group of road users killed after motorcycle accidents (49,513). The rest
of those killed in traffic crashes were cyclists, cars, buses and trucks
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Fig. 1. Road users killed in 2011-2013

Fig. 2. Pedestrian accidents by gender

In the western world, typically 10 to 30% of all road accident fatalities are pedestrians [1]. In
many other countries, these proportions are substantially higher, although the exact figures are often
difficult to assess. Pedestrian fatalities in Indonesia appear to be lower in percentage relative to
other western countries; however, this may not necessarily represent the safety level.
Pedestrian Accidents by Gender
From 2011 to 2013 a total of 41,629 pedestrians were involved in accidents. The number of
pedestrian accidents increases from 2011 to 2012 and slightly decreases from 2012 to 2013. The
lower statistics of female pedestrians involved in accidents may not necessarily indicate that female
pedestrians are safer and less susceptible to road crashes; this may be proportional to the number
female and male pedestrians. Previous studies, as well, indicated that male pedestrians fatalities
have been found to surpass the female figures in pedestrian collisions; a study conducted in the
United States found that males accounted for 70% of pedestrian deaths [4, 5].
Age-related accident severity. Fig. 3 indicates that children of school age and toddlers belong to
the pedestrian group susceptible to being vulnerable and have high fatality number. Children have
fewer capabilities than adults because of their developmental immaturity and lack of experience.
Fatalities among toddlers of 5-9 years old are the highest among young-aged road user; it is an irony
that children under 5 years old have also become road accident victims.
Among all age groups, the highest number of killed and seriously injured pedestrians are 5-10
years old; which is kindergarten and elementary school age. This data may indicate that this due to
the high exposure of school children to traffic and may also imply the minimum protection for the
kids. The safest young age pedestrians seem to be pedestrians of age groups of 20-29 years old.
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Fig. 3. Age of road users by level of accident severity (killed and severly injured)
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Fig. 4. Number of killed and seriously injured pedestrian by age, 2011-2013

Comparing Figs. 2 and 3, it can be seen that the figures show inverted shapes. Road users aged
15-39 are road users with highest casualty (killed and severely injured), but as pedestrians, this
group belongs to the safest pedestrians relative to other age groups.
Younger road users are less involved in casualties as they do not drive nor ride, but they
become vulnerable pedestrians. Teenagers, who are novice drivers and just obtain their first drivers’
licenses constitute the highest groups of killed and severely injured groups of road users, while as
pedestrians teenagers are the safest groups. Older road users, with some possibilities of physical and
psychological impairments are in general vulnerable pedestrians. Although the number of old road
users killed or severely injured is much lower than that of teenagers, it may not necessarily indicate
that they are safer road users as it may be due to the smaller number of old drivers. As
pedestrians, because older people tend to move more slowly than other pedestrians, they require
more time to cross streets than other sidewalk users. It is obvious that old pedestrians are the most
vulnerable group.
Why children are vulnerable? Compared to adults, children tend to exhibit some restriction
which will inhibit them from being safe on the road like difficulty localizing the direction of sounds,
inability to comprehend warning signs and traffic signals, low judgment ability, wrong expectation
in complex traffic situation, etc.
As for older adults, some constrictions due to reduced capacity for sensory processing or
problem solving may cause them to have problems with unfamiliar environments, complex
conditions like intersections, or vision capabilities. Deterioration and impairment of physical,
cognitive and sensory abilities are age-related problems commonly experienced by aging
pedestrians, and may contribute to serious consequences or even fatalities when involved in
accidents.
Pedestrian Accident by Time of Day
The number of pedestrian fatalities in 2013 seems to follow general traffic volume distribution
during the day with morning peak and evening peak. The figure shows that more traffic will lead to
more pedestrian fatalities. This in line with some studies that show that the number of pedestrian
crashes increases with the volume of traffic, but the relationship is not always linear [6, 7]. It is
arguable, however, that higher traffic volume may decrease the speed thus reduces the fatality
potentials. Crash rates relative to exposure may actually decline with higher traffic volumes, and
the severity of injury may also decline. In addition, in environments where there are many
pedestrians or cyclists, motorists may be more aware of them and adjust their driving behaviour,
thereby reducing risk. This may be true when the volume/capacity (V/C) ratio still allows traffic to
make speed changes. Pedestrian fatalities issue should not only be regarded in terms of numbers but
also in terms of time when pedestrians are susceptible to fatality.
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Fig. 5. Number of pedestrian fatalities by time of day in 2013

Pedestrian accident by location and types of accident. Comparing the accidents locations based
on types of roads, pedestrian accidents occur mainly on city or district roads (37%), pedestrian
accidents on provincial roads account for 32%, and pedestrian accidents on national roads comprise
22% and the rest, on local roads 9%.
Pedestrian Accident 2011-2013
Loc Rd
Nat Rd
9%
22%
City/Dist
Rd
37%
Prov Rd
32%

Fig. 6. Pedestrian accidents by locations

Fig. 6 shows that 37% of 2011-2013 pedestrian accidents occur on city/district roads, 32% on
provincial roads, 22% on national roads and the rest 9% on local roads. The distribution of types of
pedestrian accident on national roads, provincial roads, and city/district road categories show the
same distinct sequence from highest to lowest as the following (the number in brackets refer to
number of types of accidents in Fig. 7:
1. At an intersection, vehicle turning to the left hits a pedestrian crossing at the zebra cross (13)
2. At road segment, collision with pedestrian crossing from left to right (3)
3. At road segment, collision with pedestrian crossing from right to left (4)
4. At road segment, collision with pedestrian walking on the carriageway (6)
5. At road segment, collision with pedestrian walking on the curb (7)
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Fig. 7. Number of accidents by types of accidents on different road status
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Fig. 8. Number of pedestrian fatalities by pedestrian movements on different road status

On local roads, however, the highest accident type is collision with pedestrian crossing from
left to right at road segment, followed by collision with pedestrian crossing at zebra cross at
intersection. The indistinctive difference between the two types of accidents shows how vulnerable
the pedestrians are when they cross the streets either at intersections or road segments. It may also
imply the vulnerability of pedestrians when they cross the streets due to the lack of pedestrian
crossing facilities and the low level of road users obedience and compliance to the regulations.
Pedestrian fatalities on different road status as indicated in Fig. 8 are in general dominated by:
pedestrian crossing not at zebras, followed by pedestrian crossing at zebras and pedestrian walking
on the road pavement. On city/district roads the number of fatalities of pedestrian crossing at zebras
and no-at-zebras are almost the same: 618 and 633 respectively. This gives a strong indication that
traffic and pedestrians both behave indistinctively towards the existence or the inexistence of zebra
crossing facilities.
Vehicle speed determines the level of casualty in accidents involving pedestrian as the faster
the speed at which a pedestrian is hit, the more serious their injuries. Research in the 1990s showed
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that pedestrians had a 90% chance of surviving car crashes at speeds of 30 km/h or lower, but less
than a 50% chance of surviving impacts at 45 km/h [8]. The probability that a pedestrian will be
fatally injured if hit by a motor vehicle increases markedly with impact speed [9, 10, 11]. It is
therefore of paramount importance that any pedestrian safety scheme take into account some speedrelated measures
Crossing facilities for pedestrians tend to be limited in number and not conveniently located or
do not meet the pedestrian demand for accessibility and safety. With the heat during the day, the
locations of pedestrian facilities like pedestrian bridges and zebras will affect the pedestrian choice
of crossing the roads unless some restrictions like barriers and fences to prevent pedestrians from
crossing are imposed. Some enforcement measures will also act positively in mitigating illegal
pedestrian crossing. Pedestrian accidents at zebras mostly relate to the drivers ignorance of the
existence of pedestrians and of traffic light phasing- when available, despite the presence of traffic
police/ traffic warden for enforcement and traffic discipline. Pedestrians are particularly susceptible
to injuries at intersections where drivers may fail to yield or stop when pedestrians are legally in a
crosswalk. A pedestrian, therefore, must exercise reasonable care for their own safety by avoiding
accidents potentials and anticipating consequences. Any form of negligence may disadvantage the
pedestrian and will contribute to the potential of being exposed to injuries.
Closing
The high number of pedestrian accidents necessitates comprehensive measures to reduce the
number of accidents and the severity level the victims. Improvement in land-use planning, road way
design incorporating pedestrian facilities such as sidewalks, pedestrian access at intersections and
access to public transports lower the pedestrian risks on the roads. Controlled pedestrian crossing
facilities utilizing some monitoring device where some enforcement can be imposed on violating
vehicles need to be adopted in along roads with high number of pedestrians accidents. Provisions of
infrastructure facilities and traffic control mechanisms that separate pedestrians from motor vehicles
and enable pedestrians to cross roads safely are important mechanisms to ensure pedestrian safety,
complementing vehicle speed and road system management. Speed-related pedestrian safety
measures is an utmost significant program of any pedestrian safety improvement scheme. The fact
that school children age group is the highest number of victims during 2011-2013 indicates that a
comprehensive program targeted at this group is to be adopted in collaboration with educating
institutions to ensure early result of pedestrian safety level improvement. Therefore, there is a
compelling need for implementation of effective pedestrian injury mitigation and crash avoidance
countermeasures to improve pedestrian safety level.
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Abstract. Children are particular vulnerable road users as their physical and mental skills are
either not fully developed. Besides, child pedestrians are usually representing the highest
number of traffic accidents. Several studies show that children are riskier involved in
accidents due to lack of cognitive ability, visual skills, level of concentration, perception and
behavior of walking which are needed to create the safety journey. This study aims to identify
the vulnerability of accidents in children aged 0-14 years in several cities in Indonesia with
calculate the Fatality Rate and analyze situational location of road safety conditions in Depok
city associated with children traveling to school. The situational analysis was conducted
using questionnaires addressed to students, parents and teachers in the state elementary
schools, Pondok China 01. Testing comparative analysis of the situation related to the
perception of road safety among students with parents and students with teachers performed
using statistics. This study results in Safe Condition and Safe Action program to improve
school children road safety level.
Introduction
As a developing country growth in the number of vehicles in Indonesia increased. Based
on data from BPS, an increase in the number of vehicles in Indonesia during the last 3 years
(2010-2013) in the amount of 35.38% with a motorcycle dominated by 38.72%. On the other
hand, the increase in the number of vehicles is not matched with traffic safety. Based on data
from the Directorate General of Land Trasnportation Indonesia, the average growth in the
number of victims of accident in 2007-2012 was dominated by the age of 5-15 years by
38.2%. Thus, children are one of the most vulnerable road users on traffic accidents. The high
percentage results the perception that the road is an area that has a high risk to the safety of
children. This condition encourage parents to strict their children’s activities on the road. One
of the daily routine activities that children do associated with the road is the way they go to
school so that should be a concern of parents to control the children’s travel to school for
their safety.
Research Ministry of Health (Riskesdas) Indonesia in 2013 showed that nationally roads
is the most occurrence of injury place dominated by a motorcycle accident and an age range
of 5-14 years is the second-highest ranked as the victims [12].
There are some of Indonesian Government’s efforts to reduce the harm of road towards
children is through the construction ZoSS (Safe School Zone) in the school which are located
at the edge of road. In addition, the Indonesian National Police have also launched some
safety road programs such as Traffic Safety Campaign, Polsana (Polisi Sahabat Anak), MCC
(School Safety Patrol), Traffic Park but do not get maximum results.
In other country such as the state of New South Wales (Australia), all schools are applied
by Safety Around Schools Program with vary safety measures. The program aims to improve
the safety of children around schools including: safer walking routes to school; school
crossing supervisors; fixed digital speed cameras; increases to penalties for parking and
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speeding offences in school zones; flashing lights and reductions in the speed limit to 40
km/h on school days during the time of peak activity (8:00 - 9:30 and 2:30 - 4:00 pm) [10].
Further, there are consistent findings from research that lowering average fleet speed will
reduce crash, injury and fatality rates [11]. The Nilsson Power model (2004) is an example
which suggests that a 5% decrease in average speed leads to an approximate 10% reduction
in crashes involving injury and an 18% reduction in those involving fatalities.
One of the primary responses to current issues in children’s school travel and health has
been development of policies and program related to Safe Routes to School (SR2S). SR2S, a
concept originally conceived in Denmark, endeavors to positively impact a child’s travel and
health by making the school route safer for non-motorized modes through (1) education of
both the child and the driver on road safety; (2) enforcement of traffic laws around schools;
and (3) engineering of the street environment along the routes to school to control traffic and
to enhance pedestrian and bicycling facilities (the three E’s of transportation engineering)
[28].
Review of road accident children. Based on data from Indonesian National Police, in 2013
children with a range aged 0-14 years old have been the victims of accidents with a number
of 12,821 in which the number of victims died 1,411 and the fatality rate is 2.04. Accident
occurred with variety situations such as children crossing in any place, standing and walking
on the sidewalk, playing in the street, standing and walking on the road. Generally most
accidents occurred when children cross the road at any place and without supervision.
In many countries child pedestrians are at greater risk of being injured or killed in traffic
than any other age group of pedestrians [30]. In addition, child pedestrians are 69% more
likely to be injured per million trips than child car occupants. Children occasionally cross the
road without first stopping to check for oncoming traffic. It is difficult for them to assess
dangerous situations, to stop their play and conversation in order to concentrate on the task of
crossing the road [31]. Former studies suggested that this risky behavior is mainly due to
reduced motor, perceptual and cognitive skills because of their age, personality traits such as
impulsiveness and social factors such as negative peer influence towards road crossing
behavior [23]. Moreover children were subject to higher levels of constrained behaviour than
adolescents [4].
Review of school trip mode choice. The journey to school is an opportunity for children to
achieve regular and daily physical activity. In recent years, walking and bicycling to school
has decreased while private vehicle travel has increased. In the United States, children
increasingly are being driven to school by car rather than walking or cycling, approximately
50% of children aged 5 to 15 years travel to school by car with only 10% walking. In the
United Kingdom, the proportion of primary school aged children (5 to 10 years) driven to
school increase from 29% in 1993 to 41% in 2002 [7]. A survey of Georgia households in
2000 found that of those children aged 5-15 years living within a mile of school, only 19%
walked to school, while 42% were driven to school by an adult [3]. In England, walking to
school by primary aged children has dropped from 61% in 1992-1994 to 52% in 2002-2003
while travel by car has increased from 30% to 40% [8]. To further exacerbate the school
transportation mode issue in the US, yellow bus travel has declined due to increased cost of
providing this service in communities [18].
The changes in travel mode to school may appear insignificant to the larger
transportation system but in reality they represent growing transportation and health
problems. Schools are a significant generator of localized congerstion, with morning and
afternoon peaks similar to that which is seen in commuting behavior. This congestion causes
problems with traffic flow on the streets near schools and may create hazardous conditions
for children and adults traveling by non-motorized modes. A report on the relative risks of
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school travel found that pedestrians and bicyclists traveling to school have the highest rate of
injury and fatality on a per mile basis [29].
Further, research McMillan (2007) in California (USA) showed that the selection of trip
mode choice of elementary school students grade 3 through 5 are influenced by factors of
urban form and non-urban form. Urban form factors are road segment that has perfectly good
sidewalk and road segment with land use mix (excluding land-use residential and school).
While the factors of non-urban form are as follows:
1. Perception of parents on safety environment (neighborhood safety)
2. Perception of parents on traffic safety (traffic safety)
3. Household transportation options
4. The way of thinking or attitude of parents
5. Cultural norms / social
6. Socio-demographic factors
From these studies indicate that there are several factors related to the selection mode of
transportation of students to go to school and one of which is the perception of traffic safety.
An earlier study by Hilman et al. [14] demonstrated that parent’s concerns about road safety
result in the restriction of children from coming home from school unaccompanied journeys.
Review of parent and child perceptions about road safety. Many studies have shown that
parents have strong concerns about the environmental conditions along the walk to school.
The major types of concerns include those of perceived street-crossing danger, traffic danger,
general difficulty walking, perceived distance and crime danger [21]. When parents perceive
such barriers, their children are often less likely to walk to school.
Suprisingly, children’s perceptions of barriers are generally unrelated to whether they
walked to school. Among sixth and eighth grade U.S. girls, walking, biking or skating to
school was unrelated to girl’s perceptions of neighborhood safety, traffic or crime [9].
Among 10 to 12 year old Australians, walking or biking to school was not related to their
perceptions of heavy traffic, strangers and unsafe roads (Timperio et al., 2004). Among 9 to
11 year old UK students, neighborhood walking was related, counter-intuitively, to perceived
heavy traffic and unsafe streets [1].
In contrary, some studies show that children perceived safety related to more walking to
school and perceive distance is associated with less active transportation [17, 22]. Further,
perceptions of environments may differ by age and parent’s perception and their children
may differ of walkability of the same route. Timperio et al. [27] also found that children
believe their parents have more negative perceptions of route walkability.
Methodology
The method used in this research is the study of literature and survey. Literature search
covered local and international journals and reports from various resources that discuss the
perception of students and parents on road safety. The survey was conducted in the state
elementary schools, Pondok China 01 by taking a sample of 124 students in grade 5 and 6,
parents and teachers and distributing questionnaires that include 3 aspects, the travel patterns
of students to the school; students and parents knowledge about road safety facilities and
traffic regulations; and perception of students, parents and teachers towards road safety.
The first aspect that is student travel patterns discuss the mode of transportation that
students use to go to school and come home from school and how they do trip to school
whether accompanied by a parent or driver, along with their friends or alone. In this aspect,
students will also be asked about the activity of playing on the road and experience the
accident.
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The second aspect discuss about students and parents knowledge of traffic rules in terms
of road safety facilities and how habits of students and parents to use these facilities then
students and parents compliance with regulations motorcycle use.
The last aspect is perception of road safety which is compared among students, parents
and teachers. That perception regard to their views on the safety and security of the school
environment associated with walking, crossing the road, cycling and using public transport
considering that location of school is located at the edge of the road.
Results and Discussions
Data generated from 124 respondents consisting of students of 48% boys and 52% girls
with an age range of students 10-12 years. While 75 respondents parents consisted of 45%
males and 55% females with parental age range 21-60 years. And teacher as respondents
represented by the entire homeroom teacher in grade 5 and 6.
Conditions safety and accident in research location. Pondok Cina 01, Elementary School
is located on the edge of Margonda Raya Street which the function of road is Secondary
Artery Road with 2-way 6 lanes. Based on survey, existing condition in front of school
includes available ZoSS (Safe School Zone) and bus stop. But unfortunately, the ZoSS is not
according to standard rules of Director General for Land Transport about ZoSS
No.1304/AJ.403/DJPD/2014, some traffic controls such as speed limit signs (30 km/h) is not
available. There is no adequate sidewalk for pedestrians and no bike lane so that the school
environment is not possible to use the bike. Besides, the density of traffic volume in front of
school raises barriers to walking. Although the school is located at the edge of the road, never
given a traffic safety education by relevant agency such as the police.
According to teacher, the traffic safety of elementary school students is a condition in
which the students survived both physically and psychologically, feel safe and comfortable
with their neighborhood. Students safety is very important and it depends on the school
environment because the elementary school students are particularly vulnerable to traffic
accidents, especially schools located at the edge of the road. Therefore, it needs attention and
cooperation from various parties such as school, family/parent, the government and all the
users of the road.
Based on data from the police, the number of accidents on the Margonda Raya street as
much 63 in 2011 and 57 in 2012, despite the number is decline but this figure is still high
compared to other roads in the city of Depok so Margonda Raya street can be stated as an
accident-prone road. Additionally, based on the data accident related to the movement
situations of child pedestrian in Depok in 2013 known that the victims of accidents due to
cross at any place with the number 11, walking on the sidewalk 1, playing on the street 1 and
walk on the road 4.
The result refers to Figs. 1a and 1b also showed that 80% of students never do activities
play on the street and dominated location to play on the road is around the house 90% so that
the environmental of students living area perceived safe by students to play around. Most
students who play in the street is a boy with a percentage of 84% and it found that with
increasing age students, the percentage of students playing on the road also increased. That
results generally same with the previous research in Australia that on average, adolescents
made significantly more walking or cycling trips per week than did children. Both adolescent
and children, the percentage of more walking or cycling is dominated by girls.
On the contrary, ‘western’ world stated that in most urban area, children compared with
previous generations spend less time playing outdoors and the sight of children meeting
friends informally or running in the neighborhood has become increasingly uncommon. In
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addition, the home has become a more frequent venue for children’s play, while outdoor play
tends to be supervised by adults [13, 16].
Students play on the road
84%

16%
Boys

76%

24%

Girls

82%

The location where students play
on the road

86%

77%

Yes
No
18%

23%

10

11

Gender

90%

14%
7%

12

3%

Around the
school
Around the
house
On the way to
school

Age

Fig. 1a. Percentage of students playing on the
road by gender and age

Fig. 1b. Proportion of the location where
students play on the road

Another study also found that parents of girls reported more avoidance children’s
behaviour related to outdoor physical activity in their neighborhood compared with parents of
boys in both age-groups [4]. This finding is consistent with those of past studies particularly
evidence that parents are more protective of daughters than of sons even from early childhood
[14, 20].
The research data refer to Figs. 2a and 2b also showed that 26% of students have been
involved in an accident that is dominated by boys. Unfortunately, as the age is increasing, the
percentage of accident experience also is growing. Most of the accident occurred in around
the house and it will be problem as students perceive that the living area is safe. There are
also students who had an accident on the way to school by 16% and 6% held on school area.
This indicate that the existence of school located in a side street to make students have the
risk involved in an accident and the risk will be greater when there is no treatment and care
for a safe route to school.
Location where the accident
Student accident experience
occured
82%
80%
76%
72%

28%

24%

Boys

Girls

Gender

58%
42%

18%

20%

10

11

12

Age

Fig. 2a. Percentage of students accident
experience by gender and age

Yes
No

78%

6%

16%

Around the
school
Around the
house
On the way to
school

Fig. 2b. Proportion of the location the accident
occured

Student travel patterns to/from school. Based on the survey results show that the
proportion of students using the mode of transportation to go to school by car 7%, by
motorcycle 70%, by public transport 15% and only walking 8% while travel from school by
car 5%, by motorcycle 40%, by public transport 39% and walking 19%. The differences in
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the use of mode of transportation are influenced by the time available. Mostly student have
limited time to go school and more time to go home. No one student who use bicycle to
traveling to or from school. So that it can be seen only few students who participate in doing
active transport.
The existence of negative parental perceptions about traffic safety makes the children
tend to be supervised and controlled way to the school that is the way to accompany their
children on their way to and from school. From a total of 124 students as result in Figs. 3a
and 3b, 70% are delivered parents or other adults, 7% with their peers or other students and
23% traveling alone.

21%

25%

38%

25%

41%

1%
7%

82%
50%

walk
public
motor
cars

9%
alone

friends

parents

Student partner(s) on travelling

Fig. 3a. Proportion of the way students travel to
school by mode by accompanied

Mode of transportat used to go
from school
Mode of transport (%)

Mode of transport (%)

Mode of transport used to go to
school

11%
51%
89%
89%
46%
11%

3%
alone

walk
public
motor
cars

friends

parents

Student partner(s) on travelling

Fig. 3b. Proportion of the way students travel
from school by mode by accompanied

According to previous research in Brisbane (a large Australian city outside NSW) found
that there are several reasons why walking to school is not a common activity and a survey of
children aged 5-12 years found that only a minority of children choose to walk [24]. In
research of the walkable community in US shows that 88% students sometimes walked to
school compared to only 17% of the less walkable community students [21].
On the contrary, in Nigeria (2013), walking students accounted for more than 65% of the
mode of transport to school. The main reasons for walking to school were short distance
(32.4%) and high cost of transportation (27.4%). In less developed countries such as South
Africa, over 70% of school children travel to school by walking [15].
A recent evaluation of the California Safe Routes to School construction program
indicated that infrastructure modifications such as sidewalk additions and traffic control
measures around schools can increase walking and bicycling to school, other modifications
such as crosswalk additions/restriping and pedestrian warning system proved less effective
[2].
Knowledge of Students and Parents about Traffic Regulations
From the chart shown in Fig. 4, it can be known that the knowledge of road safety
facilities such as sidewalks, traffic signs and traffic lights between the parents and the
students is different where the knowledge of parents is higher about these facilities while the
knowledge of crossing place, both students and parents has a good knowledge about
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crosswalk. Further, in daily, students and parents are accustomed to use a crosswalk to cross
on the road with a range percentage of 40-45%.

Fig. 4. Comparison of proportion between the knowledge of students and parents

Students ever riding a motorcycle

Fig. 5a. Proportion of students who ever
riding a motorcycle

Fig. 5b. Percentage of students who ever riding a
motorcycle by gender and age

Parents allow students to ride a motorcycle

Fig. 6a. Proportion of parents allow Fig. 6b. Percentage of parents allow their children to
their children to ride a motorcycle
ride a motorcycle by gender and age
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From the data above (Figs. 5a and 5b), it is known that students who ever riding a
motorcycle is dominated by girls. 55% of students said that parents allow them for riding a
motorcycle and dominated by the parents of the boys shown in Figs. 6a and 6b. As age
increases, both percentage of students who ever riding motorcycle and parents allow students
to ride a motorcycle also increases. This indicates that there is non-compliance with students
and parents to the rule of using motorcycle where students are not old enough and do not
have a license. It shows that the awareness of traffic safety of children is low.
Based on the habits of students who ever riding motorcycle, according to Figs. 7a and 7b
only 33% of students use a helmet and is dominated by girls. And unfortunately, as age
increase, the use of helmet as safety attribute tends to decline. In terms of gender, girls are
generally more concerned with the safety attribute then boys.
The habits of students when riding a motorcycle

Fig. 7a. Proportion of the student’s
habits when riding a motorcycle

Fig. 7b. Percentage of the student’s habits when riding
a motorcycle

Perceptions among students, parents and teachers of traffic safety. It is worthwhile to
compare parent’s and children’s perceptions of neighborhood safety and to discuss key
tensions [5].
As a result of survey found that students mostly have a good perception about the place
which is considered as the most dangerous and potentially cause an accident, 65% crossroads,
15% in front of the school, 19% on the way to school and 1% around the home environment.
This indicates that there are some students who have the perception that the location of the
school which is the edge of the mainroad is unsafe.
Perceptions of students, parents and teachers about walking in school environments refer
to Fig. 8a is different. The percentage of safe perception decline successively of students,
parents and teachers. Although in the existing condition, there is no an adequate sidewalk so
pedestrian have to walk on the part of road where vehicles pass, students still think that
existing condition is safe to walk. Meanwhile all teachers say that walking around school is
unsafe.
Then perceptions of students, parents and teachers about crossing in school environment
refer to Fig. 8b is almost the same. This is because there is a crossing facility in front of the
school in the form of ZoSS equipped with traffic lights to walk. However, due to a lack of
monitoring, in real conditions, traffic light is broke and its placement is wrong. Moreover
there is no traffic signs to command the speed limit for entering the school zone so that the
installation of ZoSS does not meet the applicable standards. It needs for a guard who
supervise the students to cross the road.
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Perception about Walking
Around School
Students

Parents

Teachers

Perception about crossing the
road around school
Students

Parents

Teachers

98% 99% 100%

92%
67%

64%

36%

33%
8%

Safe

2% 1% 0%

Unsafe

Fig. 8a. Percentage of safe perception
about walking around school among
students, parents and teachers

Perception about cycling
around school
Students

Parents

Teachers
100%
75%

Safe

Unsafe

Fig. 8b. Percentage of safe perception about
crossing the road around school among
students, parents and teachers

Perception of using public
transport around school
Students
86%

Parents

Teachers

100%
90%

52%

48%
25%

14% 10%

0%
Safe

Unsafe

Fig. 8c. Percentage of safe perception
about cycling around school among
students, parents and teachers

Safe

0%

Unsafe

Fig. 8d. Percentage of safe perception about
using public transport around school among
students, parents and teachers

The differences in perception of students, parents and teachers refer to Fig. 8c are also
found regarding cycling in school environment where safe perception decreased successively
of students, parents and teachers. Although in the existing condition, there is no bike lane,
students still think that cycling in road that meet directly with other motor vehicles with
larger dimensions of the bike is safe.
Inverted condition shown by (Fig. 8d) the differences in the perception of students,
parents and teachers about using the public transport around the school that safe perception is
increasing successively of students, parents and teachers. Safe perception is largely because
there is available bus stop in front of school.
Another study found that Australian children aged 10-12 years were less concerned about
road safety than their children. However, parental perceptions of road safety is stronger than
children associations with children’s walking an cycling in the neighborhood suggesting that
parents influence and/or control these behaviours [26].
From the previous research in US elementary school, the most commonly reported
barriers to walking or biking to school were traffic and distance followed by lack of
sidewalks, lack of bike racks and crime [6].
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Furthermore, Caregivers reported that concerns about neighborhood safety decreased the
probability of a child walking/bicycling to school, as did reported traffic speeds greater than
30 miles per hour along the route to school [19]. Opportunities or constraints on household
transportation options are also often mentioned as influencing travel behaviour to school [3].
Generally, children experience different types of problem en-route school. These include
poor driver’s behavior, dilapidated of walking and crossing facilities, fatigue as a result of
long walk as well crime and insecurity. For children aged 4-12 years in Victoria (Australia),
about 65% of pedestrian accidents occurred immediately before or after school opening time;
while for older children aged 13-18 years old, the comparable figure is 49%. This shows that
children have difficulty in coping with traffic and are particularly vulnerable to traffic crashes
[25].
A large percentage of children playing on the street and was involved in the accident
show that the children do not have the knowledge and ability to create traffic safety. In
addition, there are several students who do not know the road safety facilities. Lower student
knowledge compared with parents also shown by the percentage of students who have rode
motorcycles and habits of students when riding a motorcycle. This noncompliance is also
supported by the role of parents who allow their children who are still in under the age for
riding motorcycle. The differences in the perception of safety among students, parents and
teachers for walking and cycling shows that students do not have the knowledge about the
safe condition and facilities which are needed to be safe in walking and cycling.
Therefore there needs to traffic safety programs for children especially in elementary
school students in the form of Safe Condition and Safe Action. For schools that are located
on the edge of the road, especially the main road crowded with vehicles. Children safety on
the road issue becomes the most important issue to find the solution. In order to create the
traffic safety programs must be cooperation of several parties, including school, family or
parent, community and government.
Schools need to provide school police or guards to supervise students while crossing the
road in the morning and afternoon. However, the role of parent is also still required to
accompany the student when crossing the road. The role of parents such as give knowledge to
children about traffic safety and meet the requirements of safety equipments when driving for
example when taking a child to school, the child must use a helmet and of course pay
attention to the condition of vehicle, especially vehicle accessories such as the rear view
mirror must be complete and the brake is in a good condition. The role of the community
such as taking care with elementary school students and warning students if found the
students are running or joking on the edge of the road also obey all traffic rules and reduce
speed when entering the school zone is very important.
The role of the government is required to provide road safety facilities especially
facilities for non-motor road users such as bike lanes, sidewalks, and crossing facilities.
Government needs to strict the traffic regulation, assigning the police to help guard of school
for not only occasional, providing pedestrian lights that work well to help students to cross
the road if the guard is not in place and conduct education and training of traffic safety to
elementary school students.
Movements like New Urbanism and Smart Growth and programs like Safe Routes to
School and the American Association of Retired Person’s (AARP) Livable Communities
guidelines suggest that communities should be built that are accessible and accommodating to
multiple modes and users of transportation. The research findings support the idea that
planning decisions should be sensitive to how a place is used and the population it is meant to
serve, particularly the more vulnerable and dependent users of the system [19].
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Conclusion
Children are the most vulnerable road users on traffic accidents due to lack of ability,
knowledge, perceptions and habits that are needed to travel safely. Environmental conditions
on the way to and from school and the perception of parents determine the student travel
patterns. Student’s knowledge of road safety facilities which is lower than the parents
indicate that parents have not entirely given traffic safety knowledge. Moreover parents who
allow their children who are under the age riding a motorcycle is a problem that needs to be
responded to reduce the number of traffic accidents involving children and the rate of child
pedestrian injuries. The differences in perception among students, parents and teachers
indicate that there are some students who not able to condition the safe and unsafe of traffic
situations. Hence, it need for traffic safety programs giving students the knowledge, skills and
habits necessary to traffic safely.
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Abstract. Several studies on willingness to pay (WTP) for road safety improvement has been
widely applied in various countries. One of the methods to determine the WTP is a Stated Preference
(SP) method. In this model preferences are based on the behavioral theory of economics perspective
stated that human behavior based on preference. Each preference has utility value. Preferences that
have the highest utility value is usually chosen to behave This model has been criticized from several
researchers in the field of psychology because many factors affect human behavior and the
researchers believe the results of measurements of preferences in this model is still a bias that
ultimately affect the validity of the results of WTP. For these reason the purpose of this research is to
find the relationship between of various factors that influence determinants of human behavior to the
assessment willingness to pay for increase the road safety by means of combining the theory of
behavior from the perspective of economics with the theory of behavioral psychology perspective.
Introduction
Road safety is a critical issue in many countries. Road accidents create serious consequences,
such as loss of life, property and other productive potential.
Indonesia as a developing country facing problems of a fatal accident on the road. On May 11,
2011 agreed all member states of the United Nations to make the program Decade of Action for
Road Safety 2011-2020. The target of this action to reduce the number of fatalities from traffic
accidents in 2020 by 50%. Based on the quantity Police Republic of Indonesia data, traffic fatalities
in 2010 in Indonesia reached 31,234 souls, made predictions up to 2020 reached 37,493 inhabitants.
To achieve the success of the Decade of Action for Road Safety 2010-2011, the number of fatalities
should be able to be pressed into 50% of the 37,493 people (or 18,747 inhabitants in 2020), then in
2020 there were 88,600 expected life saved from premature deaths caused by traffic accidents on
the road. Whilst these trends give cause for concern in developing countries, road safety is but one
of the many problems demanding it's share of funding and other resources.
In order to assist in this decision-making process it is essential that a method be devised to
determine the cost of road accidents and the value of preventing them.
The decline in the number of people injured and killed on the road is reflecting the
effectiveness of road safety investment. Such investments also led to a significant financial outlay
on government budgets and household budget. Therefore the calculation of the benefits of
investment in the field of road transport safety must be done correctly. The calculation of the
benefits of investment in safety can be done by calculating the value of road transport safety
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Basically, the valuation of the road transport safety can be done by several approaches.
Somewhat controversial human capital approach [ 24] has gradually been abandoned. This method
has significant limitations because it only aims to estimate the damage (dead or injured) in
accordance with the unique impact of their economies, which is to say, especially in terms of loss of
production. The intrinsic value of the damage and suffering caused by injury or loss of human life
completely hidden.
Furthermore, methods for assessing the safety of road transport can be done by measuring the
preferences of society to increase safety road. For now the preferences can be done by asking
willingness to pay in order to improve road safety aspects (Mishan, 1971; Weinstein et al, 1980).
WTP is defined therefore as the maximum amount of money the subject is willing to pay to reduce
the risk of premature death or injury of practice risky activities
Two methods to estimate the willingness to pay for coexistence: revealed preference methods
and stated preference methods. The first is based on the observation of the behavior when the
subject in daily activities, either making consumption or investment, to infer the value of
non-market goods.
Thus, the study of the behavior of individuals in the car market has helped to highlight
arbitrationmade by people of wealth and physical risk [14, 15]. Stated preference methods, in turn,
are different from previous ones with their hypothetical character. There is no question observing
the action in existing markets but rather the intention of purchase or investment. This method
consists in exposing the agent for virtual scenarios where that considered good can be changed.
Stated preference methods are most common in the literature is the contingent valuation
technique. Respondents were asked the maximum amount of money that they are willing to pay for
a good variation of interest (Beattie et al, 1998 ;. Carthy et al, 1998). It is thus possible to directly
obtain the value of the subject is willing to spend to improve their road safety levels and determine,
more broadly, the value of which they conclude to a healthy life without injury.
A common feature of a SP survey is that respondents are asked to indicate their preferences for
hypothetical stimuli. In microeconomic theory preference is assumed to determine choice. A utility
function denotes relations between preference and external factors. Microeconomic theory, on
which SP methods, assumes that the utility function is coherent and invariant (Arrow et al., 1996).
If this assumption is valid, it may be assumed that a utility function that determines choices of
hypothetical alternatives also determines actual choices However, this assumption has been tested
and rejected in numerous empirical studies conducted in cognitive and social psychology, evidence
suggests that choices are contingent on context (e.g., Dawes, 1998; McFadden, 1999), for instance,
the response mode (e.g., Tversky et al., 1990), or the framing of alternatives (e.g., Kahneman et al.,
1991; Kuhberger, 1998; Tversky and Kahneman, 1981). Examples of effects of response modes
would be violations of invariance for choosing among alternatives vs evaluating individual
alternatives. Violation of invariance may also be caused since choice alternatives can be framed as
improvements or impairments. Adding to this, bounded rationality due to limited cognitive
resources (e.g., Payne et al., 1993; Simon, 1982, 1990) is among the most well-known causes of
invariance violations. Furthermore, as noted by McFadden (1999) or Baron (1997), there are several
other equally strong causes for instance anchoring effects, effects of availability, and the certainty
effect. Various context effects documented in psychological studies have commonly been labeled as
biases or anomalies (Dawes, 1998; Kahneman et al., 1991).
An important question to ask is therefore: How much does selected preference determine actual
behavior in the real world? There are two reasons to suspect (see Fig.1) that actual choice does not
always faithfully reflect selected preferences (Fujii et al., 2002). The first reason is that context is a
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true determinant of actual behavior and response to SP questions. The second reason is that in social
psychology it has been shown that the attitude toward a behavior, that is, a subjective evaluation of
a behavior with some degree of favor or disfavor, is relatively stable and coherent regardless of the
context (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). In this vein, core preference may be regarded as, or at least
include, attitude as defined in social psychology. However, it has been empirically shown that
attitude is often an inaccurate predictor of behavior (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Sheppard et al.,
1988). This is in part because many other factors influence behavior. Social pressure is one such
factor (Asch, 1951; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Wood, 2000). Other factors include personal norm,
moral obligation, and perceived behavioral control (Ajzen, 1985, 1991). The inability of attitude to
predict behavior accurately due to these other factors is another reason to suspect that actual
behavior is not solely determined by selected preference.
a context which can not be capture by utility
function, e.g, framing, response mode

contingent preference

an actual behavior in areal
an environment
or

selected
preference

a response to a stated
preference survey

Fig. 1. The relationship between core preferences, contingent preferences, and actual behavior or
responses in SP surveys (Fujii et al.,2002)
For these reasons, it may be the case that even if one is able to validly quantify selected
preference from SP data, it would only partially improve the prediction of actual behavior. Outlined
in the rest of this paper is an alternative conceptual framework for assessment willingness to pay for
road safety improvement based on attitude theory from microeconomics and social psychology
social psychology.
The object of this study is the toll road users in Indonesia. Topics studied are public
willingness to pay to improve road safety. The objective of this study was to develop a conceptual
framework of valuation willingness to pay for road safety improvement with a preference reconstruct.
Methodology
In this study, to re-constructiof prefeence for valuation willingness to pay for road safety
improvement. will be conducted by three main steps.
1. step 1 is to calculate the value of public willingness to pay a toll road users in an effort to improve
safety highway
2. step 2.The second step is to calculate the determinant factors influence the behavior of people who
are willing to pay for safety improvements at highway
3. step 3 is to find the relationship between the results of the first stage to the second stage results
Step 1 taken by distributing questionnaires to the respondents and asked about their willingness
to pay in an effort to improve safety on the highway. In this step the contents of the questions about
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the safety of the questionnaire cannot be asked openly as would be obtained rejection response. To
get an objective answer, the content of the question should be attributed to other factors associated
with an increased safety on highways (such as vehicle maintenance, driving health care, etc.)
because respondents are still low concern for road safety and the safety is non-market goods that
value can be determined by connecting with other market goods. Socio-economic data of the
respondents (eg age, gender, occupation, from the education and other data) also asked the
respondents for analysis
Step 2. is done by distributing questionnaires to the respondents conducted in conjunction with
the first step. The design of the questionnaire in the second step is based on Theory of Planned
Behavior which explains that human behavior is formed of human intention and the intention is
formed of three constituent variables, namely attitude, subjective norms, perceived behavior control
as shown in the figure below:

Attitude

Intention

Subjective
Norms

Behavior

Perceived
Behavioral
Control

Fig. 2. Model of planned behavior

Step 3. is done by reconstructing the stated preferences of the respondents (reconstructed
therespondents' willingness to pay ) and find the relationship between preferences (willingness to
pay) with the actual behavior and other behavior-forming components as shown in Fig. 3.The
relationship is the hypothesis of this study which is still to be analyzed with statistical tools.
r

Selected

r

Attitude

Preference
r
Subjective
Norms
Perceived
Behavioral
Control

r

Intention

r

Behavior

r
r

Fig. 2. Reconstructing the stated preferences of the respondents
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Results
Preliminary investigation has been carried out on the 30 respondents’ toll road users in Jakarta
with a method of distributing questionnaires. From 30 respondents, 5 questionnaire answers
identified cannot be analyzed and 25 questionnaire answers can be analyzed.
WTP Result, the total value of WTP is 19,300,000 IDR; therefore the average value
of WTP is 772,000 IDR. The greatest value of WTP is 2,500,000 IDR and the lowest value of WTP
is 100,000 IDR relating to the midpoint value of WTP is 1,300,000 IDR. From 25 respondents, 5
respondents (20%) who have WTP values above the mean and 20 respondents (80%) had
a
WTP
values
below
the
middle
value.
This
condition
is
a
portrait
of society that willingness to pay for the improvement of traffic safety on the highway is still low.
TPB Result, the measurement of TPB result is the value of all the variables forming
the intention that the value of Attitude Toward Behaviour (A), Subjective Norm (SN) and
Perceived Behavioural Control (PBC). In a combination of them, all three of these factors result
in behavior intention. In general, if the attitude and subjective norm refers to the positive
direction and the control exerted by the stronger it will more than likely someone will do the
behavior. The average value of TPB is +10 and the range Value of TPB is -21 ≤ TPB ≤ 21.
Conclusion
Willingness to pay for
safety
improvement
is
based on
the
theory of
behavioral economics perspective explains that human behavior is based on the selected
preferences. Theories of behavioral psychology perspective criticized willingness to pay
approach is based on the theory of behavioral economics perspective, and explains that human
behavior is based on the intention that shape the behavior instead of the selection preferences. The
differences between these two theories lead to bias in to assessment willingness to pay for
road safety improvement, and this bias creates the opportunity for researchers to re-construct of
preference for valuation willingness to pay for road safety improvement. Preliminary investigation
has been carried out on the 30 respondents’ toll road users in Jakarta with a method of distributing
questionnaires. Of the 30 respondents, 5 questionnaire answers identified cannot be analyzed and 25
questionnaire answers can be analyzed. Furthermore, to prove more detail the relationship between
WTP values and TPB will require further research with larger samples and more in-depth analysis.
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Abstract. Road infrastructures, contributes the distribution of goods and services. To maintenance a
good condition of the road network, appropriate strategy management is needed, which should be
monitored and evaluated with a steady approach. To predict the future condition of road
deterioration models are required. This research has studied the method for predicted road condition
using mechanistic empirical model based on the following performance indicators models: SDI, IRI
and PSI. Throughout the study, the most common types of pavement distress and the behavior of
distress types in Indonesia have been identified and used as input parameters in a predictive model.
Introduction
The national road network has an important role to increase the region’s economy in Indonesia.
Road Network System consists of Primary and Secondary Roads, where Primary Roads serve the
distribution of goods and services in order to develop all areas at national level as well as to connect
all distribution services, supporting all activities. Development of road infrastructures, as part of
national transportation network, contributes and promotes the distribution of goods and services in
order to increase the quality of people life and welfare. In order to maintaining a good condition of
the road, appropriate strategy in road management is needed, which should be monitored and
evaluated, under a robust strategy.
Purpose of Study
In order to properly decided maintenance handling, cause of the distresses must be understood
and recorded. Deterioration models are used to forecast condition during analysis period as if no
treatment is applied, and should be used to show the expected impact of each rehabilitation
technique on the road condition.
This research has evaluate the prediction of road network condition over time using mechanistic
empirical model based on the following performance indicators models: International Roughness
Index (IRI); Present Serviceability Index (PSI); Surface Distress Index (SDI).
Literature Review
Many researchers have conducted research on road deterioration models development.
Pavement distress rating, adopting different approaches, is used to prioritize highway pavement
projects, taking into account limited highway budgets. The criteria or pavement characteristics
chosen to evaluate pavement condition as well as the equipment and procedures adopted vary
widely, including distress such as rutting, cracking, pothole, raveling and patching.
Adaptive Neural-Based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) method in modeling the International
Roughness Index (IRI) for flexible pavement developed by [1]. IRI as indicator road deterioration is
based on the ratio of accumulation on suspended motion is divided by the mileage of particular
vehicles during the test) adopted by [2]. The Road Management Model, developed by [3], also
adopts IRI as the main indicator for road maintenance. Present serviceability index (PSI) is one of
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the widely accepted indicators of pavement performance used to represent ride quality. PSI rating
used as road maintenance pavement conducted [4]. Survey conducted to observe road condition by
having a foot-walk and filling out a specified supporting form on each 100 meters of the road based
on Guideline of Road Condition Survey [5]. SDI as a measure of system preservation for the
purpose evaluation and planning used by [6]. Measurement and prediction of pavement
performance adopting the pavement condition Rating (PCR) indicator, measuring serviceability and
structural conditions conducted by [7]. A pavement deterioration model adopting as variables:
pavement structure, age, traffic load and environment developed by [8]. The future flexible
pavement condition, based on past pavement condition survey determined by [9].
The model assessment performance by tools and visual surveys applied by [10]. Neural
network methods used by [11], meanwhile [12, 13, 14, 15] conducted road evaluation by using
regression models. Pavement road condition prediction models are developed to forecast road
condition in terms of one or several condition parameters. Road condition models based on types of
parameters predict: a) Primary response models, b) Structural performance model, c) Functional
performance, d) Damage models are derived from either the structural or functional models
classified by [16]. According to [17] a prediction model can be developed by one of the following
methods: a) Empirical Method, b) Mechanistic Method, and c) Mechanistic-Empirical Method.
Performance Indicators
A single Performance Indicator (e.g. IRI) and a combined performance indicator (i.e. PSI, SDI,)
based on pavement distress can be used as prediction model. This research has studied the method
for estimating road network conditions using mechanistic empirical model based on the parameters:
International Roughness Index (IRI); Present Serviceability Index (PSI); Surface Distress Index
(SDI), using data from the Indonesian Integrated Road Management System (IIRMS).IIRMS is a
road network management system for the purpose of an effective and efficient planning,
programming and budgeting [18]. The IIRMS enables administration of road network to support
decisions in a robust and clear way, as well as a coherent sustainable road-policy [19].
Performance indicators standards. Every country, facing limited highway budgets, prioritizes
highway pavement projects function of pavement distress rating. Table 1.Show roads condition is
classified in four categories: good, fair, poor; bad, based on SDI and IRI rating [18].
Table 1. Scale of SDI and IRI rating
Surface rating

IRI Scale

SDI Scale

Good

IRI <= 4

SDI <= 50

Fair

IRI > 4 & IRI <= 8

50 < SDI <= 100

Poor

IRI >8 & IRI <= 12

100 < SDI <= 150

Bad

IRI > 12

SDI > 150

Description
Excellent and good condition, some
minor problem for routine
maintenance
Minor section loss, periodic
maintenance
Deterioration, advance section loss,
rehabilitation
Beyond corrective action,
reconstruction

In Europe, as the majority of countries use 5 condition classes are adopted to describe the
condition of the pavement. Classes were named very good, good, fair, poor and very poor. A sheet
providing some descriptions of each rating can be seen in Table 2 [20].
Data collection. The location of the research is Jambi province, based on the assumption that the
corridors are considered as a primary road network system, as well as an important route and traffic
congested paths on the Sumatra Island. In 2010, the level of road stability was 95.52%, in 2011
declined onto 90.61%, and in 2012 increased up to 98.62%. A sample of the collected data
presented in Table 3 and Table 4.
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Table 2. The scale of IRI rating in Europe
Country
Very Good
Good
Fair
Austria
1.0 -1.8
1.8-3.0
≤ 1.0
Croatia
1.5 -2.5
2.5-3.5
≤ 1.5
Denmark
1.5 -2.5
≤ 1.5
Finland
0.0 -2.5
2.5-3.5
Hungary
1.5 -2.2
2.2-3.0
≤ 1.5
Italy
1.5 -2.0
2.0-2.5
≤ 1.5
Netherland
≤2.8
Poland
0.0 -2.0
2.0-4.4
Portugal
0.0 -2.0
2.0-3.0
Serbia and
1.0 -2.5
2.5-3.5
≤ 1.0
Montenegro
Slovenia
1.2 -1.5
1.5-2.2
≤ 1.2
(*) in the following analyses it is assumed to be < 100 m

Poor
3.0-4.5
3.5-5.0
2.5-5.0
3.5-4.1
3.0-4.5
2.5-3.0
2.8-3.5
4.4-5.7
≥3.0

Very Poor
≥4.5
≥5.0
≥5.0
≥4.1
≥4.5
≥3.0
≥3.5
≥5.7
-

Section Length
50
100
1000
100
100
20
100
1000
NA(*)

3.5-5.5

≥5.5

25

2.2-3.1

≥3.1

100

Table 3. Sample of road roughness, area crack, and potholes data
No.
Link
1
2
3
4
.
.
.
.

Roughness (m/km) year
2011
2012
2013
3.7
4.4
4.5
4
4.1
7.2
3.5
4.4
5
3.4
4.3
6.3
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Area Crack (%) year
2011
2012
2013
0
4
8
3
4
6
2
4
5
1
2
3
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Potholes (No’s) Year
2011
2012
2013
6
9
10
2
2
3
0
5
8
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Table 4. Sample of road patching, rutting, and width crack data
No.
link
1
2
3
4
.
.
.
.

Patching (%) year
2011
2012
2013
1
6
18
0
6
10
0
2
7
0
1
4
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Rutting (mm) year
2011
2012
2013
0
1
1
0
1
2
1
1
2
0
1
1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Width crack (mm) year
2011
2012
2013
1
1
2
1
1
3
2
2
2
1
1
4
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

The Agency for the National Road Implementation II Directorate General of Highways is fully
responsible for the road in Province of Jambi. The Planning of National Road Network (P2JN)
representative unit at the Agency for the National Road Implementation II collects pavement
condition related information of the network periodically. The total network study approximately
912 km, 804 links and 57 segments, generating a huge distress survey dataset. The data will be
divided into training and validation data. At training data set comprising 603 random sections
(75%) was initially chosen for learning stage.
After training stage, the remaining 25% were used to validate the model area crack, rutting,
patching and pothole.
As the study was being carry on with some starting being adopted in order to define whether
the pavement prediction for a section was properly analyzed or not. Acceptable one must verify the
followings:
1) The interval period between the preceding and the following inspection, before and after
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the operation, respectively must not exceed four years
2) To be an linear model, exponential or power model
3) R2 of trend line must be at least 0.80
4) There must be no other parameter that might interfere with the condition parameter
Among all the occurrences of operation, only a part is feasible to be considered according with
criteria as above. As a result, exponential, power and linear model were obtained, and to project the
area crack, potholes, rutting, and patching, linear model adopted as the representative one. General
simple linear regression used as projection, adopted from [21], with equation as follow:
𝑌� = 𝑎𝑜 + ∑𝑃𝑗=1 𝑎𝑗 𝑋𝑗

(1)

where 𝑌� is value predictive, 𝑎𝑜 is intercept, 𝑎𝑗 and 𝑋𝑗 are variable p+1 are parameters.
Mathematically, they are of the type presented in Eqs. 5, 6, 7, and 8.
Model of IRI. The IRI is a standardized measure of roughness that may be calculated utilizing
different vehicles and equipment. The profile of a road surface can be determined by using a variety
of different techniques, including the rod and level, the dipstick, and the inertial road profiler.
In this model using the roughness progression equations by [18], as follow:
𝐼𝑅𝐼(𝑡) = 𝑒 0.023.𝑡 �𝐼𝑅𝐼(0) + 263(1 + 𝑆𝑁𝐶)−5 . 𝑁𝐸4(𝑡) �

(2)

where:
IRI (t): IRI (m/km) in year t, e is 2.2718281828182, IRI (o) is IRI (m/km) in year 0,
SNC: modified Structural Number of Pavement Strength and NE 4 (t) is value of ESAL cumulative to
year of t million (load damage power 4).
The relationship between measured deflection and modified structural number is based on the
following equation by [18] as follow:
𝑆𝑁𝐶 = 3.2𝑥(𝐷𝐸𝐹 −0.63 )

(3)

where DEF is Benkelman Beam Deflection (mm).
In this study using regression linear to predict deterioration of pavement as a function of traffic,
since it is simple in manually computing. The analysis repeated for various initial pavement
conditions. The Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) and the composition of traffic are expressed
for the traffic level.
Pavement serviceability index. The Present Serviceability Index (PSI) is combination of distresses
and ride quality, based on the relationship between IRI values and measurable pavement attributes.
The PSI serves as a pavement performance indicator by which the pavement condition is rated. PSI
defined as an indicator of ride quality; integrate variables roughness or riding comfort. PSI rating is
expressed in a scale from 0, for impassable, to 5, for perfect. A set of performance models for the
network using HDM-4 pavement performance prediction models developed by [21] with equation as
follow:
PSI (t) = 5x e -0.000065xIRIt -0.000535xR2 (t) -0.21x(C t +S t + P t )0.5

(4)

where PSI (t) is Present Serviceability Index in year t,e is 2.2718281828182, IRI (t) is IRI (m/km) in
year t, R (t) is total mean rut depth in year t (mm), C t is the total crack pavement area in year t, S t is
pothole, P t is pavement patching in year t.
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To project the R factor is to assume a yearly rate of rutting and use the average rutting at the
start and the end of the design period as project rutting. Following the relations between the
mathematical parameter with the Rutting growth along the year, the general mathematical model is
build according to equation [1] obtained the following equation:
𝑅𝑡 = 𝑅(0) + 0.2115(𝑡) − 0.224; R2 = 0.96

(5)

𝐶𝑡 = 𝐶(0) + 6.5924(𝑡) − 5.1905; R2 = 0.99

(6)

𝑆𝑡 = 𝑆(0) + 3.3247(𝑡) − 3.378; R2 = 0.94

(7)

𝑃𝑡 = 𝑃(0) + +1.9327(𝑡) − 2.344;

(8)

where Rt (mm) is Rutting in year t, 𝑅(0) is rutting (mm) in year 0, t is year t.
Validation of analysis for the 𝑅𝑡 learning model stage was high with R2 = 0.96% and the Root Mean
Square Error were 0.035.
To project the C factor is to assume a yearly rate of crack and use the average crack at the start
and the end of the design period as project crack. Following the relations between the mathematical
parameter with the Crack growth along the year, the general mathematical model is build according
to equation [1] obtained the following equation:

where Ct (%) is Crack in year t, 𝐶(0) is crack (%) in year 0, t is year t.
Validation of analysis for the 𝐶𝑡 learning model stage was very high with R2=1% and the Root
Mean Square Error were 0.009.
To project the S factor is to assume a yearly rate of pothole and use the average pothole at the
start and the end of the design period as project pothole. Following the relations between the
mathematical parameter with the Pothole growth along the year, the general mathematical model is
build according to equation [1] obtained the following equation:

where St (no. Pothole) is Pothole in year t, 𝑆(0) is pothole (no. pothole) in year 0, t is year t.
Validation of analysis for the 𝑆𝑡 learning model stage was high with R2 = 0.96% and the Root Mean
Square Error were 0.391.
To project the P factor is to assume a yearly rate of patching and use the average patching at the
start and the end of the design period as project patching. Following the relations between the
mathematical parameter with the Patching growth along the year, the general mathematical model is
build according to equation [1] obtained the following equation:
R2 = 0.86

where Pt (%) is Patching in year t, 𝑃(0) is patching (%) in year 0, t is year t.
Validation of analysis for the 𝑃𝑡 learning model stage was very high with R2 = 0.99% and the Root
Mean Square Error were 0.137.
Model of visual approach applying SDI. A manual road condition survey is conducted to observe
road condition by having a foot-walk and filling out a specified supporting form on each 100 meters
of the road. Fig. 1 shows sample of method and flowchart to find of SDI [23].
Case Study
Analysis of results of performance indicators. Table 5 present results from the use of IRI to road
network. The initial values of IRI and SNC are 4 and 4.33 respectively. Value of cumulative
standard axles (NE4t) increase from 6.13 million to 61.26.Based on this factor the result by using
mechanistic empirical obtained the IRI value is increase from 4.48 to 9.75 over the year. Prediction
analysis model of IRI as shown by Fig. 2 for a flexible pavement (asphalt concrete) was developed
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by Directorate General of Highway (DGH) very significant increase due to the over loading and
volume of traffic that occurs in Province of Jambi.

Fig. 1. Sample of method and flowchart to find of SDI

Table 5. Result of IRI operations to be applied in road network
Year

IRIt

e

IRIo

SNC

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

4.48
4.97
5.49
6.03
6.59
7.17
7.78
8.41
9.07
9.75

0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33

NE4t
(million)
6.13
12.25
18.38
24.50
30.63
36.76
42.88
49.01
55.14
61.26

Fig. 2. Predicted IRI versus traffic
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The value of PSI prediction for the distress factor such as rutting and patching are only minor
importance factor, but the factors IRIt, crack, and pothole giving significant contribution to PSI
value, as shown by Table 6. We assume that the common pavement distress type on the network is
cracking and potholes. The block cracking takes the form of inter-connected cracks that divide the
pavement up into rectangular pieces. Another reason is an inability of asphalt binder to expand and
contact with temperature cycles due to asphalt binder aging. Prediction of PSI value toward the
distress is shown Fig. 3.
Table 6. Result of PSI operations to be applied in road section
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

PSIt
3.92
3.70
3.51
3.34
3.19
3.05
2.92
2.80
2.69
2.58

e
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023

IRIt
4.48
4.97
5.49
6.03
6.59
7.17
7.78
8.41
9.07
9.75

Rt
0.43
0.64
0.85
1.06
1.27
1.49
1.70
1.91
2.12
2.33

Ct
16.18
22.77
29.37
35.96
42.55
49.14
55.74
62.33
68.92
75.51

St
3.50
5.43
7.36
9.30
11.23
13.16
15.09
17.03
18.96
20.89

Pt
7.04
10.36
13.69
17.01
20.34
23.66
26.98
30.31
33.63
36.96

Fig. 3. Predicted PSI average value for all Distresses

Table 5 present cracks giving significant contribution to SDI value followed by patching, width
crack and rutting, respectively.
Table 7. Result of SDI operations to be applied in road section
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

SDIt
52.75
74.75
96.74
118.74
140.73
162.73
184.72
206.72
228.71
250.71

Ct
16.18
22.77
29.37
35.96
42.55
49.14
55.74
62.33
68.92
75.51

Wc
3.05
3.55
4.05
4.55
5.05
5.55
6.05
6.54
7.04
7.54

St
3.50
5.43
7.36
9.30
11.23
13.16
15.09
17.03
18.96
20.89

Rt
0.43
0.64
0.85
1.06
1.27
1.49
1.70
1.91
2.12
2.33
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Method Analysis Developed
Based on analysis above, 4-road deterioration analysis model have been found for National
Road of Indonesia using the modification function of Eq. 1. The analysis model consists of; Area
Cracking analysis Model, Rutting analysis Model, Potholes analysis Models, and Patching analysis
Model. Eqs. 5, 6, 7, and 8 has been used for estimation or prediction. Fig. 4 shows the distress
prediction analysis model for each flexible pavement distress in National Road. Fig. 5 show
composite of PSI, IRI and SDI prediction over year. Based on this study, PSI value is decreased
when SDI and IRI value is increase. Based on graphic analysis, Figs. 6 and 7 obtained twopavement distress model have developed for National Road of Indonesia using the following
equations:
Equation 1: 𝑃𝑆𝐼 = 4.146𝐼𝑅𝐼 −0.183 ;R2 =0.93
Equation 1I: 𝑆𝐷𝐼 = 48.091𝐼𝑅𝐼 0.6914 ; R2 =0.98

Fig. 4. Distresses prediction model

Fig. 5. Composite of prediction PSI, IRI and SDI
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Fig. 6. Prediction correlations of PSI and IRI

Fig. 7. Prediction correlations of SDI and IRI

Conclusion
Throughout the study, the most common types of pavement distress and the behavior of distress
types in Indonesia have been identified and used as input parameters in a predictive analysis model.
This developed analysis model provides a reasonable prediction of pavement condition. The analysis
model presented in this paper is capable of estimating several distress parameters. Four analysis
models have been obtained for Eastern and Central National Road corridor in Sumatera. The
analysis model is, Cracking Analysis Model, Patching Analysis Model, Rutting Analysis Model and
Pothole Analysis Model. The analysis modeling pavement is a crucial activity in order to predict
when maintenance and rehabilitation will be required for the individual of road segment and how to
select the priority of maintenance requirement. Otherwise the analysis modeling can used by the
Government to estimate the long term funding requirement of the pavement preservation and
rehabilitation related with budget constraint on condition of road network. To make road
deterioration analysis model more comprehensive and made to better, suggested factors of drainage
and pavement age used in for the future study.
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Abstract. Traffic congestion is a common problem in cities and it seems go hand in hand. Traffic
congestion resulting massive delays and increased fuel consumption. The implementation of TOD
concept is expected as a solution of traffic congestion. The Strategic application of the TOD
principles will greatly help community to reduce automobile dependence, improve air quality and
create pedestrian-oriented (Calthorpe, 1992). Bintaro along with a number of other growing areas is
increasingly faced with many problems. Over the last ten years this region has significant
growth both in population and the number of vehicles, on the other hand this condition not followed
by enhancement in public transportation system. TOD concept is designed to result in an efficient
pattern of development that support the transit system and makes significant progress in reducing
sprawl, air pollution and traffic congestion. TOD also provides an alternative to traditional
development by emphasizing a pedestrian-oriented environment and reinforcing the use of public
transportation. The purpose of TOD concept in Bintaro region is to encourage community to use
public transportation, to provide adequate public transportation and non-motorized vehicle usage
options and pedestrians on that region. The objective of this study is to identify Bintaro Region
characteristics based on transit oriented development Concept, by increasing Bintaro region
characteristic it’s to be expected to be one of the solutions to overcome traffic congestion.
Introduction
Traffic congestion is a common problem in cities and it seems go hand in hand. Traffic
congestion resulting massive delays and increased fuel consumption. Some of empirical evidence
shows that TOD concept help community to reduce automobile dependence, improve air quality
and create pedestrian-oriented (Calthorpe, 1992). According on California Department of
Transportation in Statewide Transit-Oriented Development Report, TOD is a strategy that has broad
potential in both large urban and small communities using bus or rail transit systems. It focuses
compact growth around transit stops, thereby capitalizing on transit investments by bringing
potential riders closer to transit facilities and increasing ridership. Jaiswal (2012) and Cervero
(2004) said that TODs are generally located within a radius of one-quarter to half a mile or 400 to
800 m from a transit stop, as this is considered an appropriate distance for pedestrians and TOD
concept is a significant way of improving the effectiveness of transit as well as supporting
community goals and improving accessibility. The implementation of TOD concept directs the
development of particular area attached to public transport nodes, such as train station or bus
terminal, which provides high accessibility in order to promote the use of public transport, restraint
the use of private vehicle and become one of solution of traffic congestion (Fassa, 2013). In order to
reduce traffic congestion, the implementation of TOD concept suggested to be implemented on
Bintaro Region. Object of this study is Bintaro region located between the borders of South
Tangerang city and the South Jakarta City, Indonesia, but most of area located on South Tangerang
as shown in Fig. 1. Objective of this study is to identify and investigate parameters used in
improving Bintaro region with the concept of TOD.
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Jakarta
Bintaro Region

Bintaro
South Tangerang

Fig.1. Bintaro Location

Literature Review
Mixe-used and residential area. Bintaro was built and managed independently by a private
developer PT. Jaya Real Property since 1979. Bintaro regionhas approximately 1,000 Ha consist of
nine sectors andthirteen residential districts. Along with the development Bintaro region, nowadays
Bintaro crossed by three railway stations, namely Jurang Mangu Station, Pondok Ranji Station and
Sudimara station. In order to encourage people use public transportation and reduce private
vehicle, commercial function must place in center of TOD area. In principle, All TOD must be
mixed-use, a minimum amount of store, housing and public uses are required in TOD. Core
commercial areas are required in TOD and must be located adjacent with transit stop. This study
focus on increasing two commercial area as a mixed-used which are Bintaro Plaza Mall and Bintaro
Exchange Mall. These mixed-used located adjacent to the transit stop such as Bintaro Exchange
near to Jurang Mangu Train Station and Bintaro Plaza near Pondok Ranji Station. The location of
both area shown in Fig. 2, Bintaro Exchange Mall and Bintaro Plaza Mall areas located at central
Bintaro region and it has permits most resident to walk or ride bicycle to obtain basic good service.
Bintaro Exchange

Bintaro Plaza area
Jurang Mangu

Fig. 2. Core Commercial Bintaro Exchange and Bintaro Plaza

Base on TOD concept residential areas have maximum distance from the core commercial area
and transit stop in a typical 2,000 feet in radius and it representing a 10 minutes walking
distance (Calthorpe, 1992) and Cervero (2004) on his study claim that TOD concept will increase
housing choice. Condition Bintaro region especially Area surrounding Bintaro Exchange Mall and
Bintaro Plaza need to be supported by variety of housing types and ownership pattern ranging. In
the end, these will encourage walking, biking and reduce reliance on the automobile. Public
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facilities in Bintaro such as parks, plaza and public service need to be improve and must provide to
meet local population needs. Base on existing condition Bintaro only have one park and it far to
meet community needs. Besides that, others public facilities that serve the needs of community are
ways from proper, it should be placed in central location as highly visible focal points.
Public transportation system. On TOD concept transportation system and accessibilities is the key
to successful capture of transit ridership. Bintaro is supported by several transportation modes such
as train, bus and small public transportation or it can call Angkutan kota. Since Bintaro supported by
three train station and one bus transit stop it is necessary to provide a convenient access to TOD
residential and core commercial area.In general TOD have focused on rail based TOD, rail based
modes are more closely related to higher density and larger scale development.
Park and ride facilities. According to Noel (1998) a “park and ride describes an operation in
which commuters, travel by private vehicle, either as a driver or as a passengers, gather at a
common site that enables them to transfer to higher occupancy vehicles. These higher occupancy
vehicles may be automobiles, vans, commuter trains or buses or urban public transit”. This
definition often expanded to include Kiss and Ride where passengers are dropped off by a friend,
parent or partner and the dropping vehicle leaves the interchange area rather than parking for an
extended period. Lam et al. (2001) defines a park & ride’s principle objective is to encourage modal
shift on the transport network. The facility should attract private vehicles with a low occupancy
level and transfer their trip maker to high occupancy mode such as train, bus or van-pool vehicle”.
In the urban TODs, park and ride lots should be located adjacent to TODs with convenient
pedestrian access to the transit stop or at the end of the trunk transit line. These facilities should
primarily serve the TOD and its secondary area. This system should be financed and constructed in
conjunction with TOD public improvements. Park and ride lots are important components to
building the ridership of the overall transit system. Park and ride as an access to railway transit as a
significant factor affecting the success of TOD (Transportation Research Board, 2004). The main
concern between the need for large parking lots, the need for road capacity to enable a significant
volume of car access and the desire for prime space for development and good quality uninterrupted
walk access.Park and rides have function as a transfer facility for car drivers and their passengers to
leave their cars at rail station or bus stop or to be dropped off and then join a heavy rail passenger
into CBD.
Data
Mixe-used and residential. Figs. 2 and 3 shows the area of Bintaro Exchange and Bintaro
Plaza which will be directed to the function in the form of a mixed-use retail, residential
apartments, offices & trade and integrated intermodal, such as shuttle buses, Jurang Mangu train
station and Pondok Ranji train station that will serve the travel needs. The area that will be
suggested to be develop at Bintaro Exchange is 298.762 m2 and Bintaro Plaza is 163.938 m2. On
Fig. 3 shows, that Bintaro Exchange area can be develop into five parcel consist of commercial
building, public facilities, hotel, offices and apartment, also on Fig. 4 shows existing area can be
develop into three parcel consist of retail, apartment and hotel.
Transportation system. Transportation modes in this study focus on Jurang Mangu, Pondok Ranji
Train station and the modes that supported these two station. Base on survey on 2012, trip
Generation on both station is 15,292 people/day on Jurang Mangu and 35,022/day people on
Pondok Ranji. The amount of people movement per day in both region are large enough and it gives
a reflection of adequate transport infrastructure needs to accommodate the mobility of people in the
region. One of themost important criteria in the development of TOD area is the presence of public
transportnode, which istrainstation. Withthe existence of this station, people will be encouraged to
use public transport for their trip. On 2012 (Masyarakat Transportasi Indonesia and PT. Jaya Real
Property) conduct an interviews in a residential-housing with a radius of 300-500 meters from the
Jurang Mangu and Pondok Ranji Train Station for 4 days, with total number 325 respondents
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(interviewed households). The survey showson Fig. 5 that 34.15% people use train for their trip and
44.62% people using private vehicle.

Existing
(Retail)

Fig.3. Bintaro Exchange area

Existing
Area
(Retail)

Fig. 4. Bintaro Exchange area

Since public transportation system as one of component that has an importantrole to succeed
development of TOD area, Pondok Ranji and Jurang Mangu train station are supported by several
public transports what we call “angkutan kota” and it increase the accessibility to this area much
better. Yet, service of this transportation mode far from feasible. Furthermore, along that corridor
are not supported with good facilities such as bus stops, pedestrian, and this condition resulting
congestion surrounding Station. A study in California found that factors like sidewalk connectivity
and mixed land uses significantly increase the likelihood of rail commuters accessing stations by
foot or bicycle (Cervero, 2001).
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Fig. 5. Respondents based on transportation mode

Park and ride facilities. Park and ride facilitieson Bintaro is not provide exclusively in Bintaro
region.In this case, parking lots on each station is catogories as a park and ride facilities.Facilities
on both station is far from feasible, Fig. 6 shows existing facilities at Pondok Ranji train station
with capacity for automobile around 90 cars and 500 motorcycles, and Fig. 7 shows Jurang Mangu
with capacity for automobile around 120 car and 420 motorcycles. Moreover, there are several
unofficial parking locations run by the people who live in the surrounding area Jurang Mangu and
Pondok Ranji train station. The facilities and infrastructures to support service functions for rail
users, such as pedestrians, crossing roads,drop-off and pick-up is out of feasible. And also condition
of topography at Jurang Mangu station is a bit difficult to be develop, there’s need for specific
strategies to anticipate the improvement of Jurang Mangu station.
Analysis
Improvement Bintaro region with TOD concept will attract community to switch from private
vehicle into public transportation escpecially train. The strategy to improve this region are
explained on the following scheme.
Mixe-used and residential. Based on above data, the area to be delelop using TOD concept are
focus on area surrounding Bintaro exchange shows on Table 1 and Bintaro Plazashows on Table 2.

Fig. 6. Existing condition Park N Ride at Pondok Ranji train station
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Fig. 7. Existing condition Park N Ride at Jurang Mangu train station

Table 1. Area to be improved on Bintaro Exchange
Parcel/Zoning
Commercials
Public Facilities
Hotels

Gross Floor Area (m2)
192,700
12,395
59,201

Offices

367,396

Apartments

393,193

Table 2 Area to be improved on Bintaro Plaza
Parcel/Zoning
Commercials
Hotels
Apartments

Gross Floor Area (m2)
24,000
316,560
15,930

The concept of improvement is all activities in the Bintaro Exchange can be reached on foot, so
the activities in this area will be integrated with pedestrian paths and also to transit stop in this case
Jurang Mangu train station with an average 2,000 feet in radius to the station as shown in Fig. 7.
The green line in Fig. 7 shows resident activities such as work, play or shop and it design for only
10 minutes on foot. The red line shows visitor that working or just shopping. The same
improvement proposed in the development plan on Bintaro Plaza area, the improvement at Bintaro
Plaza area will be connected with Pondok Ranji stations that serve the needs of commuting Serpong
Line.
Transportation system. One of the most important criteria in the development of TOD area is the
presence of public transport node, which is train station. With the existence of this station, people
will be encouraged to use public transportation, increasing the role of transportation node needs to
be done with several strategy such as: intermodal integration, both the system and the infrastructure
that will facilitate the accessibility for the people mobility and promote potential ridership. This
improvement should be in line with the provision of well-designed public transport infrastructure,
such as pedestrian, bus stop, pedestrian crossing to encourage people in using public transport rather
than private vehicle. Afterwards, since Pondok Ranji and Jurang Mangu train station passed by
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several mode, the improvement is highlight by adding service route for each transportation mode
and by improving the lane capacity of road that passed both station.

Fig. 7. Connectivity between the Activity Location Pedestrian Facilities

Park and ride facilities. Since there no special park and ride facilities in both train station, parking
lots is the facilities to be improve on this study. The improvement is highlight on Parking lots for
both station it can be increase about 20-30 from existing condition, and also inadequate drop-off
and pick-up area as shown on figure 8, sidewalk and pedestrian crossing need to be improved.

Fig. 8. Drop-of and Pick-up activities

Conclusion
The incresing Bintaro region using TOD concept is one of the most sustainable solutions to
improve mobility options. By increasing mixed-used and residential area, transportation system and
park and ride facilities will help community to reduce automobile dependence, improve air quality
and create pedestrian-oriented and automaticaly it will reduce Traffic congestion along that area.
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Abstract. Toll road provision is fundamental for economic growth in Indonesia. It improves
connectivity of the Nation, increases capacity as well as provides alternative route for road users.
Regardless its main purpose for economic reasons, as other services, toll road should also provide
good quality of services and satisfaction for the user. User expectation on the quality of service as
part of sustainable development will have to be determined by the government as regulator.
Normally, there are two main indicators considered to measure toll road performance, namely,
physical condition and travel time related with traffic flow. In many sectors, user’s perspective has
been widely involved as a measuring tool to improve service quality. This article analysed the effect
of service quality on user satisfaction using Multivariate Analysis. Results suggest that toll road
service quality, time saving, and toll tariff influence the user satisfaction. Moreover, users are more
concern with attribute of road physical condition.
Introduction
Mobility is essential for economic growth. Economic activity development in nation also
generates mobility. In order to meet the demand of mobility, it is necessary to increase the capacity
of road infrastructure, including toll road provision. Toll roads functions are among others to
achieve economic equity across the nation, to increase distribution efficiency in order to boost
economic growth especially in rapidly developing areas. Toll road is part of national highway
network for which a fee (or toll) is assessed for passage. Toll road allows users to choose alternative
route which provides better service and faster travel time, as a benefit of paying toll tariff [1].
As mentioned above, toll roads are expected to provide better services than non-toll road. In
order to achieve this purpose, Ministry of Public Work has issued Regulation No. 16 in 2014,
concerning the minimum service standard for toll road. Under this regulation, the government
monitors and maintains the service quality of toll roads, to secure the rights of toll road users, who
pays the toll tariff. However, satisfaction state of the customers is hardly to reach, service gap are
often occur in the process of service provision, not only in Indonesia, but also in other countries [2].
Toll road can also be categorized as a captive service which don’t have a competitive market, low
quality in service do not have significant effect on the decision to use toll road. The decision of
usage is more likely based on the need of the usage, in result, operator, in some cases, did not
encourage to deliver service that meet the expectation of toll road users.
Literature Review
Service quality is a group of perception about a service, as an evaluation of overall service in
the long term [3]. Service quality is determined by perception and expectation of users to the
service, so that the quality of the service can be identified by considering user satisfaction [4].
Evaluation of a service is an effort to reach and maintain user satisfaction. User satisfaction is a
response to a service perceived by comparing it with user expectation [5]. User satisfaction can lead
to customer loyalty, where the customer will use the service frequently [6]. Customers will get a
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guarantee of the quality of the service, and have no doubt using the same service in the future.
Loyalty is very precious to a company. Loyalty will give benefits such as consistent and continuous
usage. In addition, customer loyalty also gives free advertising for the company, mouth-to-mouth
advertisement from one customer to other customers [6].
Several authors have stated their own concepts of service quality, namely Gronroos,
Parasuraman et al., Dabholkar, Brady & Cronin [7, 8, 9, 10] and author who modified the basic
concept of service quality, namely Rust & Oliver [11]. The concept by Parasuraman et al. which is
called by SERVQUAL, is widely used on studies of service sector, mentioning 5 dimension of
service quality, namely Reliability, Assurance, Tangible, Empathy and Responsiveness.
Parasuraman et al. also tried to describe and measure the gap problem occurred in service providing
process which is causing customer’s dissatisfaction [8]. Basically, the theory stated that
dissatisfaction was the result of expected service and perceived service difference. In the details, the
gap can be elaborated further in every process on service provision including internal interaction in
the company [12]. In some cases, toll road operator in Indonesia, deliver service quality below user
expectation [13, 14]. This issue has to be tackled in order to achieve customer satisfaction.
Road infrastructure plays a crucial role in economy. Therefore, the quality of road
infrastructure highly affects economic activities. Road performance measurement and evaluation is
a fundamental process to maintain road service quality. Humplick and Peterson identify seven
indicators to measure road service, namely road surface, road corridor, user safety risk, mobility
quality, accessibility quality, road user cost, and environment [15]. In some countries like in
Australia and New Zealand, the measurement methods also consider user satisfaction survey [16].
However, several authors stated that travel time and traffic condition are considered as the most
important attributes of toll road, which mostly influence customer satisfaction [17]. Moreover, toll
road user more concern about reliability of toll road and how the operator response to emergency
situation [13, 14]. It is important to identify the correlation between service quality attributes and
customer satisfaction in toll road sector. This could be an effort to involve customer in the service
provision process, or known as co-creation. Customers are involved in the value-creating process
and assist service provider to set a standard of service [18].
Methods
This study use primary data based on BPJT (Toll Road Authority) survey on 2013. This survey
was addressed in 11 toll roads in Java Island Indonesia, including 4 urban toll roads and 7 interurban toll roads.
Table 1. Research sample
Urban Toll Road
Jakarta - Bogor - Ciawi
Jakarta - Tangerang
Serpong - Pondok Aren
Semarang seksi A,B,C

Inter Urban Toll Road
231
168
100
213

Jakarta - Cikampek
Tangerang - Merak
Cikampek - Purwakarta - Padalarang
Padalarang - Cileunyi
Palimanan - Plumbon - Kanci
Kanci - Pejagan
Surabaya - Gempol

250
251
250
121
250
48
200

This study required user perception data to be analyzed. In order to obtain this data, 2000
questionnaires were distributed to toll road users [19]. In addition, specification and technical
evaluation data of toll road was obtained from Directorate General of Highways and Toll Road
Authority. The questionnaires have substance of service quality measurement based on user
perception, for both expected and perceived quality. The respondent was asked to express their
perception about 33 service attributes of toll road. The measurement is using 5 likert scale with “1”
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is not important/not satisfied, and “5” is very important/very satisfied. Moreover, the questionnaire
also asked about basic characteristics of respondents and their trips.
The focus of this study is to identify the correlation of service quality attributes to customer
satisfaction using multivariate analysis. The analysis will be performed using SPSS software. The
data was analyzed using linear regression method. R square was compared with correlation
coefficient. R square describes percentage of independent variables influence to dependent variable,
which is customer satisfaction. While Pearson correlation coefficient shows how significant the
correlation of independent variables to dependent variables are. Multiple Regression Analysis, form
a model of dependent variable observed. The model describes the relationship between dependent
variable and independent variables [20].
Y = a + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + … + bnXn
(1)
Result and Discussion
According to the questionnaire result, passenger vehicles are dominant in both urban toll road
and inter-urban toll road. However, the number of freight vehicles is slightly higher than in urban
toll road. The use of urban toll road is likely to be a daily use, with high frequency in a week. On
the other hand, the number of non-frequent users is quite high in interurban toll road. Comparing
urban and interurban toll road, leisure and other purpose trip in interurban toll road is slightly
higher. The perception that main service of toll road is to reduce travel time have been embedded by
most toll road user, approximately 90% of respondent expressed that time saving benefit is the main
reason why they use toll road.
SPSS is used to identify the variable/attribute which has significant and strong correlation with
customer satisfaction, while has less correlation with other independent variables. Comparing urban
and inter-urban toll road, users in urban toll road are more concern with traffic condition than users
in inter urban toll road. Urban areas mostly deal with high traffic density and congestion. It is in line
with the reason to use toll road which is for travel time benefit, while travel time variable highly
depends on traffic flow and congestion. Moreover, most trips in urban toll road are for working and
business purposes, hence punctuality is essential. On the other hand, users in interurban toll road put
most of their concern on road surface condition. In addition, they also concern about rest area
facilities. Interurban toll road mostly facilitate long distance trip and also logistic activity. Rest area
facilities, such as gas station, toilet, etc, are important for long distance travellers. Meanwhile, for
short trip like in urban toll road, the users are less concern about rest area facilities.
In the next stage, SPSS is also used to analyze the relation between customer satisfaction and
variables travel time, tariff, and service quality, using regression method. Travel time and tariff
variable obtained from BPJT toll road evaluation assessment. The highest R square shown by
Service Quality variable with value of 0.113. The study also analyze customer satisfaction with
combination of the variable time travel, tariff and service quality, showing the R square value of
0.117. The result of regression analysis on customer satisfaction can be seen in table 1. From that
table, attributes with highest coefficient are road condition, with value of 0.168, followed by
response to emergency situation and toll gates service, with value of 0.166 and 0.127, respectively.
Moreover, tariff attributes has negative impact on customer satisfaction which means that higher
tariff leads to less customer satisfaction.
Table 1 shows the result of regression analysis in urban and interurban toll road. The equation
of urban toll road indicate that travel time have significant impact on customer satisfaction.
Meanwhile, in interurban toll road, response to emergency and toll gate service mostly affect
customer satisfaction. This becomes interesting because the coefficient value of travel time in total
respondent and interurban toll road are relatively lower than in urban area. It supports the result of
correlation analysis which states urban toll road user are more concern about traffic condition,
which is closely related to travel time. From previous study, the result of IPA analysis on toll road
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service attributes suggested that toll road operator in Indonesia should concentrate on reliability
attributes, as well as responsiveness attributes [13, 14].
The result of this regression analysis can supports this statement. R square value shows
significance of the equation to describe customer satisfaction. The R square of all functions have
value between 0.117 and 0.154. The coefficient of variables is also small, in contrast, the constant
value is high. There are 4 variables with significant value below 0.05, which the coefficient can
represent the correlation with customer satisfaction, namely tariff, road condition, response to
emergency situation, and toll gates services. In urban toll road, the variable with significant value
below 0.05 are travel time, tariff, road condition, traffic condition, and safety security, while in
interurban toll road are travel time, tariff, road condition, and rest area facilities.
Table 2. Regression analysis
Variable
Constant
Travel Time
Tariff
SERVICE QUALITY
Road condition
Traffic condition
Safety and Security
Rest Area Facilities
Response to emergency
Toll Gates Service
R2

Total
Coef
Sig.
1.571
0
0.046
0.205
-4,51E-6
0.003
0.168
0.014
0.026
0.064
0.162
0.128
0.117

0
0.327
0.312
0.019
0
0

Urban
Coef
Sig.
3.756
0
0.495
0
-7.74E-02
0.003
0.123
0.123
0.02
0.002
0.082
0.069
0.154

0.001
0
0.644
0.959
0.067
0.084

Interurban
Coef
1.059
0.173
-4,19E-6
0.141
0.022
0.006
0.118
0.18
0.188
0.153

Sig.
0
0
0.014
0
0.143
0.835
0.001
0
0

Conclusion
From the discussion, multivariate analysis can be used to measure correlation between service
quality and customer satisfaction. It is discovered that road physical condition has the highest
influence in customer satisfaction. However, dividing the data into urban and inter-urban toll roads,
such correlation becomes low.
Discussing the result, it is concluded that there are 6 category of toll road service attribute
which influence customer satisfaction, namely road condition, response to emergency situation, toll
gates services, traffic condition, safety and security, rest area facilities. Among this 6 attributes,
road condition and response to emergency situation considered to have the highest impact on
customer satisfaction. Comparing urban and interuban toll road, users in urban toll road are more
concern about traffic condition while users in interurban area are more concern about rest area
facilities. The study resulted in low value of R square. It suggests that this study still needs further
exploration in term of the material used, variables, as well as additional data using other technique
such as structural equation model.
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Abstract. Number of motorcycles were growing rapidly in Indonesian large cities. This is to cope
with severe congestion due to lack of satisfactory public transport system and uncotrolled land use.
Most urban accidents involve motorcycle(s). A research conducted in Pangkal Pinang, Pontianak
and Manado [1] found that accident history affect six motorcycle rider behaviours factors stated by
[2], i.e. speed violations, safety violations, traffic violations, traffic errors, control errors and stunts.
These factors orginally used in Persian Motorcycle Rider Behaviour (MRBQ). When these factors
were used in Pangkal Pinang, Pontianak and Manado (in which Indonesian MRBQ was used to
measure motorcycle rider behaviour) they were not totally fit. Although Indonesian MRBQ was an
adaptation of Persian MRBQ, items in each MRBQs were not the same due to different motorcycle
rider behaviour caracteristics, different traffic laws and different cultures. This present paper aimed
to identify suitable factors for Indonesian MRBQ using 604 respondents data from the three cities.
Introduction
In Indonesian large cities, congestion is worsening. The congestion is due to unsatisfactory
public transport provision and failure to control citiy and suronding area land use. As a result
private motorized vehicles are dominating the city transport (mainly motorcycles in the last decade).
Motorcycle is perceived as a transport mode that can guarantee punctual arival time in any trip
destination. In one hand this is due it is flexibility due to its size. On the other hand motorcycle is
more likely to involve in an accident due to its unprotected feature and the required skill to ride it
safely. Considering increasing number of motorcycles operated in Indonesian cities, research on
motorcycle rider risky behaviour become important.
In order to develop policy to manage Indonesian motorcycle rider behaviour, the authors have
developed Indonesian mototorcycle behaviour questionnaire (MRBQ). In the initial state it has been
used in a research in three cities (Pontianak, Pangkal Pinang and Manado). In this paper, the data
from those three cities were used to evaluate factors affecting motorcycle rider behaviour.
The objective of this paper is to extract factors affecting Indonesian motorcycle rider behaviour
using principal component analysis.
Literature Review
Violations are defined as deliberate deviations from those practices believed necessary to
maintain the safe operation of a potentially hazardous system. Errors are defined as the failure of
planned actions to achieve their intended consequences. Errors were further classified into slips and
lapses (the unwitting deviation of action from intention, i.e. the behaviour is not what was intended)
versus mistakes (the departure of planned actions from some satisfactory path towards a desired
goal, i.e. the intention to behave in a certain way was not appropriate) [3]. These definitions were
originally stated when Driver Behaviour Questionnaire (DBQ) was developed.
Considering the different characteristics of motorcyclist behaviour compare to car driver, in the
development of MRBQ in England, [4] used 24 items reflecting four subscales, i.e. traffic errors,
speeding, stunt and control error. In later MRBQ study [5] extracted 43 items into 5 subscales, i.e.
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traffic errors, speed violations, stunts, control errors and safety equipment. In Persian MRBQ [6],
the first four subscales were the same with English MRBQ, i.e. traffic errors, speed violations,
stunts and control errors but safety equipment was not included as protective clothings were not
common in Iran. Instead, in Persian MRBQ 2 other subscales added, i.e. safety violations and traffic
violations. In Australian MRBQ [7], there were 4 subsclaes, i.e. errors (no distinction between
traffic and control erros), speed violations, stunts and protective gear. Instead of developing Chinese
MRBQ, Cheng et al (2010) developed CMRDV (Chinese Motorcycle Rider Driving Violation)
items. It only consists of two subscales, i.e. aggressive violations and ordinary violations
Methodology
Data collection was conducted in three of five original cities in the research proposal. As the
funding granted by the Directorate General of Higher Education was ony about 65% of the
proposed budget, some modification was made as indicated in Table 1.
Table 1. Modification of number of cities and nof respondents
Research Proposal
Number of
Cities
Respondents
Pontianak
120
Manado
120
Medan
120
Surabaya
120
Ambon
120
Total
600

Research Implementation
Number of
Cities
Respondents
Pontianak
203
Manado
200
Pangkal Pinang
201

604

Knowledge on riders in Java island can be represented by two preliminary surveys by the
research team in Jakarta (Putranto and Anjaya, 2014) and (Putranto et al, 2014). Even the
questionnaires used in 3 cities was based on questionnaire improvement process after surveys in
Jakarta (combination of favourable and unfavourable statements in the questionnaire to avoid
social desirability). Likert scale from 1 (never) to 5 (always) was used.
Indonesian MRBQ consisted of 38 statements that originally grouped into six subscales, i.e.
speed violations (SV), safety violations (SAV), control errors (CE), traffic erros (TE), stunts (S) and
traffic violations (TV) as used in Persian MRBQ. However, as found in Putranto and Anjaya (2014)
the result of factor analysis using principal componenet analysis might show different conclusion.
This present paper was intended to confirm the suitability of using six subscales (factors) in Persian
MRBQ in Indonesian MRBQ. 38 statement items were extracted using principal component
analysis and rotated using varimax with Kaizer Normalization. IBM SPSS Statistics 22 was used to
help analysis.
The followings are list of 38 statement items (beginning the two or three digits letter factor
code and one or twho digits statement item number):
1) TE1-Fail to notice that pedestrians are crossing when turning into a side street from a main
road
2) TE2-Not notice someone stepping out from behind a parked vehicle until it is nearly too late
3) TE3-Pull out on to a main road in front of a vehicle that you had not noticed
4) TE4-Fail to notice or anticipate that another vehicle might pull out in front of you
5) TE5-Turn left on main road, you pay attention main traffic that you nearly hit the vehicle in
front
6) TE6-Distracted, you realise that the vehicle in front has slowed and you have to brake hard
7) TE7-Attempt to overtake someone that you had not noticed to be signalling a left turn
8) TE8-You find it difficult to stop in time when a traffic light has turned against you
9) TE9-Ride so close to the vehicle in front that it would be difficult to stop in an emergency
10) TE10-Run wide when going round a corner
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11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)
35)
36)
37)
38)

SV11-Ride so fast into a corner that you feel like you might lose control
SV12-Exceed the speed limit on a country/rural road
SV13-Disregard the speed limit late at night or in the early hours of the morning
SV14-Exceed the speed limit on a motorway
SV15-Exceed the speed limit on a residential road
SV16-Race away from traffic lights with the intention of beating the driver/rider next to you
SV17-Ride between two lanes of fast moving traffic
SV18-Get involved in unofficial ‘races’ with other riders or drivers
SV19-Ride so fast into a corner that you scare yourself
S20-Attempt to do, or actually do, a wheelie
S21-Intentionally do a wheel spin
CE22-Find that you have difficulty controlling the bike when riding at speed
CE23-Skid on a wet road or manhole cover
CE24-Driver deliberately annoys you or puts you at risk
SV25-Ride when taking drugs or medications which might have effects on your riding
TV26-Cross junction when traffic light is red
TV27-Riding in opposite direction of road way
TV28-Riding in sidewalk
TV29-Call with mobile phone while riding
TV30-Smoking while riding
SAV31-Using helmet without chin straps or not fastening it.
CE32-Carry a large carriage with motorcycle
SAV33-Carry more than one passenger with your motorcycle
S34-Have a crash with a parked vehicle and make damage to it, but escape from crash scene
SAV35-Riding with an impaired motorcycle
SAV36-Riding without helmet
SAV37-Carry a passenger who have not worn helmet
CE38-Delay in noticing to in front car when opening door suddenly and control your
motorcycle difficulty

It should be noted that statement items no. 4, 9, 13, 14, 18, 26 and 30 were presented in
unfavourable manner.
Characteristics of Respondents
The gender ratio the sample in each city was about 55:45 in Pangkal Pinang, 65:35 in
Pontianak and 73:27 in Manado respectively. The overal gender ratio in three cities was 64:36.
Respondents ini Pangkal Pinang were between 14 and 60 years old (mean 23.1 years old).
Although respondents under licensing age (younger than 17 years old) were only five persons, in
real life there was social presure to ride motorcycle in very early age. Respondents in Pontianak
were between 18 and 55 years old (mean 24.7 years old). Respondents in Manado were between 16
and 67 years old (mean 26.6 years old). Respondents under licensing age were 3 persons. The
overall respondents mean age in 3 cities was 24.8 years old.
Due to low respondents mean age, only about 18% respondents in Pangkal Pinang, about 23%
respondents in Pontianak and about 35% respondents in Manado were married. Overall in three
cities only about 25% respondents were married.
Only about 4% respondents in Pangkal Pinang were originated from outside Bangka Belitung
Province. In Pontianak, only about 5% respondents were originated from outside West Borneo
Province. Meanwhile 21% respondents in Manado were originated from outside North Sulawesi
Province. Overall in three cities about 10% respondents were originated from outside each
province.
About 73% respondents in Pangkal Pinang, stayed outside Pangkal Pinang. Meanwhile only
about 3% respondents in Pontianak stayed outside Pontianak and only 27% respondents in Manado
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stayed outside Manado. Overall in three cities about 34 % responden stayed outside the capital of
the province.
Due to low respondents mean age, most of their monthly expenditures were < one million
rupiah (< US$ 80). This was shown by 65% of respondents in three cities. In details, it was 69 % in
Pangkal Pinang, 73% in Pontianak and 56% in Manado repectively.
Overall in three cities, more than 75% respondents have never been involved in at least a traffic
accident in the last one year. In details, it was 83% both in Pangkal Pinang and Pontianak and 62%
in Manado.
Results and Discussions
The value of KMO (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin) measure of sampling adequacy was 0.849 (> 0.7).
This shows number of sample was sufficient for factor analysis. Thirty eight statement items were
extracted using principal component analysis and rotated using varimax with Kaiser normalisation.
Minimum eigen value was set to be one and number of extracted factors were eleven. Using this
approach the total variance explained was only 56.378%
Table 2 shows the rotated component matrix. Factor 1 with the highest variance explained
(8.012%) consists of mostly speed violations related items. Even two items with the lowest loading
factors were speeds related. Therefore this factor was labelled as speed violations. Although this
factor had the highest variance explained but this factor also consisted of largest number of items
(eight) and therefore the variance explained was distributed among those many items (causing
lower loading factors). As a result the highest loading factor was only 0.659 (Exceed the speed limit
on a residential road).
Factor 2 with the second highest variance explained (5.901%) consists of three safety violations
related items. Therefore this factor was labelled as safety violations. As there were only three items
within this factor, the highest loading factor was quite high, i.e. 0.791(riding without helmet).
Factor 3 with the third highest variance explained (5.777%) consists of mostly traffic errors
related items. Therefore this factor was labelled as traffic errors. One of the items within this factor,
i.e. CE22 (find that you have difficulty controlling the bike when riding at speed) was within
control error factor in previous research (Motevalian et al, 2011). It can be argued that the
difference between traffic errors and control errors was very marginal and therefore it sometimes
mixed up. The highest loading factor was only 0.716 (not notice someone stepping out from behind
a parked vehicle until it is nearly too late).
Factor 4 with the fourth highest variance explained (5.295%) consists of two speed violations
related items. Compare to factor 1, the items within factor 4 were slightly different, i.e. more related
to violation concerning high speed of motorcycles. Therefore this factor was labelled as high speed
violations. Both items, i.e. disregard the speed limit late at night or in the early hours of the morning
and exceed the speed limit on a motorway had similarly high loading factors (0.794 and 0.796
respectively).
Factor 5 with the fifth highest variance explained (5.14%) consists mostly of three stunts
related items. Even item with the lowest loading factor (ride when taking drugs or medications
which might have effects on your riding) was stuts related. Therefore this factor was labelled as
stunts. The highest loading factor was 0.804 (intentionally do a wheel spin).
Factor 6 with the sixth highest variance explained (5.006%) consists of three control errors
related items. Therefore this factor was labelled as control errors. As the variance explained had
already decreased, the highest loading factor was only 0.659 (skid on a wet road or manhole cover)
although there were only three items in this factor.
Factor 7 with the seventh highest variance explained (4.754%) consists of four errors and
violations related to stopping behaviour. Therefore this factor was labelled as stopping errors and
violations. The highest loading factor was 0.669 (ride so close to the vehicle in front that it would
be difficult to stop in an emergency).
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Table 2. Rotated Component Matrix
SV15
SV12
SV16
SV17
SV19
SV11
TE6
TE10
SAV36
SAV37
SAV31
TE2
TE1
TE3
CE22
TE5
SV14
SV13
S21
S20
SV25
CE23
CE38
CE24
TE9
TE8
S34
TV26
TV27
TV28
CE32
SAV33
SAV35
TV30
SV18
TE4
TE7
TV29

1
0.659
0.604
0.578
0.576
0.553
0.483
0.431
0.391

2

3

4

Component
6

5

7

8

9

10

11

Speed Violations

0.791
0.749
0.561

Safety Violation
0.716
0.680
0.470
0.434
0.408

Traffic Errors
0.796
0.794

High Speed Violations
0.804
0.756
0.384

Stunts
0.659
0.489
0.440

Control Errors
0.669
0.519
0.435
0.422

Stopping Errors/ Violations
0.752
0.749

Motorcycle Capacity Violations
Factor 10
Factor 11

Traffic Violations
0.706
0.614
0.396
0.730
0.673
-0.418
0.718
0.608

Factor 8 with the eighth highest variance explained (4.393%) consists of two traffic violations
related items. Therefore this factor was labelled as traffic violations. Both items, i.e. riding in
opposite direction of road way and riding in sidewalk had similarly high loading factors (0.752 and
0.749, respectively).
Factor 9 with the ninth highest variance explained (4.316%) consists of motorcycle carrying
capacity violations related items. Therefore this factor was labelled as motorcycle carrying capacity
violations factor. The highest loading factor was 0.706 (carry a large carriage with motorcycle).
The last four items were belong to two factors with the least variance explained. However, the
similarities of items within each factor were difficult to understand. There was one item with
negative loading factor.
Finally the factors extracted in this paper were compared to the factors extracted in [6]. All six
factors extracted in [6] were also extracted in this present paper. However there were additional five
factors in this present paper. Three of them can be identified as high speed violations, stopping
errors/ violations and motorcycle carrying capacity violations. The remaining two factors were
difficult to be categorized.
Conclusions and Recommendation
Based on the result of factor analysis of the data from Pangkal Pinang, Pontianak and Manado
it is conluded that the number of extracted factors were eleven, total variance explained was only
56.378%., and compared to [6], in this paper there were three additional factors identified. To get
the more proportional picture of Indonesian motorcycle rider behaviour the age distribution of the
respondents should reflect Indonesian general motorcycle rider population.
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Abstract. The directive of previous president of Republic of Indonesia about “Program Pro Rakyat
Klaster IV” (Pro-People's Programme Cluster IV) should be followed with the development of low
cost rural vehicles to enhance economic activities in the rural area, agricultural sector, and small
scale industries. Low cost rural transport policy implementation give positive impact, those are can
absorbs domestic components, goods distribution, rural people movements and enhance the rural
economy. This paper discusses the development of low cost freight and passenger vehicles in order
to support of the presidential policy. The result of the study is the development of the specifications
of the rural vehicles which can carry passengers and goods together.
Background
The directive of previous president of Republic of Indonesia about “Program Pro Rakyat
Klaster IV” (Pro-People's Programme Cluster IV) and Presidential Decree No.10 of 2011 on
the Coordination of Improvement and Expansion Pro-People's Programme Team, would require the
development
of
vehicles
that
can
boost
economic
activities
in
rural
area,
agricultural
sector
,
and
small
scale
industries.
One of the developments to support the policy is the development of low cost passenger and
freight vehicles which means vehicles which can carry passengers and goods
together. The vehicles are environmentally friendly so will get the advantage of tax
incentives given to energy-efficient vehicles.
Objective
To develop low cost passenger and freight vehicles as the rural public transport vehicles and to
formulate the regulations requirements following the development.
Methodology
The argumentations of rural public transport vehicles development are:
1) Directives President of the Pro-People's Programme Cluster IV;
2) Presidential Decree No.10 of 2011 on the Coordination of Improvement and Expansion ProPeople's Programme Team;
3) Vehicles that can boost economic activities in rural area, agricultural sector , and small scale
industries.
4) Embryo of national motor vehicle industry, and is expected to perform mass production as
soon as possible
The objectives of the program's rural public transport is the manufacture of 4-wheeled vehicles with
the following criteria:
1) The maximum engine power of 900 cc;
2) Fuel consumption of 22 km / liter;
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3)
4)
5)
6)

Fuel "dual fuel" Petrol and CNG ;
The price of 50-55 million rupiah;
60% local content;
Using Indonesian Brand

Analysis
Rural public transport vehicles specifications. Analysis of motor vehicle specifications in
accordance with the existing rural road conditions include analysis of power engine, traction wheels
to the road surface as well as the roads pavement conditions in rural areas. The classification of
roads in rural areas is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Rural road terrain and gradient classification
Road terrain
Flat
Hill
Mountainous

Gradient [%]
≤3
3 s/d 25
≥ 25

Gradient [°]
< 2˚
2˚ - 15˚
>15˚

Source: Analysis Result

Rolling resistance (
). The magnitude of the resistance of the wheels on motor vehicles affected
by the road surface condition and the type of tires Good pavement roads will have a smaller value
than the soft dirt road surface. Rolling resistance coefficient value based on a variety of road surface
conditions are presented in Table 2.
Power requirement of motor vehicles. Based on Table 1 above, the power requirement of motor
vehicles for certain pavement conditions with a maximum weight of 1200 kg for the 3-wheeled
vehicles and 1500 kg for 4-wheeled vehicles at a maximum speed of 50 kph could be calculated, as
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Power requirement of motor vehicles at a maximum speed of 50 Kph
Terrain

Flat

Hill

Mountaneous

Type of Pavement
Good Pavement, RCI >5
Poor Pavement, RCI <5
Good Soil, CBR>5
Poor Soil, CBR <5
Good Pavement, RCI >5
Poor Pavement, RCI <5
Good Soil, CBR>5
Poor Soil, CBR <5
Good Pavement, RCI >5
Poor Pavement, RCI <5
Good Soil, CBR>5
Poor Soil, CBR <5

Rolling Resistance
Coefficients
(µ)
0.01
0.04
0.08
0.20
0.01
0.04
0.08
0.20
0.01
0.04
0.08
0.20

Minimum Power Requirement, HP
R3
8.2
9.1
10
13.8
13.7
15.1
16.4
18.1
18.6
19.6
20.7
23.9

R3(LG)
8.6
9.5
11
14,4
14.7
16
17.4
20.6
19
20.1
21.3
24.8

R4
8.8
9.6
11.4
15.1
20.1
21.3
23.5
27.7
27.2
28.5
30.1
35.8

R4(LG-WD)
9.8
11.1
12.6
17.3
22.3
23.8
25.7
31.8
29.5
30.4
33.1
38.9

Source: Analysis Result

Note: R3: 3-wheeled Vehicles, R3(LG): 3-wheeled Vehicles with Low Gear, R4: 4-wheeled
Vehicles, R4(LG-4WD): 4-wheeled Vehicles with Low Gear & 4 Wheel Drive

Capacity and power of Three-wheeled vehicles based on equipments and spare-parts
availibility. The capacity and power of three-wheeled vehicles based on equipments and spare-parts
availibility is presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Capacity and power of three-wheeled vehicles
Capacity
150 cc
200 cc
250 cc

Power, HP
10
13.5
16

Source : http://www.kaisarmotorcycles.com/front/index.php/products/motor-rodatiga/standart

Based on the availability in the market, the suitability of three-wheeled and four-wheeled vehicles
capacity are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Suitability
Terrain

Flat

Hill

Mountaneous

Type of Pavement
Good Pavement
Poor Pavement
Good Soil
Poor Soil
Good Pavement
Poor Pavement
Good Soil
Poor Soil
Good Pavement
Poor Pavement
Good Soil
Poor Soil

R3
150 cc
150 cc
150 cc
200 cc
200 cc
-

R3(LG)
150 cc
150 cc
200 cc
250 cc
250 cc
250 cc
-

Capacity
R4
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
-

R4(LG-4WD)
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
800 cc
800 cc
800 cc

Source: Analysis Result

Development of low cost passenger and freight vehicles as the rural public transport vehicles.
Development of low cost passenger and freight vehicles as the rural public transport vehicles.
divided into two types of vehicles, namely the three-wheeled vehicles and four-wheeled vehicles.
Table 5. Development of Vehicles
Terrain

Flat

Hill

Mountaneous

Type of Pavement
Good Pavement
Poor Pavement
Good Soil
Poor Soil
Good Pavement
Poor Pavement
Good Soil
Poor Soil
Good Pavement
Poor Pavement
Good Soil
Poor Soil

R3
Capacity R3(LG)
150 cc
150 cc
200 cc
250 cc
250 cc
-*)
-*)
-*)
-*)
-*)
-*)
-*)

Capacity
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
600 cc
800 cc
800 cc
800 cc

R4
Wheel Drive
R4*)
R4*)
R4*)
R4*)
R4*)
R4(LG-4WD) **)
R4(LG-4WD) **)
R4(LG-4WD) **)
R4(LG-4WD) **)
R4(LG-4WD) **)
R4(LG-4WD) **)
R4(LG-4WD) **)

Source: Analysis Result

Recommendation of Low Cost Passenger and Freight Vehicles as the Rural Public Transport
Vehicles
Three-wheeled vehicles. The construction of vehicles is a modification from tricycle vehicles. The
vehicles can carry 2 passengers and the cargo with the maximum payload of 800 kg placed in the
back of passengers. The technical specifications are presented in Table 6 and the design sketches are
presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Design of three-wheeled vehicles

Four-wheeled vehicles. The construction of vehicles is a modification from four-wheeled freight
vehicles. Passenger safety aspect in these vehicles is the application of passengers and goods
partition screen which is absolutely necessary. The technical specifications are presented in Table
10 and the design sketches are presented in Fig. 2.
Design of vehicle’s body is divided into 2 types:
a. Single Cabin
The vehicle’s body is made by modifying a freight vehicles cargo bed into closed box using
steel tube frame construction and tarp for its cover. The cargo compartment is devided into two
forward facing passenger seats space and the goods at rear with a devider in between.
b. Double Cabin
The cab is modified into a four seater cabin. The cargo box is became shorter and less payload
in consequence. This configuration has advantages, more comfortable for medium trip
passengers, safer for both passenger and goods and higher goods can be loaded since there is no
cover on the box.

(a) Single cabin

(b) Double cabin

Fig. 2. Design of four-wheeled vehicles

For poor rural road pavement condition, it need a special vehicle with four wheel drive (4WD).
For the reason of passenger safety aspects, this type of vehicle R4 (LG-4WD) is restricted to a
maximum of 4 (four) passengers. That is why the double cabin body will be more efficient, cheaper
and lighter. Possible types of micro-bus is used if the goods require special handling with the
consequences of the vehicle will be heavier and more expensive. The technical specifications are
presented in Table 11 and the design sketches are presented in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Design of four-wheeled vehicles R4 (LG-4WD)

Table 6. The Technical Specifications of Four-Wheeled Vehicles
Description
Dimension & Weights :
Overall Length, cm
Overall Width, cm
Overall Height, cm
Track Width, cm
Wheelbase, cm
Maximum loading
capacity, kg
Gross Vehicle Weight,
kg
Seating Capacity
Front tires
Rear Tires
Maximum speed, km/hr
Max. Climbing ability,
km/hr
Ground clearance, cm
Engine & Transmission
:
Engine
Fuel type
Maximum
displacement, cc
Minimum Output, HP
(KW)/ RPM
Transmission type
Transmission Gear
Ratio
Low Gear Ratio
Final Gear Ratio
Rear Axle
Brakes
Front Suspention
Rear Suspension

R4
Specification

Remark

400
150

R4(LG-4WD)
Specification
Remark
360

170 cm included
outside rearview mirror

170

220
140
250

220
200
800

800

700

1500
9

Maximum
8 passenger’s seats, 1
seat at cabin

R12 s/d R14-70
R12 s/d R14-70
50
20

Maximum body width 150
cm.

1500
4
R14 s/d R15 seri 70
R14 s/d R15 seri 70
50 km/jam
Gradient max 30%

Gradient max 15%

25 cm

25

Gasoline, Diesel
Gasoline, Diesel
fuel and gas

4 stroke engine
Dual fuel

Gasoline, Diesel
Gasoline, Diesel, gas

900

900 cc

22 (17 )/ 9500

30 (23 )/ 9500

manual
4,5 - 1
≥2
≥ 4,8
Rigid
Brake Drum
Independent
Leaf spring

5 manual, 1 reverse
Minimum 4,5 and
maximum 1
Low gear, if equipped
Minimum

Mc. Person strut, coil
spring

manual
4,5 - 1
≥2
≥ 4,8
Rigid
Rigid

4 stroke engine
Dual fuel

5 manual, 1 reverse
Minimum 4,5 and
maximum 1
Low gear, if equipped
minimum

Leaf spring
Leaf spring
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Source: Analysis Result

Summary
Development of low cost passenger and freight vehicles which means vehicles which can carry
passengers and goods together has the aim of increasing economic activities in rural area,
agricultural sector, and small scale industries activities. The rural road terrain and gradient
classification will be served by low cost rural vehicles are as follows:
Road terrain
Flat
Hill
Mountaneous

Gradient (%)
≤3
3 s/d 25
≥ 25

Gradient (°)
< 2˚
2˚ - 15˚
>15˚

The classification of rural road pavement condition will be served by low cost rural vehicles are:
good pavement with RCI >5, poor pavement with RCI <5, good soil with CBR value >5 and poor
soil with CBR value CBR <5. General specifications of low cost rural vehicles are: the maximum
engine power of 900 cc; fuel consumption of 22 km / liter; Fuel "dual fuel" Petrol and CNG; the
price of 50-55 million rupiah; and 60% local content. Type of vehicle developed as the rural public
transport vehicles are the three-wheeled freight vehicles and four-wheeled freight vehicles which be
modified into passengers and freight vehicles by taking into account safety aspects. Rural road with
poor pavement condition need a special vehicle with 4 wheel drive (4WD). For passenger safety
aspects of vehicle types R4 (LG-4WD) is restricted to a maximum of 4 (four) passengers.
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Abstract. The road located along the coastal area is often robbed as a result of the tides
phenomenon. The sea water overflowed, called as rob water, has salinity and the intrusion of rob
water into the pavement layers will result in damage. Improvemen characteristic of asphalt concrete
mixtures with additives to the asphalt is an alternative solution. This paper discuss the use of
polymer (Styrene Butadiene Styrene) as an additive to increase the pavement performance due to
the effect water intrusion and damaging effect. Simulations of soaking conditions are undertaken
using two types of immersion test, which is continuous immersion and intermittent immersion time
between 6 hours to 72 hours. Samples are made based on the Marshall standard and extraction test
is performed to evaluate the properties of materials due to immersion. Factor analysis is use to
evaluate the nature of the materials. The results shows that the addition of 1% polymer increase in
penetration characteristics of the asphalt and bitumen softening point of 5.55%. Permeability index
is evaluate theoretically refer to its air void. Stability is affected by the addition of a polymer with a
confidence level of 71.2%, however if more than 2% of polymer causes the asphalt becomes harder
though its soft point is higher.
Introduction
Asphalt as road pavement material often requires modification through the addition of additives
materials to comply with the specification and the quality level requires. The addition of polymer is
one method used by adding a percentage of 2-8% by weight and expected to change the rheological
characteristics of asphalt. Viscoelastic behavior of asphalt with varying degrees of stress and
temperature requires an understanding of the specification relating to the performance of the
pavement damage [1, 2, 3]. Pavement with asphalt binder shows distress when experiencing high
temperatures and water intrusion into the asphalt concrete. This condition is caused by viscoelastic
properties of the matrix asphalt in the mixture that would lead to influence the strain [4]. Polymer is
one option to modify and improve the performance of asphalt pavement [5, 6] developed a test for
evaluating and optimizing the use of PMA (polymer modified asphalt), using two types of asphalt
and two types of SBS added at ten concentration levels. The results were analyzed using DSR
(dynamic shear rheometer) and SEM. Asphalt morphology is characterized by the concentration of
bitumen and SBS co-polymer microstructure. Polymer increases the elastic response and dynamic
modulus of asphalt binders. The addition of SBS percentage is increasing the function of copolymer followed by changes of technical properties [7]. Based on observations uses SEM [8, 9],
good compatibility exists between the asphalt with SBS is obtained at 6% SBS.
Water is a major cause of pavement damage acceleration, such as bleeding, rutting, cracking,
aggregate raveling and the spot damage [10]. There are two mechanisms of damage due to water
intrusion which are adhesive damage and cohesive damage. Adhesion is defined as the physical
nature of attractive forces between molecules resulting in interaction between aggregates. Adhesive
damage occurs when water penetrated into the bitumen and asphalt binder aggregates, resulting in
loss of adhesive bonding and cause raveling. Adhesion between aggregates is identified through
approach of chemical reactions, molecular orientation, the mechanical adhesion and surface energy
[11, 12, 13]. As a result of several factors such as pavement properties, weather conditions during
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construction, post construction environmental effects, and surface drainage will cause effects on the
release, relocations, emulsification, pore pressure and hydraulic erosion.
Polymer such as SBS, LDPE and Rubber modified has effect to the rutting resistance, but the
function of coarse aggregate is not significant [14]. Percentage of SBS used is 3%, 6% LDPE (low
density polyethylene) and 12% modified rubber. Previous studies have been conducted using a
rubber modified using the higher optimum bitumen content compared to using SBS or LDPE, and
for road surfacing [15]
Location
Northern Jakarta – Indonesia has the water territorial areas, roads in the area often inundated by
rob water caused by high tides. Rob is raising incidence of sea water to the mainland due to the
influence of the tidal cycle or k shockwaves water from the drainage blockade by high tide. When
the water with high salinity penetrates into the layer of asphalt concrete pavement, the pavement
will more brittle and easily damaged. This study examines the influence of water on the Asphalt
Concrete Wearing Course (ACWC). The mixture is made with two types of the binder which is
natural asphalt cement and SBS polymer modified asphalt. The nature of the material and mixture
properties evaluates to analyze its ability to overcome problems caused by the rob water immersion.
Research Methodology
The basic material properties of asphalt hot-mix modifications are performed within two
phases; before immersion and after immersion in rob water. TxDOT Designation Tex-533-C [16]
method of mixing is use as reference to make polymer modified asphalt and Marshall testing
method is used to find the optimum asphalt content. Polymer is added to the asphalt varies between
1%, to 7% of the total weight. Aggregate was tested by soaking in rob water to determine its effect
on aggregate damages. Two type of asphalt concrete mixture uses genuine asphalt and polymer
modified asphalt (1%, 2%, 3% of polymer content), asphalt content range of 5%, to 7%.
The samples, with and without polymer, are tested after two method of immersion such as
continuous immersion and intermittent immersion. Total immersion time is three days, intermittent
immersion means that samples are tested at three different times every one day of immersions. The
samples are then extracted to evaluate the raw material properties.
To ensure the purity of asphalt, the process of extraction is done in stages. The first stage, the
asphalt content in the crushed mixture is separated from aggregate by dissolving it using C 2 HCl 3 .
The second stage, the minerals in the mixture that is not filtered in the first stage separated from the
solution of C 2 HCl 3 -asphalt. Centrifugal process is carried out in separation for 40 minutes with
rotation speed of 2500rmp. The third stage, bitumen is separated from the solvent (recovery)
through the evaporation process by using rotavopour. The separation process is performed at a
temperature of 150oC for 120 minutes.
Analysis
Basic characteristics of rob water. Analysis shows that there is a difference in salt content
(salinity) between seawater and rob water, the difference is in chloride and sulfate content while pH
is similar (7.15). The salinity difference is due to the blending of rob water with material and other
substances that exist in the land side. pH numbers of rob water and sea water tends to be the same.
Acidity (pH) of the water can affect the characteristics of asphalt mixtures in terms of softening
point and stability of asphalt mixtures. Research on rainwater with pH 4.6 (acidic) finds that it may
decrease the stability of asphalt mixtures at 6.16% and a decrease in flow of 4.33%, compared with
water that has a pH of 7 (neutral). Water with a pH of 8 may increase the stability of asphalt
mixtures of 7.31% and increase flow asphalt of 23.92%, compared with water of pH 7.
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Marshall test results. The determination of the optimum mixture composition is based on a
combination between bitumen and polymer forming matrix of 5×3cells. Factor analysis is used to
analyze optimum value of all combination mixtures. Mixture with 6.5% natural bitumen content
and polymer modified bitumen 1% both obtained Marshall optimum values, in which polymer
modified bitumen show higher stability. There is an increase in value by 73% stability for the
addition of1% polymer, however a greater percentage of the addition of polymer resulted in a
decrease in stability. The decrease was caused by 60/70 bitumen with higher percentage of polymer
used has a lower penetration value and hence more plastic. Optimum results of mixture is achieved
at the asphalt content of 6.5% and 1% polymer.
Characteristic of asphalt modified polymer. The test result shows (Table 1) that the addition of
SBS polymer affects the increase in asphalt softening point. The increase is seen significantly at
SBS polymer content of 5% to 7% [7]. The higher the SBS polymer is added to the asphalt, the
difference of asphalt properties obtained is also greater due to the brittleness and flexibility of
asphalt. Stiffness of asphalt increased with the addition of the polymer content characterized by the
decrease in penetration.
Table 1. Characteristics of polymer modified asphalt
Testing

Unit

Penetration 25⁰C, 100 gram, 5 sec.
Softening point 5⁰C (ring and ball test)
Flash point (Cleveland open cup)
Burning point (Cleveland open cup)
Ductility>100

0.1 mm
⁰C
⁰C
⁰C
cm

1
47.2
52.2
286
304
>

2
43.1
55.0
284
308
>

Polymer content (%)
3
4
5
35.6 35.5 33.9
57.2 62.2 73.5
280
281
282
300
308
290
>
>
>

6
34.4
74.7
264
272
>

7
34.8
80.5
274
278
>

The addition of SBS polymer also affects the ability of asphalt to overcome the heat and
characterized by a decrease of the flash point and burning point of asphalt.
Performance of mixtures. Table 2 shows the test results based on the method of soaking and
soaking time.
Table 2. The test results for a mixture based immersion period

Immersion
24 Hour

Immersion
48 Hours

Immersion
72 Hours

Stability (kg)
VIM (%)
VMA (%)
Flow(mm)
MQ (kg/mm)
Stability (kg)
VIM (%)
VMA (%)
Flow(mm)
MQ (kg/mm)
Stability (kg)
VIM (%)
VMA (%)
Flow(mm)
MQ (kg/mm)

Intermittent Immersion
Non
Polymer
Polymer
1%
1379.8
1875.8
5.7
3.3
14.4
12.2
3.8
3.4
367.8
549.6
1220.1
1649.2
6.9
3.8
15.4
12.7
3.7
4.5
329.8
370.2
1205.1
1447.4
6.6
4.5
15.2
13.2
3.8
4.0
320.8
359.1

Continuous Immersion
Non
Polymer
Polymer
1%
1266.9
1828.7
6.3
4.6
14.9
13.3
3.5
4.1
366.8
446.6
1237.7
1640.7
6.4
5.0
15.0
13.7
4.0
4.3
313.8
379.0
1183.8
1534.0
6.1
5.3
14.7
14.0
4.2
4.2
288.6
364.6

A decreased of stiffness occur. Decrease in the value of stability occurs at a longer of
immersion time, a higher reduction occurred in the mixture without polymer. Air void tends to
increase with the longer of immersion time due to release of asphalt material binding capacity as the
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effects of water intrusion into the asphalt concrete mixture. s in two types of mixtures tested and
also find in the period or length of immersion types. That shows that the mixture with the polymer
is more resistant to water and water rob immersion, both for continuous and intermittent immersion
Aggregate physical properties. Table 3 shows the abrasion ratio between aggregate (type B and
type C) after soaked in rob water for 3 days and without immersion in rob water. It appears that
there is no change in the basic characteristic which may cause by relatively short period of soaking
time. It shows that soaking for 3 days has less influence as shown with no damage and the
weathering of rocks due to rob water.
Table 3. Aggregate immersion test results
Weight of aggregates (gram)
Before After*
difference

Type Abrasion
Type B (retained sieve 1/2” and 3/8”)

5000

3834

Type B (retained sieve 1/2” and 3/8”)

5000

3915

Type C (retained sieve 1/4” and No. 4)

5000

3748

Type C (retained sieve 1/4” and No. 4)

5000

3711

Abrasion
(%)

Difference
(%)

23.32

81

note
Not
immersed
Immersed
Not
immersed
Immersed

1.62

21.70
25.04

37

0.74

25.78

*(retained at sieve No. 12)

The Characteristics of Modified Asphalt Mixture
Asphalt. Asphalt is heated in an oven for over 24 hours and 110oC temperature to separate
trichloroethylene from asphalt by evaporation, however it still contained liquid extraction indicated
from the results of extraction of a soft material. The addition of heating time for 2 days still does not
provide a perfect bitumen recovery process. Test results of bitumen after extracted should tend to
increasingly brittle due to the reduced content of the resin that turns into asphalthenes (Table 4).
Table 4. Levels of asphalt before and after extraction
Mixture type

Immersion type

Penetration
(1)

Nom-polymer

Polymer 1%

3 continuous days
2 continuous days
3 intermittent days
3 continuous days
2 continuous days
3 intermittent days

71
71
71
47.2
47.2
47.2

(2)
71.75
35.50
83.17

Softening
point
(1)
(2)
49.5
49.5
49.5
52.25
52.25
52.25

50
51
51.75

Ductility
(1)
>100
>100
>100
>100
>100
>100

(2)
>100
>100
>100

Note: (1) before extraction; (2) after extraction

Air void. Fig. 1 shows the coefficient of permeability of the mixture without polymer tends to range
between1-10 (category E), except for the mixture without immersion. It means, a mixture of asphalt
has a freedom to flow water. For asphalt mixture with 1% polymer, the coefficient of permeability
tend to be in the range between 10-2-1, that means asphalt mixture with the addition of polymer has
a better permeability properties when compared to the asphalt mixture without polymer. Coefficient
permeability of the mixture is calculated after sample is influenced by rob water, so it tends to have
a high permeability coefficient. Figure 4 shows that the asphalt mixture without immersion for both
sample without polymer and sample with polymer modification asphalt has a coefficient of
permeability, respectively 0.889 and 0.305; which is in category D or the mixture has a medium
permeability properties (moderate) which should be used only for road with not too high traffic
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volume. Modified asphalt mixture has a smaller permeability value compared without modification
of asphalt, with a difference of 0.584.

Fig. 1. Permeability values of immersed samples
The coefficient of permeability of asphalt mixtures shows the ability of flowing water. If it is
used for pavement, the asphalt mixture that has a high permeability coefficient will have an impact
on the occurrence of damage to the layer underneath and resulted in a higher risk of damage to the
pavement because water can penetrate the pavement layers quickly due to the porosity. Asphalt
mixture should have a low permeability values so that in case there is surface water or inundated by
water, water will penetrate to the mix in a longer time. This will minimize the possibility to reach
sub-course layer.
Conclusions
The polymer can improve properties of asphalt in the level of hardness and sensitivity to
temperature, is shown with higher polymer asphalt softening point when compared with asphalt
cement. The higher content of polymer added to the asphalt cement, the higher the softening point
of the polymer modified asphalt, but it is contrast with the polymer modified asphalt penetration
which continuously decreases with the increasing addition of polymer content. Asphalt polymer
proved to increase the stability of asphalt mixture with a correlation coefficient of 71.2%, when
compared with asphalt cement with a correlation coefficient of 16.7% only.
The relationship that occurs between the time of immersion with the stability and Marshall
Quotient (MQ) is inversely proportional to each other and shown with a negative correlation
coefficient which means the longer the asphalt mixture is immersed in water, the stability and MQ
of the asphalt mixture will be smaller. While the relationship between immersion time with VIM
and VMA is directly proportional which mean that the longer the asphalt mixture is immersed in
rob water the VIM and VMA will be even greater due to the entry of water into the mix and fill
these cavities, as proved by the positive correlation coefficient.
Polymer modified asphalt is capable of reducing the amount of air voids in asphalt mixtures
due to the nature of additives in polymers that cannot be absorbed by the aggregates so that the
asphalt is more strongly attached to the surface of the aggregate. It shown in the smaller values of
VIM and VMA polymer asphalt compared with ordinary asphalt mixture. The density (bulk) and
aggregate porosity indirectly affect the amount of water that will enter into the mix because of the
ability of these aggregates in absorbing liquids, both asphalt and water.
Recommendation
Mixing of asphalt and polymer need to consider the rotation speed of the mixer (mixer),
temperature and duration of mixing. Using such high penetration bitumen, i.e. 80/100 penetration
bitumen modified asphalt properties could meet the specifications for asphalt modification of the
standard set by the Bina Marga.
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Abstract. This research aims to determine which mixture composition has the highest resilient
modulus value. The kinds of asphalt utilized in this research include petroleum asphalt such as
Pertamina and Shell asphaltand petroleum asphalt modified with Buton natural asphaltusing Retona
Blend 55 in order to improve its ductility. Initial hypothesis suggests that ductility has a prominent
influence on the ability to resist vibration caused by vehicle wheel load, which consequently
minimizes the occurrence permanent deformation, but also decreases its strength for receiving load.
Research begins from determining the physical characteristics of each kind of asphalt and the
aggregates used. The asphalt concrete wearing course mixture makes use of gradation in accordance
the guidelines from Bina Marga 2010 edition. Following that, the optimum asphalt content from
each kind of asphaltis determined by Marshall methods.Continued tests are conducted on test
samples by employing the indirect tensile strength test using the umatta device. During this test,
repetitive load simulation is performed on the test samples, with the load increasing strain in each
repetition and increasing the possibility for permanent deformation to occur as a early signs of
cracking. Resilient modulus is calculated using formulations from Indonesian National Standards
03-6836-2002. The result reached shows that Pertamina asphalt has the lowest resilient modulus
value and Shell asphalt has the best performance. This result confirms the initial hypothesis that, the
more ductile asphalt within asphalt concrete is, the higher its resistance to repetitive vehicle wheel
load but with lower strength.
Introduction
Resilient modulus is a term to describe the resistance of asphalt concrete as flexible surface
pavement layer to repetitive vehicle wheel load, which causes tensile strain and stress, as well as
having the potential to cause cracks on the surface layer. This paper will discuss how asphalt types
affect the resilient modulus value of a kind of asphalt concrete mix.
The aim of this research is to determine the best mixture composition with the highest resilient
modulus value, which signifies the optimum strength and durability possessed by the mixture in
question. The kinds of asphalt used in this research include varieties of oil asphalt as well as oil
asphalt modified with natural asphalt.
Pertamina and Shell asphalt, both of which are based on oil asphalt, show a difference in
characteristics: Shell asphalt has lower density, higher ductility, less thickness, and more stifness at
higher temperature compared to Pertamina asphalt. Retona Blend 55 asphalt is a kind of oil asphalt
that is modified with natural asphalt from Buton; therefore, it possesses higher ductility than the
two other kinds of asphalt. Early hypothesis suggests that ductility in asphalt plays a significant role
in its ability to receive load, as ductility affects the reducing of vibration generated by vehicle
wheels. This, in turn, minimizes permanent deformation that occurs. However, ductility is not the
only aspect that influences the resilient modulus of asphalt concrete.
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Literature References
The strength and durability of asphalt concrete mixture on the surface layer of a road are
related to its ability to resist damage from temperature and load. Throughout its service life, road
pavements often receives damage as rutting, corrugation, and wash boarding as a result of
accumulated permanent deformation caused by repetitive traffic load [1].
Repetitive load causes stress and strain on the pavement structure; moreover, thermal stress
from temperature causes asphalt concrete mix to undergo deformation and lowered performance
starting from subtle cracking to rutting. Sensitivity to temperature changes is the prime difference in
asphalt service life before it finally starts cracking and aging. The behavior of tensile and asphalt
concrete mixture deformation shows a linear character, which indicates that the connection between
the two depends on temperature and load [2].

Fig. 1. Stress and strain on pavement [3]

The asphalt kind affects its characteristics and resilience to the effects of repetitive vehicle
wheel load as well as temperature. A kind of asphalt that due to its composition is more ductile will
be more able to quell vehicle wheel vibration and delay cracking as the beginning to rutting from
happening. Even while having equal viscosity and penetration at a certain temperature, asphalt
sensitivity to temperature differs depending on the kind as affected by its chemical composition [4].
Yellow- or dark brown-colored resins grant the adhesive characteristics of asphalt and are the
earliest to deplete or diminish during service life, while brighter-colored oil is a medium for
asphaltenes and resins. The solidification of asphalt may happen due to oxidation, evaporation, and
other chemical alterations. Chemical reactions may change resins into asphaltene and oil into a
resin.
Resilient modulus is directly connected to how capable a matter is in receiving distributed load,
as related to stress and strain, and shows how a matter undergoes deformation as a result of load.
This relation varies depending on temperature and the relative velocity of vehicles against time
which shows the viscoelasticity of the matter. Temperature has significant influence on the stiffness
modulus and resilient modulus of asphalt concrete on asphalt pavement [5]
The importance of resilient modulus in pavement structure is such that almost all methods for
planning pavement thickness, as well as pavement response models against load with elasticity
theory as its base theory, make use of this parameter as its main parameter input [6].
Results and Discussion
Materials. Coarse, medium, and fine aggregates are obtained from a stone crusher in Bogor, West
Java. The kind of asphalt used is Pertamina asphalt with 60/70 penetration, Retona Blend 55 asphalt
with penetration identical to Pertamina asphalt at 60/70, and Shell asphalt with 60/70 penetration as
well.
Methods. Research is carried out by conducting laboratory experiments starting from determining
the physical characteristics of each asphalt kind and the characteristics of the aggregates used. The
mixture used is asphalt concrete wearing course with gradation in accordance with [7] hot asphalt
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mixture guides. Marshall Characteristics trial and error tests, with differing amounts of asphalt but
identical gradation, are conducted in order to obtain the optimum asphalt level in the mixture.
Data result. Tables 1 and 2 show the properties of test materials meant to be used in creating
asphalt concrete.
Table 1. Asphalt testing
Properties

Pertamina

Retona Blend 55

Shell

Specification

1.02
59
49
90

1.03
66
49
150

1.01
61
53
100

Min 1.0
60-79
48-58
Min 100

Relative Density
Penetration
Softening Point, OC
Ductility, cm

Table 2. Aggregate Testing
Aggregate Properties
Coarse
aggregate
2.64
1.57

Properties
Relative density
absorption

Fine
aggregate
2.68
2.04

Marshall stability

1500
stability, kg

Medium
aggregate
2.75
2.04

pertamina

1045
1000

873

769

retona 55
shell

500
0

asphalt type

Fig. 2. Marshall Stability

HMA's Resilient Modulus
Resilientmodulus, psi

800,000.00

683,638.79

600,000.00

432,483.35

400,000.00

319,342.41

pertamina
retona 55
shell

200,000.00
-

asphalt type

Fig. 3. HMA’s Resilient Modulus

Discussion. Tables 1 and 2 display data representing materials forming asphalt concrete. According
to the data, estimated optimum asphalt level is calculated using the following formula,
(1)

𝑃𝑏 = 0,035(%𝐶𝐴) + 0,045(%𝐹𝐴) + 0,18(%𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟) + 𝐾

where:

Pb : estimated optimum asphalt level;
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CA : coarse aggregate;
FA : fine aggregate; and
K : constant.
After going through trial and error tests, optimum asphalt level is found to be 5.8%, which
results in the Marshall Stability data displayed in Fig. 2. Resilient modulus data is obtained from
indirect tensile strength test in accordance with [8] and [9]. The instrument commonly used to
determine the resilient modulus of asphalt concrete mix in a laboratory is the UMATTA (Universal
Material Testing Machine).
Resilient modulus in this research calculated based on [8] as follows,
E= Pe
(2)

(3)

(𝜇+0,27)
𝐻 𝑋 ℎ𝑐

𝐸𝑥𝐷𝑥ɛ𝑥h

c
Pe=(µ+0,27)𝑥10
6

where:
Pe : maximum load in N;
H : total deformation after loading in mm;
E : approximate resilient modulus in MPa;
D : average diameter in mm;
h : average height in mm;
ɛ : horizontal strain in micrometers (µm); and
µ : poison ratio, 0.4.
Fig. 3 shows the result of resilient modulus testing based on the kind of asphalt used.
Compared to the result of Marshall Stability test with static load as displayed in Fig. 2, there is a
significant difference in the data. Pertamina asphalt with general characteristics gives the highest
result in Marshall Stability, but with the lowest resilient modulus value. Judging by its physical
properties, Shell asphalt is stiffer, as shown by its ductility value and higher softening point
compared to Retona 55. Those values, however, are higher than those of Pertamina asphalt.
Summary
The results obtained from this research confirm the initial hypothesis that the ductility of
asphalt increases its ability to reduce vehicle wheel vibration; however, at a certain
threshold, asphalt ductility decreases its ability to receive vehicle load.
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Abstract. Structures such as bridges, building, multi-purpose towers, etc. are designed to have long
service lives. However, during their service lives, they may experience distress due to on-set of
damage. Such damage can be caused by: (1) changes in load patterns, such as heavier and faster
moving vehicles on a bridge, (2) structural deterioration due to environmental factors or fatigue and
(3) random actions such as impacts. Such damage in a structure must be detected as soon as
possible and appropriate retrofitting carried out to maintain the structure in a safe working condition
and to prevent its collapse. In this context, Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) has emerged as a
means to monitor the health of a structure and to detect any damage that occurs. There are many
SHM techniques, but vibration based techniques have proven to be popular as they are efficient and
give reasonably accurate results. This paper will illustrate the application of SHM through the use
of a damage index based on the modal flexibility to detect and locate damage in beam, slab and
cable structures which are main load bearing components in many bridges and buildings. The
results from the examples treated herein confirm the ability of vibration based SHM techniques to
successfully detect and locate damage in these structural members. The findings of this research
will enable the safe and efficient functioning of our structures with socio- economic benefits to the
community.
Introduction
Structures such as bridges, building, multi-purpose towers, etc. are designed to have long
service lives. But, during their service lives, they may experience distress due to on-set of damage
caused by a number of possible reasons. These include: (1) changes in load patterns, such as heavier
and faster moving vehicles on a bridge and higher loads, such as storage loads, on a floor in a
building (2) structural deterioration due to environmental factors of humidity, temperature or
fatigue and (3) random loadings such as seismic, impact and blast loadings.
Fig. 1 shows the aging (more than 70 years old) Story bridge in Brisbane while Fig. 2 shows
the Lowell Connector bridge in Chelmsford, USA.

Fig. 1. Story Bridge, Brisbane

Fig. 2. Lowell connector bridge, Chelmsford

The Story Bridge is more than 70 years old and is now subjected to heavier and faster moving
road traffic. In addition it seems to have suffered deterioration due to environmental effects. This
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bridge was monitored by QUT researchers some time back and it was found that the bridge suffers
vibration levels that can cause not only discomfort, but failure of the bridge. The Lowell Connector
Bridge shows obvious signs of significant deterioration. These bridges can suffer serious distress at
any time. When such distress is initiated in a structure, it must be detected as soon as possible and
appropriate retrofitting carried out to maintain the structure in a safe and efficient working condition
and to prevent its failure.
In this context, Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) has emerged as a means to monitor and
evaluate the health of a structure.It can be defined as the process of evaluating the health and
performance of a structure using an on-structure sensing system [1]. If damage is detected during
such an evaluation, appropriate retrofitting can be carried out to prevent collapse of the structure.
There are four different levels in damage assessment [1]. They are damage detection (Level 1),
damage localization (Level 2), damage quantification (Level 3) and prediction of the remaining
service life of the damaged structure (Level 4).
There are many SHM techniques, but vibration based (VB) techniques have proven to be
popular as they are efficient and give reasonably accurate results. Moreover, VB techniques will
enable us to check the effectiveness of the retrofitting to ensure that the structure or structural
member has regained its original capacity. The basis of using vibration characteristics of natural
frequencies and associated mode shapes to assess damage can be explained as follows. When
damage occurs in a structure, its stiffness will change (reduce) and this in turn will affect the
vibration characteristics of the structure. Hence, the variations in these vibration characteristics can
be used to assess the damage in a structure. There are a number of VB damage indices (DIs) which
are used in SHM research. QUT research has extensively used damage indices based on the modal
flexibility and the modal strain energy of a structure. These are called the basic DIs and are easier to
determine and apply. The other damage indices involve derivatives of the mode shapes in the
damage assessment procedure.
Due to its potential for contributing to the safety of structures, especially aging structures, SHM
research has attracted significant international interest during the past two decades. Most of this
research has focussed on VB techniques for assessing the health of structures. In response to the
need for maintaining our structures in a safe and efficient operating condition, there has been a
number of SHM research projects carried out at the author’s university, the Queensland University
of Technology (QUT) in Brisbane, Australia, during the past decade. This research is on-going and
has involved structural elements such as beams, plates and cables as well as complete structures
such as bridges and buildings. This paper will highlight some of that research pertaining to beams,
plate and cable structures which are important load bearing members in bridges and buildings.
This paper will present applications of SHM using only the Modal Flexibility based DI (for
want of space) and will demonstrate the ability of this DI to detect and localize damage in the
selected structural members. This DI is then applied to the next level of the damage assessment
procedure which is Level 3, damage quantification. Initial results pertaining to a beam structure will
be presented. There is ongoing research to quantify damage severity using the DI based on MF in
different regions of the beam and the research will then be extended to other structural members as
well as complete structures.
Theory of Modal Flexibility based Damage Index (DI)
The DI based on the modal flexibility (MF) depends on the vibration characteristics of both the
natural frequencies and the associated mode shapes of the structure. Variations of natural
frequencies and mode shapes with the state of health of the structure will cause variations in this DI
to enable damage assessment. The basic theory of the DI based on Modal Flexibility (MF) is briefly
explained as follows.
Modal flexibility MF at location “j” includes the influence of both the mode shapes and the
natural frequencies, as shown in Eq. 1 below where summation in “i” includes the number of
modes to be considered [2]
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[F j ]=Ʃ[ɸ ji ]T[ɸ ji ][1/ω i 2]

(1)

In the above equation, [ɸ ji ] is the value of the “i”th mode shape at location “j” and [1/ω i 2] is the
reciprocal of the square of natural frequency of mode “i”. The MF decreases as the frequency
increases and hence it converges rapidly with increasing values of frequency. Therefore, from only
a few of the lower frequency modes, a good estimate of the MF can be made. The change in the MF
due to structural deterioration is given by
ΔF j = [F j ]d-[F j ]h

(2)

where superscripts ‘d ’ and ‘h ’ refer to the healthy and damaged state respectively. Theoretically,
structural deterioration reduces stiffness and increases flexibility and hence the DI based on the
increase in structural flexibility can be used to assess the structural deterioration. The subscripts in all
the above terms will be “jk” to indicate a location in a 2D plate structure.
Applications
Pristine (healthy) beam, plate and cable structures are first developed as Finite Element (FE)
models and their modal responses are obtained using the FE software package SAP2000 (for beams
and plates) and ANSYS (for cables). After validation of these initial FE models, additional FE
models of the beam, plate and cable structures, first without damage and then with different damage
patterns are developed for investigation. The beam is of steel with a length of 2.8 m and crosssectional dimensions of 40 mm width by 20 mm depth. The Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s ratio and
mass density for the beam structure are 200 GPa, 0.3 and 7850 kg/m3 respectively. It is modelled
using plane stress elements. The plate is also of steel with dimensions of 2.5 m long × 1 m wide
and 2 mm thick. The Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s ratio and mass density for the plate structure are
210 GPa, 0.3 and 7800 kg/m3 respectively. The cable structure treated herein is the same as that in
the Tsing Ma Bridge [3]. It has a main span length and cable sag of 1397.8 m and 112.5 m
respectively. Other parameters of the cable are Young’s Modulus = 200 GPa, horizontal component
of the tension force H s = 122.64 MN, mass per unit length m = 5832 kg/m and cross sectional area
A = 0.759 m2 [3].
Damage scenarios and validation of techniques. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, two damage sizes,
size A and size B can be observed. Size A represents a smaller damage size than size B. Dimensions
of size A are 10 mm long × 5 mm deep × 40 mm wide while dimensions of size B are 20 mm long
× 5 mm deep × 40 mm wide. Fig. 3 represents a single damage at mid-span of a single-span beam
while Fig. 4 shows a two-span continuous beam structure with size A and size B damages at the
middle of the first and second spans respectively. To simulate damage on the beam structures, the
selected damaged elements are removed from the bottom of the beams in the FE models. The
damage in the plate as illustrated in Fig. 5 is simulated by reducing the Young’s Modulus of the
selected element by 80%. Finally, damage in the cable structure at mid and quarter spans are
simulated by reducing the Young’s Modulus by 25%. For want of space, only the damage detection
at mid-span will be illustrated in this paper.
The primary modal parameters of natural frequencies and mode shapes of the first five modes
of these structures, before and after damage, are extracted from the results of the FE analysis. These
parameters are then used to determine the DIs and thereby assess the damage state of the test
structure. The peak values of the parameter in each case will indicate the location of the simulated
damage. The details of modal testing and FE modelling on beams and plates are described in
reference [2] while those on the cable are presented in [3].

Fig.3. Single damage in beam

Fig.4. Double damage in 2 span beam
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Fig.5. Damage in plate

Fig.6. Damage in cable

Damage detection. The first five natural frequencies and associated mode shapes obtained from the
results of the FE analysis are used to calculate the 2 DIs by using Eq. 2. The plots of DIs based on
change in the MF (∆F) along the beam are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the single and dual damage
cases respectively. It is evident that in all cases, the peak values indicate the location of damage in
the beam structure. Furthermore, it can be noticed that peak of the DI is higher when the damage
size is larger.

Fig. 7. Single damage in beam

Fig. 8. Double damage in 2 span beam

The plot of the DI based on change in MF (∆F) across the plate is shown in Fig. 9. Again, the
peak value of the DI correctly indicates the location of damage in the plate structure and confirms
that the chosen damage detection procedure using this particular DI is able to locate the damage in
the plate structure correctly. Fig. 10 shows that this DI, calculated by using only the first lateral
mode of vibration of the cable structure, can successfully detect and locate the mid-span damage in
the cable structure. The results from the examples treated herein confirm the ability of vibration
based SHM techniques to successfully detect and locate damage in these structural members. The
findings of this research will enable us to preserve our structures in a safe and efficient working
condition with socio- economic benefits to the community.

Fig. 9. Damage detection in plate

Fig. 10. Damage detection in cable
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Damage Length (mm)

Damage quantification. As mentioned earlier, research continued into the level 3 of SHM, viz,
damage quantification. Only the preliminary results pertaining to mid span damage in the bean
structure shown in Fig. 3 are presented herein. Effect of length of damage at mid-span of the beam
on the DI based on MF (∆F) was investigated. To simulate different damage intensities, the selected
damaged elements are removed from the bottom of the beams in the FE models based on the
damage lengths considered. The lengths of damage investigated at mid-span are 10 mm, 50 mm and
100 mm. All damaged elements have a depth of 5mm and a width of 40 mm.
Only the first mode of vibration was used in this study. The natural frequency and the mode
shape of the first mode obtained from the FE analysis are used in Eq. 2 to detrmine the DI based on
MF (∆F). The variation of this DI or (∆F) along the beam for varying damage lengths correctly
identified the damage locatiuon, as was also shown earlier in Fig. 7. Moreover, a linear relationship
between the damage intensity (or damage length) and max ∆F for each damage case can be
observed in Fig. 11. This shows that MF has the potential to quantify damage severity.
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Fig. 11. Damage in beam structure at mid-span - plot of max ∆F with damage length

Conclusion
Structures are designed and built to last a long time. However, during their service lives,
distress can occur due to a number of reasons. These include (i) changes is load patterns such as
heavier and faster moving traffic on our bridges, (ii) environmatntal effects and (iii) random actions
such as impacts. Such distress must be detected as soon as possible and assessed so that approraiate
retrofitting can be carriedout to prevent the failure of the structure. This has been recently enabled
by the emergence of vibration based structural helath monitoring (SHM) techniques. Due to the
potntial benefits of SHM, there has been international interest in research in this area. This paper
has highlighted some of that research carried out at the author’s university, QUT in Brisbane
Australia. It has been demonstrated that a damage index based on the vibration characteristics of a
strucure (modal flexibilty) can successfully detect and locate damage in beam, plate and cable
structures which form the main load bearing mambers in many bridges and buildings. It has also
been shown that this damage index has the potential to quantify damage as demonstrated for a beam
structure. Research is underway to develop SHM techniques that can detect, loacte and quantify
damage in complete building and bridges and hence enable their safe and efficient operation with
socio-economic benefits to the community.
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Abstract. The financial sustainability has been a major issue in green field toll-road projects. Most
of Indonesia’s 24 toll road concessions already signed by Toll Road Authority, for instance, cannot
be put in operation because of financing problems. Uncertainties of long-term project revenues,
limitation of budget provided by governments, inadequate government supports for land
acquisitions, lack of toll road financing itself and low traffic estimates have been widely cited as
potential sources of this unsustainability. Using desk study and meta-analysis, this research aims to
investigate the state-of-the-art of innovative financing models recently introduced to address
financial problems. These models include earmarked tax revenue system, deep discount bonds, take
out financing, tax increment financing, land leases, deferred debt, and private donation.
Introduction
Project finance takes place when a project is a legally and economically independent project
company or independent assets in which economic unit or special purpose vehicle (SPV) services
the debt from the project cash flow alone; this type of financing is also known as non-recourse as
the lender cannot recourse to the parent company of the borrowing SPV when the project goes
wrong [1, 2]. According to Finnerty [3], in project financing careful financial engineering must
ensure that risks and rewards are properly traded-off and the SPV is economically strong to meet its
obligations to both creditors and shareholders.
The application of project financing scheme especially for public infrastructure project is
actually not a new concept; it has been used in English road systems in the 18th and early 19th
centuries [4]. In Indonesia, the first application was in 1978 whenever the Government built the 60
km Jakarta-Bogor-Ciawi (Jagorawi) toll road [5]. This project costed about IDR 350 million per
kilometers at that time’s currency value and financed by a combination of foreign loan and
government budget [6]. At present, most of project finance-based Indonesian toll roads are
implemented under build-operate-transfer (BOT) contract [7].
However, despite a great demand over the years, the construction and operation of new toll
roads developed very slowly. The list of reasons to explain this slow progress is long but some
factors seem to stand out more than the others and one of these factors is financial sustainability.
For instance, most of Indonesia’s 24 toll road concessions already signed by Toll Road Authority
cannot be put in operation because they faced financing problems.
The potential sources of financial unsustainability include uncertainties of long-term project
revenues, limitation of budget provided by governments for toll roads [8], inadequate government
supports for land acquisitions [9, 10], lack of toll road financing itself [11, 12] and low traffic
estimates [13]. According to Halpin and Senior [14], it needs alternative gap financing to fill the
gap. The objective of this paper is to present state of the art literature related to project financing
models in toll roads.
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Sources of Fund
Project finance often involves many stakeholder organizations and constitutes complex
contractual arrangements among them. A simplifed project finance structure is illustrated in Fig. 1.
It is also typically characterized by high leverage, averaging 70 % or even more. The debt generally
comes from four sources: bank financing (domestic and overseas), insurance companies, conduitloan securitization, and single-asset securitization [15].
Given the non-recourse nature in project finance, banking institutions will put serious
consideration on cash flow estimates and risk analysis. To analyze the default risks, banks employ
qualitative or quantitative approaches or both of them [16]. For large projects, banks also usually
assign financial advisers and lead managers to help underwrite debt and place them in capital
markets, such as in US, Europe, Middle East, and Africa especially for power industries, oil and
gas, and transportation industries [16].

Fig. 1. Simplified project finance structure [4]

Equity is the second source of capital to finance large projects. Project’s equity shareholders
(i.e. the project sponsor) are entities that are usually linked with the core business or have some
connection, such as construction companies, equipment suppliers, maintenance agencies,
construction contract [17]. Private equity investors‘ decision to invest in an infrastructure project is
influenced by country risk, project structure, year of investment and project cost [17]. Whether or
not equity investors receive cash distribution will depend on the expected residual value of the
project and the profitability of the project.
Literature Review
Fink [18] defined literature review as “a systematic, explicit, and reproducible method for
identifying, evaluating, and synthesizing the existing body of completed and recorded work
produced by researchers, scholars, and practitioners”. Fitt [19] concluded that the purpose of
literature review prepares to remain a gap in the understanding of the process of how future scholars
for their future roles. These definitions have given emphasis to the review process as well as the
desired results.
Brewerton and Millward [20] further stated that to find the structural and content criteria,
literature review can be used as qualitative and quantitative techniques to analyze the content.
Harland et al. [21] argued that the conceptual content of the domain and may even contribute to
theory development can be identified by a literature review. In the literature review trends several
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un-noticed of critical analysis of the research papers. However, the challenge is the development of
the domain is analyzed by using the whole literature. Therefore, to provide comprehensive reviews
within the defined boundary, it needs some delimiting criteria to make it possible.
A systematic review involves a number of discrete steps: question formulation; finding studies;
appraisal and selection of studies; summary and synthesis of relevant studies; and determining the
applicability of results” [22]. There are eight steps in conducting a systematic review: formulate
review question, define inclusion and exclusion on criteria, locate studies, select studies, assess
study quality, extract data, analyze and present results, and interpret results [27].
Iterating the objective of this paper here that it presents the research trend of project financing
models, the paper’s methodology followed the procedure suggested by Mayring [23]. In order to
enhance the level of understanding, the research question introduced to guide the review process is
“what is the current status of literature addressing the major investment project issues causing
financing gap in toll road investment scheme financing models?”
Literature collection and boundary identification. Literature focusing on project financing in toll
road investments was initially surveyed from various sources of publications, including technical
papers from peer-reviewed journals, conference proceedings, white papers, presentation materials
from industry, and master or doctoral theses. The preliminary criteria adopted to include an article
are that it was published over period of 1999-2013 and addressed toll road investment scheme
financing models and issues.
Content analysis. The content analysis of the collected literature was presented at this section.
Mayring [23] suggested the four-step process and followed by Seuring and Mueller [24] and cited
by Shukla and Jharkharia [25] to perform this analysis:
1. Step 1. Material collection: research papers from all sources relating to infrastructure financing,
especially toll road project financing were collected and then subjected to delimiting criteria.
Selected papers were those that satisfied according to the delimiting criteria.
2. Step 2. Descriptive analysis: to provide the base for theoretical analysis. The selected papers
were then analyzed (e.g. the number of publications per year).
3. Step 3. Category selection: to categorize the collected material; structural attributes and
corresponding analytic categories were selected. The major topics of analysis are formed to
constitute the analytical category as structural attributes. The structural attributes namely
geographies, problems context, methodology, and product.
4. Step 4. Material evaluation: to find relevant issues and trends in the literature, the structural
attributes as a base to analyze the collected papers. Within the structural attributes perform the
detailed analysis of the papers.
Fig. 2 shows the analysis process of detailed representation (step 3 and 4), and analysis purpose
can be seen at feedback loop.
To define structural attributes and the corresponding analytical categories, an inductive or a
deductive approach can be used. In the fomer, theoretical background and research question derive
and formulate a criterion of definition whereas in the latter, examples and coding rules will give
explicit definitions, which determine exactly under what circumstances a text passage as a coding
agenda [26]. However, according to Shukla and Jharkharia [25], it is better to use both the
approaches iteratively.
The validity of this research was based on the guideline provided by Kassarjian [27], to
enhance or diminish the likelihood of valid inference depends on the choice of categories, content
units, examination of the units of measurement, categories, sampling procedures, and results. To
form the constructs referred to reviews of other topics.
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Fig. 2. Step wise representation of a structured content analysis

The Segmentation of Research and Overview
The delimitation criteria were analyzed to qualify research papers for the research outlets. The
effort of researchers and practitioners from various disciplines were evaluated to perform exercise
on the current status of toll road financing model (TRFM) literature. A total of 24 articles met the
criteria and were used for further analysis. The list of the journals addressing the financing model
issues for toll road infrastructure is presented in Table 1. It is evident that most of the journals (i.e.
22) are either from infrastructure project financing or economic and regulation management.
Infrastructure project financing journals. These journals specifically address infrastructure
project financing issues although problems may be related to infrastructure project financing (IPF).
Of 24 papers reviewed, 14 papers were published in these journals addressing the IPF issues from a
TRFM perspective. This shows that many researchers have attempted to solve project financing
problems in toll road sector. Here the produce characteristics may or may not be of much concern as
the main objective is project finance excellence. In such a scenario, the chances of theory
development, specifically for toll road project financing models are very less. It more likely that
already existing theories may be applied to solve the problems at hand. Thus, the exclusiveness for
toll road project financing models may not be addressed in most of the papers. The percentage of
papers published in the journal addressing toll road project financing models as compared to the
total publications in these journals is negligible. In a period of 15 years there are only 14 papers
published and all of them of which 14 are published in 14 journals. This shows that, though there is
an interest in addressing the toll road project financing models but the total research is very less.
Economics and regulation management. These journals specifically address the financing models
in toll roads, which may also cover infrastructure project financing issues. All of 8 papers published
in these journals only address the infrastructure project financing (IPF). This finding indicates that
there has been little interest of economical and regulation management researchers in addressing
project financing problems in toll roads. Dividing the number of papers by the number of coverage
years results in, on average, less than one paper published a year in this specific area. Moreover,
one-forth (2 out of 8) papers appeared in a specific journal (Regulation) shows that there is an
overall gap in the Infrastructure Project Financing Journals to address the problem.
Other journals. Although not focused on TRFM or IPF issues, these journals have published
papers covering toll road projects due to the financing models issues. The fact that only two papers
out of 24 are published in these journals shows that there are few papers on IPF in economics &
regulation management journals. On the other hand, none of the journals have published more than
one paper over 14 years, showing that the issue of IPF in TRFM is not included in the objective of
the these journals. The publication of papers in these journals may be attributed to the broad
boundaries of some of the journals or to the lack of a dedicated journal for TRFM.
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Table 1. List of Journals Reviewed and Number of Papers for the Period 1999-2013
Name of Journal
Infrastructure Project Financing
The Journal of Structured Finance
Finance and Investment in Japan
Journal of Financial Management of Property and Construction
Public Finance and Management
Transportation
Australasian Transport Research Forum (ATRF06)
Brookings-Wharton papers on Urban Affairs
The IUP Journal of Infrastructure
Journal of Construction Engineering and Management
Engineering, Construction and Architectural Management
Built Environment Project and Asset Management
Economics & Regulation Management
Network Spatial Economics
Journal of Economic Cooperation and Development
Regulation
St. John’s Law review
International Journal of Management Research and Review
Management Research and Practice
Public Administration Research
Others
Thesis Master MIT
Kementerian Keuangan Paper

Number of papers published
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Fig. 3 shows the trend of TRFM literature over the last 14 years. It presents the annual
publication frequency of the total papers combining all the issues addressed. It is evident from Fig.
3, that lately there is an increasing interest in addressing the issues in toll road project financing
models. As the graph is not linearly increasing over the years so this growth may not be fully
credited to the increase in number of total publications every year. Moreover, the sudden increase in
the number of papers from the year 2006 can be attributed to the global factors that attracted the
attention of researchers and practitioners to this field which includes the project financing crises.
Since the year 2006, the toll road project financing models has shown a drastic decrease to be zero.
The increase of toll road project financing models had a four times impact from the year 2008 to
2009. Therefore, the increase in the number of research papers seems to be a reflection of these
critical factors. These factors did not seem significant in the period 1999-2004 as the maximum
number of papers published in any given year is two which is quite less. It is interesting to note that
though toll road project financing models was always a major concern but only recently gained the
attention of researchers. With the increasing population there is a high possibility that this issue will
get more attention in future.
The volume and continuity of research papers as shown in Fig. 3 will surely attract the attention
of publishers and editors towards the lack of a journal addressing the toll road project financing
models issues. The effect of lack of a specific journal shall reflect in future special issues addressing
project financing models. It is also found that a lot of papers have addressed a country specific
issue. In these country-specific publications, the USA and India a majority of the attention, with a
limited thrust on China, Japan, and Indonesia. One of the reasons for this may be the infrastructure
sector in the that countries which can fund the research in infrastructure project financing as
compared to the toll road infrastructure sectors in other countries.
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Year
Fig. 3. Trend of toll road project financing models literature across the years

Table 2 presents the details of the country-specific studies. The studies which are not very
specific to any particular country or region are categorized as generic. This is not at all surprising as
it is quite similar to the country rating according to SCImago (www.scimagojr.com). The little
deviation is explicit due to the economical orientation of the few countries towards toll road
infrastructure. Besides, the toll road project financing models has resulted in most of the studies as
“generic”, i.e. addressing no specific country.
Classification based on Problem Context
We now consider the papers addressing the toll road project financing models to classify and
review the research based on infrastructure project financing issues causing financing gap.
According to the categorization by the practitioners and academicians, the major issues are
classified into three categories of:
1. Financing;
2. Delivery system; and
3. Revenue.
Table 2. Number of studies across countries
Country
USA
UK
China
Korea
Japan
Hong Kong
Canada
Australia
India
Turkey
Indonesia

Number of Studies
7
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
5
1
2

In addition to these three major categories of infrastructure project financing there are certain
other issues which are operational in nature but do not fit into any of these three categories. The
example of such as feasibility of toll road. This issue has been put together in a fifth category called
“others”. A review of literature on these issues is presented in the following sub sections.
Financing. Financing problem is one of the most researched topics in infrastructure project
investment. In developing countries, infrastructure financing is the most problem especially in
metropolitan areas [28]. It becomes even more important in case of toll road project financing due to
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investment horizon. This section classifies and reviews the literature on financing problem for toll
road project financing. Key findings from the financing literature are presented later in this section.
Based on literature review, found that there were financing problems in traditional toll road
such as: in concession, where an investment combination was loaded in front-loaded investment
[29], how to get a Congress support as attractive alternative politically as toll road financing
problem [30], inefficiency of infrastructure projects [31], financial risks for toll road project
financing have not been identified, quantified, and evaluated [7], the improvement of toll road
development was not similar with rapid transportation demand and economic growth [32], lack of
security stipulation understanding from lenders like a bank [33], lack of equity amount estimation
and rate of return on equity [34], lack of equity financing and corporate bond market option, and
often overlap regulation [35], urban infrastructure investment financing problem[36], long-term
investment funds at infrastructure sectors including toll road [37], relationship between risk factors
and equity participations into structure of BOT contract equity [38], financing instruments that
could be used to toll road financing [39], State’s finance limitation to finance toll road infrastructure
project [40], no internationally recommended best practice in toll road financing public-private
partnership [41].
Delivery system. Researchers have presented several models for financing problem analysis.
Several reviews present the status of research from different perspectives is delivery system. For
example, they focused on delivery system in private finance initiative (PFI) [42], comparison of cost
efficiency based on project delivery such as design-bid-build (DBB), Construction Management atfee (CM-at-fee), design-build (DB), design-build-operate (DBO), and design-build-(finance)operate (DBFO) for toll road management [43], relationship between the public private partnership
and leverage lenders [44], toll road project delivery process was slow and decrease of new revenue
[45].
Revenue. Over the past several decades, various models dealing with the revenue of toll road has
been studied by the researchers. These researchers tried to model the deteriorating characteristic of
the toll road financing for revenue management. Some of them are: a comprehensive literature
survey of revenue models [46]; and low toll road revenue and congestion [47]. It was found that the
revenue of toll road is also considered by some of the authors.
Others. This section discusses the issues which come in the problem context domain but could not
be included in any of the three categories as described above. For example, the issues such as case
studies, toll road feasibility [48] and toll road investment [49].
Classification based on Methodology
The literature on toll road financing models (TRFM) may also be classified on the basis of
methodology used in: mathematical modeling, simulation, empirical studies, case research, action
research and general. This helps us to understand TRFM from a different perspective of
methodological point-of-view. This section maps the methodology used vis-a` -vis the problem
context of the TRFM. Table 3 presents the mapping of the papers addressing any problem using the
corresponding technique. It is to be noted that any methodology used to solve a problem depends on
the problem itself, the availability of data and computational resources, and the comfort levels of the
researcher in using that particular methodology. Thus, the mapping is done to find the relation of the
methodology to the problem.
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Table 3. The number of papers addressing any issues using the corresponding technique
Revenue
Modeling
Simulation
Empirical Studies
Case Study
Action Research General
Total

Delivery System

Financing

Others

3
2
1

1
1
2

5
7

2

1

4

17

2

Total
3
2
1
9
9
24

According to Dyn [50] modeling is “an activity, a cognitive activity in which we think about
make models to describe how device or objects of interest behave.” Singh [51] said that there are
three categories of models as follows, physical models, mathematical models, and computer models.
Meanwhile mathematical models can be called simulation, but physical models cannot be called
simulation. So, a modeling is “the general name whereas simulation is specific name given to the
computer modeling.” This shows that there are 3 papers focus on financing and modeling
methodology [38, 46, 49]. Meanwhile, there are 2 papers focus on financing and simulation
methodology [7, 34].
According to Kosorok [52], empirical process methods are “powerful techniques for evaluating
the large sample properties of estimators based on semiparametric models, including consistency,
distributional convergence, and validity of the bootstrap.” However, from 24 papers which
researched by the researcher, only one paper used empirical method [43].
In the TRFM research, case studies have found special plane, because case study research
“involves the study of an issue explored through one or more cases within a bounded system” [53].
There are 9 papers at every focus used case studies methodology, such as [31, 33, 36, 39, 44, 45, 47,
48, 51].
According to Marshal, Willson, and de Salas [54] action research is the collaboration between
researchers and practitioners to improve a problem situation of concern. There are 9 papers at action
research general methodology [29, 30, 32, 35, 37, 40-42, 55].
Classification Based on Product
The literature of TRFM can also be classified based on the produce studied. As the produce is
geography dependent, so availability of government or private funding of the produce’s origin
affects the TRFM. Table 4 represents the number of papers addressing an issue for a particular
product. It is evident from Table 4 that, mostly financing models are considered as a single product
and the problems are addressed on an aggregate level, taking either all products as a single product.
This is mainly because the effect of a factor on the overall toll road financing models was addressed
by the overall toll road financing models. There are few cases where individual factor such as
private finance initiative has been considered. This may be attributed to the factor of specific factor
such as user mode selection and endogenously route by focus of revenue study.
Introduction to TRFM, delivery system and financing focus have gained most of the attention,
with less attention towards revenue and others focus. The co-ordination and integration related
issues are discussed generally in case studies, addressing produce at the individual and aggregate
level. Financing focus of TRFM also have been studied on an aggregate, and in some cases on a
disaggregate level. Papers discussing delivery system generally tried to find the contractual of
delivery system. But, papers also considered private financing initiative, risk project financing,
uncertainty of dynamic transportation demand, securitization, earmarked tax revenue system, social
policy and public law value, limited equity, real option, capital market, and SPV financial strength
as a single product in most of the cases. Other issues such as inventory management and
transportation have also been discussed, but only on an aggregate level.
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The TRFM for all kinds of produce cannot follow the same strategy, as the toll road financing
has a high level of heterogeneity. The rate of deterioration and other physical conditions also vary to
a high degree across produce, so delivery system and revenue conditions should also be different for
all the produce. Table 5 shows the products studied vis-a`-vis geographical location. It is to be noted
that most of the research has taken place in developed countries and toll road financing model
oriented countries such as USA.
Discussion and Conclusion
This paper presents a state-of-the-art literature review of toll road investment scheme financing
models, discussing major infrastructure project financing issues accountable for toll road financing.
The aim is to highlight the trends and opportunities in research addressing the TRFM. To meet this
objective, literature is collected from various databases over a period of 14 years (1999-2013). The
literature is systematically reviewed and classified to provide a better understanding of the research
in the last two decades. In order to maintain the rigor of the overall process, a structured and fit-forpurpose systematic research process is followed in both the collection and content analysis of the
literature. The review process is inspired and guided by the principles of [23, 25, 26], considering
the advantages and ignoring the disadvantages of the respective processes.
A two-step process is followed for literature segmentation and synthesis. First the literature is
segmented according to the journals, publications per year, and countries to get an overview. The
journals are categorized into infrastructure project financing journals, economics & regulation
management journals, and other journals. It was found that out of 24 papers, 14 were published in
infrastructure project financing journals and 8 were published in economics & regulation
management journals.
The literature is also segmented according to the countries and it is found that most of the
research is in the USA, India, China, Japan, and Indonesia with only a limited attention paid to the
developing countries. This is also evident from the fact that 60 percent of the papers are addressing
issues of developed countries while only 40 percent are focused on developing countries. This is
quite similar to the research trend in other disciplines with few exceptions. But, it is believed that in
the coming years, there will be huge change in this trend, with a majority of research publications
from Asian countries with growing economies such as India and China. These countries are one of
the longest toll road. It is found that the second longest of toll road in the world is China, 45,000
km.
In the second step, the literature is classified according to the problem context, methodology,
and product and geographical region for an in-depth analysis of the same. The research in TRFM is
in the nascent stage and is disintegrated into problem contexts. The studies have addressed the
problems in isolation with little attention to the interdependence of the problems. This phenomenon
can be attributed to the fragmented nature of the TRFMs itself.
Most of the problems are generally well studied and explored for infrastructure project financing
but have recently gained attention for toll road financing models. It is also implicit that the research
in specific problem contexts will continue to increase in the short term. Nevertheless, with the
increase in efforts, the requirement for integrative contributions will emerge to understand the
overall phenomena of TRFM. It is seen that the level of interest varies across the problem contexts.
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Table 4. The numbers of articles addressing an issue for a particular product
# Paper
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18

19
20

21

22

23

24

Product
Government build and operate toll road
Toll Road Operation Corporate was listed in Exchange
Toll Road Corporation was listed in Exchange
Joint Operation with Foreign Corporation
Regulator can determine maximum toll rate
The least toll revenue present value during concession
Fuel Tax
Electronic Toll Payment
Private financing initiative
Risk project financing
Uncertainty of dynamic transportation demand
Securitization
Cost of finance
Bankability
Viability
Affordability
Earmarked tax revenue system
User mode selection
Endogenously route
Cost escalation
Social time preference
Early commissioning profit
SPV was supported by sponsor
Insurer to SPV
Contractual fondation
Counterparty exposure
Social policy and public law value
Limited equity
Interest rate cap
Take out financing
Real option
Budget from government and local
Local income tax
Land transfer fee
Self-raised funds
Foreign capital investment
Capital market
SPV financial strength
Viability gap financing
Private equity funding
Deep discount bonds
Take out financing
Sinking fund depreciation
Advance Construction (AC)
Partial Coversion of Advance Construction
Matching Credit for Private Funds, Materials
Services Donated to FA Projects
Bond and debt instrument
ISTEA Section 1012 Loans
ISTEA Section 1044 Toll Investement Credits
Special benefit assessments
State Infrastructure Bank (SIB)
Tax increment financing
Transit impact requirements
Negotiated land leases
Development rights
Leasing/selling of existing facilities
Turnkey
Private donation
Land Revolving Fund
Land Capping
Land Acquisitiin Fund
The Infrastructure Fund
The Guarantee Fund
Value for Money

Revenue

Delivery System

Financing

Others
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Table 5. The products studied vis-a` -vis geographical location
Country
USA
UK
China
Korea
Japan
Hong Kong
Canada
Australia
India
Turkey
Indonesia

Number of Product
24
4
9
1
2
1
2
1
14
1
6

Table 6. The result of state-of-the-art of literature review on toll road financing models in Indonesia
Author's Name
[32]
[35, 39]
[39]
[45]
[45]
[45]
[45]

Variable of Financing Models
Earmarked tax revenue system
Take out financing
Deep discount bonds
Tax increment financing
Land leases
Deferred Debt
Private donation

There are a lot of context specific papers, especially in delivery system and financing focus. Other
problems such as revenue focus have been explored to some extent but very few studies considered
the toll road financing. Therefore, a huge potential exists for exploring these problems in TRFM.
The literature was classified according to the applied methodologies to find out the theoretical
orientation of the field as a whole. From this analysis, it is revealed that most of the problems were
solved case study and action research general. Methods such as modeling and simulation are
confined to areas such as problem identification and forecasting. Taking into account the relative
infancy of the field, it is expected that in the future there will be an increase in use of other
methodologies. Even cross methodological approaches are expected considering the fragmented
nature of the problems. Best practices from the practitioners have not emerged in the papers. This
shows the lack of universally accepted practices and the complex nature of the problem. With the
increase in literature it is also assumed that best practices and advanced techniques will emerge as in
the infrastructure literature.
The classification according to the produce shows that, in a majority of the cases all the toll
road financing produce is assumed as a single factor, with only limited attention to the individual
product characteristics. It is very important to study the produce at the individual level given its
factor. The consumption habits and climate of any geographical location plays an important role in
deciding the relative importance of the toll road financing to that particular region. The study of
literature across the geographies reveals that there is an increase in TRFM research but it is mainly
limited to a few countries. It is interesting to note that these countries have almost the same ranking
for research in all other disciplines (www.scimagojr.com). There are a few exceptions such as
Indonesia due to its commitment towards infrastructure. There is a need for research to be replicated
and studied in the developing nations which are among the biggest financing models of toll road
infrastructure.
Table 6 shows the result of state-of-the-art of literature reviews on project financing models in
Indonesia, all of them come from the mapping of problem context to methodology and to product
shows a clear picture of the link of product-problem-methodology.
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Finally, the state-of-the-art of TRFM from a holistic perspective could be understood with the
classification of this paper. This mapping may be used as a framework to facilitate the work of
managers and researchers addressing the TRFM. It may serve as a frame of reference to decide a
suitable methodology for a given problem context. The mapping of products to geographies gives
the insights about the real-life problems. The problem-methodology mapping helps in understanding
the way in which these problems are addressed in other parts of the world. This can help the
practitioners analyze the similarities and differences from other contexts and guide them to build,
modify, and practice new solutions.
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Abstract. Wood sawdust and coconut fiber are natural wastes that have not been optimally
exploited as building materials. Meanwhile, the sugar cane baggase ash is waste of sugar factory
which is very abundant in Indonesia. Moreover, many volcanoes in Indonesia erupted in various
places simultaneously in year 2014. Because of those backgrounds, so the natural wastes must be
beneficially utilized for human beings. This study aims to obtain a concept scheme and mapping of
several researches that have been conducted in the last two years. The research method used was
statistical comparative methods. Wood sawdust and coconut fiber were used as acoustical waffle
panels which have absorption coefficient range between 0.432–0.529 and Sound Transmission Loss
between 46.134–62.168 dB. Subsequent research results were the uses of sugar cane baggase ash
(SCBA) as Recyclef Concrete Aggregate (RCA) in styrofoam and polymer bricks. The result is that
the nano-technology in SCBA mortar can increase compressive strength up to 24.50%. Absorption
coefficient of polymer mortar is 0.350–0.800 at frequencies of 2,500–3,500 Hz. The Sound
Transmission Loss of polymer mortar is 52 dB at frequencies up to 1,500 Hz. So, this material is
fairly well to be used as filler wall elements and sound absorbers.
Introduction
Research on Green-material products will meet the challenges of economical and
environmental aspects. The use of baggase ash from sugar mills in Trangkil-Pati, the city located in
northern part of Central Java Province, Indonesia, in previous research had been proven to increase
the compressive strength of lightweight concrete because it is similar to fly ash [1]. Meanwhile,
plastic waste from culinary around campus and housing area will pollute the environment.
Therefore the waste of plastic-polymer must be recycled polymer aggregate [2]. Then the baggase
ash and polymer waste or styrofoam were composed as either polymer or foam mortar then to be
pressed as bricks. Unlike waste based mortar and brick, acoustical waffle panel is material made of
natural waste such as: wood sawdust and coconut fiber [3]. We made two kinds of panels which
consist of wood sawdust panel and coconut fiber panel. This study will describe the mapping
material in green research that has been carried out in the last two years.
Literature References
Baggase ash and research on concrete. The one of solutions to reduce carbon dioxide emissions
produced by the cement industry is to reduce the percentage of cement used in the mix-design
concrete. A number of studies have been done to observe baggase ash and fly-ash as cement
substitution materials [4, 5, 6]. The sugarcane bagasse ash (SCBA) can be used as a cement
substitution material due to its composition of silica oxide (SiO 2 ) which reachs up to 62.43% [4].
The research conducted by Purwanto et.al. used different fly ash, that is the coal combustion [5].
Research conducted by P.O. Modania and M.R. Vyawahare [4] had found out that the use of SCBA
with percentage of 10-20% as cement substitution materials could optimally enhance the
compressive strength of concrete. The research’s results showed that the addition of SCBA into
concrete gave a real effect to increase the compressive strength of concrete which is better than the
concrete without SCBA. Furthermore, they found that the Silica dioxide (SiO 2 ) content on bagasse
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ash was feasible due to the standards set by ASTM C-618. As mentioned in the ASTM C-618, that
the content of SiO 2 +Al 2 O 3 +Fe 2 O 3 should be at a range of 50-70% [7]. On their research, the
content of the three elements is 70.69%. On the research of Faria et al. [8], the chemical
composition of bagasse ash was observed with X-ray Spectrometer (XRD). Unlike Modanias, Faria
found out that SiO 2 +Al 2 O 3 +Fe 2 O 3 on bagasse ash is 67.51%. But the number was still matching
with the requirements mentioned in ASTM C-618. Further, the loss of ignition (LOI) was
determined according to sample at 110°C and W C , the weight of the calcined bagasse ash sample at
1,000° C during 2 hours [8].
Polymer and styrofoam waste. Polymer is one of Recycled Concrete Aggregates (RCA). Research
conducted by V. Spaeth and A.D. Tegguer found out that polymer aggregate can increase the water
resistance and fragmentation resistance [9]. On the previous research [2], polymer was recycled to
be polymer aggregate substituting coarse aggregat in mortar. Then, the polymer mortar was pressed
to be polymer brick. Based on the acoustical test, polymer brick has means of absorption coefficient
at about 0.2649 and Sound Transmission Loss between 32.240–57.976 dB [2]. Similar to the
polymer waste brick, the foam brick is made of styrofoam waste substituting coarse aggregate and
baggase ash in mix-design concrete. From the results obtained within 7 days, the compressive
strength increase 15% with a value of 3.16 MPa and a compressive strength at 28 days is 4.86 MPa.
The density of concrete obtained rise up to 1165 kg/m3. Foam-brick is relatively more stable in
temperature and lower than massive concrete brick, Foam-brick’s maximum temperature is 39.5°C
while the maximum temperature of massive concrete brick is 42.5°C [10].
Natural waste of sawdust and coconut fiber. Some researches on the acoustical panel have been
already conducted. Novelty in this research is panel surface textured waffle that has a capability of
sound reduction. This research is aimed to create new types of building materials made of waste
wood or sawing wood. The chemical content of the wood is cellulose ± 60%, ± 28% lignin and
other substances (including sugar) ± 12%. The cell wall is composed mostly by sawdust cellulose.
Lignin is a mixture of organic substances – substances that consists of carbon (C) substances,
substances, water, and oxygen. Sawdust wood contains the main component cellulose,
hemicelluloses, lignin and wood extractive substances. The axon of coconut (Cocos nucifera) in
Indonesia is usually exported to developed countries. This coconut fibers utilization in Indonesia is
mostly used as ingredients in the manufacture of a doormat. In fact, coconut fibers have an
economic value when these materials are processed into new materials [11]. Acoustical panelmaking application is mostly done but there has been no such panel that has a texture of waffle.
Meanwhile, in theory it is known that the more the texture of the panel, the greater the
absorption coefficient is [12]. In addition, the textured panel will have high Sound Transmission
Loss (STL) value.
Green Building Material Mapping
Research is started with the study of noise which interferes low cost housing near the airport
[13]. In this research, the theory of housing master plan design has been reviewed by an
environmental acoustic approach. Housing facing in angle to runway will have the lowest noise and
the ones which have an opposite angle toward the runway will have the highest noise. Finally,
researcher found out the correlation model between orientation angle and noise level (dB) received
in housings [14, 15].
On the other hand, the decrease of noise level will be more effective if the housings use
absorber materials in their construction. Hence, the researcher then conducted several studies
related to green absorber materials that could be applied on the low-cost housings in the noisy urban
area. The green materials developed were concerned to natural waste utilization because Indonesia
has an abundant of natural wealth.
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Methods

METHODS OF:

References on lightweight concrete mix design are conducted in this study by using DOE
method with the addition of bagasse ash composition of 15%. Plastic waste was used to substitute
the coarse aggregate. Mix design is a method to design mortars or concrete. This method is based
on the material constituents of concrete aggregates, i.e., rough, smooth, cement and aggregates as
binder. Mix design method used in this research is DOE method.

Polymer/foam - bricks

Acoustical panel sample

Mix-design in Concrete

Nano – Planetory Ball Mill

Weighting of waste material

Press and oven the sample

Fig. 1. Methods of green material research [2, 3]
This study compared the compressive strength of concrete and density on each type of nanobagasse ash composition with the goal to observe the compressive strength enhancement. The
baggase was grilled by the planetary ball mill machine, due to making a nano-scale (see Fig. 1). In
addition, material test was carried out in the age of 28 days. For compressive strength test of the
samples, researcher created cubes which have 10×10×10 cm3 in dimension. There were 4 (four)
cubes, and each cube was observed in 28 days age. The Compressive strength tests used UTM
(Universal Testing Machine) ex Hung Ta in Laboratory of materials and structures, Civil
Engineering, Diponegoro University [16, 17]. For the acoustical wall panel, research begins with
designing the hot press machine that has a waffle texture profile. The designing of the machine is
done by using solid work software. After planning the machine by using FEM (solid work)
method, the machine is assembled on a workshop. The samples were created after particles and
adhesive were mixed evenly then the dough was inserted into the mold measuring 3 cm in
diameter, with a strong pressure until it reaches 10 mm thickness. The PVAC adhesive used is
FOX. The FOX is mixed with Methylene Diphenyl (MDI) as a hardener with the ratio of 15:1.
During the formation process, particle distribution on sheet should be spreaded evenly on the hot
press machine so the sample of composite boards produced has similar density. Pressing sample
process is carried out by using the waffle maker machine. The temperature during the pressing
process is about 120ºC with pressure 25 kg/sq cm for 10-15 minutes. After the pressing completed,
the board was removed from the waffle maker machine and then it was left for 30 minutes until the
sheet of particle board turns hard. To dried up the samples, they were heated in the microwave (see
Fig. 1).
Results and Discussion
Polymer mortar. Three centimetres circled size specimens were weighed and recorded as the
initial weight (m), length (p), width (l) and thickness (t). The samples were then measured using a
caliper. The Volume of the specimens were calculated as volume × width × thickness (cm3). After
the volume were determined, then the density could be calculated with the formula as Eq. 1.
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m
(1)
V
whereas with ρ is density (g/cm3), m is the initial weight of specimen (g) and V is the volume of
sample (cm3). From the sample material, it was known density as follows:

ρ=

Table 1. Density of Specimen [2]
Sample Test
Raw Agregat- normal 100%
(NM=normal mortar)
Polymer agregate 100% +
Nano 0% (PM=polymer
mortar)
Polymer agregate 100% +
Nano 10% (NBPM= Nano
bagasse polymer mortar)
Polymer agregate 100% +
Nano 20% (NBPM= Nano
bagasse polymer mortar)

Age
(days)
23
28
28
23
28
28
23
28
28
20
28
28

Weight
(gram)
2,450
2,470
2,390
1,730
1,770
1,700
1,760
1,750
1,760
1,760
1,740
1,770

Density
(g/cm3)
2.45
2.47
2.39
1.73
1.77
1.70
1.76
1.75
1.76
1.76
1.74
1.77

Density average
(g/cm3)
2.44

1.73

1.76

1.76

Substitution of coarse aggregate by polymer one causes being lighter as 28.89% of the normal
mortars. The weight of material with coarse aggregate was 2,437 gram, while the weight of the
polymer as the aggregate material was 1,733 gram (see Table 1). The decrease in density is
proportional to the decrease in weight.
Compressive strength. In this study, the SCBA substitude 15% of cement while the polymer was
added to substitute the coarse aggregate in concrete. The material composition is expected to form a
concrete material that is lightweight and has optimal compressive strength. The compressive
strength formulation which was used as follows:

σ=

P
A

(2)
2

whereas σ is compressive strength (kg/cm ), P is load (kg) and A is the surface on square cm (cm2).
The Compressive strength test results of polymer brick is as follows:
Table 2. The Compressive Strength of Specimen [2]
Cubic Sample Test
(10 x 10 x 10) cm3
Raw Aggregat- normal 100%
(NM)
Polymer agrgegate 100% + Nano
0% (PM)
Polymer aggregate 100% + Nano
10% (NBPM)
Polymer aggregate 100% + Nano
20% (NBPM)

Age
(days)

Weight
(gram)

Load
(kg)

23
28
28
23
28
28
23
28
28
20
28
28

2,450
2,470
2,390
1,730
1,770
1,700
1,760
1,750
1,760
1,760
1,740
1,770

35.0
43.0
42.0
12.0
15.0
13.0
14.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
16.0
17.0

Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm2)
350.0
430.0
420.0
120.0
150.0
130.0
140.0
150.0
150.0
150.0
160.0
170.0

Compressive
Strength average
(kg/cm2)
400.00

133.33

146.67

166.00

Table 2 describes that the Compressive Strength of Normal Mortar (NM) is 400.00 kg/cm2. If
coarse aggregate is substituted with a polymer (polymer-mortar/PM), then its compressive strength
will be only 133.33 kg/cm2. On the other hand, the compressive strength increased when
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researchers substituted a part of cement with nano sugarcane baggase ash (NSCBA). On the
composition of 10% nano-bagasse ash (NBPM), the compressive strength rose up to 10.00% or
146.67 kg/cm2. While on the composition of 20% of NSCBA, the compressive strength was 166.00
kg/cm2, rose up at about 24.50%. The conclusion is that the nano technology in baggase ash will
increase the the compressive strength of material. The strength enhancement due to the size of
nano-particles of baggase ash goes into the small cavity in concrete material so as it makes the
concrete is more solid and has an optimal compressive strength [18].
Acoustical waffle panel. The results represented the value of average density acoustic panels range
between 0.511–0.192 g/cm3. According to the theory that low density can increase the speed of
sound, sound damping and sound absorption coefficient the absorption, low-frequency sounds
especially [19]. Based on the density of the test results, it can be concluded that both materials were
classified as low density particle board because they had a density < 0.59 g/cm3 [20].
Table 3. The average absorption coefficient of material [3]
No.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Sample of Materials
Plain thick sawdust Panel 10 mm
Plain coconut Fibre Panel
a. Thickness 5 mm
b. Thickness 10 mm
Two sides waffled sawdust panel: thickness 12 mm
Two sides waffled Coconut fibers Panel 2 sides: thickness
10 mm
One side waffled panel: thickness 10 mm
One side waffled Coconut fibers panel thickness15 mm

Density
(g/cm3)
0.351

Absorbsion
Coefficient (α)
0.468988301

0.192
0.201
0.320

0.511262339
0.482668368
0.529156553

0.277

0.493355881

0.328
0.230

0.508037417
0.432215068

A good absorber material can absorb sound for a minimum of 0.2 [12]. Meanwhile, according
to Callender, that the value 0 stated the absence of a sound energy absorbed and the number 1
indicates perfect absorption [19]. From the Table 4, it can be concluded that the absorption
coefficient of a material made from coconut fibers have a low density (0.192-0.277 gram/cm3), but
they have a high absorption coefficient (0.432-0.511). Meanwhile, material from the sawdust has a
high density (0.328-0.351gram/cm3), and high absorption coefficient (0.469-0.529).
Table 4. The average sound transmission loss (STL) of material specimen [3]
No.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Sample of Materials
Plain thick sawdust Panel 10 mm
Plain coconut Fibre Panel
a. Thickness 5 mm
b. Thickness 10 mm
Panel sawdust waffle 2 sides: thickness 12 mm
Coconut fibers waffle Panel 2 sides: thickness 10 mm
Panel sawdust waffle 1 side: thickness 10 mm
Coconut fibers waffle Panel 1 thick sides: 15 mm

Density
(g/cm3)
0.351

STL
(dB)
62.688

0.192
0.201
0.320
0.277
0.328
0.230

47.493
46.134
47.301
47.098
48.538
52.312

From the Table 4, it can be concluded that the absorption coefficient of a material made from
coconut fibers have a low density (0.192–0.277 gram/cm3), otherwise The STL of the coconut fiber
panel has ranged between 46.134–51.312 dB. This value is lower than the STL material of sawdust
that has a value of STL between 47.301–62.688.
Summary
This study discuss about concrete brick and acoustical waffle panel which are very useful to
support green construction. Hence, it can be concluded; baggase ash, styrofoam and polymer waste
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can be recycled as bricks to be used on building construction. Styrofoam brick is more weaken on
compressive strength than the polymer brick. Wood sawdust and coconut fiber can be recycled as
acoustical waffle panel. These two kinds of panels are proved as good absorbers and can be used to
be wall treatment especially for housing in noisy urban area. The nano technology can improve the
performances of natural waste based recycled material.
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Abstract. A flume experiment was carried out in order to investigate backwater rise due to log jam
at a bridge. Wooden cylinder and model of an arched bridge were used. The model bridge can
formed log jam. The log jam can determined by number of released wood pieces. These
experimental results reveal that log jam formed by the model bridge contribute to backwater rise.
The dependence of backwater rise on the number of wood pieces trapped by a model of an arched
bridge is clearly shown. The results also highlight that the loss coefficient depends on trapped wood
pieces.
Introduction
The Yabe River basin in Yame City, Japan was hit by a heavy rain from July 13 till July 14,
2012. This heavy rain caused landslides and debris flows along the upstream river reach in the
mountain area. These resulted in flood with a significant amount of sediment and wood. (e.g. [1,
2]). The transported wood accumulated at structures in rivers such as Yoriguchi Bridge and then
overflowed the banks at several section. Yoriguchi Bridge is an arched bridge. The accumulation or
jam also caused backwater rise. Backwater rise due to the jam at a bridge from the view of river
engineering becomes a vital factor in flood problems.
A number of flume experimental studies and field investigations have been conducted in terms
of geomorphology and river engineering to solve the problem. (e.g. [1-7]). For example, Diehl [3]
proposed that bridges with one pier in the channel have more possibility to trap floating debris than
that of bridges with two piers on the banks and none in the channel during flood event. Bocchiola et
al. [4] presents the probability of formation of wood jam in streams with complex morphology
increases with its length and decreases with its Froude number. Schmocker and Hager [5] stated that
the freeboard, the approach flow Froude number and the bridge characteristics in rivers influence
significantly on the probability of wood jam at bridge decks. The jam blocked the channel and
produced backwater rise. However, few researchers have addressed the problem of backwater rise
due to log jam at an arched bridge during flood event. The purpose of the present paper is to
investigate backwater rise due to log jam at a model of arched bridge. Logs are assumed
representative of floating wood in rivers during a flood.
Experimental Method
Hydraulic model. A rectangular flume with smooth acrylic board on both the lateral sides was used
for laboratory flume experiment. The flume was 30 cm wide, 32.8 cm high and 12 m long. Fig. 1
highlights a schematic diagram of the flume.
The flume slope was set at 0.6/100. The flume bed divided by two part: movable and fixed
parts. The movable bed part was composed of homogeneous sediment grains. Their specific weight
was 2.65 and the representative diameter of the sediment grains was d 50 = 3.6 mm. The fixed bed
part was roughened by the same materials as the movable bed materials.
A model of an arched bridge was used as an obstruction and placed on the fixed bed part 2.5 m
distant from the downstream end. Pieces of wooden cylinders were used as a model wood pieces.
The apparatus for dropping the wood pieces on the flow surface was installed at the station 5 m
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upstream from the model bridge. Inflow flow rate per unit width were about q = 200 cm2/s or 250
cm2/s at the upstream end.
Model bridge. A model of arched bridge with smooth acrylic board was used in the flume (Fig. 2).
The type was based on Yoriguchi Bridge. Its reduced size of the prototypes was 1/140. River slope
was 0.6/100 near Yoriguchi Bridge.

Fig. 1. Experimental flume

Fig. 2. Model of Yoriguchi Bridge
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Model wood. A model of floating wood was simulated by cylindrical wood pieces; Its diameter was
D = 2.0 mm and its length was L = 7.0 cm. The wood dimension was corresponded to the wood
pieces used in Rusyda et al. [3]. This satisfies the condition of L>>D. Prior to a test, the wood
pieces were soaked in water for 10 minutes and then were put in a few baskets. The wood density
was 0.65 g/cm3. The wood pieces released on the flow surface by opening the bottom of the basket.
Fig. 3 shows the plan and oblique view of the basket. Number density of the pieces was 100 pieces /
(30 cm×13 cm) or 200 pieces / (30 cm×13 cm).
Test Procedure. Clear water was supplied from the upstream flume end. The mixed flow of
sediment and water transported downstream along the flume bed. Less sediment transport was
found under this condition. Therefore the mixed flow was almost clear.
The flow was in almost steady state in around 1.0 minute after the arrival of flow front at the
model bridge. At the same time wood pieces in the basket were dropped on the flow surface of
steady and unifom flow. The densed wood pieces moved to the model bridge in the flume. The
model bridge trapped some wood pieces and formed a jam (Fig. 4). The other passed through the
bridge. The measurements of water level were made during the log jam at the model bridge. The
same measurements were also made after the removal of the trapped pieces.
Flow discharge was measured by catching the outflow water in a few containers at the
downstream end.
In order to investigate the behaviour of wood pieces at the model bridge, four video cameras
were placed in the vicinity of the flume. The first video camera was put on the top of the flume. The
second and third video cameras were installed on the right and left-hand flume side. The fourth
video camera was set up near the downstream flume end.
Table 1 provides the experimental condition. Fifteen runs were performed. The duration of
each run was around 15 minutes.

Fig. 3. A basket used to drop wood pieces into the flume

Fig. 4. A back view of a typical log jam formed at model bridge
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Table 1. Experimental condition
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Channel condition
Discharge
slope
(cm2/s)
0.6/100
253.58
0.6/100
256.22
0.6/100
260.33
0.6/100
225.92
0.6/100
261.25
0.6/100
254.87
0.6/100
185.67
0.6/100
210.63
0.6/100
263.32
0.6/100
208.33
0.6/100
187.58
0.6/100
235.96
0.6/100
245.34
0.6/100
187.31
0.6/100
194.56

Wood condition
Distance between model
Number of
bridge and basket (m)
released
5.0
400
5.0
200
5.0
400
5.0
550
5.0
300
5.0
600
5.0
800
5.0
400
5.0
400
5.0
600
5.0
800
5.0
800
5.0
600
5.0
700
5.0
500

Fig. 5. Definition sketch of the x and y coordinates near the measurement point
Measurement of water surface level and characteristic quantity of jam. Fig. 5 shows the x and y
coordinates. The x coordinate is in the flow direction. The water surface level measures by pointgage at y = 15 cm for the longitudinal depth profile and at x = -5cm and (B w +5cm) for the
transverse depth profile.
Water surface levels were measured under two different conditions; with log jams and without
log jams at the model bridge. Therefore, backwater rise △h includes the effect of log jams and
model bridge in the first stage and that of bridge only in the second stage.
The number of wood pieces trapped and accumulated at the model bridge was counted during
and after the experimental runs
Experimental Results
Log jam at a Model Bridge. A log jam at the model bridge can determined by number of released
wood pieces (Fig. 6). Then, the ratio of trapped and released wood pieces increases with the number
of released wood pieces (Fig. 7). Trapping pieces by the model bridge requires sufficient number of
pieces dropped on the flow surface. Critical condition for trapping the pieces by the model bridge is
N c = 300. Here N c denotes the number of pieces in the critical condition.
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Fig. 6. The number of wood pieces trapped by model
bridge
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Fig. 7. Relationship betwen the ratio of trapped and
released wood pieces and released wood pieces at the
station ‘3’
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Fig. 8. Measurements of water level with and without log jam at model bridge

Backwater rise due to the log jam. Every water level is approximately same at around x = 10 cm
and backwater rise due to the log jam at the model bridge is significantly large (Fig. 8). In order to
identify backwater rise, Rusyda et al. [3] introduce the following equation as follows:
(1)
(2)
j

n

where h u = upstream water depth with jam; h u = upstream water depth without jam: hj d =
downstream water depth with jam and hn d = downstream water depth without jam
Fig. 9 presents the backwater rise grows significantly with the number of trapped wood pieces.
However, the downstream Froude number with jam (Frj d ) decreases with the number of trapped
wood pieces (Fig. 10). The downstream water depth with jam is approximately equal to the normal
depth. For convinience, the normal depth and velocity can be used as a refference value.
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Fig. 9. Relationship between the number of
trapped wood pieces and Froude number

Fig. 10. Relationship between backwater rise and the
number of trapped wood pieces
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Fig. 11. Relationship between loss coefficient and number of trapped wood pieces

Loss coefficients. Loss coefficients due to log jam at the model bridge can be defined in the
following equation:
(3)
Here
(4)
(5)
(6)
where f j d = loss coefficient with jam; v j u = upstream velocity with jam; v j d = downstream velocity
with jam and △Ej ud = energy loss between the upstream and downstream station of the model bridge
with jam.
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The loss coefficient is plotted against the number of trapped wood pieces at model bridge in
Fig. 11. This figure represents the loss coeffisient due to log jam at model bridge and indicates loss
coefficient depends on trapped wood pieces.
Conclusions
The results obtained in this chapter are as follows; A log jam at the model bridge can determined by
number of released wood pieces. The dependence of backwater rise on the number of wood pieces
trapped by a model of an arched bridge is clearly shown. The loss coefficient depends on trapped
wood pieces.
Suggestions
This study neglects fine material such as branches and leaves but considers logs only as a model of
floating wood in rivers during flood event. The next stage of study should be extended to the mixed
materials of branches, leaves and logs.
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Abstract. The collision between submarine slide and sub-sea pipelines was numerically simulated
using commercial software of CFD. The work was also conducted in order to investigate drag force
generated during collision, which has been observed in the related laboratory experiment.
Rheological data of laboratory experiment was also used as input data of the current CFD
simulation. Slurries of kaolin clay-water mixtures were used as model of submarine sediment. The
simulation model produced the collision event (between mudflow and pipeline), which has similar
with laboratory work in term of sequential views images of head flow impaction and the
propagation trend line of the drag force coefficient values.
Introduction
One of serious and complex geo-hazards is well known as submarine slide. It has potential
detrimental consequences against offshore installations such as fixed platforms, submarine
pipelines, cables and other seafloor installations [1-2]. Development of oil and gas industry is now
rapidly moving to depth over 1000 m along or in propinquity of the continental slope
[3]. The Society of Underwater Technology estimates the cost to repair pipelines damaged
by submarine slides to reach US$ 400 million per year [4]. Consequently, geologically hazardous
condition is becoming the threat of the current development especially on main facilities of
pipelines.
Submarine slide involved two main materials; those were sediment deposit (normally as muddy
material) and seawater. Accordingly, sub-aqueous mudflow is appropriate to be considered as
analogy of that condition. In sub-aqueous mudflow analysis, there is no time for excess pore water
dissipation because the rate of movement is fast enough. The mechanic of this movement cannot be
adequately explained by soil mechanics principles alone, therefore, applying fluid mechanics
principles is necessary [5]. In reference to these situations, Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) is
become the most suitable tool to be utilized as a numerical solution for sub-aqueous mudflow
experiments, which represent the submarine slide event. Therefore, commercial software of ANSYS
Fluent 14.0 is utilized to conduct the numerical simulation.
Related Laboratory Experiment
An experimental program of submarine slide model has been conducted at Hydraulics
Laboratory of Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS, Malaysia. It was implemented by development of
the equipment of a rectangular channel of 8.53 m length, 0.25 width, and heights of 0.7 m and 1.30
m at the beginning and the end, respectively (as seen in Fig. 1). The details of experimental work
described above could be found in [6].
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Fig. 1. Scheme of laboratory experiment setup (not to scale)
According to data of field observation conducted by Hance [7], the highest frequency density
distribution of the average angle of the slope at failure for the seafloor slope failures was in the
range of 3° to 4°, therefore the laboratory experiment was implementing 3° of the sloping base. The
gravity flow principles and ‘lock-exchange system’ were combined to build the simulation model.
The mud was made from a mixture of kaolin and water with percentage variation of kaolin clay
content (KCC) in range 10% to 35%, with 5% increment. In accordance to ASTM D2196 [8]
rheological test using Brookfield Digital Viscometer DV-I+ equipment addressed results as listed in
Table 1 [6]. The rheological model of the mud was expressed as Herschel–Bulkley model (H-B
model), which has general form as follow.
(τ − τ c ) = K ⋅ γ n

(1)

where τ c is the yield strength, K is equivalent to the dynamic viscosity, γ is the shear rate, and n is
positive parameters of model factor [9]. Furthermore, density measurement using Fann Mud
Balance results values of mud densities (ρ f ) in the range of 1054 kg/m3 to 1266 kg/m3 [6].
Table 1. Rheological test results of mud model and H-B model
KCC
(%)

Density, ρ f
(kg/m3)

10
15
20
25
30
35

1054
1092
1134
1152
1236
1266

Specific
Gravity
(GS)
1.07
1.10
1.13
1.20
1.23
1.27

H-B model
τc

K

n

0.60
1.71
3.40
3.57
5.70
9.00

0.73
1.63
4.73
8.88
12.68
20.36

0.30
0.27
0.32
0.40
0.42
0.50

A pipe model with outside diameter (OD) 2.13 cm was placed at the path of mudflow as shown
in Fig. 1. The drag force was observed upon the collision event between mudflow and pipe model.
Calculation and analysis of drag force of mudflow on pipe model in the current work was
elaborated using fluid dynamics approach in order to accommodate the additional effect of flow
plasticity on the drag force related to the dynamic pressure, which is proportional to mud density
and the squared flow velocity as described by Bruschi et al. [3]. Therefore, drag force generated by
mudflow on pipe stem is expressed by traditional fluid dynamic force and rheology properties of
non-Newtonian fluid flow as the following equation [10].

Cd =

Fd
1
2

⋅ ρ f ⋅ A⋅u2

(2)
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where C d is the drag coefficient, F d is the drag force components perpendicular to pipe axis, ρ f is
the mud density, A is area of pipe stem which is facing opposite to mudflow direction, and u is
flow-front velocity of mudflow.
CFD Approach and Formulation
Multiphase model is adopted in the current CFD simulation. The problem formulation is
referring to the constitutive equations of mass and momentum conservation for incompressible and
viscous fluid, which in perspective of 2D; it is expressed as Eq. 2 and Eq. 4, respectively. Equations
of mass conservation is based on principles that rate of inflow is equal to outflow rate [11].

∂ρ
+∇ ⋅ ( ρu ) = S m
∂t

(3)

where ρ is mud density, u is velocity, and S m is the mass added to continuous phase from the
dispersed second phase (specified mass sources). While, the momentum conservation is formulated
as follow.
Pre-processing of CFD Simulation
The area on simulation domain was 3.2198 m2 consisting of mud and water area. The meshing
process was implemented by using the ANSYS Meshing (ANSYS ICEM CFD) with 2D behaviour
of plane stress and Lagrangian reference frame. The 18,871 nodes and 18,425 elements were
created by using size function of on proximity and curvature with proximity minimum size of
1.2512E-003 m and maximum face size of 2E-002 m.
Boundary conditions were applied into the domain. The left side edge, bed surfaces, and the
right side edge of channel were modelled as wall (glass wall, as actual condition in laboratory) with
rough no slip boundary condition. The pressure outlet boundary condition was applied for the top
line of the domain (i.e. the mud and water surface in contact with air).
CFD Simulation Setup
The use of ANSYS Fluent solver in this work was consisted of figuring the drag force
coefficient of the mudflow. As seen in Eq. (2) that the flow-front velocity (u) was the main factor of
drag force (F d ) beside the density (ρ f ). Therefore, the solver was set as the type pressure-based
Navier-Stokes (pbns) with absolute velocity formulation. In accordance with two types of fluid
(mud and water), the mixture-model was selected for multiphase model with two phases of Eulerian
phases and slip velocity of mixture parameters.
Result and Discussion
Collision event between mudflow and pipe model. Investigation of the collision event was
conducted within time range, at when the leading edge of the mudflow reached the pipe until the
head of the flow impacted the pipe. According to time recording, it was a very short duration, which
was about 0.8 s. For instance, the collision event between mudflow of 15% KCC and pipe model
for both laboratory experiment and CFD simulation are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Collision event of 15% KCC between mudflow and pipe:
(a) laboratory experiment; (b) CFD simulation

Fig. 2 shows that CFD simulation produced the representative collision images as indicated by
the shape of head flow and the short duration of the collision. In the laboratory experiment work,
measurement data of drag force (F d ) magnitude were obtained from signal responses provided by
load cell, which was converted by data logger into force unit of Newton (N). While, in CFD
simulation, drag force coefficient (C d ) based on simulation time duration was obtained directly
from the simulation.
Flow-front velocity of mudflow. The fourth level of contour line (i.e. about 5.000E-001 of volume
fraction) was used as reference to assign the leading edge for the purpose of run-out determination.
CFD simulation addressed result of velocity in the range of 0.28 m/s to 0.38 m/s. Based on these
velocities data, the Reynolds number was calculated using Re =

ρ f ⋅u2
τ

, where τ was obtained from

H-B model as in Table 1. The range values of Reynolds number were in the range 1.53-56.54.
Drag force exerted by mudflow. CFD simulation provided the result of drag force coefficient (C d )
directly upon running the simulation based on the boundary conditions zone of pipe. In such
condition, CFD simulation addressed the C d propagation values as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of data obtained from laboratory experiment and CFD simulation
Mud
model
(%KCC)
10
15
20
25
30

ρ
(kg/m3)
1054
1092
1134
1152
1236

u
(m/s)
0.29
0.25
0.27
0.26
0.25

Laboratory
Re
Fd max
(N)
92.6
0.267
25.3
0.336
15.3
0.515
7.89
0.694
7.95
1.038

CFD
Cd
0.74
1.19
1.44
2.14
3.17

u
(m/s)
0.28
0.31
0.33
0.35
0.38

Re
65.54
20.85
10.42
4.20
1.53

Fd max
(N)
0.5227
0.8823
1.7029
2.4726
5.4901

Cd
1.61
2.14
3.51
4.46
7.83

In order to observe the similarity result of both non-dimensional C d and R e , equation is then
developed by based on Table 2 to express the C d as relative to Reynolds number (R e ), which is
representing the C d values propagation of the two types of experiment, laboratory and CFD. The
formulation of C d - R e relationship is expressed as follow.
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C d = 0.82 + 22.7 Re ( −1.15)

(4)

Concluding Remark
The application of commercial software of ANSYS Fluent to create the back calculation of
laboratory experiment was presented. The numerical simulation results provide the model, which
has similar collision event (between mudflow and pipeline) to laboratory work in term of sequential
views images of head flow impaction and the propagation trend line of the drag force coefficient
values. Furthermore, the Eq. 7 represents the C d values propagation data, which has a high
similarity trend line of fitted curve between current works and the previous research by Zakeri et al.
[12].
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Abstract. Pisangan coastal area in Karawang has currently suffered from abrasion, and almost 3.5
km of land area has been covered by the sea. Abrasion has led to the destruction of settlements,
farms, highways, and tourist area requiring the offshore breakwater to mitigate them. The
appropriate breakwater to the circumstances of Pisangan coastal area is geotube. In this study,
geotube is designed and stability of geotube is analyzed. The stability analysis of geotubeis
determined by the stability against overturning, sliding, and bearing capacity. There are three
positions of geotube is simulated to obtain the lessen shoreline change from abrassion. The result
shows that the geotube attains the safety factor against overturning force, sliding force, and also the
bearing capacity. The placement of geotubeat the occurrence of abrasion is the most effective
position to cope and prevent the shoreline at Pisangan coastal area.
Introduction
Coastal structures have become very expensive to build and maintain. Shorelines are
continuously being eroded, and due to the sea level rise, this problem gets worse. Consequenlty the
cheaper materials for construction coastal structures are required.
Geotextile used for soil and sand containment in various types of containers have been used for
several decades. The possibilities of geotextile use in coastal engineering are considerable. A
breakwater constructed from sand filled geotextile tubes (geotube) could be a practicable alternative
to more conventional rubble mount breakwaters in cases where temporary protection is required or
rock is not obtained and too difficult to transport to the site.
Pisangan coastal area in Karawang, Indonesia has continuouslyeroded. To prevent the shoreline
at Pisangan coastal area, the geotube is designed to ensure stability against overturning, sliding, and
bearing capacity in the subsoil. In addition, the placement of geotube is simulated by three different
positions to obtain the most effective placement to manage and prevent shoreline at Pisangan
coastal area.
Forecasting Shoreline Change at Pisangan Coastal Area
Wind data for the prediction of waves normally obtained through direct observation through the
fetch (wave formation region) which is assumed to have the speed and wind direction are relatively
constant from observations on the ground. Wind direction and speed of the daily maximum will be
used to predict the maximum wave height that can be generated in the wind over a certain time
period [7].
The calculation of wave can be generated by wind and is done by hind casting method. The
basic principle of this method is to estimate the wave height that is calculated from the wind speed,
the effective fetch, and duration by using empirical methods. In the calculation of the maximum
wind speed is used, which is intended to analyze the extreme conditions of the wave. Wind direction
is expressed from the direction of the wind. It is treated similarly to the wave, where the wave is
expressed from the direction of the wave [6]. The wind velocity used in this study is obtained from
Tanjung Priok’s station during the years of 2000-2011. The effective fecth is determined based on
the location of shoreline study, i.e. Pisangan’s beach in Karawang, Jawa Barat Province, Indonesia.
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Assuming that the wind was blowing with 6 hour duration was obtained waves to wind speed varies.
The wave height estimation for the return period in 50 years is 3.22 m.
The prediction of shoreline change can be obtained using numerical method ove a given period
[2]. The initial position of Pisangan’s shoreline is firstly done as an input by making the grids at a
certain disctance accordance to the long coastline that will be simulated. The distance between the
grid is 20 m with the amount of grid number is 41. The other input data is D 50 = 0.10, i.e.the mean
grain size which corresponds to 50% finer, from Pisangan’s coastal area. The output of shoreline
change for Pisangan’s coastline can be seen in Fig. 1.

Sea

Land
1

3

5

7

9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41
Initial Position of Pisangan's Shoreline
Prediction of Pisangan"s Shoreline Change

Fig. 1. Shoreline change prediction for Pisangan’s Coastline
Fig. 1 shows the prediction of Pisangan’s coastline change. It can be seen that the abrassion
occured at grid 18 untill 40 and the sedimentation occur between grid 7 and 17. To prevent the
shoreline change at Pisangan’s coastal area, the suitable breakwater is urgently needed.
Geotube at Pisangan Coastal Area
Geotextile tubes (Geotube) are long, cylindrical hydraulically filled geotextile tubes that are
permeable to water but not to sand. Geotube is generally filled with sand size range from 0.5 to 4.0
diameter and from 25 up to 100 m [4]. Geotube is replacement for conventional rubble mound
breakwater. The reasons for replacing classic material, such as gravel, rock and concrete, include
the unavailability of common materials, a reduction in the quantities required, improved
functionality, simplified execution and a reduction in execution time. All of these advantages could
lead to lower construction costs. The maintenance costs of the structure during the service life must
also be taken into consideration [5].
The cost benefit of a structure increases with an increase in the isolation of the construction site.
Local material and low-skilled labour can be used, rather than transporting all the required
construction materials and labour to the construction site. Compared to traditional construction
methods the application of geotextile sand filled elements may add considerable operational
advantages to the execution of marine works and may offer attractive financial opportunities. The
main advantages of geotextile systems when compared with traditional methods, including
prefabricated concrete units, are reduction in work, use of local material, equipment and low-skilled
labour, and no need for heavy construction machinery [3].
The important factor in the election of Geotubeallows waves hit the beach. Furthermore, the
primary material used is the availability of materials around the job site. The Geotube filling with
sand is designed to prevent Pisangan’s coastline with height is 1.20 m, width is B = 4.98 m and the
cross section area is A = 4.82 m2 (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Geotube at Pisangan’s coastal area
Stability Analysis of Geotube at Pisangan’s Coastal Area
Based on the wind data, the prediction of wave height and wave period for a return period of
over 50 years are H 0 = 3.22 m dan T = 5.2 second, respectively. The wave length is obtained L 0 =
1.56×T2 = 42.18 m and the wave number is k = 2π/L 0 = 0.15. As wave passing through the breaker
zone and assuming that the coefficient of refraction is 1, the equivalent wave height can be
determined as H’ 0 = K r ×H 0 = 3.22 m.
Wave propagates towards the shore changes due to the effects of changes in the ocean depths.
The influence of the depth of the sea began to be occured at a depth of less than a half times the
wave length. Based on the bathymetry of Pisangan coastal area, slope of the beach is obtained
1:28.64 and the wave breaking height is H b = 3.22 m. The depth at breaking wave is determined by
d b /H b = 1.21 or d b = 3.88 m.
Before reaching thebeach, thewavesundergo a process of refraction (change of direction of the
waves) and shoaling (change in length and wave height). In addition, the wave at a certain depth
through a phase of the wave broke before reaching the beach, so the waves on the beach are smaller
than the waves off the coast. For the purposes of design of geotube, the wave height at the layout of
the structure is taken H = 0.6 m and the water depth is d = 1.1 m.
Geotube’s stability is influenced by the forces acting on the structure and its own weight.
Pressure distribution on Geotube can be seen in Fig. 3, where P hd is the pressure wave (a
combination of hydrostatic pressure and dynamic pressure at the seabed and the mean sea level) as
follows:
ρgH cosh k (d + y )
= 9447.54
Phd = ρgH +
2
cosh (kd )
kg/m
(1)
and P p is the passive pressure caused by water pressure behind the geotube, i.e., 6113.10 kg/m.

Fig. 3. Pressure distribution on geotube
The overturning stability is affected by the pressure on each side of the cause of geotube tend to
rotate in the legs. Point O is the point of the leg of geotubes are used to obtain the value of
overturning moment (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Overturning Point of Geotube
The moment of the Geotube depends on hydrodynamic moment, i.e.,
kg,

(2)

where T = 3.88 H = 3,01 second. Hydrostatic moment is M p = Pp × L 2 = 2241.47 kg with

L 2 = 0.34 m. Moment due to its own weight is:
M w = Wgeotube × L1 = A γ L1 = 21603.24 kg,

where γ = 1800 kg/m3 is the mass density of Geotube and L1 =

(3)
4.98
= 2.49 m. The sum of
2

moments at the toe of Geotube that constibute to its stability is

∑M

resisting

= M p + M w = 23844.71 kg,

(4)

and the sum of the moments at the toe of Geotube that tend to cause overturning is
∑ M overturning = M h = 2503.33 kg. The safety factor against overturning is:

FSoverturning =

∑M
∑M

resisting

= 6.81

(5)

overturning

The stability of Geotube against overturning is reached, since the safety factor of overturning is
greater than two [1].
Stability against sliding is achieved, if the safety factoris reached the following conditions:

FSsliding =

∑P
∑P

R

≥ 1.5

(6)

D

where ΣP R = W geotube tanφ’+Bc’+P p is the force resisting sliding along the wall base and ΣP D = P h
is the force driving sliding along the wall base, φ’ = 25.68o is the angle of friction of soil and
c' = 833.33 kg/m2 is cohesion of soil at Pisangan’s coastal area. The safety factor of sliding is
obtained FSsliding = 1.53 . It can be concluded that the geotube is stable against sliding.
The safety factor for bearing capacity is achieved if:

FS bearing capacity =

q ult
≥3
σν

(7)

where q ul t = c’N c’ + 0.5BγN γ is ultimate stress and σ v = W geotube is the vertical stress at the base, N c’
= 26.46 is the contribution of cohesion to the ultimate load bearing capacity, γ = 530.25 is the
weight of soil, and Nγ = 9.36 is the unit weight of soil to the ultimate load bearing capacity. The
stability of bearing capacity is reached since the safety factor for bearing capacity is FS bearing capacity =
3.97.
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Placement Analysis of Geotube at Pisangan’s Coastal Area
Based on the results of prediction shoreline change without coastal protection structure, the
placement analysis of Geotube at Pisangan’s coastal area are simulated on three different layout as
follows:
a) Grid 18 to 40
b) Grid 1 to 24
c) Grid 6-29
The geotube is located 120 m from the initial shoreline position of Pisangan coastal area. The
prediction of Pisangan’s shoreline change due to placement of Geotube at grid 18-40, 1-24, 6-29 can
be seen in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Prediction of shoreline change at Pisangan’s Coastal area with placement of geotube at
grid 18-40, 1-24, and 6-29
The placement of Geotube at grid 18-40 shows the prediction of abrassion at Pisangan’s coastal
area occured at grid 1-20. The placement of Geotube at grid 1-14 and 6-29 do not occur abrassion
along the Pisangan’s shoreline.The maximum sedimentation ocurs at a distance of 67.3 m and 58.7
m from the initial position of Pisangan coastline due to placement of Geotube at grid 1-14 and grid
6-29, respectively. It can be concluded that the most effective position of Geotube is at grid 1-14 to
prevent of Pisangan’s coastline.
Conclusions
Pisangan’s coastline has continuosly eroded due to the environment impact and also the human
activities at the coastal area. Based on the prediction of wave force, the shoreline changes from
abrassion and sedimentation. To prevent the existing shoreline of Pisangan’s coastline, the geotube
is designed and stability of Geotube is analyzed. The safety factors of stability are achieved against
overturning, sliding, and bearing capacity. The simulation of three different placements of Geotube
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at Pisangan’s shoreline are applied, i.e., the prediction of the occurence of abrasion, sedimentation,
and between abrasion and sedimentation. The most effective layout of Geotube at Pisangan coastal
area is at the location of the occurence of abrassion.
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Abstract. Irrigation efficiency is a measure of the effectiveness of an irrigation system in delivering
water to paddy (rice crop) or the ratio between irrigation water used for the real needs of paddy
growth to water out from intake. The project irrigation efficiency commonly used as design
standard in Aceh is 65%, obtained from the water losses along primary, secondary, and tertiary
channel without considering the water losses in the paddy field. Comparing with to some other
countries in Asia, the irrigation effeciency applied is much bigger, i.e. 30-50%.This might be one of
the problem insufficient water when the irrigation project implemented in Aceh. The aim of
research is to asses the irrigation effeciency by study the the water losses in the paddy field. The
research is conducted at specific plot of paddy field in the Main Right Pandrah Irrigation System in
one growing season. Daily rainfall is measured using rain-gage, evaporation using Pan Evaporation,
and Inflow-outflow using V-nocth gage. Evapotranspiration, percolation, and effective rainfall are
anlyzed on the basis of water balance in Drum Technique Instrument. Based on analysis, it was
obtained the efficiency in plot of rice field is 88.46%. This condition results on decreasing the
project irrigation efficiency to be 57.50% or 11.30% less than design standard, causing almost 12%
of designed area can not be watered. Therefore, it is recommended to re-evaluate the project
effeciency instead of using design standard in planning irrigation water requirement in Aceh for the
effectiveness of irrigation in increasing paddy production.
Introduction
Water is the basic input for paddy production in which irrigation remains as a major element in
rice sector, contributing towards food self-sufficiency. Therefore, the better water management
system is essential in the irrigation projects, and is performed by aplication Irrigation effeciency in
the project.
In Indonesia and Aceh especially, when planning the irrigation project, the overall efficiency of
irrigation water to paddy fields is 65% of the totally given water It is accumulated by water
efficiency in the primary, secondary and tertiary canals of 90%, 90% and 80%, respectively [2].
At the present, water loss from paddy fields is not included in application overall irrigation
efficiency in Aceh. [17] noticed that there was water losses from paddy fields taking place through
the bunds in dependence on macropores and consequentially on preferential flow. [14] proved that
most lateral losses takes place via macroporic bund flow due to the amount of plant roots and the
activity of animal (rat holes). That researchs show that there is additional water losses in paddy field
which is not considered and included in Indonesian standard, which is influencing the overall
irrigation efficiency. This is making the overall irrigation efficiency in Indonesia is much bigger if
compared to other countries. As comparison, based on the research in the some countries in Asia
showed that the overall irrigation efficiency is only about 40% [20]. In India, the value of irrigation
efficiency is 38%, in Malaysia is about 35-45%, in Thailand is around 37-46% [4, 10], in Srilanka
is 39% [18]. All above values proved that Indonesian standard with 65% of overall irrigation
efficiency is much bigger. This might be one of the problem that led to the possibility of failure of
existing projects in Indonesia, especially in Aceh when implementation of the irrigation project. At
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present about 120 ha of 1007 ha of total planned area in Pandrah Irrigation Project cannot be
irrigated due to inconsistancy in using project efficiency [11]. This condition will affect on
decreasing the rice production in that area.
The aim of research is to asses the project irrigation effeciency on paddy field of Pandrah
irrigation project by study the the water losses in the paddy field on the basis of direct measurement.
Eventhough, the water efficiency in irrigation has been extensively researched and plublished for
many years. However, universally applicable solutions are different and difficult to come by
particularly due to different contexts and high specificity of agricultural practices. For this reason, it
is required to study the irrigation effeciency in every area with specific condition and practices, as
in Aceh.
Literature References
Not all water taken from a source (river, well) reaches the root zone of the plants. Part of the
water is lost during transport through the canals and in the fields. The remaining part is stored in the
root zone and eventually used by the plants. In other words, only part of the water is used
efficiently, the rest of the water is lost for the crops on the fields that were to be irrigated [4].
Many publications defined the Irrigation efficiency is the number ratio of the amount of
irrigation water is used for the real needs of plant growth with the amount of water from intake, [1,
6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 19]. Efficiency of irrigation consists of flow efficiency in the primary network
and secondary network efficiency from the building of the divider until the rice field. In other word,
the term of irrigation efficiency consists of conveyance efficiency, distribution efficiency and field
aplication efficiency [4, 10, 19].
Conveyance efficiency. Conveyance efficiency is the efficiency of canal and conduit networks
from the reservoir, river diversion, or pumping station to the offtakes of the distributaries system.
Conveyance efficiency is expressed as:
Ec =

Vd + V2
x100%
Vc + V1

(1)

where E c is conveyance efficiency; V c is volume diverted or pumped from the river; V d is volume
delivered to the distribution system; V 1 is inflow from other sources to the conveyance system; and
V 2 is on-irrigation deliveries from conveyance system.
Distribution efficiency. Distribution efficiency refers to the on-farm system used to store and
distribute water to the various fields. The time frame for calculating the water balance of the
distribution system can range from a single water delivery to the water delivered over a season or
year. A common ratio used to calculate distribution efficiency is the volume of water applied to all
fields as a proportion of the volume of water supplied to the farm boundary. To obtain reasonable
efficiency, the distribution network should be well designed and be operated by skilled farmers or a
common irrigator representing a small group of farmersThe distribution efficiency is expressed as:
Ed =

V f + V3
Vd

x100%

(2)

where : E d is distribution efficiency; V d is volume delivered to the distribution system;V f is volume
of water furnished to the fields; and V 3 is non-irrigation deliveries from the distribution system.
Field aplication efficiency. Field Application Efficiency or Water use efficiency in rice fields is the
ratio between the amount of water supplied in the roots of plants and the amount of water supplied
in the field, or in other words the ratio between the amount of water given to agricultural land and
the necessary amount of water needs directly to the plant. Efficiency of water use in rice fields
(Field Application Efficiency) is expressed by the equation:
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Ea =

Vm
x100%
Vf

(3)

where E a is water use efficiency in rice fields (%); V f is volume of water supplied to the field
(mm); and V m is volume of irrigation water needed by plants (mm).
Overall irrigation efficiency. Overall Irrigation Efficiency or Project Irrigation Efficiency (E p ) is
the value which represents the efficiency of the entire operation between river diversion or other
source of water and the root zone of the crops, as written in Eq. 1 to Eq. 3. This efficiency can
expressed as,
E p = E a .E b .E c

(4)

Materials and Methods
Research location. The research was conducted at the Pandrah Irrigation, administratively located
in the district of Bireuen, Aceh Province. It established in 1987 which cover paddy field about 1007
ha. The study was conducted at one of tertiary box the Main Canals Right Pandrah, as shown in the
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The location of research

Rain gage and pan evaporation class A were instaled in the field close to plot area to keep
safetiness. The main instrument used is Drum Technique Method, and under recommended by [13].
That instruments were instaled in the paddy field of 0.05 ha. They were site fabricated, consisting of
three drums A, B, and C, of diameter 50 cm and 125 cm height which were placed and embedded
in paddy field leaving about 31.25 cm above ground level, as shown in Fig. 2. The bottoms of
containers B and C have been removed. The drum C is fitted with 4 outlet pipes of 1.25 cm
diameter at paralel position with 5 cm intervals. This technique was used to measure the
evapotranspiration, percolation, efective rainfall, and water need during one growing season from
May 29 up to September 30, 2013. The data was measured and collected during land preparation,
growing until harvesting period.
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Fig. 2. The set up of drum technique instruments

Measurement mechanism. The containers are filled with soil and rice is grown inside, along with
the adjoining field crop. Water levels in the drums are maintained at the same level as outside. In
the first day the water level was set 60 mm. The measurements were conduct into two stage,
namely; land preparation stage and growing up to harvesting crop stage. Output of measurements
are evapotranspiration, percolation and effective rainfall. The procedure of analysis is under
recommended by the standard as published in [13].
Evapotranspiration (E t ). The difference in the values on two successive days caused by the daily
loss of water in container A, represents evapotranspiration. If in plot is given additional water from
rainfall (R) and irrigation (I), thus evapotranspiration (in mm) can be calculated using the equation
below.

E t = C i . + R + .I − A

(5)

Percolation (P). The daily difference between water levels in containers A and B is percolation loss
in mm, expressed as,

P= A− B

(6)

Effective rainfall (R e ). Container C is intended to assess ineffective rainfall. The maximum depth
of submergence is governed by the height of the rice crop and height of the field bunds, whichever
is less. Any rainfall which submerges the crop beyond a certain critical height or which exceeds the
height of the bunds is ineffective. As the height of the crop increases, the outlets are plugged or the
sliding strip is pushed progressively upwards till the bund height becomes the limiting factor. The
water level is set at a selected height in container C. This height can be adjusted with increase in
growth of plants. Evapotranspiration and percolation continue and create a deficit every day. When
rain falls, it first makes up this deficit. When it becomes excessive, the surplus flows out through
the outlet pipes. This is the ineffective rainfall. The difference between water levels in containers B
and C is ineffective rainfall (Ineftv. R e ), while the effective rainfall (in mm) can be found usng
formulation as below,
Re = P − B + C

(7)

Measurement of inflow and outflow in paddy field. Measurement of the provision of irrigation
water on rice fields during lnd preparation up to the growth of paddy. Inflow and outflow is
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measured using V-noch gate. The difference between inflow and outflow is the amount of water
supplied (in mm)or used on the paddy fields, or expressed as below,
Q = Qin − Qout

(8)

Data analysis. In this part explained the analysis oh water balance in paddy field as part of analysis
of field application efficiency.
Water balance in paddy field. To know the water requirements in a paddy field, can be analyzed
on the basis of water balance in the plot. Using the measured parameter (evapotranspiration,
percolation and effective rainfall) as described above, irrigation requirement (IR in mm) can be
formulated as below,
IR = Et + P + WLR − Re

(9)

Field application efficiency. Efficiency of irrigation water in rice fields (in %) can be calculated
using Eq. 3. In which V m is represented by Eq. 9 and V f is represented by Eq. 8.
Results and Discussions
Field measurements. Measurements were done in paddy field of 0.05 ha in one season with 126
days in total, started from land preparation to growth of paddy stage. Land is prepared using
machine plow with period of 39 days. The growth of paddy stage was distinguished on vegetative
and generative phase. Vegetative phase was began from nursaries to tillering period of 45 days,
while generative phase was from maximum tillering to the fully mature grain (ready to be
harvested) for 42 days.

Fig. 3. The Daily Rainfall in the Project Site

Rainfall. Rainfall was record using raingage placed in he field. Only 28 days of 126 days
obsevation was happen with intensity of 1-15 mm/day as shown in Fig. 3, or in average 2.43
mm/day.
Evapotranspiration, percolation, and effective rainfall. Evapotranspiration, percolation and
efective rainfall are the parameters of irrigation water requirement in paddy fields. These
parameters is obtained by using Eqs. 5, 6 and 7 based on measurement water depth in drum A, B
and C. Fig. 4 below shows the calculated daily effective rainfall which depends on different
conditions in one growing season.
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Fig. 4. Evapotranspiration, percolation and effective rainfall

Evapotranspiration. Based on the result, it found that the evapotranspiration during land
preparation is 3.88 mm/day as open water evaporation, quite high compare to at vegetative stage of
3.39 mm/day. The maximum evapotranspiration is 3.97 mm/day during generative stage or maturity
stage in which paddy crop has been fully developed, and decreasing when ripening just before
harvesting.
Percolation. This parameter is not so much difference during one season. The value of percolation
is in between 2.39-2.88 mm/day. This value is quite normal for fine sandy clay soil type with
percolation in between 2-3 mm/day, and this value is commonly used for designing irrigation
requirement in Aceh.
Effective rainfall. Based on analysis, it is obtained that almost rainfall is effective used in the
paddy field. Only about 5% of rainfall is wasted to be runoff, while remaining is effective used by
crop. The effective rainfall in season is in batween 0.83-2.14 mm/day.
Irrigation water requirement. Effective rainfall, evapotranspiration and percolation are the main
parameters in determaing the irrigation water requirement, as explained in Eq. 9. The irrigation
water requirement is analyzed in two stage, namely; during land preparation and crop development
in which the analysis of both stage is different.
Water requirement for land preparation. Two important components in determination of
saturation of water during land preparation are soil porosity and depth of the plow layer. Dry soil at
begining need much water to make the soil in saturated condition in order to be easily plown and
planted. The water needs during land preparation phase is 6.83 mm/day which is greater than the
phase of initial crop growth, except during crop development stage.
Water requirement for crop. The irrigation water requirement during one season is obtained in
between 3.94-7.65 mm/day. Most of the water requirements in paddy fields for each phase of plant
growth is not similar depending on crop development, as shown clearly in the Fig. 5.
Infow-outflow in paddy field. The calculation of flow rate is based on the formula in Eq. 8 on the
basis of inflow-outflow measurements using gate in inlet and outlet of field. Fig. 5 also describe the
flow rate of water suply in the field for different plant growth stages. The water supplied in paddy
field for different stage is in between 4.56-7.88 mm/day. The quantity of water supply in paddy
fields in each phase of plant growth is not similar so that the water needs in rice fields should be
maintained in its management in order to avoid water shortage. If compared both line graph in Fig.
5, they are not fit each other. This shows that the usage of water is not efficiently, except on initial
stage of crop.
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Fig. 5. Water need and supplied in the field for each stage

Field application efficiency in paddy field. Calculating a system water balance is the first step to
measure the efficiency with which water is within a paddy field. The complexities of calculating a
water balance within the constraints of spatial dimensions is large enough that in most cases the
time dimension is removed by considering the balance over one period only or averaging the water
balance over several periods. Therefore, defining this time period is an important component of the
water balance and of the efficiency measures that follow from that balance.
Table 1. The Parameters of Irrigation Efficiency of Paddy Field
Stage

Date

Total
Day

1

2

3

EvapoEffective PercolatranspiRainfall
tionration.
(Re)
(P)
(Etc)

WLR

Vm

Vf

(mm/day) (mm/day) (mm/day) (mm/day) (mm/day) (mm/day)
4

5

6

Land
29-May-13
Preparation
to
38
0.83
2.39
3.88
1.38
5-Jul-13
Initial stage
6-Jul-13
to
25
0.93
2.64
3.39
1.33
31-Jul-13
1-Aug-13
to
20
0.80
2.85
3.85
1.75
20-Aug-13
Mid Stage
21-Aug-13
to
17
1.36
2.88
3.97
1.76
6-Sep-13
Ripening
7-Sep-13
Stage
to
24
2.14
2.68
2.42
0.99
30-Sep-13
Mean Field Efficiency on Growing Stage
Mean Field Efficiency on Growing Stage Include lan Preparation

Field
Efficiency
(Ea)
(%)

8

9

10

6.83

7.88

86.72

6.43

6.47

99.42

7.65

8.90

85.94

7.26

8.67

83.72

3.94

4.56

86.49

6.32
6.42

7.15
7.29

88.89
88.46

The Evapotranspiration, percolation, efective rainfall and irrigation water suppies are the
parameters of irrigation water use efficiency in paddy fields. Based on the analysis and calculation
of the efficiency of irrigation in paddy fields (E a ) in every phase is completely tabulated in Table 1.
Evaluation of E a . E a value of crop growing phase or mid stage is smaller than the land preparation
and the other stage as shown in Fig. 4. At this period, large number of rat pests are appear not only
destroying paddy but also constracting small hole in the line of bund. Appearence of small hole can
increase the seepage and affect the increasing of water losses. Meanwhile at tne initial stage, the
water supply is almost fully efficient due to good maintenace of field and no rat pest. In the average,
field application efficiency (E a ) is 88.46%, showing that the irrigation water supply is not able to
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cover the paddy field fully, or the shortage of water is about 11.54%. This might be caused by
additional water losses in the field that is not considered in planning the irrigation water suply. This
losses might be caused from paddy fields taking place through the bunds due to bad mangement of
the farmers. So that, it will increase the lateral flow and seepage due to bund leakage. Most of
lateral losses also takes place via macroporic bund flow due to the amount of plant roots and the
activity of rat holes, as found in the field during observation. Specific reasearch dealing with the
effect of rat pest on water losses and management of water supply in paddy field is recommended
to be done, so accurate prediction of water losses in the paddy field can be reached in the future.
Overall irrigation efficiency. The criteria for irrigation planning, [2] noticed that overall irrigation
efficiency commonly applied is 65%. This value is stated under considering efficiency in primary
channel is 90%, secondary channels is 90% and tertiary channels is 80%. However, the fact that
there is another efficiency, so called field application efficiency of 88.46%, should be considered as
well. So that totally, the overall irigation efficiency including field application efficiency become
57.50%. Compared to the criteria standar adopted, so 11.30% of the total water requirement should
be added to cover the shortage of water. Therefore, it is recommended to re-evaluate the project
effeciency instead of using design standard in planning irrigation water requirement in Aceh for the
effectiveness of irrigation in increasing paddy production.

Fig. 6. Field Application Efficiency for each crop growing stage

Summary
In the present study, application irrigation efficiency in the Pandrah Irrigation Project was
assesed and compared with the Indonesian criteria design. The overall irrigation efficiency, which
was planned in the Aceh report, was not achieved. The overall irrigation efficiency under
recommended by Indonesian criteria, e.g. 65%, is rather higher than the result of research, e.g.
57.50%. The higher value of Indonesian criteria is caused by not included water losses in the paddy
field. Based on the result show that there is water losses in paddy field which might be caused by
bad water mangement of the farmer and the presence of rat hole in the paddy bund. Hence, causing
decreasing efficiency in paddy field. The real application irrigation efficiency obtained is 88.46%,
and if combined with exsisting efficiency, so the real overall irrigation efficiency become 57.50%.
In order to avoid the shortage of irrigation water, hence there must add aproximately 11.30%
additional irrigation water. Therefore, it is recommended to re-evaluate the project effeciency
instead of using design standard in planning irrigation water requirement in Aceh. In addition, .it is
recommended to continue the research in future dealing with the effect of rat pest on water losses
and management of water supply in paddy field in order to find accurate prediction of water losses
in the paddy field.
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Abstract. A water balance model is commonly used in water resource studies for analyzing the
condition of a water resource system. A water balance model is an accounting of water availability
as the inputs, and water uses as the outputs of water resource system over a particular period of
time. Currently, none of officially published water balance model is equipped with criteria to
consider priority of water uses. Considering water uses without priorities might lead to inaccurate
assessment of water balance. A new spreadsheet based water index criterion was proposed in this
study to provide a water balance model to more realistically assess water resource systems. The
criterion was developed based on remaining water uses and water demand priorities. It is
inexpensive, flexible, easily disseminated, and can help engineers gain a better insight into the
operation procedure. The Jangkok River in Lombok Island with a drainage area of approximately
170 km² had been chosen as a representative catchment for a case study. 1992 to 2013 of climatic
and surface runoff data were used in the demonstration of proposed model procedures that includes
calibration, verification, and simulation. From this study, it was found that the new water index
criterion called the Remaining Water Index Criterion (RWI) to be more logical and effective for
assessing the water balance than the currently used index as it considers more parameters and
priorities of water usage.
Introduction
One of the famous tools for analyzing the condition of a water resource system is using a water
balance model. Generally in Indonesia, a water balance is used to assess a water resource system for
periodically every 5 or 10 years [1]. Water balance assessment is an important tool in the evaluation
of current status and trends of a water resource system in an area over a specific period of time.
Currently, the Critical Water Index (CWI) is used to assess water balance in Lombok, Indonesia
including an assessment of the water balance in the Reak Basin in Lombok Island [1]. Considering
water uses without priorities, prosperity or possible future water demands leads the CWI to be an
inaccurate assessment of water balance; therefore, a new water index criterion was developed in this
study to provide more realistic assessments.
Objectives of this paper were:
1) To develop a new spreadsheet based water index criterion; and
2) To assess the Jangkok River Basin.
Study Area
The Jangkok River Basin has been chosen as a representative catchment for a case study. This
approximately 170 km2 of the drainage (basin) area is very fertile and there are about 4,500 ha of
agricultural farms to be developed [2, 3]. About 50% of the basin area is still covered by tropical
rain forest, and the remaining areas have been developed as municipal and industrial areas, as well
as agricultural farms [4]. In addition, water from the Jangkok River Basin is intended to supply the
water use for the 4,500 ha of agricultural farms as well as about 100,000 units of livestock [5] and
supply drinking water to around 150,000 people with an average population growth of about 2.61%
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per year [6]. An average annual rainfall of 2400 mm provides the major water source in this area
[7].

Fig. 1. Location map of the Jangkok River Basin, Lombok, Indonesia [8, 9, 10]

Methodology
In water management, a water balance is an analysis of the inflow to, outflow from, and storage
in, a hydrologic unit. Precipitation and base flow data are used to obtain the runoff, which
contribute to the water availability or the inflow in the water balance calculations.
Evapotranspiration is used to estimate the agricultural water demand. Together with the livestock
and domestic water demands, they are considered as outflows in the water balance calculations. The
basic water balance equation can be expressed as:
∆S

=

Σ

Inflow

-

Σ

Outflow

=

[f(P)+f(GWF

)]

–

[f(I)+f(PET)+f(O)]

(1)
where f(P) is the function of precipitation, f(GWF) is the function of groundwater flow, f(I) is the
function of infiltration, f(PET) is the function of evapotranspiration, f(O) is the function of water
uses and water release.
By rearranging Eq. 1, water balance can be rewritten as:
∆S = [f(P)+f(GWF ) – f(I) – f(PET) ] –[f(O)] …or
∆S = f(P, PET, I, GWF) - f(O) …or
∆S = Q - f(O)

(2)

According to Eq. 2, the water balance can be understood as a subtraction of water uses from the
runoff. In this study, estimated runoff was simulated using the National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association (NRECA) model [1, 11]. The outflow of a water balance model was a summation of
water uses from agricultural farms, livestock farms and domestic as well as water releases. Here,
water releases refer to water that are intentionally released for some purposes [12]; and was set to
follow the local government regulation which is 10 % [13].
Runoff. The NRECA model consists of the following main calculations: monthly
evapotranspiration, model parameter calibration, model validation, and simulations of monthly [1,
11]. The calculation of monthly evapotranspiration is usually based on the average of historical
local climatic variables. This model has four model parameters that need calibration: initial
moisture storage (IMS), initial groundwater storage (IGS), percentage of water losses due to
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subsurface flows (PSUB), and percentage of groundwater flows into a river (GWF). Detailed
calculations of runoff using the NRECA Model are described in [1, 11].
Goodness of fit test. Measurement of goodness of fit model calibration and verification in this
study was using the Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) [14]. The value NSE is a fraction between 0.0
and 1.0, and has no units. Therefore, NSE is always less than one. When NSE equals 0.0, there is no
linear relationship between Q O and Q S . The equation of the NSE is expressed as:
n

NSE = 1 −

∑ (Q

− QS )

∑ (Q

)

i =1
n

i =1

O

O

2

− QO

(3)

2

where NSE is the Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency, Q O is the observed monthly river flows (m3/s), Q S is
the simulated monthly river flows (m3/s), Q is the mean of the observed monthly river flows (m3/s).
0

Water uses. In this study, the four following water demands: water for the minimum services,
agricultural, domestic, and livestock water demands were counted for the water uses. Water for the
minimum services for a system such as a city are municipal services and home based industries,
which are equal to 25% and 20% of annual domestic water uses in big cities, respectively [15]. The
water balance status related to RWI is shown in Table 3. The agricultural water demand was
calculated using the “Van De Goor and Ziljstra” approach based on multiplication of net field
requirements (NFR) and total irrigation efficiency [1, 11, 16]. The NFR was calculated based on
agricultural water losses that relates to the potential evapotranspiration. The potential
evapotranspiration was calculated using the equation of Modified Penman Method.
The evapotranspiration was estimated using the Modified Penman Method by FAO [17]. The
equation is expressed as
PET = c [ W . Rn + (1 - W). f(u). (es-ea) ]

(4)

where PET is the potential evapotranspiration (mm/day), c is the seasonal factor, W is the
temperature factor, Rn is the net radiation (mm/day), f(u) is the wind speed factor, es is the
saturation vapour pressure (mbar), and ea is the actual vapour pressure (mbar).
Detailed calculations of evapotranspiration using the Modified Penman Method are described
in [1, 11, 17].
Moreover as it was described in [18], Domestic Drinking Water Demands (DWD) and
Livestock Water Demands (LWD were calculated based on multiplication of water requirement and
number of population or livestock units.
Water balance assessment. The currently used technique for assessing a water balance in Lombok
is using a Critical Water Index (CWI) criterion [1, 11]. Detailed calculations of CWI has been given
in [1, 11]. However, as the CWI uses a percentage ratio of water uses over available water and it
cannot be higher than 70%, this assessment might be spurious and inaccurate to represent the status
of a water resource system as water uses only represent the amount of water that was used and does
not represent the whole amount of water that should be used to achieve a particular level of
prosperity. Therefore, this water index needs to be enhanced to reflect the water balance more
accurately.
In this study, a new Water Index Criterion was proposed based on the remaining water uses.
This new criterion considers the remaining water and minimum water services into the model
parameters. The proposed new water index criterion will be called the Remaining Water Index or
RWI as is given by
RWI= (annual water availability − annual water demands )

( first

priority services of a system )

(8)
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Where RWI is the Remaining Water Index
The minimum water service is defined as a minimum amount of water used to maintain the run
of a city, which covers only a part of municipals and industries. It was chosen since the Mataram
City is located in the Basin of Jangkok River. Therefore, the sustainability of minimum service for
Mataram City was considered more crucial than other water demands.
Table 1. Water balance status
No.
1
2
3

Condition
RWI > 1.2
1.2 >RWI > 1.0
RWI < 1.0

Category
Surplus
Critical
Deficit

Index
1
1
0

Annotation
Allowed
Allowed
Not allowed

In Table 1, it was proposed that the index for surplus and critical is 1; and the index for deficit
is 0. This means that the status of a water balance is only allowed to be in surplus or critical. It is
not allowed to be in deficit. If the status of water balance is in surplus, then the area of agricultural
farm can be developed.
Results
This study showed the development of a spreadsheet based water balance model for the
Jangkok River.

Fig. 2. Hydrographs of calibration and verification for the Jangkok River Basin

Fig. 3. Observed versus simulated runoff during calibration and verification for the Jangkok River Basin

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the results of the NRECA model calibration and verification. It can be
seen that the simulated runoff matched the observed runoff fairly well for both calibration and
verification with NSE values larger than 0.7.
Table 2 shows that the application of priority based method indicate Surplus Water Condition
of water balance in the Jangkok River Basin from 2004 to 2013; while the application of no priority
based (regular) method indicate Deficit Water Condition. Because, the criteria used in the regular
methods are based on allowable water demands that cannot be larger than 75 % of available water.
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Table 2. The proposed spreadsheet water balance model

Summary
This study showed the development of a spreadsheet based water balance model for water
balance assessments. The NRECA runoff model was calibrated and verified successfully using the
Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) to imitate the observed runoff. All Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency
coefficients for the calibration and verification phases were above 0.70.
Using the RWI Water Balance Model, it was found that the Jangkok River Basin from 2004 to
2013 was assessed to be in the “Surplus Water” condition. The result was realistic as in fact there
was still enough remaining water in the Basin after subtraction from the water demands.
The use of RWI in water balance assessment is robust, because the RWI applies the ratio
between remaining water and the first priority service water that can be easily controlled rather than
applying directly comparison between water demands and water availability with certain limits.
This method will indicate surplus water in the basin when there is still some remaining water to
supply water demands after supplying the first priority service.
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Abstract. Significant shift in the land use within upper Siak watershed affects to watershed health
and its ground water potential availability. Therefore to develop a comprehensive watershed
management strategies, it is required a hydrological model which is in capable to represent the
hydrological cycle of the watershed. Hydrological model may use the Soil and Water Assessment
Tool (SWAT) application software package. The SWAT simulations performed various scenarios
for land use changes in the period of 2002, 2007, and 2012 within the upper Siak watershed. Based
on this research study, the optimal determination coefficient (R2) of SWAT output models was 0.59,
with Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) was 0.58. These results have satisfied the research objectives
as the findings coefficient > R2 min (0.4), and NES min (>0.36). The level of watershed health was
calculated by comparing the ratio of Qmax and Qmin of the Siak river discharge during the period
of 2002 to 2012. It was revealed that the ratio of watershed health (Qmax/Qmin) were as the
following order 10.72 (2002), 6.83 (2007) and 12.95(2012) respectively. The higher the
Qmax/Qmin ratio, the more critical the health condition of upper Siak watershed will be. Hence, the
changes in land use in the Siak watershed affected to suppress the upper Siak watershed health as
well as the availability of ground water resources.
Introduction
An intensive exploitation of land within a watershed may affect to hydrological cycle [1]. An
intensive land clearing activities for developing palm oil plantation, agricultural land, and
settlement have became very common happened since 30 years ago within Siak watershed, Riau
Province, Indonesia. For example an infiltration rate of palm oil plantation is realtively lower
compared to those rubber plantation and Accacia plants (for industrial forestry) (Fig. 1). As the
consequences the fluctuation of water discharge within upper Siak River was even higher.
Based on the basic river flow data obtained from the Automatic Water Level Records (AWLR)
installed in the Siak River Bridge as shown in Fig 2. It was recorded that the maximum river water
level tends to increase in the period of 1998 to 2005. The minimum river water level tends to
become lower. As the result of high difference level between the maximum and the minimum of
Siak water surface, flood cases (during the rainy season) and drought (during the summer) became
more frequently. This affected to suppress the Siak watershed health and indicates the availability
of ground water resources tends to decrease [6, 7]. One of the common methods used to determine
the health of watershed is by comparing the value of Qmax/Qmin of river water during a certain
period.
The objectives of this study are to: (i) identify the magnitude of changes in land use pattern
within upper Siak watershed area in the year of 2002, 2007 and 2012, and (ii) simulate the effects of
land use change to ground water availability in this watershed. This study results are expected to
become a reference for stakeholders especially the Indonesia government to take any water
conservation policy for Siak River water resources systematically.
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Fig. 1. Infiltration rate for palm oil plants, rubber plants and Accacia (forestry industry) in DAS Siak

(Source : BWS III Riau Province)

Fig. 2. Average monthly discharge (m3/sec) of the Siak River 1998-2006

Methodology
This study was commenced in the upper Siak watershed utilizing AWLR data from the Pantai
Cermin Station as shown in Fig. 3. Weather Station located in the Riau Province, with position of
00° 35’ 24” SL and 101° 11’ 46” EL. This study used a model generated from the Soil and Water
Assessment Tool (SWAT). SWAT is a tool to simulate the effects of land use change in relevance
to calculate the health of the watershed. Five processes are commonly applied for SWAT such as;
(i) input data (including Digital elevation model, land use, soil data, location of weather stations
(can be downloaded from http://globalweather.tamu.edu/, and weather time series), (ii) GIS
pocessing encompassing four steps, (iii) configuring input files and configuring user tables, (iv)
Running model including sensistivity analyases of the parameters affecting simulation of SWAT,
model calibration and validation, and (v) Reading outputs and reports (Fig. 4).
Various input data required to simulate SWAT model including climate data, digital elevation
maps (DEM), land use maps, and soil data [5]. SWAT generated a series of models that can provide
hydrological response as an output. The output then was calibrated and validated in order to achieve
a satisfied level of accuracy compared to the existing data recorded in AWLR (Tables 1 and 2). The
statistical methods used to validate by calculating coefficient of determination (R2) and the Nash Sutcliffe efficiency model (NS). The calibration process is the process of selecting a combination of
parameters to improve the coherence between the hydrologic responses observed with the
simulation results. The validation process on the other hand, is to prove whether the simulation
process is consistent with the established specifications (NSE).
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(Source : BWS III Riau Province)

Fig. 3. Map of the study area

Fig. 4. Development process for SWAT Model

Land Use Change in SIAK Watershed
An undergone of significant changes in land use within Upper Siak watershed was based on
data analyzed from the satellite images. The significant shift in land use can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1 shows that the primary forest area decreased 4.86 % from 15,624.36 ha (in 2002) to
7,352.64 ha (in 2007). The forest area then increased again to 12,186.32 ha in 2012. This figure was
still lower than those forest areas in 2002 (-2.02 %). In 2002 the oil palm plantation area covered
76,249.60 ha and this figure tended to increase to 7,9347.24 ha in 2012 (by 1.82%).
Table 1. An ongoing of land use changes in period of 2002, 2007 and 2012
2002
Land Use
Primary Forest
Industry Forest
Plantation (HPH)
Rubber plantation
Oil Palm Plantation
Settlement
Water area
Agriculture
Bushes
Open space
Total

Area (ha)

Percentage
(%)

Area (ha)

2007
The changes
compared to 2002
(%)
-4.86

2012
The changes
Area (ha)
compared to
2002 (%)
12,186.32
-22%

15,624.36

9.18

7,352.64

17,054.04

10.02

20,117.64

1.8

12,441.62

-27%

4,084.80
76,249.60
1,310.54
17.02
41,937.28
11,369.36
2,553.00
170,200

2.40
44.80
0.77
0.01
24.64
6.68
1.50
100

5,514.48
75,960.26
1,106.30
17.02
47,366.66
6,416.54
6,331.44
170,200

0.84
-0.17
-0.12
0.00
3.19
-2.91
2.22

3,914.60
7,9347.24
3,386.98
17.02
41,188.40
13,939.38
3,778.44
170,200

-4%
4%
158%
0%
-2%
23%
48%

Source : Analysis, 2014
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Discharge analyses based on land use 2012. At the beginning of the simulation, it was used the
parameters specified by the SWAT or without calibration. The initial results from this early
simulation commonly were still much different from the AWLR data. Hence, a calibration process
is required. In 2012 calibration was performed 4 times with 1,000 iterations. Various input data
parameters were regularly adjusted until the validity value of R2 was 0.59 (> 0.4) and NSE was
0.58 (>0.36). The comparison of discharge from SWAT simulation model and from the measured
AWLR data can be seen in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of hydrograph of the AWLR data and the SWAT simulation model in the
year 2012 (after data Calibration)

Sensitivity analysis. In SWAT calibration, there are 24 hydrologic parameters have to be adjusted
so that the output discharge from the model has as close as possible to the measured AWLR data.
However, it is very importand to understand the most crucial parameters to the model. The
sensitivity analysis there for, was to perform an overview of the most significant parameters
affecting the simulation of SWAT. The results of the sensitivity analysis showed that there were 8
the most significant parameters influencing on the results of SWAT results. They were: (i)
RCHRG_DP.gw (deep aquifer percolation friction as ground water recharge), (ii) hydrologic
responses unit (HRU_SLP), (iii) initial SCS runoff curve number for moisture II (CN2), (iv)
saturated hydraulic conductivity (SOL_K), (v) average slope length (SLSUBBSN), (vi) based flow
alpha for bank storage contributing flow to main channel (ALPHA_BNK), (vii) threshold depth of
water in shallow aquifer required for return flow to occur (GWQMN), and (viii) ground water
“revap” coefficient, as water remove from the capillary fringe it is replaced by the water underlying
aquifer (GW_REVAP). The results of the sensitivity analysis are shown in Table 2. It is
sequentially starting from the most sensitive based on the p-value. The smaller the p-value, the
more significant of these parameters will be (notes: the smallest value is zero) [5].
Analysis of Watershed Health
In this study, analysis of watershed health within upper Siak watershed was calculated by
comparing the value of Qmax/Qmin each period (started from 2002 to 2012). Qmax and Qmin
values are used to identify a trend of watershed change. If the ratio value of Qmax/Qmin higher,
there is a tendency decreasing of ground water availability at the watershed. Table 3 is the ratio
calculation Qmax/Qmin in the period of 2002, 2007 and 2012. Qmax tends to become higher during
that period especially occur in the rainy season that might be caused of the land use change. The
change in land affects to change the mechanical of soil surface to become more impervious. Hence,
the infiltration rate of water to the soil surface becomes low, as the consequences this causes ground
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water recharge also decrease. On the other hand, in the dry season, As the decreasing of ground
water recharge in the rainy season, the river water dischage (with was mostly supplied from the
ground water) will also decrease. It means that the potential avalaibility of ground water tends to
decrease because of the land use change.
Table 2. Sensitivity analysis for the calibrated parameters
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Parameter P-Value
RCHRG_DP.gw 0.00
HRU_SLP.hru
0.00
CN2.mgt
0.00
SOL_K(..).sol
0.00
SLSUBBSN.hru
0.00
ALPHA_BNK.rte 0.00
GWQMN.gw
0.00
GW_REVAP.gw 0.00
CH_K2.rte
0.01
OV_N.hru
0.01
CH_K1.sub
0.08
SURLAG.bsn
0.10

No
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Parameter P-Value
SOL_Z(..).sol
0.14
CH_S1.sub
0.22
EPCO.hru
0.35
CH_L1.sub
0.36
ESCO.hru
0.36
REVAPMN.gw
0.41
CANMX.hru
0.43
CH_N2.rte
0.63
CH_W1.sub
0.65
ALPHA_BF.gw
0.70
SOL_AWC(..).sol 0.73
GW_DELAY.gw
0.99

Table 3. Qmax/Qmin ratio
Year

Qmax

Qmin

2002
2007
2012

162.8
181.5
172.9

15.18
26.56
13.35

Ratio of
Qmax/Qmin
10.72
6.83
12.95

(Source: Data Analysis, 2014)

From the above table it can be seen that the availability of the ground water resources from
2002 to 2012 was relatively fluctuating. However it tended to increase from 10.725 to 12.951 (at an
increase rate of 20%). This is due to the slightly changes in the land use pattern in the period of
2002 to 2012 (Fig. 6). However, in period of 2002 to 2007 a decline in the value ratio of
Qmax/Qmin was from 10.72 to 6.83. This caused by: (i) a decrease of palm oil plantation area from
76,249 ha to 75,947 ha in the period of 2002 to 2007 (cutting old palm oil trees and replanting the
new one), (ii) an increase in the industry forest plantation area of 17,054 ha to 12,441 ha, (iii) an
increase in settlement area from 2,553 ha to 6,331 ha, thus these may effect to reduce the amount of
water runoff. Hence, the ratio of Qmax/Qmin tended to be better in 2002 to 2007 (from 10.72 to
6.83, respectively).
In the period of 2007 to 2012 the value of ratio of Qmax/Qmin increase substantially from
10.72 to 12.95 (20%), this was due to: (i) an increase of palm oil plantation area from 76,249 ha to
79,347 ha (4%) in the period of 2002 to 2012), (ii) an increase in settlement area from 1,310 ha to
3,346 ha (158%), (iii) an increase of open space area by 48%, and bushes area 23%. The areas of
primary forest as well as forest plantation were decreasing up to 22%. Thus these land use changes
may effect to increase the amount of water runoff. Hence, the ratio of Qmax/Qmin tended to
became worst (from 10.72 to 12.95), so does the upper Siak watershed health condition.
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Fig. 6. Land use pattern 2002 to 2012

Conclusions
The significant change in land use patterns within upper Siak watershed in the period of 20022012 to become palm oil plantation area, settlement area, open space and bushes, meanwhile the
forest area decreased causes the health condition of upper Siak watershed tends to decline. This was
reflected by the ratio of Qmax/Qmin in 2002 to 2012 tended to increase from 10.725 to 12.951
respectively. Based on SWAT simulation, the final results showed that the value of R2 was 0.59 (>
0.4) and NSE was 0.59 (>0.36). Hence, these values were satisfied the research objectives.
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Abstract. Organic matter needs to be removed from the water because it can be harmful to human
health. Coagulation is one of the methods that can be used to remove organic matter. As a
psychochemical process, coagulation must be followed by coagulant additions. Coagulant plays
important role as an agent to stimulate the agglomeration of organic matter to make it settles and
easy to be removed from the water. Coagulant Aluminium Sulphate (alum) and Ferric Sulphate
(ferric) are the most common coagulants in coagulation process. This research aimed to compare
the effectiveness of these coagulants in removing organic matter from Batang Kuranji (Kuranji
River) water in Padang. Sample used in this investigation were artificial and natural samples taken
from Batang Kuranji. The result showed that by using artificial sample, ferric was better than alum
in removing organic matter. To reach almost the same removal efficiency, ferric needed only two
third of aluminium sulphate dosage. Using the natural sample and almost similar dosage, ferric was
still superior by producing almost double in percentage organic matter removal compares to
aluminium in neutral sample. Whilts, in acidic and alkali conditions, alum is superior compare to
ferric.
Introduction
High organic contents in water can produce color, odor and taste. This is also responsible to
decrease the removal performance of water treatment plant [1]. In the disinfection process, a contact
between organic content and disinfectant chemical like chlorine will produce disinfection by
products (DBPs) such as halogen compound, trihalomethane (THM), and halogen acid [2, 3]. The
amount of by-products formed by disinfectant chemicals such as chlorine is proportional to the
amount of organic carbon in the water [4]. DBPs is carcinogenic, thus it is harmful to human health
if consumed frequently [5].
One of methods to remove organic content from water is coagulation process [4]. Coagulation
is a process in which all the reactions and mechanisms have the purpose of producing an
agglomeration of contaminants or particles [6]. The agglomeration itself is an essential process
because its purpose is to produce a larger size of floc. Larger and denser floc seems preferable since
these will settle more easily and dewater more readily [7] Coagulation process needs a coagulant as
agent to destabilize the contaminant in the water. A coagulant is a chemical that is used in water
treatment to destabilize contaminants and make their removal easier [4]. In water treatment, the
removal of suspended solid content is very important and this process is strongly determined by the
performance of the coagulant and the formation of floc with suitable properties (size and density) to
settle down [8]. The amount and type of coagulant affects the quantity, composition and physical
properties of residue or sludge after the water treatment process [9].
Alum and ferric-based salts such as alum, aluminium chloride, ferric chloride, ferric sulphate
are commonly used coagulants [10, 11, 12]. Aluminium and iron salts are widely used as coagulants
in water and waste water treatment for removing a broad range of impurities from effluent,
including colloidal particles, and to dissolve organic substances. As alum and ferric can be used as
coagulants to remove organic contents, further investigation is still needed to compare the
performance of those coagulants in eliminating organic contents in water.
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Materials and Methods
Artificial sample. For laboratory tests, artificial organic sample was used. In this investigation
glucose solution was used as a representation of organic contents in water. The concentration was
10 mg/L because based on the concentration of organic content in real water. The solution
preparation was by diluting 10g glucose concentrate in 1 L distilled water.
Natural water sample. Natural water sample was taken from Gunung Pangilun Intake, Kuranji
river, Nanggalo Padang.
Coagulation and flocculation. Coagulation test was done by pouring a 500 ml water sample into a
glass beaker followed by the addition of the coagulant aluminium sulphate and ferric sulphate. After
adjusting the pH with sulphuric acid (H 2 SO 4 ) or sodium hydroxide (NaOH) to reach a pH value of
approximately 6.5, the fluid was mixed rapidly at high rate 100 rpm for 120 s and then at a
moderate rate of 40 rpm for 15 minutes to accommodate the agglomeration process. After
flocculation process, sedimentation process took time for 30 minutes. The supernatant was taken
carefully to measure water turbidity.
Coagulants. Aluminium Sulphate and Ferric Sulphate were used as coagulants. The dosage was
similar between those two coagulants.
Measurement of organic concentration. The concentration of organic content in water sample
was measured by using spectrophotometer method with 561 nm wave length spectrophotometer
green light.
Results and Discussions
The impact of different pH on the removal of organic content in artificial sample. The result of
coagulation process by employing different pH on the removal of organic content in artificial
sample is presented by Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The impact of different pH on Alum and Ferric efficiency in removing
organic content from organic artificial water

Fig. 1 shows that ferric is better than alum in removing organic content for all of pH value. This
means that Ferric is more effective than alum to remove organic content from artificial organic.
And, ferric also effective for all of pH conditions in water, so ferric does not demand pH
conditioning for coagulation process. This is due to the solubility of ferric sulphate in water is lower
compare to aluminium sulphate, so ferric floc is able to settle down better compare to alum floc.
Ferric particle bond is more stable than alum, thus ferric can work in bigger pH range [13].
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This result informed that the type of coagulant has its own effect on coagulation efficiency. The
amount and type of coagulant impacted the residue or sludge after water processed. [9] also stated
supportive result that coagulation effectiveness and cost depend on coagulant type and
concentration, solution pH, ionic strength, as well as both concentration and nature of the organic
residues in effluent.
The impact of different pH on the removal of organic content in natural sample. After using
organic artificial sample, the investigation was continued by using natural sample to see the effect
on different pH on the removal of organic content. The result can be found in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The impact of different pH on Alum and Ferric efficiency in removing
organic content from organic natural water

Fig. 2 presents different trend than Fig. 1 in presenting the result of different pH on alum and
ferric efficiency in removing content from organic natural water. By using natural water, ferric is
superior compare to alum only in the neutral pH between 6 to 7, meanwhile by using artificial
water, Ferric is superior than alum for all of pH variables. This difference causes by the variation in
water quality. Coagulant concentration is determined as a function of raw water quality and can
vary for each water coagulation [14]
Artificial water only has organic contents in the water, whilst natural water not only has organic
contents but also other ingredients. The utilization of artificial sample is to prevent differences in
experimental conditions, because for laboratory-scale tests the availability of certified samples and
constant characteristics is required [15]. These other ingredients influence the coagulation process
and the performance of coagulant alum and ferric in eliminating organic contents. [16] also stated
that natural sample produced different result than artificial sample because of the different in the
ingredients.
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Abstract. This article presents an analysis of natural frequencies of semi-rigidly connected frame
with axial force effects. The analysis takes into account both the consistent mass matrix and
geometrical stiffness matrix of semi-rigidly frame respectively. Modified Hermitian Polynomial
model is used for modelling of semi-rigid connections. This paper shows an example of natural
frequencies of frames with and without axial force effects. The calculations are presented to
demonstrate the efficiency of the semi-rigidly connected frame modelling, which it is yields more
realistic solutions than rigid connection modelling. It is also shown that changes of axial forces may
result in the changes of natural frequency of the frame. This methodology is also useful for the
building inspection because it can incorporate the effect of rigidity of structures.
Introduction
In general, frame connections are assumed either perfectly pinned or fully rigid in most
analysis of frames. However, this simplification leads to an incorrect estimation of frame behavior
both overall deflections, internal force distributions and overall stability of structure. The actual
connections are between the rigid and pinned connections; therefore, modeling of this connection
type is required to show the real behavior of these connections. Bolted and welded frame
connections are included to the semi-rigid type of connections, this connection type has negative
effect on frame stability, as it increases drift of the frame and causes a decrease in effective stiffness
of the member. In other word, frame drift will increase the second-order (P-∆) effects and will
affect the overall stability of the frame [1, 2].
Dynamic characteristics of the structures could be observed by dynamic measurement and
could be verified using the proposed method considering semi-rigid behavior. The dynamic testing
of the structure shows its real dynamic characteristics, that is, natural frequencies in threedimensional directions, as well as the damping coefficients. All these parameters should became the
starting point for structural evaluation of buildings, bridge, and others. The important factor is that
dynamic testing does not lead to the building damage [3].
In this paper, the element matrix of a beam element is presented. This method is a part of
Finite Element Analysis of semi-rigidly connected frames which is incorporating a pair of
connection rigidity to a conventional cubic Hermitian shape function is first derived. By
assigning r = 0 to 1 as a pinned and fully rigid connection stiffness, the displacement function
will automatically convert to a linear and a cubic deflected shape with full nodal
compatibility with the external rotations. Using this flexible shape function, consistent mass
and stiffness matrices of a beam element can be obtained directly from the standard procedure
for finite element formulation.
The main objectives of this publication are to present: (1) the stiffness and a series of geometric
stiffness matrices, mass matrices and load vector of a prismatic beam-column with semi-rigid
connections subject to any distributed axial load. (2) the utilization of these matrices in the stability
and second-order analyses of 2D framed structures. (3) natural frequency analyses of 2D framed
structures. An example included the effect of axial force on the natural frequency analyses.
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Finite Element Model
The discrete Stiffness Matrix for Beam Modelis in fact a finite element approach, which means
that the results are only approximations to the actual behavior of a system. It is most suitable to
determine the dynamic characteristics of complicated structures that are modelled using discrete
mass, stiffness and damping matrices. These matrices have different shapes, depending on which
element theory is used and how many degrees of freedom are included. In this paper, all the
presented matrices were formed using Bernoulli beam with semi-rigid elements with μik= r at node
I and αik=μik/l.
The element stiffness matrix can be formulated using principle of work. The stiffness element
matrices were obtained in the form [1].
𝐾11 ∗

⎡
∗
𝐾 =⎢
⎢
⎣

𝐾12 ∗
𝐾22 ∗
𝑠𝑦𝑚

with

𝐾11 ∗ =
𝐾12 ∗ =

4𝐸𝐼
𝑙

2𝐸𝐼
𝑙

𝐾13 ∗ = −

𝐾24 ∗ =

𝐾44 ∗ =

4𝐸𝐼
�𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 2 + 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 �
𝑙

2𝐸𝐼
�2�𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 − 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 𝑙 + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 � + 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 − 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝑙 + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 �
𝑙

𝐾23 ∗ = −

𝑙

(1)

�2�𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 𝑙 − 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 � − 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝑙 + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 �

𝐾22 ∗ =

4𝐸𝐼

𝐾14 ∗
⎤
𝐾24 ∗ ⎥
𝐾34 ∗ ⎥
𝐾44 ∗ ⎦

�𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 2 + 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 �

𝐾14 ∗ =

𝐾33 ∗ =

𝐾13 ∗
𝐾23 ∗
𝐾33 ∗

4𝐸𝐼
�𝜇𝑖𝑘 2 − 𝜇𝑖𝑘 𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 𝜇𝑘𝑖 2 + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 𝑙 − 2𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 𝑙 + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 𝑙2 �
𝑙

2𝐸𝐼
�2�𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 𝑙 − 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 � − 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝑙 + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 �
𝑙

2𝐸𝐼
��2𝜇𝑖𝑘 2 − 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 𝑙 − 𝜇𝑘𝑖 2 + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 𝑙� + 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 𝑙 + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 − 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝑙2 �
𝑙

�𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 2 + 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 �

𝐾34 ∗ = −

2𝐸𝐼
�2�𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 − 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 𝑙 + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 � + 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 − 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝑙 + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 �
𝑙

4𝐸𝐼
�𝜇𝑖𝑘 2 + 𝜇𝑖𝑘 𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 𝜇𝑘𝑖 2 − 2𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 𝑙 − 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 𝑙 + 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 2 𝑙2 �
𝑙

In limit case for fixed-end beam at the ends iand k it is µik= µki= 1.
Mass Matrix for Beam Model

Mass matrix for beam model formulation Started from the interpolation functions of semirigidly fixed-end beam, the elements of the consistent mass matrix of such beam may be derived
analogously to expressions in the form [1] :
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𝑀11 ∗

⎡
∗
𝑀 =⎢
⎢
⎣
with

𝑀12 ∗
𝑀22 ∗
𝑠𝑦𝑚

𝑀11 ∗ =

𝑀22 ∗ =

𝑀33 ∗ =

𝑀44 ∗ =

𝑀12 ∗ =

𝑀14 ∗ =
𝑀23 ∗ =

𝑀14 ∗
⎤
𝑀24 ∗ ⎥
𝑀34 ∗ ⎥
𝑀44 ∗ ⎦

(2)

𝜌𝑆𝑙
2
�140 + (42𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ − 28𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ )𝑙 + �4𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 2 + 4𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ − 6𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ �𝑙2 �
420

𝜌𝑆𝑙
�4�𝜇𝑖𝑘 2 + 𝜇𝑘𝑖 2 + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 𝑙2 � + 6(𝜇𝑖𝑘 𝜇𝑘𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖𝑘 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝑙) − 8𝜇𝑘𝑖 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝑙�𝑙2
420

𝜌𝑆𝑙
2
�140 + (−42𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ + 28𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ )𝑙 + �4𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 2 + 4𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ − 6𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ �𝑙2 �
420

𝜌𝑆𝑙
�4�𝜇𝑖𝑘 2 + 𝜇𝑘𝑖 2 + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 𝑙2 � + 6(−𝜇𝑖𝑘 𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 𝜇𝑘𝑖 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝑙) − 8𝜇𝑖𝑘 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝑙�𝑙2
420

𝜌𝑆𝑙
�21𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 14𝜇𝑘𝑖 − (14𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ − 4𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 − 3𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 3𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 4𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 )𝑙
420
− �3𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ − 4𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 �𝑙2 �𝑙

𝑀13 ∗ =

𝜌𝑆𝑙
�70 − 7(𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ + 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ )𝑙 − �4𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 2 + 4𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 − 6𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ �𝑙2 �
420

𝜌𝑆𝑙
�21𝜇𝑖𝑘 − 14𝜇𝑘𝑖 − (21𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ − 4𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 3𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 3𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 − 4𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 )𝑙
420
− �−3𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ + 4𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 2 �𝑙2 �𝑙

𝜌𝑆𝑙
�21𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 14𝜇𝑖𝑘 − (21𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ + 4𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 3𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 − 3𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 − 4𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 )𝑙
420
− �−3𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 ∗ + 4𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 �𝑙2 �𝑙

𝑀24 ∗ =
𝑀34 ∗ =

𝑀13 ∗
𝑀23 ∗
𝑀33 ∗

𝜌𝑆𝑙
[4(𝜇𝑖𝑘 2 − 𝜇𝑘𝑖 2 ) − 4(𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 3𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 ∗ + 3𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 − 4𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝝁𝒌𝒊 )𝑙
420
+ 3𝛼𝑖𝑘 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝑙2 ]𝑙2

𝜌𝑆𝑙
�−21𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 14𝜇𝑖𝑘 (14𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ + 4𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 − 3𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 − 3𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 4𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 )
420
+ �−3𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ + 4𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 2 �𝑙 2 �𝑙

Geometric Stiffness Matrix for Beam Model

Starting from the interpolation functions of semi-rigidly fixed-end beam, the geometric
stiffness matrix of such beam may be derived analogously to expressions in the form [1]:
𝐾𝐺11 ∗

⎡
∗
𝐾𝐺 = ⎢
⎢
⎣
with

𝐾𝐺12 ∗
𝐾𝐺22 ∗
𝑠𝑦𝑚

𝐾𝐺13 ∗
𝐾𝐺23 ∗
𝐾𝐺33 ∗

𝐾𝐺14 ∗
⎤
𝐾𝐺24 ∗ ⎥
𝐾𝐺34 ∗ ⎥
𝐾𝐺44 ∗ ⎦

(3)

𝐾𝐺11 ∗ = 𝑆 ∙ 𝑙��2𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 2 �⁄15 − (𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ )⁄15 + �2𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 �⁄15 + 1/𝑙�

𝐾𝐺12 ∗ = 𝑆 ∙ 𝑙�4𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 − 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 − 4𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 4𝑙 ∙ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 − 𝑙 ∙ 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ �/30
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𝐾𝐺13 ∗ = −𝑆 ∙ 𝑙��2𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 2 �⁄15 − (𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ )⁄15 + �2𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 �⁄15 + 1/𝑙�

𝐾𝐺14 ∗ = 𝑆 ∙ 𝑙�30𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ − 30𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ + 4𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 − 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 − 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 4𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 𝑙 ∙ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 − 4𝑙
∙ 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ �/30
𝐾𝐺22 ∗ = 𝑆 ∙ 𝑙�2𝑙2 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 − 𝑙 ∙ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 − 4𝑙 ∙ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 2𝜇𝑖𝑘 2 + 𝜇𝑖𝑘 𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 2𝜇𝑘𝑖 2 �/15

𝐾𝐺23 ∗ = −𝑆 ∙ 𝑙�4𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 − 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 − 4𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 4𝑙 ∙ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 − 𝑙 ∙ 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ �/30
𝐾𝐺24 ∗ = −𝑆 ∙ 𝑙[(4𝜇𝑘𝑖 − 4𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 𝑙 ∙ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ )(𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 𝜇𝑘𝑖 − 𝑙 ∙ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ )]/30

𝐾𝐺34 ∗ = −𝑆

𝐾𝐺33 ∗ = 𝑆 ∙ 𝑙��2𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 2 �⁄15 − (𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ )⁄15 + �2𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 �⁄15 + 1/𝑙�

∙ 𝑙�30𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ − 30𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ + 4𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 − 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 − 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 4𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 𝑙 ∙ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 − 4𝑙
∙ 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ �/30

𝐾𝐺44 ∗ = 𝑆 ∙ 𝑙�15𝑙2 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 2 − 30𝑙2 𝛼𝑖𝑘 ∗ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ + 17𝑙2 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 2 − 4𝑙 ∙ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑖𝑘 + 𝑙 ∙ 𝛼𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 2𝜇𝑖𝑘 2
− 𝜇𝑖𝑘 𝜇𝑘𝑖 + 2𝜇𝑘𝑖 2 �/15

Result and Discussion

Fig. 1 displays the first example of a simple plane frame with two element with length 1000
mm having joint rigidity r at the ends of each member as shown in Fig. 1. For the purpose of
calculation of stiffness matrix E, I, and A is assumed as 200000, 3947.37, and 125.35 in consistent
units. Member end actions obtained, using the developed program, are compared in the Table 1 with
the solution calculated using SAP2000. When the same problem is solved using SAP2000, it will be
considering all the joints as fully rigid and pinned.
Fig. 2 shows a simple two beam element analyzed using this method considering the semi-rigid
r factor on the member’s end. Members with r = 0 to 1 is analyzed for a simple beam having two
elements. A Point load (P) of 1 kN in the Z-direction is applied on the center of the beam and 1 kN
in the X-direction is applied on node 1 of the beam. All proposed element stiffness matrix per
member is used to model this structure.
The first node were assumed to have connection rigidity with fixity factor applied from 0 to 1,
the step is shown in Table 1. Member with r = 0 has end moment Mu = 137500 N mm, and moment
at the center of beam, has value of Mu = 137500 N mm also. However if connection rigidity
changes its fixity factor r = 0.1, then the member has end moment Mu = 14864 N mm, and Mu =
260135 N mm at the center of beam. From the above fixity factor value, the member element
forces, natural frequencies, and critical load is calculated by the proposed formulation as shown in
Table 1 and 2 respectively.

Fig. 1. Beam modeling with two element having semi-rigid connection
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Moment of a simple beam: (a) Full beam; (b) At end of beam; (c) At center of beam

Table 1. Moment and natural frequency of beam
Rigidityr
1
0.75
0.5
0.25
0.1
0

MomentatEnd of
theMember (Nmm)

Momentat Center of
theMember (Nmm)

FrequencywithandwithoutAxialLoad 1KN
(Hz)

Poposed

SAP2000

Poposed

SAP2000

withaxialload

withoutaxialload

Theoretical

137500
111486
78571
39286
14865
0

137500
0

137500
163514
196429
235714
260135
275000

137500
275000

83.07
71.05
60.03
50.29
45.25
33.95

84.71
72.82
61.98
52.49
47.62
36.92

83.36
36.77

Table 2. Critical load of beam
Rigidityr
1
0.75
0.5
0.25
0.1
0

CriticalLoad(N)
Proposed

Theory

Difference %

26098.31
20841.10
16119.55
12179.21
10272.74
6487.94

25756.00
6438.90

1.31
0.76

Proposed
26098.31
20841.10
16119.55
12179.21
10272.74
6487.94

SAP2000

Difference %

20214.71
6060.27

22.54
6.59
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Values for element forces have been evaluated using two methods. First, a direct means using
the proposed formula, and second, a method using commercial software namely SAP2000. As a
validity check, it is compare to the results obtained using theoretical method. This has been
undertaken and the results given in Table 1 and Table 2. In general, the semi-rigid analysis of
simple beam shows that frame with higher rigidity has a higher moment at the restraint, while in the
center of beam shows opposite. Natural frequency obtained using this method is higher than the
values obtained using software SAP2000. However, it is considered that the correlation between the
two methods is reasonable, because SAP2000 using lump mass in its calculation. The natural
frequency of beam with and without effect of axial forces shown in Table 1. The Critical load
shown in Table 2 is used to determine the effect of axial forces on natural frequency calculation.
That is thought to be a good approximation. Using only two element, the critical load calculations is
reasonably accurate (see Table.2) with error less than five percent. For analysis that involves three
or more elements, the result is somewhat more accurate.
Summary
Based on the research that comparing analysis of semi-rigid connection with variation of
rigidity or fixity factor, was presented. Beam analysis with rigidity factor r = 1 was having the same
result as rigid frame analysis. Beam with lower rigidity factor gave lower critical load factor and
natural frequency, and the result of this research shows that beam with axial forces applied gave
lower natural frequency.
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Abstract. Bamboo laminated substitute wood for construction materials. To create a bamboo
lamination beam made by compression. The bamboo used in this work belongs to the species of
Bambusa Dendrocalamus asper (local name: bambu Petung). The purpose of
this study was to determine the influent of pressure to mechanical properties bamboo blade. The
dimensions of objects based on standard ISO 2004. Testing of physical properties include moisture
content and density, mechanical properties testing include compressive strength, tensile
6-yearstrength,
shear
strength
and
flexural
strength.
Bamboo
old tested. Each specimen compressed by pressure variations 0 MPa, 1.5 MPa, 2 MPa and
2.5
MPa.
The
results
of
mechanical
properties
testing conducted correlation with statistical analysis. Observation by Scanning Electron
Microscopy to determine the damage to the bamboo fiber.
Background
At this time the timber with good quality has been difficult to obtain, so the wood is
increasingly rare for building construction. However, the wood will be needed because it
has several advantages over the baton and steel. The advantages of wood of which
have good mechanical properties, wherein the weight ratio of the power compared to a
higher kind than concrete and steel in addition to approaching the renewable nature and aesthetics.
Bamboo grows fast, easy to grow and does not require special maintenance. Bamboo with
good quality can be harvested at the age ranges (3-5) years (Morisco, 2006). Bamboo with good
quality can be harvested at the age ranges (3-4) years Prayitno (2012).
The advantages of laminated bamboo can be formed in a variety of sizes, better mechanical
properties than the base material type of bamboo used (Morisco, 2006).
Glue line damage to become laminated bamboo beams crack before its power reaches the
maximum value. Bamboo blade in laminated bamboo beams are experiencing compression
estimated damage to the fiber and therefore contribute to the strength and power of the glueline
laminated bamboo beam.
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GLUELINE
DAMAGE

Fig. 1. Bamboo lamination beam glueline damages

The study was conducted to determine the effect of pressure felt on physical and mechanical
properties of bamboo. Pressure felts made on bamboo slats with pressure variations Felts 0 MPa,
1.5 MPa, 2 MPa and 2.5 MPa.
Literature Review
The influence of lateral stress on the shear strength of the beam clamp horizontally laminated
bamboo Petung has been investigated by Oka (2004). Masrizal (2004), conducted research on the
effect of compression force MoR Petung Bamboo laminated beams vertically. MOR maximum
value obtained in advance of 1.3 MPa compression force up to 1.6 MPa. Likewise, the influence of
pressure on the shear strength of the beam clamp horizontally laminated bamboo Ampel has been
investigated by Amirullah (2007).
Ochi (2012), conducted research the effect of tensile strength of bamboo fiber bamboo
laminate applications using biodegradable-plastic resin thereby increasing the tensile strength and
bamboo reaches 70% of the tensile strength without resin.
Research Method
The raw material is Bambusa Dendrocalamus asper. Making the preliminary test specimen to
test the properties of physics and mechanics were based on ISO 2004 Standard and ASTM D1432008.
Experimental tests performed on specimens with lateral stress variations. Testing the physical
properties consist of water content and density, while testing the mechanical properties of bamboo
consists of flexural strength, tensile strength, shear strength and compressive strength.
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Fig. 2. Specimen manufacturing

Fig. 3. Universal testing machine

Table 1. Specimen quantity
No.

Testing Type

1
2
4
5
6
7

Water Content
Specific Gravity
Compression Strengtt
Tensile Strength
Shear Strength
Flexural Strength
Total Quantities

Without
Lateral Stress
30
30
30
30
30
30
180

Lateral Stress Variations
1.5 MPa
2.0 MPa
2.5 MPa
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
180
180
180

Result and Discussion
The water content of lateral stress 0 MPa on average 12.95%. At a lateral stress 1.5 MPa the
water content is an average of 12.81%. The water content of lateral stress 2 MPa is an average of
12.52%. And the water content of lateral stress 2.5 MPa average water content of 12.43%.
Table 2. Water content and lateral stress partial correlation
1,5 MPa

2 MPa

2,5 MPa

0 MPa

1
.
0

0.624
0.054
8

0.428
0.217
8

0.602
0.066
8

Correlation
Significance (2-tailed)
df

0.624
0.054
8

1
.
0

0.157
0.666
8

0.327
0.357
8

Correlation
2,5 MPa Significance (2-tailed)
df

0.428
0.217
8

0.157
0.666
8

1
.
0

0.611
0.061
8

Correlation
Significance (2-tailed)
df

0.602
0.066
8

0.327
0.357
8

0.611
0.061
8

1
.
0

Control Variables
Correlation
1,5 MPa Significance (2-tailed)
df
2 MPa

0 MPa

Specific gravity on lateral stress 0 MPa an average of 0.64 g/cm3. At lateral stress 1.5 MPa the
value was an average density of 0.73 g/cm3. Density values with lateral stress 2 MPa is an average
of 0.75 g/cm3. At lateral stress 2.5 MPa specific gravity value average of 0.78 g/cm3.
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Table 3. Specific gravity and lateral stress partial correlation
1,5 MPa

2 MPa

2,5 MPa

0 MPa

1
.
0

0.165
0.65
8

-0.193
0.593
8

0.314
0.376
8

Correlation
Significance (2-tailed)
df

0.165
0.65
8

1
.
0

0.221
0.54
8

0.378
0.282
8

Correlation
2,5 MPa Significance (2-tailed)
df

-0.193
0.593
8

0.221
0.54
8

1
.
0

0.236
0.511
8

Correlation
Significance (2-tailed)
df

0.314
0.376
8

0.378
0.282
8

0.236
0.511
8

1
.
0

Control Variables
Correlation
1,5 MPa Significance (2-tailed)
df
2 MPa

0 MPa

Compressive strength bamboo with 0 MPa Lateral stress were 45.80 MPa. At lateral stress 1.5
MPa had a strong average 70.08. At lateral stress 2 MPa the compressive strength were an average
54.65 MPa. Lateral stress at 2.5 MPa averaged 51.15 MPa.
Table 4. Compression strength and lateral stress partial correlation
Control Variables

1,5 MPa

2 MPa

2,5 MPa

0 MPa

Correlation

1
.
0

0.115
0.547
28

0.12
0.527
28

-0.285
0.127
28

Correlation
Significance (2-tailed)
df

0.115
0.547
28

1
.
0

0.082
0.665
28

-0.218
0.248
28

Correlation
2,5 MPa Significance (2-tailed)
df

0.12
0.527
28

0.082
0.665
28

1
.
0

0.162
0.391
28

Correlation
Significance (2-tailed)
df

-0.285
0.127
28

-0.218
0.248
28

0.162
0.391
28

1
.
0

1,5 MPa Significance (2-tailed)
df
2 MPa

0 MPa

The average Flexural strength at lateral stress 0 MPa was 132.54 MPa. Average flexural
strength at lateral stress 1.5 Mpa is 146.69 MPa. Flexural strength with forged pressure of 2 MPa is
an average of 122.01 MPa. Flexural strength of bamboo with a pressure of 2.5 MPa was forged by
an average of 121.52 MPa.
Table 5. Flexural strength and lateral stress partial correlation
1,5 MPa

Control Variables

1,5 MPa

2 MPa

2,5 MPa

Correlation

1

-0.026

0.019

0.18

Significance (2-tailed)

.
0

0.894
28

0.919
28

0.34
28

Correlation

-0.026

1

0.011

0.02

Significance (2-tailed)
df

0.894
28

.
0

0.953
28

0.915
28

Correlation

0.019

0.011

1

0.289

Significance (2-tailed)
df

0.919
28

0.953
28

.
0

0.122
28

Correlation

0.18

0.02

0.289

1

Significance (2-tailed)

0.34
28

0.915
28

0.122
28

.
0

df

2 MPa

2,5 MPa

0 MPa

df

0 MPa

The average of tensile strength with lateral stress 0 MPa is 192.74 MPa. Average tensile
strength with lateral stress 1.5 MPa is 216.37 MPa. Tensile strength of bamboo with lateral stress 2
MPa is the average of 164.75 MPa. At lateral stress 2.5 MPa tensile strength of bamboo is average
160.74 MPa.
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Table 6. Tensile strength and lateral stress partial correlation
Control Variables

1,5 MPa

2 MPa

2,5 MPa

Correlation

1

-0.149

-0.106

0.003

1,5 MPa Significance (2-tailed)
df

.
0

0.432
28

0.579
28

0.987
28

Correlation

-0.149

1

0.079

-0.491

Significance (2-tailed)
df

0.432
28

.
0

0.678
28

0.006
28

Correlation

-0.106

0.079

1

-0.26

2,5 MPa Significance (2-tailed)
df

0.579
28

0.678
28

.
0

0.166
28

Correlation

0.003

-0.491

-0.26

1

Significance (2-tailed)

0.987
28

0.006
28

0.166
28

.
0

2 MPa

0 MPa

df

0 MPa

Shear strength of bamboo with lateral stress 0 MPa pressure is an average of 25.41 MPa. At
lateral stress 1.5 MPa an average of 22.05 MPa. Shear strength of bamboo with lateral stress
2 MPa is an average of 17.12 MPa. While the shear strength of bamboo were lateral stress of
2.5 MPa is the average 15.05 MPa.
Table 7. Shear strength and lateral stress partial correlation
1,5 MPa

2 MPa

2,5 MPa

0 MPa

Correlation

1

0.004

0.295

-0.115

1,5 Mpa Significance (2-tailed)
df

.
0

0.985
28

0.114
28

0.545
28

Correlation

0.004

1

-0.137

0.088

Significance (2-tailed)
df

0.985
28

.
0

0.471
28

0.645
28

Correlation

0.295

-0.137

1

0.202

2,5 MPa Significance (2-tailed)
df

0.114
28

0.471
28

.
0

0.285
28

Correlation

-0.115

0.088

0.202

1

Significance (2-tailed)

0.545
28

0.645
28

0.285
28

.
0

Control Variables

2 MPa

0 MPa

df

Fig. 4. Specimen Without Lateral Stresses

Fig. 5. Specimen With Lateral Stresses 1,5 MPa
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Fig. 6. Specimen With Lateral Stresses 2 MPa

Fig. 7. Specimen With Lateral Stresses 2,5 MPa

Conclusion
Average of bamboo water content with lateral stress of 0 MPa, 1.5 MPa, 2 MPa and 2.5 MPa
were 12.95%, 12.81%, 12.52%, and 12, 43%. The Average of bamboo specific gravity with lateral
stress of 0 MPa, 1.5 MPa, 2 MPa and 2.5 MPa were 0.64 g / cm3, 0.73 g / cm3, 0.75 g / cm3 and
0.78 g / cm3. Statistical analysis shows the physical properties of bamboo Petung not significantly
with lateral stress.
Average
flexural
strength
of
bamboo
with
lateral
stress
of
0 MPa, 1.5 MPa, 2 MPa and 2.5 MPa were 132.54 MPa, 146.69 MPa, 122.01 and 121 MPa, 52 MP
a.
Average
shear
strength
of
bamboo
with
lateral
stress
of
0 MPa, 1.5 MPa, 2 MPa and 2.5 MPa were 25.41 MPa, 22.05 MPa, 17.12 MPa and 15.05 MPa. Ave
with
lateral
stress
of
rage
compressive
strength
of
bamboo
0 MPa, 1.5 MPa, 2 MPa and 2.5 MPa were 45.79 MPa, 70.08 MPa, 54.65 MPa and 51.15 MPa. Stat
istical analysis showed that there was significantly related to the lateral stress.
Average
tensile
strength
of
bamboo
with
lateral
stress
of
0 MPa, 1.5 MPa, 2 MPa and 2.5 MPa were 132.54 MPa, 146.69 MPa, 122.01 and 121.52 MPa. Stat
istical analysis showed the lateral stress of 2.5 MPa was significantly.
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Abstract. Micro-sheet-metal forming is an established technology which is still being improved
because of its advantages. One of cutting process in micro-sheet-metal forming is micro-blanking
process. Some experiences have been held to investigate the deformation behavior of blanking
process. Since the industrial applicability is required, research activities should be covered all field
in industrial micro-manufacturing technology. High quality of part is main objective in any
manufacturing activities. In micro-blanking, a shear edge of blanking part is an indication of quality
of part. A larger die clearance is one cause of the large shear edge occurrence. The process
parameters become important factor that will able to reduce it. To investigate the influence of die
clearance and punch velocity to the part quality, the micro-blanking process of aluminum, brass and
copper sheet material were conducted. It was conclude that the large shear edge occurring, caused
by a large clearance, will be reduced if higher punch velocity was applied. In addition, die clearance
and punch velocity were significantly influence the shear edge appearance when the blanking
process was subjected to the brass material.
Introduction
Due to the development of Micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) technology in such fields
of micro devices is still growing rapidly, a high demand of micro-parts increase which are closely
related with the miniaturization of manufacturing technology. Compared with lithographic
technologies, micro-forming is more established because of low cost production, wider material
application, and excellent material properties [1].
Micro-blanking is one of cutting process in micro-sheet-metal forming technology. The
material will be separated in cutting zone if the material shear stress exceeds the ultimate shear
strength [2]. The shearing process still connected with plastic deformation before the material is
finally separate [2]. In order to investigate the deformation behavior of blanking process, some
experiences have been held. The blanking behavior will be affected significantly when average of
grain size approaches the material thickness [3]. The flow stress, the fracture strain and the number
of micro voids on the fracture surface decrease with t/d (thickness/average grain size) ratio because
of the decreasing of grain boundary hardening effect with the grain size increasing. Only a few slip
systems are activated to accomplish the deformation process [3]. Furushima et al. [4], introduced
the ductile fracture mechanism for metal foils, based on the effect of free surface roughening to the
ductile fracture behavior. In addition, the deformation behavior in micro blanking process is also
influenced by the ratio of blanking clearance to the average grain size, c/d. The ultimate shear
strength Ks reaches the maximum value when c/d =1 because of the slip and coordination of the
grain are more involved with the decreasing of the grain’s number [5].
Certain parameters should be considered to obtain a high quality of micro-blanking part, i.e.
material properties, tool design parameters, process parameters, and machine accuracy. In microPage 231
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blanking, a shear edge of blanking part is an indication of quality of part. Then, in order to obtain a
high part quality, the shear edge should be reduced.
Based on the prior study, the blanking process investigation only focus on shearing behavior
related to the material properties and a few of tool parameters. Whereas, due to manufacturing
errors still appear in tool fabrication, the process parameters also become important that contribute
in obtaining a high quality product. This paper presents an experimental study of micro-blanking
process to investigate the influence of die clearance and punch velocity to the part quality.
Experiment of Micro Blanking Process
Aluminum, brass and copper with 0,1mm thickness are selected as material specimens to
compare the influence of die clearance (c) and punch velocity (v) to the quality of the blanking part.
Table 1 shows mechanical properties of those materials that are gained from tensile test. No preheated process conducted to the material since the experiment did not require material properties
improvement.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of the material foil
Parameter
Tensile Strength

Unit

Aluminum

Brass

Copper

2

167 / 17

186 /19

353 / 36

2

108 / 11

167 / 17

333 / 34

2.47

10.36

12.41

(MPa) / (kg/mm )

Yield Strength

(MPa) / (kg/mm )

Elongation

(%)

The micro blanking tool is mounted on Micro Forming Machine 5kN which is drive by motor
servo and ball screw mechanism, as shown in Fig. 1.

Micro Forming
Machine 5kN

Micro
blanking tool

Fig. 1. Experiment set up of blanking process

The variation of clearances between punch and die blanking were 0.04mm/side, 0.05mm/side,
and 0.06mm/side. All the clearance conditions were in same die blanking, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In
order to get significant effect to the part quality, it was determined 5mm/s and 0.5mm/s as punch
velocities.
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Fig. 2. Blanking die

One piece loading method was used and pin locating was selected to facilitate tool
manufacturing simplicity. The process was held without lubrication. The blanking part then
observed by using the microscope digital with 50 and 245 times magnifications.
Results
Table 2 to Table 4 show micro-blanking part for aluminum, brass and copper, respectively. The
observation was focused on both ends. There was a difference of the end of the blank part when
aluminum specimens were conducted with difference die clearance. A shear edge was bigger when
the bigger clearance was applied. However, the shear edge became smaller when the highest
velocity was applied in the same clearance value.
The effect of the die clearance and punch velocity were obviously occurred on brass specimen.
The biggest shear edge appear with the c = 0.05mm/side and v = 0.5mm/s. Moreover, the specimen
was twist when it was subjected with c = 0.06mm/side and v = 0.5mm/s. Nevertheless, when the
higher velocity v = 5mm/s was applied, the shear edge became small and the twist angle was
reduced.
Similarly, when the high punch velocity was applied to the copper material, the shear edge will
become smaller in same die clearance value.

Table 2. Die clearance
Feature

Clearance (mm/side)

1

0.06

2

0.05

3

0.04

4

0.05
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Table 3. Aluminum micro-blanking part
v = 5mm/s

c = 0.06mm/side

c = 0.05mm/side

c = 0.04mm/side

v = 0.5mm/s

Table 4. Brass micro-blanking part
v = 5mm/s

c = 0.06mm/side

c = 0.05mm/side

c = 0.04mm/side

v = 0.5mm/s
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Table 5. Copper micro-blanking part
v = 5mm/s

c = 0.06mm/side

c = 0.05mm/side

c = 0.04mm/side

v = 0.5mm/s

Summary
Micro-blanking part quality is strongly influenced by the die clearance. The larger die
clearance, a greater shear edge occurring. Moreover, punch velocity also contributed to the shear
edge geometry. If the higher punch velocity is applied in the same die clearance, the shear edge will
be reduced. This phenomena obviously clearly proven on the brass material. Then, to reduce the
shear edge that occurs because of a large clearance, the punch velocity should be applied higher.
This is an easier optional to be implemented than to repair the die clearance.
Besides the process parameters, another important factor in producing high quality micro
blanking part is tool design parameters, such as blanking holder mechanism and configuration.
Therefore, several important study should be held in order to improving part quality.
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Abstract. The design and dynamic characteristic of a bolt-clamped Langevin transducer (BLT) is
presented in this paper. The BLT transducer has been well designed to give an ultrasonic acoustic
transmission at 40 kHz using Langevin equation. Later on, the BLT transducer will be used for
actuating ultrasonically a cutting tool in two-dimensional motion. An analytical model based on
electrical impedance has been used and the result shows a good agreement between analytical and
modal analysis simulation using finite element analysis (FEA). The experimental results show that
the optimal frequency of the BLT transducer is about 38.3 kHz after mechanical adjustment.
Introduction
Langevin transducer has been well known to generate a high power ultrasonic acoustic
radiation. These kinds of transducers are used in many industrial cleaner devices, dental surgical
cleaner, ultrasonic welding, underwater sonar to detect submarine, cell blasters, etc. [1]. Recently,
application of the Langevin transducer has been growing in precision metal cutting, for example the
Beihang University developed a transducer driven by a single actuator for precision cutting [2], and
the Northwestern University developed a transducer for precision texturing by implementing the
Langevin transducer [3].
The Langevin transducer in general only consists of three parts: an emitter, reflector and a
construction of the sandwich piezoelectric ceramic element (PZT). Then, the whole structure of the
transducer is usually clamped by a bolt that gives a mechanical adjustment or bias, to achieve a
desired optimal frequency. The transducer system will resonate depending on the mechanical
adjustment given by the clamped bolt. The high power is possible to be obtained since the PZT is in
the middle of the structure very close to the vibrating working node. The transducer will not have
long displacements. The long displacement will be extended by the emitter and reflector (in this
case is aluminum and steel), because they have a greater mechanical quality factor (Q m ) than piezo
ceramics. Higher quality factor means lower damping factor.
In this paper, the design and dynamic characteristic of the BLT transducer is presented. The
BLT design was calculated by using Langevin equation to obtain the dimensions so that the
working frequency of the BLT is 40 kHz. The analytical model using equivalent circuit of Mason’s
model is used to analyze the working frequency and it shows the good agreement with modal
analysis simulation. However, the optimal frequency of the BLT transducer is slightly different
about 5% lower of the desired frequency design.
Design and Construction
The design and the construction of the BLT transducer is shown in Fig. 1, in this case, the
sandwiched four PZT-S44 piezo ceramics are used, the emitter is aluminum and the reflector is
carbon steel, respectively. The aluminum and the steel does not have conic or any complex shape,
only cylindrical shape was consider because it is easier to be analyzed. The PZT-S44 was consider
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as better than PZT-4 since it has higher mechanical quality factor (Q m = 1400) than PZT-4 (Q m =
400), even though the dielectric power losses is about tan δ = 0.004.
Table 1 shows the material properties that are used for the BLT transducer. The classical
Langevin equation is used to determine the dimension of the BLT transducer, so that the BLT is
able to resonate at desired frequency. In this case, the desired frequency was set at 40 kHz. Eq. 2 is
used to calculate the length of the L 2 , and Eq. 4 is used to find the length of L 1 . The c is a sound
speed that transmitted inside the material which is can be defined in Eq. 1. In the process
preliminary calculation of the BLT design, the PZT-4 properties have been used, although the PZTS44 was used in the actual design. The PZT-S44 has material properties (c = 3220 m/s, ρ = 7700
kg/m3. E = 80,000 MPa, and ε = 0.32) slightly different of PZT-4 properties. It should be noted that
PZT-S44 is mainly used in ultrasonic cleaning, and ultrasonic atomization.
Table 1. Material properties of BLT transducer
PZT-4
Aluminum
Steel

c=

c (m/s)

E (MPa)

ρ(kg/m3)

3570
5070
5170

76500
71000
2x105

7500
2700
7800

E

(1)

ρ


 2π f n  
c2
× tan −1  Z tan 
L0  
2π f n
 c0


cρ A
Z= 0 0 0
c2 ρ 2 A2
c
L1 = 1
4 fn

=
L2

ε(Poisson’s
ratio)
0.32
0.33
0.3

(2)
(3)
(4)
Fig. 1. Design of the BLT transducer

According to the calculation result, the L 1 is 31.68 mm (32 mm), the L 2 is 14.37 mm (14.5
mm), and the L 0 is approximately 9.5 mm in total with five electrodes. The diameter of the BLT is
about 15 mm. The vibrating working node is approximately located at center of mass the BLT
transducer where at the center of mass is predicted there is no vibration, and then the maximum
longitudinal amplitude occurs on the top surface of the emitter, as shown in Fig. 1.
Using commercial software (ANSYS), the harmonic simulation has been carried out to find the
longitudinal natural frequency. According to the result, the longitudinal resonance frequency is
about 40.2 kHz, and the anti-resonance frequency is about 41 kHz. The material properties were
used in the simulation is similar as shown in Table 1. A harmonic analysis is used to determine the
response of the structure under a steady-state sinusoidal (harmonic) loading at a given frequency.
The general equation is described in Eq. 5.

Fig. 2. Harmonic simulation of the BLT transducer
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{F }
[ M ]{x} + [C ]{ x} + [ K ]{ x} =

(5)

Electromechanical Modeling
Impedance analysis has been carried out the electromechanical modeling by implementing the
Mason’s model to the analysis. The Mason’s model has been known that is very useful to analyze
one-dimensional acoustic phenomena of piezo ceramics. Despite of the negative sign of the
capacitor inside equivalent circuit, the Mason’s model is still used as a fundamental. The equivalent
circuit of this BLT system is described in Fig. 3.
In the Eq. 6, the X T is total impedance of the BLT transducer which was analyzed. The X m is
equivalent total resistance after all component resistors both parallel and series have been
simplified. X Co is the impedance of the capacitor, C o is capacitance, and N is electromechanical
transformer of the PZT are described in Eq. 7, Eq. 8, and Eq. 9, respectively. Based on the
simulation result, the resonance frequency occurs when the impedance is in lowest state. In case
without load, the resonance frequency is approximately 40.09 kHz and the anti-resonance frequency
is about 40.37 kHz. In case with a load, the resonance frequency reduces drastically to 21.6 kHz.

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Fig. 3. Mason’s equivalent circuit
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(a) without load

(b) with load

Fig. 4. Electromechanical impedance simulation

Experimental Setup and Result
The experimental of the swept sine has been carried out to measure the longitudinal resonance
frequency of the BLT transducer. The HP 35665A digital signal analyzer was used to measure
between input and output signal voltage under swept sine condition. Fig. 5 shows the experimental
setup, where the output signals was measured at the junction of the resistor (R s ) with value of 0.5
ohm. The current flow of the PZT is equal as current flow through the resistor, so when the
resonance state occurs, the current flows increase and the impedance becomes very low. In general,
the transfer function of the experimental setup can be written to Eq. 10.
The mechanical adjustment (bias) is a major factor to adjust the desired optimal working
frequency. Based on the swept sine experiment as shown in Fig. 6, the optimal working frequency
is approximately 38.3 kHz using latest mechanical bias (bias 4). If, the mechanical bias is given
more, the working frequency remains similar. The anti-resonance frequency is about 40.48 kHz at
bias 4.
H (s) =

Vi ( s )
Vo ( s )

(10)

Fig. 5. Swept sine experimental setup of BLT transducer

(a) Magnitude

(b) Phase

Fig. 6. Frequency response of the BLT transducer
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Summary
The BLT transducer design and the working frequency have been carried out. The results show
that the working frequency is about 38.3 kHz which is error 5% from the design frequency at 40
kHz. It should be noted that the PZT-S44 was used in the actual design that is the reason why the
working frequency is slightly different from the design frequency. However, the working frequency
is sufficient enough for precision cutting application.
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Abstract: Chassis Design is the first important step of making a car. Chassis is the most important
component that will affect the performance of a car. In this paper, Finite Element Software
ABAQUS is used to determine the stress and deformation that occurred on the chassis. Chassis is
modeled in wire models, which are the simplification of a chassis model into simple lines that do
not alter from the real properties. This paper will also compare the results of Finite Element
Analysis of wire model with solid model. With this comparison the different results between Finite
Elements Analysis of wire model and solid model will be found.
Introduction
A car is built from various components. All components are located on the construction called
chassis. Chassis also be a barrier of various additional load, such as passengers. Therefore, a chassis
must be designed to be able to withstand internal or external force. The chassis also have to keep
the car stiffness and avoid bending.
In order to acomplished production of electric cars in Indonesia, UGM developed a chassis that
can be used for electric car chassis. The chassis is still in the early research stage and will continue
to be developed to create a chassis that is great in terms of strength, good in shape, and minimum of
cost. The reference of chassis design model is ladder frame, two long bars that support the vehicle
and provide strong support for heavy loads and are generally based on the design of transport
porposes [1]. It named ladder frame because of its resemblance to a ladder, ladder frame is the
simplest and oldest of chasis design. It consists only two symmetrical rails, or beams, and crossmembers connect them. The early ladder frame chassis is used around 1960 [1], but until now there
are many vehicles still using this type of chassis especially SUV’s. The most common materials
used for Ladder frame is a mild steel material. Two elongated rod is a major part to resist
longitudinal loads due to acceleration and braking. Then crosspiece is used to hold the chassis
stiffness.
In order to fulfil the strength criteria of the chassis, the chassis design is analized using Finite
Element Method analysis (FEM), or also known as Finite Element Analysis (FEA). FEM/FEA is a
computational technique used to obtain approximate solutions boundary value problems in
engineering [2]. FEM is basically a technique used to obtain solutions of complex problems with its
own physical characteristics given or fundamental mathematical problem into smaller parts called
elements. Then the element analysis was performed using the principles necessary or laws of
mechanics. Finally, a solution to the overall problem is obtained through the assembly procedure of
individual solutions from the elements. Finite element technique has been used in various fields of
engineering and science as a tool for solving problems numerically, using a digital computer [3].
In this paper, chassis is analyzed in wire model, and will be compared with analysis that has
been done in the solid model contained in a paper titled "Static Analysis Using Finite Element
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Method in Electric Car Chassis". The Expectaion of this analysis is to have a reliable chassis
designed seen from the analysis of solid and wire models. And this chassis will continue to be
developed to create a chassis that is in line with expectations.
Methodology
In conducting this research, there are some steps:
Problems identification. This stage is to determine what kind of chassis that will be in the design
and concept of the simulation to be carried out. With the identification of the problem, it is expected
to limit the scope of work redesign and simulation studies to only focus on the problem of optimal
chassis. In addition, the process of data collection will also focus on the data that is directly related
to problems in the chassis.
Data collection. After the identification of the problem is completed, the next step is carried out
data collection. The data relating to problem solving will be used as input in the modeling and
simulation.
Modeling and simulation. Modeling and simulation chassis made after the required data is
available. Data taken from the assumption is the load will be occured in the chassis and based on the
comparison chassis. The model is based on data collected is expected to represent the system and
the real dimensions of the chassis. At this stage the model is built enhanced with some assumptions
based on resources from the literature and previous experiences. Modeling is done with CAD design
software and stress analysis simulation performed with FEM and CAE software.
Model development simulation process starts with creation of 2D and 3D images from the
chassis system. Objects development is done with the help of rugged chassis design that available at
a scale of 1:1. Objects made without reducing the functionality of the original chassis function to
keep the accuracy of the model.
Running simulation. To determine the stress at critical locations, the endurance of the model and
approach to the real condition, 2D and 3D design models created and tested with FEM simulation.
The final step of model construction is running simulation for the model to to ascertain the effect of
stress and deformation on the safety of the chassis.
Validation. The results of running this simulation will be validated. Validation aims to determine
whether the 3D models created can represent a real system of the chassis and can provide
recommendations on some of the Finite Element Analysis result at critical locations.
Design correction. Once the 3D model of the chassis is valid then the next step is to create an
improvement scenario based of the FEM results. The model will be modified according to the
scenario. Corrections carried out with redesigning some critical parts in terms of the construction
structure and the type of material.
Final analysis. The final stage of the simulation is the evaluation of some scenarios that have been
developed and formulated through several recommendations to be applied into the system chassis.
Report all activities include: 3D chassis models, the model simulation results of stress analysis and
deformation analysis with Finite Element Methods, engineering design and some recommendations.
Here is the load acting on the chassis:
1. Engine
: 50 kg
2. Batteray
: 300 kg
3. Body
: 1000 kg
4. Passenger
: 400 kg
5. Seat
: 100 kg
6. Additional load
: 100kg
The loads placed on the chassis based on the Fig. 1:
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Fig. 1. Loads placement
Explanation:
A : Engine
B : Body
C : Passenger
D : Seat
E : Batteray
F : Additional load

Imposition is done with two scenarios, by changing the position of fixed and roll constraint.

Fig. 2. Scenario 1

In the first scenario, testing static analysis on the chassis with the front side as fixed constraint at
the mounting of the front suspension, while on the back side as roll constraint at the suspension
mounting (assuming the maximum load from of the machine, body, passenger, battery, seat, and
additional load is received by chassis). Testing is done by placing loads in accordance with the
position of the engine, body, passenger, battery, seat, and additional load. Fig. 2 shows the fixed
pedestal and roll in scenario 1.

Fig. 3. Scenario 2

In the first scenario, testing static analysis on the chassis with the right side as fixed constraint
at the mounting of suspension, while on the left side as roll constraint at the mounting of
suspension. The load that acted on the chassis is same as the scenario 1. Fig. 3 shows the scheme of
scenario 2.
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Results and Discussion
Carbon steel with 2 different sizes, 100×50×2,3mm and 80×40×2,3mm is used for the chassis
construction

Fig. 4. Chassis design

Scenario 1

Fig. 5. Deformation occurs on scenario 1

Fig. 5 shows the deformation that occurs in the chassis wire model. The maximum deformation
occurs at 6.414×10-6 mm.

Fig. 6. Stress concentration in scenario 1
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Fig.6 shows the stress that occurs in the chassis. Based on the analysis, the highest stress
concentration is obtained at the front end of the chassis because of this section there is a fixed
constraint. Maximum stress that occurs on the chassis is 2.113×102 N/mm2.
Scenario 2

Fig. 7. Deformation in scenario 2

Fig.7 shows the deformation that occurs in the chassis wire model. The maximum deformation
occurs at 8.476×10-6 mm.

Fig. 8. Stress concentration in scenario 2

Figure.8 shows the stress that occurs in the chassis. Based on the analysis, the highest stress
concentration is obtained at the front part of the chassis in the fixed constarint. Maximum stress that
occurs on the chassis is 1.747×102 N/mm2. Here is a table results of the analysis of stress and
deformation with wire and solid models:
Table 1. Scenario 1 result
Stress
Deformation

Wire
2.113×102 N/mm2
6.414×10-6 mm

Solid
1.12×102 N/mm2
5.226×10-2 mm

Table 2. Scenario 2 result
Stress
Deformation

Wire
1.747×102 N/mm2
8.476×10-6 mm

Solid
1.09×102 N/mm2
4.085×10-2 mm
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Conclusion
Based on the comparison between analysis of the wire and solids models in scenarios 1 and 2,
there is a difference value of deformation and maximum stress obtained. Deformation and
maximum stress obtained with solid models is larger than the wire models. That is because the
analysis done with solid models depends on the meshing. The smaller meshing, the more accurate
the results. However, both these results can be concluded that the design of the chassis is made
already in the safe category, because the deformation is very small and the stress occurring remain
below the yield stress of the steel that is equal to 210 MPa [4].
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Abstract: Suspended coil spring suspension is a new type of suspension that will be applied to the
straddle type monorail, in its design necessary to do an analysis of the value of the spring stiffness
and damping constants that will be installed. Springs designed using the standard JIS B2704.
Springs design results hereinafter tested to see the value of stiffness, while the damping constant
values obtained with the analytical analysis. The test results obtained from the value of the spring
stiffness of 268.20 N/m. Damping constant value of the cabin weight of 20 tons and the value of the
damping ratio ζ = 0.5 is selected, then the value of the damping constant to be installed is c =
25,894.015 NS/m.
Introduction
Public transportation in Indonesia classified by Juwono et al. [1] into four major groups,
namely: (1) Para-transit, consisting of ojek, bajaj, rickshaw, city transportation, taxi, (2) Street
transit, consisting of metromini, regular bus, rapid bus, trolleybus, streetcar, trams, (3) Semirapid
transit, consists of the light rail transit, semirapid buses, and (4) Rapid transit, consisting of a light
rail rapid transit, rubber-tired monorail, rubber-tired rapid transit, rail rapid transit.
Monorail in the above classification, including the group rapid transit. Implementation of the
monorail as a means of mass rapid transit was first proposed by Edward H. Anson [2], and
Hermann [3] that create its feasibility studies. Mass Rapid Transit is the most inexpensive mode of
transport if the terms of the number of passengers that can be transported by the most economical
energy consumption [4].
The monorail design process in Indonesia has been started since 2006 [4], PT. Melu Bangun
Wiweka (MBW) began to develop engineering process monorail since 2010. The straddle is types
of a monorail selected, the selection of this type of is reasonable because this type is the most
widely applied, these types it has more advantages than other types.
Ishikawa [5] is a senior engineer at Hitachi. Ltd., predicts by various considerations and
reasons, the straddle types of monorail that would lead for mass transit system in the future, it is
based on the possibility of this type monorail to be applied in various types of sizes adapted to its
needs. This statement confirmed by his partner, Kuwabara [6], that propose the small type of
straddle monorail as medium distance urban transport solution, with reasons and advantages in
terms of environmental improvement, construction period, and the efficiency of the construction
cost. This concept confirmed by Siu [7], which create the analysis of light transit system
innovations for urban mobility in the perspective of development and planning of sustainable
transport system.
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Suspension
system

Fig. 1. The prototype monorail has developed by PT. MBW

Suspension is an important part of a vehicle, including a monorail, which functions as the
supports of the passenger cabin and maintaining stability and passenger comfort while the monorail
was moving. The suspension used is a type of suspended coil spring suspension, this is a new type
suspension that will be developed on the straddle type monorail. Springs and dampers are the main
components of the suspension system. In this suspension use the coil springs and damper with
pneumatic models.
Methodology
The suspension on the vehicle was modeled as shown in Fig. 2. The equation of motion system
is defined as follows;
𝑚𝑥̈ + 𝑐𝑥̇ + 𝑘𝑥 = 𝐹(𝑡)

(1)

Fig. 2. Modeling of the vehicle suspension

Excitation frequency due to the velocity of the vehicle;
𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓 = 2𝜋 �

𝑉×1000 1
3600

�

𝐿

(2)

v is the velocity of motion and L is a wavelength, the natural frequency of the vehicle defined by
the equation;

𝜔𝑛 = �

𝑘𝑒𝑞

𝑚𝑒𝑞

(3)

The ratio of the excitation frequency to the natural frequency is defined;
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𝑟=

𝜔

(4)

𝜔𝑛

The Critical damping is obtained by the equation;
𝑐𝑐 = 2𝑚𝑒𝑞 𝑐

(5)

While the damping ratio is defined by the equation;

𝜁=

𝑐

𝑐𝑐

=

𝑐

2𝑚𝜔𝑛

=

𝑐

(6)

2√𝑚𝑘

Displacement transmissibility is defined by the equation;
𝑋
𝑌

=

1/2
𝑘 2 +(𝑐𝜔)2
�(𝑘−𝑚𝜔2)2
�
+(𝑐𝜔)2

=

1/2
1+(2𝜁𝑟)2
�(1−𝑟2)2
�
+(2𝜁𝑟)2

(7)

While its phase angle is obtained by the equation;
𝑚𝑐𝜔3
�
𝑘(𝑘−𝑚𝜔2 )+(𝜔𝑐)2

𝜙 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 �

= 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 �

2𝜁𝑟 3

1+(4𝜁 2 −1)𝑟 2

�

(8)

The coil springs are used as the monorail suspension is a spring made by the sub-contractor PT.
MBW, which its design using standard JIS B2704 [8]. The results obtained from the design as
follows:
 Length (L)
: 325 mm
 Diameter (D)
: 170 mm
 Wire diameter (d)
: 28 mm
 Total coil (Nt)
: 7.25 mm
 Active coil (Na)
: 5.25 mm
 Passive coil (Np)
:2
mm
The spring results of design, furthermore, do testing. The testing standards equal to the design
standard that is JIS B2704 [8].

Fig. 3. The set-up testing of Spring
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The testing process is done in two steps, this was done because the actuators are used limited
stride length. In the first step, the pressure is applied until the length of step 57.5 mm with load
20.47 kN. The next step is carried out until the solid conditions at the length of step 128 mm with a
load of 34.33 kN. From the testing, obtained maximum deflection of springs is 128 mm with load
34.33 kN, thus the value of the tested coil spring stiffness is 268.20 N/mm

Fig. 4. Measurement results between the force versus deflection of the spring

Analysis and Discussion
The mass of cabin including passenger's assumed 20 tons, each cabin are supported by two
bogies, and each bogies using one unit suspension with four springs with stiffness constant value
k eq = 268.20 N/m, then, each spring will become concentrated a load of m eq = 2500 kg . By using
Equations 3 and 5 the natural frequency of ω n = 10.3576 rad/s and critical damping c c = 51788.03
Ns/m. The graph displacement transmibility for each value of the frequency ratio and the damping
ratio can be seen in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The value of the damping ratio of the frequency ratio

From the analysis was concluded if the selected value of the damping ratio ζ = 0.5 with using
Equations 5 and 6, then, the value of damping constant that must be used is c = 25894.015 Ns/m.
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Conclusion
From the analysis and discussion was concluded, the spring to be used on the monorail
suspension system, of the test results has a stiffness of 268.20 N/m, if the value of is selected
damping ratio ζ = 0.5, then the damping constant value used is c = 25894,015 Ns/m.
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Abstract. Water hammer problems occur in pipe systems. The pressure in pipe flow can be very
excessive that makes the system to be broken. One way to minimize the breaking is by conducting
simulations so that we know the characteristics of the system. However, numerical simulations need
a good numerical solver of the problem. In this paper, we propose a finite volume numerical method
to solve water hammer problems. The method is very accurate, gives a sharp resolution at
discontinuity, yet simple to implement in the computation.
Introduction
Water hammer problems occur in daily life, such as at water taps. Solutions to water hammer
problems are useful, as they can be used to predict if pipe and/or valve breaks for a certain value of
pressure hitting the valve.
A number of authors have attempted to solve water hammer problems. Some of them are
Markendahl [1] and Mungkasi et al. [2]. They studied a particular water hammer problem using the
linear acoustic equations. The theory of these acoustic equations is available in the work of
LeVeque [3]. However shock waves in the solutions of Markendahl [1] and Mungkasi et al. [2]
might not be resolved sharply.
In the present paper we propose a finite volume method with the central-upwind flux formulation
to solve water hammer problems. The central-upwind flux was developed by Kurganov et al. [4]
for hyperbolic conservation laws and Hamilton-Jacobi equations. With a special choice of the time
stepping, we are able to simulate the shock wave sharply, so accurate solution is obtained.
Governing Equations
Water hammer problems are governed by the acoustic equations [1]
pt + ρc 2u x = 0,

ut +

1

ρ

(1)

px = 0.

(2)

Here x is the space variable, t is the time variable. The notation p ( x, t ) represents the pressure,
u ( x, t ) the velocity, ρ the density, and c the propagation speed of pressure wave.
Let us review briefly the water hammer problem considered by Markendahl [1] and Mungkasi et
al. [2]. We are given a one-dimensional space [0, L] . Suppose that water flows from a tank to a
valve, as shown in Figure 1. The position x = 0 is the joint between the tank and the pipe. The
position x = L is the location of the valve on the right end. The boundary condition at x = 0 is
p (0, t ) = ptank , where ptank is the tank pressure on the left end. The boundary condition at x = L
satisfies
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1
ρu ( L, t ) 2 = α (t ) 2 [ p( L, t ) − pright ],
(3)
2
where pright is the environment pressure on the right end. The variable α is the opening coefficient
of the valve and is defined as
t − tstart
α (t ) = 1 −
.
(4)
tstop
The loss coefficient K = 1 / α 2 satisfies p − pright = 12 Kρu 2 . The initial condition is a constant pipe
pressure with a constant velocity. In this model, the effect of pipe bending is assumed to be
negligible and frictions to the pipe wall is neglected.

Fig. 1. Illustration of a pipe system considered by Markendahl [1] and Mungkasi et al. [2]

Numerical Method
A finite volume method is used to solve the acoustic equations (Eq. 1 and Eq. 2) in order to find the
solution to the problem. Let us consider the following vectors
 ρc 2u 
 p
q( x, t ) =   , f (q( x, t )) =  1  .
(5)
 p 
u
 ρ 
The acoustic equations can be written as
q t + f (q) x = 0,
(6)
which is a system of hyperbolic conservation laws [3].
We discretize Eq. 6 using the finite volume method with uniform space step ∆x and uniform
time step ∆t . The space [0, L] is discretized into Ci = [ xi −1 / 2 , xi +1 / 2 ] , i = 1, 2, 3, K, N , where N is

the total number of cells. The time is discretized as t n = n∆t , n = 0, 2, 3, K . The finite volume
scheme for Eq. 6 is
∆t n
Q in+1 = Q in −
(Fi +1 / 2 − Fin−1 / 2 ).
(7)
∆x
Here the numerical quantity Q in is the averaged quantity over the i th cell at time t n . The numerical

flux Fin−1 / 2 is the averaged flux flowing through the interface xi −1 / 2 during one time step. In this
paper, we use the central-upwind formulation to compute the flux Fin−1 / 2 . We refer to the work of
Kurganov, et al. [4] for this flux formulation. Therefore, for non-boundary fluxes we obtain
1
c
Fi +1 / 2 = (Fi + Fi +1 ) − (Q i +1 − Q i ) .
(8)
2
2
The boundary condition is numerically treated as follows [1, 2]. At the left end ( x1 / 2 = 0 ),

 ρc 2 [u1 + ρ1c ( ptank − p1 )] 

F1 / 2 = 
1


p
ρ tank


for every time step. At the right end ( xN +1 / 2 = L ),

(9)
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 ρc 2u N +1 / 2 
.
FN +1 / 2 =  1
(10)
 p N +1/ 2 
 ρ

The velocity at the right end of the space is
2K
c c
1 + 2 ( p N − pright + ρcu N ) .
u N +1 / 2 = − +
(11)
K K
ρc
The pressure at the right end of the space is
1
pN +1 / 2 = pright + Kρu N2 +1 / 2 .
(12)
2
After the valve is completely closed, the velocity at the right end is zero. This means that for t ≥ tstop
we need to enforce u N +1 / 2 = 0 . Therefore for t ≥ tstop , we take
0


.
FN +1 / 2 =  1

 ρ p N + cu N 

(13)

Numerical Results
We present our results of the water hammer problem with the model shown in Figure 1. If units of
quantities are omitted, they should be assumed to have SI units. The space domain is [0, 170] ,
where the value 170 is the total of three segments 60, 10, 90 and 10 m.
We take ptank = 105 Pa and pright = 0 . The propagation speed of pressure wave is
c = 1.5 × 103 m/s . The water density is ρ = 103 kg/m 3 . The initial pressure in the pipe is
p ( x,0) = ptank . The initial velocity of water flowing in the pipe is u ( x,0) = 8 m/s. The valve closes
with tstop = 0.1 s. The domain is discretized into N = 103 uniform cells. The pressure and velocity
hitting the valve are illustrated in Figures 2-5. In these figures the computational domain is [0, 170] ,
but we extend the plots to be [0, 180] to make the figures clearer at around the valve. For any time
t < tstop it is important to take the time step to be ∆t = ∆x / c in order to get an accurate solution,
especially at around the shock position.
From Figure 5, we obtain that the pressure hitting the valve at time t = tstop = 0.1 is
p = 1.184 × 10 7 Pa, which is more than 100 times the initial pressure. Note that the higher the initial
velocity, the higher the pressure hits the valve. In addition a higher initial pressure will also lead to
a higher pressure hits the valve. For example if we have ptank = 106 Pa and u ( x,0) = 32 m/s with the
same experiment setting, the pressure hitting the valve at time tstop is p = 4.847 × 10 7 Pa.

Fig. 2. The pressure and velocity at

t = 0.01 .

Fig. 3. The pressure and velocity at

t = 0.04 .
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Fig. 4. The pressure and velocity at

t = 0.07 .

t = 0.04
Fig. 6. The pressure and velocity at
with a non-optimal time step; shock is not sharp.

Fig. 5. The pressure and velocity at

t = 0 .1 .

To confirm the accuracy of our proposed
numerical strategy, we plot the results if we
take the time step to be ∆t = 0.0001 ⋅ ∆x . This
time step is not optimal in terms of accuracy.
The results is plotted in Figure 6. In this
figure we almost do not see any shock, as the
shock is smeared out. This can be compared
with Figure 3, which shows the results for the
same time t = 0.04 .
We note that taking the time step
∆t < ∆x / c will lead to a slower simulation.
However taking the time step ∆t > ∆x / c will
lead to an unstable numerical method.
Therefore ∆t = ∆x / c is the optimal time step
for speed, accuracy, and stability.

Summary
A finite volume method has been proposed for solving water hammer problems. The method uses
the central-upwind flux formulation. Shock wave can be sharply simulated using the proposed
method. Future research could be conducted for higher dimensional water hammer problems.
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Abstract. This work presents a new strategy to derive mathematical representation of stress
dependent relaxation processes which are commonly observed in large deformation of viscoelastic
materials under constant stress states. The strategy is relied on a fact that dissipative rate η in the
•

materials is found as function of rate of deformation λ and deviatoric part of the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff
dev

stress S . By introducing the function to finite strain viscoelastic constitutive equation proposed
by Simo (1987) a new viscoelastic model with non-constant relaxation time is obtained. Finally,
using hyperelastic material model introduced by Kuhl et al. (2005) a simple numerical experiment
is done to show capability of the new model to represent stress dependent relaxation behavior.
Introduction
Finite strain viscoelasticity can be considered as the extended versions of linear or small strain
viscoelasticity with additional treatments in deviatoric-volumetric stress-strain properties [1-3]. So
far, the extended versions use constant relaxation time which omit the influence of strain level to
the characteristics of stress responses. The influence of external factors in the response has been
formulated for examples in [4] using rate of strain as exponential function of deviatoric stress norm
and [5] by introducing time-shift factor which can be used in rubber, soft tissue and general
elastomeric materials modeling. However, both of them are not formulated to change relaxation
time parameters.
Hereby, in the following section, this work is aimed to give an alternative way on deriving
stress dependent finite strain viscoelasticity formulation from the extended version above.
Relaxation time is obtained to be a stress level dependent parameter instead of keeping it constant
as the extended version above. Next section, a sample solution to test performance of this strategy
to represent stress dependent viscoelastic responses in finite strain is presented as well. From the
test it can be concluded that the strategy is more flexible for modeling general viscoelastic materials
compared to the one with prescribed relaxation time as constants.
Formulation
•

Instead of using the linear constitutive equation ε = σ η , the nonlinear viscous constitutive
equation proposed by [4] will be used here. It is determined by the power law equation.
•

•

λ = λ0
where =λ

1
3

(

 Sdev 
λ −1 

 SO 

)

k

C

tr C  and Sdev = S

(1)

dev

are the effective deviatoric chain stretch as a function of the

right Cauchy deformation tensor C and the Frobenius norm of deviatoric second Piola-Kirchhoff
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stresses S

dev

, respectively. While SO , C , and k are the model parameters obtained from
•

experimental observations (see [4,5] for detail information), the parameters λ 0 is denoted as the
parameter introduced for dimensional consistency.
To obtain stress-strain dependent relaxation time τ ( λ, Sdev ) a one dimensional rheological
model on the General Maxwell Model (GMM) is introduced. Using similar method in [2], the total
•

rate of strain acts on the i-th Maxwell element is the sum of rate of strain from spring ε Ei and
•

dashpot

ε ηi as
•

•

•

ε = ε Ei + ε ηi .

(2)
m

and the total stress is determined by σ = σe + ∑ σi . In term of stress at the spring

E i , Eq. 2 can be

i =1

expressed as
•

σi •
+ ε ηi .
Ei

•

=
ε

(3)

By considering a strain energy density function Wi (ε) in the i-th spring, Eq. 3 can be modified as
•
d  dWi (ε)  •
= σi +E i ε ηi
dt  dε 

(4)

1
2
E i ( ε − εi ) .
2

with W=
i (ε )

•

To extend for 3-D domain, the scalar of E i ε ηi in Eq. 4 must be in the direction of driving
•

stresses with the corresponding rate of stretch λ i instead of the rate of strain

•

ε ηi . By assuming the

dev

driving stress in 3-D domain influenced only the deviatoric stresses
dev

dev

 Si  . Hence, Eq. 4 becomes

be considered as S i
dev

Si , the normal direction can

•

dev

•
dev
d(Si )e
Si
= S i + E i λ i dev .
dt
 Si 
dev

where (S i ) e = 2 α i ∂ W

dev

(5)

∂C is defined as the elastic deviatoric 2nd Piola Kirchoff stresses as

the part of spring contribution α i in the i-th Maxwell element. The E i =  Si  λ
dev

can be

dev

considered here as the effective modulus of elasticity in term of norm of S i associated with the
effective stretch in principle loading direction. With that in mind, Eq. 5 is further simplified as
dev
i
e

•
dev
i

•

d(S )
λ dev
= S + i Si .
dt
λ

(6)
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Unfortunately, solving Eq. 6 directly is difficult here due to nonlinear contribution of the
dev
λ i λ, Si . Hence, motivated by relaxation processes observed in the chain network [4], all the stress
•

)

(

dev

states can be first assumed fully elastic in any loading step followed by determining
6. By neglecting the contribution of dashpot response, Eq. 6 can be solved for

Si using Eq.
•

λ,

dev

( Si )e and

λi

referring to the elastic behavior only as
dev

d( Si )e
dt

=S

dev

•
dev
i

(7)

dev

( Si )e = S i .

(8)
•

With the prescribed values of λi and λ in hand, the close form solution of Eq. 6, i.e.
t
dev
 (t - τ)  d  dev 
Si =2αi ∫ exp   (Si )e dτ
τ

 dτ
i
0

(9)

can be determined by the convolution theory for specific time t . Hereby, the relaxation time
now be determined by

τi =

τ i can

λ
•

λ0

(

  Sidev 
λ −1 

 S0 

)

. (10)

k

C

Sample solution
Viscoelastic behavior of fibrous tissues, e.g. ligament and tendon, have been known as a
function of relaxation time and stress levels. Using hyperelastic equation proposed by [7] for soft
tissues and incorporating Eqs. 9 and 10, the modified version involving stress dependent relaxation
•


time can be expressed by using relaxation modulus R* ( t −=
τ ) α exp  −α λ ( t − τ )  in place of
 (t −τ ) 
τ ) α1 exp  −
R ( t −=

τ1 






with α as a new constant. The simulation on three dimensional stress-

stretch states for both of the relaxation time is presented here using strain history in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Strain history for sample solution
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Furthermore, the unit cell parameters are set to be constant (see [7]), i.e., a = 3.1 nm,
b = 1.95 nm, A p = 2.1 nm, L = 2.125 nm, T = 310.6 K, γ chain = 7.10 21 m −3 , γ bulk = 1000 Pa,
β = 4.5 , and θ = 0 O . Meanwhile, the viscoelastic parameters are given for single spring-

dashpot as, i.e. α = 0.5 , C * = 5.104 s-1Pa-k, C1 = −2.0 and k = 1 . Then, in order to evaluate the
capability of the proposed model capturing strain-stress dependent relaxation time, it is
compared with the response of the original model using the same unit cell parameters but
prescribed viscoelastic parameters for constant relaxation time also for single spring-dashpot as
α 1 = 0.5 and τ 1 = 25 s.
Using the prescribed viscoelastic parameters, the relaxation curve is having much similar
shape for different levels of strain and stress (see Fig. 2). At the same figure, the new definition
of relaxation time in Eq. 10 clearly indicates different response for different level of strain and
stress. By obtaining higher stress and strain levels, R* ( t − τ ) produces faster stress rate to reach
equilibrium condition, e.g. curve at S112 nd around 90 Pa. In Fig. 3, complete responses in
loading-unloading is presented to further show the differences in case of unloading behaviors.
Thus, hysteresis phenomena can be also modeled more accurately than using the constant
relaxation time.
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Remarks
By re-definition of relaxation time for the GMM model to be stress dependent parameters,
different stress relaxation behaviors is obtained in this work. By introducing higher stress levels in
the sample solution, equilibrium solutions are achieved faster than by using prescribed or constant
relaxation time. Furthermore, this work can be implemented in unloading behavior as well in order
to be used for example in hysteresis simulation.
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to determine the optimum speed, in this case is to decrease
the ship speed on Anchor Handling Tug Supply (AHTS) vessel in order to obtain the minimum fuel
consumption and minimum emission, taking into account not only the ship resistance but also
machinery performance related to the ship’s age. Concern to the new chapter of Marpol Annex VI
about exhaust gas emission, and the forecast of AHTS growth, this is a new challenge for energy
efficiency as a form of environmental care. Various ages of AHTS are given as a basic data to
determine the optimum speed. The result shown that the machinery performance decrease 8.75%
for 5 years, and 1.8% yearly. Merge the hull performance and machinery performance, the 0.5 knot
reducing speed, 14 knot to 13.5 knot, reduce fuel consumption about 48 liters per hour, it means
reduce about 2.9 MT CO 2 per day.
Introduction
Environmental issue become the most popular issues among the others, related with it, the
shipping industry take the important role due to its growth. The environmental regulation agenda
strict the shipping industry to comply with it.

Fig. 1. Environmental regulation agenda [1]

An increased focus on both global and local environmental issues in general, combined with
the growing realization of the actual pollution burden imposed by shipping, has led to an upsurge in
both international and national regulations. Some are ready for implementation and will enter into
force in the near future, while others are still being developed and will have an impact only in the
intermediate term.
As the world will need fossil fuels at an increasing rate for the foreseeable future, overall
offshore expenditures will increase in the next 10-20 years, and are expected to grow between 1015% on average per annum. This segment is also affected by new demand for specialized vessels
intended for use in, offshore support vessels are the fastest growing ship type within the offshore
segment [1].
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Fig. 2. Offshore fleet growth [1]

Concern to both considerations, the anchor handling supply vessel require to take the energy
management and environment protection role that contained in ship energy efficiency management
plan (seemp). By speed reduction can give the decreasing in fuel consumption, it means decrease
the emission produced.
The Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) as the Environmental performance tool developed
by International Maritime Organization (IMO). Using 84 tankers smaller than 25000 DWT built in
Turkish Shipyard between 2009 and 2012 to calculate the attained EEDI obtain the conclusion that
the vessels do not meet the current EEDI baseline, and it’s a challenge for the new vessel design to
comply with it. Further, the Energy Efficiency Operational Index (EEOI) can be applied to provide
the vessel operational characteristics [2].
By using energy efficiency operational index (EEOI) define as the mass of CO 2 emitted per
unit transport work, utilize Chemical/product tanker of 38000 DWT as the research object, calculate
the variation of the EEOI for the vary of speed, the research obtain the improved voyage which is
the lowest EEOI value for the speed range [3].
While the optimization include many aspects on vessel, such as from its performance included
operation, technical and commercial optimization. Hull coating and dry docking strategy become
one of other way to optimize the vessel that result on low carbon shipping [4]. While Harilos, 2013,
put the ship speed as the key to determine of both shipping economics and the environmental
sustainability of maritime transportation [5]. Further, [6] ship speed combined with routing decision
as owner fundamental parameter consideration.
Technical and operational data as the ship performance to determine the optimum speed, is the
added resistance due to hull fouling and the degradation of machinery performance due to ship
aging.
Methods
Overall ship performance is the fuel consumption and ship speed. More detail, the ship
performance due to hull performance and machinery performance.
The hull condition can have a considerable impact on the power requirements of a ship due to
fouling which works to increase the hull‘s frictional resistance. On the assumption that maintenance
takes place every 5 years (IMO Update Study) to restore initial hull roughness, an average increase
in total resistance of 9% (constant in time) is applied for all ships [7, 8]
An easy yardstick to apply when measuring machinery performance is the fuel coefficient:
𝐶=

2
𝐷 �3 𝑥 𝑉 3

𝐹

(1)

where C is fuel coefficient, D is displacement of ship in tons, V is speed in knots, F is fuel burnt per
24 hours in tons [9].
To determine the ship performance as the ship age function, then the ship performance become
the function of fuel consumption per hour, the D and V remains constant for the same operation
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mode. Anchor handling tug supply vessel, refer to MARPOL and IMO GHG Study, the comparison
value is the ship Gross tonnage, the speed remain constant, and the result is the fuel coefficient C
represent the machinery performance as the function of fuel consumption per time unit.
By compare the fuel consumption per unit time for certain operation mode, time period before
and after dry docking and engine overhaul, the machinery performance degradation marked by
increasing of fuel consumption per unit time, and also the dry docking effect to fuel consumption
per unit time.
By using the different ships ages, the machinery performance degradation used as reference for
another newer ship with the same type, anchor handling tug supply vessel. Combined with hull
performance, the new operational curve obtained as the operational prediction performance.
Results and Discussion
Older ships define as ship with more than 10 years old, and the new ship define as ship with not
more than 2 years old and operation period. Older ship evaluation on her fuel consumption,
compare with the docking and maintenance schedule, the machinery degradation curve gathered by
plot her performance for every six months. Dry docking and engine overhaul as the turning point of
machinery performance, the curve showed as Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Engine performance

Fuel consumption increase indicated the engine degradation performance and vice versa. Dry
docking and engine overhaul as the major maintenance of the engine, gives different value by
8.75% for 5 years period, and 1.8% yearly in average.
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Fig. 4. Speed vs. fuel consumption curve for AHTS BNI CASTOR

The hull performance directly related to speed of the ship. Explained by Fig. 4, hull
performance prediction shows that by reduce 0.5 knot of speed, 14 knot to 13.5 knot, it will give
about 53 liters per hour reduction in fuel consumption, the same words is about 1 MT per day,
means 3.2 MT of CO 2 reduction a day.
But, by integrate the machinery performance and hull performance, the 0.5 knot reduction in
speed, from 14 knot to 13.5 knot, the fuel consumption reduction will be about 48 liters per hour,
means about 2.9 MT CO 2 reduction a day.
Conclusion
By using the hull performance prediction, merge with machinery performance from the older
ships, the new operational curve prediction is obtained as the future operational references. The
study showed that the slowing speed gives a major fuel consumption reduction as the considerations
are hull and machinery performance. Overall, the ship performance for 5 years operation is reduce
about 18.75%, 10 from the hull and 8.75 % from the engine degradation, and the speed reducing
gives about 2.9 MT CO 2 reduction a day for 14 knot to 13.5 knot.
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Abstract. As a maritime country straddling the equator positioned between two continents and two
oceans, Indonesia has particularly strategic location. Sea transport for the logistical distribution of
goods among its island and sea transport support international trade activities. It is necessary to
build marine highway to make connectivity faster similar with toll road system connecting between
city toward an efficient port operation, to improve the current condition of the port with high
waiting time, long demurrage of ship stay at port and high yard occupancy ratio and complicated
procedure be needed in solving custom clearence. The zero waiting time concept, no demurrage at
all and high port productivity as prerequisite toward an efficient port operation. The purpose of this
paper is to analysis a concept toward an efficient shipping and port development and operation as
an integrated maritime development concept. To know whether the end-end service, pendulum
services, triangular services, hub and spoke services, or double–dipping services are the precise
concept to implement as marine highway concepts. The outcome of this research will be as basis for
shipping and port development concept and find out that the dimension of the ship especially
container ship will be no bigger than 700 TEUs instead of 3.000 TEUs container ship as proposed
by Pendulum Nusantara inisiator to develop around the archipelagic water container shipping
service, because it isn’t efficient using bigger ship take into consideration that imbalance trade
between west and east part of Indonesia and freight cost will be double for shipment from west part
to east part of Indonesia if ship coming from west part full loaded and the other way around.
Introduction
Since the ports are the intermediaries between ships and domestic transport they take on some
of the economic complexion of their customers. In the sea transportation system in Indonesia port is
sub system of the shipping and both of it have influence the efficient and effective sea
transportation.The size of ship and the time spent in port are important factors in determining the
cost per ton of shipping and the depth of the channel and the speed of loading and discharging cargo
are usually the most important factors in the cost of ports. In this case when the Government had
already determined National Port System consist of 2 (two) Hub Port in Kuala Tanjung in the west
part of Indonesia and Bitung in the east part of Indonesia and there was other proposal to build
another centre of gravity in Sorong West Papua called as Pendulum Nusantara Concept by using
3.000 TEUs container ship sailing around archipelagic from Medan until Sorong round trips no
matter the trade between west and east part of Indonesia are imbalance.The concepts no clear
enough it will be the National Port System replacement the existing one or it to be the business
strategy to encourge the Port of Tanjung Priok to be the National Transhipment Port .
Literature References
According to Stopford, Martin (1997) economic characteristics of liner services start with a
definition: A liner service is a fleet of ships, with a common ownership or management, which
provide a fixed service, at regular intervals, between named ports, and offer transport to any goods
in the catchment area served by those ports and ready for transit by their sailing dates. A fixed
itinerary, inclusion in a regular service, and the obligation to accept cargo from all comers and to
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sail, whether filled or not, on the date fixed by a published schedule are what distinguish the liner
from the tramp.
Rodriques, JR (2006) simply defines accessibility as a measure of the capacity of a location to
be reached or to achieve a different location. For that, capacity and structure of the transport
infrastructure is a key element in determining accessibility. Bichou (2008) explained despite the
TEU container being the unit shipment size across modes, the approach does not take into
consideration mode capacity limitations, economies of scale, and marginal cost per shipment. This
is because costs and charges differ depending on rail, road, railroad, and ship- barge loads. Sanchez
et al. (2003) used principal component analysis (PCA) to estimate the impacts of port efficiency on
maritime transport costs of Latin American countries. Their PCA port index was composed of three
factors namely time efficiency, productivity and stay per vessel . Blonigen and Wilson (2006)
examined the relationship between import charges, trade flows and port efficiency .
The first specialized cellular containerships were delivered in 1968. In the 1970s the
containerization process expanded rapidly due to the adoption of standard container sizes and the
awareness of industry players about the advantages and cost savings containerization brought
(Rodrigue and Notteboom, 2009; Levinson, 2006). Shipping lines may direct flows along paths that
are optimal for the system, with the lowest cost for the entire network being achieved by indirect
routing via hubs and the amalgamation of flows. However, the more efficient the network from the
carrier’s point of view, the less convenient that network could be for shippers’ needs (Notteboom,
2006).Two developments undermine the position of pure transhipment/ interlining hubs (Rodrigue
and Notteboom, 2010). First of all, the insertion of hubs often represents a temporary phase in
connecting a region to global shipping networks. Hub-and-spoke networks would allow
considerable economies of scale of equipment, but the cost efficiency of larger ships might not be
sufficient to offset the extra feeder costs and container lift charges involved. Second, transhipment
cargo can easily be moved to new hub terminals that emerge along the long-distance shipping lanes.
The combination of these factors means that seaports which are able to combine a transhipment
function with gateway cargo obtain a less vulnerable and thus more sustainable position in shipping
networks. Port choice has increasingly become a function of the overall network cost and
performance.The choice of vessel speed is mainly affected by the technical specifications of the
vessel deployed (ie the design speed), the bunker price (see Notteboom and Vernimmen, 2009).
Port objectives and the functions of ports are closely related and can vary considerably among
different ports , one complication has been that it has been increasingly difficult to precisely define
port objectives because of the evolving roles played by different parties involved in container port
production.
While Cullinane (2003b) provides a precise distinction between productivity and efficiency
measurement, Theoretically, variables that represent the effectiveness of port production should
also be incorporated in the model as output variables. Marlow and Paixao (2002) suggest that the
measures of performance would constitute a valid basis for measuring the effectiveness of port
services in the supply chain. Notteboom et al. (2000) point out that a container terminal might be
highly efficient in terms of the container handling rate per hour, but this does not necessarily imply
that, in general, all production factors are used efficiently to generate output.
Methodology
Secondary data taken from internet , publication and primary data from interviews and focus
group discussion (FGD) among the maritime shipping and port expert.
Analysis
From an economic viewpoint, providing this service has two important differences from bulk
shipping. First, transporting many small parcels requires a larger and more complex administrative
overhead, and second, the obligation to sail to a timetable makes capacity inflexible.
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Development of the Port and Shipping sector aimed at the realization of the National
Transportation System are reliable, organized effectively and efficiently supporting the mobility of,
goods and services, and to support regional development and strengthen the development of
national interest in archipelago insight. Port and Shipping development target is the realization of
the implementation of an effective and efficient transportation. Effective in the sense safety, high
accessibility, integrated, sufficient capacity, timely, convenient, competitive tariffs, Efficient in the
sense of the public interest to avoid mistaken allocation of the state budget. Some of the variables to
measure the level of ease of accessibility to reach an area that is: distance physical two land use,
factor travel time, factor costs, factor intensity of land use, factor income of people who travel,the
condition of port infrastructure services.
Based on the characteristics of the Indonesian archipelago, the marine policy approach to be
important for the development of maritime sector. The absent of vision of the maritime in
government official should be improved, so that maritime become the mainstream of national
development of Indonesia Maritime policy.Based on data from hydro-oceanographic, there are
about 17,504 the number of Indonesian islands, around 5707 the island is named. The concept is no
longer appropriate ship follows the trade views of the interests of the owner of the vessel or trade
follows the ship as seen from the interests of the owner of the goods, but the more precise is the
ship promotes regional development. Connectivity system is expected to open up areas that are
isolated so that it can be connected with economic centers. The main objective is to reduce the
disparity improving connectivity and service prices especially the logistic cost, increased
competitiveness.Efficient transportation of goods as measured by the ratio between the cost of
transport of goods by the unit turns mileage varies greatly according to the modal choice. The
objectives of the sea transport system, namely: open-isolated areas or remote; improve interregional trade / island; reduce regional disparities.The development of transport networks based on
the scenario of ideas improving the transportation system. Developing transport systems to provide
a balance between demand and supply. The World Bank’s survey- on the relationship between
shipment.

Fig. 1. Typical cost structure of container shipping (source: Bichou Khalid, February 2016)

Port trade efficiency assesses port efficiency in relation to maritime, transport and/or trade
costs.
To measure port efficiency, this article constructed proxies for port infrastructure index as
derived from the Global Competitiveness Report where Indonesian ports in the level of 89.
Limiting the number of port calls shortens round-voyage time and increases the number of
roundtrips per year, thereby minimizing the number of vessels required for that specific liner
service. Adding port calls can generate additional revenue if the additional costs from added calls
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are offset by revenue growth. The actual port selection is a complex issue. Traffic flows through
ports are a physical outcome of route and port selection by the relevant actors in the chain.
A shipping line can insert time buffers in the liner service to cope with the chance of delays.
Time buffers reduce schedule unreliability, but increase the vessel roundtrip time.
Some traditional port objectives include:
1. Minimisation of user costs: This includes minimising any or all of the payments by users for the
use of the port, the total value (generalised cost) of a ship's time in port (i.e. taking into account
the value of a ship's time), or a user's total through-transport costs;
2. Maximisation of benefits: This includes maximising profits or growth to the benefit of the owners
of the port and/or economic benefits to the town, region or country in which the port is located;
3. Increasing employment, or 'maximising jobs in the locality'. The measures of performance
would constitute a valid basis for measuring the effectiveness of port services in the supply
chain.
1) timeliness in picking up and delivering shipments, 2) reliability of transit time/transport
availability, 3) responsiveness of transport suppliers in meeting customers' requirements, 4)
adaptability of existing processes to customers' requirements, 5) flexibility of operations, 6)
accuracy of information regarding status of shipment, 7) accuracy in processing information, 8)
compliance with customers' requirements, 9) value for money, 10) notification of any changes
the multimodal process, 11) level of damage to the shipment, 12) overall transport cost, 13) leadtime to service delivery, 14) level of conflict with other processes, 15) employee interaction with
customers.
Improving efficiency is consistent with port authority intentions of maximizing berth
utilisation, a factor which will influence both port charges imposed on ship-owners and the actual
throughput handled.Shorter Turn Round Time of ship at ports due to no idle time, effective berth
working time and no waiting time for all port activities. This is justified on the basis of the
theoretical argument that an effective container terminal can attract more ship and container. The
following list includes some of the major variables that must be considered in the design of liner
vessels:volume of trade , composition of freight , round-trip voyage distance , number of ports to be
served and required frequency of sailings.
Table 1. Comparison of conventional and containership cost structures
Cost Category
Port expenses
Handling costs
Fuel costs
Vessel operating costs (excl. fuel)
Containers, operating costs
Administration
Depreciation, ships3
Interest, ships4
Depreciation, containers5
Interest, containers6
Total of which:
vessel and fuel costs
capital costs

Percentage of Costs
Conventional
Containership
6.5
2.8
27.9
21.0
13.3
13.6
31.1
8.7
—
2.1
9.7
5.3
4.4
12.6
7.1
24.5
—
5.0
—
4.4
100.0
100.0
44.4
22.3
11.5
46.5

Sources: For conventional ship calculated from B. M. Deakin (with T. Seward),
Shipping Conferences: A Study of their Origins, Development and Economic
Practices (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1973)
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Based on the figures given above and proprietary data, one finds the following annual inflation rates
Total operating costs
14-18 Percent
Vessel operating costs
12-14 Percent
Wages
10-22 Percent
Handling
11-16 Percent
Fuel
30-60 Percent
Price of new containership
30-38 Percent
Price of new container
16-19 Percent
Stopford, Martin (1997) consider the case of competing liner companies, each operating a
single ship, a 4,000 TEU containership which makes five trips a year. Daily ship costs $40,000 to
run, including capital, operating costs and bunkers, and it costs $400 to handle each container.
When the ship is full, no additional cargo can be shipped. The liner company must charge a price
that covers its costs. If this objective is not achieved, in due course it will go out of business. Costs
may be fixed or variable of the ship is a fixed cost because the company is committed to running the
service regardless of cargo volume, while the cargo handling costs can be termed variable costs
because these are not incurred if there is no cargo. Because the company is already committed to
the costs of the voyage, when the ship is part empty the only additional cost of accepting another
container is the $400 per container cost of cargo handling. Once the ship is full the marginal cost
rises sharply to, say, $2,500 per container, Note that the marginal cost at $400 from 1500 TEU to
4,000 TEU when the ship is fully loaded and the marginal cost to $2,500 per TEU. Also is the
average cost curve, which shows, at each output level, the fixed and variable costs divided by the
cargo volume. At low throughput levels the average cost is very’ high because a small number of
containers must absorb the total cost of the ship. For example when the ship is only carrying 1,500
containers the average cost is $2,400 per TEU, but as the load factor increases the average cost falls
steadily to $1,150 per TEU when the ship is full.
To make a profit, the liner company must generate enough revenue to cover the average cost.
As they undercut each other the price falls to the marginal cost which in this example is $400 per
TEU i.e. the handling cost. At this price the cargo volume is 3,000 TEU.
Summary
It looks like that marine highway is very important concept for an archipelagic state like
Indonesia but the system have to precise concept toward an efficient and effective port and shipping
operation
The system offered by the inisiator system called Pendulum Nusantara where Port of Tanjung
Priok to be the Fulcrum by using container ship size of 3,000 TEUs is not meet the effective and
efficient sea transportation system due to the imbalance trade between west and east part of
Indonesia.
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to report a competitive position of port of Tanjung Priok. Data were
collected from port users and experts as well. Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) was used to analyze data
and test hypothesis, comprehensive literature review is conducted in order to identify factors for port
competitive position. The discriptive hyphoteses described that the Mainline Container Shipping Service
Route have effected the Competitive Position of Indonesia’s Main Port of Tanjung Priok, Market-Based have
not significant and positive impact on Competitive Position. Resource-Based suspects that a significant and
positive impact on the level of Competitive Position. Market-Based is a significant and positive correlation
with the level of Resource-Based and vice versa. The result above can be interpreted as follows: the degree of
correlation of Market-Based (ξ1) and Resource-Based process (ξ2) is the relatively moderate value. The
finding of this research that Geographic Location, Information Technology and Differentiation are weak
indicators, Mainline Shipping Route, Hinterland Network, Market Channel of Entry, Policy & Management
Strategy and Human Resources Skill are moderate indicator while Market Attractiveness, Port Facilities,
Port’s Service Quality, Focus and Cost Leadership are strong indicators. This study was restricted to ports in
the South East Asia regions.
Introduction
Port of Tanjung Priok as the biggest port in Indonesia Container Terminal within the Port of Tanjung
Priok is the first container terminal in Indonesia.
International trade using sea transportation between Western Europe and East Asia as well as South East
Asia has increased significantly. Data taken from UNCTAD shows that sea transport passing through the
Malacca Straits is very important for ports in this area. The Mainline Container Shipping Service plays an
important role in this case. Based on operational patterns of liner shipping Pendulum Services Port of
Singapore as the market port in the middle serves as a fulcrum.
Most of the cargoes for Indonesian market load and unload in the transhipment ports such based on
report issued by as Singapore, Port Klang and Tanjung Pelepas within Hub and Spoke concept. Competitive
position of the Main Port of Tanjung Priok is very low compare to several ports in South East Asia due to
low productivity but high handling charge.
Research Objectives
1. To know and analyze the influence of Mainline Container Shipping Service Route on the Competitive
Position of Indonesian Main Port of Tanjung Priok and to be customers’ choice port of call.
2. To know and analyse Market-Based and Resource-Based which have influence on the Competitive
Position of Indonesian Main Port of Tanjung Priok partially and simultaneously.
3. To know and analysis the correlation between Market Based and Resource-Based
Literature Review
Containerization actually has introduced new dimensions to port competition. In the pre-container era,
ports basically competed on an intra-regional level. Port competition, according to Stuchtery R.W(1991). In
practice most ports are faced with a more or less severe inter port competition either in the hinterland or in
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respect of attracting new shipping lines to the port.” Gielessen (1991) : to the shipping line the container
became the cargo rather than its content. Verhoeff (2011) considers four levels which result in different
potential markets for different types of port services : 1) competition between port undertakings focuses on
activities of specific service providers in a port such as towing, stevedoring, warehousing, etc., 2)
competition between ports for traffic in a certain range, 3) competition between port clusters which are
groups of ports in each other’s vicinity with common geographical characteristics, and 4) competition
between port ranges which group ports located along the same coastline or with a large common hinterland.
Trans-shipment of containers can be defined as an indispensable tool to connect Main Line to Feeder
Line and to make full use of onboard space of container ship, from main ports to feeder ports. According to
Hit, Ireland and Hoskisson (1999) five competitive powers in industries as stated by Porter (1994) are
analysis instrument that can be used by the company to measure attractiveness of industry.
Port of Tanjung Priok cannot accommodate the ship of fourth generation and up because limitation of
its draft -14 m LWS while port of Singapore, Port Klang, and Port of Tanjung Pelepas have draft of -16 m
LWS. Competitive position can be counted of evidence of low cost, evidence of differentiation, market
segments/value offered, sources of revenues and prices (Allan, 2009).
Previous Research
Research carried out by Gilman (1981) from Marine Transport Centre, The University of Liverpool
formulated that diversion of Mother Ship as Mainline Shipping from Hub Port into Feeder Port can be
analyzed that mother ships diversion more economic and feeders more economic depend on the 2 variables
namely diversion distance in nautical miles and numberof containers for which diversion is made. The
research found out that for 1500 TEUs ship if made diversion from Singapore into Tanjung Priok Port for
approximately 554 miles need an additional cost equal to 160 TEUs.
Research Methodology
In this research, some variables will be analyzed: Market-Based Resource-Based Competitive
Advantage. As viewed from its objective, this research is descriptive and verificative. Data collected by
Stratified Random Sampling. (Sekaran, 2009) Verificative research is empirical data collection which has
the objective to know the relationship between variable with processing and analyzing primary data from the
result of spreading questionnaires and interviews as well as observation for testing whether or not the
hypothesis is correct. This verificative research looking for answer the 2nd and 3th hypothesis by applying
Structural Equation Modeling under LISREL 8.30 program.
Table 1. Indicator of research
Market Based
X1 - Geographic Condition
X2 - Market atractiveness
X3 - Mainline Shipping Route
X4 - Hinterland Network
X5 - Market Channel of Entry

Resources Based
X11 - Port Facilities
X12 - Port Service Quality
X13 - Information Technology
X14 - Policy and marketing
X15 - Human Resources Skill

Competitive Adventage
Z1 - Cost Leaderships
Z2 - Differentiation
Z3 - Focus

Hypotheses Testing
Hypotheses 1:

The Main Line Container Shipping Service Route Has Influenced the
Competitive Position of Indonesian Main Port of Tanjung Priok

The first hypothesis is descriptive as stated above will describe the position of the main port of Tanjung
Priok in the International Container Shipping Route, especially route from North Eroupe to North East Asia
through Malacca Straits as the busiest sea lane in the world. Port of Tanjung Priok with its business vision mixes
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with its functions as the agent of development of Indonesian government in its capacity as State-Owned
Enterprise, and as well as a business entity. To further increase the customer delivered value or the value of
services received by business customers will need to change the tariff policy that is originally cost-based pricing
into competition pricing policy. Port of Singapore has its superior role in this case and to be one of the biggest and
busiest port in the world. Its has close relation with the economic growth in this region where Indonesia as the
biggest economy located. But, there is no direct relation between the capacity of economy of a country and the
port growing activities. It means that although Singapore’s economy based on GDP is only approximately 25%
from Indonesia’s economy, but the throughput of container in port of Singapore is fivefold of the throughput of
container through port of Tanjung Priok and more than threefold of container through all ports in Indonesia. This
is a proof that due to the strategic location, the port of Singapore takes advantage of the growth of economy in this
region, especially for international trade.
Table 2. Correlation between economic growth and container throughput
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Country
India
Sri Langka
Singapore
Malaysia
Indonesia

GDP in US$ (2014)
1,377,264,718,251
41,979,163,042
246,000,560,000
293,092,897,727
966,558,240,892

ContainerThroughput
(TEUs)
7,888,990
3,464,297
25,866,400
15,843,486
6,394,190

Port’s Name
Bombay
Colombo
Singapore
Klang/T Pelepas
T Priok.

From the figure above, it is clear that there is no relationship between economic growth as well as
economic capacity of a country and container throughput like Sri Langka and India, Singapore and
Indonesia. Diversion of freight through Port of Tanjung Priok has concequencies such as additional cost for
Mainline Shipping due to economy of scale of the cellular container to take not so much volume of
container from port of Tanjung Priok. Based on the above theories the diversion of Main Line shipping
route Malacca straits/Port of Singapore into Tanjung Priok Port is too costly and the distances between
Singapore to Tanjung Priok approximately 554 nautical miles that need additional voyage more than one
day to divert into Port of Tanjung Priok and the cost will be approximately 160 TEU’s for 1500 TEUs ships
and bigger ships need more additional cost.
Hypotheses 2:

Market -Based and Resource-Based influence the Competitive Position of
Port

The second hypothesis, showing a picture that:
Structural Equations
COMP_ADV = 0.020*MARKET + 0.78*RESOURCE, Errorvar.= 0.38 , R² = 0.62
(0.075)
(0.090)
(0.096)
0.27
8.68
3.95

Market-Based suspects a significant and positive impact on Competitive Position of Port. The results of
this testing show that if Market-Based increases, Competitive Advantage will decrease (assuming other factors
remain).The test result shows that if Resource-Based increases, Competitive Advantage will also increase. The
result of Market-Based suspects that not significant and positive impact on Competitive Advantage of Port. As
for the relation is not significant although positive between Market-Based and Competitive Advantage. The
result of this testing shows that if Market-based increases, Competitive Advantage will also increase, but not
significant (assuming other factors remain). Market-based (ξ1) has not positive correlation on the Competitive
Advantage of Port (ƞ) significantly because the impact is very weak. This result indicates that the hypothesis 2
about the influence of Resources-based (ξ2) on the Competitive Advantage of Port (ƞ) can be accepted.
Based on Allan (2009), competitive position of Port of Tanjung Priok can be counted of evidence of low,
in this case that diverted traffic from Port of Singapore into Port of Tanjung Priok if just taking small quantity
of container traffic. Port of Tanjung Priok as a captive market, pricing policy based on cost recovery
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Competitive Position of Port of Tanjung Priok is low and special efforts have to be taken by the government of
Indonesia to increase the competitive position, from low competitive position or inferior position into superior.
Two important issue in the transportation port competition : cost of transshipment, where low costs are
rewarded with higher business and port congestion or quality of service. The port of Singapore lost more than
10 per cent of its total TEU throughput in 2002 where Evergreen Marine Corporation and Maersk Sealand also
moved its transshipment traffic, around 1 million TEU to Port of Tanjung Pelepas. The reasons cited for both
moves was costs saving, up to 30 per cent, and more favorable terms such as a dedicated berthing facilities.
Hypotheses 3:

Market Based

Market-Based and Resource-Based have correlation

= 0,47* Resources Based, Errover = 0,00, R2=1,0 (0,06)
7,42

The results of this testing show that if Market-Based increases, the Resource-Based will increase and if
Resource-Based increases, Market-Based will increase (assuming other factors remain). The strong correlation of
Market-Based (ξ) the Resource-Based (η1): γ1 = 0.47 (ξ influence, including in the strong category,
Guilford).These results indicate that the hypothesis about the correlation of Market-Based (ξ) and the ResourceBased (η1) can be accepted. Inter-variable relationships suitability test for indicator GOF (GFI, RMSEA, NNFI,
NFI, AGFI, RFI, IFI, CEI) All Meet the standard measurement in this case can be drawn the conclusion that all
are marginal fit.
Table 3. VRISA analysis the “Port of Tanjung Priok 2015
Key Question

Answer

Value

Atribute

Does the Port Of Tanjung Priok Services offer
customers something that they value?

Rareness
(Uniqueness)

Is Port of Tanjung Priok the only one with this type
of services? If not, is the level of its services higher
than that of competitors?
Is it easy for other firms to acquire this services ?

Yes. The services results in employees who are productive, flexible,
motivated, and willing to accept a low base pay and work long hours.
This not only keeps costs down but also improves utilization and ontime delivery performance.
No. All Transshipment ports along Malacca Straits offers the same
service to their customers.

Imitability

Substitutability

Can another capability offer customers the same
value that the Port of Tanjung Priok does?

Appropriability

Does Port of Tanjung Priok make money from its
unique services?

Yes. Duplicating this services is likely to be easy. Although other
port may think they know what makes Port of Tanjung Priok
employees so motivated, productive, flexible, and dedicated, there
may be a lot more that they need to know.
Yes. In an industry where utilization is critical, it is difficult for
another capability to give port of the Tanjung Priok the value created
by a productive, flexible, highly motivated workforce.
Yes. Port of Tanjung Priok good position in relation to suppliers and
customers enables it to appropriate the value from its services.

In general, Indonesian seaports serve as feeders for hub ports in Singapore and Tg. Pelepas,
Malaysia. It is also the case with imports, where cargos will be unloaded at the hub ports to be further
transported using smaller ports in Indonesian territory. Such condition is caused by several factors,
including the International trade pattern, limited capacity of seaports in Indonesia, the low volume of
cargo traffic, as well as technical aspects, namely the depth of sea which does not allow mother vessels
to come to international public seaports in Indonesia.
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Table 4. SWOT analysis of Port of Tanjung Priok
Internal
Factors
(IFAS)
External
Factors
(EFAS)
Opportunity (O) :
1.
Hub Port Decided by Government.
2.
Economic Growth.
3.
International Trade Agreement.
4.
Regional Development
5.
MarketMonopoly

Threats (T) :
1. Changing Technology
2. Uncertainty Political Issues.
3. Environmental Issues
4. Changing of Sea Transportation.
5. Intervention by GOI /Politician on
internal business process.

Strength (S) :
1. Captive Market
2. Tariffication
3. Business Network
4. Enough Facility
5. Experience
SO Strategies :
1. Increasing quality of Service.
2. To Change Marketing Strategy.
3. Building mindset to all port community that
increase competitive advantage of the main
port is very importance.

ST Strategies :
1. Focus on the customers requirements.
2. Low cost strategy to introduce to all
customers.
3. Maintaining the well trained employee to keep
in their performance.

Weakness (W) :
1. Service Culture
2. Water depth
3. Service Quality
4. Organization Flexibility
5. Internal Business Process
WO Strategies :
1. Reengineering ureaucratic Culture into
interpreunerships.
2. Making agreement with shipper and
consignee to develop inter-modalism to
lowering logistic cost.
3. Developing Partnership with all stakeholder in
port to press port cost
WT Strategies :
1. Differentiation strategy on
container
handling service
as focus to increase
competitive advantage
2. Improving Internal Business Process to
accommodate the customers expectation.
3. Smiling policy to customers.

Finding and Discussion
Geographic Location
Market Attractiveness
Mainline Shipping Route

MarketBased

Hinterland Network
Focus

Market Channel of Entry
CompetitiveAdvantage

Differentiation

Port Facilities
Cost Leadership
Port’s Service Quality
Information & Technology
Policy & Mgt. Strategy

ResourceBased
Weak indicator
Moderate indicator

Human Resources Skill

Strong indicator

Fig. 1. Research outcome

Research Conclusion
Mainline container shipping service route from North Europe – North East Asia, vice versa have
influenced the competitive advantage of the Indonesian main ports of Tanjung Priok.The result of this
research finding that the main port of Tanjung Priok have inferior competitive advantage compare to
Singapore Port, Port Klang and Tanjung Pelepas which have superior competitive advantage, due to their
location precise in the International Container Shipping Lane. Diversion of the mother ship call to the main
port of Tanjung Priok will cause customer delivered value low because cost increase linearly with additional
freight rate for 554 nautical miles from sea lane through Singapore vice versa.
Market-based and resource-base have influence the competitive advantage of the main port of Tanjung
Priok. Market-based and Resource-based have correlation.
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Abstract. The use of palm methyl ester (PME) mixed with bio-diesel fuel is increasing rapidly. On
the other hand, amorphous carbon coatings have also been applied to mechanical components such
as those in fuel injection system in order to improve their friction and wear performances. In this
research, a ball on disk tribometer was used to investigate the effect of PME on friction and wear of
two types of amorphous carbon coatings deposited on stainless steel balls. The tests were conducted
at severe loading conditions inside various concentration of PME-contained diesel oil. The results
show that for both type of amorphous carbon coatings used, there was significant reduction of wear
with the increase of PME content inside the oil. When the tests were conducted in 100% PME oil,
the wear reduction were 50% for a-C coating and 30% for a-C:H coating, compared to those
conducted in 0% PME diesel oil. Although clear difference in friction coefficients could not be
seen, the results indicated that PME contribute to reduction of wear of the ball, drastically. These
results suggested that PME are beneficial in reducing the wear of amorphous carbon coated
stainless steel material in severe friction condition.
Introduction
The use of diesel fuel in automotive industry increases significantly in recent time, mainly
because of its high efficiency. Particularly, the diesel fuel efficiency can reach up to 40% with the
use of high pressure fuel injection system with a pressure up to 200 MPa [1]. However,
sustainability issues as well as environment concerns have been growing steadily nowadays and this
cause people demanding not only low fuel consumption but also low emission fuel. Bio-diesel is
one of renewable sources of fuel that fulfill these criteria. Analysts predicted that world
consumption of bio-diesel and bio-ethanol will reach 135 billion gallons in 2018 [2].
The switch of fuel to bio-diesel has an important implication to automotive industry because
bio-fuels affect the performances of the mechanical components particularly those in the fuel
injection system [3, 4, 5]. On the other hand, solid lubricant coatings such as amorphous carbon
coatings have also been applied to the mechanical components to improve their friction and wear
performances. Here, the ability of bio-diesel fuel to lubricate the mechanical contact of components
in the fuel injection is affected by the quality of the bio-diesel and the type of amorphous carbon
coating used [6, 7, 8].
The effect of palm methyl ester of friction and wear of metal has be studied by several
researchers. PME is mainly composed of triglycerides, glyceride, free fatty acids and non-glyceride
substances. It is reported to have well anti wear properties on cast iron [9] and has been used as
additives in lubricants. In other report, it is found that a 10% addition of PME into diesel oil has
resulted into 10% wear reduction of cast steel ball [10].
On the other hand, the tribological properties of Diamond-like Carbon (DLC) coating in bio-oil
lubricated condition are greatly affected by the oil type and temperature. The presence of fatty acid
methyl ester (FAME) in diesel oil reduces friction [11, 12]. However, the friction and wear of DLC
coatings in PME lubrication conditions has not been clarified yet.
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In this paper, the friction and wear of amorphous carbon coated stainless steel under lubrication
condition of palm methyl ester (PME) are investigated. The friction tests were conducted under
various concentration of PME in petro diesel fuel in order to find out the effect of PME on friction
and wear performance of the material.
Experiment setup and Data Acquisition
The tests were conducted using a pin on disk tribometer. The schematic diagram of the
tribometer is given in Fig. 1. The ball is 8 mm in diameter and the disk is 30 mm in diameter and 5
mm in thickness. Amorphous carbon coating is deposited on the ball surface. Two type of
deposition method are used producing two kind of amorphous carbon coating; amorphous carbon
(a-C) and hydrogenated amorphous carbon (a-c:H) coated ball. The disk is not coated but polished
with surface roughness Ra = 0.03 µm.
The friction tests were conducted inside a chamber containing diesel oil mixed with PME. The
mixture contain PME of 0%, 7.5%, 15%, 30%, and 100%, respectively. PME itself is biodiesel and
can be used as a substitute for petro diesel oil.
The tests were conducted at severe loading condition. The applied weight was 15 N and the
rotation speed was 100 rpm for the entire test. The friction force data was acquired using a load cell
and a strain amplifier connected to personal computer. The wear scar of the ball was analyzed using
optical microscope.
DC Motor

Load cell

Disk
Ball
Normal
Force, FN

Diesel Oil

Weight

SIDE VIEW

Friction

Force, Ff

TOP VIEW

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the pin on disk tribometer

Results and Discussion
The results of friction tests showing the relationship between coefficient of friction and the
number of cycles are given in Figs. 2 and 3. For a-C coated ball, it is seen that the friction
coefficient is largest at PME 0% condition with an average value of 0.3 (Fig. 2a). At this condition,
the friction coefficient seems stable for the entire test cycle up to 9000 cycles. The friction
coefficient for the same PME 0% condition of a-C:H coated ball is relatively similar, i.e. 0.29 (Fig.
3a). Similar friction behavior for these two conditions is also observed at the first few friction
cycles (Figs. 2b and Fig. 3b). The stable friction coefficient value of 0.3 was reached within the first
200 cycles. The number of first friction cycles required to achieve a stable friction is considered as
the running-in cycle.
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Fig. 2. Effect of PME content in diesel oil on: (a) friction coefficient of a-C coated ball; (b) friction
development for the first 500 cycles

Fig. 3. Effect of PME content in diesel oil on: (a) friction coefficient of a-C:H coated ball; (b) friction
development at first 500 cycles

On the contrary, the wear scar of the balls were different, as observed in Figs. 4a and 4f for a-C
and a-C:H coated ball, respectively. For the case of a-C coated ball, the wear seems occurring
uniformly across the contact area. The diameter of the wear scar is about 600 μm. In the case of aC:H coated ball the wear is not uniform across the contact area. Nevertheless, the dimension of the
wear scar at both cases is relatively similar.
The coefficient of friction was slightly lower with the present of PME in the diesel oil.
However, this decrease seems independent on the percentage value of the PME. As observed in Fig.
2b for the case of a-C coated ball, 7.5% PME in the oil decrease the coefficient of friction slightly.
Further increase of PME, 15%, only slightly decreases the friction coefficient further. But when the
PME content were further increased, the friction coefficient increases again. Similar phenomena
was also observed for the case of a-C:H coated ball. In the overall, it seems there is no dependency
between the friction coefficient and the PME content in the oil. The friction coefficient varies by
only 0.04.
Nevertheless, significant differences are observed in the first few cycles of the friction test. As
observed in Figs. 2b and 3b, the presence of PME in the oil has reduced and/or eliminated the
running-in process. For both cases of a-C and a-C:H coated balls, running-in process are observed
for the case of 0% PME and 7.5% PME. For example, in the case of a-C coated ball (Fig. 2b), the
friction coefficient started at 0.34 for the case of 0% PME and required about 200 cycles to be
stable at 0.3. With the presence of 7.5% PME in the oil, this running in process is shortened to less
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than 100 cycles. Furthermore, the presence of 15% PME in the oil has eliminated the running in
process. The friction coefficient started at 0.24 and increases to 0.26 within 100 first cycles. At
100% PME, a stable friction coefficient of 0.28 was achieved from the beginning of the test.
Therefore, the presence of PME in the diesel oil has a positive effect, i.e. to reduce the number
of cycle required in the running-in process prior to stable friction stage. This is believed to have a
significant effect to the wear of the material, as observed in Fig. 4.
PME 0%

PME 7.5%

PME 15%

PME 30%

PME 100%

a-C (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

a-C:H

Fig. 4. Effect of PME content in diesel oil on the wear scar dimension

Fig. 4 shows the wear scar of the amorphous coated stainless steel balls under various
conditions of PME percentage in diesel oil. For the case of 0% PME diesel oil (Fig. 4a), the width
of wear scar is about 600 μm. As the content of PME in the oil increases, the width of wear scar
gradually decreases. At 100% PME, the width of wear scar is about 300 μm (Fig. 4e), a 50%
decrease. Similar phenomena is also observed for the case of a-C:H coated ball. Fig. 4f shows that
the wear is severe causing deep grooves along the sliding direction. The length of the longest grove
is about 700 μm. The groves can be clearly observed in Fig. 4b. The worn surface and its diameter
were improved with the presence of more PME in the oil. At 100% PME, the diameter of the wear
is about 500 μm, about 30% smaller compare to that at 0% PME. Fig. 5 shows the difference
between the worn surface of a-C coated stainless steel ball in 0% PME diesel oil and in 100% PME
oil. In 0% PME, it can be seen that the wear is severe with a relatively large and deep ploughing
grove. A different condition is shown in Fig. 5b. The wear groves bare relatively smaller and the
worn surface is smoother than the previous one.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Effect of PME on wear of a-C coated stainless steel ball: (a) PME 0%; (b) PME 100%

In both cases of a-C and a-C:H coated ball, the coatings on the worn surface has been
completely removed at the end of the test. This is considered normal in severe loading condition.
However, in the future, it is necessary to conduct the test using small loading condition in order to
find out the wear resistance of the amorphous carbon coating in PME lubrication environment.
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Conclusion
The effect of PME on friction and wear of amorphous carbon (a-C) and hydrogenated
amorphous carbon (a-C:H) coated stainless steel ball has been investigated. It is found that the wear
of material is drastically decreases as the effect of PME content in the diesel oil.
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Abstract. There are thousands of fishing vessels operated in Indonesian waters and almost all of
them are powered by diesel engine together with the use of fossil fuels. Recent increases of the fuel
prices as well as the stocks are getting rare have made most of the Indonesian fishermen devastated.
Many efforts have been made to resolve the problems including the creation of renewable energy
and improvement on ship design hence causes lower resistance and less fuel consumption. The
current work is focused on the development of inclined keel fishing vessel, which is carried out
under the term of better ship design. The investigation is conducted using computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) approach and four configurations are made: flat keel together with 3 inclined
angles of 3º, 5º and 7º. CFD simulation demonstrates that the effect of inclined keel to the total
resistance is apparent, the greater the inclined keel angles, the lower the total resistance.
Conversely, inclined keel has reduced the volume of fishing holds. However, the optimum inclined
angle shows that the remaining space is still acceptable hence it means that the use of inclined keel
is recommended for fishing vessels.
Introduction
The design of merchant vessels has always become the centre of attention in term of economic
viability. The main economic drivers amount to the construction costs, crew costs, disposal costs
and, in particular, fuel cost as it relates to the chosen operational speed. These need to be combined
in such a way that the ship-owner makes an adequate rate of return on the investment with a given
level of risk. The international maritime organization (IMO) in 2012 [1] and [2] emphasised the
urgent need to reduce CO 2 emissions, as already global shipping accounts for (3-4)% of
anthropomorphic emissions, and this proportion will rise if these emissions are not controlled,
although such concerns are not new [3]. Other environmental concerns relate to operational
pollution, underwater noise, anti-fouling, ballast water exchange and wave wash. Economic and
environmental pressures thus combine to create the need for a fresh appraisal of the estimation of
ship propulsive power and the choice of suitable machinery, as well as ship hull design for newbuilds. Both issues present the need to minimise propulsive power. Minimising propulsive power
can be addressed at the design stage, in terms of hull form design and propulsor design, and during
operation which can include the use of suitable changes in trim, route changes and slow steaming.
The main areas with the potential for reducing the power in a feasible and practical manner are
outlined in [4] and summarised in Table 1 consisting of 4 main items: (1) reduce vessel resistance,
(2) improve efficiency of propulsors, (3) optimize hull/propeller/rudder interaction, and (4)
optimize strategy for operation. One of those choices is called reduce vessel resistance and in the
case of fishing vessel the use of inclined keel is found to be rather popular and quite effective to
reduce the total ship resistance. The investigation was carried out numerically using computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) approach as recommended by [5].
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Table 1. Main areas for potential reductions in power [4]
Reduce Vessel Resistance

Improve Efficiency of Propulsors
Optimise Hull/Propeller/Rudder
Interaction

Optimise Strategy for Operation

Hull: shape, surface finish
Appendages: low drag design
Superstructure (air drag): low drag design
Choice of design parameters, surface finish
Adaptation to actual hull wake
Optimise wake distribution
Minimise thrust deduction
Upstream flow conditioning
Recovery of rotational energy
Speed, including slow steaming
Trim: monitor/optimise
Weather routeing
Hull/propeller cleaning

Literature Reviews
Definition of fishing vessel. A fishing vessel is a boat or ship used to catch fish in the sea, or on a
lake or river. Many different kinds of vessels are used in commercial, artisanal and recreational
fishing [6]. Furthermore, in term of its geometry or body plan, a fishing vessel is classified into
round and chine types. A modern type of fishing vessel is shown in Fig. 1. Meanwhile, a chine type
of fishing vessel (Fig. 2) is designed with high speed because it has to reach the fishing ground as
quickly as possible in order not to loose the right time to catch fish. Fishing vessel with multi-chine
form is later discovered to be very efficient in term of lower resistance and hence saving time and
fuel consumption.

Fig. 1. Example of modern fishing vessel

Fig. 2. Body plan of a chard chine fishing vessel

Inclined keel. In this case, the keel is inclined (equivalent to designing in trim) and a significantly
larger propeller can be employed [7]. This is similar to the approach used for conventional tugs and
trawlers (a kind of fishing vessel). In the case of a larger vessel, such as a container ship, the
draught amidships would be the design draught and the ship would ballast back to level keel if
required by port draught limitations. There may be some increase in resistance with an inclined
keel, but the indications are that the gains to be made from the increased propeller diameter are
greater than the losses due to the increase in resistance. For example, the inclined keel investigation
carried out in [8] and [9] indicated an overall power saving of the order of 4%. The inclined keel is
a feasible and practical proposition and these findings would suggest that the concept deserves
further consideration.
CFD simulation. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is the analysis of systems involving fluid
flow, heat transfer and associated phenomena such as chemical reactions by means of computerbased simulation [10]. CFD is also recognized as one of the field of fluid mechanics that use
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numerical method and algorithm to solve and analysis the problem of fluid flow [11]. When we use
CFD with support from advance computer, the result obtained is an approach. Generally, there are
three step carried out to simulate CFD consist of pre-processor, processor, and post-processor [10].
Pre-processor is the step where the data are input to define the domain and boundary condition.
The model, which is being investigated, is divided into specific grid – called meshing – and
then analyzed. Processor is step to carry out the calculation of data with the relevant formula that is
run to attain small error or convergence value. The calculation is carried out on the overall volume
control with discrete equation integrated process. Post-processor is step that gives the result after
calculation step. The results are shown into graphic and animation with specific contour plot.
Methodology
The analysis was carried out on a fishing vessel together with 4 variations of trim positions,
namely even keel, 3o keel, 5o keel, and 7o keel. Principal particulars of the vessel, at each position of
trim, are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Principal particulars of the vessel at various trim positions
Particulars
LOA (m)
LWL (m)
LBP (m)
B (m)
H (m)
T (m)
CB
V (m3)
WSA (m2)

Flat keel
13.39
12.56
12.34
4.00
1.62
0.94
0.45
46.41
36.38

30 keel
13.39
12.56
11.56
4.00
1.62
0.92
0.42
42.54
31.13

50 keel
13.39
12.56
11.56
4.00
1.62
0.90
0.41
41.62
29.73

70 keel
13.39
12.56
11.56
4.00
1.62
0.88
0.39
40.69
27.65

The CFD modeling was carried out with 2 conditions, namely single phase flow and two phases
flow. Single phase flow is conducted to estimate viscous resistance. In the case, the model is treated
as fully submerge in one kind of fluid hence there will be no free surface effect or wave resistance.
Meanwhile, two phases flow is carried out to estimate total resistance and with the existence of
wave resistance. The value of wave resistance is obtained from the subtraction of viscous resistance
(from single phase flow) from total resistance (from two phases flow). The modeling of two phases
flow is shown in Fig. 3, whilst Fig. 4 indicated the definition of boundary condition which is made
as follows: inlet for entrance of flow, outlet for exit of flow, wall for the ship model and pressure
for the outer boundaries. Distances from ship model to the outer boundaries are made optimum
regarding to [10] and grid independence study is made to the order of 2% error according to [10]
and [11].

Air
Water

Fig. 3. Modelling of two phases flow

Fig. 4 Definition of boundary condition
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Result and Discussion
Resistance of ship. CFD simulation provides data including viscous, wave, and total resistances.
The result of CFD visualization showing wave of free surface effect is demonstrated in Fig. 5. The
resistance coefficients are calculated using Eqs. 1 to 3.
RT
(1)
CT =
0.5 ρ (WSA)V 2
RV
(2)
CV =
0.5 ρ (WSA)V 2
RW
(3)
CW =
0.5 ρ (WSA)V 2
where;
R T , R V , R W : Total, viscous, and wave resistance (N)
ρ : fluid density (kg/m3)
C T , C V , C W : total, viscous, and wave resistance coefficient
WSA : wetted surface area
The results of total, viscous, and wave resistance coefficients are shown in Table 3. It is
apparent that the resistance coefficients increase as the speed (and Froude numbers) increase. It is
also clear that the maximum resistance occurs at flat keel condition and maximum speed (or Froude
number) and the minimum resistance occurs at 7 degrees inclined keel and lower Froude number.
The reason behind this is attributed to the reduction of wetted surface area (WSA) in the inclined
keel conditions and this is in good agreement with [5].

Fig. 5. The contour plot of fluid flow around ship

Table 3. Resistance coefficient of flat and inclined keel

Vs
(knots)

Fr

4
6
8
10

0.18
0.28
0.37
0.46

Vs
(knots)

Fr

4
6
8
10

0.18
0.28
0.37
0.46

Inclined Keel of 3o
CV
CW
CT
(×10-3) (×10-3) (×10-3)
0.964
1.697
2.655
1.061
1.789
2.850
1.667
3.363
5.030
1.820
3.805
5.625

CV
(×10-3)
2.871
2.882
3.049
3.868

Flat Keel
CW
(×10-3)
3.048
4.030
4.728
5.138

CT
(×10-3)
5.919
6.912
7.777
9.006

Inclined Keel of 5o
CV
CW
CT
(×10-3) (×10-3) (×10-3)
0.084
0.119
0.203
0.092
0.193
0.285
0.120
0.359
0.479
0.140
0.393
0.533

Inclined Keel of 7o
CV
CW
CT
(×10-3) (×10-3) (×10-3)
0.060
0.041
0.101
0.070
0.137
0.207
0.088
0.348
0.436
0.267
0.117
0.384
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Volume of cargo hold. In order to store the fish obtained from fishing activity, a fishing vessel is
equipped with several cargo holds. The holds are made and treated in such a way hence the fish is
fresh enough until the vessel returns to its home-base or fishing port. The design of inclined keel
has influenced the capacity of cargo hold but it is made not to change the capacity of machinery
space. Statistically based on a survey carried out at Brondong, a fishing base port at Lamongan
Regency of East Java Province, it was reported that the average rate of catching fish is
approximately 85%. Based on that data, investigation is further conducted in order to know the
economic effect of inclined keel on the volume capacity of the fishing holds and the results are
shown in Table 4. It can be seen from Table 4 that the inclined keel of 3o, 5o, and 7o has reduced the
fishing holds capacity about 8.4%, 13% and 15.3%, respectively. It is clear that the fishing vessel
can be built and operated efficiently up to 7o of inclined keel. However, inclined keel of 5o is more
recommended, particularly when average rate of 85% is taken into consideration.
Table 4 The volume of cargo hold with variation of keel angle
Keel Angle
Cargo Hold (m3)

Keel 0o
22.155

Keel 3o
20.303

Keel 5o
19.274

Keel 7o
18.756

Conclusion
It is obvious that CFD approach can demonstrate the advantages of using inclined keel on the
way to reduce total ship resistance of a fishing vessel. The reason behind this is due to the reduction
of wetted surface area of ship hull under water. It is also clear that the inclined keel conditions have
reduced ship resistance, whilst maintaining the optimum fishing hold capacity based on 85%
average rate of the cargo hold.
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Abstract. In this paper, a new operational strategy is proposed for re-heat adsorption chiller with
multi beds. Silica-gel and water are using as the adsorbent and refrigerant pairs in this chiller. The
chiller consists of three adsorbed/desorber heat exchanger, one evaporator and one condenser.
Combined cycle refers to the adsorber/desorber of HEXs that are HEX1 and HEX2 operate in reheat cycle while HEX3 operates conventional cycle respectively. MATLAB with ode 45 solver was
the governing equations of the present chiller. The chilled water out temperature was kept constant
at 9°C to produce cooling effect. The objectives of the present study were to operate the chiller at
low heat source temperature so that it can be driven with solar or waste heat, and to reduce the
chiller size. The effect of heat source temperature and the effect of mass recovery time are presented
while the effect of the combination between adsorption/desorption and pre-heating/pre-cooling time
also explored to predict the performance on COP and cooling capacity of the chiller. The proposed
chiller provides COP values higher than provided by the four-hex reheat chiller and 42% higher of
the cooling capacity values compared than the conventional cycle respectively.
Introduction
Heat driven adsorption system is one of the most promising systems due to use of low or near
the environment temperature, as a driving heat source in its operation. By using water and silica gel
as the adsorbent-refrigerant pair in the system indicates that the adsorption system is suitable for
reduce the gas's emission and consume low energy can be achieved [1]. Some extensive
investigations of the performances of the adsorption refrigeration chiller have been conducted
considering various adsorbent/adsorbate pairs [2-3]. To achieve better COP and/or cooling capacity
values, most of the advanced chillers in adsorption refrigeration/heat pumps have been proposed.
Alam has introduced the four beds/hex adsorption chillers; namely, re-heat two-stage adsorption
chiller and shows that the chiller can exploit the heat source temperature 50-90°C [4]. Wirajati et al.
[5] identified the effect of the heat source temperature and the effect of cycle time on performance if
the chilled water outlet temperature is fixed at 9°C experimentally. The possibility of reducing the
adsorber/desorber hex’s utilization is still promising since the consideration of the smaller
adsorption machine to be constructed [6] and can be performed for the relative low heat source
temperature below 60°C.
In this study, the author concern of reducing the number of hex utilization compare to the
previous study that were based on the four-hex conventional and four-hex re-heat cycle has been
investigated experimentally and numerically. By reducing the hex utilization and introducing the
new mode operational strategy which is applied in the present chiller, the smaller compact machine
can be designed. And the objectives of the recent study were to examine the performance of threehex re-heat combined chiller and to optimized the cycle time of the present chiller. The comparison
with those of four-hex conventional chiller and four-hex re-heat chiller also presented.
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As a result, the present chiller with the new strategy can utilize the minimum heat source
temperature 55°C while the chilled water out temperature keep in 9°C to produce cooling effect.
The proposed chiller provides COP values higher than provided by the four-hex reheat chiller and
42% higher of the cooling capacity values compared than the conventional cycle respectively.
Three-hex Re-heat Combined Adsorption Chiller Process
The three-hex re-heat combined adsorption chiller schematic and the Pressure-TemperatureConcentration (PTX) diagram are present in Fig. 1 while the operational distribution process of the
proposed chiller shown in Table 1 respectively. There are three HEXs namely HEX1, HEX2 and
HEX3. To complete a full cycle, HEX1 and HEX2 consist of six processes while HEX3 only four
processes respectively, based on the mode strategy. The HEXs operates continuously all together in
ten modes.
The three-hex re-heat combined adsorption chiller schematic and the Pressure-TemperatureConcentration (PTX) diagram are present in Fig. 1 while the mode strategy of the proposed chiller
shown in Table 1 respectively. There are three HEXs namely HEX1, HEX2 and HEX3. To
complete a full cycle, HEX1 and HEX2 consist of six processes while HEX3 only four processes
respectively, based on the mode strategy. The HEXs operates continuously all together in ten
modes.
Pressure-Temperature-Concentration (PTX) Diagram

6

60

HEX 1 & HEX2
HEX1
& HEX2
HEX3

4.5

45

Desorption

Mass
Recovery
Heating

Pre-heating

3

Mass
Recovery
Cooling

1.5

30

Pre-cooling

15

Adsorption

0

Saturation Temperature (oC)

Saturation Vapor Pressure (kPa)

HEX3

0
20

40

60

80

Silica Gel temperature (oC)

Fig. 1. The cycle schematic of the proposed chiller and the PTX diagram

In the beginning of the process (mode A - C), the valves (V1, V4 and V6) are opened. HEX1
and HEX3 will connect to the condenser and the desorption process started, while HEX2 will
connect to the evaporator and the adsorption process started as well. Since the concentration of
refrigerant in the desorber (HEX1) and adsorber (HEX2) are near to the equilibrium levels, the
process continue to the mode D. In the mode D, all HEXs out of connects to the condenser or
evaporator. HEX1 was at the end position of desorption process and HEX2 was at the end position
of adsorption process. HEX1 is connected with HEX2 through opened the valve (V3) with
continuing cooling water in HEX2 and hot water in HEX1. The process called mass recovery with
cooling for HEX2 and mass recovery with heating for HEX1. In the mode, HEX3 is cooled down
by cooling water called pre-cooling process. When the pressure of both HEX1 and HEX 2 nearly
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equals, then the process will continue to the mode E. In the mode E, all HEXs are in warm up
process. HEX1 and HEX3 are cooled down by cooling water, called pre-cooling process, and HEX2
is heated up by hot water, called pre-heating process. When the pressure of HEX1 and HEX3 nearly
equal to the pressure of evaporator; and the pressure of HEX2 nearly equal to the pressure of
condenser, then the valve (V2, V5and V7) are opened to flow the refrigerant. HEX1 and HEX3 are
connected with evaporator and HEX 2 is connected with condenser respectively. The mode E is the
end of half cycle of the process. To complete a full cycle, the next process is the same as the
previous half-cycle. But, HEX1 and HEX3 is working in adsorption process while HEX2 in
desorption process.
Table 1. Operational distribution process

HEX

Mode
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

1
2
3
Note:
Desorption

Mass recovery heating

Pre-heating

Adsorption

Mass recovery cooling

Pre-cooling

Simulation Equation
Adsorber/desorber energy balance. The heat transfer and energy balance equation of adsorbent
hex can be described as follows:
Ubed Abed

To =T+�Ti -T�exp �

ṁ w Cw

�

(Ws Cs +Ws Cw q+Wbed Cbed )

(1)
dT

=Ws Qs

dt

dq

dt

–Ws Cw δ�γ�T-Teva �+�1-γ��T-Twv ��

dq
dt

+ ṁ w Cw εbed �Ti -T�

(2)

Evaporator energy balance. Equation 3 represents the heat transfer of evaporator and Equation 4
as energy balances for evaporator, respectively:
Tch,o =Teva +�Tch,i -Teva �exp �-

�Weva,w Cw +Weva,bed .Ceva,bed �

Ueva Aeva
ṁ ch Cch

�

(3)

dTe
= ṁ ch Cch εeva �Tch,i -Teva �
dt
dqads-eva

-Ws �

dt

+

dqdes-con
dt

� �L+Cv �Tcon -Teva ��

(4)

Condenser energy balance. Equation 5 represents as the heat transfer of condenser while Equation
6 as energy balances for condenser, and can be expressed as:
Tcon,o =Tcon +�Tcw,i -Tcon �exp ��Wcon,w .Cw +Wcon,bed .Ccon,bed �

Ucon .Acon
ṁ cw .Cw

dTc
dt

�

=ṁ cw Cw εcon �Tcw,i -Tcon �-Ws �

(5)
dqdes-con
dt

� �L+Cv �Tdes -Tcon ��
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System performance. Coefficient of performance (COP) and cooling capacity (CC) are mainly
characteristics of the performance of the chiller, can be measured as:
t

t

COP = ṁ ch Cw ∫0 cycle �Tch,i -Tch,o � / Cw ∫0 cycle �Thw,i -Thw,o �dt

(7)

t

CC=ṁ ch Cw ∫0 cycle �Tch,i -Tch,o � dt⁄tcycle

(8)

The values of physical properties parameters used in calculation and the standard operating
condition adopted in simulation are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.
Table 2. Parameter's adopted in simulation
Symbol

Value

Unit

Cs

924

J/kg K

Cv
Cw

1.89E+03
4.18E+03

J/kg K
J/kg K

Do

2.54E-4

m2/s

Ea
Lw
Qs
R
Rp
UAads
UAdes
UAeva
UAcon
Ws
Wcon,w
Weva,w

2.33E+06
2.50E+06
2.86E+06
4.62E+2
3.00E-04
2.00E+3
2.23E+3
2.36E+3
4.06E+3
16
5
25

J/kg
J/kg
J/kg
J/kg K
m
W/m2K
W/m2K
W/m2K
W/m2K
kg
kg
kg

Table 3. Basic values for the standard condition
Temperature
(°C)

Flow Rate
(kg/s)

Hot water

60

1

Cooling water

30

1(ads) + 0.8(des)

Chilled water

14

0.8

Cycle time
(Ads/Des+Mrc/Mrh+Ph/Pc)

(420 + 200 + 30)s

Noted;
Ads/Des
Mrc/Mrh
Ph/Pc

: adsorption/desorption
: mass recovery
: pre-heating/pre-cooling
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Results and Discussion
A complete simulation program was developed based on MATLAB software to solve all
equations. In the beginning of the solution process, initial values are assumed and finally, those are
adjusted by the iteration process. Once the satisfactory convergence criterion is achieved, then the
process goes for the next time step. All input parameters such as adsorbent-refrigerant properties,
flow rates of heat transfer fluids and heat exchangers specifications initially was given for which the
system cyclic operation can be realized.
The Effect of Mass Recovery Time on COP and Cooling Capacity
The mass recovery process can effectively improve the performance of the adsorption chiller
driven by a low heat source temperature. The process seems to be a second adsorption/desorption
process for the adsorber/desorber hex.
Fig. 2 informed the effect of mass recovery time on COP and cooling capacity. Heat source
temperature 60°C, adsorption/desorption time 420s and pre-heating/pre-cooling 30s applying to
investigates not only the effect of mass recovery time 50-350s but also to compare it with without
mass recovery time (0s mass recovery time). It is seen that the chiller without mass recovery
worked quite inefficiently. The COP and cooling capacity without mass recovery are, respectively,
50% and 44% lower than those with 350s mass recovery times. By this point of view, the mass
recovery is pivotal to this chiller, especially if operates for the low heat source temperature.
0.45

4

0.4

3.5
0.35

COP

0.3

3

0.25
2.5
0.2
2

0.15

Cooling Capacity (kW)

Heat Source Temperature: 60oC
Chilled water out: 9oC

0.1
COP
0.05

1.5

Cooling
Capacity

0
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

1
350

Mass Recovery Time (s)

Fig. 2. The effect of Mass Recovery Time on COP and cooling capacity

Performance Comparison
COP is highly dependent on the temperature of heat source: the higher the temperature, the
greater the COP value, as Fig. 8 informed. The COP of three-hex re-heat combined chiller is
superior compared to other chiller and it is shown the significant advantage of the three-hex re-heat
combined cycle since the consideration of reducing the hex utilization and introducing the new
mode operational strategy of the chiller.
Another observation of the heat source temperature effect on cooling capacity presents in Fig.
3. From the figure we can observe that cooling capacity increased with the heat source temperature.
For the low heat source temperature 55°C, the four-hex re-heat chiller offering 20% slightly better
cooling capacity compared to the three-hex re-heat combined. The reason is that there are four
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adsorber/desorber of HEX applied in the chiller and there are two pairs of HEX conduct the
adsorption process at the same time, thus the cooling capacity higher. But the values of cooling
capacity showed 42% increment when the three-hex re-heat combined chiller was compared to the
four-hex conventional chiller for the heat source temperature 60°C. On the other hand, the four-hex
conventional cycle is not work for the low heat source temperature 55°C if the chilled water outlet
temperature 9°C arranged in fixed condition. By this point of view, reducing the hexs while
applying the mode strategy of three-hex re-heat combined chiller is promising since the
consideration of the reducing of HEX’s utilization.
0.6

9
8

Cooling Capacity (kW)

0.5
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0.4
0.3
0.2
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4 Hex Re-heat
3 Hex Re-heat Combined
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7
6
5
4
3
2
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1
85

Heat Source Temperature (oC)

0
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55

60

65
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75

Heat Source Temperature

80

85

(oC)

Fig. 3. The COP comparison on the effect of heat source temperature

Summary
The following concluding remarks can be drawn from the present study; The present chiller
with the new operational strategy can utilize the minimum heat source temperature 55°C while the
chilled water out temperature keep in 9°C to produce cooling effect. The performance (COP and
cooling capacity) enhance with the heat source temperature. The proposed chiller provides COP
values higher than provided by the four-hex reheat chiller and 42% higher of the cooling capacity
values compared than the conventional cycle respectively.
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Abstract. Indonesia has taken an active role in the phase-out of ozone depleting substances through
ratification of Montreal Protocol since 1992 and its all amendments in 2006. As of 2008, the
import of chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) has been prohibited and subsequent phase out of
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFC) is on the way. For refrigeration and air conditioning
applications, the choice of environmentally friendly refrigerants has been geared toward the use of
hydrofluorocarbons (HFC) due to its non-ozone depleting effects. However, the concern on its
global warming potential has caused the search of refrigerants with both non-ozone depleting and
low global warming impact properties. As a drop-in option, hydrocarbons refrigerants have a great
potential to be an alternative refrigerant that is not only satisfy the above requirements but also
improve energy efficiency and lower refrigerant charge for the equipment, leading to lower direct
and indirect carbon dioxide-equivalent emission. On the system at higher capacity applications, the
absorption refrigeration system offers a more environmental-friendly impacts. This paper presents a
review on green chiller application in Indonesia. Green chiller is defined as chiller with natural
refrigerant and higher energy efficiency than conventional chiller. In this study, the green chiller
application is focused on hydrocarbon-based chiller. The first part of the study discusses
hydrocarbon-based chiller applications in commercial refrigeration, refrigerated transport and air
conditioning. The second part of the study discusses the safety aspects of its applications. The
flammability aspects, material and equipment compatibility, and applicable standards for its safe
use and handling in Indonesia are also addressed. Several field investigations on both successful
and failed cases are discussed.
Introduction
In Indonesia, the usage of cooling – such as refrigeration and air conditioning (RAC) increases by 15% per year in the industrial, commercial, and private sector. This yearly rise of
cooling results in higher GHG emissions; directly by leakages of refrigerants and indirectly by the
higher use of electricity. Due to the recent increase of electricity price for the industrial and
commercial sector energy inefficient appliances are gaining importance. It is estimated that energy
consumption from RAC in commerce and industry can be reduced by 15–30% through the
implementation of modern technology. Green Chillers is what we call environmentally friendly airconditioning with minimum negative impacts on the environment, which involve two main factors:
Natural refrigerants and high energy efficiency. The implementation of green-cooling technology
bears opportunities to further support energy security, decouple emissions from economic growth
and thereby supporting Indonesia’s ambitious emission reduction targets.
Energy efficiency law, decree and regulation are the prerequisites to promote effective energy
efficiency because it provides a certain direction to energy efficiency policies by defining objectives
as well as the policies and strategies to achieve them. In the recent decade the Indonesian
government has been striving to stipulate policies and regulation to encourage energy efficiency and
conservation.
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Hydrocarbon Chiller Applications in Indonesia
The use of hydrocarbon (HC) refrigerants R600a (isobutane), R600 (normal-butane), R290
(propane), R1270 (propylene) and refrigerants mixed from three of them or replacements for
HCFC’s and HFC’s continues around the globe and also in Indonesia. The R600a, R600, and R290,
R1270 are commonly used as single, non-mixed refrigerant. They have ozone depletion potential
(ODP) factors of zero (0.0) and a very low global warming potential in comparison to incumbent
HCFC or HCF refrigerants. Both have acceptable toxicity levels; however, both are flammable.
Neither of these refrigerants are “drop-in” replacements for HCFC’s or HFC’s. There are
significant differences between R600a and R290, and the non-HC refrigerants that must be
considered in handling, processing and application. These descriptions are offered to help
understand these differences. Hydrocarbon refrigerant has found in Indonesian market derived from
some of the manufacturer or brand (Musi cool, Petrozon, Hycool, Artek and some brand import) [1]
to be distinguishable in three types:
1. Hydrocarbon refrigerant for substituting R22, using a pure propane ( R290 )
2. Hydrocarbon refrigerant for substituting R134a, using a mixture of propane, iso butane, and
normal butane with a particular composition.
3. Hydrocarbon refrigerant for substituting R12, using a mixture of propane, iso butane, and
normal butane with a particular composition.
4. Hydrocarbon R600a (iso butane) & R600 (normal-butane), usually they are used in
domestic refrigeration system.
Hydrocarbon refrigerant are miscible with and soluble in conventional mineral and synthetic oils
used with a HCFC’s. From the three types of product, the most common to find is R290 (Pure
propane), certain amount of hydrocarbon are used as a substitute for R134a, but starting in 2014
there have been no found again hydrocarbon to substitute R12. A comparison between hydrocarbon
refrigerant and other refrigerants is presented in Fig. 1 [2].

Fig. 1. COP comparison of refrigerants

As an illustration, a given displacement compressor with R600a will produce 50 to 60% of
then capacity that it would with R134a. R290 will produce 85 to 90% compared to R404A. R600a
and R290 are compatible with all materials used in All Products’ hermetic compressors and
condensing units that are designated for use with these refrigerants.
The types of system which are using hydrocarbon refrigerants in Indonesia are:
1. Split air Conditioning split (office and housing)
2. Vehicle Air conditioning (train, bus, and private transport)
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3. Chiller at building commercial
4. Showcase refrigeration system
5. Storage refrigeration system
Energy Efficiency Requirement
The national standard SNI 6390:2011 [3] on energy conservation in building air conditioning
systems addresses the energy efficiency recommendations for chillers in Indonesia. The standard
applies to new and modified refrigeration systems and covers unitary and chiller systems, fans,
pumps, ducting and insulation. In the Indonesian standard, the chiller system is defined as
refrigeration systems with cooling capacities above 176 kW (50 TR). The energy efficiency
recommendations according to the standard are presented in Table 1. The standard also
recommends several energy conservation measures to achieve energy efficiency.
Table 1. Energy efficiency requirements
Refrigeration system
Split
Variable refrigerant volume
Split duct
Air cooled chiller
Air cooled chiller
Air cooled chiller
Air cooled chiller
Water cooled chiller
Water cooled chiller
Water cooled chiller
Water cooled chiller
Water cooled chiller

Compressor
type

Capacity
< 65.000 Btuh

Reciprocating
Screw
Reciprocating
Screw
Reciprocating
Screw
Reciprocating
Screw
Centrifugal

< 150 TR
< 150 TR
> 150 TR
> 150 TR
< 150 TR
< 150 TR
> 150 TR
> 150 TR
> 150 TR

Minimum Efficiency
COP
EER (kW/TR)
(kW/kW)
2.70
1.303
3.70
0.951
2.60
1.353
2.80
1.256
2.90
1.213
2.80
1.256
3.00
1.172
4.00
0.879
4.10
0.858
4.26
0.826
4.40
0.799
6.05
0.581

The implementation of standards mainly takes place in the building sector and has been defined by
the Energy and Mineral Resources Ministry (ESDM 31/2005 and 14/2012), the Public Works
Ministry (PU 29/2006 and 02/2015) and several municipal government regulations. A survey of
chiller energy efficiency in Indonesia is depicted in Table 2 [4]. From the table, it can be deduced
that the level of compliance to the standard is varied and there are chillers operating with energy
efficiency below the requirement or chillers that have not been addressed in the national standard.
Table 2. Typical energy efficiency in Indonesia
Industry Types
Commercial (<12hp)

Industrial (> 12 hp)

Description
Retail food service, Walk-in
coolers/freezers and other
commercial cold rooms
Industrial cold rooms, chilling
plants and refrigerated warehouse

Transport
Refrigeration

Refrigerated truck and container
van

Residential, Light
Commercial and
Commercial AC

Window-, split- and package-type
AC

Unit
number in
2012

Typical EER/COP in
2012 Prior to HPMP

COP SNI
6390:2011

8.2 – 10.9 (EER)
2.4 – 3.2 (COP)

N/A

11,055
8.2 – 12.6 (EER)

15

1.4 mil

2.4 – 3.7 (COP)
8.2 – 10.9 (EER)
2.4 – 3.2 (COP)

N/A
N/A

8.2 – 12.6 (EER)
2.4 – 3.7 (COP)

2.6-3.7
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Chiller

Water cooled and air cooled chillers

8.2 – 10.9 (EER)
511

2.4 – 3.2 (COP)

2.8-6.05

In the global context, the US and Japan and latterly Europe have been the trendsetters in developing
and implementing a comprehensive set of Minimum Energy Performance Standards and labels to
drive the energy efficiency (EE) of refrigeration and air conditioning (RAC) appliances, including
chillers. These policies were very effective in lowering the energy demand and consequently, the
resulting GHG emissions from the appliances. The energy efficiency value is usually described in
term minimum energy efficiency performance standards (MEPS). A comparison between countries
on defining this value is presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Energy efficiency standards
Economy:
Chiller type
Full- load MEPS
Part- load MEPS
Testing
Standard
Label

USA

AC
COP
IPLV
AHRI
550/590
--

China

AC
COP
IPLV
GB 195772004
Mandatory

Australia/ NZ
AC
COP
IPLV
AS/NZS 4776
--

Canada
AC
COP
IPLV
CSA-C74302
--

EU
AC
Process
--ESEER
SEPR
EN 14511- N/A
3:2013
Voluntary
Mandatory

Hydrocarbon Refrigerant Safety Requirement
There are three main national standards related to safety aspects of Green Chiller applications
in Indonesia. The national standard SNI 6500-2000 [5] regulates the use of refrigerants for fixed
refrigeration systems (including chiller applications). The second national standard SNI 6501.12000 lays out the safety guideline for refrigerants of the A3 safety group in regard to filling, storage
and transportation processes. The safety guideline that specifically addresses the hydrocarbon
refrigerant is SNI 7647:2010 [6]. These standards are discussed in the following section.
Indonesian standard on chiller safety measures is set in place by SNI 6500-2000: Refrigerants
for fixed applications. The standard covers wide ranges of stationary chillers, including new and
modified refrigeration systems, relocated systems, as well as system converted from the use of one
refrigerant to an alternative refrigerant (retrofit). Referring to ASHRAE 34-1997, the national
standard classifies the refrigerant into groups based on the flammability and the toxicity level. The
flammability levels of the refrigerants are classified into Class 1 to 3 with increasing flammability.
The values are based on the flame propagation behaviour when tested in air at 101 kPa pressure and
temperatures between 18 to 21°C. Both the lower flammability limit (LFL) and calorific value of
the refrigerants are considered to determine the flammability classification. The toxicity level is
divided into A and B groups with increasing toxicity. The group A refrigerants have a toxicity level,
in regards to lethal concentration, of LC50 value higher than 10,000 ppm, while the group B
refrigerants have a LC 50 value lower than 10,000 ppm.
Based on this standard, the refrigeration systems are also classified into high risk and low risk
system based on the probability of the refrigerant being released into the occupied area. The room
type classification is based on the accessibility to the occupants, the familiarity of occupants inside
the room regarding the safety procedures of the room, and the ease of the occupant to be aware of
the condition changes inside the room during emergency situations. Room type is divided into three
groups based on the criteria mentioned above.
To accommodate the use of every type of refrigerant on a type of system group installed in
each of room type, SNI 6501.1-2000 has established 20 rules to follow. Table 4 shows the summary
of rule of refrigerant applications.
Hydrocarbon refrigerant may be used as an alternative refrigerant in various sectors and it is
available on the Indonesian market at competitive prices. However, the safety issues may limit the
application of this substance. As a consequence of the missing safety measures, the following
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hazards can be found in Indonesia which could be avoided by adhering to advanced standards in
line with international rules, such as the EN378, enhanced training and certification of technicians
and enforcement of these requirements.
Table 4. Refrigerant application requirements
Refrigerant Group
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2

System Group
High Risk
Low Risk
High Risk
Low Risk
High Risk
Low Risk
High Risk
Low Risk
High Risk
Low Risk

I
1
1 or 4
1
1 or 4
5, 7 and 8
6,7 and 9
13 and 14
17 and 19
3, 13 and 14
17 and 19

Rule of Every Room Group
II
III
1
1 or 3
1 or 4
1 or 4
1
2 and 3
1 or 4
1 or 4
5, 7 and 10
3, 5,6,7 and 12
6,7 and 11
3,6,7 and 12
13 and 15
3 and 16
18 and 19
18 and 20
3, 13 and 15
3 and 16
18 and 19
18 and 20

In the global context, due to the advantage of natural refrigerants, in particular hydrocarbons, it
is recommendable that these refrigerants become permissible as long as they can be safely handled.
The standards serve to set the boundaries under which natural refrigerants can safely be used. The
European Union has established EN 378 and EN 60335-2-40 harmonized standards.
Conclusion
This paper presents a review on green chiller application in Indonesia. Green chiller is defined
as chiller with natural refrigerant and higher energy efficiency than conventional chiller. In this
study, the green chiller application is focused on hydrocarbon-based chiller. Both national and
international energy efficiency requirements were discussed. The national Indonesian standard SNI
6390:2011 on energy conservation in building air conditioning system contains the energy
efficiency levels for chillers. These standards are not yet mandatory, and, consequently also not
enforced. Furthermore, the current standards only set full load requirements. The second part of the
study discusses the safety aspects of its applications. The flammability aspects, material and
equipment compatibility, and applicable standards for its safe use and handling in Indonesia are also
addressed. With the SNI 7647:2010 Indonesia has a safety standard in place which allows the
operation of chillers with natural refrigerants, including hydrocarbons. Internationally, the most
elaborate and comprehensive international standard and standard framework in place allowing the
use of natural refrigerants is the European Standard EN 378. The current Indonesian standard
covers large parts of the EN 378. There are certain aspects included in the EN 378, not yet as
comprehensively addressed under the SNI 7647:2010. These aspects include the handling potential
sources of ignition, leak detection requirements and requirements on information instructions. The
Indonesian Ministry of Environment Regulation No. 2/2007 also requires the retrofitting and
recycling of refrigerants on chillers to be carried out by technicians holding a certification.
However, to date, such certification has not been implemented or enforced in the market. It is
recommended that a certification scheme for technician will be established for retrofitting, recycling
and the installation of chillers with flammable refrigerants.
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Abstract. For remote area, wind energy is one of alternative energy sources which can be
utilized for water pumping and suited for salt production and irrigation applications. The
simple construction of centrifugal reaction pump is one of slow speed pump which can be
used in wind energy water pump systems (WEWPS). The purpose of the experiment is to
identify the characteristics of modified centrifugal reaction pump. The modifications applied
were changing the number of pipe-arm impeller and replacing all of the moving parts. A pair
of fixed and sliding orifice mechanism in the end of pipe impeller was replaced by a simple
double U pipes configuration. In this experiment, the shaft driver is BLDC motor with
adjustable speed between 0 up to 540 rpm. The motor is mounted on the top and in-line with
pump shaft. Total head should always be constant on 70 cm. The pump has cut-on speed 190
up to 200 rpm when the system started to pump and cut-off speed 125 up to 130 rpm when
the system stopped to pump. The experiment conclude that the simple double U pipes
configuration could be used as the water gate and replaced a pair of fixed and sliding orifice,
restricted the air rushing into the arm impeller channel. Pump average and maximum
efficiency and flow rate could be increased by increasing the number of impeller pipes.
Introduction
The wind power generation has gained a high level of attention and acceptability
compared to other renewable energy technologies. New technological developments in wind
power design have contributed for the significant advances in wind energy penetration and to
get optimum power from available wind [1]. The main objective of wind energy’s program is
to enhance the commercialization of wind power generation [7]. The utilization of wind
energy could develop rapidly due to cost reductions and/or technology advancement, as well
as increasing the income of the owner [3] especially for rural/remote area. Utilizing wind
systems are becoming even cheaper than conventional systems (such as traditional kerosene
or car battery lighting system), especially for small to medium applications [4].
In many regions, wind energy is one of the most hopeful renewable energy sources for
water pumping applications. The pumping of water through small wind powered systems has
become popular due to its flexibility over other mechanical systems and its advantage of
using the spare electricity for other applications [5]. It was reported that wind energy based
water pumping systems are best suited for irrigation applications for the region which has
medium wind speed (>2.5 m/s) [6]. To stabilize the fluctuative power, wind power could be
converted into electric power and stored in the battery first. When there is no wind, the pump
could still work, powered by the power stock. According to the system above, as 51% of
energy could be lost by the electrical components of the system [7], becomes one of the
considerations.
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Wind pumps have also been used in some region at SE Asia and China, mainly for
irrigation or for pumping sea water into drying pans for sea salt production. The pump that is
commonly used is piston pump. Windmills used for irrigation in the past tend to be
indigenous designs that are often improvized or built by the farmer as a method of low-cost
mechanization. During the last 30 years or so, increased prosperity combined with cheaper
engines and fuels has generally led farmers in this region to abandon windmills and use small
engines (or mains electricity where available). Also most farm windpumps have to, be
located directly over the pump, on reinforced concrete foundations, which usually limits these
machines to pumping from wells or boreholes rather than from open water. A suction pump
can be used on farm windmills with suction heads of up to about 5–6 meters from surface
water [8].
A windmill could also be coupled with a centrifugal pump [9]. The main advantage of
centrifugal pump is low torque for starting. A type of centrifugal pump which had been
popular once was centrifugal reaction pump which consists of a vertical pipe with a T-joint at
the top, from which extend two pipes as impeller. The length of this pipe-arm impeller
dependes on the rate of rotation of the assembly in operation. A pair of orifice, fixed and
sliding orifice, are installed at the end of each pipe arm points, 90o away from the arm. When
the assembly is filled with water and rotated in the opposite direction of the orifices, the
water is forced out through the orifices by centrifugal force and replenished by water coming
up through a valve in the bottom of the vertical pipe. This pump is well adapted to low speeds
variable, and the construction is simple. One of these pumps, connected to a 3 meters
diameter high-speed wind rotor, by 1.5 inches pipes diameter, pumped 30 m3 per hour at a
head of 4.5 m in a 29-km/h wind [10]. This operation depends on sliding orifice which
automatically open and close the channel especially when starting and stopping. The failure
or the inaccuracy of sliding orifice caused the air to enter the channel and the pump to stop
operating.
This experimental study aimed to simplify automatic on-off system of centrifugal
reaction pump by eliminating moving parts. Simple channel in double-U shape was utilized
to replace fixed and sliding orifice. The size of double-U channel was similar to the size of
horizontal channel. The number of horizontal channel are 2, 3 and 6. The investigation was
also done to observe the cut-on and cut-off speed and the performance of the pump with
water fluida.
Methods
The schematic composition of long-arm slow-speed centrifugal water pump used in this
experiment studies showed in Fig. 1. The three main pumps’s components have: suction pipe,
long-arm impeller channels and double-U channel configurations. Nominal diameter, length
and material of suction pipe was 1,5 inch, 90 cm and PVC. The suction pipe was attached
with foot valve at the bottom and piped hub at the top. At the bottom and the top of the hub
were mounted rigidly by two bearing ensuring stable rotation. Two long-arm impeller pipe
make 60 cm pump diameter. The cross section of impellers and double-U channel was
rectangular (5mm×5mm) (Fig. 2). The double-U channels were installed at the outer end of
each pipe impeller. The pump driver was an brushless DC (BLDC) 48 Volt, 350 Watt,
maximum speed 540 rpm electric motor with speed controller accessories. Housing was
needed to collect and to measure the water flowrate from the pump. A submersible pump
always supplied water excessively from main pond to water feeder. Water feeder was always
over-flow to ensure the inlet water level was always constant.
The pump converted shaft power to hydraulic power. Power input (Pin) and power
output (Pout) measurement refers to this shaft power and hydraulic power equations. Pump
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efficiency ηP = Pout/Pin. Shaft power: Pin = 2 π ṅ T . Hydraulic power: Pout = ṁ g h. Where
ṅ is shaft speed (rpm), T is shaft torque (Nm), ṁ is mass flowrate (kg/sec), g is gravitation
acceleration (m/sec2) and h is total head (m).

Fig. 1. Centrifugal reaction water pump

Fig. 2. Double U-pipes configuration

Based on equations, this experiment studies measured pump’s shaft speed (rpm), pump’s
shaft torque (Nm), water flow rate (m3/s), dan suction head (m). Shaft speed measured by
using tachometer (CHECK-LINE, Model CDT-2000HD). Shaft torque measured by
multiplying the length of torque-arm (29.5 cm) and the force red on weight-scale (Portable
Electronic weight-scale COSCO, maximum 40kg/10g) which was installed at the end of
torque-arm. Water flowrate was measured by using measuring glass and stopwatch. Suction
head parameter in this study adjusted constant at 70 cm.
Result and Discussion
All three variants of the pump have the same characteristics, with big efficiency
deviation in the shaft speed below 210 rpm and decreased efficiency for the increasing speed
above 210 rpm. Measurement started at shaft speed between 190 and 200 rpm (cut-on speed)
while the system started pumping. The maximum speed was 287 rpm. The system stopped
pumping at 125 up to 130 rpm (cut-off speed). Measurements in higher speed were not
conducted because the pump efficiency trend line will decrease (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Centrifugal reaction pump efficiency
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Efficiency deviation was higher in shaft speed below 210 rpm as foot valve was not
opened fully and the opening could not be controlled. The average efficiency was 22.4%,
26.7% and 32.2% for 2, 3 and 6 channels respectively. The maximum efficiency was 31.9%,
36.4% and 49.9 for 2, 3 and 6 channels respectively.
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Fig. 4. Centrifugal reaction pump flowrate

Each type of the pump has similar characteristics; the higher shaft speed produced
increasing flowrate. The efficiency and flowrate increased of 6 channels are more significant
than 3 channels (Fig. 4). Average and maximum flowrate are 5.09, 6.13 and 8.39 dm3/s and
8.15, 8.75 and 13.21 dm3/s for 2, 3 and 6 channels respectively.
Conclusion
The experiment showed that double U channel configuration successfully be used as
water gate restricting air rush into impeller channel of centrifugal reaction pump, while
stopping or rotating. The new double U channel configuration could be used for automatic
on-off system and replaced old fixed and sliding orifices. This configuration was also
successfully applied to 3 and 6 impeller channels. The addition of impeller channels of
centrifugal reaction pump impacted on the increased of flowrate and efficiency.
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Abstract. Electrical transmision from central to remote areas sometimes is not avalailable because
the needs of electricity in remote areas are minimum, so that the price of electricity are more
expensive per kWh. Indonesia has major geographical characteristics with its mountains and
highlands. Therefore, a power plant powered by microhydro plant has been chosen as electricity
source in such places in remote areas. Beforehand, micro-hydro turbine design is carried out with
total head 2 m, that is openflume propeller turbine with 0,4 hub-to-tip ratio with the free vortex
theory. This study represents the verification of designing results with numeric method
accomplished by CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) simulation. Modification is applied on the
previous turbine design with changing the blade angle on inlet and outlet to get optimum result
(efficiency). The simulation of CFD on this openflume turbine propeller was performed using
ANSYS Fluent 15.0 software with k-𝜀 turbulence model and defining the simulation model with
turbo-topology. This study compares the performance characteristics of the original turbine and the
modified turbine with flow capacity, torsion and shaft power at each RPM produced. The highest
turbine efficiency is 62.47% at 600 RPM with inlet blade angle 72.3o and outlet blade angle 76.5o
Introduction
Indonesia has mountainous geographical condition that has sources of water flow to generate
hydroelectricity. In 2009, hydroelectric power in Indonesia has potency about 75 GWe and have
used about 5.71 GWe. In the same year, small-scale hydro power, mini-hydro and micro-hydro has
a potentcy about 460 MWe and have used about 228 MWe [1]. Some areas in Indonesia which has
the potential to be applied to micro–hydro power plants. From several surveys that have been
conducted, Indonesia has the characteristics of water flow with low head up to 5 m and flow rates
up to 1 m3/s.
S.J. Williamson, et al conducted an analysis in selecting the type of water turbine used in the
application of micro-hydro power plants because it is different with the way water turbines used in
large scale [2]. S.J. Williamson, et al also gives examples of the analysis of water turbine selections
in Nepal with low head and low flow rates, a suitable turbine is a propeller turbine type [2].
Anindio Prabu H. has done designing openflume propeller turbine by innovating on the hub to
tip ratio of 0.4 by using the analysis of free vortex theory [3]. Budiarso, et al also conducted a
numerical analysis of openflume propeller turbine that has been designed by Anindio Prabu H., but
the simulation results expressed turbine rotor blades are still less effective seen from the stream that
is still a lot of wake in part after passing through the turbine [4]. Therefore, this paper discusses the
optimization of openflume turbine blade (runner) [3] by modifying the entry and exit blade angle by
numerical methods.

Fig. 1. Openflume turbine blade
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Research Objective
The purpose of this paper is to do the optimization of hydraulic openflume propeller turbine [4]
by modifying the entry and exit blade angle with the analysis of numerical methods.
Study Area
In the numerical analysis of openflume propeller turbine, there are limitations to be applied
issues, such limits are:
• The temperature of air and water are considered ambient
• The acceleration of gravity is 9.81 m/s2
• Density of water used is constant, 1000 kg/m3
• Steady state condition
Methodology
This paper use numerical method to calculate the performance of the turbine [3] and the
modified turbines. Modification is applied on the previous turbine by changing the entry and exit
blade angle. Blade angle on first modified turbine is made smaller than the previous turbine design.
Blade angle on second modified turbine is made smaller on the hub side and bigger on the tip side
than the previous turbine design to make the blade twisted. Blade angle on third modified turbine is
made bigger than the previous turbine design.
Table 1. Without modification blade angle
d/D
𝜷2
𝜷3
R

R

d/D
𝜷2
𝜷3
R

R

d/D
𝜷2
𝜷3
R

R

d/D
𝜷2
𝜷3
R

R

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

66.8°
74.8o

74.1°
77.7o

77.8°
79.7o

80.0°
81.8o

81.5°
82.2o

82.6°
83.1 o

83.4°
83.8o

Table 2. The first modified blade angle
0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

61.9°

69.6°

73.3°

75.0°

69.9o

73.2o

75.2o

76.8o

76.3°

77.5°

78.6°

77.0o

78.0 o

79.0o

Table 3. The second modified blade angle
0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

59.9°

64.0°

68.1°

72.3°

76.4°

80.5°

84.6°

67.9o

70.8o

73.6o

76.5o

79.3o

82.2 o

85.0o

Table 4. The third modified blade angle
0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

69.9°

72.4°

74.8°

77.3°

77.9o

79.1o

80.3o

81.5o

79.7°

82.2°

84.6°

82.7o

83.9 o

85.0o

Result and Discussion
Effect of blade angle to flow capacity. Fig. 5 shows that flow capacity on first modified is the
highest compared with the other turbines. Bigger flow capacity is affected by the smaller of blade
angle on second modified turbine. The bigger capacity increase turbine rotational speed.
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Fig. 2. Graph between rotational speed and flow
capacity

Fig. 4. Graph between rotational speed and turbine
power generated

Fig. 3. Graph between rotational speed and torque

Fig. 5. Graph between rotational speed and
efficiency

Effect of blade angle to torque. Fig. 3 shows that torque is bigger on the low rotational speed and
decreasing along with increased rotational speed. It is because on higher rotational speed the rate of
momentum change is smaller than on lower rotational speed, so that torque generated is smaller.
Therefore, first modified turbine has the biggest torque generated compared with the other turbines.
Effect of blade angle to power generated. Depends on Eq. 1, there are two variables determine
shaft power generated on turbine, those are torque and angular velocity of the turbine. Fig. 3 show
the effect of blade angle to shaft power generated. Therefore, first modified turbine has the biggest
power generated compared with other turbines.
𝑃𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 = 𝜏 . 𝜔

(1)

𝑃𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐 = 𝜌 . 𝑔 . 𝑄 . 𝐻

(2)

Effect of blade angle to openflume turbine efficiency. The purpose of this paper is increasing
efficiency of openflume turbine that has previously designed [3], by changing blade angle. Blade
angle on first modified turbine is made smaller than the previous turbine design, as shown on Table
2. Blade angle on second modified turbine is made smaller on the hub side and bigger on the tip
than the previous turbine design side to make the blade twisted, as shown on Table 3. Blade angle
on third modified turbine is made bigger than the previous turbine design, as shown on Table 4.

𝜂 𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 =

𝑃𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡

(3)

𝑃𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐

Eqs. 1, 2, and 3 are equations that used to calculate hydraulic turbine efficiency. Shaft Power
depends on torque generated and rotational speed of turbine. Hydraulic power depends on flow
capacity and total head. Therefore, efficiency is a percentage of shaft power compared with
hydraulic power of the turbine. Fig. 4 shows characteristic curve of the turbines. Second modified
turbine has the highest efficiency compared with other turbines. The enhancement of the modified
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turbines efficiency is not significant compared with the previous turbine. Second modified turbine
has a wider characteristic curve, so that the turbine can work on a wider range of flow.

Fig. 6. Velocity vector on unmodified turbine

Fig. 7. Static pressure contour on unmodified

Flow analysis on turbine. Figs. 6 and 7 shows visualization of velocity vector and static pressure
contour on turbine without modification. There is a wake after passing the turbine. The wake is
generated by pressure drop after passing turbine, as shown on Fig. 7. Losses on turbine is marked
by the wake generated on turbine.

Fig. 8. Velocity vector on first modified

Fig. 9. Static pressure contour on first modified
turbine

Figs. 8 and 9 shows visualization of velocity and static pressure contour on first modified
turbine. Velocity vector after passing turbine still form a wake. Wake is generated by pressure drop
after passing turbine, as shown on Fig. 9. Although, pressure drop on first modified turbin is smaller
than the previous one, wake is still formed after passing the turbine.

Fig. 10. Velocity vector on second modified

Fig. 11. Static pressure contour on second modified

Figs. 10 and 11 shows visualization of velocity and static pressure contour on second modified
turbine. Velocity vector after passing turbine still form a wake. Wake is generated by pressure drop
after passing turbine, as shown on Fig. 11.
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Fig. 12. Velocity Vector on Third Modified

Fig. 13. Static Pressure Contour on Third Modified

Figs. 12 and 13 shows visualization of velocity and static pressure contour on third modified
turbine. Velocity vector after passing turbine still form a wake. Wake is generated by pressure drop
after passing turbine, as shown on Fig. 12. The wake have reduced, as shown on Fig. 13.
Wake is formed after passing every turbines, but the intensity is difference between turbines.
Second turbine visualize smaller pressur drop and wake generated compared with other turbines.
Therefore, second modified turbine has better performance compared with other turbines.
Conclusion
Based on simulation result that has been done on turbines, either unmodified or modified
turbines, it can conclude that the highest efficiency is generated by second modified turbine with
62.47% at 600 RPM. Second modified turbine has entry angle about 72.3o and exit angle about
76.5o
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Abstract. This research is focused on the collection of oil spill especially from the offshore drilling
exploration which includes discharges and accident spills from the oil field operation. The methods
for collecting the oil spill rely on the oil characteristics. The properties of crude oil from a drilling
operation were subjected to the well. The crude oil from the offshore wells located around
Kepulauan Seribu had been tested in the laboratory. The result shows that the oil from two wells
has different characteristics and that the oil becomes solid whenever it contacts with water or in the
ambient temperature at less than 28oC. The oil spill from these wells that become solid is known as
tar balls. The review on the available method and equipment for combating the oil spill in the form
of tar balls such as containment, collection and recovery are presented. It is found out that all the
current equipment which includes an oil boom could not handle the tar ball effectively. A simple
design of a tar ball collector based on the fishing net is proposed.
Introduction
The energy consumption increased as the industry and population developed. The main source
of energy is fossil fuel. The exploration of fossil fuel involves many investors with a huge amount
of investment. A process for exploring this untapped oil can be done both on land and at sea. These
activities increase the contamination probability.
Contamination occurs due to the blow out of wells, leakage on the pipeline or tanker accident.
Based on internal report of a multinational oil corporation in the year of 2010, the oil spill was
roughly about 100,000 barrels per day [1]. Losses due to this very large oil spill not only reduce the
company profit but also damage the environment and it will propagate to the economic aspect of the
local community and its sustainability. At sea, the influence of pollution or the impact of the
pollution can be greater than that which occurs in the mainland. Within five minutes the spread of
the pollutants in the ocean can pollute larger area if it is not handled and recovered properly.
Examples of significant impact include the occasion of crude oil spill that caused failures on shrimp
farming in Indramayu over 700 hectares [2], or the one that happened along Kepulauan Seribu sea
shore [3]. Oil spill disaster that was more severe also occurred on April 20, 2010, that is the burning
and sinking of an offshore oil exploration platform in the Gulf of Mexico approximately 64 km
from Louisiana, United States. Platform Deepwater Horizon owned by the British Petroleum, one of
the world's largest oil companies and also the largest producer of oil and gas in America. Similarly,
the hit of Montara oil well that took place in the Timor Sea in 2009, contaminated the surrounding
marine environment. Although there has been a special team for tackling the case of pollution of
waste oil, sometimes it still finds difficulties in the field. This is due to various factors including
weather condition, the nature and types of waste oil and also the tools and equipment used in
combating the oil spill cases. Fast and good handling of oil spill will reduce the impact of the
destruction to the existing ecosystem.
Research Method
Crude oil from wells was investigated to determine its properties. From the laboratories result,
the properties of crude oil are presented on a table. Method for separating oil from water was
classified to find out the suitable methods for combating oil spill. Among the methods, it is found
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out that none of them is suitable for the specific oil spill. Problem of the research is shown in Fig. 1.
The proposed design is based on traditional fishing net.
Oil Spill
Emergency response

Oil boom

skimmer

Sorbent

NOT EFFECTIVE FOR TARBALL

Manual Collection

Proposed design

Fig. 1. Research problem

Result and Discussion
Crude oil from two different wells was brought to Indonesian Oil and Gas Institute laboratory
and was analyzed. The result is presented on Table 1.
Table 1. Oil properties of two wells
Parameter
Spesific Gravity @60oF (15oC)
Viscosity at :122oF (50oC)
140oF (60oC)
82oF (28oC)
Pour point oF (oC)
Asphaltene % wt
Wax % wt

Oil from well I

Oil from well II

0.8607
31.07
18.06
Solid
110(43)
0.04
21.9-41.32

0.8579
18.73
12.37
Solid
100(38)
0.06
-

Table 1 showed that whenever oil spill occurs from these wells, tar balls will form. Tarballs are
often found in the ocean, either on the side or in the middle of the sea. Tarballs are small pieces that
are dark colored. Tarballs are remnants of oil spill that floats above the sea level and have
undergone changes in characteristics. The form of tarballs is shown in Fig 2.
Tar balls themselves occur due to the lighter components of the oil to evaporate away. At the
same time, crude oil is mixed with water to form an emulsion, or often to look like chocolate
pudding. This emulsion is thicker and stickier than the original oil. The wind and the waves
constantly stretch and tear it into small pieces of oil or tar balls. There are three phases on oil spill
mitigation efforts in tackling oil spills at sea as shown in Fig 3.
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Fig. 2. Tar ball
Inflatable boom
Containment

Oil Spill
Mitigation
Effort

Oil

Solid Floatation
boom

Sorbents

Net boom

Collection

Vacuum Skimmer
Oil skimmer

Weir Skimmer
Oleophilic Skimmer

Recovery

Oil

Fig. 3. Oil spill mitigation effort [5]

Containment is only the first act when oil spills at sea. This is useful so that the oil spill has not
spread into the wider area caused by wind and waves. The most common type of equipment used to
contain the spread of the oil spill was floating border known as oil boom.
Oil Boom as shown in Fig. 4 is a floating barrier designed to contain the spread of the oil spill
on the surface of the sea. Oil boom is the equipment used for the first action when oil spill occurs.
There are three types of oil boom i.e inflatable boom, solid floatation boom and net boom. These
booms could not collect tar balls. Tar balls could pass through the barrier as ocean waves push the
tar balls far away. These boom was reported that they work well on a very calm water such as in
lake or pond [6].

Fig. 4. Oil Boom components [5]

On the stage of collection, the oil spill has been localized by using the oil boom, later it is
collected by the oil skimmer or sorbents. Then the oil spills are kept in the storage tank. An oil
skimmer is a mechanical tool that has the ability to separate the oil from the water and transfer the
oil spill into temporary storage tanks until further proceedings. The level of effectiveness of the oil
skimmer depends on the type of skimmer, water conditions and type of oil. The oil skimmer is
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divided into three types according to how it works, among which are oleophilic skimmer, weir
skimmer and vacuum skimmer.
Oleophilic skimmer as shown in Fig. 5 uses a belt, chain or mop disc made of oleophilic oil to
diminish oil on the surface of the water. Skimmer had also failed on collecting tar balls which are
very sticky and impede the belt, chain or mop in working continuously.

Fig. 5. Oleophilic skimmer [5]

Weir skimmer as shown in Fig. 6 works based on the basic principles of weir and dam that is
placed on the border of water and oil. It will let the oil that floats above the water pass through the
weir so that oil will fall into a gathering space and then pumped to storage tanks in the meantime.
The same condition as oleophilic skimmer, weir skimmer had also failed on collecting tar balls
because tar balls would obstruct the weir.
Vacuum skimmer works like a household vacuum cleaner. Where the oil is smoked through the
inlet and pumped into a tank of temporary shelters. Tar balls would block the inlet of vacuum
skimmer.
Sorbents as shown in Fig. 7 is a tool that can absorb the liquid and is commonly used in the
process of collection or recovery. Sorbents is made from polypropylene material or cellusorb where
the material can be removed with water. Sorbents would also fail to collect tar balls for sure.

Fig. 6. Weir skimmer [7]

Fig. 7. Sorbents [8]
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Recovery is the process of recovering the oil spill which had previously undergone the process
of containment and collection. Most of the recovery process uses the oil dispersant. Dispersant is a
kind of chemical substances that are composed of active ingredient. It is known as solvents and
surfactants. Solvent molecules are composed of carbon chains that have in common with organic
oils and greases, meanwhile surfactants have an affinity with water. These properties make the oil
into smaller parts and will sink to the ocean floor and will bio-remediate by micro-organisms. As
the tar ball is relatively bigger than dispersant it could not dilute tar balls.
A simple design of tar ball collector was inspired by a conventional shrimp net fishing. The
proposed design to collect tar balls consists of nine components which are hinge clamp, long
support, holder, net frame, main ring, net ring, pulley ring, clamp and net. The tar ball collector will
simply be mounted to the ship through a hinge clamp. The net with 24 rings will hang on the net
frame. The net frame will be connected to a long support using the main ring. Tar ball will be swept
and will enter the net as the ship sails. If the net is full it will be pulled using a pulley through the
net ring [9].
Summary
Property of oil depends on the sources of oil; in this case it is the well. The oil from two wells
which are located near Kepulauan Seribu have such a unique characteristic that it becomes a solid
form whenever it contact with water. This solid form is known as tar ball. Combating the oil spill in
the form of tar balls have been investigated applying the available methods. However, they did not
work well. Therefor a proposed design of a tar ball collector has been presented. Further studies on
mechanical analysis of this design need to be done.
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Abstract. This paper is to report the experimental results of local pressure measurements of flow
boiling in a microchannel. The test section used was made of oxygen free copper block with an
overall dimension of 12 mm×25 mm×72 mm. The width, depth and length of the microchannel
were 1.71 mm, 0.39 mm and 62 mm respectively. The nominal mass fluxes employed were 200,
400, 600 and 800 kg/m² s and heat fluxes applied were ranged from 226 to 793 kW/m². An inlet
temperature of 98°C and pressure of 125 kPa (abs) were maintained at the microchannel entrance.
To measure the local pressures, six pressure tappings were drilled into the cover of the test section
through the channel. The results show that the local pressure distribution is not linear along the test
section but rather curvature. The curvature local distribution may be one of the causes of
discrepancy results of flow boiling heat transfer published in the open literatures.
Introduction
Due to the rapid growth of small devices that require very high heat flux removal,
microchannels become one of choices. Nevertheless, flow boiling in microchannels are very
complicated and the accurate measurement of the parameter is not simple to attained. Therefore,
discrepancy results are still noticeable in the open literatures. This needs more extensive and
intensive investigation.
The highest heat transfer coefficient of flow in microchannels can be achieved with a phase
change, e.g. boiling, evaporation, condensation. Boiling in microchannels can be divided into two
categories, subcooled boiling and saturation boiling, e.g. Qu and Mudawar [1], Saitoh et al. [2],
Mahmoud et al. [3]. In the saturation boiling, the heat transfer coefficient is influenced by wall
temperatures and fluid saturation temperatures, especially for a constant heat flux mode. Largely
studies, e.g. [1-3], estimate the fluid saturation temperatures by assuming that the pressure drop
decreases linearly from the point where the saturation region begins to the outlet. However, there is
a paper using an assumption that the fluid saturation temperature decreases linearly along the test
section, e.g Harrirchian and Garimella [4]. These two different assumptions are becoming
motivations of this study.
Previously, many correlations of flow boiling pressure drops have been published, e.g.
Lockhart-Martinelli [4], Mishima and Hibiki [6], Qu and Mudawar [7], Lee and Lee [8], Zhang et
al. [9]. However, all correlations show that the frictional pressure drop does not seem to be linear
because they are functions of vapour quality powered by two or more. Therefore, this study is
aimed to exploring the local pressures during flow boiling.
Experimental Facility and Method
A schematic diagram of the test rig can be seen in Fig. 1. It comprised a main reservoir,
subcooler, pump, Coriolis flow meter, test section and auxiliary condenser. The working fluid used
was de-ionized water which was degassed before some series of testing were conducted. The
saturation condition in the main reservoir was controlled using a PID West 6100. The water was
flowed using a gear pump (GA-T23) with a speed regulator. Two filters, a 1 mm mesh and 1 μm,
were placed before the pump and before the test section to remove any suspended particle in the
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water. To get water temperature in the inlet at the desired value, three pre-heaters were fitted and
controlled using PID Eurotherm. After tested in the test section the water flowed to the main
reservoir through an auxiliary condenser.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the test rig [10]

The test section assembly also can be seen in Fig. 2. The test section was made of an oxygen
free copper block with an overall dimension of 12 mm×25 mm×72 mm. The microchannel was
grooved on the top of the copper block (on the side 12 mm×72 mm) with a width of 1.71 mm, a
depth of 0.39 mm and a length of 62 mm. The channel width was measured using a scanning
electron microscope (Zeis Supra 35 PV) with an accuracy of ± 1 μm. The depth was quantified
using a microscope (TSER V-200), while the length was evaluated using a digital Vernier Calliper
with a resolution of ± 10 μm. To measure all local pressures, the cover made of transparent
polycarbonate was drilled through the channel with a diameter of 0.5 mm. While to measure wall
temperatures, six holes for inserting thermocouples with a diameter of 0.6 mm and depth of 6 mm
were drilled to the side of the copper block. The absolute surface roughness of the base of the
microchannel slot was scanned using a non contact surface profiler Zygo New View 5000 and it
was 1.19 μm.
The heat source was provided using a cartridge heater CIR-1029/240V 250 W controlled using
a Variac autotransformer and its power was determined using calibrated multimeters with
uncertainties of ± 0.3 V and ± 0.01 A.
The local pressures were detected using calibrated pressure transducers (Honeywell 16PCCD)
with an accuracy of ± 0.2 kPa and the ambient pressure was detected using a calibrated digital
barometer (Cole Parmer Model EW-99760-00) with an uncertainty of ± 0.07 kPa. All temperatures
were read using calibrated thermocouples with an uncertainty of ± 0.2 K. The water mass flow rates
were assessed using a calibrated Coriolis flowmeter with an uncertainty of ± 10-5 kg/s. All
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measurement signals were sent to a National Instrument Data Logger interfaced using a LabView
software.

Fig. 2. The exploded view of the test section assembly (unit in mm) [10]

Determination
The heat loss to the ambient was determined in single-phase experiments that were obtained by
comparing the enthalpy rise of the water with the heating power input. The heat loss was
approximately 6.8% of input power.
The wall heat flux, q ′′ , is assumed to be uniform along the test section and is predicted as:
P − qloss
q ′′ =
(1)
Aht
where P is the input power in (Watt) which is equal to VI(V is voltage in (Volt), I refers to current in
(Ampere)), q loss is the heat loss to the ambient in (Watt) and A ht is the heat transfer area in (m²)
which equal to (2H + W)L. H is the height of the channel in (m), W is the channel width in (m) and
L is the channel length in (m). This heat transfer area formula was also used by Harms et al. [11].
Results and Discussion
Before the pressure transducers were used, they have been calibrated against a water
manometer for low pressures and deadweight for high pressures and then they were checked in
single-phase flow experiments. The inlet and outlet pressure transducers were checked using fully
developed water flowing in a circular stainless steel tube with an inner diameter of 1.14 mm and the
results obey the Fanning friction factor theory, f = 16 / Re .
The inlet and outlet pressure transducers were also tested using rectangular microchannels with
diameters ranging from 0.438 mm to 0.635 mm. The experimental friction factors were in good
agreement with the developing flow friction factor proposed by Shah and London [12]. They were
tested at three different water temperatures and they are almost inline. Therefore, the developing
flow friction factor in rectangular microchannels may be predicted using a correlation proposed in
[13] and written as:
f = 12.55 Re −0.92

(2)
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where f is the friction factor based on the Fanning friction factor theory and Re is the Reynolds
number. However, Eq. 2 was proposed for single-phase laminar flow in rectangular microchannels
with hydraulic diameters ranging from 0.438 to 0.635 mm and perpendicular inlet-outlet plenums.
However, it has not been tested for other channel dimensions. All pressure transducers were
examined to measure the local pressures of developing flow of water in a microchannel. The results
indicate that the pressure gradient is linear along the channel, see Fig. 3. However, the sharp
decreased pressure from inlet pressure to pressure 1 was due to the inlet plenum pressure losses
comprising pressure loss due to the 90° bend and sudden contraction from 2 mm to 0.635 mm
diameter. From the single-phase flow experiments, it can be concluded that all pressure transducers
are good.

Fig. 3. The test results for all pressure transducers at several Reynolds number

Prior to presenting the results, it is worth explaining how to set the experimental conditions in
the experiments which were conducted. After degassing process was done, the water was flowed to
the entire loop. After the mass flow rate, inlet temperature and pressure were set at the desired
values, the heat was applied to the test section. When the boiling was commencing, the mass flow
rate decreased and the inlet pressure increased automatically. These two variables should be
restored to the initial conditions. The flow rate was increased by adjusting the pump speed while the
inlet pressure was decreased by decreasing the saturation temperature in the main reservoir. After
everything was steady, recordings were performed. Using this method the mass flow rate and the
inlet pressure were able to be persistent and the experimental results are described below, see Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 shows that the local pressures decrease from the inlet to the outlet. At lower heat fluxes,
the local pressures decrease almost linearly or they are alright to be assumed linear along the
channel. However, the gradients of the pressure drop at higher heat fluxes are not linear and these
are the central assertions of this paper. The line of the pressure gradient changes to be more
curvature with an increase in heat flux. For example, at the heat flux of 226 kW/m², the line is
linear, but at the heat flux of 362 or higher, the line of pressure gradient is curvature. This was due
to the high pressure drop. As the heat flux was increased, the pressure drop increased due to more
bubbles appearing. As a result, the bend of the pressure gradient line becomes sharper. The sharp
bend of the pressure gradient may affect greatly the predicted fluid local saturation temperatures.
When the pressure gradient is assumed to be liner, the corresponding local saturation temperature is
almost linear, while when the pressure gradient is bend or curvature, the estimated fluid local
saturation temperature is curvature, see also [14]. These different trends of the fluid local saturation
temperature influence the local heat transfer coefficient. If these results are compared with the
linear pressure gradient assumption, the deviations are very significant particularly at high heat
fluxes, see Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4 The local pressures during flow boiling of water at nominal mass fluxes of 200, 400, 600 and 800
kg/m² s

Fig. 5. Measurement and prediction: (a) local pressures, (b) fluid local temperatures. * based on a linear
pressure gradient assumption

Fig. 5 shows the deviation of local pressure values obtained by direct measurements and a
linear pressure gradient assumption. The deviation is significant at higher heat fluxes. For example,
at the distance of 37.2 mm from the inlet and at the heat flux of 585 kW/m², the measured local
pressure is 115.8 kPa while the predicted local pressure is 112.4 kPa. At the heat flux of 685
kW/m², the deviation is bigger than that at 585 kW/m². At the same location, the measured local
pressure is 113.9 kPa while the predicted local pressure is 107.6 kPa. The deviations result in
different predicted fluid local temperatures, see Fig. 5b. Consequently, the calculated local heat
transfer coefficient is also different for the two methods, e.g. [14].
Conclusion
Experiments to obtain the local pressures have been performed and discussed with conclusions;
At low heat fluxes, the local pressure distribution is almost linear. This agrees with the linear
pressure gradient assumption. At higher heat fluxes, the local pressure distribution is not linear.
This consistent with flow boiling pressure drop correlations. At higher heat fluxes, the fluid local
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temperatures are not linear due to non linear local pressures. The discrepancy of the local pressure
obtained by the direct measurement and assumption strongly affects the estimated local heat
transfer coefficient.
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Abstract. Natural gas has a great outlook in the near future since its industry has rapidly grown
over the last decade. Pipe network is key factor for gas industries, mainly for gas transmissions and
distributions. Despite that building pipe networks were costly, most of the existing network designs
were based on trial and error methods. This research was conducted to optimize pipe size selection
using Genetic Algorithm (GA) in order to find the minimum pipe cost of a looped gas pipe network.
GAPINOS software was built from MATLAB GUI to run optimization and flow simulation. This
research provides an optimum pipe size combination with the minimum cost for Universitas
Indonesia gas pipe network and saving percentage which contrasted the importance of optimization.
Introduction
Pipe is a key part in natural gas explorations, productions, distributions and transmissions. It
holds a vital role in gas industries processes and requires significant investment, including pipe
network for gas distribution in commercial and housing areas. The design of pipe networks mostly
based on trial and error method and the designer experiences from previous projects. This heuristic
method tends to be inefficient in terms of investment cost. Thus, the need of more robust and
reliable technique is high, in which genetic algorithm can deliver. This study was conducted to find
the optimum combination of pipes in a looped pipe network with a use of software. Final result
from this study is an optimum pipe combination along with investment cost saving percentage.
In this study, the means of optimization is limited to pipe sizing only, from a set of discrete
carbon steel pipes available in the market. Flow inside the pipes is in steady state, pipe elevation
and gas temperature changes are ignored. The subject of this study is Universitas Indonesia gas pipe
network. The required demand flow in each point or node is arbitrarily calculated only from the
required demand flow from stove and fridge combined
Optimization problem in most cases are non-deterministic polynomial time hard (NP-hard).
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a search technique based on genetics and natural selection principles [1].
GA can solve NP-hard problems, discrete and continuous, constrained or unconstrained, single or
multi dimension problems. GA adapt genetics concept of crossover (mating), mutation, and natural
selection (survival of the fittest). GA overcome the difficulties met in the traditional optimization
methods, such as deterministic solution techniques, enumeration, and non-linear programming,
since it is faster, simpler, required less auxiliary information, and able to avoid being trapped in
local minima [2].
Methodology
Predefined pipe network used in this present study is Universitas Indonesia’s (UI) gas pipe
network with 1:100 m scale. The amount of gas flow required at each node is limited to gas stoves
and refrigerators in the campus area. Incidence matrix A with size i×j is formed as constitued by Eq.
1. Matrix A is used as a constant to determine the inflow and outflow at each node. In order to find
investment cost from a pipe network, objective function shall be determine using Eq. 2, where it can
1
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be mathematically formulated as shown in Eq. 3 [3]. Eq. 4 shows augmented objective function in
Eq. 3 with two value additions of penalty function and hard constraint.
−1 𝑖𝑓 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑖
+1 𝑖𝑓 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑖
𝑎𝑖𝑗 = �
�
0 𝑖𝑓 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑗 𝑖𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑖
𝑛

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑑) = � 𝑙𝑗 𝑐(𝑑𝑗 )

(1)

(3)

𝑗=1

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑑)

(2)

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑑) = � 𝑙𝑗 𝑐(𝑑𝑗 ) + 𝑤. 𝑝𝑠 + ℎ𝑑𝑗

(4)

𝑛

𝑗=1

Constraints
There are two types of constraints which limit the solution space from the objective function,
namely hard and soft constraints. Hard constraints are constraints which have to be satisfied at all
times, where soft constraints are constraints which can be violated with a cost of penalty. Hard
constraints in this present study are gas flow equation in pipes, flow continuity equation, and
pressure drop equation. Gas flow equation is constituted in Eq. 5. Flow continuity Eq. 6 ensures the
difference between inflow and outflow in one node must equals to zero [3], where it can be written
in other form as shown in Eqs. 7 and 8. Eq. 9 constitutes pressure drop within a loop must equal to
zero, and it can be written in other form as shown in Eq. 12. Thus, hard constraints formulation used
in this optimization problem is shown in Eq. 12.
𝛽

𝛼−1

h1�dj � = K 𝑗 𝐿𝑗 𝐷𝑗 �𝑞𝑗 �

𝑞𝑗 − ∆𝑝𝑗 = 0 , 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛

h2 (𝑑𝑗 ) = 𝐴𝑞 − 𝑄
𝑃𝑖 ≤ 𝑃𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑛

𝑛

𝑗=1

𝑖=1

(5) 𝑄𝑖 = � aij 𝑞𝑗
(8) 𝐴𝑇 𝑃 = ∆𝑃

(11) 𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 = 𝑤 𝑥 𝑝𝑠
𝑛

(6) Aq = Q

(7)

(9) ℎ3 �𝑑𝑗 � = 𝐴𝑇 𝑃 − ∆𝑃 (10)
(12)

ℎ𝑑𝑗 = 𝑝ℎ1 𝑛𝑘 � ℎ1 (𝑑𝑗) + 𝑝ℎ2 𝑛𝑘 �[ℎ2 (𝑑𝑗)]2 + 𝑝ℎ3 𝑛𝑘 �[ℎ3 (𝑑𝑗)]2

(13)

𝑗=1

Inflow pressure is set to bind the maximum pressure flowing inside the network as shown in
Eq. 11. Minimum permissible pressure at each node is considered as soft constraint. If this
constraint is violated, a penalty value will be added with the amount of which explained in Eq. 12..
Soft constraint normalization value ps used in this study is Rp 1,000,000.
Genetic Algorithm Procedure
In this study, the GA simulation flow chart used is shown in Fig. 1. Genetic Algorithm (GA)
uses binary code (0 and 1), called bit, to represent pipe index value. This bit are formed into triplets
(e.g. 101) in which every triplet is a code for a certain pipe size. GA then will generate a certain
amount of strings (a set of triplets) to create a “pool” of strings. Every string will be calculated for
its cost using Eq. 4. These strings then be evaluated and sorted based on its fitness value as shown
in Eq. 14. Crossover fraction determines the group size of strings will be kept or eliminated.
Surviving strings will then be selected using roulette wheel shown in Eq. 15 to make a pair, crossed
over, and mutated [4, 5]. Output strings will be calculated accordingly for its hydraulic value,
constraint violation, and total cost. The simulation process will be repeated until termination
condition is met.

2
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Pipe Network Optimization Program (GAPINOS)
The pipe network optimization program GAPINOS (Genetic Algorithm – Pipe Network
Optimization Software) is built using MATLAB GUI builder. The main interface of GAPINOS is
shown in Figure 2. Program user should input preliminary data prior simulation, such as total
number of nodes, total number of pipes, maximum inlet pressure P source , minimum permissible
pressure in each node, population size, generation limit, crossover rate, and mutation rate. The
outputs given after simulation has completed are pipe diameter and index in each section, pipe cost,
and nodal pressure P node .
A predefined pipe network used in this study is Universitas Indonesia’s (UI) gas pipe network
as shown in Figure 3. GAPINOS will run optimization simulation on this pipe network. Pipe
diameter sizes used in this study are pipes available in the market. Standard pipes used are shown in
Table 1. Index in Table 1 is subject to encoding in GA simulation as binary. Demand flow required
is shown in Table 2. Pipe number and length is shown in Table 3.
𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑘 =

1

𝐹𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑘

Fig. 1. Simulation flowchart

(14)

𝑝𝑖 =

𝑓(𝑖)

(15)

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑓(𝑖)

Fig. 1. GAPINOS main interface

Simulation Results
GAPINOS simulation parameter in the present study is set as shown in Table 3. The first run
requires 101.76 sec, generates 108 times, and terminated due to stall generation. Thus, the total cost
of UI’s gas pipe network prior and after optimization are Rp. 23,268,142,000.00 and Rp.
3
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22,323,019,000.00 respectively, with a saving of Rp. 945,123,000.00 or around 4.1% from initial
cost estimation. GAPINOS will then be ran 10 times to give cost variations. The total cost result is
shown in Fig. 4.
Table 1 Pipe size and price
Index

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Diameter (mm)

12.52

15.79

20.92

26.64

35

40.89

52.32

62.48

Price (x Rp. 1000/m)

1.637

1.796

2.122

2.908

2.94

4.139

4.491

4.724

Table 2 Demand flow rate
Node No.
3

Flow (m /h)
Node No.
3

Flow (m /h)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

12.9

2.58

2.58

19.35

12.9

12.9

12.9

25.8

15.48

23.22

7.74

12.9

10.32

12.9

3

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Total (m /h)

12.9

6.45

18.1

25.8

12.9

0

25.8

15.48

0

25.8

0

327.66

Table 3 Pipe number and length
Pipe No.
L (m)
Pipe No.
L (m)

1
481
19
234

2
837
20
233

3
152
21
322

4
153
22
337

5
160
23
370

6
204
24
387

7
128
25
521

8
228
26
346

9
158
27
332

10
246
28
428

11
166
29
271

12
231
30
300

13
223
31
816

14
235
32
284

15
167
33
711

16
197
34
295

17
213
35
249

18
274

Table 4 GAPINOS parameter

25
36

Node
Pipe

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Parameter
Number of
node
Number of
pipe
P source max
P node min
Population
Size
Crossover
Fraction
Generation
Limit
Stall
Generation
Crossover
Rate
Mutation Rate

Value
25
35
1.5
0.2
100
0.6
200
20
0.8
0.03

Fig. 2. UI’s gas pipe network

Fig. 3. Cost comparison in 10 runs

4
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Discussions
Genetic algorithm is a metaheuristic optimization method which combines randomness and
directed trial and error. The formation probability of pipe combinations being processed is
considerable, thus GA probability to find the optimum solution is enhanced. GA would not accept
the best results in early generations, yet it would compare and evaluate all the results obtained then
sorts the best solutions. Therefore, the results obtained from GA population are considered as global
minimum, instead of local. The variance of results obtained is mainly caused by the random number
generated from the number generator. In addition, GA is a stochastic process hence it holds a
probability factor which provide different results in each simulation runs.
Selection is a GA operator to pair the best strings for mating. This selection phase ensures and
directs optimization process to stay convergent. GA will pick the best parents with the best fitness
value so that the offspring produced from mating phase has better fitness value. Mutation plays a
role of preventing early convergence and exploring possibilities in solution space.
GA formulation is rather simple since it only requires to determine the objective function from
a set of problems. The complexity found in objective function formulation lays on the converting
problems into a mathematical model. GA does not require any additional or auxiliary information.
All solutions provided are subject to both hard and soft constraints. Each constraint violation would
weigh the total cost hence the fitness value would decrease. The smaller the fitness value, the less
likely it will last for the next generations. Constraint formulation is considered simple since it can
be formulated separately from the objective function.
Software processing speed in each simulation is relatively quick with an average of 101.76
seconds. Pipe combinations generated from GA are discrete pipe sizes; therefore it is not required to
round up any calculation results. The total cost generated from the software simulations are between
Rp. 21.820.519.000 to Rp 22,957,575,000 with saving percentage between 1.3% to 6.2%. The
lowest cost for this case study is Rp 21,820,519,000 with 6.2% cost reduction.
Conclusion
This paper presented the means of gas pipe optimization using genetic algorithm. It is proven
to be effective in reducing investment cost of Universitas Indonesia (UI) gas pipe network. The pipe
combination generated by the GA software is the optimum result with the highest cost reduction
provided is 6.2% from initial cost.
Recommendation
GA is an optimization method which depends on fitness value from a string, thus fitness
formulation becomes highly crucial, especially in hard and soft constraint formulation. The
convergence of search process is very dependent on normalization and penalty values. Adaptive
penalty formulation is recommended since it can change dynamically based on the current cost
value. For further development, this GA program should include more hydraulic elements and
parameters, such as pumps, multi-source input, pipe elevation, or various fluid conditions. The
current program is built as flexible as possible to match the actual field condition.
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Abstract. A Proto X-3 Bioenergy Micro Gas Turbine has been developed by installing a small
auxiliary turbine (crossflow type turbine) in front of the compressor to generate power for a small
generator. The auxiliary turbine was driven by the compressor inlet air. The aim of this research is
to analyze the performance of auxiliary turbine by data experiment collections assisted by CFD
flow simulation. The experiment was done with several fuel flow rate variation. The CFD
simulation was 3-dimensional, 299×135×2 cells, Cartesian grid with STD k-ε turbulence model.
The generator needed the speed around 1350 rpm to generate voltage, and after voltage existed, the
speed went down to 600 rpm. The speed of gas turbine was around 80000 rpm to achieve this
condition. The voltage generated was ca. 11.8 V on this speed, lower than its specification that is
12V. It means that the generator needs more speed to reach its specification. The generation of
voltage needed more fuel consumption that can be seen form AFR or fuel consumption curve. The
generation of voltage also reduced the system efficiency around 1%. From numerical simulation,
higher speed of auxiliary turbine gave better condition of airflow patterns, related to vortex
existence, and pressure distribution.
Introduction
Micro Gas Turbine (MGT, hereafter) is a gas turbine for low power system, usually below 200
kW [1, 2]. High power weight ratio, efficient, eco-friendly, and various fuel options are some of its
advantages [1-4]. Based on its advantages, it has been developed a micro gas turbine system in
mechanical engineering, University of Indonesia, called Proto X Bioenergy Micro Gas Turbine, and
the latest development is named Proto X-3 Bioenergy Micro Gas Turbine.
In its small size, micro gas turbine can generate a high amount of power that is suitable for high
power demand in the limited area applications. The emission of these machines are also low [2, 3].
It also can be run by various kind of fuel, from gas to liquid; such as: LPG, CH4 domestic oil,
methanol, ethanol, biogas, sunflower oil, etc [5-7]. The outlet gas temperature of turbine is
relatively high, that can be coupled to another heat conversion equipments or systems such as:
refrigeration system, heat exchanger, dryer, etc [2, 8].
MGTs consist of a gas turbine that directly connected to the load, or as a gas regenerator to
another gas turbine, where the 2nd gas turbine act as a power turbine (usually coupled to a electrical
generator), known as 2 stages gas turbine system. The gas turbine has a compressor to supply air to
combustion chamber. Both turbine and compressor can be radial or axial type.
MGT system needs the electricity to start, like to run the oil pump, fuel pump, instruments, etc.
Despite using electricity from grid or other sources that might be difficult to obtain, better the
electrical need is supplied from a small generator installed somewhere on the system. So the MGT
system can be installed for standalone system such as in the zero energy building application.
The question is that can the airflow into compressor inlet be utilized to drive small air turbine
to produce electricity form electrical generator coupled to it? To find the solution, it has been
installed one small air turbine coupled with electrical generator in front of compressor, called
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auxiliary turbine. This paper will present the possibility to produce electricity from this auxiliary
turbine.
In this research, the performances of the auxiliary turbine had been observed and analyzed.
Experiment had been done on various main turbine speeds, from around 65000 to 80000 rpm. The
data collected were used to calculate the performances of the auxiliary turbine. CFD
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) simulation of air flow in auxiliary turbine is done to help to
understand its flow characteristics.
Previously numerical researchs on auxiliary turbine (cross-flow runner/CFR type) show that the
STD k-ε turbulence model is the most-widely used model which a RANS- based model [9-16] with
fairly result with minimum computational power [17-19].

Fig. 1. Experimental Set-up

Experimental Set-up and CFD Simulation Model
Fig. 1 shows the experimental set-up of Proto X-3 Bioenergy Micro Gas Turbine system (with
heat exchanger load). Its main components consist of a gas turbine, a heat exchanger as load, a
combustion chamber, a compressor, a small crossflow turbine as auxiliary turbine, and an electrical
generator connected to crossflow turbine.
The gas turbine is a turbocharger unit taken from automobiles component and equipped with a
compressor. The turbocharger is radial type for both turbine and compressor. The shell and tube
heat exchanger will produce steam for a small steam turbine or the other applications. The
combustion chamber is tubular type, where consists of swirl unit, a incorporating spray nozzle, and
a spark igniter. Spray angle of nozzle is 45o. A spark ignitter on combustion chamber is used as
igniter to start engine. Additionally, the combustion chamber is designed and manufactured by
Mechanical Engineering Lab., University of Indonesia. A compressor is a integral part of
turbocharger with single shaft, where the power needed is given by the gas turbine. The auxiliary
turbine is a crossflow turbine that generates power from its kinetic energy. Its outside and inside
blade diameter are 164 mm and 109 mm respectively. It is also designed and manufactured by
Mechanical Engineering Lab., University of Indonesia. Electrical generator is automobiles
generator with 12 V and 45 A specifications, has a capability to generate electrical power until 540
W.
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Research parameters for the set-up are: a) shaft speed, b) compressor pressure ratio, c) gas
turbine inlet and outlet temperature, d) fuel flow rate, e) air flow rate. The system consists of five K
type thermocouples installed on some points and five of 1.6 bar pressure gauges. The rotation of
turbine shafts was measured using optical tachometer and temperature measurements were collected
using data acquisition with 1 s interval.
The turbine is operated using diesel fuel. To establish the turbine’s independency, air blower is
blown to compressor inlet at low speed for about five to ten minutes using 2-stroke handheld
blower. After independency is established, the auxiliary turbine is connected to compressor input.
This turbine system operates as a Brayton cycle.

Fig. 2. MGT system with Auxiliary turbine

The efficiency of system is calculated with:

ηs =

Wt
× 100 .
Qin

(1)

where: Wt is work of turbine on shaft to rotate compressor, Qin is heat input in combustion chamber.
Qi n = m . (h3 − h2 ) .
Wt =

Wc

(2)

.

(3)

 . (h1 − h0 ) .
Wc = m

(4)

ηc

 is air flow rate (kg/s), h3 and h2 is enthalpy (kJ/kg) of gas after and before combustion
where m
chamber respectively, h1 and h0 is enthalpy of gas after and before compressor, Wc is compressor
work, and η c is compressor efficiency. The compressor efficiency is taken from air flow-pressure
ratio chart released by manufacturer of turbocharger.
The CAD model of the auxiliary turbine presented on Fig. 3 with single inlet and outlet. CFD
simulation done to a auxiliary turbine with three variations of rotational speed 1330 rpm, 604 rpm,
and 659 rpm. The grid was 299×135×2. Grid dependency done with other two grid size; 299×93×2
cells, and 299 x 220 x 2 cells and shows unsignificant results for the other number of cells. The
STD k-ε turbulence model was used since its general capability to predict many flows condition and
most-widely used turbulence model with minimum computational power.
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INLET
OUTLET

Fig. 3. CAD model of the Auxiliary turbine

The transport equations of STD k-ε turbulence model by Launder & Spalding [20] presented below:
Transport equation of k (kinetic energy of turbulence)

.

(5)

Transport equation of ε (turbulence dissipation)

.

(6)

Model constants

0.09 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3
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Z

Grid ( 299 X 135 X 2 ) Wktu =

0.682E+00

Slice: K=2

Jun 27 2015
CFDSOF
AIR GROUP

Fig. 4. Computational mesh of Auxiliary turbine

Results and Discussion
Experimental results. Fig. 5 shows the graph of gas turbine and auxiliary turbine rotation as the
function of time. It can be seen that the voltage was generated at minute 13, where the gas turbine
rotation reached 8000 rpm or auxiliary turbine was 1350 rpm. At the time voltage generated, the
aux. turbine rotation decreased to 600 rpm; the voltage generated was 11.8 V. This value is below
the specification of the generator ie. 12 V. So to generate voltage to 12 V or above, the generator
rotation must be more than 600 rpm; better at around 1200 rpm and above [4]. To achieve the
higher rotation, the gas turbine rotation must be increased above 80000 rpm, but the present
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condition is not possible because there would be leaks somewhere, especially in fuel line and
lubrication line.

Voltage
generated

Fig. 5. Gas turbine and Auxiliary turbine speed

Fig. 6. Work of gas turbine and compressor

Fig. 6 shows the work of compressor and gas turbine as the function of time. At time 13 where
voltage generated by generator, the work decreases a little bit because there is a little reduction of
compressor rotation. The power of gas turbine is relatively constant following the power of
compressor, because its power only drives the compressor. The differences between the work of gas
turbine and compressor indicated that there were losses in turbine compressor connection.
The Air Fuel Ratio (AFR) curve can be seen on Fig. 7. There is the decrement on minute 13
when the voltage generated, where the AFR drop from 90 to 77 or about 14%. The decrement
occurred because the fuel consumption increased as the air consumption was relatively steady, as
seen on Fig. 8. So, it can be concluded that the energy to generate voltage from generator might
consume fuel.
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Fig. 7. Air Fuel Ratio (AFR) of MGT system

Fig. 8. Air and fuel consumption

Fig. 9 shows the AFR vs gas turbine rotation. When the voltage generated, the rotation of gas
turbine decreased. This possibly happened because there was a reduction of the air flow to
compressor. The speed increased after that to around 82000 rpm because the fuel rate was added.
Fig. 10 shows the system efficiency, where the efficiency decreased once the voltage generated
on minute 13. System efficiency is the ratio between shaft power of gas turbine that drives
compressor and the energy received by gas in the combustion chamber.

Voltage
generated

Fig. 9. AFR vs Gas turbine rpm

Fig. 10. System efficiency

Simulation results. The rotational speed represent the operational condition of the system since the
auxiliary turbine is coupled to the DC alternator as the electricity load. Based on the experiment, the
high rotational speed (around 1330 rpm) shows that the minimum excitation energy of the alternator
has not yet reached. The speed is varied according to the fuel flow rate supply of the micro gas
turbine. When reach the minimum energy of the DC alternator, the shaft loaded, the rotational speed
decreased to the 604 rpm and 659 rpm (picked 2 data). The CFD simulation result below
reconfirmed the physical experimental data results with two main flow properties of the auxiliary
turbine; total pressure and velocity magnitude. The velocity magnitude will represent overall
velocity distribution and the performance according the area of the recirculation zone.
For each condition and rotational speed, the CFD simulation results are listed; air mass flow
rate and torque at rotational wall.
Table 1. CFD simulation results of auxiliary turbine
Speed (rpm) Mass flow rate (kg/s) Torque (Nm) Power (W)
604
0.176
1.747
110.49
659
0.178
0.959
66.18
1330
0.212
0.843
117.4
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As seen on Table 1, the predicted mass flow rate decreased as the speed decreased. With the
highest simulated data, 1330 rpm (unloaded) gained the highest mass flow rate 0.212 kg/s. As
already mentioned early, at this speed condition has not reached the minimum energy of the DC
alternator. This condition confirmed by the predicted torque, which this the blower speed (loaded)
resulting higher torque. With loaded condition, the torque produced are higher than the unloaded
condition (1330 rpm). With the similiar operating condition of the system, the lowest speed tested,
604 rpm gained the highest torque at 1.747 Nm. With the assumption that the better results
represented at loaded condition, the better results achieved at 604 rpm with 110.49 Watt.
Throughflow
vortex
Recirculation
zone
Recirculation
vortex

Fig. 11. Velocity distributions in auxiliary turbine at 604 rpm
Throughflow
vortex

Recirculation
zone
Recirculation
vortex

Fig. 12. Velocity distributions in auxiliary turbine at 659 rpm

Throughflow
vortex
Recirculation
zone
Recirculation
vortex

Fig. 13. Velocity distributions in auxiliary turbine at 1330 rpm
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Theoretically, the auxiliary turbine performance decrease as the recirculation area increase.
According to the size of the recirculation area, the loaded condition should gained the better
performance and power since the area of recirculation vortex are smaller than the unloaded
condition. The contour of velocity magnitude as shown on Figs. 11–13 show that recirculation
vortex area produced are relatively larger at higher speed (unloaded condition) than two others at
blower speed (loaded condition). The existence of more than one recirculation vortex at the two
loaded condition is suspected to cause losses more than losses occur at unloaded condition. In line
with the velocity magnitude contours, the contour of absolute total pressure as shown on Figs. 14–
16 show that the higher pressure arised at the the throughflow zone with relatively similiar pressure
drop value between inlet and outlet (6000 Pa). Fig. 14 that shows the pressure contour at 604 rpm
(loaded condition) generated higher pressure at recirculation zone, which suspected to cause the
double recirculation vortexes than other speed variation. The existence of the higher pressure
gradient than the previous speed at throughflow zone at 659 rpm (loaded condition) on Fig. 15 may
caused the multiple recirculation zone that lead to power loss. This condition has made the unstable
flow at the outlet side. Meanwhile, Fig. 16 which show the pressure contour at 1330 rpm produced
more smooth pressure gradient, consistent with the velocity magnitude contour. Furthermore, even
more computational power needed, the more advance turbulence model to predict the flow; such as
RNG k-ε turbulence model should be applied to reveal more detail flow prediction, especially on
recirculation flow that dominantly occur on auxiliary turbine [21].

Higher pressure at
recirculation zone

Fig. 14. Pressure distributions in auxiliary turbine at 604 rpm

Higher pressure
gradient

Fig. 15. Pressure distributions in auxiliary turbine at 659 rpm
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Fig. 16. Pressure distributions in auxiliary turbine at 1330 rpm

Summary
In this research, we built a Micro Gas Turbine (MGT) system using radial. The focus of the
research was to install small cross-flow turbine, we called it auxiliary turbine, in front of
compressor of MGT system and to measure its performances to decide whether it can be applied in
MGT system. The auxiliary turbine was connected to a small automotive alternator (a generator) to
produce electricity.
The generator produced electricity after the rotation of aux. turbine reached ca. 1350 rpm or ca.
80000 for gas turbine. When the electricity generated, the rotation of aux. turbine dropped to ca.
600 rpm. The voltage produced was ca. 11.8 Volt, lower than its specification ie. 12V. At this
condition, the alternator had not been capable to give power yet. To generate power (current), the
rotation of alternator at least must be above 800 rpm (based on general minimum speed requirement
of DC automobile alternator).
The AFR decreased when the voltage generated, from 90 to 77. This decrement was indicated
by the increment of fuel consumption while the air consumption nearly steady.
The system efficiency, that is the ratio between shaft gas turbine power and heat energy given
to the air in combustion chamber, was also decreased form 14.6% to 13.6%.
From simulation that done on 3 conditions: 1330 rpm (before generator generate voltage), 604,
and 659 rpm (after generate voltage), biggest torque of auxiliary turbine found at 604 rpm, means
that on initial voltage generated might need more torque than on steady condition.
From the velocity distribution of simulation, it is found that more vortex exist on loaded (604
and 659 rpm) than unloaded condition (1330 rpm) that might cause more losses on loaded condition
than that on unloaded condition. Same similar conditions occur on pressure distribution. The
unloaded condition has more smooth pressure gradient than that on loaded condition. The low
rotation shows higher pressure at recirculation zone that suspected to cause more vortexes in
recirculation zone. It could be concluded that higher speed gives better velocity and pressure
distribution.
The experiment to generate electricity by applying small auxiliary turbine in front of
compressor of MGT system showed that there would be a possibility to succeed as long as the
minimum rotation of aux. turbine reach above 800 rpm. The higher the better. In the future, this
MGT system will be improved to obtain better result.
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Abstract. Plered Pottery Industry has been fading away recently. Action Research UI devotes to
community. The focus of this study is mixture of Coconut Shell and Rice Husk that are found in
Plered, will be used as fuel in the Gasification process using Downdraft Gasifier. That fuel is
converted into flammable gas through combusting process. The compared variables is Air Fuel
Ratio (AFR) in order to obtain the flame pattern. It will be used for drying and combustion in
Pottery Industry.
Introduction
Action Research program is one form of community service activities, such as those found in
Plered, Purwakarta. This program is a form of program implemented in cooperation between the
Thermodynamic Laboratory of Department of Mechanical Engineering, Universitas Indonesia. One
of the breakthrough technologies that can help producers of ceramics to increase their productivity
is by using rice husk gasification system combined with semi-continuous furnace system [1, 2]. The
technology to produce energy from rice husk is called gasification process that converts
thermochemical solid biomass material into producer gas. Producer gas can be used to fuel internal
and external combustion engines, heating, electricity and other power generation [3]. Side products
of producer gas and gasification are impurities such as tar and ash. By using a Gas Burner, the fuel
gas can be used as a source of heat in the furnace fuel pottery [4, 5, 6].
Producer gas is a mixture of fuel gas and non-fuel gas and the gas products depend on the type
of biomass and operational conditions [7, 8, 9]. Producer gas produces fuel gases, such as CO, H 2 ,
CH 4 , and non-fuel gas such as N 2 , CO 2 , and tar and ash [10, 11, 12].
Methodology
Laboratory testing was conducted at the Gasification Laboratory, Department of Mechanical
Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Universitas Indonesia. Gasification process is conducted by
using a cascade type downdraft gasifier. This research was conducted through the following stages:
a) Experimental set-up, consisting of:
a.1) Set-up gasification fuels.
a.2) Set-up measurement tools.
b) Testing phase, consisting of:
b.1) Initial testing preparation.
b.2) Charcoal combustion process.
b.3) Fuel combustion process.
b.4) Varying the primary air flow rate and water flow rate process.
c) Measurement phase, consisting of:
c.1) Measurement of the temperature distribution in the gasifier.
c.2) Measurement of temperature distribution of gas producers.
c.3) Measurement of flame formation.
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Fig. 1. Gasification set for ceramic and pottery industry furnace

Testing
In this test, several conditions were set to simplify the process of data collection and testing:
1. Amount of fuel is 2 kg in every test.
2. Primary air flow rate lpm 189.6, 131.4 lpm and 89.4 lpm.
3. Secondary air flow rate lpm 333.34, 471.72 lpm, and 577.37 lpm.
4. Producer gas temperature distribution measurements performed during the batch for each
variation.
5. The first variation of the test: burner with 20 holes, 15 holes, and 10 holes
6. Measurement of gas temperature distribution in the gasifier reactor in each variation.
7. Take a picture of formed flame.
Result and Discussion
In this study, to get the flame pattern of 90% fuel and 10% coconut shells-rice husk mixture,
some experiments are carried out with air holes vary the amount of the gas burner and the primary
air supply into the burner gas installations. In each experiment, it aims to obtain performance
parameters i.e: fuel flowrate, flowrate gas producer, producer gas quality, and the Air Fuel Ratio
(AFR) [13,14].
Analysis of Simulation Results of Variation Number of Holes for Gas Mixing in Gas Burner
In this test, first thing to do is to do the calculations to obtain the value of the gas producer
flowrate and also to take measurements of air flowrate that enters through the inlet hole.

Fig. 2. ANSYS burner testing for 20 holes
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On testing by using ANSYS software, it was found that the gas burner with 20 holes having
better fuel mixing. This is caused by the inlet cross-sectional area, causing more air pressure to
changes abruptly. Flow pressure changed suddenly since it caused turbulence that resulted in
producer gas and mixed fuel in the ignition spreadly. After adding the holes up to 20 holes, gas
burner produces more stable and equitable flame with high rate value of heat transfer

Fig. 3. ANSYS burner testing for 15 holes

On the gas burner with 15 holes, air and fuel are still not mixed evenly. Pressure change is still
not enough to generate turbulence which can mix the gas and air. During ignition, flame is
quitedifficult to form. However, after the flame is formed it will be fairly stable.

Fig. 4. ANSYS burner testing for 10 holes

On the gas burner with 10 holes, air and fuel are not mixed evenly. Pressure change is not
enough to flatten . Turbulence mixing occurs on the outside of the gas producer and few reach the
central part of the gas producer at the time. Beside ignition, flame is difficult to form.
Result and Analysis of Flame Temperatures Average in the Primary Air Flow Rate 333.34 lpm
Primary air supply into the burner affects the average of flame temperature. As shown in Fig.
5, the average of flame temperature is highest at the 20 holes’ burner. This is because the mixing of
air and fuel happened more evenly. In contrast to the burner with 15 and 10 holes, due to uneven
mixing of fuel supply, the flame is not formed.
Increasing flame temperature is caused by increasing the content of oxygen and nitrogen in the
combustion reaction, so as to increase the probability of oxygen to react with the fuel. Excess water
can also increase the turbulence of the mixing of fuel and air in order to increase the efficiency of
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combustion. Fig. 6 shows the average flame temperature associated with the Air to Fuel Ratio
(AFR).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Graph of Flame Temperature to Time at Primary Air Flowrate is 333.34 lpm; and (b) Average
Flame Temperature to AFR Primary Air Flowrate is 333.34 lpm

Flame temperature is obtained at the highest Air Fuel Ratio (AFR) value of 2.78 with 435oC
and the lowest is on AFR of 1.39 to the value of the temperature 73oC. This graph indicates that the
greater the air fuel ratio that goes into the burner will affect the increase of flame temperature
average. However, the temperature of the flame is still not constant due to the influence of the wind.
Wind in the surrounding area is very influential on the formation of flame. At the startup when the
flame is still not stable yet, the pressure of the wind will disrupt the flow of the incoming air so that
the flame will not be formed. In the time when the flame has stabilized, the heat generated by the
flame can not directly measured by the thermocouples because the flames is blown by the wind.
This shows that the wind is also an important factor that must be taken into account during testing.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Average Flame Temperature to Time at Primary Air Flowrate 471.47 lpm and (b) Average
Flame Temperature to AFR at Primary Air Flowrate 471.47 lpm

Result and Analysis of Flame Temperatures Average in the Primary Air Flow Rate 471.47
lpm
On Fig. 7, it can also be seen that at the 7th minute, there were decrease of the flame
temperature due to a sudden flame off. This is happened because there is still a gas producer that
has not been formed in the reactor. We need a stirring return to relite the flame.
As shown on Fig. 7 as well, the average of flame temperature is highest in the 15-hole burner.
This is because the mixing of air and fuel mixed with patchy. As for the burner with 20 holes, the
incoming air more so the mixing of fuel and air to be less prevalent. In addition to the high value of
the flow of the primary air supply fuel becomes exhausted quickly.
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On Fig. 8, flame temperature is obtained at the highest air fuel ratio value of 1.7 with 358oC
and the lowest is on air fuel ratio of 1.14 with a value of temperature of 120oC. Average flame
temperature at the burner with 15 holes have an average value higher is 321.43oC. It is because the
mass flowrate value is very suitable with the incoming air from the inlet hole 15. When mass
flowrate is up or down, so that the uneven mixing flame unstable.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Average Flame Temperature to Time at Primary Air Flowrate 577.37 lpm and (b) Average
Flame Temperature to AFR at Primary Air Flowrate 577.37 lpm

Result and Analysis of Flame Temperatures Average in the Primary Air Flow Rate 577.37
lpm
The graph on Fig. 9 can indicate that the average flame temperature is highest at the gas burner
with 10 holes. This is because the mixing of air and fuel mix of the most prevalent gas burner.
In addition, the burner with 20 and 15 holes have the mixing of air and fuel is uneven due to
the supply of fuel is a bit more so that the flame is not formed. In addition to the high value of the
flow of the primary air supply fuel becomes exhausted quickly.
Flame temperature on Fig. 10, is obtained at the highest air fuel ratio with a value of 0.8 and
with a temperature of 257oC and the lowest is on air fuel ratio of 1.39 with a temperature of 106oC.
The value of this temperature because the value of the mass flowrate is perfect with the incoming
air from the inlet hole 15. When the mass flowrate up or down, so that the uneven mixing flame
unstable.
Conclusion
From the process of research and testing that has been done, it can be concluded as follows:
Gas pipe Burner with 20 holes is the best burner compare to burners with 10 and 15 holes.
1. The average value of flame temperature for the 20 holes’ burner, are as follows :
o When the secondary air flow rate 333,34 lpm = 375,56°C.
o When the secondary air flow rate 471,72 lpm = 279,25°C.
o When the secondary air flow rate 577,37 lpm = 188,87°C.
2. The average value of flame temperature for the15 holes’ burner, are as follows :
o When the secondary air flow rate 333,34 lpm = 267,87°C.
o When the secondary air flow rate 471,72 lpm = 321,43°C.
o When the secondary air flow rate 577,37 lpm = 176,00°C.
3. The average value of flame temperature for the 10 holes’ burner, are as follows :
o When the secondary air flow rate 333,34 lpm = 106,00°C.
o When the secondary air flow rate 471,72 lpm = 167,25°C.
o When the secondary air flow rate 577,37 lpm = 230,12°C.
4. The wind has an important effect on the formation of the flame
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Abstract. Plasma actuator is one of the active flow control equipment in a dynamic and very
promising. The way it works is simple and easy installation makes this actuator become one
of the emerging research topics in the field of flow control. Its great influence in the
frequency of operation of the plasma actuator induces a flow is a significant effect of this
actuator will work performance. In this research, experimental activity by changing the
frequency to its ability to induce the quiet flow at maximum voltage 11 kVp-p. From the
measurement results obtained that the frequency of 9 kHz has the ability to induce a flow of
0.9 m/s compared to other frequencies.
Introduction
Flow control is one type of dynamic and powerful research. Its ability to manipulate the
external flow and involves the conversion of energy in it, making the flow of control is very
promising in its application. In recent Years, the flow control developed into two main parts:
the passive flow control and active flow control, passive flow control is a flow control
method that does not involve additional energy while active control flow is flow control
method by adding a certain amount of energy into the stream directly [2].
The application of a more efficient flow control and dynamic form the basis of active
flow control development in this modern era. There are five types of active control flow of
common and widely used is the steady blowing, suction steady, unsteady blowing, unsteady
suction and synthetic jets. The fifth type of active control has the advantage of being more
significant when compared with the passive control before. This active control is more
promising in terms of the dynamic interaction between the flow to get local and global flow
by means of a direct injection into the area less energy flow into a point or focus area will be
engineered so as to get a significant change in the boundary layer regime [9].
As already known that in a good flow of external and internal flow stream there will be a
boundary layer that appears on the condition that the Reynolds number is high and the flow
has a viscosity effects which may have the ability to coat the surface of the object. This
phenomenon becomes a fundamental basis in engineering stream, many engineering
applications in the boundary layer region that is commonly used as in the field of
aerodynamics (airplanes, rockets, projectiles, turbo machinery), the field of hydrodynamics
(ships, submarines, torpedoes), the field of transportation (automobiles, trucks, cycles), the
field of wind engineering (building, bridges, water towers, wind turbines) and the field of
ocean engineering (buoys, breakwaters, cable) [3,6,10].
In recent years, the development of active control flow develops in the form of blowing,
suction, and synthetic jets but all it still has limitations in terms of installation and the system
works is still not flexible. In the development of active control is more involved in the
interaction region boundary layer, it’s very thin boundary layer and viscous conditions make
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a challenge in this active control system. Plasma actuators in a stream can work on the
secondary air flow, generally commonly called the electric wind or ionic wind induced by
atmospheric pressure glow with heat transfer is not affected by a stable and well-established
in the air. This hot plasma is not, is made from a variation of the beam and generate electrical
energy costs are very low because this plasma has a characteristic that the majority of the
electrical energy is fundamental in the production as well as energetic electrons [4].
In this paper, is conducted an experimental study on the effect of the use of plasma
actuator as one of the active control models that are renewable in stationary flow conditions
in order to obtain basic phenomena will be the performance of the actuator to represent the
direction and movement of the plasma itself. Where the plasma actuator is known to work
with the fluid particles approach in the form of ions component fluid induced by utilizing
magnetic fields and electrons are released freely [1,7].
Experiment Setup
In this experimental, the plasma actuator consists of two copper sheets having a thickness
of 0.05 mm with a width of 10 mm on each electrode. Both electrodes are arranged in such a
way similar, separated by a dielectric material made of acrylic which has a thickness of 3
mm. Both electrodes are mounted without having a gap or in other words one of the side
surface electrodes placed parallel with the others. For the composition of the plasma actuator
can be seen in Fig.1. The selection of the dielectric material is highly dependent on the ability
of the material in its ability to withstand the resistance that occurs during plasma actuators is
used.

Fig. 1. Plasma actuator

As for creating plasma actuator is required for 11kVp-p voltage generated by a highvoltage transformer. Function generator for regulate of the electric wave source and the input
frequency supplied to the transformer, the function generator is varied frequencies ranging
from 5 kHz to 10 kHz. Among the function generator and high voltage transformer mounted
an amplifier that functions as a voltage amplifier because the electricity generated by the
function generator is very weak voltage. For more detail can be seen in the schematic in
Fig.2. For the velocity profile measurement using a measuring instrument that is hotwire
anemometer with distance measurements taken at 15 mm and 30 mm from the center of the
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plasma is formed. The measuring instrument is connected to the computer so that data can be
stored and get real-time measurements.

Fig. 2. Schematic of Plasma Actuators

Results and Discussions
In a quiet stream, there is a characteristic to be a form of the velocity profile that is above
a flat plate surface is the air flow rate average is zero. In this experiment, noted that by using
plasma actuator quiet flow area being changed conditions and there is a significant increase in
velocity. These changes are considered as work in producing a plasma actuator on free air
atmosphere simultaneous plasma which can work pressure of 1 atm to involve direct air as a
medium conductor. The release of electrons into the air causing an air having positive ions
become ionized naturally. Fig. 3 shows the working principle of the plasma actuator utilizing
plasma formation region as an area of induction.

Fig. 3. The mechanism of Plasma Actuator

The relationship between the ions velocities that arises in the plasma region can be
interpreted as follows [4]:
𝑣𝑖 = 𝜇 . 𝐸

(1)
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𝑣𝑖 Is the ion velocity in m/s, μ is the ion mobility in m2/Vsand E is the voltage potential
difference divided by the distance between the electrodes in kV/m. On the wave frequency is
set at 6 kHz - 10 kHz, 6 kHz is taken with a distance range of 0.02 m obtained plasma ion
speed is 18 m/s and a potential difference per unit gap is 1833 V/m, the amount of ion
mobility of 0.0655 m2/Vs. To obtain the amount of wind velocity induced by plasma then
used the following equation [4]:
𝑖𝑑

𝑣𝑔 = �
𝜌𝜇𝐴

(2)

𝑔

where i at condition of 1 atm known 14.7 kg m/s3v, d is 0.003 m, ρ = 1 kg/m3, and 𝐴𝑔 is 0.15
m so that the velocity of the induction of a maximum of 2.12 m/s. The resulting velocity
when compared to experiments significant differences may occur due to the influence of the
dielectric material while in the above equation is not affected by the quality of the material
dielectric as we all know that the material dielectric contribute significantly to the
performance of the plasma formation.
In this measurement process, found that the plasma actuators can generate velocity in
downstream regions. The area upstream measurement cannot be done because presumably
the presence of a magnetic field generated factors actuators, thereby disrupting the measuring
instrument in the readings. The measurement results are also compared with other research, it
can be seen this plasma actuators have a tendency similar to other researchers. In another
research, in Fig. 4 is taken at a distance of 20 mm from the plasma center and is considered to
still be close to the initial measurement is at x = 15 mm. Where the boundary plasma
induction at a distance of x = 15 mm for a height of 7 mm from the surface of the actuator
and at a distance of x = 30 mm, there are at an altitude of about 8 mm, indicating the strength
of the plasma actuator area first considered strong enough to work in the boundary layer
regime.
Sinusoidal, x = 15 mm
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Fig. 4. The results of measurements of velocity profiles at x = 15 mm with a sinusoidal wave
type and voltage of 11 kVp-p [5]
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In Fig. 4, it is known on the frequency of 9 kHz has the ability to produce the highest
induction rate that is equal to 0.9 m/s. Intensity will influence the frequency of the plasma
actuator performance, with a high frequency or low frequency actuator may also not be able
to work under optimal conditions. In Fig. 5 has decreased due to the speed of induction were
far enough away that the plasma center, so the ability of the induced decreases and decreases.
The ability to induce flow is the effect of plasma formation on the actuator, wherein when the
plasma is formed with the air of stepping media electricity generated from two different
electrodes has a very high voltage. Where electrical stepping simultaneous releases negative
ions into the air allowing the ionization in air.
Sinusoidal, x = 30 mm
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Fig. 5. The results of measurements of velocity profiles at x = 30 mm with a sinusoidal wave
type and voltage of 11 kVp-p [5]

Conclusion
From the analysis, it was found that by using plasma actuators in the initial conditions of
stationary flow into the change of flow area after the plasma is formed or downstream. This is
because the effect of plasma formation itself which works by releasing negative ions into the
air simultaneously and continuously so as to give the effect of ionizing the air around the area
actuators which as we all know, that the air is a collection of positively charged ions that are
not directly provide the momentum effect in the event of transfer of charge. The ability of
plasma actuators in inducing the flow of about 0.9 m/s from quiet flow state at a frequency 9
kHz at 15 mm downstream. This case gives a very basic understanding to understand the
phenomenon that occurs significant induction area at an altitude of about 7 mm indicates that
this actuator can work on boundary layer regime.
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Abstract. Indonesia is known as a rich country full of natural resources. One of them is mineral. In
mining industry, we need to separate useful material from non-useful material. This separation
process is known as flotation. This separation process modifies mineral surface characteristics from
hidrophilic to hidrophobic, therefore useful material can be attached to air bubble. Aggregats bubble
and mineral then move upward separately from it’s pollutant. Bubble characteristics are
investigated to know about better flotation process. Bubble characteristics involve bubble size, time
history, frequency, and terminal velocity. Collector reagent type was used in this research.
Variations applied in this research were reagent and flow rate. Results show that bubble dynamics
are affected by bubble size. Effect of reagent on bubble velocity was investigated to know bubble
terminal velocity characteristic.
Introduction
Mining product, known as minerals need further processes to extract valuable mineral
containtment such as cooper, gold and etc. Minerals also contain non-valuable material such as sand
or mud. Flotation process is a process to separate non-valuable and valuable material using air
bubbles inside of a fluid medium. Reagent is added to modifies particle surface with metal
containment to be hidrophilic so this particle can be attached to air bubble.
Bubble flotation efectifity depends on 3 factors. These factors are particle-bubble collision
probability, particle-bubble attachment and particle-bubble stability [6]. Micro bubbles widely had
been used in flotation process because it has small size and can capture big area of particles. So, it
can increase flotation efficiency. Terminal velocity and bubble size could also affect flotation
effectifity. Micro bubble terminal velocity is lower than large bubble terminal velocity. Low
terminal velocity has high probability of collision and attachment.
This research focused on study of small bubble characteristics on fluid medium with and
without reagent addition. This research covered time history of bubble formation, bubble size,
bubble form, bubble forming frequency, and bubble velocity. Variations on this research were air
flow rate that generate bubble and reagent addition. Generally, reagent can decrease bubble terminal
velocity. This velocity reduction can increase particle-bubble collision and attachment probability.
Experimental Set Up
This research used flotation coloumn made of glass box with 5 mm thick, 90 mm length, 90
mm width, and 260 mm height. Hollow stell (30×30mm) formed into holder for flotation coloumn.
Furthermore, the bottom part of flotation coloumn perforated and inserted with nozzle with 0.3 mm
diameter. Air will come through through nozzle with 0.3 mm diameter inside the flotation coloumn.
Flotation coloumn filled with water until reach 10 cm height. Primary collector 7429 reagent was
added as much as 0.025 ml. This schematic experimental setup can be seen in Fig. 1. Bubble
forming was recorded using high speed video camera. Then, image from high speed video camera is
processed by image processing software to reveal bubble characteristics such as bubble size, bubble
time history formation, and bubble velocity.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup

Force Works on Bubble Generation and Detachment from Nozzle
Bubble movement up to water surface ifluenced by some forces. Forces work on bubble
generation are bouyancy force, drag force, and surface tension force. Bouyancy force works on
bubble move up to water surface is [5] :
𝐹𝐵 =

𝜋.𝑑𝑏 3 .𝑔.𝜌𝑙

(1)

6

where 𝑑𝑏 is bubble diameter and 𝜌𝑙 is fluid density. Drag force works on bubble move up to water
surface is [5]:
𝐹𝐷 = 𝐶𝐷

𝜌𝑙 .𝑈𝑏 3 .𝐴

(2)

2

where 𝑈𝑏 is bubble velocity, A is bubble area , and 𝐶𝐷 is drag constant.

When bubble generated, forces that worked on this part were bouyancy force and surface
tension force. When bubble moved up to surface, surface tension force worked downward and
bouyancy force worked upward. When bubble generated on tip of the nozzle, surface tension force
worked as drag force. A condition where there is no accelaration is called terminal velocity
condition.
𝐹𝐵 = 𝐹𝐷
𝜋.𝑑𝑏 3 .𝑔.𝜌𝑙
6

= 𝐶𝐷

𝜌𝑙 .𝑈𝑏 3 .𝜋.𝑑𝑏 2

4.𝑑𝑏 .𝑔

𝑈𝑏 = 𝑉𝑡 = �
3.𝐶

𝐷

2.4

(3)

At equilibrium condition as equation above, forces that worked were bouyancy force (𝐹𝐵 ) ,
inertia (𝐹𝑖𝑛 ), and surface tension force (𝐹𝜎 ) as drag force. These forces shown as mathematics
equation as:
𝐹𝐵 + 𝐹𝑖𝑛 = 𝐹𝜎
(4)
Result and Discussion
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Bubble diameter. Fig. 2 shows bubble size in diameter inverse with flow rate increase. Bubble
diameter increase if flow rate decrease vice versa. This condition happens due to forces that work
when bubble generated on nozzle tip. The biggest diameter of bubble reach 1,784 mm and the
smallest bubble reameter is 1,556 mm.
Bubble Diameter Graph
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Fig. 2. Effect of reagent and flow rate on bubble diameter

Effect of flow rate on bubble diameter. When bubble formation took place, inertia force was
related to effect of flow rate variation. At low flow rate, inertia force was big and stayed longer at
bubble generation. This condition made bubble could reach its maximum size before detached from
nozzle tip. At high flow rate, inertia force was big in a short time. So that, bubble could not reach
it’s maximum size because it would detach immediately from nozzle tip. Generally, low flow rate
can make big bubble size or maximum bubble size and low flow rate will make small bubble size or
not maximum bubble size.
Effect of reagent on bubble diameter. Type of reagent used in this research was primary collector
reagent 7429 Cytec. In accordance with the Eq. 4, the greater surface tension force on flotation
coloumn, the longer fluid will press bubble. So bubble can reach it’s maximum size. Thus, bubble
size on fluid medium added with reagent was bigger than bubble size on pure water.
Reagent effect on bubble diameter will be visible right before bubble shortly detached from
nozzle tip. Mathematically, it can be explained as:
𝐹𝐵 = 𝐹𝜎
2.𝜋.𝑟 3 .∆𝛾
3

𝑟=�

= 2𝜋𝑟𝜎

3.𝜎

(5)

2.∆𝛾

So, surface tension force is:
𝐹𝜎 = 2𝜋𝑟𝜎

𝐹𝜎 = 2. 𝜋. �
𝐹𝜎 = 2. 𝜋. 𝜎

3.𝜎

2.∆𝛾

.𝜎

3�
3
2. �
2.∆𝛾

(6)

From Eq. 5 above, it can be explained that function of radius or bubble size is proportional with
bubble surface tension force. That support the experimental result that replenishment of reagent
will increase bubble surface tension force and its size. Eq. 6 shows surface tension tend to have
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exponential result. The absence of reagent will not increase bubble surface tension force and its
size. So Fiq 2 shows bubble size has asimtot shape on bubble size between fluid with reagent
addition and without reagent addition.
Time History of Bubble Formation and Bubble Formation Frequency
Effect of flow rate to time history of bubble formation. Force balance at bubble generation
shows that flow rate have effect on bubble bouyancy force. The bigger flow rate given from syringe
pump, the bigger bouyancy force generated. This condition can be seen from Fig. 3 above. At high
flow rate, bubble will be generated at short time and also many bubbles will be generated. At low
flow rate, formation of bubble will take longer time and few bubble will be generated. Bouyancy
force detaches bubble from nozzle tip faster.
3,0

TIme (second)

2,5
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1,5

1,0

0,5

0,0
0
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20

Without Reagent
With Reagent

30
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60

Flow Rate (ml/h)

Fig. 3 Effect of flow rate to time history of bubble formation

Bubble Formation frequency (bubble(s)/second)

Effect of flow rate to bubble formation frequency. Bubble formation frequency relate to bubble
formation quantity. Flow rate is propotional with bubble formation frequency. Fig. 4 shows that at
high flow rate many bubble will be generated per second. Small frequency also means big bubble
size. On small frequency, bubble takes longer time to generate and makes bubble size bigger.
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Fig. 4 Effect of flow rate to bubble formation frequency

Velocity and Terminal Velocity
Figure 5 and 6 show that bubble velocity with reagent addition have smaller velocity than
bubble velocity without reagent addition. This condition shows effect of reagent to velocity.
Reagent addition can increase viscosity of fluid. High viscosity on fluid can increase bubble drag
force. Consequently, reagent addition can decrease bubble velocity.
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Fig. 6. Effect of fow rate on bubble velocity with
reagent addition

Effect of bubble size and reagent to bubble velocity. Relation between bubble size and bubble
velocity is proportional. That relation can be seen on Eq. 3. Experimental result shows bubble size
on medium with reagent addition is bigger than bubble size on medium without reagent addition.
However, bubble velocity is smaller on medium with reagent addition. This low velocity is caused
by reagent that increase drag coefficient value. Reagent addition increase medium viscosity and
increase surface tension value. Increase in viscosity makes Reynolds number decrease. Reduction
of Reynolds number makes drag coefficient value increase. So that, rise on drag coefficient value
will make bubble velocity lower than bubble velocity on medium without reagent addition.
Bubble Velocity using the Mathematics Equation
Fig. 7 shows terminal velocity on experimental result has bigger value than terminal velocity
by using Eq. 3. This phenomena caused by bubble mobile surface and by using only primary
collector type reagent. Using of other reagent type such as frother can decrease movement on
bubble surface and make bubble become more rigid. Movement on bubble suface considered as
increase in Reynolds number. Increase in Reynolds number caused drag coefficient value decrease.
However, Eq. 3 assume there is no movement on bubble surface or immobile so drag coefficient
value on this condition is bigger. This condition shown in Fig. 7 that bubble velocity using Eq. 3
lower than bubble velocity obtained from experiment.
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Fig. 7 Bubble velocity comparison between experimental result and Eq. 3

Conclusion
Experimental result shows low flow rate can make big bubble size or maximum bubble size
and high flow rate will make small bubble size. Addition of reagent makes bubble velocity lower.
This experiment assumes that bubble has mobile surface. So, bubble velocity will have high value
than bubble velocity on Eq. 3 with imobile surface. Bubble trajectory at low flow rate has
rectilinear shape. At high flow rate, bubble trajectory has spiral shape. Bubble trajectory with
reagent addition has spiral tend to rectilinear shape. Reagent addition affect on Reynolds and
Eotvos Number.
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Abstract. Fin and tube heat exchanger are widely used in industries, such as: automobile, air
conditioner system, and chemical process. Analysis of heat transfer and pressure drop investigates
fin and tube heat exchanger with combined rectangular and delta winglet vortex generators. The
experiment’s purpose is to increase heat transfer rate considering on the effect of combine
rectangular winglet pairs and delta winglet pairs vortex generators. The effect of heat transfer
performance and pressure drop will be evaluated. Computational fluid dynamics are used to
investigate phenomena of heat transfer enhancement. The result of the experiment shows that
combined vortex generators can increase the heat transfer coefficient and the nusselt number
without increasing the pressure drop.
Introduction
In many industrial areas, such as chemical and food process, automobile, power plant, HVACR
(heating, ventilating, air conditioning and refrigeration), and petrochemical process, heat
exchangers are devices used to improve energy efficiency and heat transfer enhancement.
Significant criteria in fabrication of heat exchanger types are high efficiency, small size, light
weight and low cost [1]. In order to increase heat transfer performance, enhancement heat transfer
must be developed to increase significant heat transfer coefficient. Many efforts have been
produced to improve heat transfer coefficient. One of methods of improving heat transfer
performance is by using vortex generators. Vortex generators can increase the enhancement heat
transfer but it can’t loss additional penalty in the pressure drop [2]. Vortex generation is a new
method of enhancing air-side heat transfer. Vortex generators such as wing and winglet can
introduce vortices into flow around fin and tube heat exchanger, causing heat transfer enhancement.
Vortex can be classified into two categories based on axis on these vortices: transverse vortices and
longitudinal vortices. Longitudinal vortices have flow direction of axes parallel to main flow
direction and transverse vortices have flow direction of perpendicular to main flow direction.
Vortices are generated when fluid flow through vortex generators and due to the friction and
separation on the edge of the vortex generator [3]. A modified rectangular longitudinal vortex
generator (LVG) by Chunhua Min et al. [4] obtained by cutting off the four corners of rectangular
wing. Fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics of this LVG mounted the rectangular channel are
experimentally investigated. It was observed that the down-sweep of longitudinal vortices is
beneficial to heat transfer enhancement. There are three mechanisms for passive heat transfer
enhancement, (1) developing boundary layers, (2) swirl and (3) flow desstabilitation [3]. To
enhance the heat transfer on fin-tube surface, two kinds of novel fin-tubes surfaces with two rows of
tubes in different diameter, arranged in staggered pattern, are presented by J.M. Wu [5]. The present
result showed one achieve heat transfer enhancement accompanying with a reduction of pressure
loss using fin-tube surfaces, longitudinal vortex generator design and appropriate placement on the
fin-tube surfaces. In the noted of above investigation, there is not studies of efforts to reduce
pressure drop in using vortex generators and above investigation a much only focus to increase high
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heat transfer coefficient of heat transfer enhancement. In the present study, a numerical simulation
study of combined vortex generators between rectangular winglet and delta winglet vortex
generators in plain fin-tube heat exchanger was carried out. In the present study, a criterion of
combined vortex generators is to result best of high heat transfer coefficient and low pressure drop
performance.
Model Description
In this study, plate fin and tube with combined vortex between rectangular winglet and delta
winglet vortex generators configuration is investigated. In Fig. 1, there are three schematic models
of heat exchanger. The plate fin and tube heat exchanger consist of six rows of round tube with two
neighboring fins form a channel. In present study, schematic model of plate fin and tube heat
exchanger with pair rectangular winglets of 15o angle based on centerline tube is symetrically
mounted on the fin surface adjacent to heat transfer tube. The delta winglet pairs which based on
same angle of rectangular winglet give for fin and tube heat exchanger. The six tube configurations
have been used with diameter of the tube by 10.67 mm. First tube is located at 12.7 mm from the
upstream fin edge. Distance between the tubes is 25.4 mm and the tube rows are placed in the
centerline. The rectangular and delta winglets have same configuration. The height of the winglets
is 3.5 mm and the length is as same as the tube diameter. Vortex generators are placed in “common
flow up” orientation. Distances between fins are 3.63 mm. Fin width is 25.4 mm and the fin length
is 125.4 mm.

Fig. 1. Computational domain of plate fin and tube heat exchanger combined with rectangular winglet
and delta winglet vortex generators

The computational domain consists of upstream extended region, fluid and tube region and
downstream extended region (see Fig. 1). The boundary conditions for all surfaces are described as
follow:
At the inlet boundary and upstream extended region,
u = u in = const , v = w = 0,
T = Tin = const

(1)

At the upper and lower boundaries,
∂T
∂u ∂v
=0
= 0, w = 0,
=
∂z
∂z ∂z

(2)

At the front and back boundaries,
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∂u ∂v
= 0,
=
∂y ∂y

v = 0,

∂T
=0
∂y

(3)

For boundary conditions at the upper and lower boundaries and front and back boundaries are the
same as at inlet boundary and upstream extended region.
At the outlet boundary,
∂u ∂v ∂w ∂T
=0
=
=
=
∂x ∂x ∂x ∂x

(4)

At the fin and tube region for the upper and lower boundaries,
∂T
=0
u = v = w = 0,
∂z

(5)

At the fluid region in the front and back boundaries,
 ∂u   ∂w 
∂T
  =   = 0, v = 0,
=0
∂
∂
∂
y
y
y


 

(6)

At the fin surface region,
∂T
=0
u = v = w = 0,
∂y
At the tube region,
T = Tw = const
u = v = w = 0,

(7)
(8)

Result and Discussion
The overall heat transfer performance for the three VG types and without VG is presented by
heat transfer coefficient. It can be seen in Fig. 2. The heat transfer coefficient for all cases increases
with the increasing Reynolds numbers. When using all of vortex generator types with and without
vortex generators, increasing of heat transfer coefficient is seen significantly because of the thermal
boundary layer is very thin with higher value of Reynolds numbers. The thermal boundary
thickness begins to descend at a large slope due to thermal boundary layers developing from the fin
leading edge, and then the decreasing tendency weakens gradually in the region of a head and
around the tube and over the tube the separation of boundary layers take place thus as to make
decrease the nusselt number significantly [3, 6]. Compared with the one without VG, the heat
transfer coefficient for RWPs is improved by 14.4-25.7% over the range of the Reynolds numbers
considered. The heat transfer coefficient for DWPs is increased by 1.5-3.5% to the one without VG.
The CWPs improve the heat transfer coefficient by 7.1-12.1%. Fig. 3 shows the characteristic of
nusselt numbers with Reynolds numbers. Nusselt numbers have same characteristic with heat
transfer coefficient as in Fig. 2. Fig. 4 shows the relation of the pressure drop and the Reynolds
numbers. The heat transfer augmentation is usually followed by an increasing value of pressure
drop. Compared with the one without VG, the RWPs increase by 146.4-154.7 over the range of the
Reynolds numbers. The DWPs increase by 52.4-49.1% and from 98.9 to 99.2% for the CWPs. In
Fig. 4, the effects of the CWPs are significantly reduced as the pressure drop penalty. The
augmentation of pressure drop is mainly due to the additional formed drag induced by winglet
vortex generators [3]. Fig. 5 shows the comparison of velocity distributions with and without VG
used in plate fin and tube heat exchanger at Re = 500 for without VG, RWPs, DWPs, and CWPs.
Fig. 5 shows that the flow passes around the tubes and accelerates downstream. It forms apparent
wake region in behind the tubes. While the VGs are used, the scale of the wake region is
constrained. The VGs result in the flow dividing into two streams. One stream passes over VGs and
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generates longitudinal vortices; the other stream flows into the wake region and mixed fluid in
recirculation zone, thus improving the heat transfer in the wake region [6]. Fig. 5 shows temperature
distribution in plate fin and tube heat exchanger at the inlet temperature on 310.6 K and the tube
temperature on 280 K. The heat transfer in wake region is always weak owing to vortex and
circulation. Hence, the wake region should be reduced as much as possible. From Fig. 5, the wake
region is very obvious occuring after each tube for the plain fin [7].
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Fig. 2. Three VG types and without VG for heat transfer coefficient vs reynold numbers
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Fig. 3. Three VG types and without VG for nusselt numbers vs reynold numbers
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Fig. 4. Three VG types and without VG for pressure drops vs reynold numbers

Fig. 5. Velocity contour and temperature distribustion with VG types and without VG for plate fin and
tube heat exchanger

Conclusion
In this study, a three-dimensional numerical simulation was performed to examine the effect of
combined vortex generators between rectangular winglet and delta winglet vortex generators in
plate fin and tube heat exchanger. The main conclusion based on the result of heat transfer
coefficient, nusselt number and pressure drop are summarized as follows; The heat transfer
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coefficient increase with the increase of the Reynolds numbers. When using all of vortex generator
types and without vortex generator, the increase of heat transfer coefficient is seen significantly
because of the thermal boundary layers are very thin with higher value of Reynolds numbers. The
thermal boundary thickness begins to descend at a large slope due to thermal boundary layers
developing from the fin leading edge, and then decreasing weaken tendency gradually in the region
of head and around the tube and over the tube where the separation of boundary layers take place
thus as to decrease the nusselt number significantly. For this combined vortex generators between
rectangular winglet and delta winglet, the value of the heat transfer coefficient is less than
rectangular winglet vortex generators and more than delta winglet vortex generators. The effects of
the CWPs are significantly reduced as pressure drop penalty. The augmentation of pressure drop is
mainly due to the additional formed drag induced by winglet vortex generators.
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to experimentally study peformance and smoke emission
characteristics of direct injection diesel engine with cooled and hot EGR systems fueled by diesel
fuel, wet methanol and jatropha oil blends. A four-stroke water cooled direct injection (DI) diesel
engine with cooled and hot EGR systems was used in this study. The diesel engine was fueled by
diesel fuel, jatropha and wet methanol blends at the ratio of 100/0/0 (D100), 75/10/15
(D75J10M15), 65/20/15 (D65J20M15) and 55/30/15 (D55J30M15) % on volume basis
respectively for the variation of engine loads in the range of 25 to 100% with 25% increments at
constant engine speed of 2000 rpm. Each load for every fuel blend was given by the 0% and 16.5%
EGR rates. The results are found that the brake power for diesel engine fueled by D55J30M15 is
approximately 4% lower than that of diesel engine fueled by neat diesel at the full load without
EGR system. The brake power decreses to 2.3% for engine fueled with D55J30M15 compared with
that of neat diesel using cooled EGR system at the full load, while it decreases to 4.4% using hot
EGR system. Smoke opacity for engine fueled by D75J10M15 decreases 68.4% compared with that
of engine fueled by neat diesel at the full load without EGR system. With cooled EGR system,
smoke opacity for engine fueled by D75J10M15 experiences reduction of 59.8% compared with
that of engine fueled by neat diesel using hot EGR system at the full load.
Introduction
Diesel engines are widely used for vehicle, ship and power plant than gasoline engines due to
better efficiency and reliability. However, the diesel engines produce much more NO x and soot
emissions than that of gasoline engines. In order to meet with tight emission regulation, therefore,
the emissions produced from the diesel engine, especially NO x and soot emissions, has to be
controlled. There are several ways for controlling NO x and soot emissions. For instance, exhaust
gas recirculation (EGR), lean NO x trap (LNT) and selective catalytic reaction (SCR) techniques are
capable to reduce NO x emission. One of the simple methods among them is EGR in which exhaust
gas is recirculated into combustion chamber through an intake manifold [1].
Saravanan et. al. have investigated an effect of EGR technique on performance and emissions
of diesel engine fueled by hydrogen and diesel fuel [2]. They found that usage of cooled EGR with
hydrogen in dual fuel mode reduces smoke, particulate and NO x emissions. A shell and tube type of
heat exchanger using water as a coolant was employed as an EGR cooler. The effect of hot EGR on
homogeneous charge ignition engine (HCCI) has studied by Miller Jothi et al. [3]. They used a
direct injection diesel engine modified to operate in HCCI mode fueled by liquid petroleum gas
(LPG). They found the increase of brake thermal efficiency and reduction of NO concentration
considerably by using hot EGR technique. They also asserts the reduction of exhaust gas
temperature when the EGR rate was increased. It is well known that the reduction of exhaust gas
temperature is as indicator of NO x emissions reduction.
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The ability of hot EGR for reducing NO x emissions was investigated by Rajan and
Senthilkumar [4]. Their diesel engine was fueled by sunflower oil methyl ester and diesel fuel
blends. They observed that usage EGR rate of 15% produced 25% less NO x emissions compared to
diesel fuel for the same level smoke emissions. The exhaust gas temperature for diesel engine using
EGR was lower than that without EGR. This indicates that the NO x emissions reduces by using
EGR technique. The effect of cooled EGR technique for controlling NO x emissions produced by
diesel engine fueled by waste plastic oil was studied by Mani et al. [5]. They found the significant
NO x emissions reduction and minimum possible smoke, CO, HC emissions and brake thermal
efficiency at EGR rate of 20%.
The increase of the number of diesel engine causes on the increase of demand of diesel fuel
resulting the depletion of fossil fuel reserve. Therefore, a renewable diesel fuel is required to
substitute the diesel fuel from fossil. Forson et. al. studied the usage of jatropha oil as the fuel
blends in the diesel engine [6]. They observed the increase of brake thermal efficiency, brake power
and reduction of specific fuel consumption by using jatropha oil and diesel fuel blends. Gomma et.
al. used jatropha biodiesel blends to the turbocharge indirect injection diesel engine with intercooler
[7]. A maximum percentage of jatropha biodiesel in the fuel blends was 20%. The study of jatropha
as the future renewable fuel for the compression ignition engine in India has been done by Misra
and Murthy [8]. They expressed that the perfomance of engine fueled by jatropha oil and jatropha
biodiesel blends were close to the performance of engine fueled by neat diesel.
Beside the higher NO x emissions, the diesel engines produces high soot/particulate matter. A
diesel particulate filter (DPF) is employed to reduce the soot producing from the diesel engines [9].
The use of DPF, however, increases the pressure drop in a tail pipe resulting the increase of fuel
injected into combustion chamber to obtain same power[10]. Therefore, the usage of methanoldiesel fuel blends is able to reduce the soot emissions produced by the diesel engines [11, 12, 13].
Based on the literatures above, the present work aims to study the performance and smoke
emissions of diesel engine with cooled and hot EGR systems fueled by jatropha oil, wet methanol
and diesel fuel blends.
Experimental Set Up
This experiment was performed with a four-stroke direct injection diesel engine, four
cylinders, naturally aspirated in which its specification is denoted in Table 1. The experiment was
carried out for various loads which are in the range of 25 to 100% with increments of 25% at the
constant engine speed of 2000 rpm. The experiment was undertaken in two cases and two EGR
systems. First case is the experiment without EGR and second case is the experiment using EGR.
For the experiment using EGR consists of the experiment using cooled EGR system and hot EGR
system. A shell and tube EGR cooler with water as a coolant was used to cooled the recirculated
exhaust gas.
Diesel fuel was obtained from PERTAMINA (Indonesian oil company), while wet methanol
and jatropha oil were obtained from local supplier in Semarang, Central Java, Indonesia. A term
wet methanol is intended for methanol containing high percentage of water. The fuel properties are
expressed in Table 2. The pecentage of wet methanol in the fuel blends was 15% in the volume
base. In the present work, the jatropha oil was varied in the range of 10 to 30% with 10% increment
Tabel 1. Diesel engine specification
Isuzu 4BJ1
Number of cylinder
Cylinder bore
Stroke
Total cylinder volume
Compression ratio
Maximum Torque
Maximum power

4, vertical in-line, DI
93 [mm]
102 [mm]
2771 [cc]
18.2 : 1
178.96 [Nm] (at 2000 rpm)
52.2 [kW] (at 3000 rpm)
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in the volume base. Furthermore, the fuel blends in this study are revealed as D100 for the neat
diesel, D55J30M15 for 55% diesel, 30% jatropha and 15% wet methanol. The symbols D, J and M
are applied for other blends with the different percentage values.
The experimental set up is shown in Fig. 1. Fuel blends were prepared previously in a mixer
chamber for obtaining the homogeneity before injected into the combustion chamber. Fuel
consumption was measured by using a burret tube. The engine speed was kept constant at 2000 rpm
monitored by a tachometer with the uncertainties of ±2 rpm. The outlet EGR temperature was kept
around 30oC by adjusted coolant fluid. The temperatures at the EGR outlet and exhaust gas were
measured by K type thermocouple. Smoke emission was measured by using a smoke meter.
Results and Discussion
Brake power. Fig. 2. expresses the comparison of brake power between diesel engine without EGR
(0% EGR rate) and with EGR (16.5% EGR rate) systems for different loads and various fuel
blends. The results also denote for two cases of diesel engine using cooled and hot EGRs. The brake
power for all cases and various fuel blends increases sharply as load increases from 25 to 75%. The
values of brake power are found approximately flat for the engine loads of 75% to full load. The
highest brake power is observed for the diesel engine fueled by the neat diesel fuel for all cases
(with and without EGR systems). Small difference values of brake power are identified for the
diesel engine using cooled and hot EGRs. In the case without EGR system, the brake power of
diesel engine fueled by D55J30M15 decreses 5.4% compared with the diesel engine fueled by the
neat diesel at the low load. This is caused by the lower caloric value of fuel blends compared with
that of neat diesel. At the full load, the brake power of diesel engine fueled by D65J20M15
decreases 12.1% compared with the diesel engine fueled by the neat diesel. The values of brake
power for diesel engine fueled by D55J30M15 and D65J20M15 at the full load between cooled
EGR are 1.7 and 7.5% lower than that of hot EGR, respectively.
Table 2. Fuel properties
Properties
Cetane number
Water content [% v]
Viscosity (at 40˚C) [cP]
Caloric value [MJ/kg]

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Diesel engine
Dynamometer
Injector
Water valve for
EGR cooler
Water pump for
dynamometer
Bypass valve
EGR water inlet
Intake manifold
EGR water outlet
Display
Exhaust gas
temperature
EGR inlet
temperature
EGR outlet
temperaure

Diesel fuel
48.0
0.05
2.0 – 5.0
45.21

Jatropha oil
41.8
3.16
3.23
37.97

Wet methanol
3.3
24.88
0.66
21.73

14. Inlet manifold
temperature
15. U Manometer
16. Engine load
display
17. Tachometer
18. Injection pump
19. EGR Cooler
20. Smoke meter
21. Fuel adjusting
valve
22. Burret tube
23. Mixer chamber
24. EGR valve
25. Smoke meter

Fig. 1. Experimental set up for diesel engine using cooled EGR system
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20
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D100
D75J10M15
D65J20M15
D55J30M15

16
14

20
18
Cooled EGR
D100
D75J10M15
D65J20M15
D55J30M15

16
14

Hot EGR
D100
D75J10M15
D65J20M15
D55J30M15

12
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0

0
0

25

50

75

0 25

100

50

75

100

Load (%)

Load (%)

(a) 0% EGR rate

(b) 16.5% EGR rate

Fig. 2. Comparison between (a) without EGR and (b) with cooled and hot EGRs for brake power at load
variations in different fuel blends

Brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC). Fig. 3 shows the comparison of BSFC between the
diesel engine without EGR and with cooled and hot EGRs for the variation of loads in different fuel
blends. The BSFC values for the diesel engine fueled by fuel blends, generally, are higher than that
of diesel engine fueled by neat diesel in the cases of with and without EGRs. This is caused by
lowering of brake power for the diesel engine fueled by fuel blends. In the case without EGR, the
value of BSFC for the diesel engine fueled by D65J20M15 increases 11.1% compared with that of
diesel engine fueled by neat diesel at the low load. The BSFC values of diesel engine fueled by
D55J30M15 in the hot EGR system are lower than that of diesel engine fueled by the neat diesel in
the cooled or hot EGR for all loads. This is, possibility, caused by the high percentage of methanol
containing high oxygen resulting the higher brake power. The value of BSFC for the diesel engine
fueled by D55J30M15 in the hot EGR system is 14.2% lower than that in the cooled EGR system.
Brake thermal efficiency (BTE). Fig. 4 denotes the comparison of brake thermal efficiency for the
diesel engine wihtout EGR and with cooled and hot EGR systems at the variation of loads in the
different fuel blends. In general, the values of BTE for diesel engine fueled by fuel blends are
higher than that for diesel engine fueled by the neat diesel in the cases of with and without EGR
systems. This is caused by the high content of oxygen in the methanol resulting the fuel oxidized
completely. The value of BTE for diesel engine fueled by D55J30M15 increases 7.6% than that for
diesel engine fueled by the neat diesel at the load of 75% in the case without EGR system. In the
case with hot EGR system, the value of BTE for diesel engine fueled by D55J30M15 increases
22.5% than that for diesel engine fueled by the neat diesel.
0,34

0,34

0,32

0,32

0,28

BSFC (kg/kW.h)

BSFC (kg/kW.h)

0,30

D100
D75J10M15
D65J20M15
D55J39M15

0,30

Cooled EGR
D100
D75J10M15
D65J20M15
D55J30M15

0,26
0,24

Hot EGR
D100
D75J10M15
D65J20M15
D55J30M15

0,28
0,26
0,24
0,22

0,22
0,00
0

25

50

75
Load (%)

(a) 0% EGR rate

100

0,00
0

25

50

75

100

Load (%)

(b) 16.5% EGR rate

Fig. 3. Comparison between: (a) without EGR; and (b) with cooled and hot EGRs for BSFC at load variations
in different fuel blends
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Exhaust gas temperature (EGT). Fig. 5 expresses the comparison of exhaust gas temperature
(EGT) for the diesel engine without EGR and with cooled and hot EGR systems at the various loads
in the different fuel blends. By comparing Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), the values of EGT for dieseel engine
fueled by fuel blends are lower than that for diesel engine fueled by the neat diesel in the case of
without EGR system. This is caused by lower caloric value of fuel blends compared with that of
neat diesel and cooling effect of methanol in the combustion chamber. The EGT value for diesel
engine fueled by D55J30M15 in the cooled EGR system is 85 K lower than that of diesel engine
fueled by the neat diesel in the hot EGR system at the full load.

44

44

40

40
Brake Thermal Efficiency (%)

Brake Thermal Efficiency (%)

Smoke opacity. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of smoke opacity between the diesel engine without
EGR and with EGR systems at the various loads in the different fuel blends. Generally, the use of
wet methanol in the fuel blends results the reduction of smoke opacity. This is caused by the high
content of oxygen in the wet methanol. At the full load, the smoke opacity value of diesel engine
fueled by the neat diesel reduces from 30.1% to 9.5%. This reduction value of smoke opacity is
over than 200%. The similar result is obtained for the case of diesel engine using EGR systems.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between (a) without EGR and (b) with cooled and hot EGRs for BTE at load variations
in different fuel blends
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Fig. 5. Comparison between: (a) without EGR; and (b) with cooled and hot EGRs for EGT at load variations
in different fuel blends
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Fig. 6. Comparison between: (a) without EGR; and (b) with cooled and hot EGRs for smoke opacity at load
variations in different fuel blends

Conclusion
The performance and smoke emission of diesel engine was carried out experimentally. The
brake power decreases maximum of 7.5% for the diesel engine using cooled EGR system compared
with hot EGR fueled by D65J20M15. The BSFC value, generally, increases for the diesel engine
fueled by fuel blends. However, the values of BTE increase maximum 22.5% for the diesel engine
fueled by fuel blends in the hot EGR system. In general, the EGT values decrese for all cases due to
high oxygen content in the wet methanol. The usage of methanol also caused the reduction of
smoke opacity.
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Abstract. An experimental investigation of a fluidized bed with a heating pipe was conducted to
study desorption charcteristics of organic sorbent materials. As a results, the heat transfer
coefficient around the heating pipe and the completion time for desorption process in various
superficial air flow velocity is obtained.
Introduction
The direct contact heat and mass transfer method has been adopted in many engineering fields
by using different heat transfer media [1]. Gas-solid fluidization is a process of contact between the
two phases. The solid phase, under fluidization conditions, assumes a "fluid like" state. A fluidized
bed can be described as a system containing solid particles, through which a fluid flows with a
velocity higher than the incipient fluidizing velocity but lower than the particle entrainment
velocity. Fluidized bed sorption material may be carried out as a batch or continuous process.
Regarding the ozone layer depletion and the global warming, it is necessary to take strong
measures for the reduction of green house gases. The unused heat energy has been classified as
driving heat source. Therefore, the development of heat conversion machine, which is suitable to
low temperature heat source has been desired. Various adsorption systems have been used as
adsorption technology. Among them, solid particle adsorption systems have been developed up to
now and are still at the research and development stage. Furthermore, the dynamic sorption
characteristics of the organic sorbent have been previously investigated [2]-[10]. A new modified
fluidized bed should be developed in order to improve the performance of desiccant. Hamed [8] has
been investigated an inclined fluidized bed with desiccant. Most recently, Moskal and Nastaj [11]
considered electromagnetic induction to generate heat inside modified sorbent bed for desorption
process.
The objective of this experimental study was to investigate the operation of a fluidized bed of a
sorption material in desorption mode of operation. The dynamic desorption characteristics of the
organic sorbent material have been previously investigated in different inlet air temperature [12].
Differently from the previous work, the present research deals with powder type organic sorbent in
fluidized bed with a single heating pipe as a heat exchanger in different inlet air velocity.
Experimental Set-Up and Procedure
The experimental set-up and procedure have been explained in Syahrul [13], the test section is
made of transparent acrylic plate in order to make visualization possible. It is rectangular container
with 150 mm in length × 150 mm in width × 450 mm in height and 5 mm in thickness, as can be
seen in Fig. 1. The poly-Freon filter # 2 (μ m) is set up downward in lower part as a disperse board.
The heating pipe made of polycarbonate with 20 mm in diameter and 130 mm in length was
installed in the test section. The foil of stainless steels of 0.05 mm in thickness was wrapped around
the pipe. In addition, thermocouples were set up at the heating pipe to measure temperatures from
the lower side (θ = 0°) to the upper side (θ = 180°) of the pipe with an interval of 22.5°. The heating
pipe was heated by the direct power supplier of 0 – 60 V in voltage and 0 – 5 A in current.
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The sorption material is filled in the test section until specified height layer initial h ini . When
the air leads to the test section, temperature and humidity at the inlet and outlet of the test section
recorded every 30 second. Sorption takes place when the sorbent particles are in contact with the
surrounding air and after a sufficiently time that the particle sorbent and the surrounding air reaches
equilibrium level. The amount of water vapor desorbed from the test sorbent is measured by taking
samples from the test section per 30 minutes. Test conditions are inlet air temperature T in = 30°C,
inlet air relative humidity ψ in = 0.05, initial sorption material temperature T ini = 30°C, the sorption
material which is initial relative humidity ψ 0 = 0.60 with initial bed height h ini = 0.05 m. Sorption
experiment is done for inlet air velocity u 0 = 0.0144, 0.0252, and 0.036 m/s and electric power for
heating pipe Q h = 3.5 W.
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Ｐｏｌｉｆｌｏｎ Ｆｉｌｔｅｒ

Thermocouples
Hygrometer
Fig. 1. Test section with a heating pipe dimensions and thermocouple locations [13]

Results and Discussion
In order to evaluate the effect of inlet air and initial material parameters on the heat transfer
coefficient of desorption process around the heating pipe. Fig. 2 indicates the variation of heat
transfer coefficient α with the position of material around heating pipe for various superficial air
flow velocity u 0 . As shown in Fig. 2 higher heat transfer coefficient is attained at air velocity of
0.036 m/s, it is seen that the value of α increases with increasing u 0 . This phenomenon could be
explained by the fact that increase of heat generation in the sorption process is brought by
increasing water vapor supply to the sorbent and mass transfer coefficient with an increase in the
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moist air velocity. However, the increasing rate of α to u 0 is different according to each air bubble
flow pattern, like in the independent air bubbles region, the transition region and the combination
and growing air bubble region. Furthermore, the maximum heat transfer coefficient is in the
position of θ = 67.5 degree and the minimum heat transfer coefficient is in the position of θ = 180
degree.

800
u0 =0.0144 m/s
u0 =0.0252 m/s
u0 =0.0360 m/s
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600
400
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45

90
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Fig. 2. Variation of heat transfer coefficient around the heating pipe
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Fig. 3. Effect of inlet air velocity in completion time for desorption process

Relation between completion time and inlet air velocity can be seen in Fig. 3. It is noticed that
about 15 hours are required for the sorbent bed to reach its equilibrium level for superficial air flow
velocity u 0 = 0.036 m/s. Furthermore, as observed in the following Fig. 3, its completion time for
desorption process is decreased with increase in inlet air velocity. Increasing air velocity will reduce
the experimental completion time significantly from 27.2 hour to 10.1 hour at inlet air velocity
0.015 to 0.05 m/s, and increasing air velocity from 0.05 to 0.1 m/s the final time decreases slightly
from 10.1 to 7.5 hour. The heat convection of the inside layer particle becomes extreme upon the
increase of inlet air velocity. Increase inlet air velocity is effective to increase higher layer.
Furthermore, sorption speed has become fast; therefore, the experiment completion time is reduced.
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However, when the flow velocity is higher than the range of fluidization velocity, the bubble is
greatly united as it grows and the fluidization mode is changing from bubbling to slugging. The
dimensionless number which displays the experimental conditions regarding inlet air velocity, u 0 is
Reynolds number (Re), the quantity Ste* of modified Stefan number is defined as dimensionless
number which displays the state of the inlet air, and completion time of sorption process (t f ) is
converted to non-dimensional parameter of Fourier number (Fo) which is defined as a Fourier
number. The variation of non-dimensional completion time (Fo) with Reynolds number, the
quantity Ste* of modified Stefan number and dimensionless height of the bed (h/d p ) could be
validated by using the following equation [13] with standard deviation of 12.1%. The applicable
ranges is Re = 7.1−49.6, Ste* = 0.60−5.1 and h/d p = 83–625.

Fo = 8.9 × 10 7 Re −0.74 Ste *

−0.30

(h / d p ) 0.75

(1)

Conclusion
The higher heat transfer coefficient is attained at air velocity of 0.036 m/s, it is seen that the
value of α increases with increasing u 0 . The maximum heat transfer coefficient is in the position of
θ = 67.5 degree and the minimum heat transfer coefficient is in the position of θ = 180 degree.
Furthermore, Increasing air velocity will reduce the experimental completion time significantly
from 27.2 hour to 10.1 hour at inlet air velocity 0.015 to 0.05 m/s, and increasing air velocity from
0.05 to 0.1 m/s the final time decreases slightly from 10.1 to 7.5 hour.
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Abstract. Indonesia is one of the biggest producers of palm oil in the world. As the price is much
cheaper than other vegetable oils, palm oil consumption is common on food-industries down to
home-scale basis. The problem found is for disposing waste cooking palm oil (WCPO) especially
for everyday use at common household. As waste disposal regulation of WCPO in Indonesia
remains unclear, people usually dispose their WCPO through water sewage, which further degrades
well-water quality in long time basis on the respective neighborhood. This research aims to cope
with this problem by converting WCPO into energy using simple transesterification method that can
be applied at home. The experimental results show that based on infrared spectra analysis, the
process has changed the yield compounds to have esters, a compound of biofuel which can be
processed further for heating energy. This recycling method helps to manage liquid waste disposal
and prevents illegal recycle of WCPO for human consumption.
Introduction
Palm oil is gaining popularities as the main resources for making biodiesel. It is the second
most traded vegetable oil crop after soy, and approximately 90% of the world's palm oil exports are
Malaysia and Indonesia [1]. The development of palm oil plantations for this additional purpose is
directly related to the rainforest clearances and threats environmental problems, hence raising
protests from several NGOs. Biodiesel production from pure vegetable oil is expensive due to highcost of the oil, making uncompetitive price to fossil fuel.
To avoid the matters, recent researches focus to make energy out of palm oil wastes to reduce
cost as well as prevent palm plant expansion for biodiesel production. For example, as the palm oil
industries generates major byproduct of empty fruit bunches (EFBs), there are attempts to convert
the EFBs to bioethanol based on enzymatic saccharification [2]. Other worked on upgrading the
EFBs to increase its energy density using hydrothermal treatment, and successfully made HT-EFB
which has energy content almost 2/3 of typical bituminous coal [3]. On the liquid state, other
researchers focused to use waste cooking oil to lower the cost production of biodiesel [4]. There are
four primary ways on making biodiesel; direct use and blending, microemulsions, thermal cracking,
and transesterification [5]. The most commonly used method is transesterification of vegetable oils.
Different methods and catalysts have been used to see their effect on biofuel production [6-7].
However, the methods required high-technology equipment not everyone can access. The process
details also require deep knowledge in chemical reactions and handling.
In this work, the conversion of waste cooking palm oil (WCPO) is done through simple
transesterification method. Both the tools and steps are modified to fit common household
requirement, hence every palm-oil user should be able to do the conversion with basic knowledge
of transesterification. Referring to Fig. 1, the transesterification process produces fatty acid methyl
ester (FAME) and bi-product (glycerol). The FAME can be processed further for biofuel.
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Fig. 1. Simplified transesterification of triglycerides into FAME

The glycerol, even though it is flammable, is considered as excess waste in biodiesel industries.
To avoid treating glycerol as waste, there are efforts to use glycerol as fuel for heating devices with
some considerations; hence either glycerol or FAME can be used as heating source. Current works
focus on converting glycerol to different value added chemicals [8-9] or purify the glycerol for
various industrial applications [10]. This research aims to convert the WCPO into FAME and
glycerol using simple transesterification process and further to create burning devices for both
products, hence converting waste into energy.
Experimental Methods
Materials. When in ester is placed in a large excess of alcohol with presence of either base or acid
catalyst, there can be an exchange of alkoxy groups which converts a carboxylic acid ester into a
different carboxylic acid ester. Transesterification is the reaction of fat/oil with an alcohol to form
esters and glycerol. The process chemically lowers the viscosity of the mixture and categorized as
economically reasonable process compare to other biofuel production methods [5]. A catalyst
(alkalis/acids/enzymes) is commonly used to increase the reaction rate and yield. This work uses
simple transesterification method using methanol and potassium hydroxide as catalyst. WCPO was
collected from a home’s WCPO. The raw WCPO was filtered to remove visible impurities and
heated to 100ºC to remove water content. Variations of catalyst weight on the experiment and
volume ratio of methanol to WCPO are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. The material used for transesterification
Material
Waste Cooking Palm Oil (WCPO)
Methanol
Potassium hydroxide (KOH)

Condition
30 ml and 50 ml, heated to 50ºC to 80ºC
25 ml, 60 ml, 90 ml
0.3 gr, 0.5 gr, 3 gr

Procedures. The experimental procedure is as follow:
1) The measured WCPO is heated to temperature.
2) The catalyst is weighed to the set weight and stirred to the measured methanol volume.
3) The heated WCPO is mixed to the methanol and stirred for 15 minutes using stirring devices,
in this experiment is magnetic stirrer with constant rotation per minute.
4) The yield compound is placed in a closed-container and settled for 24 hours.
After settling, most of the yield compounds form three layers; top layer is lighter color liquid,
bottom layer is darker color liquid and the middle layer is in the form of gel-like material. Some of
the results were examined qualitatively using Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer (Shimadzu
FTIR Prestige 21).
Targets. In biodiesel production, the practical range of molar ratio for transesterification was from
3.3 to 5.25:1 methanol to vegetable oil, and depending to the vegetable oil quality, this
transesterification ratio produces up to 98% of biodiesel [5].
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To note that the WCPO contains mixture of triglycerides and free fatty acids [4], the molar
ratio should be modified to yield the same result. However, this result requires complex process and
mostly done with high-temperatures in a reactor-bed [5]. This research aims to get maximum
conversion of WCPO into FAME/glycerol at low pressure and temperature using simple tools. This
experiment also considered the price of methanol by using less methanol ratio to WCPO for
transesterification.
Results and Discussions
The experiments were done under different variables. After 24 hours of gravitational settling,
most of the yield compounds form two to three layers which theoretically can be defined as follow:
the upper layer is the alkyl ester (FAME) and the bottom layer is the bi-product glycerol. A thin
layer on the middle exists on several samples as small content of water generated during
transesterification may cause soap formation [11]. Several samples with higher WCPO
temperatures show presence of crystals in the alkyl ester, which is formed by monoglycerides [5].
Fig. 2 shows the infrared spectra of WCPO used in this experiment. The spectrum shows the
presence of weak O-H stretch, alkanes, unsaturated esters, and aliphatic amines on the sample.
Analysis of the compound. Following the transesterification process in Fig. 1, the bottom layer
which has darker color is supposed to be glycerol. The effect of changing the WCPO temperature
and the catalyst weight is investigated. Fig. 3 presents the infrared spectra of glycerol by varying
the WCPO temperature. The WCPO to methanol volume ratio was 50 ml : 25 ml using KOH 0.3
grams as catalyst. Both pictures on Fig.3 detect changes of absorbance from WCPO spectra. There
is a shift from unsaturated esters at 1728 cm-1 to be either ester or carboxylic acids at 1743 cm-1,
and a shift from aliphatic amines (C─N stretch) at 1234-1111 cm-1 to be esters or alcohols at 10651033 cm-1. The presence of C═O stretch ester in glycerol is important to increase the BTU value of
glycerol, hence increase flammability. Comparing Figs. 3(a) and (b), the spectra shows stronger
peaks when transesterification is done at 50ºC. Consistent peaks on both figures indicate that the
reaction yields the same product. Using 1:2 ratio of methanol to WCPO and 0.3 grams of KOH
catalyst, the compound qualitatively yields better at temperature 50ºC. The conversion is low since
the amount of methanol used is only 1/6 from the stoichiometric needs since we also considered the
costing. However, the IR spectrum shows that the reaction is succeeded without using conversion
reactor. Following the transesterification stoichiometric ratio, a base catalyst (NaOH) can make
94% conversion at conversion reactor (60º C, 1 atm.) [4].

O─H stretch

C─H stretch

unsaturated esters

C─N stretch

Fig. 2. Infrared spectra of WCPO stock
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(a) T = 50º C

O─H stretch

C─O stretch
C─H stretch

C═O stretch

(b) T = 80º C

Fig. 3. FTIR of mixture: 50 ml WCPO, 25 ml methanol, 0.3 grams KOH, varied temperature

Fig. 4 presents the infrared spectra of the compound by varying the catalyst weight. Following
the transesterification stoichiometric ratio at Fig.1, the methanol to WCPO volume ratio was
increased to 90 ml : 30 ml with WCPO temperature = 50º C. Different absorbance were detected on
these figures which can be correlated directly to atomic bonds within the compound. Compound (a)
using 0.5 gr KOH produces two distinctive layers with thin soap layer on the middle. The spectrum
measured in Fig. 4(a) is taken from the bottom layer. Compound (b) made a homogeneous mixture
with few black dirt at the bottom. The IR spectrum of Fig.3 and Fig. 4 show resemblance each
other. The difference can be observed quantitatively from each compound. Compound in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b) give larger quantity of FAME compare to compound in Figs. 3 (a) and 3(b). Even though it
cost more, using 3:1 ratio of methanol to WCPO (50ºC, 1 atm.) with 3 grams of KOH catalyst can
convert 99% to biofuel according to the absorbed IR spectrum. The quantitative measurement
passed the requirement but further analysis on the FAME quality should be done in the future.
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(a) KOH 0.5 grams

C═O stretch

(b) KOH 3 grams

O─H stretch

C─H stretch

C─H bend

C─O stretch

Fig. 4. FTIR of mixture: 30 ml WCPO, 90 ml methanol, 50ºC, varied KOH weight

Summary
This work tempted to convert waste cooking palm oil into energy using simple
transesterification process so as any palm-oil user can do the conversion at home. The experimental
result shows that maximum conversion of WCPO is obtained when transesterification is done using
90:30 of methanol to WCPO volume ratio. The process is done at temperature 50ºC, atmospheric
pressure. The IR spectrum of the yield compound indicates the presence of esters on all products,
hence the conversion attempts were succeeded to change waste into energy. Further research will be
focused to use the energy efficiently for home appliances.
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Abstract. The effect of a gradient magnetic field on a diffusion micro flame with LPG-air flame
has been systematically studied to comprehend their interaction. A non-uniform magnetic field was
produced in the air gap of an electromagnet which is powered by direct current power supply and
the LPG diffusion flame corresponding to various flow velocities was subjected to the non-uniform
field. The influence of the operating conditions on the fundamental characteristics of the diffusion
flame, such as the flame length, area, lifted distance; temperature and luminosity produced in these
flames have been thoroughly investigated. The flame length and lifted distance were found to be
influenced and the flame area remains constant with the application of the vertically decreasing
gradient magnetic field. The flame length of the flame reduced when the magnetic field increased.
Similarly, the flame lift-up distance reduced when the magnetic field increased. The flame
temperature is increased when the magnetic field increased. The luminosity, which is measured by
RGB value, is increased when the magnetic field increased. The application of the gradient
magnetic field indicates a way to induce greater attraction of flame oxidizer and also provide a
means to control combustion behavior. The results of this study are discussed and suggestions for
future work are provided.
Introduction
Combustion is a method which is widely used to provide energy. It contributes to fulfill 95
percent of energy demand in Indonesia which is dominated by burning fossil fuels [1]. With the
increasing of energy demand and decreasing of energy resources, researches on combustion are
conducted to obtain better efficiency. One of many methods that is used to enhance combustion
efficiency is applying magnetic field on a flame. Previous researches show the effect of magnetic
field to combustion in several aspects [2-27].
Magnetic field is known to affect flame temperature, luminosity, dimension, and combustion
product. Wakayama investigated methane diffusion flame behavior under magnetic field. The result
shows that flame temperature increased when magnetic field are applied. Flame also becomes
brighter than in normal condition.
Combustion is not only used for power generation. It is also used in manufacturing to generate
heat for metal forming. In order to control the heat and flame size, fuel flow is controlled to increase
or decrease flame size and temperature. Motivated by this purposes and previous studies, study is
conducted to control flame size and temperature by controlling fuel flow rate, air flow rate, and
magnetic field.
Experimental Method
Fig. 1a shows the experiment setup that is used in this research. Flame is obtained from coaxial
burner which has 5 mm of inner diameter of fuel jet and 10 mm of outer diameter of air flow. The
fuel that is used in this experiment is Liquified Petroleum Gas (LPG) which has 50 percent of
butane and 50 percent of methane composition. The fuel and air flow is controlled by flowmeter.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Experiment setup

Magnetic field is obtained from an electromagnet which is generated from a DC power supply.
The magnet tip is chamfered to produce non uniform magnetic field. The electromagnet can
produce magnetic field from 0 to 0.25 T. The flame that is produced is measured by using a
thermocouple to get the temperature and pictured by a digital camera. The picture that is taken will
be measured to obtain flame size and RGB value which represents flame brightness. Fig. 1b shows
the flame and magnet setup. Software ImageJ is used to process the picture.
Results and Discussion
Fig. 2 shows the magnetic fields characteristics between two magnet tips. Area which is above
the magnet tip is called negative magnetic field gradient and the area under the magnet tips is called
positive magnetic field gradient. In this experiment, the burner tip is placed in the negative
magnetic field gradient.

Fig. 2. Magnetic Field Characteristics
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Magnetic field intensity vs RGB value with fuel rate of: (a) 35 cc/min; (b) 45 cc/min; (c) 55
cc/min

Fig. 3a shows the flame RGB value for 35 cc/min of fuel flow rate. Based on Fig. 3a, the flame
RGB value is increased with the increasing magnetic field intensity. Figs. 3b and 3c shows the
flame RGB value for 45 cc/min and 55 cc/min of fuel flow rate. The increasing of RGB value
shows combustion efficiency is increased due to oxygen attraction.

Fig. 4. Fuel flow rate vs flame temperature with and without magnetic field

Flame tip temperature is measured with thermocouple to understand the effect of magnetic field
to flame temperature. Fig. 4 shows that with the presence of magnetic field, flame temperature is
increased.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Magnetic field intensity vs flame height with various air flow rate for: (a) 35 cc/min; (b) 45
cc/min; (c) 55 cc/min of fuel flow rate

Flame height is decreased with the increasing of air flow rate. The flame is also become more
blue with the increasing of air flow rate. Figs 5a, 5b, and 5c show the effect of magnetic field
presence to flame height. Flame height is decreased not only because of the increasing of air flow
rate, but also because of the increasing of magnetic field intensity.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

Fig. 6. Magnetic field intensity vs flame area with various air flow rate for: (a) 35; (b) 45; and (c) 55
cc/min of fuel flow rate

Figs. 6a, 6b, and 6c show the effect of magnetic field presence to flame area. Flame area is
remained constant with the increasing of magnetic field. When the magnetic field is applied, flame
height is reduced but the flame width is increased.
When the air flow rate increased to 935 cc/min the flame will be lifted from the burner. Fig. 15
shows the lifted flame distance from the burner. The distance is increased with the increasing of air
flow rate.

Fig. 7. Magnetic field intensity vs lifted distance with various air and fuel flow rate

The magnetic field presence affects the flame lifted distance as shown in Fig. 7. The flame
lifted distance is decreased with the increasing of magnetic field intensity.
Summary
From the results of the experiment, flame can be controlled by using magnetic field, fuel flow
rate, and air flow rate. Negative magnetic field gradient increases flame lifted distance and
temperature, while flame length is decreased and flame area remains constant.
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Abstract. A research on solar tracker system for vertical solar distillation apparatus is conducting.
The common solar tracker is usually fit for horizontal distillation apparatus. Wind effect to the
apparatus is not as big as the vertical one. The aims of the research are creating the solar tracker
system for the vertical solar still which can face the problem of wind and daily solar movement. The
other threat which has to be faced is diffuse condition of the solar rays on cloudy days. When the
solar tracker doesn’t have internal time reference, the diffuse condition on the cloudy days may put
into unstable position. To face the problems some mechanisms are proposed. They are lock gear
mechanism to handle the daily movement and windy condition, the RTC which is applied to predict
the position of the collector when the day is cloudy, and the solar cell that is exploited as the sensor
of the solar position as well as the source of the power for reducing the electrical component. Lock
gear mechanism is designed to be controlled by the microcontroller which has to compare the
sensor input and RTC. On the sunny and clear day, the sensor will be the main reference. On the
night and rainy or cloudy condition, the reference will be RTC; therefore the system will predict the
solar position. Normally closed brake is designed to keep the position of the collector. Such
mechanisms will improve the performance of vertical solar distillation apparatus.
Introduction
Solar still is prominent method to produce clean and healthy water from polluted water. The
main reason for such method is its economical value especially for the rural without abundant
mainstream energy supply such as electricity. A drawback of the solar distillation is productivity of
the apparatus. Many researches are proposed to increase the productivity of solar distillation
methods which can be classified to two main approaches. The first one and the most conducted
approach is enhancement of condensation process. Among these approaches are addition of
condenser and reduction of the cover temperature [1, 5, 6]. The second common method is preheating approach. The methods are focused on enhancing the evaporation process.
The problem of evaporation is the energy supply and the problem of the condensation is the
temperature and released heat. To increase evaporation, the methods exploit approaches which
increase energy supply. To increase the condensation the methods exploit methods of reducing
temperature and pressure.
A vertical solar still naturally is good in condensation due to the position of its cover. Vertical
surface has better convection than horizontal [3]. Wind is also important in reducing the
temperature of the cover which enhancing the condensation process. But it is lack in evaporation
due to path of the solar rays especially in tropical areas. Therefore it is reasonable to increase the
vertical solar still productivity through increasing the energy supply. The simplest approach of
increasing energy supply is facing the solar still to the path of solar rays.
To be always faced the solar path, the solar apparatus need system called solar tracker. Some
mechanisms have been proposed [2]. Most of them are designed for the photovoltaic [2, 4, 7, 8].
The other are proposed for horizontal solar still. On the other hand discussion of such mechanisms
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for vertical solar still is very rare. The solar tracker for PV doesn’t consider fluid surface and flow
while the solar tracker for solar still consider both. The other situation that should be taken into
account is the weight of the apparatus. The solar still naturally is heavier than PV.
The vertical solar still has different characteristic operation than horizontal one. The most
differing threats which are greater than the horizontal solar still are wind and solar path effect. For
tropical area, the horizontal solar still gets its abundant energy during middle of the day, while the
angle from the zenith is relatively the smallest one. The vertical solar distillation apparatus will has
its abundant solar rays in the morning and afternoon, while the sun is near the horizon. The wind for
horizontal solar still mostly cause lift forces, while the wind effect to the vertical solar still mostly is
drag.
This article will discuss the theoretical aspect about solar rays and mechanism of proposed
design of solar tracker for vertical solar still which is intended to be rigid enough and anticipate the
solar path. The solar tracker will apply the mechanism for tracking in haze, cloudy condition and
moving during night as well as to maximizing the solar harnessing.
The theory of the solar ray path will start the article. In this section, it will be showed the effect
of the solar ray paths daily to vertical surfaces. The second part will be the discussion of the solar
tracker design. The last part is conclusion and remark as termination of the article,
Solar Ray Path and Vertical Solar Still
Solar rays generally bring its greatest power to a surface, while the surface is perpendicular to
the solar ray paths. In such condition, the reflection of the surface is minimal. It is also a simple
concept that solar irradiance specific in perpendicular surface is the biggest. In such condition most
of the solar rays which arrive to the surface will be converted to heat.
For a solar apparatus, to harvest the solar energy maximally, it is important to keep the surface
of the collector perpendicular to the solar rays. A half-sphere coordinate with the apparatus as the
center is exploited to define the position of the sun, where the rays arrive from. In such coordinate,
a point above the observer (O) is defined as top. The point will be used to define zenith as the angle
from the top to horizon. A horizon is boundary of a surface where the center (O) is located and
perpendicular to the line from the top to the center. The horizon is circular shape through North,
East, South and West position. The azimuth is defined as the angle around the horizon which is
counted from the north. The description of the zenith and azimuth is figured on Fig. 1 below.

Fig. 1. A half-sphere coordinate for describing zenith and azimuth

From the perspective of a vertical collector with its normal on 𝜑′ azimuth, a sun with zenith 𝜃
and azimuth 𝜑 has zenith 𝜃 ′ which can be found using Eq. 1 or Eq. 2 below. The equations are:
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𝜃 ′ = 𝑎𝑟𝑐 cos{𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜑′ − 𝜑)} .

(1)

(2)

with 𝛼 = 90𝑜 − 𝜃 and 𝛽 = 𝜑′ − 𝜑 . The zenith 𝜃 ′ is also the angle of the solar rays to the normal of
the collector surface. Bigger 𝜃 ′ means less solar energy harnessed. The coordinate of the solar in
the perspective of the vertical collector is described on Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Coordinate of the solar in the perspective of vertical solar apparatus. The angle of coming rays is 𝜃 ′

Because the solar apparatus is vertical and it can’t be rotated along zenith line, the adjustable
position is only azimuth. Although the zenith is also changed because of the solar movement, the
apparatus can’t be moved along zenith line. Therefore 𝛽 should be trimmed to make 𝜃 ′ as minimal
as possible.
Speed of the solar movement according to an observer is a function of its position. When the
solar is on equinox, it can be assumed that the solar moves 15o for an hour. When the solar position
is not at the same latitude with the observer, the speed of the solar movement is different in the
perspective of the observer. It can be derived that the speed of the solar movement will be
𝜔′ = 𝜔 cos(𝜁).

(3)

𝜔′ is the speed of solar on observer perspective, 𝜔is speed of the solar on equinox and 𝜁is the
difference of the solar latitude and observer latitude.
The speed of the solar movement can be seen as the change of the zenith. The zenith is defined
by the azimuth which is corrected by difference of the latitude of the observer and the latitude of the
solar. For example, if the latitude of the observer is 10 NL and the latitude of the solar is 8 NL, the
azimuth of the solar on the horizon is 92 degree in the morning and 268 degree when the sun is set.
The daily movement of solar can be put also into a cylindrical coordinate which z axis is north
south direction. The movement of the solar is just described by the azimuth. The difference position
of the latitude will give just orientation of the axis unto horizon. The position of the solar movement
can be shown on Eq. 4 below
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛾1 − 𝛾2 )
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛾1 ) 0 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛾1 )
𝑋
0
1
0 � � 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜑ℎ ) �
(4)
�𝑌 � = �
)
)
−𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛾
0
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛾
𝑍
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)
1
1
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with 𝛾1 , 𝛾2 , 𝜑ℎ and 𝜃are latitude of the observer, current solar latitude, azimuth of solar at the
horizon and zenith respectively. The zenith of the solar is defined from
2

𝜃 = 𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛 ��𝑠𝑖𝑛 �𝛾1 − 𝛾2 � + 𝑐𝑜𝑠

1

2 (𝜑)�2

�

(5)

The current azimuth which is applied to the equation (1) and (2) is derived from X,Y, Z on Eq. 4.
Solar Tracking Mechanism
To track the solar position for vertical solar still with its threats, some mechanisms are
proposed. Each mechanism is proposed to handle threat that should be faced. They are mechanism
to get optimum solar energy, mechanism to predict solar vector during haze and diffused condition,
and mechanism to handle the windy condition. All of the mechanisms are proposed to be as simple
as possible and need as little as possible energy resources.
To get optimum energy, as it is described in the predecessor section, only the azimuth angle of
the solar still can be adjusted. It means that the tracker is single axis only. The mechanism will
consist of 2 PV which also produce the power for the system. The solar cells are placed directly
above the solar still. They also face the same direction to the solar still. Both PV will be separated
by a plate which is vertical and perpendicular to the surface. When the normal of solar cells doesn’t
face the equinox, the different power will arise between both solar cells. The different power will
drive the motor which set the PV to the equinox. Therefore, the solar cells will automatically set the
optimal harnessing energy. The mechanism is shown on Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Mechanism to track the optimal harnessed energy consists of a driving motor, controller and 2 PV
which produce power for the motor and put as the position sensor. If both solar cells harvest unequal power,
the motor will rotate

When the day is cloudy or haze and during the night, both PV will produce the equal power for
long period. It is important to adjust solar apparatus automatically to the predicted next solar
position. A mechanism using RTC is proposed to determine the position. The RTC will be added as
reference to predict the solar position. RTC will supply time to controller. After 30 minute without
movement due to equal power of the PV, the controller will make predictive new position and the
motor will rotate to new position. The mechanism is described on Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. RTC is added as the reference to predict the solar position so the solar apparatus could be faced the
predictive position. This predictive position is an anticipation of the solar position which is unclearly
determined using the sensor

Move easily by the different power mechanism puts the solar apparatus to more susceptible
condition of the wind. A mechanism to handle this threat is proposed. A normally closed lock gear
will be applied. When the power of both solar cells is equal, the lock will be active. In such
condition, position of the solar apparatus will be locked. Therefore the solar still could not change
whether the wind is blowing. Contrary, when both solar cells produce different power, the lock
will open. When the lock is open, the different power of the solar cells drives the motor to spin as
the 1st mechanism. Such mechanism can be seen on Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Addition of normally closed lock will help to handle wind threat

All of the above mechanisms will use the motor speed reducer due to the speed difference of
motor and daily solar movement. Motor has speed of 70 rpm or equal to 420 degree in a second,
while the speed of solar movement is 15 degree for an hour or 4.2×10-3 degree for a second. To
match the speed of solar movement, the speed motor will be reduced 400 times and the adjustment
will be done while the difference is more or equal to 5 degree. Therefore, every movement will
consist of 4.76 degree. Microcontroller will be used to control the mechanism. The diagram of
controller model is shown in Fig. 6.
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Speed reducer
PV

motor
Microcontroller

Vertical Solar Still

RTC
lock

Fig. 6. Control mechanism of the system is a microcontroller based which has PV and RTC as the input
and locking signal and motor driving signal as the output

Conclusion
A solar tracker mechanism is proposed to harvest solar energy for vertical solar still. The
proposed mechanism combines simplicity of sensing and powering the driver using solar cells
rather than LDR as the sensor and solar cells as the power supply. To predict the position especially
in haze and dark condition, the RTC will be applied. The lock gear mechanism which is normally
close system will be applied to handle the threat of the windy condition. The relay system is also
depended on the solar cells sensors.
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Abstract. Combustion has a vital role in daily life, especially in this today. The utilization of fossil
fuels has not regardless of the activity of the people. But combustion of engineering has own plays
an important role in increased efficiency using of fossil fuels. Increasing efficiency combustion can
be done with increased stability of flame, so that the stability of flame is one of the important topics
of engineering those having application that very extensive, both in terms of energy and fire safety.
Efforts to increase the stability of the flame continuously improved. One method increased
stability flame is an increase of homogeneity mix air/fuels, and it has been done by adding “swirling
fan” on mixing chamber air and fuels in order to generate mixing swirl flow. With accounted to a
dimensionless number “swirl number” in corresponding with the increase in rotation to the
variations of swirl number used was 0.44, 0.86, 1.69, and 2.17. And LPG flow rate was varied to
300, 400, 500 and 600 cc / minute. The improvement of flame stability is also investigated with
variation of the barrel length of 20 cm, 25 cm and 30 cm with an outer barrel’s diameter of 30 cm
with a nozzle as an anti-flashback at barrel end. The parameters measured were the stability of
flame in between the zone of flame yellow tip, lifted and blow off flame.
The results of experiments it shows that has not occurrence of the phenomenon of lifted on
swirl number 0.44 or 0.00 when fan in a state of quiet. Area of the flame stability on a diagram
Fuidge has increase with increasing of swirl number. The length of the barrel in this study, have an
important role in the stability of the flame. Experimental results showed large areas flame stability
increases as the reduced length of the barrel.
Introduction
Flame stability is one of the important aspects of the combustion technique, the application is
very wide such as energy optimization and safety of fire. Flame stability is needed in the process of
combustion equipment design, produce clean combustion and combustion safety.
The zone of flame stability was characterized by features of blue flame, conical and relatively
stationary combustion which indicates that the combustion occurs in a safe condition, because the
area is among the stablility of flame flashback area, yellow flame tip and blow off the inevitable
flame in combustion.
Experimental studies and theoretical study on the stability of the flame area has been
developed. Lewis and Von Elbe et al. focused on the correlation between the data flame blow-off,
flashback, with flame stretch, number Karlovits especially at the end of the combustion tube [1].
Eduardo et al. to investigate the phenomenon of lift-offs and blow off on diffusion flame between
parallel streams of air to fuel [2]. Andres et al. to investigate the characteristics of bluff-body
stabilized blowoff with the conical premixed flames [3]. Yung Chen et al. experiment flame lift-off
and flame stability mechanism nonpremix jet flames with a bluff-body [4].
Alif et al. investigated the correlation length of the flame lift-up on non-diffusion combustion
of propane gas [5]. Mahandari et al. do an experimental study of the phenomenon of flame lift-up
[6]. Firman et al. investigated the stability and flame length premix due to variations in the diameter
of the ring using the Bunsen burner propane gas [7]. Cokorda Prapti investigation of flame lift-up
phenomenon in premixed combustion of propane gas [8]. Setyadi, Pratomo et al, investigated the
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influence of the ring material on flame lift-up phenomenon of burning propane gas [9]. Yazdi et al,
investigated the measurement of air flow rate on the phenomenon of flame lift-up [10].
In this study, increase in stability of flame area is done by adding a swirl flow in the mixing
chamber of air and fuel. Swirl flow generated quantified by a dimensionless number of swirl
number in accordance with the increase of rotation. Improved stability of flame will also be carried
out with a barrel length variation on the Bunsen burner modifications.
Literature Study
Before the experiment, the authors have to study literature, learn some fundamental
combustion phenomena and other sciences.
Stability of Flame
Stable flame is a condition where the fire phenomenon occurs in a stable flame zone located
between flashbacks zone, yellow zone tip and blow-off zone. Stable flame has a characteristic blue
flame, length shortened form a cone, stable and not wild.
Talking about the stability of flame, it is important that we attention to Fuidge diagram. Fuidge
diagram is a diagram that illustrates the area of the phenomenon of flame.

Fig.1. Fuidge diagram for fuel gas industry [10]

In Fuidge diagram, the x axis is burning laod and the y-axis is a mixture of air and fuel (AFR).
In fuidge diagram, the left is an area of flashbacks, the bottom is yellow tip area, the upper area is
blow off. Between the third’s Areas is a region of flame stability as shown in Fig. 1.
Combustion Reactions
Combustion is a reaction between a fuel and an oxidant that will cause ignition and heat.
Combustion produces heat so called exothermic oxidation process. If oxygen is needed is obtained
from the free air or dry air, dry air which consists of 21% oxygen and 78% nitrogen, the reaction of
stoichiometric combustion of pure hydrocarbons CmHn can be written by the equation [11].
(1)

Swirl Number
Swirl nondimensional number is a number that describes the circulation flow
patterns that occur, could be caused by the geometry or forced rotated by a vane flow.
Equation Swirl Number for stationary fan [12].
(2)
Equation Swirl Number for fans on the move [12].
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(3)
Methodology
In this study we used quantitative research methods to capture test data on Flame and
Combustion Laboratory of Thermodynamic.
This research: First: To study literature. Second: laboratory studies which include setting
equipment, test equipment calibration, testing process. Third: The process of data collection.
Variations swirl number used was 0.44, 0.86, 1.69, and 2.17. LPG flow rate was varied to 300 cc,
400 cc, 500 cc, 600 cc. Improved flame stability is also examined vary the barrel length of 20 cm,
25 cm and 30 cm. Fourth: Data collection, Data collection begins with a barrel length of 20 cm
particular example, after the set voltage to 0.44 swirl number, then set the fuel 3. After that do the
ignition, the air was added little by little, causing the phenomenon of yellow tip, lifted and blow off.
At the time of the phenomenon recorded scale air.

Fig.2. Schematic of test equipment

In the research that has been carried, the air is supplied by a blower and passed to
the rotameter. In rotameter we can adjust total volume of fuel supplied to the mixing chamber of
air and fuel.
Fuel
is
supplied
from 3 kg LPG produced by Pertamina with 50% propane and 50% butane. Fuel is supplied
from the gas cylinder to the flow meter before entering the mixing chamber of air and fuel. In
the flow meter we will be able to adjust a debit to be entered into the mixing chamber of air and fuel.
In this research, combustion phenomena observed in a modifided Bunsen burner by the
addition of combustion nozzle tip, the addition of a fan in the combustion chamber and the addition
of blufbody with mesh wire size # 8 as an anti-flashback [13].
Results and Discussion

Based on experiments that have been carried obtained the following results. In Fig. 3,
Graph above shows that blow off the line moves upward with increasing Swirl Number. This is
caused by the increased flow swirl give effect of air and fuel mixing more homogeneous so
that increasing the speed of combustion and combustion occurs more perfect.
In Fig. 4, above shows that blow off the line moves up along with a decrease in variation in the
length barrel on Swirl Number fixed. This is very interesting because, why blow-off line to be
down while the addition of a barrel length of time actually adding fuel and air
mixing better. This will be explained more by using CFD simulation software solidwork.
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Fig. 3. Graph burning load and AFR at the occurrence of the phenomenon of blow off with a variation of
swirl number and length of barrel 20 cm (left), 25 cm (right), 30 cm (bottom)

Fig. 4. Graph burning load and AFR when the occurrence of the phenomenon of blow off with
a barrel length variation and swirl number 0.44( left ) above, 0.86 (right) above, 1.69 (left) bottom , 2.17
(right) bottom.

CFD simulation. Flow simulation in barrel on being AFR conditions in stable zone. Fig. 5 is
a CFD simulation results using solidwork software. CFD simulation adapted to the conditions
of geometry and flow phenomena similar to the real. The results of the above simulation carried on
a barrel length of 20 cm with a variation of the fan rotation. In the picture above
shows that the barrel has a flow pattern in the form of Nodes and Crest Points. The effect of
increasing the swirl number was increased of the number of Node and Crest Points are regularly,
especially at the end tips of the barrel attend to increasement on the flame stability more better.
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Fig. 5. CFD a simulated picture on barrel length 20 cm, with SN 0.86 (1000 rpm) at the top, with SN 1.69
(2000 rpm) the middle, and with SN 2:17 (3000 rpm) at the bottom

Fig. 6. CFD a simulated picture on barrel length 25 cm, with SN 0.86 (1000 rpm) at the top, with SN 1.69
(2000 rpm) the middle, and with SN 2:17 (3000 rpm) at the bottom.

In Fig. 6, CFD simulations performed on barrel length of 25 cm with a variation of the rotation.
In the simulation results, there is a pattern called crest points. The resulting the crest point of
flowpattern’s wave are less clear than the simulation results of 20 cm or flow has been towards fully
developed.

Fig. 7. CFD a simulated picture on barrel length of 30 cm, with SN 0.86 (1000 rpm) at the top, with SN 1.69
(2000 rpm) the middle, and with SN 2:17 (3000 rpm) bottom.

In Fig. 7, CFD simulations performed on barrel length of 30 cm with a variation of the rotation.
In the simulation results, there is a pattern called Node. Node-Node Result is less clear than the
simulation results of 25 cm or flow has almost fullydevelop. Answer why blow off line region
decreases with increasing length of the barrel. From the simulation results, knot at the end of the
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barrel in the open condition, thus providing initial hypothesis why the pattern of increased stability
of the flame.
Conclusion
Based on the experimental results it can be concluded: (1) variation barrel length has an effect
on improving the stability of the flame where the shorter length of barrel, the increased area
of flame stability; (2) increased fan rotation or swirl number, giving the effect of increasing the
stability of the flame area; (3) the pattern of fluid flow give effect to on the stability of the flame.
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Abstract. This paper is focused on investigating some potential benefits of microtabs in increasing
of the energy capture capabilities of blade rather than load control systems. In this design case
study, simulation test was performed on a design blade wind turbine AWT-27 (Aerodynamic Wind
Turbine–27) equipped with distribution microtabs along the blade span. AWTSim tool has been
used to analyze aerodynamic performance and the optimization tool of AWTSimD was investigated
the optimization of distribution microtabs and pretwist as a way to increase energy capture
capability of blades. Developing a genetic algorithm optimisation tool (AWTSimD) which was
especially designed for wind turbine blades and integrating it with the aerodynamic performance
analysis (AWTSim). The design optimisation tool was employed to conduct design case studies.
The results of design case studies on wind turbine AWT-27 reveal that the optimization of
distribution microtabs and pretwist are key parameters to effect the amount of increasing for the
power extraction. For constant speed rotors, adding microtabs without re-designing the blade
topology can extract the same amount of power production compared with the baseline, while by redesigning blade for both of optimisation microtabs distribution and pretwist the overall
enhancement of power generating able to be reached by up to 4%.
Introduction
A wind turbine is designed to extract more wind energy at maximum power. At higher wind
speed, power generated and blade loading by a rotor wind turbine is far more the generator capacity
and loading its rotors. To protect operation of wind turbine at higher wind speeds control systems
based on advanced techniques are needed to limit the power generated and exceed blade loading.
This research is focused to solve that problem by optimisation of adding advanced techniques
According to [1], the kinds of advanced technique have been performed many initial investigation
that aimed for developing of control devices to make easier blade loading. Ailerons, morphing
aerofoils, individual pitch control, microtabs, adaptive blades, telescopic blades, trailing edge flaps,
and trailing edge are among these of advanced techniques.
A different kind of aerodynamic advanced technique proposed to sophisticating load control
technique is microtabs [2-6]. [3] and [6] carried out many initial development works for the
developing of microtab concept. Their researchers conducted both computational and wind-tunnel
studies on microtabs on the lower surface of the GU25-5(11)8 airfoil.
Microtab is a device placed near to trailing edge of an aerofoil and it can be affected flow in
the trailing edge region of aerofoil. Increasing lift can be achieved by deploying the microtab on
lower pressure side, while reducing lift can be achieved by deploying a microtab on upper suction
side of aerofoil. A microtab is a small device aerodynamic control surfaces by deployment height of
magnitude about 0.01 of local chord and those of microtabs are installed close to the trailing edge of
the blade span therefore affecting flow in trailing edge region of the aerofoil.
Alternative design approaches has been used as another field of research in this design case
study, which recently has become full under attention by many researches. Integrated design, by
using computational of intelligence techniques in blade design and optimisation, as well as
modification-based design are some examples of this line research [7-9]. [10] has investigated a
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method to obtain the design optimum of blade shape for the rotor several hundred kW of horizontal
axis wind turbines. [11] has developed a computer program package that able to optimise design
blade wind turbine with regarding to a number of criteria.
Investigating by adding some microtabs to the blade design is aimed to increase energy capture
capability by increase lift coefficient on the blade design. This investigation is concentrated on
optimisation of distribution microtabs which is design blade involves distribution microtabs
developed for load control to improve energy capture capability.
Potential Microtabs in Power Regulation
A microtab is employed on the aerofoil, it has three states: deployed to downward on the
pressure side aerofoil ( MT = +1 ), deployed to upward on the suction side aerofoil ( MT = −1 ) and
neutral which means not deployed for both side on aerofoil. Those states are signed by +1, -1 and 0.
When the microtab deployed on a aerofoil, it can change lift and drag coefficients of aerofoil. These
changes of lift and drag coefficient are be signed as:

∆C L | MT = C L | MT −C L | MT =0 ;

MT ∈ {− 1,+1}

(1)

∆C D | MT = C D | MT −C D | MT =0 ; MT ∈ {− 1,+1}

(2)

in which, respectively, The signing of ∆C L | MT and ∆C D | MT are changes of lift and drag coefficients
because of a microtab deployed to downward or to upward, C L | MT and C D | MT are lift and drag
coefficients because of microtab deployed , and C L | MT =0 and C D | MT =0 are neutral position of
microtab which is no microtab deployed or a microtab is in neutral position MT = 0 .
According to Figs. 1 through 4 show that ∆C L and ∆C D are as functions from angle of attack,
α , variation distance of microtab from leading edge and variation actuation height of microtab.
These results of lift and drag coeffecient were obtained by simulation on ANSYS Fluent 13.0. In
this design scenario, the lower microtab was at 95% along the chord length, with a height of 1.1%,
2.2% and 3.3% C, with the 1.1% C.
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Design Approach
To investigate the microtabs effect on power prediction, a software analysis tool, AWTSim, has
been developed to analyse and evaluate aerodynamic performance and a design tool package,
AWTSimD, as a optimisation tool with genetic algorithms method have been developed.
In this design case study the optimisation problem is to find the maximum average power of the
blade. The objective function is henceing the annual average power of wind turbin. The average
power is given by average wind speed that based on a Raleigh Frequency Distribution Function.
The average power ( Pav ) is defined as:
V0
Pav = ∫ PR (V ) dV
Vi

(3)

where, R (V ) is wind velocity Probability Distribution Function ( PDF ), P is the wind turbine power
and Vi and V0 are cut-in and cut-off velocity. In this design case study, a Raleigh Probability
Distribution Function ( PDF ) is represented by Equation,
2
 π  V 2 
2π V 

 exp − 
 
R (V ) =
V 4  Vav 
 4  Vav  



(4)

where Vav is the site average wind speed.
In re-design blade from an ordinary blade, many design variables may influence the solution
such as pretwist, chord, radius rotor, aerofoil, rotor-speed and microtabs distribution. Here only
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pretwist and microtabs distribution have been considered and it will be subject to a wide range of
the constraints:
- P ≤ Prated
- M max ≤ M allowable
The different performance lift and drag between original and deploying microtabs ,on the other
hand, The BEMT calculator [12] requires some modification design code to optimise and analyse
blade aerodynamic performance. Furthermore, in blade discretisation , the number of segments on
blade span ( n seg ) have to be selected so that length of each segment ( ∆r ) is equal to the microtabs
length on segement( s MT ). By doing of these selected, the number of microtabs ( N MT ) are
distributed equal between of the inboard and outboard on radial locations. Consequently, RMT , s and

RMT ,e will be exactly the same as the number of segments between two span locations. In other
word, each microtabs distribution between RMT ,s and RMT ,e become a device controlling and each
state microtab acts as aparameter controlling which needs to be determined via solving the
optimisation problem of Eq. 3.
Genetic algorithms method is used to find the optimum state of each microtab deployed. On the
other hand, via solving genetic algorithm method it will be found the optimum disrtibution
microtabs on the blade span. In this algorithm, these of parameter such as number of population
n pop , number of generations n gen , probability crossover p c and probability mutation p m are these
parameters involved in the proces optimisation and these parameter should be selected properly. In
this algorithm the fitness has been defined as the power generated by rotor ( fit = P ), parent
selections method for both crossover and mutation steps for each generation use a random process,
and the constraint on the proces optimisation is based on rejection strategy of each solution on
population ( P ≤ Prated + ε P ).
The genetic algorithm parameters have been selected to simulation by n pop = 20 , n gen = 50 ,

p c = 0.3 and p m = 0.2 , AWT-27 blade equipped by has been located microtabs between
*
*
RMT
, s = 0.6 and R MT , e = 0.9 , 20 segments for discretising of blade span, a string from 7 microtabs
*
*
will be located in the range of RMT
, s = 0.6 to R MT , e = 0.9 , the located of microtabs on the blade are

*
*
= 80% and d MT
= 95% of the chord from the leading edge on both upper and lower surface by
d MT
*
an actuation height of hMT = 3.3% of the chord length and paralel to optimise design blade by

optimised for pretwist.
Results and Discussion
The potentials of microtab in the increasing of energy capture capability was optimised. In this
case only the pretwist was optimised and the amount of increasing power generated was broken
down into two parts of contribution, namely, contribution from controlling device of distribution
microtab along of blade span and ontribution of the optimisation design blade.
Using the data shown in Fig. 5, share of installing microtabs and optimisation in the increasing
power are shown separately in Fig. 7. Figs. 5 and 7 shows comparison of effect distribution
microtabs (optimised balde) and baseline (with or without mirotabs) on the increasing power.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of increasing power by microtab with or without optimised blade

Pretwist (degrees)

According to Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, those figures have evident that optimisation of both pretwist
and microtabs have significant effect on the power extraction while the baseline blades extract the
same amount of power. It shown that optimisation of the blade plays a major role in increasing of
power capture capability for design blade with adding microtabs (an advance control system).
According to Fig.7, adding microtabs distribution along the blade span is less significant to
increases power while high wind speed microtabs is not effective because microtabs have range of
operation based on low angle of attack. The Fig.7 compared to the power of the original blade
shows that power increase from wind speed 5 m/s to 12 m/s and from 13 m/s to 25 m/s the resulting
power is similar to the original power. In this case, microtabs are just effective to increase power for
low wind speed however with re-design blade pretwist, adding distribution of microtabs on the
optimized blades can increase the power production by up to 4%.
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Fig. 6. Comparing of pretwist on optimised blade
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Fig. 7. Comparing of power production for baseline , baseline blade equipped with distribution microtabs
with or without optimised blade
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Fig. 8. Comparison of flap bending moment for baseline blade equipped with distribution microtabs with
or without optimised blade

Conclusion
Comparison of the results investigation from the above figures, the following conclusion of
utilizing blade equipped with distribution of microtabs can be drawn as follow; The optimisation of
design blade based on the blade topology (pretwist) is a key parameter for effecting the amount of
increasing power extraction and plays a main effect in increasing the power capture capability. The
baseline blades with microtabs extract the same amount of power production compared to with or
without microtab, unless for both distribution microtabs and the pretwist is optimised for design
blade. Distribution microtabs and the pretwist on optimised design blades can increase the power
production by up to 4%.
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Abstract. Currently bioethanol has developed into additional fuel motor vehicle substitute fuel oil
as a source of renewable energy. Although Indonesia has a great potential for the development of
bioethanol enough but utilization is still very low. On certain areas in Indonesia, low-grade
bioethanol is produced on a small scale and only used as a beverage. It is necessary for the research
and development use of low-grade bioethanol as a fuel for motor vehicles. In this research, testing
compact distillator that has been designed in previous studies. Compact distillator system consists
of evaporator, separator, and condenser for distillation low-grade bioethanol (30%) intohigh-grade
bioethanol (> 90%) by using a motorcycle exhaust gas as a source of heat. Compact distillator
performance testing done at low engine speed conditions, medium and high. To determine the
optimal performance testing is carried out by comparing the components separator with a different
tray spacing. Additionally done also by varying the volume of feed and feed ethanol levels that
would distillation. Results of the study showed compact distillator while capable of producing highgrade bioethanol.
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to determine the performance of compact distillator optimization
results (design of previous studies) on the condition of the motorcycle engine rotation low, medium
and high by varying the volume of bioethanol feed, lures varying levels of bioethanol, and compare
the performance of compact distillator with a tray spacing between low and high separator that are
expected to produce high-grade bioethanol and compact system mounted on a motorcycle.
The limitations of the research is as follows: Bioethanol is used is a type of low-grade
biethanol, namely technical bioethanol market with levels of 96% to 30% diluted with distilled
water impurities. Dynamic motor used is Suzuki Thunder 4 stroke 125 cc production in 2007 with
gasoline fuel. The condition of the machine on testing is in static condition with a constant throttle
opening. Engine speed at the time of the test set is stable in conditions of low engine speed (1,800
rpm), medium (3,600 rpm) and high (5,400 rpm). Data collection was performed in the span of one
hour each test.
Method
The main tool used in this study is compact distillator which consists of three components:
evaporator, separator and condenser. The evaporator is a component to vaporize bioethanol.
Separator is a component to separate ethanol from water. Condenser serves to condense the
evaporating ethanol. Compact distillator specifications are as follows:
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Evaporator

Separator

Condensor

-         Inside tube dimensions: Ø 88.9 mm
-         Outside tube dimensions: Ø 90.2 mm
-         Number of pipe Ø 14 mm : 2 pcs
-         Column capacity : 1 liter
-         Material : stainless steel 316L
-         Outside tube diameter : Ø 48.3 mm
-         Inside tube diameter : Ø 40.94 mm
-         Number of tray: 8 pcs
-         Hole tray : Ø 1 mm
-         Number of hole per tray : 128
-         Type of tray : sieve tray
-         Distance between tray : 70 mm and 100 mm
-         Material : stainless steel 316L
-         Wide : 140 mm
-         High : 180 mm
-         Type : motor radiator
-         Material : Alumunium
Fig. 1. Evaporator, Separator, and Condensor

Compact distillator system testing scheme presented in Fig. 2. Experiments were performed by
varying the engine speed at the compact distillator with spacing between tray 100mm and 70mm.
Varied engine rev 1,800 rpm, 3,600 rpm, and 5,400 rpm in accordance with the use of motors in
general. In addition to knowing characteristics and performance of compact distillator also be tested
by varying the volume and content of ethanol feed is entered in the evaporator. The volume of
bioethanol varied 1,000ml, 900ml and 800ml based on the maximum volume that can be
accommodated in the evaporator. While the feed varied ethanol levels of 30%, 20% and 10%.

Fig. 2. Compact distillator testing scheme

Bioethanol levels were measured using a density meter where conditions test at temperature of
20°C, measured as % v/v–OIML-ITS-90 (Organisation Internationale de MétrologieLégale).
Principle of measurement is based on comparison of the density of the standard sample (pure
ethanol) that have been stored on the device after calibration. Density measurement is based on
electronic measurement of the oscillation frequency of the samples density analyzed. The sample
density in the form of a mixture of bioethanol and water levels correlated with ethanol level. The
higher levels of ethanol, the density gets smaller. The distillation rate is a distillate volume amount
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of ethanol produced from the distillation process per time unit. Measurements carried out by
observing bioethanol distillate volume collected in the measuring cup each particular time.
Results and Discussion
Fig. 3 shows distillation rate before the exhaust valve is closed whereas in Fig. 4 total
distillation rate for one hour experiment with closing the valve. Closing valve resulting distillation
rate stopped so that the volume of distillate remains as shown in Fig. 4. According to Fig. 3 and Fig.
4, the distillation rate separator A more faster than separator B. Based on the engine speed, the
distillation rate with higher engine speed, faster than the lower engine speed. The maximum
distillation rate with the closing valve was 197 ml / hour on a test separator A and engine speed at
3,600 rpm. While the distillation rate before the maximum valve closure occurs at separator A
testing and engine speed at 5,400 rpm was 364 ml / hour. Separator B produce ethanol distillate at
higher levels than separator A.

Fig. 3. Comparison the distillation rate before valve is closed between the tray 70mm and 100mm

Fig. 4. Comparison total of distillation rate between the tray 70mm and 100mm

Distillation rate increase for feed volumes more less as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Total feed
volume getting little faster then the temperature increase hot so bioethanol in the evaporator more
evaporates faster. At 5,400 rpm the distillation rate is also determined by the valve timing so that
the distillation rate look up and down. Levels of ethanol distillate is shown in Fig. 7 where the less
feed volume tend higher levels. The maximum ethanol concentration of 96.91% occurred when the
engine turns 3,600 rpm with feed volume 800ml.
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Fig. 5. Comparison the distillation rate before valve is closed with variations feed volume

Fig. 6. Comparison total of the distillation rate with variations feed volume

Fig. 7. Comparison ethanol distillate with variations feed volume

Feed with a smaller ethanol concentration is higher temperature although difference is very
small. This is because the heat received compact distillator with high levels feed used for more
evaporation than low levels feed at which the evaporation process temperature is no change. Fluid
temperature affects the distillation rate and ethanol distillate levels. At Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 indicated
that the distillation rate decreases with decreasing levels of ethanol feed both at 3,600 rpm and
5,400 rpm. Ethanol distillate levels tend to decline along with lower ethanol concentration feed as
shown by Fig. 10.
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Fig. 8. The distillation rate before valve is closed with variations feed ethanol concentrate

Fig. 9. Comparison total of the distillation rate with variations feed ethanol concentrate

Fig. 10. Comparison ethanol distillate concentrate with variations feed ethanol concentrate

Fig. 11 shows thatthe distillation rate vs ethanol distillate concentrate, the results of the
optimization is done that on a compact distillator with a distance tray 100mm and the engine speed
at 5,400 with 30% feed ethanol concentrate obtained the high distillation rate as well as the ethanol
distillate concentrate, while the tray 70mm high both at engine speed 3,600 rpm.
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Fig. 11. Distillate concentrate vs the distillation rate

Conclusions
Based on testing, optimization results compact distillator design produces maximum ethanol
content of 96.91% by the distillation rate of 81 ml/hour. Compact distillator with shorter distances
between tray produced lower ethanol but a higher the distillation rate. More lower the volume of the
feed, resulting ethanol concentration more higher, the distillation rate more higher but lower
thermal efficiency. More lower the ethanol content of the feed, resulting ethanol concentration more
lower, the distillation rate more lower and thermal efficiency is also lower.
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Abstract. This paper reports the first comprehensive series of performance tests of a new fluidized
bed drying system for corn material. The fluidized bed drying system is divided into the blower, the
heater and the drying column. A preliminary analysis of the fluidized bed system performance
based on the data from the experimental results of a new drying system will be explained. The
purpose of this analysis is to provide the basis upon which further development and experimentation
can be founded.
Introduction
One way of preserving corn againts microbiological and deterioration is by reducing the water
content of the shelled corn. The term drying is a traditional method of conservation based on
removing of moisture or liquid from a wet solid by mass transfer from a product. Drying is one of
the most important in all sectors producing solid products. Fluidizing with hot air is an attractive
means for drying many moist powder and granular products. The modeling of convective drying
process in a packed bed and in a fluidized bed is outlined in detail by Stakic et al. [1]. It is observed
that, residence time in fluid bed drying is shorter compared to a packed bed. Heat and mass transfer
simultaneously occur in a drying process. Heat needed for evaporation, is supplied to the particles
of the material and moisture vapor is removed from the material into the drying medium. Heat is
transported by convection from the surroundings materials to the particle surfaces, and from there,
by conduction, further into the material particles. Moisture is transported in the opposite direction as
a liquid or vapor; on the surface it evaporates and passes on by convection to the surroundings [2].
Industrial fluidized bed dryer are the most populer of dryers for drying agricultural product
[3]. Investigation into the heat transfer in fluidized bed has revealed that the gas to particle heat
transfer coefficient is a function of the air velocity and the bed depth [4, 5]. The air drying velocity
dominates the behavior of most fluidized beds. In this preliminery studies, the effect of gas velocity
and mass of the material on hydrodynamics of fluidized bed will be discussed.
Material and Methods
A new fluidized bed dryer has been conducted for the shelled corn drying experiment.
Schematic diagram of the test apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The drying chamber is cylindrical shape
with an inner dimeter of 25 cm and a height of 80 cm. The drying air which enters the cylindrical
chamber through the perforated tray is provided by a centrifugal blower. The drying air velocity is
4.20, 6.66, and 7.02 m/s. As shown in Fig. 1, after leaving the blower, the drying air is heated by the
heater to the desired temperature. The power settings of the heater are adjusted for each drying
experiment to attain the required drying temperatures. The moisture content of the corn samples is
measured by digital moisture content device.
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up of fluidized bed drying [6]

The material used was shelled corn. The corn kernel is found to have a shape factor close to the
unity. All moisture contents referred to in this work is on a dry basis. The moisture content (M p ) of
particel or material on a dry basis is calculated by the following equation,W w is weight of water
(kg), W d is weight of dry material (kg), W b is weight of material before drying (kg), W d is weight
of dry material (kg).

Mp =

Ww
Wd

or:

Mp =

Wb − Wd
Wd

(1)

Results and Discussion
Figs. 2 through 4 show the results for the shelled corn material. Fig. 2 shows the mass of the
material hold up inside the drying column as a function of drying time. The initial mass of the
shelled corn is 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 kg, respectively. The mass of the corn inside the drying column was
found to be decreased as the drying time increased. This new drying apparatus is working proverly
for the initial mass of the shelled corn between 2–4.5 kg and initial moisture between 0.160–0.180
d.b. for the initial drying air velocity of 7.02 m/s. This means that it is better to use as much material
as possible in drying process. However, there are some limitation for the amount of maximum
material inside the drying column due to the fluidization phenomena inside the bed. When the initial
material increases, the bed hold up inside the bed also increases. In this new fluidized bed drying
apparatus the maximum initial mass of the shelled corn is 4.5 kg for the maximum drying air
velocity from the blower is 7.02 m/s. The material more than 5 kg is difficult to fluidize for this new
experimental drying apparatus. Since the high of the apparatus still enough to bed hold up more
than 5 kg of the material, we need more higher initial drying air velocity. Fig. 3 shows the effect of
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drying air velocity on the drying time. For air velocity increse about 67%, the mass of the corn
material slightly difference at the end of drying process. The difference between the three curves is
at the initial stage of the drying. It would be adventegeous to use a gas velocity as low as possible.
However, there is minimum limitation due to the onset of fluidization.
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Fig. 2. Effect of mass of material on drying time, inlet drying air velocity is 7.02 (m/s)
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Fig. 3. Effect of drying air velocity on drying time, initial mass of the material is 3.5 kg

Effects of initial mass of shelled corn on outlet air velocity as function of drying time are
shown in Fig. 4. As experimental conditions inlet air temperature T in : 40°C with temperature of the
environment is 29oC. inlet air velocity V 0 : 7.02 m/s, initial mass of the shelled corn is 2.5, 3.5, and
4.5 kg, respectivly. The value of outlet air velocity increases as the drying time increases.
Futhermore, the outlet air velocity is decreases as the mass of the material inside drying colun
increases.
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Fig. 4. Effect of initial mass of the material on outlet air velocity versus drying time drying with inlet air
velocity is 7.02 m/s

Summary
The influence of shelled corn initial mass and inlet fluidization air velocity have not been
extensively studied. More work is needed to carry out the studies of heat transfer coefficient for air
drying to shelled corn in different initial moisture content and thermophysical properties (e.g.,
specific heat).
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Abstract. Factors causing defects in the process of forming deep drawing of the results of oil body
filter production process are production machinery, dies, material and human error. In the article,
author analyzed the tearing defects found in results of oil body filter production process caused by
the factors of die forming. The defect problem can be resolved by using a Finite Element Method
(FEM) assisted with a ABAQUS CAE software program. Specifications of part design used an
approximate size of 0.25, raw material of the production process was steel of 1 mm in thickness and
diameter of blank material was 80 mm. Diameter of Cylinder cup was 40 mm and a shapring depth
of 60 mm at punch 110000 F N and F blank holder 33885 N. The tearing defect was influenced by
radius and clereance of punch and die. Analysis on simulation with spesifications of punch and die
radiuses of (0.8 to 1.2) of the material thickness and the clereance was 1.2 of the material thickness,
then in problem solving of the tearing defect in the deep drawing process, the radiuses being
analyzed as comparison were 8 mm, 7 mm, 6 mm and 5 mm. Results of simulation analysis on
tearing defects with the program ABAQUS CAE for radius of 8 mm found a maximum voltage
achieved was 4557E+08 N/mm2, for radius of 7 mm the maximum voltage was 4356E+08 N/mm2,
for radius of 6 mm the maximum voltage was 4273E+08 N/mm2, and for radius of 5 mm the
maximum voltage was at 4829E+08 N/mm2.
Introduction
Today, detection of defects of oil body filter product resulting from factors of die forming is
still relying on ability, experience and expertise to analyze a product defect of the production
process manually. This would lead to inefficiency of the production process of material, especially
in time and cost. Product defect in a deep drawing process resulting from a die forming treatment
occurs because of less than optimal design of the die equipment is. A means of completing analysis
of tearing defect of a oil body filter product is to analyze and simulate it by using software
programs, one of them is ABAQUS CAE. It is expected that results of approaching the tearing
defect by simulation using the software program can lead to minimize defects of oil body filter
during the production process. From the results of simulation analysis of ABAQUS CAE, data of
product made can be generated subsequently. In manufacturing a product of oil body filter
component it is necessary that analysis and simulation are preceding its machinery so that quality
and standard of the product is maintained according to required standards and then, they are eligible
for mass-production.
Product defects resulting from the forming defect of oil body filter are as follows [1]:

Fig. 1. Forming Defect Oil Body Filter
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The tearing defects occur at bottom or top side of a product. The defects may be a vertical
rupture or a circular one on side of the product. Causes of the product defects are high pressure
causing a material strain so it becomes thin. This type of failure can occur because of great pull of
the material in a sharp angle of the die.
Purposes of the study are to: (1) examine factors causing the tearing defects of a production
process of oil body filter, (2) control geometry dimensions, stress and strain of the formation
process of oil body filter with the Finite Element Method approach assisted by the ABAQUS
program, (3) obtain a design of die forming that can be used as guidelines in the process simulation
of producing an oil body filter product.
The study is only limited to the analysis of a simulation using ABAQUS CAE software to
detect tearing defect of oil body filter product resulting from factor of die forming. Specification of
the approximate size is 0.25 at Radius (R) = 0.8 mm, 0.7 mm, 0.6 mm, 0.5 mm with Chamfer (C) =
1.2 mm. A material used in the production process is steel with thickness of 1 mm and 80 mm in
diameter blank of 40 mm cup cylinder and a depth of the forming process is 60 mm at F punch of
110000 N and F blank holder of 33885 N.
Theory of Sheet Metal Forming
In a sheet metal forming, the deep drawing process is very significant to produce a product.
This affects results of the product for if any defect occurs or not at the time of production process. It
is true also in the making process of oil body filter component of a car. The Deep drawing process
is shown in the figure below [2].

Fig. 2. (a) the concept of deep drawing; (b) a deep drawing uses a blank holder; (c) area of deformation
during the deep drawing process

Fig. 2c shows three parts of the material: x, y, z. The section (x) is a base of the cup making
process, in section (x) surface of the material should be free to move forward and as far as areas of
outreach under the pressure punch. In section (y) is a shaping process of cup bottom with corner
radius. The shaping of corner radius of the section (y) is vey important, some defects are often
occurring in the section. In the area (z) is a process of shaping plates for sides of the cup. The
manufacturing process has effect, namely reduction in thickness of the material at corner radius and
circle circumference of the cup because thickness of the plate material expands due to tensile stress
of the cup making process.
To avoid defects during the process of loading and stressing of the end cup, then the Finite
Element Method (FEA) assisted by software is used. The simulation is improved by comparing
experimental measurement of the plate thickness and results of numerical simulations. Indication of
the FEA modeling validation by adjusting pressure on the loaded area is a solution for defects
involving material changes during the die, and also, a process of designing and lubrication of the die
or plate material [3].
Process of the sheet metal forming as an effect key of stress is Forming Limit Stress Diagram
(FLSD). Then, the Forming Limit Stress Diagram is a basis of the linear strain and it also can be
applied to a complex strain path to know criteria of defects production process [4].
A principle thing of a formation process is the use of plasticity properties of a material when a
force is imposed to the plate. At the beginning of loading in which the force increases continuously,
the plate will go elastic stage and then, plastic stage. By using the plasticity phase, then a process of
formation can be achieved in which the plate shape is changed according to the shape of mold [5].
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The tearing defect can be detected by paying attention to the imposition of a sheet material with
criteria of imposition on the material are [6]:
Cracking load. Amount of allowable load in the deep drawing process is limited by load
transmitted to a sheet plate on the part of punch radius or part of bottom radius. If the loading is
greater than a maximum load, then a cracking load will occur.

Fig. 3. Deep drawing process

A mathematical equation of the cracking load in a deep drawing process:
F cr = π. d m . S o . S u
where:
F cr
dm
So
Su

(1)

: bottom cracking load (N)
: d 1 + S o (mm)
: material thickness (mm)
: ultimate Tensile Strenght (N/mm2)

Mathematic equation of maximum load of the deep drawing process:
F d, max = π . d 1 . S o . S u . k

(2)

where:
F d,max : maximum load (N)
d1
: diameter of a cup (mm)
k
: correction factor (0.65 – 0.77)
Load-stroke diagram and drawing work. If clearance between punch and die is too small, when a
loading is imposed a tangential compressive stress on the cup wall will occur so that the plate
thickness is reduced (ironing). A maximum drawing loading will occurs after the punch presses the
material so that wall of the cup will be thinner.
A mathematic equation of an ideal drawing loading of a deep drawing process is:
F d,id = π . d m . S o . σ f,m . ln (d 1 / d m )

(3)

where:
F d,id : Ideal drawing load (N)
σ f,m
: 1.3 . S u (flow stress in the flange) (N/mm2)
Mathematical equation of the deep drawing process for drawing work.
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W d = k. F d, max . h c

(4)

where:
Wd
: drawing work (N mm)
hc
: height of results of the draw process (mm)
Deformation efficiency. Deformation Efficiency with maximum loading ratio of an ideal
deformation (F d,id ) and actually load (F d,tot ):
η def = (F d,id / F d,tot )

(5)

Deformation ffficiency of a deep drawing process is between 0.5-0.7, whereas friction at the die
radius is 10-20 % of the total work (W), friction on the flange is 1-10 %.
Craking and limit drawing ratio. A magnitude of drawing ratio of a deep drawing process β =
d o /d 1 , while cracking load (F cr ) and cracking stress are:
F cr = S u . π . d m . S o . a cr
with:
F cr
dm
So
Su
a cr

(6)

: bottom cracking load (N)
: d 1 + S o (mm)
: material tickness (mm)
: Ultimate Tensile Strenght (N/mm2)
: cracking factor

σ cr = F cr / (π . d m . S o )
with
σ cr
F cr

(7)

: Cracking stress (N/mm2)
: Bottom cracking load (N/mm)

Analysis of Defect Forming Simulation
Results of simulation analysis of the oil body filter production process with R = 0.8 mm, D punch
= 40 mm, D blank = 80 mm, clearance = 1.2 mm, and a depth formation of 60 mm can be seen in
Figs. 4 to 6 as follow:

Fig. 4. Deep Drawing Process with condition of
plasticity limit of the material occurred in step 3,
incriment 14, and step time 0.2112

Fig. 5. Deep Drawing Process with condition of
plasticity limits of the material occurred in step 3,
incriment 62, and step time 0.5020
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Fig. 6. Deep Drawing Process with condition of plasticity limits of the material occurred
in step 3, incriment 117, and step time 0.1000

Results of the simulation analysis on oil body filter production can be seen further in Table 3.
Table 3. Summary of results of simulation analysis of the oil body filter production process
R
8
8
8
7
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
5

Step
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Increment
25
78
95
25
78
95
32
72
98
36
64
114

Step time
0.2112
0.5020
1.0000
0.2163
0.5016
1.0000
0.2143
0.5018
1.0000
0.2032
0.5085
1.0000

Chart of relationship analysis between total energy and time by using ABAQUS CAE
Simulation Program is as follow:

Radius 0.8 mm

Radius 0.7 mm

Fig. 7. Chart of Stress- Strain relation with R = 8 mm and R = 7 mm
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Radius 6 mm

Radius 5 mm

Fig. 8. Chart of Stress - Strain relations with R = 6 mm and R = 5 mm

Results and Discussion
Results of the simulation analysis of tearing defects in the deep drawing process using
ABAQUS CAE program are as follow:
The simulation analysis with dimension of R = 0.8 mm and clearence of 1.2 mm and plate
thickness of 1 mm obtained that a maximum strain of 4.557E+08 N/mm2 and plastic stress occured
initially at a strain of 3.016E+08 N/mm2 and the production had no tearing defect.
The results of simulation analysis with dimensions of R = 0.7 mm, clearance of 1.2 mm and
plate thickness of 1 mm produced a maximum strain of 4.356E+08 N/mm2 and initial plastic stress
occured at a strain of 3.156E+08 N/mm2 and the production had a tearing defect.
The results of simulation analysis with dimensions of R = 0.6 mm, clearance of 1.2 mm and
plate thickness of 1 mm produced a maximum strain of 4.356E+08 N/mm2 and initial plastic stress
occured at a strain of 3.156E+08 N/mm2 and a tearing defect was found in the product.
The results of simulation analysis with dimensions of R = 0.5 mm, clearance of 1.2 mm and
plate thickness of 1 mm produced a maximum strain of 4.356E+08 N/mm2 and initial plastic stress
occured at a strain of 3.156E+08 N/mm2 and the product had a tearing defect.
Chart of stress-strain relationship of the results of simulation analysis showed that the highest
strain value was found with radius of 5 mm, the value was greater than 400×106, while with the
radius of 8 mm the lowest condition was found, namely below 20×106. The condition indicated that
the smaller radius, the material thinning occurs and friction coefficient is higher.
Conclusion
Analysis of the simulation should take into account the friction coefficient between the die
plate, the plate holder, and a plate with a punch because it affects the time increment cause the
results of the simulation program success. Factors and clereance small radius below the standard
size in the design of the design of dies oil filter body causing tearing defects. The coefficient of
friction on punch with blank material would cause the maximum voltage would be great. The
smaller the radius of the punch and die, the results of simulation analysis will occur earlier than
plastic tension will be even greater, causing tearing defects bigger factor.
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Abstract. Engine simulator for single cylinder diesel engine with common rail systems was
developed in this research. Common rail system is one of important engine component to fulfill
requirement of modern diesel engine such as high power, low emissions and low noise. ECU with
specific control accuracy, real time, and stability is obviously required for common rail system.
However, verification using the real engine needs more effort, time consuming and higher cost.
Engine simulator can be considered as a simple way for checking ECU system before a real test
conducted on engine test bench. This engine simulator device can generate basic functions or signal
of single cylinder diesel engine such as signal cam, signal crank (trigger) and signal pressure
common rail. Hardware control program is utilizing microcontroller AVR AT-MEGA8535. This
microcontroller generate signal cam and crank(trigger) which appropriate for set of speed input and
degreed pulse from computer via serial communication. Signal pressure common rail generated by
8 bit DAC IC (Digital to Analog Converter) which controlled using 8 bit data from microcontroller
by setting respond time input data. This paper will introduce related content about software
architecture, control logic and hardware design of engine single cylinder simulator device which is
important as a part of ECU development.
Introduction
High-pressure common-rail (HPCR) electronic control technology is one of the most effective
techniques to increase heat efficiency and reduce emissions and noise for diesel engine.
The application of diesel engine electronic control system has became a main method to
improve the dynamics, fuel economics, and emission behavior of engine. An engine electronic
control system usually consists of hardware and software. It will possess all kinds of sensors to get
the real-time information of engine's working condition, these main sensors in common rail include
cam sensor, trigger sensor and pressure sensor. A Common rail system is one of important engine
component to fulfill requirement of modern diesel engine such as high power, low emissions and
low noise. ECU with specific control accuracy, real time, and stability is obviously required for
common rail system. However, verification using the real engine needs more effort, time consuming
and higher cost.
In this research, engine simulator device for single cylinder diesel engine with common rail
system was developed. This device purposed for developing Electronic Control Unit. So, Electronic
Control Unit can be developed without using real single cylinder diesel engine. This device can
make the process become easier and more reliable. Engine simulator can be considered as a simple
way for checking ECU system before a real test conducted on engine test bench.
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Basic Model Simulation System
Simulation system. In this research we adopt Hardware-in-loop (HIL) Simulation system, which
is a close-loop dynamic testing system, composed of mathematic models and real-world physical
parts. The mathematic models are established to simulate some other real-world physical parts
which are non-available for experiments in the system. Simulation technique is contributed to
testify the validity and feasibility of an electronic control system design due to its flexible
configuration. While some system settings change, the performance variation of the measured
object can be observed simultaneously.
Normally, there are mainly four types of HIL simulation system for different uses.
1) The first type HIL is mainly used in ECU development and testing. The engine and
mechanism are simulation models, but the ECU is real.
2) The second type HIL is mainly used in mechanism testing. The engine and ECU are
simulation models, but the mechanism is real.
3) The third type HIL is mainly used in testing the combination of ECU and mechanism. The
engine is simulation model, but the ECU and mechanism are real.
4) The fourth type HIL is mainly used in ECU development and testing. The engine and
mechanism are simulation models, but the ECU is real.
In this research, HIL simulation system will be made only for the first type of simulation
system which is mainly used in ECU development and testing. The engine and mechanism are
simulation models, but the ECU is real.
Single cylinder common rail diesel engine. Single cylinder diesel engine is mostly use for
generator, tractor and crasher machine. Mostly, single cylinder diesel engine is still using
conventional fuel system in the market. Conventional fuel system cannot control for getting better
efficiency and emission of engine. In this research, single cylinder diesel engine was modified to be
common rail fuel system. The control unit need for this fuel system. A control unit already made
and developed using real engine.
Basic modification fuel system for this engine is change fuel system and add sensor for
generating crank (trigger) signal and cam signal. For detailed, see Fig. 1 below.

Fig. 1. Single cylinder common rail fuel system

Cam and Crank (Trigger) signal were generated by rotary encoder in the real modification
engine. Rotary encoder can generate 2 type of output signal from rotary encoder. Those signals
shown like below Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Cam and crank (trigger) signal from real engine

Cam signal generate 360 pulse width modulations on 1 cycle of combustion engine. Crank
(trigger) signal generate 1 pulse of combustion engine and this is mark the position of Compression
Engine TDC (Top Death Center). And the other side the Rail pressure sensor generate analog signal
with range from 1.1 Vdc ~ 4.5 Vdc. Respond time of rail pressure sensor depend on liquid fuel flow,
Pump speed and pressure regulating valve. In this research, result sensor signal Crank, Trigger and
Rail Pressure will be generated by Engine Simulator.
Configuration of Proposed System
There are two main configurations of basic design; hardware and software. In designing
hardware, the focus is on the physical system design of simulator device including electronic circuit.
On the other hand, the software design consists of how to visualize the value of set point RPM on
Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) and computer programming using application of Microsoft Visual
Basic 6.0. In addition, the C language is composed using CodeVisionAVR V2.05.0 including
compiling and downloading process.

Fig. 3. Basic diagram of engine simulator

The configuration of engine simulator shown in Fig. 3 is explained as follows. Engine
simulator gets input set point of speed and responds time pressure from computer.
Hardware design. For electronic design, it is necessary to select and classify the electronic
components used in this model. In Fig. 3, it is shown the electronic circuit of our proposed model.
The circuit is divided into five blocks those are serial communication (RS232), Controller, Power
Supply (P/S), DAC system and Signal conditioning system.
The signal conditioning circuit is required to convert voltage level from TTL level (AVR
microcontroller level) to amplitude 12 VDC and the other way, because real ECU only can read
signal with amplitude 12 VDC. Those signal are needed to condition output singal Cam, Crank
(trigger) and input signal SCV signal.
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Rail pressure signal generate analog signal with range from 1.1 Vdc ~ 4.5 Vdc. In this research
DAC system is required to generate analog signal. DAC circuit with ATMEGA8535
microcontroller on Fig. 3 is using DAC0832 type. This DAC have 8-bit resolution. Based on that
circuit, Output voltage DAC can calculated like the formula 1 below:
R3  D 

Vout = 2.5Vdc1 +


 R 2  256 
 1MΩ  D 
Vout = 2.5Vdc1 +


 1MΩ  256 
 D 
(1)
Vout = 5Vdc

 256 
where the value of D is digital value input for DAC with range 0 until 255. So that, Vout value
appropriate for above formula, with reference voltage has to be set to 2.5 Volt on the pin 11
DAC0832 and adjust variable resistor VR1 on the pin 11 to get that value reference voltage.
Software design. The software design is divided into two parts, i.e. design of microcontroller
program and interface computer application. The design of microcontroller program follows the
flowchart related to engine simulator system. The input values are RPM and respond time. RPM
setting have to be calculated like formula below in order to generate CAM and Crank (trigger)
Signal. This below formula calculates for result of the delay of Pulse signal with duty cycle 50%.
Hertz = SetRPM
60 sec
PulseRotary = Hertz × 360
(2)
delay _ us = 1000000
PulseRotary
So, value delay us pulse signal is used to generate Pulse of Cam and Crank (trigger) signal.
Cam signal generate 360 pulse width modulation on 1 cycle of combustion engine with delay have
already calculated from RPM value. Crank (trigger) signal generate 1 pulse of combustion engine.
And Rail Pressure Respond time pressure value from set point is used to set for the delay of
addition and decreasing value of digital output. And this digital output will be converted by DAC
system into analog signal to result Rail Pressure Signal.
Meanwhile, the design of interface computer application utilizes the Visual Basic 6.0 which
comprises of set point RPM and Rail Pressure Respond time. This interface sends value with special
format to make different between RPM and Rail Pressure Respond time value.
Testing of Proposed Design
Testing procedure for this engine simulator divided by 2 systems, these systems are timing
system and pressure system. In the testing of timing system, we have to certain that signal output of
Cam and Crank (trigger) signal is capable with real ECU. If these signals can drive the injector
signal in the real ECU, so they are capable with real ECU. In the other hand, we have to certain that
signal output appropriate to period time set point of RPM. And the pressure system testing, we
measure the Ramp time signals from 0 Vdc to 5 Vdc and it have to certain that signal output
appropriate to ramp time calculation based on respond time set point.
Timing system testing. In this testing procedure, we use real ECU of single cylinder common rail
diesel engine. This ECU already made by TELIMEK laboratory. The procedure are checking the
injector signal generated by real ECU and the period time of Crank (trigger) and Cam signal. We
capture the signal of injector by using an oscilloscope. ECU has to set of SOI (start of injection)
degree and EOI (end of injection) degree.
In the other timing system testing, we have to certain that signal output appropriate for period
time set point of RPM. We do 10 iterations for every one set point RPM. We measure period time
of the cam and crank (trigger) signal by using an oscilloscope. Before hand, we make the reference
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table of pulse period calculation. Furthermore, pulse period calculation can be basis of comparison
measurement cam and crank (trigger) signal.
Table 1. Reference of pulse period calculation

Measurement result of period crank/trigger signal vs reference calculation shown on Table 2.
Table 2. Crank pulse period calculation Vs measurement

Based on the table above, Average value of error percentage Crank/Trigger signal period is
0.52%. Measurement result of period Cam signal vs reference calculation shown Table 3.
Table 3. Cam pulse period calculation Vs measurement

Based on the table above, average value of error percentage CAM signal period is 1.32%
Pressure system testing. In this testing procedure, we measure the ramp time of signal pressure
from 0 Vdc to 5 Vdc based on respond time set point. We do 10 iterations for every respond time
set point. And we make the reference table of Ramp time calculation for compare with result of
measurement.
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Table 4. Reference of ramp time calculation

Table 5. Reference of ramp time calculation Vs measurement

Based on the table above, average value of error percentage pressure signal ramp time is 2.8%
and standard deviation is 0.74%.
Conclusion
The design of Engine simulator for single cylinder diesel engine has been demonstrated. And
the result has small error of generated signal after testing. The engine simulator can be considered
as a simple way for checking ECU system before a real test conducted on engine test bench. But
this engine simulator can only be used for ECU single cylinder diesel engine.
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Abstract. This paper presents numerically and experimentally study of the effect of approach
temperatures to temperature and energy performances of AC system type water-cooled chillers.
Performance characteristics of the AC systems were analyzed at various approach temperatures and
different refrigerants including refrigerant R-22, R-134A, R-407C and R-410A. Four numerical
models have been developed in EES (Engineering Equations Solver) program to simulate the
performances. The models were validated using data obtained from experimental investigation
directly in hotel industries. The results showed that the increase of condenser and evaporator
approach temperatures could cause the AC system to operate at a lower performance. The increase
of condenser approach temperature by 1 K could reduce coefficient of performance (COP) of about
3.45%, 3.4%, 3.3% and 3.6% respectively for AC system with R-22, R-134A, R-407C and R-410A.
This paper also presents the characteristic of condenser and evaporator approach temperatures that
can provide indication the necessity of AC system maintenance in order to keep the best possible
performance.
Introduction
In Indonesia, energy consumption of commercial sector includes office buildings, hospitals,
hotels, trade centre (supermarkets and department stores) and airports is for about 3% of total
national energy consumption. Although the percentage of this sector is quite small but development
of this sector is continuously in progress. The growth of hotel industry in past three years for
example could reach an average of 11.2% [1]. This would consequently increase the energy
consumption. The commercial sector, however, has significant potential on energy saving and
environmental impact reduction [2].
For hotel buildings, facilities with energy significant include air conditioning (AC) and hot
water supply systems. Energy consumption of both systems can reach 70% of total energy use [3].
As the result, increase of energy use efficiency would accordingly contribute to reduction of energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions to the environment. The reduction of energy use would
be helpful for hotel industries due it could reduce operational cost and increase profit as well as
hotel competitiveness. For the country, it could nationally reduce energy supply demand and
environmental impact of the sector.
One factor that might constrain any efforts to achieve energy saving in AC system for
commercial building was that shortness of knowledge of operators about critical-operation
parameters of AC system especially central AC system with water cooled chillers. The parameters
include evaporator and condenser approach temperatures. The increase of approach temperatures
indicates that heat transfer in both condenser and evaporator has restricted. The chillers would
operate at higher condensation temperature and lower evaporation temperature. These would cause
temperature lift and energy consumption of chillers compressor high. The increase of approach
temperatures also provides indications that the condenser and evaporator must be cleaned to
maintain optimum temperature and energy performances as well as to prevent the condenser and
evaporator from further damage.
Support by
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Methods to detect fouling on the surface of condenser pipe were reported in [4]. It was
demonstrated causes of damage in a chiller which included shortage of cooling water in condenser,
insufficient chilled water in evaporator, low or over refrigerant charging and condenser fouling. It
was found that condenser fouling had highest potential to instigate damage on a chiller system.
Fouling could boost up approach temperature to become strong influence toward heat transfer
capacity of a condenser and performance of a chiller system.
Approach temperature of a condenser has major influence to chiller system performance
compared with evaporator approach temperature. A chiller system with high condenser approach
temperature would require higher condensation temperature to reject heat to the cooling water. This
would increase working pressure and energy consumption of a chiller. A study case showed that
when approach temperature of a condenser was not tightly monitored, it could make condenser
pipes crack and leak. Evaporator approach temperature, on the other hand, is not significantly
influenced by fouling. It is usually used as an indicator how efficient a chiller system can perform.
Evaporator approach temperature in combination with compressor discharge superheat can be used
to determine the most efficient refrigerant charge [5].
In order to reduce effects of condenser approach temperature, cooling water temperature could
be controlled and optimized. A control strategy which regularly reset temperature of the cooling
water in such a way with the intention that the approach temperature would not influence
condensation temperature was reported in [6]. Consequently, when the approach temperature
increased the control strategy would increase the speed of cooling fan in the cooling tower to satisfy
the requirement of cooling water for condenser. This meant energy consumption of the cooling
tower would increase. The control strategy, however, was reported to provide energy saving up to
4% per annum.
It was reported that commercial building, such as hotels, consumed substantial amount of
energy [7]. For that reason, it was recommended to continuously monitor performance of the AC
system so as to detect early warning of performance reduction due to fouling in the condenser. A
multivariable analysis involving chilled and cooled water temperatures showed that operational
variables had to be tightly monitored to improve AC system performance with higher technical
efficiency [8, 9].
A study on energy consumption of AC systems in hotel buildings was reported in [10]. It was
found that ambient temperature which directly correlated to cooling water and approach
temperatures showed significant influence on AC system. The system consumed the highest
electrical energy among other hotels services. Similar study was also reported in [11].
Preliminary observation results on commercial building in Indonesia conducted prior this
research showed that most of chiller operators spent very little time on monitoring condenser and
evaporator approach temperatures. A case study in a star hotel North Jakarta showed that the chiller
systems operated at condenser approach temperature reaching 10oC. Cooling capacity of the chiller
system could not satisfy hotel load demand anymore. The AC system could not maintain room
temperature at required comfort level especially during day time. Energy consumption of the chiller
system also increased. Then the condensers of the chiller system were de-scaled. As the result the
condenser could operate at approach temperature below 1oC and the cooling capacity could be
recovered as it was before. Other case was also found in a supermarket in Bali - Indonesia.
Condenser pipes of a chiller in this supermarket were cracked and exploded. Investigation on the
case showed that waterside surfaces of condenser pipes were totally covered by thick salt-scale.
Another case which showing the importance of condenser temperature needed to be tightly
monitored has also observed at terminal building of Ngurah Rai Airport Bali. In this building, the
condenser approach temperature was regularly recorded and analyzed. In one year operation, the
chillers were found to have a condenser approach temperature more than 5 K. This means the
temperature has increased more than 4 K in one year. The condenser surface was obtained to be
very dirty. The high increase rate of approach temperature indicated the quality of makeup water
was below recommendation or blow down water rate of cooling tower need to be fine-tuned.
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This paper presents results of theoretical and empirical investigation on effects of evaporator
and condenser approach temperatures to energy performance of water cooled AC chillers. The
investigation demonstrated variation of energy consumption and cooling capacity of chiller system
at different evaporator and condenser approach temperatures. Four AC chillers with different
refrigerants R-22, R-134A, R-407C and R-410A were included in the investigation.
Concept and Methodology
Evaporator approach temperature is a measure of temperature difference between chilled water
temperature leaving the evaporator and evaporation temperature of refrigerant. Condenser approach
temperature shows temperature difference between cooling water temperature leaving the
condenser and refrigerant condensation temperature. Concept of approach temperatures of chiller
system in a pressure-enthalpy diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
The increase of condenser and evaporator approach temperatures indicates that heat transfer in
condenser and evaporator has decreased. Maintaining cooling capacity of a chiller system with high
condenser and evaporator approach temperatures require higher condensation temperature and
lower evaporation temperature. As the result, compressor temperature lift of the chiller system
increases. This also increases system pressure ratio and energy required for compressor,
consequently reduces chiller system performance.
200

55oC

R-134a

Pressure (Bar)

35oC
40
9,0

∆Ta-cond

2,5oC
Tcond

3

2
LCWT

3.2

∆Tlift

LChWT

4

Tevap

1,0

1
∆Ta-evap

Enthalpy (kJ/kg)
∆Ta-cond = Condenser approach temperature
= Tcond - LCWT

∆Ta-evap = Evaporator approach temperature
= LChWT – Tevap

Tcond = Condensing temperature,
LCWT = Leaving Cooling Water Temperature

Tevap
= Evaporating temperature
LChWT = Leaving Chilled Water Temperature

Fig. 1. Consept of approach temperatures in a chiller system with R-134A
(Modofied from [12])

This research was based on numerical and experimental analyses of critical operation
parameters for a central air conditioning system type water cooled chiller. The investigated chiller
was for commercial building application, especially hotel building. The system comprises chillers,
cooling water pump, chilled water pump, cooling tower and loading systems.
Variables to be investigated comprises dependant and independant variables. Dependant
variables include energy consumption, cooling capacity and coefficient of performance (COP).
Whilst independant variables consist of evaporator and condenser approach temperatures,
evaporation and condensation temperatures of refrigerant respectively in evaporator and condenser,
chilled and cooling water temperatures, ambient temperature, low and high system pressures,
refrigerant flowrate, chilled and cooling water flow rate.
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Instruments used for numerical and experimental investigations included EES (Engineering
Equations Solver) program, thermocouples, pressure transducers, data logger, energy meter and
flow meter. EES program was applied for numerical analysis and experimental investigation was
conducted through on site testing. The data obtained was processed in a spread sheet program. The
results of experimental testing were applied for validating numerical models established in EES
program.
Results and Discussion
Numerical models of water cooled chillers have been established in this research. The models
include chiller systems with refrigerant R-22, R-134A, R-407C and R-410A and have been
validated by using data obtained from experimental testing. Models were subsequently used to
simulate effects of evaporator and condenser approach temperatures to AC system performance.
Fig. 2(a) shows characteristic of COP (coefficient of performance) at different evaporator and
condenser approach temperatures of water cooled chiller systems working with refrigerant R-134a.
The COP generally decreases when the approach temperatures increase. At evaporator approach
temperature of 0.5 K, the COP of chiller system drops down of 27.5% when condenser approach
temperature increases from 0.5 K to 10 K. The reduction of COP would become worse when
condenser approach temperature rises to above 10 K and evaporator approach temperature also
increase to more than 0.5 K. Conversely, power consumption of chiller system increases when
evaporator and condenser approach temperatures rises as shown in Fig. 2(b). Power consumptions
presented in the figure were simulated in the model which has been validated using data from
experiment at a water cooled chiller system of cooling capacity 650 TR (tons of refrigeration). The
intensification of power consumption could reach 28% when condenser approach temperature rises
up to 10 K. Other consequence, cooling capacity of the chiller system could drop by 7.4%.

Fig. 2. (a) COP and (b) Power consumption of chiller system with refrigerant R-134A at different approach
temperatures

The increase of power consumption and the decrease of cooling capacity result in significant
reduction on the COP of a chiller system. Hence, maintaining evaporator and condenser approach
temperatures as low as possible would be very essential to keep chiller system performance
optimum.
Figs. 3(a) and (b) show COP characteristic and power consumption of chillers systems with
different refrigerants. The results were investigated at evaporator approach temperature of 0.5 K.
From the graphs, it can be seen that effects of the increase of condenser approach temperature to the
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reduction of system COP and intensification of power consumption quite significant on the chiller
system with R-22 but reversely the effects are relatively low when the chiller system using R-134A
or R-407C.

Fig. 3. (a) COP and (b) Power consumption of chillers systems with different refrigerants and various
condenser approach temperatures (at evaporator approach temperature of 0.5 K)

With respect to the specific effects of condenser approach temperature to a chiller system, Fig.
4(a) illustrates that 1 K increment of condenser approach temperature causes power consumption to
raise of about 3%, 2.9%, 2.9% and 3.0% respectively for chiller system with refrigerant R-22, R134A, R-407C and R-410A. Fig. 5(b) shows the effects to cooling capacity (Q evap ) and COP of a
chiller system. Cooling capacity seems to decline not more than 1% but COP may drop in the range
of 3.3% and 3.6% per 1 K addition of condenser approach temperature.

Fig. 4. (a) Increase of power consumption and (b) Reduction of COP and cooling capacity (Q evap ) of AC
system at every 1 K increment of condenser approach temperature

From Figs. 3 and 4 can also be noticed that evaporator and condenser approach temperatures
are very important operational parameters of a water cooled chiller system. The parameters can be
used to monitor effectiveness of evaporator and condenser as well as temperature and energy
performance of the chiller system. By regularly monitoring and recording both parameters as part
of operational and maitenance programs, it can provide early warning that waterside surfaces of
evaporator and condenser have been dirty and have occured heat transfer constraint in the
components. Due to the importance of the two parameters, it was recommended to maintain
evaporator and condenser approach temperatures lower than 2 K and the components must be
immedietly cleaned when approach temperatures have reached 5 K [5].
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Conclusion
Evaporator and condenser approach temperatures could provide significant impact on energy
performance of a water cooled chiller system. The temperatures are also considered as critical
operation parameters which are very functional for monitoring and evaluating performance of a
chiller system. The increment of 1 K condenser and evaporator approach temperatures could cause
an increase of power consumption of about 3% and reduction of cooling capacity by 1%.
The investigated chiller systems with various kinds of refrigerants R-22, R-134A, R-407C and
R-410A were found to be subjected to a reduction of COP in the range between 3.3% and 3.6% per
1 K increment of condenser approach temperature.
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Abstract. A series of field tests on hybrid desiccant cooling systems were conducted during the
summer in 2013. The performance of the cooling system, i.e. cooling capacity and COP
(Coefficient of Performance), were evaluated from measured data and its variation subject to
outdoor conditions was analyzed. Its performance in a residential environment were proved with
typical Korean in connection with existing district heating network. However, economical and
functional merits need to be verified to be competitive in commercial market. Thermal comfort is
one of the strong points of desiccant cooling system, since it has ventilation and dehumidification
functions. To quantify thermal comfort, indices such as PMV and PPD have been evaluated for the
air-conditioned space based on measured and CFD data. The results show that supply geometry
needs to be improved to eliminate discomfort area.
Introduction
Recently, a variety of air-conditioning systems with the energy performance of a high
efficiency have been developed because an energy reduction becomes a hot topic. These systems
must satisfy the thermal comfort of the occupants in the room in addition to energy efficiency and
original role of air-conditioning system. In addition, the importance of a comfortable indoor
environment is emphasized more and more according to improvement of living standards.
The thermal environment indices of the elements for evaluating the indoor environment, PMV
(Predicted mean vote) is typical in designed to evaluate that the human body feels the thermal
sensation. PMV is quantifying the response to thermal environment of the crowd of people. And
this refers to the overall thermal comfort of the human body feels in light of metabolic rate of the
human body, the thermal resistance of the clothing, the dry-bulb temperature, the mean radiant
temperature, air flow, humidity, etc.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Field test site: (a) floor plan; (b) photograph

Table 1 Nomenclature
M
W
Pa
Ta
f cl
Tr
Support by

Metabolic load
External work
Water vapor partial pressure
The air temperature of a room
A surface area to clothes state about a surface area to naked body
Mean radiant temperature MRT

W∙m-2
W∙m-2
Pa
o
C
o

C
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o

A surface temperature of clothes
Convective heat coefficient
An air velocity
Thermal resistance of clothes
Cooling capacity
Regenerative quantity of heat
Consumption of electrical power

C
W∙m-2K-1
m∙s-1
clo
kW
Mcal
kW

Experiment
We have conducted experiments in the L apartment of a cooling space (126 m2) in Giheung gu,
Yongin. The cooling capacity of installed desiccant cooling system is 7.0 kW, and the major
specifications are shown in Table 2 The measurement point is the kitchen and table, living room.
And the outdoor temperature and humidity are each 29.7oC, 62%.
In this research, we used the data of the indoor temperature and humidity throughout the
experiment in a residential house. We used a measuring device named IES-200 made in Sibata
Scientyfic Technology and measured the indoor temperature and glove temperature, relative
humidity.
Table 1 Specifications of HDCS
Operating parameters
Q cool

kW

7.0

Intlet
Outlet

Fig. 2. Computational domain for CFD

We calculated the air velocity through numerical analysis because the air velocity in a
residential house is lower than range (0.2~2.0 m/s) of measurement. And MRT (Mean radiant
temperature) was calculated by the air velocity from glove temperature and result value for CFD.
Fig. 3 shows modeling the cooling space for the numerical simulation.
Numerical Analysis of boundary conditions are shown in Table 3 We set 4.7 m/s flow rate, to
o
18 C temperature conditions of the outlet. The flow rate was calculated as the average of the values
measured separately at regular intervals the discharge port. Most walls were set at isothermal
conditions. If the wall includes window, we set at constant heat flux. At this, the heat flux value is
145 W/m2.
We used PMV method for evaluate thermal comfort in ISO Standard 7330 [1]. The average
thermal sensation response of a large number of subjects, using the ASHRAE thermal sensation
scale, is called the predicted mean vote (PMV). PMV indicated that the sensation of thermal
comfort was most significantly determined by narrow ranges of skin temperature and sweat
evaporation rate depending on activity level (More active people were comfortable at low skin
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temperatures and higher evaporation rates.) by combining this information with the thermal energy
balance equations above, he developed a set of correlations giving the PMV as a function of six
variables: air temperature, mean radiant temperature, air velocity, air humidity, clothing resistance,
and activity level.
Table 2 Boundary conditions for CFD
Items
Inlet

Condition
Velocity : 4.7 m/s, 0.4 m/s
Temperature : 291.3 K

Outlet

Pressure outlet

Wall

Window wall : Constant heat
flux
Other walls : Constant
temperature

Turbulence
model
Number of
mesh

Realizable k-epsilon
Standard wall functions
757,593

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Flow and temperature fields inside the air-conditioned space; (a) streamlines from CFD; (b) velocity
at Z = 0.5 m from CFD; (c) temperature at Z = 0.5 m from mearsurement
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PMV equation is the following:
PMV = (0.303e−0.036M + 0.028)[(𝑀 − 𝑊) − 3.05 ∙ 10−3 {5733 − 6.99(𝑀 − 𝑊) − 𝑃𝑎 } −
0.42{(𝑀 − 𝑊) − 58.15} − 1.7 ∙ 10−5 𝑀(5867 − 𝑃𝑎 ) − 0.0014𝑀(34 − 𝑇𝑎 ) − 3.96 ∙
10−18 𝑓𝑐𝑙 {(𝑇𝑐𝑙 + 273)4 − (𝑇�𝑟 + 273)4 } − 𝑓𝑐𝑙 ℎ𝑐 (𝑇𝑐𝑙 − 𝑇𝑎 )]
ℎ𝑐 =

2.38(𝑇𝑐𝑙 − 𝑇𝑎 )0.25 (𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 2.38(𝑇𝑐𝑙 − 𝑇𝑎 )0.25 > 12.1�𝑉𝑎𝑟 )

(2)

12.1�𝑉𝑎𝑟 �𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 2.38(𝑇𝑐𝑙 − 𝑇𝑎 )0.25 < 12.1�𝑉𝑎𝑟 �

𝑇𝑐𝑙 = 35.7 − 0.028(𝑀 − 𝑊) − 0.155𝑙𝑐 [3.96 ∙ 10−18 𝑓𝑐𝑙 {(𝑇𝑐𝑙 + 273)4 − (𝑇�𝑟 + 273)4 } +
𝑓𝑐𝑙 ℎ𝑐 (𝑇𝑐𝑙 − 𝑇𝑎 )]
𝑓𝑐𝑙 =

(1)

1.00 + 0.2𝑙𝑐𝑙 (𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑐𝑙 < 0.5𝑐𝑙𝑜)
1.05 + 0.1𝑙𝑐𝑙 (𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑐𝑙 > 0.5𝑐𝑙𝑜)

(3)
(4)

To calculate PMV, the metabolism of body used a general resting state (1.0 met = 58.1 W/m2),
clothing resistance used a casual wear in summer (0.5 clo = 0.09 m2℃/W).
Result
Numerical and measured values are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3a represents a streamline of the
indoor air. Most cold air of passed the table show the retention at opposite wall because the air
didn't flow into the living room and kitchen. This is considered to pressure-drop of a cold air and
influence of the structure.
Fig. 3b is shown air velocity in XY plane at height 0.5 m. The air velocity is clearly identified
in the kitchen and kitchen table, living room. The air velocity of kitchen table is higher than the
kitchen and living room because this space is directly influenced by the cold air from the outlet.
Measured temperatures are not difference in each point as shown Fig. 3c. The reason, the
temperatures are most high at 8 and 9 point, decided by the radiation of window.
Table 4 show the value of the analysis and measurement in this research. The value of the total
PMV is closed to 1, and this is level to feel a slight warmth. Though the kitchen table is a
comfortable space because PMV value is 0.68, The PMV value of the kitchen and living room (1.2,
1.22) is higher than 1. The reason of this perfomence that the air velocity is notably lower than the
kitchen table as shown Fig. 3a.
Table 3 Air conditions and thermal comfort at 3 locations
Point
Living
room
Kitchen
table
Kitchen
Total
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Temp,

Radiation
Temp, ℃
Glove
Rad

PMV

℃

Hum, %

Vel, m/s

26.5

57.2

0.15

29.5

32.3

1.20

26.4

57.6

0.45

29.1

33.3

0.68

26.4
26.4

57.8
57.4

0.09
0.26

29.2
29.3

31.2
32.8

1.22
0.97
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Living room
Kitchen table
Kitchen

PMV
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0.4
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0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

air velocity, (m/s)

Fig. 4. Thermal comfort according to air velocity

The cold air from the outlet doesn’t circulate by pressure drop and shown the retention at
opposite wall. Figure4 is the thermal comfort according to air velocity in each space.
X-axis shown the air velocity in room, and Y-axis shown the PMV value at each cooling space.
If the air velocity increases in same conditions, the PMV value decreases in each space. The air
velocity at the ktichen and living room changed 0.2~0.4 m/s, the value of total PMV will be down
and shown the constant value. But we must keep the proper air-velocity (over 0.3 m/s) for increased
PMV according to decreased air-velocity at table if the air velocity increases in the kitchen and
living room.
Conclusion
Thermal comfort of operating hybrid desiccant cooling system in a residential environment was
studied in this paper. Around the dining table showed comfort in cooling space, PMV value of living
room and kitchen showed a relatively high level. The reason for that was the low flow rate of the
living room and the kitchen.
The method, the spray jet angle of HDCS from side to side or increasing the air velocity of
ceiling outlet, will be considered to increase air velocity of the living room and kitchen.
At later, a study on improving the discharge port of HDCS and comprehensive thermal comfort
evaluation with consideration for the Wearing of people and metabolic state of the body and the
calorific value of heating appliances is necessary. In addition, comparative thermal comfort analysis
of traditional air conditioner and HDCS should be carried out with consideration for the beneficial
dehumidification effect of HDCS.
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Abstract. Pollutants emitted from the combustion of fossil fuel are the main cause of environmental
pollution and climate change. Many developed countries have been researching on renewable energy
as alternative energy. Among renewable energy, fuel cell is also under the spotlight. Fuel cell directly
converts chemical energy into electrical energy without a mechanical combustion engine. It produces
electricity and heat from electrochemistry reaction on hydrogen and oxygen. It is eco-friendly system
that produces no pollutants such as NOx and SOx. Also, it has higher efficiency than any
conventional turbine-type generators. Fuel cell system needs smaller area for installation and has no
limitation of location condition compared with sunlight generation and wind power generation. In
this paper, small scale SOFC systems for residential usage are designed and analyzed using
thermodynamic process simulation program, Cycle-Tempo. System efficiencies according to
recirculation are investigated and parametric study on the important parameters such as fuel
utilization, anode recirculation rate, steam fuel ratio and oxygen fuel ratio are conducted.
Introduction
World energy consumption has been increasing continuously and fossil fuel are in danger of
running out. Renewable energy has been focused as the alternative of limited resources and many
countries are developing clean energy sources and eco-friendly technologies. Among renewable
energy, fuel cell produces electricity and heat from electrochemical reaction of hydrogen and oxygen.
PEMFC (Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell) and SOFC (Solid Oxide Fuel Cell) are
applicable for residential fuel cell. In Korea, residential PEMFC is under the monitoring and supply
business and residential SOFC is being developed [1]. SOFC operation temperature is about
700~1000oC. Therefore, it is possible to use high temperature off-gas for hot water heating. A.
Heinzel et al. showed recirculating the anodic off gas results in a significant efficiency increases for
the fuel processor [2]. Dadvar and Afshari proposed applying ejector in an anode recirculation system
instead of compressor is more useful for PEMFC when the pressure drop across the anode side is high
[3]. Liso et al. concluded recycle of anode depleted gases has the advantage to reduce the amount of
steam provided to the external boiler and reduce fuel preheater duty [4]. Liu et al. recommended that
the recirculation affects the performance of the SOFC, especially the net electrical efficiency, which
could be promoted by 160 % [5].
In this study, residential SOFC system is designed by Cycle-Tempo program and parametric
study is conducted. Important parameters related to net efficiency are evaluated.
Methods
In this study, effect of process variation for residential SOFC system is studied using
Cycle-Tempo program. Cycle-Tempo program is applied for the thermodynamics analysis and
optimization of energy conversion system. The main feature of this program is calculation of all the
relevant mass and energy flows of system process simultaneously, and also has function of
optimization of system design and operation parameter [6]. Parametric studies are conducted.
Important parameters are steam/fuel ratio (SF) of reformer, fuel utilization (FU) of SOFC, λ of
combustor which have relation with net efficiency. λ of combustor means air factor that is defined as
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actual oxidant-fuel ratio/stoichiometric oxidant-fuel ratio. The design of SOFC system has been
modelled with general assumptions. Assumptions and operation conditions are as follows.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

The systems are operated in steady state.
The heat exchangers are operating in counter current flow.
All the processes are in adiabatic condition.
There is no pressure drop in pipes.
The pressure drop is 0.005 bar per element.
The isentropic efficiency of compressor is 72 % [7].
The electromotor efficiency of pump is 90% [6, 8].
There is no consideration of purification process of syngas flowing to SOFC system.
Reformer reaction temperature is 700oC.

Fig. 1 shows flow diagram of residential SOFC system. It consists of reformer, combustor,
SOFC and recirculation process. Natural gas flows compressor to reformer, water flows pump,
evaporator to reformer. Reformed gas and air flow to SOFC. SOFC has external reforming type with
co-flow of air and fuel. Air for SOFC flows compressor, air heater of SOFC. Water for reformer and
air for SOFC pass through the heat exchanger after reformer off-gas. Some heat from anode side of
fuel cell is feed to combustor and others are recirculated.

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of residential SOFC

Results
Fig. 2~4 show results of parametric study in reference condition. Parametric study are conducted
to analyze relationship between variables and net efficiency. Important parameters that are
considered to have an impact of net efficiency are SF of reformer, FU of SOFC, λ of combustor and
recirculation rate from anode side of SOFC. Reference condition of parametric study is SF = 2.5, FU
= 0.65 and λ = 2.5. Fig. 2 shows net efficiency according to SF of reformer. The higher recirculation
results in the higher net efficiency. Optimum condition for highest efficiency is 1.25~1.5 kg/s of SF.
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In 1.5 kg/s of SF, net efficiency for recirculation rate 0%, 20% and 34% is 47.3%, 50.3% and 52.3%.
As SF increases, system needs more energy for evaporation, which leads to low efficiency.

Fig. 2. Net efficiency according to SF of reformer (FU = 0.65, λ = 2.5)

Fig. 3 shows net efficiency according to FU of SOFC. In reference condition, net efficiencies
according to recirculation rate of 0%, 20% and 34% are 46.8%, 49.6% and 51.6%, respectively. At
the condition of FU = 0.6, net efficiency is 43.3~48.6%. At the condition of FU = 0.8, net efficiency is
48.6~58.7%. FU and recirculation have positive relation with net efficiency. As FU increases, effect
on net efficiency gradually decreases because the amount of remaining fuel for anode recirculation
decreases. That means anode recirculation system is effective way to improve net efficiency when FU
is low. On the other hand, if FU is high, anode recirculation system does not have a big influence on
efficiency.

Fig. 3. Net efficiency according to FU of SOFC (λ = 0.65, SF = 2.5)

Fig. 4. shows net efficiency according to λ of combustor. λ has slightly negative relation with net
efficiency. Higher λ needs more air, which results in higher exhaust gas temperature. If exhaust gas
temperature is high, heat loss will increase. But high temperature exhaust gas would exchange heat at
air preheater. λ of the combustor has relative little effect on the net efficiency compared with SF and
FU.
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Fig. 4. Net efficiency according to λ of combustor (FU = 0.65, SF = 2.5)

Conclusion
Residential SOFC system with anode recirculation has been evaluated using Cycle-Tempo. SF
of reformer, FU of SOFC and λ of combustor are studied to find out their relations with net efficiency.
Net efficiency varies from 42.5% to 59%. Recirculation rate has positive effect on net efficiency.
Optimum condition of SF of reformer is from 1.25 to 1.75 for high efficiency. FU affects positively to
net efficiency. As FU increases, effect on net efficiency gradually decreases. λ of combustor has
relatively little effect on the net efficiency.
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Abstract. Recently, many studies on dehumidifiers of lower flow rate of liquid desiccant which
adopt plate type heat exchanger with internal cooling have been in progress. If lower flow rate of
liquid desiccant maintains thin liquid film on the heat exchanger surface, heat and mass transfer
performance would improve, stability of the liquid film increases, and entrainment of desiccant
droplets does not occur. In this study, an experimental apparatus was built up to measure regeneration
performance of liquid desiccant and wettability of liquid desiccant along the vertical surface of a plate
type heat exchanger has been also investigated. Liquid desiccant was supplied on the top of plate heat
exchanger, on which hydrophilic coating was applied to enhance wettability of liquid desiccant. As
mass flow rate of supplied liquid desiccant increases, the wettability of liquid desiccant becomes
enhanced. Thus, it is found that moisture discharge rate and mass transfer coefficient of liquid
desiccant can be enhanced. The experimental correlations were developed to simulate heat and mass
transfer performances of heat exchanger. Developed Nu and Sh correlations match experimental data
within 20%.

Introduction
Liquid desiccant cooling technology refers to open absorption cycle that absorbs the latent heat
of intake air through liquid desiccant and it has an advantage of providing efficient cooling with the
heat supplied from the community energy supply system including the feed water of district heating
system, industrial waste heat, and others. Also, it is efficient in heat and mass transfer as the desiccant
directly comes in contact with the air and capable of eliminating air pollution with the sterilization
effect of desiccant [1]. At the results of previous studies, parts and elements of the cycle gets more
complex not only increasing the COP but also increasing the initial installation costs through the
performance analysis of liquid dehumidification air handling with LiCl aqueous solution, this
suggests that an appropriate balance is needed [2].
For the efficient dehumidification of air, large contact area between air and desiccant is essential
[3]. Therefore, it is necessary for desiccant solution supplied to dehumidification system to maintain
as thin liquid layer on whole heat exchanger, thus improvement of wettability of liquid desiccant
through hydrophilic surface treatment and change in surface formation are applied.
The purpose of this study is to analyze wettability and its effect on heat and mass transfer
characteristics of LiCl aqueous solution on the plate surface with grooves for the plate type
dehumidification system.
The heat and mass transfer processes are about the same in the dehumidifier and in the
regenerator except that the heat and mass transfer directions are different. Because of the complexity
of the practical dehumidifier or regenerator, theoretical analysis alone can hardly predict the
performance of a certain real device. During the experiments, the inlet and outlet parameters of air
and desiccant through the dehumidifier/regenerator can be easily measured, while the temperature
and concentration distributions within the dehumidifier/regenerator are difficult to measure directly.
Numerical simulation has advantages in studying the temperature and concentration fields within the
heat and mass transfer devices.
In the present study, the simplified model is adopted. The objective of this paper is to establish a
model for the heat and mass transfer processes inside the cross flow regenerator. The model can
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express the temperature and concentration field distributions inside the regenerator, which can be
used in the optimization of the devices.
Plate Type Heat Exchanger
Plate heat exchanger was selected in this study, which comprises multi-channel for process air as
Fig. 1 and cooling or heating water flows inside channels in the plate heat exchanger. The
regeneration occurs when desiccant solution is supplied on the surface of heat exchanger from up to
bottom through a gap between header and heat exchanger and air is supplied in vertical direction of
flowing desiccant solution. For the evaporation of moisture within desiccant, heating water shall flow
into inner channel of heat exchanger [4].
Fig. 2 illustrates the structure of heat exchanger. Heat exchanger is made of super high thermal
resistant ABS(XR-474) and its height and width are 660 mm and 400 mm, respectively. Groove
shaped surface is processed on the surface of heat exchanger, where hydrophilic film is coated for the
improvement in wettability.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of liquid desiccant regenerator

Fig. 2 Plate type heat exchangers for liquid desiccant regenerator

Experiment
The schematic diagram of experimental apparatus to investigate the characteristics of
regeneration of LiCl aqueous solution is shown in Fig. 3. Experimental apparatus consists of LiCl
aqueous solution loop, heating water circulation loop, test section, and measurement devices.
Experiments are conducted inside thermal chamber where temperature and humidity are controlled
precisely. In front of the test section, an air sampler is installed to measure dry and wet bulb
temperatures of inlet air. Gear pumps for circulating the LiCl aqueous solution and a thermostatic
bath for controlling the inlet temperature LiCl aqueous solution are installed on the LiCl solution
circulation loop. For measuring the concentration of the LiCl aqueous solution, refractive indexes of
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the solution sampled at the inlet and outlet of test section are measured; the concentration can be
calculated using correlation of refractive index and concentration of LiCl solution.

Fig. 3 Experimental apparatus

The experimental conditions to investigate the characteristics heat and mass transfer on the plate
heat exchanger are shown on Table 1. The inlet air temperature and relative humidity are maintained
on 35oC and 40%, The inlet temperature and concentration of LiCl aqueous solution are 68 oC and
40%. Solution flow rates are varied in the range of 70 to 140 g/min and air flow rates in the range of
4.8 to 28.8 CMH.
Table 1. Experimental conditions
Parameter
Solution inlet
temperature
Solution flow rate
Solution concentration
Hot water temperature
Hot water flow rate
Air inlet temperature
Air inlet flow rate
Air inlet relative
humidity

Unit
o

Conditions

C

68

g/min
%
℃
g/min
o
C
CMH

70~140
40
80
240
35
4.8/9.6/19.2/28.8

%

40

Heat and Mass Transfer Models
The schematic of heat and mass transfer process is shown in Fig. 4. The desiccant, flowing across
the direction of the air flow, is distributed on the surface of the heat exchanger by gravity and releases
moisture as it comes into contact with the air. The assumptions for the present model are: (1) the local
heat and mass transfer coefficients are uniform throughout the module; (2) the areas of heat and mass
transfer both are equal to the specific surface area of the packing and (3) the contribution of
conduction or diffusion to the total heat or mass transfer can be neglected in the flow directions. (4)
Since the thickness of the liquid desiccant film is very thin, the temperature of the liquid desiccant
film surface is equal to the average temperature of the desiccant.
Because the heat and mass transfer occur at the same time, the following mass and energy
balance Eqs. 1 ~ 7 are considered to analyze the control volume as shown in Fig. 4.
Mass balance equation:
𝑚𝑚̇𝑠𝑠,𝑖𝑖 = 𝑚𝑚̇𝑠𝑠,𝑜𝑜 − 𝑚𝑚̇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
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𝑚𝑚̇𝑠𝑠,𝑖𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠,𝑖𝑖 = 𝑚𝑚̇𝑠𝑠,𝑜𝑜 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠,𝑜𝑜
𝑚𝑚̇𝑎𝑎,𝑜𝑜 𝜔𝜔𝑎𝑎,𝑜𝑜 − 𝑚𝑚̇𝑎𝑎,𝑖𝑖 𝜔𝜔𝑎𝑎,𝑖𝑖 = 𝑚𝑚̇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

Energy Balance equation:
𝑄𝑄̇𝑠𝑠 = 𝑚𝑚̇𝑠𝑠,𝑖𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝,𝑠𝑠,𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑚𝑚̇𝑠𝑠,𝑜𝑜 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝,𝑠𝑠,𝑜𝑜 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠,𝑜𝑜

(2)
(3)

(4)

𝑄𝑄̇𝑎𝑎 = 𝑚𝑚̇𝑎𝑎,𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎,𝑜𝑜 − 𝑚𝑚̇𝑎𝑎,𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎,𝑖𝑖

(5)

𝑄𝑄̇𝑤𝑤 = 𝑄𝑄̇𝑠𝑠 + 𝑄𝑄̇𝑎𝑎

(7)

𝑄𝑄̇𝑤𝑤 = 𝑚𝑚̇𝑤𝑤 �𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝,𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖 − 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝,𝑤𝑤,𝑜𝑜 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑜𝑜 �

(6)

Fig. 4. Schematic of heat and mass transfer process

The heat transfer rate from the heating water to the liquid desiccant can be represented by the
following Eqs. 8~11, and the heat transfer rate from the liquid desiccant to process air can be
represented by the Eq. 12.
𝑄𝑄̇𝑤𝑤 = U𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 (𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤 − 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 )
1

𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

Γ=

=

1

ℎ𝑤𝑤 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤

𝑚𝑚̇𝑠𝑠

+

𝑡𝑡

𝑘𝑘𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

(8)
+

𝛿𝛿

𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠

2𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

δ=�

3Γ𝜇𝜇 1⁄3

𝜌𝜌2 𝑔𝑔

�

𝑄𝑄̇𝑎𝑎 = ℎ𝑚𝑚 𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 (𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠 − 𝜔𝜔𝑎𝑎 )𝜆𝜆 + ℎ𝑎𝑎 𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 (𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 − 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎 )

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

In this study, heat and mass transfer coefficients on grooved plate heat exchanger are obtained
using experimental data.
Results
Energy and mass balance obtained from experimental results are displayed in Fig. 5.
Experimental results show that the heat and mass balances are matched within ± 20%.
Three kinds of groove pitch 0.5mm, 1.0mm, 1.5mm are used for the plate heat exchangers. Fig.
6a shows the effects of air flow rate on the regeneration rates for 3 kinds of groove pitches. It is found
that the regeneration rate increases as the air flow rate increases, as expected. This is because the mass
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transfer coefficient between air and liquid desiccant becomes larger with increase in air flow rate.
Experiments of regeneration performance are carried out by varying supplying flow rate of LiCl
aqueous solution, when air flow rate is 28.8 CMH. It was found that larger flow rate of LiCl solution
increases wettability of liquid desiccant on the heat exchanger surface by previous study. The
regeneration rate of water from LiCl aqueous solution becomes larger with increase in the mass flow
rate of supplied LiCl aqueous solution as shown in Fig. 6b. Increase in mass transfer performance is
considered as mainly caused by enhanced wettability. It is also found that the regeneration rate with
1.0mm groove pitch is better than those with other two groove pitches.
2.0

Air side regeneration-rate(g/min)

Heat transfer rate Qa+QS(kW)

0.20

+20%

0.15

0.10

-20%

0.05

0.00
0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

+10%
1.5

-10%
1.0

0.5

0.0
0.0

Heat transfer rate Qw(kW)

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Desiccant side regeneration-rate (g/min)

(a) heat transfer rate

(b) regeneration rate

Fig. 5. Heat and mass balances of experimental results

2.0

1.7

0.5mm
1.0mm
1.5mm

1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
Flow rate of solution= 80 g/min

0.8

0

10

0.5mm
1.0mm
1.5mm

1.6

Rengeneration rate(g/min)

Regeneration rate(g/min)

1.8

20

30

40

50

Air flow rate(CMH)

(a) air flow rate

1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
0.9

Air flow rate= 28.8CMH

0.8

60

0.7
20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Flow rate of solution(g/min)

(b) liquiddesiccant flow rate

Fig. 6. Regeneration performance according to air and liquid desiccant flow rates

Heat and mass transfer coefficients in Eq. 12 are obtained based on numerical models and
experimental results in the case of 1.0 mm groove pitch. As shown in Fig. 6, regeneration rate which
is affected by mass transfer characteristics between air and liquid desiccant depends on mass flow rate
of liquid desiccant as well as air flow rate, and heat transfer rate between air and liquid desiccant
shows similar trends with mass transfer. Thus, heat and mass transfer correlations are developed as
functions of Reynolds numbers of air and liquid desiccant by regression analysis as follows.
Nu = 0.1698Re0.7814
Re0.7814
Pr𝑎𝑎0.4
𝑎𝑎
𝑠𝑠

Sh = 0.8119Re0.05896
Re0.5555
Pr𝑎𝑎0.4
𝑎𝑎
𝑠𝑠

(13)
(14)

Developed correlations predict heat and mass transfer coefficients of air side within ± 20% error
bound as shown in Fig. 7, and can be used to simulate regeneration performance for various operating
conditions.
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Mass transfer coefficient of experiment (kg/m2s)
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0.004

+20 %

0.003

-20 %
0.002

0.001

0.000
0.000

0.001

0.002

0.003

0.004

Mass transfer coefficient of simulation (kg/m2s)

(b) mass transfer coefficient

Fig. 7. Comparison of measured heat and mass transfer coefficients with predicted values by developed
correlations

Conclusions
In this study, experiment study on regeneration performance for a plate heat exchanger type
dehumidifier has been carried out. Accordingly, the following conclusions are obtained: As air and
liquid desiccant flow rate increase, the mass and heat transfer performances become enhanced. Thus,
the regeneration rate of water from LiCl aqueous solution becomes larger according to air and liquid
desiccant flow rate.The heat exchanger groove gap of 1.0 mm shows better regeneration performance
than those of 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm groove pitches, which relies on better wettability of liquid desiccant
on heat exchanger surface. Heat and mass transfer correlations are developed as functions of
Reynolds numbers of air and liquid desiccant, which can predict heat and mass transfer coefficients of
air side within ± 20% error bound.
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Abstract. The release of radioactive contaminants in nuclear facility within and around facility
building could be caused by accident, faulty equipment, HEPA filter replacement or other causes.
This can be harmful to the humans. This paper introduces potential contaminant dispersion analysis
inside interim storage building for spent nuclear fuel in Serpong Indonesia. The simulation results
show that the generation of radioactive contaminant in ISSF can be safely reduce by VAC system.
The negative pressure design in ISSF can and avoid the spreading of contaminants into other rooms.
However in VAC off condition, the contaminant concentration could exceed the maximum allowed
limit. In the the existing building condition without VAC, there are relatively very small internal
overpressure that can lead air and also harmful radioactive contaminant to flow out into ambient.
However, if there are several leakages in building wall with different elevation, the risky
overpressure phenomenon may be possible.
Introduction
In nuclear facility, the radioactive contaminants might be released within and around facility
building. This contaminant dispersion can influence the indoor air quality and the occupant’s
(worker) health and safety. Such events could be caused by accident, faulty equipment or HEPA
filter replacement.
The investigated nuclear facility in this paper is the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel
building, located in Serpong, Indonesia. The spent nuclear fuel, which put in storage, is spent
nuclear fuel from nuclear research reactor in Serpong.
This paper introduces potential contaminant dispersion analysis inside interim storage building
for spent nuclear fuel in Serpong Indonesia. In normal condition there are three radioactive gaseous
contaminants, which could be released inside the interim storage building, i.e. Cs-137, I-131 and
Xe-133. The contaminants dispersion scenario in this paper is on the conditions of HEPA filter
replacement and ventilation system malfunction caused by an electricity failure or other causes.
Related Work
The studies on indoor air quality are more in non-nuclear facility building. Yu et al. tried to
review the recent studies on indoor air quality control for human health [1]. Some researchers
focused studies on indoor pollutants in solid (particle) [2] and gaseous phases [3]. The next shown
group of topics in the study are control of contaminant sources [4], indoor air purification in form
of: filtration [5], adsorption [6], photo catalytic oxidation [7], negative air ions [8] and non-thermal
plasma [9].
In modelling and simulating as well with CFD on indoor air quality, there are several studies in
dispersion and concentration [10] of air contaminants such as radon/thoron [11], carbon dioxide
[12] and formaldehyde [13]. In addition to the modelling and simulation, it was also conducted
some optimization research of indoor climate conditioning [14].
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In nuclear area, Nicolas et al. investigated the wind influence on air contaminants in nominal,
damaged or accidental situations inside nuclear facilities buildings equipped with ventilation
systems [15].
Building Description
The interim storage for spent fuel (ISSF) building in Serpong consists of a storage pool area
and office space area. The office area is a three floor building with an elevation of each of 5 meters.
The storage pool area has a total height of 15 meters, which is equivalent to the height of three
floors in an office area. Fig. 1 shows the side plan of the building.

Fig. 1. Interim storage for spent fuel in Serpong – Building side plan

To control and isolate the radioactive contaminants which might be released, the ISSF building
in Serpong is equipped with supply and active extract ventilation system. To ensure the absence of
radioactive contaminants from return air, the ventilation system consists of only supply air and
exhaust air system. From air handling unit (AHU), the air is blown out through the air supply
diffuser towards all conditioned rooms in the ISSF. The air is subsequently flowed through an
exhaust fan to the HEPA filter bank (consisting of a pre-filter and HEPA filter) or to HEPA and
charcoal filters bank. Before transferring to a filter bank, the air is passed to the radioactive
detector. If radioactive contaminant is detected, the air is supplied to the HEPA and charcoal filter
bank, if there is no radioactive contamination, the air is passed to the HEPA filter bank. Whole air
coming out from the filter banks supplied to 30 meter high stack. There is no part of the air that is
sent back to the AHU. In other words, the percentage amount of return air is 0% and the exhaust air
is 100%.
Modelling Approach
The contaminant dispersion analysis in this study is performed using zonal codes, CONTAM
software. As research object is the interim storage for spent fuel 3-storey building in Serpong. The
building, which with VAC system equipped, is modeled using CONTAM as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. ISSF multi zone and multi level computer model with CONTAM software

There are 35-flow paths in the model. The flow paths are leakages form closed doorways and
stairwells. Each storey/level is divided in several zones: 5 zones in basement, 10 zones in ground
floor and 14 zones in first floor. From totally 29 zones, 12 zones are equipped with VAC system.
As mentioned above, to ensure no spread of contaminants through contaminated return air, the
return air is 100% blown into 30m-chimney through special HEPA and charcoal filter. Filter room
and pool room, which have the potential to spread contaminant, are designed with 100±25 Pa
negative pressure. The ambient temperature is 30°C and the room temperatur is 20°C.
The methematical models that can be used to correlate airflow and pressure difference is the
power law model [16]. The general form of power law in volumetric flow form is:
Q = C (ΔP)n

(1)

F = C (ΔP)n

(2)

In mass flow form is:
which Q is volumetric flow in m3/s, F is mass flow in kg/s, C is flow coefficient in (m3/s)/Pan for
volumetric flow and (kg/s)/Pan, n is flow exponent and ΔP is pressure difference in Pa.
The other model is one way flow using quadratic models [16]. The equations are:
ΔP = aQ + bQ2

(3)

where, the coefficient a is in Pa.s/m3 and b is in Pa.(s/m3)2
ΔP = aF + bF2

(4)

where, the coefficient a is in Pa.s/kg and b is in Pa.(s/kg)2
Results and Discussion
Prior to the simulation analysis in the ISSF, as validation, it would be investigated the
congruence between experimental data value and the value from simulation. The data which to be
compared are the contaminant concentration at radioactive waste treatment installation (RWTI)
building after turning off and turning on the VAC system [17]. The RWTI building is located not
too far away from ISSF.
Fig. 3a shows tha the contaminant concentration values after stopping the VAC which obtained
from simulation relatively close to the experiment values. Almost the same results are also retrieved
on the decrease of radon concentration after reviving the VAC system, as shown in Fig. 3b. After 1
hour, the contaminant concentration falls to near zero.

Fig. 3a. The increase of contaminant
concentration during VAC off – experiment and
simulation results

Fig. 3b. The decrease of contaminant concentration
after turning on VAC – experiment and simulation
results

The possibility of radioactive contaminant dispersion inside ISSF building could be directly
from spent fuel and could be also from HEPA Filter replacement. During the HEPA replacement,
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the trapped radionuclide in HEPA could be spread inside the building. In this study, the radioactive
contaminant I-131 is simulated to be spread at filter room in basement. Fig. 9 presents that the I131 concentration after two hours period is at relatively constant value of 0.45 BQ/m3. The VAC
system depress the contaminant concentration on the very low and safe value. The negative presure
in filter room lead also, that the contaminant do not spread into other rooms. It is seen from Fig. 4a,
that the contaminant concentration in Basement\Stairwell0a, Basement\Stairwell0b and
Basement\Lift_0 are zero. The contaminant concentration in all other rooms in ground- and first
floor from simulation result data are also zero.

Fig. 4a. Contaminant concentration for a release in
the filter room at several rooms

Fig. 4b. Contaminant concentration for a release in
the filter room in VAC off condition

In the VAC off condition, the contaminant concentration is increases linearly as shown in Fig.
4b. After 1 day, the concentration reaches up to nearly 40 Bq/m3. If the contaminant spread still
generates, after 3 days the I-131 concentration could be exceed the concentration limit by
Indonesian Nuclear Energy Regulatory Agency i.e. 100 Bq/m3 [18]. 12 days. Furthermore the
concentration could be reached more than 450 Bq/m3, exceed the limit concentration in air by the
Derived Air Concentration (DAC) of 416.67 Bq/m3 [19].
The VAC-turning off leads also the absence of negative pressure in filter room. With this
condition, the spread of contaminant into other neighbor rooms is possible. The contaminant
concentration in stairwell0a after 24 hour is 5.96E-05 Bq/m3. The contaminant spreads also into
Near_stair0b (Basement), Stairwell1b (Ground floor) and Glass_room (Ground floor) in relatively
small amounts. However, this small amounts of contaminant could be increase to a function of time.
Similar to the case in RWTI building, by VAC reviving the contaminant concentration
decrease rapidly in one hour VAC operation, and after two hour the concentration moves constant
at a value of 0.45 Bq/m3. This can be seen in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Contaminant concentration after VAC system reviving
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An important aspect in the VAC off period that needs to be investigated is the probability, that
the contaminant flow out outside building through orifices. Fig. 6a shows that if there are leakages
with different elevation in building wall, there is flow of air or contaminants from inside building
into ambient. This is of course may be harmful. The contaminant concentration is than no longer
rises linearly due the air flow out, as shown in Fig. 6b.

Fig. 6a. Flow and pressure difference due to leakages or
orifices which have different elevation at VAC off
condition

Fig. 6b. Contaminant concentration for a
release in the pool room in VAC off condition
and with leakages or orifices which have
different elevation

The airflow without mechanical ventilation (VAC) can occur due the temperature and flow
path elevation difference. This can be explained with the equations[20]:
The density change due to temperature.
ρ(T) = ρ(T 0 ) [1 – β (T –T 0 )], with β = 1/273

(5)

CONTAM uses the following equation to calculate ρ[16]
ρ(T) = P 0 /(287.055 T)

(6)

P 1 = P 0 – ρ . g. z 1

(7)

The case from Fig. 6b can be simplified with the case in Fig. 7a. The room temperature is 20°C, the
air density is 1,204 kg/m3, the ambient temperature is 30°C, the air density is than 1,164 kg/m3, the
elevation of orifice 1 is 0.5 m and 4 m for orifice 2.

Fig. 7a. Modeling of airflow from ambient to room through orifices

Fig. 7b. CONTAM simulation
for the case study

With the equations that have been written obove, it can be obteined the pressure difference at orifice
1 and orifice 2. Using mass conservation concept, F 1 in kg/s = F 2 in kg/s, it can then obtained the
airflow in orifice 1 ΔP 1 = -0.682 Pa, it means the airflow in orifice 2 is from room to ambient or
P amb1 < P room1 . The airflow in orifice 2 is ΔP 2 = -0.682. It means P room2 < P amb2 or the airflow in
orifice 2 is from ambient to room.
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Comparing simulation with CONTAM as shown in Fig. 7b, the above calculation have nearly
same values. The CONTAM simulation results show: The pressure difference in orifice 1 is 0.670
Pa with flow direction from room to ambient, and the pressure difference in orifice 2 is 0.693 Pa
with the opposite direction.
Conclusion
The simulation results show that in normal condition, the generation of radioactive
contaminant in ISSF can be safely overcome by VAC system. The sufficient air supply and the
negative pressure maintain to reduce the existing contaminant and avoid the spreading of
contaminants into other rooms.
In the case that there is contamination release and in VAC off condition, the contaminant
concentration could exceed the maximum allowed limit. After VAC reviving, it need minimum 1-2
hour time until the contaminant concentration move in constant very low value.
In the VAC off condition with small leakages from all existing doorways in ISSF, there are
relatively very small internal overpressure that can lead air and also radioactive contaminant to flow
out into ambient. However, if there are several leakages in building wall with different elevation,
the flow out of air and also radioactive contaminant in amounts which may be harmful may be
happen.
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Abstract. Thermoacoustic cooling technology has gained attention in the last few decades due its
environmentally friendly system. The absence of any refrigerant and a compressor to generate
cooling is indeed desirable but the performance to date has yet to attain a competitive magnitude.
Significant cooling effects are still difficult to achieve possibly due to the design and fabrication of
the stack, the heart of the thermoacoustic cooling system. The geometry, stack spacing and stack
separation are important parameters that have been shown to greatly affect the thermoacoustic
effects. In particular, experience with design, fabrication, and testing with parallel plate stack have
proven that the final parallel stack product could make or fail the cooling effects. This paper reports
a simulation study on the end effects of the parallel stack plate on the fluid flow and temperature
patterns surrounding the stack. A two-plate parallel stack with negligible thickness is modeled and
the system of Navier-Stokes equations is solved with finite difference method using a specifically
developed MATLAB code. Plates with straight and slightly curved edges have been simulated, the
latter have not been reported before. Results show that streamlines are much disturbed and vortices
developed faster even with the slight tilt of the edges. These indicate that imperfectly fabricated
parallel stack plates could be the cause of the failure to achieve the desired designed cooling effects.
Introduction
Since the first operating thermoacoustic cooler, at 6W based on a standing wave, was made by
Hofler in 1985 [1], research in the area of thermoacoustic have escalated full scale into the theory
that explains the phenomena and the applications possible with the environmentally friendly
technology. After thirty years, much is still not understood about the thermoacoustic cooling, the
related components, and the parameters associated with the outcome desired; lowest temperature
achievable at the heat source, highest temperature difference across the stack, lowest acoustical
work input, and the highest performance. The absence of any hazardous refrigerants and a
compressor in the system has made the technology attractive in view of the current trend towards a
sustainable future.
Although successful standing wave thermoacoustic cooling have been reported in the literature
since the Hofler’s system, [2-5], thermoacoustic refrigerators are still not commercially available
due to the “young” technology and limited number of researchers who have continued to invest
time and effort towards the better understanding of the thermoacoustic phenomena and its
operations [6]. Much of the research efforts have concentrated on the stack, the heart of the
thermoacoustic system. Parallel stack have been favored due to its ease of fabrication but reports
and personal communications encountered by the authors indicate failure to achieve the desired
designed cooling, or at all [7].The study reported here involves a numerical simulation of the
domain surrounding a two-plate parallel stack in a standing wave resonator. The objective is to look
at the end effects of the parallel plate and the extent of vortices and streaming that have been
reported in past studies [8-11]. The study has been initiated to investigate if imperfect fabrication in
the parallel plate stack has any role in the thermoacoustic phenomenon.
Mathematical Formulations
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The working fluid in a resonator modeled is that of Helium gas. Thermophysical properties are
taken under these conditions. Simulation is completed in two-dimension, at steady-state with
negligible viscosity and incompressible. The governing equations are the mass, momentum, and
energy equations,
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

𝜌𝑐𝑝

+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝒖) = 0,
𝜌

𝐷𝑇
𝐷𝑡

𝐷𝒖
𝐷𝑡

= −𝛁𝑝,

= 𝛁 ∙ (𝑘𝛁𝑇) +

(1)
(2)
𝐷𝑝
𝐷𝑡

,

(3)

where ρ, u, p, T, t, and c p represent the density, velocity vector, pressure, temperature, time, and
constant pressure specific heat, respectively. For closure, the ideal gas equation is used, 𝑝 = 𝜌𝑅𝑇.
The density, pressure, velocity, and temperature are further defined as made up of the average and
fluctuating components, the mean velocity being zero. The mean temperature, pressure, and density
are taken to be 298 K, 101.325 kPa, and 0.1637 kg/m3, respectively. The equations are transformed
into algebraic forms using the second order finite difference and explicitly solved numerically using
a self-developed MATLAB program code.
Fig. 1 shows a schematic of a typical thermoacoustic resonator. In this study, the total length is
taken to be 0.635 m designed for 400 Hz operating frequency, which is λ/4, λ being the wavelength.
The parallel stack unit is positioned 0.09 m from the driver end.

Fig. 1. A schematic of the model resonator

Fig. 2 shows the computational domain surrounding a two-plate being modeled, the domain
length is 0.25 m. The resonator is a quarter-wavelength type and the parallel plates are h distance
apart. Since the plate thickness is desired to be as thin as possible to avoid a temperature gradient
developing, the plate simulated here is of negligible thickness consisting of a single row of grids.
The grid size for the computational domain is 5 mm and 2 mm in the x- and y-direction,
respectively.

Fig. 2. Computational domain of the two-plate stack region

No-slip and no through flow boundary conditions are imposed on the plate and walls.BD is the
adiabatic end wall, with AB and CD having symmetric boundary conditions, and AC is set at the
average temperature with an oscillating boundary,
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Results and Discussion
Fig. 3 shows the parallel plate stack made in Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. The first unit was
made from 0.07 mm thickness Mylar material with a plate separation of 0.035 mm and the design
was an optimized design. The parallel plates had to be held together with fishing lines. The second
stack was a result of a 3D printing machine but due to the capability of the machine, the thickness
and gap are not optimized. The performance recorded for the latter was, however, better.

Fig. 3. Parallel plate stack: (a) Hand-fabricated; (b) 3D-printing machined

Fig. 4 shows the vector plots and streamlines of the results obtained for the simulated straight stack
plates of negligible thickness before the half cycle (7T/16), at half cycle (T/2), and after a half cycle
(9T/16), T being the period of oscillation.At these times, the first wave front has already hit the end
wall and returning to meet with the incoming fluid particles. Streamlines are almost uniform except
at the end walls and at half cycle. Elongated vortices are present between the stack plates as
reported in previous studies. They do disappear later as seen in Fig. 4(c) which is significant since
thermoacoustic theories have assumed that the presence of the solid walls do not interfere with
theperiodic oscillating particles. The streaming effects observed, however, indicates that to some
extend the solid walls may well influence the desired thermoacoustic effects.

Fig. 4. Vector plot and streamline for straight plate at: (a) 7T/16; (b) 8T/16; (c) 9T/16
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Fig. 5 shows the vector plots and streamlines for the two-plate stack region but with the plates
now having slanted edges. The inclined edge is of length 5.38 mm and angled at 21° from the xaxis. Unlike earlier, vortices are present even before the half cycle is reached and extend beyond the
region observed in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the streamlines are more intensely disturbed and no longer
symmetric within the two-plate gap. Additional vortices are also seen before and at half cycle.
Within the two-plate region as well as near the end wall. Although they disappear later as seen here
at 9T/16, the streamlines are no longer uniform as happened with the straight plate stack. If the
periodic oscillation of the particles is considered together with the multi-layer parallel plate stack,
the overall consequence may be more detrimental. Besides, the presence of spacers between the
plates cannot be ignored.

Fig. 5. Vector plot and streamlinefor slanted plate ends at: (a) 7T/16; (b) 8T/16; (c)9T/16

The outcome of the simulation has clearly shown the end effects on the development of
vortices which could arise due to imperfect fabricated stack or the presence of spacers, and thus
cause the failure to achieve the desired designed cooling effects. Although the edge modeled here is
quite considerably tilted, the consequence of periodic oscillations cannot be overlooked. Since the
simulation has neglected the viscous effects in the equations representing the motion and
temperature of the fluid flow with the grid spacing being quite coarse, these could have major
contributions towards the overall effects discussed, if they are considered.
Conclusion
Numerical simulation of a two-plate region in a parallel stack of a thermoacoustic resonator
has been completed. Results with straight plate and those with slanted ends have shown the
importance of smooth straight parallel plates where slanted ends caused earlier development of
vortices and more intense streaming within the plates gap. The flow is significantly disturbed and
remains that way which means that with a multi-plate parallel stack unit, the effects could be more
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aggravated. This could explain the lower than expected cooling effects obtained for some
researchers.
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Abstract. Awareness towards the ozone-depleting Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) refrigerants has led
researchers to investigate alternative refrigerants which are more environmentally friendly. The
miniaturization of evaporators and condensers in heat exchangers of the refrigeration and airconditioning industry have further challenged the search for new coolants that can fulfill these
demands. Of particular concern is the prediction of the pressure drop of the two-phase flow in these
heat exchanging devices. This paper presents a preliminary study completed on the minimized
frictional pressure drop of four refrigerants at the saturation temperature of 10°C in a horizontal
small channel of 1.5 mm diameter; R22, R134A, CO 2 , and propane. Genetic algorithm (GA) based
on a stochastic approach is used to attain the minimization of the frictional pressure drop under the
optimized conditions of the vapor quality. The separated model of the Lockhart-Martinelli for twophase flow is assumed with the laminar-laminar cases investigated using three different versions of
the model at three different mass flux conditions. Single-objective optimization with GA has
managed to produce the minimized frictional pressure drop for the four refrigerants with CO 2
having the lowest frictional pressure drop, almost half that of R22.
Introduction
Many investigations have been done on potential environmentally friendly refrigerants that
could permanently replace the Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and Hydro-chlorofluorocarbons
(HCFCs) in our refrigeration and air-conditioning industry. The Montreal Protocol of 1997 has
identified the CFCs and HCFCs as among the ozone-depleting refrigerants as well as creating a
global warming effect [1, 2]. Today, with the advancement of miniaturized heat exchangers with
increasing heat load, the challenges posed by the environmental concerns and demand for efficient
systems, optimization is very important. For mini-channels in compact heat exchangers, the
pressure drop of two-phase flow is more significant than that in the standard heat exchanging
devices. It is needed that pressure drop must be as low as possible in the new compact devices as
well as having a low ozone depleting potential (ODP) and/or global warming potential (GWP)
values. However, due to the various flow regimes and different conditions applied to numerous
newly developed refrigerants, experimental studies completed on correlations that have been
developed based on previous experiments have shown a high degree of disagreements [3, 4, 5].
Currently, the natural refrigerants are being considered as a replacement to the hazardous R22 and
R134A [6-11]. This paper discussed the effects of different correlations on four types of
refrigerants; R22, R134A, CO 2 , and propane.
Genetic algorithm (GA) has previously been successfully utilized in many different fields;
reliability design, transportation and medicine, to name a few [12]. The search for an optimized
solution from a base population, however, does not deal with the parameters themselves. Thus, it
has limitations in recognizing the physics of the problem unlike models. This study is an attempt at
searching for optimized conditions for the complex two-phase flow in small tubes with natural
refrigerants to assist the refrigeration and air-conditioning research community in identifying the
appropriate coolants with minimal frictional pressure drop.
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Theory
The total pressure drop consists of three components; the gravitational, acceleration, and
frictional pressure drop. In small channels, the frictional pressure drop is significant due to the shear
stresses and only this factior is being considered here. The frictional pressure drop in small channels
is generally estimated by using two models; the homogeneous model and the separated model. In
the homogeneous model, the two phases of liquid and vapour are assumed to move with the same
velocity and act as a single phase considering the properties such as the density, viscosity and
others. However, for the separated flow model the two phases are assumed to move at different
velocities.This model is further sub-divided into two categories based on the two-phase friction
multiplier, φ. In this study the separated model proposed by Lockhart and Martinelli [13] and
modified by Chisolm is used where the simplified frictional pressure drop is represented by [3],
∆𝑃

( ) 𝑇𝑃 = φ2𝑙
∆𝐿

(2𝑓𝑙 𝐺 2 (1−𝑥)2 )

(1)

(𝜌𝑙 𝐷)

where f and ρ are the friction factor and density, subscript l denoting for liquid phase. The mass flux
and channel diameter are each represented by G and D. The term φ2𝑙 is the two-phase frictional
multiplier given by,
𝐶

1

φ2𝑙 = (1 + 𝑋 + 𝑋 2 )

with X defined as

𝑋=

(2)

1

𝑓 2 1−𝑥 𝜌
� 𝑙 � ( )( 𝑣)1/2
𝑥
𝑓𝑣
𝜌𝑙

(3)

The subscript v denotes the vapor phase, and the value of C is taken from three different
correlations. A magnitude of 5 is used as proposed by Chisolm for the laminar-laminar condition of
the liquid-vapor phase. A Reynolds number above 2000 is considered turbulent. Meanwhile,
Mishima and Hibiki proposed the following [14],
𝐶 = 21(1 − 𝑒 0.319𝐷 )

(4)

where D is the tube diameter. In 2010, Pamitran et al. came up with another correlation for C [8],
−0.433
1.23
𝐶 = 3 × 10−3 𝑊𝑒𝑡𝑝
𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑝

(5)

where the Weber number is defined as,

with the Reynolds number given by,

𝑊𝑒𝑡𝑝 =

and the void fraction by [15],

𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑝 =

𝛼=

𝑥

𝜌𝑔

��1 + 0.12(1 − 𝑥)� �

𝑥

𝜌𝑔

+

1−𝑥
𝜌𝑓

2
𝐺𝑡𝑝
𝐷

(6)

𝐺𝑡𝑝 𝐷

(7)

𝜎𝜌𝑡𝑝
𝜇𝑡𝑝

1.18

1−𝑥

� + � 𝐺 2 � �𝜌0.5 � × �𝑔𝜎�𝜌𝑓 + 𝜌𝑔 ��

0.25 −1

𝑡𝑝

𝑓

�

(8)

There are several models available for the evaluation of the two-phase viscosity (µ) and density (ρ)
in Eqs. 6, 7 and 8, but they are determined here using the Beattie-Whalley correlation [16]. Gravity,
g, is taken as 9.81 kg/ms2. The thermophysical properties of refrigerants in small diameter tubes
may be slightly different from their behavior in macro-channels. For this preliminary study, the
thermophysical properties of the four refrigerants investigated, µ, ρ, and σ,are taken from NIST
[17], they are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Physical properties of refrigerants at T sat = 10ºC
T (ºC)

Refrigerants

10

R-22

10

P (MPa) ρ 𝑓 (kg/m³)
0.681

1247

Propane

0.636

10

R-134a

10

Carbon dioxide

ρ 𝑔 (kg/m³) 𝜇𝑓 (10−6 Pa s) 𝜇𝑔 (10−6 Pa s) σ 10−3 (N/m)
28.82

195.7

11.96

10.22

514.73

13.78

113.35

7.75

8.866

0.415

1261

20.23

234.87

11.09

10.14

4.502

861.12

135.16

82.56

16.06

2.75

A code is written in MATLAB to solve for the minimization of Eq. 1 and the optimization
scheme in MATLAB toolbox is utilized to search for the fitness function through a repeated series
of processes; selection, cross-over, and mutation. The optimization is single-objective which
actually could have been done using the standard variation of parameters method. However, the
latter involves discrete variation of each of the parameters to be investigated while others are held
constant, a lengthy process and dependent on the interval limit set. Thus, the initiation of this study
is two-fold. Firstly, it is a preamble to determine the minimized frictional pressure drop possible
under optimized conditions for potential refrigerants considered to replace the present ones.
Secondly, to determine if GA, as a tool, can predict the minimized pressure drop using different
correlations established based on countless experimental data yet produces disagreements up to one
hundred percent [3]. Three cases of different mass flux are investigated at a fixed tube diameter of
1.5 mm while the range of vapor quality set depends on the correlation used in order to have a
laminar-laminar condition. The values for the tube diameter and mass flux chosen in this model
have been based on previous literature on experimental work.
Results and Discussion
Table 2 shows the outcomes obtained from the single objective optimization of Eq. 1 for the
four refrigerants under laminar-laminar operation; R22, R134A, CO 2 and propane. For the laminarlaminar condition, CO 2 has the lowest frictional pressure drop for all correlations attempted. The
result agrees with what has been reported by Pamitran et al. [8]. This is followed by R22, R134A
and propane, consecutively. The magnitude of the pressure drop for the three refrigerants, however,
are unlike that shown in Pamitran et al. [8]. The correlation for the frictional pressure drop proposed
by Pamitran et al. (2009) seems to give a higher predicted pressure drop compared to the others.
The difference is much larger at higher mass flux, as shown in Fig. 1.
Table 2. Comparison of minimized pressure drop for (a) CO 2 (b) R22 (c) Propane (d) R134A
Carbon dioxide (laminar - laminar)
Case

Input variables

G = 50 kg/m²s
D = 1.5 mm
0.0010 < x < 0.4727
G = 100 kg/m²s
A2
D = 1.5 mm
0.0010 < x < 0.22455
G = 130 kg/m²s
A3
D = 1.5 mm
0.0010 < x < 0.1817
A1

Chisholm.D (1967)

Pamitran et.al (2009)

Mishima and Hibiki (1996)

C=5

C = 9.9739

C = 7.9860

(∆P/∆L)f = 83.4406 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 95.5309 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 90.6989 Pa/m

C=5

C = 12.8357

C = 7.9860

(∆P/∆L)f = 166.5813 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 204.9747 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 181.398 Pa/m

C=5

C = 14.1219

C = 7.9860

(∆P/∆L)f = 216.9457 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 274.5958 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 235.8174 Pa/m

(a)
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R-22 (laminar - laminar)
Case

Input variables
G = 50 kg/m²s
D = 1.5 mm
0.0010 < x < 0.3518
G = 100 kg/m²s
D = 1.5 mm
0.0010 < x < 0.1762
G = 150 kg/m²s
D = 1.5 mm
0.0010 < x < 0.1182

A4

A5

A6

Chisholm.D (1967)

Pamitran et.al (2009)

Mishima and Hibiki (1996)

C=5

C = 7.0135

C = 7.9860

(∆P/∆L)f = 140.4791 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 151.9649 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 157.5127 Pa/m

C=5

C = 9.02200

C = 7.9860

(∆P/∆L)f = 280.9582 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 326.8440 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 315.0254 Pa/m

C=5

C = 10.4558

C = 7.9860

(∆P/∆L)f = 421.4372 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 514.8038 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 472.5380 Pa/m

(b)
Propane (laminar - laminar)
Case
A7

A8

A9

Input variables

Chisholm.D (1967)

Pamitran et.al (2009)

Mishima and Hibiki (1996)

G = 50 kg/m²s
D = 1.5 mm
0.0010 < x < 0.2497
G = 100 kg/m²s
D = 1.5 mm
0.0010 < x < 0.1248
G = 150 kg/m²s
D = 1.5 mm
0.0010 < x < 0.08326

C=5

C = 8.8429

C = 7.9860

(∆P/∆L)f = 198.8004 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 230.4050 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 223.3578 Pa/m

C=5

C = 11.3793

C = 7.9860

(∆P/∆L)f = 397.6007 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 502.5126 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 446.7157 Pa/m

C=5

C = 13.1874

C = 7.9860

(∆P/∆L)f = 596.4011 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 798.4020 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 670.0735 Pa/m

(c)
R-134a (laminar - laminar)
Case

Input variables
G = 50 kg/m²s
D = 1.5 mm
0.0010 < x < 0.3398
G = 100 kg/m²s
D = 1.5 mm
0.0010 < x < 0.1699
G = 150 kg/m²s
D = 1.5 mm
0.0010 < x < 0.1128

A10

A11

A12

Chisholm.D (1967)

Pamitran et.al (2009)

Mishima and Hibiki (1996)

C=5

C = 5.4452

C = 7.9860

(∆P/∆L)f = 169.0208 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 172.2539 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 190.7044 Pa/m

C=5

C = 7.0031

C = 7.9860

(∆P/∆L)f = 338.0416 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 367.1135 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 381.4088 Pa/m

C=5

C = 8.1157

C = 7.9860

(∆P/∆L)f = 507.0124 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 574.9399 Pa/m

(∆P/∆L)f = 572.1133 Pa/m

(d)

Fig. 1. Optimized frictional pressure drop of different refrigerants with different correlations
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Although the results here could alternatively be obtained from a parametric study for the inputs
taken from Table 1 and Table 2, the exercise would have been tedious. Variations of the variables
would have to be changed discretely. With the GA optimization, the optimized outcomes were
achieved quickly and effectively. The results shown in Fig. 1 are as expected where lower pressure
drop comes with a lower mass flux operation. Thus, so far, GA has shown that it is capable of
predicting the lowest frictional pressure drop while showing the differences in the output when
different correlations are used. Since these correlations have been developed based on previous
experimental data and yet the predicted frictional pressure drop still have reasonable disagreements
with recent experimental data collected, GA could perhaps narrow down on the discrepancies with
its fast search algorithm.
Conclusion
Optimization of the frictional pressure drop of two-phase flow of four refrigerants in a small
tube has been completed. The attempt at comparing potential coolants to replace the current nonenvironmentally friendly refrigerants has shown that CO 2 has the lowest frictional pressure drop
under laminar-laminar condition. Outcomes from the three correlations utilized exhibit a higher
difference at higher mass flux with the Pamitran et al. correlation producing the largest predicted
frictional pressure drop.
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Abstract. Since further energy saving for global environmental protection becomes a matter of
urgency, promotion of introduction of renewable energy sources is required for realization of
low-carbon society. Especially, in Indonesia, according to the economic growth, the measure for the
reduction of the greenhouse gas and energy consumption is requested. We constructed the
demonstration plant at Manufacturing Research Center (MRC) building, University of Indonesia.
This plant uses a single-double effect absorption chiller with cooling capacity of 239 kW. The solar
energy is absorbed by using evacuated tubular type solar collectors with area of 181.04 m2. We
explain the system and the effect of the chiller and demonstration plant in Indonesia.
Introduction
Indonesia is a country located on the equator and has a great potential for solar energy. The
potential of solar energy on average in regions of Indonesia is approximately 4.8 kWh/m2/day
(Indonesia energy outlook, 2013). Long duration of sunshine every year is a good thing if it is seen as
the availability of renewable energy but on the other hand it also makes buildings much use of airconditioning and it makes the electrical energy consumption increases.
To use solar energy for air-conditioning, absorption chillers using a combination of solar heat
and fuel gas have been developed and launched in August 2010 [1, 2] . They can work only using
solar energy with single-effect mode and also working as a double-effect mode with the energy used
are gas and solar energy. The air-conditioning systems using these absorption chillers are expected to
be the solution for energy savings and also can reduce exhaust gas emissions.
For measurement and evaluation of the performance of these systems, the demonstration plant
was constructed at Manufacturing Research Center (MRC) building, University of Indonesia in
Depok. We explain the system and the effect of the chiller and the demonstration plant.
Single-double Effect Combined Absorption Chillers (Solar Absorption Chillers)
Solar absorption chillers are gas absorption chillers with COP1.3 (gross calorific value) with a
solar generator (HWG) and solar condenser (HWC) [2]. The cycle-flow of chillers is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Flow-diagram of Solar chillers

Fig.2 Heat recovery rate [2]

Fig.3. Fuel gas consumption [2]

Figs. 2 and 3 show the performance of Solar Chillers [2]. Fig. 2 shows the relation of heat
recovery amount and cooling load and Fig. 3 shows the relation of the combustion gas consumption
amount and cooling load.
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FUEL GAS

Fig. 4 Flow diagramn of solar air-conditioning system

Solar air-conditioning system
The system is installed in Manufacturing Research Center (MRC) building, University of
Indonesia in Depok. This system started to undergo full-sized verification test in Jan 2014. Fig. 4
shows the flow diagram of this system and Table 1 shows specifications of system.
Solar energy (hot water at 75ºC to 90ºC) is introduced into the solar chiller. In addition, if solar
energy is insufficient, the backup system to compensate for the energy through fuel gas is available.
Evacuated tubular type solar collectors is used for the solar collector. 62 units of collectors
(181.04 m2) during rated operation in case of solar heat hot water of solar chiller at 75ºC were
installed on the roof of MRC.
Table 1 Specifications of solar air-conditioning system
Absorption chiller
Solar collector

Solar absorption chiller × 1
Capacity 239 kW
Evacuated tubular type
Solar collector: direction & angle: North 15dgree
Effective area: 2.92 m2/unit × 62 unit

Operating solar system
This system has been operating since January 2014 and continuing collecting data. As
representative example, Fig. 5 shows the performance data on 14th February and Fig. 6 shows the
performance data on 20th March. It was confirmed that the solar heat priority usage function and
gas-based backup function operate properly and overall system functions normally.
On 14th February, the maximum temperature was 30ºC and the average air-conditioning loading
factor was around 35% on 14th February, and the gas amount could be reduced by 26.5%. On 20th
March, the maximum temperature was 32ºC and the average air-conditioning loading factor was
around 35%, and the gas amount could be reduced by 27.9%.
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MRC building is still under construction, so it causes the absorption chiller only works with low
cooling load. To estimate the fuel gas reduction practically, data in the higher cooling loasd (over
60%) is needed. In 2015, MRC building is used completely, so we will be collecting the data in higher
cooling load.
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Fig. 5 Operation data (14th February, 2014)
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Fig. 6 Operation data (20th March, 2014)

Summary
We introduced the solar air-conditioning system in MRC building, University of Indonesia. As a
result of the data measurement, the fuel gas reduction by this system was more than 25 %. However,
MRC building is still under construction and its cooling load is low. To estimate the fuel gas
reduction practically, we will continue collecting data in the higher cooling load (over 60%).
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Abstract. In this study, the condensation heat transfer of R410A flowing inside a flat aluminum
multi-port minichannels are investigated. The multi-port minichannels test tubes have 11 channels
with a 1.14 mm hydraulic diameter are designed as a counter flow tube in tube exchanger. The
experiment is performed with mass fluxes of refrigerant between 50-400 kg/m-2s, with 3-12kW/m-2 of
heat fluxes, and saturation temperature of 48oC. At a small scale, the non circular cross sections can
enhance the effect of the surface tension. The average heat transfer coefficient increased with the
increase of vapor quality, mass flux, and heat flux. The experimental data are compared with existing
correlations, and the data of high mass flux agree with the existing correlation, while those of low
mass flux show different trends. The correlation is modified a good agreement with the experimental
data of this study.
Introduction
In a few decades, the miniaturization of high performance devices continues to be researched and
developed. One of these efforts is to be improved heat and mass transfer in small tubes and it is used
to shrink the size of the heat exchanger which we can find everywhere as residential and vehicles air
conditioning, electronic devices and space cooling applications.
Several studies have been showed in the literature reporting that the heat transfer coefficient
during condensation inside minichannels may be heavily influenced by the shape of the channels
[1-4]. During the condensation process inside non circular minichannels, the surface tension is
dominated therefore the liquid is moved to the corners leading to a thinner liquid film on the flat sides
so the thermal resistance on these parts of the channel will lower than at the corners. This may
enhance the heat transfer coefficient.
Kim et al. [5] obtained the condensation heat transfer coefficient of R410A in flattened stainless
tubes made from 5.0 mm inner diameter round tubes. The results showed the effect of aspect ratio on
condensation heat transfer was dependent on the flow pattern, heat transfer coefficient and pressure
drop increased as aspect ratio increased. Koyama et al. [6] carried out experiments of R134A in two
kinds of 865 mm long multi-port extruded tubes having 8 and 19 channels with hydraulic diameter are
1.11 and 0.8 mm, respectively. They showed the effect of tube diameter should be included in the
correlation of friction pressure drop.
In the present study, the measurement of the heat transfer coefficient is carried out for the
condensation of R410A in multiport extruded tube of 1.14 mm in hydraulic. The result is to
investigate the effect of the involved parameters for condensing flow, including mass fluxes, heat
fluxes and vapor quality.
Experimental Apparatus and Method
A schematic drawing of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 and detailed of the test section is shown
in Fig. 2. The facility mainly consists the refrigerant loop, cooling water loop and the data acquisition
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system. The refrigerant loop included a magnetic gear pump, a sub-cooler, a mass flow meter, a
preheater, a test section, a condenser and a receiver. The refrigerant was delivered into the test section
by the gear pump. The mass flow rate of refrigerant was measured by a Coriolis mass flow meter and
can be adjusted by changing the pump speed. The quality of the refrigerant at the inlet test section was
controlled by DC power supply unit in pre-heater.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus facilities

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of test section

The test section comprises of a multiport tube with 11 rectangular channels and a water annular
channel with a length of 200mm. The heat flow rate transferred in the test section is derived from a
thermal balance on the cooling water side along with measured data of the refrigerant flow rate, the
wall heat flux and the pressure, the quality change in the test section is calculated as follows:

(1)
The average condensation heat coefficient in obtained as,

(2)
where Q p is the heat supplied to the pre-heater and T p,in is the refrigerant temperature into the
pre-heater. A w,o , A w,i are the outer and the inner area surface of test tube, q is the wall heat flux based
on the outer surface area of test tube, and T w,i is the inner wall temperature.
The physical properties in data reduction of each experiment are calculated using the REFPROP
Version 8.0.
Results and Discussion
The effect of mass flux on condensation heat transfer coefficient are showed in Fig. 3. The heat
transfer coefficient increases with increasing vapor quality. At low mass flux the effect of surface
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tension in the rectangular channels was dominated and at high mass flux the heat transfer coefficient
increase with increasing mass flux suggest that the contribution of forced convective heat transfer is
dominant.
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Fig. 3. The effect of mass flux on the heat transfer coefficient

The effects of heat flux on the heat transfer coefficients at mass flux 150 and 500 kgm-2s-1 are
presented in Fig. 4. We found that the heat transfer coefficient increased with increasing the heat,
suggest that the combined effects of vapor shear and momentum will result in an increase of heat
transfer coefficient for increasing of heat flux [7]. These figures also show the predicted values using
the Koyama et al. [6] and Shah [8] correlation.
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Fig. 4. The effect of heat flux on the heat transfer coefficient

The experimental heat transfer coefficient in our study were compared with several well know
correlations proposed by Koyama [6], Shah [8] and Aker (1979). The summary of comparison is
shown in the Table 1. Among them, the correlation developed by Shah [8] shows the best prediction
with measurement data.
However, in order to improve the predicted heat transfer coefficient, a new heat transfer
coefficient correlation in the form proposed by Shah [8] was developed from all the experimental
data. The new correlation is as follows:

(3)
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The comparison between the experimental data and the proposed correlation are shown in Fig. 5.
8

20%

Table 1. Summary of comparison

Predicted HTC

6

Correlation
Koyama et al. (2003a)

-20%
4

2

MD = 15.3 %
AD = -4.06 %
Data: 173 points

MD (%)
37.94

AD (%)
33.56

Shah (1979)

25.24

12.64

Aker (1979)

28.86

-20.91

Dobson & Chato (1998)

26.36

14.08

Tang (1997)

42.79

35.14

0
0

2

4

6

8

Exp. HTC

Fig. 5. Comparison between the experimental data
and proposed correlation

Conclusion
The condensation heat transfer of R410A in a multiport minichannels was performed in this
study. The results were summarized as flowing: (1) at small mass flux, the effect of surface tension
was dominated. Besides, the heat transfer coefficient increases with mass flux, heat flux and vapor
quality; (2) among the models which have been used for comparison with the experimental data, the
one that provides the mass accurate prediction is the correlation by Shah [8]; (3) a modify heat
transfer coefficient correlation was developed with the mean deviation of 15.3%.
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Abstract. This study demonstrates the two-phase frictional pressure drop of R410A during
evaporation in the aluminium multiport minichannels with the hydraulic diameter of 1.14 mm (11
parallel channels) and 1.16 mm (7 parallel channels). The experimental data were measured in the
following conditions: the mass fluxes ranged from 50-150 kg/m2s, the heat fluxes of 3-6 kW/m2 and
the saturation temperature of 6℃. The effect of mass flux, heat flux and mass quality of frictional
pressure drop were analysed. The experimental data were also compared with some well-known
two-phase frictional pressure drop correlations. Finally, a new pressure drop correlation was
developed with a good prediction.
Introduction
Nowadays, micro and minichannels are progressively used in design of heat exchangers. The
application of these heat exchanger types in refrigeration and air conditioning fields show various
advantages such as high efficiency, low air side pressure, less refrigerant charge and more
compactness size. The aim of this study is to investigate the two phase flow pressure drop of R410A
during evaporation.
In the past, there are numerous studies about flow boiling characteristics of refrigerants inside
aluminium multiport minichannels. Keaw-On et al. [1] performed the evaporation heat transfer
coefficient and pressure drop of R410A flowing through aluminium multiport minichannels. The
experimental data was collected in 3.48mm hydraulic diameter tube type, the mass flux of 200–400
kg/m2s, the heat fluxes of 5-14.25 kW/m2, and the saturation temperature of 10-30ºC. The authors
concluded that the average heat transfer coefficient of R-410A during evaporation tended to increase
with increasing average quality, mass flux, and heat flux, but tended to decrease with increasing
saturation temperature while the pressure drop increased with increasing the mass flux, but decreased
with increasing the saturation temperature, and the heat flux has no significant effect. Fernando et al.
[2] investigated the evaporation heat transfer performance with propane inside minichannel
aluminium tube heat exchanger. The data was conducted for a range of evaporation temperatures
from -15 to 10ºC, heat flux from 2000 to 9000W/m2 and mass flux from 13 to 66 kg/m2s. This study
showed that the heat transfer coefficients were increase with increasing heat flux. In addition, various
heat transfer coefficient correlations were used in comparison but many of them were under
predicting the experimental data. Farahani et al. [3] demonstrated the flow boiling of R245fa and
R1234ze in aluminium multiport tube. The effect of heat flux, mass flux, vapour quality and
saturation temperature on flow boiling heat transfer were evaluated in this study. Cavanllini et al. [4]
performed the two-phase frictional pressure gradient of R236ea, R134a and R410A inside multi-port
mini-channels. The experimental data are compared against several models available in the literature,
finding that the correlations by Friedel et al., Zhang and Webb, Mishima and Hibiki, and
Mueller-Steinhagen and Heck but tending to overpredict the experimental values of R410A. There
are other studies focused on the characteristics of single phase liquid in multiport minichannels such
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as: Stignor et al. [5], Baomin Dai et al. [6]. However, the data of frictional pressure drop of R410A
inside multiport tubes are still limited in open library.
Hence, in this study, the pressure drop characteristics of R410A were reported inside two multiport
tubes with hydraulic diameter of 1.14 mm (11 channels) and 1.16 mm (7 channels). A new frictional
pressure drop correlation was also developed with the good accuracy.
Experimental Procedure
The schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus was shown in Fig. 1. The model mainly
consists the refrigerant loop, three water loops and the data acquisition system. The refrigerant loop
included a magnetic gear pump, a sub-cooler, a mass flow meter, an evaporator, a test section, a
condenser and a receiver. When the test facility was operated for evaporation, the refrigerant was
delivered into the test section by the gear pump. The mass flow rate of refrigerant was measured by a
Coriolis mass flow meter and can be adjusted by changing the pump speed. The quality of the
refrigerant at the inlet test section was controlled by pre-heater. The test section was heated by a water
loop as shown in the figure. The heat capacity could be varied by mastering the mass flow rate and
working temperature of water. The vapor at the outlet of test section was condensed by a condenser
unit then accumulating in the receiver for a new testing cycle. The experimental apparatus was well
insulated with foam to minimize heat transfer between the system and environment.
The detail of test sections was depicted in Fig. 2. The test tubes made of aluminium tube with
hydraulic diameters of 1.14 mm with 11 channels and 1.16 mm with 7 channels. The effective length
was 200 mm. As shown in the figure, the heat flux applied on test sections by a water loop. The
T-type thermocouples were attached at top and bottom points every 50 mm along the test section.
Thermocouples and pressure transducers were also set up at the adiabatic pipes between the inlet and
outlet. To visualize the flow pattern, two sight glasses were installed at the beginning and the end of
test tubes.
The data were collected using a data acquisition and analysed in real time by the data reduction
program. All the information about test conditions and data during the operation were displayed on
the monitor.

Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus
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Fig. 2. Schematic of test section

The heat flux of each subsection Q n , is calculated from mass flow rate and rising enthalpy of
cooling water flowing inside the water tubes as follows:
=
Qn Wn c p (Tnout − Tnin ) + Qloss

(1)

where W n , c p , T n are the mass rate of flow, specific heat and temperature of heating water loop.
Q loss is the heat loss on the test section which was determined by calibrating system. The vapor
quality, x, at the measurement locations, z, were determined based on the thermodynamic properties:

x=

i − if

(2)

i fg

The total pressure drop of two phase fluid is general calculated by sum of the static head Δp static ,
the momentum Δp momentum and the frictional pressure drop Δp frictional :
∆ptotal = ∆pstatic + ∆pmom + ∆p frict

(3)

Since the horizontal tube was used in this study, the pressure head can be neglected. The
refrigerant is evaporated from liquid at the saturation temperature to vapour-liquid mixture at mass
quality x with a linear change of test distance over the tube length. Hence the momentum pressure
drop can be calculated following equation:
 dp 
2
−=
 a G υf
dz



  x 2  υ
g
  
α
υ
   f

 x2  υg
 (1 − x) 2 
 −  
 +
 1 − α  out  α  υ f

 (1 − x) 2  
 
 +
 1 − α  in 

(4)

In this study, void fraction α is defined by Steiner (1993) equation that was modified from
Rouhani-Axelsson model:
0.25

 x 1 − x  1.18(1 − x)  gσ ( ρ f − ρ g )  
x 

+
α=
(1 + 0.12(1 − x)) 
 +
0.5
ρ

ρg 
ρ
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ρ
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−1

(5)

The physical properties of the refrigerant were obtained from REFPROP 8 [7]. The temperature
and mass flow rate data were recorded using data acquisition and flow meter, respectively. Table 1
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presented a summary of the estimated uncertainty associated with all the parameters at a 95%
confidence interval.
Table 1. Summary of the estimated uncertainty
Parameter
Temperature
Absolute pressure
Different pressure
G refrigerant
G water
q
x
h

Uncertainty
±0.15oC
±0.2%
±2.5 kPa
±0.2%
±0.2%
±3%
±5%
±10%

Results and Discussion
Fig. 3 depicts the frictional pressure gradient versus mass quality. The result was carried out with
the heat flux of 6 kW/m2, saturation temperature of 6ºC and the mass flux ranged from 50–150
kg/m2s. The trend shows the significant effect of mass flux on frictional pressure gradient. The
frictional pressure gradient increase with the increase of mass flux. In addition, frictional pressure
gradient is also increase when the vapor quality increase. Mass quality, like mass flux, strongly
affected on the frictional pressure gradient.
Fig. 4 illustrates frictional pressure gradient with the variation of heat flux. As can be seen in the
trend, the effect of heat flux on frictional pressure gradient was insignificant.

Fig. 3. Effect of mass flux

Fig. 4. Effect of heat flux

In this study, the experimental frictional pressure was compared with some well-known
correlations proposed by Gronnerud [8], Chisholm [9], Friedel [10] and Muller and Heck [11]. The
experimental data is predicted well with Friedel correlation while other correlations failed in
prediction. The summary of comparison is shown in Table 2. Fridel correlation achieved the best
prediction with the mean and average deviation of 17.91% and -10.12%, respectively.
In order to simplify the model and improve the prediction, a modified frictional pressure drop
correlation was developed in this study. The general form was based on the ideal of
Lockhart-Martinelli (1949) that frictional pressure drop is comprised of frictional pressure drop of
liquid-phase adjusted by two-phase multiplier. The equation can be determined as following:
dp
 dp 
f =  F  φ f2
dz
 dz  fo
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where the frictional pressure drop of liquid-phase was defined as:
2 f fo G 2
 dp 
=
F


Dh ρ f
 dz  fo

(7)

when f fo is frictional factor and determined based on the flow regime:
16
Re fo < 2300 : f la min ar =
Re fo
Re fo > 3000 : f Blasius =
0.079 Re −fo0.25

(8)

2300 < Re fo < 3000 :
f
=

f blasius − f la min ar
(Re fo − 2300) + f la min ar
3000 − 2300

Based on the experimental data, a new two-phase multiplier was developed using the regression
method. The new factor was defined as:
=
φ f2 0.11x 0.632 (1 − x) −0.014

(9)

The proposed correlation shows a good prediction with the mean deviation of 9.69% and the
average deviation of -0.55%. The comparison between the experimental data and predicting model is
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Comparison between proposed correlation and experimental data

Table 2. Summary of correlation comparison
Correlation
Gronnerud [8]
Chisholm [9]
Friedel [10]
Muller and Heck [11]
Proposed

MD (%)
78.36
72.26
17.97
32.92
9.69

AD (%)
67.38
92.76
-10.34
-15.43
-0.55

Conclusion
This study demonstrated the two-phase frictional pressure drop of R410A in side multiport
minichannels. The results show that the frictional pressure drop increase with the increase of mass
flux and vapour quality, while the heat flux show insignificant effect. The experimental data was also
compared with several well-known correlations. A modified correlation for two-phase frictional
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pressure drop of R410A was developed. The proposed correlation was based on the two-phase
multiplier for liquid-phase frictional pressure drop and achieved the mean deviation of 9.69%.
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Abstract. Exhaust gas includes pollutants such as CO, NOx and SOx generated from combustion
process. In this study, we performed experiment on lab-scale furnace (0.15m×0.15m×1.0m) to
evaluate effects of the position and direction of secondary air on reduction of NOx. NOx generation
using the vertical secondary air nozzle appeared to be lower than using the horizontal nozzle. The
result indicates that opposed secondary air injection to the fuel flow is effective in reducing NOx.
Introduction
Importance of renewable energy owing to environmental issues and resource shortage problem is
increasing every day. However, energy through the combustion of the fossil fuels and the waste
covers the large proportion. The emissions such as CO, NOx and SOx are generated in the
combustion process. NOx released into the atmosphere is the cause of acid rain. Many studies for the
removal and suppression of NOx generation have been developed. Methods for suppressing the
generation of NOx include FGR (Flue Gas Recirculation) and OFA (Over Fire Air). FGR is a method
of suppressing the generation of NOx by lowering combustion temperature due to supplying recycled
exhaust gas [1, 2]. This method is required additional facilities such as duct, fan, filter and chamber.
OFA is a method of suppressing NOx generation by lowering peak flame temperature due to
secondary air [3, 4]. The OFA have been widely used even if this also is required additional facility to
supply air to the combustion zone, because cost for install and maintenance is relatively small. We
conducted experiments to derive more effective OFA technology.
Experimental Set-up
Experiments were conducted about the ratio of primary air to secondary air and the injection
direction (horizontal and vertical direction) of the secondary air as selected variables of the OFA
operating. Experimental furnace was shown in Fig. 1. The experimental furnace has a height of 1.0 m,
width of 0.15 m and length of 0.15 m. LPG (C3H8: 60%, C4H10: 40%) was used as a fuel. 4 Burners
with metal fiber are installed at the bottom of the furnace to imitate thermal flow from primary
combustion chamber of stoker type incinerator. Heating up were conducted as pre-mixed combustion
condition. Experimental conditions were controlled by flow rate of primary air and secondary air as
shown in Table 1. The compositions of the combustion gas were measured by Testo-330 and the gas
temperatures were measured by k-type thermocouple to confirm the experimental results. The
secondary air nozzles were installed as shown in Fig. 1 and were controlled by mass flow controller
for change ratio of primary air to secondary air. Also vertical secondary air nozzles were installed at
the top of furnace to supply opposite direction of exhaust gas. These methods used previous studies
utilizing flameless combustion technology for the reduction of NOx through the high velocity
secondary air opposite direction of exhaust gas [5].
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Fig. 1. A process diagram of experimental apparatus

Table 1. Experimental conditions
Unit

Fuel
(lpm)

Total air
(lpm)

Primary
air (%)

Horizontal
secondary air
(%)

Vertical
secondary air
(%)

Nozzle
diameter
(mm)

case1-1
case1-2
case1-3
case1-4
case1-5
case2-1
case2-2
case2-3
case2-4
case2-5

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110

70
60
50
40
30
70
60
50
40
30

30
40
50
60
70
-

30
40
50
60
70

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

Results and Discussion
Horizontal secondary air experiments. The ratio of total air to secondary air was increased from
30% to 70% using horizontal secondary air nozzles. The temperature contributions are shown in
Fig.2. The maximum temperature was appeared at the position injecting secondary air except case11, and the temperature was decreased in accordance with exhaust gas flows. The composition of CO
and NOx are shown in Fig. 3. CO was not measured regardless of the secondary air flow rate.
According to the amount of CO, complete combustion was performed in all cases. NOx was
decreased from 131ppm to 34ppm as secondary air ratio increased.
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Fig. 2. Temperature distribution using horizontal air nozzle
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Fig. 3. CO and NOx using horizontal air nozzle

Vertical secondary air experiments. Conditions of from case 2-1 to case 2-4 were performed
using vertical secondary air nozzles as shown in Table. 1. The temperature distributions are
shown in Fig. 4. The changes of temperature distributions using vertical secondary air nozzle
appeared to be higher than that using the horizontal nozzle. The positions of maximum
temperature were moved to the top of the furnace according to increasing of secondary air ratio.
CO emissions were hardly generated but these were slightly increased according to increasing
of secondary air ratio as shown in Fig. 5. However, complete combustion was performed in all
cases according to low amount of CO. NOx was dramatically decreased in case of ratio of
vertical secondary air to 30%. NOx emissions were decreased according to increasing of secondary
air ratio and were generated 20ppm in case of secondary air to 70%.
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Fig. 4. Temperature distribution using vertical air nozzle
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Fig. 5. CO and NOx using vertical air nozzle

Conclusions
This study was performed to reduce the NO emission using the experimental furnace with the
secondary air. NOx generation using the vertical secondary air nozzle appeared to be lower than using
the horizontal nozzle. This result indicates that opposed secondary air injection to the fuel flow is
effective in reducing NOx. NOx can be decreased in using the vertical nozzle in case of appropriate
location and flow rate of secondary air.
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Abstract. In this work, LPG reforming reaction carried out by changing stoichiometric ratio, input
flow rate of air and LPG. In the experimental setup, the reforming process was controlled by fuel
flow rate at bottom and oxidant agent flow rate at top. The results were measured as concentration
of chemical composition at the exit. The results show that reforming reaction increases in
accordance with the increase of A/F ratio but CH 4 also increases due to decreased furnace
temperature. Also reforming reaction increases as input flow rate increases due to increasing the
furnace temperature.
Introduction
Reforming reaction converts hydrocarbon fuel into H 2 , CO 2 , CO, CH 4 . In particular, H 2 and
CO are important as they play key role in synthesizing alternative fuel and chemical products.
Typical reforming reactions are divided into two types, auto-thermal reforming and catalytic
reforming [1, 2]. As fuel used for reforming reaction is usually produced from fossil fuel,
considerable emission of carbon dioxide is unavoidable. Furthermore, the reforming reaction
process needs expensive catalysts and complicated service conditions which is the main reason of
difficult design and operation. In this experiment, auto-thermal reaction using incomplete
combustion of fuel was applied. For maintaining uniform reaction of the entire furnace, oxidant
agent was sprayed from the top [3]. As a variable, stoichiometric ratio and flow rate were using to
know how furnace temperature and emission gas composition change.
Experimental Equipment and Method
LPG composed of propane (C 3 H 8 ) and butane (C 4 H 10 ) to the ratio of 6:4 was used as a fuel.
Air was used as oxidizing agent. Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup of reforming reaction reactor.
Reaction burner, a cylinder with 650mm height and 200mm diameter, has 2 oxidizing agent nozzles
with a 180o angular interval on its top, and a fuel nozzle on the center of its bottom. The flow rate of
oxidizing agent and fuel was controlled by a mass-flow-controller which TSC-230, 245 from MKP
company. For gas analysis O 2 , CO 2 , CO, H 2 , CH 4 in the top exhaust vent of reactor was measured
with SWG-200 from MRU company. For temperature measurement on the center area of the reactor,
5 k-type thermocouples with the interval of 100mm from the bottom were installed on the side of
the reactor.
Prior to reforming reaction experiment, LPG and oxidizing agent were put into premixed,
complete combustion mode in the bottom fuel nozzle and preheated for 1 hour to reach 10001100oC in the reactor. Then, oxidizing agents were injected toward top nozzle for reversed air
injection reforming reaction. For each particular case, conditions differed under the same
temperature and gas composition as it lasted more than 1minute and then examined. Experiment
case 4 and 8 are same condition but performed by separately, it has different results in the range of
allowable error.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of reforming system

Results and Discussion
In this experimental setup, results due to the independent variables which equivalent ratio of
oxidizing agent and fuel, demonstrate the certain characteristics of LPG reforming reaction. Table. 1
shows experiment conditions as case 1 to 4. Stoichiometric ratio was increased by 0.3 from 1.8 to
2.7 with the fixed oxidizing agent calorie of 90 lpm. Fig. 2 result indicated that the output of CO,
H 2 , CH 4 increased as the equivalence ratio escalated. Fig. 3 result indicated that the internal
temperature of reactor decreased as equivalence ratio increased. This result implies that as the
equivalence ratio escalates, temperature decreases due to decline in the proportion of complete
combustion fuel. This also suggests that while the overall temperature declines, concentration of
CH 4 , the intermediate product of reforming reaction increases.
Table.1 The experimental conditions of Stoichiometric change
Case
number
1
2
3
4

Air flow
rate
(lpm)
90
90
90
90

Fuel flow
rate
(lpm)
6
7
8
9

Stoichiometric
ratio
1.8
2.1
2.4
2.7

Fig. 2. Gas composition change according to
stoichiometric ratio
Support by

Volumetric
calorie
(kJ/m3)
6300
7274
8228
9163

Residence
time
(sec)
2.72
2.71
2.78
2.81

Temperature
deviation
(oC)
34
33
30
29

Fig. 3. Gas temperature change according to
thermocouple position
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Table. 2 shows experiment conditions as case 5 to 8. Reforming reaction was measured every
10 lpm increase from 60 to 90 lpm under the same equivalence ratio. Fig. 4 indicates reforming
reaction outputs due to the increase in oxidation agent flow rate. The results show that as input flow
rate increases H 2 and CO output increases, on the contrary, CO 2 and CH 4 output decreases. Fig. 5
results suggest maximum temperature of the reactor increases with the increase in flow rate,
composition of CH 4 decrease. Proportion of complete combustion fuel decreases with the decrease
in the residence time of gas.
Table. 2. The experimental condition of air flow rate change
Case
number
5
6
7
8

Air flow
rate
(lpm)
60
70
80
90

Fuel flow
rate
(lpm)
6
7
8
9

Stoichiometric
ratio
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

Fig. 4. Gas composition change according to air flow
rate

Volumetric
calorie
(kJ/m3)
9163
9163
9163
9163

Residence
time
(sec)
4.61
3.85
3.32
2.90

Temperature
deviation
(oC)
14
24
24
22

Fig. 3. Gas temperature change according to
thermocouple position

Summary
This reforming reaction experiment was performed by applying the reversed air injection as
auto-thermal reforming reaction using LPG fuel. As a result, output of CO, H 2 , CH 4 increased and
CO 2 , temperature decreased as the equivalence ratio escalated. Because the temperature drop, CH 4
production increased. Another result shows, as input flow rate increases H 2 and CO output increases
and CO 2 decreased. On the contrary, by the temperature increases CH 4 output decreases.
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Development of Microsatellites for Profiling Lithosphere and
Atmosphere Characteristics to Support Human Life and Sustainable
Environment
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Center for Environmental Remote Sensing (CEReS), Chiba University, 1-33, Yayoi, Inage, Chiba
263-8522 Japan
a
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Abstract. JMRSL - Chiba University develops two microsatellites called GAIA-I (50 kg class) and
GAIA-II (100 kg class) for profiling lithosphere and atmosphere. GAIA-I payload is GNSS Radio
Occultation (RO) sensor and Electron Density - Temperature Probe (EDTP) for Ionosphere
monitoring, and GAIA-II payload is Circularly Polarized Synthetic Aperture Radar (CP-SAR,
Patent Pending 2014-214905) for global land deformation monitoring. In the near future, we will
employ these microsatellites to investigate relationship of total electron content (TEC), electron
density and temperature, and global land deformation to observe precursor of earthquake. This talk
also will present the progress of development of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) that is developed in
JMRSL for Josaphat Laboratory Experimental Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (JX series).
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Abstract. Recently, the role of dopants in silicon devices has been changing from “bulk-type”
dopants to “atom-type” dopants after a long and successful history in Si technology. It is natural that
“individuality” in dopants becomes visible, when the size of the devices is significantly reduced and
this size reduction automatically causes the reduction in the number of dopants. However, such a
change also involves new device physics, leading to Dopant-Atom-FETs. In this report, the most
recent progress of our group will be reviewed with respect to fundamental nature of dopants in
nano-structured Si and related dopant-atom devices.
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Abstract. In this research, chirp generator for synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has been made, using
a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). Chirp generator consist of ramp generator, VCO, astable
multivibrator and mixer. The range frequency start from 19 MHz up to 24 MHz, bandwidth 5 MHz,
PRF 2 KHz, PRF 500 micro second with waveform is chirp pulse

Introduction
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a kind of radar’s technology, but it’s different from
conventional radar which only detect and present information about location or distance. SAR
present information in the form of image or picture. SAR can work in all conditions, in the
afternoon or night. This SAR technology solve the problem about optical camera limitedness which
had use on remote sensing earth surface application in long distance (remote sensing). Now, SAR
censor is operated in linear polarization (HH, VV, VH, HV) with limited receive information.
Some characteristics of conventional SAR are having big dimension, needs great power, sensitive
with Faraday rotation effect, etc. [1].
Now being developed Circularly Polarized Synthetic Aperture Radar Onboard Microsatellite
(μSAT CP-SAR) with Low Earth Orbit (LEO) height approximately 700 km above sea surface to
get earth surface physical information. μSAT CP-SAR is CP-SAR censor which applied on the
micro class satellite with weight less than 1000 kg and work in frequency 1.27 GHz (L band) [2].
The SAR work principle is to transmit signal in the form of signal chirp from transmitter to the
object which then this signal chirp will be reflected back to the SAR system, then the data which is
accepted will be processed until we can get information that we want, such as picture form from the
object that being affected by the chirp. To get the chirp signal, then we need a tool that can produce
this signal chirp, the tool is a chirp generator on SAR.
Chirp Generator
Chirp signal generator. Chirp signal or commonly referred to as Linear Frequency Modulation
(LFM) is a signal that it’s linear instantaneous frequency signal with respect to time. Chirp signal
used in the transmitted signal to achieve a uniform bandwidth [3]. Chirp signal is a signal that an
increase (up-Chirp) or decrease (donw- Chirp) frequency versus time. Chirp signal is able to
provide good resolution, easily generated because not require huge resources [4] as well as easy to
be processed into images or pictures. In the time domain, linear FM pulse signal equation ideal is
[3].
t
x(t ) = rect 
T


2
 Aexp{ jπ Kt }


(1)

Phase of LFM signal is given by the argument of the exponential in radians [3].
φ (t ) = π Kt 2

(2)

While the instantaneous frequency is the derivative of Eq. 2 with respect to time, in Hz [3]
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f
=

1 dφ (t )
1 d (π Kt 2 )
=
= Kt
dt
2π dt
2π

(3)

With K is Chirp rate [Hz/s]:
K=

f1 − f 0
T

(4)

Bandwidth (BW) [3]:
( BW ) = [ K ]T

(5)

In the frequency domain, then this is the Chirp signal Eq. 3.
∞

∫ s (t ) exp{− j 2π ft}dt

=
S( f )

−∞

(6)

∞

t 
2
∫ rect   exp{ jπ kt {− j 2π ft}dt
T
 
−∞

S( f )

(7)

Chirp generator. To generate chirp signal, it takes a device to generate a signal that the generator
chirp. A voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) is used to generate chirp signal using the input voltage
of the ramp generator as input VCO [5]. Components of chirp generator consists of a voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO), ramp generator, multivibrator and mixer.
VCO is an electronic oscillator where in the output frequency is set by a DC input voltage
supplied. Tuning element is a varactor diode when the diode junction capacitance at the transition
will be reduced when the reverse voltage is increased [6].
Triangular signal is generated IC XR 2206. This is a modulation signal which serves as a
voltage controller is as input to the VCO input pin so that the VCO output signal is obtained in the
form of a triangular signal chirp. Excellence is a triangular signal can be used to detect moving
objects accurately. By using the triangular signal, the distance and speed information from the
object can be known simultaneously [7]
Multivibrator is an electronic circuit that generates a continuous signal which is used as the
timing. There are several types of bistable multivibrator which bistable multivibrator, monostable
multivibrator, astable multivibrator. At the end of the task used for multivibrator astable
multivibrator has two states which oscillate continuously to produce a square waveform in the
output. Time period of charging and discharging the capacitor can be set according to the Eq. 8.
TLow = 0, 7 × RB × C
THigh = 0, 7 × ( RA + RB ) × C

(8)
(9)

From the period, then the total period square signal is determined and the frequency values from
this is signal is [8]:
=
T THigh + TLow

F=

(10)

1
T

DutyCycle =

(11)
THigh
THigh + TLow

(12)

Mixer is a multiplier circuit in which the output of this circuit is the multiplication of two input
signals. Terms of mixer or mixer is one of the input signal has a large enough level. It is necessary
to anticipate the non-linear operation of the circuit. Other input signal is always smaller-level [9].
Design
Design of chirp pulse signal. Design of chirp pulse signal can be seen on Table 1 below:
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Table 1. Design of chirp pulse signal
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Parameter
Range Frequency
Bandwidth
PRF
PRI
Waveform
Impedance I/O
Amplitudo

Value
15 MHz – 25 MHz
10 MHz
500 micro second
2000 Hz
Chirp Pulse
50Ohm
+/- 4 Volt

Design of chirp generator. Block diagram of chirp generator in this research can be seen on Fig. 1
below :
Ramp Generator

Mixer

VCO

OUTPUT

Multivibrator

Fig. 1. Block diagram chirp generator

Design of ramp generator. Triangle signal which will be designed with output frequency is 2 KHz,
period 500 μs. This signal will be modulate to VCO’s Vtune with amplitude voltage is arranged
appropriete with VCO’s characteristic. If the value of amplitude is large, so the value of bandwidth
is large too. For realization of ramp generator circuit will be develop with IC XR2206.
Design of VCO. For develop VCO’s circuit will be used from IC MC1648, because this IC can
produce maximal frequency until 225 MHz. This VCO circuit is designed to generate chirp signal
with bandwitdh is 10 MHZ, range frequency start from 16 MHz up to 26 MHz.
Design of astable multivibrator. To realization astable multivibrator circuit will be used IC NE
555. This function of IC is to be a timer. For find the parameter, we have to determine the value of
capacitor, output frequency and duty cycle. Determine if C = 10 nF, DC = 55%, T = 500 us, So the
value of R B is 32.142 Kohm, R A is 7.142 Kohm.
Design of mixer. Design of mixer is use IC MC 1496 for merge between chirp signal and square
signal from astable multivibrator, so it will be generate chirp pulse. The purpose of generated chirp
pulse is to make the transmit signal have a timer space for echoes signal, then on the receiver
payload can be differencies between transmit signal and receive signal.
Realization of chirp generator

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. (a) VCO; (b) ramp generator; (c) astable multivibrator; (d) mixer
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Measurement Result of Block VCO
Fig. 3 is the results of VCO’s block using digital oscilloscope.

Fig. 3. Measurement results of block VCO using digital oscilloscope

Fig. 4. Graphics tunning voltage of VCO

From graphics tunning voltage, for find 10 MHz bandwidth, the start frequency is 16MHz and
the stop frequency is 26 MHz with minimum voltage is 1.4 Volt and the maximum voltage is 6
Volt, so the amplitude is 4.6 Volt.
Measurement Result of Ramp Generator
Fig. 5 is the results of ramp generator output.

Fig. 5. Measurement results of ramp generator using digital oscilloscope
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From Fig. 5, it can be seen that the value of frequncy is 2 KHz, period is 500 micro second, Vmax 6.14 Volt, V-min 1.44 Volt, Vp-p is 4.64 Volt and the waveform is triangle signal.
Measurement Results of Block Astable Multivibrator
Fig. 6 is the measurement results of astable multivibrator.

Fig. 6. Measurement results of astable multivibrator block

From the Fig. 6, it can be seen that the frequency generated by the astable multivibrator is 2
kHz with a period of 500 μs and a duty cycle of 52%. But the value of duty cycle is shifted 3%.
This affects the duty cycle pulse width between one periods.
Measurement Results of All Block Chirp Generator

Fig. 7. Measurement results of chirp generator

Table 2 Comparison Table
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Parameter
Bandwith
PRF
PRI
Waveform

Design
10 MHz
2 KHz
500 us
Chirp Pulse

Realization
5 MHz
2 KHz
500 us
Chirp Pulse

From Fig. 7 it can be seen chirp pulse signal output is measured by using a digital oscilloscope.
The results can be seen in the Table 2, between the results of the design with the following
realization results. The signals generated in the form of a pulse with PRF 2KHz Chirp, PRI 500 us.
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However, based on measurements with a spectrum analyzer, bandwidth has shifted by 5 MHz. This
can be caused by the process of inputting the voltage of the ramp signal generator to the VCO
Vtune voltage value changes resulting in a range of values is changed so that the bandwidth
frequency is also changed. To form its output signal has the form of a pulse Chirp.
Summary
From the measurement of the ramp generator block that serves as a modulation signal
generating waveforms are in accordance with the design in the form of a triangle with frequency
output signal at 2 kHz and the period 500 μs. While the VCO block generates a sinusoidal
waveform that serves as a carrier signal in accordance with the design of the initial frequency
portion at 5 Volts DC is 16 MHz.
In the measurement process ramp generator block V-max values obtained at 6.16 volts, V-min
at 1.44 volts and Vp-p equal to 6.64 Volts. To gain bandwidth of 10 MHz obtained initial voltage
value of 1.4 volts at 16 MHz frequency value and the value of the final voltage of 6 volts at 26 MHz
frequency value.
The incorporation of the ramp generator and VCO or waveform generator generates the form
chirp. For the resulting bandwidth is 5 MHz shifted by 5 MHz bandwidth is much lower than the
initial design.
In the measurement of the timer block with astable multivibrator circuit IC555 obtained a
frequency of 2 kHz and its period of 500 us and the duty cycle is obtained by 52%.
From the result of merging blocks ramp generator, VCO, astable multivibrator and mxer
obtained in the form of Chirp signal pulse shape with the value of 2 kHz PRF with his PRI of
500μs.
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Abstract. Data link from aerial observation required a mounted transmitter assembled in small size
and lightweight construction, due to the limitation of the payload capacity. Currently used in the
PUNA, is a monopole antenna which still has some weakness, including its susceptibility to the
wind (drag effect). This work designed a microstrip antenna to improve the signal transmission
performance from PUNA to the Ground Control Station (GCS). The microstrip antenna is chosen
for its low profile drag, light weight, the ease in manufacturing and the low cost aspect. After an
optimal antenna design, the antenna placement should be noted to ensure a good transmission. In
this paper, the microstrip antenna is operated in 2.35 GHz for video monitoring and being placed
inside of the fuselage. Simulated co-site interference is performed at the operational frequency of
the control data antenna, which is 900 MHz, with the placement in the upper surface (canopy) of the
PUNA.
Introduction
The Republic of Indonesia can be described as an archipelago state that has a very long beach
borders. This geographical condition implies the obligation to provide security in the region
boundaries. Currently, Indonesian experienced problems with the increment of illegal activities
such as illegal logging, illegal fishing and trafficking [1]. To respond the problem, there are many
proposals to use UAV (known as Pesawat Udara Nir Awak, PUNA) to monitor the condition of the
border area. Although the results of coverage were smaller than the surveillance manned aircraft,
the UAV operational costs are cheaper, so it will be possible to operate many PUNA and scattered
throughout the Indonesian borders. This will obstruct the potential lawbreaker in estimating the
place and time of the PUNA operation. Government agencies that contribute to the development of
the PUNA is the The Agency for The Assessment and The Application of Technology (BPPT) with
its unit : Center for Industrial Technology in Defense and Security (PTIPK) [2]. The development
has successfully built several types of PUNA, that is Wulung, Gagak, Pelatuk, Alap-Alap and Sriti,
that equipped with a video camera payload for exploration, mapping, and aerial monitoring.
Communication between the PUNA On Board Systems with its Ground Control Station (GCS)
is held through a wireless medium by using an antenna. The proper placement of the antenna should
be arranged in such way so the data can be received in good quality. Several related research on
antenna placement in the small UAV [3, 4] were using fixed wing aircraft types which the
placement of the antenna is inside the wing to reduce the air friction (drag).
While for several types of flying wing aircraft, the rubber duck type of monopole antenna were
being placed on the surface of the canopy, such as the video antenna and the control data antenna.
In landing maneuver, Sriti (Flying Type UAV) used two methods; it can land by using nets and
belly landing. Problems that can be occured when performing landing nets is the damage of the
antenna that located on the canopy surface when it hit the net. In some events, the aircraft canopy
also fractured after being dragged by the damaged antenna. Hence an idea emerged to put the
antenna inside the fuselage to avoid the damage of the antenna and the canopy. Then the placements
of the antennas were set inside of the fuselage to avoid mutual coupling effects due to adjacent of
these antennas. To obtain optimum gain, monopole antenna was replaced with the microstrip
antenna.
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The designed antenna is a microstrip circular patch antenna for transmission of video
applications with coplanar waveguide with ground [5]. Working at 2.35 GHz frequency, the antenna
required the bandwidth of 2.5 MHz. It has linear polarization form with a directional radiation
pattern. In the co-site interference simulation which performed using CST software, the effect of
interference antenna placement between the video antenna (2.35 GHz) and the control data antenna
(900 MHz) can be observed. During the simulation, the position of control data antenna (900 MHz)
is in the upper part of the fuselage (canopy) with a distance of 0.8λ from the nose and the video
antenna are inside the fuselage (airframe) with a distance of 1.2λ of the nose.
The Antenna Design
The design of the antenna were referring to [5] with the working frequency at 2.35 GHz.
Substrates using FR4 material with the epsilon value (εr): 3.9, loss tangent (tanδ): 0.02 with
substrate thick (h): 1.6 mm. Antenna design is shown in Fig. 1 below:

Fig. 1. A single element microstrip circular patch antenna
Effect of Antenna Laying on Board Aircraft in Puna (Fuselage)
To perform its mission, the PUNA Sriti were equipped with video antenna (2.35 GHz) and
control data antenna (900 MHz). The control data antenna will be used to transmit data from the
sensors to the ground station and to receive command from the ground to the aircraft include in the
autopilot and autonomous mode. Video antenna and control data antenna is a monopole antenna
that is placed parallel to each other at the top (canopy) of PUNA Sriti. The common problem is the
antenna interference to the video so that the video signal has low quality. PUNA Sriti is a type of
short-range Small UAVs with limited payload capacity and maximum take-off weight (MTOW) up
to 9 kg. So the use of additional devices such as power amplifiers are not suitable for the limitations
of space and payload provided.
A method to optimize the video communication is designing the video antenna to match the
requirement of PUNA Sriti. Video antenna will be designed using the microstrip to replace the
previous monopole antenna. The placement of the microstrip antenna is not parallel and coplanar
with the monopole control data antenna to avoid any interference with each other.
The monopole control data antenna will be placed at the top of the PUNA (canopy) with a
distance of 0.8λ from the nose. The video antenna placement is inside the fuselage with 1.2λ
distance from the nose. To have a more realistic condition, the simulation was performed with the
addition of machine parameters using Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC). The materials of the
PUNA Sriti has parameters as follows, epsilon (εr) : 2.245, loss tangent (tan δ) : 0.05 with material
thickness (h): 1.7 mm. The analysis of co-site interference were emphasized more to the video
microstrip antenna at 2.35 GHz to observe the effect of positioning the antenna and interference to
control data antenna as in Fig. 2 below:
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Fig. 2. Simulation co-site interference PUNA Sriti
From the simulation results, the S-parameters were obtained as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. S-parameter co-site interference distance 1.2λ
The simulation results showing that S11, which is a microstrip antenna, working at 2.35 GHz.
While S22, which is a monopole antenna, working at 900 MHz. Both frequencies are not
interference, as it shown from S12 value (-60.47 dB) which differ a lot from S11 value (-16.58 dB).
The microstrip video antenna work at 2.32 GHz frequency to 2.39 GHz with a bandwidth of 62
MHz. This simulation is conducted to eliminate the mutual coupling effects, because these effects
could decrease the quality of the antenna parameters due to electromagnetic interference from two
or more antennas which located too close. The mutual coupling effect were recognize in the
changes in the antenna parameters such as gain, return loss and radiation pattern. In the UAV
communication, the influence of mutual coupling effect can be reduced by finding the optimal
placement of the video antenna and control data antenna.
The analysis of the radiation pattern were conducted for the microstrip antenna, with two fields.
The xy-plane (E-plane) and yz-plane (H-plane). The simulation results can be seen in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5.
In the Fig. 4 we can observe that when Farfield Realized Gain Abs Theta = 90 deg, then the
Angular width (3 dB, light blue segment) = 94.5 deg and Main Lobe direction = 178 deg (dark blue
radius line).
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Fig. 4. Radiation pattern xy-plane (E-plane) distance 1.2λ

Fig. 5. Radiation pattern yz-plane (H-plane) distance 1.2λ
The simulation of co-site interference microstrip antenna inside the fuselage without wings
with 1.2λ distance, is tabulated in Table 1.
Table 1. Subjective listening test results
Co-Site PARAMETERS
Frequency Port-1
Frequency Port-2
S11
S12
Bandwidth
Gain
VSWR
Line impedance
Beamwidth (E) & (H)

RESULTS
2.35 GHz
900 MHz
-16.58 dB
-60.47 dB
62 MHz
2.84 dBi
1.34
49.47 ohm
94.5 deg & 91.5 deg

Conclusion
This paper has discussed the influence of microstrip antenna positioning and its placement
within the fuselage of PUNA Sriti. The results show that the video antenna placement within the
fuselage does not cause interference to the control data antenna, concluded from the simulation
results of the co-site interference. The location of the video antenna at a distance of 1.2λ due to
limitations of space and its placement is inside PUNA Sriti. From the simulation results, the antenna
works at a frequency of 2.32 GHz to 2.39 GHz with a bandwidth of 62 MHz, and the gain of 2.84
dBi.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a study to correct the results of measurements carried out in
non-anechoic chamber. This study will be conducted in two scenarios. The first scenario is taking
antenna measurement data in anechoic chamber that will be used as reference data. The second
scenario is taking antenna measurement data in non-anechoic chamber, which is a regular room
without absorber. The measurement data on the second scenario will be processed using FFT-Based
Method, transformation data from frequency domain to time domain (Inverse FFT) and
transformation data from the time domain to the frequency domain (FFT). The data on second
scenario contain reflected waves, which have more delay time than direct wave. We will remove or
compensate the reflected wave with FFT-Based Method. Furthermore, the corrected data will be
validated with reference data obtained from the first scenario. The result of this paper is a pattern
which has been reconstructed with FFT-Based Method and validated with reference data. This
paper described a correction of the radiation pattern measurement at frequency range of 2 to 3 GHz,
i.e. 2.025 GHz, 2.545 GHz, and 2.975 GHz.
Introduction
Anechoic chamber is a room that is used for antenna measurements. In anechoic chamber,
antenna measurement will be more accurate because there is no electromagnetic waves are reflected
due to appropriate absorbing materials on the chamber. In contrast, antenna measurement performed
in non-anechoic chamber will produce reflected waves, which cause a distortion of the radiation
pattern measurement results. Thus, the results of non-anechoic measurement are less accurate. It is
necessary to improve the results of non-anechoic measurement which may include removing or
compensating undesirable results of measurements.
The traditional methodology to achieve the reduction of reflections and diffractions is the FFT
(Fast Fourier Transform)-based method, which describes the impulse response of the non-anechoic
chamber from its frequency response by using the Inverse Fourier Transform [1]. In the time
domain, the direct wave from the transmitter to the receiver is detected, thus eliminating undesired
delay time. This methodology is needed to determine the amount of time delay, which is the
minimum travel time of the beam from AUT (Antenna under Test) to the measurement probe [2].
The goal of this paper is to describe a methodology that will improve the results of non-anechoic
measurement by eliminating undesirable components to obtain a radiation pattern as similar as
possible to the one obtained in an anechoic chamber.
The measurement system and the procedure used to obtain the data are described in Section
II. The application of FFT-Based Method to the data measurement and the result of this study are
described in Section III. The conclusions that have been derived from this study are described in
Section IV.
Measurement System
The measurement carried out in this paper conducted in two scenarios. All of scenarios are
radiation pattern measurement for each azimuth angle (ϕ) from -90º to 90º at steps of 5º. The
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bandwidth of the measurement are 0.04 GHz, ranging from 2.005 GHz to 2.045 GHz, 0.05 GHz
ranging from 2.52 GHz to 2.57 GHz, and 0.03 GHz ranging from 2.96 GHz to 2.99 GHz. Therefore,
the center frequency corresponds to the measurement at the frequency of interest are 2.025 GHz,
2.545 GHz, and 2.975 GHz. The AUT used in the first and the second measurement scenario is
similar. Specification of the AUT is a SAS-571 horn antenna which operates at frequency range of
700 MHz to 18 GHz, VSWR less than 1.6, has gain from 1.4 up to 15 dBi, has linear polarization
and directional radiation pattern.

Fig. 1. A top view of the antenna measurement system in first scenario

First Scenario
The first scenario as shown as Fig. 1 is taking antenna measurement data in anechoic chamber
that will be used as reference data. Anechoic chamber (4m×4m×4m) located in Telecommunication
Laboratory at the University of Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia.
In this scenario, the necessary reference data were taken for the azimuth radiation pattern of the
AUT between -90º and 90º at 3 different frequencies: 2.025 GHz, 2.545 GHz, and 2.975 GHz. This
information is used in Section III to validate the results obtained by using FFT-Based Method to be
described.
Second Scenario
The second scenario as shown as Fig. 2 is take antenna measurement data in non-anechoic
chamber. Non-anechoic chamber (8.1m×4.8m×3m) is located in Antenna Laboratory at the
Telkom University, Bandung, Indonesia.
In this scenario, the necessary measurement data were taken for the azimuth radiation pattern
of the AUT between -90º and 90º at three different frequencies: 2.025, 2.545, and 2.975 GHz. This
information will be transformed from frequency domain, i.e., S 21 (f,ϕ) to time domain, i.e., S 21 (t,ϕ),
by using inverse FFT.

Fig. 2. A top view of the antenna measurement system in second scenario
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Application of FFT-based Method
In this section, the various steps of data retrieval, data processing, application of FFT-based
Method to the data measurement and the result of this study:
1) Measure the radiation pattern in anechoic chamber covering the azimuth angle of 2.025, 2.545,
and 2.975 GHz.
2) Measure the radiation pattern in non-anechoic chamber covering the bandwidth and the
azimuth angle as shown in Fig. 3 of 2.025, 2.545, and 2.975 GHz.
3) Apply the inverse FFT to S21(f,ϕ) to obtain the temporal response S21(t,ϕ) as shown in the Fig.
4.
4) Once in time domain, the reflected wave can be approximately gated by truncating the
waveform beyond a time margin of [3]:
2
2
 d1 
2×   + d 2
 2 
 
TM =
3×108

( )

(1)

where TM is time margin in second, d 1 is measurement distance in meters and d 2 is nearest
distance of reflection in meters. From Eq. 1, the time margins of 2.025, 2.545, and 2.975 GHz
are 20, 22, and 25 ns respectively. The time domain after eliminating the reflected wave in
S' 21 (f,ϕ) is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. S 21 (f, ϕ), frequency response for each
azimuth angle of 2.545 GHz

Fig. 4. S 21 (t, ϕ), time domain data of 2.545 GHz

Fig. 5. S' 21 (t, ϕ), time domain data after truncating
the reflected wave of 2.545 GHz

Fig. 6. S' 21 (f, ϕ), frequency response after eliminating
the reflection wave of 2.545 GHz
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5) Transforming the truncated data to the frequency domain by applying the FFT one obtains the
processed frequency domain S'21(f,ϕ) response as shown in Fig. 6.
6) To quantify the accuracy of the method, two different errors were defined. First, the
measurement error, it is an indication of the difference between the reference pattern and the
pattern measured in non-anechoic chamber. Second, the compensated error, it is an indication
of the difference between the reference and the reconstruction pattern [4]:

=
ε meas

=
ε compen

N

1
N

∑ S (φ )

1
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∑ S (φ )

ref
21

i =1
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i =1
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where N is the number of angular samples. From Eqs. 2 and 3, the measurement error and the
compensated error of 2.025 GHz are 3.102% and 2.372%, measurement error and
compensated error of 2.545 GHz are 4.723% and 3.866%, measurement error and
compensated error of 2.975 GHz are 7.516% and 5.987% as shown in Fig. 7. The comparison
of the reference pattern, the measured pattern in non-anechoic chamber, and the
reconstruction are shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Measurement error and compensated error of
2.025 GHz, 2.545 GHz, and 2.975 GHz

Fig. 8. Comparison of the radiation pattern measurement in
anechoic, non-anechoic and reconstruction of 2.545 GHz
between -90º and 90º

Summary
The compensated error has to be less than measurement error or close to zero. So, it is shown
in this paper that the measurement results of the radiation pattern correction were successful. If the
compensated error more than the measurement error, it means there is no correction for the
radiation pattern. It might be caused by wrong measurement data, or less accurate reference data, or
other interference waves exist in the measurement. The accuracy of correction depends on the
accuracy of reference data, because the reference data used as a reference for justification. This
study is valid in the range of azimuth angle -90º ≤ ϕ ≤ 90º. FFT-Based Method is not too efficient
because this method just look on the time domain of data. This method can eliminate error which
caused by the reflected wave. However, FTT-Based Method cannot correct the measurement if
other wave exists in the measurement. The waves can affects a large percentage of errors and the
accuracy of data.
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Abstract. We present the recent experimental results on plasma surface modification of graphiteencapsulated metal nanoparticles fabricated by dc arc discharge. The main objectives are: (1) to
modify the nanoparticles by plasma surface modification, and (2) to introduce the desired functional
materials onto the surface of nanoparticles for biomedical and environmental applications.
Recently, we have succeeded in fabricating graphite-encapsulated metal nanoparticles using Au and
Cu, in addition to magnetic metal, such as Ni, Fe, and Co in a previous study. With RF plasmas, we
have demonstrated to introduce the functional groups, such as amino and carboxyl groups
efficiently for application to virus collection and Cesium ion removal using plasma modified
magnetic nanoparticles.
Introduction
Recently, carbon encapsulated metal nanoparticles have attracted considerable interest in
various industrial applications. The incorporation of both metal nanoparticles and carbon in stable
core-shell system provide the improvement of their great advantageous properties which make them
potentially applicable in various areas such as magnetic data storage, magnetic fluid, magnetic inks
[1], catalyst support [2], magnetic separation, electrode, additives in many uses, conductive pasta,
conductive coating, biotechnology and biomedicine applications [3-10].
Plasma processing has been proven its numerous advantages in the surface functionalization of
the polymer, metallic materials, nano-structured materials such as carbon nanotubes and various
kinds of nanoparticles. An important subject of plasma processing is to unveil the functionalization
mechanism so that a better control of the functional group could be achieved.
In this study we will present our recent results on the fabrication of nano-structured materials
by various plasma processing, functionalization of their surfaces by plasma chemical modification,
and finally to immobilization of the relevant molecules onto the surface of nano-structured
materials for biomedical or environmental application.
Experimental
Preparation of graphite-encapsulated metal nanoparticles. Graphite-encapsulated metal
nanoparticles were prepared by arc discharge [11, 12], which has been described in a previous study
[13]. An arc discharge was generated by applying a dc current of 150–200 A at a potential of about
20 V between the anode and the cathode. A graphite electrode molded with metal powder was used
as the anode, while a graphite rod as the cathode. The chamber was evacuated to about 1 Pa by a
rotary pump. A He:CH4 gas mixture with a ratio of 8:2 was beforehand introduced into the chamber
until the pressure reached 1.3×104 Pa. Applying a high current between the electrodes generates lots
of composite powders.
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Fig. 1. HR-TEM images of graphite-encapsulated iron nanoparticles [11]

Fig. 1 shows a typical high-resolution transmission electron microscopy image of graphiteencapsulated iron nanoparticles. The particles mainly have diameters in the range 10–50 nm, as
measured from the outmost graphene layer.
Surface functionalization of graphite-encapsulated metal nanoparticles using RF plasmas.
After synthesizing the nanoparticles, they were treated by using an inductively coupled radiofrequency (RF) plasma device with 200 mm in both diameter and height, as shown in Fig. 2. A
helical water-cooling copper pipe was coupled to an RF power generator at 13.56 MHz via a
matching network. The input RF power was typically about 80 W. Samples were set in a glass dish
that was placed on the stage inside the chamber. Two-step plasma treatment was performed here.
First, we put the particle sample (about 5 mg) on the metal substrate. The chamber was evacuated to
a base pressure of approximately 10-3 Pa. As the first step, pretreatment was performed with Ar
plasma at 50 Pa. Subsequently, Ar/NH3 or Ar/H2O gas plasma was used as the post-treatment to
introduce amino or carboxyl groups, respectively. During the plasma processing, the gate chamber
was closed to prevent the nanoparticles from flowing to the turbo pump system.
Quartz jar
RF
source

Matching
Box

Pressure
gauge

Gas inlet

Copper coil

to turbo pump

Fig. 2. Experimental setup of an inductively coupled radio-frequency plasma device

To determine the amount of carboxyl groups on the surface of the nanoparticles, we used the
chemical derivatization technique using trifluoroacetic anhydride (TFAA, (CF 3 CO) 2 O). The
immobilized nanoparticles were immersed in TFAA solution for 2 hrs then washed in ethanol. After
carboxyl group derivatization by TFAA, the single peak in F 1s peak in XPS spectrum corresponds
to –CF 3 in TFAA molecules through the following chemical reaction,
(CF 3 CO) 2 O+R-OH → R-OCOCF 3 +CF 3 COOH

(1)
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Therefore, the concentration of carboxyl group can be estimated from the concentration of fluorine.
The number of fluorine atom corresponds to the number of carboxyl groups according to the
derivatization protocol.
As for the analysis of amino group, we also used the chemical derivatization method using
using 4-(trifluoromethyl)-benzaldehyde (TFBA, C 8 H 5 F 3 O) as reagent. In this report, we give the
results of the N/C ratio analyzed from N 1s and C 1s spectral intensity by the XPS measurement.
Analysis of amino group population by the chemical method using SPDP and DTT reagents.
The amino group population of the plasma-treated nanoparticles was analyzed by the chemical
derivatization method using sulfosuccinimidyl 6-[3´(2-pyridyldithio)-propionamido] hexanoate
(sulfo-LC-SPDP) according to the specific chemical procedure, as shown in Fig. 3. The plasma
modified nanoparticles (250 μg) were suspended by bath sonication in 200 μl of 10 mM sulfo-LCSPDP in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) and reacted for 30 min under light shielding conditions,
repeating the ultrasonication every 5 min. The treated nanoparticles were washed three times with
PBS through ultrasonication and centrifugation and collected magnetically. The centrifugation was
performed for 5 min with a gravitational force of 20,400 G. The nanoparticles with sulfo-LC-SPDP
complexes were then reacted with 300 μl of 20 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) in PBS and reacted under
light shielding conditions, repeating the ultrasonication every 5 min. After a 15 min reaction, 5 min
centrifugation at 20,400 G was performed and the cleavage product pyridine-2-thione liberated
from the sulfo-LC-SPDP present in the recovered supernatant liquid, was determined by
spectrophotometry at 343 nm.
Centrifugation
20400G

Reaction A:

Amino group
containing MNP

SULFO-LCSPDP in PBS

Pyridyldithiolactivated MNP

Dithiothreitol
(DTT) in PBS

Reaction B:

disulfide bond

Pyridyldithiolactivated MNP

Centrifugation
20400G

Sulthydrylactivated MNP

Pyridine 2thione

Fig. 3. Illustration of chemical derivatization method to analyze amino group population of graphiteencapsulated nanoparticles

The number of amino groups in 250 μg of the modified nanoparticles was quantitatively
determined from the calibration curve or by theoretical evaluation using the extinction coefficient of
pyridine-2-thione at 343 nm: 8.08×103 M-1cm-1. The number of amino groups per nanoparticle was
calculated when the number of nanoparticles per gram was 1.14×1014, which was estimated by
measuring the ratio of the mass of the nanoparticles to their volume under the assumption that the
nanoparticles have a regular spherical shape mainly of 20 nm diameter determined from the
nanoparticle size distribution taken by HR-TEM.
Results and Discussion
By varying the gas mixture ratio in RF plasma discharges, we optimized the surface
functionalization of graphite-encapsulated metal nanoparticles, which were analyzed by the
conventional chemical derivatization method. Fig. 4 shows the results of N/C ratio analyzed from
XPS spectrum for amino groups for different Ar/NH 3 gas mixture ratios. It is noted that N/C ratio
indicates the maximum at 6% NH 3 gas mixture ratio. We also found that NH emission at 336 nm
measured by optical emission spectroscopy(OES) indicated the maximum at 6% NH 3 gas addition.
These results suggest that the amino group modification was strongly correlated with NH species,
which were dissociated from NH 3 molecules.
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Fig. 4. N/C ratio of amino modified nanoparticles analyzed from XPS spectrum versus Ar/NH 3 gas
mixture ratio in RF plasma treatment

In the case of carboxyl group modification, we analyzed the F/C ratio by XPS analysis after
chemical derivatization with TFAA. Fig. 5 shows the results of F/C ratio of carboxyl-modified
nanoparticles versus H 2 O gas mixture ratio. It is found that the carboxyl modification was
maximized at about 2% H 2 O gas addition in the Ar/H 2 O RF plasmas. It is also interesting to note
that the OH emission intensity measured by OES shows the peak at 2% H 2 O gas addition (not
shown here).

Fig. 5 F/C ratio of carboxyl modified nanoparticles
analyzed from XPS spectrum versus Ar/H 2 O gas
mixture ratio in RF plasmas

Fig. 6 Numbers of amino groups introduced onto the
nanoparticles surfaces versus Ar/NH 3 gas mixture ratio
in RF plasmas

The amino group population of the plasma-treated nanoparticles was analyzed by UV
absorption technique using the chemical procedure with SPDP and DTT reagents. Fig. 6 shows the
numbers of amino groups introduced onto the nanoparticle surfaces as a function of Ar/NH 3 gas
mixture ratio in RF plasmas, together with the NH emission line intensity measured by OES. These
behaviors are very analogous to that in Fig. 4.
Based upon the present results of surface modification of graphite-encapsulated metal
nanoparticles, we have carried out the experiments on virus detection and cesium ion removal from
the water using these surface-functionalized nanoparticles. The preliminary experiments indicated
the promising results for the future application to biomedical and environmental research fields. Fig.
7 shows the procedure of the viral collection test using amino-modified iron nanoparticles [15],
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where the antibody immobilized iron nanoparicles were incubating with a dilute suspension of
influenza A virus.
BF
BF

GrMNPs

SP
SP(supernatant)

BD

Virus
Virus

Virus-infected
Virus-infected
sample
sample

Incubated with
GrMNPs

Magnetic
separation

Magnet
Discard supernatant
and wash

Fig. 7. Illustration of capturing procedure of influenza a virus by antibody-immobilized ion
nanoparticles by magnet [15]

Influenza A virus [ng/ml]

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
BF

SP

BD

Fig. 8. Result of virus concentration of influenza a virus by antibody-immobilized iron
nanoparticles [16]

H1N1 in phosphate-buffered saline (Fig. 7). With antibody C179 for H1N1 influenza virus, we
confirmed the virus concentration of 17.3-fold in the present technique [16], as shown in Fig. 8.
For environmental application of plasma surface modified magnetic nanoparticles, we have
carried out the preliminary experiment of cesium ion (not radioactive) removal from waste water.
The fundamental idea is shown in Fig. 9, where the Prussian blue (PB) was used as adsorbent
material of Cs+ ion and surface modified with amino groups by RF NH 3 plasma. Combined
aminated PB with carboxyl-modified nanoparticles, we prepared new magnetic adsorbents for Cs+
ion removal.
O

Fe
20~30nm

COOH ＋

P
B

Fe

P
B

~1nm

Fig. 9. Illustration of preparation Prussian blue-immobilized iron nanoparticles for Cs+ ion removal

Fig. 10 show the comparison of the Cs+ ion removal efficiencies between different samples with
the same weight of 3 mg; graphite-encapsulated magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) only, carboxyl
group modified MNPs, and PB-immobilized MNPs. Here, the last sample was prepared by using
cross-linking promoter to connect carboxyl-modified MNPs and aminated PB. The net weight of
PB of the last sample was 2.1 mg. It is clearly found from Fig. 10 that the PB-immobilized MNPs
showed a remarkable improvement of Cs removal property compared with other samples. When
we tested the Cs removal using pure PBs of 2.1 mg, then we obtained about 60% Cs ion removal
under the same experimental conditions. Therefore, the present results suggest that the PBimmobilized MNPs have a better Cs removal property rather than pure PB only, which means that
the PB-immobilized MNPs are promising adsorbents for practical radioactive Cs ion removal.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the Cs+ ion removal efficiencies between different samples with the same
weight of 3 mg; MNPs only, carboxyl modified MNPs, and Prussian blue-immobilized MNPs

Summary
In this study, we presented the recent experimental results on plasma surface modification of
graphite-encapsulated metal nanoparticles fabricated by dc arc discharge. The main objectives are
to modify the nanoparticles by plasma surface modification, and to introduce the desired functional
materials onto the surface of nanoparticles for biomedical and environmental applications. We have
shown the optimization of amino and carboxyl modification of graphite-encapsulated nanoparticles
by controlling Ar/NH 3 and A/H 2 O gas mixture ratio in RF plasmas. With amino and carboxyl
groups modified nanoparticles, we successfully demonstrated the influenza virus concentration and
cesium ion removal by performing antibody or Prussian blue immobilization onto the surface
functionalized magnetic nanoparticles.
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Abstract. In this research an antenna deployment is designed for TTC downlink communications in
space segment using a frequency of 437.325 MHz. The antenna deployment is a monopole antenna
with nanosatellite structure as ground plane. Ground plane is made from aluminum with a size of
10×10×10 cm with a thickness of 2 mm. The monopole antenna made from measuring tape with a
length 159 mm, while for the deployment technique using a timer circuit with a light sensor. The
measurement results monopole antenna get VSWR 1.1242 in 52.8 MHz bandwidth, elliptical
polarization, omnidirectional radiation pattern, and the gain of 2.23 dB. The antenna deployment
technique is deployed within 3 seconds, while the timer is active during 6 seconds.
Introduction
School of Electrical Engineering, one of the faculty in Telkom University with Aerospace
eXploration Centre (AXC) will build a nano-sized satellite communication system for TEL-U SAT.
The dimension of nanosatellite structure for TEL-U SAT using 1U (10×10×10 cm). Nanosatellite is
designed for LEO (Low Earth Orbit) 700 km on the surface of the earth. TTC (Telemetry, Tracking,
and Command) is very important for communication. Where the telemetry is long distance
measurement in satellite, Tracking is to know the position of satellite, and to give command if
satellite gets wrong position.
For this research design and implementation UHF antenna for TTC downlink application using
frequency 437.325 MHz [1]. In nanosatellite is used for communication. Antenna deployment is an
antenna that using deploy mechanism because certain conditions. For TTC application using
monopole antenna, because the dimension is not too large and radiation pattern is omnidirectional.
Monopole antennas is designed with ground plane element analysis, ground plane is similar with
nanosatellite structure using 1U dimension (10×10×10 cm) [2]. Deployment technique is using the
heating element with a light sensor and timer circuit. Antenna deployment is designed when the
satellite was launched from the earth, antenna in a safe condition and working properly.
Antenna Deployment for TTC
Telemetry, tracking, and command (TTC). Telemetry, tracking, and command are one of
important subsystem in satellite communication system. Telemetry is long distance measurement in
satellite, Tracking to know the position of satellite, and to give command if satellite get wrong
position [3]. In TTC for nanosatellite communication using two frequencies, UHF for downlink and
VHF for uplink [1].
Antenna deployment. The antenna deployment is designed using monopole antenna, because easy
and simple for deployment technique. The dimension of monopole antenna is [4]:
(1)
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where λ is wavelength of the center of operating frequency. The required HPBW (Half Power Beam
Width) of the antenna can be determined by slant range. Slant range is the distance between satellite
and ground station. The value of slant range gets from equation [5]:
(2)
where h is a height of satellite, R e is a radius of the earth, ϕ is a deviation longitude coordinates
between ground station and satellite, ∆ and is latitude coordinates ground station. From slant range,
then we have HPBW:
(3)
where D is slant range and X is the distance between ground station and point which orthogonal
with satellite.
The deployment technique consists of LDR (Light Dependent Resistor), timer circuit, and
heating element. LDR is a light sensor that the values of the light intensity reverse with resistance
value. LDR made by semiconductor materials is cadmium sulfide which change electrical resistance
from thousands ohm in dark conditions into hundreds ohm (less than) in bright conditions [6].
Timer is using an IC555 [7] that the conditions depend on resistor value and capacitor with the
charging concept. The length of time for charging depends on RC value:
(4)

Fig. 1. Ground plane design using FIT -based
software

Fig. 2. Monopole Antenna with Nanosatellite
Structure using FIT-based software

Fig. 3. Monopole antenna position analysis
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Light sensor
(LDR)

Timer and Relay

Nichrome Wire

Antena Deploy

Fig. 4. Block deployment system

Fig. 5. Deployment circuit using multisim

Antenna deployment design. Deployment technique will be work when LDR sensor gets the light,
so make the timer circuit active and relay ON. In this condition make the nichrome wire hot and cut
the fiber.
Antenna specification. For HPBW value get from Tel-U SAT design using polar sun synchronous
and assumes the satellite firstly comes in Indonesian located in north region is Pontianak with
coordinates 0o02’24” for latitude and 109o16’25” for longitude. And ground station (Bandung) in
coordinates 6o54’53, 08” for latitude and 107o36’35, 32” for longitude. So with the slant range
calculations and HPBW in (2) and (3) with the height of satellite is 700 km and radius of the earth is
6378 km so gets HPBW is 74.88o.
Antenna specification based on references [2, 8] and system requirements, includes:
- Operating Frequency
: 437.325 MHz (UHF)
- Bandwidth
: > 30 kHz
- VSWR
: ≤ 1.5
- Radiation Pattern
: Omni-directional with HPBW 74.88o
- Polarization
: linear
- Gain
: ≥ 2 dB
Ground plane design. Fig. 1 is a ground plane design that similar with satellite structure and the
dimensions using 1U (10×10×10cm) with the thickness is 2 mm using FIT (Finite Integration
Technique)-based software. The material of structure is aluminum.
Monopole antenna with structure of nanosatellite. The monopole antenna and its structure are
shown in Fig. 2. The antenna is located at the corner of the structure side with solar panels. The
analysis for determining a good position of monopole antenna with three placement alternatives is
shown in Fig. 3.
Deployment technique. The schematic diagram of deployment technique is depicted in Fig. 4
including:
a. Light sensor
Light sensor is using LDR (Light Dependent Resistor) or photo resistor, where the values of the
light intensity reverse with resistance value [6]. The function of LDR is to first response when
nanosatellite getting the light and make the timer active.
b. Timer circuit and heating element
The function of timer circuit is to activate the relay and then the heating element cutting the
fiber. Timer using an IC 555, the heating element using nichrome wire. The duration of activation
by the timer is determined by the resistor and capacitor as formula in the Eq. 4:
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t = (100×103)×50×10–6 = 5 second
Antenna and deployment technique realization. Antenna realization is shown in Fig. 6, using
aluminum structure with the thickness of 2 mm and made from measuring tape (zinc) because of the
material is flexible and easy for deployment process.
Deployment technique is designed in Altium software. Fig. 7 is a deployment technique
realization that the material is FR4 with dimensions is 3×3.7×1.8 cm.

Fig. 6. Antenna realization

Fig. 7. Deployment technique realization

Fig. 8. Radiation pattern of monopole antenna with structure
p = 159 mm for θ = 90 (left) and φ= 270 (right)

Table 1. The result of simulation monopole antenna with structure
Parameters
Length (mm)
VSWR
Bandwidth(MHz)
Radiation Pattern
θ = 90o
φ= 270o
Polarization
Gain (dB)

Position1
(1×1)
161
1.0788
56.6
Omni-directional
63.2 deg
86.4 deg
vertical linear
2.189

Position 2
(0.8×0.8)
160
1.0701
56.1

Position 3
(0.8×0.5)
159
1.0661
56.48

48.3 deg
87.1 deg

80.7 deg
87.7 deg

2.194

2.191

Table 2. Compare of measurement and simulation result (p=159 mm)
(p = 159
mm)

VSWR

Bandwidth
(MHz)

Simulation

10.661

56.48

Measurement

11.242

52.8

|S 11 |
Impedance
(dB)
(Ω)
302.729.903
j34.57
-32.66 48.1+j7.6

Table 3. Comparative HPBW θ and φ (p=159 mm)
HPBW
Simulation
Measurement

θ = 90o
80.70
117.88

φ=270ο
87.70
71.48
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Simulation and Measurement
From the result in Table 1, so the third position (0.8×0.5 cm) is closely with the specification.
Measurement of VSWR, bandwidth, and impedance. From measurement result in Table II, the
result between measurement and simulation value is similar and closely with the specifications of
antenna.
Radiation pattern measurement. Radiation pattern is measured in operating frequency 437.325
MHz in θ = 90o and φ = 270o with the result as shown in Fig. 7. From the result of measurement and
simulation is showing the difference of θ and φ value as shown in Fig. 8. From the picture of
simulation and measurement results, it can be seen that the radiation pattern is omnidirectional
because of the energy in θ = 90o is radiated almost equally in all φ direction, but the beam width is
decreased by the structure, so HPBW is less fulfill for sight coverage to earth.
Axial ratio and polarization measurement. From the result of measurement by spectrum
analyzer, the power level can be analyzed so that the field strength describes the polarization of the
antenna. For monopole antenna p = 159 mm with structure, power level maximum at 350o with the
power level of -35.46 dBm = 2.85×10-4 mW. While the minimum power level at 80o (orthogonal to
the maximum angle) with the power level of -38.79 dBm = 1.32×10-4 mW. So the axial ratio (AR)
of polarization is 3.33 dB. Because of AR greater than 3 dB, then we can conclude the antenna has
an elliptical polarization.
Gain measurement. Gain measurement in this research uses the method of three antennas consists
of two dipoles and a monopole in antenna deployment. The result is shown in Table IV between the
simulation and the realization.
Deployment Technique Testing
1) Light Sensor Testing
The point of observations doing in 5120 Lux conditions with the resistance is 269 ohm and
voltage in LDR when get the light is 6.7 Volt.
2) Timer Circuit
Timer circuit using IC 555 can control the required time to activate a relay. The timer will
provide an output voltage to make the relay active in 5 Volt. The output is 5.84 Volt when the input
is 9 Volt. The timer will be activated to control duration after the light sensor active. The timer can
be adjusted by trimming the resistance of potentiometer.
3) Heater Time Response
Responses time to make nichrome wire hot after relay activation if given 7.5 volt input by
adapter is 3 seconds. In this time the fiber will be cut off. The electric current for making nichrome
wire hot is approximately 1 Ampere. If we increase the applied voltage, the fiber will be cut off
sooner.

Fig. 9. The Measurement of Light Sensor
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Table 4. The Antenna Gain

Simulation
Measurement

Gain
(dB)
2.19
2.23

Table 5. The Timer Duration
Resistance (Ω)
50 k
60 k
100 k

Timer Duration
(Second)
3.61
4.44
6.82

Summary
Monopole antenna can be made from measuring tape with a length of 159 mm, while the
deployment technique using a timer circuit with a light sensor. From the measurement at the
working frequency of 437.325 MHz, the monopole antenna has VSWR 1.1242 in 52.8 MHz
bandwidth, elliptically polarization with an axial ratio of 3.34 dB, the radiation pattern is
omnidirectional with the gain of 2.23 dB, HPBW is 117.88o in θ = 90o value and 71.48o in φ= 270o.
With the above parameters, the antenna will be influenced by the satellite structure as a ground
plane, so the antenna performances will be little changed. The deployment technique is designed
and realized with the specifications including the response of the light, the duration of timer, and the
fiber. The greater lux of light will make the lower resistance in LDR. After the timer active on
during 6 seconds, then required time for cutting off the fiber (nylon fishing line) is 3 seconds.
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Abstract. Required specification of the antenna may inexpensive, ease of installation, good
performance, and portable. Microstrip antenna meet these requirements. This paper discuss about
design of star patch microstrip using line feeding method for electric current feed and rectangular
slot. The design of microstrip antenna using fiberglass eproxy material FR-4 with dielectric constant
(ε r ) = 3.9. Based on simulation software, the antenna covers 1.924 GHz up to 3.009 GHz which
return loss (S-parameter) below -9.548 dB.
Introduction
The deployment of the antenna technologies especially for government and commercial
application such as mobile radio and wireless communications, an antenna that have requirements
such as low profile, comfortable to planar and non planar surfaces, simple, inexpensive to
manufacture using modern printed-circuit technology, ease of installation. Microstrip antenna meet
these requirements. These antenna are very versatile in terms of resonant frequency, polarization,
pattern, and impedance [1].
The basic of microstrip patch antenna (MPA) is circular disk, circular ring, elipse, square,
rectangular, and equilateral triangle. The antenna using basic of circular disk because the circular
disk easily to modified to have a range of impedance values, radiation patterns, and frequency
operation [2].
One of the problems in communication is a high speed wireless data with wide bandwidth. This
problem can be solved with ultra wideband (UWB) applications. UWB application have data rate
up to 480 MBps for range 2 meters and up to 110 MBps for 10 meters [3]. For the antenna that has
a categorized as UWB antenna must has a fractional bandwidth equal to or above than 20% or has a
UWB bandwidth equal to or above than 500 MHz [4]
Design of the Antenna
This microstrip antenna is designed with the dimension of dielectric substrate 50×75 mm with
the microstrip-line feed. The shape of star of the microstrip antenna chosen the star shape due to the
star shape based on circular approach disk shape. The applied substrate material is fiberglass eproxy
material FR-4 that has dielectric constant (ε r ) 3.9 with thickness 1.6 mm. Antena models is shown
on Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The antenna design; X= the excitation port; with 1.6 mm FR-4 substrate (ε r =3.9) W= 50 mm; L= 75
mm; microstrip-line feed with the dimension of Ws= 3.372 mm; Wk= 21.8 mm; Rp= 18.5 mm; Ls= 34 mm;
and ground plane with the dimension of Wg= 50 mm; Lg= 75 mm; Wg1= 15 mm; Wg2= 24 mm; Wg3= 2
mm; Wg4= 30 mm

Fabricated Antenna
The fabricated of the microstrip antenna is shown on Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. The fabricated antenna: (a) front view; (b) rear view

The observed parameter antenna covers result of S-parameter (S 11 ), Bandwidth, Directivity,
Surface Current, Smith Chart, and VSWR.
Bandwidth. The designed antenna resonated at 2.4 GHz and covered a bandwidth of 1085 MHz.
The frequency range of antenna obtained from the S 11 level below -9.548 dB which is the
maximum tolerance level of the antenna that can work [5]. The bandwidth plot curve is shown in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Bandwidth

Smith chart and VSWR. The impedance matching viewed by smith chart. Fig. 4 shows
characteristic impedance from the microstrip antenna.

Fig. 4 Characteristic impedance

The impedance characteristic of the antenna is 50 Ohm. The impedance characteristic obtained
from normalize to fixed impedance at CST microwave studio.
Voltage standing wave ratio shows the impedance mismatch. The designed antenna VSWR
value 1:1.038 as shown in Fig. 5 its value must be lies in between 1 and 2.

Fig. 5. VSWR

Surface current. The surface current shows the flow of current at the patch surface is shown in Fig.
6. The radiation of microstrip antenna can be describe as a form of distribution surface currents.
Fig. 6 show the distribution of surface current at frequency 2.446 GHz.

Fig. 6. Surface current
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Directivity. Directivity is the property of an antenna to focus all the energy in particular direction.
The designed antenna has directivity of 3.969 dBi as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Directivity

Fig. 7 show the directivity of the antenna. The antenna have omnidirectional pattern. The major
of radiated power on backside of the antenna.
Gain. The frequency range that obtained above 3 dB is start from 2.098 GHz – 3.009 GHz. And the
frequency range below from 3 dB is start from 1.924 GHz - 2.098 GHz.

Fig. 8. Gain

Summary
The designed star patch antenna which made with rectangular slot and microstrip-line feed
method on 1.6 mm fiberglass eproxymaterial FR-4 with the dimension of substrate 50mm×75mm is
operating at frequency (1.924 GHz-3.099 GHz) with directivity pattern omnidirectional covering
WiMax standards and WLAN.
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Abstract. We present a simple design of a capacitive sensor to detect the dielectric properties of
selected tropical tubers. The measurements carried for three tubers, i.e. potatoes, jicama
(Pachyrhizus erosus/Indonesia: Bengkuang) and sweet-potatoes Cilembu. It showed that the
potatoes and jicamas were sensitive to frequencies of 1 kHz and 10 kHz, respectively, however the
sweet potatoes Cilembu reacted to a relatively high frequency (1-20 kHz). At range frequencies of
400 Hz up to 600 Hz, three tropical tubers were able to be evaluated. Comparison between the
measurement results of the tubers and soil showed that the tubers could be detected using the
capacitive sensor at frequencies of less than 1 kHz. The experiments were performed as preresearch for characterizing the properties of tropical tubers and to develop a model simulation for a
ground-penetrating radar to detect the tubers.
Introduction
Nowadays the electronic devices to determine the quality of agricultural products is growing,
such as a tool for the detection of potatoes and beets [1], watermelon [2, 3] and rice [4], and the
detection of moisture and dielectric constants of wheat and millet [5]. Several studies to detect the
level of ripeness of fruit with image processing method or color sensors has been published, among
other the tomatoes quality detection with Backpropagation algorithm was applied [6], detection of
apple fruits with histogram [7], and detection of bananas [8, 9].
This study was important to investigate the difference in tropical tubers characteristics and soil,
and it was essential as pre-research for the evaluation of tropical tuber named Porang
(amorphophallus muelleri blume). These results would give benefit for further investigation on the
sensor system dedicated for detecting the Porang tuber underground. Therefore, an evaluation on a
simple circuit used in this study was required for detecting tubers properties.
This study focused on the detection of tubers, which was indicated by a change in capacitance
value at a particular operating frequency. The selected tubers were jicama (Pachyrhizus
erosus/Indonesia: Bengkuang) as shown in Fig. 1, sweet-potatoes Cilembu as shown in Fig. 2, and
potatoes as shown in Fig. 3, since those three are relatively low-cost tubers and easy to find in
traditional markets. The detection on Porang will be reported elsewhere.

Fig. 1. Photograph of Jicama

Fig. 2. Photograph of sweet potatoes Cileumbu
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Fig. 2. Photograph of potatoes

Method
The characterization of three tropical tubers were evaluated in this study, and the frequency
which was sensitive to those tubers was investigated. At first, the tubers were prepared, by slicing
into 5cm×5cm×1.5cm. The sensor consisted of two parallel plate copper with a size of 5cm×5cm.
Block diagram of the system measurement is shown in Fig. 4. Function generator was used to
generate sinusoidal waveform voltages. The frequencies were varied from 100 Hz up to 2 MHz.
The oscilloscope was used to show the waveforms and the magnitude of sensors voltage. The
voltage at Z REF (reference impedance), V R , and the total voltage V TOT were measured. In turn the
capacitance of the tubers was calculated as in Eq. 1.

Function
generator

Osciloscope

Zsensor

Sensor

Zref

Fig. 3. Block diagram system measurement

(1)
Oscilloscope Tektronix TDS 1012C SC was used in the measurement. The function generatore
had a maximum range of 2 MHz. Resistance was set to 2×470 kΩ in serial circuit. Set-up
measurement is shown in Fig. 5. Inset showed the sensor wherein a slice of tuber was set between
the two parallel plates.

Capacitive sensor

Fig. 4. Set-up measurement
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Results and Discussions
Measurement results of jicamas (5cm×5cm×1.5cm in size) showed that the capacitance
increased significantly at frequency of less than 10 kHz, as shown in Fig. 6, and the dielectric
constants also increased. The voltages changed significantly at frequency of 1 kHz up to 10 kHz. It
showed that jicamas were sensitive to those frequencies. The measurement result of the potatoes
(5cm×5cm×1.5cm in size) is shown in Fig. 7. The capacitances and dielectrics increased
significantly at frequency of less than 10 kHz. Between 1 kHz up to 10 kHz the potatoes showed
measurement results which were similar to jicamas.
Fig. 8 shows the results of the measurement of the sweet potatoes Cilembu, the capacitance and
dielectrics increased significantly at frequency of less than 20 kHz. The voltages also changed
significantly at frequency of 1 kHz up to 20 kHz.

Fig. 5. Capacitance of jicamas as a function of frequency

Fig. 6. Capacitance of potatoes as a function of frequency

The capacitances increased drastically at frequency less than 1 kHz due to the dielectric
properties of the tubers. The dielectric properties depended on the frequency and temperature.
There was slightly a deviation value of approximately 10 pF at frequency of 400 Hz, and the
capacitance increased rapidly at frequencies less than 400 Hz, as shown in Fig. 6. During the
capacitance measurement of the potatoes, a deviation of approximately 7.5 pF occured at frequency
of 400 Hz. However, the capacitance increased rapidly at frequencies less than 300 Hz as shown in
Fig. 7. During the capacitance measurement of sweet-potatoes Cilembu, there was a deviation of
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approximately 15 pF at 400 Hz, and the capacitance also increased significantly at frequencies less
than 400 Hz as shown in Fig. 8.
Comparison of the capacitance of tubers and soil is shown in Fig. 9. The horizontal axis used a
logarithmic scale since the response frequency was difficult to distinguish between the tubers and
soil. It showed that at range frequencies of 400 Hz up to 600 Hz, three tubers were able to be
evaluated according to their responses. Outside the frequency range it was difficult to distinguish
between sweet potatoes and jicamas. However, the experiment held to distinguish the potatoes with
other tubers could be performed at frequencies below 800 Hz.

Fig. 7. Capacitance of sweet-potatoes Cilembu as a function of frequency

The results also showed that to detect the present of tubers could be performed using
frequencies less than 1 kHz. At that frequency, the capacitance between the tubers and the soil had
difference value of approximately 10 pF. Each tubers used for the measurement were
1.5cm×5cm×5cm in size. The difference might be higher for thicker tubers, since the value of
capacitance depended on the distance of the two plates.
At the frequencies of less than 1 kHz, the capacitances of tubers were relatively smaller than
the soil. The comparison revealed that frequencies of less than 1 kHz could be used for detecting
the presence of tropical tubers underground, since these low frequencies can distinguish the
properties of soil and the tubers.

Fig. 9. Capacitance of soil and tubers as a function of frequency
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Summary
The tropical tubers, i.e. potatoes, jicamas and sweet-potatoes Cilembu were successfully
measured using a simple capacitive sensor, which was consisted of two parallel plate copper with a
size of 5cm×5cm. Each tuber was sliced into 5cm×5cm×1.5cm in size. At range frequency of 400
Hz up to 600 Hz the capacitances of jicamas and sweet-potatoes Cilembu were able to distinguish.
To distinguish the potatoes with other tubers, the measurement should be performed at frequencies
less than 800 Hz. Comparison between the measurement results of the tubers and the soil showed
that the tubers could be easily detected underground using the capacitive sensor at frequencies of
less than 1 kHz.
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Abstract. Silicon p-i-n diodes are basic components of electronics, but their properties may
significantly change when downscaled into nanoscale. Here, we report the design, fabrication, and
characteristics of p-i-n diodes fabricated within ultrathin silicon-on-insulator (SOI) structures.
Doping concentrations for Boron and Phosphorus are 1×1020 cm-3 and 2×1020 cm-3, respectively,
achieved by short-time (5 minutes) drive-in process in N 2 atmosphere at temperature 950oC. This
investigation is focused on the I-V characteristics of nanoscale highly-doped p-i-n diodes with
intrinsic layer length of 200 nm and 700 nm under forward bias at room temperature. It is found that
the current performance is proportional with the length of the intrinsic layer. We suggest that longer
i layer will produce higher current in forward bias. This is an important factor for optimization of
device operation.
Introduction
According to conventional definition [1], a p-i-n diode is similar with a p-n junction, but with
an intrinsic layer (i-region) sandwiched between the p-layer and the n-layer. In practice, however,
the idealized i-region is approximated by either a high-resistivity p-layer or a high-resistivity nlayer. Since the p-i-n diodes have found wide applications, for instance in microwave circuits or
photon detection, it is important to further investigate their properties in nanoscale.
Our research group; A. Udhiarto et al. [2] reported some fundamental effects of nanostructure
for lateral nanoscale p-n and p-i-n diodes with Phosphorus (P) and Boron (B) concentrations ND ≈
1×1018 cm-3 and NA ≈ 1.5×1018 cm-3, respectively, as derived from secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS). For these devices, it was found that individual dopants in the depletion region
of p-n diodes can significantly affect the diode current at low temperature [3, 4]. Based on this
research, we extend our study about p-i-n diodes with higher P and B concentrations (on the order
of 1×1020 cm-3) focused in room temperature measurement to find the importance of the i-layer on
device characteristics. For that, we design, fabricate and measure highly-doped p-i-n diodes with
narrow and thin i-layer. Here, we report the key processes for the fabrication of these devices, in
particular about doping with high concentrations [5]. We also discuss the room temperature
electrical characteristics of these nanoscale p-i-n diodes.
Methods
Device fabrication. We fabricated lateral nanoscale p-i-n diodes using SOI structure, as shown in
Fig. 1. The SOI structure consists of a thin Si layer on top of a 155-nm-thick buried oxide (BOX)
layer and a p-Si substrate (doping concentration on the order of 1015 cm-3). The devices have been
designed with an i-layer of length (L) 200 nm and 700 nm, and width (W) of 660 nm, 680 nm, 720
nm and 850 nm. However, it should be noted that the final width of the devices is significantly
smaller. We use electron beam lithography (Elionix ELS 7700K) to define the fine pattern of p-i-n
diodes. The B concentration (for the p-type region) and the P concentration (for the n-type region)
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are both close to 1020cm-3 order (as measured by four-point probe technique). This is well above the
metal-to-insulator transition for Si and, therefore, the p and n regions are well conductive. We also
measured the silicon layer thickness to be ≈ 5 nm (by DHA-OLXS ellipsometer) at the end of all
fabrication steps.
The main fabrication steps are shown in Fig. 2 as follows: (a) definition of alignment marks for
precise alignment; (b) top-Si patterning (wide pads); (c) channel patterning; (d) definition of SiO 2
masks and P doping; (e) definition of Si 3 N 4 masks and B doping; (f) Al lift-off process for
formation of electrodes.

Fig.1. P-I-N diode using SOI structure

Measurement. All fabrication steps have been done in a Clean Room environment (in Research
Institute of Electronics, Shizuoka University). For the measurements of the current-voltage
characteristics of p-i-n diodes in dark condition, we use semiconductor precision parameter analyzer
(Agilent 4156C) and a high-vacuum variable-temperature prober station. The p-type pad is
connected to voltage source, while the n-type pad and the substrate are connected to the ground. All
measurements shown here are carried out at room temperature (300K). Fig. 3 shows a picture of
the measurement system before starting the I-V measurements.
Results and Discussion
First, we discuss the processes involved in the high-concentration doping. This is achieved for
our devices by thermal diffusion doping in two main steps. First, after spin coating the dopant
source on the sample, pre-deposition is done at 600°C pre-deposition in N 2 atmosphere (for P
doping) or O 2 atmosphere (for B doping). This process is followed by a high-temperature, but
short-time (5 minutes) drive-in process in N 2 atmosphere. By this short-time process, the thermal
budget for dopant diffusion can be kept to a minimum, thus allowing a relatively precise definition
of the edges of the p and n regions. We present in Table 1 and Table 2, the P and B doping
concentrations, respectively, achieved by our processes, as tested for different drive-in temperature
conditions. It is seen that, for the highest drive-in temperatures, concentrations in the 1020 cm-3
range can be obtained.
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Fig. 2. Fabrication steps of highly-doped nanoscale p-i-n diodes

Fig. 3. I-V device measurement using a high-vacuum variable-temperature prober station

Table 1. Results of phosphorus doping concentration
Doping
Concentration (cm-3)

Temperature (oC)
880
900
950
7×1019

8×1019

1×1020
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Table 2. Results of boron doping concentration
Doping
Concentration (cm-3)

Temperature (oC)
880
900
950
5×1019

8×1019

2×1020

Second, we introduce the I-V characteristics for p-i-n diodes doped with highest estimated
concentrations, in the range of 1020 cm-3. For evaluating these characteristics, we compare five
nanoscale p-i-n diodes with different intrinsic (i) layers of length (L) and width (W) designed as
follows: (1) L=200 nm and W=680 nm; (2) L=200 nm and W=850 nm; (3) L=700 nm and W=660
nm; (4) L=700 nm and W=680 nm; and (5) L=700 nm and W=720 nm. Figure 4 shows the I-V
characteristics of these p-i-n diodes under forward bias condition.

Fig. 4. I-V characteristics of highly-doped nanoscale p-i-n diodes fabricated on SOI structures

From Fig. 4, it can be seen that all measured p-i-n diodes start to exhibit a significant current at
voltages higher than ≈0.2 V. Furthermore, for the higher-bias regions, it is observed that the diodes
with i layer of L=700 nm (diode (3), diode (4) and diode (5)) produce higher currents than the
diodes with i layer of L=200 nm (diode (1) and diode (2)). Here, the current level of diode (1)
coincide with diode (2). We interpret these basic results in terms of carrier lifetime, according to a
formalism described below.
According to the basic literature [1], the effective carrier lifetime before recombination in
semiconductors can be basically written as:
τ eff = (2 A r n2 + (1/(τ p0 + τ n0 )))-1

(1)

where:
A r (Auger coefficient) = 1~2 × 10-31 cm6/s
n ≈ ND
τ p0 = hole lifetime at 300K
τ n0 = electron lifetime at 300K
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As suggested by Zheng et al. [6], it is reasonable to assume τ n0 = τ p0 = 100 μs. Thus, for Eq. 1,
we have τ eff ≈ 3.33×10-10 s.
The current density can be then expressed as:
(2)

J = (qnL)/(τ eff )

Using Eq. 2, for diodes with i layer of L = 200 nm, we obtain a current density of J ≈ 9.60×105
A/cm2, while for diodes with i layer of L = 700 nm, we obtain current density J ≈ 3.36×106 A/cm2.
This simple calculation is thus in agreement with the current performance observed from our
experimental results as a function of i layer length. This suggests the importance of controlling the i
layer dimensions and clarifying the basic mechanisms of transport and recombination in
downscaled p-i-n diodes.
Conclusion
High-concentration doping of nanoscale p-i-n diodes has been achieved and devices fabricated
using such processes are investigated in this work as a preliminary stage. The I-V characteristics of
several p-i-n diodes at room temperature suggest that longer i layer will produce higher current in
forward bias. Thus, the current performance may be strongly affected by the length of the i layer,
which is an important factor for optimization of device operation.
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Abstract. Problems that want to solve is how to predict and optimize the production of aluminum
to increase the value-added aluminum products. By using the algorithm Backpropogation and
sensitivity analysis can be used to predict the 2015 world production Alumnium views of the
world's aluminum exports last 10 years, as well as optimizing production to increase value-added
products of aluminum ingots into other derivative products such as aluminum extrusion, aluminum,
sheet and other so using a sensitivity analysis in order to know the derivative products that will
increase the value of sales of aluminum products produced. to realize the downstream industry of
aluminum products. The results showed that for the measurement predictions 2015 aluminum
derivative products are aluminum extrusion is aluminum products most in demand the world in
2015. Based on the number of world exports was found that aluminum extrusion has the highest
value-added products of the other products so if you want to increase revenue then that can be
produced are aluminum extrusion compared with other derivative products.
Introduction
In this world has recorded no less than about 43 countries that have aluminum processing
industry, one of which is Indonesian. Industrial sectors that use aluminum
Table 1. World aluminum production by country, 2003-2010 (1,000/tons)

In 2010, PT. INALUM Indonesia could supply only 0.7% of world demand for aluminum in
the amount 41.01 million tons [1] of which 24 million tons of aluminum consumption in China.
With aluminum production capability of 14.97 million tons, then China is still experiencing a
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shortage of supply of 9.03 million tons. The drawback is usually supplied from countries other
aluminum producers.
Basically the idea PT. INALUM Limited and Local Government to realize the downstream
industry has long been planned, such as plans to produce aluminum alloy and extrusion materials
for the manufacture of aircraft components and raw materials and other steel buildings - other. It's
just that it cannot be optimized well as required a lot of study, analysis and research to support the
realization of it. With this scientific work to try to help solve the problem. The objectives of this
research are: to PT. INALUM see that the downstream industry realize the long-term prospects are
very promising views of the world's aluminum exports last 10 years. By increasing the value-added
products of aluminum ingots into other derivative products such as aluminum extrusion, aluminum,
sheet and so will increase the value of the sale of aluminum products produced. For PT. INALUM
focus and not to be mistaken for what the priorities product downstream industries to be gained in
the short and long term. For the government of North Sumatra to serve as a reference regional
governments support the downstream industry PT. INALUM realize optimal. By realizing the
downstream industry will create jobs and to improve the region's economy and people's income.
Theoretical
Artificial inteligent. Artificial Intelligent (Artificial Intelligence) is a part of science that is used to
resolve problems with the way humans understand, predict and manipulate. Artificial intelligence is
made to the system using a certain algorithm so that the system as if unable to think like humans.
Artificial intelligence is also a branch of information technology that seeks to intimidate human
intelligence or the way of thinking to be applied to the computer [2].
Modeling Neural Network (Artificial Neural Network). Neural networks consist of multiple
neurons and there is a relationship between the neurons. Neuron is an information processing unit
on which the operation of the neural network. Nerve is an information processing unit with three
basic elements, namely:
• A set of connected links.
• An adder to calculate the amount of additions to the input signal.
• An activation function to limit the amount of output on the nerve [3].
Backpropagation algorithm. [4] Propagation behind or backpropagation is one of the techniques
of learning / training supervised learning the most widely used. This method is one method that is
excellent in dealing with complex patterns of recognition. In the back propagation network, each
value is then calculated following value w 0k :
a. Unit that is in the input layer is connected to every unit in the hidden layer.

Fig. 1. Backpropogation

b. Steps backpropagation ANN
Learning Algorithm for Neural Network Backpropagation [5]
Step 0: Initialize weights with random or random values are quite small. Set learning rate α (0 <α
<= 1)
Step 1: During the stop condition is not met, carry out steps 2 through 9.
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Step 2, 3: For each pair of training, do steps 3 through 8.
feedforward:
Step 4: For each input neuron (Xi, i = 1,2,3, ..., n) receives input signals xi and spread it to the
entire neuron to the upper layer (hidden layer).
Step 5: For hidden neurons (Zi, j = 1,2,3, ..., p) is calculated using the value of the input value of
the weights
(1)
then calculated using the value of the output activation function is used:
(2)
where the activation function used is a binary sigmoid function.
Results are sent to all the functions of neurons in the layer above it.
Step 6: For each output neuron (Yk, k = 1,2,3, ..., m) is calculated with the input value of the:
Weight values

...

……………

(3)

Then the output value is calculated using the activation function:
…....………..…………

(4)

Backpropagation
The calculation of the value of the error:
Step 7: For each output neuron (Yk, k = 1,2,3, ..., m) receiving target pattern corresponding to the
input pattern and then calculated the error information:
(5)
Then the calculated correction weight values which will then be used to update a value wjk:
(6)
(7)
An then thevalue δ k sent to the neurons in the previous layer
Step 8: For the hidden neuron (Z j , j=1,2,3,...,p) calculated delta input from neurons in the layer
above it:
(8)
Then the value is multiplied by the value of the derivative of the activation function to calculate the
error information
(9)
Calculate correction weight values are then used to update v ij :
(10)
Calculate correction weight values are then used to update value v oj :
(11)
Renewing the weights and bias values
Step 9: Each value bias and weights (j=0,...,p) pada output neuron (Y k , k=1,2,3,...,m) update:
w jk (new) = w jk (old) + ∆ij
V ij (new) = v ij (old) + ∆ij

(12)
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Step 10: Test whether the stop condition is met. The stop condition is met if the value the result
error is smaller than the value of the reference errors [5]
Method
Processing of data, facts and information. Overall the data, facts and information collected
subsequently processed using the application of the theory of measurement processing
Backpropogation to predict about - about the type of product that you want though, variable or
which products are in great demand of domestic market. So that the plant derived products that
ultimately became the main priority be made in advance of production and the selling price and the
most exported product in the domestic market for the subject of the analysis relating to the policy
being evaluated potential, prospects and regulatory barriers to the increase in value-added
aluminum derivative products at PT. INALUM limited.
Model Analysis. The model was analyzed using an algorithm to determine the derivative
Backpropogation aluminum downstream industry development priorities based on the number of
Indonesian exports 10 last year. Variable data can be seen as follows:
Table 2. Research Studies

Source : ESDM 2012

Variables were selected based on factors Indonesian exports, namely: X1: Ingot, X2: Billet, X3:
Ekstrusi, X4:Sheet, X5: Foil.

Fig. 2. Architecture NN 5–4–1

Further use of network architecture model, then processed using 3 models of architecture as a
comparison that is 5-10-1, 5-25-1, 5-25-10-1. Of three (3) Architecture models are trained and
tested obtained the best architecture is 5-25-1 with Epoch 21 377 after generating random weight
values, the next step is carried trainning with parameter - the parameter as follows;
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Activation Function for Hidden Layer : Tansig
Activation Function to Output Layer
: Logsig
Type Trainning
: Traingd
Number of Hidden Layer Neurons
: 25
Epoch number
: 3000000
Total goals
: 0.0001
Total Learning rate
: 0.1
Number of shows
: 1000
After looping the minimum error is found in the epoch 38019 as shown in Fig. 3 below.

Fig. 3. Result epoch backpropogation

Table 3. Best results analysis model 5-25-1 backpropogation

Table 4. Results of comparative analysis model backpropogation
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Table 5. Results of derivative products backpropagation priority assessment aluminum

Summary
Test results obtained by the authors with Artificial Neural Network Backpropagation method in
Priority Derivative Products Aluminium for Optimizing Downstream, the following conclusions:
after the aluminum derivative products were measured in this case is Aluminum Ingots, Aluminum
Alloy, Aluminum Extrusions, Aluminum Sheet, Aluminum billet, based on the amount of exports in
Indonesia it was found that the aluminum extrusion has the highest value-added products of the
other products. PT. INALUM Limited as one of the producers of bauxite in the world, yet has its
own extrusion processing plant, currently only produces aluminum bars (ingots) so that all of about
60% aluminum products sold abroad because PT. INALUM not been able to produce its own. There
is a chain of processes are interrupted due to lack of processing factory which resulted in the loss of
the added value of this process. This unbroken chain that became the target of the implementation
of the policy to increase added value. This means that in the future, starting in 2015 are no longer
allowed to export aluminum but must first be processed to obtain value-added aluminum.Noting
tree aluminum industry that exists today, which is very basic and is not yet earned the establishment
of a factory for the downstream industry. Of the downstream industry, the necessary upgrading of
the domestic industry in the mastery of technology. Currently in production machinery industry,
particularly small scale industries are still many that use conventional technology to produce quality
products that are low due to the lack of mastery of technology Along with the potential increase in
value added is, of course, there is a potential state revenue from income tax, excise exports of
aluminum products, levies, and so when the production process bauxite ore and concentrate on
exports carried out in the country.
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Abstract. Digital evidence such as digital information and electronic document is something
important to proving law violations and it has many vulnerabilities. Digital signature is known as
mechanism by implements cryptography to ensure the authentic, data integrity, and nonrepudiation
of digital evidence. Technical based on complexity of mathematics calculate such as integer
factorization. The goal of this paper is to provide digital signature scheme for protecting digital
evidence from vulnerabilities such as modification and forgery. Our approach is visual
cryptography as a scheme in digital signature that provide a simple mathematic calculation by
implementing visual share and manipulate them by uses OR Boolean operation. Visual
cryptography scheme use human visual system (HVS) verification method to make sure the
authenticity of an image without perform any complex computation.
Introduction
Technological developments can improve the violation against the law. These developments
are related to digital evidence presented in court. Digital evidences are sensitive because it contains
information that can be used to explain the crimes and become one consideration for the judge to
decide the verdict against offenders [1]. the existing problems, there are digital signature
mechanism to protect the authentication, data integrity and non-repudiation of the digital evidence
[3]. But some digital signature scheme based on the heavy computing and complex calculations to
generate signatures such as integer factorization [5]. In 1994, Noor and Shamir proposed Visual
Cryptography (VC). VC has high security and requires simple calculation [4]. In this paper Visual
Cryptography will be implemented as a digital signature to protect authentication and hash function
SHA-512 recommended by the agency of international standard technology security evaluation, that
is the Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC) to protect the integrity of
digital evidence [5].
Related Work
Visual cryptography. Visual cryptography is a cryptographic technique which is used for
information security. The verification process is only done with human vision. In other word, visual
cryptography is a concept that does not require computing device to verify the image. This scheme
assumes that a text which is converted to an original image is converted into two share images.
Each pixel in the original image is encoded into four sub pixels as shown in Fig. 1. Original image
can be verified by human visual system (HVS) when the two share images are stacked using an OR
operation [5].
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Fig. 1. Construction of (2, 2) VC [6]

Fig. 2 shows an example of visual cryptography verification process by the human visual
system (HVS) that use Boolean OR operation of the two meaningless share images. Visual
cryptography also provides security that resembles a one-time-pad because there are many
possibilities of pair results shares as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Verification of Visual Cryptography

The application of Visual Cryptography techniques using both noise share as public key
cryptography, in which the algorithm uses a key pair. The first share is called the private key used
to create the digital signature, while the second share called public key used to verify the digital
signature or restore the message to its original form. This concept also known as asymmetric
cryptosystem. The secret key is confidential, known only by the owner while the public key is open,
which everybody can know [5].
Digital evidence. Digital evidence is an electronic information and/or electronic document and/or
the print result. The definition of electronic information is one group of electronic data, including
but not limited in writings, voice, digital image, map, design, photo, electronic data interchange
(EDI), electronic mails, telegrams, telex, telecopy or its kind, letter, sign, number, access code,
symbol, or perforation which has been processed that has meaning or can be understood by people
who understand it. While electronic documents are each electronic information which made,
transmitted, received, or stored in the form of analogue, digital, electromagnetic, optical or its kind
which can be seen, shown, and/or listened throughout computer or electronic system, including but
not limited in writings, voice, digital image, map, design, photo or its kind, letter, sign, number,
access code, symbol or perforation which has been processed that has meaning or can be understood
by people who understand it [7].
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Digital signature. Digital signature with the handwritten signature is different in form but has the
same function. There are many digital signature algorithms where all of them are public-key
algorithm, where to sign a message using a secret key and the public key is used for verification [2].

Fig. 3. General scheme of digital signature [9]

In general, digital signature which used has function is divided into 3 main processes: key pair
generation, signing and verifying the validity of digital signatures [8].
1. Key Pair Generation
Key pair generation process is done by using a public key algorithm to produce key pair which is
called as public key and private key. Public key algorithm works based on parameter input or
private identity from the entity who will produce key pair. Private Key will be used in signing
process and public key will be used to verify the digital signature.
2. Signing
Message (M) that will be sent is transformed into simple form which is Message Digest.
Message Digest is acquired by transforming message (M) using one way hash function. Message
that has been transform into message digest by hash function cannot be recovered into its original
message although using the same algorithm with the same key. Next, message digest (MD) is given
signature with the sender’s private key. Then MD which has been signed (S) and the message (M)
are sent by using communication line. By this time, message (M) has been signed by the sender
with digital signature.
3. Verifying
Message (M) and the digital signature which are sent by using the communication line will be
received by the receiver (S). In the receiver side, the message is verified to prove the authentication.
Digital signature is verified by using the sender’s public key which will produce Message Digest
(MD). Then the receiver transforms the message into Message Digest (MD’) using the same one
way hash function that is used by the sender. If MD=MD’, it means that the message which is
received is authentic (message authentication) and the sender is the right person (user
authentication).
The verification process of the digital signature is explained as follows:
a. If the received message (M) is modified, then the value of MD’ which is produced by hash
function would be different with MD. It means that the message is no longer whole (data
integrity)
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b. If the message is not coming from the right person, the produced message digest (MD) would
be different with MD’ which is the result of verification process (it occurred because the
public key that is used by the receiver does not correspond with the sender’s private key). If
MD=MD’, it means that the message which is received is authentic (message authentication)
and the sender is the right person (user authentication) because the signing process used the
sender’s private key then the sender’s cannot deny his/her activity which has been done (nonrepudiation)
Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA)-512. SHA-512 algorithm belongs to a kind of hash function which
is the development of SHA-1. Hash function transforms message (M) with arbitrary length into
hash value (H) with fixed length. For SHA-512, the produced hash value length is 512 bit. Based on
our experiments and evaluation in the framework of ITSEC standard, we suggest that SHA-512
should be considered for integrity protection since it is (1) computationally very fast, (2) least
vulnerable, (3) easy to use, (4) has high strength, and (5) has higher level of accuracy and capability
to provide higher level of data integrity compared to Cyclic Redundancy Codes (CRC), Message
Digest (MD) and Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA)-1 [3].
Implementation
In design process of visual cryptography implementation in digital evidence is divided into 3
main process: Generate key pair, Signing and Verifying.

Fig. 4. Digital signatures based on visual cryptography scheme
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Generate key pair. In the generation process, generation with visual cryptography scheme is
performed to generate a key pair called the public key and secret key. Visual cryptography works
based on input parameters or the personal identity of the user who will generate a key pair in the
form of share images that still meaningless. First share image is the user’s private key that will be
used in signing process while the second share image is the secret key to be used in verifying
process.
Signing. Signing process is done by calculating hash value from digital evidence using SHA-512
hash function. Produced hash value will be done by XOR operation with private key to produce
digital signature. The digital evidence and digital signature is sent together to the receiver for
verification process.
Verifying. Verifying process is started by calculating hash value of digital evidence which is
received together with digital signature by using SHA-512 hash function. Produced hash value will
be extracted through XOR operation with digital signature to produce private key. After retrieving
private key, OR Boolean operation is done between private key and public key. In this process if the
digital signature does not match then it will not recover the identity of the user on digital evidence.
One of its cause is because there is modification on digital signature. If the digital signature does
match, then it will recover the user's identity on digital evidence it means the message is authentic
and coming from the right person, and also protect data integrity at the same time the sender cannot
deny his/her activity that has been done because the signing process uses the sender's private key.
Result
Implementation of digital signature system with visual cryptography meet the needs of simple
digital signature system yet still have security standards which are authentication, data integrity and
non-repudiation. The virtue owned by visual cryptography algorithm is the ease in the verifying
process which does not require large computing, but only using OR Boolean operation.
Visual cryptography is not going to do the perfect verifying process if there is just a little
change in its share. Imperfections of the verifying process will not produce the identity image from
the previous process. This behavior will support the security implementation on digital evidence.
With the visual cryptography, forgery performed on the digital signature will be very easy to detect.
Summary
In this paper, visual cryptography is implemented as digital signature schemes on digital
evidence. The calculation mechanism only use a simple OR Boolean operation without the use of
complex calculations. Verifying process needs less time because the used of human visual system
(HVS). In visual cryptography scheme, forgery performed on digital signatures will be very easy to
detect. Therefore, the visual cryptography scheme can guarantee authentication of digital evidence.
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Abstract. This paper presents evaluation of a sensor monitoring system for indoor building space
using Intel Galileo, Intel Wifi Link 5100 and Thingspeak Web-services. The system intend to be
implemented in green building concept as an alternative method of sensor monitoring system with
more simplified installation and configuration based on utilizing Web-service. The system
configured by C-Arduino integrated to Thingspeak Web-Service by Web API instruction embedded
in the program code. The evaluation was verified by experiments, checklist table and questionnaire
with several parameters. Intel Galileo needs average booting process time of 77.4 seconds to update
the sensor measurement value. The average delay of system update time was 1.5% and the
functionality test for the system was 97.5%. Based on the user evaluation survey, the system was
considered satisfied and scored 5.13 out of 6.
Introduction
Building is one form of environment created by human beings as an activity place. By it
functions to control the temperature and lighting, building is one of the most energy draining object
in the world. Therefore the concept of Green Building created as the answer of energy efficiency in
buildings. Green Building concept of energy efficiency is to utilize the sustainable sources of
energy in its best potential [4]. To create that condition, Green Building control systems that built
by comprehensive data analysis obtained through sensor monitoring system are needed.
However, such systems are often considered complex to be made. Usually the engineer need to
configure each of the sensors, computing devices, communication devices, and the storage media.
Resulting the penetration of Green Building concept implementation still far from expectations,
especially in least developed countries. But by using Web-service based application as a simpler
alternative method, the system complexity is no longer an obstacle.
In this paper, the sensor monitoring system was made by using Thingspeak as the web service
based applications. The systems are successfully implemented, tested its functionality and
performance, then analyzed to make sure the designed system fully works without compromising
the functionality.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces system hardware and software design.
Section III describes the system implementation, testing and analysis. Finally, the conclusions of
this paper are presented in Section IV.
Indoor Sensor Monitoring System Design
The system monitors temperature and light intensity through sensors embedded in computing
devices connected to the Internet by using communication device, then monitor it through a web
service. The system is divided into 4 layer of process. This layer model are taken from similar
research entitled “The Design and Implementation of Energy Consumption Monitoring Platform
Oriented to Public Green Buildings” [3].
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Fig. 1. Layer showing indoor sensor monitoring system

The application layer consist of Thingspeak web service application for monitoring sensor
value. Data processing layer consist of Thingspeak web service server. Data acquisition and
transmission layer consist of access point and Intel Wifi Link 5100 as wireless card for system
communication. Terminal measurement layer consist of Intel Galileo as computing device,
temperature sensor LM35, and Light Dependent Resistor. Fig. 1. illustrates each layer of the
designed system component.
The core function of the system designed was the implementation of web service. Most
monitoring system need to be set up and integrated to dedicated server, database and website. Using
the propsed design, web service is used to substitute all of it. All of the data processing and
application layer function already configured by the web service. Therefore the system developer
only need to focused on utilizing the web service function through HTTP and API instruction
prepared by the service.
Hardware Design. The system are designed to be installed inside the building with sensor in each
measuring spot. However, this research is limited into the stage of making the prototype. In this
case the sensor will be installed with power supplied from Intel Galileo. The hardware used by this
system are Intel Galileo, Temperature Sensor LM35, Light Dependent Resistor and Intel Wifi Link
5100.
Temperature Sensor LM35 work as temperature sensor by detecting the environment
temperature then compare it to the input voltage. With internal calibration, the sensor will give the
output value in form of Celsius degree to the connected pin A0. Light Dependent Resistor work as
light intensity sensor by measuring resistancy value of component that varies due light exposure.
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The value calibrated through voltage divider circuit to get the output value in form of lux to the
connected pin A1.
As for computing devices, Intel Galileo was used to process and integrate all of the system
component with its functions through the programming code. Then the processed data acquired by
the Intel Galileo will be transferred into Thingspeak web-server. Data transferred wirelessly through
Intel Wifi 5100 that connected into Intel Galileo mPCIE port [1] as communication device. The
hardware diagram shown in Fig. 2.

Board
Mikrokontroler
Intel Galileo
Pin
A0,A1(Analog
Input),Vin, dan
Ground

mPCIE

Intel Wifi 5100
(512AN_MMW)

Antena WINiZEN
W5I-BO-07

Temperature Sensor
LM35
LDR
Fig. 2. Hardware block diagram of indoor sensor monitoring system

Software Design. Fig. 3 shows the flow of the software function designed for the indoor
monitoring system. As the first step, the Intel Galileo initiate all of the component system. After
that, all of the sensors will sense and calibrate raw value of analog signal in the environment. The
calibrated value of analog signal then converted to digital form through analog to digital converter
proccess. When the required sensor value are ready, the Thingspeak channel update function will be
prepared and sent to the Thingspeak web server to be authenticated through the Internet by Intel
Wifi Link 5100. If authenticated, the Thingspeak channel will be updated. Update will be done with
each sensor value data read by Intel Galileo shows in each configured channel feeds. This cycle of
proccess designed to be repeated every 30 seconds until Intel Galileo turns off.
Experiment and Testing Results
Implementation covers prototype of the system hardware, activation of all software functions,
and web service integration. The system implemented shows in Fig. 4.
The web service implemented in this design is Thingspeak web-service. Compared to other
web service Thingspeak has some advantages. Thingspeak provide clear documentation of its
functions with well explained HTTP and API instructions[2]. Thingspeak full services is free of
cost with fair limitation compared to other web services in aspect of channel feeds amount, update
time interval and database size. The user interfaces of the services is also appropriate for presenting
the monitoring system results. It is simple and well designed. The monitoring system results shows
in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart diagram of indoor sensor monitoring system

Fig. 4. Implementation of indoor sensor monitoring system
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The implementation results will be presented in Thingspeak web page channel feeds.
According to design, each of sensor get channel feed to accomodate the sensor data value
transferred and updated by Intel Galileo. The sensor value automatically presented in domain of
time in the x-axis and their variable name in y-axis.

Fig. 5. Implemented channel feeds of indoor sensor monitoring system

A. Booting Update Time Test
After system sucessfully implemented, the booting update time are tested. The time measured
start from when the system are booting until the first sensor value are updated in channel feeds. The
system tested by rebooting the system and observe how long it takes to do the first update to the
channel feed. The tests was repeated 10 times. The goal of this test was to measure responsiveness
of the system fault tolerance functions. The results of the tests shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Booting update test results
Time

Working
Hour

Non
Working
Hour

Booting order

Channel Feeds Update (seconds)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

78
79
76
80
79
74
78
78
76
76

Average
Standard Deviation

Average

78.4

76.4

77,4
1,83

Result shows each channel feed update time sample are varies. With average time of booting
update in 2 diffferent phase of time (working hour and non working hour) are different, with
margin of 2 seconds. It happening because of system data communication depending on many
determining factor including the hardware scanning response time and traffic of nearest network.
Therefore we can break down the observation into the amount of active access points scanned in the
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Wifi Link 5100 during the tests. It appears that the amount of wireless access point scanned at the
phase of working hour was more than the wireless access point scanned at the phase of non working
hour. The more access point scanned made the booting update time at the working hour are slightly
slower.
B. Update Time Consistency Test
The system implemented update process was measured start from booting until the system
turns off. This test objective was to measure the reliability of those recurring update process
according to the design. The system tested by taking 20 samples from update time interval cycle
that showed in Thingspeak web service and compared it to the designed update time. The results are
shown in Table 2.
Taking from the result, average time of update interval was 30.45 seconds.This means 1.5% of
delay in the system update time interval.
This update time interval error happens because there are some irregularity that happens every
2 channel feed updates. Every 2 channel updates, 1 second added to the update time interval. It
happened because every start of updating cycle the system need to reinitiate the Wifi Link 5100
start from access point scanning to reconnect with system client function. The time needed for Wifi
Link 5100 reinitiate the connection were varies in milisecond, but observation only can be done in
variable of seconds. It is the only limitation of Thingspeak web service to rounding every
milisecond value into second in their timing function.
Table 2. Consistency test results
Time

Working
Hour

Non
Working
Hour

Data Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Average
Standard Deviation

Update Time
Interval (seconds)
30
31
31
30
31
30
30
31
30
31
30
31
31
30
31
30
30
30
31
30
30.45
0.51

C. System Functionality Test
The test conducted to evaluate overall system performance in its core function with created
parameters adapted from Environmental Management System (EMS) module about environment
monitoring and measurement [5]. The evaluation of this system functionality are:
1. Update time consistency. The system should have a consistent update time interval, which
was in 30.45±0.51 ~ 1 seconds range.
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2. Booting update time consistency. This system has a consistent booting update, which was in
77.4±1.83 seconds range.
3. Feeds presentation. Both of sensor value must be updated in the right channel feeds.
4. The indoor sensor monitoring system run its functions well for 24 hours non-stop every
minutes.
5. Hardware aspect of the system working with no trouble for 24 hours non-stop every minutes.
6. The indoor sensor monitoring system run its fault tolerance function by doing the system
boot every system power outage condition.
7. Each updated sensor value are in a correct variables unit as referenced in the datasheet.
8. Extracted sensor value must be fit with the value updated into Thingspeak channel feeds.
The system tested and observed 10 times for each parameters for consistency. Resulted 78 out
of 80 testing was fulfilled the parameter. Therefore, overall indoor sensor monitoring system
functionality are at 97.5%.
The other 2 test that makes 2.5% of system dysfunction happen at the parameter given for fault
tolerance function. The system wont booting then updating the Thingspeak after system power
outage. From analysis it happens because system overheated after doing the previous system
endurance test. Affecting the SD Card booting function, made the software program stored inside it
cannot be executed.
For the end-user system evaluation, questionnaire was conducted to 10 respondents with
academic background that serves as a user of this system. User have to respond 12 statement and
given the mark ranging from 1. Very Dissatisfied; 2. Somewhat Dissatisfied; 3. Neither Satisfied or
Dissatisfied; 4. Somewhat Satisfied; 5. Satisfied; 6. Very Satisfied.
The questionnaire resulted the indoor sensor monitoring system averagely scored 5,13 out of 6.
Therefore we can conclude that the system were stated as satisfied.
Summary
The prototype of indoor sensor monitoring system based on Intel Galileo and Thingspeak web
service were successfully built. The system booting update speed averaged at 77.4±1.83 seconds.
There was 2 seconds difference between working hour and non-working hour update time because
different amount of access point influencing the system wireless communication discovery time.
After booting update phase, system have average of 30.45±0.51~1 seconds of update interval
with an error percentage of 1.5% compared to the designed update interval time which is 30
seconds. It happens because the system need to reinitialize the connection right after every update to
reactivate the system client function.
Functionality testing measured the percentage of system funcionality as 97.5%. The imperfect
result happens in fault tolerance parameter testing, 2 out of 10 test are failed because of overheated
system. Questionnaire conducted shows the system are performed well and stated as satisfied with
the average score of 5.13 out of 6.
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Abstract. A virtual private network (VPN) extends a private network across a public network, such
as the Internet. To prevent disclosure of private information, VPNs typically allow only
authenticated remote access and make use of encryption techniques. The VPN security model
provides confidentiality, sender authentication and message integrity. This research main purpose is
to construct a private portable VPN module using a Single Board Computer (SBC) Raspberry Pi
Model B+. OpenVPN-NCI as the core application are modifications of the original version of
OpenVPN that offers certificate-based authentication. OpenVPN-NCI implemented ATHS3 stream
cipher algorithm for TLS Ciphersuite.
Introduction
VPN technology is the use of the knowledge of cryptography in the open and public network to
establish a virtual private network. VPN has a special mechanism to guarantee security of
information exchanged between entities. Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP), IP Security
(IPsec) and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) are kinds of VPN technology used in most cases currently.
SSL VPN is more developed because it has a complete security features, working on user-level
space and multi-platform. So it can work in a variety of operating systems and processor
architectures. It has compatibility with Network Address Translation (NAT) and has no problem
with the firewall rules [1, 2]. This research uses a hardware system SBC Raspberry Pi Model B+,
which is filled with SSL VPN software, namely OpenVPN-NCI. As one form of the SSL VPN
gateway in a dedicated hardware system. SBC Raspberry Pi Model B+ is chosen because it has a
small dimensions, supports the application of green technology and multi-platform use.
Open VPN-NCI
OpenVPN-NCI is an SSL VPN software modification on addition of new ciphersuite, ATHS3
ciphersuites that contain ATHS3 algorithm. OpenVPN first developed by James Yonan in 2002 [3].
Until now, OpenVPN continuously developed by contributors and developers from around the
world. OpenVPN-NCI design working with SSL or TLS protocol which is composed of two layers:
the SSL Handshake Layer and the SSL Record Layer. The SSL Handshake Layer allow
authentication process between client and server before establishing a private encrypted tunnel or
path. The authentication method use certificate-based authentication which is recommended by
NIST [2]. Authentication method based on pre-shared keys, username and password is not used.
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Fig. 1. SSL/TLS protocol in TCP/IP model

Table 1. Components that should be prepared to implement certificate-based authentication before
forming the tunnel
Component

Function

Needed by

ca.crt

CA’s
certificate
CA’s key
Server’s
certificate
Server’s
key
Client’s
certificate
Client’s
key

All entity

ca.key
server.crt
server.key
client.crt
client.crt

Key signing machine
VPN Server
VPN Server
Personal VPN
gateway device
Personal VPN
gateway device

On the first phase of the SSL Handshake Protocol, the client and the server will determine the
ciphersuite, which is a set of authentication algorithms name, key exchange, encryption, and
message authentication code (MAC) to establish a network connection with SSL or TLS protocol
[5, 15]. OpenVPN-NCI is not only provide approximately 28 ciphersuites of OpenVPN
ciphersuites but also provide new addition ciphersuites, ATHS3 ciphersuites. ATHS3 is a
synchronous stream cipher algorithm designed by Mangathur in 2008 [4].
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Fig 2. ATHS3 stream cipher algorithm construction [4]
Figure 2 depicts the two main components as the builders of ATHS3 algorithm, namely Linear
Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) and F function. LFSR used in this algorithm is taken from
SOBER-128 stream cipher algorithm [6] and the F function used in this algorithm is taken from the
Dragon stream cipher algorithm [7]. The function of SOBER-128 LFSR feedback used primitive
polynomial function, so that the period of the generated key sequence will be maximum [4]. Sboxes in the Dragon F function has non linearity of 116, which is greater than AES that have non
linearity of 112 [4].
ATHS3 stream cipher algorithm consists of three main processes, namely the beginning of the
initialization process, the process of key generation and encryption process. This algorithm
initialization process requires 128 bits key inputs (seed) and 128 bits of initialization vector (IV) to
fill the 17 LFSR stages. After the whole stage filled, an update of the entire contents of the stage is
done to perform the LFSR shift as much as 207 times to get the new contents of the stages. The next
process is the key generation. This process is done by taking a six-word contents of stage 0, 1, 6, 9,
13, and 16. For the 9th stage, the stage inputted into the G3 function before it is used as an F
function input. As for the other five stage is directly used as the input for the F function. In each
iteration, the algorithm produces 192-bit key output that can then be used for the encoding process
by doing exclusive-OR (XOR) between bits of the plaintext with series of generated key bits.
OpenVPN-NCI obtain cryptographic algorithms and TLS Ciphersuites supply from OpenSSL, so
that the ATHS3 stream cipher algorithm implementation performed on OpenSSL. ATHS3
ciphersuites provided by OpenVPN-NCI was made with reference to the TLSv1.2 protocol standard
(RFC 5246).
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Table 2. ATHS3 ciphersuites details, refer to TLSv1.2 protocol standard (RFC 5246)
ATHS3
Ciphersuites
TLS_RSA_WITH
_ATHS3_SHA
TLS_DHE_DSS_
WITH_ATHS3_S
HA
TLS_DHE_RSA_
WITH_ATHS3_S
HA
TLS_DH_anon_
WITH_ATHS3_S
HA

Authentication

Encryption

RSA

Key
Exchange
RSA

ATHS3

Message
Digest
SHA

DSS

DHE

ATHS3

SHA

RSA

DHE

ATHS3

SHA

-

DH

ATHS3

SHA

This research uses OpenSSL-0.9.8zd, which is claimed have been successfully closed the
Heartbleed security gap. Implementation of additional form of source code will be made in both the
OpenSSL library and cryptography library. Additions in cryptography library is needed because the
entire cryptographic functions are stored in this library including ATHS3 stream cipher algorithm
which will be implemented. As for the SSL library is focused on adding new ciphersuites, so that
SSL implementation that supports the use of ATHS3 stream cipher algorithm is produced.
Modification and recompilation process in order to recognize ATHS3 stream cipher algorithm on
OpenSSL have been successfully made on OpenVPN version 2.3.5. Result of ATHS3 ciphersuites
implementation on it need to be captured on server and client side in order to ensure all encryption
parameter was being implemented in ATHS3 ciphersuite. This OpenVPN-NCI is used as the core
application of personal VPN gateway device on Raspberry Pi Model B+ with Wi-Fi USB dongle to
support wireless connection to the Internet.

Fig 3. The block diagram of personal VPN gateway device

Result and Discussion
OpenSSL and OpenVPN-NCI have been installed on the SBC Raspberry Pi Model B+, to
activated the Secure Socket Layer VPN, the device need to be applying key to establish connections
to the other device/server. In order to support Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) mechanism on the
device, there are three phases in the life cycle of keys and key certificates, namely initialization,
issued, and cancellation. Key Life Cycle that will be discussed in this paper is only on the
initialization phase, especially key-pair generation, certificate creation and key-pair distribution.
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Fig 4. Certificate Life-Cycle [16]
In cryptography, a certificate authority (CA) is one of the main components that should exist in
the PKI to issue digital certificates. As a component that built authority on the device, CA generate
a key pair (key-pair generation) and make key certificate (certificate creation). Key-pair
Distribution on OpenVPN-NCI done offline. Key pairs and certificates that have been made will be
distribute to the server and will be embedded in each personal VPN gateway device. In this case key
certificate set in each personal VPN gateway devices and was set in the early manufacture before it
been distributed to the user so that the device will be recognized as a VPN users when its on.

Fig 5. Offline illustration of key pairs and certificates distribution
Minimum key component that must be present to build a personal VPN gateway device system
was given in Table 1. Minimum configuration of personal VPN gateway device shown on Figure 6.
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Fig 6. Minimum configuration of personal VPN gateway device.
Users will perform remote access to internal network by using a personal VPN gateway device.
Operation process divided into three stages. Installation Process where the user must perform the
installation of personal VPN gateway device to their Personal Computer or laptop. Configuration
Process to ensure network configuration on user PC to connect to the personal VPN gateway
device. The configurations are very depending on the device IP address that shown on it’s LCD.

Fig 7. Three steps of configuration process on Windows Operating System with device IP address
192.168.2.1
Authentication Process, the process of certificate-based two-way authentication between personal
VPN gateway device with the VPN relay server. Personal VPN gateway device must authenticate
the key certificate on the VPN relay server and VPN relay server must authenticate the key
certificate on the personal VPN gateway device.
Evaluation of personal VPN gateway device will be done by vector testing on the ATHS3 stream
cipher algorithm that has been implemented on OpenVPN-NCI. The tests perform by giving an
extreme input key, iv, and plaintext to the algorithm. With many kind combination of extreme
input, the device is resulting expected output and appropriate with ATHS3 original design.
Functional testing on the personal VPN gateway device is perform by sending remote access
request to the VPN relay server. When the tunnel up, we are being able to send packet ping from the
PC to the VPN relay server by it’s virtual IP. Moreover, we can access the web server on the
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internal network under the VPN relay server by input the IP address on the PC browser. We are also
need to perform monitoring on the wireless router which is used by the user to perform remote
access to the internal network. The tools used for network monitoring on this research is Wireshark.
The data transmission is readable when user perform remote access to the internal network without
using personal VPN gateway device. Otherwise, the data transmission is encrypted when user
perform remote access to the internal network using personal VPN gateway device.
Summary
The expected conclusion of this research is not only to built a personal VPN gateway device
solution on a SBC but also secured tunnel with proprietary ciphersuite in order to get a stronger
cryptographic scheme for tunneling accros public network. Proprietary algorithm was used to reach
higher security level. SBC Raspberry Pi Model B+ as a dedicated hardware system expected to be
cheaper portable VPN device with secure encryption algorithm.
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Abstract. Batteries are energy storage devices in the form of electric charge. According to Peukert
(1897), the battery capacity is directly proportional to the current flow and the time of its disposal.
Based on Peukert effect, the operational capability of a battery can be detected, so that the operation
can be properly controlled. By modeling and simulation, aided manufacturing data, predict and
determine the characteristics of the battery operations, it is known that the main parameters of the
operation of the battery are current and time, are two independent variables that are mutually
dependent. Another parameter also determines the resistance. Its value is proportional to the
magnitude of the current. The higher the current, the higher the resistance value of the battery. In
menyelurh can note also that all operational parameters of the battery has a non-linear
characteristics.
Introduction
As an energy storage, in the form of electric charge, the battery has been widely used for
various purposes, either in stationary or mobile condition. Operation of both charging and
discharging, can be well controlled if the characteristics associated with the main parameters of the
battery are known. Those main parameters include the capacity, current, voltage, resistance and
discharging time.
Based on that Peukert equation, supported by simulation and modeling as well as
manufacturing data, this study is conducted to study and analyze the process of battery’s operation.
The materials used for observations is Lead-Acid batteries. In this case, simulation and modeling
only done mathematically, as the first step in the development of systems, methods, materials and
technologies related to the battery, such as the design and construction of the system and battery
control equipment, systems and methods of charging the battery.
Based on these simulations, it was identified that the operational parameters of the battery has a
non-linear characteristics. The main parameters are the battery current and time, where those two
independent variables are related to one another. While the battery's internal resistance is a variable
resistance that changes according to changes in a non-linear flow of current.
Overall it can be said that the Peukert equation is the basic equation to determine the
operational characteristics of the battery.
Formula Peukert
In accordance with observations, Peukert publish an empirical formula, namely [3, 4, 5]:
(1)
where C is the battery capacity [Ah], I is the flow discharge [A], T is the time [h], and n is the
number Peukert constant form that shows the operational capability of the battery.
Peukert equation above is an equation that consists consists of two independent variables are
unknown, I and T, and a constant, whose value varies, depending on the temperature, concentration
and structure of the battery electrolyte solution [1, 3]. For Lead-Acid battery n = 1:08-1.5. N values
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close to 1, indicating losses (losses) the smallest, while the value of n greater indicates a lower
capacity [3, 6].
The development of the Eq. 1 above is based on manufacturing data, with the independent
variable current I and time T, can be used formula [1, 2, 3, 5]:
(2)
(3)
(4)
When the time T used dependent variable with the independent variable and the capacity of the
current I C, use the formula [3, 4]:
(5)
T d in this case is the nominal discharge time in accordance with a nominal capacity of the battery.
Modeling and Simulation
In this simulation, the battery is modeled by the circuit model applied by Lee and Xing, as
shown below [5, 7]:
R2
R1
C

Fig 1. Model of battery circuit

R 1 is the resistance of the internal battery, and R 2 is the resistance of electrolyte.
Simulation and computation carried out with the help of Yuasa battery manufacturing data type
NP and NPL and in this case the selected type NP65-12, 12 V, 65 Ah, Valve Regulated Lead Acid
(VRLA), in accordance with BS EN61056-1 and IEC1056-1 regulation (source: Yuasa, NP Series
Application Manual, PT. Santi Yoga- Industrial Battery Division).

Fig. 2. Data-sheet – discharge current vs time

Fig. 3. Data-sheet – inner resistance and terminal voltage
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The basic characteristics that will be simulated with the help of manufacturing data above is:
1. Characteristics of the relationship between the discharge current and time.
2. Characteristics of the battery capacity as a function of discharge current operational capabilities
based batteries as shown by the number Peukert.
3. Characteristics of the capacity as a function of SOC.
4. Characteristics of the voltage as a function of the discharge current.
5. Characteristics of the resistance as a function of the discharge current
Discussion and Result
Characteristics of the relationship between the discharge current and battery capacity non linear
shaped in the form of a negative exponential equation, as shown in Fig. 4. The greater the discharge
that is released, then the greater of capacity will decreased.
In nominal capabilities, in accordance with the data-sheet above, see Fig. 2, NP65-12 type
battery used in this study is predicted to have a Peukert number of 1.286. If y and x in Fig. 6 above,
each is C in [Ah] and I in [A], the characteristic C as a function of I is expressed by the equation:
(7)

Fig. 4. Capacity as discharge current function

Fig. 5. Capacity as discharge current with
different Peukert numbers

Operational capability of the battery is predicted with a maximum discharge time as the
independent variable with a certain step size (fixed), for 20 hours while the maximum discharge
current is gradually decreased. The simulation results shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Peukert number as max. discharge current
function

Fig. 7. Capacity as SOC function
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Fig. 5 with numerical values Peukert n = 1.286, indicating that the battery is capable of
operating with the appropriate amount of manufacturing design parameters, because the battery is
able to release the discharge current with a maximum rate of 200 A. Then, the bottom curve with
numerical values Peukert n = 1.486, showing battery VRLA in this study, operates with a minimum
capability. In these circumstances the maximum discharge current is given only at 120 A (see figure
6), or approximately 60% of the rated capability, based on the design of manufacturing.
State of Charge (SOC) is the ratio between the capacity available shortly or estate with a
maximum capacity [7]. Its value is not measurable in real on onboard sensing technologies. The
amount of SOC calculated by the formula [5, 7]:
(8)
C n is the nominal capacity of the battery.
Characteristics capacity as SOC is formed as shown in Fig. 7.
The battery terminal voltage is expressed by [5]:
(9)
Characteristics of discharge voltage as a function of time, as indicated by the data-sheet manufactur
(figure 3), studied and simulated. The results are as shown in Figure 8. Characteristics followdegree polynomial equation 3, with the form of the equation:
v = -0.0004T3 + 0.0046T2 – 0.0209T+ 12.5

(10)

The parameters y and x, in Fig. 8 is replaced with v and T.

Fig. 8. Voltage as discharge time function

Fig. 9. Voltage as discharge current function

Terminal voltage characteristics as a function of the discharge current is shown in Fig. 9. From
the second image of the voltage characteristics (Figs. 8 and 9). Seen that the second form of the
voltage curve is similar. Voltage decreases when the time and discharge current increases. The
voltage drop as time moves ramps. While the drop in voltage due to the discharge current is quite
steep, especially when a large current flows approaching the maximum value.
Furthermore, the internal resistance characteristics. The internal characteristics of the resistance
as a function of discharge time is the study and simulation of the characteristics contained in the
data-sheet manufacturing (Fig. 3). Characteristics that are formed from the results of the simulation
are shown in Fig. 10. While the internal characteristics of the resistance as a function of the
discharge current is loaded in Fig. 11.
The internal characteristics as a function of time, see Fig. 10, generally following the
polynomial equation. Under the changes, karakterisitk is divided into three regions with different
characteristics. Although the study did not discuss the effects of temperature, but in much of the
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literature says that the resistance depends on the temperature. Therefore, in the discussion of the
internal resistance will be slightly touched on the temperature, because the flow is the trigger
temperature rise.

f1

f2

f3

Fig. 10. Internal resistance as discharge time

f 1 = 0.9188x+39.99

(11)

f 2 = 0.0271x3–0.85x2+10.392x+5.4

(12)

f 3 = 4.375x2–138.75x+1165

(13)

Region 1, the resistance of low value, the characteristics f1. Amendments following the first
order polynomial equation or linear. In region 1 in, i resistance of low value and increases linearly
proportional to the amount of current flowing. Actually, the linear characteristic occurs because the
system region 1 is within the range of operating ambient temperature of the battery. Therefore,
region 1 is referred to as the region of ambient or normal operating region. Region 2, with the
characteristic f2. Resistance is increasing rapidly, following the pattern of higher order polynomial
equations. Temperatures in this region has exceeded its ambient temperature. Because of the
resistance change is so sudden and fast, then region 2 is called a transient region. Region 3, with the
characteristic f3. Resistance continues to increase until it reaches a peak value, follow the pattern of
characteristic polynomials of order that are lower than the region 2. Both resistance and temperature
are entering the phase saturation. Therefore, this region is called a saturation region.

Fig 11. Internal resistance as discharge current function

Noting all the characteristics above, it appears that, the relationship between the parameter with
another parameter, the battery, there are non-linear. Peukert equation (Eq. 1) above, explains that
the battery operation depends on two independent variables are interrelated, and the current time,
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and the one constant that depends based on the physical condition of the battery, the Peukert
number. Therefore, the main parameters that need to be considered, in the operation of the battery,
is current and time. Currents and excessive battery pengopearasian time, both charging and
discharging, will reduce the ability or performance of the battery.
Summary
The battery capacity is directly proportional to the flow and time as well as a constant, called
the constant or number Peukert, which depends on the physical condition of the battery. The
parameters of current and time are two independent variables are mutually dependent on each other,
while the number or Peukert constant indicates the battery's ability to release the maximum
discharge current. The parameters of these batteries interconnected with non-linear characteristics.
Internal battery resistance is the parameter that changes according to temperature. Resistance
will be low value when the temperature is below ambient temperature and will increase rapidly
when the temperature exceeded the ambient temperature of the resistance itself.
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Abstract. The Power Transformer is equipment that takes the most investment at a main substation.
Moreover it is very important to have a transformer that able to be used in service life as predicted.
From several factors that influence the service life of the transformer, the estimation of faults
possibility, which is caused by reducing, isolated nature of both oil and paper isolated is one
important factor to determined. An earlier detection for faults possibility of transformer can be
known through gas generation level containing in transformer oil. Therefore it is needed to analyze
the generating of various combustible gas content in isolated oil, which may cause faults possibility.
Effect of gas individually is important to be seen because it also causes the faults beside the total
dissolved gas. Fuzzy logic theory will be used to develop associating function of dissolved gas to
determine real transformer isolated oil state so that faults of transformer can be avoided. The model
is developed to agree with critical state classifying which have been shown at Key Gas analysis.
Introduction
Increasing hot-spot temperature in transformer may effect on many things such as reducing
isolated material strength, reducing mechanical force, increasing isolated cellulose fatigue, and
increasing possibility transformer faults as well. At high temperature, bubble gas may be formed
which can both damage dielectric of transformer oil characteristic and increase hot-spot
temperature. All of them may influence in reducing life of the transformer. The analysis of oil
transformer is a key to detect a possibility of faults. In case abnormal situation of electrical voltage
and thermal pressure then decomposition on isolated oil and paper which produce various gas such
as H 2 , O 2 , N 2 , CH 4 , CO, CO 2 , C 2 H 2 , C 2 H 4 and C 2 H 5 will occur. Earlier detection of transformer
faults can be known through gas generation level containing in transformer oil. To analyse presence
of combustible gases of isolated oil can be used DGA method (Dissolved gas analysis)[1, 2].
Dissolved Gas at transformer
Dissolved gas analysis. Dissolved gas analysis (DGA) is a way to diagnose transformer oil
condition mainly at power transformer. This analysis is good to detect an earlier defect so a big
trouble in the future, which may cause damage seriously, can be ignored. DGA is carried out by
take an oil sample from transformer unit. Moreover, dissolved gases in said sample then be
extracted to identify gas components individually. The main purposes of extracted mention above
are as below:
1. To check transformer isolated oil condition.
2. To monitor operating condition of transformer until investigation is done.
3. To avoid a faults possibility (by doing a step in shorter time properly after analysis is done)
The limit of dissolved gas concentration in part per million unit (ppm) based on IEEE std.C57104.2008 can be seen at Table 1 [1]
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Table 1. Limit dissolved gas concentration of oil

Type of faults that can be detect are as follow:
1. Partial Discharge which occurs at transformer oil can cause only hydrogen gas (H 2 ) be
produced. While when it occurs at cellulose can cause more gases be produced such as
hydrogen (H 2 ), carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO 2 ).
2. Thermal degradation which occurs at oil transformer, at low temperature, can produce gas
methane (CH 4 ) and ethane (C 2 H 6 ), but at high temperature, gas ethylene (C 2 H 4 ), hydrogen
(H 2 ) be produced including little of methane (CH 4 ) and ethane (C 2 H 6 ) as well. While
thermal degradation which occur at cellulose, at low temperature, can cause gas carbon
dioxide (CO 2 ) with little of carbon monoxide (CO) be produced, and at high temperature
can produce gas carbon monoxide (CO) with little of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ).
3. Arcing is a case where electric discharge is released at transformer oil, which occur in long
time and there is fire flame, at range temperature 700–1800°C that potential to produce
hydrogen gas (H 2 ) and Acetylene (C 2 H 2 ).
Key gas method. Key gas method is defined by IEEE std.C57-104.2008 as gases which are formed
at cooling oil transformer that quantitatively can be used to determine type of faults based on such
gas or more dominant gas that is formed at several temperature. The gases that can be seen in this
method such as H 2 , CH 4 , C 2 H 2 , C 2 H 4 , C 2 H 6 , CO which are formed because of quality reducing of
oil and paper cellulose [1].
1. Thermal Oil: the result of defect including ethylene and ethane, in the presence of less
hydrogen and methane. Key Gas: Ethylene. (Fig.1)
2. Thermal Cellulse: Numerous of CO and CO 2 components are formed which caused by
overheated of cellulose paper. Key Gas: Carbon monoxide. (Fig. 2)
3. Electrical Corona: Electric discharge at low energy resulting hydrogen and methane with
less of ethane and ethylene. Key Gas: Hydrogen. (Fig. 3)
4. Electrical Arcing: a numerous of hydrogen and acetylene with less of methane and ethylene
is appear during arcing. Key Gas: acetylene. (Fig. 4)
Relationship with failure risk. At transformer there are two type dissolved gas in oil such as
Nitrogen (N 2 ) and oksigen (O 2 ). In addition, in case of overheated at both cellulose and
transformer, other dissolved gases also be resulted. The gases is differentiate become two categories
namely un-combustible and combustible dissolved gas. These matters can be analysed by using gas
chromatography (GC).
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Fig. 5. Scheme type of faults and generating gases

The combustible dissolved gases, such as hydrogen (H 2 ), methane (CH 4 ), ethane (C 2 H 6 ),
ethylene (C 2 H 4 ), acetylene (C 2 H 2 ) and carbon monoxide (CO), can be assumed as pre caution of
transformer faults. That is the reason why they need to be analysed. Finally, total dissolved
combustible gas is used to determine a recommendation at condition and operating of transformer.
Fig. 5 shows a scheme of relationship between type of faults and generating gases based on Key
Gas analysis [3].
Hot-spot temperature. The behaviour of hot-spot temperature of a transformer is influenced by
three main components such as load value at once time, transformer characteristic, and ambient
temperature state at such time. Load value is used to determine amount of current that flows to
conductor and winding transformer, as a main hot source which may cause increasing hot-spot
temperature.
The total increasing hot-spot temperature level on such load value is determined by internal
characteristic of transformer itself. Because there is no two transformer in real identical, even
though similar load value will impact in different to thermal characteristic of each transformer.
Ambient temperature as a third factor is a free variable that effect on hot-spot temperature in linier.
Based on IEEE Standard C57.91-1995 model, final value of hot-spot temperature is calculated
as summation of three components such as ambient temperature, top oil temperature and increasing
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hot-spot temperature [4, 5]. The Last two temperatures are affected by actual load and internal
characteristic of transformer.
As mentioned above, final value of hot-spot temperature can be calculated as follow:
(1)
where;
: ambient temperature (°C)
: top oil temperature (°C)
: increased hot spot temperature (°C)
Calculation of an aging acceleration factor (FAA) for a given load and temperature or for a
varying load and temperature profile is done over a 24 h period. FAA has a value greater than 1 for
winding hottest-spot temperatures greater than the reference temperature 110°C and less than 1 for
temperatures below 110°C. The equation for FAA is as follows [4, 6]:
(2)
Simulation
Flow diagram. A simulation system flow diagram, to monitor an estimation of faults possibility on
transformer, which is caused by generating combustible gases, can be seen at Fig. 6. Firstly, the
simulation will be begining by collect data analysis of DGA (Dissolved gas Analysis). Secondly,
simulation scheme design of Fuzzy Logic will be made to process said data analysis. The next step
is observing effect of oil and paper isolated faults, which is caused in the presence of gas mentioned
above. The faults analysis will be classified become 4 group based on Key Gas analysis mentioned
before.
In addition, effect of hot-spot temperature during certain period on acceleration of decreasing
life factor of transformer also been observed. Finally, we will have a formula that can be used as a
basis to make a decision of capital management.

Fig. 6. Flowchart diagram

Fuzzy logic to analyze dissolved gas. Fuzzy logic theory will be used to develop associating
function of dissolved gas to determine real transformer isolated oil state so that faults of transformer
can be avoided. At this part, a fuzzy logic model, to estimate transformer critical level based on
DGA result, is developed by using Mathlab Fuzzy Logic model. The model is developed to agree
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with critical state classifying which have been shown at Key Gas analysis. All the figures below are
an example by using Mathlab fuzzy logic model, which have been developed to estimate critical
level at thermal oil of transformer, where based on Key Gas method.

Fig.7. Membership function of Ethylene

Fig.8. Fuzzy rules of criticalness thermal oil

Total design. The total design will make a faults prediction of transformer oil which is caused by
increasing hot-spot temperature that generate combustible gases. The method that was used to
predict total design is based on key gas analysis such as thermal faults (at oil and paper) and
electrical faults (Parsial discharge and Arching) also effect of accelerating transformer life that is
caused by hot-spot temperature. Furthermore, it will be achieved critical level at each of faults type.
Then from that result it will be integrated so the estimation of critical level total of transformer will
be defined. This total analysis, hopefully would be able to support capital management to make a
good decision that agree with recent situation of transformer. The design of fuzzy logic model is

shown at Fig. 9.
Fig. 9. Total simulation design

Management decision. From the simulation result, a basis value that can be used as a basis to make
a management decision is defined as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Management Decision
Fuzzy Logic Decisions
0<K<1
1<K<2
2<K<3
3<K<4
4<K<5

5<K<6

6<K<7

Strategic Management
Normal Operations
Normal Operations & Specific
Monitoring
Normal Operations, overall
Monitoring
Operations Limited (Loading 80%)
with the overall strict monitoring.
Operations Limited (Loading 60%)
with strict monitoring of diagnostic
sample collection interval.
Operations Limited (loading 50%)
with strict monitoring / improving
decision-interval samples and
detailed diagnostics. The possibility
of reconditioning.
Stop Operation, and detailed
diagnostic investigations. The
possibility of replacement.

Summary
The amount of dissolved combustible gases in transformer oil can be assumed as earlier
caution on faults possibility of transformer, because of that the gases, such as hydrogen (H 2 ),
methane (CH 4 ), ethane (C 2 H 6 ), etylene (C 2 H 4 ), acetylene (C 2 H 2 ) and carbon monoxide (CO) could
be analyzed using dissolved gas analysis (DGA). In addition, total amount of combustible dissolved
gas (TDCG) can be used as a reference to determine a recommendation of transformer condition
and operation. It is upright to include both each gas individually and effect of hot-spot temperature
on accelerating of decreasing life which tend to cause possibility risk, besides using Total Dissolved
Combustible Gas to determine a management decision. Faults risk can be meant as a transformer
isolating response. Evaluation of isolated response accurately will give a better condition which
based on maintenance and aplication of capital management strategy so that be able to increase
capability of transformer.
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Abstract. Confidentiality has an important role in information security. One of confidentiality
application in the world of cryptography is data encryption. Various forms of encryption and
decryption processes implemented in software and hardware platforms. Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) is one of the hardware that is usually used for the implementation of data encryption.
In this work will implement T-020 Block Cipher Algorithm on FPGA spartan-3E board. T-020
algorithm is a block cipher algorithm based on Unbalanced Feistel Network (UFN). T-020 uses
input of 128-bit plaintext. In addition to implementing the T-020 algorithm, the FPGA also serves
as dongle for authentication against text encryption application. The results are expected to apply as
a prototype for cryptomodule. The implementation of the T-020 algorithm and dongle design on
the FPGA successfully performed with consuming 80% of slice resources, 23% slice flip flop, and
75% input LUTs.
Introduction
Cryptography is a science that studies the mathematical techniques that related to the aspects of
information security such as confidentiality, integrity, entity authentication and data origin
authentication [1]. Confidentiality (secrecy) has an important role in information security. The
process to change the information that can be read as not to be recognized or otherwise, is called
encryption and decryption using the secret key.
The process of encryption and decryption can be implemented in various forms of information,
such as text messages, data bits, strings, and files. In modern era, there are more applications
dedicated to the securing data, one of them is file encryption application that created and
implemented in a wide variety of both software and hardware platforms. Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) is one of the hardware that is usually used for the implementation of data encryption
[2]. The design of FPGA is done by arranging the connections between hundreds of thousands to
millions of transistors available on a chip to form a new function in an application. FPGA has the
advantage that are reprogrammable, low-cost, and has the speed to a custom-built circuit Compared
to the microprocessor chip [3].
In this work, the T-020 algorithm will be implemented on the FPGA as a prototype of
cryptomodule. T-020 algorithm is a block cipher algorithm based on Unbalanced Feistel Network
(UFN). T-020 uses an input of 128-bit plaintext and the key 192-bits [3]. In addition to the
implementation the T-020 algorithm on FPGA, the FPGA also serves as a dongle to the text
encryption application. FPGA contains encryption algorithm and hash value of the serial number of
the application. The role of dongle in the FPGA is as the authentication against text encryption
application. If the serial number is valid, the user can access the application.
T-020 Block Cipher Algorithm
T-020 is a block cipher algorithm based on Unbalanced Feistel Network (UFN). It is a
homogeneous, complete, and a consistent UFN. T-020 consist input 128-bit plaintext and 192 bits
key. Plaintext is divided into four sub-blocks of plaintext that each sub-block length is 32 bits and
will be processed into 13 round [4]. T-020 is a new algorithm that created in 2012 and has never
been implemented on the hardware. Besides, T-020 has a good test result.
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Structure of the T-020 encryption. The input of 128-bit plaintext is divided into four sub-blocks
of 32 bits
). Then the 192 bit key is divided into six sub-key ( , , , , , ).
The output 128 bits of ciphertext is divided into four sub-blocks of 32-bit
). The
encryption process of the T-020 algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Structure of T-020 encryption

Fig 2. Structure of T-020 F Function

In the encryption, there is an F function that uses three sub-blocks of 32 bits input. The
structure of F function for Algorithm T-020 shown in Fig. 2. Maximum Distance Separable (MDS)
Function that used is the MDS Matrix of Twofish Algorithm. Meanwhile, the S-box that used in F
Function is S-box of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES).
Structure of the T-020 decryption. The structure of the T-020 decryption is the inverse of the
encryption structure. The key sequences that are used in the decryption process has a reverse order
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than the process of encryption sub-key. In the decryption structure, there is also the same F function
like encryption structure at each round.
The structure of the T-020 decryption algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. 128-bit ciphertext input is
divided into four sub-blocks of 32 bits
. Meanwhile, the 192 bit key is divided into
six sub-key
. The output of the decryption process in the form of 128-bit
).
plaintext is divided into four sub-blocks of 32 bits

Fig. 3. Structure of T-020 decryption

Implementation
In designing the system, the first step that we have to do, is to make a block diagram or a
general description of how the system works as desired. The process of encryption and decryption is
the process of input data by the user. The data will be sent to the FPGA. The process of data
encryption or decryption uses a static secret key that has been planted in the FPGA. If the
encryption or decryption process is completed, the data will be sent back to the Personal Computer
(PC) to store at the storage.

Input text

Encryption/Decryption
Modul

Fig. 4. The flow of encryption or decryption process
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Fig. 5. Flow of the authentication application to dongle

In this work, in addition, to make it as cryptomodule, FPGA also serves as a dongle to text
encryption applications on the PC. The using of dongle on FPGA is used to authenticate against the
application. The authentication process itself uses the hash value of the application’s serial number
that is embedded in the FPGA. When the user is running the application, it will check the result of
the validity. The results of validity obtained from the FPGA by matching it with the hash value of a
serial number that is embedded in the FPGA. If the current matching is not valid, then the
application will give information that is not authenticated by dongle. Meanwhile, if the matching is
valid, then the application will give you the information that the application has been authenticated
by dongle. For more details, the process of validation of the application against dongle FPGA can
be seen in Fig. 5.
After modeling, the next step is design architectures that are implemented in the FPGA. The
architectural design is based on system modeling. Implementation is the next step after design
system. At this step, the user starts to code the system that has been designed based on its
architecture. After coding, the next step is to simulate. The simulation is done by using the test
bench applications in the Xilinx ISE 9.2. Simulations were carried out on the components of
encryption and decryption. This is encryption result from Test Bench Xilinx ISE Simulation using
plaintext
x"111111111111111111111111 11111111" produce ciphertext "A2FE6E3E
8B73C1D045C8F9702F71C7A9". Meanwhile the decryption process using input "A2FE6E3E8
B73C1D045C8F9702F71C7A9" and produce plaintext x"111111111111111111111111111 11111".
According to the data, we can conclude that the simulation process goes according to the vector test.

Fig. 8. Encryption test bench
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Fig. 9. Decryption test bench

After ensuring the system can be implemented on FPGA, the next step is entering the phase of
programming system into FPGA. Communication protocol between the FPGA and Personal
Computer (PC) using a communication protocol Universal asynchronous receiver / transmitter
(UART) RS-232. Baudrate that used is 57600 bps. This baud rate does not use parity bits, start bit
‘0’ and stop bits ‘1’. The interface to see input and the output of a PC use the Rnf Text Encryption
application that created using Visual Basic.
Testing and Analysis
The tests are conducted on a system that has been programmed into the FPGA and connected
to the PC. The test on the main system is a test of the unity between the T-020 module and dongle
module.
The first test is done by checking the functional dongle on the main system using Rnf Text
Encryption application. In this test, the user uses two different inputs. The first input uses the hash
value of the corresponding serial number, and other inputs use the wrong hash value of the serial
number. Based on the test results, dongle module that has been integrated with the main system is
implemented in the FPGA function properly against Rnf Text Encryption application.
After testing the dongle module on the main system, then the next text is on the T-020 modules
of the main system. In the encryption process, the input is a hex number
x”11111111111111111111111111111111”.
The next testing is performed on the decryption process with input
x”A2FE6E3E8B73C1D045C8F9702F71C7A9”. The application is produced after the testing.
Based on the results of some of the tests, the output result is in the conformity with the vector test.
Table 1 shown the comparative vectors test using Rnf Text Encryption applications and T-020
Algorithm in the C programming language.
Table 1. Vector tests comparison
Rnf Text Encryption Application
Process
Encryption

Input
0x11111111
11111111
11111111
11111111
0x1234512
345123451
234512345
1234512
0x999999
999999999
999999999
99999999
0x7888788
878887888
788878887
8887888

Output
0xA2FE6EE
8B73C1D0
45C8F970
2F71C7A9
0x91BEDE3
8F7B80880
0040122A6
3C0FA5E
0x779FD34
65684EB53
352CCE63
E43E8EF2
0x61EECED
868F5A177
FBA6FC0B
E8B4AA1
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Decryption

0xAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA
0xA2FE6E3E
8B73C1D0
45C8F970
2F71C7A9
0x91BEDE3
8F7B80880
0040122A6
3C0FA5E
0x779FD34
65684EB53
352CCE63
E43E8EF2
0x61EECED
868F5A177
FBA6FC0B
E8B4AA1
0x46F3A8F
63F255474
BD4BB2E
73DFD0816

0x46F3A8F
63F255474
BD4BB2E
73DFD0816
0x11111111
11111111
11111111
11111111
0x1234512
345123451
234512345
1234512
0x999999
999999999
999999999
99999999
0x7888788
878887888
788878887
8887888
0xAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA

Rnf Text Encryption Application
Input
Output
0x11111111
0xA2FE6E3E
11111111
8B73C1D0
11111111
45C8F970
11111111
2F71C7A9
0x1234512
0x91BEDE3
345123451
8F7B80880
234512345
0040122A6
1234512
3C0FA5E
0x999999
0x779FD34
999999999
65684EB53
999999999
352CCE63
99999999
E43E8EF2
0x7888788
0x61EECED
878887888
868F5A177
788878887
FBA6FC0B
8887888
E8B4AA1
0xAAAAAAA
0x46F3A8F
AAAAAAAAA
63F255474
AAAAAAAA
BD4BB2E
AAAAAAAA
73DFD0816
0xA2FE6E3E
0x11111111
Decryption
8B73C1D0
11111111
45C8F970
11111111
2F71C7A9
11111111
0x91BEDE3
0x1234512
8F7B80880
345123451
0040122A6
234512345
3C0FA5E
1234512
0x779FD34
0x999999
65684EB53
999999999
352CCE63
999999999
E43E8EF2
99999999
0x61EECED
0x7888788
868F5A177
878887888
FBA6FC0B
788878887

Process
Encryption
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E8B4AA1
0x46F3A8F
63F255474
BD4BB2E
73DFD0816

8887888
0xAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA

In this work, the main system that implement the FPGA does not exceed the capacity of the
resources owned by the Spartan-3E FPGA [5]. Synthesis results show that the use of the slice on the
main system is equal to 80% of total resources slice and LUT usage by 75% of the total resources
available in LUT. In addition, the use of resources in the process of encryption and decryption
process takes a maximum of 35% of resources from the available resources. The resources are used
greatly due to the use of S-box operation on the F function. Based on a synthesis of the S-box
operation, it can be seen that the use of the slice and LUT on the S-box operations by 5%.
Meanwhile, the F function has S-box operation that means that the encryption and decryption
process takes at least 20% of resources to use the slice, and the LUT is only used for the operation
of the S-box. The use of large S-boxes is done due to the T-020 algorithm that uses S-boxes in the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm that sized 8×8.
In addition, the process of T-020 algorithm and dongle implementation inside the main system
has problems. Problems occur when combining dongle module with T-020 module main system.
There is a condition when the data must be entered dongle and data entered T-020 module instead.
In the implementation, the author uses the control signals to set the data in entering dongle module
or T-020 module. In a system that has been implemented, there is a control signal that is used to set
the incoming data signal called "algor_en.". This signal was originally set as 0.The signal 0 means
that the data will be passed through dongle module. When the data has been entered and verified as
dongle module, signal "algor_en" turned into 1. When the signal value is 1, it means that the data
will be passed to the T-020 module for encryption or decryption process. After that, the signal
"algor_en" will continue to set 1 which means that the data will continue to be passed to the T-020
module for encryption and decryption. Thus, it is difficult to change the value of "algor_en" to 0
because it needs a conditions to convert the signal "algor_en" into one another, while the condition
is determined by the user's behavior that can not be predicted how long the application will use for
the encryption and decryption process. Consequently, dongle module can only be used once.
The problem can be overcome by creating a new module that serves to check any incoming
data. The data with unique characteristics can be passed to the module dongle, if there are no unique
characteristics, then the data will be passed to the T-020 module.
Summary
Based on the work, it can be concluded that T-020 is a block cipher algorithm which used for
data encryption based on Unbalanced Feistel Network (UFN). It is a homogeneous, complete, and a
consistent UFN. Encryption and decryption process of the T-020 algorithm using a static key is
successfully simulated and implemented into Xilinx Spartan-3E FPGA XC3S500E in accordance
with the vectors test. Synthesis results show that the use of the slice on the main system is equal to
80% of total resources slice and LUT usage by 75% of the total resources available in LUT. In
addition, the use of resources in the process of encryption and decryption process takes a maximum
of 35% of resources from the available resources. Dongle can integrate with the T-020 algorithm
module and can be used as a control to access the service on the Rnf Text Encryption application.
However, there are weakness in the dongle which has been implemented. The dongle can be used
only once at the first time running the applications.
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Abstract. Coronary heart disease is a primary cause of death that attacks men and women
worldwide. Commonly, it is caused by unhealthy lifestyle. Numerous clinical tests are conducted
to diagnose patients from coronary heart disease and require many clinicians. However, not all of
these clinical tests are significantly relevant for the diagnosis. In this work, some feature selection
and classification techniques are performed to find the significant features for diagnosis of heart
disease. Statlog Heart dataset from UCI machine learning repository are used. Three feature
selection techniques are applied, i.e. correlation based feature selection (CFS), gain ratio (GR)
based feature selection and principal component analysis (PCA) based feature selection. Four
classifiers, i.e. Naïve Bayes, Multilayer Perceptron, AdaBoostM1 and JRip are selected. The best
result of evaluation is achieved by combination of CFS with Naïve Bayes classifier. Accuracy,
sensitivity and specificity of classification results are 86.72%, 89.58% and 83.03%, respectively.
Introduction
Coronary heart disease is the most killer disease in the worldwide [1]. The number of coronary
heart disease’s patients is increased every year. Coronary heart disease is related to an attack to
cardiovascular system that is caused by disturbance of blood supply to the heart. Heart disease may
occur to people with unhealthy lifestyle, such as smoking. Other factors that can trigger this disease
are hypertension, obesity and diabetes [2, 3]. Heart disease patients must undergo several clinical
tests conducted by doctors. However, not all of clinical test results significantly affect the diagnosis
of heart disease [3].
One of the techniques to handle large amount of data is data mining [4]. Data mining is useful
for obtaining essential information from data [1]. Numerous input features cause data processing
not optimal. Therefore, feature selection is used to find relevant features. Feature selection is
useful for reducing irrelevant features, noisy and high dimensionally data from available features
because they can affect accuracy of classification results [5, 3]. Classification plays an important
role in determining the final decision of the diagnosis [6].
Many previous research works have been conducted to develop feature selection and
classification methods for diagnosis of heart disease. Jabbar et al. [1] conducted diagnosis coronary
heart disease based on principal component analysis (PCA) for feature selection and artificial neural
network (ANN) for classification. Rajeswari et al. [7] used multilayer perceptron neural network to
remove irrelevant features on 712 data of ischemic heart disease. Twelve features were selected
from 17 features and achieved accuracy of this work was 82.2 %. Khempila and Boonjing [8] used
information gain to select 8 relevant features from 13 features. Selected features were classified by
using multilayer perceptron (MLP) with back propagation.
Haiyan et al. [9] applied support vector machine (SVM) to diagnosis heart disease. SVM
parameters were selected by chaotic adaptive particle swarm optimisation (CAPSO). Shamsuddin
and Taib [10] used non linear ARX model to diagnosis heart disease. Data were classified by
applying spectrogram and MLP. Saravanakumar and Rinesh [11] conducted feature selection to
predict heart disease. Classification is performed by using non linear integrals. The proposed
method was tested to 1000 dataset with 8 attributes.
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Principal component analysis had good performance for feature selection [1] while MLP
obtained good accuracy in classification step [8, 10]. In this research work, a comparison of some
feature selection and classification techniques are conducted. Three feature selection techniques,
i.e. CFS, gain ratio based feature selection and principal component analysis (PCA) based feature
selection, are used. Selected features are subsequently classified by using Naïve Bayes, Multilayer
Perceptron, AdaBoostM1 and JRip. The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2
describes the dataset, which is used in this research. Section 3 describes the approach as the
proposed method. Section 4 shows the results and discussion. Summary is presented in section 5.
Dataset
In this research work, 256 data of Statlog Heart dataset from UCI machine learning repository
are used with consideration that the data do not contain outlier. No missing value of this dataset.
Statlog Heart dataset consist of 13 features. Two classes of this dataset are absence and presence of
the heart disease. Table 1 describes features in Statlog Heart dataset.
Table 1. Summary of statlog heart dataset’s features
Features Name
age
sex
cp

Features Description
Age
Sex
Chest pain type

trestbps
chol
fbs

Resting blood pressure
Serum cholestoral
Fasting blood sugar
>120mg/dl
Resting
electrocardiographic
results

restecg

thalac
exang
oldpeak

slope

ca
thal

Maximum heart rate
achieved
Exercise induced angina
ST depression induced
by exercise relative to
test
The slope of the peak
exercise ST segment
Number of major vessels
colored by fluoroscopy
Thal

Value description
Numeric
0: female and 1: male
1: typical angina
2: atypical angina
3: non-anginal pain
4: asymtomatic
Numeric
Numeric
0: false
1: true
0: normal
1: having ST-T wave
abnormality
2: showing probable
or definite
left ventricular
hypertrophy by
Estes’ criteria
Numeric
0: No
1: Yes
Numeric

1: usloping
2: flat
3: downsloping
0, 1, 2 and 3
3: normal; 6: fixed
defect;
7: reversible defect

Method
The approach of this research work is described as follows. Firstly, 256 data are selected from
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270 data by using outlier data process. Feature selection is conducted to find relevant features.
Three feature selection methods are applied, i.e. correlation based feature selection (CFS), gain ratio
(GR) based feature selection, and principal component analysis (PCA) based feature selection.
Fifty times of randomization are conducted to data. Then, 8-fold cross validation is applied in
classification process. Four classification methods, i.e. Naïve Bayes, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP),
AdaBoostM1 and JRip, are applied. Classification results are evaluated in terms of accuracy,
sensitivity and specificity. Flowchart of this research works is depicted in Fig. 1.
Feature selection. Feature selection is a important thing for classification to obtain relevant
features before are processed by classifier [12]. Feature selection is divided into two types, i.e.
feature selection in unsupervised learning and feature selection in supervised learning.
Start

Statlog Heart dataset
Outlier data
process

Preprocessing

Feature selection
Selected
features

Feature selection

Randomisation

Classification
K-fold cross
validation

Classification

Accuracy, sensitivity
and specificity
Finish

Fig. 1. Flowchart of Works

Feature selection in unsupervised learning is more difficult than that of supervised learning due
to unavailability of class labels. In unsupervised learning, there are two kinds of feature selection
methods, i.e. based on filter and based on wrapper. Filter method is conducted by measuring of
entropy, whereas wrapper method combines Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and Bayesian.
Feature selection in supervised learning can increase the accuracy of classification. Class labels are
available in this feature selection [13].
Some techniques based on filter feature selection are correlation-based feature selection (CFS),
gain ratio (GR) and principal component analysis (PCA).
• Correlation based feature selection
CFS is consideration about correlation coefficient between of feature and class between of
feature and feature. CFS equation is depicted in Eq. 1.
rzc =

k rzi
k + k ( k − 1) rii

(1)
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Correlation between feature and class is defined as r zc , where k is number of features; r zi is
average of correlation between feature and class, while r ii is average of correlation between
features.
• Gain ration based feature selection
Gain ratio (GR) is a development of information gain. GR measured information using split
information. Mathematical formulation of GR is shown in Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 as follows.

| Dj |
v | Dj |
SplitInfo A ( D ) = − ∑
x log 2 
 | D | 
j =1 | D |


GainRatio ( A) =

Gain ( A)
SplitInfo ( A)

(2)

(3)

• Principal component analysis based feature selection
Principal component analysis (PCA) is used to reduce dimensionality data. Sparse data and
skewed data can handle by using PCA.
Classification. Classification is a supervised learning to classify data based on availability class
labels. A model obtained from classification is used for analysing the important information in
data.
• Cross validation
Cross validation uses k-fold to partition data with k-1 as training data and one of k as testing
data. Average error of k-fold cross validation is calculated by using Eq. 4.
E=

1 k
∑ Ei
k i =1

(4)

• Naïve Bayes
Naïve Bayes is a simple classifier based on Bayes’ theorem [15]. It is described in Eq. 5 as
follows.
P( H | X ) =

P( X | H ) P( H )
P( X )

(5)

• Multilayer perceptron
Multilayer perceptron is a common algorithm in artificial neural network that comprises of
three layers, i.e. input layer, hidden layer and output layer [16].
• AdaBoostM1
AdaBoost is a simple algorithm to be implemented in machine learning and easy to combine
with other methods [17].
• JRip
JRip is a one of the most popular algorithms for effective rule induction [18].
• Evaluation
Classification is evaluated by analysing confusion matrix [15] which consists of sensitivity,
specificity and accuracy.
Result and Discussion
In this research work, 256 data are selected from Statlog Heart dataset. Feature selection and
classification are processed using Weka 3.6 Software.
Feature selection. Feature selection is conducted to find the significant features. Table 2 describes
selected features that are obtained by CFS, GR and PCA.
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Table 2. Feature selection result
CFS
sex, cp,
restecg, thalac,
exang, oldpeak,
slope, ca, thal

Gain Ratio
age, sex, cp,
restecg, thalac,
exang,
oldpeak, slope,
ca, thal

PCA
age, sex, cp,
trestbps, chol,
fbs, restecg,
thalac, exang,
oldpeak, slope, ca

Each method of feature selection obtains different features. CFS produces the most significant
feature reduction from 13 full features to 9 features. Gain Ratio obtains 10 features from 13
features, whereas PCA is only able to reduce 1 feature from 13 features.
Classification. Data from selected features are randomized 50 times. Classification is performed
by using 8-fold cross validation. Performance of classification result of full features (without
feature selection) is depicted in Table 3.
Table 3. Classification result of full features
Method
Naïve Bayes
MLP
AdaBoostM1
JRip

Accuracy
(%)
84.37
81.64
80.46
80.46

Sensitivity Specificity
(%)
(%)
87.5
80.35
82.63
80.35
86.11
73.21
85.41
74.10

Naïve Bayes obtains the highest accuracy followed by MLP. The lowest accuracy is obtained
by AdaBoostM1 and JRip. Naïve Bayes and MLP obtains same result of specificity is 80.35%,
while the lowest specificity is obtained by AdaBoostM1. The highest sensitivity is achieved by
Naïve Bayes followed by AdaBoostM1, where the lowest sensitivity is obtained by MLP.
Performance classification result of correlation-based feature selection (CFS) is described in Table
4.
Table 4. Classification Result of CFS
Method
Naïve Bayes
MLP
AdaBoostM1
JRip

Accuracy
(%)
86.72
79.29
82.03
80.85

Sensitivity Specificity
(%)
(%)
89.58
83.03
84.72
72.32
87.50
75
86.8
73.21

The best result is obtained by Naïve Bayes method with 86.72% accuracy, 89.58% of
sensitivity and 83.03% of specificity. It followed by AdaBoostM1 and JRip. The worst result is
obtained by MLP with 79.29% of accuracy, 84.72% of sensitivity and 72.32% of specificity.
Performance classification result of gain ratio based feature selection is described in Table 5.
Table 5. Classification result of GR
Method
Naïve Bayes
MLP
AdaBoostM1
JRip

Accuracy
(%)
85.15
81.64
81.64
79.68

Sensitivity Specificity
(%)
(%)
88.19
81.25
82.63
80.35
86.80
75
84.02
74.10
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Naïve Bayes obtains the best result with 85.15 % of accuracy. MLP and AdaBoostM1 result
same accuracy is 81.64 %. The worst accuracy is resulted by JRip. Naïve Bayes obtains the best
result too for sensitivity followed by AdaBoostM1, where the lowest of sensitivity is resulted by
MLP. The best percentage of specificity is obtained by Naïve Bayes followed by MLP, while JRip
obtains the worst specificity. Performance classification result of principal component analysis
(PCA) based feature selection is shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Classification result of PCA
Method
Naïve Bayes
MLP
AdaBoostM1
JRip

Accuracy
(%)
82.42
78.90
78.90
78.12

Sensitivity Specificity
(%)
(%)
88.89
74.10
82.63
74.10
84.72
71.42
86.11
67.85

The best accuracy is obtained by Naïve Bayes method, while the worst accuracy belongs to
JRip method. MLP and AdaBoostM1 have the same accuracy of 78.90%. The highest sensitivity is
obtained by Naïve Bayes followed by AdaBoostM1. MLP has the worst of sensitivity among the
selected methods. Naïve Bayes and MLP achieve the best result for specificity, whilst JRip has the
worst.
Based on aforementioned description, combination of feature selection methods and
classification methods indicates different performance. The best result for accuracy, sensitivity and
specificity isalways obtained by Naïve Bayes method. Classification results show that combination
of correlation based feature selection (CFS) and Naïve Bayes is more superior to others.
The combination of CFS and Naïve Bayes achieves an accuracy of 86.72%, sensitivity of
89.58% and specificity of 83.03%. It is followed by the combination of Gain Ratio and Naïve
Bayes that achieves an accuracy of 85.15%, sensitivity of 88.19% and specificity of 81.25%. Then,
it followed by combination of PCA and Naïve Bayes that achieves an accuracy of 82.42%,
sensitivity of 88.89% and specificity of 74.10%. However, this obtained accuracy is lower than that
of full features. The worst result is obtained by combination of PCA and JRip that achieves an
accuracy of 78.12%, sensitivity of 86.11% and specificity of 67.85%.
Summary
Many features containing in the data are not always significantly relevant to the classification.
Feature selection is conducted to remove irrelevant features and to find relevant features. In this
research work, 9 relevant features out of are obtained from correlation based feature selection
(CFS). Selected feature is classified by using Naïve Bayes, MLP, AdaBoostM1 and JRip.
Combination of CFS and Naïve Bayes achieves the best result with an accuracy of 86.72%,
sensitivity of 89.58% and specificity of 83.03%.
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Abstract. Randomness has a very important role in the cryptosystem in order to generate a
sequence key to ensuring that a cryptosystem is not easily attacked by the adversary. True Random
Number Generator (TRNG) is a device that generates a random bit by utilizing the phenomenon of
randomness in a physical process or nondeterministic events that faster, higher quality and better
self-protecting than Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG). In this work, we design TRNG
that consists of several ring oscillators using one dimensional chaotic function as post-processing to
eliminate the bias generated by the source. The entire process of a TRNG was simulated by using
LabView. A statistical test was performed by using NIST 800-22 to verify the randomness of
TRNG bit output. The test result showed that 100 Mbit data random passed NIST test with
minimum pass rate is 0.95. This research is expected to generate the sequence of a random bit that
pass all statistical NIST tests with high values, which will be difficult to predict and robust against
attacks and hoped that it could be implemented in a cryptosystem.
Introduction
Cryptosystem is a pair of algorithms that use a key to converting plaintext to ciphertext and
otherwise. The use of keys is a requirement that the information transmitted can be received by the
addressee. According to Schneier [1], a good key is a series of random bit generator with automatic
process. Randomness has a very important role to ensure the cryptosystem that is not easily attacked
by the adversary.
True Random Number Generator (TRNG) is a device that generate a random bit by utilizing
the phenomenon of randomness in a physical process or nondeterministic events that faster, higher
quality and better self-protecting than deterministic/pseudo random number generator
(DRNG/PRNG) [2]. It produces a randomness bit that cannot be predicted (true random). TRNG
consists of three main components, i.e., source entropy that generates randomness, harvest process
to get a randomness sampler and post processing to minimize bias and generate a sequence random
bit that pass a statistical test.
The main challenge in designing TRNG is getting suitable source and randomness extraction
methods from the source. Figure 1 represents the design of random number generator (RNG) with
noise as the main source that generated by the hardware. Noise will generate an analog signal
continuously, then be digitized periodically into a binary value in a certain stage. The digitization
process generates random bits, then by a certain algorithm (post processing) will be processed into
more random to minimize potential weaknesses/attacks. Post-processing in the random number
generator can be ignored if the source has a good level of randomness. However, the use of post
processing is highly recommended for the implementation TRNG in a cryptosystem [2, 3].
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Fig. 1. Architecture of TRNG [3]

To eliminate bias in TRNG output and implemented it in the cryptosystem, the use of post
processing is strongly recommended. Von Neumann's algorithm is one of the algorithms that used
in post processing [4], but it still appears biased and the resulting output failed in some test in NIST
statistical test. XOR logic can be used as a post-processing, this is done by C. Klein et. al [5]. Hash
function algorithm can be applied in post processing. S. Loza and L. Matuszewski [6] used SHA
256 hash function as a post-processing, the combination of 8 RO with SHA 256 produce an output
that passed all NIST tests.
In this work, we design the TRNG by using several Ring Oscillator (RO). We use jitter-based
TRNG design that proposed by K Wold and C. H. Tan [7]. Post-processing processes the sequence
of random bits that generated by entropy source, we use Logistic map chaotic system as a post
processing. Chotic system is a non-linear dynamic system that is very sensitive with the changing of
the initial conditions. That is the reason it can be applied to obtain random bit [8]. Our TRNG
design simulated by using LabView. To verify the randomness TRNG bit output, a statistical test
will be done using NIST 800-22 [9].

Fig. 2. TRNG scheme with chaotic system as a post-processing

The paper is structured as follows: Section II describes how to generate random numbers by
combining several delay elements and an inverter which further processed in post processing.
Experiments description in section III. The results obtained and discussion shown in section IV. The
paper ends with the conclusion of the experiments conducted.
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TRNG with Logistic Map as a Post-Processing
RO is a simple TRNG that can implement on digital system. RO consists of an inverter and
delay elements (τ). RO output sampled by using the D - flip flop. D- flip flop is triggered by a clock
oscillator with a particular frequency. Fig. 3. show a single RO as a source jitter of TRNG and a Dflip flop as a sampled component.

Fig. 3. A Single RO and D Flip Flop as a TRNG Source

The clock oscillator frequency fL is at least several times smaller than fH frequency. Even
number of inverters or latches can be applied as a delay element τ. The greater the delay elements
will produce lower frequency fH.
Combining many sources of TRNG with XOR can produce an output that will have
deterministic regions.
When all RO made the same way, each RO will produce identical output and relatively same
frequencies. This condition allows vulnerability to RO attack. To prevent that, we decided to make
each RO with different τ. Each RO consists of an inverter and different number of delay elements.
We use D flip-flop as a τ. Our design uses 7 ROs, and simulated it in LabVIEW.

Fig. 4. Block diagram combining TRNG sources
The output of TRNG source is a sequence random bit. To eliminate the output bias, using post
processing is very recommended. One -dimensional chaotic systems can be used as a postprocessing. This design uses the Logistic map as a post processing. Due to the output can be
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processed on the post-processing block, sample and hold procedures required. It placed at the
beginning and the end of the block.
In mathematical terms, Logistic map can be expressed as:
𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑛 𝑟(1 − 𝑥𝑛 )

(1)

which r is the chaos control parameter of non-linear function block.
The initial simulation of mathematical models implemented in LabVIEW to obtain sequence
random bits.
The Experiment Description
At the beginning of the experiment, we simulate TRNG scheme in LabVIEW 2013. From the
simulation results, carried out an analysis of every part of a scheme.
First analysis is TRNG source. The amount of RO is used as a source of TRNG is 7 ROs.
Analysis of the TRNG source indicates that by using an inverter and an even number of inverters as
a delay element will produce output that is an identical and has the same frequency for each RO.
Due to it, for an even number of ROs, the XOR output is zero. And for an odd number of ROs, the
XOR output is identical with each RO. The results of an experiment were unsatisfactory.
The experiment was repeated with different τ. We change inverting as delay element with D
flip-flop. The number of τ for each RO can be seen in Table 1. Each RO does not have the same
frequency; it makes the XOR output is not identical with each RO. Using seven RO as XOR inputs,
will produce an output signal as shown in Fig. 5.
Table 1. The number of τ for each RO
RO order
Number of τ

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
7

5
9

6 7
11 15

Fig. 5. The XOR output combination 7 ROs with D flip flop as τ

Before processed in post processing, digital signal that generated by XOR is converted into an
analog signal. The absolute value of the analog data obtained then processed in post processing.
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Fig. 6. The post processing signal input

Result and Discussion
Using chaotic parameter r = 4, which is input chaotic system will generate random data as
much as 100Mbits. The output that generated by post processing will be analyzed statistically. We
use final report file of NIST 800-22 to analyze the randomness of bit output. The significance level
was α = 0.01. An α = 0.01 indicates that one would expect 1 sequence in 100 sequences to be
unwanted [9]. Minimum PT-value was 0.01.
Table 2. Results of NIST test

The above table shows that the output data pass all NIST statistical tests NIST. The minimum
pass rate for each statistical test with the exception of the random excursion (variant) test is
approximately = 96 for a sample size = 100 binary sequences.
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Conclusion
We designed a TRNG using some of the ring oscillator as a classical source TRNG. To
implement it in a cryptosystem, we use Logistic map chaotic systems as post-processing. This
design is simulated in LabVIEW.
The delay element (τ) affects the randomness of TRNG output. We use seven ROs to produce
a sequence random number bit, which is each RO has a different number of τ. From the test results
indicate by using the logistic map as a post processing, we got a sequence random number that pass
all NIST statistical test with significant level was 0,01 and minimum pass rate was 0.98.
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Abstract. There is abundant information that can be found in Twitter these days. The fact that
Indonesia is a country which is first ranked as the country of which most people tweets, there is no
doubt for making Twitter as an important and reliable source of information to conduct a research.
One of the research area which is done recently is to obtain people’s opinion (Sentiment Analysis).
However, the results of prior similar SA works have lower accuracy. Thus, to increase the accuracy,
this research applies lexicon mapping technique with some modification. The modification add
some words which implies the negation meaning to later being classified into positive and negative
by checking the word after the negation word. From the test results it can be seen that the use of
normalization with the lexicon mapping is able to increase the accuracy. Furthermore, tokenization
process has an influence on the accuracy. From the experiment it can be seen that the highest
accuracy is obtained using Support Vector Machine (SVM) and unigram tokenization (82.49%)
without lexicon mapping. The result then increased to 89.12% after the lexicon mapping. Using the
SVM method for n-grams tokenization and n = 1-2, the accuracy is 83.33% without lexicon
mapping and increased to 88.14% after mapping method is applied. Naïve Bayes (NB) has a higher
accuracy (86.02%) than SVM (84.49%) when using trigram tokenization and n-grams using n = 13.
Introduction
Twitter is one of the social media that is growing rapidly since 2006. The social media
provides micro blogging service to 140 characters in length. The media is easier to use as a research
object, because the number of messages (tweets) are very large. It is also technically easier to obtain
data or messages (tweets) fromTwitter rather than to obtain data from a blog [1].
Indonesia is ranked the first for the Asian continent, as most countries in the world in writing
tweets, which amounted to 44.48% during November 1st, 2010 [2]. With such large amount of
tweets, then there is a lot of information that can be found from this social media. One of the
examples is to make use of Sentiment Analysis to obtain information from a specific object.
Sentiment Analysis is a process that is used to describe views, opinions or expressions by
someone about specific topic [3]. Other studies mention that Sentiment Analysis is an
interdisciplinary field of natural language processing, artificial intelligence, and text mining [4].
The usage of the social networking site for campaign through Twitter has been done by
President Barack Obama in the US Presidential election campaign in 2008. The campaign through
social media gained success in attracting voters. Expert of political analysis stated that to win the
general election, one must actively campaigns on social networking to attract prospective voters,
especially young voter candidates whose voices are rarely observed [5].
The usage of social networking as a media campaign in Indonesia was also used during this last
election. A research conducted in [6] is using the Sentiment Analysis for analyzing the election. The
research was to determine the sentiment of President Jokowi from blogs, forums, and facebook. In
this study, in the process to increase the accuracy of results, Saputra was conducting the lexicon
mapping process, in which words collected from the social media were grouped based on their
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polarity that is positive or negative. Each word contains a positive polarity on a sentence, such as
'honest', 'fair', 'firm', and so on were mapped into the word 'positive', and vice versa.
However, each word containing negation has not been mapped accordingly to its original
meaning yet. This happened because every word that contains negation word, for example the word
'tidak' (‘not’ in English), were mapped into the word 'negation'. Negation words has an opposite
meaning.
This research is an attempt to improve the mapping method that has been applied in [6]. Every
word that contains negation, e.g. 'tidak' will be processed by checking the word after the word
'tidak' itself. If the negation word is followed by positive words, it will automatically mapped into
negative word. For example, 'tidak jujur' (‘not honest’ in English) will be directly mapped into
'negative', and vice versa. Thus, the improvement in the handling of negation words will hopefully
improve the accuracy.
Related Work
Naïve Bayes is widely used in the classification process, because it is considered to have a
great degree of speed in the training and data classification process. Some studies utilizing NB in
the classification process of Sentiment Analysis (SA). Dziczkowski and Wolska used NB as one of
the methods that is being tested for the automatic classification system for movie reviews rating
process. In addition, this study also used several classification methods like linguistic classification
and group-behavior. The final classification used Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) method with
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) using the algorithm gradient back propagation. The experiment
results stated that the best classification process is to use linguistic classification compared with NB
and group-behavior [7].
For obtaining an optimal classification results, the process of SA should be focused on the
preprocessing, because a clean data will improve the classification process, as with the
implementation of POS tagger and domain ontology [8] who managed to increase the accuracy up
to 96%. Selection of tokenization methods also affects the accuracy [9].
There are many other ways that can be done to improve the accuracy, for instance to conduct
method combining [10], for example to combine NB with Binary Choice Keyboard. The result from
this method combination is quite satisfactory. Utilizing and involving emoticons as a way to
improve the accuracy is also frequently used and the results of several studies have shown
satisfactory results and is proven can increase the results of NB accuracy [11, 12].
Besides NB classification method, the classification Support Vector Machine (SVM) method is
also a commonly used method. Some studies often compared NB with SVM method. In some case,
SVM has a better performance compared to NB [13, 4, 14, 6].
From those mentioned literatures above, NB and SVM have good performance for the
classification process. Thus, this study used NB and SVM method for the classification.
Methodology
Data source and data storage. Twitter API was used in the process of data collection during the
campaign period. The process of data collection was done for 3 months, from May to July, right
when the election was held. Twitter data that had been collected reaching approximately10 million
tweets, based on the keyword 'Jokowi' and 'Prabowo'. In addition, the data which was stored into the
database was limited only to Indonesian tweets. The text (tweets) itself became the data parameter
in this research, in which the attributes was constructed by every word contained in the text, with nword length combination.
Software used. The software used for processing the data that had been collected is WEKA
(Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) software. The tool provides facilities for
researchers using the latest machine learning [15]. Currently, WEKA is often used as a research tool
in the field of data mining either academically or business.
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Tweet data that had been collected previously was saved in ARFF (Attribute Relation File
Format) format, which is a format that can be read by WEKA. It is then proceed to the next step that
is preprocessing.
Research steps. The research steps of the experiments are shown in Fig. 1. The data source and
data storage have been described in section A.

Fig. 1. Research steps

Before the data is processed using classification technique, it will be first passed through
several preprocessing process.
- Data Preparation
• Tweet Annotation
The tweets as the data that had been collected were annotated based on key words that indicate
the polarity of tweets. The keywords were grouped into two, positive and negative keywords. Some
of them are included in the positive keywords like honest, populist, simple and so on. While the
negative are for example like evil, killer, corruption, and so on. Tweets that contained positive
keywords were categorized as positive sentiments, while tweets that contained negative keywords
were categorized as negative sentiments.
In this research, the data obtained are118 positive tweets, 118 negative tweets, and 118 neutral
tweets for each candidate, Jokowi and Prabowo.
Preprocessing
Once the data is collected and given the polarity number and then stored in an .ARFF file format,
the next step is to conduct preprocessing. Preprocessing step is divided into several stages:
1. Case folding,which transforms the source text into a lower case text.
2. Filtering, aims to eliminate the special character, URL links, Twitter user name and
emoticons. For example @maulida indicated as username. Because the username is an
unimportant part in Sentiment Analysis then it must be eliminated.
3. Elimination of words duplication, aims to change the writing in to a standard word. For
example,"asiiikkk bangetttt" into "asik banget" [16].
4. Tokenization (see Fig. 2), breaks the sentence into groups of words [9].
Tweet : @RICHARDBOY1 wow Jokowi BODOH??
Token : @RICHARDBOY1, wow, Jokowi, BODOH, ?, ?

Fig. 2. The tokenization process example

The tokenization is divided into unigram, bigram, trigram and n-gram. n-gram tokenization
is the process of breaking a sentence to the length of n characters into tokens. In this study
all tokenization process will be tested to obtain the most accurate SA process.
5. Stop word removal, deletes the words which frequently appears, such as "ini" ('this' in
English), "itu" ('that' in English), "yang"('which is' in English), and so on. This step needs to
be done to eliminate unimportant words.
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• Classification Method
The data which has already cleaned and labeled then processed using the WEKA software. For
the classification process, this research used NB and SVM method. This method was chosen based
on literature studies that have been done previously in the related work. The training process is done
by taking the data models that have been clean and labeled based on the number of polarity
(positive, negative and neutral). The data was then stored in. ARFF file format, which is an
extension file that can be read by WEKA.
The next step is to calculate the weight of each term in the sentiment class using Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF). TF-IDF is useful to find words that related very
strongly with the relevant documents.
Normalization method with Lexicon mapping. To improve accuracy, the normalization process is
conducted using the lexicon mapping, where all positive words, such as sederhana (‘humble’ in
English), jujur (‘honest’ in English), tegas (‘firm’ in English), and etc. will be changed to 'positive',
then the list of negative words, such as jahat’ (‘mean’ in English), korupsi (‘corupption’ in
English), and etc. will be changed to 'negative' [6].
But in contrast to [6], the improvement of this research which put a negation words, however it
still can be changed into positive and negative by checking the word after the negation itself. For
example, when the word after the word 'tidak 'is a positive, so it turns to be negative, and vice versa.
Accuracy determination. To evaluate the accuracy of the algorithm implemented in the test, then
the calculation process is conducted using standard matrix performance
(1)
Validation and evaluation. Model testing process was done by using the k-folds validation, that
amounted to10-folds. The data was randomly divided into 10 pieces of data with the same amount,
so that the validation process was repeated 10 times, to get an average accuracy.
Result and Discussion
This section describes the classification results of the two president candidates. Each object
was divided into three classes, they were positive, neutral and negative. 708 tweets were obtained
for the train data. Each object has 354 tweets. 118 positive tweets, 118 negative, and 118 neutral
tweets for Jokowi. Whilst there were 118 positive, 118 negative, and 118 neutral tweets for
Prabowo.
This research will compare between data that has not been normalized with lexicon mapping
and data which has been already normalized with lexicon mapping.
Data without Lexicon mapping normalization. First experiments used data that has not been
normalized by lexicon mapping. This experiment process was focused on the preprocessing step of
tokenization. The output of the tokenization are classified using NB and SVM to observed the
accuracy.
Table 1. Accuracy table according to NB
classification
Tokenization
Unigram
Bigram
Trigram
N-gram : 1-2
N-gram : 1-3

Accuracy
79.10%
61.30%
40.25%
80.65%
79.94%

Table 2. Accuracy table according to SVM
classification
Tokenization
Unigram
Bigram
Trigram
N-gram : 1-2
N-gram : 1-3

Accuracy
82.49%
64.41%
31.92%
83.33%
78.25%
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Based on Tables 1 and 2, it can be seen that the biggest accuracy (83.33%) of the two methods
is the SVM method with n-gram tokenization using n = 1-2. It is then followed by unigram
tokenization with an accuracy of 82.49%. NB has a high accuracy performance when using the
trigram tokenization and n-grams, with n = 1-3. This was occurred because when the process of
tweets broke down into trigrams tokenization or n-grams using n= 1-3, then it created high
dimension. One of the disadvantage of SVM when it deals with multidimensional problems. The
more high-dimensional is data, the more difficult to determine the boundaries between the classes.
It caused the accuracy of the SVM for trigrams tokenization and n-grams using n= 1-3 had a lower
accuracy compared with NB, as shown in Fig. 3 below.

Fig. 3. Comparison graph of without Lexicon mapping accuracy

Data with Lexicon mapping. This word mapping normalization was done by Saputra [6] and this
research improved lexicon mapping normalization techniques, which put more attention and added
negation words into a positive or negative word mapping. The results of the accuracy of the two
methods are shown in Table 3 and Table 4.
Table 3. NB classification with lexicon mapping accuracy table
Tokenization
Unigram
Bigram
Trigram
N-gram : 1-2
N-gram : 1-3

Accuracy
88.56%
68.22%
46.33%
86.44%
86.02%

Table 4. SVM classification with lexicon mapping accuracy table
Tokenization
Unigram
Bigram
Trigram
N-gram : 1-2
N-gram : 1-3

Accuracy
89.12%
70.06%
47.32%
88.14%
84.89%

Tables 3 and 4 show an improvement in the accuracy of the two methods after the lexicon
mapping normalization process. This occurred because the frequency of the word that had been
changed to 'positive' and 'negative' would be higher than without lexicon mapping normalization
process. The highest accuracy was SVM with unigram tokenization (88.14%). This accuracy was
increased when compared to its prior accuracy, which was 83.33%. Here are the accuracy
comparison graphs after normalization process is applied.
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Fig. 4. Lexicon mapping accuracy comparison graph

Fig. 5. Accuracy set comparison graph

From the experiments it can be seen that the SVM has higher accuracy compared to NB. The
highest accuracy was 89.12% with the SVM classification process and unigram tokenization, then
followed by the SVM classification and n-gram tokenization using n = 1-2 with the amount of
88.14%. When it was tested by using a value of n = 1-3, NB still had higher accuracy compared to
SVM.
From the results of experiments that had been conducted, lexicon mapping process could
improve the accuracy of each method. Mapping will affect the calculation of the weight of each
attribute (tokens), so that each entity will be easily distinguished one to another, because each entity
has unique tokens that is different from other entities.
Unigram and n-grams with n = 1-2 was tokenization which had a constant value of accuracy.
From each classification, this tokenization had the highest accuracy compared with other
tokenizations. This happens because unigram has a good ability to cover all of the words, whilst ngrams with n = 1-2 has good accuracy as it has both the ability to cover words and to obtain
information patterns from the sentiment.
Summary
In this study the process of annotations or sentiment labeling is still conducted manually. From
the test results it can be seen that the use of normalization with lexicon mapping can improve
accuracy for each method. Furthermore, tokenization process has an influence on the accuracy.
From experiments, it is inferred that the highest accuracy is 82.49% which is obtained with the
SVM method and unigram tokenization without the lexicon mapping, and 89.12% after lexicon
mapping. This is followed by the SVM method for n-grams tokenization using n = 1-2, reaching the
accuracy to 83.33% before lexicon mapping, then increased to 88.14% after lexicon mapping
process. NB has higher accuracy (86.02%) than SVM (84.49%), when using trigram tokenization
and n-grams, using n = 1-3. Tokenization with unigram and n-gram with n = 1-2 had the highest
accuracy compared with other tokenizations since they have the ability to cover words and to obtain
information patterns from the sentiment, respectively.
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Abstract. Plants need nutrients that can be derived from the soil and from outside in the form of
fertilizer. The amount of fertilizer used on certain conditions varies depending on the type of soil,
crops and plantations. The composition and quality of the soil varied and plays role in the fertility
of crops and required the use of sensors that can measure soil nutrients to determine the specific
value of the optimal fertilizer, especially for oil palm plantations to make efficiency of fertilizer and
costs savings. In this research, a nutrient sensor works based on the measurement of impedance
changes due to the ionic nature of the land affected by dissolved fertilizer in the soil has been
designed. The sensor works at a given excitation frequency from 50 kHz up to 10 MHz of 10mV
amplitude with three levels of concentration of urea fertilizer, KCL and TSP. The characterization
results showed the phase shift and amplitude changes relevant to fertilizer concentration.
Introduction
Indonesia is now one of the largest producer and exporter of palm oil. According of Ministry of
Agriculture (Ministry of Agriculture), the palm oil plantations in Riau in the current year 2014 has
around about 2.1 million hectares. However, this data is in stark contrasting to the way oil palm
cultivation by the farmers self. of several factors that influence the success of an oil palm
cultivation, knowledge of soil nutrients carried through fertilization is the lowest level of knowledge
independent smallholders. Fertilization aims to maintain a balance of nutrients, if one needs
nutrients in the soil under conditions of minimal or so plants will respond through the disruption of
the growth of plant morphology.
In this research, a multi-sensor system that measures simultaneously simple some variation of
soil parameters such as soil moisture, salinity, temperature and pH based on the change in the real
value of the electrical conductivity factor (Electrical Conductivity, EC) is presented. The electrical
conductivity is an indirect measurement that relates very closely with some soil physical and
chemical properties in order to obtain information nutrient density of oil palm plantation land that
allows farmers to manage the plantation to the efficiency of fertilization.
Soil Physical Characteristics
Measurement of soil nutrients is a management tool that can accurately determine the
availability status of soil macro nutrients. There are 17 essential nutrients that plants need and
divided into macro and micro elements. The proportion of the extent of the nutrients absorbed by
plants depends on the type of plant. Based on the level of need for oil palm plants, nutrients are
classified as macro elements are N, P, K, Mg, while the micro elements are: B, Cu, Zn, Fe.
Basically fertilizer application aims to replace the deficient element missing from the soil due to
leached and transported plants. Therefore, the amount of fertilizer application on oil palm land
should be based on soil conditions the plant needs and the required dose of fertilizer soil nutrient
will be covered by the fertilizer.. The lower the quality of the soil (marginal soils), the dose of
fertilizer tends to rise especially sloping region. The results of research conducted in the village of
Giri Sako District of Logas Land Army is known that the slope of the land is closely connected with
the efficiency of fertilization, the steep slope steepness (>20°) then decreased fertilization efficiency
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reached 78.4% where the fertilizer that will carry over (runoff) to a lower place like a river [1].
Generally, runoff and erosion processes remove topsoil from the top to the bottom of the summit
that will change the spatial distribution of land and water that will change the nutrient content of the
affected area [2]. Soil moisture is a key factor in agriculture, to measure soil moisture, there are
three basic methods, namely gravimetric techniques, nuclear and electromagnetic. In the
electromagnetic technique, method of time domain reflectometry (TDR) is the most common
method used [3, 4]. The growing need for high-quality, low-cost oscillator has led to a tendency to
use the technique to measure soil moisture capacitance [5]. The probe capacitance is relatively
inexpensive and easy to operate. Some researchers have calibrate the capacitive sensor for certain
soil types such as [6]. Lazuardi [7] have developed soil moisture sensor based on the principle of
the complex impedance measurements with the instrument can be described in this component as
below. Measurement of soil nutrients is influenced not only by moisture but also chemicals
dissolved in the soil. For that we need a system of detection, low-cost soil nutrient that can provide
information of nutrients in the soil that can be operated in a simple to oil palm farmers.
Experiment
The sensor was designed based on modified Wenner-Array Structure 4 electrodes as shown in
Fig. 1 below.

Fig. 1. Experimental set up for soil nutrition detection

The sensor is then formed as a disk to make easier penetrate into the ground, the electrode will
be buried in soil samples of defined nutrient levels by giving a solution of fertilizer Urea, KCL and
TSP. Due to changes in the bulk of dissolved salts in the soil, the permittivity of soil is changes
which are an indicator of soil properties.
During the experiment, the sensor is excited using 10 mV AC current at various frequencies
from 50 KHz up to 10 MHz to the electrodes outer electrodes of sensor while the voltage measured
at inner electrodes and acquired using an oscilloscope. Current source frequency feed by the
function generator unit and controlled by a PC which also simultaneously acquire the voltage data
obtained from the oscilloscope. The data is then processed to determine the parameters of soil
nutrients are extracted from the value of the electrical conductivity.
Results and Discussion
Measurement and characterization of sensor respond to soil nutrition is done using fertilizer
Urea, KCl, and TSP. Tests conducted with various concentrations of 5 grams of fertilizer, whereby
the amplitude of AC signal is remain constant at 10 mV with a range from 1 MHz to 10 MHz on
soil samples with defined fertilizer dose.
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Testing is done by varying Urea contained in the soil. Variations were made are 5, 10, 15, and 20
grams in 10 kg of soil, respectively. The measurement results are shown in the Fig. 2 below;

Fig. 2. Fertilizer urea (a) and (b) KCl responds at various frequencies

From the graphic above shows the output voltage peak occurs at a frequency of about 5MHz
more. But if observed more closely and approximated by a quadratic equation would seem that
there is a quite small shift of the peak. Experiment in the same way also performed on soil mixed
KCl. The results of the output voltage in response to KCl are shown in the figure 2 above. In the
same way to see the peak output voltage as the urea process is carried out. From the results obtained
it turns peak shifted output voltage is greater than the urea.
Characterization of TSP fertilizer is the last test for nutrients tested. The process is done the
same way as the previous two processes are performed on urea and KCl. The frequency variation
for each mass of fertilizer gave the same response with urea and KCl. Measurement results shown
in the following Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Characterization of TSP at different frequencies

From the Fig. 3 is depicted that also the peak shift curves for different TSP mass. After the
curves are approximated by a quadratic equation it can be seen breaking point. From the peak there
is a tendency fourth peak frequency decreases with increasing mass of the curve given TSP.
Shifting of excitation frequencies and the maximum amplitude can be determined by modeling the
curve at the top row to the mass of Urea 5, 10, 15, and 20 grams is as follows:
2

 x − x0  
U 0 = y0 + a ⋅ exp − 0,5
 
 b  


(1)
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where y 0 , a, b and x 0 are the parameters of the models depend on the fertilizer concentration.
Using curve fitting, the maximum amplitude at resonance frequencies for certain concentration
can be simultaneous determined. Fig. 4 shows three different fertilizers at various concentrations
and show a linear relationship to the frequencies see Table 1.

Fig. 4. Frequency shifting due to fertilizer concentration

f = y0 + a ⋅ m

(2)
Table 1. Parameter curve fitting
No
1
2
3

Fertilizer
Urea
KCl
TSP

Parameters
y0
5.499
5.236
5.394

a
-3.06×10-3
- 0.0386
-0.0171

From the Fig. 4 is shown that different fertilizer Urea, KCL and TSP response to the
concentration and have the resonance frequency shifting 45.8 KHz, 578.8 KHz and 256.8 KHz
respectively. Urea has the smallest frequency reduction, followed by the TSP, and then KCl. From
these curves it appears that each fertilizer has its own characteristic curve. This characteristic curve
can process by the method of Partial Least Square (PLS) in order to obtain a model for each
nutrient.
Summary
Sensor system for soil nutrients determination is presented and show results in line with
expectations. After testing on samples defined, the results showed a response to changes in sample
variation. The results of the measurement will be processed using specific algorithms to generate
recommendations enable the measurement of the level of fertilization in the soil.
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Abstract. Along with the development of technology, the learning system should lead to the use of
information technology to improve the competence of students. Teachers and students still do not
know the blog as one of a media of learning; we can know it from the results of the interview with
the teachers and staff. This activity aims to provide knowledge of creating a blog quickly with drag
drop system that can be applied. This study used the method of Learning Cycle Model to arouse the
interest of students in each subject given by teachers. Students use the senses to integrate with the
environment such as (1) Engagement, (2) Exploration, (3) Explanation, (4) Elaboration / extend, (5)
Evaluation. All materials learning module can be updated with an easy way and fast, to get a better
quality of learning. From the research, the influence of blogs as a medium for student learning
developed by each teacher, is meet the requirement of the curriculum. The result of using blogs as a
medium of learning by getting students qualified very well (91.89%), literature very well qualified
teaching materials (81.08%), an explanation of the course content well qualified (78.38%), resolve
the problem very well qualified (83.79%), evaluation / testing in the field very well qualified
(86.49%), evaluation of user blogs well qualified (78.38%), evaluation of teachers who develop
very well qualified blog (83.79%). The conclusion of the results of this study resulted in an overall
percentage method that blog as a learning medium on average very well and can be used in the
learning process for all subject, it creates a more active learning and interaction among students and
teachers.
Introduction
Primary and secondary education schools (DIKDASMEN) Muhammadiyah Lhokseumawe City
is one of the elements that carry out the implementation of charitable efforts, programs and
activities of primary and secondary education at the discretion Muhammadiyah. DIKDASMEN
Muhammadiyah as a private institution that manages the teachers Muhammadiyah in the field of
primary and secondary education with limitations, however Dikdasmen Muhammadiyah
Lokseumawe City Council requires an increase in the skills of teachers who teach in
Muhammadiyah, that the competence of students who passed can compete with graduates from
other schools. One improvement is to require the skills of teachers in Muhammadiyah to follow
training. Limitations owned by DIKDASMEN Lhokseumawe City among others include; budget
constraints, resource teachers in the field of computer and information technology are limited and
relatively sufficient laboratory equipment.
Developments in science and technology allow all parties can obtain abundant information,
quickly and easily from a variety of sources and places in the world. For example, today's Internet
technology lifestyle greatly affects humans, one of which is a blog that is one of the facilities of
Internet use. This media is very widely used in every area of life; especially one of the fields is a
blog for education, whether it is personal or institutional. Blog is a means for storing information
online that can be used by anyone, can provide all the information without the limits of space and
time. Blog is a personal record that can be written on the internet, containing such information and
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frequently updated by the user in chronological order can be regarded as a blog diary. But the
difference blogs blog can be read by anyone, blog posts can be focused on one area of information
only, such as politics, culture, technology, sports, education etc. However blog can also be a
personal journal which contains the story of someone who has a blog is in his daily life.
Based on the information obtained, during the teachers special Muhammadiyah Lhokseumawe
City using conventional teaching, where teachers stand in front of the class, explaining / describes
of teaching subjects. The teachers are still using learning modules sourced from textbooks only and
are not accustomed to using additional learning-based media content by utilizing the Internet as a
medium of communication. With the training is intended to help teachers to improve the use of
technology because there is no understanding about the blog, have not been made using materials
and assist learning module blog to be posted on their blog. There are several factors that cause the
schools do not use the digital era, namely: ignorance of the teacher will be information and
communication technology and digital-based learning methods, it is difficult to change the habits of
a role in the learning process to the conventional emerging technologies, do not know how to apply
it and so on other.
In this model attempts to arouse the interest of students in each subject and provide the
opportunity for students to use their senses as much as possible in the integration with the
environment through activities. All materials learning module can be updated with easy and fast to
get a better quality of learning. By using the medium of books will feel difficulty in the process of
renewal, it is necessary to create a learning module that is easy for updated content.
The Cycle of Learning Model
Constructivism learning cycle rests on a theoretical basis. "Constructivism is a dynamic and
interactive models of how humans learn" (Bybee, 1997). A constructivist perspective assumes
students should be actively involved in their learning and the concept is not transmitted from
teacher to pupil but built by students. Learning Cycle Model is a model of learning student centered.
In this model attempts to arouse the interest of students in each subject and provide the opportunity
for students to use their senses as much as possible in the integration with the environment through
activities such as (1) Engagement is motivated by things make students more interested to learn
concepts in observing teachers in teaching, (2) Exploration provide ample opportunity for students
to express ideas or ideas that they have through discussion and observation activities, (3)
Explaination can explain the concept of the word said themselves and show proof and clarification
of explanations that can be heard by other students. (4) Elaboration / Extend invites students to
apply the concepts they get to work on solving problems and making decisions, (5) Evaluation there
is a final test to determine the extent of students' understanding of concepts has been learned. All
materials learning module can be updated with easy and fast to get a better quality of learning. By
using the medium of books will feel difficulty in the process of renewal, it is necessary to create a
learning module that is easy for updated content, Lenterak (2013).

Fig. 1. The cycle of learning 5E
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The term blog is a blend of the term web and log, leading to weblog, and finally blog.
Authoring a blog, maintaining a blog or adding an article to an existing blog is called blogging.
Individual articles on a blog called "blog posts". A person who posts these entries is called a
blogger (Huette, 2006).
According to Papert (in Zagal & Bruckman, 2011) in the context of learning, in addition to the
effects associated with paper records based learning, blogging offers the possibility for
collaborative learning by allowing students to share their knowledge and experiences with each
other. Moreover, demanded a more active learners gain diversity of perspectives and interact with
one another in a constructive way. Personal nature of blogs has not been published in line with the
idea that people learn better through meaningful personal development and sharing with others.
Implementation of educational activities and teaching are increasingly demanding and
obtaining media education varies widely as well. Therefore, as quoted from Polytechnic Telkom
(2012) blog chosen as an alternative medium of learning in this study based on the advantage given
the blog, including:
a. At any time anywhere. With a media blog, the learning process does not recognize the time and
place, because the professors or students can visit the blog anytime and anywhere using internet
facilities.
b. Save. In addition there is the provision of free blog services, blogs as a medium of learning also
can overcome the limitations of space, time, and energy. Because the learning process blogs do
not require a particular space and time scheduled for the learning information.
c. Interactive. Through the commenting system learning process becomes more interactive between
students with learning resources. Because students or other visitors can provide a response on
each of papers have been written.
d. Open. Blogs are one alternative form of the system model of journal publication of scientific
papers. Excess blog is the nature of the owner's openness to discuss records his thoughts with the
readers.
e. Easy and Fast. Creating a blog is now as easy as clicking the mouse. No need programming
knowledge unfocused and confusing, do not need graphic design expertise to create a beautiful
look, everything is available and you just use it.
Methodology
The method used in this study using the 5E Learning Cycle Model Based resulting media
products in the form of a blog-based learning content. The model in this study using Model-Based
Learning Cycle 5E developed by Bybee in 1997. Learning Cycle Model is a series of stages
activities organized such that learning to master the competencies that must be achieved in the way
of learning with an active role.
In this model attempts to arouse the interest of students in each subject and provide the
opportunity for students to use their senses as much as possible in the integration with the
environment through activities. All materials learning module can be updated with easy and fast to
get a better quality of learning. By using the medium of books will feel difficulty in the process of
renewal, it is necessary to create a learning module that is easy for updated content. Methods Based
Learning Cycle Model 5E is used to determine the feasibility and the response of students and
teachers of the product produced.
Data analysis techniques for testing will be done in several stages namely:
a) test the resulting draft blog so that students interested / could be invited to study online,
b) test source / literature teaching material that is uploaded on the blog instructional media,
c) test the contents of the description of each subject / learning materials,
d) test problem solving, e) testing and evaluation in the field,
f) testing and evaluation of the level of blog users (students and teachers),
g) test creation and development of blogs by teachers.
Instruments used to collect data in this research is the development of a questionnaire. The
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questionnaire used to collect the results of the review as tests performed during implementation. In
this study using two techniques of data analysis, namely descriptive analysis of qualitative and
quantitative descriptive statistical analysis. Qualitative descriptive analysis techniques are used to
process data from trials of expert content, design experts, media expert, lecturer of the course,
individuals and students. In this study, descriptive statistical analysis techniques are used to process
the data obtained through the numbers in the form of descriptive percentages. The formula used to
calculate the following:
Percentage =

(1)

Description;
∑ X : the sum number of answers
∑ Xi : the sum of all item questionnaire x highest weight
Next will be processed back to calculate the overall percentage of subjects used, use the formula:
Percentage (%) =

(2)

Description;
F : the number of subjects to be assessed (Frequency)
N : the number of subjects
Frequency is a way of presenting the data by grouping the data into classes with a certain
frequency interval. So the frequency function for easy reading or communicate a larger set of data.
From the analysis above will be concluded on the feasibility of using the Application Blog
interpretation in the table below.
Table 1. Interpretation of eligibility criteria blog
Percentage
0% - 40%
41% - 60%
61% - 80%
81% - 100%

Criteria
Less Good
Good Enough
Good
Very Good

Results and Discussion
With the rapid development of the Information Technology (IT), each school can apply online
based learning to improve student interest in learning anywhere and anytime. Activities that
encourage student interest are:
a. Materials provided very interesting because of digital technology such as text, slide
presentations, videos, audio and communication students and teachers forum.
b. Students have a big enough desire to materials provided
c. Blogs are made very easily developed by teachers because system drag drop and do not need to
be a programming language.
Architecture is a representation that allows software engineers: analyze the effectiveness of the
design with respect to the requirements that have been defined, consider the architectural
alternatives at a level as to make these changes a relatively simple design, reducing the risks
associated with the construction of software [Roger S. Pressman]. Architectural design of the blog
as a learning medium depicted in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 2. Architecture blog learning

Blogs as a medium of learning that results from software weebly. Each teacher can develop,
change according to the results desired view.
Based on analysis by students recapitulation shown in Table 2 which has been carried out
through a questionnaire with the criteria of the blog as a medium of learning can encourage and
increase student interest gained while testing at 95.00%. Based on the analysis conducted through a
questionnaire with the criteria according to literature teaching materials obtained while testing at
80.00%. Based on the analysis conducted through a questionnaire with the criteria according to the
explanation of the course content of 80.00%. Based on the analysis conducted through a
questionnaire with the criteria according to resolve the problem by 85.00%. Based on the analysis
conducted through a questionnaire according to the criteria of evaluation / testing in the field of
95.00%. Based on the analysis conducted through a questionnaire with user evaluation criteria
according to the blog of 75.00%. Based on the analysis conducted through a questionnaire
according to the evaluation criteria for teachers who develop a blog by 85.00%.
Table 2. A results recapitulation according to students
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Component
Evaluations
Disain blog
Literature
Assessment of
Contents
Problem Solving
Evaluation Results
Evaluation of
Students
Evaluation of
Teaching

F
0
0

%
00.00
00.00

Evaluation
Good
Very
Good
Enough
Good
F
%
F
%
F
%
0
0.00
1
05.00 19 95.00
2
10.00 16 80.00 2 10.00

0

00.00

2

10.00

16

80.00

2

10.00

0
0

00.00
00.00

0
1

00.00
05.00

3
0

15.00 17
00.00 19

85.00
95.00

0

00.00

0

00.00

15

75.00

5

25.00

0

00.00

2

10.00

1

05.00 17

85.00

Less Good

Description; F : Frequency, % : Percentage

Based on the analysis recapitulation by teachers seen in Table 3 that has been carried out
through a questionnaire with the criteria of the blog as a medium of learning can encourage and
increase student interest gained while testing amounted to 88.24%. Based on the analysis conducted
through a questionnaire with the criteria according to literature teaching materials obtained while
testing at 82.36%. Based on the analysis conducted through a questionnaire with the criteria
according to the explanation of the course content of 76.47%. Based on the analysis conducted
through a questionnaire with the criteria according to resolve the problem by 82.35%. Based on the
analysis conducted through a questionnaire according to the criteria of evaluation/testing in the field
of 76.47%. Based on the analysis conducted through a questionnaire with user evaluation criteria
according to the blog of 83.35%. Based on the analysis conducted through a questionnaire
according to the evaluation criteria for teachers who develop a blog by 82.35%.
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Table 3. A results recapitulation according to profesional
Evaluation
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Component
Evaluations
Disain blog
Literature
Assessment of
Contents
Problem Solving
Evaluation Results
Evaluation of
Students
Evaluation of
Teaching

Less
Good
F
0
0

Good
Enough
%
F
00.00
1
00.00
2

%
F
%
05.88 1 05.88
11.76 1 05.88

F
15
14

%
88.24
82.36

0

00.00

1

05.88 13 76.47

3

17.65

0
0

00.00
00.00

1
3

05.88 2 11.77
17.64 13 76.48

14
1

82.35
05.88

0

00.00

0

00.00 3 17.65

14

83.35

0

00.00

1

5.88

14

82.35

Good

Very Good

2 11.77

Description; F : Frequency, % : Percentage

Based on the all analysis (students, teachers and experts) are shown in Table 4 that has been
carried out through a questionnaire with the criteria of the blog as a medium of learning can
encourage and increase student interest gained while testing amounted to 91.89%. Based on the
analysis conducted through a questionnaire with the criteria according to literature teaching
materials obtained while testing at 81.08%. Based on the analysis conducted through a
questionnaire with the criteria according to the explanation of the course content of 78.38%. Based
on the analysis conducted through a questionnaire with the criteria according to resolve the problem
by 83.79%. Based on the analysis conducted through a questionnaire according to the criteria of
evaluation / testing in the field of 86.49%. Based on the analysis conducted through a questionnaire
with user evaluation criteria according to the blog of 78.38%. Based on the analysis conducted
through a questionnaire according to the evaluation criteria for teachers who develop a blog by
83.79%.
Table 4. A results of overall
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Component
Evaluations
Disain blog
Literature
Assessment of
Contents
Problem Solving
Evaluation Results
Evaluation of
Students
Evaluation of
Teaching

F
0
0

%
00.00
00.00

Evaluation
Good
Good
Enough
F
%
F
%
1
02.70
2
05.41
4
10.81
3
08.11

0

00.00

3

08.11

29

78.38

5

13.51

0
0

00.00
00.00

1
4

02.70
10.81

5
1

13.51
02.70

31
32

87.79
86.49

0

00.00

0

00.00

29

78.38

8

21.62

0

00.00

1

08.11

1

08.11

31

83.78

Less Good

Very Good
F
34
30

%
91.89
81.08

Description; F : Frequency, % : Percentage

Based on the resulting analysis in this study resulted in an overall percentage method that blogs
as a medium of learning is very good average and very influential in the learning process for all
subjects so that a more active learning and interaction among students and teachers more.
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Summary
Based on the results of the implementation analyzed research, and has been discussed can
conclusion as follows. Facility blogs that or added with face to face teaching students using
interactive forums. The contents of the blog made on the suitability of the materials needed in the
school muhamadiah by curriculum 2013. Making blogs by teachers that contains learning modules
according to subject of teaching. The percentage of the overall method that blogs as a medium of
learning is very good average and very influential in the learning process of students. Applications
generated blog is very feasible to be implemented in learning the implementation in schools that can
be accessed anytime and anywhere.
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Abstract. Nowadays, many industries have gradually developed web-based applications to support
industrial processes. As a case study, the previous research has applied web-based application with
decision making models and artificial intelligence concepts that are proven to work properly as an
online maintenance Decision Support System (DSS) in Small and Medium Industries (SMIs).
However, this system has the same problem with many industrial web applications which are
unable to work when disconnected from the server. To overcome the problems, the current research
proposes an Automated HTML5 Offline Services (AHOS) to be embedded in the previous webbased maintenance DSS. The AHOS represents as the integration of advanced services of HTML5
based Applications Programming Interfaces (APIs) to provide web application with the ability to
work offline, with temporary stored application files and data on offline client, and if necessary,
performs an automatic synchronization when re-connected to the server. The result is expected not
only beneficial for SMIs by providing the offline ability of web-based maintenance DSS, but also
provide an easier procedure to solve similar problems of other industrial web-based applications.
Introduction
The drastic utilization of web-based technology in industries has more and more progress. The
web-based technology is ambidextrous ubiquity technology potentially to connect thousands of
devices and to exchange information anywhere with the Internet connection [1]. Nowadays, many
researchers have conducted research on a web application in a variety of industries. Analyzing,
studying, interpreting, investigating or evaluating the impact, effectiveness or potency of industrial
web applications have been completed by several researchers [2-5]. As a brief issue, measly
researchers have learned toward the technology of industrial web application itself in the condition
of disconnected from the web server. In this situation, almost all industrial web applications cannot
work.
In the present research, the case study of web-based maintenance DSS on our previous research
is re-examined [6]. The system is a part of the continuous process for the effectiveness of
maintenance management that has successfully implemented in Small and Medium Industries
(SMIs). The system was made by integrating HyperText Markup Language (HTML) with
Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) script and My Structured Query Language (MySQL) database.
However, the web-based maintenance DSS on our previous research has the same problem as many
industrial web applications. Those web applications are not able to be executed if it is disconnected
from the server. One of the reason due to the utilization of PHP scripts on the web development
process. PHP scripts are already generally known as server-side scripting language that only can be
accessed by the client via connected network [7]. There was an adverse impact when maintenance
DSS was inadvertent disconnected to the server, the maintenance processes can certainly be
hampered. As a result, the additional works were automatically required, e.g. re-checking the
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application process or even re-entering the unprocessed data. In the larger impact, it may provoke
the interruption of production processes. This incident is quite detrimental consequences for SMIs
due to the increased of expenditures. The current research proposes the Automated HTML5 Offline
Service (AHOS) to be embedded in previous work of web-based maintenance DSS. The AHOS
represent as the integrations of advanced services that developed with HTML5 Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) to provide web application with the ability to work offline.
Web-based
Maintenance
DSS

Maintenance
Decision

Genetic
Algorithm

Quantitative
Data

DMG

Neural
Network

Qualitative
Data

�

AHP

Fuzzy Logic

External SMIs

Maintenance
Decision
Decision
Transmitted

KNOWLEDGE
Data
SMI Production Process

Products

�

Maintenance Strategies
Input Raw Materials

Fig. 1. Continuous maintenance management process

Background and Previous Works
The web-based maintenance DSS is Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS)
that applies a hybrid of maintenance decision making models and artificial intelligence concepts
with web-based technology. Fig. 1 is the depiction of the continuous maintenance management
process by using the integration of web-based maintenance DSS from our previous research [6, 8,
9], which we explain briefly as follows:
“The quantitative and qualitative data from SMIs are recorded, extracted and analyzed into an
appropriate maintenance decision making model, i.e. Decision Making Grid (DMG) [10, 11] and
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [12]. Both DMG and AHP are used in the DSS to simplify the
analyzing process and to reduce the time needed in making maintenance decisions. With these
maintenance decisions, the maintenance knowledge can be attempted and can provide suggestions
for better maintenance action in SMIs. The Fuzzy Logic (FL), Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Neural
Network Back Propagation (NNBP) are embedded to improve the DMG method which was having
some weakness at the implementation moment in SMIs. The FL is combined into DMG so the
model can also submit the qualitative data from maintenance personnel to provide better results in
decision making [6]. Then the method of GA is applied in DMG model to deliver the trust toward
new concerned industry or other related industries with the absences of data to utilize this
maintenance DSS [8]. The NNBP method is used to predict the best decision that might be taken in
the maintenance management of industrial machines based on the DMG method [9].”
To restrict the writing of this paper, only the important part of the design and implementation
of the web-based maintenance DSS are explained. The important part is included in the process of
sending and receiving of quantitative data variables from the users in the SMIs production process
to the server system of web-based maintenance DSS for the DMG process. Although only partially,
this explanation has been able to represent current proposed AHOS research which can be
implemented in the whole web-based maintenance DSS or even in other industrial web-based
applications. In other words, this research only focusses to discuss the AHOS concept, and the part
of web-based maintenance DSS is a case study to implement this AHOS concept.
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Fig. 2. The brief differences of classic and AHOS web-based maintenance DSS

Automated HTML5 Offline Services (AHOS)
The AHOS is the integration of advanced HTML5 APIs that acts as the standard for web
applications with the ability to work offline. The HTML5 is the most recent technological
development that provides solutions for storing web pages, data, or resources on the client side [13,
14]. The first time of AHOS-enabled web application being visited, the web server will tell the
necessary files needed to be downloaded. After it has been downloaded, the web application can be
successfully re-visited even though the connection from the client browser to server is unavailable.
Moreover, if the connection to the server is re-connected, then any changes that have been made on
the offline state will be automatically uploaded. The developed system with AHOS is not a thirdparty plugin that must be installed previously on the client side. The brief difference between the
classic and the AHOS web-based maintenance DSS is shown in Fig. 2.
The additional advantage of AHOS system is able to work in multi-browsers (Firefox 3.5+,
Safari 4.0+, Chrome 5.0+, Opera 10.6+, iOS 5+ and Android 4.4+). However, more secured
browsers tend to disable the offline storage services. To perform the AHOS, it has required the
cooperation from web developers to update the existing web applications in accordance with AHOS
system. In practice, AHOS consists of two advanced services which described in detail as follows:
A. AHOS offline service. In order to have offline ability, the AHOS offline service has utilized
two features, the offline application and the offline storage. The web application file Uniform
Resource Locators (URLs) are listed in a cache manifest file in a form of text file [15]. When
connecting to a network for the first time, a web browser will read the listed cache manifest file
URLs, then download the resources given, fetch them over Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP),
and store them locally. Then, in the absence of a network connection, the web browser will shift it
to the local copies and render those resources offline. Storing data on the offline client browser can
be performed by HTML5 services such as webstorage [16] and indexedDB [17]. The webstorage
supports persistent data storage called localstorage that is similar to cookies, but with enhanced
capacity and no information stored in the HTTP request header. Data stored in localstorage is perorigin that contains of protocol, hostname and port number. The data are available to all scripts
loaded from pages from the same origin that previously stored the data. The webstorage applying
the web security model called a same-origin restriction which disables the clients to access the
values stored by other clients. The webstorage is useful for storing pairs of keys and their
corresponding values. However, it does not provide in-order retrieval of keys, efficient searching
over values, or storage of duplicate values for a key.
The indexedDB is the API for a database of records holding simple values and hierarchical
objects. Each record consists of a key and some value. Moreover, the database maintains indexes
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over records it stores. An application developer directly uses an API to locate records either by their
keys or by using indexes. A query language can be layered on this API.
B. AHOS synchronization service. The AHOS applies webworkers API to perform the
synchronization service [18]. The webworkers can execute JavaScript from HTML page that
independently run in the background in parallel with the page. This allows for long-running scripts
that are not interrupted by scripts that respond to clicks or other user interactions, and allows long
tasks to be executed without yielding to keep the page responsive. It can spawn multiple threads
running at the same time to make a network request which can synchronize the offline and online
state and access to the local storage automatically.
AHOS Implementation and Analysis
A. AHOS-web-based maintenance DSS implementation. The classic web-based maintenance
DSS have been implemented in the previous work for CMMS in SMIs by integrating HTML, PHP
and MySQL [6]. Many data can be included in industrial CMMS applications. However, this
system only selected important variables for the DMG process. The DMG model has been applied
to CMMS that required some important variables, including breakdown of machines and downtime.
Moreover, the present research implements AHOS on the web-based maintenance DSS to be
working offline. For preparatory work, the previous maintenance DSS system had to be redeveloping on HTML5 APIs that equipped with CSS3 and JavaScript.
In our AHOS implementations, the cache manifest of offline based web application files has
been listed and has been implemented on the system. The URLs are added to a manifest file named
manifest. The browser log has shown that the script of the manifest has properly worked. All of the
files that listed in the mdss.manifest file have been cached in the client web browser. Moreover, the
JavaScript file named offline.js is added as the indexedDB implementation to store the data into the
client web browser for working offline. All of the data have successfully stored on the client web
browser with indexedDB technology that running on the offline network. Then, webworker has
been implemented by calling doworker.js file in Javascript. The webworker file has the task to
request Internet connection in real-time. If it is not connected, then the web application will be run
with the AHOS, and if connected, then the web application is run with the concept of basic online
web application by sending all the data from the client to the server via the Internet connection. The
process of sending the data packet at this time has been successfully performed using a web socket
connection from the client to the online web server. In other words, a webworker has proven to be
able to perform automated process synchronization to the server.
This research has been carried out by implementing the AHOS into the add forms of
maintenance DSS for SMIs. Almost all of the AHOS processes run in background parallel with the
pages but do not appear in the GUI. The AHOS web system has proven to run automatically by
sending data to the server when online, and saving them in a local server when offline, and then
send all of the data when it is re-connected from the local database to the server. The data received
by the server can be processed to generate a maintenance decision.
B. Preliminary analysis. The time access to data with new concept of AHOS will be faster than the
old web concept. Most of the data is stored locally without the need to access the server again.
Some performance analyses have been achieved on web-based maintenance DSS of SMIs. The
graphs below show the results of performance analysis, i.e. the number of requests for a trial on the
x-axis, and the time required in milliseconds on the y-axis.
In the first analysis is shown in Fig. 3.a, it is the time elapsed since the start of the first request
till the load event fired by the page. Experiments conducted on both old web application and AHOS
web application. The first time of the web application is requested, the time that required is
relatively equal. However, the second time or more of the request, the new web application takes
almost no time requests at all because the data had been stored at the first request, in contrast to the
old web application that still takes relatively same as the first request.
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Fig. 3. Preliminary analysis

Nevertheless, the time elapsed since the start of the first request till the end of the last request in
the client's browser have shown relatively the same time of two types of web applications (Fig. 3.b).
The reason is due to some processes of the client browser that still takes time e.g. data collection on
localstorage, appearance and animation content, etc.
Conclusion and Future Directions
Because of the classic problem of web-based maintenance DSS that cannot be accessed when
the Internet is disconnected, the SMIs are forced to increase the additional expenses in maintenance
management. The AHOS for industrial web-based applications is proposed to solve the problem. It
contains the offline service for developing web applications with offline ability and the
synchronization service to change offline state to online state or online state to the offline state
automatically. Based on this proposed AHOS, the maintenance DSS have been successfully redeveloped to demonstrate their capabilities. The improvements of application performances with
this AHOS concept also have been achieved.
In future, this AHOS can also be applied to the whole design of web-based maintenance DSS
that has existed in SMIs. Further evaluations of the application will become our upcoming research,
i.e. evaluation of performance in every user operation of the applications, or evaluation of the
application user usability to know the advantages and disadvantages of the application in practice.
Moreover, even if the data inconsistency can still be found in particular case, i.e. when there is an
update on the server and other offline clients are not being updated, the data inconsistency is not a
major problem in the process of decision making. Finally, since the design of AHOS is effective in
improving the web technologies in the industries, it is expected this concept can be gradually
implemented in other industrial web applications which currently not able to work offline.
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Abstract. The increasing use of the computer networks and internet, then also increases the require
to develop a computer network security system that is capable of providing adequate protection.
Most of the ways to increase network security protection is by implementing intrusion detection
system (IDS), however selecting the right system to our network is also a challenge. In general there
are three categories of IDS: Host-based IDS such as OSSEC, Network-based IDS such as Suricata,
and Honeypot such as Honeyd. In this paper, a performance evaluation of the OSSEC, Suricata, and
Honeyd in our network and system design. The evaluation includes the robustness and the response
time of each system, and also the throughput performance of our network to analyze the effect of
the network security system implementation. From the experiments, we conclude that Honeyd has
advantages in robustness to detect any type of attack, Suricata has the fastest response time and
three of these security system have no a significant impact on the performance in the network. By
our work, we believe it could give a beneficial recommendation and guideline for implementing the
the intrusion detection system and to enhance of network security systems guarantee to the highest
level in computer network and internet.
Introduction
Along with the increased number require for the use of the computer networks and internet
everyday, then also increases the require for network security system that is capable of providing
adequate protection for the user. There are many way to implement security system in our network,
such as by applied Intrusion Detection System (IDS) to detecting any attack toward to the network
and also applied Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) preventing the attack toward to the target.
Most of the ways to increase network security protection is by implementing IDS, but selecting
the right system to our network is also a challenge because there are many products with different
features and different capabilities. In general there are three (3) categories of IDS. There first
category is Host-based IDS which aim to protecting hosts in computer networks, the example of this
category is OSSEC [3]. OSSEC works by detecting attacks toward target hosts that were protected,
then generating alerts to protect if they detect attack and also if needed the system can disconnect
network for a while between the attacker to the target host. The second category is Network-based
IDS which aim to protecting the whole network, for example is Suricata [8]. Suricata is a networkbased intrusion detection prevention system that work by generating alerts when detecting attacks
and for the prevention of attacks performed by drop the attack packets. The last category is
Honeypot, a system that deliberatly used as a decoy to distract the attacker’s attacks from the actual
system. The example of honeypot is Honeyd [2, 9], a system that is set up mimic the activities of
the actual system by using virtual hosts. Virtual host can be configured to mimic several type of
services like the host or server on computer network so the attacker distracted to attack the virtual
host.
The purpose of research is compare the performance evaluation between OSSEC, Suricata and
Honeyd include the robustness and the response time of each system, and also effect of these
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security systems againts throughput performance. The results of this comparison can be guidelines
for implementing the three security systems appropriately. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: an overview of intrusion detection system, followed by the testbed network topology,
evaluation and data analysis from the captured packets, and finalized by concluding remarks.
Intrusion Detection System
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is an active process or device that analyzes system and
network activity of unauthorized or nasty activities by means of detection of such activity [1]. In
general there are three categories of IDS: Host-based IDS, Network-based IDS, and actual
combination system of host and network-based IDS [5].
OSSEC. OSSEC is a Host-based Intrusion Detection System that is open source which can perform
log analysis, file integrity checking, policy monitoring, rootkit detection, real-time alerting and
active response. This software can run on multiple operating systm such as Linux, MacOS, Solaris,
HP-UX, AIX and Windows. OSSEC is composed of several parts. OSSEC has a central manager
who monitor everything and receive information from the agent, syslog, databases and from
agentless devices [3]. There are some features possessed by OSSEC
1. File integrity checking, used to detect changes and alerts if any changes occur. Changes can
be detected attack or misuse.
2. Log monitoring, function to let the admin know what is happening.
3. Rootkit detection, detect and notify when some kind of virus or trojan change the system
4. Active response, take action immediately and automatically when something happens like
blocking path of attack.
Suricata. Suricata is software intrusion detection and prevention (Intrusion Detection and
Prevention System) is an open source next generation of devices IDS / IPS current [6, 8]. Suricata is
an application-based IDS / IPS detection against signature-based method by issuing alerts if there
are packages that are considered types of attacks by the rules owned by Suricata. Furthermore, the
attack packets will be dropped automatically by Suricata if prevention feature has been enabled.
Signature-Based Detection is a detection engine that detects interference based
pattern/signature attacks that occur in the network by comparing data signatures that is haven the
IDS/IPS engine [4, 7]. A Signature or rule contains a list of characteristics of a packet and the
information (source/destination port number, protocol type, packet headers, series of packet). In
general, the method signature-based architecture can be seen as Fig. 1.

Fig.1. Architecture signature-based method [4]
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Honeyd. Honeyd is an open source project that is implemented as a small daemon software used to
create virtual hosts on a network [9]. Small daemon software is software that works in the
background process which is a process that runs in the background without any intervention from
the user. Daemon usually works for a long time and in charge of receiving the request and execute
the response. In this case, Honeyd runs virtual hosts to interact with the attacker to receive requests
and run his response. Honeyd classified as low-interaction honeypot that has the ability to emulate
the services of the operating system and provides the basic functionality of the host service. Honeyd
has the ability to create thousands of virtual hosts on a single host, thereby reducing hardware costs.
Its main purpose is to draw the attention of the attacker against a real system that is on the network.
Honeyd is designed to respond network packets with a destination IP address belongs to one of
the hosts are simulated by Honeyd. To be able to receive packets correctly, then the network needs
to be configured appropriately. There are several ways to do this, including by making special route
for the virtual IP address to host virtual Honeyd, or by using ARP Proxy [2]. ARP (Address
Resolution Protocol) Proxy is a technique in which a device on the network is given a mechanism to
respond to ARP requests for IP addresses that do not exist on the network.
In general, the architecture of Honeyd consists of the following parts [9]:
1. Configuration Database is a database of configuration Honeypot and services include operating
system that can run on a virtual host honeypot.
2. Central Packet Dispatcher is a component whose job is to oversee the packet and determines the
packet will be forwarded to which protocol.
3. Protocol Handlers is the component that handles the packets forwarded by the central dispatcher
packet based on the following protocol:
a. TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) is protocol on transport layer that has connectionoriented and reliable.
b. UDP (User Datagram Protocol) is protocol on transport layer that has connectionless dan
unreliable.
c. ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) is protocol on network layer that has function to
control and handle error message.
4. Personality Engine is the component in charge of adjusting the contents of the package with the
proper configuration before being sent back to the network.
5. Optional Routing Component is a component that is responsible for forwarding packets with
protocols beyond TCP, UDP, and ICMP.
Testbed Network Topology & Scenario
Network topology. In this research, we design our network topology with three (3) different IDS
installed which depicted in Fig. 2. Honeyd is installed on a virtual machine on the host server,
OSSEC is installed in host, and Suricata is installed in router.
Hardware used on the network topology are as follows:
 1 Laptop as target host with the following specifications:
a. Processor: Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo P7570@2.26GHz (2CPUs)
b. Memory: 4096MB RAM
 1 Laptop as a PC router with the following specifications:
a. Processor: Intel (R) Core (TM) i3 CPU M330@2.13GHz (4CPUs)
b. Memory: 2048MB RAM
 2 Laptop as the attacker.
Specifications of Laptop attacker 1:
a. Processor: Intel (R) Core (TM) i3 2370M CPU M330@2.4GHz (4CPUs)
b. Memory: 2048MB RAM
Specification of Laptop attacker 2:
a. Processor: Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-3120M CPU@2.50GHz (4CPUs)
b. Memory: 6144MB RAM
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Fig. 2. Network topology





2 pieces Switch
Switch on design of this system will be used as an extension of the PC router in the IP
division to the host, client and attacker.
Straight and Cross Cable over.
UTP cable is used as a media transmission between network devices.
1 pc USB to Ethernet
As an additional network interface that will be installed on PC router.

Software that is used on the network topology is as follows:
 Operating System Ubuntu 12:04 LTS
 Honeyd 1.6d
 NIDS Suricata 1:47
 OSSEC HIDS 2.7
 Wireshark is used to analyze packets in network.
 Exploit tools, such as: nmap, Hping3, Nessus, Nicto, Mapper, Apache Bench, LOIC, and
Hydra.
Testing scenario. Experiment were carried out aimed to compare OSSEC, Suricata, and Honeyd
include the robustness, the response time, and the influence of the three security systems on the
network performance based on throughput parameters.
• Scenario 1: Comparison of robustness between OSSEC, Suricata, and Honeyd
In this scenario the comparison of robustness between Honeyd, OSSEC, and Suricata in
detecting a number of attacks that have been tested. The goal is to determine the advantages
possessed by the three security systems are based on the types of attacks that were able to be
detected by each system. The attack consists of a number of attacks carried out by using exploit
tools, such as Nmap, Hping3, Nessus, Nicto, Mapper, Apache Bench, LOIC, and Hydra.
• Scenario 2: Comparison of Response Time between OSSEC, Suricata, and Honeyd
In this scenario a comparison of response time between OSSEC, Suricata, and Honeyd in
detecting attacks. Response time is a response time required by a security system to be able to
detect any attacks made by attacker.
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•

Scenario 3: Throughput Comparison between OSSEC, Suricata, and Honeyd
In this scenario the throughput comparison is done between the OSSEC, Suricata, and Honeyd.
Throughput is average speed of data transmission is successfully sent to destination. Throughput is
used as a parameter to determine influence of the three security systems to the network
performance.
Evaluation and System Analysis
Scenario 1: Comparison of robustness between OSSEC, Suricata, and Honey
Table 1. Comparison robustness between OSSEC Resilience, Suricata, and Honey
No Exploit Tools
1 Nmap
2 Nessus
3
Hping3
4
5 Nikto
6 SQLMap
7 Apache Bench
8
9 LOIC
10
11
Hydra
12

Type of Attack
Port Scanning
Vulnerability Scanning
SYN Flooding Attack
UDP Flooding Attack
Scanning Web Server
SQL Injection
HTTP Flooding Attack
TCP Flooding Attack
UDP Flooding Attack
HTTP Flooding Attack
SSH Attack
FTP Bruto Force

Suricata
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Honeyd
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Ossec
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Based on Table 1, Honeyd has excellent ability to detect any such attacks that occurred in
network. Where every attacks successfully captured by Honeyd system into the log. Honeyd is able
to detect UDP flooding attack in which Suricata and OSSEC system not able to detect this attacks.
This is due to the Honeyd, belonging to the UDP protocol is also handled by the protocol handler
Honeyd along with TCP and ICMP. Therefore, any suspicious activity or attack involving all three
protocols can be detected well by Honeyd. In addition, every activity is made to connect virtual host
is also categorized as suspicious activity capture by Honeyd. Because these activity are usually
done by people who do not know that Honeyd installed on the network using virtual hosts. It's just
Honeyd also has disadvantage. Sometimes while attacks occurred, attacker can accurately turns
directly on the actual target, so installation of Honeyd becomes unable to function properly.
Therefore, in this case OSSEC and Suricata has the advantage to be able to detect and prevent
attacks that lead directly to the actual. Furthermore, OSSEC and Suricata also have a good ability to
provide information about attack occurred, because both detect every attack based on signaturebased method.
Scenario 2: Comparison of Response Time between OSSEC, Suricata, and Honeyd
Based on Fig. 3, the most rapid response time is Suricata with an average value of response
time is 0.0152 seconds. And for average value of response time Honeyd is 0.0271 seconds. OSSEC
response time cannot be compared because the response time measurement mechanism is different.
Scenario 3: Throughput Comparison between OSSEC, Suricata, and Honeyd
Based on Fig. 4, in normal conditions where network security system is not installed on the
computer network is obtained average throughput 965 Kbps. This is shown by the graph which have
movement up and down for OSSEC, Suricata, and Honeyd with a range that is not too big and still
be around 965 kbps. Average throughput for OSSEC obtained at 973.7 Kbps, Suricata throughput is
962.4 kbps, and Honeyd at 934 kbps. Honeyd throughput decreased far enough on testing 3 and 7.
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including throughput.
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Conclusion
In this paper, a performance evaluation of the OSSEC, Suricata, and Honeyd in our network
and system design. The evaluation includes the robustness and the response time of each system,
and also the throughput performance of our network to analyze the effect of the network security
system implementation. From the experiments has been done, in this paper we can summed up as
follows:
1. Based on robustness testing results obtained that Honeyd has advantages in detecting attacks
than OSSEC and Suricata. All attacks is detected successfully by Honeyd, including attacks
using UDP protocol. But provide information about attack occurred, Osec and Suricata have a
good ability when compared with Honeyd.
2. Based on response time results obtained that Suricata has the fastest response time with an
average value of response time of 0.0152 seconds.
3. OSSEC, Suricata, and Honeyd installation does not have a significant impact on network
performance based on throughput parameters.
By this work, we believe it could give a beneficial recommendation and guideline for
implementing the the intrusion detection system and to enhance of network security systems
guarantee to the highest level in computer network and internet.
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Abstract. This paper describe a method of ensuring integrity and authenticity of digital image by
implementing hash function in Android Device. Steganography is the science and art of hiding
secret information in other information so that the existence of secret data is not known by an
unauthorized person. In Σ-hash mode operation, steganography has proven can be strengthen the
anti collision of a hash function, by means of instilling values in the hash value of the input data
into a Σ-hash operation mode. This method can avoid falsification of data despite the discovery of a
coalition of the resulting hash value. In this study, the application of Σ-hash operation mode will be
done in the smartphone-based Android operating system. Android smartphones are targeted for
implementation in this study by reason of the increasing number of parties that use the Android
smartphone.
Introduction
Today, cryptography plays an important role for securing information (information security),
so when it comes to security issues, any kind of informations can not be separated from
cryptography. Cryptography perform its role by providing four security. Four security services in
question is confidentiality confidentiality, data integrity, authentication, authentication, and nonrepudiation [1, 2, 3].
Integrity of the data is a security services that guarantees the message is not modified or in
other words, the integrity of the data is a security service that guarantees the authenticity of the data
[1, 3] This security service can be obtained by implementing a hash function.
Hash function is a function with the input a series of arbitrary length bits to be processed into a
series of fixed-length bit [3]. The output of a hash function is called a hash value [1, 2, 3].
The hash function is a function that works in one way [1]. Some examples of hash functions
that are available today are MD2, MD4, MD5, Secure Hash Function (SHA), RIPEMD,
WHIRLPOOL, and others.
Steganography is the science and art of hiding secret information in other information n order
to hide the existence of secret data from unauthorized parties [1]. In the Σ-hash operation mode,
steganography use to strengthen the anti collision of the hash function by instilling a certain value
as the input of Σ-hash operation mode. The insertion of the hash value can avoid falsification of
data despite the discovery of a coalition of the resulting hash value [4]. In this paper, the application
of steganography performed on digital images and information that will be implanted as a marker or
a watermark in the digital image that will be used for further digital watermarking term compared
rather than steganography, and the application of Σ-hash operation mode conducted in the
smartphone-based on android operating system. Android smartphones are targeted for
implementation in this study by reason of the increasing number of parties that use the android
smartphone. It has been proved by research institutions Sharing Vision, said that in 2013 about 60%
of smartphones in user in indonesia using the android operating system (sidomi.com, 2014).
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Related Work
Digital watermarking. Digital watermarking is a technique by inserting specific information into
digital data in order to protect the ownership of the digital data, protecting digital data from illegal
duplication and protecting the authenticity of the digital data [1]. The information that inserted in
the digital data is called a Watermark. The Watermark could be a text, such as copyright
information, could be a logo image, an audio data, or a series of meaningless bits [1]. The
embedding process of Watermark is done with particular technique so it will not damaged the
watermark embedded digital data [1]. The watermark that inserted into the digital data can not be
removed from the digital data, so if the digital data that has been inserted watermark was duplicated
or distributed, automatically the existing watermark in digital data is also carried which can be
detected and extracted [1].
In general, digital watermarking is divided into two steps [1]. The first step is the insertion of the
watermark (watermark embedding). Watermark can be considered as a superposition of image
watermark data in a certain way so that the superposition does not affect the visual perception of the
image [1]. The second step is the extraction or detection of the watermark (watermark detection).
The watermark should be detectable or extracted again rely on watermarking methods used [1].

Fig. 1. Digital watermarking process (Woo, 2007)

In Fig. 1, the digital image that will be embedded in to watermark is represented by the cover
image. The watermark will be embedded in the cover image is named as a watermark signal. The
process of planting the watermark signal into cover image carried by the watermark embedder.
Watermark embedder algorithm is used to embed a watermark signal in to the cover image. The
process of planting the watermark signal into cover image produced a stego image. Stego image is
the cover image that is embedded watermark signal. The good Digital watermarking shoul be able
to fulfill the follows properties [1]: Imperceptibility, Key Uniqueness, Noninvertibility and
Robustness.
LSB method. LSB method is the simplest and easiest method of embedding information on a
medium to be implemented [3]. Basically, a digital data composed of a series of bits, there are two
kind of bits, the most significant bit or commonly referred to as MSB, and least significant bit or
LSB. LSB is the most suitable one for embedded a watermark [1].

Fig. 2. Computational LSB method [7]
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HASH function. Menezes et. al. classified the hash function into two groups, unkeyed hash
functions and keyed hash function. Unkeyed hash function, known as Manipulation Detection
Codes (MDCS) is a group of hash functions which have the purpose to ensure the integrity of the
data by producing the hash value of the data [3]. The MDCS hash function requires only one input
value, that is the data which to be searched its hash value.
Keyed hash function, also known as Message Authentication Codes (MACs), are a group of
hash functions that not only can guarantee the integrity of the data but also can ensure the
authenticity of original data [3].
In contrast to the previous group, the MACs group hash function requires two input values to
generate a hash value, there are the data to be searched its hash value and a secret key [3]. This
study is focused on unkeyed hash function. Unkeyed hash function in its application should have
three basic properties [3]:
a. Preimage resistance:
Computationally difficult to find as the input value if we only known the hash value.
b. 2nd-preimage resistance:
Computationally difficult to find χ ′ ≠ χ to generate a hash value of
.
c. Collision resistance:
Computationally difficult to find two different input values
and
which generates a hash
value
.
The hash function is generally applied to the digital signature and the application to ensure the
integrity of the data. In order to guarantee the integrity of the data, hash value of the original data
will be compared with the hash value of the data copy. Several algorithms commonly used hash
functions are MD5, SHA-1, and SHA-2.
Ʃ-HASH scheme. Σ-hash operation mode is a mode of operation that is introduced by Emmanouel
Kellinis and Kostantinos Papapanagiotou. This operation mode combines steganography with hash
functions to strengthening the collision resistance properties. As was mentioned earlier that
although the Σ-hash operation mode was using steganography, but the application of steganography
is not to hide the secret information into a digital image, but to provide a watermark on the digital
image, so it is more appropriate to use the term digital watermarking in this study.
There are two schemes in Σ-hash operation mode, the public mode and private mode scheme.
Both scheme are based on the verification process on digital watermarking. Public mode scheme
implemented blind watermarking in the verification process, while private mode implemented nonblind watermarking [4]. This study implemented a public mode scheme, in order to create a
software called BEwatermarkS that can perform verification watermark in digital images without
requiring the original image. Therefore, the most appropriate scheme or this research is a public
mode scheme.

Fig. 3. Public mode scheme [4]

Design and Implementation
The Software design is based on the results of the needs analysis that has been carried out. In
this study software design BEwatermarkS done using UML diagrams.
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The next step is the implementation, which is the stage to realize the design of the software
into a software that can be operated by a user and the implementation will be done on a smartphone
with Android operating system.
BEwatermarkS software is software that works on smartphones with Android operating system
basis. BEwatermarkS was created with the purpose to guarantee the authenticity and integrity of
data from a photograph. Both of these guarantees can be given by BEwatermarkS by applying Σhash operation mode that combines the use of hash functions and digital watermarking techniques.
Broadly speaking, BEwatermarkS consists of two main processes, the embeding process and
verification process. BEwatermarkS designed in such a way that it is fairly easy for user to operate
the software. Particularly in the process of embeding a watermark on an image, the user simply by
taking the desired image and the next process will be followed by the system.

Fig. 4. Watermark embeded process

Fig. 5. Diagram of the process flow operation mode
Σ-hash

The flowchart in Fig. 3. can be said to be simple because all steps of the Σ-hash operation
mode symbol is only described with subprocess. The complete of Σ-hash operation mode is
illustrated in Fig. 4.
After the software design, the next step in this research is the implementation of the design
which has been made. Then, followed by an explanation of the implementation process is done
based on existing use case.
Testing were carried out aiming to ensure the software BEwatermarkS can run in accordance
with its objectives. Then, the results of the testing that has been done, serve as the basis for analysis
in research. Three types of testing were conducted in this study are scenario testing, extraction
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testing and watermark verification testing in two different file formats, and the forth is fragility
testing.
Conclusion
Based on testing and analysis conducted in this study, it can be concluded as follows:
1. Software BEwatermarkS successfully created and implemented on the Android smartphone.
2. Software BEwatermarkS can generate output value corresponding to the input value. There are
two conditions that must be met in order for the software to work optimally. The first condition
is the maximum resolution that is used in the use of image capture is 2 MP. The second
condition is already embedded watermark photo is saved with the extension PNG.
3. The Fragile character of a watermark is applied in this study can provide a tamper proofing
services that could indicate the changes made to a data even though the changes were made very
small.
4. By applying the Σ-hash operation mode then obtained not only the integrity of image data but
also tamper proofing character.
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Abstract— In many industrial process, research progress on process tomography show the
capability development on providing more information about complex multi-phase flow
phenomena. The idea delivered on process tomography is capability on non-invasive monitoring,
continuously and simultaneously, the local and global dynamic behavior inside the sensing domain.
Electrical tomography, due to its many advantages; low cost, rapid response, portability, noninvasive and robustness, is considered to be the most promising technique for dynamic flow
imaging among all tomography modalities. One of those electrical tomography modalities is
electrical capacitance based tomography. The utilization of this type of tomography is no longer for
industrial process tomography only but also for medical tomography. Therefore, various research
have been done to improve the performance of Electrical Capacitance Tomography (ECT) and its
volumetric development, Electrical Capacitance Volume Tomography (ECVT). The proposed
improvements are not only on the tomography sensor design but also on the image reconstruction
algorithm. This paper presents the comprehensive literature study of Image Reconstruction
algorithm development on both ECT and ECVT, their significant differentiation and the potential
further studies.
Introduction
In many industrial process, research progress on process tomography show the capability
development on providing more information about complex multiphase flow phenomena. The idea
delivered on process tomography is capability on non-invasive monitoring, continuously and
simultaneously, the local and global dynamic behavior inside the sensing domain [1]. Electrical
capacitance based tomography, ECT and ECVT, due to its many advantages; low cost, rapid
response, portability, non-invasive and robustness, is considered to be the most promising technique
for dynamic flow imaging among all tomography modalities.
ECT are basically tomography technique that produce 2D reconstructed image. While the 3D
imaging is possible to produce by stacking every slice of 2D image projection. This technique will
no longer reliable for dynamic observation. Thus, in 2007, Warsito et al. published Electrical
Capacitance Volume Tomography (ECVT) which enable to reconstruct the 3D object directly which
is termed as volumetric tomography [1]. The frigging effect is used to produce the volumetric
imaging. It had been presented that ECVT with NN-MOIRT (Neural Network-Multicriterion
Optimization Image Reconstruction Technique) succeed to do dynamic observation. The utilization
of this type of tomography is no longer for industrial process tomography only but also for medical
tomography [2]. Therefore, various research, on both of the software and hardware side, have been
done to improve its performance to gain impressive quality of reconstructed image.
This paper presents the comprehensive literature study of image reconstruction algorithm
development that will be focused on both ECT and ECVT, their significant differentiation and the
potential further studies.
ECT and ECVT
Electrical capacitance based tomography is a tomography technique that utilize the capacitance
properties of dielectric and non-conductive material [1, 3-5]. The sensor consist of some electrodes
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couples that can produce capacitance value sequentially [1, 3-5]. The capacitance measurement is
influenced by the permittivity distribution (dielectric perturbation) inside the sensing domain.
As overall the Capacitance based tomography process consist of forward problem and inverse
problem. The forward problem covers the capacitance measurement process while inverse problem
is prediction process of permittivity distribution inside the sensing domain utilizing the capacitance
measurement [1, 4, 5]. Research development progress on forward problem have been presented by
many proposed model on sensor design. Mostly are talking about how to get more capacitance data
and at the same way maintaining the sensing sensitivity [3, 6]. While research development on
inverse problem more concern on proposing image reconstruction method that is able to produce
impressive quality of reconstructed image and efficient computational cost.
Forward Problem
Forward problem on ECVT, as defined as well on ECT, is capacitance measurement process
that follow the Poisson Equation. Three dimensional space of Poisson equation for ECVT is
presented as follow [1-3]:
∇𝜖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)∇2 ∅(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = −𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)

(1)

𝜖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) represents the permittivity distribution, ∇∅(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) reprepsents the potential distribution
of the electrical field and −𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) represent the chrage density.

Inverse Problem (Image Reconstruction Technique)

The reconstructed image on ECT and ECVT is the recovery of cross-sectional material
distribution information by utilizing the capacitance measurement on the boundary of the Region of
Interest (ROI) [7]. The location and the associated material property are the least estimation that
should be provided by any reconstruction method [5, 7]. The most challenging issue of image
reconstruction on ECT and ECVT sensor is their physical ‘soft-field’ nature of problem, as the
sensing is distorted by objects in the imaging area, and mathematically ill-posed problem, as the
dimension of capacitance measurement is much lower compared to the dimension of predicted
permittivity distribution [7]. All the proposed methods on ECT and ECVT image reconstruction are
basically focusing on solving those problems. The literatures show that various methods on doing
image reconstruction on ECT and ECVT can be classified into indirect and direct methods
framework. Physically the difference between direct and indirect method is that the direct method
can do direct image reconstruction of a certain ROI without information of the other region. While
the indirect method needs to gather all of the information on cross-sectional imaging area to do
reconstruction. Mathematically, indirect methods are utilizing sensitivity map linearization model
while direct methods are utilizing Dirichlet-to-Neumann map model on approaching the solution of
Eq. 1. Fig. 1 presents the mapping of current progress on Image reconstruction method for ECT and
ECVT.
Indirect Image Reconstruction Method
Sensitivity map linearization model is used to approach solution of Eq. 1. The conventional
forward problem of ECT and ECVT can be represented as linear combination of sensitivity matrix
and voxel or pixel permittivity distribution vector as follow [1]:
(2)
𝐶 =𝑆∗𝐺
C is 1×M vector of capacitance measurement, G is N×1 vector of voxel (pixel) permittivity while S
is M×N matrix of sensitivity distribution. Based on Eq. 4, the inverse problem of permittivity
distribution prediction can be simply represented as [1]:
𝐺 = 𝑆 −1 ∗ 𝐶

(3)

Yang Y and Peng L reported in 2013 about the data pattern of capacitance measurement and its
impact into image reconstruction. The capacitance data pattern is classified based on its relation
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with the permittivity distribution [6]. From the study, an enhanced linearization model for
capacitance-permittivity relation has been proposed as follow [6]:
𝑊 ∗ 𝐶 = (𝑆 + 𝐸) ∗ 𝐺 + 𝑒

(4)

W is a diagonal matrix that represents capacitance data weighting matrix, E and e is sensitivity error
matrix and measurement error respectively.
Based on Fig. 1, indirect image reconstruction methods have been developed based on three
main techniques or frameworks. They are regularization technique, Neural Network and
Compressive Sensing framework.

Fig 1. Mapping on Image Reconstruction Methods

Reconstruction by regularization. General problem on developing image reconstruction algorithm
based on sensitivity map linearization model is on solving the ill posed inverse problem due to the
asymmetry sensitivity matrix. Regularization is one of approach to solve the ill posed condition.
ILBP is firstly introduced by Lie et al. (1999) and Peng et al. (2000). The iterative procedure is
intended to reduce the artifact based noise (distortion) that is commonly appeared on ECT image
reconstruction. ILBP is still consistently used as benchmark due to its simplicity and low
computational cost. However the imaging quality for more complex case such as low contrast
dielectric or for moving objects such as fluid are still very poor [1]. Moreover, the convergence
subjected to the number of iteration is not guaranteed
Tikhonov regularization (TR) is one of the early and well-known regularization method [6, 8].
The weakness of this method is that the empirical determination of the regularization parameter
lead to poor quality of reconstructed image due to improper regularization parameter determination.
However, Cuihua Li et al. proposed quasi optimum criterion to determine the optimal regularization
parameter [9]. It is reported that the proposed method outperform LBP especially for two phase
scenario such as on gas/oil mixture [9].
Total variation regularization is proposed to allow a broader class of function to satisfy the
solution to the inverse problem [8, 10]. It is reported that this technique is quite appropriate for the
multiphase system imaging [8]. However, as other regularization methods, it is very dependent into
the best fit determination of regularization factor. ATVR is further development of TVR that allows
the regularization factor to change during the image reconstruction process intended to achieve
higher accuracy at discontinuous boundaries [10]. Compared to traditional TVR, ATVR does not
require additional iteration steps. Thus, it is well suited for online monitoring of rapidly flowing
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fluids [10]. Further investigation for this method is still needed especially to verify the initial
regularization factor selection and to determine what value of alpha adaptation yields the best
results for a given system [10].
Yunjie Y and Lihui Peng presented the sparsity regularization on ECT image reconstruction
combining enhanced linearity model on the forward problem which is abbreviated as EMSR [11].
Sparsity regularization solve Eq.4 in form of optimization problem. It is reported that this method
outperform ILBP especially for stratified permittivity distribution [11]. As general, from the
presented reconstructed image on [11] EMSR is capable to reduce the sensitivity caused artefact
compared to ILBP. The wavelet based sparsity regularization has better adaptability to general
permittivity distribution compared to TVR which has limitation on non-distinct phase boundary
permittivity distribution [11]. Further evaluation of this method on various dielectric contrast is still
needed.
Reconstruction by neural network approach. The novelty of the NN based approaches are on
optimization model that should be satisfied by predicted permittivity G and the NN model to solve
the optimization problem. Chen Deyun et al introduced ECT image reconstruction by using
Artificial Fish Swarm that is implemented on Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBF NN)
[12]. The artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm (AFSA) is new approach on doing initialization and
update procedure for RBFNN parameters [12]. It is reported that for stratified flow, core flow and
tricked flow, RBF AFSA is able to increase image quality [12]. However, qualitatively it is not
quite significance compared to the conventional RBFNN. In 2012, Jianwei Li et al present
comparative study of Back Propagation NN (BP NN) and RBFNN for doing ECT image
reconstruction [13]. Warsito et al published their invention on developing Multicriterion
Optimization Image Reconstruction Technique that defines the optimization model for finding the
best predicted voxel permittivity distribution for ECVT [1] and apply Hopfield NN to solve the
optimization model. Basic idea of this algorithm is that the image vector should minimize
simultaneously the four objective functions: negative entropy function, least square error,
smoothness and small peakedness function and 3-to-2D matching function. By using rectangular
sensors, the NN-MOIRT performs almost perfect compared to LBP and ILBP (Landweber method),
while by triangular sensor the elongation is still observed [1]. However, more clear contrast is
achieved by triangular sensor. In minimizing the effect of a sensitivity caused artifact, the use of
negative entropy function and the distribution of the weight coefficient to the different objective
functions is considered to be effective [1].
Reconstruction based on compressed sensing principle. Another indirect promising technique
that has been implemented on ECT is reconstruction based on compressive sensing principle [14].
The idea of implementing CS framework on ECT image reconstruction is on the fact that
mathematically the inverse problem on ECT is ill posed. This fact is match with the CS concept
which enable to recover the original signal with less number of measurement compared to Nyquist
sampling method needed [14]. Based on performance indicators on the experimental results, it
shows that the proposed method is able to outperform LBP, ILBP and TV regularization [14].
Direct Image Reconstruction
Most of literature review shows more works on doing image reconstruction based on
sensitivity linearization that had been explained as indirect methods. This linearization utilize the
perturbation principle [7]. However, the sensing field is distorted by the existence of any object in
the imaging area due to the ‘soft field’ property of ECT and ECVT [7]. It leads to the changes of
sensitivity distribution with the spatial permittivity distribution. Another framework of ECT image
reconstruction have been developed without employing sensitivity map linearization, termed as
direct methods. Not as on indirect image reconstruction that should reconstruct simultaneously the
permittivity perturbation at the whole sensing position, the direct methods are able to reconstruct
image on certain ROI without having information from other area in the imaging domain [16].
Mostly, proposed direct methods for ECT image reconstruction follow the above mathematical
model of the sensing field. The novelty for each of the proposed direct method is on their approach
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on deriving the formula for describing the permittivity perturbation in the sensing field or imaging
area. Some of mostly referred direct methods for ECT are Dbar [7], Calderon [15], Factorization
[16] and the most recent one using enclosure method [17]. It is reported that factorization method is
quite effective for square sensor especially for low contrast distribution [16]. Meanwhile, the
reconstruction for high contrast dielectric can be done but it usually produces an underestimated
result of the original distribution [16]. Mostly D-bar and Calderon method are outperforming
factorization method [7]. However three of them are promising for low contrast permittivity only.
For that limitation enclosure focus to deal with high contrast permittivity distribution. This
algorithm is quite simple and provide high speed of reconstruction [17]. However its limitation is
the exist of convex hull of the inclusion [17].

Figure 2. Limitations, Strength and Challenges

Conclusion and Discussion
A comprehensive literature study on image reconstruction methods for ECT and ECVT have
been presented. The progress on proposed image reconstruction methods on ECT and ECVT can be
classified into indirect methods and direct methods. Fig. 2 describes the limitation, strength and
challenges for both direct and indirect image reconstruction methods.
Most of indirect proposed methods are developed based on regularization technique and Neural
Network utilization. Some of regularization techniques such as TVR, ATVR, Helmholtz and
Sparsity regularization are reported about their strength along with the limitations as well. However,
mostly the regularization technique based methods are very dependent on the regularization
parameter determination. Some methods under NN framework such as NN MOIRT looks very
impressive on ECT and ECVT. Though, NN based method tends to have huge number of training
data issue which lead to high computational cost. Reconstruction based on compressive sensing is a
new framework which also promising. Investigation on the optimization of CS properties will be
very valuable for improving the imaging quality. This method is intended for recovery signal that is
naturally sparse. Thus, this method is promising to be implemented on ECVT, since its permittivity
distribution is naturally sparse.
Another framework of ECT image reconstruction have been developed without employing
sensitivity map linearization, termed as direct methods. The direct methods are able to reconstruct
image on certain ROI without having information from other area in the imaging domain. Calderon
and Dbar are reported to have better performance compared to factorization method. However,
three of them are only reliable for low contrast dielectric. Enclosure method has been introduced to
specially deal with the high contrast dielectric. This algorithm is quite simple and provide high
speed of reconstruction. However convex hull of the inclusion is still exist. Challenge for direct
methods is how to provide appropriate sampling method to reduce the works on scattering
transform calculation that is normally taking time.
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All proposed current methods are performing quite promising performance. However, they are
still presented with several limitations that should be solved by another future works. Among all
discussed current image reconstruction methods, only ILBP and NN MOIRT that have been
implemented for ECVT. Thus, there are still many challenges issue on developing the volumetric
reconstruction methods, especially by using direct image reconstruction framework.
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Abstract. The clinician is recommended early detection of breast cancer by using mammography.
However, the challenge is lies in accurate detection of the abnormality in digital mammogram
image. Computer aided detection (CAD) method is conducted in this paper. The focus in this work
is to select the optimum feature as the input of classifier by rule selection using Rough set method.
Texture feature based on statistical method is proposed as the feature selection method and obtained
12 total features. The result shows that by RST achieves accuracy 95%. This findings is expected to
contribute to the doctor and can be beneficial as the second reader to help the radiologist make the
appropriate decision.
Introduction
Every year, breast cancer is considered as most common diseases for women [1]. In Indonesia,
about 508,000 women died in 2011 due to breast cancer [2]. If uncontrolled, it will be predictable
that 26 million people will be detected and 17 million of them died [3]. Early detection and
diagnosis are needed to prevent the developed of breast cancer.
Several methods can be used as the screening method. Mammography is the most
recommended method for early detection of breast cancer [4]. In digital mammogram image,
masses, microcalcification, and architecture distortion are the abnormalities which can lead to breast
cancer [5]. Masses is one of the primary abnormalities in the case of breast cancer. For early
detection, radiologists use the signs of masses. However, to interpret the abnormality in
mammogram image is not easy. It can be crucial due to low contrast of image. On the other hand,
expert and trained radiologist take a long time to distinguish between normal and abnormal tissue.
Computer aided detection (CAD) is proposed to help the radiologist for more accurate diagnosis.
CAD method for detection and diagnosis breast cancer in mammogram consists of preprocessing,
segmentation, feature extraction, feature selection, and classification. In this paper, the proposed
CAD method is focus in feature selection based on Rough set theory.
In feature selection, the optimum subset features are selected. Roman et al. [5] use Rough set
method and PCA to select the best feature. In Rough set theory, subset reduct is the basic concept.
Feature extraction is based on histogram gray level of image. The proposed method is evaluated
with MIAS database with 1024×1024 pixels of image. The result shows that the accuracy achieves
about 75% by backpropagation neural network approach to recognize the pattern of the optimum
features.
In the other feature selection method was proposed by Wenfeng Han et al. [6] to identify
masses in digital mammogram images using optimum set of feature. ROI of image is segmented by
isocontour map method. Texture and shape feature based are used as the method to extract feature
from the images. Then, correlation based feature selection is proposed to select the best feature as
the optimum feature for classification. Backpropagation is used to train and dataset and compared
with other methods. ROC curve is used to evaluated the performance of each method.
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In this paper, rule selection method as the first step in feature selection is proposed. By the
thresholding value of support and coverage toward the rules that are still large, obtained smaller
rule. Then by the same technique some of rules is reduced using RST. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Rough set theory. Section 3 describes the approach as
the proposed method that used in this paper. Section 4 shows the result and conclusion is presented
in section 5.
Rough Sets Theory
Rough set theory (RST) was introduced by Zdzislaw Pawlak in 1980 (reference). RST is used
to find the relationship in data, which is called knowledge. The results of knowledge discovery in
the form of rule that is meaningful and easy for understood, which is resulted from the extraction of
the data pattern. RST method is appeared as one of mathematical methods for managing
uncertainty, ambiguity, and vagueness from incomplete relationship of the data and difficult to be
modeled mathematically.
For S = (U, A) and B ⊆ A, where a ∈ B, with: INDs (B) = {(x, x') ∈ U x U | ∀a ∈ B, a(x) =
a(x')} can be said that a negligible in B, and: INDs (B) = INDs (B – {a} if absolutely necessary a
can be negligible.
A set of B is said independent if all the attributes are required. Each subset B' from B is called
reduct of B if B' is independent and INDs (B’) = INDs (B).
Reduct can be defined as a minimal subset of the some attributes that have the same of
classification results. In the other words, attribute which not a reduct element is the redundant of
classification. Relative reduct based on a certain element objects.
Rule extraction and rule selection. Rule extraction based on the value of the coverage and support
for each rules. This has been done in previous research Example, for;
DS = (U, C ∪D)
which is a decision table from ∀x∈U, then c 1 (x),...,c k (x), d(x) can be defined, where {c 1 ,...,c k } = C
and {d} = D. Decision rule is obtained from,
c 1 (x),...,c 2 (x) → d(x).
C is reduct of attribute condition which is gas ratio reduced from decision table.
Approach
The approach of this work is explained as follows. The digitized mammogram images firstly
enhanced in preprocessing step. The aim of this step is to improve the low contrast of image. After
image enhanced, segmentation process is conducted to separate object from its background as the
second step. Thirdly, extracting features based on texture feature method comprising histogram
statistical and gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) based. Rule selection method based on
Rough set theory is used to select the optimal features. The research flow is shown in Fig. 1.
Contrast enhancement
(Enhancing contrast by HE and
filtering with unsharp masking)

Feature extraction
(texture feature approach)

Rule selection
(Rough set theory)

Classification data

Fig. 1. A flowchart of the approach
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Contrast enhancement. Histogram equalization (HE) is the most common enhancement
algorithms that used to improve the low contrast of image [7–10]. The basic concept of HE is
manipulating the histogram of image to make it uniform.
Additionally, contrast stretching is used to stretch the intensity of the ROI by setting the max ROI
and min ROI as the maximum (255) and minimum (0) intensity of the gray level. As filtering method
to remove the artefact in digital mammogram, unsharp masking is proposed, then these techniques
are used in preprocessing step [11].
Feature extraction. It is important to extract features from mammogram images to distinguish each
abnormities such as benign and malignant masses from the normal tissue. Texture feature is one of
the feature extraction methods than can be used to identify masses of breast cancer [12]. Two
techniques based on texture features is proposed to extract features of mammogram images consists
of histogram gray level values and gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) [13].
The proposed rule selection method. In this step, the extracted texture features of mammogram
images firstly discretized by using Boolean reasoning algorithm [14]. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of
the proposed rule selection method. Then discretized with Boolean reasoning algorithms and
reduced by Exhaustive Calculation attributes with object-related choices that produce the rule
reduct. The further process, extraction and selection rules using techniques RST is conducted [15].

Dataset (40 instance, 12
features, 3 class)
Discretization
(Boolean reasoning Algorithm)
Splitting data
(20 training, 20 testing)

Reduct

Generated rules
(object discernibility)
Check accuracy of
classification (20 data testing)
Rule selection
(support and coverage)

Fig. 2. The proposed rule selection method

Result and Discussion
In this work, dataset of digital mammogram images are taken from private database of
Oncology Kotabaru Yogyakarta consist of 40 mammograms images, comprising 14 mammograms
with benign, 6 mammograms with malignant, and 20 mammograms with normal cases respectively.
Enhancement as early step successfully improve the low quality of image by proposed method
[11].
In feature extraction, 12 features are obtained based on texture feature. 7 histogram gray level
features and 5 GLCM features. Table 1 shows the description of the extracted features.
By using Boolean reasoning algorithm, the extracted features are discretized. Then Exhaustive
Calculation Reduct and discernibility object related are used to obtain the reduced a minimum
subset of attributes. Overall the generate rules will be done. Data is splited into 50:50, 20 data
objects for training data and 20 data objects used as test data. Then it is tested to see the
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classification results. Table 2 and 3 shows data testing and training. While Table 4 shows the
reducted and generated rules. The number of rules that were obtained about 169.
Table 1. Features extracted based texture approach
Texture
feature
Histogram
based
GLCM

Extracted features
Mean, standard deviation, skewness,
energy, entropy, smoothness and kurtosis
Angular second moment, contrast, inverse
different moment, entropy, and correlation

Number of
features
7
5

The obtained rules then filtered by rule selection based on threshold value of support and
coverage, which the support is < 1 and coverage < 0.58. Finally, obtained 39 rules. The result is
tabulated in Table 5.
RST rule selection is proposed to the high dimension of rules. To simplify the number of rule,
it can be done by RST method. If If R = {Rule 1 , Rule 2 ,..., Rule j } a subset of rules derived from
Rough Set as a new decision table, which the rule is applied as a subset of attributes. Rule a attribute
value 1 if the object of the decision x b (d) have the same value to the decision table, and the value 0
if it is not worth the same. Values in a column (attribute) j+1 is equal to the decision value, with a =
1, ..., j and b = 1, ..., i. The new decision tables can be reduced using the concept of Rough Sets.
Reduct is obtained from the reduction of attributes have the large of accuracy and coverage. Hence,
some RST results reduction can be tested for its accuracy and coverage using the data test again.
The new decision Table for rule selection based on RST is illustrated in Table 6.
By Johnson algorithm, the single subset reduct is obtained as the result of RST method
comprising rule 5, rule 13, rule 14 and rule 33, respectively. Than those are trained for 20 testing
data again. Table 7 shows the extracted rules.
Table 2. The extracted rules
No Rule
Rule 5
Rule 13
Rule 14
Rule 33

Rules
correlation([0.00022, *)) AND std([77.2203, *))
=> class(Normal)
correlation([0.00022, *)) AND smoothness([*,
0.0840)) => class(Benign)
correlation([0.00022, *)) AND std([*, 77.2203))
=> class(Benign)
contrast([*, 25.92910)) AND correlation([*,
0.00022)) AND smoothness([*, 0.0840)) =>
class(Malignant)

Supp
10
5
5
2

Which the correlation [0.00022,*) means that correlation ≥ 0.00022 and [*,0.00022) correlation <
0.00022 and so on. While Table 8 explains the extracted rules.
Table 3. The explanation of extracted rules
No
Rules
1 IF correlation ≥ 0,00022 AND std ≥ 77,2203 THEN
class Normal
2 IF correlation ≥ 0,00022 AND smoothness < 0,0840
THEN class Benign
3 IF correlation ≥ 0,00022 AND std < 77,2203 THEN
class Benign
4 IF contrast < 25,92910 AND correlation < 0,00022
AND smoothness < 0,0840 class Malignant

No Rule
Rule 5
Rule 13
Rule 14
Rule 33
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Table 4. Illustrates the comparison of accuracy based on the number of selected rules
No.
1
2
2

The number of rules
169 rules (original rules)
39 rules (support and coverage)
4 rules (Johnson algorithm/RST)

Accuracy (%)
95
95
95

Summary
Rule selection by RST is obtained the fewer number of rules and easy to understand. Rule
selection rule and extraction using RST were obtained estimated a fewer rule for diagnosis of breast
cancer using a data feature extraction of 40 images and 12 features as attributes. 4 rules as the result
of the RST achieve accuracy 95%.
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Attachment
TABLE 5. DATA TRAINING
No
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

asm
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)
[0.03594, *)
[0.03594, *)
[0.03594, *)
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)

contrast
[*, 25.92910)
[*, 25.92910)
[*, 25.92910)
[*, 25.92910)
[*, 25.92910)
[*, 25.92910)
[25.92910, *)
[*, 25.92910)
[25.92910, *)
[*, 25.92910)

entropyhist
[2.9966, *)
[2.9966, *)
[2.9966, *)
[*, 2.9966)
[*, 2.9966)
[*, 2.9966)
[*, 2.9966)
[2.9966, *)
[*, 2.9966)
[*, 2.9966)

smoothness
[*, 0.0840)
[*, 0.0840)
[0.0840, *)
[*, 0.0840)
[*, 0.0840)
[*, 0.0840)
[*, 0.0840)
[*, 0.0840)
[*, 0.0840)
[*, 0.0840)

kurtosis
[*, -0.137)
[-0.137, *)
[*, -0.137)
[-0.137, *)
[-0.137, *)
[-0.137, *)
[-0.137, *)
[*, -0.137)
[-0.137, *)
[-0.137, *)

class
Benign
Benign
Benign
Benign
Benign
Benign
Benign
Malignant
Malignant
Malignant

32
34
36
38
40

[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)

[25.92910, *)
[*, 25.92910)
[*, 25.92910)
[25.92910, *)
[*, 25.92910)

[2.9966, *)
[2.9966, *)
[2.9966, *)
[2.9966, *)
[*, 2.9966)

[0.0840, *)
[0.0840, *)
[0.0840, *)
[0.0840, *)
[0.0840, *)

[*, -0.137)
[*, -0.137)
[*, -0.137)
[*, -0.137)
[*, -0.137)

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

No
1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19

asm
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)
[0.03594, *)
[*, 0.03594)
[0.03594, *)
[0.03594, *)
[0.03594, *)

TABLE III. DATA TESTING
contrast
entropyhist smoothness
[*, 25.92910)
[2.9966, *) [*, 0.0840)
[*, 25.92910)
[2.9966, *) [*, 0.0840)
[*, 25.92910)
[2.9966, *) [0.0840, *)
[*, 25.92910)
[*, 2.9966) [*, 0.0840)
[*, 25.92910)
[*, 2.9966) [*, 0.0840)
[*, 25.92910)
[*, 2.9966) [*, 0.0840)
[*, 25.92910)
[2.9966, *) [*, 0.0840)
[*, 25.92910)
[*, 2.9966) [*, 0.0840)
[*, 25.92910)
[2.9966, *) [*, 0.0840)
[*, 25.92910)
[2.9966, *) [*, 0.0840)

31
33
35
37
39

[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)
[*, 0.03594)

[25.92910, *)
[*, 25.92910)
[*, 25.92910)
[*, 25.92910)
[*, 25.92910)

[2.9966, *)
[2.9966, *)
[*, 2.9966)
[*, 2.9966)
[*, 2.9966)

[0.0840, *)
[0.0840, *)
[0.0840, *)
[0.0840, *)
[0.0840, *)

No
1
2
3
4
5

28
29

kurtosis
class
[*, -0.137) Benign
[*, -0.137) Benign
[*, -0.137) Benign
[-0.137, *) Benign
[-0.137, *) Benign
[-0.137, *) Benign
[-0.137, *) Benign
[*, -0.137) Malignant
[*, -0.137) Malignant
[*, -0.137) Malignant

30

[*, -0.137)
[*, -0.137)
[*, -0.137)
[*, -0.137)
[*, -0.137)

37

31
32
33
34
35
36

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

38
39

TABLE 6. RULE SELECTION BASED ON SUPPORT AND COVERAGE
Rule
Supp
idm([*, 0.43888)) AND std([77.2203, *)) =>
class(Normal)
10
idm([*, 0.43888)) AND smoothness([0.0840, *)) =>
class(Normal)
10
entropy([7.28556, *)) AND std([77.2203, *)) =>
class(Normal)
10
entropy([7.28556, *)) AND smoothness([0.0840, *)) =>
class(Normal)
10
correlation([0.00022, *)) AND std([77.2203, *)) =>
class(Normal)
10
2
2
2
idm([0.43888, 0.51808)) AND mean([43.0428, *))
AND energy([0.3188, *)) => class(Malignant)
2
idm([0.43888, 0.51808)) AND correlation([*, 0.00022))
AND energy([0.3188, *)) => class(Malignant)
2
idm([0.43888, 0.51808)) AND mean([43.0428, *))
AND std([*, 77.2203)) => class(Malignant)
2
idm([0.43888, 0.51808)) AND correlation([*, 0.00022))
AND std([*, 77.2203)) => class(Malignant)
2
idm([0.43888, 0.51808)) AND entropy([6.68153,
7.28556)) AND std([*, 77.2203)) => class(Malignant)
2
contrast([*, 25.92910)) AND correlation([*, 0.00022))
AND smoothness([*, 0.0840)) => class(Malignant)
2
entropy([6.68153, 7.28556)) AND energy([0.3188, *))
=> class(Malignant)
2
contrast([*, 25.92910)) AND correlation([*, 0.00022))
AND std([*, 77.2203)) => class(Malignant)
2
entropy([6.68153, 7.28556)) AND entropyhist([*,
2.9966)) => class(Malignant)
2
asm([*, 0.03594)) AND correlation([*, 0.00022)) AND
energy([0.3188, *)) => class(Malignant)
2
asm([*, 0.03594)) AND correlation([*, 0.00022)) AND
entropyhist([*, 2.9966)) => class(Malignant)
2
asm([*, 0.03594)) AND correlation([*, 0.00022)) AND
kurtosis([-0.137, *)) => class(Malignant)
2
TABLE 8. RULE SELECTION BASED ON RST

TABLE 7. REDUCT AND GENERATED RULES
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
.
.
.
166
167
168
169

Rule
correlation([0.00022, *)) AND smoothness([0.0840, *)) =>
class(Normal)
correlation([0.00022, *)) AND std([77.2203, *)) => class(Normal)
entropy([7.28556, *)) AND smoothness([0.0840, *)) =>
class(Normal)
entropy([7.28556, *)) AND std([77.2203, *)) => class(Normal)
idm([*, 0.43888)) AND smoothness([0.0840, *)) =>
class(Normal)
idm([*, 0.43888)) AND std([77.2203, *)) => class(Normal)

.
.
.
asm([*, 0.03594)) AND contrast([25.92910, *)) AND
correlation([*, 0.00022)) => class(Malignant)
asm([0.03594, *)) AND contrast([*, 25.92910)) AND
correlation([*, 0.00022)) => class(Malignant)
idm([0.51808, 0.53268)) => class(Benign)
idm([0.43888, 0.51808)) AND energy([*, 0.3188)) =>
class(Benign)

10
10
10
10
10
10
.
.
.
1
1
1
1

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

R1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

R2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

R3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

R37
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

R38
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

R39
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

d
Benign
Benign
Benign
Benign
Benign
Benign
Benign
Malignant
Malignant
Malignant
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
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Abstract. Paddy is one of important crop in the world, especially Indonesia which makes rice as
staple food.But Indonesian government is still having trouble to get fast and accurate information to
predict the number of rice yield which is needed to make export and import policies. One of
technology that capable to solve this problem is Remote Sensing. The implementation of Remote
Sensing in agriculture is hyperspectral sensor to obtain hyperspectral image which is contain more
information than RGB image. In this study, the authors conducted a benchmarking between
classifier: Bayesian Network, Naive Bayes, ANN, SVM, KNN, Decision Tree to perform
classification of nine phase rice growth based on hyperspectral image. The experiment was
conducted in a number of different features three namely using a whole 116 features, 14 selected
features with Genetic Algorithms, and 4 feature based on the literature study. In this study, ANN
proved to be capable of producing the highest accuracy in all experimental groups, namely: 85,74%
on the classification using the 116 features, 87,94% on classification using 14 features, and 86,32%
on classification using 4 features. This research proved that feature selection can improve the
classification accuracy.
Introduction
Remote sensing is a cutting-edge technology that provides many advantages, especially for
large countries such as Indonesia. One of the data generated by sensors in remote sensing
technology is hyperscpectral image. Hyperspectral image have no different look from RGB image,
but it contains more than three layers information that usually found in RGB image (see Fig. 1).
Whereas the RGB image only contain three layers, namely the value of visible light Red, Green,
and Blue, then the hyperspectral image consist of up to hundreds of layers. The layers are stacked
into one unified image (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Indramayu district hyperspectral image

Fig. 2. Layer stack in hyperspectral image [1]

Hyperspectral image is an image that has a variety of information from the electromagnetic
spectrum that is stored in the form of stacks (layers), that each image has a range of the
electromagnetic spectrum. The range of the electromagnetic spectrum is referred as spectral bands.
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Hyperspectral data representation as a three-dimensional cube, with two dimensions formed by the
x and the y-axis (pixel index from the image) and the third (z) is formed by the accumulation of
overlapping spectral bands data [1].
Hyperspectral image contain more information than just color information (RGB) but also
about the cell structure, water stress, etc. Each material will show different graphic according to
each material substances (see Fig. 3–6, data available on http://speclib.jpl.nasa.gov/ and refer to [19,
20].

Fig. 3. Dry plant

Fig. 4. Sea

Fig. 5. Lime stone

Fig. 6. Grass

According to IRRI [2], paddy classified into 9 classes (vegetative 1, 2, 3; reproductive 1, 2, 3;
and ripening 1, 2, 3). Fig. 6 shows the z profile of reproductive 1 stage graphic obtain from
hyperspectral image.

Fig. 7. Paddy reproductive 1 stage reflectance [3]

According to Nuarsa [4], differences in planting time and conventional calculating method are
the major caused for the time consuming rice yield calculating process. Rice yield estimation with
conventional calculating method is sometimes subjective, expensive, and time consumptive [5]. But
before we predict rice yield, we need to find out which stage the paddy plant are, so we know when
it will be ready to be harvested. Hence, we will have enough information to predict how much the
rice yield we will have for the next month or at the end of the year.
Hyperspectral image consist of hundreds layers (features) or also known as high dimensional
data, but not all those features are needed in every research purpose. This phenomenon called Curse
of Dimensionality [6] whereas high dimension data does not always conduct optimum accuracy.
Hence we need to reduce data dimension to get optimum accuracy.
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Related Work
Suhandono use ELM classifier with various activation functions to obtain high accuracy in
classifying 9 classes paddy without reducing data dimension in less learning time. Suhandono
research reaches up to 92% accuracy [7]. Maspiyanti use Fuzzy Logic with knowledge based
feature selection to classify paddy dataset with reducing data dimension from 116 features to 4
features. Maspiyanti research reaches around 84% accuracy [3]. Mulyono use MODIS data and
SVM classifier to evaluate the effectiveness of balanced branches strategy that is applied to one
against all SVMs learning [8]. Mulyono research improved average accuracy around 50%.There is
also Liu et al. [9], Rick Archibald [10], and Farid Melgani [11] using SVM classifier, Moeljono
Widjaja et al. [12] using Fuzzy classifier, Paola [13] using Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
classifier, Xuyan Rosalind Wang [14] using Bayesian Network and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN).
One of method that can be used to reduce data dimension is Genetic Algorithm (GA). Mulyono
[21], Moeljono Widjaja et al. [12], Li Zhuo et al. [15], Shixin Yu et al. [16], Lixin Sun [17], and Pal
M. [18] using GA as feature selection method in their study.
Methodology
Data. We use dataset from Suhandono [7] which is containing of 2,223 data (116 features and 1
label). This data consist of 9 classes based on IRRI [2]. Paddy data have value between 0 and 1, see
Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Paddy Dataset
Method
This research divided to three major experiments:
1. Experiments with 116 features data (see Fig. 9).
2. From 116 features, we use Genetic Algorithm to reduce amount of feature, hence fourteen
features (see Fig. 10).
3. From 116 features, we use only four features according to Maspiyanti research [3](see Fig. 10).

Fig. 9. 116 Features data experiment

Fig. 10. 14 and 4 Features data experiment

We use six classifiers to evaluate our hypothesis about curse of dimensionality such as:
Bayesian Network, Naive Bayes, ANN, SVM, KNN, Decision Tree. Each classifier will evaluate
data with 116 features, 14 selected features using Genetic Algorithms, and 4 feature based on the
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literature study from Maspiyanti [3]. We use accuracy analysis formula to evaluate all the classifier
performance:

(1)
where;
TP
:
FN
:
TN
:
FP
:
Accuracy :

True Positive (positive data correctly classified as positive data)
False Negative (positive data incorrectly classified as negative data)
True Negative (negative data correctly classified as negative data)
False Positive (negative data incorrectly classified as positive data)
the closeness of measurements in classifying data correctly in true their class

Results
In this study, ANN reach the highest accuracy in all experimental groups, namely: 85,74% on
the classification using the 116 features, 87,94% on classification using 14 features, and 86,32% on
classification using 4 features. The result from all experiments can be seen in Fig. 11 below:

Fig. 11. Accuracy

From Fig. 11 we can see that the experiments using features selection can reach higher
accuracy than using whole 116 features.
Summary
From all three major experiments in this study, we can see that experiments using selection
feature can reach higher accuracy than the experiments using whole 116 features. For future works,
we will use other method and more training data to reach higher accuracy, and also visualize the
area (mapping) in different colors according to paddy growth stages.
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Abstract. As population and tourism in Lombok grew rapidly, PT. PLN (Persero) have constructed
150 kV high voltage alternating current (HVAC) power transmission lines including Nusra II
working area. These lines can induce electromagnetic field to the surrounding environment. Most
research in electromagnetic induced by power line took measurements when the power line system
energized. Whereas in this condition, measured values may not exclusively related to the fields
generated by power lines. Activities of surrounding resident could be additional source of fields,
which will interfere electromagnetic measurements results. This research analyze electromagnetic
field measurements under two conditions, i.e. pre-energize and energized systems, to determine
factual values of electromagnetic field exposures. Measurements are done on three specific
characteristics environments (rice fields, residential, and garden) at three different times (morning,
midday, and night). Results show that measured fields are not zero in pre-energized conditions;
however they will be higher in energized conditions. Measurements in the morning resulted in
higher values rather than in the midday, except for the residential environments. Magnetic fields
measured in garden are higher than in rice fields. All factual values are still far from (much lower
than) the exposure limits based on SNI 04-6950-2003.
Introduction
Tourism and population in Lombok, West Nusa Tenggara, grew rapidly caused power
electricity sales of PT. PLN (the national power company in Indonesia) increased in the last five
years by about 11% per year and electrification ratio increased by 57.5% [1]. PT. PLN have done
some constructions for the generators and 150 kV power transmission line in Lombok, called as
Saluran Udara Tegangan Tinggi (High Voltage Alternating Current, SUTT/HVAC) 150 kV.
SUTT/HVAC 150 kV as power transmiter can be a source of electromagnetic field exposure
for the surrounding environments. Most of the electromagnetic field exposure researches focused on
500 kV HVAC system [2]. They mainly also took measurements for the energized system only,
wereas in these conditions, the measured values may not necessarily be sourced by electromagnetic
field exposure of SUTT/HVAC only. Sources of electromagnetic fields could be derived from some
interference caused by other systems, such as surrounding resident activities and power distribution
system. Other researchers have analyzed electromagnetic exposure of 150 kV HVAC, however only
included mathematical models using software [3].
This research aimed to do real measurements under HVAC/SUTT 150 kV on pre-energize as
well as energized conditions, to get factual intensity values by diminishing the measured values on
pre-energize conditions from values of energized one. Measurements have been conducted in three
different locations, which are rice fields, residential, and garden. On each location, measurements
were done at three different times (morning, midday, and night). The factual values will be
examined based on the exposure limits of SNI 04-6950-2003 [4].
Methodology
Measurements are done on three different locations:
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1. Rice Fields: This location is located in lines Sengkol- Paokmotong, Sengkol village, Pujut
District, Central Lombok. Geographical location is at 08o48,846’S, 116o17,557’E.
2. Residential: This location is located in lines Sengkol- Paokmotong, Sukaraja village, Jerowaru
District, East Lombok. Geographical location is at 08o 46, 604’S, 116o 26,759’E.
3. Garden: This location is located in lines Sengkol- Kuta, Kuta village, Pujut District, Central
Lombok. Geographical location is at 08o 52, 489'S, 116o 16,726'E.
Spectran NF 5035 ®, a handheld spectrum analyzer equipment, were used to measure the field
intensity in 3D [5]. The resolutions are 0.1 V/m for electric fields and 0.1 nT for magnetic fields,
with accuracy of 3 %. The equipment can measure electromagnetic fields in the frequency range of
1 Hz–30 MHz, and they were set to the main power frequency of 50–60 Hz. Measurements in one
location have been done at 5 (five) positions, and for every positions at least 30 values were
recorded using data logger. Complete measurements sessions are depicted as the flowchart in Fig. 1.
Start

Determine and mark the position of the
measurement

Set the frequency, sensors and measurement dimensions,
duration (sample time) measurements, the amount of
data and files id data.

Measurement of magnetic field and electric field
No

Show the data with MCS Spectrum Analizer

Transferring measurement results into a computer

Have complete all the data?

yes
finish

Fig. 1. Flow chart of complete measurements sessions
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Results and Analysis
Measurements results on three locations in two conditions (pre-energize and energize) as well
as the calculated factual values are depicted in Tables 1 to 4 and Figs. 2 to 5. Complete results of
the measurements can be found in Ref. [6].
Table 1. Measurements and factual values of Electric Field on Rice Fields
-20

Position of Sensor
Line System Condition 
Morning Measurement Value
Factual Value
Midday Measurement Value
Factual Value
P : Pre-energize; E : Energized

-10

0
+10
Electric Field (V/m)
P
E
P
E
P
E
0.31 68.58 0.35 69.14 0.31 75.30
68.27
68.79
74.99
1.25 67.93 0.64 68.35 0.94 70.63
66.68
67.71
69.69

P
E
0.32 73.44
73.13
3.03 53.12
50.09

+20
P
E
0.31 21.46
21.15
2.10 14.62
12.52

Table 2. Measurements and factual values of Electric Field on Residentials
-20

Position of Sensor

-10

0
+10
Electric Field (V/m)
E
P
E
P
E
0.43 0.11
0.77
0.12 2.43

Line system Condition 
Morning Measurement Value

P
0.11

E
0.40

Midday

Factual Value
Measurement Value

0.28

0.29
0.26

0.32
0.28 0.24

0.51

0.66
0.54

Night

Factual Value
Measurement Value

-0.02
0.31
0.32

-0.04
0.31 0.29

0.10

0.02
0.40

0.01

-0.02

Factual Value
P : Pre-energize; E : Energized

P
0.11

+20
P
0.39

E
4.62

2.31
0.31 5.12

0.29

4.24
0.76

4.81
0.31 2.15

0.39

0.46
1.61

0.30

1.84

1.22

Tabel 3. Measurement and factual value of Electric Field on Gardens
-20

Position of Sensor

-10

0

+10

+20

Electric Field (V/m)

Line System Condition 
Morning Measurement Value
Factual Value
Midday Measurement Value
Factual Value

P
0.11

E
0.19
0.08
0.32
3.23
2.91

P
0.10

E
3.04
2.93
0.31 15.56
15.25

P
E
0.11 17,94
17.83
0.28 23.71
23.43

P
E
0,10 8,64
8.54
0.33 1.58
1.25

P
0,32

E
0,51
0.19
0.35
1.61
1.26

P : Pre-energize; E : Energized

Table 4. Measurements and factual values of Magnetic Field on Rice Fields and Gardens

Garden

Rice
field

Location

Position of
Sensor
Line System
Condition 
Measurement
Value
Factual Value
Measurement
Value
Factual Value

-20

-10

0
Magnetic Field (nT)

+10

+20

P

E

P

E

P

E

P

E

P

E

5.27

143.91

2.57

178.50

1.64

215.70

3.49

209.79

1.82

198.53

138.64
0.00

164.19

164.19

175.93
0.00

211.42

211.42

214.06
0.00

254.36

254.36

206.30
0.00

254.47

254.47

196.71
0.00

238.73

238.73

P : Pre-energize; E : Energized
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Fig. 2. Electric field measurements results on Rice Fields (blue= morning and red=midday)

Fig. 3. Electric field measurements results on Residentials (blue= morning, red=midday, and green=night)

Fig. 4. Electric field measurements results on Gardens (blue= morning, red=midday)

Fig. 5. Graph of magnetic field measurements results on Gardens (red) and Rice Fields (blue)
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The results show that measured fields are not zero in pre-energized conditions, which may due
to ambient/initial electromagnetic conditions of these environments, which may contents some
electromagnetic inducing sources. However the values will be higher in energized conditions,
therefore we can get the factual values by diminishing the initial values from measurements results
of energized conditions. Measurements in the morning resulted in higher values rather than in the
midday, except for the residential environments which may switch on much electrical utilities in the
morning then switch them off in the midday. Magnetic fields measured in gardens are higher than in
rice fields. Comparing the results with the limits of exposure as stated in the SNI 04-6950-2003, we
found that all factual values are still far from (much lower than) the exposure limits (Table 5).
Table 5. Exposure limits of Electric and Magnetic Fields of 50-60 Hz in SNI 04-6950-2003 [4]
Classifications
Work Environment:
- Throughout of workday
- Short time
- Limb
Public Environment:
- 24 hours/day
- a few hours/day

(a)

Electric Fileds

Magnetic Fields

(kV/m)

(nT)

10
30 (to 2 hours/day)
-

500,000
5,0 (to 2 hours/day)
25,000,000

5
10

100,000 (open area)
1,000,000

(b)

Fig. 6. Comparison between factual values and electromagnetic limits of exposure:
(a) Electric fields; and (b) magnetic fields

Summary
Measured fields are not zero in pre-energized conditions, however they will be higher in
energized conditions, therefore we can get the factual values by diminishing the initial values from
measurements results of energized conditions. Measurements in the morning resulted in higher
values rather than in the midday, except for the residential environments. Magnetic fields measured
in gardens are higher than in rice fields. All factual values are still far from (much lower than) the
exposure limits based on SNI 04-6950-2003 [4].
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Abstract. This paper focuses on channel satellite mobile communications with rain attenuation. The
problem is rain in Indonesia very significant changes in short duration because the position state in
maritime tropical. Communication can losses in motion user of distance far from Base Trasmission
Station (BTS). Processing dopper spread with indicators: the speed of movement between the
sender BTS and receiver (Mobile Station (MS)), received power, and frequency shift. The method
used to analyze these events using doppler spread. The indicator conversion use performance
communication systems using quolity of service (QoS). The accuracy and validation of the power
spectral density of doppler prediction movement validated by distribution of rain measurements.
The research was carried out by direct measurement instrument used rain gauge to measure rainfall
in the University of Mataram as the urban area (city) and the Sesaot village as rural (village) from
calculate and simulation cell average at rural was large than urban. Values obtained in this research
is the speed of the mobile station (MS) up to 50 km/h, power link to 65 dB for transmite voice
condition, frequency doppler shift to 6-18 Hz.
Introduction
Climate change is a problem that tends to be a threat to all mankind on this earth. Conditions in
Indonesia in the tropics are very unfavorable live all time in a year. Indonesia is a maritime country
that has scattered islands from Sabang to Merauke managements requires strategies for handling the
climate change. Climate change specifically in the high rainfall and is crucial so long impending
disaster. In this case the communication is expected to persist even in rainy conditions. Primary of
rainy and dry season can't be predicted accurately. It is not comfortable to live special in rainy
condition. Rainy condition have be problem in channel of propagation must be mitigation. This
research is mainly in rain condition for mitigation communication still running. The first step from
directly measurement of rainfall in a matter of minutes with just millimeters per hour (mm/h) have
been conducted in the NTB, globally many researchers have investigated and yield prediction but
not in accordance with the area or place and time.
From measureament results, it was found that the implementation of SMS gateway technology
in the pond water level monitoring from raingauge can work well with - average measurement error
of 0.5%. Channel obtained by a channel which varies according from by distribution of rainfall fell
on the link (path) wireless communication. Communication was interrupted at a very high rainfall.
Permittivity of rain also affects of attenuation (noise) that occurs. Position of communication
between transmitter and receiver made fluctuation power very high, if slope falling rain and strong
winds. Even worst trends will greatly exacerbate the occurrence of typhoons on the quality of
communication [1].
For propagation channel during the rain has been studied to predict rain, the other previous
research that produced some of its models for signal millimeters transmission. Model study the
possibility of rain attenuation impact line communication, communication stay connected must has
calculated transferring of signal in communication by power link budget in fading condition. Model
communication attenuation signal from rain condition around base station or mobile station causes
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multipath, diffraction, scatters, and polarization signal. Okumura-Hata and Wall-fish divide by rural
area (rural area is low signal and large delay condition) and urban area (city) [2].
The transmission on a communication channel with a frequency wave Giga hertz. As with past
research millimeter waves in rainy conditions at a place not only compared in two different areas,
the two variations of the same shape but a different place in time measurement. Rainy conditions
have fluctuated rain fell and the amount of rain that fell [3].
Clasification Urban and Rural Area in Telecommunication
Rain fading approach to using ITU-R P.530-1, and for the calculation of terrestrial cranes
usually use models with 3 versions namely: Global Crane, Crane Two-component and twocomponent Revised Crane, (Crane, 2003). As for the damping of rainy tropical climate Rec.ITU
used Rep.563-R-4, and for the models and characteristics Rec.ITU rain-R 838-4. (Recommendation
ITU-R, 2005).
Signal come everywhere to input in antena. Power spectral density is indicator how response
receive from line of side (LOS) or non line of side (NLOS). From LOS or NLOS build channel
wireless, its channel include impulse response, modified to consider made discrete angle of arrivals
(AoA) ofthe multipath components for an antenna array. Statistic variations and dynamic channel
change with time. To observe the variation of channel statistics note adaftive channel change in the
same ensemble and is ergodic city [4].
The effective scattered (each effective scattered comprises a cluster of scattered) are uniformly
spaced on a circular ring around the mobile. In the one-ring-of- scattered models, the BS is assumed
to be elevated and therefore not obstructed by local scattering, while the MS is surrounded by
scattered and no Line-of-Sight (LOS) is assumed between BTS and MS. Based on assuming that N
scattered are uniformly placed on a circle with radius R around the mobile at distance D from the
base station [5].
For the climate in Japan (Asia), Capsoni et all (Europe) , the observations made by MoritaHiguti using rain gauge and generate the synchronization model of spatial correlation as a function
of distance [6].
Transmission line wireless communication have broadening frequently impact from rain, it’s
mean to use doppler spread. Doppler spread spectrum see in power measurement in the frequency
domain, carrier frequency so get interference from rain experienced refraction of frequency. Rain
convert to rain attenuation is separation scatter transmission frequency of the transmitter to the
receiver mobile and satellite communication system [7].
BTS

Delta Distence

ving

Angle Gamma

o
nM

ctio

Dire

Fig. 1. Stochastic spatial-temporal doppler model concept

The angle of arrival of the line of side (LOS) component can be adjusted. In effect, this adds a
bias to the Rayleigh probability distribution function in real condition rain nearly lognormal
distribution. The ratio of signal power in the LOS component to the (local-mean) scattered power in
arrival signal condition. The signals add in and out of phase giving rise to amplitude fluctuations
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that vary at a rate that is dependent on the speed of the receiver. The statistical model used to
describe the amplitude variations is the Rayleigh probability distribution function. The receiver
movement also produces a spreading of the signal in the frequency domain due to the doppler
effect. Doppler spectrum made class has and made other properties are specific to each Doppler
class. Spectrum in mobile condition near or far base station condition in impact rain difference
attenuation transmission [8].
Previous Works
Impaired transmission channels trying to be simulated to analyze the decision-making for
design uses millimeter waves in Indonesia, especially for 4G generation LTE equetment. Fist
pubication in channel compaired satelite transmisson and mobile communication, publis in
academic publiser 2014 [9]. The equetment to application install in tropical condition must be just
because the weather chages limeted time, so the gap between urban and rural for the air distance is
10 km.
Measureaments and Method
Mataram is city of West Nusa Tenggara arraund west part have a sea and the other part in
Sesaot is water resaurces position in footh mountaint Rinjani. Data processing with sample from
directed measureament. Sample of rain rate (One sample is average of rain in one minutes)
collected in Mataram and Sesaot duration 3 years and then conversion to attenuation colour noise.
Rain Gauge is measureament used for this rearch validation accuration in 0,01. Attenuation rain is
intruder for communication. Channel wireless must entered this attenuation to calculate power link
budjet.
Fast channel changing rapidly fading, and slow fading slow channel change is lacking then
produces the vector channel impulse response:
(1)
Classification rain rate from data spatial measureament do to make grade level rural and urban
condition. Metode classification in this research collect near distribution each data. Used know
ditribution from group, how to made on the application of mitigation techniques in link intruder
rain convert as rain attenuation. The site diversity used metode to calculate power link budjet for
mitigation available.
Model of rainfall spatial correlation coefficient and the specific attenuation varies from one
location to another:
ρ (d ) = exp(−α d ) and ρ (d ) = exp(−αd )

(2)

Processing dopper spread with indicators: the speed of movement between the sender (Tx) and
receiver (Rx), received power, and frequency shift (see at Fig. 1):
(3)
Simulate perfomancy transmission system used defferentces between signal to noise (S/N) and
bit error rate (BER) asume transmite voice condition mobile station moved in coverage Base
Transmission Station (BTS).
Results and Discussion
In this paper introduce data measureament describes for the simulation how the cell rain rate
impact for mobile communication in urban and rural condition. Fig. 7 until Fig. 9 perfomance
transmission system used defferentces between signal to noise (S/N) and bit error rate (BER) asume
transmite voice condition mobile station moved in coverage Base Transmission Station (BTS), 1
BTS active it is mean communication in cell coverage and then the 2 BTS active the user move to
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the other cell. Power link budjet in rural 1 active is 12 dB, rural 2 active 24 dB, urban 1 active 35
dB and urban 2 active 54 dB.
Grade Rain Rate in Movement (mm/h)
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80

110

100

120

Urban

Fig. 2. Position spatial-temporal Mataram model

Classification correlation of rain rate between urban and rural areas can see at Fig. 2.
Measureaments on rural produce average 25.77 mm/h, on urban produce average 110.41 mm/h see
at Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
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Fig.3. Measureament rural
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Fig.4. Measureament urban

Rain Attenuation in 30 minutes 6 Ghz(Ku-band)

Rain Attenuation in 30 minutes 45 GHz(V-band)
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Fig. 5. Attenuation rain at Ku-band transmission
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Fig. 6. Attenuation rain V-band transmission

Simulation of delay spread until 1,6 s frequency observation per channel 2 Ghz Satellite
transmmision orde Ku-band work in carrier 6 GHz low impact rain condition see at Fig 5, but at Vband work at 45 GHz high impact signal may be broken see at Fig 6. Standardization in the V-band
is only able to transmit rainfall well, below the 47.5 mm / hour, while not recommended for use in
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areas, if transmission of the rainfall above standart. Mobile station moving around base
transmission system (BTS) made frequency of doppler spread in 6 Hz until 18 Hz.
1 Active BTS System 16-PSK RURAL
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2 Active BTS System 16-PSK RURAL
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Fig. 7. Perfomancy transmission between BTS and
MS in rural
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Fig. 8. Perfomancy transmission between 2 BTS and
MS in rural
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Fig. 9. Rain gauge measureament rain in Mataram
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Fig. 10. Perfomancy transmission between 2 BTS
and MS in urban

Summary and Future Studies
The result from simulation of power transmision come to satellites have trouble in rain of
storm condition. Disign mitigation for satellite include power link budget must be calulate, if the
satellite V-band instalisation (uses) in tropical condition. Delay spread and multipath fading from
rain condition. Mobile Station and cell site movement of rain in different place value of attenuation,
its mean doppler spread used mitigation by same threshold frequency hopping, MS be slower than
50 mm/h in download data, communication at real measurement need power transmit at 65 dB, the
other communication direct from satellite communication V band not effective in rain condition.
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Abstract. Availability of a complex system of thermal power plant is strongly influenced by the
reliability of spare parts and maintenance management policies that affect maintainability.
Implementation of RCM (Reliability Centered Maintenance), RBM (Risk Based Maintenance), and
CBM (Condition Based Maintenance) alone or combined RCM and RBM or RCM and CBM are
used in thermal power. Implementation of these three techniques in an integrated maintenance will
increase the availability of thermal power plants compared to the use of maintenance techniques
individually or in combination of two techniques. This study uses the reliability, risks and
conditions-based maintenance in an integrated manner to increase the availability of thermal power
plants. The method generates MPI (Maintenance Prioritization Index) is RPN (Risk Priority
Number) are multiplied by RI and FDT (Failure Defense Task) which can generate the task of
monitoring and assessment of conditions other than maintenance tasks. Both MPI and FDT obtained
from development of functional tree, failure mode effects analysis, fault-tree analysis, and risk
analysis were then used to develop and implement a plan and schedule maintenance, monitoring
and assessment of the condition and ultimately perform availability analysis. The results of this
study indicate that the reliability, risks and conditions-based maintenance methods, in an integrated
manner can increase the availability of thermal power plants.
Introduction
A complex system with high production loss value, such as a power plant, keeping availability
and reducing costs related to maintenance are at the top of management concerns in a large
enterprise. The system availability is determined the component reliability and the maintenance
program implemented. That program influences the repair time and the reliability of component and
system. Normally, a system’s reliability will deteriorate and this increases the probability of failure.
Further, the availability of the system will decrease. In case of the power plant, the unavailability
occurred results a high cost of production loss depend on the time duration of shutdown condition.
Availability measures are related to how long time the unit can operate in the certainty period
time. Most power plants use the index proposed by IEEE std.762tm (2006) to define availability [1].
That index represents the percentage of a given period of time, expressed in hours that the unit is in
service (including reserve shutdown state). [2] defined expressed by the ratio of the mean time to
failure to the sum of the mean time to failure plus the mean time to repair. The index, usually
evaluated monthly, is reported in a Generating Availability Data System (GADS) and can be used
for comparison between different generating systems.
A reduction in availability is caused by planned maintenance and unplanned maintenance
actions. Improper maintenance can result a repair time longer than that based on manufacturer’s
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recommendation or the system reliability decreases. For keeping the system availability, a proper
maintenance program is needed.
In a complex system, there are several maintenance problems i.e. how to identify critical
components, how to priority and how to maintain them. Maintenance techniques developed in the
literature propose various rules to category the system components into critical component. Then,
they determine the priority maintenance and finally plan a maintenance program which consists of
preventive maintenance and condition monitoring tasks.
Various maintenance techniques have been proposed to increase an availability of any systems
[3]. Generally, the established maintenance techniques have been developed in the literature i.e.
Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM), Risk Based Maintenance (RBM) and Condition Based
Maintenance (CBM).
The development and applying of RCM, RBM and CBM can be found in [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10], [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] and [16, 17, 18, 19] respectively. Several researchers have been integrated
two of those maintenance techniques in one maintenance program. Integration between RCM and
CBM, RCM and RBM has been done in [20] and [21], respectively. This integration increases the
availability higher than that each the techniques is implemented separately. In the present, the study
of integration of those techniques has been not developed. Integration all techniques are expected to
yield the increasing of availability higher than that resulted of integration between RCM – RBM or
RCM – CBM.
This paper presents a new methodological maintenance development to yield an integrated
maintenance program. In this method, a new approach to identify the most critical components in a
thermal power plant by combining the concepts of RCM, RBM and CBM. The criticality is
associated with the component reliability and the risk of its failure. The higher the criticality of the
component, the more technical and financial resources should be expended in the maintenance
activities to keep the thermal power plant availability for operation. The method results a FDT
aiming at the overall thermal power plants availability. FDT is defined as maintenance activities
including preventive maintenance and condition monitoring tasks.
This paper is structured in the following way: Section 1 provides a background of the
integrated methodological maintenance development. The steps of the integrated methodological
maintenance development are explained in Section 2. Application and result to thermal power plant
is discussed in Section 3. Conclusions are then discussed in the last section.
Method Development
The developed integrated methodology of maintenance proposed is shown as Fig. 1. The
integrated methodology consists of functional tree, FMEA analysis, Fault-tree analysis, risk analysis
i.e. the risk assessment and evaluation, Maintenance Priority Index (MPI), Failure Defence Task
(FDT), condition monitoring & assessment, integrated maintenance program, analysis of reliability
and availability.
Two important aspects of maintenance have been considered to determine the criticality of
components, namely reliability and risk.
Determining qualitative scale defined in FMEA analysis through expert panel on this study [22,
23]. Expert panel consists of experienced technicians, engineers and planners in maintenance
activities the thermal power plant.
There are two steps in the analysis of risk i.e. the risk assessment and evaluation. The risk
assessments were calculated probability of occurrence of failure and its consequences. The risk
evaluation result the risk index which is obtained from dividing the value of actual risk to the
acceptable risk [24].
The next step is to set maintenance priority based on those aspects. Weighted RPN is extended
the definition of RPN by multiplying it with a weight parameter, which characterize the importance
of the failure causes within the system [25]. In the same manner, we use to calculated Maintenance
Priority Index (MPI) which to determine the maintenance priority of components. The higher value
of MPI means higher priority component in the maintenance.
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The maintenance priority is indicated by the value of MPI that obtained by using Eq. 1.
MPI = RPN

(1)

x RI

The combination of MPI, FDT and condition monitoring shows three important aspects of the
maintenance has been integrated in setting up a maintenance program that is called the integrated
maintenance program.
Operation & Maintenance
History

Functionality Tree

FAILURE MODES
EFFECT AND
ANALYSIS

FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

RISK ANALYSIS
(ASSESMENT AND
EVALUATION)

FAILURE DEFEND
TASK (FDT)

MPI (MAINTENANCE PRIORITIZATION
INDEX)

The integrated
Maintenance Program

Condtion monitoring
and assesment

Availability and Reliability
analysis

Results

Fig. 1. The main steps of the methodological of maintenance developed

FMEA can be seen from the analysis of the most critical components. Some studies have their
own approach in determining the level of criticality of the component. The description occurrence
index of the value of 6 to 10 is given in Table 1. The description of the severity of the value of 6 to
10 is given in Table 2.
Table 1. Critical occurrence index of the thermal power plant
Critical index
6
7
8
9
10

Description
Failure occurred under 4 years
Failure occurred under 2 years
Failure occurred under 1 years
Failure occurred under 6 months
Failure occurred under 3 months

FMEA and FTA generate a series of maintenance actions that include preventive maintenance
task and condition monitoring & assessment task. A set of maintenance actions aimed at avoiding
the unexpected failures and is called Failure Defence Task (FDT) in this study. FDT can be either
repair or replacement actions. The repair action restores the component like a new condition as
replacement actions.
The effectiveness of the maintenance methodology can be measured from the extent to which
the increased availability after application of the integrated maintenance program.
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Table 2. Critical severity index of the thermal power plant
Critical Index

(6)
Major

(7)
Severe

(8)
Very Severe

(9)
Hazardous

(10)
Catastrophic

Description
The potential component failure causes the failure of
equipment , but does not cause damage to other
components but the equipment is still available, the failure
resulted trip equipment, potential damage to the
environment, failure potentially not meet government
regulations regarding environmental, failure lead to or
replacement of components which fail, failure resulting
plan trips, and can be recovered in less than 2 days, ability
ramp rate down to 45%, impact decrease in efficiency
increase 15%, failure of the parent system functions in one
(8 hours) or 100% redundancy
Potential failure hardware components cause but no
damage other components, potential severe damage to the
environment, failure to comply with the government
resulted in no, the failure resulted in the repair or
replacement of components failed ,plant / equipment not
be operated hearts Short Time ( 2-7 days ),ability street
level down- up to 55%, impact efficiency 18% reduction
failure parent system function hearts 4 hours redundancy
or 50%
The potential component failure causes the failure of
equipment , but does no cause damage to other
components, the failure resulted trip equipment, inflicting
severe damage to the environment, failure result does not
meet government regulations, the failure resulted in the
repair or replacement of components which fail, plant /
equipment cannot be operated in a long time (7 days -1
month), ability ramp rate down to 65%, impact decrease
in efficiency of 21%, failure of the parent system
functions in 1 hour or redundancy of 50%
Failure cause severe damage to the components or other
equipment, equipment failures result trip, cause harm to
the environment , hazardous material leaks into the
environment, failure result does not meet government
regulations, the failure resulted in the repair or
replacement of many components, plant / equipment
cannot be operated in a long time ( 1-3 months ), ability
ramp rate down to 75%, impact reduction efficiency of
25%, system malfunction within 30 minutes or no back up
Failure cause severe damage to other equipment, the
failure resulted trip a system equipment, cause harm to the
environment, hazardous material leaks into the
environment, failure result does not meet government
regulations, the failure resulted in the replacement of
almost all components, plant/equipment cannot be
operated in a long time ( > 3 months ), ability ramp rate of
up to > 75%, system failures have a major impact on
reducing the efficiency, failure of the parent function
immediately or no back-up

Application and Results
The method has been developed is applied to the thermal power plant with an output capacity
of 200 MW, located in Jakarta. They have 3664 kinds of mechanical and electrical components. The
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method is applied since 2012 until now. Maintenance performance measures are compared, namely
reliability and availability.
The authors suggest the FDT for maintainability improving (listed in Table 3 for top ten
critical components based on MPI).
Table 3. FDT for top ten of critical components
No

System & Sub-System

Component

RPN

RI

MPI

1

09. Turbine System/091.
Main Turbine System/0914.
HP Steam Turbine/09141.
Rotor/091416. Rotor blades

0914161. Blades

360

223.080

8030.88

2

10. Generator system/101.
Stator Winding

1011. Insulation

151

382.197

5771.18

3

10. Generator system/103.
Rotor

1032. Winding
copper

159

123.867

1969.48

4

09. Turbine System/094.
Turbine Valve/0941. Main
Stop Valve (MSV)/09411.
Valve system

094113. Stem

243

78.901

1917.30

FDT
Blades replacement for any serious failure, resetting rotor bore and alignment, cleaning and
inspect (NDT), control periodically feed water
quality within standard, control periodically
operation parameter (pressure and temperature)
within standard
Rewinding stator, re-insulation stator winding,
re-tighten end-winding support, re-wedges
stator winding
Repair of shaft lead of rotor generator, Cleaning
rotor generator, replacement of seal rotor
generator
Cleaning of stem, repair of sealing system
Replacement of secondary superheater tube for
any serious (crack, actual thickness less than
critical thickness) failure, cleaning and Inspect
(in-situ metallography, UT-Thickness),
periodically, leak-test, control periodically feed
water quality within standard,control
periodically operation parameter (pressure and
temperature) within standard
Replacement of primary reheater inlet header
for any serious (crack, actual thickness less than
critical thickness) failure, repair of primary
reheater inlet header, cleaning and Inspect (UTThickness) periodically, leak-test , control
periodically feed water quality within standard ,
control periodically operation parameter
(pressure and temperature) within standard
Replacement of finishing reheater element for
any serious (crack, actual thickness less than
critical thickness) failure, repair of finishing
reheater element, cleaning and Inspect (in-situ
metallography, UT-Thickness) periodically,
leak-test, control periodically feed water quality
within standard, control periodically operation
parameter (pressure and temperature) within
standard
Replacement of primary reheater element for
any serious (crack, actual thickness less than
critical thickness) failure, repair of primary
reheater element, cleaning and Inspect (in-situ
metallography, UT-Thickness) periodically.
Leak-test, control, periodically feed water
quality within standard, control periodically
operation parameter (pressure and temperature)
within standard

5

08. Boiler System / 085.
Pressure System / 0854.
Super Heater System

085410. Boiler
pressurized second
superheater

231

76.368

1764.11

6

08. Boiler System / 085.
Pressure System / 0855.
Reheater System

08552. Primary
reheater inlet header

240

68.954

1654.89

7

08. Boiler System / 085.
Pressure System / 0855.
Reheater System

08554. Finishing
reheater element

240

68.952

1654.84

8

08. Boiler System / 085.
Pressure System / 0855.
Reheater System

08551. Primary
reheater element

240

68.938

1654.50

9

02 COOLING
SYSTEM/022. Main cooling
water system pump/0221.
Main cooling circulating
water pump no.5/6/ 02211.
pump

022112. Shaft of
main cooling
circulating water
pump

732

22.217

1626.25

Water intake path way cleaning and inspect,
Overhaul of Traveling water screen, Replace
shaft with new one, Add cathode protection

10

10. Generator system/103.
Rotor

1012. copper
conductor

204

78.317

1597.68

Inspect mechanical generator parts (bearing
clearance, alignment), Visual inspection of rotor
winding by boroscope

Considering the thermal power plant operating one year or 8760 hours and using parameters of
the reliability and maintainability probability distribution is found the average of availability for the
thermal power plant within 2008 to 2012 is 76.95% and this performance is lower availability than
the value presented in the NERC. The maintenance policy performed in the present study is called
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FDT that consists of the preventive and predictive maintenance tasks. Management has
implemented the recommendation of maintenance improvement to increasing the thermal power
plant availability since 2012.
Availability is a performance indicator dependent on reliability and maintainability. The
availability will increase if the reliability increases and/or the maintainability increase.
Quantitatively, the average increase in the availability of after FDT implemented since 2012 until
now 92.59% (January 2013–May 2015). This means FDT applied can reduce unplanned
maintenance activities and further increase the availability of the system.
Summary
In this paper we proposed a new methodological maintenance development for a complex
system with high production loss such as thermal power plant with high capacity output. Such a
system, availability will become the most important factor that will be concerned by top
management. The method developed is used to increase the system overall availability. This method
has considered maintenance based of reliability, risk and condition in which these three
maintenance basis have not been considered in an integrated manner. The integration of these three
maintenance basis is expected to increase the availability of better than previous methods.
The proposed method has a new rule of the determining critical components based on FMEA,
FTA and risk analysis. Analysis performed yields MPI for action and maintenance planning, is
called FDT. MPI also is used to prepare the procedure of condition monitoring for critical
components. Integration between FDT and condition monitoring yields an integrated maintenance
program that increases the availability of system.
The method developed has been applied to the case of a thermal power plant with an output
capacity of 200 MW. Availability analysis is done to determine the effectiveness of an integrated
maintenance program. Application of this method follows the maintenance cycle that has been run
on the system in the present. From the comparison of performance between before and after
implementation of the proposed maintenance program found increased availability. Thus, this
method can improve the system performance especially the availability of the thermal power plant
system.
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Abstract. Energy projection has widely been frequently used; Indonesia has three scenarios as
energy achievement security in 2025. One way to determine the level of optimistic of targets to be
achieved, can be done through the projection using trend analysis method with polynomial
equation. This research is projection of the primary energy include Renewable energy sources
(RNE), coal, oil and gas in 2017, and compare the result with three scenario of Indonesia's energy
policy strategy called Business as Usual as BAU, Visi 25/25 and PERPRES N0 05/2006. The
projection is packaged in application Energy Information System (EIS) web-based. Based on
energy consumption data, is it has optimistic trend to meet the target in 2017 and of which the three
of scenario might be achieved in 2017. The conclusion of this study is from the three scenarios
above national energy policy, energy growth projection in 2017 showed that the scenario
PERPRES-No-05/2006 is more likely to be achieved than Visi-25/25 scenario. it according to
analysis, the difference between the conditions as-is and to-be conditions was 2.8% for RNE, -3.1%
to -3.9% for oil, to 3.4% to 5.4% for coal and -4.4% to -5.4% for gas, while the scenario Vision-25 /
25 is relatively more difficult to achieve, especially on effort to increasing the role of RNE and a
decrease in the role of oil. Web-based EIS application can perform the projection process and the
consumption of primary energy supply by 2025 with graphs and tabular display.
Introduction
Indonesia has the direction of the national energy policy that has been announced by the
government as a target for energy security in 2025 by making some energy growth scenarios. This
scenario will determine the policies that need to be done to achieve the planned energy security.
Indonesia's energy needs in 2010 was 1176 million Barrels of Oil Equivalent (BOE), consisting of
47% oil, 24% gas, 24% coal and NRE 5% [1, 19]
The growth of energy consumption in Indonesia for more than 50% from 2000 to 2010, despite
Indonesia's economic growth per capita in 2013 was $3,556 or 6.02% [2, 3]. This is certainly a
special attention in the observed trend of energy, both in terms of supply and consumption.
Projection energy for the purposes of resilience energy will be critical for the purposes social
development economic [4, 5]. Generally, there are five major groups of forecasting methods
commonly used. The fifth method is as follows. Statistical Sampling Method, Extrapolation
Methods, Methods Sector, Joint Method [6],
Energy projection is often used to determine the condition of the future, but the need for
matching against three energy scenarios. Whether the existing trend towards scenario Business As
Usual (BAU), PERPRES No. 05/2006, or 25/25 vision, so the optimistic and pessimistic condition
can be known. Projected energy is calculated from the amount of energy usage activity [7], while
the electrical energy conservation scenarios can reduce electricity demand by 20% [8]. Attempts to
determine the achievement of energy security in 2025 based on the balance of the previous energy
usage data can be done one of which is by the projection [9] with trend analysis method and
polynomial equation of second to fourth order, will give a clear picture of the projection
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Projected energy on application Energy Information System (EIS) provides a good look at the
report in tabular form, graphs and following also simulated, so that it can be said the EIS is a tool
for executives in making decisions about energy [10]. Fischer. C and Herrnstadt in 2008 researching
potential systematic errors in the Energy Information Administration (EIA) Annual widely used.
Fischer found several errors in the data projected total energy needs of an average of 2% per annum
for one to five year projection [11]. Energy projection can use special applications such as LEAP
[12]. Projected energy can also adopt the behavior of neural networks utilizing Multiresolution
Analysis (MRA), the results of this study stated MRA is applied to the neural network is better than
when applied to a statistical linear autoregressive model [13].
Indonesian Energy stategy Plan
Fig. 1a. shows the prediction according to some scenarios that were subjected to the
government in 2025. Such scenarios include the BAU (Business As Usual) scenario PERPRES No.
05/2006 and scenario Visi 25/25. BAU scenario targets is by 2025 primary energy demand is 3298
million BOE, with a contribution of 41.7% of oil, gas 20.6%, coal 34.6% and renewable energy
(NRE) only 3.1% Scenario PERPRES No.05/2006 targets is by 2025 primary energy demand is
3200 million BOE, the energy contribution of petroleum 20%, energy 30% natural gas, 33% coal,
renewable energy and NRE is 17%. Scenario Vision 25/25 targets is by 2025 primary energy
demand is 2785 million BOE, with the contribution of oil 23%, coal 32% and 20% gas and NRE
25%.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) The direction of the national energy policy [14]; (b) Energi information system arcitecture
(EIS) [16]

“Energy Information Systems (EIS) refer to software, data acquisition hardware, and
communication systems that provide energy information to commercial building energy managers,
facility managers, financial managers and electric utilities” [15]. EIS is broadly defined as the
application performance monitoring, data acquisition hardware, and communication systems to
store, analyze and display the energy data, the EIS provides information about the energy that can
be used for commercial purposes [16].
Fig. 1b. Energy information system architecture (EIS) on a hierarchically divided into three
levels, namely data acquisition and control, storage and analysis of data appearance features EIS.
EIS consists of the following sections: [16]
1. Facility End-Use Meter and Control System
2. Facility or third-party Data Center
3. EIS Web Interface and Client Access
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EIS technology can be distinguished according to its objectives, as follows; EEM (Enterprise
Energy Management), IMDS (Information Monitoring Diagnostic System), GEM net (GSA Energy
and Maintenance Network), Vykon Energy Suite, and WIZEM Technology [10].
Integrated energy planning through the stages, it is begun the understanding of economic
conditions, demographic, technological and reserves existing or potential energy [17]. The
following Integrated energy planning can be understood through Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Diagram of integrated energy planning [17]

Trend analysis metode, according to Suptranto [18], trend analysis is the analysis used to
observe the tendency of data throughout a fairly long period of time. Several methods can be used
to model the trend, including the linear model, quadratic model, Exponential Growth Model and the
model S-Curve Model.
To use trend analysis, there are several requirements that must be met, they are:
a. The data has a relatively constant trend value
b. The data do not contain elements owned seasonal
c. Data is not used to predict in a fairly long period of time
Polynomial regression is a regression to an independent variable as a factor to rank sequences.
Forms function is as follows.
(1)
(2)
(3)
Using Eqs. 1, 2, and 3 can produce a matrix form as shown below.

Where the matrix Y obtained from equation (2), and matrix 'a' is the coefficient matrix. The
results of this matrix is a system of linear equations that can be solved numerically.
The end result of the matrix Y can be any non-linear regression equation quadratic as follows.
Y= a + bX + cX2
(5)
Y=a+bX+cX2 +dX3

(6)
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Y= a+bX+cX2 +dX3 +eX4

(7)

Research Result
EIS design. The design of the EIS in this study, starting with making a general architecture below.
.

Fig. 3. EIS architecture design
EIS applications using web technologies in which the basic data obtained from the Ministry of
Energy and Mineral Resources. Data arrange from 2000 to 2010, as Tabel. I. The server is used to
process the database, and then displayed in the web technologies, so that visitors and executives can
see the projection, with different access rights.
Basic data on energy supply in 2000-2010.
Table 1. Data of supply and energy consumption (Million Boe) [19: 2-22]

1)

. Final Energy and Primary Energy which are calculated is commercial energy
(excluded biomass)
2)
. Excluding biomass

From data supply in Tabel 1 with question (4), can formed projection equation for energy
supply in 2017, with polynomial approach as showed below:
Y(x) = -72575390667 + 36649253.2X
Y(x2) = 7931446853632- 7947432608(x)-991043(x2)
Y(x3) = 32441092217311-44619083534 (x) + 20280550 (x2) + 3040.54642 (x3)
Y(x4) = 32443679320890-44622531293(x)+ 20281847(x2) - 3040.551(x3)-0.0000525 (x4)

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
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In the EIS application by using Eqs. 2 and 4, based on the basic data in Table 1, the obtained
equation projections for energy supply in 2017 was 1,300 million BOE on a linear projection and
1,600 million BOE in order polynomial projection of the 2nd and 4th order as in Fig. 4a, while the
projections for consumption in 2017 was 800 million BOE in the linear regression equation and
1,100 million BOE in projection polynomial degree 2 and 4 as shown in Fig. 4b.
From the comparison of the two graphs, it appears that the trend of supply is greater than the
energy consumption trends with a difference of 500 million BOE. So it can be concluded that the
energy consumption in 2017 can still be meet.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Projection of energy supply in 2017; and (b) Energy consumption projection in 2017

Through simulation EIS, the comparison the role of the energy source mix trend, based on three
scenario above, with the trend of projections based on polynomial equations as Fig. 5a. The result
of projection for 2017 showed, that from the three of national energy scenarios policy, energy
growth projection in 2017 showed that the scenario of PERPRES-No-05/2006 is more likely to be
achieved than Visi-25/25 scenario and especially for NRE is seem hard to reach, as showed in Fig.
5a below.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. (a) Simulation of the trend role of the energy recource in 2017 base on energy target scenario
policy; (b) Simulation of the trend role of the energy mix type in 2017 base on data in Tabel 1.
Summary
EIS with Web technology gives the interactive projection data, tabular form and graphic form.
EIS showed that projection for energy mix in 2017 is in sufficient condition to supply, however the
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role of each energy resource in 2017 as Fig. 5b, does not meet to role of target of scenario policy in
Fig. 5a. Energy growth projection in 2017 showed that the scenario PERPRES-No-05/2006 is more
likely to be achieved than Visi-25/25 scenario, that mind the government need to more effort to
balancing by increase the NRE contribution and decrease using oli and gas. Population data and
economic growth data need involved in next research to more accurate result. Variation projection
method need considered to this research.
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Abstract. In the future, the greater of the consumption energy, the use of diverse energy sources
can not be avoided. Therefore, assessment of the various sources of energy technologies continue to
be developed. Photovoltaic technologies that convert solar energy directly into electrical energy
using semiconductor devices is called solar cells. Solar energy apart easily obtained from natural,
environmentally friendly too which does not produce CO 2 emissions to become a mainstay in the
world of technology. The problem is how to use solar panels to get optimal production of electrical
energy as solar panels are generally placed at a certain position without change. The design of this
solar cells, built at roof over an area of 50 m2 has a power output of 6 kWp with the installation of
solar panels with a slope of 6 degrees which can produce electrical energy about 10,006.7 kWh per
year. It is connected to the grid (grid connected) without battery. For the manufacture of solar
investment of Rp 445,453,328 where the investment already include the cost of maintenance and
life cycle costs over 25 years.
Introduction
Indonesia has very good conditions for the development of photovoltaic solar power systems
due mainly to the high mean daily radiation and the high number of sunny days in most parts of the
country. For this reason, the government and companies working in the sector are developing
policies and investing in photovoltaic solar power systems. One of the best features of rooftop solar
PV systems is that they can be permitted and installed faster than other types of renewable power
plants. They are clean, quiet, and visually unobtrusive.
The problem is how to use solar panels to obtain optimal power output. The solar panels are
generally placed at a certain position with no change (Pruit, 2001), for example, solar panels faced
upwards. By positioning the panel facing upward and if the panel considered that the object has a
flat surface, the panel will receive maximum solar radiation when the sun is perpendicular to the
second panel area. By the time the sun is not perpendicular to the plane makes an angle θ panel or
the panel will receive less radiation by a factor of cos q. By decreasing the radiation received by the
panel will obviously reduce the electrical energy released by the panel. In fact, this energy can be
reduced by half if θ = 60o. Therefore, the need for setting the direction of the solar cell panel that is
always perpendicular to the direction of the sun. Setting the direction of the solar cell panel is less
effective if done manually by humans.
Components of Solar PV System
Solar PV system includes different components depended on your system type, site location
and applications. The major components for solar PV system are solar charge controller, inverter,
battery bank, auxiliary energy sources and loads (appliances).
Solar PV module. It is an assembly of photovoltaic (PV) cells, also known as solar cells. To
achieve a required voltage and current, a group of PV modules (also called PV panels) are wired
into large array that called PV array. A PV module is the essential component of any PV system
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that converts sunlight directly into direct current (DC) electricity. PV modules can be wired
together in series and/or parallel to deliver voltage and current in a particular system requires.
Solar charge controller. It is charge controller that is used in the solar application and also called
solar battery charger. Its function is to regulate the voltage and current from the solar arrays to the
battery in order to prevent overcharging and also over discharging. There are many technologies
have been included into the design of solar charge controller. For example, MPPT charge controller
included maximum power point tracking algorithm to optimize the production of PV cell or
module. Solar charge controller – regulates the voltage and current coming from the PV panels
going to battery and prevents battery overcharging and prolongs the battery life.
Inverter. Inverter converts DC output of PV panels or wind turbine into a clean AC current for AC
appliances or fed back into grid line. Inverter is a critical component used in any PV system where
Alternative Current (AC) power output is needed. It converts Direct Current (DC) power output
from the solar arrays or wind turbine into clean AC electricity for AC appliances. Inverter can be
used in many applications. In PV or solar applications, inverter may also be called solar inverter. To
improve the quality of inverter's power output, many topologies are incorporated in its design such
as Pulse-width modulation is used in PWM inverter.
Battery. In stand-alone photovoltaic system, the electrical energy produced by the PV array cannot
always be used when it is produced because the demand for energy does not always coincide with
its production. Electrical storage batteries are commonly used in PV system. The primary functions
of a storage battery in a PV system are:
1. Energy Storage Capacity and Autonomy: to store electrical energy when it is produced by the
PV array and to supply energy to electrical loads as needed or on demand.
2. Voltage and Current Stabilization: to supply power to electrical loads at stable voltages and
currents, by suppressing or smoothing out transients that may occur in PV system. Supply
Surge Currents: to supply surge or high peak operating currents to electrical loads or
appliances.
DC-DC converter. DC-DC converters are power electronic circuits that convert a DC voltage to a
different DC voltage level, often providing a regulated output. The key ingredient of MPPT
hardware is a switch-mode DC-DC converter. It is widely used in DC power supplies and DC
motor drives for the purpose of converting unregulated DC input into a controlled DC output at a
desired voltage level. MPPT uses the same converter for a different purpose, regulating the input
voltage at the PV MPP and providing load matching for the maximum power transfer. There are a
number of different topologies for DCDC converters.
Load. Load is electrical appliances that connected to solar PV system such as lights, radio, TV,
computer, refrigerator, etc.
Calculation of Design Solar PV Power Plant
Design of solar PV power plant. Based on the geographic location of STT-PLN 6o11 LS 104o49
BT, the angle of incidence of solar radiation the sun with low (21 December) is 60.3o (source
www.satellite-calculations.com).
Calculation of power generated. Roof of the building of STT-PLN has assumed 50 m2 will be
used for a solar panels to supply power, then to calculate the solar generated power (Watt Peak) can
be calculated using the following formula:
P Watt Peak = Area array × PSI × η PV

(1)

With the array area is 50 m2, Peak Sun Insolation (PSI) is 1000 W/m2 and solar panel
efficiency is 17% for using solar panels type monocrystal having an efficiency of 15%-17% at a
temperature of 25oC then:
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P Watt Peak = 50 m2 × 1000 W/m2 × 0.17 = 8.750 Wp
Determining solar PV power plant system. Solar PV Power Plant which will be built on the roof
of the building STT-PLN planned to supply electrical energy STT-PLN building within a span of
07.00 a.m until 04.00 p.m. Under these conditions, in this study the solar system to be built is a
solar system that is connected to the unit, the merger is done on the consumer side (after kWh
meters). Fig. 1 shows the wiring diagram of solar power generating systems to be built on the roof
of the building STT-PLN. Systems connected to the electricity network, consisting of component
arrays of solar panels and inverters.

Fig. 1. Wiring diagram solar PV power plant system

Calculating total solar panels. Specifications solar panels used are:
Table 1. Specifications of solar panels
Model
Power
Peak Voltage
Peak Current
Open Circuit Voltage
Short Circuit Current
Compaint Size
Weight
Solar Cell Efficiency
Solar Cells
Number of Cells

SFM 130
130 W
34.56 V
3.77 A
42 V
3.92 A
1076×806×35 mm
8 kg
17%
125×83.3
72 pcs

The solar panels used are the type of monocrystal solar panel. The solar panel has a maximum
output power (P m ) of 130 Wp per panel. So based on these specifications, the number of solar
panels required for solar to be built can be calculated by using the following formula:
Number of Solar Panels =

(2)

=
= 67.30
≈ 68 Solar Panels
However, because of the preparation of the array with the number of solar panels by 68 panels
that hard to do, then the number of solar panels to construct the array will be converted into 64
panels. So that the peak output solar power plant be built with the number of solar panels 64 panels
is equal to:
P watt peak = P max × Number of solar panels
P watt peak = 130 W × 64 = 8.320 Watt peak

(3)

And the value of P watt peak are 8.320 Watts, require extensive array area:
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Area Solar PV Power Plant =
=

(4)
= 48.94 m2

From the panel of 64 panels that make up the circuit panel 4 series (string) which is connected
in parallel with the first series consists of 16 panels are connected in series.
Solar panels are used as a reference is the solar panel to the specifications V m = 34.56 V, I m =
3.77 A and P m = 130 W per panel (specifications can be seen in Table 1). With these specifications,
the large V m , I m , and P m in the array can be calculated as follows: V m array is 34.56×16 = 552.96
V, I m array is 3.77 A × 4 = 15.08 A and P m array is 522.96 V × 15.08 = 8,338.63 Watt.
Calculation of capacity inverter. In the selection of inverters, pursued his capacity approaching
capacity serviced power/load. This is so the efficiency of the inverter becomes maximum. Solar
array which will be built on the roof of the building STT-PLN has P m at 8,320 Watt solar panels. In
this system uses a centralized three-phase inverter configuration (central inverter).
Table 2. Technical data inverter SMC SMC 8000TL
Technical Data SMC 8000TL
Input Values
Output Values
Pdc max
8250 W
Vac nom
230 V
Vdc max
700 V
fac nom
50/60 Hz
Vdc Mpp
333-500 V
Pac nom
8000 W
Idc max
25 A
Iac max
35 A
Source : SMA, 2011

By considering the losses in the system where the loss occurred solar panels, inverters and
solar panel installations that include losses due to radiation levels of 2.5%, the losses due to the
panel temperature of 16.3%, the losses due to the quality of the panel 1.6%, unfortunate-loss due to
mismatch of 2%, the losses due to wiring 1.2%, the losses at 3.5%, the inverter output power that
can be generated system are:
Losses = Output Power panel × 27.1% = 8320 Watt × 27.1% = 2,254.72 Watt
So the output power of the system is:
P Out = Total Power panels installed - (Losses) = 8,320 Watt – 2,254.72 Watt = 6,065.28 Watt peak
Solar Panel Installation
Support rack. Solar Panel which will be built on the roof of the building STT-PLN planned
consists of 4 arrays. Where the installation of one array consists of 16 panels which will be divided
into two parts rack buffer, with one rack buffer will consist of 8 panels as shown below. Buffer rack
is made of steel UNP size of 80.40, size angle iron of 50.50.5, and iron plate size of 150×150 with a
thickness of 10 mm.
Preparation of panel. Preparation of solar panels on the rack support is very important to avoid
shading by constructing solar panels horizontally (landscape). A large number of rows in the
preparation of 2-5 rows of solar panels due consideration of the factors of wind and shadow. So the
length and width of a buffer shelf with 2 rows of solar panels are as follows:
P array
L array

= (N × P panel ) + (N-1) × C
= (R × L panel ) + (R-1) × C

(5)
(6)

If the above formula is converted to the data obtained in the above then:
P array
= (8 × 1.076m) + (8-1) × 0.02 m = 8.748 m
L array
= (2 × 0.806m) + (2-1) × 0.02 m = 1.632 m
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Installation of distance between array solar panel. To avoid shadow effects that can be caused
by the panel, then the installation of the array should be spaced. The distance between the array can
be calculated by :
d=W×

(7)

= 1.632 ×

= 1.72 m

Solar panels installed on the roof of the building STT-PLN facing north because of the
geographical location of the building STT-PLN is in the southern hemisphere with a slope of panels
6o (Foster et al., 2010) that the power output can be maximized throughout the year. The number of
arrays that will be built on the roof of the building STT-PLN by 4 array with the number of panels
per array 16 and the minimum distance of 1.72 m each array.
Analysis of cost solar PV power plant. The cost of solar energy is different from the energy costs
for conventional plants. This is because the cost of solar energy is influenced by the high initial
investment costs with the costs of maintenance and low operating.
Cost of investment. Initial investment costs for solar to be built on the roof of the building STTPLN includes costs such as costs for solar components, the cost of solar panels and shelves buffer
solar installation costs. The totally cost for this Solar PV Power Plant components consist of fees
for the purchase of solar panels and inverters: Rp 410,845,000.
Cost of maintenance and operations. Maintenance and operational costs per year for generally
accounted for 1-2% of the total cost of investment (Lazou and Papatsoris, 2000; Abdel-Ghani,
2008). As for the cost of maintenance and operations (M) per year for solar to be constructed as
follows:
M = 1% × investment cost
= 0.01 × Rp 410,845,000 = Rp 4,108,450/year

(8)

Calculation of Life Cycle Costs
Life Cycle Cost which will be built on top of the building STT-PLN, determined by the present
value of the current of the total cost of solar systems consisting of initial investment costs (C) and
long-term costs for maintenance and operational (M PW ). So that the life cycle costs in this study can
be calculated with the following formula:
L CC = C + M PW

(9)

Solar PV Power Plant on this research, it is assumed to operate for 25 years. The amount of the
discount rate (i) that is used to calculate the present value in this study was 11%. The determination
of the discount rate refers to the interest rate bank loans as of June 2011, is an average of 10.77%
(Vibiznews, 2011). Large current value (present value) for the maintenance and operational costs
(M PW ) PLTS during the project life of 25 years with a discount rate of 11% is calculated by the
following formula:
P

(10)

=M

M PW (A 11%, 20 ) = Rp 4,108,450
= Rp 4,108,450

= Rp 34,608,328

Based on the initial investment cost (C) and the calculation of the M PW life cycle costs for solar
to be built during the project life of 25 years is:
L CC = C + M PW = Rp 410,845,000 + Rp 34,608,328 = Rp 445,453,328
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Calculating kWh solar production. Based on the radiation data for the Jakarta area, the annual
energy that can be produced Solar PV Power Plant are:
Energy = maximum output power system × daily radiation × 365
= 6,078.86 Wp × 4.51 kWh/m2/day × 365 ≈ 10,006.76 kWh/year
Proceeds from sale of electricity:
= 10,006.76 kWh/year × 25 year × Rp 3,000/kWh = Rp 750,507,000**
**

assumed price of solar electricity $ 0.25/kWh with exchange rate of $ 1 = Rp 12,000.

Conclusion
1. The optimal design of solar power plant can be done on the roof at STT-PLN’s building
2. The solar cells used in photovoltaic plants convert sunlight directly into electrical energy.
Planning large facilities is a very complex process, however. This causes a problem, however,
because increasing the distance between modules means fewer installed modules and thus less
overall output. Planning engineers therefore have to make technical and economic compromises
for a large number of parameters, while still meeting customer requirements regarding aspects
such as minimum output or cost limits.
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Abstract. In this paper, a wireless power transmission (WPT) using resonant magnetic coupling for
mobile phone charger is presented. Solar energy was used as the energy source to address the
scarcity of non-renewable energy sources and tackles the constraints of wired charging technology
such as lack of universal electrical standard, untidiness and inconvenience of wires and wires' wear
and tear. The system includes PV panels and battery, oscillator, transmitting coil and receiving coil
and rectifier. Proteus 8.1 was used to simulate before implementing in the hardware. The resonant
magnetic coupling resonated at 800 kHz ± 10 kHz. The maximum distance to charge a mobile
phone was 4 cm at 3.7 V. The future research includes the study of efficiency, coil design, system
with multiple loads.
Introduction
Wireless Power Transmission (WPT) has increasingly popular in research and development in
recent times. It is one of the appealing feature in the mobile application like smart phones [1]. As a
result, it changes the conventional way of consumer recharges their gadget where they required an
appropriate wall plug and compatible charging cable.
The concept of WPT initiated when Nikola Tesla investigated and experimented using a high
frequency resonated transmitter to powered a light bulb in a distance without physical medium [25]. He implemented two fundamental law of electromagnetism; Ampere Law which stated a current
passes through a closed loop coil, magnetic fields will be generated around the coil and Faraday's
Law described the magnetic field induces voltage [6].
The present challenge of WPT is efficiency between transmitter and receiver and how far
power can transmit efficiently. A team in Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Professor
Marin Soljačić and his team developed a prototype that transmits power wirelessly at a middle
range distance, (d > 1 meters) to power a 60W light bulb [7]. Their objectives are to increase the
distance of transmit and the efficiency. The working principle of their prototype is to utilize a
resonant coupled coil in magnetic induction, or called magnetic resonant coupling [7]. Many of the
research also used this method and proven it is a more efficient way to transfer power wirelessly [4,
8-17].
Soaring amount of electronics sold each year has proven our dependency to these devices and
this has escalated the energy demand in our daily life. The energy consumed are largely generated
by the conventional energy source such as coal or gas. Consequently, it leads to a rise in carbon
footprint and also the dependency to coal or gas. To reduce the dependency of typical energy
source, alternative energy source is often sought-after and solar energy is proven more sustainable
compared to other renewable energies as solar energy is abundance and readily available in
Malaysia .
In this paper, we have proposed solar based wireless charging system. A solar based wireless
charging system is exceptionally convenience, simplify workstation cables, easy-to-use, eliminates
cable and its maintenance. Besides that, it could potentially transform the plug standard by
eliminate the use of dissimilar wall plug and replace it by transmitter coil in the wall [18]. In
addition, it could also unify the power standard such as 220 V, 50 Hz or 110 V, 60 Hz by replacing
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it to a self-sustainable solar power in a residential home [19, 20]. Thus, the system is environmental
friendly and able to meet the energy demand.
The solar based wireless charging system has a transmitter and a receiver. The transmitter
includes solar photovoltaic (PV) module, a power supply unit and an oscillator. On the other hand,
the receiver has a rectifier.
The system design and specification will be discussed in section II. The result and the
discussion will be analyzed in section III. The project will be concluded in section IV.
Methodology
Block diagram. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the system where it consists of two separated
parts; transmitter and receiver. In the transmitter parts, in consists of power supply unit, an
oscillator and transmitter coil.
Tx. Rx.
Coil Coil
Solar
Energy

Power Supply
Unit

Oscillator

Transmitter

Rectifier

Load

Receiver

Fig. 1. The block diagram of solar wireless charging system

On the other hand, the receiver consists of receiver coil and rectifier.
Power Supply Unit. Fig. 2 displays the circuit diagram of the transmitter. The solar energy is
collected by the solar photovoltaic (PV) module where solar energy is converted into electricity.
The electrical charges are stored in the battery in the case of the sunlight is not available. The direct
current (DC) source is supplied into the system and regulated two voltage levels through voltage
regulators.

Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of power supply unit

Transmitter. The oscillator shown in Fig. 3 consists of a precision timer, 555, and half-H Driver,
L293d. The timer is operated in a stable mode operation where it produces a series of High and Low
square pulses with a certain frequency. The half-H driver is a driver for the transmitter coil, T x . coil.
The driver then amplified the square wave into a higher voltage output depending on the voltage
level supplied into pin 8. The capacitor, C 8 is the resonant capacitor to produce the resonant
frequency, f which is shown in Eq. 1. The resonant frequency is 800 kHz as the test frequency in the
work.
f = 1

2π LC

(1)

where f is the resonant frequency, L is the inductance, and C is the resonant capacitance.
Receiver. The function of rectifier is to converts AC signals to DC signals. The DC signals is
regulated to the suitable voltage level for mobile charging. Fig. 4 shows the circuit diagram for
rectifier. The AC signals from the receiver coil of the WPT system is fed into the bridge rectifier
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and produces DC signals to the voltage regulator which limits the voltage to a desired voltage level.
The output of the voltage regulator is then fed into the load. The effect of the capacitor is to reduce
the voltage ripples.

Fig. 3. The Schematic Diagram of Transmitter

Fig. 4. The Schematic Diagram of Receiver

Coil. The design of the coil is based on Neumann's equation [21]. The equation is described as
following.
  8R  
L = N 2 Rµ 0 ln
 − 2
  a  

(2)

where N is the number of turns, R is the radius of the coil, μ 0 is the permeability constant and a is
the radius of the conductor.
Eq. 2 provides the parameter of the coil design for T x . Coil and R x . Coil where it correlates
with the inductance in Eq. 1. The type of the circular shaped coil used is enameled copper wire.
Result and Discussion
The project is simulated using Proteus 8.1. Fig. 5 shows the schematic diagram of the
oscillator in proteus. The parameters was carefully selected to reach the resonant frequency of 800
kHz then amplified with H-Bridge, L293d. Fig. 6 shows the output of the timer in blue and the
amplified output of the H-Bridge in Green. The Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b show the output the oscillator
and the output of the H-Bridge in practical testing.

Fig. 5. Proteus simulation of the transmitter circuit

Fig. 6. Simulated result of the 555 timer output
and L293d output

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Experimental result: (a) the oscillator output; (b) the H-bridge output
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Fig. 8. Graph of voltage (V) & current (mA) against distance (cm)

Fig. 8 shows the results voltage and current measured against distance. The measurements are
collected at the receiver. The Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the graphs of voltage, current and power
against distance.

Fig. 9. Graph of power (mW) against distance (cm)

From the Fig. 9, the WPT system appears to be working well at distance less than 6 cm,
achieving the minimum voltage, 3.7 V to charge a mobile application. The voltage decays
exponentially as the distance increased because the magnetic field strength correlates how far the
distance can charge a phone. It decreased as the distance increased. The current decays
exponentially as well as the distance increased. This is also correlates to the magnetic field strength.
The power measured highest, 194 mW at 0 cm, where the current is highest. The power continues
to decrease as the distance increase. This is due to low current supplied from the source. This limits
the distance of the WPT system. This is because to generate a strong and wide magnetic field, a
greater current is needed because magnetic field strength is associated with current.
Several improvements can be made to improve the performance of the system. First, increase
the input power can improve the power received by receiver side and the distance as current is
correlated with magnetic field. Besides that, a current amplifier could increases the performance at
the receiver side. In addition, a redesign coil can amplify the electromagnetic force at the receiver
side according to Faraday's Law of Magnetic Induction.
Significance of work
The targeted application of this project is mobile phone. However, the project's application can
be extended to any mobile application such as tablets, laptops, cameras, etc. Furthermore, it can
also apply to home appliances such as televisions, printers, cook top, etc, where a larger scale
system is required. In future application, this can be a system for electric vehicle (EV) charging
station where the cost of electricity for the EV can be reduced.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, this research on wireless power transmission using PV module has been
investigated and interpreted comprehensively through prototype demonstration and
experimentation. The theoretical study and experiment result have proved the energy transmission
is viable using resonance magnetic coupling and will excite more applications in the future.
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Abstract. The Application of Feeds in Tariff in several countries showed growth in the use of
renewable energy is very large. Indonesia as a country that has the potential of renewable energy to
be able to utilize the enormous potential. In order to achieve the planned Energy mix
implementation of FIT has been done, but it is still considered that the prices given are still not meet
the economic value that investors are less interesting. Comparison and application of FIT policies in
several countries for different technologies are analyzed. Found that some countries have applied
different rates on the same technology based on size and location. Indonesia as an archipelago and
has different characteristics of each region is considered necessary to impose tariffs of renewable
energy generation by technology type, size, and location. Investor favorable rates without harming
the electricity utility (PLN) will encourage new and renewable energy in the energy mix in
Indonesia.
Introduction
Until the end of 2013, Indonesia's electrification ratio was only about 78.06% [1]. This is due
to the lack of power that can meet the electricity needs. The high cost of fuel into one of the
obstacles that cause electricity to be expensive. There are many locations, especially in remote
areas, which have no access to a reliable power supply. This situation mainly is due to the
geographical conditions of the areas, which make it uneconomic to build any connection to the
existing power grid lines.
Indonesia as a tropical regions have natural resources that can be used as a source of renewable
energy, such as water, solar, wind, geothermal, etc. Indonesia is home to 40 percent of the world’s
known geothermal resource and offers opportunities in wind, solar, biomass, and hydropower. By
2025, Indonesia aims to install 6.7 gigawatts (GW) of new renewable energy capacity by increasing
the proportion of renewables from 7 percent to 15 percent of total energy production.
Feed-in tariffs are the most widely used method to stimulate rapid development of RES and are
currently implemented in 63 countries and regions worldwide [2-4]. In many countries,
technologies covered by the FiT programs include those accessing wind, solar, geothermal heat,
hydropower, tidal power, and biomass, with the latter category including production of biofuels as
well as recovery of landfill gas and biogas from wastewater treatment and agricultural operations.
Germany is the leader in renewable energies given 10% market share of renewable in 2008
(with estimated forecasts of 20% in 2020). This country has the first position in terms of installed
capacity in wind energy and the second position in photovoltaic solar energy. The success of the
establishment of renewable energies in Germany has been given, in great extent, by the
development of a legal and political framework that allowed for the introduction of pioneering
policies in renewable energy (such as the Renewable Energy Act or the Renewable Energies Heat
Act) [5].
The countries of Southeast Asian, the nearest countries from Indonesia, have enacted feed-in
tariff to stimulate the growth of renewable energy in their country differ according to the conditions
and characteristics of each country. To stimulate the growth of renewable energy plants, Indonesia
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enacted incentives for investors in the electric field in the form of feed-in tariffs (FiT).
The successful implementation FiT in some countries is expected can be an example for
Indonesia so that the application FiT in Indonesia is expected to increase capacity of renewable
energy in Indonesia’s energy mix. In Indonesia, technologies covered by FiT just hydropower,
biomass, solar, and geothermal.
Renewable Energy in Indonesia
Potential of renewable energy sources (RES) in Indonesia. Indonesia is a tropical country that
passed the equator. Indonesia has abundant natural resources, such as the sun shines almost all year
round, which provides a cluster of volcanic geothermal sources, rivers and water sources that could
be used as a driver of producing electrical energy. Wind can also be used in some places as a
producer of electrical energy. The potential of renewable sources is shown in the Table 1.
Tabel 1. Potential of renewable energy in Indonesia [6]
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Energy resources
Geothermal
Hydro
Mini-micro hydro
Biomass
Solar energy
Wind energy
Uranium
Coal bed methne
Shale gas

Potential
16,502 MW (Reserve)
75,000 MW (Resource)
769.7 MW (Resource)
13,662 MWe (Reserve)
4.80 kWh/m2/day
3-6 m/s
3000 MW
453 TSCF (Resource)
574 TSCF (Resource)

Installed capacity
1,341 MW (Until May 2013)
7,059 MW
512 MW
1,364 Mwe; 75.5 Mwe (on grid)
42.78 MW
1.33 MW
30 MW

Renewable energy market in Indonesia. Today, renewable energy accounts for a small but
growing portion of Indonesia’s electricity portfolio. Most renewable energy comes from the
hydropower and geothermal industries, but growth in other sectors is likely. Presidential Decree No.
5/2006 mandates an increase in renewable energy production from 7 percent to 15 percent of
generating capacity by 2025. To accomplish that goal, 6.7 GW of new renewable energy capacity
must be installed in the next 15 years based on current growth projections. Geothermal and biomass
have been slated for the most growth, but opportunities exist in every renewable energy technology.
Indonesia is endowed with substantial resources of RES, but it has not been widely used. RES
makes up a very small share of the country’s total installed capacity of more than 25,000 MW of
electricity. To accelerate the use of RES, the Goverment of Indonesia has issued the Presidential
Regulation No. 5/2006 regarding the national energy policy. In addition, the government also issued
the Presidential Instructions No. 1/2006 and No. 2/2006 on provision and implementation of the
bio-fuel and liquefied coal respectively.
In late December 2013, the total installed capacity and the number of units PLN reached
34,206 MW and 4,925 units, with 26,768 MW (78.26%) were in Java. The total installed capacity
increased by 3.96% compared with the end of December 2012 [1]. Percentage of installed capacity
per plant types as follows: 15,554 MW steam power plant (45.47%), 8814 MW (25.77%) combine
steam and gas power plant, 2,848 MW (8.33%) diesel power plant, 3,520 MW (10.29%)
hydropower, 2,894 MW (8.46%) gas power plant, 568 MW (1.67%) geothermal power plant, and
8.37 MW (0.02%) solar and wind power plant.
RES utilization in Indonesia is still very small. To meet its target of RES generating in 2022,
the government has set an annual target of RES generating for each renewable source of energy has
been targeted as shown in Table 2.
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Tabel 2. Target of renewable energy plant small capacity in Indonesia [7]
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

RES Power Plant
Micro-hydro
(MW)
PV (MWp)
Wind (MW)
Biomass (MW)
Ocean (MW)
Bio-Fuel (1000
kLiters)
Total (MW)

2013
33

2014
42

2015
96

2016
149

2017
237

2018
192

2019
186

2020
156

2021
190

2022
200

Total
1,481

6
48
15

104
10
400

75
50
15
1
400

54
20
20
500

36
20
30
1
500

60
20
40
3
600

75
30
50
3
600

75
40
50
5
600

75
50
50
5
600

75
50
50
10
600

634
280
363
28
4,815

87

156

237

243

324

315

344

326

370

385

2,786

Renewable Energy Support Policy
Renewable energy support policy in the world. There are some renewable energy policies that
have been implemented in the world, including Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS), Feed-in tariff
(FiT), Net Metering, and Tradable Green Certificates (TGC).
RPS. A Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) provides states with a mechanism to increase
renewable energy generation using a cost-effective, market-based approach that is administratively
efficient. An RPS requires electric utilities and other retail electric providers to supply a specified
minimum amount of customer load with electricity from eligible renewable energy sources.
Feed-in tariff. The feed-in tariffs entail that renewable energy generators have right to sell all their
production in the electricity network and to obtain, in exchange, retribution based on a fixed price
or, alternatively, on the daily price of electricity market plus an incentive that compensates the
environmental value.
Net metering. With Net-metering of energy generated and injected into the grid have the same
economic value of the energy sold by the utility to the customer. Customers will receive or pay the
difference in use of clean energy.
Tradable green certificates (TGC). The basic element of the system is the obligation for a
particular party of the electricity supply-chain (e.g. consumers, suppliers or generators) to provide a
specified minimum share in total electricity consumption from renewable energy sources. Besides
the quota target, a market for renewable energy certificates is established. By giving RES producers
the possibility to sell certificates on the market, they receive financial support in addition to the
electricity sales on the power market.
Feed in Tariff in Southeast Asian
The first FiT was introduced in 1978 when the US president at that time, President Jimmy
Carter, signed on the National Energy Act [8]. In 1990, Germany adopted
“Stromeinspeisungsgesetz” (StrEG) Law, which meant “Law on Feeding Electricity in to the Grid”.
In 2000, StrEG law was amended to form German Renewable Energy Act (GREA) (German:
Erneuerbare-Energien-Gesetz, EEG). Southeast asian countries geographically and natural
characteristics that are not much different. In the conduct of policy in the field of renewable energy
has implemented several policies, one of which is a feed-in tariff. Each country of Southeast Asia
has a different concept in the set feed in tariff. The following will be discussed about the
implementation and fit rate of Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand.
Thailand. Thailand was one of the first Asian countries to implement a feed-in tariff (FiT)
program, with streamlined interconnection regulations and avoided-cost tariffs adopted by the Thai
Cabinet in 2002 and technology-specific renewable energy premium tariffs in 2006 [11]. The
program is called “Adder” because it adds additional payment to RE generators on top of the
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normal prices that power producers would receive when selling electricity to the power utilities.
Thailand’s adder rate was shown in Table 3.
Malaysia. The idea of FiT mechanism was introduced by the Malaysian government under National
Renewable Energy Policy and Action Plan (2010). Malaysia’s FiT mechanism is currently
implemented by Ministry of Energy, Green Technology and Water (KeTTHA) via the Sustainable
Energy Development Authority, Malaysia (SEDA Malaysia). FiT mechanism is defined as the
mechanism that allows electricity produced from indigenous RE resources to be sold to power
utilities at a fixed premium price and for specific duration. Malaysian’s FiT rate was shown in
Table 4.
Table 3. Thailand’s adder rate (exchange rate: 1 US Dollar = 30 Thai Baht) [9]
2010 Adder
rate
(US$/kWh)

Special Adder
for diesel
replacement

Special Adder for
three southernmost
provinces

Year
supported

0.017
0.010

0.033
0.033

0.033
0.033

7
7

0.017
0.010

0.033
0.033

0.033
0.033

7
7

0.083
0.117

0.033
0.033

0.033
0.033

7
7

Installed Capacity ≤ 50 kW
Installed Capacity > 50 kW
Small/Micro Hydro
50 kW< Installed Capacity < 200 kW

0.150
0.117

0.050
0.050

0.050
0.050

10
10

0.027

0.033

0.033

7

Installed Capacity ≤ 50 kW
Solar

0.050
0.217

0.033
0.050

0.033
0.050

7
10

Type of RE
Biomass
Installed Capacity ≤ 1 MW
Installed Capacity > 1 MW
Biogass
Installed Capacity ≤ 1 MW
Installed Capacity > 1 MW
Waste
Landfill and Digestor
Thermal Process
Wind

Tabel 4. Malaysia’s FiT rate January 2015 [11]
Technologies

Capacity installed
up to and including 4MW

Biogas &
Biogas
( Landfill /
Agri Waste )

Biomass &
Biomass
(Solid Waste )

above 4MW and up to
and including 10MW
above 10MW and up to
and including 30MW
use of landfill, sewage
gas or agricultural waste
including animal waste
as fuel source
up to and including
10MW
above 10MW and up to
and including 20MW
above 20MW and up to
and including 30MW
use of solid waste as fuel
source

FiT rate
(RM/kWh)
0.3184 0.3883
0.2985 0.3684
0.2786 0.3485

Year

Technologies

Small Hydro

16

+0.0786
0.3085 0.3884
0.2886 0.3685
0.2687 0,3486
+0.0982

Solar PV
(Nonindividual (≤
500 kW)
16

Capacity installed
up to and including
10MW
above 10MW and up to
and including 30MW

FiT rate
(RM/kWh)

Year

0.2400
21
0.2300

up to and including 4kW

0.9166 1.3544

above 4kW and up to and
including 24kW

0.8942 1.3320

above 24kW and up to
and including 72kW
above 72kW and up to
and including 1MW
above 1MW and up to
and including 10MW
above 10MW and up to
and including 30MW

0.7222 1.1600
0.6977 1.1355
0.5472 0.9850
0.4896 0.9274

21

Philippine. Philippine tariffs are only categorized by the type of technology used, not by size or
other elements. The tariffs have been defined for a 20-year period. The rates (Table 5) of Philippine
tariffs are subject to adjustments, based on inflation of currency exchange rates. The rates are also
subject to review should any changes are made regarding cost that might affect new projects.
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Table 5. Philiphine’s FiT rate [12]
RE
Hydro
Biomass
Wind
Solar

Year
20
20
20
20

Php/kWh
5.900
6.630
8.530
9.680

USD/kWh
0.141
0.158
0.203
0.231

Degression rate
0.5% after year 2 from effectivity of FIT
0.5% after year 2 from effectivity of FIT
0.5% after year 2 from effectivity of FIT
0.5% after year 1 from effectivity of FIT

FiT in Indonesia. Indonesia have been practicing FiT since 2002 when the government issued
Ministerial Decree No. 1122 K/30/MEM/2002 about Guidelines for Small scale distributed power
generation business. Power generation based on renewable energy with maximum capacity 1 MW.
Geothermal tariff rate regulated through by Energy and Mineral Resource Ministerial Regulation
(EMRMR) No. 02/2011 with highest price of US $ 9.7 cents / kWh. In 2012 geothermal tariff rate
range from cent US $ 10-17/kWh connected to high voltage and cent US $ 11.5-18.5/kWh
connected to medium voltage regulated through by EMRMR No. 22/2012. The latest geothermal
tariff rate based on ceiling price, in 2015 geothermal tariff are cent US $ 11.8/kWh (area I), cent US
$ 17 (area II), and cent US $ 25.4 (area III), this tariff will be changed each year regulated through
by EMRMR No. 17/2014 [10].
Photovoltaic tariff based on ceiling price with highest price of cent US $ 25. Incentives will be
presented if used local component more than 40% that price regulated through by EMRMR No.
17/2013.
The latest biomass tariff are range from IDR 1,150-1,840/kWh if connected to medium voltage,
and IDR 1,500-2,400/kWh if connected to low voltage. This tariff rate regulated through EMRMR
No. 27/2014 [13]. The latest biogas tariff are range from IDR 1,150-1,840/kWh if connected with
medium voltage, and IDR 1,400- 2,240/kWh if connected to low voltage. Biomass and biogas tariff
differenced by location area.
Hydro tariff rate differenced by connected with medium or low voltage, location or area. Hydro
tariff shown in Tabel 6.
Table 6. Hydro tariff rate [14]
No.

Location/Area

Purchase Price (IDR/kWh)
Medium Voltage (until 10 MW)
Low Voltage (until 250 kW)
1st year

1
2
3
4

5
6

Java, Bali, and
Madura
Sumatera
Kalimantan and
Sulawesi
West of Nusa
Tenggara and
East of Nusa
Tenggara
Maluku and
North of Maluku
Papua and West
of Papua

to 8th year

9th year to 20th year

1st year

to 8th year

9th year to 20th year

965.50

675.00

1,143.00

693.00

1,064.25
1,161.00

742.50
810.00

1,257.30
1,371.60

762.30
831.60

1,209.375

843.75

1,428.75

866.25

1,257.75

877.50

1,485.90

900.90

1,548.00

1,080.00

1,828.80

1.108.80

Discussion
The FiT application in several Southeast Asian countries, such as Malaysia, Philippines,
Thailand, and Indonesia have different characteristics from one another. Malaysia tariff rate based
on technology, size and components used. Each technology has a useful life of 16 (biomass) and 21
years (PV). Currently, the technologies that are listed under the FiT mechanism are biomass
(including solid waste), mini-hydro, solar photovoltaic (PV) and biogas (including landfill and
sewage). These energy sources are proven to be practically viable in Malaysia.
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Almost equal to Malaysia, Thailand Adder tariff rate based on technology, size and
components used. The technologies that are listed under the FiT mechanism are biomass (7 years),
biogas (7 years), waste (including Landfill and Digestor and thermal process), wind (10 years),
small/mini-hydro (7 years), and solar photovoltaic (10 years). Philippine tariffs are only categorized
by the type of technology used, not by size or other elements. The tariffs have been defined for a
20-year period.
The rates of Philippine tariffs are subject to adjustments, based on inflation of currency
exchange rates. The rates are also subject to review should any changes are made regarding cost
that might affect new projects [15]. The degression rates of Philippine is 0.5 %.
Indonesia tariff rate based on technology, location, and voltage electricity network is
connected. Incentives given to the use of domestic components with the content of above 40% for
PV. All of technologies used have useful life of 20 years. The latest regulation for Geothermal,
tariff based on ceiling price and location/area. This tariff different each year. For hydro tariff based
on location, voltage connected, and time of years installed.
The utilization of renewable energy is still very small. FiT application in Indonesia has not
been able to encourage investors to invest in renewable energy. The government continues to strive
to make effective policy and can benefit investors but not profusely. At least with this FiT
application, renewable generation has begun to be built.
During the year 2013 as a whole or the total additional generation of renewable energy in 2013
was 7.73 MW. Consisting of MHP (1,458 kW), centralized solar (5,275 kW), PLTP Biomass (1,000
kW). For 2014, an additional 74.8 MW of renewable energy generation based geothermal,
concentrated solar, micro-hydro, biomass, ocean currents, and coal gasification.
Conclusion
The FiT Application for several southeast Asian countries have similar tariff rates based on
technologies used but the tariff rates are different based on the size, location, and the components
used. In Indonesia even though the FiT is less attract investors, but the growth of renewable energy
sufficient to show good growth.
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Abstract. In this paper, major causes of photovoltaic modules power lose are divided into two basic
categories during encapsulation, the optical power loss and electrical power loss. The effect of
encapsulation materials on the power lose of photovoltaic modules is analyzed by comparative test.
The result shows that these some encapsulation materials have great effect on the photovoltaic
power loss. Calculation of electrical power loss is carried out in this paper. It is shown that the
power loss of the interconnection solder ribbon plays a dominant role in electrical power loss.
Introduction
Photovoltaic (hereinafter referred to as PV) power generation has become one of the
mainstreams of green energy application technology in recent years. Low cost, high efficiency and
long working life are the three major objectives, which have been pursued for decades in PV
industry. The power of PV module plays a major role in the achievement of these objectives. So the
control and reduction measures of power loss of PV module during encapsulation and service
process become a hotspot concerned by the whole industry.
In theory, the power output of PV module after encapsulation is the sum of the power output of
all solar cells, while actually it is generally smaller than the power output of all solar cells. The
difference is called [1] encapsulated power loss of PV module. The encapsulated power loss is
usually about 3% to 4% and can be divided into two categories, the optical power loss and the
electrical power loss. In this paper, the major causes of encapsulated power lose of PV module and
its countermeasures are studied.
Main Contents
Design principle of PV module. PV module is consist of a certain amount of solar cells, which
are connected in series and parallel mode. Then it is encapsulated to module with certain output
voltage and current by PV encapsulation materials. PV module is usually consisted of tempered
glass, ethylene-vinyl-acetate adhesive film (hereinafter referred to as EVA), solar cell strings (solar
cells connected with solder ribbons), EVA and back sheet from top to bottom. The encapsulation
structure and electrical principle diagram of PV module with 60 polycrystalline solar cells is shown
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively.

Fig. 1. Encapsulation structure of PV module

Fig. 2. Electrical principle diagram of PV module
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Optical power loss during encapsulation. The response spectra range of crystalline silicon solar
cell is from 300 nm to 1200 nm, light in this wavelength range will produce photovoltaic effect to
realize the conversion of light energy into electrical energy. While, the light energy will be reduced
by the interface change and the light absorption of each layers of encapsulation material. So the
light transmission rates of encapsulation materials have remarkable influence on the optical loss of
PV module.
Power gain effect of PV encapsulation materials. Super white low iron embossed tempered glass
commonly used in PV module encapsulation. Because of lower iron content and the embossed
surface structure, tempered glass of this kind can enhance the transmission [2] efficiency of sunlight
in 300 nm~1200 nm. Previous research show that the sunlight intensity on the solar cells in PV
module is about 1.0395~1.0575 times than on the solar cells in open air. So, the encapsulation
materials have power gain effect on PV module. The PV module short circuit current is increased
by 1.03~1.04 times than that of solar cell [3].
Effect of improved PV encapsulation materials.
Coated glass
Coated glass is the tempered glass with nano-SiO 2 antireflection film, which can increase the
transmittance of sunlight in the range of response spectrum. The transmittance of conventional
super white low iron emboss tempered glass is about 91.5% [4], while the transmittance of coated
tempered glass is 94%. Coated tempered glass can increase the power out of PV module by 1.5% to
2% times.
Effect of low cut – off EVA film and high sheet resistance cells.
Because of the different product formulations, especially the content of ultraviolet
absorption, there are differences in the transmittance of different EVA films. The cut-off
wavelength of the high cut-off EVA film is about 380 nm, while the cut-off wavelength of the low
cut-off EVA film is about 280 nm. Using the low cut-off [5] EVA film can increase the power
output. The transmittance of different EVA films is shown in Fig. 3. There is great transmittance
difference in wavelength of 200 nm~400 nm among low and high cut-off EVA films. While the low
cut-off EVA film can also accelerate the aging of back sheet, so the high cut-off EVA film also
needs to be used in back of the solar cell strings to protect the back sheet aging by ultraviolet rays.
The combination of high and low cut-off EVA film can increase the power output by about 0.8%
[6].

Fig. 3. Transmittance of different EVA

Fig. 4. Internal quantum spectrum of cell

The effect of low cut-off EVA film can be fully embodied with the combination of high sheet
resistance cells. The higher of the sheet resistance the better response of cells in short wavelength.
As is shown in Fig. 4, the response of high sheet resistance solar cells is much better than that of
low sheet resistance solar cells in wavelength of 300 nm~380 nm. In addition, the solar simulator
in the electrical performance measurement also needs to be enhanced when the low cut-off EVA
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film and high sheet resistance solar cells are used. The solar simulator need to generate short
wavelength light about 300 nm~380 nm, which can evoke the solar cell power output in short
wavelength. Otherwise, the sunlight testing blind zone in short wavelength will increase the power
loss of the PV module numerically.
Other encapsulation materials. The reflectance of white back sheet in mid and long wavelength
(>500 nm) is commonly about 80%. Although there is difference in reflectance of different white
back sheets [7], the reflectance of white back sheet is higher than that of black and transparent back
sheet by 1~2%. The power output can be increased by at least 1% by using high reflectance white
back sheet.
The matching of Silicon nitride coating on the solar cells to EVA film and tempered glass also
has effect on power output. The refractive index of Silicon nitride is about 2.1%, the refractive
index EVA film and tempered glass is about 1.48% [8]. Literature indicates that good matching of
Silicon nitride coating to EVA film and tempered glass can increase the antireflection effect and the
output of PV module.
The width of interconnection ribbon on the solar cells also has effect on power loss. Decrease
the width of interconnection ribbon to the width grid line on the solar cells can reduce the loss of
incident light and power loss of PV module. Silvering and rolling groove on the upper surface of
interconnection ribbon can reflect part of light back to PV module and increase the power output by
2%.
Comparison test. In order to compare the effect of different encapsulation materials on power loss
of PV module, comparison tests were conducted. Different kinds of tempered glass and EVA film
were used for P type polycrystalline silicon solar cells with same batch and power level. The PV
modules were encapsulated with same equipment and technology. The PV modules are tested with
the same solar simulator test under the same conditions. The test results are shown in Table 1.
Coated tempered glass, low cut-off EVA film and high cut-off EVA film are both used in same PV
modules in case 1. While, only high cut-off EVA film and ordinary tempered glass are used in PV
modules of case 2.
Table 1. Power loss comparison of PV modules with different encapsulation materials
Case

P cell
Power of Sell

P(module)
Theoretical
power

P max (module)
Maximum
power

V mpp
Voltage at P max

1
2

4.234 W
4.234 W

254.04 W
254.04 W

253.213 W
247.516 W

30.231 V
30.283 V

I mpp
Electric
Current at
P max
8.411 A
8.173 A

Power Loss
0.325 %
2.570 %

Electrical power loss during encapsulation.
Mismatch power loss P1
The output current PV module is limited by the lowest solar cell current at the maximum
power (I mpp ). The inconformity of solar cell current will led mismatch in the series connection. In
order to reduce this mismatch, two-stage selection is used in the selection of solar cells. First
selection is controlled by power output and second selection is controlled by I mpp .
Power loss of series resistance of the interconnection solder ribbon P2
There are three parts in the power loss of series resistance of the interconnection solder ribbon.
The first part (p1) is made by the ribbon that is not welded with solar cells. The second part (p2) is
made by the ribbon that is welded with solar cells. The third part (p3) is made by the contact
resistance of the ribbon and solar cells. The third part (p3) is usually no more than 0.1W and
ignored [9].
As to three-gird line solar cells, each interconnection solder ribbon carries one third of the total
current. Set the electrical resistivity of interconnection solder ribbon is r 1 , the length of the ribbon
that is not welded with solar cells is l. The length of ribbon that is welded with solar cells consist
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both front and back ribbon of solar cells. The current and power loss increases with the length of
ribbon. Power loss of series resistance of the interconnection solder ribbon can be calculated as
follows.
(1)

(2)

Fig. 5. Power loss of series resistance of the bus solder ribbon P3

Fig. 6. Connection of bus solder ribbon in PV module

Bus solder ribbon can derive the current in PV module. The bus solder ribbon can be divided
into three parts (as shown in Fig. 6). Each part carries 1/3, 2/3and 3/3 of the total current
respectively. Set the electrical resistivity of bus solder ribbon is r, the length of the three parts of
bus solder ribbon l 1 , l 2 and l 3 respectively. Power loss of series resistance of the bus solder
ribbon can be calculated as follows.
(3)
Power loss of the resistance of junction-box P4. The resistance of junction-box includes line and
body resistance. Set the resistance of junction-box is R 3 . Power loss of the resistance of junctionbox can be calculated as follows.
(4)
Case Study
Take the case 1 PV module in Table 1 as an example to calculate the electrical power loss.
Because of the coated glass and low cut-off EVA film, there are about 6% power gains of
encapsulation materials. So the electrical power loss P E can be calculated as follows.
The electrical parameters are as follows:
a. Mismatch of the solar cells: ∆I = 0.1 A, V mpp =30.231 V ;
b. Interconnection solder ribbon not welded r 1 = 0.0225 m/mm,.
l =273mm(single cell), I mpp =8.411 A ;
c. Interconnection solder ribbon welded I f =25920 mm, I b =12960 mm ;
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d. Bus solder ribbon r 2 = 0.0220 m/mm, l 1 = l 2 = 624 mm, l 3 = 1078 mm ;
e. resistance of junction box R 3 = 10.5 mΩ ;
All parts of the electrical power loss can be calculated according to the parameters and the
results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Electrical power loss
P1
Power Loss (W)
Loss ratio (%)

3.023
19.18 %

p1
2.897
18.39 %

P2
p2
6.876
43.64 %

p3
< 0.1
< 0.1%

P3

P4

Sum

2.217
14.07 %

0.743
4.72 %

15.756
100 %

The theoretical and calculated electrical power loss is 15.756 W and 16.069 W respectively.
There is only 0.313 Ws error between them. The error is only 0.12% of the power output of the
module. Considering the error (1%) of the testing equipment, the calculated electrical power loss
has high accuracy and effectiveness.
The calculated results show that the power loss of series resistance of the interconnection
solder ribbon plays a dominant role in the total power loss. The mismatch loss and the bus solder
ribbon loss each accounting for 15% of the total electrical power loss. While, the power loss contact
resistance of the ribbon and cells is only about 0.1% and can be ignored.
Power loss during working process. Influenced by the climate and environment, the power output
of PV module will decay gradually. This power output decay can be divided into two stages. The
first stage is called light induced decay (LID). In the first few days, the power output of PV modules
decay greatly and then tends to be stable [10]. The second stage is called aging decay. During the
long term service, because of the decay of the solar cells and the encapsulation materials, the power
output of PV modules decay slowly.
Solar cell light treatment is used to advance the light induced decay before the encapsulation.
As to the aging decay, anti-ultraviolet encapsulation materials can reduce the aging decay of PV
module.
Conclusion
Encapsulation materials have great effect on the power loss of PV module. Improving single
encapsulation materials, such as coated tempered glass, low cut-off EVA film and high reflectivity
white back sheet, have great effect on the power output gain of PV module. In addition, the
reduction effect of these encapsulation materials can be superposed nonlinearly.
Improved photovoltaic welding belt can reduce the power loss about 0.8~1.0%. High
transmittance tempered glass can reduce the power loss about 1.5~2.0%. Improving the reflectance
of back sheet can reduce the power loss up to 1%. Low cut-off ethylene-vinyl-acetate (EVA)
adhesive film can reduce the power loss up to 0.8%. In addition, the reduction effect of these
encapsulation materials can be superposed nonlinearly. While, improving the welding quality of
solar cells can reduce the optical power loss and electrical power losses at the same time.
As to the electrical power loss, the resistance of the interconnection solder ribbon plays a
dominant role. The mismatch loss and the bus solder ribbon loss each accounting for 15% of the
total electrical power loss. While, the power loss contact resistance of the ribbon and cells is only
about 0.1% and can be ignored. So the reduction of the resistance of the ribbon is the key of the
reduction of electrical power loss.
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Abstract. Based on data from the Department of Productivity in a manufacturing company, there is
a manufacturing defect which causes the reverse engraving consumer claims in line 18. By using
fishbone analysis, we can see the causes and the root causes of defects such production. We found
root of the problem that there is no driver in the tool engraving machine in line 18. In this research,
we design a system using a directional pokayoke mounted proximity sensor as a tool to identify the
position of the piston in the jig on the engraving machine. In order to avoid repeating errors, we
integrate between Programmable Logic Controller and engraving machine controller TMC420. The
design of pokayoke sensor systems in line 18 serves to reduce defects figures engraving upside
down, reducing the possibility of reverse engraving of consumer claims, and reduce unnecessary
movements of the operator. By the application pokayoke sensor systems in engraving machine, we
can reduce the defects reverse engraving by 100%, and there is no reverse engraving of consumer
claims.
Introduction
This research was conducted in a manufacturing company engaged in the field of automotive
components, which are companies that manufacture piston mass. The company produces various
types of pistons, among others: the piston vehicle, car piston, piston trucks or buses, and stationary
piston engine. Piston is a major component of the motor vehicle that functions convert chemical
energy into mechanical energy.
The development of technology and competition requires each industrial companies produce
quality goods according to customer demands. A defect is a serious problem, especially if the
defective goods sent to consumers, resulting in a claim that would give a bad image for the
company. In the manufacturing process of the piston, it required several stages of the printing
process, namely the piston, the machining process, and the process of packing piston. The process
of engraving or writing symbols on the piston is at the end of the machining process. Engraving or
writing an inverted piston causes the piston defects, and would be a claim if the defective piston
sent to the consumer. To anticipate it, we made a quality control tool that Pokayoke sensor system
which will be applied to the engraving machine. This Pokayoke sensor system can identify the
position of the piston in the jig in the correct position or reversed.
Pokayoke system is a concept of quality control in order to avoid errors due to negligence by
providing restrictions in the operation of a device or product. Pokayoke main goal is to achieve
defect-free state (zero defects). Based on the background that has been mentioned, there are some
problems manufactures as follows: how Pokayoke system mechanism that will be used to identify
the state of the piston position on the jig; how to design and create Pokayoke sensor electrical
systems associated with PLC (Programmable Logic Controller); and how to integrate PLC with
controller TMC420 engraving machine [1 and 2].
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Methodology
The raw material (ingot) and piston melted defects in the smelting process, and raw materials
that have been printed in the process of casting molten according to the type of each piston. Then,
the rest of the piston sprue cut in the sprue cutting process. After that, the piston is hardened in the
process of hardening. After the hardening process, next the piston into the machining process to get
the actual size, and for some types of piston through the surface of the coating process. The next
stage is the final check (by visually). After all the process is complete, the last is the packing and
shipping of the piston.
GBF (Guide Bore Finish) process is the process of making the base, with a cycle time is 33
seconds. Turning Rough process is the process of turning rough in diameter and smooth turning on
the piston head, with a cycle time is 38 seconds. Pin Hole Roughing process is a rough process of
making a pin hole, with a cycle time is 56 seconds. Then the process is the process of making the
ring groove on the piston ring, with a cycle time is 42 seconds. Process pin hole finish delicate
process of making a pin hole, with a cycle time is 28 seconds. Out Diameter Finish i.e. turning
process that produces the final diameter, with a cycle time is 26 seconds. Cutting Process Center
Bosh is the process of removing scars on the lathe clamping piston head, with a cycle time is 28
seconds. Engraving process is the final process of machining is the provision of a symbol on the
piston head. This symbol can be arrows, piston, piston or the name of the buyer company. Given the
engraving process is the last process in the machining process, it is important to avoid the defects of
products in the process. The purpose of printing the symbol on the piston is to facilitate the
installation of the piston on the piston handlebar, so if the process of combustion, piston and
crankshaft can play back without a big effort. When the installation is reversed, the effect is
happening power drop. In addition, abnormal sound occur (engine noise) on the machine.
On the mechanism of the manual engraving machines, jig piston not applies the principle of the
Pokayoke sensor system. So that it can give rise to the possibility of operator error on the pistons in
the jig putting resulting defects reverse engraved.
In this research, we use engraving machine with a head marker types Telesis TMP 1700 and
TMC420 controller. Head TMP1700 marker is driven by a pneumatic mechanism that movement is
controlled by a signal from the controller TMP1700. Fig.1 shows the controller TMC 420 and head
marking TMP 1700.

Fig.1. TMC420 and Head marking TMP1700

TMC420 controller has facilities pattern that can make the process of engraving in accordance
with the current pattern. In the modification engraving machine with the sensor Pokayoke system,
we used two patterns, namely: pattern1 and pattern2. In pattern1 kept normal piston symbol, while
the stored design pattern2 types of symbols or writing upside down.
A piston is declared defective if the results are not in accordance with prescribed standards, or
the piston is not included in the specification. Defects in the process of writing there are several
kinds of keys, such as: keywords symbol, the name of the company is not perfect, the offset
distance is not appropriate, and the writing is reversed. A piston is a normal piston, where the
position of engraving in accordance with what is desired that, in line with article writing GN5 FIM.
While in image B is defective piston (NG: Not Good) in which writing is not in line with the
inscription GN5 FIM.
Based on data from field observations and interviews with operators associated with engraving
machine, it can be concluded that the occurrence of defects reverse engraving is due to the lack of
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quality control device on the machine engraving on line 18. Based on discussions with the
productivity, Engineering division, and division machining, it can generate important conclusions
that can be used as a reference to resolve the problem. Therefore, the design that made the
following criteria: Placement Pokayoke not interfere with operator ergonomics; The high Pokayoke
steering tool holder can be adjusted according to the height of the piston hole; Proximity Sensors on
Pokayoke can be adjusted to offset the piston hole; Design Pokayoke sensor mechanism is expected
to identify the position of the piston in the jig in a state of true or inverted; Design of Pokayoke
sensor mechanism is expected to perform well if the engraving process of the piston position on the
jig in the correct conditions and reversed.
Design
Pokayoke system used is the steering pin mechanism that is driven by a pneumatic cylinder and
piston used as a marker offset two proximity sensors on both sides of the steering pin. Figure 2
shows the position of the offset on the piston.

Fig. 2. Position of offset piston

Base on Fig. 2 shows that the center of the piston diameter is not the same as the center
diameter of the piston pin hole. Distance A is offset piston that has a distance between 15-20μ. By
utilizing these pistons offset distance, it can be seen the position of the piston in a jig, if the
condition is true or inverted. Design of Pokayoke sensor system is to determine the position of the
piston in the jig. To determine the position of the piston, then we used two proximity sensors on
both sides Pokayoke (steering pin) that is placed on a pneumatic cylinder. So that it can identify the
position of the piston in the jig of the offset position of the piston in a state right or upside down.
When laying the piston on the jig is in the correct position, then the sensor will proximity1 active,
and if the laying of the piston on the jig upside down, then the sensor will proximity2 active.
Normal or correct piston position where the offset piston is at the front and the inverted piston
position where the piston is offset behind when placed on a jig. Fig. 3 shows the system used
Pokayoke steering pin. Fig. 4 shows an overview of the installation of the Pokayoke system on the
engraving machine (Descriptions: 1. Pokayoke sensor 1; 2. Pokayoke sensor 2; 3. Linear Guide; 4.
Steering pin; 5. cylinder center max sensor; 6. sylinder center min sensor; 7. cylinder base of
steering pin; 8. piston jig).

Fig. 3. Pokayoke steering pin

Fig. 4. Position of Pokayoke components

Pin steering has combined with a linear guide mounted on a double acting pneumatic cylinder.
This pneumatic cylinder serves as the driving force steering pin (Pokayoke) leading to the piston
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hole (pin hole). The cylinder of steering pin is mounted on the base that can be height adjustable
according to the height of the jig is used, because there is the possibility of the use of jigs that have
different heights on each type of piston.
To apply this Pokayoke system, then in the TMC420 controller, there must be two kinds of
images or symbols of the same but opposite position. In the normal position, engraving machine
will print the correct image or symbol that is included in pattern1. But when the position of the
piston upside down, then the engraving machine will print the image or symbol that is placed upside
down on pattern2. Fig. 5 shows an example of an image or symbol that will be included in the
pattern1 and pattern2.
Design of Engraving Machine Control Systems
Work system is desired in engraving machine that is: when the start button is pressed it will
activate the solenoid valve Y3, then the cylinder center (steering pin) will move forward and the
steering pin will go to the piston pin hole that has been placed in the jig. When the position of the
steering pin cylinder located in front of the reed switch (cylinder center max) which is located on
the front of the cylinder will be active, and activate the solenoid valve and cylinder Jig will move
upwards. Proximity sensors on both sides of the steering pin function to identify the position of the
piston in the jig in the correct position or reversed. When the position of the piston on the right jig
proximity1 sensors will be active and give a signal to the controller TMC420 for engraving process
to pattern 1, and if the position of the piston in one of the sensors proximity2 jig that will be active
and give a signal to the controller TMC420 to make the process of engraving for pattern2. Signals
are given from TMC 420 to PLC or from the PLC to the TMC420 is in the form of a high voltage
(1) and low (0).
The working principle of engraving machine by using the concept Pokayoke:
1. When the operator put the piston in the jig, then the operator presses the start button, and then
advanced towards the steering pin hole in the piston pin due to impulse pneumatic cylinder.
2. Pin the steering is on the pinhole and the sensor detects the position of the piston. When
proximity1 is active, then cell-0 is active. If proximity2 is active, cell-1 is to be active.
3. But if the sensor detects an error Pokayoke piston position, the sensor sends information to the
PLC to cancel the process and steering pin will rewind automatically.
Fig. 6 shows the design of control system based on the work system of engraving machine.

Symbol for normal piston

Symbol for upside piston

Fig. 5. Symbols of normal and upside piston

Fig. 6. Block diagram of control systems
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Input devices of the PLC consist of: pushbutton start, emergency, reed switches, proximity, and
the output of the controller TMC420. While the PLC output device consists of: 24VDC solenoid
valve, and the input of the controller TMC420.
Previously, we have researched about the industrial application of sensors in automation
control system by using PLC [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9].
Testing and Analysis
After wiring and the programming is done, the next step is to test. The purpose of testing is to
find some potential system failures or problems. Because of this engraving machine control system
based on PLC controller, the biggest potential system failure is on the part of the input-output PLC,
and cable connections compared to a system failure resulting from an internal error PLC. This
experiment is testing the machine work and testing the PLC program.
Pokayoke sensor systems are used to identify errors in the piston mounting jig. This system
serves as a quality control of the machine engraving. Testing is done by turning the steering pin,
adjust the position of the sensor on the steering pin, and align the PLC input. If the Pokayoke1
sensor is active, then 0.09 PLC input must be active. If the Pokayoke2 sensor is active, then 0.03
PLC input must be active. Table 1 shows the results of testing Pokayoke sensor systems.
Table 1. Testing for Pokayoke sensor systems
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Testing of sensor
Sensor Pokayoke1 active
Sensor Pokayoke2 active
Sensor Pokayoke 1 and 2 active
Sensor Pokayoke 1 and 2 not active

Result
Input PLC 0.09 active
Input PLC 0.03 active
Engraving process canceled
Engraving process not run

OK/NG
OK
OK
OK
OK

The possibility of errors pokayoke (pokayoke error) occurs if the initial setting time machine or
commonly called dandori not appropriate. Pokayoke error can also occur if the piston pinhole
defects in the form of offset pinhole defects.
Design Result of Pokayoke Sensor Systems
After testing process, the next step is seeing the results obtained from the installation of the
Pokayoke sensor system on the engraving machine on line 18. The results of the manufacturing
system in accordance with the target Pokayoke systems whether expected or not. Here are some
results from the modification of engraving machine with the installation of the Pokayoke sensor
system i.e:
 The decline in production defects reverse engraved in line 18. In accordance with the purpose of
the design Pokayoke system is to decrease the number of defects figures engraved upside down
in line 18. During the month of June-July 2011 is the time in which the design of Pokayoke
systems, so the engine does not produce. In the figure it can be seen that, subsequent to the
design of Pokayoke system, then there is no defect upside engraved on line 18, thereby
decreasing the number of defects figures engraved upside of 100%.
 The new system can reduce unnecessary movements of the operator. After the application of the
Pokayoke system engraving machine in line 18, then it produced a saving of operator
movement. After the design of Pokayoke sensor system, the operator does not need to see or
notice offset piston before putting it in the jig.
 Reduce the possibility of upside engraving from consumer claims. After having used the
Pokayoke sensor system, the quality can be built on in the process.
 After the modifications of engraving machine with Pokayoke system, there is the addition of
cycle time of the engraving process. Before modification, the total time required to perform the
process is 12 seconds. After modification, the total time required to perform the process is 14
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seconds. Difference in time that happened was 2 seconds, or an increase in cycle time by 17%
of the engraving cycle time early. The addition of cycle time in engraving machine line 18 does
not affect the efficiency of line 18. This is because despite the addition of cycle time by 17% but
not more than the previous engine process cycle time that is equal to 24 seconds. Thus, although
the cycle time, machine engraving the addition or subtraction, it will not affect the amount on
line 18 for the production of these machines are still dependent on the previous process.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have been discussed about the design of the Pokayoke sensor system for the
engraving machine in line 18. It is important because of the high number of upside defects and their
claim from the consumers. Therefore, we do design some modifications control systems and
mechanical systems. Changes in the mechanical system, which was originally jig on engraving
machines have yet to implement quality control system (Pokayoke sensor system), allowing an error
that resulted in defective reverse engraved. We have to make modifications and design, i.e. with the
installation of pneumatic cylinders are connected to the steering mechanism and linear guide pins
that serve as quality control devices (Pokayoke sensor system) to identify the position of the piston
position on jig. Modification engraving machine is utilizing the pattern Telesis TMC420 by
integrating PLC with Telesis. Telesis TMC420 input device connected to the PLC output, input in
the form of several proximity sensors and reed sensors. While output Telesis TMC420 associated
with PLC input, which is a signal that serves to inform the PLC that the process has been completed
engraving (engraving done). Signal is given in the form of high voltage (1) or low (0). After
modification jig engraving machine with Pokayoke sensor system, it can reduce the number of
defects engraved upside of 100%. In addition, after the design of Pokayoke sensor system on
engraving machine, the operator can reduce unnecessary movement, the movement to observe the
offset piston before putting it on the piston jig.
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Abstract. In this study, the preparation process of SrGa 2 S 4 :Eu 2+ thin film phosphors at low
temperature by using laser annealing for LED lighting is reported. The two electron beam
evaporation technique in which SrS:Eu and Ga 2 S 3 :Eu pellets were used in each evaporation source
was used in the thin film deposition. Using the spectral transmittance measurement results of SrS
and Ga 2 S 3 thin films, the temperature changing in SrGa 2 S 4 thin film by laser irradiation was
investigated using the thermal conducting equation. It is thought from the calculation that Ga 2 S 3
absorbed the laser energy than SrS and generated the heat for the formation of SrGa 2 S 4 phase. The
heat spread into whole of thin film, and crystallization was promoted.
Introduction
After the emissive displays such as Field Emission displays (FEDs), Plasma Display Panels
(PDPs) and Electroluminescence Displays (ELDs) declined, LED lighting grew up by the
development of blue LEDs as shown in Nobel Prize in Physics in 2014. Of course, the phosphors in
visible region are also indispensable in LED lighting. Therefore, the development of the phosphors
for LED lighting also became very important. One of the important properties of the phosphor in
LED lighting is temperature quenching. In white LEDs, the phosphors are dispersed in silicone
resin and contacted to LED chip directly (contact type) as shown in Fig. 1a. In this structure,
temperature of the phosphors increases by the heat from the LED chip up to 100~150oC depending
on input power to LED. This temperature increasing will cause the temperature quenching in the
phosphors. On the other hand, temperature increasing can be suppressed by separating the
phosphors and LED chip (remote type) as shown in Fig. 1b. Thin film phosphor is desirable as the
phosphor layer in this structure, because thin film phosphor has merits such as low resistance, high
resolution and contrast, good thermal conduction, no binder removal, no resin and relatively smooth
and uniform. However, usually, in order to prepare the phosphors, high temperature annealing is
necessary. But the conventional substrate cannot stand high temperature over 600oC. To solve this
problem, we used laser-annealing technique which is well known as low temperature annealing
method for poly-Si TFT [1]. Therefore, in this study, SrGa 2 S 4 :Eu 2+ thin film phosphors were
prepared by two electron beams evaporation system and laser-annealing. Because SrGa 2 S 4 :Eu 2+
phosphor can be excited with blue light and show high luminance [2]. In previous study, it was
reported that the strong improvement of emission properties were achieved through that the laser
source was changed from KrF excimer laser (248 nm) to Nd:YAG laser (355 nm). [5, 6] In this
study, the detail mechanism in which a thin film was formed of Nd:YAG laser-annealing was
examined.

Fig. 1. Basic structure of w-LEDs: (a) Conventional type; (b) Remote type
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Experiment
Deposition of thin film. The SrGa2S4:Eu2+ thin film was deposited on the quartz substrate using
SrS:Eu and Ga2S3:Eu pellets by the two electron beam evaporation technique. Substrate temperature
was kept at 200oC. Eu was added as EuCl3 and the concentration of Eu was maintained at 2 mol%.
The deposition rate was monitored by quartz oscillator, and the supply ratio of SrS:Eu/Ga2S3:Eu to
the substrate was maintained at 1:1.6 which was optimum for the preparation of the stoichiometric
thin film.
Annealing process. After the deposition, for the high temperature annealing, the films were
annealed at 850oC for 30 min in 1% H2S + Ar atmosphere. For the laser-annealing, firstly, films
were annealed at 500oC for 30 min in 1%H2S + Ar atmosphere (pre-annealing). After the preannealing, the films were irradiated by 355 nm of Nd:YAG laser (laser-annealing). The conditions
of laser-annealing were the energy density of 14.7 mJ/cm2, the frequency of 8 kHz, in 10%H2S +
Ar, and 100,000~1,000,000 shots irradiation. Fig. 2 shows preparation process of SrGa2S4:Eu2+ thin
film.

Fig. 2. Preparation process of SrGa 2 S 4 :Eu 2+ thin film

Results and Discussion
The dependency of the emission properties on the laser shots. After thermal and laser annealing,
the films were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and photoluminescence (PL) and
cathodoluminescence (CL) measurements.
Fig. 3 shows XRD curves of thin films after thermal annealing at 850oC and laser annealing for
100,000~1,000,000 shots. It is seen from the figure that SrGa 2 S 4 phase is formed by the both
annealing methods. This result shows that the SrGa2S4 phase can be formed even by the laser
annealing at a SrGa 2 S 4 temperature than 600oC. The films annealed by laser showed the adjoined
diffraction peaks around 30 degrees, 29.72oC and 29.97oC for SrS (200) and SrGa 2 S 4 (062),
respectively. According to increase of irradiation shots. SrS (200) peak became lower, on the other
hand, SrGa 2 S 4 (062) peak became stronger. It can be considered that the SrS phase was formed by
pre-annealing, and SrGa 2 S 4 was crystallized by laser irradiation because of heating by the laser
irradiation. It is thought that the heating by the laser irradiation is necessary for formation of
SrGa 2 S 4 phase, the heating became higher according to increasing of irradiation shots.
Fig. 3 XRD patterns of SrGa 2 S 4 :Eu 2+ thin films after thermal annealing at 850oC, laserannealing of 100,000 ~ 1,000,000 shots, pre-annealed SrS + Ga 2 S 3 , SrS and Ga 2 S 3 thin films, and asdeposited thin film.
PL spectra of the SrGa 2 S 4 :Eu 2+ films annealed at 850oC and by laser irradiation showed green
emission with peak at 535 nm which is based on the transition between 54f 6 d 1 and 4f 7 in Eu 2+
luminescence center, and these spectra were perfectly same. This result indicates that the
SrGa 2 S 4 :Eu 2+ was successfully formed in the whole film, laser-annealing using 355 nm was
effective for uniformly crystallization of whole film.
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Fig. 3. XRD patterns of SrGa 2 S 4 :Eu 2+ thin films after thermal annealing at 850oC, laser-annealing of
100,000~1,000,000 shots, pre-annealed SrS + Ga 2 S 3 , SrS and Ga 2 S 3 thin films, and as-deposited thin film

Fig. 4 shows PLE spectra of SrGa2S4:Eu2+ thin films after thermal annealing at 850oC and
powder phosphors. It can be seen that the excitation in Eu2+ ion is dominant in the powder
phosphor, on the other hand, the excitation with host lattice (Eg ≅ 4.2 eV) is main and the
excitation with around 400 nm in Eu 2+ ion also happens in the thin film phosphor. The reason of
this difference in powder and thin film is that large part of the excitation by the energy smaller than
band gap energy permeates through the thin film. This result shows that the excitation with near UV
to blue light is also possible, although an idea is necessary in order to make the excitation due to
Eu2+ high.

Fig. 4. PLE spectra of SrGa2S4:Eu phosphors

Simulation of thermal distribution by laser irradiation of Nd:YAG (355 nm). The detail
mechanism of formation for SrGa2S4 thin film by Nd:YAG laser annealing was examined using the
relationship of photon absorption and temperature change (Eqs.1 and 2),
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where I 0 is initial energy of laser irradiated on sample, thickness a, with pulse width t 1 . A, c, 𝝆
and 𝜶 which were shown by the equation are proportionality factor, specific heat, density and
absorbance, respectively. To obtain the parameter 𝜶, transmittance spectra of the films were
measured. Fig. 5 shows spectral transmittance of pre-annealed SrS and Ga 2 S 3 thin films. The
absorbance of SrS and Ga 2 S 3 was calculated from the results. It can be seen from the result that
Ga2S3 layer absorbs almost of 355 nm light, whereas about 80% of 355nm light transmit though
SrS layer.

Fig. 5. Spectral transmittance of pre-annealed SrS and Ga 2 S 3 thin films

Fig. 6. Calculated thermal profiles of SrS and Ga2S3 thin films using thermal condition equation
when the Nd:YAG laser was irradiated

Fig. 6 shows calculated profiles of thermal distribution of SrS and Ga 2 S 3 thin films using
thermal diffusion equation when the laser was irradiated. It is shown that the temperature of Ga 2 S 3
thin film rises higher than that of SrS thin film on each pulse irradiation. It is considered that the
temperature rises because Ga 2 S 3 absorbs the excitation energy at 355 nm than SrS as shown in Fig.
5. It was expected that Ga2S3 mainly absorbed laser energy and heated when laser was irradiated
on thin film. It indicates that the heat generated in Ga 2 S 3 thin film spreads into the whole of the
film and contributed to crystallization of SrGa 2 S 4 . However, SrGa2S4 is not crystallized enough,
and SrS still exists when laser shot number is low. It is considered that as a result that the thin film
temperature rises and crystallization is promoted.
Summary
The crystallization mechanism of SrGa 2 S 4 :Eu 2+ thin film phosphors by Nd:YAG laserannealing was studied. From the results of XRD, SrS phase was obtained by pre-annealing.
According to increase of laser shooting, the diffraction peak of SrS (200) became lower, on the
other hand, the peak of SrGa 2 S 4 (062) became stronger. It is found that the laser annealing using
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355 nm of Nd:YAG laser enhances the formation of SrGa 2 S 4 phase. From the luminescent
properties, the crystallization of SrGa2S4:Eu whole thin films by the laser shots was successfully
carried out. Moreover, the laser shots above 500,000 was necessary for improvement of
luminescent property of SrGa 2 S 4 :Eu.
The simulation of thermal distribution by laser irradiation on SrS and Ga 2 S 3 was carried out. It
is shown that the temperature rising of Ga 2 S 3 thin film was larger than that of SrS on each pulse. It
is concluded from the this study that laser energy absorption of Ga 2 S 3 contributes to the formation
of SrGa 2 S 4 . The heat generated by absorption of 355 nm in Ga 2 S 3 spread on the whole of the film
and crystallization was promoted.
Moreover, it was shown that laser annealing for the preparation of thin film phosphors is
effective.
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Abstract. Cognitive Processor is a processor which have ability to emulate how human brain work
to process information by gathering information from the environment and take the inference from
the information that have received. To design Cognitive processor, appropriate methode is need to
support the performance of this processor. Knowledge Growing System (KGS) is a new
development of Artificial Intelligence that have ability to growing knowledge base on information
which have been gathered as time passes. KGS concept emerge by observing mechanism of human
brain when doing information fusion to gain new knowldege. This paper aimed to deliver concept
of designing a cognitive processor which suport by KGS Algorithm and fusion information method.
Introduction
System On Chip (SoC) is an integrated circuit system which integrites all the component of a
special purpose electronics system in one single chip. SoC can be a microcomputer system, signal
conditioning system, audio processing system, and others system with specific function.
A computer system usually build from processor, memories, data bus system and its
peripherals which support performance of the computer. By using SoC design and appropriate tools,
an integrated computer system and its peripheral in one single chip have possibility to be realized.
Nowdays processor with special purpose is developed rapidly. Several examples of processor
with special purpose is a processor which is used in navigation control system, to respon order
from available navigation tools. Another example is a processor which is used at autonomous
system. In this system, processor, helped with set of sensory system have ability to detect and
collect the information gathered by sensors and process every instruction to control action of that
autonomous system.
Cognitive Processor design can be a solution for developing processor with that kind special
function, which have explain above. Cognitive Processor is a processor which have ability to
emulate how human brain work when processing information, according with sensing, perceive,
and interact process [7]. Therefore a Cognitive Processor should have abilty to receive information
from every sensors which connected to it, do information fusion, and take the inference or
conclusion from every information which have received.
One of the phenomena on human intelligence system is the ability to increase or grow it
knowledge by learning a new things from their environment, according it experience which already
have before. In 2009, Arwin Datumaya Sumari, Adang Suwandi Ahmad, Aciek Ida, and Jaka
Sembiring, have develop a new concept in area of Articial Intelligenc (AI) called Knowledge
Growing System (KGS). Basically, KGS is a system based on process that occur on human brain
when obtaining new knowledge from its sensory organs, as time passes.
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In this paper we address the proposed design of Cognitive Processor, based on KGS Algorithm
and fusion infomation method. The structure of this paper is given as follows : Back ground of
research problem will discuss in Section 1. Section 2 will explain about several related theories and
researches which will support this research. Section 3 will present the proposed architecture design
of Cognitive Processor based on the concept and theory which have explained at previous section.
Section 4 will explaine about the proposed research methodology to design Cognitive Processor.
This paper will be closed by section 5 which will give the concluding remark of this paper,
including expected result from this research.
Related Theories and Researches
Concept of Knowledge Growing System (KGS) and information fusion. Basically, KGS is a
system which have ability to grow it knowledge base on information that already have, as time
passes [1, 3]. The key of KGS concept is to emulate the way of human’s brain develops new
knowledge from the information delivered by its sensory organs gathered from the environment [3,
4]. To give brief explanation of mechanism of KGS system, a model of Human Inference System
(HIS) has been developed as a KGS modelling [2]. HIS basically illustrated how human brain work
to take the inference from information fusion which have been gathered from every sensory organs.

Fig. 1. HIS illustration [1]

From HIS illustration at Fig. 1, it can be shown that the process to gain new knowledge is
received from information and phenomena which received from sensory organs. Therefore it can
be said that the process to gain new knowldege can be reached after folowing these steps:
information fusion, information inference and information-inference fusion. HIS concept became a
basic of mechanism Knowledge Growing System (KGS) as shown in Fig. 2.
New Knowledge which have been receive as result of Information Inferencencing Fusion is
then tested by process of counting the value of Degree of Certainty (DoC), to observe if the result
of new knowledge can describe the phenomena that have been happened. If the DoC value of a
new knowledge is satisfied, then the knowledge is then process to be ultimate knowldege. If the
new knowldege not satisfying DoC value, the process will return after the system receive new
information.
If the result of inference information fusion is received as new knowldege, then the new
knowldege will be saved on knowledge database. Every new knowledge is then fused as knowledge
information fusion. This process will always repeated until KGS gain the ultimate knowledge.
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Fig. 2. KGS mechanism [2]
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Fig. 3. HMP and cognitive system [5]

Cognitive processor. As explain in Section 1, Cognitive Processor is a processor which have
capability to emulate how human brain work to process information. Fig. 3, illustrating the use of
Cognitive Processor in Human Modeling Processor (HMP). The illustration show that Cognitive
Processor together with memory system is used to process every information from sensors and
converting informations which have been received to actuate a system.
HMP is first developed by Card, S.K., Moran T.P., & Newell, A at 1983. This concept
modelling how the performance of computer system which equipped with sensors, memory system
and actuator, so the computer can work as human. According to this concept, HMP have 3 (three)
important component: perceptual system, motor system and cognitive system. Perceptual system
containing sensors and memory to save information from appropriate sensors. Cognitive systems
received information from sensor’s memory and compare that information with prior information
which has been saved on long-term memory from cognitive system. Cognitive system also act as
decision maker in order to respon the result of that comparison. Motor system executes respon from
cognitive system, to actuate an action according to information from cognitive system. Fig. 3 show
the system of HMP.
Proposed Design of Cognitive Processor
Based on related theories and researches aboaut KGS and Cognitive Processor, the proposed
architecture design of Cognitive Processor can be shown at Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Proposed architecture design of cognitive processor with KGS algorithm
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Proposed architecture which shown on Fig. 4 is made base on HIS mechanism on Fig. 1.
Function of every block on that diagram can be explained as follow:
1. Set of Sensor and Sensor Memory: This is the first part of the diagram. In this section, input
from sensory unit is received by system and then converting by signal conditioning system.
2. Fusion Information Sensor from Sensor and Memory of Fusion Information: in this section every
information from sensor is fused and the result of information fusion is saved in memory
information fusion.
3. Inference and Inference Memory: in this section every fused information is then have inference
process. Result from inference process of every fused information is the save in Inference
Memory.
4. Information Inference Fusion and Memory: every inference result is then fused as Information
Inference Fusion and then saved in Memory Inference Fusion. Information which gain from this
process can be said as new knowledge.
5. DoC (Degree of Certainty) Processor: in this section, every inference information fusion is tested
by DoC process to observe if the new inference information is fulfilling the condition as new
knowledge. If the DoC value of a new knowledge is satisfied, then the knowledge is then process
to be ultimate knowldege and saved on database with prior knowledge which have been saved
before. If the new knowldege not satisfying DoC value, the process will return after the system
receive new information.
6. Data Base and Knowledge Fusion: In this section new knowledge is saved on database. The new
knowledge is also fuse by prior knowledge to gain an ultimate knowledge.
Proposed Design Methodology
Proposed design methodology to design Cognitive processor can be described as follow.
1. Determine design architecure based on KGS concept with this following step:
a. Mathematics Modelling:
To obeserve result of computation from KGS algortithm based on mathematic equations
which used on KGS algorithm. This modelling use available computation softaware
(MatLab, C, etc).
b. Make profiling into system hardware to see computation process and complexity of
operation when this KGS algorithm is run on hardware system. A Personal Computer or
Embedded System can be used to execute this step.
c. Next step is to design Datapath as basis for designing proposed processor architecure .
2. Design and Sistem Implementation on VHDL level:
a. VHDL Programming to design processor based on KGS algorithm, and the simulated by
using ModelSim Simulator
b. Design synthesis on chip-layout and on FPGA board
3. Doing coverage test to see the complexity of the proposed design and the performance of the
processor.
4. Doing functional chip test to see how this processor can handle special application task.
5. Doing implementation chip layout to SoC layer
The step of designing cognitive processor can be described as diagram on Fig. 5.
Mathematic
Modelling

Testing and
Simulation

Profiling (implementing
KGS to)
-PC
-Embedded System

Designing Fusion
Information Hardware
System
-VHDL
-FPGA

Design and Implementation
Processor System on level VHDL
based on Datapath

Designing Data-Path based
on mathematic modelling and
profiling as basis for
designing processor
architecture

Fig. 5. Step of Designing Cognitive Processor
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Concluding Remark
This paper addressing the possibility to design Cognitive processor base on information fusion
and Knowledge Growing System (KGS) as a novel perspective of Artificial Intelligence. The
proposed architecture and flowchart of the proposed design already explained on this paper.
Therefore from the related theories about KGS and Cognitive Processor design it can be conclude
that: (1) KGS is a new development in Artificial Intelligence field which offers possibility to design
a Cognitive Processor by implementing KGS Algorithm and its computation system for designing
Cognitive Processing System, (2) Cognitive Processor implemented with KGS can be used as a
main control for an autonomous system which has ability to grow it knowledge as the time passes,
based on the input for its sensory system. We intend to further this work forwad by doing
realization and simulation of proposed design of Cognitive Processor, according to methodology
which have described in this paper.
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Abstract. This paper was investigated the applicability of the COST-231 Hata Model to suburban
area Tarakan City, Indonesia, is tested by computing variations between the COST-231 Hata
predictions and predictions based on the Least Squares function, being the best fit curve through
measured data points. The measured signal strength data collected at various distances from three
base stations was used to estimate the path loss. The effect of different parameters, such as distance
from base stations was studied and it is observed that path loss increases with distance from the
signal source due to a corresponding decrease in signal strength. The RMSE for BS1, BS2, and BS3
were found to be 1.49 dBm, 2.14 dBm, and 3.21 dBm respectively, which is acceptable, the
acceptable maximum being 6 dBm. Thus, the performance of predictions based on the Least
Squares Qubic function shows its suitability for path loss modeling and prediction in GSM 900
MHz networks in this area.
Introduction
The most important practical results for telecommunications are predictions of the transmission
impairment characteristics (loss, fading, interference, dispersion, distortion, etc.) of radio links [1].
Radio propagation characteristics to a large extent; vary from one type of environment to the other.
This stems from the fact that a terrain is characterized by the types of obstacles that perturb radio
propagation. Thus, accurate attenuation estimation plays a crucial role in wireless network planning.
The prediction accuracy of a propagation model also depends on its suitability for that environment.
In mobile radio systems the obstacles between the bases station (BS) and the mobile station
(MS) significantly influences the strength of the mobile signal. The attenuation of the radio signal is
referred as path loss. The path loss prediction models have a major role in the radio frequency
coverage optimization, interference analysis and efficient utilization of the available network
resources [2]. The efficiency of radio network planning to produce a Cost-effective deployment of
GSM network for optimal network coverage largely depend on the degree of accuracy of the
propagation prediction model employed in characterizing the unique features of the propagation
environment where the network is to be deployed. Thus, the choice of an adaptable radio
propagation path loss model plays a pivotal role in obtaining an optimal network performance [1]. It
is required to accurately estimate the channel characteristics in order to maintain the interference at
a minimum level. Since the terrain conditions vary to a large extent, the path loss prediction models
cannot be generalized. This drawback can be overcome by adjusting the model parameters to suit
the desired environment.
The performance of any wireless communication systems depends on the propagation
characteristics of the channel. Channel characteristics have an impact on the design of the
transmission strategy. Received signal and path loss prediction models play an important role in the
RF coverage optimization and efficient use of the available resources. These models can differ in
their properties with locations due to different terrain environment. Therefore, extensive study on
the effects of radio propagation path-loss had drawn a considerable attention.
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Surajudeen et al. [3] studied comparatively three propagation models, Hata, COST 231, and the
Lee path loss model for GSM 1800 and WCDMA System in Urban area of Nigeria based received
predicting signal level swings for varying sites and frequency and was found to be optimum for
GSM 1800 and very high for WCDMA. Syahfrizal, in [4] also presented using Okumura-Hata
propagation model to path loss determination at 900 MHz GSM systems for Tarakan city, where
Okumura-Hata model was adopted and modified. Similar work was carried out by Julie et al. in [5]
whereby they modified Okumura-Hata and COST-231 Hata model to path loss prediction at GSM
900 and 1800 MHz for Port Harcourt and Enugu, Nigeria, where RMSE was agree with the
acceptable International range. Abraham Deme, in [6] the applicability of the COST 231 Hata
Model to the metropolis of Maiduguri, Nigeria, is tested by computing variations between the
COST 231 Hata predictions and predictions based on the Least Squares Qubic (LSQ) function,
being the best fit curve through measured data points and RMSE was found to be 5.33 dB, which is
acceptable, the acceptable maximum being 6 dB. Isabona, in [7] was optimized path loss prediction
using Okumura-Hata model for the CDMA 800 MHz system for urban area in Benin City, Nigeria.
In this paper, the data collected experimentally at 900 MHz band for three base stations,
located in the suburban region of Tarakan city, Indonesia are used for path loss analysis. Data
collected are used to calculate COST-231 Hata path loss prediction for the purpose of comparison
with prediction based LSQ method, being the best fit curve through measured data points.
COST-231 Hata Model
In this paper, we used COST-231 Hata model for predicting the propagation loss for GSM 900
MHz systems. In this model, f C is the carrier frequency in MHz, d is the distance between the
transmitter GSM Cell BS and the receiver MS user in km (which is fixed to 2.5 km in our
simulation), the BS antenna height h BS is equal to 30 m, the MS antenna height h MS is equal to 1.5
m, a(h MS ) is the MS antenna correction factor. The shadowing margin s is chosen as 10 dB and
added in the path loss in our simulation.
This model is derived by modifying the Hata model, and is used in urban, suburban, and rural
environments [1, 2, 4, 7, 8]. Path loss equation for suburban area as follows:
PL COSTSU = PL COSTU - 2 (log 10 (f c / 28)) 2 - 5.4
PL COSTU = 46.3 + 33.9 log 10 (f c ) - 13.82 log 10 (h BS )
+ (44.9 - 6.55 log 10 (h BS )) log 10 (d)+ s – a (h MS )
MS antenna correction factors a(h MS ) for all is:
a(h MS ) = (1.11log 10 (f c ) - 0.7)h MS - (1.56 log 10 (f c ) - 0.8)

(1)
(2)
(3)

Materials and Method
Description of the area under investigation. Tarakan city is located within tropical rainy region.
Its terrain clutter is characterized by the availability of tropical rainy forest, houses mostly below 20
meters and an average road with of about 20 meters. Attenuation is caused by multiple reflections,
absorption and multiple diffractions buildings and trees.
Measurement procedure. Measurements were taken from three different Base Stations of a mobile
network service provider in GSM 900 MHz Network, situated within the terrain. The testing tool
used in the measurement was GSM test phone handset in the Net Monitor mode capable of
measuring signal strength (P r ) in decibel milliwatts (dBm), in conjunction with a Digital Global
Positioning System receiver antenna to determine distance (d) from the Base Station (BS). Readings
were taken within the 900 MHz frequency band at intervals of 0.2 km, after an initial separation of
0.1 km away from the Base Station up to 2.5 km fixed length. Base Station parameters obtained
from GSM 900 MHz Network Provider such us mean transmitter height (h BS ) is 30 m, mean
Effective Isotropically Radiated Power (EIRP) is 43 dBm, transmitting frequency for BS1, BS2,
and BS3 are 902.5, 903.2, and 904.5 MHz respectively. Received power (P r ) values were recorded
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at various distances from each of the three BS named BS1, BS2, and BS3. For every received
power value, the corresponding path loss measured was computed using the formula:
PL Measured = EIRP - P r
(4)
Least square qubic path loss prediction. The LSQ equation was formulated based on path loss
measurements obtained from the all BS (BS1, BS2, and BS3), using the system of normal Eq. 5 to
determine the coefficients a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 :

(5)
where, PL i is the i measured path loss (dbm) from Eq. 4, d is BS1-MS separation (km), and N is
number of data points.
With solve Eq. 5 by Elimination Gauss-Jordan method for Simultant Linear Equation, the LSQ
path loss prediction for the all BSs (BS1, BS2, and BS3) were found to be:
PL LSQBS1 = 83.01 + 57.21*d – 27.93*d2 + 5.86*d3
PL LSQBS2 = 83.30 + 66.54*d – 32.17*d2 + 5.65*d3
PL LSQBS3 = 81.55 + 55.08*d – 26.72*d2 + 6.19*d3

(6)

In order to calculate and validate the effectiveness of the COST-231 Hata predicted model and
LSQ path loss, the Mean Prediction Error, MPE (μ), Root Mean Square Error, RMSE (ρ), and
Standard Deviation, SD (σ) were calculated of each area. The MPE (μ), RMSE (ρ), and SD (σ) was
computed using the formula:
µ=

ρ=
σ=

1
N

N

∑ ( PL
i =1

1
N
1
N

COST − 231

− PLLSQ )

N

∑ ( PL
i =1

COST − 231

− PLLSQ ) 2

N

∑ (( PL
i =1

COST − 231

− PLLSQ ) − µ ) 2

(7)
(8)
(9)

where, PL COST-231 is COST-231 Hata Predicted path loss, PL LSQ is LSQ path loss function, and N is
number of data considered.
In [6], the correlation between the LSQ method and COST-231 Hata model was indicated by
the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r). The r value is about -1 ≤ r ≤ +1, if r was closed to ± 1 that
indicated a high correlation between these methods to the others.
Results and Analysis
The measured signal strength (P r ) results of three BS (BS1, BS2, and BS3) in this study were
presented graphically in Fig. 1. The values of the predicted path loss and the measured path loss
were plotted against the distance of separation between the Base Station (BS) antenna and the
Mobile Station (MS) antenna.
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A Graphical comparison of the COST-231 Hata Model with the LSQ Method on BS1
propagation environment is shown in Fig. 2. The LSQ function represents the best fit curve through
the measured path loss points for BS1. It can be seen that the variations between these two methods
are within the limits of acceptability. The result of the drive test carried out within the coverage area
of the cell reported a mean path loss of 120.23 dBm. Mean path loss values of 115.80 dBm, and
120.23 dBm were predicted by COST-231 Hata model, and LSQ path loss respectively. Fig. 3
shows the path loss of the transmitted signal in the terrain covered by BS2. COST-231 Hata model,
and LSQ path loss predicted mean path loss values of 115.84 dBm, and 122.15 dBm respectively.
The mean path loss obtained from the propagation environment within the radio coverage of the
BS2 was 122.15 dBm. The analysis of the drive test data of the BS3 as presented in Fig. 4 reported
that the mean path loss calculated by the mobile users in that area covered is 120.15 dBm. The
predictions of COST-231 Hata model, and LSQ path loss predicted gave mean values of 115.86
dBm, and 10.15 dBm respectively.

Fig. 1. Measured received signal strength (P r ) in BS1, BS2, and BS3

Fig. 2. Comparison path loss of COST-231 Hata Model and LSQ Method for BS1

Fig. 3. Comparison path loss of COST-231 Hata Model and LSQ Method for BS2
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The COST-231 Hata model and LSQ method for average MPE values were 5.0121 dBm, and
0.0004 dBm respectively. The average RMSE values were found to be 6.9567 dBm, and 2.2800
dBm for the COST-231 Hata model, and LSQ method respectively. The average SD values were
found to be 4.6434 dBm, and 2.2780 dBm for the COST-231 Hata model, and LSQ method
respectively. According to [6], any RMSE up to 6 dBm is acceptable. It therefore, implies that the
LSQ method is acceptable for path loss prediction across the terrain in question but for COST-231
Hata model is acceptable nearly. For the future work, optimizing COST-231 Hata model must be
doing to get the acceptable RMSE.
With using formulation of the correlation coefficients (r) in [6] between the LSQ method and
COST-231 Hata model for the all BS (BS1, BS2, and BS3) were calculated properly. They were
found to be 0.9742, 0.9938, and 0.9521 respectively, which indicated a high positive correlation
between the LSQ and the COST-231 Hata model.

Fig. 4. Comparison path loss of COST-231 Hata Model and LSQ Method for BS3

A test for correlation significance was performed to ensure acceptability of the correlation as
follows: The Null Hypothesis H 0 : r = 0, stating that there is no significant correlation between the
LSQ method and the COST-231 Hata model, is tested against the alternative hypothesis H 1 : r ≠ 0,
stating that there is a significant correlation between these methods. The t-value for correlation
significance was computed using the formula:
t=r

N −2
1− r 2

(10)

The analysis using of Equation (10), the t-values between the LSQ method and COST-231
Hata model for BS1, BS2, and BS3 were found to be 14.31, 29.71, and 10.33 respectively, which is
significantly greater than the t-table value of 1.796, obtained under the level of significance α =
0.05, with the degree of freedom ν = N – 2 = 13 – 2 = 11. As a result, the Null Hypothesis is
rejected.
Furthermore, the Null Hypothesis H 0 : µ = 0, stating that the mean of the paired differences
between the LSQ method and the COST-231 Hata model is not significantly different from zero, is
tested against the alternative hypothesis H 1 : µ ≠ 0, stating that the mean of the paired differences
between these methods is significantly different from zero. The computed t for paired values was
obtained using the formulation:
t=

μe_COST − μe_LSQ
σ

(11)

where, μ eCOST-231 is mean prediction error by COST-231 model, μ eLSQ is mean prediction error by
LSQ method, and σ is standard deviation error between these methods.
Form analysis with Equation (11), the t – values is between the LSQ method and COST-231
Hata model for BS1, BS2, and BS3 were found to be 0.00036, 0.00044, and 0.00029 respectively,
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which is significantly lower than the t-table value of 1.796, obtained under the level of significance
α = 0.05, with the degree of freedom ν = N – 2 = 13 – 2 = 11. As a result the Null Hypothesis holds.
The above statistical analysis indicates that the COST-231 Hata model can be used in place of the
LSQ method, and is thus, valid for path loss prediction across the terrain in question.
Conclusion
Signal strength measurements were obtained from Base Stations across situated within the
suburban area of Tarakan City, Indonesia and the best fit function through the mean measurements
was obtained using the LSQ method. Comparisons were made between the obtained LSQ function
and the COST-231 Hata model. It was discovered that the COST-231 Hata model and LSQ method
has an acceptable average RMSE of 6.96 dBm, and 2.28 dBm respectively, which the acceptable
maximum RMSE was being 6 dBm. Further statistical proof shows that the LSQ method for this
area is acceptable for path loss prediction across the terrain in question.
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Abstract. Nowadays the use of renewable energy into power system continuously increases. The
increasing penetration of renewable energy into the power system of small-scale or stand-alone
systems, have the potential to cause disruption in the stability and quality of the system. This
happens because the intermittent or unstable characteristics of renewable energy, its can not be
controlled or regulated, depending on the nature or weather. But nowadays has developed
technology that is appropriate to address the issues of stability and reliability, the system is Smart
Microgrids. Smart microgrids system is a system of generation, distribution, and use of electrical
energy from renewable energy sources. This study discussed the system design of Smart Microgrids
from solar energy. This system consists of 1,280 kWp of PV modules, 12×75Ah C10 batteries, PV
Inverter, and Bidirectional Inverter, with the burden of the simulation of programmable RLC Load.
The system was tested for its performance and then will be optimization by adding generator set as
a backup energy source. Optimizing result of this Smart Microgrid isolated system is able to
improve system stability and power quality. For systems lifetime 15 years, the cost of energy from
this system ranged Rp 2,934/kWh, cheaper than government regulation cost (Rp 3,000/kWh).
Introduction
Indonesia is the country that has a huge potential of renewable energy, but only about 11.31%
of electricity generation used it as energy resources. On the other hand, the electricity demands
growth about 8.6% per annual. For this reason it’s necessary to find an effective and efficient
development technology and algorithm in electricity sector, so this demand growth can be met.
Generating electricity from renewable energy resources is one of strategies to fulfill the
electricity demand growth. High penetration of renewable energy into grid can cause some stability,
reliability and power quality problems, due to intermittent characteristic of renewable energy
according to weather conditions. A smart microgrids or smart grids technology can be effective and
efficiently control high penetration of renewable energy resource to the main grid, without any
disturbed to systems power quality.
A smart microgrid defined as a small scale of electricity grid which is at least has one of
distributed generation, energy storage systems, energy conversion systems, control systems and
loads.
Considine et al in “Understanding Microgrids as the Essential Architecture of Smart Energy”
journal, difined a microgrid is a small grid that can operate as a part of a larger grid or that can
operate independently of the larger grid. A stand-alone microgrid never connects to a larger grid.
Microgrids can manage their own storage, conversion, and recycling of energy [5].
Along with the advancement technology of the power grid, microgrids also use the take
advantages of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) so that it develops into Smart
Microgrid Systems. With communication skills and intelligence, the future smart microgrids will be
able to form a network and perform some tasks to continously improve the reliability and
availability of electricity [7].
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A smart microgrid can also completed with an Energy Management System (EMS). EMS
allowed smart microgrids to self decide free from grid when its operation as standalone or islanding
mode. The main characteristic off this smart microgrids is not only can operate as on-grid or grid
connected mode, but also can operate as off-gris/isolated/standalone/islanding mode.
The purpose of this research is to design a laboratories scale smart microgrid model,
implementing it’s, and conduct some optimization to get a stable and reliability smart microgrid
system.
Methodology
The step in this research is studying the literature related to smart microgrid system. Then set
the location where the research will be conducted. After the research location determined, then the
potential of renewable energy at the site will measured, and collect the secondary data from various
references and data sources. In addition to the data potential of renewable energy, also carried the
load characteristics data, both primary and secondary data. From the existing data is then calculated
the amount of generating capacity to be built along with the equipment needed to control the smart
microgrid system. The result of this design is then applied in the study area. After the system is
built, then testing the performance of system. The performance test results are analyzed to then be
re-optimization and analysis of smart microgrid system to obtain the most optimal system.
System Design
The smart microgrid system was designed base on load profile planning and renewable energy
potential at Mochtar Riady Plaza Quantum Building, University of Indonesia (6º21’43.7” S
106º49’24.2” E).
In this smart microgrid model the system used is Alternating Current (AC) System, because
most of the demand that will be used is AC load. The AC systems have higher efficiency than
Direct Current (DC) Systems, which is about 80% [3]. For load estimation profile, we used daily
load curve profile for household customer type R1-1300 VA from Directorat General of Electricity
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (DJK-KESDM). The daily load curve is shown in Fig. 1.
This curve show that the peak load happened at 17:00 pm to 22:00 pm with maximum value 1.151
Watt at 19:00 pm. The total energy consumed is about 4.926 Wh per day. Monthly averages solar
radiation for this research location can be seen in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Daily load curve of household R1 1300 VA customer (Source: DJK–KESDM, 2012)

Table 1. Monthly solar radiation at University of Indonesia
Month
January
February
Mart
April
May
June
Average

Clearness Index
0.398
0.394
0.449
0.483
0.517
0.535
0.481

Baseline Data (monthly averages)
Daily Radiation (kWh/m2/d)
Month
Clearness Index
4.250
July
0.551
4.240
August
0.551
4.720
September
0.539
4.760
October
0.490
4.670
November
0.439
4.580
December
0.420
4.756

Daily Radiation (kWh/m2/d)
4.820
5.210
5.500
5.200
4.670
4.450
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The power generation by photovoltaic can be calculated with Eq. 1 below [1].
(1)
where: P PV : Power generation of PV (kWp)
E C : Energy need in daily (kWh/day)
H sun : Sun Hour = Daily Radiations (kWh/m2×day)
η sys : System Efficiency (%)
By inserting the known data, i.e. E c = 4.926 kWh/day, Hsun = 4.756 hour, and system
efficiency 80%, then obtained the power generation capacity by photovoltaic [4]:
(2)
This research used 320 Wp photovoltaic module, so for 1.2 kWp its need 1200/320 = 4 modules.
For isolated (off-grid) operation of a smart microgrid system, its necessary to used Energy
Storage System (ESS) such as a batteries system, where the batteries will be function as power
supply when the energy from photovoltaic not enough for supply the demands. To determine the
battery capacity, Eq. 3 used [4]:
(3)
where: C bat :
EC :
U sys :
H aut :
DoD:

Batteries capacity needed (Ah c10 )
Energy need in daily (VAh)
System voltage (V DC )
Autonomous day (day)
Depth of Discharge (%)

Autonomous day is the number of day that batteries mush able to serve load without additional
supply from generator or grid. DoD is the percentage where the batteries can be discharge without
any damage to the batteries. In this research defined H aut = 1, DoD = 60%, so the required battery
capacity is:
(4)
To meet the required battery capacity in this research used 12 pcs battery with 4 series and 3
parallel configuration of 12V75Ah C10 battery, so the batteries voltage will be 4×12V = 48Volt and
capacity 3×75Ah C10 = 225Ah C10 .
The system was design in 48 V DC, so we should use 48V/1200W for PV Inverter rating. For
system control and operation of this smart microgrid we used a bidirectional inverter which can
convert AC parameters from PV Inverter, and other external source into DC parameter that will be
distributed to batteries system. Bidirectional Inverter also conver DC parameters from batteries into
AC parameters taht will be use by AC load. The system operation and load flow control also do in
this bidirectional inverter. Bidirectional inverter will decide wheter to operate on-grid or off-grid.
On the other hand its can say that the bidirectional inverter is the brain of this smart microgrid
system.
Bidirectional Inverter should have aability to supply maximum power need by loads. The
suggeted minimum rating of bidirectional inverter is 1.25 multiple by total AC loads power. In this
resaerch the maximum load power is 1.151 kW, so the bidirectional inverter need is 1,5 kW. But
this system was planed to be operate for 15 years, so we should consider the demand growth of this
system. By assumed that the demand growth was 10% per anual, the maximum load that should be
supply become 4.371 kW. So in this research we used 40 V 5 kW Bidirectional Inverter. Figs. 2a
and 2b show the smart microgrid model diagram before and after optimation.
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Fig. 2. Smart Microgrid Model: (a) before optimation; (b) after optimation

System Analysis
The smart microgrid designed then apply at Mochtar Riady Plaza Quantum University of
Indonesia. This model then tested with programable RLC load to see its performance on-grid and
off-grid. When this system operate on-grid, the elecricity supply for load are from PV and batteries
with grid source as back up. So when on-grid operation mode, the power stability can be achieved
during the grid available. When this system operate off-grid or isolated, the elctricity sources only
from PV and batteries. So in the night or when energy from PV and batteries not enough for supply
the loads, Bidirectional inverter will automatically trip the load to prevent any damages to batteries
system. Fig. 3. Show the power stability of this system when its operate in off-grid mode.
When the PV power was zero, all loads will be suplly by batteries only. At peak load (usually
at night) the batteries have to work maximum to supply loads. But when the batteries capacity not
enough for supply the loads or when the batteries discharged too deep (DOD high), to protect the
batteries from damage, the bidirectional inverter will shut down the loads. Fig. 3 show that when
SOC reached 46.57%, the bidirectional inverter shut down the loads. This happened because off
error reading of SOC (BattSocErr) that continously monitoring by bidirectional inverter to confirm
the accurate information about SOC. The BattSocErr 20.71% show that the right SOC was 25.89%
not 46.57%. This error can be happen because of incorrect batteries charge and discharge
operations, that can effected in reduce batteries capacity permanently or temporary.
The bidirectional inverter that we used in this reseach have an advantage to supply the overload
6500 Watt during 30 menits or 7200 Watt during 5 menits [8]. The Fig. 3 show that SOC 40%
reached at 19:20. With 900 Watt load, this model still can supply the load until 115 menits latter.
When the SOC reach 25.86% then the system shut down the loads, and the bidirectional inverter
will be standby untill its get supply for PV in the morning. When the SOC reached 40% then the
loads will be reconnected to the system. If the system shut down the loads offten, its means that the
system reability and stability was not good. That why we need to optimization this smart microgrid
system.
The optimization scenario was by adding a autostart generator set to the system as a back up in
off-grid operation mode. In this research we use a 6.5 kW generator set that standby for 24 hours a
day. So as the PV and batteries have not enought energy to supply the load, the generator will start
and supply the loads and charge the batteries. Fig. 4 show the power stability of this system after
optimization with an aotustart generator set.
Fig. 4 shows the stability of smart microgrid system after optimization. From this picture we
can see that at 6:00 to 10:00 all loads supply by PV and batteries. Because the PV output power at
this time still less than load power, the batteries also work to supply the loads. At 10:00 to 14:30,
the PV output power is more than loads, so in this time the excess power of the PV store to the
batteries. During this periode, the batteries capacity are restore after long time discharge for
supplying the loads in the moorning.
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Fig. 3. Power stability of smart microgrid model in off-grid operation mode

Fig. 4. Power stability of smart microgrid model in off-grid operation mode after optimization

Along with the reduced of solar radiations, the PV output power decreased. During 14:30 to
15:30 the loads supplied by PV and battreries again. At 15:30 to 23:10 the loads will be suplied by
batteries only. When the batteries reached its minimum SOC and/or the loads power bigger than
remaining batteries capacity, automatically the bidirectional inverter will give the signal to
generator to start. The generator will run until batteries SOC reach 80%, and then the bidirectional
will automatically give the signal to generator to stop. In this case its happened at 23:10 to 01:10 am
or about 2 hours. At the next periode, the loads will be supply by the batteries until the PV output
power available. It can be concluded that the optimization of the Smart microgrid system with the
addition of auto start generator set can improve the stability of the system.
Economic analysis of this system used Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) methode. Where all
financial components drawn into present value (PV). With optimization using autostart generator
set and fuel rice assumed 6% per year, and system life cycle 15 years, total investment requered
including operations and maintanace cost was Rp 417,931,388. According to the solar radiation data
and system measured data, the energy production of this system expected 9,497.30 kWh per year.
Total energy production in 15 year expected 142,159.50 kWh. So we can calculated the cost of
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energy (COE) of this system by divede total energy production with total investment required. The
COE get was Rp 2,934/kWh. This price still in range with FiT (Feed in Tariff) which determined by
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resource Republic of Indonesia, which is $.25cent/kWh or Rp
3,000/kWh [17].
Conclusion
The reability analysis of alternating current isolated smart microgrid system test results that the
system only can served the laod until around 21:00 pm, because the supply energy from batteries
already reach its minimum SOC. Optimization of the Smart microgrid system with the addition of
auto start generator set can improve the stability of the system, so the load can be served 24 hours a
day. Economical analysis of the smart microgrid system proposed results that the cost of energy
(COE) of this system for 15 year life time operation is Rp 2,934/kWh, cheaper than FIT that already
determined by goverment, in this case Ministry of energy and Mineral Resources Republic of
Indonesia.
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Abstract. This paper presents the developement of Smart Grid simulator using the SCADA
software. The Winlog SCADA is employed to simulate the smart grid application on a computer
networks. The simulator consists of the Grid and Renewable Energy Sources, the Smart Homes, the
Power Switches, and the Smart Grid Operator. The GUI of simulator is developed by utilizing the
Template Builder of Winlog SCADA. The developed simulator is tested to perform the smart grid
application on maintaining the continuous supply to the loads. Experimental results show that the
simulator could simulate the task properly. The smart grid operation could be simulated visually.
Introduction
A smart grid is a system that integrates the ICT (information and communication technology)
and the electrical network [1]. It uses two-way communication and energy flow between the
suppliers and the consumers [2, 3]. The smart grid covers three main aspects, i.e. [2]: (a) The smart
infrastructure, such as the energy infrastructure for generating and delivering the electricity, the
information infrastructure for advanced metering, monitoring and management; (b) The smart
management to provide the advance management; (c) The smart protection to provide the security
and protection services.
The smart grid technology offers a wide open research areas such as demand response,
dynamic pricing, load management, integration with the renewable energy resources, etc. The
testbed hardware [3, 4, 5, 6] or the simulation software [7, 8, 9, 10] are commonly employed to
develop and verify the algorithms dealing with those problems.
In [3], a laboratory testbed for the wireless smart grid was developed. It consists of Intelligent
Power Switches, power generator from different power sources (main supply, solar panel and wind
turbine), power meter and different types of electrical loads. The Intelligent Power Switch is a
power switch for connecting the electrical sources and loads according to the desired topology. The
information network is developed using 802.15.4 wireless mesh network. The smart grid testbed for
a small building was developed in [4]. The system consists of an application software, a server,
gateway, electrical devices and information networks. The information networks consist of the
power line carrier communication and the Zigbee technology. The electrical devices consist of
smart meters, wind generators, a solar panel, light controllers, a battery, electric vehicle chargers,
and a smart outlet.
A microgrid platform for implementing the energy management system was developed in [5].
The microgrid testbed in the customer side consists of smart meters to monitor and control the loads
consist of computers, laptops, desk lamps, network switches, LED lights, a cloth dryer, a
refrigerator. The Ethernet is employed to communicate between both the dryer and refrigerator and
the microgrid platform. While the other loads are connected to the microgrid platform using the
Zigbee wireless communication. In the grid side, several services such as automatic demand
response, dynamic pricing and weather forecast were implemented.
An embedded system equipped with GSM modem was developed to integrate renewable
energy and the smart home within the smart grid [6]. The smart home consists of a solar panel, a
battery, a charge converter, a DC/AC inverter, a power meter, and a GSM modem. Two way
communication via GSM modem is established between the smart home and the utilily provider to
improve the energy flow and the consumption efficiency.
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The simulation software using C++ languange was developed to simulate the demand response
in the intelligent home energy management system [7]. The simulation tool consists of the
algorithm for home energy management, graphic user interface, and load models. The graphic user
interface allows the users or customers to monitor the house appliances status, the power
consumption, the demand limit, and other preference status. The load models simulate the models
of water heater, air conditioner, cloth dryer, and electric vehicle.
The MATLAB/Simulink was employed to evaluate the home energy management algorithm
[8]. The load and source models are taken from the real measurement of the renewable energy
sources. In [9], the MATLAB/Simulink was employed to simulate the integration of renewable
energy resources in a smart grid with the power line communication.
The SCORE (Smart Grid Common Open Research Emulator) was developed by [10]. SCORE
integrates both power and information network. It consists of graphic user interface, communication
module, power module, and runs under Linux operating system. The emulator provides the models
of wire/wireless communication protocol, energy models, and the smart grid applications such as
demand response algorithm, energy management.
The simulation tools discussed above employ the software that requires the medium or high
programming skill. In this paper, we propose to employ the SCADA software to simulate the smart
grid and renewable energy sources. The SCADA software is an application software used as the
human machine interface in the SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system.
SCADA software is simple and easy to be developed without the need of high programming skill.
The proposed simulator employs the Winlog SCADA [11] to simulate the smart grid
applications. The benefits of proposed simulator are: (a) The simulation could be developed visually
using HMI tool; (b) The SCADA software provides the common communication protocols for
connecting to other devices or computers, thus it allows the distributed simulation; (c) The smart
grid algorithm could be developed using a simple programming language provided by the SCADA
software.
System Architecture
Power system network. The power system network used in the simulation is illustrated in Fig. 1. It
consists of three main components, i.e. the electrical power generators, the residential loads, and the
power switches. The power generators consist of the main grid, two PV plants, and a wind turbine
generator. They are connected to the loads by power switches that could be controlled according to
the certain algorithm.
Smart
Home-1

Smart
Home-2

Smart
Home-3

PS1

PS2

PS3

PS9
Main
Grid

PS8

PS7

Smart
Home-5

Smart
Home-4

PV
Plant-1
PS4
PS5

PV
Plant-2

PS6

Wind
Turbine
: Power Switch

Fig. 1. Power system network

The power switches are the important components for delivering the power to the loads within
the energy managemen systems [3, 12]. In our work, the power switch has four ports, where each
port could be configured to connect to another three ports. Each power switch contains six switches
(Switch-1 to Switch-6) to perform this connection.
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Configuration of the simulator. Our proposed simulator applies the distributed scheme, in the
sense that each computer simulates one or more components and all computers are connected to
perform the simulation. It consists of four computers with Wifi access and one wireless access
point. Winlog SCADA is employed at each computer to simulate the smart grid components.
Fortunately, Winlog SCADA provides the TCP/IP client-server protocol to communicate between
the Winlog SCADA running in each computer. Therefore each simulator in the computer could be
developed separately and controlled by the master (in this case the Smart Grid Operator) through
TCP/IP protocol.
Smart Home
1

Smart Grid
Operator

TCP/IP
Ch-1

Winlog SCADA
PC-1 (Client)

Smart Home
2

PV-1

PV-2

Main
Grid

Smart Home
4
Smart Home
5

TCP/IP
Ch-3

Smart Home
3
Winlog SCADA
PC-2 (Server)

TCP/IP
Ch-2

Wind
Turbine

Winlog SCADA
PC-3 (Server)

Winlog SCADA PC-4 (Server)

Fig. 2 Communication architecture

The communication architecture between the computers is illustrated in Fig. 2, where
Computer-1 is master of the simulator that acts as the client in the TCP/IP client protocol. While
Computer-2, Computer-3, and Computer-4 act as the server. Computer-2, Computer-3, and
Computer-4 use channel-1, channel-2, and channel-3 of the TCP/IP client protocol respectively.
Using this configuration, the simulator could be extended easily. For example, the other computers
could be added to simulate the other loads or power generators. This configuration could be
implemented for real application of the smart grid system.
Designing the Simulation using Winlog SCADA
Winlog SCADA is a software to develop the SCADA system. Fortunately, it could be used to
build the simulator in the smart grid applications. Specifically to simulate the loads, power
generators, power switches, and smart grid operator. In this work, only three application tools of the
Winlog SCADA are utilized, i.e.: (a) Configuration tool; (b) Gate builder; (c) Template builder; (d)
Code Builder.
Configuration tool is used to configure the communication protocol for connecting the other
computers or devices. Since the TCP/IP client protocol is employed, this tool is used to configure
the IP address and the channel number. Gate builder is used to define the gates or variables used in
the simulation such as the light power, PV power, Wind Turbine power, etc. Template builder is
used to build the animation or displaying the GUI of the simulator. The code builder is used to write
the program or algorithm to be developed for the simulator. The explanation of the simulator design
is discussed in the following.
Smart home system. In the simulation, Smart Home-1, Smart Home-2 and Smart Home-3 have the
similar home appliances, i.e. AC/Fan, Oven/Rice Cooker, Freezer, Washer, TV/PC and Lights. The
lights consist of Room-1 lights, Room-2 lights, Kichen lights, Living Room Lights, Outdoor lights,
and Common Room lights. The display is developed using Template builder, where each appliance
is indicated by the ON/OFF switch and the value of consumed power. Two gates are assigned for
each appliance, one digital gate representing the status of ON/OFF switch and one numeric gate
representing the consumed power. For lighting, the consumed power is total power of the lights on
each room/area. Smart Home-4 is similar to Smart Home-5. They are different with the previous
ones in the numbers of lightings, where there are no lighting for Room-2 and Common Room.
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Grid and renewable energy sources system. In the research, we focus on the energy management
of smart grid. Therefore only the generated power of grid and renewable energy sources are
considered. The generated power could be simulated using the predefined data or generated
according to the algorithm implemented in the Smart Grid Operator. The power delivered by both
main grid and renewable energy sources are controlled via the power switch by the control
algorithm in the Smart Grid Operator. Each source is represented by two gates: one digital gate
representing the ON/OFF status of the source and one numeric gate representing the power
delivered by the source.
Smart grid operator. Smart Grid Operator is the main controller of smart grid system. It controls
and monitors all components of smart grid such as power generators, load, and power switches. The
simulator display of Smart Grid Operator contains all monitoring parameters such as: the
consumption power of the loads, the power delivered by generators, the power networks for
delivering the energy, the status of power switches. The color of power flow line will change
according to the paths that are selected during simulation. The color is red when the current flows
throught it, otherwise the color is blue.
The Smart Grid Operator implements the control algorithms for maintaining the continuous
supply to the loads. The control algorithm reads the power of loads and the power delivered by
sources. In the case of low demand, only the renewable sources are utilized to supply the load.
When the load increases and the power generated by renewable sources are not enough to supply
them, then the main grid will be ON. The control algorithm decides the position of power switches
on the system regarding to the flow of energy supplied by the renewable energy sources and the
main grid. This algorithm is implement using the Winlog SCADA by utilizing the code builder.
Experimental Results
The developed simulator is tested by simulating a smart grid application. In the experiment, the
scenario for maintaining the continuous supply to the loads is employed as described in the
following.
Table 1. Profile of load and power sources
Case

Power Source

PV1=450 W
1.
PV2=150 W +
Wind Turbine =
200 W

Connected Load

Appliances

Smart Home-1=100 W

Freezer=20W,TV=80W

Smart Home-2=100 W

Freezer=20W,TV=80W

Smart Home-3=250 W

Oven= 250W

Case

Power Source

Grid=450 W
2.

Smart Home-4=200 W

Washer=200W

Wind Turbine =
200 W

Smart Home-5=150 W

Oven=150 W

Grid=150 W

Connected Load
Smart Home1=100 W
Smart Home2=100 W
Smart Home3=250 W
Smart Home4=200 W
Smart Home5=150 W

Appliances
Freezer= 20 W
TV=80 W
Freezer=20 W
TV=80 W
Oven= 250 W
Washer=200 W
Oven=150 W

The profile of loads and power sources is given in Table 1. In case-1, power sources are the
renewable energy sources only, the main grid is off. PV-1 supplies to Smart Home-1, Smart Home2, and Smart Home-3. While both PV-2 and Wind Turbine supply to Smart Home-4 and Smart
Home-5. In case-2, it is assumed that there are a loss energy supply from PV-1 and PV-2. Therefore
the system will substitute them by the main grid. It is noted from the table, that the grid supplies to
Smart Home-1 and Smart Home-2 using the same path. While it supplies to Smart Home-5 using
the different path. Smart Home-4 is supplied by Wind Turbine.
Fig. 3a illustrates the simulator display on Computer-4 where the power generators are
simulated. The figure shows the condition of case-2 when the grid and Wind Turbine are ON, while
PV-1, PV-2 are OFF. The red and white LED indicators represent the ON and OFF status
respectively. The panel meter on each source displays the generated power. The charts on the figure
represent the generated power during simulation. In the figure, the middle-left part of the chart
represents case-1. While the middle-right part of the chart represents case-2.
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Fig. 3b illustrates the simulator display on Computer-2 that simulates Smart Home-1, Smart
Home-2, and Smart Home-3. The ON/OFF switches on the figure indicate the ON/OFF status of the
appliances. The switches of Freezer and TV of Smart Home-1 and Smart Home-2 are ON, while the
switch of Oven of Smart Home-3 is ON. It conforms to the simulated data in Table 1. The
consumption power for each Smart Home is plotted in the chart during simulation. The figure
shows that the power is delivered continuously to three Smart Homes during simulation (case-1
then case-2), even though PV-1 and PV-2 are OFF during case-2. It means that the algorithm for
maintaining the continuous supply is simulated properly.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Simulator display on Computer-4; (b) Simulator display on Computer-2

The simulation displays of Smart Grid Operator on Computer-1 for case-1 and case-2 are
illustrated in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, respectively. The red power lines on the figures indicate the power
flows. In Fig. 4a, PV-1 supplies the power to Smart Home-1, 2, 3 through the lines indicated by red
lines, i.e.: (PV-1:P1-P2)–(Smart Home-3:P4-P1-P2)–(Smart Home-2:P4-P1-P2)–(Smart Home3:P4-P1). While PV-2 and Wind Turbine supply power to Smart Home-4, 5 through the lines:
(PV2:P1-P4)–(Wind Power:P4-P1-P2)–(Smart Home-4:P4-P1-P2)–(Smart Home-5:P4-P1). In Fig.
4b, the grid supplies power to Smart Home-1, 2, 3 through the lines: (Grid:P1-P2)– (Smart Home1:P2-P1-P4)–(Smart Home-2:P2-P1-P4)–Smart Home-3:P2-P1). The grid supplies power to Smart
Home-5 through the lines: (Grid:P1-P4)–(Smart Home-5:P2-P1). Wind Turbine supplies power to
Smart Home-4 through the lines: (Wind Turbine:P1-P2)–(Smart Home-4:P4-P1).
Both figures show that the simulator display on Computer-1 visualizes the operation of smart
grid system properly. This visualization helps operator to monitor the smart grid operation and
troubleshoot the system when the faults are occured.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Simulator display on Computer-1: (a) case-1; (b) case-2

Conclusion
The Winlog SCADA is employed to simulate the smart grid system. Since the SCADA
software provides the tool to visualize the process on the computer, the simulator GUI could be
developed easily. Further the communication between several computers could be implemented
using the communication protocol provided by Winlog SCADA. Therefore the distributed simulator
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could be established, where each computer simulates the smart grid components separately. In
future, the simulator will be extended to simulate the complex algorithms of smart grid system.
Further, the testbed hardware will be integrated with the simulator.
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Abstract. Robustness, low maintanance, high and acurate positioning are the advantage of using
linear motor in ropeless elvator. For this kind of motor the power of elektromagnetic directly
proportional with current that will effect of how much maximum load that it can carry out. This
study evaluate performance of Linear Switched Reluctance Motor when the cabin move to other
level with a load an get another load how its react on current, velocity, speed and force. By using
basics formulas and making simulation to see the characteristic performance of system and use
controller in force which can also use as braking for characteristic performance in acceleration and
speed. Simulation result that current efficiency lost about 25% in varieted extra load, but in
varieted extra load using PI controller in force speed has little effect but contrally happened that
there are so much spike happened in the same amount of extra load. This simulation is the first step
of future work in design and making the prototype.
Introduction
In UK Elevator accident since 2002 untill 2010 has 266 people injured and 4 of them killed [1]
in indonesia recently accident happened in a mall because of pendulum elevator fell as the steelrope
broke up [2]. From Pulley system malfunction, or a mechanical breakdown or defect causing an
elevator to drop rapidly within the shaft, faulty wiring, elevator control malfunction, unbalanced
leveling and the failure of the elevator to line up with the floor, wiring malfunction or entrapment
due to the heat from fire or water from emergency sprinklers or hoses are common reason why it
happened. since so many accident had happened, nowadays traditional elevator which use steel
cable is not practical after the invention on motor linier in the early 1840s [3], to the work of
Charles Wheatstone in Great Britain. Using unwrap rotary motor servo elevator will have no
limitations in hight or distance as there is no cable which can withstand it. Traditional elevator with
the ropes-actually steel cables-from which the elevator car hangs are very long, they have rather low
spring coefficients. In other words, even quite small disturbances-for example, the torque ripple
generated by the traction motor-anset the car to oscillating vertically. The problem becomes acute
when the resonance frequency of the cable system lies close to, or coincides with, the frequency of
the torque ripple. Under that condition, significant vertical oscillations of the car often result, and
the bounce may destabilize the system that controls elevator speed, making car speed very difficult
to govern [4] so in this case using linier motor is suitable for this purpose [5]. There are various
type of linear motor which can use as vertical transportation area such as Linear Induction Motor
and Linear syncronous motor [5]. Linear Induction Motor in practice almost same with traditional
elevator which is use steel cable to connect LIM with vehicle. using Linear syncronous motor have
too much cost in making cooling system so as to cover all the disadvantages Linear Switch
Reluctance Motor which have so many advantages such as simple and robust construction with
concentric windings on only one side, stator or translator,and fault tolerance due to absence of
mutual coupling between windings, maintenance ease, less thermal problems and cooling
arrangement, and finally low cost. With these advantages, LSRMs have been studied as to their
suitability in some linear applications such as in horizontal linear transportation system [6], highPage 738
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precision position application in manufacturing automation [7], and cylindrical type linear actuator
using an LSRM for applications requiring controlled low-speed linear motion [8].
Based on the previous study, in this paper by using spesifications in [5] made a simple
simulation test to find out how its performance on variated load and the effection on current, speed
and force. Using basic formulas and ideal assumption to see the performance of this motor. As it
use in the office buildings where load is coming and go all the way of the track.
Analysis Model and Design Parameter
Linear motor in elevator have limitation in speed and force due to gravity force and current. By
calculating force in:
F= B I L
(1)
where; F : force (N)
B: flux density
I : current (A)
L : wire
Then by using:
∆F= F thrust- F Gravit
(2)
To see the characteristic of force in the system with variation of load. Using Eq. 1 to find out
the characteristic of current due to the variations of load with the asuumption of ideal conditions
and konstanta number.
Using equations:
F= m.a
(3)
where: F : force (N)
m : mass (kg)
a : acceleration
To find out how it slowingdown between variation load and the effect to the acceleration. By
the description above we can make an hipothesis that: in ideal conditions with the variations of load
value of force and current will follow the value of the load. And by using load and controlling force
value of acceleration will result in controlling speed of the system. By using spesification in Eq. 1
doing 2 type of variations load and testing path are:
First variations
1. Cabin speed in up and down is 0.2 m/s
2. Cabin go upstair with the speed of 0.2 m/s and 5 kg load and go down with same amount of
load
3. cabin get another 3 kg load after it reach the floor and cabin going down with load 6 kg.
4. cabin going up with extra 3 kg load and going down with 9 kg load, go down and release all
the load.
Second Variation
1. Cabin speed in up and down is 0.2 m/s
2. Cabin go up from first position with the speed of 0.2 m/s and 3 kg load and go down with
same amount of load
3. cabin get another 3 kg load after it reach destiny floor and cabin going down with load 6 kg.
4. cabin going up with extra 3 kg load and going down with 9 kg load, go down and release all
the load.
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Fig. 1. Track cabin with extra load

By the hipothesis above,thrust force in linear motor is proporsional with the current that flow in
it. In Fig. 1, cabin travel up and down in 0.2 m/s speed and stay 1s to get variation extra load to see
how it will affect the force, velocity, speed and current.

Fig. 2. Testing diagram block

Using diagram block above and simulate with simulink by using PI controller to control the
force as it also function as acceleration braking. Base on newtons formulas:

Fig. 3. Acceleration and current formula

By decreasing the force using the load, get value of acceleration,and using certain value of B
and L to see the characteristic of current as it affect of variations of load.
\
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Fig. 4. Cabin’s positions

Positions cabin in 2 variations of travel where cabin going up with 0.2m/s speed and stay about
1 s to loading and go downs with the same speed as it continue in 3 times cycle.

Fig. 5. Variations load in system

Sistem tested with 2 variations of load,first variations cabin move from first position with 5kg
load going 1 cycle with the same load and continue going up and down with extra loading 3kg when
it reach position cabin move with another 3 kg extra load before it reach zero positions to
unloading.
Second variations, sistem travel with same extra load and same pasitions before it reach zero
positions to unloading. where first move with 3kg,continue with 6 kg and before it reach zero
positions to unloading, cabin carry 9 kg load.
Load in this system variated between 3-9 kg with different extra load to see the affect and
performance of the sistem and the differences made in current, force and speed with extra added
load.
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Fig. 6. Current performance

Current change proportional to the amount of load, in first position cabin has 5 kg load and
travel up with it ,current directly move to 5 amp but in about 2s in way up current have a spike it
also happened when cabin travel down. It happened continously when the load is varieted change. If
current going back to the original posisition (spike) before going back again in every changes load
in average time, estimate calculation as if the changes is about 5 (A)/2(s) × 100% 25%.
Ripple in current will affect the performance of elevator. Different situation happened when
cabin has 3 kg load, by the figure above there is almost no ripple in current, eventhough it has verry
little ripple. This will make a limitation when it’s going to use in real application.

Fig. 7. Speed performance

Varieties of extra load has affect on speed performance and both of the varieted system use PI
controller to control the force. As seen in Fig. 7 the graph shows that when cabin move with
varieted extra load, ripple in speed changes found verry ripple that will affect to acceleration. But
contrary happened if the same extra load be put in a cabin so many ripple had happened especially
when it move down for unloading the cabin the spike is so high. This might happened because of
the load or controller is don’t match with the system. This will effect the performance of the system.
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Fig. 8. Force performance

The characteristic of force in varieted load almost the same with current where ripple in force
are the same with ripples that happened in current. Varieted load makes a lot of changes in force as
there are so many spike happen which will make low efficiency in force that will related to current
use. When system is unloading and going back to zero position, force and current also going to
zero, this might needs more time and spike when the system start cycling again.
Conclusion
Current discharge about 25% each cycling because of ripples that continually happened in way
up and down as impact of varieted extra load be put in the cabin. Cabin with varieted load almost
have no effect on speed but contrary if same extra load be put in a cabin gave so many spike. Using
PI controller to controll force and speed does not have same effect for the performance of the
system. Force and current have the same characteristic and behavior as the changes of the load.
Using PI controller for force control as it also use for braking is not suitable for this kind of system.
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Abstract. This paper presents the comparatives analysis and simulations of power system stability
500 KV Java Bali using methods of Runge Kutta between lower order and higher order. The
stability of a system refers to the ability of a system to return back to its steady state when subjected
to a disturbance. As mentioned before, power is generated by synchronous generators that operate
in synchronism with the rest of the system. The main purpose of this comparative is to analyze the
oscillation load angle and frequency so that it would improve the stability of electric power.
Simulation results show that the proposed method of Runge Kutta higher order is very effective for
improving electromechanical oscillation of the power system. With step-size of 0.5, 0.1, and 0.01
the results are practically identical. When the time step is increased to 0.5 s, errors become
noticeable.
Introduction
In power system stability high response excitation system is one of the effective method to
increase the limit of stability. The system equations are nonlinier and the parameters can vary
due to noise and load fluctuation. Synchronous machines play vital roles in power system
stability, and knowing the theory and dynamic performance of these machines is vital for
proper understanding of power system stability. It is related with extreme shortages of reactive
power due to excessive MVAr losses on transmission system while local MVAr resources
closer to load center may then hit the max limit. When the reactive power losses is so high that
the voltage at load center is significantly reduced, a chain of events might follow.

Fig. 1. Classification of power system stability

Transient stability is related with loss of magnetic coupling between rotor and stator due to
excessive rotor excursion (swing) leading to loss of synchronism, focus on the first swing of
rotor motion triggered by disturbance, such as short circuit faults, rotor excursion (amplitude of
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swing) is very large. Short circuit faults create kinetic energy, and stability is maintained if the
network is able to absorb the kinetic energy and convert it to potential energy.

Fig. 2. Transient stability

Transient stability concerns with acceleration of rotor against another rotor caused by ‘transient
energy’ coming from the mismatch between P m and P e during a fault. The kinetic energy (½ Mω2)
is transferred to the grid through transmission line. To be transiently stable, the excess kinetic
energy must be removed (absorbed by the grid), and the rotor would eventually return to
synchronous speed. Transient stability concerns with initial relative acceleration between a rotor (or
a group of rotors) and another rotor (or another group of rotors) following a large disturbance (such
as 3-phase short circuit). Acceleration of rotor occurs as a result of imbalance between mechanical
power which comes into generator from turbine and electrical power which comes out of the
generator. An extreme change of generator output can be caused by: (i) short circuit faults on
transmission system, (ii) sudden loss of load or generator or transmission. Short circuit faults
creates kinetic energy (E k ) that have to be absorbed by the network, or converted into potential
energy E P .
Swing Equation for Determining Transient Stability
In order to determine the transient stability of a power system using swing equation, let us
consider a synchronous generator supplied with input shaft power Ps producing mechanical torque
equal to Ts as shown in the Fig. 3 below. This makes the machine rotate at a speed of ω rad/sec and
the output electromagnetic torque and power generated on the receiving end are expressed as T e and
P e , respectively.
When the synchronous generator is fed with a supply from one end and a constant load is
applied to the other, there is some relative angular displacement between the rotor axis and the
stator magnetic field, known as the load angle δ which is directly proportional to the loading of the
machine. The machine at this instance is considered to be running under stable condition.
Neglecting the losses, the difference between the mechanical and electrical torque gives the net
accelerating torque T a . In the steady state, the electrical torque is equal to the mechanical torque,
and hence the accelerating power will be zero. During this period the rotor will move
at synchronous speed ω s in rad/s.

perunit

(1)

Eq. 1 describes the behaviour of the rotor dynamics and hence is known as the swing equation.
The angle δ is the angle of the internal emf of the generator and it dictates the amount of power that
can be transferred. This angle is therefore called the load angle.
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The Runge Kutta Methods
Second order Runge Kutta Ralston. The update formula for the Runge Kutta Ralston algorithm is
shown below.

(2)
Fourth order Runge Kutta. The update formula for the fourth order Runge Kutta algorithm is
shown below.
1
(3)
y i +1 = y i + (k1 + 2k 2 + 2k 3 + k 4 ).h
6
Calculation of Swing Equation using Runge Kutta methods. In this paper, generator swing
equation calculations performed by the method of Runge Kutta, in this case by using the second
order and the fourth order, for simulation, analyzed is the Java-Bali 500kV system. Used MATLAB
program that helps calculation variables on the method of Runge kutta, and will plot the curve δ - t,
as the basis for analysis.
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Fig. 3. Single line diagram 500 kV Java Bali system

Result of Simulation and Analysis
Comparison of the simulation results for the completion of the swing equation using the
Runge Kutta methods of second order and fourth order, each value with step-size (h) = 0.5, h =
0.1 and h = 0:01, giving the results of the small value of the load angle and the best frequency
value when using the Runge Kutta fourth order with a value of h = 0.01, respectively. The
smaller the value of the load angle, showing the stability of the system is improved.
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Fig. 4. Curve of load angle and frequency from generator with second order and fourth order Runge Kutta at
line 24-30 (see Fig. 3)
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Table 1. Comparison of load angle and frequency in line 24-30 with second and fourth order
Runge Kutta methods
RK-2
Line 24 –
30
Clearing
time =
0.06
second

RK-4
Line 24 –
30
Clearing
time =
0.06
second

h = 0.01
========================
|Gen.| Delta | Frekuensi |
|
| max (°) | f max (Hz) |
=========================
| 1 | 5.045273 | 50.150772 |
| 2 | 3.815302 | 50.049019 |
| 3 | 25.691977 | 50.228566 |
| 4 | 36.201455 | 50.288591 |
| 5 | 26.163132 | 50.297166 |
| 6 | 7.530327 | 50.144372 |
| 7 | 22.815032 | 50.260811 |
| 8 | 1.836596 | 50.040390 |
=========================

h = 0.1
========================
Gen.| Delta | Frekuensi |
|
| max (°) | f max (Hz) |
========================
| 1 | 8.637323 | 50.341313 |
| 2 | 4.469602 | 50.088542 |
| 3 | 26.252885 | 50.226819 |
| 4 | 36.458323 | 50.276605 |
| 5 | 26.311388 | 50.297276 |
| 6 | 10.416884 | 50.270196 |
| 7 | 23.161892 | 50.265475 |
| 8 | 4.572509 | 50.115336 |
=========================

h = 0.5
=========================
|Gen.| Delta | Frekuensi |
|
| max (°) | f max (Hz) |
=========================
| 1 | 26.233655 | 51.353548 |
| 2 | 11.385886 | 50.224066 |
| 3 | 31.877540 | 50.406524 |
| 4 | 41.696709 | 50.409674 |
| 5 | 31.933974 | 50.423640 |
| 6 | 27.182567 | 51.027723 |
| 7 | 30.097502 | 50.443220 |
| 8 | 17.979306 | 50.431606 |
=========================

h = 0.01
========================
|Gen.| Delta | Frekuensi |
|
| max (°) | f max (Hz) |
========================
| 1 | 4.821210 | 50.139768 |
| 2 | 3.732937 | 50.046464 |
| 3 | 25.661054 | 50.227639 |
| 4 | 36.101199 | 50.280070 |
| 5 | 26.153528 | 50.296584 |
| 6 | 7.383686 | 50.138215 |
| 7 | 22.802290 | 50.260343 |
| 8 | 1.643719 | 50.034389 |
========================

h = 0.1
========================
|Gen.| Delta | Frekuensi |
|
| max (°) | f max (Hz) |
=========================
| 1 | 5.008826 | 50.148610 |
| 2 | 3.809495 | 50.048848 |
| 3 | 25.664379 | 50.227704 |
| 4 | 36.173046 | 50.288084 |
| 5 | 26.209269 | 50.297130 |
| 6 | 7.493420 | 50.142931 |
| 7 | 22.856415 | 50.260456 |
| 8 | 1.858986 | 50.040998 |
========================

h = 0.5
=========================
|Gen.| Delta | Frekuensi |
|
| max(°) | f max (Hz) |
=========================
| 1 | 6.139514 | 50.205814 |
| 2 | 4.204127 | 50.063331 |
| 3 | 25.709212 | 50.228843 |
| 4 | 36.951038 | 50.295878 |
| 5 | 26.833218 | 50.298477 |
| 6 | 8.252033 | 50.175035 |
| 7 | 22.904787 | 50.263057 |
| 8 | 3.123295 | 50.076313 |
=========================

Fig. 5. Flowchart calculation of swing equation using runge kutta methods
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Conclusion
Simulation completion swing equation using fourth order of the Runge Kutta methods with a
value of h = 0:01 produce load angle value smaller than second order of the Runge Kutta methods
with the value of h = 0.01, respectively. Load angle smaller value will indicate the stability of the
power system more stable.
Completion of the swing equation using fourth order of the Runge Kutta with a value of h =
0:01 will produce better frequency value, compared with the method of Runge-Kutta second order
to the value of h = 0.01, respectively
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Abstract. In the dc microgrid, the backup battery has a function as a backup of electric energy
source. However, if energy of the backup battery has been full, while renewable energy generator
keeps supplying the dc microgrid, then excess energy stored in the dc microgrid can be supplied to
grid utility. While, if the dc microgrid suffers deficiency of supply energy, then the grid utility can
supply back to the dc microgrid. This system will run if it uses bidirectional DC/AC converter. This
research will be developing bi-directional inverter scheme using the GTI, so it will be obtained bidirectional converter with a low cost and reliable. This experiment is started by determining voltage
and current needed by GTI in order to run in the grid utility. The output voltage of DC-DC
converter used by the dc microgrid is 254 V connected to the bidirectional converter with maximum
current from the source is 20A. The power contribution supplyed from the dc microgrid to the grid
utility is 90–124.3 VA.
Introduction
Inverter is a power electronic device that converts direct current (DC) voltage to alternating
current (AC). The inverter can be categorized into two types i.e. inverter off grid and inverter on
grid. Inverter off grid is inverter that operates independently without connecting to the grid utility
(PLN), while inverter on grid is inverter that connected to the grid utility. Inverter grid-tie (GTI) is
included in the category of inverter on grid. GTI is an inverter that functions for converting direct
current voltage to alternating current voltage connected directly to grid source without
synchronization. GTI is used in a renewable energy generator like photo cell or wind power [1, 2].
GTI can only operate if it is connected to the grid, if it is not connected to the grid it can
notoperate.GTI has ability to synchronize voltage and frequency from the grid [3]. In general, basic
topology of GTI circuit consists of three types of circuit [4], i.e. inverter LF-transformator, inverter
HF-transformator and transformer-less inverter. Conventional GTI usually only uses LFtransformator for raising input voltage. LF-transformator provides galvanic isolation between
network and photo voltaic array. The type of LF-tranformator inverter has heavy weight and large
size.
The inverter efficiency can be increased by changing LF-transformator with HFtransformator. DC-DC phase shift converter can perform MPPT (Maximum Power Poin Tracking)
function and at the same time can provide galvanic isolation. Transformer-less inverteruses boost
converter for controlling voltage from PV to match with input voltage needed. Diagram block of a
GTI is shown in Figs. 1a and 1b.
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Fig. 1. (a) GTI configuration; and (b) Diagram Block of GTI model [4]
In 2009 Yaow-Ming, et.al,.perform the research about biderectional grid –tied inverter (BGI),
using power control on DC load form grid utility (grid connection mode/GCM), using power factor
correction (PFCM) that suplied dc loads, however, it does not supply dc source or the dc microgrid
[5]. This background makes GTI can be developed into Biderectional DC/AC converter in the dc
microgrid. This research is development of research about GTI performance in photo voltaic [2,5] ,
Fig. 2. Reading of the power flow from dc microgrid network to utility grid and vice versa use the
real power does not distinguish active and reactive power capability as that of B. Crowhurst, EF [7].
GTI has the ability to connect directly to the grid utility, so GTI is classified to inverter on
grid. Power that produced by photovoltaic or wind power is used partly for local load demand and
partly transmitted to grid utility. The problem appear when GTI connected to the grid, it will
supplying power on GTI input to the grid, until limit of power input or power capacity of inverter.
So that if the battery is connected directly to GTI, the battery power that should be used for backup
power, will supplied to grid too, so it is necessary to develop power control that will regulate the
mechanism of charging and supplying power from dc microgrid to grid. This research will be
developing bi-directional inverter scheme using the GTI, so it will be obtained bi-directional
converter with a low cost and reliable.
17

Fig. 2. Diagram block of BGI supplying dc load [5]
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Fig. 3. DC microgrid is connected to utility grid through bi-directional DC/AC Converter
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This research will analyzes too, power transfer from dc microgrid to utility grid and vice
versa. DC microgrid system that is connected to the utility grid through bidirectional DC/AC Converter as shown in Fig. 3.
17

Propose Design of Bidirectional DC/AC Converter in DC Microgrid
DC Microgrid can be analogized as a renewable energy source because the produced
voltage is DC Voltage. Design of Bidirectional DC/AC converter consists of four circuit types i.e.:
a. Buck converter
b. Grid-tie inverter
c. Rectifier
d. Boost converter
GTI design as Bidirectional DC/AC converter in dc microgrid network shown in Fig. 4.
Application of GTI in the dc microgrid will provide power contribution to utility grid as much as
power capability of dc micro network, in order to the capability of dc microgrid can supply the
existing local loads, then controlling voltage in the input side GTI is necessary performed i.e.
performing the output voltage of the DC-DC converter (Boost converter). Real Power and reactive
power of the GTI is supplied to utility grid shown in equations 1 and 2 [6].
17

Fig. 4. Design scheme of bidirectional DC/AC converter

Determining the percentage of decreasing voltage is shown in Eq. 3
% 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 =

where :
• Vnl = no load voltage
• VFL = full load voltage

𝑉𝑛𝑙−𝑉𝐹𝐿
𝑉𝐹𝐿

...... (3)

Experiment
The development of GTI as Bidirectional DC/AC Converter is performed with testing step
from GTI by determining:
a. Limit of the lowest voltage requirement of GTI
b. The requirement of current and voltage capacity in the battery of the dc micro grid
c. Loading ofthe dc micro grid
d. Capacity of current and voltage in the input side of GTI
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e. The ability of supply power of GTI to thegrid utility ( power serring).
f. The ability of grid utility supply to the dc micro grid.

Fig. 5. DC Microgrid supply current load and power supply to the grid utility

Scheme of development GTI testing as Bidirectional DC/AC Converter with grid utility is
shown in Fig. 5. Current I 1 is the current flows from the DC microgrid. Current I 2 is the current
flows from DC microgrid to distribute over power from the DC microgrid to the utility grid. Current
I 3 is the current flows from the DC microgrid to distribute the load
In order to know the ability of GTI supply power to the grid utility, then simulated with a
power supply that can be controlled in order to determine the lowest limit of the working
voltage of the GTI. The Operating voltage of GTI 10,5V - 28 V. GTI has 2 indicator lamps red and
green [8]. The red indicator lamp indicates power flowing to GTI, while the green lamp indicates
power supplied by GTI to the grid. These two indicator lamps are parameters of operating GTI. In
order to know the minimum and maximum current ability of operating GTI, then the current
parameter is installed so that the supply ability of GTI to the grid can be limited. While, for testing
the operating voltage is performed in voltage 10 V-24 V.
The lowest voltage limit is needed to know supply characteristics of GTI. The input voltage is
fed from 1Vdc - 10 Vdc [8].
Table 1. The loading of the DC micro network
I 1 (A)
0.57
0.6
0.63
0.66
0.66
0.68
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7

I 2 (A)
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.54
0.54
0.52
0.49
0.46
0.43

I 3 (A)
0
0.03
0.06
0.09
0.12
0.14
0.18
0.21
0.24
0.27

V DC
253
250
248
246
245
243
241
240
239
238

Result and Discussion
The load in the dc micro network is increased from 0.03A to 0.27A. It is shown in I 1 . The load
is deliberately limited relating to the capacity of conductor and protection that limited at 20 A, so
that the dc micro network can still transmit power to the grid. The testing results of increasing load
in the dc micro network can be seen in Table 1.
The ability of the DC microgrid to supply power to the grid utility. The magnitude of power
contribution of the dc microgrid to the grid utility at the moment without the load is 146.3 VA,
while in maximum current, the GTI loading can contribute 90.4 VA. The power contribution in the
grid is shown in Graph Fig. 6.
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Implementation from diagram block of Bidirectional DC/AC Converter as shown in Fig. 7,
then the implementation of Bidirectional DC/AC Converter is connected into the dc microgrid
system shown Fig. 8.
140
120

PGTI (watt)

100
80
60
40
20
0

8.45

8.42

8.38

8.33

7.95

7.8

7.64

7.23

6.9

6.61

I (Amp)

Fig. 6. Power contribution of the dc micro network to the grid

Fig. 7. Implementation of (Bidirectional DC/AC Converter)

Fig. 8. Implementation of Bidirectional DC/AC Converter with the dc micro network

Conclusion
From the research results of inverter grid-tie development to become Bidirectional DC/AC
Converter, the conclusion can be drawn, each component can work well. Grid-tie component has
the highest efficiency compared to the other component. There are three sections of existing power
loss is in the Back converter,| Boos conveter and AC-DC converter. The power transmitted to the
grid through the dc microgrid at the moment without load is 124.3 VA, but when loaded is 0.27 A,
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it is still able to contribute 90.4 VA. When the dc micro grid has the deficiency of supply or fault in
system, then the grid will supply power in accordance with power attached to the dc microgrid.
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Abstract. Nowadays, DC Chopper method is very popular utilized to control torque and rotation
speed of DC motors. Switching process which is involved in this method causes overshoot of
voltage and spike. The negative results of DC Chopper are reducing of DC motor life and damaging
of control circuit. Besides, DC chopper is not suitable to use to handle load that produces torque
with opposite direction as the rotation of DC Motor. In order to overcome this drawback, the new
method is introduced by controlling the voltage between gate and source (Vgs) of power mosfet.
The proposed method was applied to a shunt DC motor that has rated 250V, 3A and the type of
power mosfet was IRFP460. The DC source was achieved by rectifying AC voltage of 140V. The
200V DC source was kept being constant and the Vgs was varied to control of speed and torque of
DC motor. The DC motor was loaded by a three phase pendulum machine that produces opposite
torque with respect to the rotation of DC motor.
Introduction
Speed and torque of a DC Motors are easy to be controlled, hence it is frequently used in
industries as prime mover. Although, it is more expensive in maintenance than brush less DC
Motors, but it has superiority in torque. Controlling of speed and torque of a DC motor is done by
regulation of its power supply. A variation DC voltage that is used for its power supply is
performed by using DC Chopper. Switching process on DC Chopper causes overshoot and spike [5]
which lead to cut down DC motor life and may damage of control circuit.
Nowadays, a power mosfet or an IGBT, which are used for controlling a DC motor, is
functioned as DC Chopper. The magnitude of power supply is controlled by regulating pulse width
(duty cycle). A Combination of PID Method with Fuzzy logic was applied to a DC Motor for
controlling rotation speed and torque [1]. This method has a drawback. Switching process in this
method result overshoot and spike, this may damage electronic circuit and reduce the DC motor
life.
Rotation speed of a DC motor can be controlled by regulating of its field current. DC chopper
that was used to control filed current was done by some researchers [2, 4]. The disadvantage of the
method is that overshoot might occurred potentially damage field windings and its control circuit.
Moreover, the method is very hard to apply for high power of a DC motor.
A DC Motor, supplied by power supply Vt, will produce torque T:
T = k.If.Ia

(1)

where T is torque (N.m), If is field current (A), Ia is armature current (A), k is motor constant.
Rotation of the rotor generates back-EMF Ea:
E a = c.N.Ф

(2)

where Ea is back-EMF (V), c is DC Motor constant, N is rotation speed (rpm), and Ф ~ If
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On a shunt DC motor, armature current Ia and field current If cannot be controlled
independently. It lead to magnetic field Ф ~ I f ~ Ia. Generally, they are called armature current Ia.
Eq. 1 shows that armature current Ia can control Torque T and Eq. 2 shows that rotation speed N of
a DC motor is controlled by magnetic field Ф, which is the same with armature current Ia. Based
on Eq. 2, back-EMF Ea can apply to control rotation speed of a DC motors. It has been applied to a
separately excited DC motor [6].

Fig. 1. Controlling circuit for a DC motor

Fig. 2. Characteristic of power mosfet IRFP460 [3]

The proposed method was carried out by feeding DC voltage to the gate terminal of a power
mosfet. Current drain Id is equal to armature current Ia as shown in Fig. 1. To change armature
current (drain current) is executed by voltage controlling at Vgs of the power mosfet. The rotation
speed and the torque are determined by armature current of a DC motor. In other word, to regulate
rotation speed and torque could be carried out by varying of Vgs.
Fig. 2 shows characteristic of power mosfet IRFP460 [3]. The graphic shows that it only needs
4.5V Vgs for flowing armature current 4A. In addition, the power mosfet is able to apply for higher
rate (up to 14A) of a DC motor. Furthermore for delivering 14A of armature current, it only needs
8V of Vgs.
The Research Method
The research method is shown in Fig. 3. The TPPM (Three Phase Pendulum Machine),
controlled by control unit pendulum machine, is used as load of the DC Motor. The torque,
produced by TPPM, was adjusted in opposite direction respect to the DC Motor rotation. Not only
rotation speed of the TPPM was set but also its torque magnitude was set constant.
Firstly, the DC motor was run at 200 V and torque of the TPPM was set to 0 Nm or no load
condition. After the DC motor reached its rate speed 1550 rpm then the torque, produced by TPPM,
was set to be 0.1 Nm. Due to the load was increased then the DC Motor speed was decreased. To
keep its rate speed 1550rpm then The Vgs was increased until it reached rotation speed 1550 rpm.
The process was repeated by increasing torque of the TPPM 0.1 Nm. This method was used to keep
constant speed rotation of a DC motor by controlling Vgs of power mosfet.
The second step was a method for controlling of rotation speed of a DC Motor by varying Vgs
of power mosfet. Rotation speed controlling of a DC Motor was performed by varying Vgs of
power mosfet. The Vgs was increased from 0 V to 10 V by every step 0.5 V. The torque, which was
produced by TPPM, was kept constant 0.15 Nm. The rotation speed of DC Motor was recorded for
every step of Vgs.
In order to prove this method is better than DC chopper method then in this research both of the
methods were carried out with three phase pendulum machine as their load.
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Fig.3. Loading method for the DC motor

Results and Discussion
In order to prove that Vgs of a power mosfet can be used to keep constant speed of a DC motor
although the load is increased is shown in Table 1. At Table 1, the mark of X > 4.1 means that
rotation speed and armature current do not change any more although the Vgs is climbed. Ia_0,
N_0, Vgs_0 are armature current, rotation speed of the DC motor, Vgs at previous condition
respectively. Ia_1, N_1, and Vgs_1, are armature current, rotation speed of the DC motor, Vgs at
new condition respectively.
Table 1. Load change Vs Vgs of type IRFP460 power mosfet
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Load
(Nm)
0
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50

Ia_0
(A)
0.15
1
0.88
0.95
1.08
1.15
1.3
1.40
1.55
1.67

N _0
(rpm)
1550
1300
1460
1470
1470
1440
1410
1360
1300
1260

Vgs_0
(V)
3.54
3.54
3.98
4.1
X > 4.1
X > 4.1
X > 4.1
X > 4.1
X > 4.1
X > 4.1

Vgs_1
(V)
3.98
4.1
X > 4.1
X > 4.1
X > 4.1
X > 4.1
X > 4.1
X > 4.1
X > 4.1

Ia_1
(A)
0.76
0.85
0.95
1.08
1.15
1.30
1.40
1.55
1.67

N_1
(rpm)
1550
1470
1470
1470
1440
1440
1360
1300
1260

Based on Fig. 2, drain current is more than 4A when Vgs is 4.5 V. This is match with the value
in the 5th row on Table 1. It is shown that Vgs has not effect any more respect to both torque and
speed of the DC motor. The rotation speed cannot keep constant at 1550 rpm when Vgs is more
than 4.1V. It is clearly explained by help of Fig. 4. The equation for the equivalent diagram is Vt
=Ia(L+r)-Ea. It means that if armature current Ia is increased then back-EMF Ea will be decreased.
Based on Eq. 2, the rotation speed N will reduce if back-EMF Ea is decreased.

Fig. 4. Equivalent Circuit of a DC Motor
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On no load condition (1st row), The DC motor was fed by Vgs 3.54 V and it ran at 1550 rpm
with 0.15 A of armature current. When a load 0.1 Nm was added then the motor speed fell to be
1300rpm and current rose to 1 A. To keep 1550 rpm, it had to supply with 3.98 V of Vgs and the
current was lower than previous Vgs. At the 4th row and so on, it cannot reach rotation speed 1500
rpm although Vgs was increased up to 10 V. The rotation speed was drop-off in line with load
addition.
For convenience, it is represented by graphics as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. When power
supply of a DC motor is kept constant and the load is gained then rotation speed will fall. Load
increasing has effect reducing rotation speed of a DC motor although the Vgs is increased.
Increasing of Vgs cannot rise rotation speed of the DC motor when Vgs has reached more than
4.1V. The condition was valid for both on no load and on load.
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Fig. 6. An attempt to keep constant of
rotation speed by adjusting Vgs

Fig. 5. An attempt to keep constant of
rotation speed by load increasing

The change of Vgs power mosfet respect to rotation speed of DC motor is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Increasing Vgs on load and no load condition
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Vgs
(V)
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
10

No Load
N (rpm)
0
0
0
0
0
1420
1530
1550
1550
1550
1550
1550
1550
1550
1550
1550
1550
1550
1550

Ia (A)
0
0
0
0
0
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

Loading (0.15Nm)
N (rpm)
Ia (A)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
790
1.75
1360
0.95
1390
0.925
1390
0.925
1410
0.925
1410
0.90
1410
0.90
1410
0.90
1410
0.90
1410
0.90
1410
0.90
1410
0.90
1410
0.90

At no load condition, the DC motor started to rotate at speed 1420 rpm and it drew armature
current 0.2A with power supply voltage 200 Vdc. To rotate at speed 1420 rpm was needed only 3.5
V of Vgs. For rotating at its rated speed 1550 rpm, the Vgs 4.5 V was fed to power mosfet but the
current, which flowed to the DC motor, was equal to previous Vgs. Increasing Vgs of the power
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mosfet did not increase its rotation speed but its armature current was changed. This was because it
had reached maximum of rotation speed.
On the load condition, the DC motor began to run at rotation speed 790 rpm by Vgs 4.0 V
while it consumed armature current 1.75 A. Climbing of Vgs resulted increasing rotation speed and
decreasing armature current. Addition of Vgs from 4.0 V to 4.5 V produced increasing of rotation
speed to 1360 rpm while the DC motor current was reduced to 0.95 A. On the load condition,
maximum rotation speed and armature current were 1410 rpm and 0.9 A, respectively. It was
reached at Vgs 6.5 V.
Eq. 1 shows that torque T of DC motor depends on armature current Ia. To produce torque 0.15
Nm, The DC motor, which rotated at maximum speed 1410 rpm, consumes 0.95 A DC current. The
maximum speed was smaller than maximum speed on no load condition because rotation speed is
inversely proportional to the armature current as describes in Eq. 3.
N=

Ea
c.I a

(3)

It means that rotation speed of a DC motor will decrease if armature current is increase. Table 2
also shows that the armature current and rotation speed are steady at 0.90A and 1410 rpm
respectively although the Vgs is raise up from 6.5 V to 10 V. This could be concluded that when a
DC Motor has reached maximum speed then increasing Vgs of power mosfet do not amplify its
rotation speed.
It is shown on Table 3, that the best frequency to drive the DC motor is at frequency 5Hz.
Increasing frequency of DC Chopper will affect to decrease of rotation speed and increase of
armature current. At duty cycle less than 65% caused unstable condition (UC) i.e. rotation speed of
the DC motor continued to decrease until finally it rotated in the same direction with TPPM
direction. Rotation speed of the DC motor in line with TPPM means that torque, which is produced
by the DC motor, is smaller than torque of TPPM. It is also shown that the higher frequency of DC
chopper then the lower rotation speed of the DC motor
On the load 0.15 Nm condition, it is shown by Table 1 that the DC motor has never unstable for
all Vgs values. On the other hand, a DC motor could be unstable when it is fed by DC chopper
method. In conclusion, DC chopper method is not suitable to apply for load which produces torque
that opposite rotation direction of DC motor. In this case, adjusting Vgs method is more appropriate
than DC Chopper method.
Table 3. The DC motor was driven by DC chopper method
Freq
(Hz)
5
10
15
20
25

Duty 80%
N (rpm)
1320
1310
1240
1230
890

Ia (A)
1.0
1.1
1.15
1.25
1.50

Duty 75%
N (rpm)
1300
1280
1270
1210
900

Ia (A)
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.35
1.50

Duty 70%
N (rpm)
1230
1210
1120
1060
UC

Ia (A)
1.35
1.40
1.50
1.55
UC

Duty 65%
N (rpm)
UC
UC
UC
UC
UC

Ia (A)
UC
UC
UC
UC
UC

Note: UC stand for unstable condition

Summary
In this research, rotation speed of the DC motor was controlled by DC chopper method and
adjusting Vgs method. DC Chopper method is inappropriate to apply for running load that
produces torque with opposite direction with rotation of the DC Motor. Adjusting Vgs method is
more suitable for handling this load than DC Chopper method. Due to switching process is not
involved on the proposed method then it eliminates voltage overshoot.
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Abstract. Over few decades, wind energy technology growing very fast. Wind turbines installed
mostly in a large capacity. For an isolated areas which are not electrified yet, it will be difficult
using a large wind turbine. In other hand, using induction generator type is not suitable too, because
of this type generator must be excited using a leading voltage. While choosing the permanent
magnet generator will cause some problem too, such as cogging torque/noise and cost prohibitive.
Propose design in this research is combination between skewing magnet and variation of teeth on
the stator (additional slot and teeth on teeth surface of the stator). This design will be simulate and
examine to reduce the cogging torque of the generator. Reducing cogging torque will reduce noise,
not disturbing the environment, extending the lifetime generators of reduced mechanical friction
that occurs to a generator, and power output will be maximum, finally the generator will achieves
higher efficiency.
Introduction
Electrical energy needed is growing faster and as a part of people's lives every day. nowadays,
the availability of its not balance with fossil energy sources and make people looking for an
alternative renewable energy sources. Development of wind turbine technology as an alternative
energy in the world is very rapidly, it is recorded in 2014 Global Wind Energy Council reports,
capacity of wind turbines installed is amounted 318 gigawatts [1]. Trend of it during the last two
decades focussed on large-capacity wind turbines ranging from 20 kW to 10 MW [2-5]. To
electrified remote areas with large wind turbines will cause some problems, such as difficult in
transportation, installation, and maintenance. For the area, the most suitable are off grid system (not
connected to the network ) [6]. Main component of a wind turbine has a function of produces
electricity be a generator.
Using induction generator for remote areas is not suitable because this type must be excited by
leading voltage, and it can be done by connecting generator to the existing power system (PLN) [2].
Different to permanent magnet generators, it is using mechanical energy (wind) as an early mover
to generate electricity [4, 5]. While choosing a permanent magnet generator, there are problems
arise, such as the cogging torque (noise) and expensive. The largest cost is investment cost of
permanent magnets. The more permanent magnets are used, it will cause greater excitation, and the
manufacturing cost of generators will be more expensive.
Based on the problems, the authors chose the topic of permanent magnet generator design for
wind turbine applications, this research will focus on decreasing cogging torque/noise of a
permanent magnet generator. It would be redesigning a high speed permanent magnet generators of
small scale wind turbine applications, to get the actual parameters that affect coging torque
reduction, performance improvements (high efficiency), and reduction in manufacturing costs of
generator.
Wind turbine generator. Generator is a device that converts mechanical energy into electrical
energy [6]. Generator has a function to change the torque (T) and rotate the rotor speed (ω) that it
received from the blade of the value of voltage (V ) and current (I). The output of the generator is a
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three phases of an alternating current. The following figure describes the wind turbine components
and pieces of the permanent magnet generator .

Fig. 1. Components of wind turbine and pieces of permanent magnet generator [7, 8]

Installation of a wind turbine system can be done in two ways, namely by connected to network
of PLN (on-grid) or not connected to network of PLN (off-grid). Generator that generally used for
of grid system is asynchronous and synchronous generator [9, 10] . Asynchronous generator or
induction generator (IG) is a generator that has a mature technology. The advantages of IG are, It
has low maintenance cost, dynamic response, simple for operation and controls. However IG has
the disadvantages of, It should be excited continuously with reactive power sources to produce
voltage and active power supply, for operation in remote areas, it is needing power from outside of
generators to keep working. Synchronous Generator (SG) has basic stator construction design be the
same with IG. SG can be classified into Wound-Rotor Synchronous Generator (WRSG ) and
Permanent-Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG ) .
Selection of Permanent Magnet Material
Researchers had many various purposes to design the generator, such as, to get a highefficiency generator, to get maximal power output, reduce cogging torque, minimize the light
weight and so on. Permanent magnet (PM) material is a material that can produce a magnetic field
in the air gap without excitation field and without losing electrical power [11]. A lot of magnetic
material applied to the electric motor. Based on the nature of magnets/a magnet/the magnet, PM
material is classified into (1). Soft magnetic materials marked with high permeability and low
coersivity (Hc<1000 A/m), It is easy to attract and demagnetization and (2) hard magnetic material,
have a low relatively of permeability and high coersivity (Hc>10,000 A/m), It is more difficult to
attract and demagnetization, for example, ferrite, Alnico, samarium cobalt (Sm-Co), neodymiumiron-boron (Nd-Fe-B) and bonding magnet [12].
Previous studies related to permanent magnets are permanent magnets in/for high temperature
becomes unstable [13, 14] , Increase in conductivity and permeability of the material on the sleeve
can reduce harmonics on rotor [15]. Trout in his article stating "there is three factors that cause the
rare earth magnet is more often used, characteristics of the magnet at room temperature, the
material cost reduction, and increased resistance to corrosion" [13]. The usage of the permanent
magnet is identical to high price especially the usage of NdFeB and SmCo. Both types of material
are used to get a high comparison between motor torque - density current (T/A). Ferrite is a cheap
permanent magnet material, eddy current losses can be ignored on the low-frequency of motor
drive.
Cogging torque. Cogging torque defined as the torque caused by the existence of an interaction
between slots and permanent magnet [16]. This Cogging torque will affect the control, cause
vibration and noise. Lately, a lot of research with the purpose of designing a generator to reduce the
cogging torque [16-24]. In an article written by Daohan, methods of reducing the cogging torque
can be divided into three groups, namely, Selection of the number of slots and poles, Changing the
design parameters and the magnetic poles, Changing the design parameters of the armature.
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First method can be done by fractional slot number per pole per phase. The advantages of this
method are, it will produce a more refined torque due to loss of periodicity between slots and poles,
and higher tolerance capability against errors, make the machine is able to work even in a damaged
condition. Unbalance saturation, large torque ripple and high MMF are the disadvantages of this
method. As performed by Bianci that changed the configuration of single and double winding to
reduced the disadvantage [25]. Second Method can be done in various ways, namely, magnets
skewing, segmentation, changing the ratio of pole arc to pole pitch, pole pairing, changing the
magnet profile, magnet shifting. Third method can be done by selection width of slots, tooth
pairing. Theoretically, Qingling and Qunjing creating a design technique to reduce cogging torque
for low speed wind turbine PMSG. they used the optimization of pole arc and slot/pole. A simple
model of cogging torque mechanism was made and performance calculations performed with the
finite element analysis [18].

.
Fig. 2. A simple model of cogging torque mechanism [18]

Calculation of cogging torque based on Fig. 2 above can be done using the following equation:
Basic equation of cogging torque:
1 dRδ
Tcog = − ϕ δ2
dθ
2

(1)

Cogging torque using Fourier series:
∞

Tcog = ∑Tk sin(kNcθ )

(2)

k =1

where φ is the air gap flux, R is the air gap reluctance, θ is the angular position of the rotor.
Theoretically Qingling and Qunjing obtained that through optimize combination slot/pole and pole
arc, cogging torque can be minimized.
Cogging torque reduction method performed by Gyeong and Tae by designing the structure of
dual stator radial flux permanent magnet generator that combines inner and outer type rotor. The
methods devided into two step: step (1) design the stator tooth pairing and step (2) design of the
placement of the stator [17]. Fig. 3 is a renew design generator created with the construction of two
stator (rotor is between the inner stator and outer stator).

(a) design of stator tooth pairing before displacement of
the stator

(b) design of stator tooth pairing after displacement of the
stator

Fig. 3. Comparison of stator tooth pairing before and after displacement of the stator [17]

In an article is written by Gyeong-Chan, renew design is made by changing the position of the
inner stator and outer stator. Fig. 3a is an initial design, parallel position of inner and outer stator. In
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Fig. 3b position of outer stator is shifted by α. Shifting position of the stator is believed will reduce
the cogging torque generated by the generator. Calculation of the cogging torque can be done by
partial differential of the energy in air gap with rotate angle of the rotor as equation as follow [17]:
T (α ) = −

∂W (α )
Lπ
= s R22 − R12
∂α
2µo

(

From the equation above, if G

nN L

)∑ G
∞

n=0

or BnNL assume

nN L

BnN L sin nN Lα

(3)

= 0, the cogging torque will be decrease.

Gyeong-Chan shows that the width of the stator tooth pairing can determine the cogging torque
reduction. This method can reduce the cogging torque 86.6% to 0:52 Nm from its original design
while shifting angle 30o. Disadvantage of this method is hard to implemented dual stator for
manufacturing the generator.
The aim of this research is to redesign of PMSG using MagNet software. The expected result
is a design that has a higher efficiency with a minimum cogging torque. So, it can be implemented
for a cheap and reliable small-scale wind turbines.
Design of Experiment
Research design will be undertaken as following flowchart :
Start

Preliminary Study :
- Literature Review
- Analysis of the problem and collect data
- Preparation of design

Design Generator

Rotor and Stator Geometri
Design

Boundary Layer Design and
Modification Mesh
Simulation Models with
MagNet Software
- Rotate the rotor
- Running and plotting

FEM Analysis
- Flux Linkage
- Back Emf

No

Simulation & Validation

Analysis and Discussion

Conclussion

Fig. 4. Flowchart of research design

The data needed to design the permanent magnet generator are: output power (W), Voltage
(Volt), number of phases (m), Frequency (f), Speed (rpm), the number of poles (N), inner/outer
stator diameter (mm), air gap length (mm), length of the stator core (mm), number of slots (n),
lamination sheet material, permanent magnet material, permanent magnet thickness (mm), width of
the magnet (mm). At the step of design generator, propose design is combination between skewing
magnet, variation of teeth (additional slot and teeth of the stator teeth), propose design will be
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simulate using the software MagNet, determine the limits and modifications mesh to obtain
maximum electromagnetic flux in the generator. As shown in Fig. 5 below :
Additional slot and teeth

Fig. 5. propose design of PMSG

New design of generator simulated using MagNet software by rotating rotor 360o to see the
condition of the generator if it is used. Calculations analysis is using finite element method,
specialization in cogging torque reduction. Validation and the testing will be done on the design of
generators are: k e test, no load test, parameters test (R, L, C), cogging torque test, loading test.
Summary
Initial hypothesis of redesign permanent magnet generator will be obtained a generator design
with minimum cogging torque. Reduce the cogging torque will decrease cogging/noise, not
disturbing the environment, extending the lifetime of generator due to reduced mechanical friction
that occurs on generator, so power output of generator will be maximum and generator achieves
higher efficiency.
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Abstract. Many factor that affected schedule arrangement made the problem became more
complicated. Searching of timetabling solution using optimization process is a real example for a
complex computation. One of the ways to solve the problem of computation complexity is changing
sequential computation paradigm into parallel computing ones. This research aimed to analyze and
to apply parallel processing for building a courses timetabling software for the Department of
Electrical Engineering, State Islamic University of Sultan Syarif Kasim Riau. The research was
begun with the description of course timetabling problem in the department. Some of solution
prerequisite for hard and soft constraints has been determined. Afterward, the conflict course graph
was reconstructed properly. The process was done simultaneously with the process of rooms to be
assembled, graph that was formed has included its room candidate. Then, conflict course graph was
colored to become non-conflict course graph. The coloring task was calculated by parallel
computing using multithread classes in Java programming language. The results were achieved in
this research are the process of graph to be formed in an adjacency matrix, and coloring of the graph
was done successfully both in sequential and multithread computations. Solving the process into
two threads, the execution time become faster than sequential ones with the speed up is 3.14 times,
and the efficiency of processor is 78.51%.
Introduction
Scheduling is the process of creating and maintaining a plan of work that documents the
sequence and timetable of execution (Adeli & Karim, 2005), the output from which is a timetable of
some form (Zwikael & Smyrk, 2011). The process is still an interesting issue for the researchers
from around the world. Making a schedule is a periodic problem for educational institutions.
Dynamic and interactive changes in a method or curriculum affect to preparation of schedule
models. The phenomena makes a timetabling problem in educational institutions is an optimization
problem that is found in a real situation. The problem requires a fairly enough high computational
time to get the solution, especially the problem size increased with the number of components, and
the conditions were stipulated by the institution. Many studies show that the solution of
computation complexity could be solved in many ways, one of them is doing a parallel computing.
Gartner has identified seven IT Grand Challenges, one of them is Parallel Programming. Gartner
said that parallel computing would benefit for massive data mining, modeling, and simulations.
Questioning accompanied by parallel computing is how to create applications that exploit the power
of multicore architecture in individual processors. The key issues need to be addressed, i.e. breaking
up processes into sub-processes, determining tasks can be handled by multiple process, scheduling
task to be processed, and designing the parallel processing environment (Gartner press release,
2008).
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Previous research has been done using sequential computing. The result showed that graph
coloring technique was successful to solve timetabling problems without hard constraint violations,
and minimize successfully soft constraint violations. Unfortunately, it is very time consuming
(Rachmawati et al., 2012).
Another research about university timetabling problems that blends graph coloring with the
satisfaction conditions, shows that greedy algorithm can be used to graph coloring using a smallestfirst-search procedure, together with specified order and decreasing degree vertices (Redl, 2004).
However, the constraint programming implementation requiring run times on the order of tens of
seconds. Bees algorithm has the capability of establishing a proper connection between accuracy
and speed of coloring the graph (Faraji & Javadi, 2011), although it is not proven yet for creating a
university timetabling.
This research aims to create an application of timetabling for the Department of Electrical
Engineering, State Islamic University of Sultan Syarif Kasim Riau. Hard constraints, i.e. the
prerequisite that must be fulfilled for solution to become properly, are the schedule of lecturers
must have not clashed; the schedule of students must have not clashed too; and the courses must be
taught in suitable rooms. Soft constraints, i.e. violations that will be minimalized, are the particular
timetabling for lecturers who could not teach at the certain times due to they do another task from
the institution. Contribution of the research is the implementation of parallel programming into bee
colony algorithm for creating courses timetabling.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes methodologies, and Section 3
describes results and discussions.
Methodology
In this section, mathematical background for graph coloring is introduced. Then, the process of
graph coloring is explained in the bee colony algorithm. Finally, parallel programming technique to
accelerate the graph coloring is described.
Graph coloring model for timetabling. The timetabling problem was first defined as follows
(Gotlieb, 1963):
Given a set of teachers T = {ti}, where i = 1,…,α, a set of classes C = {cj}, where j = 1,…,β, a
set of hours H = {hk}, where k = 1,…,σ, and an α×β requirements matrix R = [rij], where rij ≥ 0
and rij equals the number of hours for teacher ti is to meet class cj, create a timetable that must
satisfy these and other certain prescribed conditions. Such conditions are unavailability constraints
and pre-assigned meetings. Unavailability constraints are characterized by matrices D and E. Given
D = [dik] is an α×σ matrix with
𝑑𝑖𝑘 = �

1, if teacher 𝑡𝑖 is unavailable at hour ℎ𝑘
0, otherwise

Similarly, E = [ejk] is a β×σ matrix with

1, if class 𝑐𝑗 is unavailable at hour ℎ𝑘
𝑒𝑗𝑘 = �
0, otherwise

Pre-assigned meetings are described by sets P ij , where i = 1,…,α and j = 1,…,β. The sets P ij are
defined by P ij = {h k ∈ H: teacher t i is to fulfill class c j at hour h k }. P ij = Ø if there are no preassigned meetings involving both teacher t i and class c j (Redl, 2004).
The following theorem shows that timetabling problem with unavailability constraints and preassigned meetings is connected to a graph by means of the constraints on the colors to which
specific nodes must or cannot be assigned, and that the existence of a proper coloring of this graph
is both a necessity and adequate condition for the availability of a solution to the timetabling
problem (Redl, 2004).
Theorem 1. Corresponding to the timetable problem with unavailability constraints and preassigned meetings is a graph H. There exists a solution to the above timetable problem if, and only
if, graph H is σ-colorable (Neufeld & Tartar, 1974).
The above theorem illustrates that an σ-coloring is equivalent to a timetable with σ time slots
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(Redl, 2004).
Suppose a group {c 1 , c 2 ,…, c n } that consists of n courses to be arranged, a group {r 1 , r 2 ,…,
r m } that consists of m rooms to which the courses to be assigned. Given the rooms, suppose a
subgroup {r 1 , r 3 , r 5 , r 6 , r 7 } is a feasible room placement for a certain course c i , based on a kind of
elements (e.g. class size and room type preferences). Course c i in course conflict graph G is
represented by transforming vertex v i into a “bag” of vertices [v i r 1 , v i r 3 , v i r 5 , v i r 6 , v i r 7 ], by means
of a vertex for each feasible room assignment for the course c i . If the course c i has only one
possible room assignment r k , course c i will be indicated by precisely a vertex, specifically v i r k
(Redl, 2004).
Suppose that two courses c i and c j must be scheduled for different time slots. They may have
the same instructor, or they may have different days preferences, or there may be some other reason
for this potential timetabling conflict. For example, if course c i and course c j correspond to “bags”
of vertices [v i r 1 , v i r 3 , v i r 5 , v i r 6 , v i r 7 ] and [v j r 1 , v j r 4 , v j r 5 , v j r 6 ] respectively, then vertices v i r 1 , v i r 3 ,
v i r 5 , v i r 6 , and v i r 7 form the first partite set, while vertices v j r 1 , v j r 4 , v j r 5 , and v j r 6 form the second
partite set, as shown in Fig. 1 (Redl, 2004).

Fig. 1. Courses ci and cj must be assigned different
time slots

Fig. 2. Courses ci and cj may be assigned the same
time slots

Fig. 3. Courses c i and c j are assigned different rooms
and different time slots

Fig. 4. Courses c i and c j are assigned the same room
and different time slots

Alternatively, suppose that two courses c i and c j do not pose a potential scheduling conflict,
they may be arranged for the same time slot. If c i and c j have t possible room assignments in
common, then t edges between the “bag” of vertices represented by c i and the “bag” of vertices
represented by c j . For example, if course c i and course c j correspond to “bags” of vertices [v i r 1 ,
v i r 3 , v i r 5 , v i r 6 , v i r 7 ] and [v j r 1 , v j r 4 , v j r 5 , v j r 6 ] respectively, then there is an edge between vertex
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v i r 1 and v j r 1 , an edge between v i r 5 and v j r 5 , and an edge between v i r 6 and v j r 6 . If courses c i and c j
are ultimately scheduled for the same time slot, they cannot be assigned to the same room, as shown
in Fig. 2 (Redl, 2004).
General approach to graph coloring will follow that of the bee colony algorithm, as described
in Section 2.2. of this paper. Using this algorithm, only one vertex in each “bag” of vertices in the
graph is ultimately assigned a color. That is to say, each “course” represented in the graph is
assigned a color. Each color corresponds to a different time slot. A color vertex v i r k implies that
course c i has been assigned to room r k .
In Fig. 3, courses c i and c j must be scheduled for different time slots. Vertex v i r 3 is colored
with color 1, and vertex v j r 6 is colored with color 2, implying that courses c i and c j have been
assigned different rooms and different time slots.
In Fig. 4, courses c i and c j must be scheduled for different time slots. Vertex v i r 5 is colored
with color 1, and vertex v j r 5 is colored with color 2, implying that courses c i and c j have been
assigned the same room and different time slots.

Fig. 5. Courses c i and c j are assigned different rooms and the same time slot

In Fig. 5, courses c i and c j do not pose a potential scheduling conflict, and may be scheduled
for the same time slot. Vertex v i r 7 is colored with color 1, and vertex v j r 1 is colored with color 1,
implying that courses c i and c j have been assigned different rooms and the same time slot.
To color the vertices, suppose the adjacent vertices of V a ={V 1 ,V 2 ,…,V m } and the set of
adjacent colors of C={c(V 1 ),c(V 2 ),…,c(V m )}, then a pseudocode for coloring vertex as it follows:
For j = 1 to N
If j ∉ C
c(V a ) = j
Fig. 6. A pseudocode for coloring vertex function

where c(V a ) is the color of V a . The algorithm to process graph coloring function c(V a ) is described
in the following section.
Graph coloring algorithm. Honey bee dancing, perhaps the most intriguing aspect of their
biology, is also one of the most interesting actions in wildlife. Done by a worker bee that has come
back to the comb with nectar, the dances form a language to tell the other worker bees where the
food is. For signaling distance and direction using particular motions, the bee employs the dance to
enlist and instruct other workers in collecting nectar (Tarpy, no year).
If food sources are near with the hive (less than 50 m), then a forager does a round dance, as
shown in Fig. 7 (Frisch, 1971).
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a
b
Fig. 7. (a) Round dance; (b) Waggle dance A
The bee performs by running around in circles, and then reversing direction to the original
course. The bee may repeat the dance again at the same location, or at another location on the comb.
After the dance has stopped, the bee distributes food to the other that follow it. Therefore, the dance
communicates the distance, but not direction (Tarpy, no year).
The sources are between 50 m and 150 m from the hive, the bee does the sickle dance. The
dance is crescent formed and figures an intermediate dance between the round and a waggle dances
(Tarpy, no year).
The waggle dance is done by the bee at the sources more than 150 m from the hive. The dance
communicates both distance and direction. A bee that performs a waggle dance goes straight ahead
for a short distance, comes back in a half-round to the beginning position, goes again through the
straight course, and constructs a half-round in the opposite direction for completing a full pattern
eight circuit. The bee’s abdomen wags actively from side to side while going the straight line of the
dance. This vibration of the body produces a wagging motion. The bee releases a buzzing sound,
produced by wing-beats at a low audio frequency of 250 to 300 Hz, at the same time. The buzzing
occurs in pulse-beats of about 20 ms, delivered at a rate of about 30 Hz (Tarpy, no year).
Two different kinds of bees are used to build a bee colony algorithm. The bees which have
found better outcome in compare with their peers are designated forager bees (fbee), while the bees
which seek for new routes in search space are designated scout bees (sbee). The sbee starts to build
major solutions. Afterward, the quality of sbee’s solutions will be evaluated and sbee who has
provided preferable solutions will transform into forager bees. The factor fbee is the number of
forager bees and is equal to dance area capacity. Fbee starts the waggle dance and distribute their
information to other forager bees. Each bee memorizes the other bees’ information (Faraji & Javadi,
2011).
There are five steps to color vertex V a as mentioned in Section 2.1. above. The bees algorithms
are as it follows.
Making primary solutions. First, every sbee is put in a graph’s node randomly. Vertex coloring
function tints the node. The following node is chose by the probability function (Faraji & Javadi,
2011)
𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑉𝑖 )
𝑁 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑉 ) , 𝑉𝑖 ∉ 𝑊𝑆
∑
𝑖
𝑃𝑉𝑖 ,𝑆 = � 𝑖=1
(1)
0, 𝑉𝑖 ∈ 𝑊𝑆

and is colored by vertex coloring function (where 𝑃𝑉𝑖,𝑆 is the probability of choosing node V i by
sbee S, W S is the group of tinted nodes by sbee S, and N is the amount of graph’s nodes). The
process is repeated as all nodes have been tinted. At the end of the stage, N solutions have been
made (Faraji & Javadi, 2011).
Evaluating the fitness of solution. Next, to evaluate the quality of each solution, a fitness value for
each was considered which is calculated by (Faraji & Javadi, 2011).
1
𝑓𝑖𝑡(𝑆) =
𝑘(𝑆)
(2)
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k(S) is the amount of colors which have been utilized for coloring by sbee S, while fit(S) is the
fitness value of sbee S. Fbee numbers of sbee who has provided preferable solutions, and change
them into forager bees. The number of forager bees (fbee) is equal to the dance area capacity (Faraji
& Javadi, 2011).
Waggle dance and sharing information. When stopping criterion is not met, the fbee starts the
waggle dance and distribute their information to other bees. Every fbee memorizes all the
information. Keeping the identical information by each bee, the information is identic, hence only a
memory is considered for the colony. The memory consists of N rooms and every room stores
information of a node. The value of every room is (Faraji & Javadi, 2011).
𝑓𝑏𝑒𝑒 𝜑𝑗𝑉𝑖,𝑆
𝐶𝑆 (𝑉𝑖 )

𝜏𝑉𝑖 = ∑𝑆=1

(3)
where 𝑗𝑉𝑖,𝑆 means V i is the jth tinted node of sbee S, 𝐶𝑆 (𝑉𝑖 ) is the colored node V i of sbee S, fbee is
the number of forager bees, φ is 0.5, and 𝜏𝑉𝑖 is the memory value of node V i (Faraji & Javadi,
2011).

Neighborhood search. After that, if deg(V a ) = m and the adjacent nodes of V a are {V 1 , V 2 ,…,
V m } then (Faraji & Javadi, 2011).
Hdeg(V a ) = deg(V 1 ) + deg(V 2 ) +…+ deg(V m )
(4)

If a group of nodes that provided by sbee S has a same color �𝑉1 , 𝑉2 , … , 𝑉𝐷𝑇 � such as T then (Faraji
& Javadi, 2011)
𝐷𝑇
𝑄𝑆𝑇 = ∑𝑖=1
𝐻𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑉𝑖 )
(5)
𝐷𝑇
𝜆𝑆𝑇 = ∑𝑖=1 𝜏𝑉𝑖
(6)
𝑁
𝐹𝑆 =
3𝑘(𝑆)
(7)

where D T is the amount of nodes colored by color T. If the solution of sbee S has k(S) colors then
(Faraji & Javadi, 2011)
𝑄𝑆 − 𝑄𝑆𝑖+1 , 0<i<k(S)
𝑋𝑆𝑖 = � 𝑖
𝑄𝑆𝑖 − 𝑄𝑆1 , i = k(S)
(8)

In this phase, each forager bee is searching the neighborhood of her solution. If 𝑑 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥�𝑋𝑆𝑖 �,
then i color will be chosen.
Phase 1: if i > 1, D i-1 > F S , i-1 ∉ b s then entire nodes that possess the color i-1 in the solution of
sbee S will be colored by vertex coloring function and i-1 will be increased to set b s .
Phase 2: if i < k(S), D i+1 > F S , i+1 ∉ b s then entire nodes that possess the color i+1 in the solution
of sbee S will be colored by vertex coloring function and i+1 will be increased to set b s .
Phase 3: if i ∉ b s then entire nodes that possess the color i in the solution of sbee S will be colored
by vertex coloring function and i will be increased to set b s .
Phase 4: the next color is calculated by the probability function (Faraji & Javadi, 2011)
𝛽
𝑖
𝛼 𝜆𝛽
∑𝑘(𝑆)
𝑄
𝑗=1 𝑆𝑗 𝑆𝑗

𝑃𝑆𝑖 = �

𝑄𝑆𝛼 𝜆𝑆
𝑖

, i∉𝑏𝑠

0, i∈𝑏𝑠

(9)

where 𝑃𝑆𝑖 is the probability of choosing color i in the solution of sbee S, b s is the utilized color to
search the environment by sbee S, α and β are two positive integer (5 and 3, respectively). After
obtaining i, return to stage 1 and begin to repeat phase 1 to 4 until entire nodes of graph tint and
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environment solution of primary solution will be made (Faraji & Javadi, 2011).
Updating information. Finally, there is a comparison between fitness of environment solution and
fitness of primary solution. If the fitness of environment solution is preferable than or similar to
fitness of primary solution, the values of primary solution will be eliminated from the colony, and
environment solution will be considered as a primary solution of bee (Faraji & Javadi, 2011).
Implementing multithread for the reconstruction of course conflict graph. Every course is
implemented into nodes, where 1-dimensional array is formed to fill course data which must be
scheduled in one period. In a sequential computing approach, the reconstruction of course conflict
graph was done by comparing some parameter which caused conflicts e.g. the same students (as
seen from semester data and inter-node data); the same lecturers (as seen from code_lecturer1 and
code_lecturer2 data); and the same laboratories (as seen from code_lab) (Rachmawati et al., 2012).
This process was done between one node to another node to form 2-dimensional array with value 1
for conflict nodes, and value 0 for non-conflict nodes. This array was called adjacency matrix.
Node 51

Node 34

Node 57

Node 33
Code_open: 33
Code_course: TE091433
Course.semester: 4
Course.field: ELK
Class: B
Code_lecturer1: 3N
Code_lecturer2: 3F
Code_academicYear: 1

Edge

Code_open: 51
Code_course: TE091435
Course.semester : 4
Course.field: ELK
Class: A
Code_lecturer1: 3M
Code_lecturer2: 3T
Code_academicYear: 1

Code_open: 34
Code_course: TE091433
Course.semester : 4
Course.field: ELK
Class: B
Code_lecturer1: 3A
Code_lecturer2: 3B
Code_academicYear: 1

Code_open: 57
Code_course: TE091535
Course.semester : 5
Course.field: ELK
Class: A
Code_lecturer1: 3F
Code_lecturer2: 0
Code_academicYear: 1

Node 37

Node 33

Code_open: 37
Code_course: TE091435
Course.semester : 4
Course.field: ELK
Class: A
Code_lecturer1: 3M
Code_lecturer2: 3T
Code_academicYear: 1

Code_open: 33
Code_course: TE091433
Course.semester :4
Course.field: ELK
Class: A
Code_lecturer1: 3N
Code_lecturer2: 3P
Code_academicYear: 1

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Nodes have conflict potential, a. Conflict of lecturers, b. Conflict of students, c. A representation in
an adjacency matrix

For a parallel computing approach, the implementation was done by partition of compared
process and formed adjacency matrix into two parts, i.e. dividing vertically first-half data (number
of rows) and executed by two different threads at the same time. The results of each thread were
joined again. The subroutine for the implementation as shown in Figure 9.
public static void main(String args[]) {
NodeFJ nodes = new NodeFJ(1, "matriks.txt");
int jmlh = nodes.jumlahNode(1);
int x = jmlh / 2;
RunnableDemo R1 = new RunnableDemo("Thread-1", 0, x);
R1.start();
RunnableDemo R2 = new RunnableDemo("Thread-2", x, jmlh);
R2.start();
}
Fig. 9. A subroutine to divide an adjacency matrix
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To use multithread in Java programming language, child class will call parent class of thread.
Child class also implemented a runnable interface. This research used two threads. Each thread
worked a half of course data. For example, if there is 500 course data (500 nodes), then thread 1
will process from 1 to 250 course data, and thread 2 will process the otherwise. The process in R1
and R2 objects (Fig. 9) only had looping half of the sequential computing approach.
Results and Discussion
For input data, it is used course data of odd semester for academic year of 2014-2015. There
are 155 course data which consist of theory and laboratory courses for four engineering fields. The
algorithm is written in Java programming language, and executed by PC Intel Core i5 with 2.53
GHz processor and 6 GB RAM, where the processor contains 4 cores. For the experiment, it is done
by executing the same data repeatedly. The experiment result is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Computation time for 155 course data at the Department of Electrical Engineering, State
Islamic University of Sultan Syarif Kasim Riau
Experiment
I
II
III
IV
V
Mean

Sequential (ms)
1342
1321
1325
1320
1315
1324.6

Parallel (ms)
457
409
401
436
406
421.8

Difference (ms)
885
912
924
884
909
902.8

From the table, it is shown that sequential computations took a longer time than parallel ones,
because parallel computations harvested all of the cores to execute the bee colony algorithms, while
sequential computations only used a single core to execute it. From the mean values, it can be
calculated a speedup, where the speedup is a measure of relative performance, which is defined as
(Wilkinson & Allen, 2005)
𝑆(𝑝) =

𝑡𝑠

𝑡𝑝

(10)

where S(p) is the speedup factor, ts is the execution time of the best sequential algorithm running on
a single core, and tp is the execution time for solving the same problem on a multicore. Using the
Eq. 10 above, the value of speedup is 3.14 times. From the result, it can be concluded that parallel
computing approach gives the increase in speed if using the multicore.
From the speedup, it can be calculated an efficiency, where the efficiency is defined as
(Wilkinson & Allen, 2005)
𝐸=

𝑆(𝑝)
𝑝

× 100%

(11)

where p is the number of processes or cores. Using the Eq. 11 above, the efficiency is 78.51%.
From the result, it can be concluded that the cores are being used more than three-quarter the time
on the actual computation, on average.
To see the influence from the number of forager bees and the number of maximum iteration in
the bee colony algorithms, against the computation time of course conflict graph coloring, into the
course non-conflict graph, it can be used an adjacency matrix. The result is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. The influence of parameter changing between the number of forager bees and maximum
iteration
Parameter
1
2
3
4
5

Number of Forager
Bees
10
15
10
15
20

Number of Maximum
Iteration
2
2
4
4
6

Computation Time
(s)
31
37
45
73
108

As concluding, parallel computing can be considered to create a bigger timetabling, such as a
university timetabling, because of its speed. An optimization for the bee colony algorithms is
needed to increase an efficiency above 90%.
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Abstract. Increased interest in virtual space reproduction for games and simulation program
motivates many researches on Head-related Transfer Function (HRTF) for producing 3D sound.
HRTF characteristics which differ for each individual need intensive individual HRTF
measurement. HRTF interpolation can be done in time-domain or frequency-domain to reduce the
need of large HRTF measurement. In this research, CIPIC HRTF Database was used and three
HRTF interpolation techniques are discussed. Linear vertical technique came out as best performer
according to mean square error with 7.7818%, Linear horizontal technique with 92.83423%, and
bilinear technique with 88.5655%. Interpolations of HRTF can be implemented on DSP Board
easily for reproducing 3D sound. Subjective tests using DSP Board also performed on 6 subjects
resulting in 55.83% correct localization for linear vertical technique, and 52.5% for both linear
horizontal and bilinear techniques.
Introduction
Human ears can be used to detect location of sound source. Localization of sound using ears
and eyes can create sense of space [1]. Research in 3D sound, especially in those 3D games or
virtual space simulation is always exciting. Differ from the real environment which is sound come
from anywhere, sound from recording could not contain sound source location information when
reproduced via speaker or headphone.
The Fourier-transform pair of HRTF in time domain is called Head-related Impulse Response
(HRIR). Using a pair of HRIRs, monaural sound wave can be reproduced into 3D sound that
perceived as comes from a certain location in space. But, massive HRIRs measurements need
intensive effort from each individual to stay still for a long period of time to measure from all points
which sound may come. With interpolation, we can predict other non existing points from a set of
HRIRs measurements. Thus, we only need to measure less HRIRs which reduces the effort and cost
needed [2].
In this research, CIPIC HRTF Database and three techniques of interpolation will be used and
the result will be implemented into DSP Board TMS320C5535 eZdsp™. The usage of DSP board is
based on its portability and value. In later development, the DSP can be implemented into real-time
system that acts as an add-on for smartphone, game console, etc. to produce 3D sound. DSP
TMS320C5535 is low-power and low-cost DSP that come with co-processor for FFT and LCD
Controller which can be used to implement interactive real-time system.
HRTF Interpolations
Linear interpolations. Linear interpolation uses HRTFs from two adjacent points in a straight line
to calculate the HRTF in the desired point. Linear horizontal technique uses two points from the
right-side and left-side of the desired point as references, whereas linear vertical technique uses two
points from upper and under of the desired point as references. The interpolated HRIR, ĥ(k), at a
desired point (θ, ϕ) can be calculated as follow,
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ĥ( k ) = rh a ( k ) + (1 − r ) h b ( k ) , 0 ≤ r ≤ 1

(1)

where h a (k) and h b (k) are two reference HRIRs, r is the dividing ratio which relates to the distance
of the desired point to the two reference points.
Bilinear interpolations. Another way to perform HRTF interpolation is the bilinear method [2, 3],
which consists of computing the HRTF corresponding to a given point on the reference sphere as a
weighted mean of the measured HRTFs associated with the four nearest points that circumscribe the
desired point. In that method, if the corresponding set of HRIRs has been measured over a spherical
grid with steps θ_ grid and ϕ grid , relative to azimuth and elevation, respectively, the estimate of the
HRIR at an arbitrary coordinate (θ, ϕ), as shown in Fig. 1, can be obtained by,
hˆ(k ) = (1 − cθ )(1 − cφ )ha (k ) + cθ (1 − cφ )hb (k ) + cθ cφ hc (k ) + (1 − cθ )cφ hd (k )

(2)

where h a (k), h b (k), h c (k) and h d (k) are the HRIRs associated with the four nearest points to the
desired position. The parameters c θ and c ϕ _ are computed as,
θ mod θgrid
C
(3)
cθ = θ =
θgrid
θ grid
and
Cφ
φmod φgrid
(4)
cφ =
=
φgrid
φgrid
being C θ and C ϕ _ the relative angular positions defined in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Graphical Interpretation for Bilinear Interpolation of HRIRs [2]

Research Methodology
This research was divided into two approaches. First approach was objective approach which
calculated the mean square error (MSE) between the interpolated HRIRs and the measured HRIRs
from database. Both types of HRIRs have the same locations of sound sources. MSE can be
calculated with the following equation,
e(θ, ϕ) = 100% x || h(θ, ϕ) - ĥ(θ, ϕ) ||2 / || h(θ, ϕ) ||2

(5)

where h(θ, ϕ) is the measured HRIR in a location (θ, ϕ) and ĥ(θ, ϕ) is the corresponding
interpolated HRIR in the same location (θ, ϕ). Calculation of ĥ(θ, ϕ) was performed in Matlab using
Eq. 1 for linear interpolation and Eq. 2 for bilinear interpolation. This data from Matlab is then
converted into data in the form of 16-bit fixed point that was later implemented into DSP board
TMS320C5535 eZdsp™. Sofware development is done using Code Composer Studio v4.2.4 that is
provided by Texas Instruments.
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The second (subjective) approach of this research involved six subjects who were asked to
listen to the reproduced sound from DSP board which contained sound from eight locations for
linear vertical interpolation and bilinear interpolation and six locations for linear horizontal
interpolation, and then asked to answer with their perception where the sound came from. To
achieve better individualization result, nine anthropometric parameters of each individual were
compared to corresponding anthropometric parameters of each subject from database using
Euclidean distance. The calculation of Euclidian distances resulted in that subject A, HSF, and AL
had nearest anthropometric parameters to those of subject 154, subject D nearest to subject 155,
subject F nearest to subject 028, subject LJS nearest to subject 018, and subject DCL nearest to
subject 061. Thus, in the subjective test, each subject in this research used HRIRs of the subject
from database that has nearest anthropometric parameters to him.
Experiments’ Results and Discussion
Interpolations of HRIRs are calculated at all points and all subjects using corresponding Eq. 1
and Eq. 2, then compared to the measured HRIRs available on database.
In this section, interpolated HRIRs at some points and subjects are used to analyze the result of
three methods used to calculate interpolations of HRIRs.
Linear horizontal interpolation. As seen on Fig. 2a, the shapes of measured and interpolated
HRIRs and HRTFs at (-45o,0o) from Subject 028 are similar although some peaks differ. While the
graphs of measured and interpolated HRIRs and HRTFs at (0o,0o) show similar shapes for left-ear
HRIRs and HRTFs, but right-ear graphs show large differences in shapes and peaks, as seen on Fig.
2b. When we compare the performance of interpolated HRIRs and HRTFs at the same point (45o,0o) from Subject 028 (Fig. 2a) and from Subject 154 (Fig. 3a), we observe that they have
similar performances.
Mean square errors, as stated in Eq. 5, between interpolated HRIRs and corresponding
measured HRIRs at all points and all subjects are calculated. For each subject, average MSE differs
ranging from 53.32% to 141.71%. Overall, the average MSE across subjects for linear horizontal
interpolation technique is 92.83%.

(a) Position (-45o,0o)

(b) Position (0o,0o)

Fig. 2. Interpolated HRIRs and HRTFs from Subject 028 using linear horizontal interpolation
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(a) Linear Horizontal Interpolation at (-45o,0o)

(b) Linear Vertical Interpolation at (0o,0o)

Fig. 3. Interpolated HRIRs and HRTFs from Subject 154

Linear vertical interpolation. Similar with linear horizontal interpolation technique, linear vertical
interpolation technique uses two HRIRs at two vertically adjacent reference points to calculate
interpolated HRIR at desired point. We can observed visually from Fig. 3b, Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, that
by using linear vertical interpolation, interpolated HRIRs and HRTFs are almost the same as their
corresponding measured HRIRs and HRTFs, not only across positions of sound sources (observed
from Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b), but also across subjects (observed at the same position (0o, 0o), for
Subject 028 on Fig. 4b and for Subject 154 on Fig. 3b).
In line with the visual observations on Fig. 3b, Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, the average MSE for linear
vertical technique is 7.78% overall. This result is much better than the overall MSE from linear
horizontal interpolation discussed before.

(a) Position (-45o,0o)

(b) Position (0o,0o)

Fig. 4. Interpolated HRIRs and HRTFs from Subject 028 using linear vertical interpolation

Bilinear interpolation. Different from the other two techniques, bilinear technique uses four
reference points instead of only two adjacent points, which requires more calculation.
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Fig. 5. Interpolated HRIRs and HRTFs at (-45o,0o) from Subject 028 Using Bilinear Interpolation

Improved result of interpolated HRIRs and HRTFs at point (-45o, 0o) for Subject 028 is shown
in Fig. 5 using bilinear interpolation, compared to linear horizontal technique as shown in Fig. 2a.
The MSE of left-ear HRIR for this point is 50.47% compared to 75.88% achieved with linear
horizontal technique.
From the experiments, overall average MSE using bilinear interpolation is 88.56%, which is
slightly better than the result of linear horizontal interpolation.
Subjective listening test results. For the purpose of listening test, interpolated HRIRs at some
points that related to subjects on test were implemented in DSP Board TMS320C5535 eZdsp™.
Subjective listening test was carried out on six subjects where 20 sound sources were played
back from the DSP Board for each subject by using each technique. Percentages of the ratio of
correct answers to total 20 sound sources were taken as the results. These results can be seen on
Table 1.
Table 1. Subjective listening test results

Subject
154

Subject
155
Subject
018
Subject
061

Average

MSE
Subject A
Subject
HSF
Subject AL
MSE
Subject D
MSE
Subject
LJS
MSE
Subject
DCL
MSE
Subjective
Test

Horizontal
84.02%
65.00%

Vertical
6.35%
75.00%

Bilinear
80.08%
60.00%

35.00%

45.00%

40.00%

60.00%
69.94%
60.00%
71.98%

70.00%
9.95%
70.00%
6.14%

60.00%
67.19%
50.00%
68.79%

40.00%

30.00%

45.00%

102.91%

9.59%

97.55%

55.00%

45.00%

60.00%

92.83%

7.78%

88.57%

52.50%

55.83%

52.50%

As seen from Table 1, the results of subjective listening test do not follow the results of
objective experiments by calculating MSE of the interpolated HRIRs. The best results of objective
experiments were achieved using linear vertical interpolation, followed by bilinear interpolation and
the worst results were achieved using linear horizontal interpolation.
Subject A, AL, and D can gain percentage of correctness about 60%. These subjects could
localize the sound source positions quite well.
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Conclusion
Three interpolation techniques were compared their performances by using mean square error
as objective performance parameter. Linear vertical interpolation came out as best performer
according to its average mean square error. Implementation of HRIRs on the DSP Board was
performed with pre-processing the HRIRs data to comply with DSP specification. Subjective
listening test carried out on six subjects resulted in that percentages of correctness in localizing the
sound source were almost the same among interpolation techniques, it did not affected by the
objective performances.
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Abstract. Compressive Sensing (CS) as a novel technique of data acquisition has gained
popularity for recent years in signal and image processing communities. CS provides joint
sensing and compression by projecting the signal into a sensing matrix and resulted
dimensional reduction. The compressive measurement and reconstruction of the compressed
signal are usually performed by simulation using computer. In this paper, we used embedded
hardware device NI myRIO-1900 for implementing CS where the sensing matrix with various
dimensions had been performed on image to provide a various degree of dimensional
reduction. The reconstruction algorithm was also performed in NI myRIO-1900 to recover
image from compressive measurement with various dimensions. We used the peak signal-tonoise ratio (PSNR) to measure the quality of reconstructed image. The experimental results
show the agreement with the CS theory.
Introduction
Compressive Sensing is the novel technique of signal acquisition that exploits the sparsity of a
signal. A signal is said sparse if it can be represented with a few coefficients by using the
appropriate sparsifying dictionary. After the seminal works of Donoho, Candès, Romberg and Tao
in [1-4], CS has gained a lot of attention from signal and image processing communities. The
reviews of current and new directions of research in CS can be found in [5-8]. CS is performed by
multiplying the signal with a sensing matrix where the sensing matrix must be incoherent with the
sparsifying dictionary in order the signal can be reconstructed accurately [9]. Random matrix such
as Gaussian, Bernoulli or random partial Fourier matrix has high probability to be incoherent with
many sparsifying dictionary [4], so they are usually used in a CS system.
The CS and reconstruction of the signal from compressive measurement are usually performed
by simulation using computer. In this paper, we used embedded hardware device NI myRIO-1900
for implementing a CS system. The random Gaussian matrix with various dimensions was used as
sensing matrix and had been performed on an image to provide a various degree of compressive
measurement. The reconstruction algorithm was also performed in NI myRIO-1900 to recover the
image.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present some theory about CS. The
implementation of CS in NI myRIO-1900 is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the results of
the implementation and finally, we conclude our paper in section 5.
Compressive Sensing Theory
Consider a signal s ∈ ℜ N ×1 and a sensing matrix Φ ∈ ℜ M × N , the compressive measurement is
conducted by using Eq. 1 to get y ∈ ℜ M ×1 .
y = Φs

(1)

The main problem of CS is how to reconstruct the signal s from y where M < N . The signal

[

]

s can be formed by a linear combination of columns Ψ ∆ ψ 1 ψ 2 ...ψ K ∈ ℜ N ×K :
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s=

K

∑ θ iψ i ∆ Ψθ

(2)

i =1

and θ ∈ ℜ K ×1 is a vector coefficients of Ψ . The signal
is the number of non-zero elements in θ . Sparsity of

Ψ is called overcomplete dictionary if K > N
s is said l -sparse in Ψ if θ 0 = l , where θ 0

the signal is the required condition in CS so l<< N is expected.
The constrained problem in (3) should be solved to recover the signal ŝ from y.
min θˆ

0

s.t. y = ΦΨ θˆ

and sˆ = Ψθˆ

(3)

In this paper, we used orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) to obtain the approximation solution of
Eq. 3 [10].
CS in Embedded Hardware Device
We used 256×256 grey-scale image to perform the CS systems in NI MyRio-1900. The image
was divided into 8×8 non-overlapping blocks to reduce the computational complexity in CS
reconstruction. The next step is to convert each block to 1-D signal, so the each block is assumed as
the signal s ∈ ℜ N ×1 with N = 64. Compressive measurement was performed on those blocks by using
Eq. 1 with random Gaussian matrix as sensing matrix Φ ∈ ℜ M ×64 to get y ∈ ℜ M ×1 . M is number of
measurement per-block with various values. The flowchart of CS system that was implemented can
be seen in Fig. 1.
Start

Display
Image

Read Image
Type 8bit
Grayscale

Read Random
Gaussian Matrix
Mx64

256x256
Bloking Matrix
8x8 along row and
columns
8x8
Reshape matrix
To 64x1
All bloking matrix

Mx64

64x1
Multiplication Matrix
Mx64.64x1
Long row and
columns
Mx1
Build compression
block along the
columns and rows
32Mx32
Display
image

Read matrix to
image
Type 8bit
32Mx32
Save image to
data type PNG

End

Fig. 1. The flowchart of CS implementation with M number of measurement
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The reconstruction of each block was performed by using OMP to get reconstructed blocks.
The reconstructed image was formed by deblocking the whole reconstructed blocks. The Inverse
Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) matrix was used as dictionary Ψ ∈ ℜ N× N with N = 64. The
flowchart of image reconstruction from CS can be seen in Fig. 2.
Start

Display
Image

Read
compressive
measurement
y
for each block

Read
Random Gaussian
Matrix Mx64

IDCT
(Inverse Discrete
Cosine Transform)
as Dictionary

Mx1
OMP
(Orthogonal
Matching Pursuit)
for each block

Reconstructed coefficients
64x1
for each block

64x64

Mx64

Mx64

Multiplication Matrix
Sensing matrix . Dictionary

Multiplication Matrix
64x64.64x1
Long row and
columns

Reconstructed signals
64x1
for each block
Reshape Matrix
into
8x8
for each block
Reconstructed signals
8x8
for each block
Deblocking all
reconstructed blocks
Reconstructed image
256x256
Display
image

Read matrix to
image
Type 8bit
256x256
Save image to
data type PNG

End

Fig. 2. The flowchart of image reconstruction from CS with M number of measurement

Fig. 3 shows the embedded hardware device NI myRIO-1900 that was used for CS
implementation.
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Fig. 3. NI myRIO-1900

Results of CS Implementation
We used 256×256 grey-scale images to implement CS and their reconstruction in NI myRIO1900. Fig. 4. shows the reconstructed images of “cameraman” from CS with M = 8 to 64. The
results are as expected by CS theory where better quality of reconstructed image obtained for M
increases.

Fig. 4. Reconstructed images of “cameraman” from CS with M = 8 to 64

The Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) in Decibel (dB) was used to measure the quality of
image reconstruction. The PSNR is defined in [10], where MSE is Mean Square Error of
reconstructed image, Max I = 1 is the maximum possible pixel value of the image, W = H = 256 are
width and height of image.




(4)




Max I2 
W × H × 12

= 10 log10 

2
 W H
 MSE 
 ∑ ∑  I reconstructed − I test  


w,h  
 w=1 h=1 w,h

PSNR(dB ) = 10 log10 

Fig. 5 shows the PSNR of “cameraman” reconstructed images as a function of Ratio
Measurement Numbers (RMN):
RMN =

M
× 100%
N

(5)
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Fig. 5. The PSNR of “cameraman” reconstructed images as a function of RMN

Fig. 6. Reconstructed images of “house” from CS with M = 8 to 64

Fig. 7. The PSNR of “house” reconstructed images as a function of RMN
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Fig. 6. and Fig 7. show the CS implementation of other image and we obtain the similar results
that are consistent with CS theory.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the implementation of Compressive Sensing in the embedded
hardware device NI myRIO-1900. The implementation show the consistent results with CS theory.
Further improvements can be attempted in future work such as joint optimization of sparsifying
dictionary and sensing matrix, utilizing additional features of signals to optimize sensing matrix and
build some applications of CS such as security portable device.
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Abstract. Development of LTE networks are still largely concentrated in urban areas and did not
rule out some time in the future, rural areas can also enjoy this high-speed data services. However,
traffic in rural areas is not as big as urban. Therefore, the operators need a backhaul network that not
only reliable, but also efficient in terms of capacity, transmission, and implementation in order to
deliver the LTE service to rural areas. In this paper, the performance analysis of Wi-Fi 802.11n
based backhaul is shown. Wi-Fi-based backhaul was chosen because it can operate in unlicensed
frequency that is faster in its implementation than the microwave and fiber optic because it is not
constrained by regulation. In addition, Wi-Fi-based backhaul has sufficient capacity to accommodate
the needs of traffic in rural areas. In this paper also discussed about the scenarios that are effective in
designing LTE network in rural areas. On the side of the backhaul, the desired performance
parameters are: -77.23 dBm received power (to meet the BER of 10-6 and a data rate of 50 Mbps),
and the availability of > 99.99% by using a bandwidth of 20 MHz. Based on the results, the most
effective scenario for designing LTE in rural areas is to use 900 MHz band and a bandwidth of 5
MHz. While for the backhaul, received power level > -75 dBm and availability > 99.99% for link
distance less than 5 km. This means that the desired performance parameters can be achieved. It can
be concluded that the Wi-Fi-based backhaul can work well to connect the LTE network in rural areas
for less than 5 km range.
Introduction
Implementation of LTE networks in rural areas requires careful planning. In the planning
process the operator would consider the capacity issues because the number of customers in rural
areas is not as much as urban. So the operators need a backhaul that are not only reliable but also
efficient in the term of capacity and implementation to deliver LTE services to rural areas.
This paper discussed about the use of 802.11n Wi-Fi technology as backhaul for LTE
networks. The goal is to look for a more efficient alternative technologies in addition to the
microwave and fiber optic to deliver LTE to rural areas. This paper also discussed about how to
design a backhaul link-based Wi-Fi so that performance indicators can be achieved while still
adhering to regulatory restrictions that have been set. But before planning the backhaul link, LTE
network planning is done by using four scenarios. Scenario I: LTE 900MHz with a bandwidth of 5
MHz, scenario II: LTE 900 MHz with a bandwidth of 20 MHz, the scenario III: LTE 1800 MHz
with 5 MHz bandwidth, and scenarios IV: LTE 1800 MHz with 20 Mhz bandwidth. From the four
scenarios, it will be decided which scenario is the most efficient and realistic to be realized.
Planning Steps
Before designing the backhaul, things to note is the need for LTE networks in areas of interest.
These needs include traffic demand, the capacity of the cell, and the number of cells. These
parameters need to be known so that an engineer can determine what kind of backhaul
specifications must be used so that these needs can be met.
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LTE capacity planning. The capacity planning process needs population statistics in the area that
will be designed. These data are needed to estimate the number of users for the next few years. The
capacity planning process consist of these following steps:
Estimating number of users
The network designed must be able to meet the needs of traffics increase in the next few years.
The total population of an area for the next few year can be estimated by using Eq. 1 [1].
(1)
Pn is the population on nth year, GF is the population growth factor, and Po is the population of the
present year. Not all the population use the LTE services, so the number of users who use the LTE
services can be predicted by using Eq. 2:
(2)

Fig. 1. LTE and backhaul planning flowchart

where A is the percentage of the population of productive age, B is the percentage of market share
of the operator of x, and C is the percentage of LTE penetration.
Calculating throughput per service [2]
LTE has a lot of services like VoIP, video conference, video call, and etc. Those services have
a different throughput needs. The needs of throughput for each services can be estimated by using
Eq. 3:
(3)
where ST (session time) is the average duration of the use of every service (s); SDR (session duty
ratio) the ratio of transmitted data each session; BLER is the ratio of the number of blocks error in
one session.
Single user and network throughput [2]
Throughput that needed for each user in the busy hours can be estimated by using Eq. 4.
(4)

where SUT is the single user throughput (kbps); BHSA is initiation the use of services during peak
hours; Penetration rate is the penetration of the use of services in the areas; PAR (peak to average
ratio is the percentage of traffic boost (0 % for rural). After calculating the throughput for each user,
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the next step is determining the needs of the whole throughput (network throughput) in the area.
(5)
Cell capacity [2]
The theoretical capacity of a cell can be approximated by using Eqs. 6 and 7.
(6)
(7)
where CRC = 24, Cb (Code bits) is the Modulation Efficiency, Cd (Code rate) is the channel
coding rate, Nrb is the number of resource block, and C is the MIMO mode.
Cel dimensioning. The number of cells needed to accommodate traffics based on capacity planning
can be obtained by the Eq. 8:
(8)

After getting the number of cell, the cell radius can be get by using Eq. 9.

(9)

Table 1. LTE link budget calculation [3]

By using the propagation model, the path loss value over the radius can be get. This path loss
value will be compared with the Maximum Allowable Path Loss (MAPL from the coverage
planning.
LTE coverage planning
Coverage planning aims to predict the cell coverage based on the ability of the device used.
Calculation process called link budget calculation. The result of this step is called MAPL. Tabel 1
shows a simple maximum channel loss (MAPL) calculation. The path loss value from propagation
model then will be compared with MAPL. The MAPL value should be higher than the path loss so
that the network can operate well.
Backhaul planning
Backhaul is a connection between a radio access network and it’s core network. Backhaul must
be able to accommodate the amount of traffic according to the capacity of cells that have been
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obtained in the calculation of capacity planning. If the cell capacity is 50 Mbps per cell, then the
cell backhaul also must have a capacity of at least 50 Mbps.
Quality objectives
Each operator has the right to determine their own backhaul link quality objectives to be
achieved. This quality can be a target bit error ratio (BER) and data rate. To achieve the BER and
the desired data rate, then the received power level at the receiving station must match the value of
the result of Eq. 9 [4].
(10)
where C/Nreq is the Carrier to Noise value needed for desired performance (dB); Eb/No is the
energy per bit to noise ratio (dB); R is the desired data transmission rate (Mbps); BW is the
Bandwidth used (MHz); CG is the Coding gain (dB); MI is the Margin implementation (typically 35 dB).
Fading margin
Fading margin is useful to anticipate fluctuations in signal power at the receiver due to
interference caused by rain, multipath, and others. The most dominant fading mechanism is caused
by rain attenuation fading and multipath. The value of fade depth is taken from the largest value
between rain attenuation and multipath. Rain attenuation can be obtained by the following equation
[5]:
(11)
where A is the attenuation due to rain (db), R is the the amount of rainfall (145 mm/h for 99.99%
availability in the rain zone type P), D is the path length (km). As for fading caused by multipath
can be calculated by Eq. 11 follows [6]:
(12)
where D is the distance (km), f is the frequency (GHz), Po is the Unavailability desired, A is the
fade depth (dB) HB is the high antenna receiver (masl), hA is the high transmitting antenna (masl),
hl is the lowest value between hB and hA (masl).
Free space loss and link budget [7]
Free space loss is the power loss when the signal propagates from the transmitter to the
receiver. The greater the distance, the greater the free space loss. The free space loss can be
calculated by using Eq. 12.
(13)
The last step is link budget calculation by using Eq. 13. The result of this calculation is called
Prx (received power level). This value will be compared by the value of C from C/N. If Prx > C,
then the performance objectives can be achieved.
(14)
where PRX is the received power level (dBm), PTX is the transmit power (dBm), GTX is the
transmitter antenna gain (dBi), GRX is the receiver antenna gain (dBi), FSL is the free space loss
(dB).
Planning Parameters
This chapter will describe the input parameters of each step. The planning took place at
Cisarua District, Bandung, West Java. Cisarua was choosen because it has fulfill the criteria of rural
area.
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LTE capacity planning parameters
Table 2 and Table 3 show the parameters that used in capacity planning. The value of number of
target user then will be multiplied by single user throughput. The result is network throughput
which is the overall throughput needs in the planning area.
Table 2. Number of user estimation parameter
No

Parameter

Value

Notes

1

Population [1]

70349

On 2013

2

Productive Age [1]

45845

65% of the
population

3

Growth Factor [1]

1.12%

Cisarua’s Statistics

4

Operator’s Market
Share

47%

Operator X

5

LTE Penetration

33%

Assumption

Table 3. Network throughput calculation parameters
No

Village

SUT (UL)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Pasirhalang
Jambudipa
Padaasih
Kertawangi
Tugumukti
Pasirlangu
Cipada
Sedangmekar

SUT (DL)

7.62
kbps

Target User
633
1417
1136
1324
664
1112
700
596
7582

24.75
kbps

Total

LTE coverage planning paramters
Tabel 4 shows the parameter used in coverage planning.
Table 4. Coverage planning parameters
Downlink Budget

eNB
(Tx)

UE
(Rx)

Uplink Budget

Parameter

Value

Unit

Bandwidth

5

MHz

Tx Power
Feeder
Loss
Antena
Gain
EIRP
Antena
Gain

43

dBm

5

dB

11

dBi

49

dBm

0

dBi

Body Loss

3

dB

UE Noise
Figure

7

dB

UE
(Tx)

eNB
(Rx)

Parameter

Value

Unit

Bandwidth

5

MHz

Tx Power

23

dBm

Body Loss

3

dB

0

dBi

20

dBm

11

dBi

5

dB

4

dB

Antena
Gain
EIRP
Antena
Gain
Feeder
Loss
eNb Noise
Figure

Bachaul Planning Parameters
Tables 5 and 6 show the parameters used in the backhaul planning steps.
Planning Result
From the calculation, the value obtained among other parameters as shown in Table 7 and
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Table 8. It shows that by using 5 Mhz bandwidth, it will need 6 cell sites to cover the LTE traffic in
Cisarua. But if 20 MHz is used, it only need 2 cell sites. For the coverage planning, Table 8 shows
that the path loss is lower than the Maximum Allowed Path Loss (MAPL).
Table 5. Backhaul equipment parameters
Specifications
Power Transmit
Antenna Gain
Channelization
Modulation
Frequency Band
Data Rate
Availability

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

22 dBm
14 dBi
20 MHz
OFDM (16 QAM)
5.8 GHz
50 Mbps
99.99%

Table 6. Cisarua's site coordinate and altitude
Site Name
2409
5018
5284
5337
5348
5453

Longitude
107.51706E
107.55904E
107.56636E
107.52065E
107.534E
107.56353E

Latitude
6.81086S
6.81482S
6.80639S
6.77721S
6.82223S
6.83053S

Altitude (masl)
985
1,263
1,275
1,146
1,074
1,101

Table 7. Capacity planning calculation result

Scenario
I
Scenario
II
Scenario
III
Scenario
IV

Direction

Target
User

Single user
Throughput
(kbps)

Network
Throughput
(Mbps)

Cell
Capacity
(Mbps)

Uplink
Downlink
Uplink
Downlink
Uplink
Downlink
Uplink
Downlink

7582
7582
7582
7582
7582
7582
7582
7582

7.62
24.76
7.62
24.76
7.62
24.76
7.62
24.76

57.8
187.7
57.8
187.7
57.8
187.7
57.8
187.7

14.4
33
57.6
108
14.4
33
57.6
108

Table 8. Coverage planning calculation result

Scenario
I
Scenario
II
Scenario
III
Scenario
IV

Direction

Number
of Cell

Uplink
Downlink
Uplink
Downlink
Uplink
Downlink
Uplink
Downlink

4
6
1
2
4
6
1
2

Cell Area
(km2/cell)

Cell
Radius
(km)

Path
Loss
(dB)

9.82

1.94

108.06

32.16

3.52

117.13

9.82

1.94

114.47

32.16

3.52

123.5

MAPL
(dB)
113
141
121
138
131
148
125
145

LTE Planning Simulation Result
Fig. 2. shows the LTE simulation results using Atoll 3.1.2. From the simulation results,
scenario 5 MHz is more appropriate because it produces fewer blank spot. In Indonesia, 20 MHz
bandwidth cannot be used for LTE because the 1800 MHz channel has not been rearranged yet. So
in this paper, the design of backhaul using 5 MHz scenario by using 6 sites
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Fig. 2. LTE simulation result for scenario I (left up), II (right up), III (left down), IV (right down)

Backhaul design. Six sites connected using a star topology. One of the sites serve as an
aggregation site. This site acts as a hub for the other site around it to connect to the core network.
The Wi-Fi device used as a backhaul works at 5.8 GHz, 22 dBm transmit power and 14 dBi antenna
gain. Performance standards to be achieved is a BER of 10-6, availability of 99.99%, and the data
rate of 50 Mbps with a bandwidth of 20 MHz (due to the capacity of each cell 33 Mbps). By using
equation (2.10), the performance standards can be achieved if the minimum received power at the
receiver is -77 237 dBm. The result of backhaul design calculation is shown on Table 9 and Table
10.
Table 9. Backhaul design calculation (1)
Site
A

Site
B

Ptx
(dBm)

Ltx
(dB)

Gtx
(dBi)

FSL
(dB)

Grx
(dBi)

Lrx
(dB)

5018

5453

22

0.48

14

112.84

14

0.5

5018

5348

22

0.62

14

116.89

14

0.84

5018

2409

22

0.66

14

121.05

14

0.86

5018

5337

22

0.32

14

123.15

14

0.66

5018

5284

22

0.38

14

109.49

14

0.3

5453

5018

22

0.5

14

112.90

14

0.48

5348

5018

22

0.84

14

116.95

14

0.62

2409

5018

22

0.86

14

121.11

14

0.66

5337

5018

22

0.66

14

123.21

14

0.32

52 84

5018

22

0.3

14

109.55

14

0.38

Table 10 shows that the fade depth value due to multipath is too small so it can be ignored. The
fade depth value due to rain attenuation is then taken as a required fading margin. The fading
margin should be higher than the required fading margin so that the availability objective could be
achieved. Based on the Table 10, the fading margin is higher than the required fading margin and
the received signal level (Prx) also higher than the required received signal level. Its mean that the
quality and availability objective can be achieved.
But for the longest link (5018-5337), availability cannot be achieved on condition where the
worst rainfall could rise dramatically in certain months. This is because the value of the fading
margin is too small and too close to the value of rain attenuation.
Backhaul simulation. Fig. 3 shows the results of the simulation for 5018-5337 link. The results of
the simulation shows that for link 5018-5337, the parameters of availability is not respected because
fading margin is too low. The power transmit should be higher to achive the availability but it
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cannot be done due to the regulation. The regulation said that for any equipment operate in 5.8 GHz
has a maximum EIRP of 36 dBm and maximum bandwidth of 20 MHz [8]. Another solution is by
using antenna diversity.
Table 10. Backhaul design calculation (2)
Site A

Site B

Prx
(dBm)

Creq
(dBm)

Fading
Margin
(dB)

Rain
Att.
(dB)

Multipath
(dB)

5018

5453

-63.81

-77.23

13.42

0.93

-34.40

5018

5348

-68.35

-77.23

8.89

1.48

-26.39

5018

2409

-72.57

-77.23

4.66

1.63

-18.59

5018

5337

-74.12

-77.23

3.11

3.04

-12.08

5018

5284

-60.17

-77.23

17.06

0.43

-32.16

5453

5018

-63.87

-77.23

13.36

0.93

-34.39

5348

5018

-68.41

-77.23

8.83

1.48

-26.38

2409

5018

-72.63

-77.23

4.60

1.63

-18.58

5337

5018

-74.18

-77.23

3.05

3.04

-12.07

5284

5018

-60.23

-77.23

17.00

0.43

-32.15

Fig. 3. Backhaul planning simulation result

Conclusion
The most effective scenarios to roll-out an LTE network in Indonesia for today’s work is by
using 900 MHz frequency with 5 MHz of bandwidth. By using 5 MHz (6 cell sites), it produced a
fewer blank spot better than 20 MHz. On the backhaul side, it can be conclude that Wi-Fi could
deliver the 50 Mbps LTE traffic with 10-6 of BER and 99.99% availability for 5 km distance by
considering the limitation from government regulation. It can be concluded that Wi-Fi 802.11n can
work well as an alternative LTE backhaul in rural areas for 5 km range.
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Abstract. The advancement in signal processing and electronics has enabled the development of
full duplex networks. The full duplex networks can be used for solution of 5G and beyond. The
current states of the art of full duplex networks are captured in this article, including selfinterference cancellation techniques, capacity analysis, antenna design, radio frequency (RF)
cancellation circuit design, and digital signal processing methods. The solutions are discussed under
their related analog and digital self-interference cancellations. This article also points out open
research issues and intends to spark new insights and developments in this field.
Introduction
The demand of high speed communications increases tremendously over the decades. Wireless
communication is one of the very active research areas that many researchers are involved in. Given
the limited resources such as spectrum frequency, there have been a lot of technique to increase
spectral efficiency, including multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM), modulation, coding, beamforming, and relay network. However,
some of these techniques have been very well investigated and defined of the capacity limits. These
limitations motivate the development of next-generation wireless communication with high spectral
efficiency, low power, and high data rate.
One of the emerging technologies is full duplex wireless (FDW) communication. FDW attract
an increasing attention on its possibility to improve spectral efficiency [1-6]. In the past, the
simultaneous transmission and reception are not possible due to high interference power. Hence,
wireless communication is conducted using separated channels, called as Half Duplex Wireless
(HDW) either in the frequency domain or time domain. A dedicated channel only can be used to
conduct one way transmission. In contrast with HDW, transmitter and receiver in FDW are allowed
to transmit and receive signals simultaneously on the same channel. At this point, we can see that
FDW has a promising benefit to double spectral efficiency than HDW. At the receiver side, antenna
receives signals not only from the intended transmitter, but also from the self transmitter. The
signals from the self transmitter are then called as self-interference. The power of self-interference
has thousand times larger than that of the intended signal. This is a major challenge in realization of
FDW.
To make FDW implementable, the receiver should be designed such that the signal to selfinterference plus noise ratio (SSINR) are enough to recover the intended signal. In other words, the
self-interference should be suppressed or cancelled. The self-interference cancellation (SIC) can be
conducted, at least, in three domains, i.e., propagation domain, analog domain, and digital domain
[7]. Propagation domain defines how to reduce or even cancel the effect of self-interference in
which the signals propagate. There are several techniques such as path loss effect, crosspolarization, antenna directivity, and interference alignment. Cancelling self-interference in the
propagation domain can help the next step processing such as analog and digital domains to work
easier. However, if cancellation of self-interference is not enough due to a lot of scattering, we can
expect to cancel in analog and digital domain. Analog domain cancellation can be classified into
two types, i.e., passive and active cancellation. The passive cancellation means that the canceller
circuit suppresses only the self-interference from self transmitter, but not from other transmitter
(regular interferer). The amount of cancellation can be characterized in an anechoic chamber. The
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active cancellation means that canceller circuit also suppresses the regular interferer. Here, the
regular interferer cannot be characterized in anechoic chamber, because the regular interferer
reflects the environment where the device operates. The regular interference may not as large as the
self-interference, but it may change rapidly. The last defender for cancelling the self-interference is
digital domain. The digital domain canceller models all input-output relation on the system,
including channel for intended signal, channel for the self-interference, channel for regular
interferer, noises, and any nonlinearities. The non linearlities are caused by non-ideal device such as
transmitter distortion and receiver distortion [8].
The other important parameter which has a direct effect to spectral efficiency is channel
capacity. Capacity reflects how much information can be transmitted through the channel. In [9]
and [10], the authors investigate the capacity analysis under a limited dynamic range for
bidirectional and relay networks, respectively. Each receiver has a limited input range of the
intended signal. However, since the receiver also receives the self-interference, which has a huge
power. That’s power may exceed of the dynamic range input of the receiver.
The interface which directly faces propagation domain is the antenna. The antenna becomes a
bridge of propagation domain and circuitry domain. It plays an important role on the realization of
FDW in terms of self-interference cancellation. Hence, the design of antenna should consider lowcost, low-power, and small-form-factor [7].
In this paper, we provide an extensive survey on FDW. We review some of the works, which
have been done on FDW and point out some open problems. We characterize some limitations of
FDW from the information-theoretic perspective. We also provide some potential applications on
FDW and discuss the challenges.
We present some works in Section 2, including bidirectional and relay networks. In Section 3,
we provide the capacity analysis and the limitations. In Section 4, we discuss some applications and
the challenges. In Section 5, we conclude our paper.
Network Topology
In general, network topology of FDW can be classified into two types, i.e., point to point (PTP)
and relay networks. Discussion of both networks is presented in this section.
Point to point (PTP). PTP is one hop communication. Two different terminals exchange their
messages without any help of other terminals as in Fig. 1. In HDW, two ways communication can
be conducted using two separated channels, such as Time Division Duplex (TDD) and Frequency
Division Duplex (FDD), otherwise simultaneous transmission is not possible. In FDW,
simultaneous communication can be conducted, at least, using one antenna on each terminal. For
single antenna model, transmission and reception are conducted through antenna sharing. The
antenna sharing uses a duplexer to route the transmitted signal to the antenna as well as the received
signal from antenna to the receiver. The most commonly used form of shared-antenna duplexer is
the circulator, which is a ferrite device by exploiting non-linear propagation in magnetic materials
[11]. For multiple antennas, the transmit antenna and the receive antenna should be placed
appropriately to take the benefit of path loss effect. The path loss effect reduces the selfinterference. However, it may be very challenging due to a small form factor of terminal.

Fig. 1. Point to point networks

In [12], two nodes communicate to each other in FD mode. Each node equips with two
antennas, for transmission and reception, respectively. They space the two antennas with the
distance of 20 cm and 40 cm. A larger separation has a benefit for reducing the self-interference,
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but it may not be feasible for personal device such as smartphone and laptop. The distance between
two nodes is 6.5 m which reflects communication for WiFi and Bluetooth networks. They achieve
70 dB self-interference cancellation. That achievement makes the full-duplex wireless
communication feasible. If the number of antennas used by each node increases, we can use an
antenna cancellation such as in [13, 14]. Choi et al. uses two antenna transmitters and one antenna
receiver [13]. He places the antenna transmitters such that the signals are received destructively at
the antenna receiver. Given the wavelength of transmission λ, and the distance d of the antenna
receiver Rx from the first antenna transmitter T×1, we have to place the second antenna transmitter
T×2 with d+λ/2 as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Placement of antenna transmitters

If we increase the number of antenna transmitter and receiver, we arrive at the multiple-input
multiple-output full duplex (MIMO FD) [14]. They introduce two scenarios, i.e., antenna conserved
and Radio Frequency (RF) chain conserved. The antenna conserved defines that the number of RF
chain is equal to the number of antenna transmitter and receiver, while RF chain conserved defines
that the number of RF chain is less than the number of antenna transmitter and receiver. On the
MIMO FD system, they claim that self-interference can be suppressed up to 45 dB.
Different with the conventional method where each antenna is assigned, either for transmitting
or receiving, in [15], Knox proposes a shared antenna for both transmitting and receiving signal in
common RF carrier. In this case, antenna transmitter and receiver are combined using circulator,
which capable to route the output signal from the output circuit to the antenna and simultaneously
route input signal from antenna to input circuit. Circulator should provide an isolation between high
power transmitter and the receiver front-end.
Point to multipoint (PTM). We classify relay network and base station network as a Point to
Multipoint (PTM) network. In the conventional relay network, the relay forwards information from
node A to node B, using different time slots or different frequency carriers. In Full Duplex Relay
(FDR), the relay can forward information from node A to node B using same time slot and same
frequency carrier in expense of owing self-interference as in Fig. 3. If node A and B are located far
enough, so that the received signal at node B from relay R does not experience interference.
However, if node A and B are not far enough, the received signal at node B experience the
interference from node A. This interference is destructive if only if the phase is different with the
signal from the relay. However, in the practical point of views, getting same phase between the
signal from node A and relay R is very challenging, because relay needs processing time.

Fig. 3. Full Duplex Relay (FDR) network

Base station serves multiple nodes, for receiving or broadcasting. In conventional base station,
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receiving and broadcasting are conducted using different time slots or orthogonal channels. Using
full-duplex, base station can conserves bandwidth and potentially doubles the spectral efficiency.
However, the base station will experiences self-interference as PTP network and relay network.
Moreover, the destructive interference that should be considered is a reflected path interferences.
Even though, the reflected path interferences are not as large as self-interference, they could be
difficult for handling. In this scenario, we can have two options, i.e., first, all nodes operate in full
duplex, second, only base station operates in full duplex. If we consider the first scenario, we face
many self-interferences not only in base station, but also in user terminal. Consequence of this
scenario, user terminal should support full duplex operation. The second scenario, we consider only
base station, which operates in full duplex. User terminals are not needed to operate in full duplex.
Hence, only base station experiences self-interference.

Fig. 4. Base station network

Self-Interference Cancellation
As we know that the main drawback in full duplex communication is self-interference. There
has been many efforts to solve the problem. In general, we can classify the cancellation techniques
into three categories [7, 16], propagation domain cancellation, analog domain cancellation, and
digital domain cancellation.
Propagation domain cancellation. Propagation domain cancellation is how to reduce or even
cancel the self interference before it penetrates into circuitry domain. We put on many efforts to
manage or form the electromagnetic wave, which emits from antenna transmitter to antenna
receiver. A simple technique to reduce the self-interference is path loss effect. Using path loss
effect, we place the antennas as far as possible between transmitter and receiver. This technique
may be appropriate for radar application, but not suitable for small device. This technique has been
investigated in [17, 18].
In [13] an antenna placement technique has been introduced. Given the wavelength of
transmission λ, and the distance d of the antenna receiver Rx from the first antenna transmitter T×1,
we have to place the second antenna transmitter T×2 with d+λ/2 as in Fig. 2. Increasing the number
of antennas, the complexity of design increases. The antennas should be carefully placed to get the
maximum level of self-interference reduction.
In [19, 20, 14], we can use cross polarization to isolate self interference between transmitter
and receiver. We can exploit horizontal and vertical polarizations in the electromagnetic
propagation and use them to distinguish signals between transmitter and receiver. We also can use
the antenna directivity. We can exploit beam patters to form two omni directional transmit antenna
[14].
Additional technique that has been used in multiple antennas scenario is beamforming. By
adjusting the complex weight of antennas, we can steer the beam patterns emitted from antennas.
Moreover, the propagation domain cancellation may be able to be classified as a passive
cancellation, because once we have deployed, we cannot/hard to modify. For example, if we have
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deployed the antenna with horizontal polarization in a device, we cannot change to vertical
polarization, except we remove the antenna. We should aware with different performance between
indoor measurement and outdoor measurement. Outdoor measurement could be worse than indoor
measurement, because extrinsic factors that we did not take into account in indoor measurement,
such as reflected-path self interference.
Circuitry domain cancellation. We have discussed the first defend line for self interference
reduction, i.e., propagation domain cancellation. The second defend line is circuitry domain. In the
circuitry domain, we can group into two categories, i.e., analog domain and digital domain. We
discuss both in the following sequel.
Analog domain cancellation
Analog domain cancellation means that we cancel the self interference in the signal carrier
region. We have that region started from up converter at transmitter circuit side. Then, the signal
passes through High Power Amplifier (HPA). We may face a non-linearity when we amplify the
signal, which has been investigated in [1]. Non-linearity is also due to phase noise. Then, the signals
are transmitted from the antenna. In the receiver, the signals are received and filtered using Low
Noise Amplifier (LNA). The analog signal is finished at down converter. The challenge is how to
reduce the analog signal of self interference before the signal gets into the digital domain.
In [21], they adjust the phase and delay of the signal at receiver side. Using some control gain,
they want to make signal inversion and add the inverted signal to the received signal. Addition of
both signals results the self interference reduction. Moreover, estimating phase, gain, and delay
requires a cancellation control path, which can be placed closer to antenna transmitter or antenna
receiver.
Given the reflected path signal, we have channel aware and channel unaware in terms of analog
cancellation. Channel aware is when we estimate phase, gain, and delay by taking into
consideration of the reflected path signal, otherwise we call as a channel unaware. The channel
aware requires a dynamic adjustment of those parameters. Moreover, if we deal with narrow band
signal, it is enough to model the self-interference of direct and reflected path using a complex gain
and delay between antenna transmitter and receiver [7]. For wideband signal, estimating those
parameters will put in more efforts, because the reflected path cause the frequency selective fading.
In general, the challenges in analog domain cancellation is how to place the signal tapper either
closer to antenna transmitter or antenna receiver appropriately as in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Analog cancellation

Digital domain cancellation
Digital domain cancellation occurs before Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) at transmitter
side and after Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) at receiver side as in Fig. 6. The purpose of
digital domain cancellation is similar with the previous methods. The benefit of using digital
domain is lower complexity and relatively easier in terms of circuitry and power than analog
domain [22, 23, 24, 25].
The performance of digital cancellation also depends on the accuracy of signal modelling. We
should capture the signal model, self-interference signal, the propagation domain, and analog
domain. It is also better to take into account the transmitter and receiver distortion. Those
distortions represent the non-linearity of HPA and LNA. Moreover, the non-linearity of HPA can be
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modelled using polynomial [26]. The digital domain cancellation is the last part to combat the
self-interference.

Fig. 6. Digital domain cancellation

Performance Analysis
In this section, we present some results related to the performance matrices in full duplex
wireless. In the presence of self interference and the benefit of full duplex, many reports have
investigated the effect of those parameters including capacity analysis and outage probability
analysis
Capacity analysis. In this section, we discuss the capacity relay network. In [27, 28, 29], they show
capacity of MIMO AF relaying system using SVD technique when channel state information (CSI)
is available at relay and destination nodes. However, they investigated only for half-duplex model
where self-interference does not exist. In this paper, we study the ergodic capacity of MIMO AF
relay system with the CSI at both relay and destination, where the capacity optimal of SVD-based
method [28, 29] is employed. Computation of the exact ergodic capacity is extremely complicated
[27] since the expectation operation of the instantaneous capacity should be carried out over the
channel distribution. We consider Tracy-Widom law [30] that exploits eigenvalue distribution of a
complex Wishart matrices. Then, we derive asymptotic closed-form expression on the ergodic
capacity of FD MIMO AF relay system.

Fig. 7. Full duplex relay network

Following Fig. 7, we can write the receive signal at destination as:

where
and
are channel between source and relay and channel between relay and destination,
respectively. F is precoding vector.
We denote the average transmission power of the source and the relay as P s and P r . The
instantaneous capacity of full duplex MIMO AF relay networks can be expressed as:

Considering power constraint at relay, we have:
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Those formulation can be solved using water-filling technique.
Outage probability analysis. Single Input Single Output (SISO): Full-duplex communication
attracts an increasing attention on its possibility to improve spectral efficiency of wireless
communications [1-6]. Full-duplex has a potential to make spectral efficiency near double than halfduplex [4]. In full-duplex mode, trasmitter and receiver are allowed to transmit and receive signal
simultaneously at same frequency band. Consequence of this mode, the receiver antenna receives
not only signal from the source but also from its own transmitter called self-interference. The selfinterference power is one of challenges in full-duplex mode. There are some techniques to mitigate
self-interference power such as digital domain cancellation, analog domain cancellation, and
propagation domain cancellation, as we explained before.
Arriving to the experiment of full-duplex mode, we found some interesting results. In [5] an
advance signal processing technique to cancel self-interference is designed. The design uses a
combination of radio frequency (RF) and baseband techniques to achieve full-duplex with minimal
effect on link reliability. Combining analog and digital domain cancellation techniques can reduce
self-interference by up to 73 dB. In [18] they present characterizations on the self-interference
channel. One of the results is that self-interference channel can be modeled as Rician fading
distribution.
From the fact that self-interference follows Rician distribution, it becomes interesting to
investigate effects of line of sight (LOS) component, those of passive and active cancellation, and
the outage probability performance of the system given a threshold rate, such as outage probability.
Recently, study on outage probability in relay network has been revealed in [31, 32]. In [32] selfinterference channel is assumed to be non-faded channel. However, by following the experimental
result in [5], that assumption becomes not true. Moreover, as long as we know, there is no outage
probability analysis in bidirectional communication systems considering full-duplex and selfinterference.
In this paper, we derive outage probability for full-duplex single-input single-output (SISO)
system. In the presence of self-interference, we derive a closed-form expression of outage
probability. We assume that the channel between two nodes experiences Rayleigh distribution and
the self-interference channel experiences Rician distribution. We investigate the impact of $K$
factor on outage probability. We observe that active cancellation has better performance in terms
outage probability than passive cancellation. We provide simulation results to verify our closedform expression of outage probability. Headings, or heads, are organizational devices that guide the
reader through your paper. There are two types: component heads and text heads.

Fig. 8. Bidirectional full duplex

Following Fig. 7, we have two antennas in each node, for transmitter and receiver,
respectively. The outage probability can be computed as a probability that the capacity is below the
threshold rate. Given threshold R, we can express the outage probability of node i as:

where
is channel gain between the two nodes.
is the self-interference channel of the 1st and
2nd nodes. P i and I i are transmit power and residual interference power of node i, respectively. We
have to integrate with respect to the power distribution of the intended signal and self interference
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signal. After manipulation, we arrive at the solution as:

where
. is defined as a ratio between the power of line of sight (LOS) component and
that of scattered component.
Challenges and Open Problems
In this section, we summary the challenges from several references and present the problems
that remain open [7, 16]. Implementation full duplex communication in small device still faces
many problem, particularly for antenna placement. We may be difficult to take benefit from path
loss effect, unless we have perfect circulator. Design near perfect circulator may be related to
material design. Moreover, the channel modelling and estimation still remain open, because we may
experience different characteristic of the channel between indoor and outdoor measurements. Later,
the cross layer optimization which allocates network sources appropriately still necessary to be
investigated. In higher layer optimization, we need interference management that control the self
interference including direct and reflected path.
Moreover, if we look at more broaden problems, we have many opportunity for
implementation of full duplex techniques on heterogeneous network, cognitive radio, and wireless
sensor network. We will face different characterizations on each application.
Conclusion
This paper discuss the possibility of full duplex wireless communication. We present several
topologies which are exist in the practical implementation combined with full duplex networks. We
put some enabling techniques which can reduce the self interference problem. We also present the
benefit of full duplex techniques from the information theoretic analysis such as capacity and
outage probability analysis. With these opportunities, we present some challenges on different
application scenarios. Finally, full duplex has many advantages, but has many challenges as well.
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Abstract. Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG) is a method to generate a series of random
output by using a specific algorithm. In this work, we have implemented PRNG base on chaotic
logistic map on 32-AVR microcontroller. The series of random bits that generated can be used as a
key in a cryptosystem. Temperature sensor is used to get a series of random numbers that serves as
initial input or 'seed' of PRNG. Implementation results obtained 128 bit random key in each key
generation process on microcontroller. We use “five basic tests” to measure the randomness of bit
key, and test result show the percentage of failures key set is as much as 27,6%. This research is
expected to generate a series of random bits that are not easy to predict by the other party, so that it
can be applied as a key sequence in the cryptosystem.
Introduction
Encryption is a cryptographic method that can be applied to reorganize the messages sent in
order to be maintained its confidentiality. In the encryption process, required a key as a condition
that the confidential information transmitted is acceptable by the party having the right to that
information. According to [7], a good key is a series of random bit generator with automated
processes. It allows for randomness (randomness) has a very important role in generating a series of
keys to guarantee that cryptographic systems are not easily attacked by the opponent [4].
Encryption is a cryptographic method that rearranges the message so that the message sent
confidentiality assured. In the encryption process, required a key as a condition that the confidential
information transmitted is acceptable by the party having the right to that information. According to
[7], a good key is a series of random bit generator with automated processes. It allows for
randomness (randomness) has a very important role in generating a series of keys to guarantee that
cryptographic systems are not easily attacked by the opponent [4].
Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG) is an algorithm that used to generate a series of
random numbers statistically. Chaotic Logistic map is a chaos algorithm that can be applied to
PRNG. It is a simple mathematical algorithm, and when applied to the microcontroller, it will not
spend large memory space [1, 8, 10].
Based on research that conducted by Patidar et.al [6], in this work we have implemented a
PRNG algorithm based on chaotic logistic map on 32-AVR Microcontroller. We used LM 35 series
for detecting temperature changes as an initial input of PRNG. Statistical test will be done using
five basic tests, to verify the randomness of PRNG bit output.
Methodology
Random generation algorithm that used in this work is a PRNG algorithm based on chaotic
logistic map that created by V. Patidar and K. Sud [6]. In figure 1 shown there are two inputs, X 0
and Y 0 as initial inputs of chaotic logistic map. The output of the chaotic system then converts to a
binary number to get a random number. This PRNG algorithm has been through a testing phase
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with NIST test that consisting of 16 statistical tests. Based on that, we do the design
implementation [6] on the microcontroller ATMEGA 32.
Xo

Yo

=
X n +1 λ1 X n (1 − X n )

X n +1

Yn +1

=
Yn +1 λ2Yn (1 − Yn )

g (X n +1 , Yn +1 )
=

{

10011110001100…

1, X n+1 >Yn+1
0, X n+1 ≤Yn+1

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the PRNG Scheme Based Logistic Chaotic Map (Vinod et. al., 2008)
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Fig. 2. General system design

Fig. 2 shows the general description of the system. Here is an explanation of the general
description of the above system:
1) Input be a result of temperature detection of the type of temperature sensor LM 35. LM 35
which is used by two pieces due the input to the Pseudo Random Number Generators
algorithm scheme based Chaotic Logistic Map designed by [6] consists of a two inputs, i.e., X 0
and Y 0.
2) The data obtained from the LM 35 is analog data, it needs the process of converting analog
data into digital data, or often referred to as the ADC (Analog to Digital Converter) on the
microcontroller. From this process, the data is processed to produce a value called the seed.
The resulting seed is then processed by applying the PRNG algorithm corresponding to the
block diagram of Pseudo Random Number Generators algorithm based Chaotic Logistic Map
designed by [6]. The results of the implementation of the Pseudo Random Number Generator
algorithm based on Chaotic Logistic Map on microcontroller is a key sequence that looks
random.
3) Keys generated is stored on a PC computer in the form of file.txt.
Table 1 shows the configuration of the legs of LM 35 (1) and LM 35 (2) more clearly.
Table 1. Pin configuration LM 35 legs
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

LM 35
LM 35 (1)

LM 35 (2)

Leg Position
LM 35
Vout LM 35
VCC LM 35
Ground LM 35
Vout LM 35
VCC LM 35
Ground LM 35

Port Sismin AT
Mega 32
Port A-Pin 0
Port A-VCC
Port A-Ground
Port A-Pin 1
Port B-VCC
Port B-Ground
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Results
Table 2 below is the result of temperature measurement input that has been conducted.
Table 2. Temperature detection by sensors
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

LM 35 (1)
34.2131
35.19062
37.14565
38.12317
38.61193
39.58944
40.56696
40.56696
40.56696
40.56696

LM 35 (2)
39.58944
39.10069
38.61193
38.12317
37.14565
37.14565
36.65689
36.65689
36.65689
35.67937

In the experiment, we used laptop to get key sets efficiently. So that the conditions used in this
work is an active laptop. Active in this work is a condition that the laptop are doing certain
processes. The more the process is carried out by a laptop that is used as a place of research will
produce a series of key in faster way. And vice versa. So the condition laptop is also very influential
in the key sequence generation process performed by the microcontroller by using LM 35 in
detecting temperature changes that occur on a laptop.
Laptop has a significant temperature changes and intensity changes from one temperature to
the next temperature was also quite large compared to some other places that serve as indicators of
sampling sites. See the following chart.

Fig. 3. Graph temperature changes LM 35 in some conditions places

From the experimental results, the parameter r = 4 is the best value in the implementation
parameters of PRNG algorithm based on Chaotic Logistic Map on AVR AT Mega 32
microcontroller to produce random key sequence.
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Table 3. Key sequence with value r parameter
No.
1

Value r
r1=0.1
r 2=0.2

2

r 1=2.2
r 2=1.1

3

r 1=3.1
r 2=3.2

4

r 1= 3.57
r 2= 3.6

5

r 1=4
r 2=4

6

r 1=4.01
r 2=4

Key Sequence (128)
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111
01010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101
01010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101
0101010101010101010101010101
01101001100110011001000101000110011010011001011010
01100110011001100101101001100110011001100110011001
1001100110011001100110011001
01111110001010110001011111100001111110000100111011
01000010111101111011000111011001010100011110011100
0101111011110000011100011000
10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000

Based on the existing theory, if the value of r has a range of 0 to 1, as shown in Table 3
number 1, then the generated key sequence is entirely 0. If r1 has a value greater than r2, then the
generated key sequence is entirely one as shown in the results of Table 3 number 2. When r has a
range of 3 to 3.57, as shown in Table 3 number 3, the key sequence produced has a value of x is
called the period-doubling cascade. Key sequences that produced are always repeated. In table 3
number 4 it can be seen that the chaos character has begun to emerge when r has a range between
3.57 to 4. However, it should be noted, though the chaotic character has appeared, there are periodic
windows in key sequences so that the generated key sequence will experience recurrence at a
certain period. Chaos value would perfect in the range 0 to 1 when the value of r1 and r2 have the
value four as in Table 3 number 5. However, when the value of r is greater than 4, then the
generated key sequence has a value outside the interval 0 to 1 that shown in Table 3 number 6.
From the experimental results that associated the existing theory, the parameter value r=4 is the best
value in the implementation of PRNG algorithm based on the chaotic logistic map.
Each different seed will produce a series of different keys. So that a series of key obtained
from the key generation process sequence will always be different from the previous key sequence.
See the following Table 4.
The results of the randomness tests using five basic tests on the generated key sequence
showed that more than 50% of samples tested and the five key sets of basic tests. Of the 100
samples of key circuit implementation results on a microcontroller with varying seed, each sample
showed that 76 of them passed the test sample while the remaining 24 samples did not pass the test.
Parameters passed the test by using the five basic test is the result of the test samples meets all the
criteria contained in the five basic tests. If the five categories of the five basic tests into the
randomness parameter is declared failed, then the sequence generated key does not pass the test of
the randomness of the five basic tests. However, if the key sequence produced meet / pass all five
categories in five basic tests, then the generated key sequence is passed test five basic tests of
randomness. Here are the results of the randomness tests conducted using five basic tests.
To perform a deeper analysis of the key sets of test results, we compared the result of
randomness of each generation. Some of the samples were used for testing of the generated key
sequence. The following table shows the test results generated key sequence using the
microcontroller.
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Table 4. In a series of key result file storage
No.

1.

2.

3.

Key Sequence in the file (.txt)
Time : Sunday, 20 April 2014 - 13:08:43
Temp1 : 31.769306
Temp2 : 37.145648
Xo
: 0.977516
Yo
: 0.488758
Key :
0111100110001000111010001111000110100010101010000101001101101101011
0111100100000001000111011111111101001110010100110000010101010
Time : Sunday, 20 April 2014 - 13:08:46
Temp1 : 32.258064
Temp2 : 37.145648
Xo
: 0.488758
Yo
: 0.998447
Key :
1000011001101011000110010000001001001101010101010101110110010001101
1000001000000101001000100000000001110001100111110011011110101
Time : Wednesday, 30 April 2014 - 17:05:53
Temp1 : 30.791788
Temp 2 : 32.258064
Xo
: 0.488760
Yo
: 0.998447
Key :
1000011001101011000111101110001101110010001001010101000110010101001
1010110111100100010011000111010101101101110111001011011100101

Table 5. Randomness testing result circuit key (sample 1)
No.

Key
15BFE57940AA4DA3C3BF7EC01
1
B82ECADBE5C344081255D86F7
…
…
FF945E562E1D8CE0C2C0741D3
99
0703DA22B9AB88F8832F53293
038E8368BE85AA5FC05AA5BFE
100
07D44AA11232BBF7F025B7CEC

Frek

Ser

Pok

Run

Au

Res

v

v

v

v

v

Passed

…

…

…

…

…

…

v

v

v

v

v

Passed

v

v

v

x

v

Not
Passed

Table 6. Randomness testing result circuit key (sample 2)
No.
1
…
99
100

Key
31BFDB704459606ACDE893D9E
D2280FB5F35BA745B278FBE7B
…
EB8920703F05225FB919293FC8
7C9309ADA3A43F7CD9247AEE
2B88E0102F0B25B2DBF936C74
9E795089CE6BC5D2C2B2C35E2

Frek

Ser

Pok

Run

Au

Res

v

v

v

v

v

Passed

…

…

…

…

…

v

v

v

x

v

…
Not
Passed

v

v

v

v

v

Passed

Table 7. Randomness testing result circuit key (sample 2)
Sampel

Hasil Uji Keacakan

Total

Gagal

Berhasil

1

24

76

100

2

28

72

100

3

21

79

100

4

32

68

100

5

33

67

100
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Tests carried out using five samples, each sample consisting of 100 different key sequences. In
sample 1, the percentage of failure is 24%, sample 2 shows the percentage of failure was 28%,
sample 3 shows the percentage of failure is 21%, the sample 4 shows the percentage of failure was
32%, and sample 5 shows the percentage of failure is 33%. Intake of each sample was carried out at
a place with the same conditions, i.e., in a laptop. Sampling time during the day with the condition
of the laptop is active (used several supporting applications from laptops to increase the speed of
key generation circuit). The results obtained in the table above shows that five samples tested, the
average percentage of failure was 27.6%.
Conclusion
Based on the research that has been conducted, obtained several conclusions that: (1) Temperature
sensors can be used to get a random seed as an initial value for considering key generation sampling
conditions. The best conditions were used in this work is an active laptop; (2) Random seed
generated from a reading of temperature detection by LM 35 becomes the input to the PRNG.
Implementation of PRNG algorithm based on chaotic logistic map to generate a random key
sequence using r = 4 as the best parameter to obtain a series of random cryptographic key; (3) The
test result using five basic tests to measure the randomness of bit key show that the percentage of
failures 5 samples of key set is 27,6%.
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Abstract. Permanent magnet generators have been gaining importance for wind turbine
applications because they have the advantage of higher power density and/or torque density than
machines with electromagnetic excitation. Torque pulsations such as torque ripple produce
magnetic vibration and noise in permanent magnet machines. Thus, it is important to minimizing
the torque ripple in permanent magnet generator design. To reducing the torque ripple, there are
several ways to do, e.g. skewing of the stator and/or rotor, choosing the right combination of pole
and slot numbers and adjusting some design parameters such as the permanent magnet pole arc
width and/or the slot opening width.
Introduction
The use of environment friendly renewable energy sources are getting rapidly higher, due to
the reasons like energy needs, pollution and green house gasses. Providing reliable access electricity
to all and reducing environmental impacts has been recognized as the key challenge of the global
electricity sector. For reducing the environmental impacts, renewable energy sources such as wind
energy can be an alternative to generate electricity. To convert wind power into electricity, wind
turbines have an electric machine called a generator as a major component.
Permanent Magnet Generator
Electrical machines have a huge influence on the reduction of energy consumption. The
consumption of electrical energy can be saved by designing the construction of electrical machines
with better efficiency. The use of PMs in construction of electrical machines can improve the
efficiency and reliability of the machines by eliminating the excitation losses [1, 2]. By eliminating
gearbox, direct drive PM machines have many advantages such as higher reliability and efficiency,
reduced maintenance, noise and weight [3].
PM machines have been widely used, such as electric and hybrid electric vehicles, pumps, and
wind generators. That's because they have the advantage of higher power density and/or torque
density than machines with electromagnetic excitation [1, 4].
There are various types of machine topology for the application of PM generator to the wind
power generation systems has been developed to maximize the electrical energy, improve power
quality and minimize costs. According to the flux direction in the air gap, PM machines can be
divided into radial-flux permanent magnet (RFPM) machine, axial-flux permanent magnet (AFPM)
machine and transverse-flux permanent magnet (TFPM) machine [2,3]. The flux of RFPM machine
flows radially through the air-gap while the current circulates in the axial direction (Fig. 1). In
AFPM machine (Fig. 2), the flux flows axially through the air-gap while the current flows in the
radial direction. Fig. 3 shows the basic topology of TFPM machine [3]. TFPM machine does not
seem very common yet in wind power generation [2].
In [2], the authors provided a comparison among seven configurations consisting both radial
flux machines and axial flux machines.
Conventional PM machines are generally of the radial-flux type. The rotor configuration may
be classical configuration (Fig. 4a), interior magnet type (Fig. 4b), surface magnet type (Fig. 4c),
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inset magnet type (Fig. 4d), rotor with buried magnets symmetrically distributed (Fig. 4e) and rotor
with buried magnets asymmetrically distributed (Fig. 4f) [1].

Fig. 1. Flux and current directions of RFPM
machine

Fig. 2. Flux and current directions of AFPM
machine

Fig. 3. Basic single-phase transverse flux topology

Fig. 4. Rotor configurations for PM machines: (a)
classical configuration; (b) interior-magnet rotor; (c)
surface-magnet rotor; (d) inset-magnet rotor; (e)
rotor with buried (spoke) magnets symmetrically
distributed; (f) rotor with buried magnets
asymmetrically distributed

The design and analysis of a dual-rotor radial flux permanent-magnet (DRRFPM) generator is
presented in [9-11]. The purpose of the optimal design is to maximize the output voltage [11] and to
reduce cogging torque [10, 11]. The design was calculated by finite element analysis (FEA).
Comparison between air-cored and iron-cored non overlap winding radial flux PM direct drive
wind generators are investigated in [12]. Generators with air-cored windings have zero cogging
torque. In [13], the authors presented the electromagnetic and mechanical design of the double rotor
radial flux permanent magnet generator with non overlap air-cored (ironless) stator windings for
direct drive wind generator applications. The purpose of the optimal design is to minimize the mass
of active material of generator.
In [14], the authors proposed the methodology for the design, analysis, and optimization of
coreless brushless permanent magnet machines especially for generator applications. The
performance features and parameter of various ironless machine technologies are presented in this
paper.
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In [4-8], the authors proposed the optimal design of dual stator radial flux permanent magnet
(RFPM) generator for reducing cogging torque. Fig. 5 shows the structure of RFPM generator. An
inner-rotor type RFPM generator has a rotor located inside of the stator (Fig. 5a) and the outer-rotor
type RFPM generator has a rotor positioned externally (Fig. 5b). The shape of proposed design of
dual stator radial flux permanent magnet (DS-RFPM) generator, which is a combination of the inner
and outer-rotor types, is shown in Fig. 5c.

(b)

(a)

Axis of rotation
Permanent Magnet

Stator Coil

Internal rotor
Inner Stator
Outer Stator

(c)

Fig. 5. The structure of RFPM generator: (a) inner-rotor type; (b) outer rotor type; and (c) the shape
of proposed DS-RFPM

The AFPM machines are formed by pancake shape rotor and stator [1, 15]. From this basic
shape, many various researches are possible including double side external slotted cores stator and
inner rotor (double slotted cores stator with internal rotor) [15, 16], double side inner coreless stator
(double rotor with coreless internal stator) [17-19], double side external rotor and a slotted stator
[20-22] and single sided slotless/coreless stator [23, 24].
Torque Ripple
For designing a low speed direct drive generator, torque quality is one of the challenges.
Torque distortions such as cogging torque and torque ripple produce magnetic vibration and noise.
In direct drive applications they are transmitted directly to the load and drive shaft, which in return,
affect the lifetime of the drive train. That’s why in designing PM generators, it is important to
minimizing the torque ripple. Cogging torque is given by the interaction between the rotor magnetic
flux by PMs and reluctance variations due to the slotting of the stator (cogging torque also called
“no current torque”). Torque ripple is caused by the non ideal distribution of flux density in the airgap. It is generated by the interaction of the current fundamental harmonic and the EMF harmonics
[25]. The torque ripple can be calculated from the harmonics in the back-EMF if the machine is
supplied with a sinusoidal current [3]. Fig. 6 shows how cogging torque and torque ripple are
calculated.
Basically, there are two approaches for reducing the torque ripple [26, 27]. One is to improve
the magnetic design of the machines by changing the stator and rotor pole structures. The other one
is to use the electronic control technique which is based on optimizing the control parameters such
as supply voltage, turn-on and turn-off angles, and current level.
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Fig. 6. Definition of cogging torque and torque ripple

But minimizing the torque ripple by electronic control techniques may caused the average
torque reduced. The electronic control techniques are used in [25-29] to reducing the torque ripple.
Improve the magnetic design of the machines are more effective on reducing torque ripple than the
electronic control [30]. It is because the first method can also reduce cogging torque and optimize
back EMF, whereas the electronic control techniques need precise real time excitation current
profiles, depend on the reliability and accuracy of the sensors.
Design optimization for low torque ripple and cogging torque by changing the magnet arc and
choosing an optimum flux barrier shape for interior PM machine using 2D FEA are presented in
[31]. Table 1. presents the cogging torque value with different magnet arc length. It was found that
minimum cogging torque produces when the magnet arc length is 40.84 mm. To investigate the
torque ripple in the machine, the authors proposed three different flux barrier designs as shown in
Fig. 7.
Table 1. Cogging torque value with magnet arc variations
Magnet arc length
(mm)
38.92
39.00
40.84
42.20

Fig. 7. Flat shape interior PM machine with
variations of flux barrier shape

Cogging torque
(Nm)
10.46
11.10
2.00
5.83

Fig. 8. Reference frame and rotor structure for
interior PM analytical model

Optimizing flux barrier angles also used in [32] besides adopting a multilayer structure for
stator windings to reduce the torque ripple in interior PM motor fractional-slot non-overlapping
windings (also known as concentrated windings). Fig. 7 shows the rotor geometry structure with
two flux barrier per pole. Analytical model results for 12 slot 10 pole machine shows that the torque
ripple achieved lower than 1.5% at full load.
In [33], the authors using magnet pole shaping technique for torque ripple reduction on an 18
slot and 12 pole surface mounted PM Brushless DC (PM BLDC) motor. The performance
parameters were computed and analysis by 2D FEA.
In [34], the authors investigated the effectiveness of skewing rotor method with/without
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magnet shaping on the torque ripple for surface mounted PM machine. Although the cogging torque
can be fully eliminated, it was proven that skewing not fully eliminated the torque ripple, because in
this case the skewing angle should be 360° electrical, which is made the average torque will also be
zero.
Skewing rotor also used in [35] for torque ripple and cogging torque reduction on surface
mounted PM synchronous motor. However, the results show that skewing may cause the torque
ripple increase if the magnet shape is not designed carefully. The authors used surface mounted PM
synchronous motor with 9-slot/6-pole non-skewed and skewed for the test. Tests were also
conducted on a 12-slot/10-pole non-skewed surface mounted PM synchronous motor.
The reduction of the torque ripple harmonics with the lowest orders (6th and 12th) for PM
synchronous machines with fractional-slot non-overlapping windings by teeth widths adjustment is
presented in [36]. The authors investigated the phenomenon of torque ripple in two type machine,
outer rotor surface mounted PM synchronous machines and inner rotor interior PM synchronous
machine. The optimization technique was carried out by FEA. Influence of the permanent magnet
skewing on the torque ripple reduction and cogging torque elimination was also investigated.
Shaping the stator teeth for reducing the torque ripple also use in [37]. The authors compared
three models of surface mounted PM motor with different stator teeth shape. Fig. 9 shows the three
models of surface mounted PM motor with different stator teeth shape. The initial model is shown
in Fig. 9a, in the second model (Fig. 9b), the top of the stator teeth is flat, and the third model (Fig.
9c) shows the air-gap becomes large toward the stator teeth tip. The analysis results show that the
minimum value of cogging torque and torque ripple is not at the same point of design. Therefore,
the design parameter should be chosen carefully.

Fig. 9. Cross section shapes of: (a) Model 1; (b) Model 2; (c) Model 3

In [38], the authors investigated cogging torque minimization and torque ripple reduction in
surface mounted PM synchronous machine using different magnet widths. Fig. 10 shows the
different between normally magnet widths and the method that the authors proposed. It shown that
normally the dimension of magnet and interval spaces between them are the same (Fig. 10a). Fig.
10b shows one magnet has different width from the other.

Fig. 10. Cross section of rotor: (a) uniform magnet widths; (b) different magnet widths method
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An analytical approach for optimizing inner rotor surface mounted PM synchronous generator
with concentrated windings design for wind power applications is presented in [39]. The authors
using both the PM shape design and skewing stator to reducing the torque ripple and cogging. Fig.
11a shows the analytical model of skewing stator of PM synchronous generator to reducing the
cogging torque. Fig. 11b shows analysis model for deriving the PMs magnetic field, where α, β, γ
and y are the radian of each region. The performance of PM synchronous generator is
experimentally verified under AC and DC load conditions.

Fig. 11. (a) 3-D FE analysis model based on skewing; (b) analytical model based on PM shape

Conclusion
This paper provides a literature review on reducing the torque ripple in permanent magnet
generator. There are several ways to minimize the torque ripple, e.g. skewing of the stator and/or
rotor, choosing the right combination of pole and slot numbers and adjusting some design
parameters such as the PM pole arc width and/or the slot opening width. It was found that torque
ripple could not be always reduced by skewing, and a low cogging torque does not always
guarantee a low torque ripple. Therefore, to reducing the torque ripple we should find the optimal
design of permanent magnet generator by choosing the right combination of pole and slot numbers
and also shaping the rotor magnet and stator teeth.
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Abstract. This study will be designed to control the temperature in the dryer with the heat source
come from the infra-red heater to dry the cocoa beans in accordance with the standards of the world
cocoa trade with drought cocoa beans reached 92%-96% or leaving the water content in cocoa
beans for 6%-8%.A dryer machine that designed for cocoa beans can produce the cocoa beans with
water content of 6%-8%, which will improve the quality of cocoa beans that grown in Indonesia.
The water content in cocoa beans will be controlled by fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic methods are used in
the design of the appliance is using Mamdani rules with MIMO models that have an input in the
form of temperature [20 100], the humidity [0 40] and the output of the PWM value heater [0250],
the speed of the motor [0250], for getting drought reached 92%-94% by adjusting the ideal
temperature of 60°C and an ideal humidity of 20% to the value of 243 infra-red heater. The result of
this study shows the temperature in the dryer cocoa beans is more stable compared with the on-off
that by controlling system with the critical point is 60°C-70°C, the levels of water left on cocoa
beans is 6% to 7%, by drying the cocoa beans for 14 hours with the average of temperature 64.5°C.
Introduction
Indonesia is the third largest producer of cocoa beans in the world after the state of the Pantai
Gading and Ghana. Pantai Gading produce 1,276,000 tons, Ghana 586,000 tons and Indonesia
456,000 tons. An area of land cacao plants in Indonesia is more and less 992,448 ha with the
production of cocoa beans about 456,000 tons per year [2].
Standard in the world trade drying cocoa beans have to give the output according to have the
content of the water level was in grade AA 6% to 7% and is grade A 7% to 8%. But the quality of
cocoa beans exported by Indonesia known very low standard under the quality of the world or being
under grade A (the water level above 8%). This is due to a system of drying cocoa beans to use
traditional way, 85% cocoa beans national production does not occur process of drying with a dryer
with a standard quality or still dried in the sun with the rays of the sun. So that the quality of cocoa
in Indonesia to lesser only a bias temperature reached drought 10% [2].
This study will be done in the dryer design that will produce cocoa beans drought cacao beans
with the rest of the content of the water level by 6% to 8% with the recommended drying
temperature by researchers and using fuzzy logic that may be set stability drying temperature cocoa
beans.
Cocoa Beans Drying Machine Design using Fuzzy Logic
The design of the system in this study using fuzzy controllers with two inputs in the form of a
temperature sensor and humidity sensor. the output generated from this system generates a signal as
an input to the PLC to set the actuator used in this study. the actuator used in this system is in the
form of a DC motor, infrared heater and fan. the three actuators will work in accordance with the
rules made using fuzzy method that is sent to the PLC as an instrument controllers, as shown in Fig.
1. Block diagram of the system using fuzzy logic that may be set stability drying temperature cocoa
beans.
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Fig. 1. Block a diagram of the system

Methodology
The method used in this study using a standard approach to the value of the water content of
the cocoa beans that 6%-7% with a drying temperature of 60%-70% . The content of the water level
is in accordance with the needs of an industry that controlled automatically experts of cocoa beans,
if more than 60°C-70°C drying, system can be controlled by fuzzy logic.
Fuzzification System
In fuzzy logic the first thing to be done is to make input and output variables that are divided
into one or more fuzzy sets. In this process the input variables are divided into two, temperature
variable and humidity variables. With one output variable which is a pulse width modulation
(PWM) heater variable. the Determination of the variables used in this study can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1. The set of universe for association fuzzy variable

Along with the fuzzy set membership functions of the variable temperature, humidity, the value of
the heater, the motor speed is represented as follows:
1. The set of fuzzy variables temperature
At a temperature variable is defined into three fuzzy set; Cool, Normal, Heat. Image fuzzy set to
a variable temperature can be seen in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 fuzzy set to a variable temperature

2. The set of fuzzy humidity
In variable of humidity it is defined into three fuzzy sets,i.e. Dry, Normal, Wet. The Image of
Fuzzy set for variable of humadity can be seen in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 fuzzy set to a variable humadity

3. The set of fuzzy variable percentage of heating in the variable of humidity it is defined into three
fuzzy sets, i.e Low, Normal, High. The image for fuzzy set of variable heater values can be seen
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 fuzzy set to a variable PWM heater

Reasoning and Fuzzy Rules
After the formation of fuzzy set, then carried the formation of fuzzy rules. the rules that
established is to express the relation between input and output. Each rule is an implication.
Operators are used to connect between the two inputs is the AND operator, and which maps
between the input-output is IF-THEN. The rules determining the PWM heater percentage seen in
Table 2.
Table 2. Fuzzy rules of system

Testing and Analysis
In this study is done of some testing and experiments to know the performance of the cocoa
beans dryer using fuzzy logic. The control of the machine based on the testing has been done
according to the design as follow:
1. Tests on fuzzy control
The testing starts from the engine room temperature under normal circumstances (machines are
switched off) it is ± 26oC. Fig. 5 is a graph of the data taken during the testing after 3500 seconds,
about less than 1 hour. Then the test continued with a longer time to see a graph undergoing
significant change or not, the following are the test results:
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Fig. 5. Graph the results of testing temperature against the time during which ± 1 h

Fig. 6. Graph the results of testing temperature against the time during which ± 2 h

As can be seen in Fig. 6. it is the result of testing using visual studio software monitoring of
temperature changes. Testing is done for ± 1 hour to see the response of the system to a time that
generates stability graphs system that changes up and down but still in the design limits of the
system, namely the 600oC and 700oC. Then to prove whether the system is still in the expected
stability, test is done with longer time and the results are as shown in Fig. 6, the system stays
within the scope of the expected stability.
2. Comparison of the stability on - off control with fuzzy control
The test is performed to determine the difference between the control stability on-off controls
with fuzzy control. Here is a graph of the machine testing with on-off control and fuzzy control:

Fig. 7. A graph stability control on–of

Fig. 8. A graph fuzzy stability control
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Analysis of the Test Results
Fig. 7 is a graph of the stability on-off control and Fig. 8 is the graphic of fuzzy control
stability. The white line in the Fig. is the upper limit and lower limit of the expected stability in
which the value of the lower limit is 60oC and the upper limit is 70oC, while the red line is the
actual data taken on the time.
On the on-off control time to reach the set point value approximately equal to 300 seconds,
while the fuzzy control approximately 400 seconds. Although the time of on-off control to reach the
point of the set point faster than fuzzy control but can be seen in the graph in Fig. 7 stability values
using these controls can not last long and come out on the limit set point expected, while the fuzzy
control despite the time to achieve set point longer but the system can be maintained at a
predetermined set point limit. The stability of the on-off control cannot last long because when the
system reaches the upper limit and lower limit of the heater takes time to do the cooling or heating.
In the on-off control, the temperature of 69.9oC categorized as normal, and 70.1oC categorized as
heat, so that small differences will cause a significant reaction to the system. While the temperature
fuzzy control 69.9oC and 70.1oC fall into the same category as normal once the heat and considered
in the same temperature, so as not to cause a reaction that is meaningful to the system.
Testing the Results of the Drying of Cocoa Beans
Testing cocoa beans will be done after cocoa beans subjected to the process of fermentation ,
the following is specifications cocoa beans are in this research will be tested :
Heavy wet cocoa beans ( total ) : 127 gram
a. A total of cocoa beans
: 40 pieces
b. A total water content
: ± 70%
Table 3. The results of the drying data

From Table 3 obtained a chart which shows the pattern above the water content in the decline
in cocoa beans, which was decreased significant in the first hour, but the water content in the
decline in cocoa beans can be defended as much as 7% in eleven hours till in fourteen hours of
drying , having been subjected to drying for fourteen hours of cocoa beans having the water level
left as much as 7%.

Fig. 5. Charts the decline in the water level for 14 hours drying time

After the testing using a drying system using fuzzy control settings to achieve a water content
of 7-8% only takes 14 hours, whereas with traditional drying will takes 3-7 days depending whether
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the weather is sunny. Here is a comparison chart of drying on the results of research with traditional
drying (dried in the sun) [9]:

hour

Fig. 4.6 Comparison chart water levels decline in results and reference
[9]

Conclusion
The stability of the fuzzy control is better than on-off control, because the on-off control cannot
maintain the stability of the system at the critical point that has been determined (past the upper
70°C and lower limits 60°C of the set point temperature drying). The water content of the cocoa
beans are met within the drying time of approximately 14 hours with an average temperature of
64.5°C. Cocoa beans drying machine automatically have the drying time is approximately 14 hours
faster than the traditional drying is by drying in the sun is over the next 3-7 days.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the analysis of the design and simulation of permanent magnet
synchronous generator or PMSG radial flux based on stator dimension that already exist, but the
addition of the air holes on the rotor core services as a cooling system and to lessen the rotor mass.
The simulation performed using software FEMM 4.2. The magnetic flux is analyzed in the air gap
and stator teeth, to get to know the pattern of distribution and fluctuation of magnetic flux. The
FEMM simulation result indicates that the magnetic flux distributed evenly and does not occur of
the flux concentration in a particular area which may lead to heat as well as the distribution of
magnetic flux not leak into the core of shaft. Induction voltage generate on speed 250 rpm is 264.23
volt frequency 50 Hertz and the efficiency is 62.37 percent for 24 pole, 12 hole. While the induction
voltage generated on solid core condition is 226.48 volt and the efficiency 55.04 percent. The
conclusion with addition of the hole, that its all characteristic increases very significantly and the
inertia moment of rotor decreases, that it causes the rotor’s losses friction decreasing, as well as to
lessen the rotor mass and the inertia torque friction, but adds the rotor speed.
Introduction
One of the sources of the electrical energy that are developed is a permanent magnet generator.
Designing the permanent magnet generator in the last few years has increased very rapidly. The
widely used the magnet of magnetic field is strongly with remnant and has a temperature Curie (Tc)
which is quite high. In general, the research and development of generator is performed on
parameters that affect the performance of generator, good optimization of parameters in stator and
rotor of generator parameter optimization to obtain the design generator that can work optimally.
Some researchers of the world have developed a permanent magnet generator start with smallpower in watt to large power in megawatt. Brian (2004) perform simulation on bearing flywheel
made from a permanent magnet to know on radial bearing magnetic flux by using 3D FEA. Arnold
(2005) do permanent optimization againts generator axial flux micro scale 16 watt and using the
FEMLAB as software analysis. From this analysis, they can find out the distribution of magnetic
flux surface with a maximum speed is higher than 300 rpm.
Methodology
Principle work of PMSG [1, 3]. The working principle of PMSG is almost equal to synchronous
generator generally. The difference is the source of magnetic field that is generated on the rotor. On
the permanent magnet synchronous generator PMSG, the magnetic field in the rotor generated by
permanent magnet. When the three phase voltage is given in the coil, on the stator it flow three
phase current and then it will produce the magnetic field. The presence of the rotating magnetic
field on the stator and the magnetic field on the rotating rotor result in both of the magnetic field
pulling out each other. Since the magnetic field of the stator rotates, magnetic field rotor follows
this rotation and make the rotor rotates and follow this rotation.
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Flux magnetic density B - Tesla

Generator material and core laminate [2]. The laminate material of core is called as the soft
magnet, because this material only generates the magnet characteristic if it is infuenced by
magnetic force whice produced permanent magnet or the current flows when it turns, that enclosed
the laminate core [6].
The silicon steel laminate magnetic core is the most useful. The silicon in steel is able to rise
the volume resistivity to lessen the eddy current and hysterysis. The content of silicon in siliconsteel is more or less than 0.5-3.25 percent [4, 5]. The core laminate is used in this generator design
is Silicon Iron with type M-19 Steel.

Magnetic Field H - ampere/meter

Fig. 1. Curve of laminate magnet core from software FEMM 4.2

The laminate magnetic characteristic prevents so that it does not reach saturation point, if the
point is passed, then the magnetizing current has not sinusoida form, then the harmonic form will
rise [6]. The type of magnet permanent which is used is NdFeb type 33 and the characteristic is
shown in Table1. This characteristic is as input parameter simulation of the magnetic field
distribution.
Table 1. The magnetizing characteristic N33 [6]
Parameter

symbol

magnitude

unit

remanency flux density

Br

1000

mT

Coercive force

Hc
H cb

836

kA/m

H cj

955

kA/m

31-33

MGOe

BxH max
Curie Temp

Tc

310

°C

M ax Working Temp

Tw

80

°C

The air gap flux [2,4]. The air gap flux density used the finite element method, to determine the
phase voltage. The flux density of air gap B g can be obtained by using the Eq. 1. to determine the
air gap, Bg is needed with some of coefficients among the other things α m , Cφ , PC, k ml , kc , Bg
and the magnetic flux.
The flux density of air gap B g is written as bellow:
(1)
where

: Magnetic fraction
Flux concentration factor
: Permeance coefficient
kc : Carter coefficient
kml : Leakage coefficient
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The magnetic flux :

(2)

Electric component of generator[3, 5]. The phase voltage, the output of voltage, power, torque,
and efficiency are written as below [5]:
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Research Methods and Results
The magnetic flux distribution in this research used FEMM 4.2 software, and based on the
Maxwell equation. The simulation steps are available in every step in the flowchart, that it is the
input parameter to prepare the simulation, that it is needed to obtain the magnitude of the magnetic
flux density.
The hollow rotor core [8]. The permanent magnet generator models are based on existing
dimension. In modeling generator, there are several dimensions that refer to reference journals.
This generator model is made in two dimensional 2D by using software FEMM 4.2. In the meshing
step, the observation object is divided into smaller elements as triangle form. The meshing with the
smallest elements one milimeter produced 73,692 nodes and 147,022 element.

Fig. 2. The node and mesh on PMSG result using the hollow rotor core 12 holes, 24 poles

Fig. 3. The magnetic field distribution result of PMSG using the hollow rotor core 12 holes, 24 poles
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The distribution pattern indicated that there is meeting of a high flux on stator teeth, permanent
magnets and below of the permanent magnets area. However, it is still very difficult to determine
the magnitude of the magnetic flux density at the point or in that position. The Fig. 3 shows the
distribution pattern of the hollow rotor core magnetic flux. It does not imply the existence of a build
up of magnetic flux in this area which can result in excessive heat concentration.
The generator simulation result use the hollow core and the solid core rotor condition which
have similiarities in the magnetic field. The difference between both of rotors only on flux density
generated to each other. On the condition of the hollow rotor, the maximum of flux density of slot
and the stator teeth are 2,035 Tesla and the air gap flux density average of 0.7 Tesla. The generator
uses the rotor hollow core generated phase voltage 264,23 volt, the nominal output voltage 216,25
volt, the output power 1210,24 watt and the efficiency 62,37 percent.

The solid rotor core [8]. The magnetic field of distribution simulation result generated for PMSG
solid core condition which are nearly same as hollow rotor core condition, where the distribution
pattern indicated that there is meeting of a high flux on stator teeth, permanent magnets and below
of the permanent magnets area.
There is only a difference on the value of the resulting flux density. On condition solid rotor
core, the maximum flux produced by 1,893 Tesla, and the air gap flux density average Bg of 0.6
Tesla is shown in Fig. 4. The generator uses the rotor solid core generated phase voltage 226.48
volt, where the nominal output voltage 178,5 volt, output power 998,99 watt and the efficiency
55.042 percent. All of the data result is shown in the Table 3.
Table 2. Parameter design of PMSG [7]
Parameter
Power
Nominal voltage
Nominal frequency
Number of phase
Area of magnet surface
Nominal speed
Numbers of pole
stator outer diameter
stator inner diameter
Rotor diameter
Stator effective length
Area of stator slot
Number of Slot
Power

Symbol
P
v
f
N ph
Am
n
p
Do
Di
Dr
Li
A ss
P
v

Value
1200
220/380
50
3
1,6.10-3
250
18
0,34
0,1476
0,1466
0,103
11,193
1200
220/380

Unit
watt
volt
Hz
m2
rpm
m
m
m
m
m2
watt
volt

Fig. 4. Magnetic field distribution result of PMSG solid rotor core condition, 24 poles
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Table 3. Simulation result and calculation of PMSG using the solid and hollow rotor core
12 Holes, 24 Poles
Parameter
Hole diameter
Hole area
Number of node
Number of element
Flux density (min)
Flux density (max)
Air gap flux
magnetic flux
Induction voltage
Output voltage
power
Efficiency

Symbol
dn
Anh
B
B
Bg
φ
Eph
Vo
Po
η

Solid
0
0
45496
90630
8,151.10 -5
1,893
0,6
0,00096
226,487
178,502
998,985
55,042

Hollow
1,8
30,54
73692
147022
4,793.10-7
2,035
0,7
0,00112
264,23
216,25
1210,24
62,37

Unit
Cm
Cm2
Tesla
Tesla
Tesla
Weber
Volt
Volt
Watt
%

Summary
The comparison of simulation design with the hollow and solid rotor core of the Permanent
Magnet Synchronous Generator, it can be concluded that: the FEMM simulation result indicated
that the magnetic flux distributed evenly and flux concentration does not occur in particular area
which can lead to heat as well as the distribution of the magnetic flux not leak go to the core shaft.
The magnetic flux while it runs through the shaft will add the rotor friction. The addition of air
holes in the stator as coolants or cooling system affects the output of induction generator, the
induction voltage, nominal voltage, power and efficiency increase. The conclusion with adding the
rotor core’s hole, that its all characteristic increases very significantly and the inertia moment of
rotor becomes to decrease, so that the rotor’s losses friction also decrease, and it causes to lessen the
inertia torque and adds the rotor speed.
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Abstract. Multi-fingered robot hands have been one of the major research topics since grasping an
object and are crucial functionalities of several robotic systems, including industrial robots, mobile
robots and service robots. The author considers the problem of model-based control for a multifingered robot hand grasping an object with known geometrical characteristics. This paper
introduces an integrated functional design process for the design of the three fingered gripper
suitable for dexterous assembly of compliant elements. To facilitate an integrated design of gripper
finger, the author applied Matlab/Simulink (SimMechanics) and Inventor software packages,
respectively. Multi-closed loop with the advance of PID control is applied to control both
kinematics and dynamics motions of the three fingered gripper systems. The multifunction finger’s
gripper is developed to pick up the various components. To obtain the optimal trajectory planning
approach using motion reference and integration of planning control for virtual actuators at each
joint of finger gripper system. The author proposes the use of pulse curves as a type of input
reference to generate the trajectory between the intermediate points of the path. The analysis of
experiment result shows the optimum of contact forces are achieved to hold the object. The
trajectory angular angle of each finger link moves towards quickly to achieve the trajectory angle
target.
Introduction
During the last three decades, the application of robotic grippers has gradually developed for
grasping a variety of tasks from using a simple mechanism to multiple degree of freedom of design.
Most robotic grippers have been specifically designed only to grasp on certain traditional forms of
object.
The design of a gripper finger was a difficult task with many considerations such as task
requirements, geometry of gripper and the complexity of mechanism [1]. Traditionally, a physical
prototype is necessary to truly test a hand’s ability to perform a variety of tasks, but this can be
quite costly with potentially many design iterations being required. However to reduce prototyping
costs, simulation techniques provides another tool which enables the modern designer to model the
kinematics and dynamics of physical systems and to quickly investigate the performance of the
design. Simulation has been recognized as a powerful tool for supporting the design, planning, and
analysis of dynamics performance of robotic grippers [2].
Computer aided design software package is a powerful tool to design any physical system in
3D solid modelling in a virtual environment. CAD is especially useful for author to design multidegrees of freedom (DOF) gripper finger. However, the author needed several software tools to
design and control the dynamics performance of a three fingered gripper for a dexterous assembly
of a low gas regulator valve. This research study addresses the integration of two software
packages; Inventor and MATLAB/Simulink/ SimMechanics. In this work simulation results and
visualization of the dynamics of a robotic gripper are presented.
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In this paper, the author has focused upon investigating how all the separate grasping
requirements to assemble a low pressure gas reducing valve can be designed into one single gripper.
This investigation does not include the gross robotic motions to assemble the gas regulator as this is
a relatively trivial task compared to the challenge of designing the multi-functional gripper.
Literature Review
Overview of gripper functionallity. Biagiotti proposed the basic concepts for human prosthetic
which are the degree of anthropormorphism, the level of dexterity and controllability [3].
Anthropomorphism refers to the capability of prosthesis to the mimic the human hand, party or
totally, considering some aspects such as shape, size, consistency, and other more general include
colour, temperature, and so on. Dexterity is related to prosthesis functionality and not to shape or
aesthetic factors. Generally speaking, with the term “dexterity” he intends the capability of the endeffector, operated by a suitable robotic system, to autonomously perform tasks with a certain level
of complexity. An exhaustive review of scientific work done so far about robotic hands dexterity,
with a complete list can be found in [4]. The dexterity attribute of prosthetic hands can be divided
into two main performances which are grasping and internal manipulation respectively. Grasping is
the capability of holding objects inside the end-effectors volume under a given hand configuration.
Internal manipulation is the controlled motion of the grasped object inside the hand workspace, with
the hand constraining the object with a configuration variable during the manipulation [5]. The
controllability is the responds to trend of designing prosthesis that easier to control by user, more
than the design of more complex hands, having more degrees of freedom [6]. The controllability
can be considered from several points of view such as from the point of view of patients and from
the point of view of the controller.
There are some examples of prosthetic hand which is oriented to the restitution of the grasping
function such as Vasi Hand [7] and Utah hand [8]. The opening and closing of prosthetic hands are
actuated by one degree of freedom. This fact has a limitation for tasks development that required
the dexterity.
Furthermore, another type of prosthetic hands develops to provide higher dexterity using
anthropomorphical principles and improve the grasping function. The better performances of
prosthetic hand are achieved by increasing the number of degrees of freedom and provide feedback
signals such as position, velocity and grasping forces. There are some of such prosthesis hands
which relevant performances: Marcus hand [9], RTR I [10], and RTR II [11].
In 1990 Shetty proposed a compliant gripper is proposed for precision robotic assembly [12].
The gripper’s goal was the elimination of part jamming and wedging caused by misalignment
during automatic assembly of a peg into hole, which consist of lateral and angular errors. From the
test results indicate that the new flexible compliance end effector has been able to comply laterally
and angularly to allow for positioning errors.
Gripper design guidelines for assembly processes in manufacturing are recommended to adjust
for a wide variety of grippers [13]. Using these guidelines, the grippers can be modelled quicker
and with a higher confidence level. The specifications and expectations addressed on gripping
systems have increased greatly because of the introduction and acceptance of modular
manufacturing concepts based on flexible parts feeding. This research paper had discussed two
gripping systems: The first system is used to assemble a refrigerator water valve and the second
system is used to assemble and package tire valve stem covers.
The problem of simulating and modelling robots has been a challenge for researchers for a long
time. An approach for design of arbitrary gripper architectures has discussed for simulating robot to
grab flexible object [14]. The integration of flexible object simulation software has evaluated.
Multi-functional gripper is needed to grab manual small parts assembly tasks. Many papers are
introduced in the past to mimic the extraordinary flexibility motion and use with a robotic gripper,
which come close to the properties of a human hand, but clearly are lacking essential requirements
for industrial use, such as robustness and cost [15].
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A new construct of gripper has presented to investigate how to immediate the range between
manual assembly and a fully automatic assembly [16]. This paper has presented a gripper concept
for performing traditionally manual assembly tasks, in human shared environments. The gripper is
needed to grasp a wide range of parts that are today assembly manually.
Trajectory planning for the robot gripper. Industrial robotic hand must have high flexibility to
execute the complex technologies operation. Compared with human motion, a robot gripper has
many problems to achieve simple motions in a working space. To move between two space points,
different assignments should be solved by robot gripper. Trajectory planning for the finger links is
one of the fundamental issues in the design of robot gripper. The best trajectory line must be found
and other the high efficiency and productivity of work must be achieved. On the other hand, both of
collisions and obstacle must be avoided. Generally the previous motion planning is used to control
the robot’s motion. The path planning is the planning to control the motion of finger links from
point to point.
There are some interesting methods for trajectory planning to prove the better performance.
However, these applications of trajectory planning control are still difficult to overcome the
complex motion to grasp the elements. In this research study, the author presents the optimal
trajectory planning approach using motion reference and integration of planning control for a finger
gripper system. Small error, smooth motion and minimum energy consumption are used as a
criterion for trajectory planning control. The author proposes the use of pulse curves to generate the
trajectory between the intermediate points of the path.
The gripper finger starts to close its fingers along the defined of trajectory of fingertips or joint
angles. After detecting initial contact with the object, the gripper finger drives actuators on its finger
joints and thereby increases its grasping force.
The gripper finger is designed to accomplish some difficult tasks by specifying the desired
motion to achieve a target goal. The author presents an investigation of computing the trajectory as
a function of position, velocity and acceleration for each joint of the finger gripper. Several
simulation results are given to demonstrate its effectiveness.
Methodology of Research
The end-effector or a gripper is the subsystem of an industrial robot which preserves a limited
number of work pieces geometrically for a certain time, for example secures the position and
orientation of the work pieces in relation to the gripper system coordinates.
Position and orientation of the object are also very important parameters where the position of
the an object before the pick operation already sets limits to force induction options as the points
where forces can be applied may not always be accessible. Grasping with a single contact surface is
called adhesive grasp and this is the classic operating principle for suction grippers. On the
contrary, form fit and force fit gripping are basic principles of grasping with more than one contact
surface and the combinations of form fit and force fit gripping are frequently used. As described
previously, the hand is great to any technical systems in terms of grasping flexibility as it naturally
combines numerous grasping types.
The functionality needs of the gripper finger. In natural human grasping, the contact fingertip
automatically adapts with the material strength. However, the hand struggles to pick up relatively
small plane structures, for example picking up a five pence from the table is not an easy task. The
author’s has specified the grasping force and pressure when the gripper finger grasps the object.
From the study of the assembly process, a number of key functions were determined.
Grasping force. One of the fundamental requirements to grasp the object is the capability to handle
interaction between gripper finger and the object. An interaction control method is needed to adapt
the forces exerted on the object to avoid damage to both the object and the gripper fingers. Its aim is
to control the dynamic behaviour of the gripper finger when contacting the object by controlling the
properties of the contact, namely controlling the stiffness and the damping of the interaction.
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Interaction control schemes can be used to execution the constraints motions as long as the
force and position references are chosen to be compatible with environment geometry. During task
execution, the nature of constraints may vary substantially. The need to handle complex contact
situations requires the capability to specify and perform control of both gripper position and contact
force.
The author has developed a mass spring damper model to determine the contact force response
between the gripper finger and grasped object. Fig. 1 shows the concept of Hooke law of grasping
force on grasp of a rigid body.

Fig. 1. Grasping object

The motion equation of grasped rigid body is obtained from
( 1)
are contact forces from the fingertips (N), m is mass of finger gripper (kg), is
where, ,
acceleration of finger gripper (m/s2).
Based on the Newton’s third law, a linear spring damper can be modeled as model for contact
to the environment:
(2)
where f is the contact force (N), k e is the stiffness of the environment (N/m), x is the fingertip
gripper position at the contact point (m), x e is the static position of the environment (m), b e is
damping coefficient (Ns/m), v is velocity of finger gripper (m/s).
The next step is to design a controller to regualte the interaction when the finger gripper
contacts to the object.
The body spring damper algorithm model is computed in SimMechanics program. A
generalized linear force between two bodies is a linear function of the two bodies relative
displacement vector r and relative velocity v, with constant coefficient. The body spring and
damper block models a contact force acting between two bodies along the axis r connecting them
where the damper is a dashpot acting only along the spring axis.
The parameters of spring constant (k), damping constant (b), and spring natural length are
adjusted to obtaine the suitable contact force action when the finger gripper grasps the object.
(3)
Analysis of Dynamics Motion
To illustrate the description of an interaction contact between finger gripper and object, in the
following a number of typical case studies are presented and discussed. The gas regulator valve is
classified as three types in terms of its stiffness: a rigid object, a soft object, and an elastic object.
However, in this paper only presents the multi-fingered grasp non regular rigid object. A regulator
body is one of example of non-regular rigid object. This object is made from aluminum. Plastic
support plate is an example of a soft object. A package of seal is an example of an elastic object
which made from a rubber.
The case study illustrates the three fingered gripper grasping the regulator body using the
interaction force control. The force control law is applied to compute the interaction contact force
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between fingertips and an object’s surface. The masses of each fingertip (m i ) are connected by a
spring of stiffness k and a damper b, respectively to the mass of an object. PID controller is applied
to control the kinematics and dynamics motion of the solid object.
In this case study, it will be demonstrated how the three fingered gripper can grasp a solid body
using trajectory motion and force control. Fig. 2 illustrates the valve body which is made from
aluminum.

Fig. 2. The sequence of grasping valve body

In Fig. 2 has been shown the grasping demonstration of a rigid object, where three fingered
gripper grasp and manipulate a rigid object. Two fingers are applied to one side of the object and
the thumb to the opposite side. During the desired trajectory execution, the controller of the finger
gripper guarantees tracking of the desired motion of the object in the work space and imposes the
contact force necessary to balance the weight of the object with a certain safety factor. When the
finger gripper interacts with the object, the finger gripper controller increases the contact forces so
that the object is not fallen.
In Fig. 3, 4 and 5 show the motion trajectory in the robot fingered gripper including angular
position, angular velocity and angular acceleration, respectively. By using PID controller, the actual
angle position, angular velocity and angular acceleration of each finger gripper are actually same
with arrange the constant of gain parameters using the automatic tuning. The high speed control is
achieved to the stable response at less than 0.06 second and also with minimum overshoot at 12%.
The gripper started to close its fingers along the trajectory of joint angles. The initial contact with
the object was detected from the information obtained by the virtual force/torque sensor.

Fig. 3. Actual response in the middle Fingered Gripper
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Fig. 4. Actual response in the index Fingered
Gripper

Fig. 5. Actual response in the thumb Fingered Gripper
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Fig. 6. Contact force between middle fingertip
and object

Fig. 7. Contact force between index fingertip and object
surface

The analysis of interaction force in the first demonstration is shown from Fig. 6. The contact
force in middle finger is computed as F x = 13.88 N, F y = 0.1475 N and F z = 4.219 N. The contact
force is obtained by the Eq. 2. The contact force is achieved at 0.1 second with small oscillation,
because the shape of component is irregular and achieve stable at 3.7 second. The total force
contact in middle finger tips is 14.5 N.
Fig. 7 shows the magnitude of contact force that occurs in Index finger gripper when it grasps
the rigid object. The magnitude of contact force is obtained as F x = 10.38 N, F y = 3.131 N, F z = 2.672 N.
The Fig. 8 shows the contact force that occurs in Thumb gripper for grasping the rigid object.
The magnitude of contact force is obtained as F x = -1.97 N, F y = 0.6061 N, F z = -0.1207 N. The
total force contact in thumb tips is 2 N.
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Fig. 8 Contact Force between Thumb fingertip and object surface
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Conclusion
The dexterous design three finger gripper functionality is developed based on the philosophy of
hand assembly. The creation of a single gripper can be precisely controlled to grasp a range of
engineering components. A set of people has investigated to demonstrate how to grasp and
assemble these components. Some testimonies have been demonstrated for assembly of the gas
regulator valve to support the mimicry of hand trajectory. The author believes that this architecture
of gripper can assemble the range of gas regulator valve properly.
The design of the dexterous gripper finger is validated in simulation results as proof that this
gripper finger design can achieve the best performance. The grasping control method was extended
to control of the trajectory gripper, the prismatic sliding elements and vacuum system. Multi-closed
loop PID control is applied to control the kinematics and dynamics motion of the three fingered
gripper systems. The multifunction of finger gripper has been developed to grip and lift the
engineering components. The contact force is applied to determine the interaction forces between
the fingertips and grasped object. The Newtonian law, using a spring damper is modelled for force
reaction.
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Abstract. A development of dual-band printed antenna composed of a square patch and split ring
resonators (SRR) is presented in this paper. The proposed antenna which is expected to satisfy the
demand of compact device with unique features is intended to be used for Global Positioning
System (GPS) and Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) applications. The antenna is deployed on
FR4 Epoxy dielectric substrates with the total thickness of 1.6 mm and the dimension of
78.6mm×48.4mm, and fed by use of microstrip line feeding technique. The composition of 3 layers
of copper conductor which are flanking 2 layers of dielectric substrate is implemented to construct
the antenna. Some basic antenna parameters are analyzed as key performance of antenna. From the
experimental characterization, it shows that the resonant frequency of first frequency band is 1.47
GHz with reflection coefficient of -16.4 dB and -10 dB working bandwidth of 335 MHz. Whilst the
resonant frequency of second frequency band is 2.43 GHz with reflection coefficient of -22.6 dB
and -10 dB working bandwidth of 60 MHz.
Introduction
Recently, a split ring resonator (SRR) has been widely implemented as a part of
communication devices [1–3]. The SRR which is commonly made of a non-magnetic metal
conductor is structured of pair concentric enclosed-loops in circle- or square-shaped with some
splits at opposite ends. Due to the unique features such as a capability to produce large values of
capacitance, the SRR is often applied to enhance the performance of wireless communication
devices including filters and antennas [4–7]. Among types of existing SRR, an open split ring
resonator is the one which is often applied in the implementation of a compact bandpass filter as it
can produce strong coupling connection between the enclosed-loops while working as lumped LC
series components [3–4].
Moreover, the inclusion of SRR for enhancing the capability of conventional patch antenna has
been implemented for establishing the dual-band antennas [5–6]. A new technique by incorporating
SRR metamaterials which substitutes a groundplane of conventional patch antenna structure has
been proposed to excite dual-band frequency response of patch antenna for WLAN and WiMAX
applications [6]. Whilst in [7], it has been reported that the implementation of SRR in an openended waveguide antenna could reduce the dimension of antenna aperture up to 70% compared to a
conventional standard waveguide antenna. In regard to the inherent features of SRR particularly for
antenna applications, in this paper, a circle-shaped of SRR which combines with a square patch are
proposed to be implemented for the development of antenna with dual-band frequency response.
The antenna which is composed of 3 layers of copper conductor flank 2 layers of dielectric substrate
is expected to work at 2 frequency bands for GPS and WLAN applications. An FR4 Epoxy
dielectric substrate with the total thickness of 1.6mm is used for antenna deployment. Prior to the
hardware realization, some basic parameters of antenna including return loss, gain, and radiation
pattern are analyzed for the evaluation of design performance. To have a good understanding about
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the SRR, a brief overview of SRR will be firstly described. Some discussion related to the
experimental characterization and its result will be presented and followed by the conclusion.
SRR and Dual-Band Printed Antenna
Brief overview of SRR. The structure of SRR, which was firstly introduced in 1999 [8], consists of
2 truncated ring of non-magnetic metal conductor which can be printed on a dielectric substrate.
When the SRR derives electromagnetic waves illumination, charges at the surface of pieces of each
ring are excited affecting to the flow of electric current on the surface of each ring and from one
ring to another. Therefore, the gap between the rings acts as capacitors. The illustration of electric
current flow on the rings is shown in Fig. 1a. Since the space of gap is narrow, the SRR has a
wavelength at its resonant frequency larger than the diameter of ring. This narrow space also
produces a large capacitance value which lowers the resonant frequency. At frequency ranges below
the real part of resonant frequency the permittivity of SRR will be positive value, in other hand, at
frequency ranges above the real part of resonant frequency the permittivity drops to negative value
[9].

Fig. 1. Split ring resonator and its equivalent circuit

The equivalent circuit of SRR is shown in Fig. 1b where 𝐿𝐿 is the inductance of SRR, 𝐶𝐶 is the
capacitance between the rings, and 𝑅𝑅 is the resistance of SRR [9]. The value of capacitance is
determined by the gap between ring which depends on the outer diameter of inner ring and the
inner diameter of outer ring. The narrower the space of gap, the larger the capacitance excited. The
value of inductance is define by the length of rings and larger for the longer rings. Whilst the
resistance of SRR which dissipates the energy of resonator is representing losses of metal
conductor rings as well as loss of dielectric substrate in case the SRR is printed on a dielectric
substrate. Based on the equivalent circuit, the resonant frequency of SRR can be expressed in Eq. 1.

Furthermore, as a part of antenna application, the SRR is usually constructed in an array
configuration and frequently combined with a thin wire. By combining SRR and a thin wire in such
a way, a new composite material when being illuminated by electromagnetics wave can exhibit a
unique characteristic, for instance, to produce simultaneously negative permeability and permittivity
in a certain frequency range [10]. Here, the negative permeability is contributed by the SRR,
whereas the negative permeability is provided by thin wires. Fig. 2 shows a configuration of some
SRR with thin wires.
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(a) circle-shaped SRR + thin wires

(b) square-shaped SRR + thin wires

Fig. 2. A configuration of some SRR with thin wires

Fig. 3. A rough view of final design of proposed dual-band printed antenna composed of square
patch and SRR

Design of dual-band printed antenna. A rough view of final construction of proposed dual-band
printed antenna composed of a square patch and circular- shaped SRR is illustrated in Fig. 3. The
antenna is expected to satisfy the demand of compact device with a unique feature to work at dualband frequency response for GPS and WLAN applications, respectively. The proposed antenna is
designed to be implemented on an FR4 Epoxy dielectric substrate with the relative permittivity of
4.3. As shown in the figure, the antenna is composed of 3 layers of copper conductor which are
flanking 2 layers of dielectric substrate. The top layer of copper conductor is a square patch
connected to microstrip line feeding network, while the middle layer is 4 pieces of SRR, and the
bottom layer is 2 wire lines connected to the groundplane.
The dimension of proposed antenna is 78.6mm×48.4mm with total thickness of 1.6 mm. On the
top side of first layer, a square patch antenna which is designed to have position at the top-center of
4 pieces of SRR is intended to work at center frequency of 1.575 GHz for GPS application. To
obtain the dimension of square patch antenna by involving input impedance of antenna, value of
relative permittivity and thickness of dielectric substrate, some equations related to the design of
patch antenna in [11] are employed. The square patch antenna is fed using a microstrip line feeding
network extended from the center pin of 50 Ω SMA connector. It shows that the length of feeding
line is a bit longer than of the groundplane on the bottom side of second layer. The thickness of
square patch antenna and feeding line made of metal copper is set to be 0.035 mm.
Furthermore, the SRR which is placed on the top side of second layer is arranged in a limitedarray. Each resonator is comprised of 2 concentric circle-shaped rings with some splits at opposite
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ends. To yield the SRR, 2 thin wires are laid on the bottom side of second layer connected to the
groundplane. Similar to metal copper on the first layer, all metal coppers for SRR, thin wires, and
groundplane on the second layer have the thickness of 0.035 mm. The dimension of SRR geometry
and thin wires as well as the square patch are summarized in Table 1. In addition, to obtain the
accurate analysis result, all copper conductive losses and dielectric substrate loss are taken into
account.
Table 1. Dimension of square patch, SRR and thin wires

Hardware Realization, Experimental Characterization and Result Comparison
From the final construction explained above, a hardware realization of proposed dual-band
printed antenna is implemented by deploying first and second layers of the construction on a 0.8
mm thick of FR4 Epoxy dielectric substrate through wet etching technique. Both layers are then
glued each other and a 50 Ω SMA connector is soldered at the input port and groundplane of
antenna for experimental characterization. Fig. 4 shows the pictures of realized antenna. The
characterization results in term of reflection coefficient, gain, and radiation pattern are plotted in
Figs. 5–7, respectively. For comparison, the simulated results are depicted together for each
corresponding parameter.

(a) Front view

(b) Back view

Fig. 4. Pictures of realized dual-band printed antenna composed of square patch and SRR
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Fig. 5. Reflection coefficient of proposed dual-band
printed antenna

Fig. 6. Overall gain of proposed dual-band printed
antenna

Fig. 7. Radiation patterns of proposed dual-band printed antenna

From Fig. 5, it is demonstrated that the realized antenna has dual-band frequency responses at
1.47 GHz with reflection coefficient (S 11 ) value of -16.4 dB for the first frequency band and at 2.43
GHz with 𝑆𝑆11 value of -22.6 dB for the second frequency band. The results of experimental
characterization are slightly different with the design one where the resonant frequencies for the
first and second frequency bands are 1.55 GHz with 𝑆𝑆11 value of -15.9 dB and 2.4 GHz with 𝑆𝑆11
value of -14.1 dB, respectively. It should be noted that the appearance of second resonant frequency
in the design and realization is strongly contributed by the SRR and thin wires which acts as another
radiator resonating at around 2.4 GHz.
Moreover, the -10 dB working bandwidth of realized antenna is 335 MHz for first frequency
band, where this is a bit wider than the design one with the working bandwidth of 330 MHz. The
similar trend also occurs for the second frequency band in which the -10 dB working bandwidth is
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60 MHz for realized antenna and 45 MHz for design one. The different results in resonant
frequencies and working bandwidths are probably evoked by the assumption of relative permittivity
and losses value used in the design which has a constant value for all frequency ranges.
Furthermore, the overall gain of realized antenna for all frequency range is almost lower than
the design one as plotted in Fig. 6, except around frequency of 1.6 GHz. This is mostly affected by
the presence of SRR which dissipates some portion of power obtained from the source to resonate at
high resonant frequency resulting to the lowering overall gain in total. From Fig. 7, it shows that the
measured radiation pattern at both frequency bands is coincided with the design one. At the first
frequency band, the elevation plane of radiation has a symmetrical shape. Meanwhile at the second
frequency band, the elevation plane is asymmetric which is caused by the array of SRR arranged in
asymmetrical configuration.
Summary
The development of dual-band printed antenna composed of square patch and split ring
resonators (SRR) has been presented. It has been demonstrated that the configuration of SRR and
thin wires could be applied to excite the second resonant frequency, while the first resonant
frequency was excited by the square patch. Although there was some discrepancy in the value of
resonant frequencies and the overall gain of realized antenna was worse than the design one, in
general the technique for exciting dual-band frequency response by combining SRR and thin wires
has been successfully implemented for square patch printed antenna.
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Abstract. Multiuser multiple-input multiple-output (MU MIMO) system provides high diversity
and capacity. However, one of the disadvantages of multiuser MIMO system is that requirement of
accurate channel state information- transmitter (CSIT) and uncorrelated multiuser channels in term
of downlink direction. Channel state information- transmitter is really needed to allow processing of
all multiuser signal at transmitter, it produces a significantly improvement system performance.
Multiuser feedback CSI of the downlink to the transmitter for precoding design. Precoding is used
to eliminate multiuser interference (MUI). In this paper, we compare several linear precoding i.e.,
block diagonalization-BD, successive optimization-SO) and nonlinear precoding i.e., combination
successive optimization and Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (SO-THP). Linear precoding has
more simple computational complexity. Non linear precoding outperforms than linear precoding
that must be compensated with higher computational complexity. In this work, we consider the
performance system including bit error rate (BER), outage capacity, and also complementary
cumulative distribution function (CCDF). The results show that combination SO- THP provides a
better performance than the others.
Introduction
Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system is the key of the future wireless
communications system. It has an improvement in term of performance and bandwidth
efficiency. In recent years, an important MIMO research topic is multi-user (MU) MIMO system.
System has the potential to combine the high throughput achievable with MIMO processing with
the benefits of space division multiple access (SDMA). In the downlink scenario, a base station
(BS) is equipped with multiple antennas and it is simultaneously transmitting to a group of users.
Each of these users is also equipped with multiple antennas [5]. The receiving antennas are
associated with different users that are typically unable to coordinate with each other. The base
station exploits the channel state information available at the transmitter (CSIT) to allow these users
to share the same channel and completely eliminate multiuser interference (MUI) by linear or
nonlinear precoding. It is essential to have CSI at the base station since it allows joint processing of
all users’ signals which results in a significant performance improvement and increased data rates
[1]. Moreover, channel state information is available at the transmitter (CSIT), linear precoding can
be used to further improve system performance. The CSI at the transmitter (CSIT) is mandatory in
the multiuser downlink [6].
Block diagonalization (BD) is a linear precoding technique for the downlink of MU MIMO
systems. The signal of each user is preprocessed at the transmitter using a modulation matrix that
lies in the null space of all other users channel matrices. The MUI in the system is efficiently set to
zero. BD is robust if the users are equipped with more than one antenna [2]. The zero MUI
constraint can lead to a significant capacity loss when the users’ subspaces significantly overlap.
Alternative another technique is successive optimization (SO), focuses the power minimization and
the near far problem. The zero MUI constraint is relaxed and a certain amount of interference is
allowed. Tomlinson-Harashima precoding is a nonlinear precoding technique developed for single
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input single output multipath channels. It has been also proposed for the equalization of MUI in
MIMO system. Combination SO and THP in order to reduce the capacity degradation due to the
cancellation of overlapping subspaces of different users and to eliminate the MUI. After the
precoding, the resulting equivalent combined channel matrix of all users is block diagonal. This
technique allows more than one antenna at users and has no performance degradation due to the
cancellation of interference between the signals transmitted to two closely spaced antennas at the
same terminal [3].
In this paper we investigate block diagonalization precoding-BD, successive optimization
precoding-SO, and combination SO – THP Precoding. This paper is organized as follows: section
2- we describe the system model that will be used in this research, section 3-we will analyze and
compare the numerical results of the simulations of various precoding that mentioned before,
section 4-we present the conclusion.
System Model
This work describes which the base station is equipped M T transmit antennas, M Ri receive
antennas are located at the i-th user, i = 1, 2,…, K . There are K users in the system. The total
number of receive antennas can be expressed as [1]:

The antenna configuration of the system is described
Multiuser MIMO channel is expressed as
channel matrix is

. The i-th

. In addition, the total multiuser MIMO

. The estimated channel matrix can be formulated as [2]:

where E is a complex random gaussian matrix.
Block diagonalization is confined by number of transmit antennas (M T ) that it must be greater
to number of receive antennas (M R ),

is the i-th user precoder matrix. In this work,we assume rayleigh fading channel.
Optimal precoding matrix F was obtained when MUI is zero that precoding matrix F i lies in the
null space of the other user channel matrix [4].

Singular value decompasition (SVD) of

is

Successive optimization precoding have an advantage in term of power control problem. It
allows a certain mount of interference. It also reduces the capacity loss due to the space nulling that
applied on the block diagonalization precoding.
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(6)

Precoding matrix F i determined the null space of

by establishing

. Therefore,

the i-th user does not adhere the interference from others user.
The combination SO and THP produce an improvement of subspace and eliminate MUI. SOTHP is performanced by successively calculating first BD, then the reordering of users and in the
end precoding with THP. The first step is calculating the maximum capacity and BD capacity,
respectively. Then, The system generate its precoding matrix and then the new combined channel
matrix. These steps were repeated until the combined channel matrix is empty. The equivalent
combined channel matrix after precoding and demodulation is lower block diagonal with the
singular values on the main diagonal. The lower triangular feedback matrix in THP precoding is
generated from this equivalent combined channel matrix. The individual user’s channel matrices
and demodulation matrices are grouped in matrices H (channel) and D (demodulation). The THP
feedback matrix B is generated in the last step of the SO-THP algorithm that is used to precode the
user data streams. The THP at the transmitter, we increase the transmit power. Therefore , applying
the modulo operator at the transmitter and the receiver in order to reduce the constellation size [3,
6].
1
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D1
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Fig. 1. Description of MU MIMO downlink [5]

Numerical Results
This section shows the numerical results of simulation. This work simulates performance
parameters, i.e., bit error rate, 10% outage capacity, CCDF.
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Fig. 2. BER vs SNR in (2,2)×4 configuration
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Fig. 3. 10% outage capacity vs SNR in (2,2)×4 configuration
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Fig. 4. 10% outage capacity as function of number of transmit antennas

Based on Fig. 2, this work explores the bit error rate performance of downlink MU MIMO
system as a function of received SNR. We compare BER performance of these techniques when
the user equipped with multiple antennas ((2,2)×4). The SO-THP precoding produces a better BER
performance than both BD and SO precoding. At BER 10-2 , the SO-THP precoding gives about ± 2
dB gaining than the BD precoding. This condition was influenced by the modulo operator that was
used in THP precoding.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the performance of 10% outage capacity as a function of SNR and the
number of transmit antennas. Based on Fig. 3, for high SNR value SO-THP produces a higher
capacity than BD and SO precoding, in this case each user was equipped more than one antenna,i.e,
(2,2)×4 configuration. The SO-THP precoding has 33%-60% higher capacity than SO-BD
precoding. The 10% outage capacity performance as a function of number of transmit antennas,
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higher number of transmit antennas give more a spatial diversity gain. At the 6 transmit antennas,
SO-THP precoding has 20%-50% higher capacity.
(2,2)x4, SNR = 8 dB
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Fig. 5. complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) vs capacity, SNR
8dB, (2,2)×4 configuration

Fig. 5 shows the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) downlink MU
MIMO performance system as function of capacity.In CCDF 0.5, SO-THP produces a highest
capacity,i.e, 6.5 bps/Hz that means it has 0.5–2 bps/Hz higher than SO and BD precoding. Fig. 6
depicted the capacity (bps/hz) performance as a function of SNR. Obviously, SO-THP generated a
better capacity than both SO and BD precoding. At SNR 14 dB, SO-THP yielded ± 1 bps/Hz higher
than SO precoding and also ± 3 bps/Hz higher than BD precoding. In this performance
meansurement, we assume a 200 KHz of doppler frequency and (2,2)×4 antenna configuration.
(2,2)x4 , Fd = 200 KHz
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Fig. 6. Capacity performance as afunction of SNR with doppler frequency (Fd) 200
KHz, (2,2)×4 configuration
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Conclusion
In this work ,we analyze the performance of various precoding downlink multiuser MIMO,
i.e. BD, SO, SO-THP. Linear precoding (BD, SO) has a simpler computational. Non linear (SOTHP) precoding produce a better performance system in term of bit error rate, 10% outage capacity
and CCDF. It has more complex computational, i.e THP feedback (B) matrix. With (2,2)×4
antennas system configuration, the SO-THP precoding yielded about ± 2 dB gaining than the BD
precoding in term of bit error rate performance (BER 10-2). Non linear precoding , SO-THP, has
33%-60% higher capacity than linear precoding, i.e. SO, BD. Precoding take an important role to
eliminate of MUI in downlink MU MIMO scenario.
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Abstract. Our aim is to develop an ideal column-based storage system with an implementation on
local file system for Web services. Column-based data model is richer than typical key-value store and
more flexible than document or graph stores. In practice, these type of non-relational storage systems
are used for Web services though they typically do not support ACID transaction and with a goal of
massive scaling. Examples of the systems proposed for Web services include Google BigTable,
HBase, Hypertable and Cassandra. However, Google BigTable is closed source code, and the
implementation of HBase and Hypertable are almost based on Hadoop Distributed File System.
Only Cassandra’s implementation on local file system with replications, bringing together
Dynamo’s fully distributed design and BigTable’s data model made us interested in it. In this paper,
we compare our Data Model with Cassandra and evaluate Cassandra to present existing problems
and present our solutions of column-based storage system for Web services.
Introduction
Currently, we are seeing an explosion of new mobile and Web services due to the annual
increase in the Internet usage [11]. Most Web services involve storing and surfing on-line data.
Among other challenges, high traffic Web services face availability, scalability and performance
issues in Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) such as MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL,
Sybase, and others. RDBMSs have traditionally been used by enterprise businesses with assumption
of transactional consistency. RDBMSs provide rows/columns as structural components and
Structured Query Language (SQL). To improve an availability in RDBMSs are usually applied a
Master/Replication Architecture and scalability are achieved by an expensive hardware updates or
sharding.
In practice a Master/Replication Architecture of RDBMS does not provide 100% availability,
thus application layer of Web service does not determine the database configuration changes.
Moreover, a vertical scaling such as a hardware upgrade is costly and sharding is more complex due to
additional application logic.
As a result, NoSQL - a new database technology comes to support Web services. NoSQL
characteristics apply such as schema-free, easy replication support, simple API, eventually
consistent / BASE (not ACID), a huge amount of data [12].
We are conducting this research with a goal to use NoSQL and develop a middleware, which
will have following characteristics: Highly scalable: To be able to scale a very large size: terabyte of
data across thousands of commodity servers. Simple and Flexible: To leave a complex, oftenunused RDBMS features, schema-free, elastic table evolving, and no pre-defined data formats
(everything is string). Add, edit and retrieve the data through a simple set of API calls. Highly
available: Self-healing and fault tolerant. High performance and concurrent well: High workload,
which is able to handle tens of thousands of requests per second. Low cost: To able to run on lowpriced commodity servers.
From existing solutions Google Bigtable [2], which uses own Distributed File System (DFS)
- Google File System (GFS) [4], is closed source code and only the publications are available.
Furthermore, HBase [9], Hypertable [10] and Cassandra [5] was inspired by these publications on the
design of Google BigTable. HBase and Hypertable also implemented their own DFS - Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) [1]. However, we are not able to see the pros and cons of GFS, but
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we could examine HDFS and came out with a decision to not use any DFS, only on local file system
(LFS) with replications, which will keep our system simpler and more stable. We find that setting up
a distributed file system cluster is another overload, cost and instability as it introduces a new layer.
This contradicts with our goals. We also propose to drop timestamp - version control of data from
column-based data model, which all exist column-based stores data model are the same, with
timestamp.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes Cassandra data model
which implemented with timestamp. Section 3 describes the core workloads of the benchmark in
details and presents the benchmarking results. We propose our future work on Data Model without
timestamp, Data Structure and Storage Engine in Section 4. Section 5 presents our conclusions.
Data Model View
Column-based or Column Store values for a column are stored contiguously instead of roworiented like most databases. The column-based data model is optimized for reads, designed for
sparse table structures and compresses data. One of the biggest advantages of a column-based data
model is data compression. As a column consists of the same type of data, which allows to apply
a compression algorithm for a particular type of data. This would achieve the I/O performance
benefits and reduce CPU cost for compression and decompression [8]. Furthermore, Cassandra
has compaction but no compression. Cassandra uses Thrift [7] as an access pattern and even Thrift
itself has compact binary but not related to Cassandra.
Another interesting point in Data Model of Cassandra is timestamp. Cassandra Data Model
was inspired by Google BigTable Data Model, which is implemented with timestamp. It uses
timestamp for version control, for containing a multiple version of the same data. Fig. 1 shows
Cassandra Data Model, which presented with timestamp.
RowKey

id
1
Row1

Column(Family:ColumnKey)

Family1:ColumnKey(x)
Value(x),timestamp

Family1:ColumnKey(x+n)
.....

Value(x+n),timestamp

FamilyN:ColumnKey(y)
.....

Value(y),timestamp
FamilyN:ColumnKey(y+m)
Value(y+m),timestamp
.....
FamilyN:ColumnKey(z)
Value(z),timestamp

.....

RowN

.....

Fig. 1. Cassandra data model view

Benchmark Workloads
In our benchmarking we divide two groups of workloads: single node and cluster workload.
Single node workload. It is not actual to experiment with only single node for web service. However, we want to make a summarization and present current state of column-based storage systems,
it is implemented on local file system, with sequential writes to disk. For this purpose we compare
Cassandra single node with traditional RDBMS - MySQL.
Cluster workload. In this subsection, we examine several workloads to observe scaling, elasticity
and high availability of Cassandra as a storage system for web service. Each workload represents a
particular mix of read/write operations, data sizes, request distributions, and so on, and can be used to
evaluate system at one particular point in the performance space.
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Let Q, R, and N denote the number of quorum nodes, the replication factor and the number
of nodes which will perform in different stages of the experiments, respectively. Single node
workload for this scenario, we take only one server to run Cassandra versus MySQL as a single
node bench- mark, with environment: Dell PowerEdge 2950 4GB RAM Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 5140
2.33GHz * 2 Linux/CentOS 5. To examine how systems process I/O on a single node, we make a
sample data 1KB of string, key as 24 bytes gid, gave iteration 4000000, it allows us to proceed more
than the memory allowed for the service with Q = 1, R = 1 and N = 1. For MySQL, we install
version 5.1.41 (x86, 64-bit). We make a tuning optimization for writes in the MySQL with attention
to max connections, worker threads, query cache for InnoDB engine and write buffer.
Read/Write Performance Comparison
On these benchmarking results, we can see MySQL speed of reads 438.881 transactions per
second (TPS) and Cassandra almost double less - 264.925 TPS, but Cassandra writes versus
MySQL writes shows (even we optimized MySQL for writes) that Cassandra is twice as fast for
writes as shown in Table 1.
Table 1.Cassandra vs MySQL: single node benchmark result with 4000000
iterations and 1KB of data
Operation
R/W
Iteration
Reads 4000000
Writes 4000000

MySQL
Second
TPS
9114.09 438.881
1915.77 2087.93

Cassandra
Second
TPS
15098.6 264.925
690.309 5794.51

Read/Write Latency comparison
To examine the quality of the systems as standalone scenario, measure of time delay
experienced in a system we made latency comparison as well, shown in Fig. 2 through Fig. 5. In
these figures, we divide y-range ∈[0; 0.02] seconds and ∈[0; ∞) seconds to show more details of
the systems latency.
X-axis is iteration counter of the tests. Figs. 2 and 4 show that MySQL’s only 2 requests
from 4000000 reach 20 seconds of latency, but, Cassandra’s 2 requests reach over 40 seconds of
latency. Figs. 3 and 5 show that MySQL write latency reach 16 seconds and Cassandra’s only 3
writes are over 10 seconds.
Cluster workload. For cluster purpose we setup 6 servers 64bit platform with 4GB RAM and Dual
Core Opteron 2 GHz chip, 10K rpm: 146GB Disk each and connected to local gigabit network
through gigabit hub, the information shown in Table 2. We installed open source operating system
as a latest version of Ubuntu 10.04 LTS Server Edition and latest version of Cassandra 0.6.1. As
we have only 4GB RAM on each server, for Cassandra we allocate 3GB of RAM and rest left for
OS.
Elasticity
In this workload we set Q = 3, R = 3, and N = 3. 3 nodes are loaded with data and run the
workload. As the workload is running, we add one extra node - increase N from 3 to 5, and observe
the impact of performance of a whole system. The client, including 20 threads: 10 threads for reads,
10 threads for writes and for each piece of data is 339B - key is 10B and value is 329B, and with
2,600,000 iteration.
Fig. 6 shows the Read/Write Latency on each stage against N and Fig. 7 shows the Read/Write
Operation per second against N. 3to4 and 4to5 are bootstrapping processes from 3 nodes to 4 and from
4 to 5 nodes, respectively. Cassandra has a good elasticity, which shows a performance improvement
when the new servers are added, with a short or a non-existent period of disruption while the system
is reconfiguring itself to use the new server.
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We also monitor machines memory status during bootstrapping process and replication results.
Table 3 shows the each machine average load during bootstrapping process and Table 4 shows the
replication result in an amount of data after bootstrapping processes.

Fig. 2. MySQL read latency

Table 2. Specifications and functions of each machine applied in the experiments
Node IP
10.1.5.3
10.1.5.4
10.1.5.5
10.1.5.6
10.1.5.7
10.1.5.8

Node Function
Client
Cassandra Node
Cassandra Node
Cassandra Node
Cassandra Node
Cassandra Node

Read Heavy
In previous experiments, we extended amount of nodes and present reads/writes performance
during elasticity process and also gained amount of data on each node from writes operations. Here
also N = 5, Q = 3, R = 3 and we are going to present only read performance on each stage with
running 10 reads threads with 10,000 dynamic requests on each thread. The results are shown in
FigS. 8 and 9.

Fig. 3. MySQL write latency
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Table 3. Average machines load during bootstrapping process
Node IP
10.1.5.4
10.1.5.5
10.1.5.6
10.1.5.7
10.1.5.8

N = 3 to 4
0.53, 0.87, 0.62
3.78, 2.32, 1.16
0.21, 0.42, 0.32
1.03, 0.25, 0.08

N = 4 to 5
0.25, 0.83, 0.92
6.32, 3,35, 2.11
0.38, 0.46, 0.44
0.54, 0.41, 0.41
0.00, 0.00, 0.00

Table 4: Amount of data after bootstrapping process
Node IP
10.1.5.4
10.1.5.5
10.1.5.6
10.1.5.7
10.1.5.8

N = 3 to 4
1.5 GB
1.56 GB
1.5 GB
1.08 GB
0 GB

N = 4 to 5
1.24 GB
1.34 GB
1.6 GB
1.23 GB
1.19 GB

Fig. 4. Cassandra read latency

Table 5. Read/write performance on 5 node cluster
Workload
Write Only
Read Only

Data to write
1.7 GB
0 GB

Thread
10
10

Iteration
500,000
500,000

Latency
1264.34
15464.9

ops/s
6944.44
301.805

Table 6. Concurrently read/write performance on 5 node cluster
Workload
Write
Read

Data to write
20.4 GB
0 GB

Thread
6
6

Iteration
10,000,000
10,000,000

Latency
1226.48
85552.6

ops/s
4367.13
46.05

Table 7. Amount of data before and after read/write experiment on 5 node
cluster with 1.7 GB of data
Node IP
10.1.5.4
10.1.5.5
10.1.5.6
10.1.5.7
10.1.5.8

Before
7.84 GB
8.68 GB
6.91 GB
4.28 GB
6.02 GB

After
9.81 GB
10.87 GB
8.66 GB
5.38 GB
7.65 GB
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Fig. 5. Cassandra write latency
6000
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read
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Latency (usec)

4500
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3500

3000

2500

2000

1500

Fig. 6. Read/write latency during an expansion process of nodes from 3 to 5

Scaling and performance
In this workload we are focusing on scaling and performance during heavy load with lager
amount data. First we run write only, read only and then both concurrently in heavy mode with N
= 5, Q = 3, and R = 3. The scenarios details, performance and latency results are shown in Table
5 and Table 6. The scaling results are shown in Tables 7 and 8.
Defects and deficiencies.
1. Cassandra uses consistent hash scaling technique and in Scaling and performance workload, all
incoming data is distributed among N nodes with replication R. However, Tables 7 and 8 shows,
amount of data in each node is increased close to amount of incoming data. Even we apply
nodetools cleanup operation for newly added node, it does not reduce data size on each node.
2. Listening to the thrift by the port and send random data or malicious data will cause the collapse of
cassandra services, the access pattern is exposed.
3. Communication only through thrift and do not support the flow of data, in case of transferring of
large data need to be partitioned.
4. Super-Columns are not indexed, so the design should avoid the use of a large number of SuperColumns.
5. The experiment of N = 5 and Q = 3 with R = 3, and when total amount of data 50GB, the
write operation is normal, but read operations has latency in 14 seconds.
6. The experiment of N = 5 and Q = 3 with R = 3, and when total amount of data 162GB, the large
decline in operating performance time.
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Fig. 7. Read/write operation per second during an expansion process of nodes from 3 to 5
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Fig. 8. Read latency during scaling process of nodes from 3 to 5
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Fig. 9. Read operation per second during scaling process of nodes from 3 to 5
Table 8. Amount of data before and after concurrently Read/Write experiment on 5 node cluster with 20.4 GB
of data
Node IP
10.1.5.4
10.1.5.5
10.1.5.6
10.1.5.7
10.1.5.8

Before
11.92 GB
13.18 GB
10.46 GB
6.48 GB
9.22 GB

After
37.79 GB
41.96 GB
33.27 GB
20.54 GB
29.3 GB
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Future Work
In addition to performance comparisons, it is important to examine other aspects of web
serving systems. In this section, we propose two main ideas which we are developing in ongoing
work.
Storage Engine. Although, Cassandra’s writes is very fast, it does not use b-trees and in-place
updates on disk. It uses a SSTable/MemTable model like Bigtable’s: writes to each ColumnFamily
are grouped together in an in-memory structure before being flushed. This means that writes cost no
random I/O, it is sequential writes to disk. This is one of the good points of Cassandra, which we are
continuing to research and apply in our development.
Data structure. Range query is the strong point of a column-based data model. However,
Cassandra distributed design (Dynamo [3] style) is hash-based partitioning, does not allow to
perform range queries efficiently. One reason could be that Cassandra’s LSM-tree [6]
implementation (same MemTable and SSTable) require a search in both places with extra I/O
overhead compare to B-tree. It requires further research and evaluation.

Fig. 10. Proposed data model view without timestamp
Conclusion
The write performance of Cassandra is much better than read. There is less impact on
performance when a single node fails. When newly joined node is assigned in the hash ring, the
data starts to be migrated automatically, but the old data located in original node needs to be
delete manually. The newly joined node can not be online to provide service until it completes all
data migration. In this process, there will be some performance loss. There were situations that
when the write load is heavy, some node fails. After restarting that node, it comes back. This tells
us that the stability of a single node should be improved in future. Data Model. In Cassandra, a
user can predefine timestamp or even can skip it. In this case, the system will generate a
timestamp and maintain it itself. Cassandra uses a timestamp for a versioning. However, we find
from our evaluations that Cassandra reads are more expensive than writes. The reason is
Cassandra maintains multiple versions of a column in SSTable (in persistent storage) and
MemTable (in memory). During reads, it has to compare and find the latest version of a column
value across MemTable and SSTable. We discard the timestamp in our column-based data model as
shown in Fig. 10. Thus, the introducing timestamp will increase complexity in implementation,
time synchro- nisation and storage cost. Moreover, most of the web service applications data do
not need maintain a versioning.
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Abstract. Breast cancer is a great suffered desease in the world and becomes the second gratest
death cancer. Breast cancer could attack anyone, both woman and man. Number of research has
been done to diagnose breast cancer patients. Naïve bayes and C4.5 is commonly used to detect the
desease. This research presents the comparison method of naïve bayes and C4.5 in breast cancer
detection. The data used is Wisconsin original data set from UCI machine learning repository. The
aim is at discovering the highest accuracy and percission model and applying it on breast cancer
detection system. It is found that C4.5 Algorithm has the highest in accuracy and percission
compared from naïve bayes algorithm. Therefore C4.5 algorithm can predict breast cancer well. It
has been proved with 98,51% accuracy and 100% percission.
Introduction
In medical terms, all lumps in our body are called tumor. There are two types of tumor, a slow
growing tumor called benign and a fast growing tumor called malignant. These fast growing tumors
known as cancer. Breast cancer is a fast growing tumor that comes from breast tissue. The early
sign of breast cancer is a detection of a lump that enlarges gradually and eventually attached to the
skin of breast or nipple. The obvious sign of breast cancer is the presence of ulcers in breast, and it
gradually grows greater and deeper and it will destroy the entire breast.
Naive Bayes is one method of statistical approach, doing inference induction on classification
issues. This method is conducted to overcome decission making problem. Naive bayes method
doesn’t have any rules. Naive Bayes use one of mathematical branch known as probability theory to
find greatest opportunity of classification possibility. Naive bayes is one of classification method
and become one of ten best data mining algorithm, this algorithm known as Idiot’s bayes, Simple
bayes, and Independence bayes.
Naive Bayes classifier is statistical classification that can be used to predict the probability of
class label. Bayes classifier based on bayes theory, the name was taken from mathematician frEnom
gland ministry of Prebysterian, Thomas Bayes. Bayes classifier has classification capability as
decision tree and neural network.
To overcome effectivity and accuracy issues in breast cancer detection, this paper present the
comparison of naive bayes and C4.5 algorithm in breast cancer detection.
Data Mining
Data mining is a process to obtain useful information from a large data warehouse, it can also
be interpreted as the extraction of new information from a large chunk of data that can help in
making decission. The term of data mining is also known as knowledge discovery.
One technique on data mining is how to build a model from a large scale of data, and use these
models to identify pattern of other data that is not on the database. The aim of this technique is to
have the universal pattern of the existing data. Anomalies of transaction data has to be detected to
discover the follow up action that can be taken. By data mining, the new information can be
extracted from the given raw data of data warehouse.
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Literature Studies
There are studies related to the implementation of naive bayes and C4.5 algorithms to detect
desease, as follows:
1. Gauda I. Salama, , and Magdy Abd - elghany Zeid, in their research present the comparison of
decision tree method (J48), multilayer perceptron (MLP), naive bayes, sequential minimal
optimization and instance based for K-nearest neighbor on three different brast cancer
databases, namely wiscosin breast cancer (WBC), wiscoisn breast cancer diagnosis (WDBC),
and wiscosin breastcancer prognosis (WPBC). Study results shows that fusion WBC dataset
between MLP and J48 with selection feature (PCA) is beter that other classification method.
While, on WDBC dataset showed that single classification ( SMO ) or using fusion and MLP or
SMO and IBK is a better classification method. And the fusion dataset WPBC MLP , J48 ,
SMO and IBK superior to other classification
2. D. Lavanya and Dr. K. Usha Rani in their research using feature selection classification to
diagnose breast cancer. The results showed the feature selection using the CART improve
classification accuracy on datasets.
3. S. Aruna , Dr. S.P. Rajagopalan and L.V. Nandakishore in their study presents comparation of
naïve Bayes , support vector machines, radial basis neural networks , decision trees J48 and
simple CART to detect breast cancer . The dataset used is the WBC , WDBC and breast tissue
from UCI learning depository . study showed the SVM - RBF kernel has a higher level of
performance.
Conceptual Framework
The study begins by identifying problem that exists to discover the acurate method to diagnose
breast cancer, based on several studies and literature two algorithms are selected, namely C4.5 and
Naive Bayes. CRSIP – DM as a standard process of data mining is used to obtain the rule of each
algorithm. Then these rules are validated by using cofusion matrix. Having comparation from the
result of validation of each algorithm. Then selected rule will be used to be applied with the new
data.

`
Hipothesis
Allegedly C4.5 algorithm has higher value in accuracy and precision than naive Bayes
algorithm, so then C4.5 algorithm is used to predict breast cancer.
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Data Preparation
There are nine input variables which are clumps thickness, uniformity of cell size and shape,
marginal adhesion, single epithelial cell size, bare nuclei, bland chromatin, nucleoli and mitoses.
a. Clumps thickness
Thickness clumps describe the amount of smear layer on the sample.
b. Uniformity of cell size and shape
In the medical field, uniformity of cell used to differentiate malignant (cancerous tumors) and
benign (benign tumor). Cell uniformity is the measurement of the type and shape of the cell.
Benign tumors usually a monomorphism in which a group of cells that appear in different shapes
and sizes consistently. On the other hand malignant cells mostly Pleomorphism that describes a
group of different cell types that appear in various shapes and sizes.
c. Marginal adhesion
Normal cells tend to stick together. Cancer cells tend to lose this ability. Thus, the loss of
adhesion is a sign of a malignant tumor.
d. Single epithelial cell size
Epithelial cells are enlarged significantly probably the malignant cells.
e. Bare nuclei
The term used for nuclei that are not surrounded by the cytoplasm (the rest of the cell) . They are
usually seen in benign tumors.
f. Bland chromatin
" texture " of the core uniform seen in benign cells . In cancer cells tend to be coarse chromatin.
g. Normal nucleoli
Nucleoli are small structures seen in the core. In a normal cell nucleolus is usually very small. In
cancer cells become more prominent nucleoli.
h. Mitoses
Mitoses is the process of nuclear division in cells which produce cells that are genetically
identical to each other and to the parent cell. Malignant cells tend to have a high mitotic ktivitas
compared with a population of normal and benign cells.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Atribut
Sample code number
Clump thickness
Uniformity of cell size
Uniformity of cell shape
Marginal adhesion
Single epithelial cell size
Bare nuclei
Bland chromatin
Normal Nucleoli
Mitoses
Class

Domain
Id number
1 – 10
1 – 10
1 – 10
1 – 10

1 – 10
1 – 10
1 – 10
1 – 10
1 – 10
2 for benign, 4 for malilgnant

Research procedures
Method that used in this research are naive bayes and C4.5 algorithm. Manual counting of each
algorithm are done to built a model. Method will be applied to calculate the probability of naive
bayes priors and to have highest gain value by using C4.5 algorithm. Then, the phase after modeling
phase is evaluate quality and effectiveness of these models.
Data Analysis
Naive bayes. To make naïve Bayes algorithm first sought hypothesis probability for each class of P
(H). The hypothesis is that there are patients who are affected by breast cancer or malignant
detected and patients who are not affected by breast cancer or benign detected.
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P (malignant) = 204:536 = 0.380597
P (benign ) = 332:536 = 0.619403
The next step is to calculate probability of certain conditions (probability x) based on the
probability of each hypothesis (probability H) or called prior probabilities. In the prior probability
of detection, there are two classes are formed which malignant (breast cancer) and benign (not
breast cancer).
Prior probabilities are used to determine the class of the new cases were first calculated
posterior probabilities. As an example the case in the following table:
Data x
Attribute
clump thickness
Uniformity of cell size
Uniformity of cell shape
Marginal Adhesion
Single Ephithelial cell size
Bare nuclei
Bland Chromatin
Normal Nucleoli
Mitoses

P(X|Ci)
Value

Malignant

Benign

4
4
2
1
2
5
2
1
2

0.122807
0.818182
0.136364
0.094276
0.076087
0.666667
0.053571
0.105919
0.814815

0.877193
0.181818
0.863636
0.905724
0.923913
0.333333
0.946429
0.894081
0.185185

Now it is known that the probability of each attribute to the probability of each class or P ( X | Ci ) ,
then the next step is to calculate the total probability of each class
P (X | detection of malignant)
= 0.122807x 0,818182x 0,136364x 0,094276x 0,076087x 0,666667x 0,053571x 0,105919x
0.814815
= 3,0294E - 07
P (X | detection of benign)
= 0,877193x 0,181818x 0,863636x 0,905724x 0,923913x 0,333333x 0,946429x 0,894081x
0,185185x 0.006021
= 0.006021
P ( X | detection of malignant) P (malignant) = 3.0294E - 07 x 0.380597
= 1,15298E - 07
P ( X | detection of benign) P (benign) = 0.006021 x 0.619403
= 0.0003729
From the calculation above, it is known that values P (benign | X) is greater than P (malignant |
X), so that in this case can be concluded into the class of benign (not detected breast cancer) .
C4.5 algorithm. To create a decision tree we first calculate the number of classes detected breast
cancer (malignant) and not detected breast cancer (benign) and the entropy of each class based on
the attributes that have been determined using training data.

To obtain gain of each atribute, calculate entropy of each atribute. After the root atribute
obtained, recalculate entropy and gain of each branches. it is not necessary to calculate entropy and
gain of classified branches. Iterate the calculation of entropy and gain until each branches has been
classified and decision tree are made.
There seventeen rules that are formed from the decission tree:
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RULE - 1
IF Uniformity of Cell Size > 3.5 AND Uiformity of Cell Size > 4.5 AND Marginal Adhesion > 1.5
THEN class = Malignant
RULE - 2
IF Uniformity of Cell Size > 3.5 AND Uniformity of Cell Size > 4.5 AND Marginal Adhesion ≤ 1.5
THEN class = Malignant
RULE - 3
IF Uniformiy of Cell Size > 3.5 AND Uniformity of Cell Size > 4.5 AND Marginal Adhesion
Clump Thickness ≤ 1.5 ≤ 7 AND THEN class = Benign
RULE - 4
IF Uniformity of Cell Size > 3.5 AND Uniformity of Cell Size ≤ 4.5 AND Single epithelial Cell
Size > 6.5 THEN class = Benign
RULE - 5
IF Uniformity of Cell Size > 3.5 AND Uniformity of Cell Size ≤4,5 AND Single Epithelial Cell
Size ≤ 6.5 AND Bare Nuclei > 7.5 THEN class = Malignant
RULE - 6
IF Uniformity of Cell Size > 3.5 AND Uniformity of Cell Size ≤ 4.5 AND Single Epithelial Cell
Size Bare Nuclei ≤ ≤ 6.5 AND 7.5 AND Clump Thickness > 9 THEN class = Malignant
RULE - 7
IF Uniformity of Cell Size > 3.5 AND Uniformity of Cell Size ≤ 4.5 AND Single Epithelial Cell
Size AND Bare Nuclei ≤ 6,5 ≤ 7,5 ≤ AND Clump Thickness 9 AND Marginal Adhesion > 3.5
AND Uniformity of Cell Shape > 5 THEN class = Malignant
RULE - 8
If Uniformity of Cell Size > 3.5 AND Uniformity of Cell Size ≤ 4.5 AND Single Epithelial Cell
Size of Bare Nuclei ≤ 6.5 AND 7.5 AND Clump Thickness ≤ 9 AND Marginal Adhesion > 3,5
AND Uniformity of Cell Shape ≤ 5 THEN Class = Benign
RULE-9
IF Uniformity of Cell Size > 3,5 AND Uniformity of Cell Size ≤ 4,5 AND Single Epithelial Cell
Size ≤ 6,5 AND Bare Nuclei ≤ 7,5 AND Clump Thickness ≤ 9 AND Marginal Adhesion ≤ 3,5
THEN Class = Benign
RULE-10
IF Uniformity of Cell Size ≤3,5 AND Clump Thickness > 6,5 AND Bare Nuclei ≤ 2,5 THEN Class
= Malignant
RULE-11
IF Uniformity of Cell Size ≤ 3,5 AND Clump Thickness > 6,5 AND Bare Nuclei ≤ 2,5 THEN Class
= Benign
RULE-12
IF Uniformity of Cell Size ≤ 3,5 AND Clump Thickness ≤ 6,5 AND Normal Nucleoli > 8,5 THEN
Class = Malignant
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RULE-13
IF Uniformity of Cell Size ≤ 3,5 AND ClumpThickness ≤6,5 AND Normal Nucleoli ≤ 8,5 AND
Uniformity of Cell Shape > 4,5 THEN Class = Malignant
RULE-14
IF Uniformity of Cell Size ≤ 3,5 AND Clump Thickness ≤ 6,5 AND Normal Nucleoli ≤ 8,5 AND
Uniformity of Cell Shape ≤ 4,5 AND Normal Nucleoli > 3,5 AND Uniformity of Cell Shape > 2,5
THEN Class = Malignant
RULE-15
IF Uniformity of Cell Size ≤ 3,5 AND Clump Thickness ≤ 6,5 AND Normal Nucleoli ≤ 8,5 AND
Uniformity of Cell Shape ≤ 4,5 AND Normal Nucleoli > 3,5 AND Uniformity of Cell Shape ≤ 2,5
THEN Class = Benign
RULE-16
IF Uniformity of Cell Size ≤ 3,5 AND Clump Thickness ≤ 6,5 AND Normal Nucleoli ≤ 8,5 AND
Uniformity of Cell Shape ≤ 4,5 AND Normal Nucleoli ≤ 3,5 AND Single Epithelial Cell Size > 5,5
THEN Class = Malignant
RULE-17
IF Uniformity od Cell Size ≤ 3,5 AND Clump Thickness ≤ 6,5 AND Normal Nucleoli ≤ 8,5 AND
Uniformity of Cell Shape ≤ 4,5 AND Normal Nucleoli ≤ 3,5 AND Single Epithelial Ceill Size ≤ 5,5
THEN Class = Benign
Comparison of Accuracy and precision
Before implementing the model using a new data, first is to performed the model using testing
data. the result of the test using the training data and testing data are as follows:
Algoritma
C4.5
Naïve Bayes

Accuracy(%)
98.51
98.51

Precission(%)
100
93.4

From the table above the level of accuracy obtained by the comparison between naive bayes and
C4.5 algorithm. Naive bayes and C4.5 has a same level on accuracy, but in precission C4.5
algorithm has better value that is equal to 100%.
System Design
As C4.5 algorithn has better value in precission, the new data are applied to C4.5 model. In
this case there are thirteen records of ne data are eximined by using cofussion matrix. These
examination obtained 100% of precission.
Accuracy: 100%
Precision:100%

Prediction benign
Prediction
malignant
Class recall

True
True
benign malignant
9
0
100%
0

4

100%

100%

100%

From the table abbove shows that nine records are perfectly predicted not having breast cancer
(beningn) and four records are perfectly predicted having breast cancer (malignant). Rules that
formed from C4.5 algorithm are use to built user interface to make medical specialist easier in
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detecting breast cancer. User interface that has been built using JAVA programming language. The
interface of breast cancer detection system are as follows:

Conclusion
This paper present comparation between two algorithm, namely Naive bBayes and C4.5
algorithm. These two algorithm is use to the classification problems. Both algorithm has the same
value on accuracy, but in precission C4.5 algorithm present a better value than naive bayes
algorithm. Hence, C4.5 algorithm can be use to predict breast cancer detection with better accuracy
and precission that is 98.51% and 100%.
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Abstract. In this high mobility era, the needs of various communication services must be supported
with high speed data transfer. Ultra Wideband (UWB) applications make it suitable for
communication and high-speed data transfer between devices. Distance range of UWB and the low
probability of interception are advantages of UWB which is suitable for high data rate transfer. In
this paper, an UWB monopole antenna with coplanar waveguide feed technique was designed. Both
simulation and measurement results show that the designed antenna exhibits low coefficient
reflection and omnidirectional radiation pattern in the band of interest between 3.6–13 GHz.
Introduction
Ultra wideband (UWB) is a technology that can be implemented for wireless network
application, which has 480 Mbps and 110 Mbps for its rate data transmission in 2 meters and 10
meters distances respectively. UWB technology also provides high data rate transmission in
electronic devices, such as high definition video and audio or cell phone data transmission. UWB
technology shows its uniqueness by having advantages that other narrowband technology does not
possess. Those advantages are less power consumption is used, high rate data transmission, and it
has immunity for multi-path propagation, and convenient hardware configuration [1].
In addition, to facilitate the realization of the antenna in the circuitry to be integrated with
either in series or in parallel with active and passive components, many researchers developed
microstrip antenna with coplanar technique. This technique puts above the ground so that only use
one side of the substrate with a certain distance between the ground with an antenna feed line. For
example, paper [2] and [3] discussed a UWB antenna coplanar with the advantages aforementioned.
In this paper, an UWB antenna is proposed to work from 3 GHz to 10 GHz (VSWR ≤ 2). The
antenna type is microstrip due to its advantages such as small, light, low profile and low cost
production.
Antenna Design
The proposed antenna design in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. The half circular disc monopole
patch microstrip antenna with a 50 Ω coplanar feed line is fabricated on the FR4 substrate with
dielectric constant 4.4 and simulated using CST Microwave Studio software. The coplanar-fed half
circular patch technique is used to broaden the bandwidth of the antenna. To improve the matching
condition and to obtain the desired range frequency, the combination of the half circle-rectangular
patch shape and a ground plane with diagonal cuts at the top corners was designed.
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Fig 1. Proposed antenna design

The dimension of the antenna is: length (L) = 35 mm, width (W) = 30 mm and a substrate
thickness of 1.6 mm. The half circular patch has a diameter of 20 mm (R = 10 mm) and the
dimensions of 16×6 mm (Wp and Lp). The gap between the feed line and the ground plane has a
width (g) of 0.5 mm to obtain input impedance (50 Ohm). The feeding line has width (Wb) = 4.5
mm. Lg = 14 mm, Wg = 12.5 mm, and Xg = 5 mm.
Simulation Results and Discussion
Fig. 2 shows the simulation result of the antenna bandwidth. The simulation shows that the
antenna works from 3.6 GHz - 13 GHz with 12.4 GHz impedance bandwidth.

Fig. 2. Bandwidth of the UWB antenna

The UWB antenna has realized gain of 2 dBi to 4.5 dB for frequency range 3.6–13 GHz.
Generally the gain is increased as the frequency increases. Fig. 3a shows the radiation pattern of the
antenna. The antenna excites a radiation pattern with maximum radiation magnitude of 1.6 dB. The
half power beamwidth of the antenna 157.6°.

(a)
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(b)

Fig 3. (a) Antenna Radiation Pattern (b) antenna impedance

Fig. 3b shows the impedance and based on the simulation result at frequency 4 GHz, 8 GHz
and 12 GHz the value of impedance characteristics are 65.68 + j10.44 Ω; 68.12 – j4.32 Ω and 50.21
+ j11.92 Ω, respectively. This impedance is affected mostly by the feed width and feed gap.
Measurement Results and Discussion
Fig. 4 shows the fabricated antenna and its comparison with a Rp 500 coin. Measurement of the
antenna was conducted in Telecommunication Laboratory at Electrical Engineering Department,
Faculty of Engineering, Universitas Indonesia.

Fig. 4. Photo of proposed antenna

Fig. 5 shows the measurement result of the antenna bandwidth. The measurement shows that
the antenna works from 3.0 GHz to more than 13.5 GHz. The exact upper frequency can’t be
measured by the vector network analyzer (VNA) in the lab because 13.5 GHz is the upper limit of
the VNA.
Fig. 6 shows the measured impedance characteristic of the UWB antenna. From the impedance
characteristic measurement result at 3.6 GHz frequency, the antenna impedance is 51.92 + j1.24 Ω
and at the 13 GHz, the antenna impedance is 65.91 + j150.9 Ω.
The comparison between measured and simulated results shows good agreements. The slightly
different results occur due to the tolerances of the dielectric constant of the material used and
imperfection during fabrication process.
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Fig. 5. S11 measurement results

Fig. 6. Measurement result of impedance characteristic

Conclusion
An UWB antenna with frequency range from 3.6 GHz to 13 GHz has been designed, fabricated
and measured. The antenna exhibits radiation pattern with halfpower beamwidth of 157.6° and
antenna gain above 2 dB.
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Abstract. The use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in the organization often
experience fail because there is no standard model and rules related to business process in
accordance with the context of the company and ICT strategic alignment. Therefore, this research is
conducted with the aim to create business process architecture standards and rules that are generated
from the mining enterprise architecture metamodel by using TOGAF framework and business
process methodology. The results of the design as a whole are analyzed from four perspectives,
namely the perspective of contextual, conceptual, logical and physical. In the end, the quality
assessment of the mining business architecture is conducted to assess the suitability of the design
standards and architectural principles.
Introduction
Up until recently, almost every other industry surpassed mining when it came to using
information technology to support and enhance their business. Surveys by market research
companies consistently report that industry as a whole generally spent 3 to 5 percent of revenue on
IT while miners spent less than 1 percent. That has all changed over the last five years. The
exploitation of IT in mining is enabling companies to increase productivity despite the many
challenges faced by the industry (Jenkins, 2015).
The increased level of complexity in the mining industry has been a tremendous driver in
getting mining companies to look toward IT to help them stay competitive, especially in cost
containment. The shift toward IT in the mining industry has been helped by an influx of high-level
executives from outside the mining sector. These executives have come from consumer-product
companies, high-tech businesses and financial institutions, and are driving IT investment
philosophy. This has raised the bar for the whole industry. Finally, large industrials have recently
acquired their way into the mining equipment, technology and services (METS) industry – a
segment worth $90 billion per annum and representing 6.5 percent of Australia's GDP, for example
– and are applying their mature approaches to IT enterprise- wide when creating solutions for
mining companies (Jenkins, 2015).
The drive toward improved communication and synchronization across the extended enterprise
and mining value chain highlights a growing trend in the industry: the integration of business
information technology (IT, such as asset management and technical mining software) and
operational technology (OT, such as equipment monitoring, control, and automation) as a strategic
imperative. Our survey shows that companies recognize the need – and the value – of deeper
integration between IT and OT. However, it also reveals that only leading operators have
implemented many of the needed technology and process changes (Ventyx, 2012).
The mining industry has advantages that other industries did not have. It can leverage the 15 to
20 years most other industries spent in trying to understand and then move toward an integrated
enterprise. By adopting an integration model, communication and data standards that facilitate
integration, and then selecting and deploying solutions that fit within the parameters of their plans
and the standards they choose, they can achieve in a few years what other industries took decades to
accomplish (Jenkins, 2015).
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Mining enterprises have begun to seriously invest in defining an enterprise architecture for
integrating their traditional business and operations-centric IT solutions. They are struggling to
understand how to best accomplish this, and there are no accepted industry standards in place
(Miklovic & Robertson, 2010). A study proposes a process for designing the enterprise architecture
for an institution/organization based on a discussion of enterprise architcture frameworks available
today. The study suggests that practical process of institutionalization that helps organizations to
adopt enterprise architecture systematically (Senft & Gallegos, 2009).
In the previous research, we have obtained the metamodel of enterprise architecture in Mining
Industry including generating the deliverables of the metamodel by using TOGAF framework. The
metamodel encompasses all architecture domains (business, application, data, and technology). In
this research paper, we only focus on designing business architecture reference model in mining
industry by using TOGAF framework in order to connect the business with the technology usage IT
and OT. This reference model later can be used as a standard for generating blueprint in each
mining industry that is guaranteed align with its business strategy continously.
Designing Business Architecture Reference Model in Mining Industry
Togaf framework for business architecture. Overall, we use design research method when
generating the research problem, defining solution, designing and developing the enterprise
architecture, demonstrating to the client, evaluating the result and communicating/publishing the
results. Meanwhile, In designing enterprise architecture metamodel in mining industry, including
one of which business architecture reference model, we use the design principles of enterprise
architecture framework based on TOGAF. The six main stages of the design research method can
be seen in Fig. 1, while the stages in the design by using the TOGAF framework can be seen in Fig.
2.
Business architecture reference model by TOGAF framework. EA effectively supports the
business, enables information sharing across departments / divisions / enterprises, enhances the
management’s ability to deliver effective and timely services and improves operational efficiencies.
Committing to an ongoing EA practice within an enterprise enables a business-aligned and
technology-adaptive enterprise that is effective efficient and agile (Doucet et al., 2010). With this
background and emerging trends, therefore:
Enterprise Architecture is defined as the ongoing process of building the ability to tackle
complexity, with the pivotal goal of creating and sustaining coherent enterprises (Saha, 2014).

TOGAF
Framework

Fig. 1. Design research method (Peffers et al., 2007)
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Fig. 2. TOGAF framework

Conventionally, EA consists of a collection of interconnected architectural domains (also called
viewpoints or perspectives). These are:
• Policy and Strategy Architecture: Which establishes principles, rules and guidelines aimed at
providing direction to the entire enterprise.
• Business Architecture: Which defines enterprise business outcomes, functions, capabilities
and end-to-end business processes, and their relationships with external entities required to
execute business strategies.
• Data / Information Architecture: Which deals with the structure and utility of information
within the enterprise, and its alignment with its strategic, tactical and operational needs.
• Application Architecture: Which specifies the structure of individual systems based on
defined technology.
• Technical Architecture: Which defines the technology environment and infrastructure in
which all IT systems operate. (Saha, 2014)
The above five domains largely represent the current state of practice in the discipline of EA. In
their book Coherency Management–Architecting the Enterprise for Alignment, Agility and
Assurance, authors Doucet, Gotze, Saha and Bernard present and discuss the extended and
embedded modes of EA in addition to the traditional mode (Doucet et al., 2010). They assert that as
enterprises start embracing the more advanced extended and embedded modes, the need for synergy
and consistency amplifies, thus facilitating the attainment of coherence, the ultimate goal of EA.
Successful EA not only captures the five domains, but also the relationships between them. Having
linkages between the five domains provide line-of-sight (or traceability) to the relevant stakeholders
of the EA (Saha, 2014).
Reference models are readily available models that represent one or more aspects of a
theoretical organization. They tend to be abstract in nature, hence they provide representation of
real-world occurrences. In other words, reference models allow organization to easily (and costeffectively) adopt best practice in areas of the business that do not generate strategic value. Table 1
below provides a list of the more common reference models that relate to business architecture in
some form. As with the list of frameworks:
• The list is not intended to be an exhaustive;
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•
•
•
•

The models evolve and new one emerge, so this list is relative to a point in time;
Some are ‘open’, others are proprietary;
Many consultancies, industry analysts and architecture tools vendors also have reference
models to varying degrees;
Some are industry-specific (for example, COBIT) and others are universal (For Example
BMM).

TOGAF, for example, recognizes in its architecture continuum that a number of levels of
reference model can exist:
• Foundation architecture
• Common systems architecture
• Industry architectures
• Organization-specific architectures. (whelan & meaden, 2012)
Table 1. Reference model

Each level of model beneath the Foundation Architecture is specialization of the model above
it, so organizations may use an industry model and specialize (refine and/or extend) it to reflect
their specific organization (whelan & meaden, 2012).
As with frameworks, reference models offer many benefits if they are used in the right way.
Reference models:
• Provide a standard way of defining elements of the organization (for example, processes,
capabilities, information and so on), and hence promote standardization across organization
units and across architecture disciplines;
• Help to simplify the complexity of the organizational system, they are particularly valuable
to large organization striving to establish a consistent customer proposition and reduce
diversity that may arise from, for example, natural entropy and business acquisition;
• Reduce time-to-market by reusing existing material;
• Help to define the scope of the organization in focus;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote standardization within the organization as well as with partners, suppliers,
customers, and other insdustry participnats;
Provide a way of establishing the boundaries between elements of the organizational
systems;
Help to identify duplication of capability within an organization and any variance between
duplicate capabilities-this is particularlyuseful in the case of mergers and acquisitions;
Provide a good architecture communication vehicle;
Provide a structure for decomposition to more granular levels;
Support a holistic view of the organization (whelan & meaden, 2012).

Fig. 1. The interactions between metamodel, building blocks,
diagrams, and stakeholders (The Open Group, 2011)

Many organizations are striving for global standardization, but without creating globally agreed
and understood points of reference (or ‘reference models’), implementation of such strategies can
only be hindered. (whelan & meaden, 2012)
In the same way that reference models have similar benefits to frameworks, they also have
similar limitations. Here is a list of the most common:
• Not thinking enough about your own business/situation;
• Believing that reference models must be followed rigorously;
• Shoe-horning your organizational system into the reference model;
• Focusing on the reference model rather than on why the reference model is being used;
• Adopting terminology that stakeholders do not relate to.
Despite these limitations, reference models represent an important tool in the business
architect’s tool bag (whelan & meaden, 2012).
As stated above, the business architecture reference model is designed to answer the challenge
facing mining industry. Conceptually, business architecture reference model is a combination of
business architecture concept and reference model concept. Business architecture as part of
enterprise architecture defines enterprise business outcomes, functions, capabilities and end-to-end
business processes, and their relationships with external entities required to execute business
strategies (Saha, 2014). Reference models allow organization to easily (and cost-effectively) adopt
best practice in areas of the business that do not generate strategic value (whelan & meaden, 2012).
It means that business architecture reference model can prove the alignment between the design
result with business context (mining industry). Therefore, mining industry hopefully can
continously develop their information technology infrastructure by using this business architecture
reference model in order to meet market expectations.
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Business architecture reference model in mining industry is designed corresponding to TOGAF
framework deliverables: architecture definition document, architecture requirement spesification,
and architecture roadmap. In general, it consists of three elements: architecture vision, business
architecture elements and the relationship between business architecture elements. It can be shown
below. Architecture vision represents the context of enterprise architecture, in this case in mining
industry. Architecture vision becomes a key/pattern to form the business architecture reference
model. Business architecture elements contain the main and extension elements of business
architecture. The relationship between business architecture elements show cause and effect that
influence the organization when something matter happened. Later it can be used for generating
many kind of building blocks (for example, mining purchasing information system) for general
purposes in mining industry.
Each of TOGAF framework deliverables; architecture definition document, architecture
requirement spesification, architecture roadmap available as supporting document. They can be
seen completely at thesis (Yuliana, 2011).

Analyzing
At the end of the reseach, we analyze the business architecture reference model in order to meet
quality of the enterprise architecture by IT expert and user expectations in mining industry by OT
expert. As stated by Vaidya, 2010 that enterprise architecture assessment approach consists of
interviews with business and IT staff and reviews of systems and documentation in order to
understand your existing environment. Analyzing the design result consists of two main activities;
demontration and evaluation.
The participants had varying levels of familiarity with the SEI quality attribute-based approach
to architecture. Among participants with more familiarity there was consensus that current EA
practices have insufficient focus on quality attributes, and there is a need to elevate quality attribute
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concerns and tradeoffs to first-class status in EA development and evaluation (Gagliardi, 2010).
There are some standards that identify EA quality attributes. For example, Control Objectives
for Information and related Technology (COBIT) identifies:
• effectiveness
• efficiency
• confidentiality
• integrity
• reliability
• availability
• compliance
Other typical EA quality attributes would include:
• profitability
• affordability
• scalability
• manageability
• alignment
• integration/interoperability
• sustainability
• agility (Gagliardi, 2010)
Demonstrate the use of the artifact to solve one or more instances of the problem.This could
involve its use in experimentation, simulation, case study, proof, or other appropriateactivity.
Resources required for the demonstration include effective knowledge of how to use the artifact to
solve the problem (Peffers et al, 2007-8).
This enterprise architecture has been demontrated to the IT Senior Manager in one of world
class mining industry in Industry. This enterprise architecture can be used for generating IT
Strategic Document in Mining Industry. The IT Senior Manager agree that the enterprise
architecture can meet the emerging challenges requirement in mining industry.
Observe and measure how well the artifact supports a solution to the problem. This activity
involves comparing the objectives of a solution to actual observed results from use of the artifact in
the demonstration. It requires knowledge of relevant metrics and analysis techniques. Depending on
the nature of the problem venue and the artifact, evaluation could take many forms. It could include
such items as a comparison of the artifact’s functionality with the solution objectives from activity
two above, objective quantitative performance measures, such as budgets or items produced, the
results of satisfaction surveys, client feedback, or simulations. It could include quantifiable
measures of system performance, such as response time or availability. Conceptually, such
evaluation could include any appropriate empirical evidence or logical proof. At the end of this
activity the researchers can decide whether to iterate back to step three to try to improve the
effectiveness of the artifact or to continue on to communication and leave further improvement to
subsequent projects. The nature of the research venue maydictate whether such iteration is feasible
or not (Peffers et al, 2007-8).
The assessment was conducted by an expert (expert judgment) in order to obtain a matrix of
assessment results in accordance with the design standards and architectural principles. Based
on the assessment results, the percentage of the target value of architectural services quality
is 100%, unless there is an architectural services that does not comply with the requirements,
standards, principles, rules and guidelines of each mining enterprise architectural domain. This
resulted of the services in the enterprise architecture will continue to be developed to meet
quality through iteration design process that continues to be done continuously.
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Conclusion
Based on the results of analysis and design, it can be concluded some of the following: (1) We
have obtained a business architecture reference model in mining industry in which later can be used
as a standard for generating blueprint in each mining industry that is guaranteed align with its
business strategy; (2) we analyze the business architecture reference model in order to meet quality
of the enterprise architecture by IT expert and user expectations in mining industry by OT expert.
This resulted of the services in the enterprise architecture will continue to be developed to
meet quality through iteration design process that continues to be done continuously.
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Abstract. High voltage transmission line 500 KV is part distribution of electrical energy which
have a direct impact on changes in the system, the variable system in result of the occurrence of a
pattern of over load, under load and interference load. The load could be saving because of Energy
Go Green Light, Go Green technology changes all times, be same with variable load, but not in
time, so make the system unstable, if all load has change with Go Green Light. Go Green Lights
could be save energy at least 30% of energy consumption. These changes will certainly affect the
line transmission, if all the load for instance Residence and Industrial used. Because of between
load and line of energy is always changing. By using the Newton-Raphson method, which energy
use patterns can be seen to Go Green Lights by using a data network PT PLN (Persero) sub Jawa
Barat (2011), Transmission line Region Jawa Barat taken consist of five buses and five lines, when
the load changes can be taken into account losses at network. New Quadruple method to minimize
ripple current, overcome disable so that the efficiency can be improved. And also able to minimize
the loss of the output power, can be automatically.
Introduction
Optimal transmission line 500 KV, Electric Power in Jawa Barat with 5 buses and 5
transmission line. This data was taken in 2011. Data obtained from PT. PLN (Persero). Data is
analyzed using analysis of power flow with the Newton-Raphson method, assuming the pattern of
energy consumption for lighting. To analysis the changes in load flow using Matlab 2014. Power
flow analysis is applied to the system for normal condition, and the state of load changes. The
variable load are always changing for 24 hours in normal condition, as well as the load changes
when consumers start using the device Go Green, energy-efficient appliances to. So that when the
load that consumes electrical energy began to turn adds equipment such as DIMMER Go Green,
use OCCUPANCY sensor , then replace the lighting with LED light, resulting in energy savings, to
improve the quality of electric energy installed New Quadruple (NQ) side before the load.
Prediction of energy consumption pattern changes, performed with several stages, add equipment
e.g. installing DIMMERS Go Green lights without changing the existing system.
1. By adding Dimmer able to save 20 percent of energy consumption are commonly used, Dimmer
is a tool to regulate and stabilize voltage lumen. So have direct impact on changes in the system.
2. When using sensors OCCUPANCY, for example in place, room, or hallway when passing or
the area in need of energy lighting, the light goes on, after not used, it automatically turns off
the lights. With OCCUPANCY sensor is able to save energy consumption by 50 percent.
3. Dimmer and sensors installed simultaneously OCCUPANCY will use electrical energy capable
of saving electrical energy usage 60 percent of the original.
4. When all the lights replaced with LED lights. Where the current LED lights can save electrical
energy at least 75 percent, meaning LED light consumes only electrical energy at most 25
percent of energy consumption before it was replaced with LEDs.
5. In addition tech tools Go Green and use LED lights, predicted the losses still high, because the
transmission system still has losses [6]. Added New Quadruple losses mounted so that the
output current ripple becomes small so that clicking optimize load needs. New Quadruple NQ
Boost converter is integrated with a permanent magnet that is as high permeability filters can be
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able to function as a low pass filter, high pass filter or a band pass filter in accordance with
changes in the load is capacitive reactive, or inductive reactive, but are lumped. NQ specially
designed according to the needs of high capacity. By using NQ able to reduce the output ripple
current 0.03 percent with an efficiency of approximately 99 percent. NQ will interact to
corresponding changes in load and transmission patterns as input.
If the pattern above it can be taken into account savings will produce suppression pattern of
energy up to 135 percent of the electrical energy consumption.
Review of Literature
Electric power system and energy needs. Transmission system Java Bali region of Jawa Barat has
five buses and five line are Cibinong, Muaratawar, Cibatu, Cirata, and Saguling. Generating busbar
in positions 1,3 and 5, busbar Cibinong and Cibatu are load, of data obtained from PLN see Fig.1
and Table 1.
2

1
Cibinong

Muaratawar

4

3
Cibatu

Cirata

5
Saguling

Fig.1. Single line diagram of the system interconnect 500 KV Jawa-Bali region of Jawa Barat in
2011 (source: PLN)

Table 1. Data transmissions 500 KV region Jawa Barat in 2011
No
1

2

3
4

5

Location
From
SGLNG
SGLNG
SGLN
SGLNG
SGLNG
SGLNG
SGLNG
SGLNG
MTWAR
MTWAR
CRATA
CRATA
CRATA
CRATA
CBATU
CBATU
CBATU
CBATU

To
CRATA 1a
CRATA 1b
CRATA 2a
CRATA 2b
CIBNG 1a
CIBNG 1b
CIBNG 2a
CIBNG 2b
CIBNG 1a
CIBNG 1a
CBATU 1a
CBATU 1b
CBATU 2a
CBATU 2b
MTWAR 1a
MTWAR 1b
MTWAR 2a
MTWAR 2b

Volt
(KV)
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

I nominal
(Amp)
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,400
2,400
2,400
2,400
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500

R0
(ohm/Km)
0.179
0.179
0.179
0.179
0.175
0.175
0.175
0.175
0.179
0.179
0.179
0.179
0.179
0.179
0.179
0.179
0.179
0.179

X0
(ohm/km)
0.846
0.846
0.846
0.846
0.843
0.843
0.843
0.843
0.846
0.846
0.846
0.846
0.846
0.846
0.846
0.846
0.846
0.846

R1
(ohm/Km)
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029

X1
(ohm/Km)
0.282
0.282
0.282
0.282
0.281
0.281
0.281
0.281
0.282
0.282
0.282
0.282
0.282
0.282
0.282
0.282
0.282
0.282

Generating and loading capacity is obtained from the PLN, the following data in Table 1 (PLN,
2011): From Fig. 1 Single line diagram of the system interconnect 500 KV Jawa-Bali region of
Jawa Barat in 2011, modeled in a distributed load on each busbar but it rings or through a
centralized system P3JB Gandul. Loss occurred from the generation, transmission high voltage,
medium voltage to the load. Manish N. Sinha, Dr.BR Parekh [1] on the transmission of losses much
going on 500 KV transmission lines, losses occur as a result of the fault system load variations
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which always variable change, occur in parallel, in the network due to the system, transmission
errors and faults on own circuit, faults on parallel and transmission see Fig. 2 [1].

Fig. 2. Diagram of transmission line losses [1]

The biggest loss in the transmission system are 23% [1], the biggest mistake when parallel.
Taaqiyuddin, Sasengko Pramong Hadi. "Optimal power flow studies in the electrical system of 500
KV Jawa Bali by using particle swarm optimization (PSD). Journal JNTETI Vol. 2 No. 3, 2011
transmission loss 17.85% [2]. Losses and loss expenses incurred in loading Industrial, commercial,
residence, social homes, houses of worship. The losses could be accumulated to minimize the
losses can be carried out by several methods, such as by arranging the infrastructure in order to
achieve optimization.
BAU KEN and electrical energy needs will continue to increase in accordance with the GNP,
the electrical energy needs (KEN) will continue to increase by about 8.2% per year, and based on
the BAU would increase by 7.6% per year, based on the prediction curve 2011 to 2030 [4]. Can be
seen as follows Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Electrical energy curve 2010 to 2030, basic low consumption and alternative (data and information
centers of energy and mineral resources ministry of energy and mineral resources. "Indonesian study energy
outlook”.2012) [3]

From Fig. 3, needs total electrical energy will continue to rise. The increasing need for
Electrical Energy certainly accompanied by the need for fuel to generate Electrical Energy, base on
the research world that unrenewable alternative fuel, so that the whole world will think about fuel
exhaustion. One alternative to overcome the problem of un-ending energy that is renewable fuel Go
Green technology which uses technology with energy-efficient lighting, low losses, high lumen,
high efficiency, with voltage regulation (DIMMER), install OCCUPANCY sensors, DIMMERS
and OCCUPANCY, and replacing light bulbs with LED for example, and to add New Quadruple.
Increasing efficiency can address a variety of needed, Lisa Ryan and Nina champ ball [4] see Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Multiple benefits of energy efficiency [4]

From Fig. 4 Multiple benefits of energy efficiency [4]. The efficiency is source any kindly of
resources so its could increase the demand, by increasing the efficiency of the output power is
certainly greater, made smaller the losses, loss of income the less the electrical energy that is used
in accordance with the needs and of course usage fee in accordance with the capacity energy, the
efficiency of the fuel can be used emit a low, efficiency will rise, electrical energy into quality,
cost-effective and reliable [4].
Optimize the system
a. Dimmer, OCCUPANCY sensor, Dimmer and Occu, LED lights.
The pattern of side load optimization is done is done mechanically and electrically.
Mechanically done by installing DIMMERS (installation thermostat lumen) without changing the
system, it can save 20%, with to add OCCUPANCY sensor is able to save 50%, combining
Dimmers and OCCUPANCY able to save 60% [5], to replace the lights in the room by using LED
lights at least be able to save at least 75% [6] when the street lights were replaced with street lights
with LED lights which can improve high lumen efficiency with power consumption ratio 70 Watt
replace 250 Watt LED street lamps, the lumen efficiency reaches at least 2 fold. Nishanth
L1,Nirmala Kumari K2, Ramesh S M3 [7].
b. Newton Raphson and New Quadruple (NQ)
To account for changes in load predicted by the electrical energy needs [3], according KEN
need for electrical energy increases with the increase of 8.2 percent per year, while the BAU will
increase 7.8 percent each year, until 2030 [3]. By [1] and [2] loss of network losses will also
increase with the increasing burden every year. This data is one of the parameters in order to elevate
the efficiency [4]. Taking into account the network disturbance, load changes that may occur at any
time used Newton Raphson [11] as below. Eq. 6.
Newton-Raphson method
i=
i=

(1)
(2)
(3)

where
Voltage magnitudes at buses i and j
Angle magnitudes at buses i and j
Real power injection at bus i
Reactive power injection at bus i
Entry (i,j) of the nodal admittance matrix
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)

(4)
(5)
(6)

where
j
: shunt susceptance of branch i- j
: the iteration counter

K
J(

(7)

New quadruple. NQ could be minimize output ripple current [8] about 0.003% [8, 10] NQ is
modeling magnetic to electrical circuit as shown in Fig. 5 [8]

Fig. 5. New quadruple (NQ) E-transformers in Cuk Slobodan Converter [8]

where Dm is diode, R is Resistivity, L is inductance, C is capacitance, CP 1 , CP 2 , CP 3 , CP 4 , CP 5 ,
CP 6 , CP 7 , CP 8 is capacitance approach of permanent magnets, R 1 is gyrator.
Fig. 5 New Quadruple E transformers on Slobodan Cuk converter is a series of approaches
from the magnetic circuit to electric circuit, geometry could reduce, air gap, number of turns, the
magnetic material has a very high relative permeability so as to have a very small capacitance
value. magnetic core with increasing energy in order to balance the load and input power changes
so as to improve the efficiency [9].
New Quadruple Fig. 5 as a voltage control current source VCCS and current control voltage
source CCVS. From the above modeling it found source flows as follows (9) [8]:
i S = VSg 2 rP + gE
(8)
So NQ has Sensitivity current source to voltage source such as the equation:
i − gE
g 2 rP S 2
E
gr
iS
(9)
SVS = iS P = 1 − g( iS )
Sensitivity io source current to a voltage source Vs, the motion of the electric force E of the gyrator
g is:
iO
SV = 1
S

S

iO
E

=0
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S

iO
g

=1

(10)
Transmission line with variable loads, there are Industrial, Resident, concerned with the
lighting load, almost all industrial used motor so that transmission has losses. Optimization line
described as follows Fig. 6.
5
Saguling

3

1
Muaratawar

Cirata

Cibinong

Cibatu

2

4

NQ

NQ

Fig. 6. 500 KV Transmission line with New Quadruple (NQ)

Optimize system 500 KV transmission in Fig. 6 with add the NQ is model with a block diagram
like Fig. 7.

NQ

Transmission

Load

New Quadraple

Fig. 7. Position NQ in the Jawa-Bali interconnection system region of Jawa Barat

From Fig. 7 can be written in block diagram as the optimization system NQ like Fig. 8.
I ref

I ref
Converter

inverter
+

+
NQ

-

Load
-

Ki

Fig. 8. Blok diagram network optimization using energy go green and new quadruple

This study is an evaluation of the electrical energy needs in accordance with the predictions of
the electrical energy needs from 2011 to 2030, the data are reviewed in the power system network
of 500 KV PT. PLN Region Jawa Barat. With improving reliability by simulating the effect of
changes in the load on the current changes in the branch channel and bus voltage in the system by
the method of Newton-Raphson power flow.
The design and framework of this research is planned through several stages as follows:
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a. Studying the data PLN Java-Bali region of Jawa Barat, and energy needs in the years 2011 to
2030, studying technologies Go Green. Among outdoor and indoor LED lamp.
b. NQ could be control the power system and load of 500 KV PLN Jawa Barat.
c. Taking into account the gradual change of the load transmission system.
d. Perform the power flow analysis of the power system PLN Jawa Barat before and after use
conditions Go Green technology.
e. After loss taking into account the use of technology Go Green.
f. Account the influence of the electrical energy needs of a growing [3] and inversely
proportional to the energy consumption of electricity Go Green [2],[4],[6],[9].
g. Modeling NQ according to the voltage capacity of 500 KV. Stages of research can be apply
on the following flow chart Fig. 9.
The integration of Flowchart stages research the optimal simulation line with Energy Go
Green, New Quadruple and Newton-Raphson to Minimize Losses as Fig. 9.
Start

Modeling system and
NQ

Power flow analysis
of normal condition

Condition dimmer,OC
sen,and NQ

Analysis of losses

Case next

Already
stage?

Large saving losse

Repair system

Power flow analysis
and variable load

Next Improvment

N-1 met

Finish

Fig. 9. Flowchart stages research
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Data analysis was performed with the simulation program of power flow analysis (load flow
analysis) using Matlab.
Analysis and Result
From the data of 500 KV high-voltage transmission region of western Java, simulated by
adding components Dimmer Go Green can save energy 20%, by adding sensors occupancy it will
save 50%, combining Dimmers and occupancy sensor is able to save 60%, replace all the lights in
the area Jawa Barat with LED lights can save at least 75%, by using NQ able to improve the
efficiency of more than 90 percent. when the data is the data of energy savings Go Green as above
do can save up to 135 percent.
Go Green technique is proposed phased so that in 2030 the use of electric energy decreases,
although every year there was an additional burden of 8.2 percent (KEN), electric energy
consumption reached 137.4% in 2030. If in predicting the electrical energy that will come up with a
technology Go Green see Fig. 12 Curve Energy consumption prediction Year 2011-203.
From simulation Newton Rapson after using DIMMERS, OCCUPANCY sensors, and using
LEDs, the losses are still quite large. But the power savings seen by the reduction in power
consumption see Fig. 10.

Fig.10. Load optimized with the use of DIMMERS, OCCUPANCY sensors, LEDs with NQ

Output losses of Fig. 10 must be small with the NQ, so that the output current ripple becomes
smallest see Fig. 11. So the efficiency almost 100% (see Tables 2 and 3).

Fig. 11. The optimal efficiency curve
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Fig. 12. Curve energy consumption prediction year 2011-2030

Table 2. analysis Newton Raphson
Bus
No
1
2
3
4
5

V
pu
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.9990
1.0000
Total

Angle
Degree
0.0000
1.2099
1.8982
0.9016
2.1412

Newton Raphson Loadflow Analysis
New Quadruple
Generation
(MW)
(Mvar)
(MW)
(Mvar)
-918.865
140.576
-918.909
140.576
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
365.000
5.065
5.065
5.065
-89.584
-54.950
0.000
0.000
647.000
-58.774
647.000
-58.774
3.551
31.915
93.135
86.868

Load
(MW)
0.000
0.000
0.000
89.540
0.000
89.584

(Mvar)
0.000
0.000
0.000
54.950
0.000
54.953

Table 3. The result efficiency and losses
From
Bus
1
1
2
3
3

To
Bus
2
4
5
4
5

P
MW
-349.581
-569.284
-350.350
661.010
-296.010

Line Flow and Losses
Q
From
To
P
MVar]
Bus
Bus
MW
40.623
2
1
350.350
100.381
4
1
570.227
33.539
5
2
350.860
-25.510
4
3
-659.811
31.449
5
3
296.140
Total Loss

Q
MVar
-33.231
-91.320
-27.841
36.967
-30.194

Line Losses
MW
Mvar
0.7694
7.3915
0.9430
9.0601
0.5093
5.6978
1.1985
11.4570
0.1307
1.2555
3.551
34.862

Conclusion
By used Go Green Lights technology could be decrease consumption electrical Energy with
GNP 2030, about 10% from electrical energy 2013. Losses will be decrease depend on loads. NQ
could be optimization efficiency will be in nearly 100%.
Sugestion
1. Increase the rate of introduction and education to people about the usage and advantages of Go
Green technology devices/appliances that have lower power than conventional appliances.
2. These optimization is not yet calculate the possibility if all transmission cable line replaced by
another cable that has lower losses.
3. This optimization uncalculated with the losses transmission line.
4. The calculation in this paper is not yet to calculate included with the saving energy for electric
machine.
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Abstract. Carbon materials have become one of the most used material in many consumer,
industrial and electronic applications due to their advantages in terms of electrical, physical and
chemical characteristics. Creation of nanostructured materials represents one of the most
attractive strategies to dramatically enhance material performance, including light and hardness,
conductivity, etc. This work aims to fabricate carbon-based nanomaterial using arc-discharge in
liquid which is much simple and cheap compared to other techniques i.e., CVD, laser vaporization,
etc. The experiment were performed using intermediate DC power supply (1300 W) to produce arc
with variation of current value (40, 70 and 100 A). Commercial graphite pencils (with 5 mm
diameter) were used as negative and positive electrodes. Deionized water mixed with ethanol were
used as heat absorber. The XRD result shows that new peak appear at around 26o (2 Theta) with
increasing current source which is most probably due to changes of carbon phase. In adddition,
characterization of the resulting carbon nanomaterials i.e., structure of material and its characteristics
are also presented.
Introduction
Carbon materials have been well-known as high advantage material in many application such as,
vehicle [1, 2], battery [3, 4], electronic device [5], etc, in terms of electrical, physical and chemical
characteristics. To enhance the performance of carbon material, one of the strategy is to creat
nanostructured materials that effect to the lightwieght, hardness,and conductivity of the material.
However, for applications such as fuel cell electrodes and nanocomposite structural materials, large
quantities of the material are desired. Recently, several industrial and governmental projects are
underway to mass produce of single and multiwalled carbon nanotubes [6] in a cost-effective manner.
In addition to carbon nanotubes, spherical carbon onions are interesting because they are expected to
have superior lubrication properties.
The widely used methods to fabricate carbon nanomaterials require high vacuum systems to
generate plasmas using an arc discharge [7, 8], laser ablation [9, 10] or glow discharge [11]. These
methods suffer in bulk production from not only the high investment and running costs of the vacuum
equipment but also from low yield of the desired products. The vacuum processes also yield, in
addition to the desired nanomaterials, unwanted contaminants (amorphous carbon and disordered
nanoparticles) so that a time consuming and costly purification steps must be carried out. Therefore, a
process that allows the generation of nanotubes or nanoonions with minimum contamination is
desirable. Using water arc discharge, Sano et. al. [12, 13] produced high concentration nanoonions
that can be obtained as floating powder on the water surface, while single-wall carbon nanohorn can
also be prodused using the same technique using liquid nitrogen [14]. In this article, we report the
effect of different current source on fabricated carbon nanomaterial using arc discharge in liquid
method.
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Experimental Details
For the arc discharge in water method, the
5 mm diameter of graphite rod from
commercial graphite pencils was prepared to
be used as electrodes as shown in Fig. 1. To
produce arc, the electrodes then are connected
with generated dc (direct current) power
supply with variation of current source of 40,
70 and 100 A respectively in order to get
optimum result. Our device consist of two
graphite electrodes submerged in 3000 mL of
distilled water mixed with ethanol with 1 : 1
comparison (resistance ~1 MΩ) in a metal /
polymer beaker. The arc discharge was
initiated by contacting grounded anode with a
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic arc discharge in water setup
cathode submerge to a 5 cm depth in distilled
with produced nanoparticles; (b) Experimental
water. The arc discharge was found to be stable
condition of arc discharge in water showing light
and could be run for several minutes as a very
incident produced by arc discharge
small cathode-anode gap (less than 1 mm) was
maintained.
The
discharge
can
be
characterized as an anode electrode is consumed.
Structure analysis of the resultant materials was done by using x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis
for three different sample for current source variation (i.e., 40 A, 70 A and 100 A). In order to
understand micro and nano structural image, these samples were also analyzed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) operated at 10 kV for microstructure and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) for nano/lattice structure of the resultant carbon particles.
Results and Discussion
A schematic of our device is shown in Fig. 1a. The relevant components of the device are labeled.
An image of real arc discharge experiment in liquid is also shown in Fig. 1b. The bright area between
two electrodes indicates the arc plasma region. The plasma can also be seen surrounding the anode,
indicating the direction of plasma expansion. Carbon plasma in our case is generated by thermal
evaporation (thermionic) of the anode rather than thermofield emission (in cathodic plasma). The
resulting materials then are collected and dried from the water surface.
The produced materials was then characterized by x-ray diffraction (XRD) for structural lattice
analysis and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for micro and nanostructure analysis of the
resulting materials as shown in Fig. 2. The comparison between starting material (graphite pencil)
and arc discharge treated materials with different current source is characterized to get an optimum
experimental condition as shown in Fig. 2a. X-ray pattern of graphite pencil shows an original pattern
of graphene at around 21.46o and 23.73o, while graphite pattern can be seen at 26.4o. However, peak
appears at 35.6o after arc discharge treatment most probably is carbide (FeC) that comes from
electrolysis effect of stainless metal handle of electrodes.
For 40 A source current, on the other hand, graphene peaks are still maintained indicating that
the phase of nanoparticles are mainly graphene or even nano onions. This is in a good agreement with
the TEM image in Fig. 2(b) showing many carbon nano onions within ~50 nm diameter. In addition,
carbon nanotubes and fullerene are observed within 1 ̶ 2 nm diameter (images are shown elsewhere in
Ref. [4]). Furthermore, by increasing current source from 40 to 100 A, graphene and graphite peaks
decrease and become broader indicating material phase changes to be amorph phase. Fig. 2c shows
single layer graphene mixed with irregular structure form at 70 A current source which is most likely
form of carbon nanohorn (in agreement with Ref. 14). On the other hand, the amorf nanoparticle
forms can also be observed more intense and uniform in Fig. 2d with many circular shape.
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Fig. 2. (a) XRD pattern of raw graphite anode (blue) as starting material, while arc discharge treated samples
with 40, 70 and 100 A current source variation are represented with black, red and green pattern respectively.
TEM images of produced nanoparticles showing (b) carbon nano onions; (c) single layer graphene mixed with
irregular shape of nanoparticles; and (d) amorf nanoparticles

A more detailed particle size distribution analysis of the as-produced powder was also performed
as shown in Fig. 3. The results indicate that the average particle size of the nanoparticles aggregates
inreases with increasing arc current. Furthermore, histogram of the particle size distribution also
becomes broader at high arc currents. The mean particle size remains the same ∼70 nm when the arc
current increases from 40 to 70 A, and sharply increases to 125 nm at an arc current of 100 A. The
particle size measurements agree well with our SEM analysis of the aggregate size distribution.

Fig. 3. Scanning electron microscope image of the resulting material with: (a) 40 A; (b) 70 A; and (c) 100 A
current source respectively showing circular particles aggregates ranging from 50–200 nm in diameter. The
powder that remained in suspension also showed similar structures. The inset of (a–c) show histogram of
produced particle diameter along with normalised line
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It should also be noted that the formation mechanism of nanoparticle aggregates is complicated
and is probably similar to that in laser ablation [15]. The arc discharge in liquid is similar to laser
ablation that the very high local temperatures of the arc spot (up to 4400 K) vaporize the surrounding
liquid, creating a bubble of hidrogen gas. The graphite evaporation due to the arc occurs essentially in
atmospheric pressure of hydrogen. Furthermore, the plasma emitted by arc evaporation has
comparable properties to laser ablation plasma. This may indicate that formation occurs via rapid
quenching from a liquid state as indicating by Iijima [16]. Therefore, we can create conditions similar
to the laser ablation system but without the costly vacuum equipment.
Conclusions
Using arc discharge in liquid method which is simple and cheap method, carbon-based
nanomaterials including carbon nano onions and graphene are successfully fabricated at elevated
current source (40 and 70 A). At higher current (100 A), amorf nanoparticles are mainly formed.
SEM and TEM investigations reveal the presence of circular aggregates of nanoparticles.
Nanoparticles fromed by arc discharge in liquid method are formed via rapid quenching which is
similar to the laser ablation mechanism. This finding will provide support for many application based
on carbon nanomaterial.
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Abstract. In Raman spectroscopy, the inelastic scattering intensity of light is detected after the
incident light interacts with the sample. The difference in energy between incident and scattered
light is absorbed by the sample in the form of molecular vibrations. Each molecule in the sample
has a characteristic set of vibrational modes due to covalent bonds. Fourier Transform Raman
spectroscopy was used to investigate the effect of ionizing radiation on polymerization of polymer
gels for radiation dosimetry. In the formation of polyacrylamide-co-methacrylamide, Raman
intensity was taken at 3040 due to CH 2 stretching modes for the consumption of both monomers. It
has been found that the relationship between Raman intensity and dose is monoexponential in
which the dose response curves of the formation of polymer and the consumption of monomers and
BIS of Raman intensity y at given dose D can be described in the form y = y 0 + A[1 - exp (-D/D 0 )],
where y 0 is the Raman intensity at zero doses, A is a constant and D 0 is the dose sensitivity. In this
work the dose sensitivity of polymerization may be represented by the change in Raman intensity
∆y as a function of dose D for different concentrations of monomer (%M) and cross-linker (%C)
by weight. In this case, ∆y = y - y 0 where y is the Raman intensity at dose D. The dose sensitivity
D 0 is then determined by fitting the response curves. For PAAm-co-MAAmG system at constant
cross-linker, the concentration of MAAm monomer is greatly influenced the dose sensitivity of
polymerization. D 0 obtained from PAAm-co-MAAmG system is always greater than that of the
PMAAmG and PAAmG systems, which implies that PAAm-co-MAAmG system at 2% BIS crosslinker is less radiosensitive than those of PMAAmG and PAAmG systems. The parameter k B of
MAAm is always greater than that the parameter k A of AAm, indicating the dose resolution of
polymerization of PAAm-co-MAAmG system is controlled by the MAAm monomer rather than the
AAm monomer.
Introduction
One of the first applications of Raman spectroscopy to polymer gels used in radiotherapy who
able to qualitatively characterize the consumption of acrylamide (AAm) and BIS as a function of
dose. They described that the Raman technique is more direct than MRI dosimetry, in that the
compositional changes detected are more closely related to radiation-induced copolymerization than
are NMR relaxation time changes. In their investigation, FT-Raman spectra were plotted in the
spectral range of 200 to 3500 cm-1 for each separate ‘P6’ vial containing the aqueous solutions of
gelatin, AAm, BIS and the distilled water [1].
Furthermore there were two methods have been used to pinpoint regions in the polimer gel
PAG Raman spectra where polymer formation may be observed. First, a solution of water,
acrylamide and BIS was manufactured and irradiated to doses between 0 and 50 Gy. Second, bands
that were observed to increase in intensity at higher [2, 3]. The water, acrylamide and BIS solution
was manufactured keeping the ratios of acrylamide to water, BIS to water and acrylamide to BIS
the same as in standard PAG samples. It is known that, upon irradiation, this solution exhibits a ‘go
no-go’ dynamic where, once initiation has begun, termination only occurs after all monomer has
been consumed. Hence, if polymer is to be detected in the Raman spectra at all, this dosimeter
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should provide the simplest system in which to detect the formation. Spectral features in four
separate wavelength regions are observed to form once the water, acrylamide and BIS solution is
fully polymerized. These features appear at 27, 1126, 1450 and 2936 cm-1 [3].
Polymer formation is monoexponential in the dose range between 0 and 13 Gy. When the data
are fitted to the functional form
y = y 0 + A(1 - e-D/D 0 )
(1)
The dose sensitivity D 0 (poly) is greater than D 0 (BIS) and equal, within experimental error,
to D 0 (AAm). This indicates that polymer formation occurs at a rate similar to the rate of
consumption of acrylamide [2].
More recent studies demonstrated FT-Raman spectroscopy was used to determine half dose D
½ = D 0 ln 2 (the half-dose for the production of polymer, which is half of the dose required to
produce the amount of polymer formed at high dose depends on the nature of the co-monomers
used) for both acrylamide (AAm) and BIS in the variable monomer concentration series [4].
Materials and Methods
The gels were composed of acrylamide (AAm) and methacrylamide (MAAm) from 2 to 6%
respectively as monomers, N, N’-methylene-bis-acrylamide (BIS) 2% as crosslinker, gelatin and
deionised water in appropriate proposition by weight. The concentration of gelatin was fixed at 6%
throughout and the PAAm-co-MAAmG is completed with deionised water. All monomers were
obtained from SIGMA chemical Co (St. Louis, Mo, USA) and were of electrophoresis grade (99%).
The polymer gel dosimeters were synthesized in a nitrogen glove-box according to [5, 6]. The
monomers and gelatin were dissolved separately in three reaction flasks with equal amounts of the
total water volume. In the first reaction flask, all the monomers in half of the amount of deionized
water were heated to a constant temperature at 55oC for 2 hours. In the second reaction flask, the
gelatin and another half of the amount of deionized water were also heated to a constant
temperature at 55oC for 2 hours to dissolve the gelatin. Subsequently, third solutions were allowed
to cool down to 30oC for about 1 hour to avoid spontaneous heat-induced polymerization before
mixing. A peristaltic pump was used to mix the monomers with the gelatin via Tygothane flexible
tubing and stirred at 1000 rpm to form polymer gels. The gel was pumped into screw-top “P6” glass
vials using the second peristaltic pump. The manufacture and collection of the gel dosimeters were
conducted in oxygen free environment inside a transparent plastic glove box, which was flushed
with nitrogen at the flow rate of 60 ml/min in order to expel oxygen that inhibits polymerization
prior to gamma irradiation. The oxygen concentration was maintained at less than 0.1 mg l-1.
The final gel dosimeters were sealed and kept in a refrigerator for 12 hours before irradiation.
For the purpose of this work, the gel dosimeters are given acronym index polymer gel x:y, where x
is the initial concentration of acrylamide and y is the initial concentration of methacrylamide for
poly(AAm-co-MAAm)G.
The irradiation was carried out using the gamma source, Eldorado 6&8 Co-60 teletherapy
(Atomic Energy of Canada Limited) of the average energy 1.25 MeV and a dose rate at 0.58
Gy.min-1 that has been calibrated using a Fricke dosimeter. Each polymer gel vial was placed in a
polystyrene holder in a water-phantom acrylic tank. The use of polystyrene would not affect the
establishment of charged particle equilibrium in the phantom. Each sample vial was irradiated with
single dose of gamma rays at dose ranges from 1 to 40 Gy for poly(AAm-co-MAAmG), at 15 cm
depth, 60 cm sample to source distance (SSD) set-up and 60×60 cm2 field size. The phantom
temperature during irradiation was constant at 25oC. After irradiation process the samples were
stored in the refrigerator at temperature 22oC for 12 hours, before the characteristic using Raman
spectroscopy. Personal radiation safety was applied throughout the experiment by the use of
interlocking door system of the irradiation room, whereby the window of the radiation source is
remained close when the door is ajar and no radiation is exposed to the sample [4].
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Results and Discussion
The copolymerization of the monomer and cross-linker of polymer gels in the gelatin matrix
could be studied directly using Raman scattering spectroscopy. In Raman spectroscopy, the
inelastic scattering intensity of light is detected after the incident light interacts with the sample.
The difference in energy between incident and scattered light is absorbed by the sample in the form
of molecular vibrations. Each molecule in the sample has a characteristic set of vibrational modes
due to covalent bonds. In the formation of polyacrylamide-co-methacrylamide, Raman intensity
was taken at 3040 cm-1 due to CH 2 stretching modes and at 1633 cm-1 due to C=C stretching modes
of AAm and MAAm respectively for the consumption of both monomers.
FT Raman spectroscopy studies were used to investigate the effect of ionizing radiation on
polymerization of polyacrylamide gels for radiation dosimetry [1, 4]. It has been found that the
relationship between Raman intensity and dose is monoexponential [2], in which the dose response
curves of the formation of polymer and the consumption of monomers and BIS of Raman intensity
y at given dose D can be described in the form y = y 0 + A [1-exp(-D/D 0 )] and y = y 0 - A [1-exp(D/D 0 )], respectively, where y 0 is the Raman intensity at zero doses, A is a constant and D 0 is the
dose sensitivity. In this work the dose sensitivity of polymerization may be represented by the
change in Raman intensity ∆y as a function of dose D for different concentrations of monomer
(%M) and cross-linker (%C) by weight. In this case, ∆y = y - y 0 where y is the Raman intensity at
dose D. The dose sensitivity D 0 is then determined by fitting the response curves.
Fig. 3 shows the intensity of Raman shift spectra of CH 2 stretching mode at 3040 cm-1
PAAm-co-MAAm at different doses. The change in Raman intensity as a function of dose at
different AAm concentrations, are shown in Figs. 4a to 4b for MAAm concentration from 2% to
6%. The formation of PAAm-co-MAAm increases with increasing dose, as radiation induces more
free radicals due to the breakage of C=C bonds of the comonomers of AAm, MAAm and BIS,
resulting in the formation of PAAm-co-MAAm. The polymerization is terminated when one of the
comonomers is completely consumed. This can be seen from Fig. 4b that the polymerization
reaching the saturation point as shown by a flat dose response at higher doses. As AAm increases,
the polymerization increases and shifts the saturation point at higher doses. There is a slight
increase in polymerization as AAm increases.
Fig. 5 shows D 0 vs. AAm concentration at MAAm from 2% to 6%. For a given MAAm, D 0
increases considerably with increasing AAm. For example, at 2% MAAm, D 0 increases from 8.40
Gy at 2% AAm to 9.46 Gy at 6% AAm. At 6% MAAm, D 0 increases from 13.42 Gy at 2% AAm to
15.10 Gy at 6% AAm. For a given MAAm, a small increase in D 0 can be observed with increasing
AAm. This suggests the cross-linker is dominant to the polymerization of PAAm-co-MAAm. The
dose resolution of polymerization of PAAm-co-MAAm system can be represented as the parameter
k A that is the gradient of D 0 vs. AAm concentration. The value of parameter k A (0.27–
0.44)(Gy/%M) is constant for different concentrations of MAAm, indicating that the polymerization
of PAAm-co-MAAm is influenced by the MAAm concentration, as shown in Fig. 5.
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Conclusion
In Raman measurement the change of Raman shift for both polymer formation and
comonomer consumption were used to characterize directly the dose sensitivity of polymerization
of polymer gel systems. For PAAm-co-MAAmG system at constant cross-linker, the concentration
of MAAm monomer is greatly influenced the dose sensitivity of polymerization. D 0 obtained from
PAAm-co-MAAmG system is always greater than that of the PMAAmG and PAAmG systems [1,
2, 4], which implies that PAAm-co-MAAmG system at 2% BIS cross-linker is less radiosensitive
than those of PMAAmG and PAAmG systems. The parameter k B of MAAm is always greater than
that the parameter k A of AAm, indicating the dose resolution of polymerization of PAAm-coMAAmG system is controlled by the MAAm monomer rather than the AAm monomer.
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Abstract. Interconnected open pore structurein metals foam increases surface area which gives
benefits for many application such as heat exchange or sensor materials. By using sintering and
dissolution process, this study used silica gel as filler materialsto obtain better porosity morphology
for producing copper foam. In addition, silica gel offers good pore dimension, cheap and better
available in market. The results show that pore size of copper foams ranging from 0.3–2.92 mm.
The highest copper foam density was 2.77 gr/cm3 for 20% silica gel ratio, and the lowest was 1.63
gr/cm3 for 50% silica gel ratio. The highest copper foam porosity was 81.8% for 50% silica gel
ratio, and the lowest was 69.0% of 20% silica gel ratio. The morphology observation of the copper
foams showed sphere-like poresand interconnected open cell structure. The results indicate that
silica gel can be utilized asfiller materials for producing open interconnected cell structure of
copper metal foam.
Introduction
Several metal foam fabrication methods have been proposed by using powder metallurgy
and/or casting methods [1-2]. Sintering and dissolution process of copper metal foam were also
studied to provide and to control porosity morphology and dimension [3-5]. Open cell porosities
gives higher surface area for heat transfer which is beneficial for heat exchanger application [6].
Sintering and Dissolution process (SDP) is a method that used leachable fillers. Theoritically,
every compound could be used as fillers when the leaching solution known. Fillers will dissolve in
the specific environment and leave porosity in material. The main problem for this method is
morphology of the porous. Some filler materials are not able to resist the load during compaction.
Thus, it gives difficult control of pore. Rounded shape of porosity is more preferable for the
pressure application. It has better distribution of stress during the application. Silica gel is a round
powder that usually used to keep the humidity of food or electronic part. It is cheap and easy to find
in many applications. This silica gel is also known could be dissolve in hydroflouride acid (HF)
solution. It also has moderate hardness which makes it persist with applied load. It also has high
melting point or decomposition temperature. Those factors make silica gel very promising to be
used as filler in copper foam. The study aims to investigate the possibility of silica gel utilization as
filler materials producing interconnected open cell of copper foam.
Methodology
Sintering and dissolution process (SDP) was conducted to produce copper metal foam. High
purity copper (99%) and technical grade of silica gel were used in this research. Silica gel was used
as filler and to provide pores in the metallic copper. The mixture ratio of silica gel to copper powder
used in this research was 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%. Ethanol was added in the mixture to avoid
agglomeration during mixing process. Zinc stearate was utilized as lubricant during compaction.
The mixture of each ratio was compacted and sintered in 850oC for 2 hours. After cooled down to
room temperature, silica gel in the metallic copper was dissolved by hydrofluoric acid solution.
Then, each specimen was characterized for porosity, density, compression strength, macro and
micro structural. Compressive test was performed by using uniaxial static compression testing
machine (SchenckTrebelat) with 10 mm/minutes load rate. Macro and micro structural analysis
were conducted by optical microscope and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).
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Fig. 1. Ilustration of process steps: (a) sintered copperwith silica gel fillers; (b) dissolution in HF; (c) final
product

Results and Discussion
Porosity and density. Fig. 1 shows the process steps of metallic copper foam production by using
silica gel as filler. It is clear that silica gel dissolves in HF solution leaving pores which are
interconnected one another. The dissolution of metallic copper is negligible because it does not
change the form of metals foam. Porosity content increases proportionally with higher addition of
silica gel content in material (Fig. 2). Highest porosity content reaches 82% in copper metals foam
with50% addition of silicagel. The porosity morphology is circular which indicate the silica gel able
to prevent plastic deformation during compaction process.
The density of copper foam decreases with higher addition of silica gel as filler. As shown in
Fig. 2 the lowest density is 1.6 g/cm3 for 50% addition of silica gel.
The dissolution reaction of silica gel in HF solution follows the equation as shown in Eq. 1,
4HF (aq) + SiO 2(s) → SiF 4(g) +2H 2 O (l)

(1)

It is observed that SiF 4 gas evolves during dissolution process. Hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution
appearance changes from clear to blue color. This is due tothe dissolution of smallportion of copper
in (HF) forming copper fluoride (Cu 2 F).

Fig. 2. Porosity and Density of Copper foam with
different ratio of silica gel

Fig. 3. Compression test result of copper foam with
varied silica gel ratio. Insert graph shows fracture
compression strain and strain

Compressive stress. Mechanical properties of copper metallic foams is evaluated by using
compression test (Fig.3). The results, as shown in insert graph of Fig. 3 indicate that there is an
optimum addition of silica gel filler to fracture compressive stress and strain. Addition of 30% silica
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gel as filler gives the highest fracture compressive stress and strain of copper foam. Higher addition
of silica gel tends to decrease the compression stress. It means also that energy absorption capacity
tend to decrease in higher addition of silica gel as filler.
Porous morphology. Fig. 4 shows the shape of porosity which is circular, open and interconnected
cell as pointed by white arrows. Circular cell diameters around 1.3−2.9 mm. The size is similar with
silica gel diameter. From the figures, it can be observed that control of porosity size can be easily
provided by selecting proper size of silica gel diameter based on the requirement of the
applications. Higher addition of filler materials gives more open cell structure in copper foam, as
compared from Figs. 4a, 4b, 4c, and 4d. In addition, physical and mechanical properties of copper
foam can be controlled by adding silica gel as filler materials in a certain amount, which gives
different pore structures.

Fig. 4. Interconnected cell of metal foam from: (a) 20%; (b) 30%; (c) 40%; and (d) 50% Silica gel

Conclusion
Silica gel can be utilized as new filler materials for producing interconected open cell copper
metal foam by sintering and dissolution process. Addition of silica gel in the range of 20−50 wt%
gives the copper foam density of 2.7–1.6 g/cm3, respectively. On the other hand, the fracture
compression stress of copper foam is in the range of 87.6 MPa with 50 wt% silica gel and 95.6 Mpa
with 30 wt% silica gel.
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Abstract. Heat treatment at Electrical Discharge Machining occurs because of the rapid cooling of
a small portion of the workpiece surface by a dielectric fluid, which in this study is used Jatropha
curcas. From previous studies it is known that jatrophacurcas has a breakdown voltage of 76 kV, so
it can be used as a dielectric fluid. Jatropha curcas, which is the result of esterification naturally
contain various metals and its viscosity is very high compared with the dielectric EDM-85. In this
study examines the performance of Jatropha curcas as a dielectric fluid. As the indicator is the
surface roughness, material removal rate and layer thickness of machining SKD 61. Experiments
using three types of electrodes. Layer thickness was measured by means of image-based
measurement. From the analysis of the data found that the discharge current is the dominant factor
affecting the rate of removal of material and thickness of the white layer. Also found that
jatrophacurcas metal removal rate is still too low because of its high viscosity. In addition it is
evident that an increase in the thickness of the white layer in accordance with the increase in cutting
energy. Further research on Jatropha curcas needs to be done because it is a renewable energy that
can substitute mineral oil dielectric.
Introduction
Stock removal in the process of EDC / EDM occurs because a small portion of the workpiece
melted and vaporized by the heat energy from an electric spark. In the same time the cooling
happens very quickly, so that the liquid metal or gas back to a solid phase in the form of soft chip.
This debris swept from the surface of the workpiece by the dielectric fluid. Similarly, these events
take place repeatedly during the machining process. Not all liquid metals successfully swept, but
some are left behind and stick to the surface, forming the whitelayer. The process parameters affect
the thickness and spread of this white layer, such as discharge current, pulse-on-time and polarity
[1, 2]. Powder metallurgy are mixed into the dielectric fluid (PMEDM) with a certain concentration
and grain size also determines the thickness of the white layer [3, 4, 5].
To extend the life of equipment or products, white layer is generally removed, especially for
applications where there is a cyclic load (Aeroengine components) or fluctuating loads (forging and
punching). However, with repeated operations where cyclic or fluctuating load does not appear as
in the plastic injection molding process, the white layer EDM can be beneficial in providing
increased abrasion and corrosion resistance [6].
According Priadi et al. [7], jatrophacurcas can serve as a dielectric fluid because it has a
breakdown voltage of 76 kV. It has been reported that jatropha curcas naturally contain metal
powders total amount of 117.2 ppm, which is composed of the elements Fe, Cu, Zn, Ca, Mg, Al, Ni,
Mo, V and Si. Various studies have reported that the metal powder mixed into the dielectric fluid
(PMEDM) can reduce the breakdown voltage and electric sparks spread more evenly so that the
resulting surface roughness finer [8, 9]. It has been informed that the viscosity of jatropha curcas
result of the esterification process is at 29.57 cSt. When compared to the EDM-85 viscosity is too
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high almost 13.9 time. Therefore, this paper discusses the performance of Jatropha curcas which is
the result of esterification as a dielectric fluid in the process of EDC/EDM.
Methods
The machine used is SKM NC-EDM K50, where the condition of machining experiments that
have been carried out can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Experimental data
Workpiece
Electrodes

:
:

Dielectric Fluid
Discharge current
Flushing
Pulse on/off time

:
:
:
:

SKD 61
Designed with the same Cu frontal surface area, so the nominal outside
diameter as follows:
• Solid, CuØ 13,23 mm
• Two layers,Cu Ø 18,37 mm dan Gr Ø 13,75 mm
• Three layers, Cu Ø 20 mm,Gr Ø 15 mmdan Cu Ø 6 mm
Jatropha Curcas and EDM-85
3, 4.5, 6, 9, 12, 15, 21 dan 30 A
Injection
3 µs/2 µs

Surface roughness Ra was measured using a Mitutoyo 302 surftest. the white layer on the
surface can be identified with the metallographic process. Generally have an irregular contour with
a thickness that varies. In order to obtain a more accurate measurement data, the white layer
thickness measurement using indirect measurement method. That is the image-based measurement
is done on a computer screen using the software CATIA V5R20, by drawing lines following the
white layer profile, the upper surface and the boundary between white layer profile with the base
metal. Sketch the profile is then divided into 20 sections with equidistant and then the coordinates
of each point of the top profile and the profile of the boundary can be calculated the average
thickness of the white layer.
Results and Discussion
Surface roughness. Surface roughness which is the result of two types of cutting fluids for three
types of electrodes are shown in Fig. 1. The difference in surface roughness visible only on solid
electrodes and three layers, whereas for the two-layer electrode graphs almost coincide. However,
the value of the average surface roughness of each type of electrode there is little difference. For
solid electrodes, jatropha curcas was lower by 1.2%, and the three-layer electrode is lower than
3.6%. Perhaps this is due to the spread of electric sparks are more evenly with a metal element
content in jatropha curcas. But there are inconsistencies in the two-layer electrode is even more
smooth 2.5% when using EDM fluid-85.
Furthermore, Fig. 2 is the surface roughness on the plane of projection of the electrode layer.
Ra is more smooth in the plane Gr layer projection indicates that the energy is transferred to the
workpiece through Gr electrode layer is smaller than the Cu electrode layer. Most other energy
wasted to erode Gr so that tool wear rate is higher than the Cu layer. According to Yu-Lung Hwa, et
al. [10] Gr electrode wear faster because it is composed of C atoms plane and atomic plane is tied
together by van der Waals forces, which the Gr layer is easily broken down into powder C for the
EDC.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between the surface roughness of jatropha curcas and EDM-85, and machining with
electrodes: (a) solid; (b) two layers; (c) three layers

Discharge current [A]

Discharge current [A]

Discharge current [A]

Discharge current [A]

Discharge current [A]

Fig. 2. The Ra value of the surface being measured on the trail call now electrode layer: (a) 2 layers; (b) 3
layers with fluid EDM-85. Next is (c) 2 layers; (d) 3 layers with jatropha curcas dielectric fluid

By using the statistical software MINITAB 13 Data were analyzed by the method of Factorial
Design. Set of three factors, namely the electric current (8 levels), the type of electrode (3 levels)
and the type of dielectric fluid (2 levels). The influence of these three factors wants to be known to
Ra (Surface Roughness) and TWL (Thickness of White Layer). About TWL see further discussion.
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Retrieved observed significance level P value smaller than the confidence level α = 5% is the
electric current of 0.000. It is informed that the current intensity is the dominant factor affecting the
role of Ra compared to the fluid and the electrode, as Fig. 3 main effects plot of the data mean for
Ra.
Discharge Current

Dielectric Fluid

Electrode

Fig. 3. Main effects plot-data mean for Ra

Rate of Metal Removal (RMR). Fig. 4 is the surface of the workpiece that has been machined with
three layers of electrodes. There are 3 surfaces with circle pattern. The pattern is very clear circle
formed at low discharge currents up to 12 A. The pattern of circles appear because plane has been
done by graphite electrodes shallower than the Cu electrode cutting, although in the process of
cutting is done simultaneously. It shows that the graphite electrode wear rate is higher than the
copper [10]. The energy released is not only used for melting the workpiece but also for the
evaporation of graphite electrodes. In the discharge current 15, 21 and 30 A, the pattern of thinned
because the crater enlarged so that it will attenuate the pattern, which finally seemed vague.

20, 20

3A

4,5 A

6A

9A

12 A

15 A

21 A

30 A

Fig. 4. Surface of the workpiece after machining with multilayer electrodes Cu-Cu-Gr, dielectric
jatrophacurcas with 8 levels of discharge current

Fig. 5a is a graph RMR against discharge currents where the workpiece machining dielectric
is EDM-85 and Fig. 5b with jatropha curcas. Productivity of EDM-85 is higher than jatrophacurcas,
especially when used the multilayer electrodes may achieve 3 to 4 times jatrophacurcas. Chip
volume before machining, in fact the same as setting the dept of cut on the machine. In fact Chip
volume when machining with EDM-85 is equal to 184.51 mm3, whereas the total volume is 182.18
mm3 for jatropha curcas. However machining by EDM-85 for 1.67 minutes is much shorter than the
jatropha curcas 3.74 minutes, which means 225% longer. Why is the rate of metal removal of
jatrophacurcas so low, due to viscosity 29.57 cSt much higher than the dielectric fluid EDM-85 of
2, 12 cSt, [7]. Due to this high viscosity flushing more difficult, so the servo motor can not continue
to maintain the width of gap but need to do a pumping effect to clean the gap between the cathode
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and anode, which will enlarge the non-productive time. Comparison of RMR to discharge currents
at 30 A for the three types of electrodes shown in Fig. 6.

a)

Discharge Current [A]

b)

Discharge Current [A]

Fig. 5. RMR against disharge currents with dielectric fluid: (a) EDM-85; (b) jatropha curcas

Fig. 6. Comparison of RMR for the three types of electrodes on discharge current of 30 A

White layer thickness. White layer thickness measurement using image-based measurement
method by utilizing a sketch drawing on software CATIA V5R20. Each workpiece is taken 60
times the measurement point. Figs. 7a, 7b, and 7c are the average chart TWL (Thickness of White
Layer) to discharge currents respectively for solid electrodes, two layers and three layers. There are
differences in the results of the use of jatropha curcas TWL to EDM-85 apparent in the graph.
Statistical analysis with factorial design method obtained P values observed significance level
for the whole factor smaller than α level of significance = 5%, with the exception of the value of the
interaction between the discharge discharge current, dielectric fluid and electrode types by 15.9%.
Less than 5% means that the discharge current of the process parameters, the type of dielectric fluid
and electrode affects the TWL. Also the interaction between the process parameters that affect the
TWL namely discharge current with dielectric fluid, as well as between the discharge currents with
the electrode and the other is between the the dielectric fluid together with the electrode.
However, the most influence is discharge currents to TWL, see the graph in Fig. 8, Main
effect plots - Data Mean for TWL. If the discharge current increases, TWL will getting thicker. This
is due to the increasing number of workpiece material that melts with increasing discharge energy,
while the capacity of the dielectric fluid to dispose the chip is constant [1].
While between the dielectric EDM-85 and jatropha curcas give different effects on the white
layer thickness. Based on the discussion about RMR that jatrophacurcas smaller effect than the
RMR EDM-85, thus the volume of liquid metal that settles into a white layer is also less likely.
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Jatrophacurcas which has a viscosity of about 13.9 times the EDM-85 is able to sweep the molten
metal, so that the white layer becomes thinner.

Discharge current [A]

Discharge current [A]

Discharge current [A]

Fig. 7. Comparison of the thickness of the white layer between the dielectric EDM-85 against jatropha
curcas, when used electrodes: (a) solid; (b) two layers; (c) three layers

Discharge Current

Dielecktric Fluids

Electrode

Fig. 8. The main effect of the parameters of the process to TWL

a

b

c

Fig. 9. The difference in the distribution of carbon on the surface of the results of the three types of
electrodes: (a) solid; (b) two layers; and (c) three layers, with a dielectric fluid EDM-85
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Three-layer electrode gives a different effect on the thickness of the white layer. Carbon
which is more evenly distributed on the surface of the workpiece led to the emergence the carbon
layer. Fig. 9 is the surface of the workpiece after machining with electrodes: a) solid, b) two layers
and c) three-layer, with dielectric EDM-85. In all three workpiece surface looks distribution of
carbon, which is the most found in the results of a three-layer electrode. This makes it difficult to
delivery discharge energy that causes the amount of material that melts/evaporate will be reduced
[11]. In the end a thick white layer is relatively less than the results of the other two electrodes.
Conclusion
From the discussion, it can be concluded that jatropha curcas can be used to surface treatment with
the EDC / EDM, where: (1) Cu and Gr as a multi-layer electrode with circular cross section affects
the surface roughness and white layer thickness. Similarly, the type of dielectric fluid
jatrophacurcas and EDM-85 affects the surface roughness and white layer thickness. However,
from a statistical analysis of the most dominant factor is the discharge currents; (2) more research is
needed to improve the characteristics of jatrophacurcas as a dielectric fluid in the EDM / EDC
because its viscosity (29.57 cSt) still almost 13.9times more higher than the viscosity of the EDM85 (2.12 cSt). Viscosity will affect the sweeping of the chip and also on the material removal rate.
When machining using dielectric jatrophacurcas its lower productivity 225% of the EDM-85, due to
the higher viscosity which interrupted the process; (3) Jatrophacurcas potentially diluting the white
layer and allowed to mix with other alloying elements (powder metallurgy) because the metallic
element contains naturally a total of 117.2 ppm. In addition, the metal element contained in the
jatrophacurcas causing electrical sparks more spread resulting in a slightly lower surface roughness
of the EDM-85.
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Abstract. A new approach to predict the indentation P-h from constitutive material properties has
been developed and evaluated for Vickers indentation. This provided a useful tool to evaluate the
feasibility of using hardness values in predicting the constitutive material parameters with reference
to accuracy and uniqueness by mapping through all potential materials ranges. The extent of ISE
can be consistently measured and it can potentially be linked to the H/E ratio. The scale of ISE of
the samples tested is repeatable and the link with material properties (e.g. H/E) is significant and
reliable. This potentially could provide additional set of experimental data reflecting the materials
properties. The fundamental reason for ISE is not conclusive; however, a commonly accepted
concept (also proved by the link of ISE with H/E) is that it is associated with the gradient strain and
dislocation density during the indentation process. Concept to use the indentation size data of the
Vickers indentation has been explored to improve the accuracy/robustness of inverse properties
modelling based on hardness using steel as material system. The work showed that there is
significant ISE in the Vickers hardness tests and the scale and consistency/reliability of ISE was
analyzed by fitting data following the power law and proportional resistance model. A new concept
of using ISE data for estimating the Strain hardening exponent (n) values of steel have been
explored and shown reasonable results for narrowing the range of predicted material properties
based on hardness values.
Introduction
In hardness measurement, the impression size was measured after the applied load has been
released. Theoretically, the hardness of the materials should be comparable when using different
applied load, how in some cases, the hardness has been found to be dependent on the load applied.
This was defined as indentation size effect (ISE)[1] the most common indentation size effect, the
hardness increases with decreasing applied load (i.e. decrease in indentation size). There is another
type of ISE called reverse ISE [2] in which the hardness decreased with lower loads. Study the
indentation size effect (ISE) it is known that an increase in hardness with increasing indentation
size, especially in the in the micro hardness depth regime [3]. The source of ISE is still a subject of
study, which has been attributed to a number of phenomena and mechanisms, including: elastic
recovery, work hardening during indentation and strain gradients associated with dislocations [4].
The scale of ISE has been correlated to different material properties such as elastic modules,
dislocation density, etc. [5, 6] Another purpose is to explore if this can potentially provide
additional measurable data to improve the robustness of the inverse material parameter evaluation
process. However, even if these effects are minimized, it is still generally observed that for some
materials, e.g. crystalline solids, that are nominally isotropic, an indentation size effect is still
observed [2]
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Materials and Experimental
Sample steel used is solid rod-shaped elliptical of 5 mm in diameter and 90 mm long. The
tensile tests were performed using a Lloyd LR 30K Universal material testing machine with
extensometer. The machine has a maximum loading capacity of 30 kN, with the readings being
accurate to 0.5% the material used were steel. The chemical compositions of materials are listed in
Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical compositions of the materials
Material

Condition

Carbon Steel
0.10% C
Mild Steel

Normalized
at 900°C
N/A

Element Composition (%)
P
S
Si,

C

Mn

Ni

0.1

0.5

<0.04

<0.05

0.100

0.01

0.3

0.3

0.05

0.05

0.122

490 ppm

The two main materials were used in this experiment include a carbon steel (0.1% C Steel) and
mild steel specimen. The stress strain curves of the two main materials tested are shown in Figs.
1(a), and 1(b). The yield stress ( ) identified for the 0.1% C carbon steel is 308.03 MPa, work
hardening coefficients (n) is 0.07; the yield stress ( ) for the mild steel is 601.66 MPa, the work
hardening coefficient (n) is 0.025. The stress–strain curves and the material properties data are to be
used as input to the FE model and to assess the accuracy of the P-h curves based hardness
evaluation and inverse material properties. Specimens were sectioned in order to hardness testing
performed using hardness test equipment. The sample was prepared starting with disks of 5 mm in
thickness, samples presented in the form of Circular and the long section, Mounting required on the
specimen in resin using thermosetting (Bakelite) and polishing before hardness testing. The Vickers
hardness tests were carried out using a Vickers hardness tester uses a direct load method with a load
range of 490.3mN to 19.61 N. The indenter has the form of right pyramid with a square base and an
angle of 136o between opposite face. In order to determine the effect of the indentation load, a range
of loads was tested. Fig. 1(c). Shows the hardness values with different loads of the two materials.
Each data point represents the mean value of six measurements. The error bar used is 5%, which
represents the upper limit of the potential error of the material.
500
400
300
200
100
0

σy (Mpa)

300
250
0

0.1

0.2
Єplastic

0.3

200
HV

(a)

150

650
100

σy (Mpa)

630
610

CS-0.1 %

590

50

Mild Steel

570
550
0.00

(b)

0.01

0.01

0.02

Єplastic

0.02

0.03

(c)

0
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

P(Kg)

Fig. 1. Typical plastic stress strain data of the specimen: (a) 0.1% Carbon Steel; (b) Mild Steel; and (c)
Vickers Hardness data of specimen (0.1% carbon steel and mild steel) with different applied loads. (unit for
Hv: kg/mm2)
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Indentation Size Effect (ISE) on Strain Hardening Exponent Prediction and Results
The Vickers hardness tests were carried out using a Duramin-1 Struers Vickers hardness tester.
The Duramin-1 Struers Vickers hardness tester uses a direct load method with a load range of 490.3
mN to 19.61 N. The indenter has the form of right pyramid with a square base and an angle of 136o
between opposite face. In order to determine the effect of the indentation load, a range of loads was
tested. Fig. 1(c) shows the hardness values with different loads (50, 100, 200, 300, 500, 1000 and
2000 gm) of the two main materials presented in this section include a carbon steel 0.10% carbon
and mild steel specimen. Each data point represents the mean value of six measurements. The error
bar used is 5%, which represents the upper limit of the potential error of the material. As shown in
the figure, the hardness of the 0.1% C steel is much lower than that of the mild steel samples. The
hardness values (Hv) is within 98.368 % of the measured value; in the case of Mild steel, the
hardness value (Hv) is within 98.611 % of the measured value in both cases. The fundamental
reason for ISE is not conclusive; however, a commonly accepted concept (also proved by the link
of ISE with H/E) is that it is associated with the gradient strain and dislocation density during the
indentation process. Based on the strain gradient (MSG) plasticity model, in theory, the non ISE
hardness and the ISE hardness can be expressed by following equation:
H

H0

= �1 +

h∗

(1)

h

Where H is the hardness, Ho is the macroscopic hardness and ‘h’ is the indentation depth, while h*
is a length which characterizes the depth dependence of the hardness.
H 2

h* = h ∗ �� � − 1�

(2)

Ho

By defined the representative stress and strain for the deformation state of the material underneath
the sharp indenter, the representative stress σ r can be described by Hollomon equation as:
(3)
is the representative strain, n is work hardening coefficient.
0.1

800

0.08

Yield Stress (M Pa)

Estimate range of n

Where

0.06
0.04
0.02

.

0.10% C

Mild Steel

Potential

600
400
200
0

0
Mat 1 (0.1 C%)

0

0.05

0.1

0.15
n

0.2

0.25

0.3

Fig. 2. (a) Estimated range of the work hardening coefficient; (b) Potential properties based on the ISE of the
two materials samples (0.1% Carbon steel and mild steel)

Kim’s work showed the work hardening coefficient (n) was found to following this equation [7]:
(4)
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Where n is the work hardening coefficient, b is the Berger’s vector (0.248), while µ is the shear
modulus (for steel µ= 79.3 GPa), is representative strain. In this work use = 0.029, length h*
can be determine from the hardness values at different loads where H is hardness and H 0 hardness
on the non-ISE. The indentation depth (h) can be estimated from the impression size. α is a
constant with value from 0.3-0.6 and is indenter geometry ( for Vickers indenter is 68o). When
the material parameters, b, K, µ, and α, and the indenter geometry are known work hardening
coefficient (n) by using Eq. 4 can be determined. By using this range, the work hardening of the
two materials (Fig. 2(a)) has been calculated/ estimated. In the work, the ‘α’ constant ranged
between 0.3 to 0.4, any value higher that 0.4 will result in a negative ‘n’ value, which is physically
not possible. With this range of ‘n’ values, the predicted materials can be narrowed to a much
sensible range, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The yield stress for mild steel is found to be within 500600 MPa with n within 0.025 and the yield stress for 0.1% C carbon steel is found to be within 300350 MPa with work hardening coefficients (n) within 0.07. This is much more close to the real
measured values. Further work is required to evaluate this concept and determine the exact value
for α constant more robustly, which can then further reduce range of the n values and the yield
stress.
Conclusions
A new approaches to predict the indentation P-h from constitutive material properties has been
developed and evaluated for Vickers indentation by combining representative stress analysis and FE
modelling using steel as a typical model material group which has proven to be a useful tool for
predicting the Vickers hardness value (Hv) of steels. Results show for single indenter (Vickers
indentation) the result is not unique. A new concept to use the indentation size data of the Vickers
indentation has been explored to improve the accuracy/ robustness of inverse properties modelling
based on hardness. The hardness data with different applied loads of the steels with different
conditions has been evaluated. The data shows that hardness increased with decreasing carbon
content in the steels. The sample with different heat-treatments showed that hardness decreased
with annealing and tempering temperature. In all cases, there is a clear indentation size effects and
the extent of hardness decrease with applied load is different among the material. A new concept of
using ISE data for estimating the n values of steel has been explored and shown reasonable results
for narrowing the range of predicted material properties based on hardness values.
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Abstract. Severe plastic deformation (SPD) using various pass number of Equal Channel Angular
Pressing (ECAP) experiment and followed heating at 400oC has been done for rod brass Cu-Zn
70/30 to investigate the operation on microstructure and hardness of the alloy. Optical microscopy
and SEM are used to examine the microstructure change. Mechanical testing such as macro and
micro hardness test is used in order to examine the change of mechanical properties. The grain
structure of the alloy was refined from 34 µm to 2 µm after 4 passes ECAP and increased to 4 µm
after post heating. The hardness of the alloy significantly increased from 78 Hv to 235 Hv after 4
passes and decreased to 135 Hv after post heating after ECAP. The microstructure and mechanical
properties of the alloy was homogenous after 4 passes ECAP because the strain was found more
homogenous.
Introduction
The grain size and homogeneity of microstructure influence on formability of sheet metal [12]. Refined grain increases tensile strength of metal and decreases weight to strength ratio. There
are many studies on the formation of sub grain and fine grain size to less than 1 µm (ultra fine
grain) which explain the formation of fine grain. Some of them are severe plastic deformation
method that had been done as accumulative roll bounding (ARB) [2, 3], high pressure torsion
(HPT) [2, 4], rolling at cryogenic temperature [5], and equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) [2,
5-8]. Other researchers provide combination of several process as HTP and cold rolling (CR) [4, 9],
ECAP and post heating [7]. All of the studies focuses on obtaining fine grain and better structure.
ECAP is one of the SPD processes that have considerable potential to produce material with
fine structure in a solid condition. In this process the rod metal can be deformed repeatedly without
changing the cross-sectional area of rod (cylindrical or rectangular rod) [2]. The rod is deformed
using ECAP die with two rounds or rectangular channels intersection with angle φ and curvature
angle ψ [2, 8]. Effective strain acting on the ECAP process is a function of φ and ψ as expressed in
Eq. 1 [2, 8] is
ε=

n 
φ ψ 
 φ ψ 
 2 cot +  +ψ 2 cos ec +  
3
2 2
 2 2 

(1)

where φ is the angle of intersection of two channels and called as “die corner angle”, ψ is the angle
subtended by the arc of curvature at the point of intersection or die curvature angle, and n is the
number of pass ECAP. According to Eq. 1, equivalent or effective strain maximum of 1.15 at ψ=0o
and a minimum of 0,907 at ψ = 90o while the die corner angle is fixed at φ = 90. The ECAP die
with ψ = 20o and φ = 90 is commonly used by several study [1, 7, 8]. Homogeneity of structure
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ECAP is determined by route used. There are for basic route used in ECAP, they are A, B A , B C and
C. It is clearly explained in Reference [2].
Saviraman and Uday Chakkingal [10] reported their ECAP experiment on pure aluminum.
The tensile strength of the annealed aluminum was increased from 58 MPa to 144 MPa after ECAP
1 pass. The grain size of the aluminum was decreased to 0.6 µm after ECAP 1 pass. Pasebani et al.
[3] reported on ARB experiment of Cu-Zn 70/30 that the hardness of the alloy was increased to
three times greater than the received material after 1 pass ARB and the small recrystallized grains
with average grain size of below 100 nm appeared after 6 cycles of ARB on the alloy.
The objectives of the research are studying the mechanism of grain refinement of brass Cu-Zn
70/30 by SPD process using ECAP, observe and analyze the effect of process variables on the
microstructure and mechanical properties.
Material and Experimental Procedure
The material used in this study is Cu-Zn 70/30 brass plate with chemical composition shown
in Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical composition of the brass sheet Cu-Zn 70/30 (%wt.)
Cu
70.37

Zn
29.48

Fe
0.052

Sn
-

Al
0.024

Ni
0.030

Pb
0.023

Si
0.005

Mn
0.009

The rectangular samples 13mm×12mm×250mm dimensions were cut from the plate in the
rolling direction. The samples of brass rods with 10 mm diameter and 80 mm of length were
machined from the rectangular samples. The samples were subjected to homogenization annealing
at 650°C for 90 minutes to get homogenous of microstructure with 35 µm grain sizes. After
annealed, multi pass deformation up to 4 passes were done by the ECAP die with two round
channels intersection at 90o and curvature angle of 20o at room temperature via Bc route [2, 7]. The
deformed alloys then heated at 400°C for 15 minutes.
The pressing of ECAP performed by using the Schenk Trebel machine with pressure capacity
1000 kN and speed at 5 mm/minute. The microstructure change was investigated from
metallographic specimens that were taken from longitudinal direction and transverse direction using
Litz Metalloplan Microscopy and Phillips Scanning Electron Microscopy. The micro hardness was
tested on metallographic section, using Micro Vickers Hardness Tester at 300 grams load for 15
sec.
Results and Discussion
The Microstructure of brass after annealing at 600°C for 90 minutes can be seen in Fig. 1a.
The grain structures were uniform with average size of 34 μm. It is also appeared that some grains
have parallel lines indicate some twin crystal. This is the effect of heating at long time and at a
temperature above the temperature of recrystallization. After first pass ECAP, the microstructure
was changed. This can be illustrated in Figs. 1b and 1c. The structure shaped is equiaxed before
turning. After the turn of ECAP, the structure was elongated unidirectional plane of shear on the
ECAP process [2]. In the elongated structures the parallel lines form 45° angle to the shear plane.
Parallel lines seen in the direction of the plane of shear was shear band. The shear band are clearer
and most dense at higher number of ECAP passed, see in Figs. 1d and 1e. Reference [3, 4, 9]
explain the formation of the lines as shear band on the brass 70/30 that treated by ARB and HPT.
Fig. 2 displays the results of SEM photograph of brass before ECAP, after ECAP and after post
heating. The grain boundaries are evident in the microstructure of brass before ECAP. Grain
boundary indicated by the change in direction of the crystal orientation [1, 2], as shown in Fig. 2d.
Meanwhile, on brass that has been done ECAP 3 passes, the grain boundaries are difficult to
observe, but the structure was seen with disconnected orientation. According to reference [1, 2] this
phenomenon is due to which dislocations which is increased with increasing number of pass (Figs.
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2b and 2e). On the brass heated up, it was seen more uniform structure and spread evenly (Figs. 2c
and 2f).

Fig. 1. Optical micrographs of Cu-Zn 70/30 (a) before ECAP (after annealing at 600o C for 90 minutes),
after ECAP; (b) 1 pass at longitudinal section area with 100× magnification; and (c) with 200×
magnification; (d) 2 passes; (e) 4 passes; (f) 2 passes+post heating at 400oC for 15 minutes; and (g) 3
passes + post heating at 400oC for 15 minutes. White arrows indicate the direction of ECAP. Black
arrows indicate microstructure changes in shear plane

Fig. 2. SEM Micrographs of Cu-Zn 70/30 (a) before ECAP, after ECAP (b) 3 passes, (c) passes +post
heating at 400o C for 15 minutes with a 2.000x magnification, and (d) before ECAP, after ECAP (e) 3
passes, (f) 3 passes +post heating at 400o C for 15 minutes with 20.000 x magnification
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The results of measurement of average grain size of brass 70/30 after ECAP and post heating
was shown in Fig. 3. Grain size was decreased from 34 µm to 8 µm after 1 pass ECAP and to 2 µm
after 4 passes ECAP. Substantial grain refinement occurs after 1 pass ECAP, where grains
elongated and flattened. After subsequent pass the grain size decreases slowly. This is due to the
slowdown of strain hardening. Deformation increasingly pressed within shear bands. Further
heating causes an increase in the grain size of the grain size after ECAP. After post heating is seen
the new small grain through recrystallization with shear bands that are no longer visible.
Post heating after ECAP put up the microstructure of alloy was more uniform (Figs. 1g and
1h). It can be seen that the post heating up after ECAP returning the orientation of grain structure
becomes equiaxed, with larger grain size and shear bands was disappeared. Post heating causes
recrystallization reached the stage of grain growth. Ozgowicz et al. [11] reported that the brass
70/30 after cold rolling with a reduction of 56.2% (ε = 0.83) was heated up to 400oC
recrystallization occurs that produces fine grain with grain size up to 7 μm. Heat up temperature
take the same visible difference in the growth of the grain size after ECAP with different number of
pass. For a larger number of pass, the deformation energy received by metal increase so the heat
energy will produce more recrystallization [1, 2].

Fig. 3. The grain size of Cu-Zn 70/30 after
deformed by ECAP with several passes and post
heating

Fig. 4. Microhardness Vickers of Cu-Zn 70/30 after
deformed by ECAP with several passes and post heating

The ECAP samples hardness was measured at longitudinal and transverse section area for
unheated up and heated up samples, and the average measurement results are shown in Fig. 4. For
samples that were unheated after ECAP, the hardness increases incredible after ECAP 4 passes, three
times greater than the initial value. The hardness increased sharply after the first pass and then
saturated at the next pas. Hardness of brass early 78 Hv to 235 Hv after ECAP 4 passes. The largest
enhancement of hardness occurred after the effective strain that worked at first pass was 1.05. The
increased of hardness rapidly at first strain appears to be associated with the same strain hardening
with increasing strength. Grain refinement on a larger strain does not cause increase hardness
significantly. Several studies on UFG materials produced by SPD exhibit the hardness behavior
showed saturation at large strains [2, 3, 5]. The strain hardening during plastic deformation continues
to decline according to the Hall-Petch relationship with grain size reduction at higher cycles, the
hardness will be increased [1, 2, 3].
As for the brass 70/30 which is heated up to a temperature of 400°C for 15 minutes after
ECAP showed that the hardness was decreased after ECAP 1 pass but it still well above the initial
hardness. The hardness after heating up after the first ECAP pass is 153 Hv. For the samples heated
up after second pass ECAP the hardness down to 135 Hv, and slightly up for the next pass. This
was due to the process of recrystallization and grain size increased. Recrystallzation would be more
easily occur for larger strain so the decline of hardness will be greater. The hardness difference
between the non heating and after heating up the ECAP process gets worse with the growing strain
ECAP. It is also shown in various experiments with large strain [6, 9].
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Fig. 5. The hardness distribution of the rod Cu-Zn 70/30 at cross section area after 1 pass ECAP

The Measurement of hardness in cross-sectional and longitudinal after 1 pas ECAP shows the
hardness at the center of specimen higher than the edges, as shown in Fig. 5. It can be explained
that the difference hardness in the region due to differences strain received by the area. Reference
[6, 8] conducted finite element simulation to see the strain distribution of ECAP specimen. From
the simulation explained that the region was the center of the large strain 1, while at the bottom is
reduced to 0.55. By using route Bc, the cumulative strain is expected to be equally at a distance of
up to 4 mm from the x-axis, as explained in Fig. 6 below. The maximum strain after 4 will pass
evenly in a centralized area in the middle section ECAP samples. With a more uniform strain
distribution in the middle will result in violence and a more homogeneous structure on the trunk
ECAP using B C route.
z
y
1 pass

z

z
y
2 passes

z
y

3 passes

y
4 passes

Fig. 6. The maximum strain distribution at each pass ECAP up to 4 passes using route B C . The maximum
strain fields marked with ellipse. At 4 passes ECAP the strain is more centrally distributed into the center of
rod (the shaded portion)

Conclusion
ECAP process up to four passes on the Cu-Zn 70/30 brass significantly reduces the grain size
and increases the hardness. The grain size of 34 µm decreases to about 2 µm after 4 passes. Grain
refinement is caused by the sliding mechanism that occurs by the formation of shear bands followed
by increasingly dislocation density. Hardness of the alloy significantly increases after 1 pass from
78 Hv to become 190 Hv and 235 Hv after 4 passes ECAP. Heating after ECAP on CuZn 70/30 at
400°C for 15 minutes slightly increases the grain size and produces a grain which is more uniform
with equiaxe shape and the hardness decreases become 153 Hv after 1 pass ECAP and 135 Hv after
3 passes ECAP. The accumulation of a homogeneous strain produces homogeneity microstructure
and mechanical properties. The strain is more homogeneous using 4 passes ECAP via B C route or
every four passes.
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Abstract. Preparation of porous HAp by polymeric sponge method and HAp-Biopolymer
composites have been conducted by the slow suction method. This research objective is to study the
morphology of porous HAp which has been produced by polymeric sponge method and the effect
of porosity and size of pore due to mechanical strength of HAp. The preparation of HAp solutions
have been done by using 10%, 15%, and 20% of HAp respectively and the constant concentration
for both porogenic solvent (PVA, H 2 O 2 ) and ceramic dispersant. According to the X-Ray
Diffraction characterization, the formed HAp has 24.25 nm in size. The functional groups of the
porous HAp which have been identified by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) were
PO 4 3-, OH-, and CO 3 2-. The microstructure which has been conducted using Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) shows that the porous HAp structures have a varied pore size between 10.41 µm
to 407.40 µm. The more addition of HAp in composition resulted in smaller the pore size. The
compressive strength of porous HAp and HAp-Biopolymer are 0.52 MPa to 5.94 MPa and 13.03
MPa to 22.03 MPa respectively which has been tested by Universal Testing Machine (UTM). From
the results obtained, it can be concluded that the addition of gelatin to the porous HAp can reduce of
the brittleness of the material.
Introduction
Bone is a structure composed of hydroxyapatite (Ca 10 (PO 4 ) 6 (OH) 2 ) crystals deposited within
an organic matrix. The morphology is composed of trabecular bone which creates a porous
environment with 50–90% porosity [1]. Porous bioceramics have an increasingly important role in
biomedical application, such as bone filler, orbital implant and drug delivery carriers [2]. Porosity
and pore size, both at macroscopic and microscopic levels, are important morphological properties
of a biomaterial scaffold for bone regeneration. High porosity and large pores enhance bone
ingrowths because they allow migration and proliferation of osteoblasts and mesenchymal cells, as
well as vascularization [1]. The term porosity is defined as the percentage of void space in a solid
[3]. Several processes are therefore developed to manufacture porous ceramics with various pore
characteristics, such as polymeric sponge method by using different sponges [4].
During recent decades, biopolymers have frequently been used as raw materials for the design
of drug delivery formulations owing to their excellent properties, such as non-toxicity,
biocompatibility, biodegradability and environmental sensitivity, etc. [5, 6]. The combination of
biopolymer and HA seems to be a feasible way to prolong the release of drugs to make the
biopolymer/HA composites applicable for long-term controlled release carriers. A few
biopolymer/HA composites have been successfully obtained by various methods [7, 8]. Gelatin is a
biopolymer obtained by physicochemical or thermal denaturation of collagen [9].
In this line, hydroxyapatite (HA) and other calcium phosphates are widely used as degradable
scaffolds with interconnected porosity, including macropores in the 1–500 lmrange allowing
cellular internalization [10]. Recently, three-dimensional HA foams with a high degree of porosity
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were prepared by sol–gel routes, and coated with gelatin–glutaraldehyde biopolymers to give them
flexibility and easy manipulation in orthopaedic applications [11-13].
In the present study, porous HAp is synthesized by polymer sponge method. The HAp
solutions is prepared by using HAp powders with various concentration and the constant
concentration of both porogenic solvent (PVA, H 2 O 2 ) and ceramic dispersant. And HApBiopolymer composites were synthesized by slow suction method, which gelatin was mixed in
slurry. Additionally, the effects of gelatin concentration on the porosity, microstructure, and
compressive strength of the samples are also studied.
Materials and Methods
Materials. HAp powders obtained from Materials Technology Laboratory-BPPT, Polyvinyl
Alcohol (PVA) was purchased from Merck, Duramax D-3005, Hydrogen Peroxide was purchased
from Merck, 3M polymer sponge was purchased from Scotch-Brite Co., Ltd (Indonesia), gelatin
and distilled water was used to prepare the solutions.
Preparation of Porous HAp. Porous HAp was synthesized by polymeric sponge method. Ceramic
slurry is made by mixing HAp powders, PVA and H 2 O 2 as porogenic solvent; duramax as ceramic
dispersant, and distilled water as solvent. HAp solution was prepared by dissolving 10% v/v, 15%
v/v, and 20% v/v of HAp powders respectively in the constant concentration of both porogenic
solvent (PVA 2% w/w, H 2 O 2 10% w/w) and ceramic dispersant 5% w/w. Briefly, PVA and
duramax were dissolved in distilled water and stirred using magnetic stirrer. HAp powders were
added drop-wise to the solution. After 24 hours, H 2 O 2 was added to the solution and ready for the
impregnation process. Cylindrical shaped of 3M polymer sponges was soaked in water. This size is
± 10mm×10.5mm (diameter×height) [14]. To begin the impregnation process, cylindrical sponge
was soaked in ceramic slurry and impregnated using tweezers. The resulting sponges were dried in
room temperature for 2 days, sintered by furnace at 1250oC for 17 hours.
Preparation of HAp-Biopolymer Composites. HAp-Biopolymer composites were synthesized by
slow suction method. Porous HAp as a matrix and gelatin as a filler. Briefly, gelatin was dissolved
in distilled water to obtain 15% w/w. Porous HAp and gelatin were mixed using syringe 12 ml and
the resulting composites was dried in room temperature.
Characterization techniques. The density and porosity of porous HAp was obtained with [15]:
(1)
P

(2)

where m is the porous HAp mass (g), d is the porous HAp diameter (cm), h is the porous HAp
height and ρ HAp pure is the HAp porous theoretical density (3.156 g/cm3).
The sample was measured using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) at an angle 2θ = 20o-60o to
determine the crystalline phases present of the composites by compairing each sample peak with the
peak of HAp (Hydroxyapatite), TCP (Tri Calcium Phosphate), AKA (Carbonate Apatite Type A),
AKB (Carbonate Apatite Type B). Diffraction pattern of the HAp, TCP, AKA, and AKB to be
matched with a sample from a database JCPDS (Joint Comittee on Powder Diffraction Standards).
FTIR is a sensitive tool to explore the molecular structure of the composite and operated at 1
cm resolution in 600–4000 cm-1.
The surface morphology of the porous HAp was visualized by Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM). Samples were coating with Au and observed on voltage at 22 kV, 40× of magnification.
Polarization microscope was captured images to determaining the morphology of HApBiopolymer composites with 40× of magnification.
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The compressive strength was obtained using UTM which helps in the mechanical strength of
the composites. Cylindrical samples (10mm×10.5mm, diameter×height) will be released at a
maximum load of 10 kN at 1.3 mm/min.
Results and Discussion
Porous HAp. Fig. 1 shows the characterization surface morphology by SEM showed the pore size
of porous HAp was in range 10.41–407.40 µm and morphology of the porous HAp 10% has the
maximum pore size. It indicated the more addition of HAp in composition resulted in smaller the
pore size. The porosity of the porous HAp was 67.9–79.4% by the porosity measurement. The high
porosity also indicates that the pores in the porous HAp are inter-connected.
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Fig. 1. Polarization microscope surface morphology of sponge polymer: (a) SEM surface morphology of
porous HAp 10%; (b) SEM surface morphology of porous HAp 15%; (c) SEM surface morphology of
porous HAp 20%
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Fig. 2. XRD pattern of HAp powders before sintering (a); XRD pattern of porous HAp 20% after sintering
(b)

XRD peaks were used to get the crystallographic information about the materials. Fig. 2
shows the crystalline peaks of the samples that dominate with HAp phase. In HAp powders before
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sintering appears AKA phase at 2ϴ = 26.1o and AKB phase at 2ϴ = 29.15o and 49.75o. While in
porous HAp 20% appears AKB at 2ϴ = 25.85o. The width of the peaks changed significantly, the
peaks were shaper. It was revealed that after sintering, other than for the purpose of porous body
densification, but also to improve the crystallinity. In addition, armorphous phase such as AKA and
AKB decreased after sintering.

Fig. 3. FTIR pattern of porous HAp

As shown in Fig. 3, there are some groups such as PO 4 3-, OH- and CO 3 2-. The absorption
bands of phosphat groups at 962 cm-1, 1023 cm-1, 1088 cm-1; hydroxide groups at 875 cm-1, 1417
cm-1, 2360 cm-1; and carbonate groups at 875 cm-1, 1417 cm-1, 2360 cm-1. The absorption bands at
1400−1460 cm-1 and 875 cm-1 shows the characteristic peaks of HAp that is carbonate apatite type
B (AKB).
HAp-biopolymer composites. Fig. 4 shows the formation of HAp-Biopolymer composites, the
shiny colors shown in the figure that indicated biopolymer gelatin has been attached and filled the
pores in the porous HAp. The addition of biopolymers expected to reduce britelleness of the porous
HAp, to result the materials that pressure-resistant and biodegradable. So the HAp-Biopolymer
composites can be used for drug delivery.

a

c

b

Fig. 4. The surface morphology HAp 10% (a), HAp 15% (b), HAp 20% (c), using polarization microscope
with magnification of 40x

Table 1. The density and porosity of porous HAp and HAp-biopolymer composites
Sample
Porous HAp

HAp-Biopolymer Composites

HAp 10%
HAp 15%
HAp 20%
HAp 10%
HAp 15%
HAp 20%

Density average (g/cm³)
0.652
0.879
1.013
0.736
0.944
1.278

Porosity average (%)
79.35
72.35
67.90
76.68
70.10
65.28
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Compressive Strength (MPa)

On this study, the density of HAp-Biopolymer composites more higher than porous HAp, but
the porosity of HAp-Biopolymer composites more lower than porous HAp. The more addition of
HAp in composition resulted in smaller the pore size, but gelatin can increase porosity and decrease
density. It indicated the high concentration of gelatin (15%) rather difficult to get into the pores and
filled of gelatin not optimal in the pores.
25
20
15

Porous HAp

10

HapBiopolymer
Composites

5
0

10

15

20
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Fig. 5. The compressive strength of porous HAp and HAp-biopolymer composites

As shown on Fig. 5, the more addition of HAp in composition resulted in higher the
compressive strength. It indicated the biopolymer as a filler has stucked and filled the pores of the
porous HAp as a matrix, that obtained the matrix becomes stronger. The compressive strength of
porous HAp and HAp-Biopolymer are 0.52 MPa to 5.94 MPa and 13.03 MPa to 22.03 MPa
respectively. The higher porosity resulted in lower the compressive strength [16].
Conclusion
Based on the results obtained, it’s concluded that the addition of gelatin into the porous HAp
can reduce britellenes of the material. The biopolymer has ability to increase compressive strength.
We believe these composite may be used to drug-controlled release matrices.
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Abstract. Natural fiber based composite material is a major in current research area. This paper
focuses on the investigation of the effect of alkali treatment on the mechanical properties of
polypropylene (PP) /kenaf composite. Alkali treatment has done by putting the mat PP/kenaf into
NaOH solution for 2 hours. Concentration of NaOH solution is varied 4%, 5%, 6%, 7% and 8%.
The composite is reformed by hot-press method. The pressure in forming process is 5 bars and the
temperature is 180oC for 15 minutes. The mechanical property of composite investigated includes
tensile test, bending test, and impact test. The testing results show that alkali treatment until 6%
NaOH is able to rise up the tensile strength and bending strength of PP/Kenaf composite.
Meanwhile, above 6% NaOH reduces tensile strength and bending strength. Different phenomena
occurred in impact test on which the addition of alkali concentration reduces impact strength of
PP/Kenaf composite.
Introduction
Disposal of the product that has outlived its useful life in a way friendly to the environment are
the most important challenges facing the industry and society. Environmental awareness has
encouraged the use of natural fiber-thermoplastic composites.
Natural fiber has many advantages such as low cost, renewable material, low energy
consumption in process production, low mass weight, relatively high tensile strength, high modulus
strength, and good as noise insulation material [1-3].
Natural fiber as reinforced polymer also has disadvantages such as low thermal stability (until
o
23 C) [4-7], low humidity resistant [3], [8-10], and decomposition fiber during blending with the
polymer matrix 11-13].
The other important component in the natural fiber composite is a thermoplastic matrix which
functions to bond and to cover fibers and to transmit loads between fibers. There are five types of
thermoplastic commonly used in daily life. They are polyethylene (HDPE, LDPE, LLDPE)
reaching 29%, Polypropylene reaching 19%, polyvinyl chloride reaching 12%, polystyrene and
polyethylene terephthalate.
The main problem in fiber reinforced thermoplastic nature fiber composite is the low bond
between reinforcing fibers and the matrix. The bond between the matrix and the fiber depends on
the arrangement of the atoms, the chemical nature of the fiber, the suitability of chemical molecules
and the polymer matrix [14]. Weak bonding between the matrix and the fiber due to the large
difference in surface energy of the two materials related to the presence of hydroxyl groups and CO-C chains on the fiber surface [7, 15].
The most common method used to remove materials other than cellulose such as pectin, lignin,
water, hemicellulose from plant fibers is treated using an alkali (NaOH) [16]. The efficiency of the
treatment depends on the concentration of alkali solution, the temperature and treatment duration.
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The concentration of sodium hydroxide solution used in the alkali treatment ranged from 0.5 to
10% [17-21]. The appropriate parameters of alkali treatment, will improve the mechanical
properties of natural fiber composites.
This research is focused on the effect of the alkali treatment toward the mechanical properties.
Alkali treatment has done directly without separating kenaf fiber and polypropylene (PP).
Research Methodologies
Raw material. The mat consists of 50% kenaf fiber and 50% polypropylene (PP) from PT. Toyota
Boshoku Indonesia. Kenaf fibers are arranged randomly with a length of 70 mm ± 10 mm. The
tensile strength of 215 MPa with kenaf fiber density = 1.5 g/cm3. While Polypropylene has a tensile
strength of 27 MPa with a density of 0.88 g/cm3.
Alkali treatment. Alkali treatment has done by putting the mat PP/kenaf into NaOH solution.
Concentration of NaOH solution is varied 4%, 5%, 6%, 7% and 8%. The treatment duration is set
up for 2 hours [22]. After immersion, the rest of NaOH on the mat is cleaned with distilled water
until the rinse water is neutral. Furthermore mat PP/kenaf dried for 24 hours at room temperature
and atmospheric pressure. Last mat drying in an oven for 2.5 hours at a temperature of 80oC [23].
Forming process of specimen. After alkali treatment, mat PP/kenaf is placed around aluminum
mold. Furthermore, given the pressure of 5 MPa at 180oC for 15 minutes, last done by cooling
naturally for 30 minutes. The process of making composite panels of mat PP/kenaf can be seen in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Forming process of Kenaf/PP composite

Mechanical properties. Mechanical properties were tested in this study include tensile strength,
bending strength and impact strength. Tensile and bending test was performed using a universal
testing machine. The standard testing method and specimen dimensions refer to the ASTM D638
standard. While bending test was conducted with the three-point bending method. The bending test
is based on ASTM D790 standard. Composite impact strength tested using impact izod. ASTM
D256 is used as impact testing standard.
Results and Analysis
Alkali treatment. Alkali treatment of kenaf fiber has changed fiber morphology from its original
state is mostly covered with material resembling wax (wax and pectin) (Fig. 2a), being
smooth/clean (Figs. 2b-2c) and experienced degradation (Fig. 2d). The amount of coating on the
composite with less than 6% NaOH treatment (Figs. 2b-2c) lead to weak fiber-matrix bond. Weak
bonding interface shown by the pulling of the fiber matrix (pullout) (Fig. 4a). Dispossession of
kenaf fibers on one side of the fault will be followed by the emergence of composite cavity on the
other side of the fault. The dispossession fiber from matrix results in the composite failure before
fiber reaches its maximum strength.
The properties of tensile strength kenaf/PP composite. The test results of the tensile strength
with or without alkali treatment is showed in Fig. 2e. The addition of NaOH solution until 6%
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concentration is effected the higher tensile strength of kenaf/PP composite. Above 6% of
concentration NaOH solution gave opposite result, the tensile strength is decreased. At 6% alkali
treatment, the tensile strength of the composite increased 39% to 15.2 MPa. The results are
consistent with the opinion [23] that the highest strength of kenaf-PP composites occurs in 5-6%
concentration of NaOH solution with increased strength by 25%.

Fig. 2. Morphology of kenaf fiber: (a) without treatment; (b) 4% NaOH; (c) 6% NaOH; (d) 8% NaOH; (e)
the result of tensile strength composite

Fig. 3. The surface of broken composite PP/kenaf: (a) concentration 4% NaOH; (b) concentration 6% NaOH

The adding concentration NaOH solution until 6% caused erosion of materials other than
cellulose such as pectin, wax, lignin, water, and hemicellulose. Reduction of materials other than
cellulose will increase the bond between the fiber-matrix. The increase of fiber-matrix bond is
marked by kenaf fiber breakage and the number attached to the fiber -matrix (Fig. 3b). Fracture of
kenaf fiber composites showed that the PP/kenaf fails at the time of kenaf fibers reach tensile
strength its maximum. Alkali treatment with NaOH solution concentration above 6%, the tensile
strength of the composite decreased. Decrease in strength occurs because the alkali treatment is not
only eroding materials other than cellulose, but also results in degraded cellulose (Fig. 2d). Kenaf
fiber degradation during alkali treatment process will lead to a reduction in the ability of the fiber to
withstand the load. Reduction in the ability of the fiber to withstand these loads will cause a
decrease in the strength of the composite PP/kenaf.
Bending properties of PP/kenaf composite. The result of bending test showed that bending force
of composite with alkali treatment is higher than or without treatment. The trend line of the bending
test graph is similar to tensile strength test graph. The addition of NaOH solution up to 6%
concentration caused the tensile strength increased. The highest bending strength occurs in the
composite with 6% NaOH treatment is equal to 15.9 MPa, experiencing an increase of 50%. This
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means that alkali treatment with NaOH solution concentration of 6% is the most effective treatment.
In the treatment of 7% and 8% NaOH, the bending strength of the composite decreased. This
phenomenon is similar to the study conducted by [24].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) The result of bending composite; (b) The result of impact testing composite

The failure of composites by alkali treatment of less than 6% is dominated by fiber pull out.
This is because there are many materials such as wax that coats the surface of the fiber, thereby
inhibiting the formation of a good bond between the fiber and the matrix. Bending strength
composite 6% alkali treatment showed the highest value for the entire wax treatment that inhibits
the formation of a mechanical bond between the fiber-matrix has been eroded. Erosion of impurities
on the fiber surface produces a strong bond between the fiber and the matrix. Different phenomena
shown in above 6% alkali treatment. In the treatment above 6%, the bending strength of the
composite decreased. This is due to the degradation of cellulose. Concentration of NaOH solution
above 6% is too high, so it does not just scrape impurities, but also damage the cellulose which is
the main element of the composite reinforcement.
The properties of kenaf/PP composite in impact test. Fig. 4b, showed that the alkali treatment
causes the decrease of impact resistant of kenaf/PP. Impact strength composites by alkali treatment
up to 6% has decreased significantly. After that, the addition of alkali solution concentration had no
effect on the reduction of the impact strength.
Conclusion
Based on the test results and data analysis, the investigation has conclusion such as follows:
a. Alkali treatment up to 6% concentration of NaOH increases the tensile strength and bending
composite kenaf/PP. But treatment above 6% concentration of NaOH decreases tensile
strength and bending strength of the composite.
b. The alkali treatment caused a decrease in the impact strength of composite kenaf/PP.
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Abstract. Natural fiber composites have been made from cogon grass (imperata cylindrica) fiberreinforced unsaturated polyester resin. The fibers surface were treated using four methods including
untreated, boiled in detergent solution for 30 minutes, soaked in alkali (NaOH) solution (18wt%)
for 30 minutes, and combination between the second and the third methods. The best surface
treatment method assessed using tensile test was used for further study investigating the effect of
fiber length on their mechanical properties (the tensile, the flexural and the impact strength). The
fiber length ranges studied were from less than 0.150 mm up to 0.850 mm. Of the four methods of
surface treatment, alkali surface treatment gave the highest tensile strength, around 38.61 MPa.
From a scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis of the tensile fractured specimen, it showed
that the fibers treated using alkali solution only were mostly pulled off from the matrix, while the
fibers treated using combination of alkali and detergent solution were mostly fractured. Further, the
increase of the fiber length tended to increase the mechanical properties of the natural fiber
composites. However, the positive effect of reinforcement appeared at the fiber length longer than
0.150 mm, particularly in impact loading.
Introduction
The cogon grass (imperata cylindrica) is abundant and rarely utilised for manufacturing
engineering materials such as natural fiber reinforced composites. The cogon grass can be used for
polymer reinforcement as an complement for the existing natural fiber such as jute, kenaf, sisal,
bamboo etc, as it is highly available and has high cellulosa content, around 40% [1]. To obtain good
mechanical properties of composite materials, beside the type of matrix and the mechanical
properties of reinforcement, the interface between fiber and matrix plays an important role. The
bonding strength between fiber and matrix is determined by both the fiber surface condition and the
area of bonding.
Many surface treatments of natural fiber have been reported such as alkali treatment, silane
treatment and acetylated fiber treatment for sisal, bamboo and coir [2-4]. Ruksakulpiwat et al. [5]
reported the cogon grass surface treatment using alkali (5wt%) and acid treatment to reinforce
Epoxidized Natural Rubber. They obtained that the alkali followed by the acid treatment gave a
higher decomposition temperature than the alkali treatment alone. Srinivasababu et al. [6] studied
the effect of fiber volume fraction on the mechanical properties of the cogon grass-reinforced
polyester and reported that the highest value of flexural and impact strength was obtained at a
volume fraction of around 35%.
Generally, the surface treatment is aimed to improve the surface condition of fiber both the
surface morphology and the chemical composition. Thus the kind of surface treatment varies from
one fiber to others. Beside the fiber surface treatment, a good mechanical property depends on the
fiber content and fiber length. This is to ensure that enough load transfer is available. The paper
presents the effect of fiber surface treatments on the tensile strength of cogon grass-reinforced
polyester. Further, the best surface treatment obtained was subsequently used to study the effect of
fiber length on the tensile, flexural and impact strength.
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Research Methods
The experimental consisted of two steps; firstly, studying the effect of surface treatment on the
tensile strength and secondly, the best result from first was used to study the effect of fiber length
on the tensile, flexural and the impact strength. Materials used in this study were unsaturated
polyester resin YUKALAC, with MEKPO as a catalyst and the cogon grass. The mixture ratio of
resin and hardener was 100:1 (by volume). The cogon grass fibers were mechanically extracted
from leaves taken from the bottom up to approximately 30 cm. A commercial detergent for cloth
rinsing, and technical alkali (NaOH) were obtained commercially.
For studying the effect of surface treatment, the fiber length used was ranging from 0.250 to
0.425 mm. There are four variations in the fiber surface treatment including untreated, boiled in a
detergent solution for 30 minutes, soaked in a NaOH solution (18 wt%) for 30 minutes, and
combination between the second and the third methods. The composites then were made by hand
lay up before pressing in the mould. The fiber content was 50% (by weight). The composites
specimens were then tested using universal testing machine to obtain the best surface treatment after
comparing the four methods.
The best surface treatment method assessed using the tensile test was used for further study
investigating the effect of fiber length on their mechanical properties (the tensile, the flexural and
the impact strength). The fiber length ranges studied were varied from less than 0.150 mm; 0.150 to
0.180 mm; 0.180 to 0.250 mm; 0.250 to 0.425 mm and from 425 to 0.850 mm. The dimensions of
the tensile, flexural and the impact specimens are according to ASTM D638, ASTM D790 and
ASTM D256, respectively.

Tensile Strength [MPa]

40

(b1)

35
30
25
20
15
10

(b2)

5
0
Untrea ted

Detergent

(a)

Na OH

Detergent +
Na OH

Treatment

Fig. 1. (a) Tensile strength of cogon grass fiber composites with fiber surface treatment. SEM micrograph of
tension fractured specimen with fibers treated with (b1) NaOH solution; (b2) combination of detergent and
NaOH solution

Results and Discussion
Effect of the fiber surface treatment. The results of tensile test of composites due to the surface
treatment is shown in Fig. 1a. Of the four surface treatment methods, the NaOH treatment was the
best method giving the tensile strength of 38.61 MPa. The tensile strength of the composite with
fibre treated using the detergent and combination of alkali and detergent surface treatment seems
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not different because of the tensile strength of the former is within the standard deviation of the
latter treatment. This might be caused by the damaging effect of the latter treatment due to
excessive alkali content from NaOH and detergent. From a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
analysis of the tensile fractured specimen (Figs. b1-b2), it showed that the fibers treated using alkali
solution only were mostly pulled off from the matrix, while the fibers treated using combination
alkali and detergent solution were mostly fractured. It indicates that the fiber treated using the latter
is weaker than that treated using alkali only. Unfortunately, the surface chemical composition
before and after treatment of the fibers have not been available yet, and this will be interesting
future studies.
Effect of the fiber length. The results of tensile, flexural and impact test of cogon grass fiber
composites with the fiber length variation are shown in Fig. 2. The alkali (NaOH) treatment was
used for these studies as it gave the highest tensile strength among the other surface treatments
studied. It can be seen in Fig. 2a that the average tensile strength tends to be constant at fiber length
range longer than 0.150 mm, although a little increases observed at the fiber length range of 0.2500.425 mm and 0.425-0.850 mm. Fiber length less than 0.150 mm seems giving the lowest average
tensile strength and it is almost the same with the tensile strength of the neat resin. Thus, it appears
functioning like a filler. It can be seen that the elongation at break of the specimen tends to increase
with the increase of fiber length. This is a result of reinforcement and increasing the load transfer
before breaking. Indeed, in order to obtain a maximum reinforcement in using short fiber, it is
essential to consider the critical length where load can be transferred maximally without fiber pull
out. The critical length can vary depending on the diameter and surface treatment of the fiber. For
some fibers (i.e henequen fiber, banana), the critical length could be 3-12 mm [7, 8].
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Fig. 2. The effect of fiber length on: (a) the tensile; (b) the flexural; and (c) the impact strength of cogon
grass composites
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The flexural strength trend with the fiber length variation (see Fig. 2b) is almost similar with
the trend of the tensile strength. At the fiber length longer than 0.15 mm, the average values of
flexural strength may indicate increasing the flexural strength relative to the neat resin and the fiber
length less than 0.15 mm. However because the data scatter seems high at the fiber length less than
0.15 mm, 0.25-0.425 mm and 0.425-0.850 mm, the effect of fiber length on the flexural strength
does not appear to be significant. As in the tensile strength, a little average increase in flexural
strength might be caused by the fiber length has not been enough to transfer the load. Increasing the
fiber length might further improve the tensile and flexural properties of this composites.
Fig. 2c shows the results of Charpy impact test of cogon grass composites with variation of the
fiber length. It appears that the impact strength tends to increase with the increase of fiber length.
The impact strength trend seems similar to the trend of the tensile elongation. The increase is
getting higher when the fiber length is longer than 0.15 mm. The highest impact strength was
obtained with fiber length ranging from 0.425 to 0.850 mm. Similar to the tensile and the flexural
strength, the impact strength with fiber length less than 0.15 mm is approximately the same with the
neat resin. However, when the fiber length is longer than 0.15 mm, the increase of impact strength
is more significant than of the tensile and the flexural strength. In impact loading, the energy
absorption may be contributed by the fiber breakage and debonding of fiber with matrix [9].
Although in tension and flexural loading, the debonding fiber/matrix decreases the reinforcement
effect, in impact loading, it absorbs the impact energy and increases the impact strength.
Summary
The experimental studies of effect of surface treatment and fiber length on the tensile, flexural
and impact strength of cogon grasss reinforced unsaturated polyester have been undertaken. The
conclusion remarks are following: (1) Of the surface treatments studied; untreated, boiling in
detergent solution, soaking in NaOH solution, and combination of boiling in detergent and soaking
in NaOH solution, soaking in NaOH solution (18wt%) gives the highest tensile strength compared
with the other treatments, (2) In general, the fiber length longer than 0.15 mm is able to increase the
tensile, flexural, and the impact strength, however the significant effect is obtained in impact
loading. Increasing the fiber length may further improve the mechanical properties and is of interest
of future study.
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Abstract. In this study, amylopectin-g-poly (hexyl methacrylate) was synthesized by atom
transfer radical copolymerization (ATRP) under homogenous phase condition. The hydroxyl
groups of amylopectin were reacted with ethyl 2-bromoisobutyrate to prepare amylopectin macro
initiator. The effect of ratio amylopectin and ethyl2-bromoisobutyrate, type of solvent, temperature
on degree of substitution (DS) was studied. The macro initiators were characterized by Fourier–
transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), titration and 13C-NMR. The optimum DS of macro
initiator was used as macro monomers on graft copolymerization with hexyl methacrylate by
ATRP. The graft copolymers have been developed under optimum conditions and characterized by
13C-NMR, FTIR, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Results of this study indicated that
the processes with DMSO solvent at the 440oC resulted DS. 1.38 Higher than THF.
Introduction
With the decreasing availability of oil and gas resources in line with the declining
petrochemical raw materials in the world, and then the use of renewable materials can be more
important. Starches are mayor storage polysaccharides in foods and plant origin. Starch granules
are partially crystalline particle composed mainly of glucopyranose with difference structures;
amylose composed of D-glucose unit linked through α-D (1-4) linkages and Amylopectin, the
branching polymer of starch composed of α-D (1-4) linkages glucose segments containing glucose
unit in α-D (1-6) branches. Amylopectin is larger than amylose in most normal starch. It is a natural
polymer that can be modified with polymer synthetic as a biodegradable polymer into various
application [1, 2].
The chemical modification based on starch has been done by several methods, such as
etherification, cross linking and graft copolymerization [3-5]. These copolymers in aqueous
solution were capable of assembling themselves to form nanostructured particles with hydrophobic
core and a hydrophilic shell which can stabilize them. These copolymers can be very useful in
the development of biomaterials, in which the hydrophobic nature can act as a bridge in the
modification of the synthetic polymer, while the hydrophilic ensure stability in aqueous
environment and biocompatibility. However, combining favorable properties of natural and
synthetic polymers often a challenge because it can be mixed like a polymer [5]. Among the
amphiphilic materials, the graft copolymer prepared by grafting synthetic polymer into a natural
polysaccharide has been studied well known as biocompatibility, availability and low cost of
polysaccharides.
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The copolymer grafting of synthetic monomers to polysaccharide is generally using ceric ion
initiation, Fenton reagent and γ–irradiation [6-9]. Unfortunately, these initiators have some
disadvantages such as poor control to polymer composition (molecular weight and polydispersity).
New atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), controlled radical polymerization techniques
compatible with the initiator of various kinds, monomers and solvents, have been introduced to
minimize the chain transfer and termination to control the molecular weight and polydispersity
[4, 10-13]. A few studies have been published reporting homogenous ATRP starting from
polysaccharide macro-initiators without protecting group chemistry [11, 12, 14]. Large number of
studies has been reported for the graft copolymerization of difference vinyl monomers on to
starch well controlled [9, 11, 14].
We have recently reported, Functionalization of Starch for Macro-initiator of Atomic Transfer
Radical Polymerization (ATRP) [15]. In this paper, we reported amylopectin-g-poly (hexyl
methacrylate) synthesized by atom transfer radical copolymerization (ATRP) under homogenous
phase condition. The hydroxyl groups of amylopectin were reacted with ethyl 2-bromoisobutyrate
to prepare amylopectin macro initiator. The effect of Temperature and type of solvent on degree of
substitution (DS) was studied. The influences of variable processes on synthesis and the usage of
macro-initiator in the ATRP of hexyl methacrylate have been investigated by using FTIR, NMR
and SEM.
Materials and Experiment
Materials. 2,2'-Bipyridine (bpy) (purity 99 %) and DMSO-d (purity 99.9%) were purchased from
Sigma- Aldrich. ethyl-α-bromoisobutyrate, EBiB (purity 99 %), amylopectin (α-1,4-glucan with α1,6-cross-linking; one terminal group per 25 glucose units) and Hexyl methacrylate (HMA) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. CuCl (I) and CuCl (II) with purity 99.9% were purchase from
Merck. DMF (purity 99.9%), THF (purity 99.9%) and DMSO (purity 99.9%) as a solvent were
purchased from Merck.
Synthesis of Amylopectin macro-initiator (Ap-EBiB). Amylopectin macro-initiator were
obtained by reacting amylopectin with EBiB as previous described [16]. A 50 ml DMSO
solution fill in a Slench tube containing 2.0 g of amylopectin (12 mmol of glucose residues) and
4.4 mmol of 2,2 BiPyridine (BPy), was refluxed about three times by flowing N2 gas and then
sucking with vacuum. A 1.1 mmol of Ethyl α-bromoisobutyrate (EBiB) was added drop wise at
about 0oC. The reaction was preceded under nitrogen at 40oC for 18 h. The reaction product
was analyzed by 1H-NMR, 13C-NMR and FT-IR after isolating the polymer.
Grafting of Amylopectin with PHMA (Ap-g-PHMA). In a typical polymerization (DMF : H 2 O =
50 : 50 (v/v) at 30oC, [HMA] = 1 mmol L−1, [HMA]0:[Ap- EBiB]0:[CuCl]0:[CuCl 2 ]0:[bpy]0 =
100 : 1 : 1 : 0.8 : 2.5), 1.350 g of Ap-EBiB (0.369 mmol of EBiB initiating groups) was
dissolved in 15.8 ml of water and 17.8 ml of DMF in a Slench tube and degassed by purging with
Nitrogen. An amount of 3.694 g (36.9 mmol) of degassed HMA was then added. A Cu–bpy stock
solution in water was prepared by adding 4 mL of degassed water to 36.5 mg (0.369 mmol) of
CuCl, 29.8 mg (0.221 mmol) of CuCl 2 and 230 mg (1.475 mmol) of bpy under nitrogen. A 2 ml
the freshly prepared CuCl–CuCl2–bpy stock solution was added to the autoclave. The
polymerization was stopped by bubbling with air and the product isolated by extensive dialysis
against distilled water and lyophilization.
Characterization. The chemical structures were confirmed using a Perkin-Elmer FTIR
spectrometer (Spectrum 2000 series, resolution 2.0 cm-1, 100 scans) having diamond ATR device
(Attenuated total reflection) between 4000-500 cm-1. Vibrational transitions are reported in wave
number (cm -1 ). 13C MR spectra were recorded with Tetramethylsilane (TMS) as the internal
reference on Varian 500 MHz spectrometer using DMSO-d6 as solvent. The total substitution
degree (DS) of EBiB is obtained by titration was done by Fei Han [17]. High-resolution imaging of
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the polymer morphology was achieved using a QUANTA 200 FEG scanning electron
microscope (FE-SEM).
Results and Discussion
The amylopectin-EBiB was prepared by partial substitution of hydroxyl groups of the
amylopectin glucose units with EBiB and BiPyridine catalyst. The reaction was carried out
homogenously in THF and DMSO solution at 30 and 40oC for 15 h. The formation of ester bond
resulted in the appearance of the C=O stretching band (1734 cm-1) in the FTIR spectrum, the
copolymers show the characteristics of vibration from ester ( C-O) at 1270, 1250, 1240 cm-1, as
shown in Fig. 1.
The substitution of the hydroxyl groups on the amylopectin with EBiB was also confirmed by
13
C-NMR. As shown in Fig. 2a, the Ap-EBiB was clearly both the methyl carbon from EBiB (peak
9 & 10), carbon from glucose (peak 1-6) and the peak 7 at 171 ppm attributed to the C=O carbon of
EBiB [4]. The macro-initiator is also characterized by degree of substitution of EBiB functional
groups. The degree of substitution (DS) is defined as the number of hydroxyl groups per
anhydroglucose unit, that can be replace by EBiB groups.

Fig. 1. FT-IR spectra of amylopectin (1), amylopectin-EBiB (2), and Amylopectin-g-PHMA (3)

Fig. 2.

13

C-NMR spectra of Amylopectin-EBiB (a) and Amylopectin-g-PHMA (b)

This results indicates that the increasing temperature of reaction will be increase the reactivity
of Bpy catalist for the 30oC to 40oC and also increasing the degree of substitution. This is due to the
tendency of the higher temperatures will increase the collisions between particles, so that the
interaction facilitates the substitution of EBiB. This is due to the increased temperature causes the
energy reaction needed for substitution also increased, so that the temperature rise will contribute to
increase the reactivity of EBiB to perform substitution of hydroxyl groups and will increase the DS
from 1.105 to 1.38. Moreover, the effect of solvent type such as DMSO and THF to DS number
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indicated that the Ap-EBiB product from DMSO system has the DS about 1.105 and THF system
have the DS about 0.82. Both of the solvent are the polar aprotic solvent, and then the nucleophile
will be more reactive in polar aprotic solvent. DMSO have the higher reactivity than THF in this
substitution, so the DS of THF solvent less than DMSO [18].
Graft copolymer of Ap-g-PHMA was confirmed by 13C-NMR, the resonance peak for
PHMA was observed at 14–35 ppm, which is attributed to the dimethyl from hexyl methacrylate.
The peak appear at 60–100 ppm are attributed to carbon from amylopectin backbone, and the
peak at 164 ppm is attributed to the carbon from carbonyl groups (C=O) (Fig. 2b).
Study of morphology. The surface morphologies of the starch-g-PHMA was studied by
scanning electron microscope as shown in Fig. 3. Amylopectin has irregular oval shape granule
with a smooth surface (A). Whereas, the amylopectin-EBiB has been indicate that the
agglomeration behavior, caused of gelatin effect of amylopectin in DMSO system. And the
amylopectin-g-PHMA has course surface rather than smooth surface which was due to grafting of
PHMA onto amylopectin.

Fig. 3. Morphology of amylopectin (A), Ap-EBiB (B) and Ap-g-PHMA (C)

Conclusion
In summary, chemical modification of amylopectin was successfully carried out in a mild
substitution reaction using EBiB in aqueous media. The formation of chemical modification was
confirmed by using common spectroscopy method, such as FTIR and 13C-NMR. Study of the
influences of temperature and solvent type indicated that the usage DMSO solvent and temperature
40oC resulted DS 1.38 Higher than THF. SEM investigation of amylopectin, Ap-EBiB and Ap-gPHMA showed that modified amylopectin and copolymers Ap-g-PHMA were aggregated after
synthesis.
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Abstract. Several natural dyes have been extracted from tropical fruit shells such as Musa
aromatica and Citrus medica var Lemon fruit shells. The resulting dyes have been used as sensitizer
at dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC). The main pigments, which are carotenoids, was obtained by
extraction and purification at dark room. Ethanol and water are used as solvents. The dyes have
been characterized through UV–Vis spectrophotometer. The thin ﬁlm of TiO2 anatase has been
sintered at 450oC to enhance ﬁlm compactness. According to the experimental results, the DSSC
conversion eﬃciency which has been prepared by carotenoid dye from Musa aromatica fruit shell
extract is 0.21%, 0.614 V of open-circuit voltage (VOC), 0.280 of short-circuit current density (JSC)
mA/cm2, 56 μW of maximum power (Pmax) and 0.43 of ﬁll factor (FF). Then, the DSSC conversion
eﬃciency which has been prepared by carotenoid dye from Citrus medica var Lemon fruit shell
extract is 0.05%, 0.460 V of VOC, 0.093 mA/cm2 of JSC, 14 μW of Pmax and 0.44 of FF. The
measurement of I-V curve demonstrated that carotenoid was potential component as sensitizer for
DSSC.
Introduction
DSSC has an opportunity as one of a new solar cell generation. DSSC works with photoelectrochemical principles [1]. Ruthenium complex has been used as dye molecule and achieved
efficiency as high as 12.3%, but it has difficult to find and very expensive [2]. The natural pigments
can act as a dye molecule and substitute ruhtenium complex dye. There are some advantages for
natural pigments as dyes because it is easy to extract, abundant, and environment friendly [3].
Solar cell efficiency is actually depending on some parameters such as dye molecule
absorbance, dye adsorption strength on TiO 2 surface, existence of carboxylate and hydroxyl groups
at dye molecule [4]. The groups will facilitate electron transfer from dye molecule to TiO 2
conduction band [5]. DSSC principle is similar with photosynthesis principle where the light beam
is trapped by dye molecule and than electrochemistry process will be occurred [6].
The natural sensitizer that commonly has been used as dye molecule is carotenoid. It has
sufficient absorption range on visible light and suitable with ground and excited state energy level.
Musa aromatica shell has contain α-Carotein and β-Carotein [7]. Carotenoids are usually
responsible for colors in yellow to orange. Then, Citrus medica var Lemon shell has also contain
carotenoid. In this work, carotenoids have been extracted from Musa aromatica and Citrus medica
var Lemon shells. To the best of our knowledge, dyes from of both fruit skin are not reported as
DSSC sensitizers [5, 6].
In this paper, extracts of Musa aromatica and Citrus medica var Lemon shells have been
purified and used as dye-sensitizers. It considers that an eﬀective dyes extraction and preparation
process will enhance overall photoelectric conversion eﬃciency of DSSC [8]. The extract pigments
have been applied on anatase TiO 2 as photoelectrode in dye-sensitized solar cell.
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Experiment
Carotenoids from Musa aromatica and Citrus medica var Lemon shells have been bought
from market. Unless otherwise indicated, all chemical reagents were guaranteed reagent grade.
Natural dyes have been extracted from fruit shells of Musa aromatica and Citrus medica var Lemon
with ethanol and water as solvents. The dyes which were extracted with these solvents have been
obtained through the following steps: fruit shells have been washed by water, cut into smaller
pieces, dried in open air for two days and finally dried by oven at 80oC. The dried materials have
been made into powder by a grinder and an electrical blender. The powder material has been soaked
in ethanol 200 ml and saved in the dark place for two weeks [9]. After that, it was pressed by
ccentrifuge at 4000 rpm for 10 min to separate the solids. At further water purification, the dye has
been dried 80oC for 4 hours until it left the solids. Then the solids have been extracted for two
weeks by water and stored in the dark place. Finally, the solution is centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10
min.
ITO conductive glass sheet (ﬂuorine-doped SnO 2 , sheet resistance 36Ω/cm2) was rinsed in
isoprovil ethanol, and then dried. Ti-dioxide (Dyesol Co. Australia) has been deposited on the ITO
conductive glass with an area of 0.75 cm2. The TiO 2 ﬁlm has been preheated at 150oC for 20 min
and then sintered at 450oC for 1h. After film was cooling at 80oC, the TiO 2 photoelectrode was
immersing in water solution with containing carotenoid for 1 h [9]. Carotenoid dye will be patched
on TiO 2 surface. The other photoelectrode impurities were washed up by anhydrous ethanol and
dried at moisture-free air. The TiO 2 anatase was already used as photoelectrode for DSSC.
A DSSC (about 0.75 cm2 active area) has been assembled by ﬁlling a liquid electrolyte. The
TiO 2 photoelectrode and a sputtered-platinum electrode were assembled to form a solar cell by
sandwiching a redox (I−/I3−) electrolyte solution. Standard liquid electrolyte DSSC (EL-141) with
containing I-/I3- redox couple has been bought from Dyesol Co.Australia.. The two electrodes have
been clipped together and an ovalbumine adhesive has been used as sealant.
The adsorption spectrum and band gap energies of the samples were determined by using a
UV mini-1240 UV–Vis spectrophotometer. The I-V curve was characterized by using a 10 kΩ
potentiometer and combination Fluke 77 III and Heles UX-369C multimeter to get circuit
photocurrent and circuit voltage. Positioning the cell such as to obtain the maximum value for the
short-current density. Note that this is a homemade solar simulation system which has been
callibrated using the standard silicon solar cell under 120 min irradiation with nine times
measurements. I-V data was measured every 15 min until no significant changes had been observed
under 120 min irradiation then it was treated by homemade program to get cell efficiency. I-V curve
was used to calculate the short-circuit photocurrent (J SC ), the open-circuit voltage (V OC ), and the ﬁll
factor (FF). Irradiation of Xenon HID lamp was obtained by Precision Spectral Pyranometer (MS402F, Eiko-Seiki, Japan) to get the intensity in ambient atmosphere. The ﬁll factor (FF) of DSSC
was determined according to FF = (J max .V max )/(J sc ·V oc ) based on I–V curve.
Results and Discussion
The X-Ray diffractometer (XRD) pattern was obtained by using Philips Analytical X-Ray
with Cu radiation (λ = 0,154056 nm). Wide-angel XRD pattern show at Fig. 1 indicates the sample
has well crystallized TiO 2 with pure anatase according to the JCPDS number 21-1271.
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Fig. 1. Wide-angle XRD pattern of TiO 2 nanoparticle

The UV-Vis absorption carotenoids from Musa aromatica and Citrus medica var Lemon in
water solvent are similar with having absorption peaks based on the same carotenoid frame [10].
The absorption peaks were 205.0 nm and 269.5 nm for Citrus medica var Lemon, and 209.5 nm
and 271.0 nm for Musa aromatica, and then Musa aromatica displays strong absorption in the
visible region with larger absorption area than Citrus medica var Lemon. These absorption peaks of
Musa aromatica are slightly red-shifted compared to those of Citrus medica var Lemon [9].
The photovoltaic tests of DSSC using Musa aromatica and Citrus medica var Lemon as
sensitizers were performed by measuring the I–V character curve under irradiation of 0.75 cm2 dyesensitized solar cells. Figure 2 shows typical results of the I–V curves of DSCs.

Fig. 2. I–V curve of DSSC sensitized with Musa aromatica and Citrus medica var Lemon

The photo-electrochemical parameters were evaluated by ﬁve independent experiments. A
high photocurrent at 0.280 mA.cm-2 was obtained from the DSSC with Musa aromatica sensitizer,
which was three times higher than Citrus medica var Lemon (0.093 mA). These results indicate that
the amounts of adsorbed dyes are remarkably diﬀerent, although the same thickness of the TiO 2
ﬁlm and the same concentration were used [8]. Thus, this low amount of adsorbed Citrus medica
var Lemon ascribes to weakly bond between their dye molecule and the surface of TiO 2 ﬁlm.
Strong steric hindrance of long chain alkane of carotenoid species prevents the dye molecules from
arraying on TiO 2 ﬁlm [11]. In principle, the maximum Jsc of dye-sensitized solar cells is
determined by how well the absorption window of the dye overlaps with the solar spectrum [10].
N3 dye has the biggest J sc due to wide area of solar spectrum absorbance (Fig. 2). Therefore, J sc of
Musa aromatica is higher than J sc of Citrus medica var Lemon because of solar spectrum
absorbance area [12].
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Table 1 Photoelectrical parameters of DSSC sensitized by natural dyes
Dye
Musa aromatica
Citrus medica var Lemon
Crocin
Erythrina
Norbixin
N3 dye

Molecular
structure
Carotenoid
Carotenoid
Carotenoid
Carotenoid
Carotenoid
Ruthenium

V oc
[V]
0.614
0.460
0.580
0.484
0.530
0.721

J sc
[mA.cm-2]
0.280
0.093
0.450
0.776
0.380
20.53

FF
[%]
43.4
44.4
60.0
55.0
64.0
70.41

P max
[μW]
56
14
43
207
129
1940

η
[%]
0.21
0.05
0.16
0.21
0.13
10.4

Reference
[8]
[12]
[13]
[14]

Musa aromatica has the highest V oc in carotenoid. A low dye concentration and its low
absorption of Citrus medica var Lemon dye at the visible range have significant factor on DSSC
efficiency; -COOH group can be added in dye solution to enhance binding between dye and TiO 2
semiconductor [4, 15].
Conclusion
A potential of carotenoids as a sensitizer for DSSC were demonstrated by using Musa
aromatica and Citrus medica var Lemon shells. The Musa aromatica dye, which has 0.21% of
energy conversion efficiency, has higher photosensitized performance than Citrus medica var
Lemon dye. Water was suitable as a carotenoid extraction solvent for purification process after it
has been extracted by ethanol to enhance the DSSC performance.
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Abstract. Corrosion has a great detrimental effect to economy and environment in almost all
infrastructures, in regards of operations shutdown and asset facilities failure. A common problem in
oil and gas process piping and transport pipeline nowadays is internal corrosion caused by corrosive
media containing mainly carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) in aqueous solutions. Therefore, there is a need to
evaluate CO 2 corrosion of carbon steel in terms of corrosion rate in order to meet its life
expectancy. In this paper, a modified Norsok model was developed to predict corrosion rate in CO 2
environment with typical data parameter used such as temperature, CO 2 partial pressure, and flow
rate or fluid velocity to calculate shear stress and corrosion rate. By combining knowledge base
related to CO 2 corrosion mechanism and its logic algorithm with certain rules resulted in such
expert system which utilize visual basic (Microsoft Visual Studio-VB) programming language to
develope a software. Based on calculated shear stress and corrosion rate, recommendations can be
proposed whether carbon steel still can be used or combination of carbon steel with inhibitor
injection or carbon steel replaced by Corrosion Resistance Alloys. The modified Norsok calculation
model results show that the calculated corrosion rates are believed to show more realistic compared
to the original Norsok model and can be used to predict carbon steel application which subjected to
CO 2 corrosion.
Introduction
Corrosion is a naturally occurring phenomenon which is usually defined as material/metal
damage or properties change due to reaction with its environment. Corrosion has a great detrimental
effect to economy and environment in almost all infrastructures, in regards of operations shutdown
and asset facilities failure. A common problem in oil and gas process piping and transport pipeline
nowadays is internal corrosion caused by corrosive media containing mainly carbon dioxide (CO 2 )
in aqueous solutions. Therefore, there is a need to evaluate CO 2 corrosion of carbon steel in terms
of corrosion rate in order to meet its life expectancy in such environment.
This study aims to develop an application software to calculate the corrosion rate of steel in
CO 2 environment and to incorporate the concept of an expert system to assess the feasibility of
carbon steel materials and corrosion inhibitor injection which subjected to CO 2 corrosion.

Literature Review
Over the past two decades, there are number of models that have been developed. Performance,
review and comparison of different models have been published in a number of studies. Nyborg [1]
describes these models that have been applied into a computer program, either by industry or
institution, to calculate the corrosion rate due to CO 2 as well as the advantages and disadvantages of
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each model. Semi-empirical model consider the processes and principles of physics in the system
as initially proposed by De Waard and Milliam Model [2, 3, 4, 5].
CO 2 corrosion rate calculation based on Norsok M-506 model [6] can be used to predict
corrosion rates due to CO 2 in a straight pipe that carries one phase or two-phase fluid. This model is
a set of three equations to predict the corrosion rate of straight pipe in a temperature range 5-150oC.
Effect of pH included in the equation as a factor (f(pH)) was considered at different temperatures
by using an empirical equation. Effect of partial pressure of CO 2 was also included in the model as
CO 2 fugacity. In addition, this model also accommodates the influence of the flow velocity in the
form of shear stress. The original Norsok model will be modified to be combined with expert
system for determining the feasibility of carbon steel material by using Visual Basic programming
language with utilizing Microsoft Visual Studio 2012.
Norsok Model
The model consists of three empirical equations that calculate the corrosion rate of carbon steel
in CO 2 in the straight pipe in mm / year. Three different equations depending on the temperature
ranges as follows:
:
(1)
:
(2)
:
(3)
fCO 2 is CO 2 fugacity calculated by the following equation:
(4)
where P CO2 is CO 2 partial pressure and a is the fugacity coefficient calculated from
, for P < 250 and

(5)

, for P ≥ 250

(6)

Empirical equation for f(pH) at a given temperature can be seen in the original Norsok M-506 [6].
Model Modification
Modifications to the original model includes two things which are the k t constants and its
equations, as well as add new features. The modified constants k t can be seen in the following
Table 1.
Table 1. Constants k t Modification
Temperature (oC)
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-90
90-120
120-150

k t Norsok
4.762
8.927
10.695
9.949
6.250
7.770

k t Modified
1.00
4.027
6.095
5.049
2.25
3.77
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Friction factor in the calculation of shear stress using Fanning Friction Factor. To calculate the
friction f, first of all we need to know the flow regime by calculating the value of Reynolds (Re)
with the formula :
(7)
For Laminar flow (Re ≤ 2100), the friction factor can be calculated by the formula:
(8)
For Turbulent flow (Re> 2100), the friction factor can be calculated with the Churchill model which
applicable to pipes with rough or smooth surfaces.
(9)
where: ρ = density of the fluid (kg/m3); μ = fluid viscosity (Pa.s); V = fluid velocity (m/s); D = pipe
internal diameter (m); e = pipe surface roughness (m).
Other modification related to the shear stress is the elbow geometry [7]. This modification uses
elbow friction factor equal to straight pipe friction factor multiplied by the ratio of length equivalent
( ) with the actual elbow length (
).
(10)
Then by using ASME B16.9, we can obtain the actual diameter length of the elbow 45 degrees
so that the shear stress to the elbow straight pipe having a relationship as follows:
(11)
Norsok models for CO 2 corrosion on the elbow pipe can be rewritten as:
:
(12)
:
(13)
:
(14)
New features were added which not present in the original Norsok program, such as the the
calculation of fluid density, fluid superficial velocity and viscosity of the fluid to calculate shear
stress value. The calculation of the ionic strength was also provided, which is input for the
calculation of the pH. The calculated shear stress affected by corrosion inhibitor efficiency. In this
case, at shear stress less than 250 Pa, the inhibitor still remains effective. However, at shear stress
above 250 Pa [8], the efficiency of inhibitors gradually decline and if the shear stress is too high
(above 750 Pa) the inhibitor efficiency is no longer significant [9].
Design life of carbon steel can be calculated using the ratio of the maximum allowable
corrosion rate or corrosion allowance with predicted corrosion rate (PCR).
(15)
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Following the corrosion rate calculation, the output recommendation including the feasibility
of carbon steel and the use of corrosion inhibitor which affected by shear stress were compiled and
its algorithm flow diagram can be shown in the following Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Flow diagram for the output recommendation
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Results and Discussion
To verify whether the program has been well implemented, then we need to run some test.
The screen shot of the modified CO 2 corrosion rate calculation program is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Main menu screenshot

CO 2 Corrosion Simulation Prediction
CO 2 corrosion is affected by flow velocity due to the wall shear stress. Fig. 3 shows the CO 2
corrosion rate changes with the flow velocity (m/s) for straight pipes and elbows.

Fig. 3. Corrosion rates Variation at Different Velocities

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the corrosion rate increased from 20oC up to the maximum value
around 60oC and decreased sharply after that.

Fig. 4. Corrosion rates at different temperatures and flow velocities (Turbulent, Re > 2100)
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Calculated Corrosion Rates Comparison
Several simulated data were used to demonstrate the performance modified program
compared to “Norsok M506” corrosion rate calculation as can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2. Calculated corrosion rates comparison
Temp.
(C)

System
Pressure
(Bar)

% mol
CO 2

Shear
Stress
(Pa)

pH

30

10

10

45.23

60
80

10
10

10
10

30

10

30

CR (mmpy)

“Modified Norsok”
Recommendation

Norsok

Modified

3.9

5.9

1.3

Inject Inhibitor

53.49
58.61

4.1
4.2

14.0
13.0

7.8
8.1

Replace Carbon Steel w/ CRA
Replace Carbon Steel w/ CRA

20

45-48

3.9

14.0

2.1

Inject Inhibitor

10

30

45-48

3.7

18.0

2.8

Inject Inhibitor

30

10

40

45-48

3.5

> 20.0

3.4

Inject Inhibitor

30

10

10

338.11

3.9

No Result

1.9

Replace Carbon Steel w/ CRA

At high corrosion rates the use of corrosion resistance alloy is recommended. On the other
hand, even the corrosion rate is relatively low, carbon steel replacement would be recommended
due to relatively high shear stress conditions.
Conclusion
Compared to the original Norsok model the modified CO 2 corrosion rate calculation is
believed to show more realistic results. Carbon steel would be replaced by Corrosion Resistant
Alloy (CRA) when the corrosion rate is very high and the corrosion inhibitor efficiency is too low
due to high shear stress.
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Abstract. 3207 HD is a hyper-duplex (austenitic-ferritic) stainless steel for service in highly
corrosive conditions which also must have high mechanical strength. This makes the ideal grade for
applications such as ultra-deepwater applications. However, 3207 HD is susceptible to pitting
corrosion in chloride environment. This research investigate behaviour of pitting corrosion
3207HD with some approaches such as corrosion rate, corrosion resistance and pit morphology at
different temperature to measure the Critical Pitting Temperature (CPT). All the experiments were
conducted in 6% FeCl3 as electrolyte, which is well known as corrosion accelerator. It was
investigated using potentiodynamic polarization, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
and weight loss method. The results showed that the critical pitting temperature of 3207HD is
85oC with 899 mV as critical pitting temperature, current density of 239.970 µA/cm2 and the
passive layer resistance is 80.3Ω. From the data above the corrosion rate of hyper-duplex 3207 is
2.486 mm/yr in 6% FeCl 3 . Further experiment was conducted using weight loss in the same
solution for 96 hours, which create 18 pits/cm2 was in 85oC as the Critical Pitting Temperature.
Moreover, the result showed that the ferrite phase is susceptible pitting corrosion.
Introduction
The main issue in Oil and Gas company who explore in offshore is degradation of materials by
corrosion phenomenon, one of that is pitting corrosion because of the ion Cl- concentration is very
high [1]. In fact of thermodynamic theory, pitting corrosion by ion Cl- supported with the properties
of those ion as autocatalytic that can break passive layer in a surface of material, so it is able to
increase corrosion rate that inflict a financial loss [1, 2]. Umbilical subsea is one of part Oil and Gas
Production Installation that used as connector pipe between platforms as controlling station and
wellhead in the downstream. That is used for signal production controlling and as media
transportation of chemical reagent to all the oil and gas wells [3].
This research is about 3207 HD behavior such as pitting corrosion in electrolyte 6% FeCl 3 ,
which conducted by weight loss, potentiodynamic polarization and Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy (EIS) analysis.
Material and Methods
Samples for experiments are use of hyper duplex of 3207 (3207 HD) , which have the chemical
composition are 0.03% C; 0.25% Si; 0.82% Mn; 0.21% Cu; 31.38% Cr; 7.07% Ni; 3.50% Mo ;
0.48% N [4] . The corrosion test method is refer to ASTM G48 standard, that is a methods to
measure corrosion rate through weight loss calculation of immersion test which exposed in
electrolyte 6% FeCl 3 for 96 hours at temperature of 65-85oC. The dimension of sample was
measuring and weighing before and after experiments. The pitting corrosion was evaluated by
quantity of pitting per cm2 surface area [5].
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Potentiodynamic measurement shows the specimen behavior in solution over certain potential
that forms active–pasive curve. Pitting formation tendencies can be evaluated using this
polarization curves. For this measurement, a potential is applied of -500 mV ∼ +1500 mV from the
OCP with scan rate of 50 mV/second during 120 seconds measurement at diferent temperatures of
65, 75, 85 and 90oC.
Results and Discussion
1. Microstructures observation

Fig. 1. Optical micrograph of hyperduplex 3207 HD: (a) before electrochemical experiments (500X);
(b) after electrochemical experiments in 6% Fe 3 Cl solution (magnified of 500X)

Fig. 1, show that white area are austenite and colored area are ferrite after NaOH etched. Fig.
1(a) shows the average percentage austenite phase of hyper duplex 3207 HD before electrochemical
test is 45-51 % and the rest are ferrite phase. Fig. 1(b) shows pitting corrosion in hyper duplex
3207 HD as the black area that located at grain boundary of ferrite and austenite, and the pit
dimension is bigger than austenite phase area [1, 6]. Hence, it is proof that pitting corrosion occurs
in this experiment.
2. Electrochemical experiments by potentiodynamic polarization method

Fig. 2. Potentiodynamic polarization curve for hyper duplex 3207 in different temperature in 6%
FeCl 3 solution

Table 1. Electrochemical parameters of potentiodynamic Polarization Test of 3207HD
Temperatures of
solution (oC)

βa
(mV/dec)

βc
(mV/dec)

Ecorr
(mV)

PR
(Ω)

icorr
(µA/cm2)

CR
(mm/yr)

CPP
(mV)

65

156.22

359.62

666.1

505

6.56

0.077

1120

75

209.23

475.40

383.9

412

10.71

0.127

904

85

423.08

2565.9

432.6

44.3

239.97

2.846

899

90

455.56

319.20

425.1

12.7

431.19

5.114

853

The pitting corrosion resistance of 3207HD is showed by the value of i corr (μA/cm2) which is
taken by the potentiodynamic polarization test in 6% FeCl 3 solution. Figure 2, shows the
polarization curve that shows the behavior of 3207HD in that solution. The curves have the similar
tendency that is the passive films are formed, it proven by the passive curve. As the temperature
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solution are increase the current density tend to increase and the increasing is significantly at a
temperature 75oC. It can be shown that the temperature of 65oC, the 3207HD becomes a passive
and at temperature of 75oC showed the transpasif behavior and it means pitting corrosion occur in
the surface of material. The breakdown potential (E corr ) at each test temperature (Table 1) shows
that it tends to decrease drastically at temperatures of 75oC and stable at further temperatures.
According to the data the increasing temperature may decrease the potential value. It happened
because of the increasing temperature will increase the reaction rate. So, we can assume that the
CPT value is at temperature 75oC. This evidence also supported by the data in Table 1, it shows that
the i corr are increasing with raising of the temperatures, i.e at a temperature of 75oC raising the i corr
of 0.127 mpy from 0.077 mpy at temperature 65oC. Similar tendencies for other temperatures of
85oC is 2.846 mpy and at a temperature of 90oC is 5.114 mpy. The meanings of this fenomena are
temperature will increase the corrosion rate in the passive region, although the corrosion rate is very
low. It could be due to the presence of a stabilizing element content from the passive films in
sufficient quantities so that although this layer is dissolve, the corrosion rate is still small.
3. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was conducted to observe phenomena that
occur at the interface surface of the metal / electrolyte due to the influence of temperature variations
in solution. From the test results electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), will be produced
Nyquist plot, Bode modulus, and an integrated to Phase Bode. Nyquist plot of the test results of the
EIS is a graph multifunctional and most widely interpreted in studies to determine the surface
phenomena that occur at the interface metal / electrolyte. Figure 3. above is Nyquist plot sampling
of test results in hyperduplex 3207 in 6% FeCl 3 in temperature variations.

Fig. 3. Plot Nyquist of hyperduplex 3207 in 6% FeCl 3 solution

Table 2. Electricity value by fitting equivalent from EIS testing in 6% FeCl 3 solution of
hyperduplex 3207
Temperatures
of solution
(oC)

Rs
(Ω)

R ct /R pasif
(Ω)

N

65
75
85
90

7.42
2.01
3.63
8.94

228
117
80.3
18.81

1.1
0.943
0.868
0.197

CPE
atau
C dl
(µF)
0.0549
252
1020
6090

Element
O and T
L
-

Electrical equivalen element obtained from the results of fitting the Nyquist plot in Fig. 3. With
temperature variations, listed in Table 2. N. Ebrahimi et al. [7] explained that the CPT value
obtained when the value of passive resistance (R pas ) decreases. Table 3, shown that the value R pas
decreased at a temperature of 90oC. It can be assume that the value of the hyper-duplex CPT 3207
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in 6% FeCl 3 environment with EIS method is at temperature of 90oC. Fig. 3., Nyquist plot of it
appears that generally forms semicircle curve, which represent of passive layer resistance value (Rct
/ Rpas) of the system, where the larger /wider diameter semicircle curve then the resistance value of
the charge transfer (R pas ) will be even greater. Based on Table 2, it is seen that the value of CPE or
double layer capacitance (Cdl) has a tendency which increases as the test temperature is rise. The
tendency can be seen in Table 4. increasing Cdl value is caused by a reduction in the thickness of
the passive layer which causes an increase in damage to the passive layer.
Based on Table 2, also can be seen tendency of surface homogeneity (N) to temperature
solution. The increase in temperature causes a decrease homogeneity reprensted the decrease in the
homogeneity of the passive layer [7]. Seen that homogeneity tends to decrease at temperature of 6590oC. This indicates that the temperature of 65-90oC decreased homogeneity of the passive layer.
Based on the results of an equivalent circuit fitting has been done and the value of resistance
(Rpass) that concluded all samples decreased resistance value (Rpass) when temperature 90oC. It
can be concluded that the CPT value of the hyper-duplex 3207 in 6% FeCl 3 environment is 90oC.
4 . Pitting Evaluation through the weight loss test method

Fig. 4. Surface of hyper duplex 3207HD in 6% FeCl 3 solution after weight loss test for 96 hours at:
(a) 65oC; (b) 75oC; (c) 85oC; and (d) 90oC

Visual observation from immersion test specimen through weight loss method, it can see that
after immers at temperature solution of 85oC, it shows the 18 pits with different pits mouth size and
the maximum of pit depth is 5.3794 μm. Figure 4. shows that the passive film is broken cause of
chloride ion from solution attack the surface. The maximum test temperature of 90oC, it shows that
very danger of pitting formed with the depth of 55.2731 μm,
Conclusion
CPT values of hyper-duplex 3207HD in a solution of 6% FeCl 3 is in 85oC and the E breakdown of
432.57 mV, the current density of 239.970 uA/cm2 and the critical potential pitting 899mV in 6%
FeCl 3 solution, which the corrosion rate is 2,846 mm/yr.
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) test results shows that the minimum resistance
of the testing system of hyper-duplex 3207 in 6% FeCl 3 solution at a temperature of 90oC.
Based on the test results of weight loss in ASTM G48, hyper-duplex samples that undergo
immersion in 6% FeCl 3 solution for 96 hours showed that pitting happens in solution temperature is
85oC on a total of 18 pits/cm2 with a maximum depth of 5.3794 µm. Pitting corrosion occurs at
ferrite phase of 3207HD.
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Abstract. Composites membranes based on sulfonated cyclone fibre cellulose (SCFC) and
benzotriazole (Btri) have been prepared. Cyclone fibre cellulose (CFC) was sulfonated with
trimethylsilyl chlorosulfonate (TMSCS), with high degree of sulfonation (150%). The composites
membranes, SCFC-Btri were prepared by doping of benzotriazole in various mole ratios (0.125,
0.25 and 0.5). FTIR spectrum has conﬁrmed the ionic interaction between sulfonic acid from
sulfonated cyclone fibre cellulose and benzotriazole units. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
showed that the composites membranes are thermally stable up to 150°C. The results showed that
methanol permeability of the composite membranes was lower than pristine Naﬁon112. Activation
energy obtained for the membranes are 0. 106 eV, 0.144 eV and 0.137 for SCFC-Btri mole ratios
0.125, 0.25 and 0.5 respectively, composites membranes was expected to be used as raw material in
the fuel cell.
Introduction
Proton conducting membrane for fuel cells based on polymer have been attracting. The
polymers used generally are synthetic polymers. However now, research which use natural
polymers as proton conducting membranes have started running such as cellulose. Research on
sulfonated cellulose has been reported with sodium periodate oxidizing agent and sulfonating
sodium bisulfate (Zhang et al., 2008). Wherein the sulfonate group attached to the C2 and C3, in
terms of structure and impact resistance sulfonation at position C2 and C3 will weaken the strength
both physically and chemically. Sulfonated cellulose can be obtained without changing the
physicochemical properties of cellulose by substitution of proton (H) at position C6-OH, C3-OH
and C2-OH. Sulfonated cellulose without damaging the structure of the ring, will help as a
facilitator of proton path way. Previous study have been reported the possibility of the use of
cellulose as a natural electroactive polymers (Victoria & Finkenstadt, 2005).
The use of cellulose as a fuel cell membrane materials have been reported such as by adding a
dopant amonoium nitrate and polyethylene glycol as a plasticizer (Shuhaimi et al., 2010). Other
studies, magnetically responsive bacterial selulosa: synthesis and magnetic studies have been
reported (Satish et al., 2010). Previous studies have been reported the manufacture of composite
polyelectrolyte membrane of cellulose and methacrylic acid as polymer backbone. Analysis of
FTIR, TGA, DSC, and water up take of the membrane, show it has good prospect as proton
conducting membrane material which can be applicable in fuel cells (Stanciu et al., 2010).
Benzotriazole is a heterocyclic molecule with melting and boiling points of 100 and 350°C,
respectively. Its proton does not tightly bind to any of the nitrogen atoms but mobile between
nitrogen 1 and 3. Therefore, benzotriazole can lose a proton to act as a weak acid (pK a 8.2) or
accept a proton using the lone pair electrons located on its nitrogen atoms as a very weak Bronsted
base (pK a < 0) (Gustian et al., 2012).
Natural materials that can be used as polymers for the manufacture of proton conducting
membranes are widely available in Indonesia. Province of Bengkulu in Indonesia have 83.583 ha
of palm plantations. While there are 12 installed capacity of production for the factory unit with a
production capacity of 546 tons of fresh fruit bunches (FFB) per hour. Production of 1 ton of fresh
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fruit bunches per hour will produce about 190 kg of waste cyclone fibre. Sufficient number of
waste fibre is support to undertake diversification utilization. Currently fibre is not only used as a
boiler fuel in palm oil processing industry but also as natural fertilizer in palm plantations and
many are left untapped. Its abundance will continue to increase along with the growth and
development of palm plantations in Indonesia (Departemen Pertanian, 2006). Previous studi have
been reported, that degree polymerization of cyclone fibre cellulose are 567 repeat unit and it
dimensional stability up to 250°C and and soluble in the solvent cupriethylenediamine 5 M
(Gustian et al., 2014).
In this work, composites membranes were prepared using sulfonated cyclone fibre cellulose
(SCFC) and benzotriazole (Btri). Physico-chemical characteristics of the composites membranes
were studied with FTIR, thermal analyzer, x-ray diffraction, methanol permeability and activation
energy.
Experiment
Materials and preparation. Cyclone fibre cellulose (CFC from PT. Palm Oil Plantation Bio
Nusantara Bengkulu-Indonesia), cupriethylenediamine (CED; Merck, Darmstadt, Germany),
trimethylsilyl chlorosulfonate (TMSCS; Sigma-Aldrich, Germany), methanol (Sigma-Aldrich,
Steinheim am Albuch, Germany), benzotriazole (BTri; Alfa Aesar, Karlsruhe, Germany), and
dimethylformamide (DMF; Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), n-hexane (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany)
were used as received.
Cyclone fibre cellulose was soaked in the solvent n-hexane for one night to eliminate palm oil
that may remain. Then dried fibres immersed into a solution of 18% sodium hydroxide with heating
temperature of 135ºC for 4 hours to remove other components such as lignin, fats, waxes. Cyclone
fibre cellulose was dissolved in solvent CED at a temperature of 25°C (Chuan et al., 2006). TMSCS
as sulfonating agent is added into the solution at room temperature; during the sulfonation nitrogen
gas flow is maintained. Sulfonation of cyclone fibre cellulose based on mole ratio between cellulose
and sulfonation agent used 1:0.25 for 10 hours.
The reaction was stopped by adding methanol to obtain sulfonated cellulose. Then it washed
with methanol and rinsed with distilled water, evaporated at a pressure of 1 atm and then dried in an
oven. The degree of sulfonation (DS) of SCFC was determined by acid–base titration with standard
NaOH solution. Initially, the SCFC was dissolved in DMF. The solution of polymer was then
titrated by an aqueous solution of 0.01 N NaOH, the titration method indicated a sulfonation ratio of
150% [(mol SO 3 H/repeat unit) 100%].
Composites membranes were prepared by blending the sulfonated cellulose and dopant
benzotriazole with stoichiometric mole ratio of sulfonated cellulose:dopant; x 1 = 0.125, x 2 = 0.25
and x 3 = 0.5 using DMF solvent. In order to obtain polymer solution, it was stirred for 12 hours at
room temperature. Furthermore casting on glass plates by pouring the homogeneous solution of
polymer and dopant mixtures. The solvent was evaporated slowly at a temperature of 50°C for 24
hours and then transferred to a membrane in the oven for 24 hours to evaporate the residual solvent
contained in the membrane.
Characterizations. The FTIR spectra of the composites membranes were characterized using a
FTIR spectrometer (Shimadzu IR PRESTIGE-21). Thermal stabilities of the polymer electrolytes
were examined by TG analyses with a NETZCH TG 209F3 TGA. Analysis of the glass transition
using Mettler Toledo DSC 821 type, analysis were performed with temperature program from 10°C to 250ºC. Heating rate was 10ºC/min. Used as a purge gas was nitrogen gas with flow rate of
50 ml/min.
The X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed using an X-ray diffractometer
(Rigaku D-MAX 2200, Japan) with Cu Kα (λ = 1.5406 Å) radiation over the range 2θ between 0º
and 80º. The morphology of the membranes was observed by SEM-type JEOL 7001 FESEM
(Tokyo, Japan). The samples were previously coated with gold in a sputtering device.
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Activation energy of composites membranes has been determined by the Semi-empirical
Arrhenius equation as follows:
Viscosity, η = Ao e - Ea/KT

(1)

ln η = ln Ao - Ea/KT.

(2)

Methanol permeability determined by using formula as follows (Unal et al., 2008).
J = (W . l)/(Mw. A.t).

(3)

where;
J : methanol permeability as a flux (mol/cm.s)
W : mass losses (g)
l : thickness of the membrane (cm)
A : membrane area (cm2)
t : time (s)
Results and Discussion
FT-IR studies. Fig. 1 shows the FTIR spectra of CFC and SCFC. The difference spectra of
sulfonated cellulose and cellulose are evident especially in the region wave numbers around 690
cm-1 which showed absence C-S stretching vibration and near 1310-1200 cm-1 and 1360-1300 cm-1
attributed to symmetric stretching vibration of O = S = O of sulfonate (-SO 3 ) group. The different
types of spectra obtained in the region between the finger print between sulfonated cyclone fibre
cellulose and cyclone fibre cellulose. The spectra of cellulose fibre cyclone this study are similar to
those reported (Bono et al., 2009).
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3500
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-1
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Fig. 1. FTIR spectra of CFC and SCFC

Fig. 2 shows FT-IR spectra of the blends and after doping, SCFC-Btri-0.125, SCFC-Btri-0.25
and SCFC-Btri-0.5 show C=N and C–N stretching peaks around 1480-1554 cm-1 due to triazole
ring (Krishnakumar & Xavier, 2004). The lower intensity of C=N peak comparing to intensity of
C–N peak may indicate the ring protonation (Goktepe et al., 2008). SCFC-Btri-0.125, SCFC-Btri0.25 and SCFC-Btri-0.5 have two peaks between 3300-3400 cm-1 and one strong peak at 1640 cm-1
due to amine N–H stretching and bending vibrations, respectively (Levchik et al., 1992). Previous
studies, protonation of the free nitrogen in triazole ring has been demonstrated around 3100 cm-1
(Gunday et al., 2006). In this case, the peak at 3100 cm-1 region is not sharp. All samples show
N=N ring stretching at around 1260 cm-1 and characteristic trizole ring vibration at 1550 cm-1. The
peak at wave number 3380 cm-1 associated with the N-H stretching vibration. This research was
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also supported by previous studies on the formation of supramolecular interactions between
polysulfone and benzotriazole, hydrogen bonds formed from SO 3 H and N acts as a facilitator
movement of protons (Gustian et al., 2012).
Others research also have reported that the local wave number 3100 cm-1 also generated N --H stretch, indicating the occurrence of protonation on the imidazole ring of poly benzimidazole as a
result of the interaction between the hydrogen atoms on the sulfonate group (Oktay et al., 2009).
Previous N --- H interaction on the polymer molecule has been reported between polivinilimidazol
and phosphoric acid as candidates proton conducting polymer material (Bozkurt et al., 2001).

Fig. 2. FTIR spectra of the blends SCFC-Btri-0.125, SCFC-Btri-0.25 and SCFC-Btri-0.5

Thermal analysis. Thermal stability of CFC showed in Fig. 3, that the CFC has dimensional
stability up to 250°C and degraded at temperatures ranging above 250°C. In the area of 40% by
weight of CFC, drastic degradation that occurs around 330ºC. Thermogram SCFC still showed
thermal stability between 100-150°C. The greater mole ratio will decreased membrane stability,
where the increase in mole ratio of dopant to the polymer will lead to decreased stability the
membrane but still above the expected performance. This decrease can be explained as a softening
effect of the proton solvent benzotriazol on the composite materials. Previous study have reported
about interactions the N--H between sulfonated polysulfone and benzotriazole (Gustian et al.,
2012).

Fig. 3. Thermogram of CFC, SCFC, the blends
SCFC-Btri-0.125, SCFC-Btri-0.25 and SCFC-Btri0.5

Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction patterns of the blends SCFCBtri-0.125, SCFC-Btri-0.25 and SCFC-Btri-0.5
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XRD analysis. Fig. 4 Shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of the blends SCFC-Btri-0.125, SCFCBtri-0.25 and SCFC Btri-0.5. The X-ray diffraction patterns of the SCFC after the addition of
dopants benzotriazole at various mole ratios were showed that the crystallinity slightly increased in
each addition. The blends SCFC-Btri-0.125, SCFC-Btri-0.25 and SCFC Btri-0.5 after the addition
of the dopant benzotriazole still remains semi-crystalline and showed the existence of an amorphous
phase, large amorphous phase raises swamp effect and will inhibit the movement of protons.
Meanwhile, in the FTIR studies, suggests that the formation of hydrogen bonds in the polymer as a
cause of the formation of a new crystalline character (Bouchet & Siebert, 1999). This fact supports
the formation of the blends SCFC-Btri-0.125, SCFC-Btri-0.25 and SCFC Btri-0.5.
Morphology analysis. Fig. 5 shows the surface membrane SCFC, it indicate that the occurrence of
intrafibril and fibre morphology still showed that the membrane pores formed between the cellulose
intrafibril. After the addition of dopant, the structural morphology of the membrane had changed.
The increase of dopant mole ratio made the membrane structure become fragile. The formation of
pores with the winding structure and the still formed as a function of the membrane. Relationship
between proton conductivity and microstructure polyelectrolyte membrane has been reported
(Peckham et al., 2008). As a candidate PEM, the membrane SCFC needs to be studied furthermore.

Fig. 5. SEM micrographs of (A) SCFC, (B) SCFC-Btri-0.125, (C) SCFC-Btri-0.25 and (D) SCFC-Btri-0.5

Activation energy. Arrhenius equation for the viscosity of the polymer solution at various
temperatures analogue to with the DC conductivity at various temperatures. Activation energy is
defined as the minimum energy needed for a particular chemical reaction can occur, sometimes a
chemical reaction need a catalyst for the reaction to take place with lower energy supply.
In this case as a proton conductor membrane, the activation energy is the minimum energy
that must be exceed in order to the movement of protons from the anode to the cathode, resulting in
a potential. Table 1 shows activation energy of composites membrane, the activation energy
increases with increasing of mole ratio of dopant and declined again to a higher mole ratio which
describes the process of relaxation of the polymer chains. This decrease may be due to the plasticity
of polymeric material is reduced, so that will affect the mobility of the polymer chains.
Table 1. Activation energy of composites membrane
No
1
2
3

SCFC:Btri (mole)
SCFC-Btri-0.125
SCFC-Btri-0.25
SCFC-Btri-0.5

Activation energy (eV)
0.106
0.144
0.137
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Methanol permeability. Cell membrane has filled with methanol. Methanol vapor will experience
along the equilibrium with the liquid concentration gradient through the membrane. Mass loss is
recorded as a function of time to calculate the methanol permeability.
Problems with the use of a membrane based on methanol in fuel cell, methanol crossover is
still a barrier and always found. Especially for portable applications where the current density is
lower. Higher crossover methanol fuel with high concentration of the anode side to the cathode side
can cause the loss of polarization (Unal et al., 2008).
Table 2. Methanol permeability of composites membranes SCFC-Btri-0.125,
SCFC-Btri-0.25 and SCFC-Btri-0.5
No
1
2
3
4

Membranes
SCFC-Btri-0.125
SCFC-Btri-0.25
SCFC-Btri-0.5
Nafion 112*

Methanol flux (mol/cm.s)
1.7×10-9
1.1×10-9
8.6×10-10
1.89×10-9

* Unal, et al., (2008)

Methanol mass flow of the membrane composites for SCFC-Btri-0.125 has a larger mass flow
compared to the other membranes. Sequentially mass flow of membrane: SCFC-Btri-0.125 >
SCFC-Btri-0.25 > SCFC-Btri-0.5. In Table 2 shows a comparison of methanol permeability
composites membrane SCFC-Btri-0.125, SCFC-Btri-0.25, SCFC-Btri-0.5 and Nafion 112
membrane.
From the methanol flux of composites membrane were obtained approaching the Nafion 112
membrane and in the same order. While the composite membrane SCFC-Btri-0.5 even produce
methanol flux under the order of the Nafion 112 membrane, in terms of membrane permeability is
dense and have the prospect as a proton conducting membrane based on methanol in fuel cell.
Conclusion
We have investigated novel composites membranes based on sulfonated cyclone fibre
cellulose (SCFC) from natural fibre and benzotriazole (Btri) as candidat proton conducting
membranes for fuel cell. The composite membranes were prepared successfully by impregnation of
the protogenic solvents into sulfonated cyclone fibre cellulose. The composites membranes are
thermally stable up to approximately 150°C. From the FTIR studies, it was found that protons are
dissociated from the acidic groups and partially protonated triazole units leading to hydrogen
bonding network formation for SCFC and Btri. Methanol permeability experiments demonstrated
that the composite membranes have lower methanol permeability compared to pristine Naﬁon112.
Activation energy has been obtained 0.106 eV, 0.144 eV and 0.137 for SCFC-Btri x 1 = 0.125, x 2 =
0.25 and x 3 = 0.5 respectively. From the results of the activation energy were obtained condition
that all composite membranes SCFC-Btri have activation energy is almost similar. Activation
energy needed to help initiate that protons move from the anode to the cathode in a fuel cell
membrane. These results showed that the insertion of azole units, especially Btri into hydrophilic
channels of SCFC resulted in the production of thermally stable membranes that can be suggested
for application as electroactive polymers.
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Abstract. Twill woven carbon fibre fabric reinforced epoxy resin with and without nano rubber
particles (Narpow UFPR VP-501) laminates were tested on mechanical properties (tensile and
toughness). The modified epoxy resins with Narpow UFPR VP-501 in the range of 0 to1 wt%
were used in this study. The results for tensile properties showed that the panels with modified
epoxy resins by adding nano rubber particles up to 1 wt% were improved approximately 34% and
11% in tensile strength and Young’s modulus, respectively. For toughness, the same laminates with
and without modified epoxy resins were measured toughness by controlled multiple quasi-static
indentation tests. The results showed that the toughness was improved approximately 36%. The
addition of 1 wt% nano rubber particles to the epoxy resin appears to improve the mechanical
properties.
Introduction
Nanotechnology is extremely used for the improvement of mechanical properties of carbon
fibre reinforced polymer for a decade. The modified matrix system by adding nano materials to
fibres composite laminates was studied to improve the interfacial adhesion between fibre
reinforcement and polymer matrices [1-3]. In addition, increasing in impact resistance of fibre
composite panels was found in panels with additional nanoclay. And also improving in mode I and
II interlaminar toughness was found in laminates with filling nanoclay particles [4-8]. Carbon
nanotubes were extremely used to investigate the effect of physical and mechanical properties on
composites [9-15]. Recently, carbon fibre reinforced epoxy resin laminates with additional nano
rubber particles were studied to significantly improve the delamination fracture toughness of the
laminates. Compared to silica-nano particles, nano rubber particles showed more increasing
significant effect on toughness [16]. Moreover, the addition of nano rubber particles to epoxy glass
fibre composites also influenced on tensile and flexural strength [17], but Young’s modulus and
flexural modulus of the composite were decreased [16-17]. It is reasonable that adding soft nano
rubber particle is another effective technique to improve mechanical properties.
Materials and Experimental Methods
Materials. Four layers of twill woven carbon fibre fabric (obtained from J.N transos (Thailand)
Co.,Ltd.), stacked in a 0/90 configuration, have been impregnated using a wet lay-up technique with
epoxy resins with and without contains a random dispersion of nano rubber particles (Narpow
UFPR VP-501) up to 1 wt% of the total matrix system. The fabric is 200 tex yarn twill weave with
the density between 12.5 and 13.5 picks/inch. The thickness of panels was approximately 1.7 mm.
Experimental methods. For the tensile properties, CFRP panels with nano rubber reinforcement up
to 1 wt% were fabricated and cut into coupons, 25 mm in width and 250 mm in length. The
specimens were tested by the universal testing machine Zwick Z020 with the load cell 20 kN, and
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the speed of testing is 2 mm/min with 150 mm for the grip distances and 50 mm for the gauge length
[18].
For the toughness measurement, the samples with containing nano rubber particles up to 1 wt%
were manufactured and cut into circular specimens, 140 mm in diameter. The specimens were
locked into a specially constructed cage mounted on the universal testing machine Zwick Z020 with
the load cell 20 kN. The indenter was driven to a certain displacement, withdrawn and then driven
to a further displacement; this was repeated, until complete perforation of the specimen occurred.
Typical load-displacement behavior was recorded and the video camera was fixed in the cage to
measure the flap/crack length during the test. The constant velocity of the indenter movement is 300
mm/min. The technique of the toughness measurement using controlled multiple quasi-static
indentation tests have been provided elsewhere [19].
Results and Discussion
Tensile testing results. The results of tensile strength and tensile modulus of specimens with
additional nano rubber particles in the range of 0 to 1 wt% are shown in Table 1. The results
indicated that tensile strength by adding nano rubber particles up to 1 wt% was improved
approximately 34% which is in agreement with Srinivasarao et al. [17]. Improving in tensile
modulus of 11% was also found. Nevertheless, the panel with 0.25 wt% shows interesting results in
tensile strength (310.0±32.9) which should be further investigated.
Table 1. Tensile properties of specimens containing nano rubber particles up to 1 wt%
CFRP with Narpow UFPR VP-501
(wt%)
0

Tensile modulus, E
(GPa)
39.6±2.4

0.25

Tensile strength, σ TS
(Mpa)
206.7±11.8
310.0±32.9

0.5
1

255.3±35.8
276.3±34.0

40.6±2.3
44.1±2.5

40.8±2.9

Toughness values using a controlled multiple quasi-static indentation test. For toughness, the
same laminates with different modified epoxy resins were measured by controlled multiple quasistatic indentation tests. Typical load-displacement behaviour for specimens with different additional
nano rubber particle contents is shown in Fig. 1. For all types of panels, the load increases nonlinearly to a maximum value. Observation of the load-displacement behaviour for specimens
without nano rubber particle addition shows that the load decreases rapidly after the initial throughthickness penetration of the specimens. For the panels with nano rubber particle additions, the load
shows different behaviour. It may realize that the energy absorption, determined the area under the
load-displacement curve, was increased in the specimens with nano rubber particle additions. These
are in agreement with another study, carried out the panels with the Amroy matrix having the
unknow MWCNT content [20]. To determine the flap/crack compliance, C, as shown in Fig. 2 the
deflection of flaps was measured from the load-displacement behavior. After that, the toughness
values, G c , are also derived by using the Eq. 1.

Gc =

P

2

dC
2t da
max

(1)

where P max is the load required to grow flaps of length a and t is the thickness of the specimen.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. Typical load-displacement behavior from controlled multiple quasi-static indentation tests of CFRP
with different nano rubber particle additions: (a) 0 wt%; (b) 0.25 wt%; (c) 0.5 wt%; (d) 1 wt%

Fig. 2. Flap compliance versus crack (flap) length from the indentation test for all panels

Fig. 3. Toughness values derived as a function of crack (i.e. flap) length showing R-curve behavior
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Table 2. Toughness results of specimens with containing nano rubber particles up to 1 wt%
CFRP with Narpow UFPR VP-501
(wt%)
0

Toughness values from
the quasi-static indentation test, G c (kJ/m2)
15.9 ± 1.5

0.25
0.5
1

21.3 ± 1.3
21.1 ± 2.0
23.2 ± 2.2

Toughness values derived from the Eq. 1 of the CFRP specimens with varied containing nano
rubber particles for different crack (flap) lengths are shown in Fig. 3 and the results summarized in
Table 2. Approximately 36% improvement in toughness was found for the panels with nano rubber
particle additions up to 1 wt%. However, the toughness of the panels with nano rubber particle
additions between 0.25 wt% and 0.5 wt% indicates insignificant different results, which should be
further investigated.
Summary
This paper shows the results of tensile properties and toughness measurements using a
controlled multiple quasi-static indentation technique for thin twill woven carbon fibre fabric
reinforced epoxy resin with different additional nano rubber particles (Narpow UFPR VP-501)
panels. The tensile strength and Young’s modulus of panels with modified epoxy resin additions up
to 1 wt% of nano rubber particles increase approximately 34% and 11%, respectively. For
toughness, the panels with nano rubber particle additions up to 1wt% were improved approximately
36%. The addition of only 1 wt% nano rubber particles to the epoxy resin appears to improve the
mechanical properties of composite laminates.
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Abstract. Pure multi-crystalline silicon ingot produced from directional solidification system (DSS)
is studied. Geometrical dimension of the ingot of 16×13×13 cm3 in volume was cut in the middle
into four pieces from top to bottom using diamond cutting. Samples of silicon ingot were analyzed
to study the influence of solidification parameters used during process on grain size distribution and
physical properties. The metallographic results show the different grain size of multi-crystalline
silicon ingot. The grain formed columnar grains oriented parallel to the solidification direction from
bottom to top. The bottom side has larger grain size than the upper. Our analysis indicates that the
bottom part of the ingot is solidified earlier than the other parts, so that the material structure is
more uniform and larger grain size.
Introduction
Nowadays technology of solar cell is still attracted for scientists to develop new technology for
obtaining high efficiency, save more electrical energy, and low-cost production. The solar cell
technology which is spread out in PV market is silicon-based solar cell, especially multi-crystalline
silicon (mc-Si), because it takes low-cost production and well-known production technology in
large scale [1, 2]. There are many technologies for producing mc-Si, such as casting
technique, edge-defined film feed method, directional solidification, etc. [3, 4]. The one of those
technologies which is commonly used for producing mc-Si ingot, is directional solidification
system (DSS). This technology is chosen because it can grow highly columnar grains of mc-Si
ingot [5].
The DSS produces mc-Si ingot by heating up the feedstock mc-Si for removing all
impurities and then producing the solar grade multi-crystalline silicon (SoG mc-Si) with the
purity up to 99.99% [2]. Next, the crucible will cool down in which the bottom side of crucible is
cooled down faster than the upper side in order to control the directional solidification. This
paper will present the effect of solidification process to the growth of multi-crystalline
silicon grains which is produced by directional solidification technology. Theoretically, the grain
direction follows the direction of solidification.
Experiments
Multi-crystalline silicon ingot was successfully growth by directional solidification method
with the gradient temperature at 1500°C and the solidification velocity of about 2-9 μm s-1. The
ingot has geometrical dimension of about 16.0×16.0×11.5 cm3 in volume. The ingot was cut in
the middle into four pieces from top to bottom using diamond cutting, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Cutting design of multi-crystalline silicon ingot

After cutting process, the sample was characterized by using X-ray diffraction to get the phase
composition, polarization microscope to monitor the microstructure, and semiconductor parameter
analyzer (SPA) to obtain the electrical property. For preparing the microstructure monitoring, the
sample must be etched chemically. First, the sample was grinded and polished until the ingot
surface being smooth like a mirror. The macro- and micro-structure of ingot will be revealed after
the ingot get chemical etching treatment. The etching process is purposed to remove impurities on
the ingot surface. The etching solution used sodium (NaOH) solution with concentration of about
20% wt. Sodium with 4 gr in mass was dissolved at distilled water of 19.6 gr. They were
mixed using magnetic stirrer at temperature 80°C for 30 minutes. The observation of microstructure
is focused on the small grains at the top of ingot. On the other hand, the phase composition of mcSi used three samples. They were the samples at the upper, middle, and bottom side and were
observed at outer and inner location. The location model of the phase composition and
microstructure observation can be seen in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The location model of observation: (a) microstructure;
(b) phase composition

The measurement of electrical property used SPA to obtain the current-voltage (I-V)
characteristics curve. Two probes were placed on the sample surface with 100 μm in the distance of
two probes. The I-V curve was obtained by measuring the current when the probe was applied by
various voltages from 0 Volt to 10 Volt. The current data was processed using Ohm formula to
obtain the resistance and flowing current.
Results and Discussion
Phase composition of multi-crystalline silicon ingot. Fig. 3 shows the XRD pattern of three
samples in order to know the distribution of phase composition from bottom to top side of the ingot.
The vertical lines are the silicon reference pattern [6]. All data shows the wide peak of the pattern
which indicates that the ingot has low crystalline and is predicted that it still has amorphous
property. Moreover, since the ingot has multi-crystalline phase, XRD pattern contains a lot of
peaks.
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Fig. 3. XRD pattern of mc-Si ingot in three samples: (a) sample at outer-top side; (b) sample at inner-top
side; (c) sample at outer-mid side; (d) sample at inner-mid side; (e) sample at outer- bottom side; (f) sample
at inner-bottom side

According to the XRD analysis, it is also found that mc-Si ingot contains silicon element with
the phase concentration of about > 99.9%. This indicates that the ingot is successfully produced by
directional solidification in high purity. However, it can be seen in the pattern that the mc-Si ingot
contains impurity of ammonium iron sulfate hydrate (NH 4 ) 2 Fe(SO 4 ) 2 .6H 2 O although the phase
concentration is less than 1% [7].
Macrostructure observation of multi-crystalline silicon ingot. After chemical etching treatment,
the ingot surface shows the grains distribution (see Fig. 4). It is noted that the heating process was
done from two side directions, i.e. bottom side and upper side of the crucible. However, the cooling
process occurs from bottom to up for getting the directional solidification. From observing the
macrostructure, the solidification process had effect to the growth of ingot grains. The ingot has
highly columnar grains directing to the up side. There are bulk grains with short-wide size in the
bottom side. In the upper side, the grains grow narrow and longer with size ~6 cm. The grains
become an aggregation of small particles in the top side of ingot silicon.
Microstructure observation of multi-crystalline silicon ingot. For observing the direction of
small grains, microstructure of multi-crystalline silicon ingot was monitored on the aggregation of
small grains (see Fig. 2). Fig. 4 shows three part of the aggregation of small grain locations. The
three of those has different crystal direction, but the direction still goes to up direction. It confirms
that the sample both of bulk and small grains naturally follows the direction of solidification.
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Fig. 3. Grain structure image of multi-crystalline silicon ingot

Fig. 4. Microstructure of multi-crystalline silicon ingot at top-right side of the sample 1: (a) top side; (b) mid
side; (c) lower side

Electrical property of multi-crystalline silicon ingot. The average of current value is measured
to be of about ~80 μA. Using Ohm formula, the resistance is obtained to be of about 125 kΩ when
10 V of the voltage was applied and the flowing current of about 80 μA. If the volume of the sample
is assumed of about 100×100×10 μm3, the resistivity value is of 125 kOhm cm-1. The measured
resistivity is larger a hundred times of the solar cell wafer, i.e. 1-3 Ohm cm-1 because the ingot was
not doped by boron. If the ingot is doped by boron, it is predicted that the resistivity will decrease
close to standard value for solar cell wafer.
Conclusion
We observed the solidification process to the growth of multi-crystalline silicon ingot. The
results confirm that the grain direction and distribution follow the direction of solidification
process, even on the small grains. The bulk grains are located at lower site, while the small
particles grains are placed at upper side. Moreover, the resistivity of multi-crystalline silicon ingot
has a good prospect for solar cell wafer if the sample is doped by boron.
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Abstract. Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) is a new platform of hybrid porous materials and the
most explored multifunctional material to date. The flexibility in chemical modifications of these
supra-molecular compounds has draw up the attention to make them more highly valuable in some
applications. In this mini review the chemistry of MOFs, physical and chemical properties and their
application in sustainable energy development like in gas storage, fuel cell, hydrogen production,
and lithium ion battery will be discussed.
Introduction
The development of functionalized material from molecular level is an interesting research area
and a great challenge. Composed of metal cation or metal oxo-cluster as node and multidentate
organic ligands as linkers, metal organic frameworks (MOFs) which called also porous coordination
networks (PCNs) becoming one of the most exciting, high-profile developments hybrid materials
[1]. This field surely will involve multidisciplinary scientific area, not only in multiple branches of
chemistry, but also in the cognate fields of materials science, nanotechnology, physics, biology,
medicine, and environmental engineering [2]. According to the IUPAC [3] MOFs and PCNs show
structural feature ranging from 2 and 3-dimension (2D and 3D) and show permanent porosity, while
coordination polymer limited to 1-dimension (1D) or 2D and 3D but without stable porosity. This
structural dimension is strongly correlated with the proposed application based on surface
functionalizations, host-guest interaction, design and variation of metals and linkers and so on.
Nowadays, more than 6000 novel structures of MOFs have been reported [4]. Not only the novel
structures, geometrical analysis and their functionalizations, but also investigating about their
applications, development of synthetic methods, as well as detailed study of the chemical and
physical properties are attractive area.
The Chemistry and Properties of MOFs
MOFs as a kind solid materials were introduced by Tomic [5] as early as 1965 and then in the
early 1990s has popularized and accelerated by Hoskins and Robson [6], Yaghi [7], and Kitagawa
[8]. The organic linkers in MOFs are covalently coordinated to the metal centers (can be metal
cations or metal-oxo cluster) frequently called as secondary building unit (SBU), together with
other intermolecular interactions, to form infinite network with a definite topology. The linkers
mostly used are multifunctional bridging organic ligands occupying polycarboxylates or molecules
bearing nitrogen, phosphorus or sulfur donor groups [9]. The metal-containing (cationic) SBUs
typically are formed in-situ during MOF synthesis (for example paddle wheels, regular octahedral
clusters or other polynuclear clusters as well as rod-like building blocks) or in some cases SBUs can
be pre-assembled [10, 11] On the other hand, organic (anionic) SBUs can be prepared using
sophisticated organic synthetic methods [11]. Besides the designing process, several factors have
also significant influence during MOF synthesis, such as pH, solvents, reaction temperature,
stoichiometry, modulator, as well as the cooling process.
Several synthetic methods have been used and developed in MOF synthesis. Initial synthesis
was conducted employing the conventional diffusion technique, as reported by Yaghi et al. for the
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synthesis of MOF-5 [7a], in which the solution containing metal salts was slowly diffused into the
solution containing the organic linkers, or weak bases such as triethylamine were slowly diffused
into the solution containing the metal salt and the organic carboxylic acid. An improved method is
hydrothermal (if the solvent is water) or solvothermal synthesis in an oven with programmed
temperature and time. The hydro- or solvothermal synthesis has also enabled a combinatorial
approach for screening and discovery of new MOF materials in relatively short time [12]. Recently,
some alternative methods with much shorter reaction time than hydro- or solvothermal synthesis
have been demonstrated, including electrochemical synthesis [13], mechanochemical solid-state
grinding [14] and liquid-assisted grinding [15], sonochemical [16] and microwave-assisted
syntheses [17]. Another relatively new method in MOF synthesis with a controlled stepwise
formation of the framework is called liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE) [18]. Particularly, MOFs can be
designed and synthesized in a rational way through reticular chemistry [11] to form series of MOFs
which show the same topology net. An open database, the Reticular Chemistry Structure Resource
(RCSR), of MOFs, is available [19].
To further analyzing the properties in MOFs as well as conducting some applications, solvents
from as synthesizing MOFs need to be subsequently removed then dried under vacuum to
completely evacuate the pores. However, rigid bridging linkers, favor prominently among the
linkers in the quest for thermally stable and robust porous frameworks that retain the MOF integrity
in the absence of guest molecules. While the flexible linkers tend to yield non-porous structures
either through dense packing of a single network or through interpenetration of two or more
networks [1]. However, some of them have shown unique breathing behaviors due to the formation
of flexible frameworks and will give benefit for gas adsorption [20]. While expansion of the organic
linkers should lead to MOFs with ultrahigh porosity [21]. MOFs can exhibit tunable chemical
functionality and the most important properties is the exceptionally high surface areas (500–6500
m2 g-1) with large pore sizes (3–35 Å) and tailorable nanoporous host materials as robust solids
[22]. Up to now MOF-210 exhibits the highest BET (Brunauer-Emmett-Teller) and Langmuir
surface area (6240 and 10,400 m2 g−1) and pore volume (3.60 cm3 g−1 and 0.89 cm3 cm−3 of MOF
crystal) [21].
MOFs in Sustainable Energy Development
Owing the occupation of large surface area of MOFs, far higher than the best activated carbons
and zeolites makes them very potential in some important applications in sustainable energy
development. So far, the most widely explored use of MOFs in energy sector is for storage,
production, and conversion function toward alternative and clean mobile energy. In this regards
several employments of MOFs for methane and hydrogen storage, hydrogen production via photocatalysis, fuel cell and lithium ion battery have been investigated [23].
MOFs as Hydrogen and Methane Storage
As greener energy carrier, hydrogen however has some limitation in production, storage and
delivery in large quantities. Therefore, transporting of hydrogen has become an important issue due
to its low molecular weight and very weak attractive forces between hydrogen molecules [24]. The
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) targets till 2017 for H 2 storage are 5.5 wt % in gravimetric
capacity, or 40 g L-1 of volumetric capacity at an operating temperature of 40-60°C under a
maximum delivery pressure of 100 atm [25]. This including tank, valves, regulators, piping,
mounting brackets, insulation, material, added cooling capacity, and/or other balance-of-plant
components.
Current research is being focused to increase the affinity of MOFs for hydrogen while
maintaining the large and stable porosity and surface area and the reversible adsorption and
desorption. To achieve these goals the heat of hydrogen adsorption plays a crucial rule in which the
interaction energy between the materials and the gaseous hydrogen should be enhanced [26].
However, the factors that govern the heat of adsorption in adsorptive materials are poorly
understood, but it is speculated that they may include the incorporation of small pores; pores shape
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(rectangular vs. cylindrical etc.), and coordinative unsaturated metal centers, each of which could
promote tight binding of hydrogen [27]. The chemical or electronic environment of the pore surface
is also important, such as chemical modification of the organic linker and/or the vacant coordination
sites on metal ions [26, 28].
So far, NU-100 (NU = Northwestern University) shows the highest excess H 2 storage capacity
for MOFs with 99.5 mg g-1 at 56 bar and 77 K and has a total capacity of 164 mg g-1 at 77 K and 70
bar, which indicates its high heat of hydrogen adsorption and a strong hydrogen affinity [29]. The
highest total H 2 storage capacity reported is 176 mg g-1 (excess 86 mg g-1) in MOF-210 at 77 K and
80 bar [30]. UMCM-150, a Cu-based MOF, has a lower heat of adsorption for hydrogen at 7.3
kJ/mol. However, it still displays impressive excess gravimetric hydrogen uptake of 2.1 wt % at 77
K and 1 bar due to significantly higher surface area than MOF-505 [31]. MOF-74 and Co-, Ni-, and
Mg-based analogs [32], which are all formed using 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid have small
cylindrical pores with coordinative unsaturated metal centers. They are also known to have high
heats of adsorption for hydrogen at 77 K and 1 atm [33]. These MOFs are generally limited by
relatively low surface areas, though [34]. Hupp and coworkers have used post-synthetic
modification of a Zn-based 1,2,4,5-tetrakis(4'-carboxyphenyl) benzene 3-di(4-pyridyl)-2,3butanediol pillared MOF with lithium or magnesium ions to increase affinity and uptake of
hydrogen. Unfortunately, their material demonstrated only low surface areas of (ca. 800 m2/g) [35].
It should be noted that increasing hydrogen affinity in the low pressure regime may ultimately have
limited value. The operating pressure for a storage system is unlikely to be less than 1 atm, meaning
that uptake below this pressure is essentially wasted on gas that cannot be delivered [27].
The DOE has set targets for methane storage of 180 v(STP)/v (v(STP) = standard temperature
and pressure of methane; v = volume of adsorbent) under 35 bar [36]. A number of MOFs in the
IRMOF series,[37] i.e., Zn-based MOFs with the same metal cluster but varying linear organic
linkers, were tested for methane storage. IRMOF-6 (155 cm3(STP)/cm3) was found to be the highest
in this series surpassing MOF-5 (135 cm3(STP)/cm3) and IRMOF-3 (120 cm3(STP)/cm3) at 36 atm.
According to Raman spectra of the adsorbed methane at pressures of up to 30 bar in the IRMOF
series revealed that variation in the organic linker alone can significantly influence the adsorption
affinity of methane in these materials [38]. Zhou has reported that a Cu-MOF, PCN-14, with an
anthracene-based linker can demonstrate high uptake of methane (absolute methane adsorption
capacity estimated to be 230 v/v at 35 bar and 290 K) [36]. Although an impressive
accomplishment, some doubt has been expressed that this has in fact exceeded the DOE target,
based, in part, on the difference between a crystallographic density and a bulk packing density [39].
MOFs in Photo-catalysis: A Tool for Hydrogen Production
Mori and co-workers in 2009 firstly reported the utilization of ruthenium based MOFs as
photoactive materials in water splitting with quantum yield of 4.82% at 450 nm [40]. The titanium
based amino-functionalized MOFs which called as MIL-125 (Ti-MOF-NH 2 ) was newly reported by
Matsuoka and co-workers [41]. The depiction of the underlying mechanism being proposed for the
hydrogen production reaction using aqueous solution containing TEOA (triethanolamine), which
acts as a sacrificial electron donor under visible-light irradiation. It was proposed that the water
splitting mechanism proceeds through photon absorption by the organic linker (acts as an antenna),
which subsequently transfers electrons to the catalytically active inorganic Ti-oxo clusters where
the protons (H+) are finally reduced to form molecular hydrogen, H 2 . Furthermore, after depositing
small quantities of platinum (up to 2 wt-%Pt) onto the parent MOF material (Ti-MOF-NH 2 ) can
substantially enhance the photo-catalytic performance. This study suggests that photoactive MOFs
may serve as an effective nano-porous scaffold to embed co-catalysts such as Pt, by means of photo
deposition. Materials selection for water splitting practical applications obviously needs to start by
screening for MOF compounds that exhibit excellent stability in water solutions. In line with that, to
date some of the water stable MOFs have been investigated for hydrogen production purposes
including zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs), particularly hydrophobic ZIF-8 [42] and ZIF-9
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[43], porphyrin based MOFs [44], and Zr based MOFs especially UiO-66 and functionalized UiO66-NH 2 [45].
MOFs in Fuel Cell and in Rechargeable Lithium-ion Batteries
Fuel cell is widely recognized as an eco-friendly electrochemical conversion system. Its
performance is strongly reliant upon the efficiency of the electrolyte, which is a highly porous
material for regulating charge transport between the anode and the cathode [46]. So far the PEM
(proton exchange membrane) fuel cell has been regarded as the most promising technology for
commercial implementation in the transportation sector. In order to enhance the efficiency of PEM
fuel cells, intense research therefore have been focusing in the discovery and development of smart
electrolyte membranes with high proton (H+) conductivity [47]. A new proton conducting 3D Labased MOF, termed PCMOF-5, which features narrow 1D acidic channels covering a single column
of water molecules has been reported [48]. The material can retain structural stability in highly
humid conditions ubiquitous in a fuel cell environment and resistant to swelling upon hydration due
to their water stability. At 60 °C and under 98% relative humidity (RH), the proton conductivity of
PCMOF-5 was determined to lay above10-3 S cm-1. Another study showed that through an
isomorphous ligand replacement strategy the proton conduction of another PCMOF can be
increased [49]. The ligand strategy was employed in the synthesis of PCMOF-2½ and exhibits
proton conductivity of 2.1×10-2 S cm-2 (at 85°C and 90%RH), which represents the best proton
conduction value amongst proton conducting MOFs and PCPs reported to date [47].
These materials demonstrated that the proton transport mechanism is related with the protonic
charge carriers (e.g. water, acids, and heterocycles) occupying the nanosized pores. Furthermore, by
studying proton transport in a nanofilm MOF of 15 nm thickness, Kitagawa and coworkers [50]
revealed that, further to the internal 1D channels, the surface of MOF nanocrystals may offer
additional pathways to enhance proton conduction.
The employment of MOFs in LIB application has been successfully demonstrated by
Saravanan et al. [51]. They used Zn-formate based MOF [Zn 3 (HCOO) 6 ] for Li storage; that beyond
the first few cycles, the active material swiftly settled down to a nearly uniform capacity of 560 mA
h/g for up to 60 cycles. This result suggests that the active materials derived from Zn formate MOFs
are not only electrochemically robust, but also possess sufficient thermo mechanical stability to
retain good electrode integrity over many charge–discharge cycles. Specifically designed at battery
oriented applications, innovative methods have been developed to exploit MOFs as sacrificial
templates (nanoporous precursors) to generate metal oxide nanoparticles [52], novel nanostructures
[53], quantum dots [54], high surface area nanoporous carbons [55], and hybrid nanocomposites
[56]. To illustrate this direction of work, one exciting opportunity can be seen from the very recent
study by Yang et al. [54] where the well known MOF-5 (or IRMOF-1) single crystals were utilised
as sacrificial templates to derive hierarchically porous carbon-coated ZnO Quantum Dots (QDs) via
pyrolysis. This low cost and facile synthetic route yields QDs with large surface areas associated
with the small ZnO particle size of ca. 3.5 nm. When tested as an LIB anode, notably such
hierarchical active material exhibits high specific charge capacities (1200 mA h g-1 at 75 mA g-1)
and good performance rate (ca. 400 mA h g-1 at 3750 mA g-1), in combination with good
cyclability (ca. 100% retention capacity over 50 cycles). Likewise, by employing Cu-BTC (or
HKUST-1) as a sacrificial nanoporous material [57], it has been demonstrated that this Cu based
MOF can be converted into porous CuO hollow octahedra (Fig. 10). The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller
(BET) specific surface area of such novel octahedra was found to be at 49.6 m2 g-1, which is
appreciably higher than any other known CuO nanostructure [53b, 53c] These novel nanostructures
have also been evaluated as an LIB anode material, and found to exhibit promising high-rate
capacities of 351.6, 277.1 and 201.9 mA h g-1 corresponding to current density rates of 500, 1000
and 2000 mA g-1.
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Summary
This review has covered the basic overview of MOFs or porous coordination polymers, their
chemistry, chemical and physical properties. In addition, their potential application in sustainable
energy development such as in hydrogen and methane storage and hydrogen production through
photo catalysis was discussed. The employments of MOFs in fuel cell, especially as proton
conductive membrane and as lithium ion battery were highlighted. The diverse range of smart
applications and technological innovations throughout this review has shown the significant
contribution of MOF materials and may offer to a large number of different scientific disciplines
and cross-disciplinary research, therefore we could say that MOFs are a promising next generation
material with remarkable versatility and capacity to deal with a number of global energy challenges
of the twenty-first century.
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Abstract. Polymer plastic waste dumped by instant noodle stalls around the campus. Instant noodle
pack is catagorized as polypropylene polymer. Unfortunately, the plastic wastes are hardly
destroyed by environment. This research aims to increase the value of waste polymer through the
efforts of creating eco-friendly material which is made from polymer waste. The method used is the
DOE method carried out in previous research, where waste polymer used as Recycled Concrete
Aggregate (RCA) in polymer mortar. While the mix-concrete used is a by-product of sugar cane ash
+ cement: sand: polymer: water with a ratio of 1.000: 1.600: about 2.220: 0.635. The results
obtained from this study is that the density of Polymer mortar is 1.73 g/cm3, the compressive
strength of polymer mortar is 133.33 kg/cm2, and it’s ability in acoustic is quite good. Absorption
coefficients of polymer mortar is 0.350-0.800 at frequencies of 2,500-3,500 Hz. The Sound
Transmission Loss of polymer mortar is 52 dB at frequencies above 1,500 Hz. So this material
fairly well utilized as filler wall elements and reducing noise.
Introduction
Previous research discussed the styrofoam waste recycled to be a styro-mortar [1, 2]. In the
study, it was found out that styrofoam has weight and density which are lighter than the density of a
normal concrete mortar. In addition, styrofoam mortar can reduce styrofoam waste which is
difficult to be destroyed by the environment. Our earth should be green and must be free from an
abundance of Styrofoam waste. In this research, the polymer waste which is classified as a plastic
waste [3] was re-cycled as a polymer mortar [4, 5]. The benefits of polymer mortar are lighten the
weight of construction, reduce plastic waste and decrease the building budget due to construction
load become lighter. This paper will be focused on acoustic characteristics of polymer material in
terms of Sound transmission loss (STL) and absorption coefficient (α).
Literature References
Green mortar. Several researches on green concrete have been conducted to get materials
recycling waste. Lightweight concrete is a material that has a light in it’s weight as stated in ASTMC. 330 [6] and has a unit mass of dry air as determined by ASTM-C.567 [7] no more than 1,900
kg/cm3. In General, coarse aggregate in concrete is the gravel that has a heavy weight in mass.
Therefore, in the lightweight concrete, the coarse aggregate is substituted with waste material that
has a light weight in mass, such as polymer and styrofoam Several researches used waste materials
to substitute cement [8, 9, 10]. The Sugar Cane Baggase Ash (RCBA) contains silica oxide up to
62.43%, so this qualify as material of Recycled Concrete Aggregate (RCA) is agree with the
requirements in ASTM C-618. The addition of polymer waste aggregate in concrete is directly
proportional to the decrease of the unit weight of the concrete. Measurement results on density can
be seen in the table below:
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Table 1. Comparation of average density between polymer mortar and normal mortar
Sample Test
Normal mortar:Raw Agregat- normal
100% (NM)
Polymer mortar: Polymer agregate
100% (PM)

Weight
(gram)
2,450
2,470
2,390
1,730
1,770
1,700

Density
(g/cm3)
2.45
2.47
2.39
1.73
1.77
1.70

Average Density
(g/cm3)
2.44

1.73

The density and weight of the concrete mortar have decreased from the normal mortar to
polymer mortar. The decrease of mortar weight gives a positive effect for the construction of the
building, as the building became light in load construction.
Effect of nano-technology on mortar. In the research of polymer concrete mortar, 15% of cement
were substituted by Sugar Cane Baggase Ash (SCBA). Some parts of SCBA (10%-15%) were
milled from micro size to Nano-size with a High Energy Milling Machine. The sample tests had
been done by compressive strength tests at the age of 28 days. The Compressive strength tests used
UTM (Universal Testing Machine) ex Hung Ta in Laboratory of materials and structures, Civil
Engineering, Diponegoro University [4, 12, 13]. From the compressive strength test, it was found
out the output as seen on Table 2.
Tabel 2. The average compressive strength of polymer mortar [4]
Sample Test
Raw Agregat- normal
100%
Polymer agregate
100% + Nano 0%
Polymer agregate
100% + Nano 10%
Polymer agregate
100% + Nano 20%

Max. Load
(Ton)

Compressive
Strength (kg/cm2)

35.0
43.0
42.0
12.0
15.0
13.0
14.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
16.0
17.0

350.0
430.0
420.0
120.0
150.0
130.0
140.0
150.0
150.0
150.0
160.0
170.0

Compressive
Strength average
(kg/cm2)
400.00

133.33

146.67

166.00

On normal concrete, when the material sample given a compressive power between 35,0-42,0
Ton, then compressive strength will be around 400 kg/cm2. When raw aggregates are replaced with
polymers, then the compressive strength of the concrete will be only 133,33 kg/cm2 (see Table 2).
The addition of 10% nano technology in baggase ash will add compressive strength 10.00%. While
the addition of 20% nano technology will add to the compressive strength of 24.57% [4].
Research Methods
Acoustic characteristics in this study consists of Absorption Coefficient (α) and Sound
Transmission Loss (STL).
Sound Transmission Loss (STL). In the impedance tube, the absorption coefficient of material can
be exactly calculated. The sound absorption coefficient (α 0 ) is calculated by measuring the sound
pressure that fall on the surface material and reflected by it. The absorption coefficient test refers to
the standard of JIS A 1405 1963 [14]. These coefficients can be calculated using the following
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equation [15]:
(1)
Whereas α 0 is Sound absorption coefficient (dB), and n is standing wave ratio.
The absorption coefficient (α). Unlike Absorption Coefficient Test, the Sound Transmission Loss
(STL) Test used impedance tube equipped with 4 microphones that have sensitivity to high
frequency sound. Sound Transmission Loss/STL of a partition is defined as the ratio of logarithmic
between the transmitted sound powers (W t ) and the sound power of partition material which comes
to the surface (W i ). In general it can be formulated as:
TL = 10 log

Wt
Wi

TL = 10 log

1
r

(2)

(3)

Whereas r is the sound transmission coefficient of such material, i.e. the ratio between the
transmitted sound power through partition of material against the coming sound. Based on the
ASTM E 413-2004, measurement of Sound Transmission Loss in impedance tubes is carried out
using the frequency range of 125 Hz up to 4000 Hz with 1/3 octave filter [16].
Result and Discussion
Good absorber materials can absorb sound at least 0.2 of total sound energy [17]. Meanwhile,
according to Callender, that the value 0 stated the absence of a sound energy absorbed and the
number 1 indicates perfect absorption [18]. The average value of the absorption coefficient of a
material sample can be seen in the graphs below:
A bs o rptio n C o eff ic ient (c o nc ret epo lym er_7., Sm all)

[]
1
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[H z]

Fig. 1. The absorption coefficient graph of Polymer Mortar (PM)

The absorption coefficient of polymer mortar achieves the maximum at frequency of 2,500 Hz
(see Fig. 1). While at between 2,500-3,500 Hz, the absorption coefficient of polymer mortar is
between 0.3 – 0.8. In high frequencies at above 3,500 Hz, the absorption coefficient decreases to
0.15. At a frequency of 1,000 Hz, polymer mortar has absorption coefficient of 0.1. Then, it can be
inferred that the optimum absorption coefficient of polymer mortar is in the middle frequencies at
between 2.5–3.5 k.
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To perform measurements of Sound Transmission Loss (STL) then the samples were inserted
into the tube impedance, which is equipped with 4 microphones. The STL results were obtained
after the impedance tube catched low into high frequency of sound. Following graphs are the results
of STL value of material specimens.
TL_C ro ss (M agnitude)

[dB /20,0u T ransmissio n Lo ss dB ]
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Fig. 2. The STC/STL graph of Polymer Mortar (PM)

The above graph describes that polymer mortar has a value of STL/C (Sound Transmission
Loss/Criterion) of 52 dB at a frequency of 1,500 Hz. The curves achieved average STL in between
52 – 56 dB at frequencies 1,500 Hz and above. By these results results, it can be concluded that the
acoustical performance of polymer mortar is quite good.
Summary
The absorption coefficients of polymer mortar is 0.350-0.800 at frequencies of 2,500-3,500 Hz.
The Sound Transmission Loss of polymer mortar is 52 dB at frequencies above 1,500 Hz. So this
material fairly well utilized as filler wall elements and reducing noise.
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Abstract. In the present work, nanocrystalline hydroxyapatitewas prepared using calcined
limestone as calcium precursor via the precipitation method. By calcinating the limestone which
predominantly composed of calcium carbonate and ammonium hydrogen phosphate at 900oC for 4
hours, the pure calcium oxide was observed in order to know the effect of calcium solution addition
rate and calcium precursor size. The calcium oxide precursor was prepared with high energy milling
(HEM). The calcium oxide powder were characterized by the particle size analyzer and it showed
that an average size before milling was 45µm and after milling varied between 387.89 nm to
2,126.66 nm due to the time duration of the milling process. The longer the milling duration, the
smaller size of calcium precursor will be obtained. The nanocrystalline hydroxyapatite was
characterized by the scanning electron microscopy-EDX and the transmission electron microscopy.
The morphology of hydroxyapatite is agglomerate and needle like in shape with the length of 10 nm
to 150 nm and its diameter of around 10 nm to 40 nm. The size of crystalline hydroxyapatite can be
affected by the additional rate of calcium solution, as the highest rate has the smallest size of
crystalline hydroxyapatite.
Introduction
Hydroxyapatite (HAp, Ca 10 (PO 4 ) 6 (OH) 2 and Ca/P (molar ratio) = 1.67) is one of the most
attractive bioceramics due to its excellent biocompatibility and tissues bioactivity properties which
are be able to bond with living tissues [1]. Therefore HAp has been extensively investigated for
medical application since its similiarity, chemically and structurally to mineral portion of bone and
teeth [2-5]. Nanocrystalline HAp with higher surface area and lower particle size can provide higher
biocompatibility[6]. In recent years significant research has been devoted to develop nanocrystalline
HAp synthesis techniques include mechanochemical synthesis [7-9], combustion preparation [10],
and various techniques of wet chemistry such as direct precipitation from aquoeous solution [11,
12], sol gel procedure [14-17], hydrothermal synthesis [18, 19], electrochemical deposition and
emulsion or microemulsion routes [20-23]. The most commonly used technique for the preparation
of HAp powders is the wet chemical precipitation techniques [24-27]. HAp is usually produced
from wet chemical precipitation synthesis due to its simplicity, low cost, inexpensive equipment
requrement therefore easy to be applied in industrial production with high gain of pure products
[25-27]. Depending on the precipitation conditions, like starting materials, stirring speed, reactans
addition rate, Ca/P molar ratio, reaction temperature and pH, one can obtain HaP particles with
different properties such as morphology, size and purity[28]. Among preparation condistion, we
focus to studied the effect reactans addition rate during precipitation process on morphology of
HAp
In this work, nanocrystalline hydroxyapatite was prepared using calcined limestone as calcium
precursor via the precipitation method. Beside, limestone, it can be derived from eggshells [29-30],
seasells oyster shell [31], coral [32], etc. We used limestone as starting material for HAp because
there are abundantly available in Cibodas Mountain, Ciampea region, Bogor, Jawa Barat with high
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calcium content. The effect of calcium precursor preparation with high energy milling (HEM) and
without milling on morphological Hap has been investigated.
Materials and Method
In this experiment was used the limestone from karsts Mountain Bogor areas as calcium
source and diamonnium phosphate ((NH 4 ) 2 HPO 4 , 99.99% w, Merck) as phosphate source and
ammonia (NH 4 OH, 42%w, Merck), distillated water, filter paper, and ethanol 96%. Calcium
precursor was prepared by washing, drying and crushing the limestone in order to impurities
removal and homogenize limestone size. Then calcium oxide (CaO) were synthesized by limestone
powder calcination at 900oC for 4 hours, after that was crushed with motor grinder which called
this sample C0, in the other hand other sampel was crushed via HEM (high energy milling PW 700i
mixer/Mill) at velocity 1000 rpm which were varied with milling duration, whereas C1, C2, C3
sample at 90, 180, 270 minutes respectively. Nanoparticles of hydroxyapatite were prepared by wet
chemical preparation method 1M water solution of calcium oxide (CaO which were derived from
limestone withthout milling and with HEM preparation) and 0.6 water solution of (NH 4 ) 2 HPO 4 )
were used as initial solution. Solution of (NH 4 ) 2 HPO 4 was added drop by drop in solution calcium
oxide. The addition rate of (NH 4 ) 2 HPO 4 was varied for calcium precursor without miling (C0) in
order to investigate the effect variation (NH 4 ) 2 HPO 4 addition rate to the morphology HaP. The
variation titration rate (NH 4 ) 2 HPO 4 were 2, 4, and 12.5 ml/min for HA1C0, HA2C0, HA3C0
sample respectively In the other hand, the addition rate (NH 4 ) 2 HPO 4 for calcium precursor with
HEM (C1, C2, C3) were set at 2 ml/min label as HA1C1, HA1C2, HA1C3 sample therefore the
effect of size precursor on HAP morphology can be investigated. Ammonia was used for
adjustment of pH value. Suspension was stirred by magnetic stirrer after addition of initial solution
for 24 hours in room temperature. The precursor was aged for 30 minutes at room temperature then
filtered and washed by vacuum Buchner for five stages until reached neutral pH, for the first and
third stages washed with both distilled water and ammonia, the second and fourth stages washed
with distillated water to remove the residual impurities, and the last washed with ethanol to remove
water and improve the dispersibillity. The final product was atmospherically dried at room
temperature for 24 hours then at 160oC for 17 hours to water removal. The sintering process was
carried out at 650oC with heating rate 80 minutes and holding time 2 hours. The experimental
procedure to sythesized HA powder is shown in Fig. 1.
The calcium oxide powder was characterized with X-ray Diffractometer (Phillips , Shimadzu
610 and crystal phase nanohydroxyapatite samples was characterized by XRD and morphology of
nanocrystalline hysroxyapatite was characterized by the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
the transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
Results and Discussion
The XRD pattern for limestone as starting materials and after calcination process without
milling are shown in Fig. 2 and with milling variation is shown in Fig. 3. The limestone as starting
materials is contain Ca(OH) 2 and CaCO 3 then become CaO after calcination process for C0 sample
which was prepared without milling but in samples which are prepared with milling process (C1,
C2, and C3) not only have CaO phase, but also Ca(OH) 2 , but still CaO phase dominated the
samples. As shown in Fig. 3, we also found that the longer milling time, more dominant the
Ca(OH) 2 phase therefore the Ca(OH) 2 phase is resulted during milling process.
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Limestone Preparation
Limestone Calcination
Crushing dan Fitering
•Crushing With HEM
•Crushing Without HEM
CaO+DAP
(Precipitation Method
with titration variaton)
Washing and Filtering
Drying
Sintering
HA Powder
Fig.1. A flow sheet of the precipitation synthesis of HA powders

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. The XRD patterns for limestone before (a) and after (b) calcinations

Fig. 3. The XRD patterns for limestone after milling with HEM for C1, C2, C3 sample
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The SEM images of C0 and C3 are shown in Fig. 4, the sphere-like which are agglomerated could
be observed. The effect of milling (C3) results finer grain of calcium oxide powder than without
milling (C0).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Calcium Oxide morphology without milling preparation (C0) and with HEM preparation (C3) with
10.000 magnification

The C1, C2 and C3 sample were characterized by PSA results the average of Particle size
2,162.66, 458.77 and 387.89 nm for C1, C2, C3 respectively. Therefore the longer milling time has
decreased the particle size of particles.
Fig. 5 shows the XRD patterns of reference (ICDD No. 09-0432 ) and the resulting
hydroxyapatite samples synthesized from limestone without milling preparation (HA1C0) and each
sample with different parameter of rate addition of diamonnium phosphate (HA1C0, HA2C0 and
H3C0) also were characterized by XRD which is shown in Fig. 6, furthermore, HA samples
(HA1C1, HA1C2, HA1C3) which are prepared by HEM with different milling time were also
characterized by XRD as shows in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5. The XRD peack of HA1C0 (blue curve) and ICDD No. 09-0432 reference (red curve) comparation
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Fig. 6. XRD patterns for different of Hydroxyapatit, HA1C0, HA2C0, HA3C0 sample which prepared by
addition rate of diammonium phosphate from 2 ml/min, 4 ml/min, 12.5 ml/mn for HA1C0, HA2C0, HA3C0
sample respectively

HA1C1 Sample

a

HA1C2 Sample

b

HA1C3 Sample

.

c

Fig. 7. XRD Patterns for different of Hydroxyapatit, HA1C1, HA1C2, HA1C3 sample which prepared by
different HEM duration from 90, 180, 270 for HA1C1, HA1C2, HA1C3 sample respectively

From the XRD results, HAp crystal size of HA1C0, HA2C0 and HA3C0 sample ware
calculated, The crystal size of HA1C0 as same as HA2C0 has 10,791 nm, in the other hand HA3C0
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has smaller crystal size 10,789 nm. The titration addition rate of diammonium sulfat from 2 ml/min
to 4 ml/min not give a significant effect on the crystal size, but for the addition rate 12.5 give a
slightly differences on crystal size. In the other hand, HAp crystal size of HA1C1, HA1C2, HA1C3
has 10,795; 10,794 and 10,797; respectively. The changes of crystal size of HAp which are
prepared by different milling time show not a significant differences. With the same parameter
titration of diamonium phosphate, the sample with milling has smaller crystal size.
The sample without milling show hydroxyapatite phase as seen as Fig. 6, moreover the HAp
which are prepared by differences of diammonium phosphate addition rate, the higher rate of
diamonium has more crystalline phase in Hap. In the other hand for sample with milling which
show in Fig. 7 has not only HAp phase but also other phases. Both in HA1C1 and HA12 has AKA
(A type HAp carbonate) and AKA B (B type HAp carbonate) and only AKA was found in HA1C3.
Carbonate groups was not found in XRD results of calcium precursor. Based on van der Houwen et
al. [32], the –CO 3 2- appear on HAp because CO 2 gases came into HAp solution because HAP were
synthesize in air atmosphere and when crystallization (alkaline condition with Ph=10.5), CO 2 also
can be appear when sample preparation and reacted with H 2 O and formed –CO 3 2. Carbonite ion
can substitute the HA structure. Refer to deCampos DDP dan Betran CA CO 3 2- substitution on
HAp form A, B or A/B type HAp [32]. Carbonate can form Ca 10 (PO 4 ) 6 CO 3 (type A carbonation)
by OH- ion substitution and form Ca 10 (PO 4 ) 3 (CO 3 ) 3 (OH) 2 (type B carbonation) by PO 4 3substitution [33].
SEM morphological characterization of hydroxyapatite powder were shown in Fig. 8 for
HA1C0 (a) and HA1C3 (b) sample, HAp agglomerated were observed, From EDX identification
molar Ca/P is 1.61 for HA1C0 and Ca/P for HA1C3 is 1.67 exacly as same as reference Ca/P for
hydorxyapatite is 1.67.

(a) HA1C0, 2500× magnification

(b) HA1C3, 2500× magnification

(a) HA1C0, 10000× magnification

(b) HA1C3, 10000× magnification

Fig. 8. Microstructure of hydroxyapatite powder

Further morphology characterization was carried out for sample HA1C3 by TEM as shows in
Fig. 9b nidle like morphology was observed. From TEM pictures can be obtain that crystal size of
HA1C3 sample between 10-150 nm with diameter 10-40 nm.
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Fig. 9. Nanocrystalline HAp morphology for HA1C3 sample

Conclusion
Nanoparticles hydroxyapatite were successfully prepared via wet chemical precipitation
method using calcium oxide which are derived from limestone and diammonium phosphate as
precursor. The calcium oxide powder were characterized by the particle size analyzer and it showed
that an average size before milling was 45µm and after milling varied between 387,89 nm to
2,126.66 nm due to the time duration of the milling process. The longer the milling duration, the
smaller size of calcium precursor will be obtained. The nanocrystalline hydroxyapatite was
characterized by the scanning electron microscopy-EDX and the transmission electron microscopy.
The morphology of hydroxyapatite is agglomerate and needle like in shape with the length of 10 nm
to 150 nm and its diameter of around 10 nm to 40 nm. The size of crystalline hydroxyapatite can be
affected by the additional rate of calcium solution, as the highest rate has the smallest size of
crystalline hydroxyapatite.
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Abstract. This paper reveals the impact strength properties of composites made of bamboo fibers in
a phenolic resin polymer matrix. The first composites were fabricated in the form of a single
direction of fibers and the second composites were fabricated in the form of a double direction of
fibers. The weight of fiber was 50, 75, and 100 grams for both composites. The composites were
fabricated by hand lay-up method. The increase in the fiber content showed an increase in impact
strength of the composites. Composites fabricated in the form of double fibers direction showed
lower impact strength than the composites fabricated in the form of a unidirectional. The impact
strength for both composites fabrication was higher than the impact strength of phenolic resin
without fibers. In this study, composite single direction produced higher impact strength than the
composite of two directional. At a weight of 100 grams fiber, a composite of single direction
generated the impact strength of 17.89 kJ/m2, and the composite of bidirectional generated the
impact strength of 8.7 kJ/m2.
Introduction
The development and fabrication of bio composites that utilize bamboo fiber will be an
alternative natural fiber/polymer composites. Fabrication of composites that utilize natural fibers
and polymers had been developed by researchers. D.O. Castro, et al. (2012), has developed a highdensity composite of bio polyethylene (HDBPE) obtained from ethylene derived from sugarcane
ethanol and curauá fiber, which was formed by first mixing in an internal mixer followed by thermo
pressing. The impact strength between 150 Jm-1 to 300 Jm-1 [1]. Impact properties of composites of
natural fibers and polymer PLA (Polylactic acid) had been developed by Wiphawee Nu-thong, et al.
[2]. Reinforcing fibers used in the composites PLA was bamboo fiber, vetiver grass fiber and
coconut fiber. Composite bamboo fiber/PLA resulted in the impact strength between 1.5 to 2.5
kJ/m2. Vetiver grass fiber composite/PLA produced between 1.5 to 2.5 kJ/m2, and coconut fiber
composites produced impact strength between 1 to 2.5 kJ/m2 [2, 3]. Short sisal fiber had been used
as reinforcing fibers in a matrix of bacterial cellulose by Koon-Yang Lee, et al. [4]. However, this
study had demonstrated the use of sisal fibers as reinforcement fibers in composites. Cotton fibers
and geo polymer composites had been fabricated by Alomayri T., et al. [5]. Charpy impact strength
generated by the composites was between 2-15 kJ/m2. Anin Memon, et al. [6], had fabricated PLA
composites with reinforcement of fiber hemp yarn. Reinforcing of jute fibers were aligned with the
matrix resin fiber used as a mediator to prepare pre form in a single direction. This study had
investigated composites with bamboo fibers as reinforcement fibers in a polymer resin (BFRP).
Bamboo fiber composite fabrication was conducted in two types of fiber direction, i.e. a single
direction and double direction. The composites were fabricated by the hand lay-up method. This
study was to test experimentally the impact strength properties of both types of fiber direction of the
composite and to compare the impact strength of these two types of composite.
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Experiment
Preparation of materials. The study utilized the strap bamboo fibers. Bamboo was cut in 400 mm
length, the pieces was hit, the pieces cracked and the fibers will split each other, the separated
fibers were wire brushed to reach a diameter of < 5 mm. The bamboo fibers were then dried under
the sun, for 1 month.
Fabrication of one direction-one layer composite specimens. The dry fibers were weighted
proportionally, 50 grams, 75 grams and 100 grams. The fibers were arranged in the tray in the one
direction and one layer, the appropriate panel size 10×280×280 mm, poured resin phenolic. The
fibers will be submerged in the phenolic resin. The resulting is the composites panels bamboo
fibers/ polymer [7]. The second type composites were made in the form of panels with different
fibers orientation of 2 Directions, and 2 layers.
BFRP impact strength testing. The composites panels were cut perpendicular and parallel to
fibers [7]. The panel sample was cut into pieces of 10×10×80 mm dimension. The specimens were
cut to achieve the standard sample size impact testing according to ISO179 / 1U. Impact strength
testing was conducted by machine CEAST Resil impactor. The test followed the ISO standard
179/1U, Charpy impact testing, un-notched, conditioned at a temperature of 23°C and 50%
humidity for 40 hours. The impact speed was of 2.9 m/s2. Pendulum energy 2 J. The value of
Impact strength was calculated by the following equation:
(1)
where: a cU is charpy un-notched impact strength (kJ/m2), E c is the energy correction (Joule), which
is absorbed by the fracture of the test specimen, h is the thickness (mm) of the test specimen, b is
the width (mm) of the test specimens.
SEM testing. SEM testing was to determine the microstructure of bamboo fiber bonding to the
polymer matrix at the interface of the fiber / polymer. Tests conducted with the engine SEM JEOL
JSM-6390A.
Results and Discussion
The result of Charpy impact strength. The phenolic resin without fibers produced Charpy impact
strength of 2.88 kJ /m2.This suggested that the adhesive matrix material was very fragile. Charpy
impact strength testing of various types of thermoplastic polymer material has ever done by Witold
Brostow et al. [8], that the fragility was associated with impact resistance. However, natural fibers
as reinforcement was proven to increase the impact strength of phenolic resin, in the composites of
the bamboo fiber reinforced polymer [1].

Fig. 1. Impact strength and bamboo fiber content in unidirectional composites

As shown in Fig. 1, the composites containing 50 grams of bamboo fiber, in one direction of fibers
produced the impact strength 11.75 kJ/m2, and the fiber content is increased, increasing the impact
strength of the composite, as shown in the fiber content of 100 grams, produced the impact strength
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17.89 kJ/m2, the same thing was also expressed by Sergio Neves Monteiro et al. [7]. Bamboo fiber
composites in 2-direction and 2 layers also showed the same trend, the higher the fiber content of
bamboo, the higher the impact strength, as shown in Fig. 2. Composites with bamboo fiber of 50
grams, 2-way orientation, produced the impact strength of 5.79 kJ/m2. The composite with 100
grams of bamboo fiber content, 2-way orientation, produced the impact strength of 8.74 kJ/m2.
Bamboo fiber composites with orientation unidirection generated a higher impact strength than the
composites with 2-way orientation, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Impact strength and bamboo fiber content in the composite 2D

Fig. 3. Comparison of Impact strength and bamboo fiber content in the composite unidirectional
and 2D

Composite fiber content of 50 grams generated impact strength 11.75 kJ/m2, while the
composite with the same content but in 2-way orientation resulted in impact strength 5.79 kJ/m2.
Wipawee Nu-thong, et al, in 2013, stated that the bamboo fiber was the most effective
reinforcement to improve the impact strength of polylactic acid composite reinforced nature fiber
[2]. Bamboo fiber arrangement of the uni direction was perpendicular to impact loads, as shown in
Fig. 4. In such conditions impact loads, fibers experienced tensile load impure. The composition of
the fiber composite two-way split in two, half the fiber arrangement in parallel to the direction of
impact loads and half the arrangement of fibers was perpendicular to impact loads. In this
condition, half of the composition of the bamboo fiber has been split. Thus, 2D composites had
lower impact strength than uni direction. The direction of the pendulum of impact test and
composite fiber orientation is shown in Fig. 5. Impact strength of bamboo fiber composite 2D2L
was weaker than the composite of unidirection, this was due to the impact energy of the pendulum
force direction parallel to the fibers.
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Impact
energy

Impact
energy
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fibers
Uni direction fibers

Bamboo
fibers
Two direction fibers

Bamboo
fibers

Fig. 4. Direction of impact loads to the fiber direction

Fig. 5. Composite fracture direction and the direction of fibers in the composite

The result of SEM test. The structure of bamboo fiber itself also weaken impact strength. The
structure of bamboo fiber is composed of layers of overlapping fibers, and when dried or glued
bond between the fibers in the bamboo fiber is dry and thus weaken the bonds between the fibers, as
shown in Fig. 6a.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Cross sectional of fiber and interface between fibers

The cracks between the bamboo fibers to the polymer matrix was also a cause of the weakness
of impact strength of the composite, both in 2D and in unidirection, as shown in Fig. 6b. The crack
cavity between bamboo fiber and adhesive matrix at the interface may be caused by the level of the
water content in the bamboo fiber. Moisture content of the bamboo fiber will evaporate when it
reacted with phenolic resin heat when molded. The moisture was then transformed into vapor
trapped in the composite, and thus forming a cavity cracks on the interface, and then blocking the
load transfer between the fibers and the fiber to the matrix, thus weakening the overall composite.
This condition contrary to what was stated by Castro et al. [1], that the adhesion strength of the
interface will improve the load transfer from the matrix to the fiber, or vice versa. Alomayri et al.
[5], declared the impact strength of fiber-reinforced polymer was determined by the interfacial
bonding between the matrix and the fiber, and the properties of the matrix and the fiber itself.
Research on cotton fiber reinforced geopolymer composites produced impact strength up to 15 kJ /
m2. P. Wambua, J., in 2003, in the writings of Alomayri et al. [5] stated when the composite
experiencing shock loads, the impact energy was discharged through a combination of fiber pullout
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out, fiber fracture and deformation of the matrix [5]. Two causes of the weakness of bamboo fiber
composites are mutually contradictory, when dried bamboo fiber, to lower the moisture content, this
will weaken the bond between the fiber itself. Conversely, when the bamboo fiber was not drained,
the moisture content will form cracks, due to evaporation cavity of moisture content of bamboo
fiber when casted with a phenolic resin. Less good adhesiveness between natural fibers and matrix
is often caused by shrinkage when drying due to mixing [7, 9]. This indicated poor interfacial
adhesion and wetting of inadequate of fiber in the matrix, which may be due to large differences in
surface energy between the fiber and the matrix, corresponding opinion of Smita Mohanty et al.
[10].
Conclusions
Impact strength of polymer composites can be improved by adding bamboo fiber by means of
hand lay-ups, both in orientation single direction or two direction. The higher the fiber content, the
higher the impact strength of polymer composites. Composite single direction produced higher
impact strength than the composite bidirectional. At a weight of 100 grams fiber, a composite of
single direction generated the impact strength 17.89 kJ/m2, and the composite of bidirectional
generated the impact strength 8.7 kJ/m2. Cracks in the interface between the fibers of bamboo, and
cracks at the interface between bamboo fiber and polymer were the cause of the weakness of the
impact strength of composites.
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Abstract. Nano porous polyethersulfone (PES) membrane is widely used as filtration membrane in
hemodialysis system. However, PES membrane has low-blood-compatibility, which then induces
blood clots to adhere to the membrane surface during dialysis treatment. In this paper, we have
modified the surface of PES membrane by depositing nanoporous parylene film and fluorinateddiamond-like-carbon (F-DLC) onto the PES membrane. The deposition process of parylene and FDLC films were developed in order to have those materials properly coated on the membrane
surface. Parylene film was deposited on the diffusion layer of the membrane surface by utilizing
glycerin liquid, whilst the F-DLC film was specially coated on the supporting layer of the PES
membrane. The coated membranes, along with the bare PES membrane, were then compared and
investigated under long term diffusion test in term of their permeability and blood compatibility.
The experiments results show that the parylene film had improved the blood compatibility of PES
membrane. On the other hand, F-DLC films were not able to improve membrane blood
compatibility in long term period. Moreover, those three membranes provide similar membrane
diffusion coefficient value after 27 days of diffusion test. Based on the result, it can be confirmed
that parylene film could be one of the best option as a coating material for PES membrane.
Introduction
In Indonesia, the frequency of people suffering from kidney failure is significantly increased.
According to the data released by PT. Askes Indonesia, patients with kidney failure are reaching
24,141 in 2012 from 23,261 patients in 2011[1]. Kidney failure is the condition where the kidneys
fail to sufficiently remove waste products from the blood [2]. One of the options for kidney failure
treatment is dialysis [3]. Dialysis is a treatment that performs something that normal kidneys do.
Dialysis keeps the human body in balance by filtering and removing waste and salt to prevent them
from accumulating in the body. Dialysis system uses semipermeable membrane known as dialysis
membrane, keeps the blood separately from the dialysate to remove excess wastes from the blood.
Polyethersulfone (PES) membrane is one the semipermeable membrane used in dialysis system due
to its extraordinary property. PES membrane can be easily fabricated at room temperature [4].
Moreover nano porosity of the PES membrane has given a great impact in filtering wastes from the
blood [5].
However, PES membranes possess a low blood compatibility which has prevented its further
application in the dialysis treatment [6]. Researches have been conducted in order to improve the
blood compatibility of PES membrane. One of the ways to improve blood compatibility of the
membrane is by modifying its surface. Recently, paryelene and F-DLC are known as two best
coating materials for medical tools due to its outstanding blood compatibility and conformal coating
properties [7, 8]. However, conformal coating characteristic will also become a problem if those
materials are directly deposited to the membrane surface. In this paper, we compare the
modification technique and materials used as surface coating for PES membrane to improve its
blood compatibility. Parylene film and fluorinated-diamond-like-carbon (F-DLC) were used as
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coating materials for PES membrane, and special modification methods were applied to have those
coating materials properly deposited on the membrane surface. Long term diffusion test was
conducted to validate the permeability and blood compatibility of parylene and F-DLC films on the
membrane surface.
Experimental
Membrane preparation. PES membranes were prepared from PES powder (molecular weight:
4800, Sumitomo Chemical Co., Japan), polyvinylpyrroli-done (PVP; molecular weight: 35,000,
Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Japan), and 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP; Wako Pure Chemical
Industries, Japan), as solute, solvent, and additive components, respectively. PES, PVP, and NMP
were mixed in a ratio of 20:20:60 (wt %), respectively, and kept at room temperature for
approximately 48 h to form a transparent casting solution. The PES casting solution was then
poured onto a glass substrate. The PES membrane was then prepared by spin coating, followed by
direct immersion into distilled water. As soon as the glass substrate was immersed in distilled
water, a thin layer of white membrane was appeared forming at the interface between the casting
solution and the distilled water. The as-formed PES membranes were then stored for further use in
distilled water at room temperature for more than 24 h to remove the PVP solvent.
Membrane Modification
Parylene surface modification. We have developed a surface modification technique of paryleneC onto the PES membrane by using a Labcoter 2 Parylene Deposition Unit (SCS Coating Center
Parylene Japan, LLC) [5]. Parylene deposition is done by utilizing the passage of glycerin vapors
through the membrane in order to create a nanoporous parylene film. During deposition process, the
glycerin vaporizes and passes through the membrane pores, preventing parylene deposition above
the pores and subsequent blocking. In this experiment, 10 mg of parylene dimer was used to have a
5 nm of parylene film thickness on the membrane surface.
F-DLC surface modification. We have also modified the deposition technique of F-DLC films by
depositing the F-DLC film on the finger like structure layer of PES membrane rather than
employing glycerin liquids [9]. The purpose of this technique was to have the F-DLC film adhere
on the wall of the membrane porous rather than to have F-DLC film deposited on the membrane
surface. Finger like structure has a bigger porous than diffusion layer; therefore it would be easier
for the F-DLC film to go through the inside of membrane porous and deposited on the wall. In this
experiment, deposition time of F-DLC film was 6 seconds which yields approximately 6 nm film
thickness.
Diffusion Test Experiment
The diffusion test was conducted to observe the blood compatibility of the membrane before
and after deposition process. For diffusion test, the diffusion chamber was made by
Polymethylmethacrylate plate. The tested membrane was clamped between the blood and dialysate
inside the diffusion chamber. Gastight syringes (Hamilton Company, USA) were used to flow the
blood and dialysate to the diffusion chamber, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
In addition to the diffusion test setup, blood and dialysate solution were used as fluid medium
for solute transport. Defibrinated bovine blood was used as a blood solution and NaCl and K
solution which follows the medical standard was used as dialysate solution [10].
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Fig. 1. Diffusion test setup

Result and Discussion
Deposition of parylene film. We have developed a deposition method to have parylene film coated
on the membrane surface without clogging the membrane porous [5, 11]. In this deposition process,
parylene was deposited on the diffusion layer of PES membrane utilizing glycerin liquid. Having
glycerin liquid placed under the membrane during the deposition process had assisted the parylene
gas for not to be deposited on the porous of the membrane. This can be explained that glycerin
vaporized during the deposition process due to its low vapors property. Vaporized glycerin went
through the membrane porous to prevent the parylene from depositing to the membrane porous, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. Hence, a higher diffusion coefficient of the solutes through the membrane was
obtained compared to the conventional parylene deposition process.

Fig. 2. Parylene deposition by employing glycerin vapors

Deposition of F-DLC film. F-DLC film has different physical appearance compared to parylene
film, for example, F-DLC film is harder and more brittle than parylene film. Therefore, glycerin
liquid could not be used as what we have done in parylene deposition process. For that reason, we
decided to coat F-DLC film on the supporting layer rather than onto the diffusion layer [9].
Supporting layer has a bigger porous size compared to the ones in diffusion layer, as shown in
Figure 3; in addition, its conformal coating characteristic provides the F-DLC film deposited on the
wall of the membrane porous without covering the membrane surface.
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Fig. 3. Cross section of PES membrane

Permeability of the membrane after parylene and F-DLC coating. Fig. 4 show the permeability
of bare PES membrane, PES membrane coated parylene film and F-DLC film. It can be seen at the
beginning of the diffusion test, bare PES membrane presented the highest diffusion coefficient
compared to other coated membrane. This happened since bare PES membrane has no coating film
on its surface which further allowing more molecules diffusion. On the other hand, PES membrane
coated either with parylene film and F-DLC film, gave lower diffusion coefficient, due to the
existence of the coating film on its surface. Finally, after 27 days of diffusion test, the bare PES
membrane and the coated ones gave relatively similar diffusion coefficient.

Fig. 4. Diffusion coefficient of the membrane

In addition, after 27 days of the diffusion test, the membrane coated by parylene film has
higher blood compatibility compared to others. As seen in Fig. 5, membrane coated with parylene
film deliver a membrane surface with less adhesion of blood clot. This can be confirmed that
parylene film has successfully improved the blood compatibility of PES membrane. As for
membrane coated by F-DLC film, the number of blood clots was almost the same as in bare PES
membrane surface. The explanation behind this result is the poor adhesion strength of F-DLC film
onto the membrane surface. During the diffusion test, blood flow wipe out the F-DLC film on the
membrane surface, as a result is the appearance of the blood clot on the membrane surface.
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Fig. 5. Scanning electron images of the membrane surface after long term diffusion test: (a) Bare PES
membrane (diffusion layer surface); (b) PES(diffusion layer surface)/parylene; (c) Bare PES
membrane (supporting layer surface); (d) PES(supporting layer surface)/F-DLC

Summary
This study presents the application of coating parylene and F-DLC film to improve the PES
membrane blood compatibility. Based on the experiment result, after 27 days of diffusion test,
parylene gave the lower blood clots adhered on the membrane surface. Whilst, the diffusion
coefficient for three tested membranes relatively fell at the same values. This result indicated that
parylene could be an option as coating material to improve blood compatibility of PES membrane.
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Abstract. Nanoporous polyethersulfone membrane is commonly used as a separation membrane for
water filtration purposes. However, PES membrane has low water permeability, which has further
limited its application to be used as filtration membrane in water filter system. In this paper, we
present the fabrication of high water permeability of nanoporous PES membrane using wet-phase
inversion method. Three main components composing PES membrane; which are PES, 1-methyl-2pyrrolidone and polyvinylpyrrolidone, were studied in order to find the optimum parameter in
obtaining high water permeability of the PES membrane. Filtration device made of polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) were used in water permeability test. The water permeability experiments
indicated that the optimal membrane used for the filtration device was 048P08. Based on this result,
we believed that fabricated filtration device together with the optimal membrane have the potential
use in water filtration system.
Introduction
Polyethersulfone (PES) is non-crystalline engineering plastic, a heat-resistant material with
transparent color. PES is a tough and rigid resin similar to conventional engineering plastics, such as
polycarbonate, at room temperature [1]. It is commercially available, thermally stable polymer used
in high-performance applications due to its toughness, good thermal resistance and chemical
inertness [2]. As a result, PES has been confirmed as membrane material for separation processes
including biological, pharmaceutical, and sterilization. PES membrane consists of a nanoporous
layer and micro-porous layer [3]. According to the size of the pores in the membrane, membrane
filtering can be divided into microfiltration (MF, 0.1–10 µm), ultrafiltration (UF,2–100nm),
nanofiltration (NF,1–2nm) and reverse-osmosis (RO,<1nm) [5].
However, regardless the superb mechanical and chemical property of PES membrane, one
important issue raised on PES membrane is its low water permeability properties [6]. Low water
permeability restricted the membrane to be used as a filtration membrane in ultrafiltration system.
Therefore, in this experiment we developed the PES solution to produce PES membrane with higher
water permeability. Our developing method involves the use of PES in different ratio. Four
membranes with different ratio of PES were tested in diffusion chamber in term of its water
permeability.
Experimental setup
Membrane fabrication. PES of molecular weight 4800 (Sumitomo Chemical Co.), PVP of
molecular weight 35000 (Merck, Germany.) were employed as additive and solvent in the PES
solution and 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) (Merck, Germany, Ltd) NMP is an evaporative organic
solvent with low viscosities. PES, PVP, and NMP were mixed and kept at room temperature for 48
hours to form a casting solution. PES membranes were then prepared by wet phase inversion
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method and manual squeezing glass slide method. Firstly, a 100 µm shallow bath was fabricated
using cutting sticker. Subsequently, the casting solution was poured at room temperature into the
shallow bath and spread with a glass slide. Lastly, the shallow bath was immersed into glass of pure
water. As soon as the glass slide sank into the pure water, a thin layer of white membrane could be
seen forming at the interface area of the shallow bath. The formed PES membranes were then kept
in the pure water at room temperature for more than 24 hours to remove the remained PVP. The
pore size formed in the membrane is considered to be 2–5 nm [5]. The detail of membrane
fabrication is described in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 fabricated PES membrane

Table 1 Ratio of PES, PVP and NMP used for membrane fabrication
PES

8

10

12

20

PVP

8

10

12

20

NMP

84

80

76

60

Fabrication of diffusion chamber. Diffusion test were conducted in a diffusion chamber in order
to determine the water permeability of the membrane. The diffusion chamber consisted of two
pieces of fluidic chips and fabricated using polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), as shown in Fig. 2.
The diffusion chamber was made by using laser jet machining. Five parallel channels were prepared
on the diffusion chamber to connect the inlet and outlet port for the tested solution. Each of the
channels in the micro chamber layer has length of 14 mm, width of 2.8 mm and depth of 200 µm; in
order to supply lower viscous resistance and higher usage rate of the porous membrane surface area.
Two pieces of the chambers chips were then sandwiched with a layer of PES membrane in the
middle.

Fig. 2. Diffusion chamber chip for diffusion test
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Diffusion testing. Diffusion test were performed to find out the water permeability of the bare PES
membrane and modified PES membrane. The capillary pore diffusion model is presented in Fig. 3.
Nanoporous
Flow direction
PES membrane
Amount of water
Fig. 3. Capillary pore diffusion model

Equation 1 gives the formula used to calculate the membrane permeability based on the
diffusion model [3]. Some modifications have been made, and we describe the water permeability
of the membrane as follows:

(1)
where ∆Q is water permeation rate through the membrane porous, Pw’ is the water permeability
[m2.s/kg], S is the membrane area [m2], t is the thickness of membrane [m], ρ is the density of liquid
[kg/m3] and v is the velocity of liquid [m/s]. Hence the water permeability can be calculated as
follows:

(2)
In this experiment, the ratio of PES powder in PES solution were varied from to 8%, 10%, 12%
and 20%, in order to find the optimum composition of PES solution to form high water permeability
membrane. Our previous study reported that PES membrane which has 20% of PES, 20 % of PVP
and 60% of NMP possess low water permeability [6-8]. Therefore, we reduced the ratio of PES
powder to 8%, 10% and 12%. Table 1 shows the detail of ratio of PES solut ion used in this
experiment.
Fig. 4 shows the experiment setup of diffusion test. Two syringe pumps were used to deliver
pure water through the water inlet of diffusion chamber. By calculating the collected volume on the
outlet of the chamber, the permeability of the membrane can be calculated following Eq. 2.

Fig. 4. Experimental setup of diffusion test
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Result and Discussion
Membrane water permeability. Fig. 5 shows the relationship between ratio of PES and its water
permeability. As can be seen in Fig. 5, water permeability of PES membrane is highly related to the
PES ratio of the PES solution. Higher NMP and lower ratio of PES significantly increase water
permeability of the membrane. This can be explained that the more NMP and the less of PES used
in the PES solution created a thinner porous membrane, result in higher water membrane
permeability and the thickness of membrane. On the other hand, membrane with 20% of PES and
60% of NMP produced membrane with lower water permeability and higher thickness. In this case,
PES powder with less NMP and high PES ratio produced a thicker membrane, however the
thickness hence creating a resistance for water to go through the membrane.

Fig. 5. Relationship between PES polymer ratio and water permeability

Fig. 6. Relationship between PES polymer ratio and thickness of membrane
PES polymer

Thickness (mm)

Water permeability (m2.s/kg)

048P08

0.049

4.22E-04

048P10

0.087

2.44E-04

048P12

0.09

1.31E-04

048P20

0.109

7.79E-05

Summary
In this research, we have successfully developed PES membrane with higher water permeability
by changing the PES ratio in the PES solution. It was found that membrane with lowest PES ratio
(8%) gave the highest water permeability among all the tested membranes. Based on this
observation, our fabricated membrane has potential use to be applied as filtration membrane in
water filtration system.
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Abstract. The objective of the current study was to evaluate the use of a novel species of a
biosurfactant-producing bacterium Pseudoclavibacter sp. strain SKC/XLW-1 as potential reagents
for bioflotation of sulfide minerals (herein pyrite) in order to discover environmentally friendly
flotation reagents. The bacterial strain was able to change surface chemical properties of pyrite as
evidenced by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis and hydrophobicity
measurements (contact angle and surface tension). Over the course of the experiment the contact
angle tended to increase whereas the surface tension was observed to decrease as a function of time,
suggesting the possible potential of the strain to function as both frother and collector for flotation
of sulfide minerals. From the findings of this study it is evident that the bacterium
Pseudoclavibacter sp. strain SKC/XLW-1 can be employed to be a more eco-friendly reagent (both
collectors and frother) to facilitate the selective separation of sulfide minerals in the flotation
processes.
Introduction
Bioflotation is one of the promising technologies in mineral processing to increase the
selectivity of conventional flotation processes by utilizing microorganisms. It has been attracting
attention in metal recovery operations because of its more environmentally friendly features than
conventional one. In flotation process, the chemical reagents that are relatively harmful to the
environments are frequently used, thus generating secondary wastes. Hence, the attempts should be
made to create a more environmentally friendly mineral processing in the flotation processes by
employing more relatively non-toxic flotation reagents such as bacteria which may act as
bioreagents (frothers, collectors and depressants) and induce hydrophobic properties once they can
adhere selectively onto the mineral surface [1]. Like chemical reagents, a bacterium interacts with
the mineral surface and gives amphoteric characteristics to it [2], since bacterial cell surfaces are
composed of functional groups derived from phospholipids, proteins and polysaccharides [3].
Several studies have been conducted on the utilization of bacteria as flotation reagents
including the genera Bacillus, Mycobacterium, Rhodococcus and Acidithiobacillus [3, 4, 5]. These
studies have led to a basic understanding that the interaction of bacterial cells with mineral particles
results in significant changes in the chemistry of both mineral and bacterial surfaces [3, 5].
Therefore, further studies are needed to explore other bacteria that possibly function as flotation
bioreagents in order to add the functional diversity of the bacteria for the flotation of sulfide
minerals to create a more eco-friendly mineral processing. In this study, a Gram-positive bacterium
Pseudoclavibacter sp. strain SKC/XLW-1, which is capable of producing biosurfactant and
oxidizing iron and sulfur, was studied to function as a bioreagent in the flotation of pyrite by
characterizing the surface chemical properties of pyrite before and after its interaction with the
bacterial strain.
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Materials and Methods
Pyrite samples. The pyrite used in this study was obtained from Singajaya, Garut, West Java
Province, Indonesia and was ground to obtain the grain size of - 200 + 400 mesh. An X-ray powder
diffraction analysis showed the high purity of pyrite (FeS2) and no other sulfide minerals were
detected (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. X-ray powder diffraction analysis of pyrite mineral (FeS2) used in this study

Bacterium and growth medium. The bacterium Pseudoclavibacter sp. strain SKC/XLW-1 used in
this study was isolated from the black sludge in the primary settling tank of a tannery wastewater
treatment plant, which has the abilities of producing biosurfactant and oxidizing iron and sulfur
(Fig. 2a). The growth medium used was the modified Luria–Bertani (LB) medium (l−1: 10 g
peptone; 5 g yeast extract; 10 g NaCl, supplemented with 0.5 g Na2S2O3.5H2O and 0.25 g
FeSO4.7H2O).
Batch experimental conditions. Batch bacterial experiments were conducted in triplicate in sterile
500 ml Erlenmeyer flasks containing 300 ml of growth medium supplemented with 10% (vol/vol)
inoculum of Pseudoclavibacter sp. strain SKC/XLW-1 and 25% (wt/vol) pyrite at 25% pulp density
(Fig. 2B). Cultures were incubated with agitation (150 rpm) at 30oC for 4 weeks under aerobic
conditions. The hydrophobic properties (as measured by surface tension and contact angle) and pH
in solution of each culture were monitored periodically, and separate sets of samples were made up
and prepared for analysis by FTIR.
Results and Discussion
The bacterial activity in experimental systems gave a significant effect on the chemistry of the
solution of all experimental systems by changing their pH and hydrophobicity nature as well as the
surface chemical properties of pyrite after interaction with Pseudoclavibacter sp. strain SKC/XLW1 (Figs. 3-6). The pH of the solutions of experimental systems showed similar trends; it remained
relatively constant (~5) for ~14 days. After 14 days of the experiment, the pH of the solutions
gradually decreased to ~3 (Fig. 3). Changes in the pH of the aqueous solutions of experimental
systems were most likely brought about by bacterium, since the bacteria accelerate pyrite oxidation
by oxidizing iron and sulfur that generate H2SO4, thereby lowering the pH of the aqueous solutions
[3].
The FTIR spectrum of the bacterial cell-pyrite complex at the onset of the experiment contains
bands at 3413 cm-1 (N-H bending of amide and amine), 1644 cm-1 (C=C of alkenes), 1549 cm-1
(aromatic C=C stretching) and 1108 cm-1 (C-O bond of alcohols, ethers, carboxylic acids, esters),
whereas that of the bacterial cell-pyrite complex on day 7 showed the same band as at the onset of
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the experiment at 3413 cm-1 with additional bands at 1647 cm-1 (alkene C=C stretching), 1542 cm-1
(aromatic C=C stretching), 1438 cm-1 (alkene C-H) and 1118 cm-1 (C-O bond of alcohols, ethers,
carboxylic acids, esters). Changes in the peaks of spectra on day 14 and 30 with bands at 1088 cm-1
(aromatic C–O stretching) and 789 cm-1 (C–H of aromatic rings) were observed due to the bacterial
activity, indicating the presence of biosurfactant produced by bacteria (Fig. 4).

Fig. 2. (a) Optical micrograph of bacterial cells of Pseudoclavibacter sp.strain SKC/XLW-1 grown on
LB agar supplemented with 0.5 g/L Na2S2O3.5H2O and 0.25 g/ L FeSO4.7H2O for 48 h at at 30oC; (b)
Experimental system - shake flask (500-ml) cultures containing 300 ml of the modified LB liquid medium
(supplemented with 0.5 g/L Na2S2O3.5H2O and 0.25 g/ L FeSO4.7H2O), 10% (vol/vol) inoculum of
Pseudoclavibacter sp. strain SKC/XLW-1 and 25% (wt/vol) pyrite (at 25% pulp density)

Fig. 3. pH changes in experimental systems containing 300 ml of the modified LB liquid medium
(supplemented with 0.5 g/L Na2S2O3.5H2O and 0.25 g/ L FeSO4.7H2O), 10% (vol/vol) inoculum of
Pseudoclavibacter sp. strain SKC/XLW-1 and 25% (wt/vol) pyrite during the 30-day incubation

Bacterial activity also changed the hydrophobicity properties of the suspensions of
experimental systems as determined by contact angle and surface tension measurements (Figs. 5
and 6). In general, the contact angle values (o) increased with time and reached maximum values at
~3 days of incubation, demonstrating a larger hydrophobic nature (Fig. 5). The increase of contact
angle value observed in the measurements of pyrite contact angle after the interaction with the
strain could be attributed to a bacterial cells adhesion and/or metabolic products interactions onto
pyrite surface [3, 4]. Likewise, the contact angle measurements showed a higher adhesion of the cell
at pyrite surface, demonstrating a preferential adhesion of the strain at pyrite mineral. In contrast,
the surface tension of the suspensions in experimental systems tended to decrease with time (Fig.
6). This increase may be due to the biosurfactant production by the strain, thus supporting more
evidence for the capacity of the strain to be a frothing agent.
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Fig. 4. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of the bacterial cell-pyrite complexes over the course of
the experiment: (a) day 0; (b) day 7; (c) day 14; (d) day 30

Fig. 5. Contact angle of pyrite before and after interaction with Pseudoclavibacter sp. strain SKC/XLW1 in experimental systems containing 300 ml of the modified LB liquid medium (supplemented with 0.5
g/L Na2S2O3.5H2O and 0.25 g/ L FeSO4.7H2O), 10% (vol/vol) inoculum of strain SKC/XLW-1 and 25%
(wt/vol) pyrite during the 30-day incubation

Fig. 6. Surface tension (mN/m) and pH of suspensions in experimental systems containing 300 ml of the
modified LB liquid medium (supplemented with 0.5 g/L Na2S2O3.5H2O and 0.25 g/ L FeSO4.7H2O), 10%
(vol/vol) inoculum of Pseudoclavibacter sp.strain SKC/XLW-1 and 25% (wt/vol) pyrite during the 30day incubation
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Conclusions
The present study reveals that a bacterium Pseudoclavibacter sp.strain SKC/XLW-1 was able
to change the surface chemical properties of pyrite due to biosurfactant production as shown by its
high surface activity and frothability for pyrite. It is concluded that the usage of this strain is
promising for environmentally friendly bioreagents, thus being applicable for the eco-friendly
development of the bioflotation of sulfide minerals.
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Abstract. Fe 3 O 4 magnetic nanoparticles obtained from iron sand were synthesized by
sonochemical methods using ultrasonic wave 20, 40 and 80 kHz. The as-prepared Fe 3 O 4 magnetic
nanoparticles has been characterized by XRD and VSM. XRD pattern revealed that there are two
phase in samples: magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) and hematite (α-Fe 2 O 3 ). By using Debye-Scherer calculation,
it was discovered that the three samples of Fe 3 O 4 had the same average crystallite sizes about 19
nm. The magnetic characterization from VSM showed that Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles were nearly
superparamagnetic behaviours with low coercivity and magnetization saturation 48.9 emu/g, 47.2
emu/g, 47.8 emu/g, respectively. Due to this properties, Fe 3 O 4 magnetic nanoparticles from iron
sand can be applied in bioapplication.
Introduction
In recent years, reseachers has a concern in sizes and shapes of nanoparticles magnetic
modification especially Fe 3 O 4 . Fe 3 O 4 in nano sizes has unique properties [1-2,], due to their
properties, Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles often used in bioapplication [3]. Many methods have been
developed for Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles synthesis but coprecipitation become the most favorite method
because it has many advantages [4-5]. Nevertheless, there is negative side in this method. It is
difficult to control the sizes and the shape of Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles [4, 6]. Moreover, Fe 3 O 4
nanoparticles have a large surface-volume ratio and high surface energy so it can make particles
agglomeration [7, 8]. Sonochemical become one of solution in synthesis Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles,
because it has cavitation effect [9] that proper to solve problem in Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles synthesis.
There are two sources of materials can be used to obtain Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles. The first source
is chemical precursor [1-2] and the second source is iron sand [5, 10-11]. Iron sand in Indonesia
contain Fe element ranging 30% to 40% depend on location where it was obtained [10-11], that is
due to Indonesia has mountain with high volcanic activities. The focus of this paper are Fe 3 O 4
nanoparticles synthesis from iron sand especially from coastal area in Indonesia. The effect of
ultrasonic frequency under 100 kHz and magnetic characterization of Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles will be
discussed in this report.
Experimental Procedure
Iron sands were extracted by using strong permanent magnets (1.5 T) thus they separated from
their impurities. Analytical reagent (chemical grade) were used in this experiment without further
purification. 1 gram of iron sand separated permanent were mixed with 4.5 mL HCL (12 M). The
mixtures were stirred for 45 minutes at 90oC until the solution became brownish yellow. The
solution were then filtered by paper and the result of filtering process were mixed with NaOH (3.5
M) with comparison of 1:5. During the mixing process with NaOH, the solution were sonicated by
ultrasonic wave in 20 kHz, 40 kHz, 80 kHz, respectively for 45 minutes until we obtained black
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sediment. The sediment were then washed several times to clean from other impurities, and it was
dried at 80oC to obtain the powders.
The crystal structure of the synthesized Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles was analyzed using X-ray
diffractometer (XRD) of JEOL-3530 and the crystalline sizes were determined using DebyeScherrer equation. The magnetic properties were analyzed by vibrating sample magnetometer
(VSM) of Oxford VSM 1.2 H.
Results and Discussion
The XRD patterns of the samples in Fig. 1 shows that it has formed Fe 3 O 4 based on JCPDS
(Joint Commite on Powder Difraction Standar) no. 19-0629 with the peaks can be indexed to (220),
(311), (400), (422), (511), (440) planes of spinel cubic unit cell.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. XRD spectra of Fe3O4 nanoparticles under sonicated in (a) 20 kHz, (b) 40 kHz, (c) 80 kHz, (*)
indicated peaks of α-Fe 2 O 3

In Fig.1, there is redmark (*) sign indicating the peak Hematite of α-Fe 2 O 3 [12] which is
appeared in three samples. The appearance of Hematite α-Fe 2 O 3 indicated that oxidation process
happened during the synthesis using sonochemical methods. Magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) would be oxidized
by oxygen if the synthesis process not perfect [12-13]. From this fact, we can show that there are
two phase of iron oxide in one samples: magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) and hematite (α-Fe 2 O 3 ). The existences
of hematite (α-Fe 2 O 3 ) in samples can influence the magnetic properties because the hematite has
antiferromagnetism properties.
We used Debye-Scherrer equation to determine the crystalline size and average sizes Fe 3 O 4
nanoparticles where for all of the three samples have particle diameter 19 nm as shown in Tables 1.
Table 1 shows the small increasing of the sizes of Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles compare with ultrasonic
frequency.
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Tables 1. The crystalline sizes of Fe 3 O 4 from sonochemical methods
Frequency (kHz)
20
40
80

The sizes of Fe 3 O 4 (nm)
19.0 ± 1.8
19.3 ± 1.9
19.6 ± 2.4

To investigate the magnetic properties of Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles in room temperature, VSM was
used to measure the magnetization as shown in Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig 2. Magnetic hysteretic loop of Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles at room temperature was sonicated by ultrasonic: (a)
20 kHz; (b) 40 kHz; (c) 80 kHz

The result of the measurement were used to evaluate saturated magnetizations (Ms) and
coercive field (Hc). The results for all various frequency are listed in Table 2. The all curves
demonstrate a typical super-paramagnetic behaviour of material at room temperature.
Table 2. Magnetic properties of Fe 3 O 4 in various frequencies
Frequency (kHz)
20 kHz
40 kHz
80 kHz

Hc (Tesla)
6.85×10-3
8.50×10-3
5.45×10-3

Ms(emu/gram)
48.9
47.2
47.8

The result shown in Table 2 indicated that saturation magnetization (Ms) of Fe 3 O 4 in three
samples were not changed significantly. The crystalline sizes of Fe 3 O 4 in three samples were
relatively similar, so the magnetic properties were not affected. The saturation magnetization values
of Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles were smaller than bulk condition. This phenomenon can be happened
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because in the nano scale, the numbers of domain magnetic is decrease and tend to be single
domains. As a result Fe 3 O 4 had low saturated magnetization and less amount of magnetic moments.
Summary
In conclusion, we have successfully developed a sonochemical methods for Fe 3 O 4
nanoparticles from iron sand. XRD pattern show that there is two phase in samples: magnetite
(Fe 3 O 4 ) and hematite (α-Fe 2 O 3 ). It became a great attention in synthesizing Fe 3 O 4 from iron sand,
especially on how hematite could be reduced in samples. The size and magnetic properties change
of Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles were not significantly influenced by ultrasonic frequency under 100 kHz.
The nanoparticles were obtained from this experiment can be applied in bioapplication because they
had nano scale sizes about 19 nm and superparamagnetic behaviour.
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Abstract. Accurate estimation of scale formation in various industries is of utmost important. This
paper presents results of the study on the calcium carbonate scale formation in pipes made of
copper. The scale was formed by mixing Na2 CO3 and CaCl2 solutions at 2,500 and 3,000 ppm
of Ca++ in a laboratory piping system at room temperature. The experiments were done at two
different flow rates: 30, 40 ml/min for four hours. The scale formation was observed by the
reduction of solution conductivity. The scale layers formed inside the copper pipes were
analyzed using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) equipped with EDX for morphology and
elemental composition, and an X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Rietveld for phase analysis. It was
found that the conductivity decreased sharply for all experiments: after 7 and 19 min. for 40 and
30 ml/min. flow rates, respectively. On the other hand, the mass of the scale was found to decrease
with increasing flow rates: 0.4198 gr and 0.2795 gr for 30 and 40 ml/min. flow rates,
respectively.SEM micrographs and its associated EDS analysis proved that the scale formed
corresponds to that of calcite (CaCO3). Based on XRD Rietveld analysis, the scale consists of
99wt.% calcite and 1 wt.% aragonite.
Introduction
Scaling is one of the main serious engineering problems in process industries as the scales
may hinder the flow of solution in industrial pipes or tubes. Accurate estimation of scale
formation is thus very important.
The calcium carbonate scale formation was influenced by several aspects such as flow rate,
concentration of solution, pH value, temperature, pressures, and ionic strength [1]. In
laminar turbulence, the higher flow rates, the more calcium carbonate scale mass indicating the
fluid flow enhances the scale formation [6].
Previous studies done by Johanson,etal have shown that CaCO 3 scale formation can be
found in fully laminar and fully turbulent [2].In fully laminar the formation was in a slow
growth while in fully turbulent the formation was easily found in the angels. The flow of
the fouling is described as having pronounced rippling and surface waves of partially
laminar and partially turbulent nature. As the turbulent also will enhance the mass
transfer, the rate of crystal deposition can also be promoted.
Other researchers indicated that scale growth does not always remain linear with
time, as higher velocity can sometimes reduce scale deposition [3]. Crystallization occurs
due to the lateral growth of the scale deposit on the membrane surface, resulting in flux
decline and surface blockage. Thus, the scaling formation is actually the crystallization p
henomenon.Bulk crystallization arises when crystal particles are formed in the bulk
phase through homogeneous crystalliza tion and may deposit on membrane surfaces as
sediments/particles to form a cake layer that leads to flux decline. In addition, supersaturated
scale forming conditions leads to scale growth and agglomeration. This is due to the
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random collision of ions with particles and secondary crystallization occurs on the.
The process of scale formation of CaCo 3 can be resulted from the following reaction:
CO 2 + 2 OHCO32- + H2O
Ca(OH)2
Ca2++ + 2 OHCa2+++ CO32-

CaCO3

[5]

Other researchers found that crystallization of CaCO 3 was started at the induction
period of 17 to 34 minutes. Besides, higher flow rate of 50 ml/min resulted in more
calcium carbonate mass which indicates the fluid flow enhances the scale formation [6].
According to Nascolas,etal [7] the scales has three different pol ymorphs, namely calcite,
aragonite and vaterite, Calcite is known to be the stable form of calcium carbonate crystals,
in contrast, aragonite and vaterite are thermodynamically unstable and given appropriate
conditions they could eventually transform into calcite [8], furthermore stated that calcite
was the dominant polymorph for deposits on cupper. The morphology of CaCo 3 crystals
in the deposition on the surface is found to vary due to polymorph transformation or
composite fo rmation of calcite to aragonite [9]. Nevertheless, there had been no study on
the effect of tube material with horizontal position [10]. The geometric results of calcite cell
were rhombohedral, aragonite, and orthorhombic [11]. In another research, Suharso and Burhani
found that calcite is the most common form of CaCO 3 . It can be distinguished from aragonite on
the basis of its hardness and density. The aragonite was commonly formed within higher pressure
and unstable during its stable phases. Aragonite was dominantly found but changed gradually into
calcite [12].
This research is aimed at finding out the effect of flow rate on induction time and mineral
phase in cooper pipe by using the mixture of Na 2 CO 3 and CaCl 2 solutions at 2,500 and 3,000 ppm
of Ca++ in a laboratory piping system at room temperature.
Materials and Methods
Chemical and CaCO 3 synthesis. The experiment was performed using a flowing system rig by
setting by using a flowing system rig built in-house as shown in Fig. 1. The rig consisted of three
main parts: two stainless steal vessel and two pumps a test pipe unit. This rig system is resemble
with those of Muryanto [6]. Ten liters each of equimolar CaCl2 and Na2Co3 solution at a
predetermined concentration of 2500ppm Ca++ were separately placed in the two bottom vessels
and equilibrated until the designed temperature was researched. The conductivity of the liquor
exiting the test pipe section was continuously checked for up to four hours. The scale deposited
on the surface of the coupons(samples) was carefully removed and stored in vials for
characterization.
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Fig. 1. Image circuit simulator scale

Characterization. All samples were Au-coated prior to examination by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) (FEI Inspect S50) with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) system
fitted with a field emission source and operating at an accelerating voltage at 15 kV. X-ray
diffraction for phase identification was performed using Cu-Kα monochromated radiation in a
conventional Bragg- Brentano (BB) focusing geometry. The scan parameters (10 – 90o 2θ, 0.020
steps, 15 s/step) were selected as required for observation. Data were recorded digitally, and peak
positions and intensities were identified either using the peak finder feature or on screen in the
software. A PC-based search match program ,the Philips X ’Pert Software (Philips Electronics
N.V) was used to detect possible crystalline phases in the samples .In this approach, peak positions
are located automatically using minima in the second derivative of the diffraction traces. The peak
positions and peak heights are checked against the entries in the ICDD (International Centre for
Diffraction Data) Powder Diffraction File (PDF).and The XRD to analysis/ measurement
crystal system with reflection-transmission spinner PW5064/ 60, minimum step size 2 theta
0.001, minimum step size Omega 0.001, owner=1.
Results and Discussion
The experiment showed that CaCl2 and Na2CO3 solutions did not react immediately upon
entering sample pipe but there was a delay between the start of the mixing of the two solutions
signaling the commencement of scale formation.
Induction time. The processing crystal CaCO3 there is typically a time span between the
achievement of a supersaturated solution condition and the measurable changes in the solution
properties, indicating the start of crystal formation. This delay is termed induction time. Such time
span is required for the crystal nuclei to arrive at the critical size, and subsequently for these nuclei
to grow to a measurable size [14].
In the current work, the induction time was determined by recording the conductivity of the
solution. As reported [15], such procedure has been widely used to monitor nucleation as well as
as growth of inorganic crystalline minerals, The end of the induction time is shown by an abrupt
decrease in the conductivity of the solution, indicating that a substantial number of crystal-forming
ions begin to leave the solution to form crystals. It was found that the conductivity decreased
sharply for all experiments: after 7 and 19 min. for 40 and 30 ml/min. flow rates, respectively. Fig.
2 Shown Graphic Induction Time.
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Fig. 2. Induction time effect velocity

Flow rate of solution. The scale deposition on the inside surface of the sample pipes (Fig. 1) was
investigated for there different flow rates: 30:40 ml/min, i.e. 2500:3000 ppmCa2+ concentration
of the solution, the duration of the scaling experiment was four hours, and to determine the scale
formed per hour, the weight of the scale mass deposited was deposited was divided by four,
assuming that the rate of scale deposition was constant for the duration on the scale formation test.
It is reasonable to assume that the scale formation is invariable since the flow rates of the scaling
solution were kept constant during the experiment. In different flow rates the solution
concentration 2500 and 3000 ppm Ca2+.throughout the experiment by constant. Table 1
Presents the results of the scale formed per hour for the two different flow rates.
Table 1. The mass CaCO3 formation in temperature 26oC
Samples
1
2
3
4

Concentration…ppm
2500 Ca++
2500 Ca++
3000 Ca++
3000 Ca++

Velocity…ml/min

Mass CaCO3…gr

30
40
30
40

0.4198
0.2795
0.7062
0.3927

Temperature. It is well-known that calcium carbonate phase transformation is significantly
affected by temperature. Rodriguez-Blanco et al [16]. Found that at temperatures 26ᴼC, same with
pure amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) will transform into calcite via vaterite.
Characterization of the scale. The morphology of the calcium carbonate crystals obtained was
checked using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and the SEM photographs are shown in
Figs.3a, 3b. Morphology of calcium carbonate flow rates 30 ml/min 40 ml/min with, concentration
solution 2500 ppm Ca2+ and Figs. 3c, 3d. Morphology of calcium carbonate flow rates 30
ml/min, 40 ml/min ,with concentration solution 3000 ppm Ca2+.(bottom).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Morphology of calcium carbonate: (a) flow rates 30 ml/min; (b) 40 ml/min with,
concentration solution 2500 ppm Ca2+

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Morphology of calcium carbonate flow rates: (a) 30 ml/min; (b) 40 ml/min ,with concentration
solution 3000 ppm Ca2+

Analysis of the deposited material scale. The deposited material scale was analyzed by scanning
electron microscope jeol JSM-6400 and X-ray diffraction Siemen D 5000 to characterize the
morphology and composition of the deposition samples are taken from the selected experiments to
find out the composition in different conditions, calcium carbonate crystals may exist in three
forms: aragonite, calcite and vaterite, all the forms are inversely soluble, and their saturation
concentration decreases with increasing temperature [13], aragonite is meta stable and may change
to calcite.
SEM images indicate that the deposits contained several different types of morphology the
deposits presented in Fig. 3a are orthorhombic, needle-shaped crystals that are couple hundred
micrometers long and about 5-10µm of diameter. The deposits in Fig.3b are rhombohedral, but
XRD proved the amount of calcite 99% and aragonite 1%, is presented on Figs. 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d).
Morphology of calcium carbonate flow rates 30 ml/min, 40 ml/min, On the other hand, the mass of
the scale was found to decrease with increasing flow rates: 0.4198 gr and 0.2795 gr for 30 and
40 ml/min. flow rates, respectively. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and its associated
X-Ray Diffraction (EDR) analysis proved that the scale formed corresponds to that of calcite
(CaCO3). Based on XRD Rietveld analysis, the scale consists of 99 wt.% calcite and 1 wt.%
aragonite.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Graph XRD Pattern Phase; (b) Graph EDS showing chemical compositions

Conclusion
Accurate estimation of scale formation is very important for the industries because with the
formation information, they can estimate repairing times or changing the tube, pipe, or heat
exchanger equipment. Compared to previous researches on the same case, this research proved that
the smaller the velocity, the slower the scale formation.
The results above indicated that the formation of the scale were linear with the velocity and
time in which the velocity of 30 ml/min the scale began at the conductivity time of 7 minutes.
Then the velocity of 40 ml/min, the scale formed at the conductivity time of 19 minutes. And
the mass of the scale was found to decrease with increasing flow rates: 0.4198 gr and 0.2795 gr for
30 and 40 ml/min. flow rates.
Calcium carbonate phase transformation is significantly affected by temperature 26ᴼC,
pure amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) will transform into calcite via vaterite, and the results
scale consists of 99 wt.% calcite and 1 wt.% aragonite nd the results.
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Abstract. Portland nano cement has been made by sol-gel method. This will be aimed as a binder
between zeolite aggregates on preparation of nano porous membrane for water filtration purpose,
which normally portland cement should be not used because of inhomogeneity of powder dimension
[1]. Synthesis of Portland nano cement began by mixing poly-ethileneglicol (PEG) and distilled
water for 10 minutes, then added calcium acetate as precursor and stirred for 10 minutes, and then
added also other precursors material such as; Al 2 O 3 , Fe 2 O 3 and SiO 2 with a particular composition,
stirred and heated for 30 minutes until gel was formed. The resulting gel then calcined at 1000°C in
a crucible furnace for 1 hour. Solid gel was formed which was then ground into nano powder.
Analysis of X-Ray Diffraction (X-RD), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and compressive test
has been conducted to analyze the phase and degree of crystallization, to determine the morphology
and particle and mechanical properties of Portland nano cement.
Introduction
Synthesis of portland nano cement consisting of aqueous solutions as a solvent and PEG as an
organic template. As precursors for sol-gel process used Ca(CH 3 COOH) 2, additional materials were
also added such as A1 2 O 3 , SiO 2 , and Fe 2 O 3 . Preparation of Portland nano cement will be used as
binder in the future work on manufacture of water filtration membranes, where the zeolite grain will
be bonded by Portland nano cement.

Fig. 1. Illustration figure of a porous formation between zeolite grains

Above figure illustrates the formation of a nanoporous layer due to a gap between the porous
zeolite granules bound by nano cement. Above figure do not have any unit size, aiming to show a
comparison between zeolite grain size and pore size (several micron in size) which is formed
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through top down method (ball milled grinding) [2]. In this illustration shown that the formed pore
size between zeolite grains are smaller compared with the zeolite grain itself.
Experimental details
Portland nano cement Powder was produced by sol-gel process. Ca(CH 3 COOH) 2 is used as a
precursor obtained from Merck. As addition material used Al 2 O 3 , SiO 2 and Fe 2 O 3 .Distilled water is
used as a solvent, while PEG used as dispersant [3]. Portland nano cement is synthesized by using a
so-gel method [4]. Step of experiments are described as follows:
Synthesis of tricalcium silica (C 2 S). 4 grams of PEG dissolved in 15 ml of distilled water then was
stirred for 10 minutes by a magnetic stirrer. In to solution was gently added 3.2 grams precursor of
Ca(CH 3 COOH) 2 then stirred for 10 minutes. 0.6 grams of SiO 2 was added in to solution then
stirred as well. The solution then performed aging process at a temperature of 100°C for 30 minutes
at the same time stirred until gel is formed. The gel is formed and then calcined at temperatures of
1000°C for 1 hour.
Synthesis of tricalcium alumina (C 3 A). Same as above procedure but SiO 2 replaced by Al 2 O 3 .
Synthesis of tetra calcium alumina ferrite (C 4 AF). Same as above procedure but 0.6 grams of
SiO 2 replaced by 1.6 gram Al 2 O 3 and Fe 2 O 3 .
Specimens preparation. Materials mixing were conducted to determine the proportion of the
mixture to be used in research. Implementations of materials mixing are as follows:
Specimen preparation of sample A was done by mixing 4.23 g Portland nano cement with 6 ml of
water, then mixed well until slurry produced. Slurry then poured into a cylindrical mold of PVC,
1.25 cm in diameter and 2.5 cm in length. Inside of the PVC was softly coated by a lubricant aims to
easy remove of specimens while releasing product. Specimen was dried in an oven for 1 day by
temperature of 27°C to remove the water content. Dried specimens were then further dried in an
open environment for 6 days. Specimens removed from the mold, sample then ready to conduct the
test.
Specimen preparation of sample B was done with the same as above procedure but 4.23 g Portland
nano cement with 6 ml of water replaced by 6 g portland nano cement with 8 ml of water.
Results and Discussion
This study shows the comparison of X-RD results from C 2 S using additional materials nano
silica and silica fume as an additive. This is because C 2 S greatly affects the compressive strength of
the cement. Sample A is C 2 S using additives of nano silica and sample B is C 2 S using additives of
silica fume. Fig. 2 shows the X-RD results from sample A and sample B. Both samples calcined at
temperatures of 1000°C.
Below figure shows the X-RD results from C 2 S powder with additional silica nanoparticle, size
range 100 up to 400 nm by temperature range of 1000°C. Can be seen from the figure that
crystallization of minerals C 2 S has occurred at temperature 1000°C. X-RD image below shows
obtained crystal structure of C 2 S in monoclinic form. Identification based on X-RD analysis
obtained some compositions phase such as: Ca(OH) 2 and 2CaO.SiO 2 .
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Fig. 2. X-RD results from sample A and sample B

From these data can be analyzed that for the synthesis C 2 S using silica nano materials can be
produced calcium hydroxide phase. This is caused by incomplete synthesis process that occurs in
the formation of CaSiO 4 . By this composition can be estimated that the use of C 2 S mineral,
synthesized Portland nano cement will have poor strength. The strength of cement is strongly
influenced by the condition of C 2 S. C 2 S is very important in terms of final strength. However, from
the identification phase also produced crystals of Ca(OH) 2 which can reduce strength of the cement.
Hydration reaction of Ca(OH) 2 will produce voids that can reduce strength the cement [5].
Fig. 2 also shows the X-RD results from C 2 S powder with additional silica fume, size range
100 to 400 nm at temperatures of 1000°C. In the picture above is seen that at that temperature has
occurred crystallization of C 2 S minerals. In addition, the X-RD image pattern showed crystal
structure in the form monoclinic. Based on identification phase by X-RD analysis obtained some
compositions phase such as [6]: 2CaO.SiO 2 , larnite and Ca 2 (SiO 4 ), olivine.
From these data can be analyzed that for the synthesis of C 2 S with additives silica fume will be
generated calcium silicate phase, in the form of larnite and olivine. Moreover, it can be seen that
Ca(OH) 2 in sample B is not found. This is due to a perfect synthesis reaction in the formation of
2CaO.SiO 2 . With this composition can be estimated that the use of mineral C 2 S can be estimated
that the synthesized Portland nano cement will have good strength because it contains no minerals
Ca(OH) 2 . The final strength of cement is strongly influenced by the conditions of the mineral C 2 S.
By using Scherrer equation [7] will be obtained a crystals size for sample A and B.
Press Test Analysis
In figure above can be seen that the compressive strength of Portland nano cement at 0.27 MPa.
Compressive strength curve diagram also shows increasing and decreasing value, it is shown in the
rough shape of the curve. This is because of the composition difference of the compressive strength.
Differences of the compressive strength were caused by the absence of the perfect hydration on
preparation of Portland nano cement. As noted in the X-RD results, the compositions of the C 2 S
mineral generated olivine where these minerals affect the hydration process of cement. Olivine
significantly hindering cement hydration process so that the desired minerals are not fully formed or
there are parts that do not undergo the hydration process. This is why the specimen has a small
compressive strength.
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Fig. 3. Stress vs. strain curves between Portland nano cement and Portland cement

Stress vs. strain curves of Portland cement can be seen that the magnitude of the compressive
strength of Portland cement is much bigger than the compressive strength Portland nano cement.
This is due to the absence of olivine in the cement composition, wherein the mineral inhibit the
hydration process between Portland nano cement and water.
Parts of Portland nano cement that does not undergo hydration shown in SEM characterization
result image below.

Fig. 4. SEM characterization result

In addition, this SEM characterization aims to see the fracture section morphology of the
specimen. Below figure shows the fracture part area of the Portland nano cement. Formed pore size
is quite uniform but there are clumps of binder. Clump is caused by a less homogeneous mixing
process. This causes the compressive strength of Portland nano cement becomes low.

Fig. 5. SEM characterization result

Pore size is not uniform and formed not as much as it did in Portland nano cement, that why the
compressive strength of Portland cements becomes higher. Moreover, it can be seen also in Fig. 5,
there are parts of the Portland cement were undergoing the hydration process and almost all
minerals tend to undergo hydration process. This is possible because the mineral was found to
inhibit the cement hydration process. This was causing compressive strength of Portland cement
would be stronger.
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Conclusions
It has been successfully done the synthesis of Portland nano cement by sol-gel method. This
will be used in the future work as binder in a membrane for water filtration purpose.
From the results of X-RD found that there have been a crystallization of C 2 S minerals with
additional nano silica material at temperature of 1000°C with a crystal size of 13,2nm,
crystallization of C 2 S minerals with additional silica fume material at temperature of 1000°C with a
crystal size of 21 nm.
Compressive strength result of Portland nano cement which is needed for mechanical properties
of the membrane was achieved 0.27 MPa. Hydration process of Portland nano cement was not
taking place completely. Compressive strength was influenced by cement mineral composition, and
the ratio between water and cement (W/C)
Suggestion
Further studies on the synthesis and characterization of Portland nano cement should be further
developed, especially the effect of olivine minerals that inhibit reaction of cement hydration.
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Abstract. Polypropylene (PP) is already well-known as a type of packaging materials and result on
abundant amount of wastes. On the other hand, fabrication of papers always has lignin as one of the
by-products. These two materials are potential to be combined as composites with higher
economical value. This research focuses on utilization of lignin from bio-based resources as filler to
recycled PP (rPP) matrix. Decreasing quality of PP occurred at post-consumption was indicated by
lower density, higher tensile stress and stiffness. Moreover, addition of lignin in rPP matrix shows
better mechanical properties, yet achievement of the best mixing parameter is restricted by
agglomeration of lignin in the rPP matrix. Therefore within this research, the best Young Modulus
was 74 MPa performed at addition of 5 phr lignin to rPP matrix in 20 minutes of mixing time.
Introduction
Plastics containing polymer such a polypropylene (PP) having a wide application [1], and
additives are used to a wide application such as household appliances, packaging, construction,
medicine, electronic, and automotive components [2]. The plastics applications have a bad impact
to increasing of plastic waste stacks. Addition of filler into the PP wastes can give some added
values on suitable applications. In addition to reduce production cost, the filler addition can be used
to improve the mechanical properties of PP such as strength, rigidity, durability and hardness [3].
Lignin as the second major component of biomass has a high services potential in material
application. Sulfur lignin such a lignosulfonates lignin, is primarily produced by pulp and paper
industries [4]. During the last two decades, most reports on lignin research have involved in
improving forage digestibility and pulping performances. Because of interesting molecular
structure, lignin has been functionalized to meet certain requirements such as emulsion stabilizer
and polymer [4, 5]. The previous researches conclude that lignin has hydrophobic and hydrophilic
structure part, which lead to use in surfactant application.
The aim of this research is to study about dispersion and distribution of lignin particles in rPP,
which evaluated by measuring mechanical properties and observation of the morphology.
Materials and Methods
PP (thermoforming grade) was granted from PT Chandra Asri Petrochemical Tbk. rPP was
obtained from the glass of mineral water (thermoforming product) wastes, followed by chopping,
washing and drying processes. Lignin was obtained from Center for Pulp and Paper, Bandung.
Composite fabrication was carried out using hot-melt mixer at 220ºC. In order to make
micro-tensile form, the samples were hot-pressed by hydraulic machine George E. Moore with
pressing process at 220-230ºC for 5 minutes.
Measurement of density can be done by applying Archimedes’ law with ASTM D792 while the
mechanical properties includes tensile strength, modulus and elongation, were investigated by
utilizing Cathillon machine with ASTM D1708. Measurement of softening temperatures of vPP and
rPP are performed using Vicat machine with ASTM D1525. Morphology observations were
performed by using FE SEM.
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Results and Discussion
Prior to the investigation of lignin-rPP composites, study of rPP properties was performed by
comparing with pure PP pellets (vPP). Data shown in Table 1 explains that rPP obtained from
packaging wastes has higher density, better thermal properties, and more stiffness than vPP. This
phenomenon is caused by thermoforming process and degradation during usage which further
lowering the portion of free volume within the rPP material, thus rPP is denser and more rigid.
Table 1. Comparison between vPP and rPP properties
Sample

Density
(gr/cm3)

Softening
Temperature (ºC)

vPP
rPP

0.849
0.861

152.3
155.5

Mechanical Properties
Tensile Strength
Young Modulus
(MPa)
(MPa)
20.3
32.5
24.8
33.5

Modulus (Mpa)

Modulus (Mpa)

Although the mechanical properties of rPP have increased, the addition of lignin obtained from
paper production waste is another interesting aspect to study. The Young Modulus of rPP added
with varied amount of lignin is shown in Fig. 1a. It explains that addition of 5 phr in rPP matrix
results in significant increase in Young Modulus of composite from 33.5 to 74.0 MPa. Despite that,
further increase in lignin composition to the composite tends to decrease the mechanical properties.
This phenomenon might be caused by poor wettability between PP and lignin, which should be
proved by another characterization, i.e. morphological study by FE-SEM.

phr

Mixing time (minutes)

Fig. 1. The comparison of rPP-lignin composites’ modulus: (a) variation of lignin composition in 20
minutes mixing time; (b) variation of 5 phr lignin mixing time

In order to get the best dispersion and distribution, a study of mixing time is important to get
the optimum parameter condition. Accordingly, Fig. 1b describes the effects of mixing time on
Modulus Young of rPP matrix composites in addition of 5 phr lignin. The optimum mixing time is
20 minutes for rPP-lignin composites, while any longer mixing time show poor mechanical
properties. It is caused by poor dispersion and distribution which in longer mixing time gives a
tendency for lignin to interact each other and form agglomerates. This agglomeration accumulates
to be bigger and results in more decrease of Young modulus.
Moreover, to give clearer information about dispersion and distribution of rPP-lignin
composites, investigation through FE-SEM characterization is performed in this study. Fig. 2 shows
the morphology of rPP combined with 5 phr and 15 phr of lignin. More uniform surface is shown in
rPP-5phr of lignin (left), while more and bigger agglomerates are easily detected from the
morphology of rPP-15phr of lignin (right). It clearly confirms the previous data that more
percentage of lignin tends to form agglomerates and results in poor dispersion and mechanical
properties.
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I

III

Fig. 2. Morphology of rPP in addition with 5phr (left) dan 15 phr(right) lignin. Lignin
agglomerates showed by the arrows

In terms of wettability, a further visualization of sample fracture is required. Fig. 3 below
shows the morphology of composite sample after mechanical force in liquid nitrogen. This crack
first occurred in the matrix and propagates in brittle crack mechanism. The separation of lignin
powder and rPP matrix is even captured in the FE-SEM micrograph which indicates that rPP-lignin
have poor compatibility. It is probably due to the previous treatment of lignin in the paper industry,
i.e. sulfonation which further increases the existence of sulfate and increase the polarity of lignin.
As a result, non-polar rPP matrix is not compatible with sulfonated lignin from industrial waste.

Fig. 3. SEM micrograph of sample fracture of rPP - 5phr lignin composite. Lignin agglomerates
showed by the arrows

Summary
Degradation of post-consumption polypropylene (rPP) causes the increasing of mechanical
properties, i.e. tensile strength and modulus. Addition of lignin in rPP matrix shows better
mechanical properties than that of rPP without lignin, since lignin acts as reinforcement in the
composites. On the other hand, due to high polarity of sulfonated lignin waste, achievement of
optimum parameter is restricted by agglomeration of lignin in the rPP matrix. The maximum
mechanical property of composites is obtained at addition of 5 phr lignin and 20 minutes of mixing
time where Young modulus is 74 MPa.
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Abstract. As a new class of porous materials, metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), have became
very attractive to be explored due to their novel structures, interesting properties, highly tunable and
wide-ranging applications including gas storage, sensing, molecular magnets, luminescence and
catalysis. Herein, a mini review about modified biphenyl linker and a new series of chiral linkers,
4,4'- and 5,5'-functionalized BINAP-oxides (BINAPO) with pyridyl and carboxyl groups will be
presented. The employment of these linkers in the synthesis of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)
and coordination polymers (CPs) with different metal cations (Cd2+, Pb2+, Na+, Zn2+ and Cu2+) and
their chemical and physical properties will also be discussed.
Introduction
During the last decade, the research field of metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) and
coordination polymers (CPs) has become very popular due to their novel structures and interesting
physical and chemical properties. A highly tunable design compared with conventional zeolites,
straightforward synthesis and a broad range of applications are attractive reasons for the synthesis
of MOFs and CPs [1].
As multifunctional materials which combine intrinsic properties of the metal center and the
organic ligands, MOFs and CPs have shown useful properties like magnetism [2], and luminescence
[3]. Special MOFs with chiral features were used for enantioselective processes [4], asymmetric
catalysis [4b, 5], chiral sensing [6], and nonlinear optics [7]. Thus, their design plays a crucial role
regarding structural features, stability and functional properties. This involves the judicious choice
of linkers with functional groups and also the concept of metal-containing secondary building units
(SBUs) which mostly have a major influence on the topology and stability of the resulting
frameworks [8].
Herein we will report a mini review about the design and synthesis of functionalized chiral
linkers based on axial chirality and phosphine-modified ligands, with a biphenyl and a BINAP
backbone, to generate chiral MOFs and coordination polymers with several metals cations (Cd2+,
Pb2+, Na+, Zn2+ and Cu2+). Investigation of metal complexes with functionalized BINAP ligands
that are potential building block for catalytically active chiral MOFs and CPs is also presented.
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MOFs Design-Linker Design
The design concept of MOFs plays a crucial role regarding to the structural features, stability
and functional properties. This entails the thoughtful preference of linker design including the
attached functional group on it and also the concept of metal containing SBU construction which
mostly have big influence on topology of MOFs structure and degree of stability of the resulted
frameworks [9]. Metal containing (cationic) SBUs typically are formed in-situ during MOFs
synthesis (for example paddle wheel, regular octahedron cluster or other polynuclear clusters as
well as rod building blocks) or some cases can also be pre-assembled according to the
predetermined of desired SBU model [9, 10]. On the other hand, organic (anionic) SBUs are
prepared using the considerable sophistication of organic synthetic methods [9]. Besides the
designing process, several factors have also significant influence during MOFs synthesis, such as
the pH condition, solvents, reaction temperatures, stoichiometry, modulator, as well as the cooling
process [10].
The employment of chiral linkers is the most reliable strategy to synthesis chiral MOFs and
CPs. Several chiral ligands such as functionalized biphenyl, binaphthyl (e.g. BINOL, (BINOL =
2,2'-dihydroxydinaphthyl) and BINAP (BINAP= 2,2'-bis(diphenylphosphino)-1,1'-binaphthyl) and
salen
(salen=
2,2'-ethylenebis(nitrilomethylidene)diphenol,
N,N'-ethylenebis(salicylimine)
derivatives have been used in this regard and were applied in asymmetric catalysis [5] and
enantioselective sensing [6]. Furthermore, the catalytic activity and light emission capability of
chiral phosphorus-based ligands is evidently promising. Therefore, we have designed several
functionalized chiral linkers based on axial chirality and phosphine-modified ligands, with a
biphenyl [11] and a BINAP backbone [12] (Fig. 1), to generate chiral MOFs and coordination
polymers. Axially chiral racemic biphenyl-2,2'-dimethoxy-4,4'-dicarboxylic acid (L1H2) was
synthesized from commercially available 2-amino-5-methylphenol.[13] While a new series of chiral
4,4'- and 5,5'-functionalized BINAP-oxides (BINAPO) with pyridyl and carboxyl groups was
prepared by Suzuki-Miyaura coupling from 4,4'- and 5,5'-dibromo-BINAPO and the corresponding
boronic acid [12].
COOH

COOH

COOH
P(O)Ph2
P(O)Ph2

P(O)Ph2
P(O)Ph2
OMe
OMe

COOH

(L3H2)

(L2H2)

(L1H2)

COOH

COOH
N

N

P(O)Ph2
P(O)Ph2

(L4)

N

P(O)Ph2
P(O)Ph2

P(O)Ph2
P(O)Ph2

(L5)

N

N

N

N

(L6)

P(O)Ph2
P(O)Ph2

N

(L7)

Fig. 1. A series of chiral linkers based on modification of binaphthyl and biphenyl
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Synthesis of MOFs, CPs, its Building Blocks and Structural Feature
MOFs based on modified Biphenyl Linker. The functionalized biphenyl derivative biphenyl-2,2'dimethoxy-4,4'-dicarboxylate, [4,4´-(CO2)2-2,2'-(OMe)2-1,1´-(C6H3)2] (L1), was employed as linker
[13]. The compound has axial chirality; however, the steric demand of the methoxy groups was not
sufficient to hinder the rotation around the central Cphenyl−Cphenyl bond as supported by DFT
calculations. Consequently, employment of the racemic ligand in the synthesis resulted in highly
disordered chiral MOFs. Three MOFs based on zinc(II), cadmium(II) and lead(II) have been
obtained using L1 (Fig. 2). As shown by single crystal X-ray analysis, the Zn-based MOF
[{(Zn4O)(L1)3(H2O)}·4.5DMF]n (1) forms a three-dimensional network with pcu topology with the
unit [Zn4O(O2C)6(H2O)] as secondary building unit (SBU). The Cd-based MOF
[{(Cd3L14)2(CdL12)}·8DMF·8Me2NH2·2Cl]n (2) exhibits two interpenetrated three-dimensional
networks (in diamondoid and CsCl network topology) formed from two different types of
secondary building units, [Cd3(μ-O2C)6(O2C)2] and [Cd(O2C)4] which is isostructural with the
published compound by Xu et al.[14] Finally, [Pb6O2(O2C)4] clusters were observed as SBUs in the
Pb-based MOF [{(Pb6O2)L14}·2EtOH]n (3).
[{(Zn4O)(L1)3(H2O)}·4.5DMF]n (1)
2 Zn(NO3)2·6H2O
DMF
105 °C, 24 h
MeO

HOOC

COOH

OMe
2 Pb(NO3)2
2,2´-bipy, NEt3
H2O/EtOH
pH 4-6, 150 °C, 48 h

[{(Pb6O2)(L1)4}·2EtOH]n (3)

= L1H2

0.7 Cd(NO3)2·4H2O
NEt3, DMF/C6H5Cl
165 °C, 47 h

[{(Cd3(L1)4)2(Cd(L1)2)}·8DMF·8Me2NH2·2Cl ]n (2)

Fig. 2. Formation of zinc(II)- (1), cadmium(II)- (2) or lead(II)-based (3) MOFs with biphenyl-2,2´dimethoxy-4,4´-dicarboxylic acid (L1H2)

The topology of the resulting zigzag three-dimensional framework of 3 can be described by the
unprecedented point symbol {440.626}{46}2 [15]. Compounds 1–3 are thermally stable up to 420,
360 and 380 °C, respectively. All compounds show bluish emissions visible with the naked eye
which could be assigned to S1,2 → S0 transitions of the aromatic units by comparison with the
luminescence properties of the free ligand. The respective room temperature emission spectra of the
ligand L1H2 as well as those of 1, 2, and 3 excited at 419 nm (23866 cm-1). All bands are
symmetrically or slightly unsymmetrically Gaussian shaped. It is remarkable that the maxima of the
free ligand L1H2 and 1 (λmax = 519 nm, ύ = 19278 cm-1) and those of 2 and 3 are identical (λmax =
534 nm, v˜ = 18 712 cm-1) suggesting that the emission bands originate from ligand transitions. The
positions of the bands can probably be explained with the different dihedral angles (h) of the
aromatic rings which are in the same range for 2 (53.2(3), 54.1(3), 54.2(3) and 66.7(3)°) and 3
(60.1(4)° and 63.7(4)°), but differ remarkably from those of 1 (86.1(6)° to 86.3(6)°). In general, a
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larger dihedral angle results in reduced interactions of the πelectrons shifting the emission bands to
higher energies as observed for 1 [13].
The nitrogen sorption isotherm at 77 K of 1 obtained under solvothermal conditions
corresponds to type I of the IUPAC adsorption isotherm classification [16] for microporous
materials. By using the t-plot method [17], a micropore volume of 0.28 cm3/g and a corresponding
specific micropore surface area of 689 m2/g were determined. An average pore diameter of 0.52 nm
was obtained by using the model of Horvath and Kawazoe [18].
MOFs and CPs based on modified BINAP-Oxide Linkers. A two-dimensional chiral Cd-based
coordination polymer {[Cd2(L2)2(H2O)]∙18DMF}n (4) has been obtained by solvothermal reaction
of cadmium(II) nitrate with the (S)-4,4'-bis(dibenzoic acid)-BINAP-oxide ligand (L2). The
asymmetric unit of 4 shows two different coordination modes for cadmium, hexa- (Cd1) and
heptacoordinated (Cd2), leading to the formation of a layer structure with well separated layers and
the DMF molecules occupy the space between the layers. No mass loss was detected between 200
and 400°C, confirming the thermal stability of compound 4 up to 400°C. Gradual decomposition
occurred above 400°C; while the free ligand L2H2 is thermally stable up to 420°C [12]. The L2H2
and compound 4 show violet-blue emission on excitation with a UV lamp at room temperature as
solids. The quantum efficiency reaches the remarkably high value of 42% for the Cd-based
coordination polymer 4 and 33% for the respective ligand L2. This enhancement is related to an
increase in structural rigidity in the coordination polymer. In general, there is relatively low
vibrational quenching in the case of both compounds, which is quite uncommon for such kind of
compounds with large vibrational energies [19].
The solvothermal reaction of Cu(NO3)2·3H2O with L2H2 in DMF/water yielded a 2dimensional network with a copper paddle wheel as secondary building unit,
{[Cu2(L2)2(DMF)2]∙H2O∙9DMF} (5). One DMF molecule is coordinated axially to each CuII cation.
DTA/TG measurements show thermal stability of 5 up to ca. 460°C, while coordinated DMF
molecules are released at ca. 320°C. Magnetic measurements of 5 indicate strong antiferromagnetic
coupling between adjacent copper cations in the dinuclear Cu2(L2)2(DMF)2 units [20]. As an open
shell transition metal cation, CuII causes quenching of the luminescence based on the organic
linkers, which is assigned to the S1 → S0 transition of the aromatic units in compound 5. Moreover,
the emission spectrum of 5 is blue-shifted in comparison to the ligand L2, due to different dihedral
angles of the aromatic units in the respective structures. Catalytic tests on cyanosilylation of
benzaldehyde and and isomerization of α-pinene oxide to campholenic aldehyde had been
conducted, though the yield is rather low due to difficulties in removing coordinated DMF and also
the instability of the resulting framework. However, it should be possible to employ the P(O)Ph2
moieties of the linkers in the framework after reduction to PPh2 units as organo-catalysts, e.g. in the
Staudinger reaction.
The heterobimetallic three-dimensional MOF {[Na2Pb2(L3)3(H2O)(DMF)4]∙9DMF}n (6), based
on NaI and PbII, resulted from the solvothermal reaction of (S)-5,5'-bis(dibenzoic acid)-BINAP
oxide (L3) with Pb(NO3)2 in the presence of NaOH in dimethylformamide (DMF). In the structure
of 6, {[Pb(1)(μ-DMF)(η2-O2CR)3]-[Na(1)(μ-O2CR)6]-[Pb(2)((μ-H2O)(η2-O2CR)3]} acts as
secondary building unit and are linked by bridging dicarboxylato ligands and sodium cations
[Na(2)] to form a body-centred cubic topology (bcu), 8-c network, with point (Schläfli) symbol
{424.64} according to TOPOS [15] and the RCSR [21] database and forms hexagonal channel
(channel size ca. 5×6 Å2). 6 is thermally stable up to 200°C and shows ligand-based luminescence.
No porosity was detected after removal of the solvent molecules [22].
A complementary approach to synthesize catalytically active chiral MOFs is by using predesigned catalytically active metal complexes. This approach offers the possibility to combine the
advantages of heterogeneous and homogeneous catalysts by facilitating the incorporation of a
homogeneous catalyst into the frameworks. The bisphosphines (S)-4,4'- (L8) and (S)-5,5'-bis(3pyridyl)-2,2'-bis(diphenylphosphino)-1,1'-binaphthyl (L9) were obtained by reduction of the
corresponding functionalized BINAPO derivatives [12] and coordinated to AuI, PdII and PtII to
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form complexes which are promising as building block for chiral metal-organic frameworks (Fig.
3). According to the single crystal X-ray analysis, the AuI complexes (S)-[Au2Cl2(L4)] and (S)[Au2Cl2(L5)] (7, 8) show an almost linear Cl–Au–P arrangement. The PdII complexes (S)[PdCl2(L4)] and (S)-[PdCl2(L5)] (9, 10) and the PtII complexes (S)-[PtI2(L4)] and (S)-[PtI2(L5)] (11,
12) exhibit distorted square-planar geometry [23]. Further reactions of these building blocks with
CdII, CuI, or CuII should lead to the formation of heterobimetallic chiral coordination polymers.
N

N

PPh2

PPh2

PPh2

PPh2

N

L8

2 [AuCl(tht)]
CH2Cl2, RT, overnight

(S)-[Au2Cl2(L8)] (7)
(S)-[Au2Cl2(L9)] (8)

N

L9

[PdCl2(cod)]
CH2Cl2, RT, overnight

(S)-[PdCl2(L8)] (9)
(S)-[PdCl2(L9)] (10)

[PtI2(cod)]
CH2Cl2, RT, overnight

(S)-[PtI2(L8)] (11)
(S)-[PtI2(L9)] (12)

cod = 1,5-cyclooctadiene
tht = tetrahydrothiophene

Fig. 3. Formation of AuI, PdII and PtII complexes with 4,4´- and 5,5´-pyridyl-functionalized (S)-2,2'bis(diphenylphosphino)-1,1'-binaphthyl ligands

Conclusions and Outlook
A new series of chiral MOFs and coordination polymers based on functionalized biphenyl and
binaphthyl linkers were synthesized and fully characterized and their adsorption, magnetic and
optical properties were studied. The Zn-based MOF, [{(Zn4O)(L1)3(H2O)}·4.5DMF]n, shows stable
porosity and a relatively high nitrogen adsorption isotherm, while the other MOFs and coordination
polymers exhibit almost no porosity. Luminescence measurements performed with compound 1-6
indicate ligand-based bluish luminescence, assigned to the S1 → S0 transition of the aromatic units
of the organic linkers. Magnetic susceptibiliy measurements indicated strong antiferromagnetic
coupling between the two metal centers in the Cu2(L2)2(DMF)2 units in 5. Additionally, this Cubased MOF can be potentially used as an organo-catalyst. The reduced forms of (S)-4,4´- (L4) and
(S)-5,5´-bis(3-pyridyl)-2,2'-bis(diphenylphosphino)-1,1'-binaphthyl (L5) were employed in complex
formation with AuI, PdII and PtII, and the resulting complexes were fully characterized. Future work
should focus on employing these building blocks in the synthesis of coordination polymers by using
the pyridyl moieties as ligands for suitable transition metals. Furthermore, the catalytic activity of
the complexes (in homogeneous catalysis) as well as the resulting coordination polymers (in
heterogeneous catalysis) should be studied.
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Abstract. Temperature plays an important role in biology as a way to regulate reaction. In this study,
we report the effect of storage temperature (4, 25, and 37oC) for the detection of silver nanoparticles
via engineered biomolecules by monitoring the fluorescence intensity. We genetically engineered a
biomolecule consisting of silver binding peptide that fused with cellulose binding domain and green
fluorescent protein (GFP). This modular protein was a genetically designed peptide, possesses unique
and specific interaction with cellulose as a matrix immobilized surface and can be able to capture
silver nanoparticle from wastewater solution. Samples were instrumentally analysed everyday. We
aim to assess the long-term stability of our genetically modular protein. This strategy was
demonstrated a rapid and green environmentally monitoring.
Introduction
Metal nanoparticles (NPs) have unique optical, electronic, and magnetic properties as a result
of quantum size confinement [1]. As engineered nanoparticles, silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are
increasingly used in area such as biosensing, photonics, electronics, and textiles, because of their
anti-bacterial properties [2]. The release of AgNPs from the respective goods is of concern due to
the potential impact on the environment and thus need to be prevented.
Novel metal-binding peptides might offer a higher affinity, higher metal binding capacity and
or specificity and selectivity for a target metal nanoparticle that known metal binding proteins.
Silver binding peptide named Ag4 (NPSSLFRYLPSD) is a genetically engineered peptide that
possesses unique and selectively binds to silver nanoparticles [3][4]. The effective and strong
immobilization of protein on solid surfaces is required for current biological applications. Cellulosic
materials has been studied as a supports material for protein immobilization the most commonly
studied and the first commercial applications are the use of cellulose binding domains (CBDs) in
fusion protein as tags for immobilization. The immobilized process was more stable than the free
fusion protein in terms of thermo stability [5]. In this study, we investigate the effect of storage
temperature to the stability of peptide immobilization and their ability to capture the silver
nanoparticles from the wastewater solution and checked it through fluorescence intensity.
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Methods
The DNA sequences coding Ag4 (NPSSLFRYLPSD) that fused with CBD at the C-terminus
were inserted into plasmid pET24a(+) using two step digestion. Escherichia coli strain BL21(DE3)
cells as the host strain were transformed with the expression plasmid encoding Ag4 fused with CBD
to express the engineered protein using heat shock procedure. For GFP with shortened Ag4 were
inserted into an ampicillin resistant pET14b plasmid as a vector. E.coli BL21(DE3) was used as a host
strain to express the recombinant protein. E.coli BL21(DE3) cells harboring the plasmid were
incubated in Luria- Bertani (LB) medium at 30oC, and expression of recombinant protein was
induced by adding 1 mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). Protein concentration was
performed by the BioRad (Bradford) protein assay kit.
For immobilized the recombinant protein into a matrix surface, Gluconabacter xylinus was used
to produce the bacterial cellulose (BC) pellicles. The culture medium for the production of bacterial
cellulose pellicles was the Hestrin & Schramn (HS) medium consisting of 2.0% (w/v) glucose, 0.5%
(w/v) yeast extract, 0.5% (w/v) peptone, 0.27% (w/v) Na 2 HPO 4 .12H 2 O and 0.115% (w/v) citric acid
monohydrate. The organisms were grown in the HS medium and then cultivated at 26oC for at least 7
days and based on the size of bacterial cellulose pellicles for the desired experiments. Silver
nanoparticles were synthesized using sodium borohydride (NaBH4) as a primary reducing agent and
capping with trisodium citrate (TSC) as stabilizing agent.
Results
For large- scale applications, the stability of immobilization protein and their reusability is
crucial in terms of process economy. Storage temperature can greatly affect the activity between
silver binding peptide (Ag4) with silver nanoparticles. To investigate the long term storage stability,
the sandwich modular protein was tested every day for 6 days using 100 ppm silver nanoparticles
solution at different storage temperatures (4, 25, and 30oC). The fluorescence intensity was used to
detect the effect of storage temperature to the stability of the modular protein. Fluorescence intensity
was measured using a microplate reader (Biotek Synergy H1-Hybrid).
a)

b)

Fig. 1. Long term storage stability at different storage temperatures (4, 25, and 30oC) through fluorescence
intensity at different silver nanoparticle size (a) 22 nm (b) 66 nm
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From Fig. 1, the modular protein still has a good retention activity when it stored at 4oC and still
stable for 6 days with 65% of retention activity. Room temperature only good to stored the modular
protein for 3 days. When the modular protein was stored at 37oC, the binding activity between silver
binding peptide and silver nanoparticles became weak and on day 6, the modular protein only can
bind with silver nanoparticles with less than 45% retention activity. It could happen because when the
storage temperature increased, some of hydrogen bonding would be broken and cannot capture the
silver nanoparticles [6].
Summary
Recombinant modular protein that immobilized on bacterial cellulose was used to bind with
metallic nanoparticles and exhibit fluorescence intensity as a signal response. The recombinant
modular protein was quite stable and can be used until 6 days at 4oC storage temperature. This novel
method provides a fast and selective approach to detect and target metallic nanoparticles in a single or
mixed solution.
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Abstract. Heterorhabidits bacteriophora is an entomopathogenic nematode as active ingredient of
biopesticide to control insect pest on agriculture crops. Coconut rhinoceros beetle (Oryctes
rhinoceros) is very important pest on palmae crop in Asian and South Pacific islands. Crop losses
on palm oil occur in Indonesia over 10 percentage. Due to lifetime about 7 months and two different
habitats between larvae in log and concentrate organic material and adult in tree of palm, it is very
difficult to control them by using a conventional method. The biopesticide powerfully find out the
pest insect larvae in its habitat within 48 hours. The aim of the research was to evaluate the
patogenicity and to study the mode action of nematode in control the pest. The result showed that
the dosage in average by 420 of infective juveniles of nematode effectively caused mortality more
50 percentage of the larvae and to kill over 50 percentage of population pest in average 78 hours.
The mode of action described that the nematode impenetrate to the homocoel through the larvae
spiracle, mouth and anus or by tear out the exoskeleton by puncturing the buccal toot structure of
nematode. The transmission of symbiotic bacteria Photorhadus by the nematode was required for
the mortality of insect. Infected larvae insect showed the symptoms such as discoloration, the soft
body. The dissecting of the infected larvae within 48 hours was found out the compeletely tissue
necrosis. The Heterorhabidits bacteriophora could effectively control the Oryctes rhinoceros.
Introduction
Most harmful insects of Palm plant are Rhynchophorus palmarum, Alurnus humeralis in
America, Oryctes rhinoceros in South East Asia, Oryctes monoceros in West Africa. In India,
heavy populations of coccinellidae on the spear region and Rhynchophorus ferrugineus were
recorded in Kerala. The great majority of the pests are, however, defoliators. These cause explosive
attacks with incidence observed in certain years and areas. Though the reasons are not clear, pest
resurgence and secondary pest out break cannot be ruled out [15].
Rhinoceros beetle, Oryctes rhinoceros is a serious pest of oil palm in Malaysia [11]. In areas of
severe damage, as much as 15% of the leaf area can be lost, resulting in a yield decline of up to
25%. Damage by the beetles also provides entry points for the red palm, Rhynchophorus
ferrugineus and other fungal pathogens that lead to bud rot disease. The pest was reported to set
back coconut cultivation in Samoa for 60 years and brings about 60% decreases in Oil palm yield at
the first year of harvesting [18].
Biological agents have not been investigated yet for controlling insect pests in Indonesia.
This could be a prospective agent to combat the insect pests facing in this region. This research is
new and very important for Indonesia to provide another alternative control of plant insect pests
with biological control using entomopathogenic nematodes which has been used for some years and
actually it can replace the use of synthetic insecticide by 60 % in developed countries [16].
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Insect control can no longer rely on insecticides alone, and the significance of biological
control agents as part of integrated pest management program is developed continuously in the
future. Biological controls offer a tremendous opportunity to supply agriculture production with
other tools in controls pest insects and they will minimize the impacts on human health and the
environment [14]. However, the success of biological control will also depend on the
understanding of adaptation and establishment of introduced biological control agents in
agricultural ecosystems.
Entomopathhogenic nematodes (EPNs) have been successfully used in biocontrol agents of
pest insects agricultural systems. EPNs have chemoreceptors and are motile. They are highly
virulent, killing their hosts quickly and they can be cultured easily in vivo or in vitro [12]. Some
others beneficial aspects used EPNs they are safe to most non-target organisms and to the
environment. Ehlers and Hokkanen, 1996 said that there is no evidence exists for a mammalian
pathogenicity. They could be applied with no difficulties using standard equipment and can be
combined with almost all chemical control compounds [13]. EPNs have been used against many
different pests in the soil, in cryptic habitats and on the foliage. Soil is the natural reservoir of EPNs
offering excellent conditions for nematode survival and activity [7]. Due to most of live insect pests
the opportunity to use EPN is promising more than 90% of insect pests spend part of their life cycle
in the soil. EPNs as biocontrol agents began popular in the early 1980s and involved a step-by-step
scientific and technical development. Mass production of the nematodes is key in the commercially
development of insect pests control [5].
An infective juvenile carries between 0 and 2000 cells of its symbiont bacterium in the anterior
part of the intestine. Xenorhabdus occurs naturally in a special intestinal vesicle of Steinernema IJs
(Bird and Akhurst, 1983), while Photorhabdus is distributed in the foregut and midgut of
Heterorhabditis IJs [5]. Typical for the symbionts of both genera is the phenomenon of phase
variation, two extremes that are the primer and the secondary phase. Intermediate phases have been
reported. The primary phase is isolated from the IJ or infected insects, whereas the secondary phase
occurs either after in vitro subculturing or in vivo, when the EPN emigrate from the cadaver [7].
EPNs develop and reproduce in the insect and feed on the symbiotic biomass provided by the
bacteria.
Infective juveniles move towards the host and penetrate into the insect body via the mouth,
anus, spiracles, or direct penetration through the cuticle. Once in the insect cavity, symbiotic
bacteria are released from the nematode gut, which multiply rapidly in the haemolymph and causes
insect death within 48 hours after penetration . The life cycle of Heterorhabditis is similar to that of
steinernematids excepting for the fact that the IJs always develop into self-reproducing
hermaphrodites [6]. The offspring of the first generation hermaphrodites can either develop into
amphimictic adults or into automictic hermaphrodite; both can occur simultaneously.
The development into amphimictic adults is induced by favourable nutritional conditions,
whereas the development of hermaphrodites is induced by low concentrations of nutrient. The life
cycle is completed in a few days and thousands of new IJs emerge in searching for new hosts. The
cycle from entry of IJs into a host until emergence of new IJs is dependent on temperature and
varies for different species and strains. It generally takes about 6-18 days at temperatures ranging
from 18 to 28°C in G. mellonella [12].
Entomopathogenic nematodes (EPNs) can possible be widely used as biological control agents
products if they become available on demand by the different commercial growers and small scale
farmers. The small scale farmers will benefit from in vivo production of nematodes using cheap
materials and ideally those from their farms while large scale commercial farms’ nematode needs
can be met by the capital investment mass propagation methods using fermentation chambers The
latter have been developed fairly well. The start up costs for in vitro methods is beyond the scope of
small-scale farmers. The hosts used in vivo methods must be susceptible, have high multiplication
potential, not prone to become crop pests and reared easily using cheap materials. In vivo nematode
production is labour intensive and produces good quality nematodes [10].
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The sustainability of oil palm cultivation is the need of the hour for both farmer as well as
processor and finally to the country. It is essential to manage the pest population to below economic
threshold levels to reduce the losses. For this purpose, integrated management practices need to be
developed by using the latest low cost technologies which will give sustainability to the oil palm
industry as a whole [16].
Research and Methods
Juvenile infective larvae of H. bacteriophora propagated in vitro. Nematode suspension was
diluted with tap water up to a volume of 2 liters homogeneous. Calibration using handsprayer by
way of one swing spray and number of infective larvae is calculated by counting the cup under the
microscope. The results of the calibration of 8 repetitions indicated the number of infective larvae
out of 50 larvae for one spray.
Determination of LD50 H. bacteriophora on various instar larvae of O. rhinoceros. Jar of
diameter 20 cm and height 20 cm filled with fresh palm fiber as high as 5 cm. Then as many as 5
larvae of O. rhinoceros was added to the jar. Infective juvenile H. bacteriophora the appropriate
dose of the treatment in spray on the surface of fresh fiber palm with handsprayer. Observations of
mortality of larvae of O. rhinoceros done 6 times, namely 24, 48, 72, 96, 120 and 144 hours after
spraying. Determination LT50 H. bacteriophora on various instar larvae O. rhinoceros.
Observations of mortality of larvae of O. rhinoceros done after inoculation with the observation
intervals once every 6 hours until all tests on all treatments larvae die.
Research using experimental methods both in the laboratory and in the field. Laboratory tests
included determination of lethal dosage (LD50), lethal time (LT50) and observation of symptoms.
Field test was conducted to determine the ability infection of H. heterorhabditis on larvae of O.
rhinoceros. Completely randomized design factorial (5x3). The first factor is the dose studied H.
bacteriophora with N0 = control treatment (no H. bacteriophora), N1 = 200, N2 = 400, N3 and N4 =
600 = 800 H. bacteriophora per larvae of O. rhinoceros and the second factor is the phase instar
larvae of O. rhinoceros with treatment instar L1 = 1, L2 = instar 2, L3 = instar 3. the data were
effective dose and time effectively done by probit analysis LD50 and LT50 through SPSS version
11.5. Field test data were analyzed by analysis of variance and significantly different treatment
followed by LSD test.
Laboratory test. The larvae of O. rhinoceros preserved as much as 18000 in 12 plastic tray
containing oil palm fiber. Larvae reared for 2.5 months with treatment larval stage separation the
1st, 2nd, 3rd and the addition of larval food. Larval stage is determined by the diameter of the head
and body length of larvae. Criteria to determine the size of the diameter of the head of each instar
using calipers that the 1st instar head size 0 to 0.8 cm, 2nd instar is 0.8 to 1.1 cm and 3rd instar is
1.1 to 1.4 cm. While based on larval body length, ie the 1st instar 0-3 cm, with a length of 2nd instar
3rd - 5 cm and 3rd instar is 5-6 cm.
Field test. Field test was conducted on palm trees have produced. The place of research in the form
of a piece of fresh fruit bunch fibers are stocked between space around the roots of palm oil.
50x50cm sized board intended for the prevention of larval migration out of research plots. The
larvae of O. rhinoceros larvae stage 50 the 1st, 2nd and 3rd. Inoculation H. bacterophora with N0 =
control treatment (no H. bacteriophora), N1 = 200, N2 = 400, N3 and N4 = 600 = 800. The
suspension of H. bacteriophora on handsprayer sprayed on the surface of fresh fruit tandah oil
evenly. Larval mortality observations made on the first day until the tenth day larvae infected and
die.
Infected larva investigation. Infected larvae put into jam containing 10% buffered formalin by
volume of at least 5 times the volume of the larvae. Bottles containing samples labeled sample
identity. In the laboratory the process starts with a macroscopic examination as a reference to
estimate the final result later in the form of length and width of the larvae. Furthermore, the test
larvae sample cutting into 3 parts: the first cut 1 cm from the head of the larva or part stomodeum
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(foregut), the pieces into two ½ part or parts mesenteron larvae (midgut) and three pieces to ¾ of
the larvae or proctedum (hindgut). The pieces are put in a cassette that has been labeled and sealed.
Then the cassette is inserted into a container of 10% phosphate-buffered formalin. Then proceed
with the process of replacing the element of water and use a tissue fixative in which tissue network.
The next process is the manufacture of paraffin blocks by "embedding" the network is the surface
so that it will appear in full in the microtome cutting. Prior to cutting the paraffin block is cooled in
the cooling plate. Cutting using a microtome at a thickness of 3-4 μ which use a sharp knife and
disposable. Paraffin ribbon expanded by using a floating bath and then tape captured by the slide is
done by using Hematoxylin-eosin staining. The last stage and diagnostic examination under a
microscope.
Result and Discussion
The results showed that H. bacteriophora can cause mortality in various instar larvae of O.
rhinoceros ranging 20-100%. Nevertheless, the development of the percentage of deaths instar
larvae of O. rhinoceros at 1, 2 and 3 from time to time had shown increasing mortality. The high
percentage of larval mortality is not only due to the nature of the pathogenic nematodes. In the
nematode body are bacteria that live in symbiosis mutualism with H. bacteriophora that
Photorhabdus [1]. One potential genes are genes derived from bacterial symbionts H.
bacteriophora, because this gene produces a broad spectrum and powerful toxin to kill quickly or
effectively to major pest pest control [6].
Naturally ability insect pathogens cause illness in the host depends also on the dose. Generally,
the higher the dose the greater the percentage of sprayed cause larval mortality [2]. Pathogen
relationships and is often known as the LD50 dose that mean dose required to kill the host at 50%
of the population.
The results showed that the LD50 of H. bacteriophora on the mortality of larvae of O.
rhinoceros declined with time in Table 1, 2 and 3.
Table 1. The dosage of H. bacteriophora to the mortality of 1st larvae of O. rhinoceros
Dosis H. bacteriophora per larva
O. rhinoceros
0
200
400
600
800

% mortalitas (Hour)
24
0,0
0,0
0,0
20,0
33,3

48
0,0
20,0
20,0
26,7
40,0

72
0,0
26,7
33,3
33,3
40,0

96
0,0
33,3
40,0
40,0
46,7

120
0,0
40,0
46,7
53,3
60,0

144
0,0
53,3
60,0
73,3
86,7

Table 2. The dosage of H. bacteriophora to the mortality of 2nd larvae of O. rhinoceros
Dosis H. bacteriophora per larva
O. rhinoceros
0
200
400
600
800

% mortalitas (Hour)
24
0,0
0,0
0,0
20,0
26,7

48
0,0
20,0
26,7
40,0
40,0

72
0,0
26,7
40,0
46,7
46,7

96
0,0
33,3
40,0
46,7
53,3

120
0,0
40,0
53,3
60,0
66,7

144
0,0
53,3
60,0
80,0
86,7
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Table 3. The dosage of H. bacteriophora to the mortality of 3srd larvae of O. rhinoceros
% mortalitas (Hour)

Dosis H. bacteriophora per larva
O. rhinoceros

24
0,0
0,0
0,0
20,0
26,7

0
200
400
600
800

48
0,0
33,3
33,3
40,0
46,7

72
0,0
40,0
46,7
53,3
53,3

96
0,0
40,0
46,7
60,0
66,7

120
0,0
46,7
46,7
66,7
73,3

144
0,0
66,7
66,7
80,0
100,0

The figure shows the effect on dose treatment instar. This influence is more closely related to
the behavior of the instar. Observations during the study showed that the 3rd instar has a high
mobility rate compared with the 1st and 2nd instar. Third instar move on so the chances of H.
bacteriophora to penetrate the larvae of O. rhinoceros greater. This is due to the nature of H.
bacteriophora more waiting and just slightly move so that the mobility of the larvae of O.
rhinoceros is crucial terparasitnya larvae, in accordance with the opinion of Gaugler (2002) which
states H. bacteriophora will always be above ground and use the tactics of sit and wait (ambusher)
and when insects are generally active host will be infected by this nematode. Another thing that also
affect the ability to eat from third instar greater than instar 2nd and 1st, it is possible H.
bacteriophora enter through the mouth by accident, which is due to eating organic matter palm
empty fruit bunches containing H. bacteriophora when research applications. This is due to H.
bacteriophora not have a stylet and just had to tear host stoma [4].
The larvae of O. rhinoceros has a unique body structure, this structure is one of the successful
defense of larvae in life in nature. Unique characteristics possessed by the larvae of O. rhinoceros
skin layer is one thing that is important in controlling the use of H. bacteriophora. Because H.
bacteriophora not have a stylet, it is very difficult to penetrate the layers of larval integument very
thick and hard. The low value of LD50 H. bacteriophora against larvae of O. rhinoceros can give
hope to be developed as a controlling agent, provided that the application of field ecosystem
management so that the caterpillar is the main host for the nematode. Organisms that live in suitable
host will grow and develop properly due to the nutritional needs can be met from the host, so the
death of the host insect can be fast [8].
Pathogenicity of H. bacteriophora against larvae of O. rhinoceros is measured by the time
required to kill the larvae of H. bacteriophora O. rhinoceros. Pathogen relationships and time called
LT50 which is the time required to kill 50% of the population of the host. Observations show that
the longer the time of death larvae infestation O. rhinoceros in various instars increased
Table 4. LT 50 on the different dosage of H. bacteriophora against the larvae of O. rhinoceros
Treatments

LT 50 (Hour)

N4L1
N4L3
N2L3
N1L3
N4L2
N3L3
N3L2
N3L1
N1L1
N2L1
N1L2
N2L2

72
74
86
91
121
154
163
202
242
247
255
266

Confidence (Hour)
The lowest
The highest
56
87
70
77
36
126
58
119
114
127
138
169
148
178
186
216
218
264
223
268
240
270
236
292
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Observations were made every 6 hours after inoculation with a total observation time of 720
hours or 30 days of observation until all instar larvae die test. The results showed the fastest LT50
occurred in the treatment N4L1 ie 72 hours after treatment while on treatment LT50 N2L2 the
longest time 266 hours. In this experimental treatment is not given H. bacteriophora (control) not
found any dead larvae of O. rhinoceros. Larvae infected larvae were separated from the healthy by
putting it into a plastic Petri dish but still above the surface of the EFB in a jar test. This is done to
look at the development of morphological changes in symptoms of infected larvae of O. rhinoceros,
retains the number of doses that have been given, so that no transmission occurred between healthy
larvae infected with the larvae.
From field tests showed that H. bacteriophora can kill the larvae of O. rhinoceros. Based on the
analysis of variance showed that the treatment dose and treatment of H. bacteriophora instar larvae
of O. rhinoceros is a very real effect on mortality of larvae of O. rhinoceros
Table 5. The dosage of H. bacteriophora on the mortality of the Larvae O. rhinoceros on the field
Treaments
N0L1
N0L2
N0L3
N1L2
N3L1
N3L2
N2L2
N2L1
N1L3
N3L3
N4L2
N1L1
N4L1
N4L3
N2L3

Mortality
4.24 a
4.24 a
4.24 a
9.35 b
9.49 c
10.07 d
10.29 e
10.36 e
10.65 f
10.83 g
10.86 g
10.94 g
11.70 h
12.20 i
12.67 j

* Values within the same row followed by the same letter are not significantly different according to an
LSD test (P <0.05).

The data of this study illustrate that entomopathogenic nematodes have specific ecological
response to temperature and humidity. Therefore, its application as a biopesticide to the field needs
to consider the factors of temperature, humidity and host [7]. The observation of this nematode is
effective when applied in a light soil, moist and warm at moderate temperatures [19]. During
application, the use of water to keep the soil temperature and humidity are critical. Nematodes can
be found in the upper soil layer (top soil) and on the state of moist soil. It happened because the soil
moisture and soil water content can provide a very important effect in facilitating the movement of
nematodes in the soil. State land protected from sunlight also greatly affects the survival of this
nematode. Land that is protected from the sun tends to provide conditions for the soil moist, so that
nematodes can move freely and live longer. Dry ground will result in less nematodes can move
freely and body fluid loss, so that the body's defenses become weakened and will slowly dying [19].
Larvae infected tissue examination showed severe necrosis Figure 1. Necrosis is beginning to
happen on the inside after the skeletal muscles attached to the body wall (integument). Necrosis
continues in this case due to nematodes have evolved into much so that the spread of bacteria
simbionnya be faster anyway. Bacteria that have reached haemocoel larvae will hasten death [1].
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Fig. 1. The Cross Section of Oryctes rhinoceros Tissue: (a) Healty Tissue; (b) Infected Tissue

Summary
H. bacteriophora effectively control various instar larvae of O. rhinoceros with a mortality rate
of 20-100%. H. bacteriophora use as a biological control agent has a bright prospect in the future,
because these nematodes are common in the tropics and also live in the soil, while more than 90%
of pest insects spend their life cycle in the soil. Level of persistence in the field of H. bacteriophora
field is influenced by soil type, soil moisture content and soil organic matter content.
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Abstract. This research about increased of lamb production on Padjadjaran sheep through the
application of Synchroni-zation Estrus (SE) and Artificial Insemination (AI) innovation was
conducted in the Faculty of Animal Husbandry, Padjadjaran University. Padjadjaran sheep is local
sheep and distributed in west Java, they were selected using maternal lineage method. Padjadjaran
sheep has qualitative character as white color (white agouti – Aw Aw), big earlobe, triangular tail,
and prolific. Base on bio-molecular analysis, Padjadjaran sheep has variation sheep mt-DNA
deletion 75 bp in the position of 1447 bp. Application of innovative bio-reproduction SE and AI
help to accelerate the formation of the base population and improve reproductive efficiency.
Research method was action research and laboratory experiment. Synchronization Estrus treatment
using intra-vaginal sponges and Artificial Insemination used fresh semen diluted. Purpose of
researched was to know the increased of lamb production using of Application SE and AI
innovation. Result showed that the increased in lamb production is 35.8 percent as much as 29
lambs per birth period, in two years to 87 lambs. Bio-reproduction SE and AI can be used to
improve the efficiency of the ewe productivity.
Introduction
Usefulness of sheep breeding in Indonesia is a producer of meat, as savings, as a hobby and an
additional family activi-ties. In Padjadjaran Sheep Breeding Farm has been performed Padjadjaran
Sheep, they were local sheep and they distributed in West Java, Wanaraja. Previously, local sheep is
a hybrid between three breeds, namely local mated to Merino sheep, and then crossed with Kapstaat
breed of Africa.
Padjadjaran sheep characteristic were white color (white agouti–AwAw), big earlobe,
triangular tail, and prolific. Base on bio-molecular analysis, Padjadjaran sheep has variation sheep
mt- DNA deletion 75 bp in the position of 1447 bp. Selection aims to improve the character of high
growth and high percentage of lambing rate anyway. The elite ewe used for developing sheep
production as contribution of sheep meat in the local market.
Base population is the number of animals that will be involved in the selection program. The
productivity of the ewe to produce lamb is the key to success in the selection-program of breeding
sheep. Some important factors to consider in producing lamb are the ewe fertility, type of birth
charac-teristics (prolific), lamb survival and the number of ewe used in the program.
Application of innovative bio-reproduction Synchroni-zation Estrus and Artificial Insemination
help to accelerate the formation of the base population and improve reproductive efficiency, based
on the number of lamb production. Lamb production can be predicted with a special equation
involving an average births per year (A), litter size (B), lamb crop (C), fertility of ewes (D) and
number of ewe (E).
Bio-reproduction technology Synchronization Estrus was estrus by entering the intra-vaginal
sponge containing the hormone progesterone, resulting in a 14 days progesterone production hit as
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ewe pregnant condition. This condition is terminated by pulling out the sponge of reproductive ewe,
and therefore the level of progesterone will drop suddenly and as their effects of it the hormones
FSH and LH will increase. The impact of the high levels of FSH and LH will lead to ovarian
follicles will mature and reach the estrus conditions of ewe, to be held next of artificial insemination
(AI) using fresh semen diluted.
The information on the productivity of lamb produced by an ewe Padjadjaran still not
available, therefore the study of increased of lamb production on Padjadjaran sheep through
application of synchronization estrus (SE) and artificial insemination (AI) innovation needs to be
done. The purpose of this study to find out how high the increased production of lamb base on SE
and AI innovation.
Material and Method
The research object is about of 50 heads of ewes and 5 heads of rums. The method of research
is an action research in the Sempurnunggal Breeding Farm, subdistrict Nanggeng, Purwakarta
Regency and in Breeding Station, Faculty of Animal Husbandry, Padjadjaran University.
• Synchronization of estrus is done by entering the intra-vaginal sponge containing the hormone
progesterone. Incubated in the vagina for 14 days, progesteron hormone levels will be high so
that the corpus luteum extended service life. After 14 days, the sponge is removed, and at the
same time progeteron level will go down, and the opposite effect Folicel Stimulating Hormone
hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH) increased and on 2nd day after revocation
achieved estrus condition.
• Artifial Insemination is done by inserting fresh semen diluted into intra-vaginal.
• Test pregnancy using DEEA Gestdect solution, at 14 days after treatment AI implemented.
• Litter Size is the number of fertilized egg, which can grow up to become the embryo becomes a
fetus and then born as a lamb. Litter size in sheep there are: single, twin, triplet and kuadriplet.
Furthermore, in the calculation of the formula lamb production, litter size is assumed with 80
percents twin births, with the value of the technical coefficients 150.
• Lambing Crop is the amount of lamb that can survive until weaning period, divided by the
number of lamb is born. Lambing Crop formula given percentage, in the use of the formula is
assumed value of 80 percents. Lambing Crop: Amount of lamb that can survive until weaning
period devided by number of born lambs then multiplied by 100 percents.
• Fertility Rate of ewe is the number of pregnant ewe devided by the mated ewe, then multiplied
by 100 percent. Then the formula assumed by value 0.9 (90 percents). The formula: The number
of pregnant ewe devided by number of mated ewe then multiplied by 100 percents.
• Formula: Production of Lamb: A * B * C * D * E [3]. Where:
A : Rata Average lamb born per year, assumed to be 3 times lambing in 2 years, assumed the
value 1.5
B : Litter Size, is assumed with 80 percents twin births, with the value of the technical
coefficients 150.
C : Lambing Crop, is assumed value of 80 percents.
D : Fertility of ewe, assumed by value 0.9 (90 percents).
E : Number of ewe (N) to produce lamb.
The formula of Lamb production: 1,5 * 150 * 0,8 * 0,9 * N
• Increased of Lamb Production: [(Actual Lamb Production minus Estimated Lamb Production)]
devided by Estimated Lamb Production then multiplied by 100 percents.
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Result and Discussion
Schedule for ewe treatment during the study, in accordance with the number of treatments
listed in (Table 1). In Table 1 it appears that the treatment of ewes enrolled in the study was 50
heads, according to the recording for 2 years (2012 -2013).
Table 1. Schedule of Sicronization Estrus and Artifial Insemination
Period
I
II
III

SE
Revocation
AI
Test
Treatment
Sponge
Treatment Gestation
15th Jun
29th Jun
1st Jul
15th Jul
2012
2012
2012
2012
th
th
st
15 Mar
29 Mar
1 Apr
15th Apr
2013
2013
2013
2013
15th Oct
29th Oct
1st Nov
15th Nov
2013
2013
2013
2013

When ewes are given treatment SE in June 15th, 2012 for 14 days sponge containing
progesterone incubated intra-vaginal, so there progesteron hormone of sponge absorption process
that will increase the level of progesterone in the blood, and hence the secretion of the hormone
FSH (Follicle Stimulating Hormone) is inhibited by adenohypophisa. Under these conditions
inhibited the growth of ovarian follicles, nor will prevent the occurrence of estrus. Estrus consists of
several phases, metestrus, diestrus and proestrus, then on day 14 (on 29th June 2012) the condition
of the reproductive organs are in metestrus, all reproductive organs ready to preserve of the embryo
(as if in a state of pregnant ewe) [9].
Two days after the revocation of the sponge, then the progesterone hormone levels will drop
and reverse the secretion of FSH will rise. Therefore ovarian follicle will mature and consequently
increased estrogen and occurs estrus.Ewe done AI on June 31st, 2012, and after 14 days ewe tested
for pregnancy, if there is positive pregnant, then the month of December 2012 awaited the birth of
the first period, the amount of lamb produced 111 heads.
After 60 days of birth in March re-treated SE and AI, so then performed as where the previous.
Lamb is produced from the 2nd period of 110 heads. In the treatment of 3rd period, as many as 108
heads produced lambs. In lamb production estimates calculated that for Indonesian local sheep, can
be three times lambing in two years, it is also an advantage for sheep farming industry in tropical
countries, because only affected two kinds of seasons, the rainy season and dry, while the sun
shines every day.
Litter size. In (Table 2) it appears that the birth of the type depends on the breed of sheep, ewe
health when mated, because most of the reproductive character has a value of heritability (h2) is
low, so it would be preferable to provide a good environment, including feeding before mated
(flushing) and management.
Table 2. Percentage of single and twin births
No. Period of Birth
1
2
3

I
II
III
Average

Single Birth Twin Birth
(percents)
(percents)
49.87
50.13
48.62
51.38
42.86
57.14
47.12
52.88

The amount of lamb that was born depends on the number of fertilized ova and embryos can
survive up to lambing. Percentage of single and twin births are listed in (Table 2). Type of birth is
the number of lamb that was born in a birth. Lambing percentage rate depends on the prolific
character, this is one important factor in determining the profitability of sheep farming industry.
[10].
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The average percentage of single births is large enough that 47.12 percents, and the type of
twinning is 52.88 percents, this is not in line with the postulate of Harjosubroto (1994), that an
average of three times the birth of twins born within two years was 80 percents, this is because the
quality of food given and different management. [9] Has tried to provide treatment super ovulation
in ewes, do not give the expected results. Many ewe, which is treated super ovulation, giving a
single births.
Furthermore, [8] in his research ongoing in dairy cows in vitro and in vivo have obtained
preliminary results, that ovarian would be stressful for the treatment of super ovulation continuous,
so although it can stimulate ovulation are more than one, but the ovaries are not able to produces the
hormone progesterone until becomes a fetus, embryo deaths occur in the blastomere stage.
Lamb crop. Lamb crop is the number of lamb who live to the age of weaning divided by the
number of lamb born multiplied by 100 percents. Results of research on the lamb crop listed in
Table 3. It appears that the highest percentage of lamb crop is in the 2nd periods, this was due to a
much ewe in the earlier period not yet adapted to the treatment and the existing environment, so a
lot of lamb get milk that does not comply with the requirements of age often death occurs at birth
dry season.
Table 3. Lamb crop within a period of two years
No.
1
2
3

Lambing Death
Live
Lamb Crop
(heads) (heads) (heads) (percents)
I
111
3
108
97.29
II
110
3
107
97.27
III
108
2
106
98.14
Total
329
8
321
292.7
Average
109.6
2.66
107
97.56
Period

The amount of lamb in the Crop Breeding Farm Sempur Nunggal is 97.56 percenst. It is larger
when compared with the postulate [3] who stated at 80 percents. Value of Lamb Crop is influenced
by several factors including the condition of environments at the time of lambing, birth weight of
lamb, ewe milk production conditions, environmental hygiene and health of lamb. Conditions of
lamb, who comes from triplet birth included in the twin birth, because the lamb that was born from
birth triplets have a lower birth weight than single births, many deaths in the third lamb.
Ewe fertility rates. Ewe fertility rates assumed by [3] with a value of 90 percents, but with the
treatment Synchronization Estrus and artificial insemination then ewe fertility rate reached 100
percents, this happens when after insemination pregnancy does not occur, then the treatment is
repeated. Estimation ewe pregnancy can be seen as early as possible by using a solution Deea
GestDect. Results of research on ewe fertility listed in (Table 4).
Table 4. Percentage ewe fertility
No. Period
1
2
3

I
II
III

Number of Ewe Number of Pregnant
Percentage
in AI (heads)
Ewe (heads)
Fertility (percents)
50
50
100
50
50
100
50
50
100

In Table 4. It appears that the percentage of pregnant ewe that achieved by treatment of SE and
AI innovation is 100 percents, this suggests that the success of this innovation satisfactory.
Treatment of the SE will make it easier for the manage-ment of maintenance because the AI can be
carried out simultaneously, in contrast to sheep reared without a touch of bio-reproduction
technology. Effiency reproduction of an Ewe will affect profits for sheep farming industry.
Lamb actual production and estimation. Based recording actual number of lamb and number of
estimated lamb production listed in (Table 5). Number of lamb within 2 years was 329 heads by
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calculating mortality 2.44 percents. Mortality as occurred due because small birth weight and
mother's milk production is low, and at birth of less healthy lamb. Sometimes when coincidence
lambing in the dry season forage production is very less, and replaced with straw ammoniation or
processed by bacterial fermentation. Addition of forage given also concentrate feed or waste
Productions of towu.
Table 5. Lamb actual production and estimation
No.
1
2
3

Number of lamb
Number of Lamb
Actual Production (heads) Estimation (heads)
I
111
81
II
110
81
III
108
81
Total
329
243
Average
110
81
Period

Table 6. Number of lamb using formula estimation
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Technical Coefficients
Values
Number of Lamb, they birth for 2 years
1.5
Number of lamb, they singel and twin birth (percents)
150.0
Lamb Crop (percents)
80.0
Ewe Fertility (percents)
90.0
Number of Ewe (heads)
50.0
Lamb Production (heads)
81.0

While the number of lambs in estimasion by using the formula, lamb production is based on the
assumption of birth for 2 years was 1.5 and the assumption that the lamb that was born a twin 80
percents, so the value is 150 percents. In addition, the value of the lamb crop assumed 80% and ewe
fertility 90 percents, number of ewe 50 heads, the number of lamb produced as many as 243 heads.

Fig. 1. Lambs population in the breeding farm

Conclusions and Suggestions
Increased in lamb production is 35.8 percents as much as 29 lambs per birth period, in two
years to 87 lambs. Application Innovation SE and AI is more effective.
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Abstract. Fresh orange and strawberry are rich in vitamin C, which is an essensial nutrient to
promote a healthy imunne system. Vitamin C is easily degraded through oxidation process into
dehydroascorbic acid during storage. Therefore, it is important to study the factors influencing the
degradation rate of vitamin C in fruit juices without any preservatives. The aims of this research
were to study the kinetic degradation of vitamin C in fresh orange (concentrated and nonconcentrated) and strawberry juices during storage and how the temperature affects these kinetics.
Fresh juices were stored at room, refrigerated and frozen temperature. The content of vitamin C in
fresh juices were analyzed using direct iodometric titration. Kinetic study of vitamin C degradation
for these juices were carried out under isothermal condition. The degradation rates of vitamin C in
fresh fruit juices based on zero kinetic model were compared. At room temperature the degradation
rates of vitamin C in strawberry juice were about ten times faster than those in the orange juice. At
refrigerated temperature the degradation rates of vitamin C in orange and strawberry juices with
sugar were twice lower than theirs without sugar addition.
Introduction
Vitamin C is belong to one of the most potent antioxidant that is important for human health.
Antioxidants can block some damages caused by free radicals. Free radical mostly exist in tobacco
smoke and polluted air are responsible for cell damages leading to lung cancer and asthma. The
deficiency in vitamin C causes scurvy that is characterized by bleeding gums, weakness, fatique,
anemia and depression. Vitamin C deficiency may occur in people who eat few fruits or vegetables
and in smokers too.
Vitamin C enhances the absorption of iron thus preventing anemia. Vitamin C also plays
important role in collagen formation which is essensial for wound healing in patient recovering
from surgery. According to Jusi [1], vitamin C is needed to form collagen that is needed to heal
damaged tissues. The healing power of the damaged tissues is increased with vitamin C intake. The
strength of the fibrous was reduced by 50% vitamin C supplementation [1].
Men, women and children need 90, 75 and 45 mg/day of vitamin C, respectively based on
Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA) [2]. The human body is not able to make vitamin C on
its own. It is important to consume vitamin C rich foods, such as fruits and vegetables (potatoes,
spinach, tomatoes, broccoli, stawberries, orange, etc.). Orange and strawberry are commonly
consumed in fresh juice with some added sugar. Strawberry juice contains about 20-40 mg vitamin
C per 100 ml juice, whereas orange juice only contains about 10-20 mg vitamin C/100 ml.
Consumers always expect a high content of vitamin C remaining in this juices, however this vitamin
is easily degraded mainly through oxidation process into dehydroascorbic acid during the
preparation and storage. Several factors influencing the degradation rate of vitamin C are sugar
presence, temperature, light exposure and dissolve oxygen concentration [3]. Ascorbic acid is one
of the most heat sensitive nutrients and usually considered as an index of nutrient quality during
processing and storage of food. If ascorbic acid is well retained in food, the other nutrients are also
well retained [4].
Kabasakalis [5] stated that the quality of some fruit juices was indicated by its vitamin C
contents which was dependent on its initial content and its rate of loss upon storage. He found out
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the amount of ascorbic acid in some commercial juices within the range of 2.4 to 43 mg/100 ml
juice. He compared the vitamin C content and the loss rate between commercial fruit juices and
fresh juices under different storage condition, open and closed containers, and upon storage in the
refrigerator and at room temperature. The commercial orange juice and fresh orange juices which
stored in refrigerator for 31 days in open container showed higher loss in their vitamin C content
than those stored in closed container.
In United State and Europe, orange juice has been produced in numerous forms such as frozen
concentrated juice. Increased awareness of people to consume orange juice as natural as possible,
without extensive processing, has contributed increase demand of fresh squeezed orange juice. Lee
[6] from Florida Department of Citrus studied vitamin C loss in frozen unpasteurized fresh
squeezed orange juice in polyethylene-bottle (HDPE). This orange juice was stored at -23oC and
initially contained 40.6 mg vitamin C/100 ml juice. The vitamin C content declined linearly to 32.8
mg vitamin C/100 ml juice over 24 months. Oxidative enzyme reaction was considered to be
responsible for the loss of vitamin C in frozen unpasteurized fresh squeezed orange juice.
Vitamin C content in freshly home-made orange and strawberry juices are interesting to study
in order to get more information on the decrease of nutritional quality of juices upon storage.
Freshly made juices without any chemical preservatives were commonly prepared at home,
hospitals and home industries. Consumers should know how to store the juices to get maximum
benefit of vitamin C content when consume them. The aims of this research were to study and
compare the kinetic degradation rate of vitamin C in fresh orange and strawberry juices during
storage and to investigate how temperature and added sugar affects these kinetics.
Material and Methods
Reagents. The reagents were KIO 3 0.1 N, KI 10%, H 2 SO 4 2 N, Na 2 S 2 O 3 0.1 N, Iodin 0.1 N, starch
as indicator and ascorbic acid p.a.
Fruit juices. Fruit juices are strawberry (Fragaria vesca) and orange (Citrus reticulata) which were
bought from the local supermarket of Surabaya, East Java, Indonesia. The strawberries were washed
and cut into small pieces then blended with some water using home blender. The oranges were
washed, cut into two pieces and squeezed with home orange juice squeezer. The concentrated
orange juice was made without any water added to the squeezed orange juice, whereas orange juice
was made with 300 ml water added to 300 ml squeezed orange juice. Some sugar was added to
juices to study the influence of sugar on the vitamin C degradation rate. The fresh juices were stored
at 3 storage conditions, i.e. room temperature, refrigerated temperature and frozen temperature.
Vitamin C determination. Vitamin C in the fresh strawberry and orange juices were determined
using iodometric titration. The end points of the titration were indicated by the color change from
red to red-orange for strawberry juice and from yellow to yellowish-green for orange juice.
Data analysis. The degradation rate of vitamin C in the fresh concentrated orange juice, orange
juice and strawberry juice during storage were evaluated using zero order kinetics model. Zero
order kinetic in a batch reactor [7] is:
(1)
In fruit juice, the relation of ascorbic acid content (C A ) with time of storage (t) can be expressed by:
C A (t) = C A0 – k.t

(2)

C Ao is initial vitamin C content in fruit juice (mg ascorbic acid per 100 ml juice) and k is a zero
order rate constant (mg ascorbic acid per 100 ml juice time-1). Degradation vitamin C rate for zero
order kinetic is equal to k according to Eq. (1).
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The temperature dependence of vitamin C loss rate constant was studied using the Arrhenius
equation as follow:
k = k 0 e-Ea/RT

(3)

where k 0 is frequency factor, Ea is activation energy (cal/mol), R is an universal gas constant (1.987
cal/mol/K) and T is absolute temperature in K.
Results and Discussion
Vitamin C content in fruit juices was determined every certain time interval during storage.
Initial vitamin C content ranged from 15-23 mg per 100 ml juice in concentrated orange juice, 9-13
mg/100 ml juice in orange juice, and 22-37 mg per 100 ml juice strawberry juice.
Ascorbic acid degradation rate were calculated using zero order kinetics. The determination
coefficient (r2) obtained from the zero order kinetic model fitting in vitamin C degradation in both
orange and strawberry juices were in the range of 0.90 – 0.99 according to the previous
investigation [3, 8]. The ascorbic acid degradation rates in freshly home made orange and
strawberry juices stored at various temperatures, i.e. room temperatures, refrigerated temperatures,
and frozen temperatures were shown in Table 1/Fig. 1, Table 2 /Fig. 2, and Table 3/Fig. 3,
respectively. Initial vitamin C content in strawberry juice was always higher than concentrated
orange juice, but their vitamin C degradation rates were also higher than those in orange and
concentrated juices.
Table 1. Zero order rate constant for concentrated orange, orange and strawberry juices in room
temperature
Juice

Storage
temperature [oC]

concentrated orange
orange
strawberry

Initial ascorbic acid
concentration [mg
AA/100 ml]

29+3
29+3
28+1

15-19
9-10
22-37

zero order rate constant [mg
AA/100 ml juice/hour]
without sugar
0.635
0.434
4.419

with sugar
0.661
0.623
2.319

5,0

Degradation rate of vitamin C
(mg/100 ml/hr)

4,5
4,0
3,5
3,0
2,5
2,0
1,5
1,0
0,5
0,0
concentrated
orange

nonconcentrated
orange

without sugar

strawberry

with sugar

Fig. 1. Vitamin C Degradation Rate in Concentrated Orange Juice, Orange Juice and Strawberry Juice at
Room Temperature
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At room temperature, the degradation rates of vitamin C in strawberry juice were about ten
times faster than those in the orange juice. Vitamin C degradation rate in orange juices were slightly
increased with the sugar addition which were contrary to that in strawberry juices. Interestingly, the
degradation of Vitamin C was retarded up to about 50% with sugar addition in the strawberry juice.
Table 2. Zero order rate constant for orange and strawberry juices in refrigerated temperature
Juice

Storage
temperature [oC]

Initial ascorbic acid
concentration [mg
AA/100 ml]

13+2
13+2
8+3

22-23
9-10
21-35

concentrated orange
orange
strawberry

zero order rate constant [mg
AA/100 ml juice/hour]
without sugar
0.086
0.067
3.631

with sugar
0.083
0.037
1.854

4,0
Degradation rate of vitamin C
(mg/100 ml/hr)

3,5
3,0
2,5
2,0
1,5
1,0
0,5
0,0
concentrated
orange

non-concentrated
orange

without sugar

strawberry

with sugar

Fig. 2. Vitamin C Degradation Rate in Concentrated Orange Juice, Orange Juice and Strawberry Juice at
Refrigerated Temperature

At refrigerated temperature, the degradation rates of vitamin C in strawberry juice were about
fifty four times faster than those in the orange juices. The degradation rates of vitamin C in orange
juices were much repressed at refrigerated temperatures compared to those obtained at room
temperatures. In contrast, the degradation rate of vitamin C were only slightly decreased in
strawberry juices stored at refrigerator in comparison to those stored at room temperatures. In this
temperature, the degradation rates of vitamin C in orange and strawberry juices with sugar were
twice lower than theirs without sugar addition.
Table 3. Zero order rate constant for frozen juice degradation rate at -5oC
Frozen Juice
concentrated orange
orange

Storage
temperature [oC]
-5+1
-5+1

Initial ascorbic acid
concentration [mg
AA/100 ml]
20-22
12-13

zero order rate constant [mg
AA/100 ml juice/hour]
without sugar
with sugar
0.033
0.035
0.018
0.021
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0,040

Degradation rate of vitamin C
(mg/100 ml/hr)

0,035
0,030
0,025
0,020
0,015
0,010
0,005
0,000
without sugar
concentrated orange

with sugar
non-concentrated orange

Figure 3. Frozen juice degradation rate of concentrated orange and non-concentrated orange juices at -5oC

In general, vitamin C in strawberry juices were much more easily degraded than the vitamin C
in orange juices. The activation energy of ascorbic acid degradation were 1.653 kcal/mol and 1.902
kcal/mol for the fresh strawberry juices prepared without and with sugar [3], respectively whereas
those estimated in sugar added and without sugar added orange juices were 14.3 kcal/mol and 15
kcal/mol [8], respectively. The activation energy of vitamin C degradation in orange juices were
about ten times higher than those in strawberry juices. This proved that vitamin C in orange juices
were more stable and less sensitive towards temperature changes. On the other hand, vitamin C in
strawberry juices were much more degraded which might be due to the inherent properties of
strawberry fruits. They were easily getting ripened and prone to physical damages which could
accelerate the degradation of vitamin C.
At frozen temperatures, the degradation rates of vitamin C in concentrated orange juice were
about twice higher than those in non-concentrated orange juice. The sugar addition slightly
increased the vitamin C degradation rates. Interestingly, the degradation rate of vitamin C in
concentrated orange juices stored at room and refrigerated temperatures were not significantly
different compared to their corresponding non-concentrated ones. It seemed that there were chilling
injuries occurred in the concentrated ones at frozen temperatures. However, the degradation rates of
vitamin C in orange juices were decreased with decreasing storage temperatures (Table 1 vs. Table
2 vs. Table 3).
Summary
The degradation rates of vitamin C in fresh homemade orange juices and strawberry juices
obtained using zero order kinetics were compared. It turned out that the degradation rates of vitamin
C in strawberry juices were much higher than those in orange juices at any storage temperatures.
This has been proved by the lower energy activation obtained for strawberry juices, indicating their
high sensitivity towards temperature changes, leading to vitamin C degradation at higher rates. At
frozen temperature, the vitamin C decreased significantly in concentrated orange juices in
comparison to that in the non-concentrated ones.
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Abstract. Biogas as a source of new and renewable energy has been used. However, their use is
still limited because of the composition of methane (CH 4 ) in the biogas is only about 55-70 %. The
other compositions of biogas are carbon dioxide ( CO 2 ) 25-50 % , nitrogen (N 2 ) at around 0-5 % ,
water vapor (H 2 O) 1.5 % , sulfur gas (H 2 S) at 0-0.5 % and slightly ammonia (NH 3 ) from 0 to 0.05
%. Biogas purification processes are widely conducted to remove CO 2 content and enhance CH 4
content. High content of CH 4 will increase the performance of biogas significantly. Mathematical
modelling in adsorption processes were derived from the two fim theory. The gas phase, liquid
phase and solid phase were reviwed. Mathematical modelling was derived from the rate processes
and equilibrium experiment in chemical adsorption of CO 2 by ion exchange mechanism in a packed
column. Mathematical modelling was purposed to get the coefficients value which was needed to
scale up the processes or to design the process equipment. The rate processes coefficients value
sought from the simulation was volumetric mass transfer coefficeint of CO 2 in the liquid phase
(k La ), volumetric mass transfer coefficeint of CO 2 in the gas phase (k Ga ) and the reaction rate
coefficients (k 1 and k 2 ). The Sum of Squares Error (SSE) value of rate proceses parameters k G a,
k L a, k 1 and k 2 were 0.0431 in average. The model predictions value of k G a and k L a were compared
to the theoritical value and it was calculated the error were 18.79% and 7.29%, respectively.
Introduction
Biogas, one of renewable energy is widely used as energy source in Indonesia. However, their
use is still limited since the composition of methane (CH 4 ) conten is only about 55-70 % depends
on its biomass source. The other composition are 25-50% of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), 0-5% of
nitrogen (N 2 ), 1.5% of water vapor (H 2 O), 0–0.5% of sulfur gas (H 2 S) and slightly ammonia
(NH 3 ) from 0-0.05%. The CO 2 presence affecting the quality of biogas because the caloric value is
decreased and bulky if it is about to compressed [1]. For that reason it is attempt to increase the
methane concentration in biogas by purifying after being produced in bio-digester. Several method
of biogas purification is physical absorption, chemical adsorption, cryogenic, membrane separation
and biological method by using microorganism. Biogas purification process is purposed to reduce
the CO 2 content so the CH 4 content is increased. In Indonesia, it is necessary to applicated the
process in the village area and the cow stall area which held the bio-digester in continuous
operation. In that place, biogas technology is used in daily activities for cooking, generated
electicity for water pumping and lamp [2].
Mutiari stated [3], that the simple and cheap biogas purification process could be conducted
using adsorption method with strong base anion exchange resin as adsorbent. The research in
laboratorium scale provided the CH 4 untill 100% in the some of period time. Resin is one of the
adsorbent which easily degenerated. Generally, resin is widely used for various purposes. But for
biogas purification it is not conducted yet. It is suitable to applicate in village or cow stall area
because its simplicity.
Mathematical modelling is a way to described physical process into mathematical equation [4].
In this research, mathematical model is arranged to described the adsorption process into
mathematical equation. The equation will be solved with numeric methods and suit with the data
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collect from laboratorium. The kinetics and equilibrium data which is useful for the scale up process
are collected.
This research aim to formulate the CO 2 adsorption mechanism by using strong base anion
exchange resin at ambient temperature, to determine the adsorption equilibrium parameter in resin
surface and to determine the rate process parameters at the CO 2 adsorption by using strong base
anion exchange resin.
Method
In the process of CO 2 adsorption on the surface of the resin, the transfer process began when
the CO 2 in the gas phase contacted with resin soaked in water in a column. Overview of mass
transfer are reviewed at each phase to reduce the complexity of the process. The assumptions made
in determining the mass transfer mechanism of this is that the mass transfer process takes place in
series.
Reaction Mechanism in Gas-Liquid-Solid System
In the process of absorption of CO 2 into the water-resin system, the dissolved CO 2 will
undergo a process of mass transfer between phases followed by ion exchange reaction at the surface
of the resin. Assuming that the mechanism of the series takes place according to the theory the film
in the process of transfer between phases, can be described that the physical events of a process that
takes place as in Figure 1.
The inter-phase mass transfer mechanism showed in Fig. 1 occurred in gas phase into liquid
phase, by then followed by mass transfer in the solid. In detail, the mechanism occurred is as
follow:
1) Mass transfer of CO 2 from the gas to gas-liquid interface trough gas film
2) Mass transfer of CO 2 from gas-liquid inter-phase to liquid bulk.
3) Reaction of CO 2 with H 2 O to form H 2 CO 3 in liquid bulk.
4) Ionization reaction of H 2 CO 3 to become H+ and HCO 3 5) Mass transfer of HCO 3 from liquid bulk to the solid
6) Ion bicarbonate exchange reaction with the monomer of function group of resin in solid.
Gas

Interface

Liquid

Solid

PAG
PAi
CAi
CAL
CBL

CCL
CCS

Reaction in liquid phase
k1
CO2 + H 2O 
→ H 2CO3
k2
H 2CO3 ←
→ H + + HCO3−
k−2

Gas Film Liq Film

Liq Film

Fig. 1. Inter phase mass transfer mechanism in CO 2 adsorption process using Strong Base Anion Exchange
resin

Mass transfer mechanism shown in Fig. 1 is the mass transfer between phases that occur from
the gas phase to the liquid phase followed mass transfer in solids. In detail, the mechanism of which
may include: (1) the mass transfer of CO 2 from the gas carrier (P AG ) to the gas-liquid interface
through the film gas, (2) the mass transfer of CO 2 from the gas-liquid interface (C AI ) to the body
fluid, (3) reaction of CO 2 in the liquid phase (C AL ) with H 2 O H 2 CO 3 in the body produces fluid
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(C BL ), (4) the ionization reaction H 2 CO 3 into H+ and HCO 3 - (C CL ), (5) the mass transfer of body
fluids leading HCO 3 solid surface, (6) HCO 3 - ion exchange reaction at the surface of solids (C CS )
with a resin monomer constituent functional groups in solids.
Mutiari stated [5], resins that has been used is have a maximum capacity. The maximum
capacity is achieved when the entire group function has exchanged with HCO3- ion. Therefore, the
mechanism in step 6 approximated using adsorption equilibrium. Langmuir model for adsorption
equilibrium is chosen to give the relationship between HCO3- concentration in the liquid phase and
in the solid phase.
Transfer processes on the system that being simulated can be written as follows :
Fogler stated [6], the film layer theory involving the gas phase and liquid phase can be expressed
mathematically in accordance with the equation (1), (2) and (3). Mass transfer of CO 2 (A) from gas
phase to interface expressed in Equation 1.
N A = k G a(PAG − PAi )

(1)

The equilibrium between gas-liquid for CO 2 in interface expressed in Equation 2.
PAi = H .C Ai

(2)

The mass transfer process of CO 2 (A) from interface to liquid phase expressed in Equation 3.
N A = k L a(C Ai − C AL )

(3)

Raymond stated [7], reaction between CO 2 (A) with H 2 O produced H 2 CO 3 (B) in liquid phase
expressed in Equation 4.

−rA =
k1C ALε L

(4)

Chien and Sturtevant stated [8], that kinetics reaction of H 2 CO 3 (B) ionization into H+ and HCO 3 (C) in liquid phase are follow the mechanism reaction as below in Equation 5.

(

)

− rB = k 2C BL − k − 2CCL 2 ε L

(5)

Mass transfer of HCO 3 - ion form (C) from liquid phase into solid as expressed in Equation 6.
N C = kC a(CCL − CCS )

(6)

Mutiari stated [5], that the equilibrium relations between liquid and solid for HCO 3 - (C CS ) ion form
is approach with Langmuir adsorption equilibrium as follow :

Cµ =

bCµ max CCS

(7)

1 + bCCS

b = 0,0068 g HCO 3 -/g resin
C μmax = 243.36 m3/mol.
The substitusion from Equations 1 to 6 are gained the Equation 8:
PAG =

N
− rA
NA
+ H . A +
kG a
 k L a k1ε L





(8)

Levenspiel stated [9], at a rate processes that takes place in series and has achieved steady state
conditions, the value N A = -r A so that Equation 8 can be simplified to Equation 9.
N A = − rA =

PAG
 1
 1
1
+ H .
+

k
a
k
a
k
1ε L
 L
 G





(9)
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Mathematical Modeling
The experiments are conducted on the adsorption columns so that the ion exchange reaction
begins to saturate at the bottom before the top. The saturation process gave rise to a wave of
saturation. The saturation changes can be observed using breakthrough curve [10]. The curves can
be used to determine the time required to regenerate the resin to return to the initial performance.
From experiments conducted in the resin column prepared a mathematical model that can be
verified using the breakthrough curve data. Preparation of mathematical models taken on the
volume element in the adsorption column.
G, mol inert/m2/s
YA,out,

G
YA
z+Δz
z

z+Δz
NA
z
G
YA

G, mol inert/m2/s
YA,in,

Fig. 2. Adsorption coloumn scheme

Fig. 2 is a sketch of the physical processes that occur. From Fig. 2, mass balance of the volume
element fixed bed column prepared by assuming (1) isothermal conditions, (2) flow rate is constant
axial direction, (3) the concentration gradient of the radial direction is ignored and (4) the mass
displacement due to diffusion axial ignored.
The equations obtained from the mass balance in each process expressed in Equations 10 to 14.
From the mass balance of CO 2 in the gas phase in a volume element Δz obtained Equation 10.
∂C AG
G ∂Yi
=−
−
∂t
ε G ∂z

PAG
 1
 1
1 

+ H .
+
εG 
 kG a
 k L a k1ε L 

(10)

From mass balance of CO 2 in the liquid phase in element volume ∆z obtained Equation 11.
∂C AL
=
∂t

PAG
 1
 1
1 

+ H .
+
εL 
 k L a k1ε L 
 kG a

(11)

From mass balance of H 2 CO 3 in the liquid phase in element volume ∆z obtained Equation 12.

(

(

∂C BL
= k1C AL − k 2C BL − k − 2CCL 2
∂t

))

(12)

From mass balance of HCO 3 - in the liquid phase in element volume ∆z obtained Equation 13.


Cµ
∂CCL 1 
 k2CBL − k−2CCL 2 ε L + kC a  CCL −

=

∂t ε L 
K L ( Cµ max − Cµ )  




(

)

(13)

The HCO 3 - ion form mass balance equation is adsorbed on the resin surface:
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 BM
∂Cµ
Cµ
C

=
kC a  CCL −


∂t
ρ
ε
−
b
C
C
( µ max µ )  b P


(14)

5 obtained differential equations with boundary conditions and initial conditions for these equations
are as follows:
at t = 0, in all the z position, so that C AG = 0; C AL = 0; C BL = 0; C CL = 0; C μ = 0.
at t = t in z=0 so that C AG = C AG0
Equations 10 to 14 are solved simultaneously.
Results and Discussion
Experimental data used for fitting the simulation results is the result of a laboratory-scale
experiments [3]. Effect of variation of gas flow rate and the ratio of water to the resin is done to
verify the mathematical modeling. Optimization process performed in the laboratory is done by
simulation of the mathematical model used. In the adsorption process there are two main process
occured, equilibrium and kinetics. Equilibrium mechanism based on solids capacity to store or
adsorb species (adsorbate) which different [11].

Fig. 3. Program algorithm for determining the value parameter speed process

Kinetic mechanism is based on the rate of processes (diffusion) to enter the pores of solids
which occurs adsorption process. Gas flow rate variation will affect the diffusion of CO 2 in the
system.
Results of the Simulation Data Fitting
Fig. 4 shows the research data and the simulation results are taken by using a variation of the
gas flow rate into the adsorption column. The rate of gas flow into the adsorption column is done
for 3 variations, ie 0.5 L/min; 0.8 L/min; 1 L/min.
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In the preparation of the proposed mathematical model, a ratio of water with the resin is
expressed in the hold-up liquid (ε L ) and hold up solids (ε p ). The comparison is done by varying the
weight of the resin and the weight of water, ie 1:2 and 1:3. Gas flow rate used was 0.5 L/min. The
simulation results and experimental data shows in Fig. 5.
Fig. 4 shows that the greater the gas flow rate, the more quickly achieved when saturated.
These conditions indicate that the faster spread of the adsorbate at a flow rate greater. These
conditions correspond whole velocity profile 1 L/min and 0.8 L/min. When used in the gas flow rate
of 1 L/min, the adsorption column becomes saturated more quickly if used a gas flow rate of 0.8
L/min. For a gas flow rate of 0.5 L/min did not show the same trend. At a gas flow rate of 0.5 L/min
looks faster to achieve saturation conditions compared with the gas flow rate of 0.8 L/min. This can
be caused by a small gas flow rate, so that the gas flow rate is not sufficiently capable of causing
turbulence sufficient to support the next process.

Fig. 4. Results of fitting data and simulation for flowrate variation

Fig. 5. Results of titting data and simulation for variation of water and resin ratio

In Fig. 5, the experimental results show that the greater the amount of water with a fixed
amount of resin, the adsorption will take place more quickly. This is due to the greater amount of
water then H 2 CO 3 formed more and more. The condition is directly proportional to the amount of
HCO 3 ionised. With the same amount of resin, while the resin has a maximum capacity of the
system with the amount of water that would be much more quickly saturated. The desired process is
a process that provides a long saturation of the resin capacity. It is related to the operation of the
adsorption process using resin. Long regeneration time will be preferred because it is easier to do
operations.
Analysis Parameter Optimization Results
K G a parameters of optimization results shown in Table 1 it can be concluded that the value of
mass transfer coefficient (k G a) on CO 2 adsorption system using a strong base anion exchange resin
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is affected by the flow rate of CO 2 . The greater the flow rate of CO 2 , the greater the value of k G a
obtained. This is because the size of the incoming feed flow rate will increase turbulence in the
flow, thus increasing the Reynolds number (Re). Re relationship with k G a values shown in equation
(16) and (17). In Table 1, the parameters that are the result of optimization of process simulation is
k G a, kla, k1 and k2. K - 2 values obtained from the data ionic reaction equilibrium HCO 3 according
to Equation (5). K CA value approximated by the value of volumetric mass transfer coefficient for
the absorption process using stuffing material. K CA value for CO 2 absorption process using water
with stuffing material is 25-39 1/hour.
In equation (9) has known total resistance value of the CO 2 adsorption mechanism using a
strong base anion exchange resin. From equation (9) can be calculated prisoners in each phase. The
results of calculation of mass transfer of prisoners and chemical reactions are shown in Table 2.
From Table 2 it can be seen that for a variation of flow rate of 1 L/min and 0.8 L/min detainees are
prisoners who control the mass transfer in the liquid film layer. For a variation of flow rate of 0.5
L/min detainees are prisoners who control the mass transfer in the gas film layer. For comparison
the variation of water and resin, the ratio of water and resin 1:2 that controls are prisoners mass
transfer in the gas film layer. As for the ratio of 1:3 which controls are prisoners mass transfer in the
gas film layer. Levenspiel [9] mention that for a heterogeneous system where most prisoners are in
the gas or liquid film layer, then one way that can be taken to accelerate the pace of the process is to
use a contactor with the aim to increase the interfacial surface area.
Table 1. Simulation optimation results model to experimental data
Variabel
Flow rate 1 L/min
Flow rate 0.8 L/min
Flow rate 0.5 L/min
Water and Resin Ratio = 1:2
Water and Resin Ratio = 1:3

kGa
mol/s/m3/atm
0.0925
0.0432
0.0089
0.0140
0.0301

kla
1/s
0.0002
0.0001
0.0013
0.3942
0.0005

k1
1/s
0.1020
0.0947
0.0999
0.1000
0.0999

k2
1/s
0.0954
0.0991
0.0947
0.1000
0.0984

SSE
0.0045
0.0274
0.0171
0.0166
0.1500

In a heterogeneous process, which speeds the process will involve the study of mass transfer
and chemical reactions. Hatta number concept is a way that was developed by Hatta by comparing
the speed of a chemical reaction and mass transfer rates. According Levenspiel [9], for the reaction
order of the Hatta number of criteria can be calculated using Equation 15.
(15)
DL kr
Ha =
kl2
Table 3 shows the analysis of the Hatta number value on the mechanism that works. The scene of a
reaction may indicate a reaction to take place sooner or later. Criteria Hatta numbers referenced by
Levenspiel [9] are:
H < 0,3
Ha >3
0,3 < Ha < 3

: reaction occurs in the main body o of body of liquid (slow)
: reaction occurs in the liquid film layer (fast)
: reaction occurs between liquid film layer and the main body of
liquid

Theoretical Calculations Mass Transfer Parameters
The value of mass transfer coefficient of CO 2 in the gas phase can be calculated theoretically.
Adsorption columns used in the study were approached by the mass transfer calculation for column
packing material according Geankoplis [12].
According Geankoplis [12], empirical approach can be performed to calculate the mass transfer
coefficient values theoretically. Equation 16 is used to calculate the Chilton and Colburn analogy.
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Value of coefficient mass transfer is then calculated using Equation 17. The results of calculation of
mass transfer coefficient is theoretically shown in Table 3.
JD =

0.4548

εp

−0.4069
N Re

(16)

k
J D = c N sc2 / 3
In Table
v 4

(17)

It shows that the theoretical calculation errors than numerical calculations range from 11-32%.
The error values are expected to provide justification that the optimization results for the
determination of the parameters in the mathematical modeling of the proposed right. The value of
mass transfer coefficient in the liquid film coating on the empirical analysis using film theory
approach. Equation 18 is used to calculate the theoretical value.
(18)
DL
kla =

δ

In this study, the liquid used in the stationary phase. So that the variation of the flow rate of the
mass transfer rate in the melting of the film coating will not give a significant difference. To
calculate the value of mass transfer coefficient in the liquid film layer theoretically use the data
layer of film thickness (δ) of the literature. According to the study Weston13 stirring efficiency in
the process of contact between the gas and liquid, when quiescent fluid δ value obtained was 1×10-4
m. The δ value will change with the stirring speed. According Perry14 diffusivity value of CO 2 in
the liquid at a temperature of 25°C is 1.97×10-9 m² / s. So the K LA value calculated is 0.00118 1/s.
When compared with the K LA value of optimization results, the average error obtained is 7.92%.
With an average error is given for each of these parameters, a mathematical model which can be
used as a tool prepared to approach the physical events that occur on the condition that the
assumptions taken during the preparation of the model is done fulfilled. Furthermore, the values of
the parameters obtained from the optimization results can be used for the design of process
equipment in the field.
Table 2. Results of resistance calculation
Mass transfer
resistance in the gas
film layer

Variable

1
Flowrate 1 L/min
Flowrate 0.8 L/min
Flowrate 0.5 L/min
Resin : Water Ratio = 1:2

H .kG a

Mass tranfer
resistance in the
liquid film layer

1

kl a

Specific chemical
reaction resistance

1

k1.ε L

360.36
771.61
374.32

5000
10000
769.37

78.43
84.47
80.08

2380.95

2.54

60.61

1107.42

2000

80.08

Resin : Water Ratio = 1:3

Table 3. Calculation Results of Hatta Value Numbers
Variations
Flowrate 1 L/min
Flowrate 0.8 L/min
Flowrate 0.5 L/min
Resin : Water Ratio = 1:2
Resin : Water Ratio = 1:3

Hatta Numbers
0.5491
1.0580
0.0836
0.0003
0.3622

Reaction Occurs at
Liquid film layer and the main body of liquid
Liquid film layer and the main body of liquid
Main body of liquid
Main body of liquid
Liquid film layer and the main body of liquid
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Table 4. Ratio of Theoritical k GA Value and Result of k GA Simulation Value
Operation Conditions
Flowrate 1 L/min
Flowrate 0.8 L/min
Flowrate 0.5 L/min
Resin : Water Ratio = 1:2
Resin : Water Ratio = 1:3

Theoritical k G a
mol/min/m3/atm
0.1250
0.1651
0.1885
0.1405
0.1651

Simulation Result
of k G a
mol/min/m3/atm
0.0846
0.1846
0.2081
0.1017
0.1846

Error
%
32.28
11.81
10.42
27.61
11.81

Summary
Mathematical modeling compiled showing optimum fitting result with the average value of
SSE 0.0431. From the four parameters that are optimized, the control parameter is the value of the
K LA because it has the smallest value. K GA value simulation results when compared with the results
of the calculation of the value K GA has an average error of 18.79%. While the K LA value simulation
results when compared with the value of the K LA on the calculation gives an error of 7.92%. The
process of mass transfer between the gas phase, liquid phase and solid phase of mathematical
modeling can be done with reference to the theory of film. Results of the values of the optimized
parameters can be used for process design tool.
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Symbols
BM C
b
C Ai
C AL
C BL
C CL
C CS
Ce
Co
Cµ
C µmax
G
H
kCa
kLa
kGa
k1
k2
k -2
NA
P AG
P Ai
R
S
T
t
U
V

: molecul weight of HCO 3 -, g C/mol C
: tetapan kesetimbangan adsorpsi untuk model Langmuir, m3/mol
: concentration of CO 2 at interface, mol/m3
: concentration of CO 2 at liquid phase, mol/m3
: concentration of H 2 CO 3 at gas phase, mol/m3
: concentration of HCO 3 - at liquid phase, mol/m3
: concentration of HCO 3 - at interface surface of liquid, mol/m3
: concentration of solution at equilibrium, g/m3
: initial concentration of solution, g/m3
: Concentration of equilbrium in solid phase, g HCO 3 -/g resin
: maximum capacity of HCO 3 - in resin, g HCO 3 -/g resin
: inert velocity, mol inert/m2/s
: Henry constant, atm.m3/ mol
: volumetric mass transfer coefficient of HCO 3 - in liquid phase, 1/s
: volumetric mass transfer coefficient of CO 2 in liquid phase, 1/s
: volumetric mass transfer coefficient of CO 2 in gas phase, mol/s/m3/atm
: reaction rate constant, 1/s
: reaction rate constant, 1/s
: reaction rate constant, m3/mol/s
: volumetric mass transfer rate, mol/ m3/s
: partial pressure of CO 2 in gas phase, atm
: partial pressure of CO 2 in interface, atm
: universal gas content, m3.atm/mol/K
: area, m2
: gas temperature, K
: time, s
: superficial velocity, m/s
: Liquid volume, m3
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Yi
yi
z
εL
εG
εP
ρb

: mol fraction of i, mol i/mol inert
: mol fraction of i, mol i/mol total
: high coloumn, m
: liquid hold-up, m3/m3
: gas hold-up, m3/m3
: solid hold-up, m3/m3
: resin bulk density, g/m3
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Abstract. Several studies on flare and vented gas management have been conducted to prevent
waste of energy and to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emission in gas refinery or plants process.
Limited literatures which is work with actual data plant project and many studies was done
discussing theoretically is a challenge for this research. This paper discussing effort to reduce
energy consumption (REC) and GHG based on experience on flare and vented gas recovery
(FVGR) in Arun LNG project within last five years (2009-2013). Arun LNG Co is a commercial
LNG plant in Aceh, Indonesia. The plant consisted of 6 trains with total capacity 2.2 million tons
LNG per year. According to result study on FVGR management project able to reduce specific
energy consumption and to push GHG emission at low level by reusing flare and vented gas for fuel
gas. It was found that recovered gas tend to increase year by year, except in 2010 and 2013. In
2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013 recovered gas were 925, 651, 932, 1065 and 1023 mmscf.
Thereafter, reducing CO 2 equivalent exhibited having same track line with recovered gas. In 2009,
2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013, their values were 45,132; 31,763; 45,473; 51,962 and 49,913 tons,
respectively.
Introduction
Energy conservation (enerco) programs in Arun Liquefied Natural Gas Plant (Arun LNG Plant)
have been started in 1997 by establishing, installing and running some projects [1]. The programs
were addressed to reduce energy consumption in plant operation and to reduce greenhouse gas
(GHG) emission. Flare and vent gas recovery (FVGR) project was began in 2002 and completed
operated in 2013. This project was designed to recover flare and vent gas, which is used for fuel gas
(low pressure fuel system, 3 kg/cm2g). This program has shown successfully in progress to reduce
energy consumption and GHG emission. GHG emission in Arun LNG Plant produced from feed,
fuel and flare gases. As considered, Arun LNG Plant has stopped to produce LNG in October 10th,
2014. It means recently, the plant only processing condensate. Due to actual and instrument data
record for 2014 not completely available for entire year production, hence, this study only
performing analyzing data production during 2009 to 2013.
Several studies on flare and vent gas management have been applied and shown potential
promising. A newest idea for flare gas recovery was proposed by Saidi et al. in 2014 [2]. They used
solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) system to reuse flare gas for generating electricity. This project applied
in Asalouyeh Gas Processing Plant, Iran. It shown that ability to generate 1,200 MW electricity and
to decrease GHG from 1,700 kg/s to 68 kg/s. Previously, Rahimpour et al. and Rahimpour and
Jokar [3,4] have proposed three methods for flare gas recovery, i.e.: gas to liquid (GTL) production,
electricity generation with a gas turbine and compression and injection into refinery pipelines. By
observing two methods of electricity generating in the same plant, it shown that using gas turbine
achieved 2,130 MW rather than using SOFC 1,200 MW with flare gas flow rate 337.6 tons/h [2].
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Even though in previous study stated using gas turbine provided a very valuable way for flare
recovery, the GTL technology has shown another advantage in term of annual profit [4]. Since, a
comprehensive study on GTL technology has been developed to find more efficient process in LNG
plant [5]. Two different GTL process configurations were developed and simulated refer to reaction
kinetics, mass and energy balances, and thermodynamic principles. First configuration, steam
reformer reactor is located outside of Fischere-Tropsch synthesis loop. Second one is steam
reformer reactor placed inside the loop. The second configuration presents CO 2 emission is 126.5
mmscfd closed to 0.8 CO 2 emission of first configuration and less than 0.33 refer to flare the gas.
Further investigation concerned to reduce CO 2 equivalent (CO 2 -e) emissions through flare and
vent mitigation was conducted in Alberta, Canada. The results demonstrated investment in CO 2 -e
reductions from upstream flaring and venting was more economic in short-term than other possible
strategies to achieve similar reduction values [6]. Another investigation was run in Ras Laffan
Olefins Company Limited (RLOC) Qatar. A new procedure that called ‘methane run’ during shut
down and startup was introduced. By adopting that procedure in plant, will shorten shut down
process and startup time up to 70% and suppressed flare gas and CO 2 emission to 75% and 67%,
respectively compared to regular procedure [7].
In Nigeria, there are some regulations applied to eliminate flaring activities have been issued. It
was started in 1979, by publishing Associated Gas Re-injection Act (AGRA) that prohibited flaring
of gas. In 1998, Finance (Miscellaneous Taxation Provision) Decree, considered fiscal incentives
for companies involved in downstream gas utilization. In addition to those policies, scenarios on
development of natural gas for domestic market were also sound to totally eliminate flare gas in
petroleum operations [8].
Indonesia as one of countries produces oil and gas, has some regulations and policies on energy
and green energy issues. However there are no regulations and policies on flare gas, specifically.
The Decree of Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (MEMR) No.002 in 2004 about Green
Energy Policy should be said as starting point. In 2014, at least three regulations have been issued
by MEMR about purchasing to generate electricity from renewable energy. Those all regulations
and policies were effecting positively on reducing GHG emission management indirectly.
Actually, Mourad et al. [9] reported that the annual volume of natural gas flared or vented in
the world for the year 2003 amounted to more than 100 billion cubic meters, exactly 108 BCM.
This amount of gas flaring level has remained constant over the past 20 years. Flaring in Africa
stood at the first position that accounts for almost 35% of global flaring (38 BCM), whereas Asia
(including Indonesia) occupied fifth position after Europe (EEC), Middle East and North America.
The newest data published by Anejionu et al. [10] for the Niger Delta only in 14 years period
observation (2000-2014) using MODIS data described that a significant volume natural gas of 350
BCM has been flared. It is clear that we waste the huge number of energy every year.
This paper discussing flare and vented gas recovery project management to reduce energy
consumption and GHG emission based on actual data process in Arun LNG Plant. The project was
ran through revitalization existing flare system by attaching one unit compressor and five units of U
pipe to flare pipe line system. The indicator of FVGR project refers to amount of flare and vented
gas recovery, CO 2 -e reduction, and specific energy consumption to generate electricity and steam.
Flare System
Flaring and venting is a necessary practice in the production oil and gas to release gas to the
atmosphere. Mahidin et al. has descripted profile of Arun LNG plant and discussed entire of
processing equipment [1]. In this paper, discussion only addressed to performance of flare system
both before and after energy recovery project as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In FVGR project, flare
gas was pull into using an additional compressor from the flare pipe line and compressed to low
pressure fuel gas system. The U pipe containing water was placed in pipe line close to flare used for
blocking gas from plant. Gas produced from plant consisted of losses, vented and purges gas.
Arun LNG Plant has three (3) units dry flare with 76.2 m in height and two (2) units wet flare
with 45.7 m in height. Wet flare system operated to burn hot wet gas and dry flare system used to
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burn hot dry gas. Instead of that, Arun LNG plant has also 2 units conditional flare 50.3 m in height
that only operated during LNG loading time. The wet flare system was able to burn wet gas up to
0.755 mmscfd and dry flare system able to burn dry gas 1.658 mmscfd, approximately. Even though
plant has rigorously been designed, about 3 mmscfd vented gas still leaked to atmosphere.
The number of recovered gas data was collected from actual operational data of compressor K7901 (FR-D7910A/B) for wet flare gas and compressor K-4604 (FR-D4613) for dry flare gas.

Fig. 1. Normal flare system in Arun LNG Plant [11]

Fig. 2. Modified flare system in Arun LNG Plant [11]
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Methodology
Flare and vented gas recovery project includes tools preparation, management team
coordination, survey and collecting data, analysis, evaluation, validating and recommendation.
Several activities were prepared also before data measured and collected. For example
consolidation with Arun NGL Enerco team, preparing questioner forms and measurement tools,
literature review of development method used, identification required data, commitment between
Enerco team and Arun NGL top level management, and arrange detail schedule of research.
Estimation of amount of CO 2 -e produced in fuel combustion and flare gas according to
oxidation reactions of hydrocarbon and sulfuric acid oxidation reaction. The considered reactions
were:
CH 4 + 2O 2 ---> CO 2 + 2H 2 O
C 2 H 6 + 3.5O 2 ---> 2CO 2 + 3H 2 O
C 3 H 8 + 5O 2 ---> 3CO 2 + 4H 2 O
C 4 H 10 + 6.5O 2 ---> 4CO 2 + 5H 2 O
C 5 H 12 + 8O 2 ---> 5CO 2 + 6H 2 O
C 6 H 14 + 9.5O 2 ---> 6CO 2 + 7H 2 O
H2S
+
1.5O 2

--->

SO 2

+

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
H2O

(7)
For other gas emissions instead of CO 2 , should be converted to CO 2 -e emission refer to global
warming potential (GWP) factor. Further, the efficiency of plant and CO 2 -e reduction at the flare
system were predicted using following equations:
Plant efficiency =

number of energy in LNG product
x100%
number of energy in feed gas to Plant

CO 2 -e reduction efficiency =

(8)

number of CO 2 - e reduction
x100%
number of CO 2 - e produced without flare gas recovery

(9)
Result and Discussion
In previous study of Arun LNG plant production has been discussed that feed and fuel gas
consumption tends decreased gradually each year, except fuel consumption in 2013. The feed gas
trend was influenced significantly by amount of natural gas accepted from Arun field. A capacity of
natural gas leads decreased as factor of exploitation age increased. Since, feed gas supply going
down from year to year affecting to LNG product decreased [1]. In opposite, amount of gas
recovery and CO 2 -e reduction tend to increase from year to year, except for 2010 and 2013 as
presented in Fig. 3. The low level of gas recovered and CO 2 -e reduction appeared in 2010 and
2013, due to inefficient in gas recovery process or affected by leakage in pipe line system,
particularly at U pipe point.
As has been explained above, there were two types of purge and vented gases; hot wet gas and
hot dry gas. The hot wet gas commonly came from gas pipe line system, condensate purification,
booster feed gas, seal gas compressor, fuel gas system as well as electricity and steam generating
units. The hot dry gas produced from gas liquefaction unit (such as gas released during adjustment
MCR composition). Therefore, losses and leakage in the equipment or pipe lines might be faced
during plant operated. In expected, CO 2 -e load at flare system produced from flare gas burning tend
to increase during period 2009 to 2010 and tend to decrease from 2011 to 2013. The CO 2 -e load at
flare system means number of CO 2 -e released during flare gas burning excluded recovered gas.
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It is well known that the flare gas recovery system provided some advantages for the plant,
among them are reduce the flare loss, fuel consumption, steam consumption and emission release as
well as enhance the flare tip life. However, the discussion in this article limited only to the fuel
consumption and emission from the economic and environmental point of view. From the social
perspective, the project might also contribute in creating the employment opportunities for local
engineers to design, install and execute the project. Moreover, the project can serve as an exemplar
for the viability of such projects within the oil and gas industry in the future, especially in
Indonesia. Hence, it is foreseen that the project could be mimicked across all petroleum and gas
facilities, thereby, resulting in further employment opportunities and local capacity building
benefits [12].
A unit flare system required costly investment more and less 7 million US$ and benefit for
CO 2 -e reduction about 12 US$ per ton CO 2 -e. Since, by reducing CO 2 -e 44,848.6 tons per year
along five years observation (saving 538,183.2 US$ per year). Before installed FVGR project, Arun
LNG management has been switched of 3 flare system since 1999, a dry flare, a wet flare and a
marine flare. A dry flare system produced 0.2 mmscfd flare gas or saved fuel consumption about
0.2 mmscfd (73 mmscf per year). A wet flare system able to reduced fuel consumption 0.1 mmscfd
(36.5 mmscf per year). A marine flare saved 0.2 mmscfd flare gas (73 mmscf per year).
In addition, the potential economic benefits from utilizing the flare gas in the Niger Delta
(Nigeria) have studied by Ishisone in 2004 using four (4) scenarios [13]. In two locations of
investigation, for the case that CO 2 emission is free, the socially optimal scenario is the LPG
production and gas transmission to power plant and industries. Meanwhile, for the case of CO 2
emission costing $20 per ton, the preferred alternative scenario is power and LPG production at the
oil or gas field. From the point of view of investors, scenario 4 is the most profitable. Since the
Arun LNG Plant is government’s company, the last mentioned scenario (with or without LPG
production) was perfectly adopted even by free of CO 2 emission, as has been executed for more
than one decade. Similar scenario was adopted by Zadakbar et al. [14] in their study in the two oil
and natural gas refineries in Iran in where the flare gas used as fuel. Investment for the project was
only 1.4 million US$ and the project was able lowered the gas emission up to 70%.
The relationship between the CO 2 -e reduction efficiency and plant efficiency are shown in Fig.
4. It presented that the CO 2 -e reduction efficiency at the flare system higher than plant efficiency.
In average, the CO 2 -e reduction efficiency achieved 90% and remains stable for five years
observation. That level of the CO 2 -e reduction efficiency was comparable to the flare gas recovery
project at the Suez Oil Processing Company (SOPC) in Egypt as much as 94.6% (per annum) as
reported by Abdulrahman et al. [12]. Those phenomena described that flare recovery system more
efficient than plant itself. In converse, plant efficiency presented gradually declined during last five
years and sharply decreased at period of 2009 to 2011. The flare gas recovery project in the SOPC
was established under CDM scheme, but not in Arun LNG Plant.
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Fig. 3. Number of gas recovery, CO 2 -e reduction and CO 2 -e load of flare system

Fig. 4. Plant and ratio of CO 2 -e reduction at the flare system efficiencies

Fig. 5. Ratio of steam production and power generation to fuel consumptions
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For entire of process, specific CO 2 -e reduction (ton CO 2 -e reduction per ton LNG product) for
Arun LNG Plant was 0.6. The value was lower than Prelude Floating LNG (Shell, Australia) of
0.64, Ichthys LNG (Inpex, Australia) of 0.62 and Tangguh LNG (NOC, Indonesia) of 0.61, but
higher compared to Darwin LNG (ConocoPhilips, Australia) of 0.46, Badak LNG (Indonesia) of
0.42, Rasgas (NOC, Qatar) of 0.39, Nigeria LNG (NOC) of 0.35, Oman LNG (NOC) of 0.28, etc.
Moreover, the ratio of CO 2 -e to feed gas in Arun (%, weight basis) in 2012 was 2.274 much lower
than Rasgas, i.e. 3.783. And, at the same time, ratio of flare recovery to feed gas (%, volume basis)
in Arun was 0.93 clearly higher than Rasgas (of 0.17) [15]. In facts, Arun started up in 1977 and
Rasgas (I and II) started up in 1999 (after 22 years later) but Arun still gave a good performance.
Finally, specific energy (fuel) consumption for steam production (ton steam/mmscf fuel) and
power generation (MW power/mmscf fuel) are discussed. The profile of specific fuel consumption
in steam production presented uncertain trend (Fig. 5). It showing that steam generation rate
significantly influenced by flue gas rate and temperature, and efficiency of heat recovery steam
generation (HRSG). Fortunately, the specific fuel consumption in power generation presented a
good and reasonable tendency in which gradually stepped up, except in 2011 and 2013. Since, plant
and processing units aging definitely increased, efficiencies decreased, fuel consumption risen. It is
still showing opportunity to create efficiency by doing FVGR project.
It was conclude by Davoudi et al. [16] in their case study of four domestic gas processing
plants in Iran with the total capacity of 252 million cubic meter per day that the natural gas flaring
reduction has high priority as it meets both environmental and economic efficiency objectives.
Since a portion of produced natural gas of each gas plant has to be sent to the flare, a good flaring
management can lead to the rational internal natural gas consumption. One of the basic and
fundamental steps in this field of flaring management is the preparation of the flaring criterion for
the existing gas plants and the setting of the flaring rate for new gas plants.
Summary
Several resume will be drawn refer to discussion result about effort to reduce energy
consumption and GHG emission by applying Flare and Vented Gas Recovery project in Arun NGL.
Amount of gas recovery and CO 2 -e reduction lead increase from year to year, except for 2010 and
2013. CO 2 -e load in flare system increasing in 2009 to 2010 and decreasing in 2011 to 2013.
Approximate CO 2 -e reduction was 44,848.6 tons per year for five years observation or equal to
538,183.2 US$ per year. Arun plant efficiency declined during last five years. Specific fuel
consumption in power generation presented a good and reasonable trend which is gradually stepped
up, except in 2011 and 2013.
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Abstract. Carboxymethyl chitosan (CMCh) was obtained under various conditions as a product of
the etherification reaction between chitosan and monochloroacetic acid (MCA) in the presence of
sodium hydroxide. Some variables used to synthesize carboxymethyl chitosan were of sodium
hydroxide concentrations (10-50% w/v), etherification times (1-5hr), and temperatures (40-90oC).
The psysicochemical properties of the carboxymethyl chitosan were characterized through the
estimation of degree of substitution (DS), swelling and solubility test, and FTIR analysis. There was
an optimum condition for each variable based on the obtained highest DS, swelling degree and
solubility. The highest value of DS being obtained when the carboxylation reaction conditions were
performed at concentration of NaOH 30% (w/v), carboxymethylation time for 3 hours and
carboxymethylation temperature at 60°C. Carboxymethyl chitosan (CMCh) has strong FTIR
adsorption of carboxyl group in 1593.67 cm-1 and 1320.8 cm-1
Introduction
Chitosan, is a cationic copolymer of glucosamine and N-acetylglucosamine, is a partially
deacetylated derivative of a natural polysaccharide-chitin, which is one of the most abundant
carbohydrates in nature and mostly derived from the exoskeleton of crustaceans. Chitosan has a
unique set of useful characteristics such as biodegradability, biocompatibility, bioadhesivity and
nontoxicity. These properties make chitosan and its derivative used in various field such as
pharmaceutical, biomedicine, water treatment, cosmetics, agriculture, and food industry. Chitosan
and derivative are also used as additives to cellulose fiber during the formation of paper in order to
improve the mechanical and electrical properties of paper sheets [3]. However the applications of
chitosan suffer severe limitations since it is insoluble in neutral or alkaline pH because of its very
stable crystalline structure arising from strong hydrogen bonds. The solubility is observed only in
acidic aqueous solutions below pH 6.5 (below the pKa of chitosan), at which a substantial fraction
of its amino groups are ionized. It is generally soluble in acidic solutions such as those of acetic
acid, lactic acid and dilute hydrochloric acid. The solubility of chitosan can be improved by
depolymerization and its chemical modifications. Chitosan has three reactive amino, i.e. a primary
hydroxyl group at C-6 and a secondary hydroxyl group at C-3 on each repeated unit, -and an amino
group at C-2 on deacetylated unit (Fig. 1), which can be used for chemical modifications under mild
reaction conditions to alter its properties. Many water-soluble derivatives have been prepared by
quaternarization or by introducing hydrophilic groups like hydroxypropyl, dihydroxyethyl,
hydroxyalkylamino, sulfate, carboxyalkyl groups as carboxymethyl, carboxyethyl, etc. in the
macromolecular chain of chitosan. Compared with other water-soluble chitosan derivatives,
Carboxymethyl Chitosan (CMC) has been widely studied because of its ease of synthesis,
ampholytic character and possibilitises of ample applications, such as O-CMC, N-CMC, N,O-CMC)
[1, 2]. Structures of chitosan (Ch) and chitosan derivatives showed in Fig. 1, which Chitosan is
indicated as (R,R’=H); and derivatives chitosan such as O-CMC (R=CH 2 COOH, R’=H); N,OCMC( R, R’= CH 2 COOH) [4].
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Fig. 1. Structure of Ch and CMCh

CMCh is obtained as a product of the reaction of chitosan and monochloroacetate acid (MCA)
in the presence of sodium hydroxide. This is a two-step reaction, the first step being the alkalization
of chitosan: [5, 6]
Ch-OH + NaOH
→ Ch-O–Na + H 2 O
(1)
(Chitosan)
In the second step etherification occurs:
Ch-O–Na + ClCH 2 COOH →
Ch-O-CH 2 COOH
+ NaCl
(2)
(MCA)

(Carboxymethyl Chitosan)

Additionally, the following side reaction is possible:
Cl-CH 2 COOH + 2NaOH → HO-CH 2 COONa + NaCl +H 2 O

(3)

(sodium glycolic)

Carboxymethyl chitosans are reported to have increased water solubility as the degree of
substitution (DS) increases. The main reaction parameters which influence the carboxymethylation
process are concentration of NaOH, temperature and duration of reaction [5, 7]. Thus the aim of the
research was to study the different operating conditions during carboxymethyl chitosan synthesis by
evaluating the effect of the reaction condition, i.e. the composition of the reaction mixture, the
reaction time, and temperature on the degree of substitution, solubility, and swelling. Moreover,
carboxymethyl chitosan will also be analyzed by FT-IR spectrometer to convince the substitution of
carboxymethyl group was a success.
Materials and Methods
Materials. Chitosan with degree of deacetylation (DD) 89.8% was used for carboxymethylation.
The other chemicals used in this research are sodium hydroxide, monochloroacetic acid, chloride
acid, acetic acid, and ethanol.
Synthesis of CMCh. The synthesis of CMCh was carried out in two steps. In the first step,
alkalization was performed by mixing 5 gram chitosan and NaOH solution (10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 %
w/v) at room temperature. The reaction mixture was stirred for 15 min, then 15 gram MCA was
added and the reaction mixture heated up to the desired temperature (40, 60, 75, and 90oC) and
stirred at that temperature for a certained time (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 hours). The synthesized CMCh
samples were neutralized with acetic acid and precipitated with ethanol. The recovered CMCh was
filtered and dried in the oven at 80oC for 8 hours
Characterization of CMCh. The degree of substitution of CMCh was determined by using
potentiometric titration. CMCh (0.2 g) was dissolved in distilled water (40 mL). The solution was
adjusted to pH < 2 by adding hydrochloric acid. Then, the CMCh solution was titrated with 0.1 M
aqueous NaOH. The degree of substitution (DS) can be calculated as follows: [4, 8]
DS =

161 x A
m CMCh − 58 x A

A = V NaOH x C NaOH

(4)
(5)
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where V NaOH and C NaOH are the volume and molarity of aqueous NaOH, respectively, m CMCh is
the mass of CMCh (g), and 161 and 58 are the respective molecular weights of glucosamine
(chitosan skeleton unit) and a carboxymethyl group.
The solubility of a CMCh can be estimated. 100.0 mg of sample were suspended in 10.0 mL of
a solvent (distilled water, 0.1N HCl or 0.1N NaOH) and the suspension was stirred at 20°C for 5 hr
Then the mixture was filtered through filter paper to retain the undissolved portion, which was then
washed with acetone and dried at 50˚C overnight. The total weight of sample was subtracted by the
weight of the insoluble portion to obtain the weight of the soluble portion. The solubility of samples
was expressed as g/100 mL [4].
The swelling test use distilled water as the solvent. The dried sample were carefully weighed,
and placed into 50 mL distilled water. At definite time intervals, the swelling medium was decanted
and sample was carefully weighed after blotted with a piece of paper towel to remove the excess
water on the surface. The swelling ratio was determined the following expression: [4]
% Swelling =

W s − Wd
Wd

(6)

where W s is the weight of swollen sample, and W d id the weight of dried sample CMCh.
Results and Discussion
The effect of NaOH. In order to study the influence of NaOH concentration, there were series of
experiment by varying NaOH concentration at temperature of 40oC and reaction time of 1 hour. Fig.
2 shows that the DS increased for the concentration of NaOH 10-30% (w/v), while the DS
decreased for higher concentration of NaOH (40-50% w/v). The higher concentration of NaOH will
improve the amount of Na+ ions that react with chitosan to form chitosan alkali. Thus, when
monochloroacetic acid was added, an exchange of Na+ ions which were soluble in water would be
bound by Cl- ions released by MCA forming sodium chloride (NaCl). Chitosan which had been
releasing Na+ ions would be reactive to the carboxyl group of the acid to form carboxymethyl
chitosan. Furthermore, the decrease of DS at concentrations above 30% (w/v) is due to the
possibility of side reactions (Eq. 3) due to the excess of concentration NaOH [5].

degree of subsitution

0.6

0.4

0.2
0

40
20
concentration (%w/v)

60

Fig. 2. DS of CMCh at varied concentration of NaOH , T:40oC; t: 1 hr

The effect of Carboxymethylation time. According to the Fig. 3, it shows that the value of the
degree of substitution increased as reaction time increased reaching the optimum point in time of 3
hours, by 1.06. In this research, variation of reaction time obtained the degree of substitution in the
range of 0.52 to 1.44 [10]. The increasing degree of substitution is due to the increase of reaction
time which increased the possibility of carboxyl group to be substituted on chitosan [11]. But for the
reaction time more than 3 hours, a decline in the degree of substitution of carboxymethyl chitosan is
probably caused by depolymerization of chitosan since chloroacetic acid is a strong organic acids.
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Fig. 3. DS of CMCh at Varied Carboxymethylation Time, C NaOH 30%, T: 40oC

The dependence of swelling on reaction time for the samples obtained are shown in Fig. 4(a) The
longer time of immersion, the more water is absorbed by carboxymethyl chitosan therefore the
percentage of swelling tends to increase with time. It is indicated that the degree of swelling peaked
at carboxymethyl chitosan with a reaction time of 3 hours is linear to its degree of substitution. The
higher DS means that the carboxymethyl chitosan has a more hydrophilic group so as to bind the
water better.
500

(a)

(b)
1h

2h

3h

4h

95

5h

90
% solubility

% swelling

400

300

85

80

75

200
20

40

60
time (mins)

80

100

0

2

4

6

time (hours)

Fig. 4. (a) Swelling; (b) solubility of CMCh at varied Carboxymethylation time, T: 40oC; C NaOH : 30%

Fig. 4(b) shows that solubility increased with the reaction time 3 hours until achieve maximum
solubility in 3 hours. Solubility can be influenced by the nature of the polarity of its components.
Chloride acid and carboxyl groups are polar, while chitosan is semi-polar. In accordance with the
principle of like dissolves like, the polar component will be soluble in polar solvents, and vice versa.
In this case, the more the carboxyl group of carboxymethyl chitosan, the more soluble in
chloride acid. The number of carboxyl groups on carboxymethyl chitosan is linear to the degree of
substitution. Therefore, carboxymethyl chitosan with the highest degree of substitution tends to be
the most soluble in chloride acid. The tendency of carboxymethyl chitosan solubility in chloride
acid has similarities to carboxymethyl chitosan solubility in water based on the nature of both
chloride acid and water is equally polar.
The effect of Carboxymethylation temperature. Fig. 5 shows that the higher temperature up to
60°C, the degree of substitution of chitosan increased. This result is suitable to the theory that
increasing the temperature will increase the degree of substitution. The degree of substitution at
40oC did not increase significantly compared to the degree of substitution of carboxymethyl
chitosan at 60°C. While the degree of substitution at temperatures above 60°C has decreased as the
studies of Purnawan, et al. showed the degree of substitution decreased from 0.785 to 0.707 be 80°C
[7].
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Fig. 5. DS of CMCh at varied Carboxymethylation temperature, C NaOH :30%, t: 3h

Fig 6.a. shows the influence of etherification temperature (40-90oC) to degree of swelling at
designated time interval of immersion sample in distilled water. The swelling degree tends to
increase with increasing of temperature in Fig. 6(a) generally, the higher the temperature, the
reaction will run faster. The increasing of swelling could be caused by the more number of carboxyl
groups as substances substituted of H+ ion on both the amino and hydroxyl groups of chitosan.
This result is in contrast with the value of the degree of substitution of carboxymethyl chitosan
with temperature variations. Chen and Park stated that the carboxymethyl chitosan with high
reaction temperature will be easier to interact at neutral pH. [12]. The swelling analysis was done
with distilled water (neutral pH conditions). Therefore, the data obtained swelling that tends to
increase with increase in temperature.
(b) 100
% solubility

(a)

80
60
40
20
0
0

20

40
temperature

60

80

100

(oC)

Fig. 6. (a) Swelling; (b) Solubility test of CMCh at varied Carboxymethylation temperature, C NaOH : 30%,
t: 3 hrs

Based on Fig. 6(b), the solubility of CMCh decreased with the increasing of temperature. In
general, the solubility is directly proportional to its swelling [12]. In the data obtained, solubility is
inversely proportional to the value of swelling. It is probably caused by the solvent used for
swelling and solubility are different. The solvent used in swelling test was distilled water (neutral
pH), whereas the solvent used in solubility test was chloride acid (acidic condition). The higher
reaction temperature, the solubility of carboxymethyl chitosan at low pH become decrease [11].
Meanwhile, solubility test using distilled water as the solvent was carried out for CMCh which
had the highest DS values and obtained solubility value 57.5 mg/100 ml. Then, the solubility test
using distilled water as the solvent were also performed on chitosan and gave solubility value 18.4
mg/100 ml. The results of Tungtong et al. [4] obtained the solubility O-CMCh in chloride acid was
90.3 mg/100 ml and 82.6 mg/100 ml in water [4]. It is proved that modification of chitosan by
substituting carboxymethyl groups can improve the solubility of chitosan.
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FTIR analysis. The IR spectra of the raw chitosan and CMCh prepared under the optimal
conditions are shown in Figures 7. shows that the main characteristic peaks of chitosan are at
3424.60 cm-1 (O–H stretch), 2878.87 cm-1 (C–H stretch), 1653.30 cm-1 (N–H bend), 1380.27 cm-1
(C–N stretch), 1154.79 cm-1 bridge –O– stretch), and1078.04cm-1 (C–O stretch). The main
characteristic peaks of CMCh is the bands at 1593.67 cm-1 and 1413.94 cm-1 correspond to the
carboxy group and carboxymethyl group,respectively. Compared with the peaks of chitosan, the
peaks of CMCh at 1593.67 cm-1 and 1320.83 cm-1 increase,thus indicating carboxymethylation has
occurred on both the amino and hydroxyl groups of chitosan.This is consistent with Ge & Luo
result [8]

(a)

(b)
))

Fig 7. FT-IR analysis of: (a) Chitosan; (b) Carboxymethyl chitosan

Summary
The result of the research showed that carboxymethyl chitosan had average degrees of
substitution ranging from 0.36 to 1.06 as determined by using potentiometric titration. The
increasing of chloro acetic acid concentration, time and temperature of reaction increased degree of
substitution (DS) up to optimum point.
There were an optimum condition for each variable based on the obtained highest DS, swelling
degree and solubility. The highest value of DS being obtained when the carboxylation reaction
conditions were performed at concentration of NaOH 30% (w/v), carboxymethylation time for 3 hr
and carboxymethylation temperature at 60°C. Carboxymethyl chitosan (CMCh) has strong FTIR
adsorption of carboxyl group in 1593.67 cm-1 and 1320.83 cm-1
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Abstract. Agricultural land on the Kalimantan Island is generally incompatible with modern rice
varieties. So, the use of high yielding varieties of rice has to be accompanied with high fertilizer
inputs. The high input means high production cost and energy usage. However, farmers in the
Kalimantan Island have a unique technology in rice cultivation. They use low input technology in
addressing the nature of the soil which is not suitable for rice. The technology includes the selection
of rice cultivar and the unique cultivation technology. The rice cultivars grown by the farmers have
a rhizosphere that not only can improve the soil chemical properties but also hosting the beneficial
microbes that fix (N) and dissolve phosphorus (P) and potassium (K). With a very limited input,
significant rice and sustainable yield was obtained. This indicates that the low input technology is
able to decrease the use of fertiliser and energy and at the same time to maintain the economy of the
farmers.
Introduction
Kalimantan Island does not possess any volcano. Therefore the soil in this island was
developed from a very old parent material and inherently infertile. Consequently, it requires high
input of soil fertilizers and soil amendment to obtain good yield of rice.
The Indonesian Government encourages famers to grow modern rice variety (high yielding rice
variety) to meet the increasing food demand. Unfortunately, due to poor soil properties this program
was less successful in tidal swamp area of Kalimantan Island. In this area the soil is (1) very acidic
(pH < 5.0) and consequently, high aluminium (Al) and iron (Fe) and low P concentrations and (2)
the unpredictable water level fluctuation.
To cope with the soil constrain the farmers adopts an indigenous technologies. These include
selection rice cultivar to grow and unique cultivation technology. The famers grow local that use a
multiple transplanting system. So, the farmers have tall seedlings (>1 m) to cope with unpredictable
flood. The other technology in this unique cultivation system in is rhizosphere technology. The
rhizosphere soil is believed to be able to improve the nutrient supply to the rice plant.
This paper will explain and discuss the very own technologies of the farmers in growing rice in
tidal swampland.
The Study
The study was took place in the tidal swampland area in South Kalimantan (Fig. 1). The area is
affected by tidal. The study was carried in period of 1999-2010. The work was financially support
by Japan Society Promotion of Science (JSPS) and Indonesian Ministry of Education. The soil
properties of the site are shown in Fig. 2.
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The Low Input Technology
Hundreds of rice cultivarsare found in South Kalimantan. Despite low soil pH and availability
(Fig. 1), some of them produced more than 3 tons ha-1 with a minimum fertilization (Table 1). Only
N fertilizer is usually used seedlings multiplication.
Table 1. High yielding local rice cultivars > 3 tonne ha-1 grown without fertilizer
District

Cultivars

Yield
(tonne ha-1)

Aluh-Aluh

Palas

4.04

Aluh-Aluh

Petai Alai

3.84

Aluh-Aluh

Siam Putih

3.55

Aluh-Aluh

Siam Pandak

3.46

Aluh-Aluh

Siam Pandak

3.32

Aluh-Aluh

Siam Pandak

3.12

Gambut

Siam Abu

3.11

Gambut

Siam Unus

3.86

Gambut

Bayar Pahit

3.42

Gambut

Siam Unus

3.09

Alalak

Siam Ubi

5.34

Lakatan

5.07

Kawi

4.87

LakatanGadur

4.62

Siam Puntal

4.12

PadiPanjang

8.09

Kuin

Notes
[1]

[2]

The reasonable rice yield was obtained due to first of all, the unique cultivation the technology.
The multiple transplanting is adopted to provide old seedlings to be transplanted to the main paddy
field. The local rice cultivar grown is a photo periodical sensitive (flowering when they receive
more than 12 hours of light). The farmers have to transplant the rice seedling to the paddock in
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early April (Fig. 3). However, during this period the water is too deep (about 50 cm) for the
seedling to be transplanted.
Multiple TP
1st nursery
(upland)
2nd nursery
(lowland)
3rd nursery
(lowland)
Main paddy
(lowland)

Oct
SW

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar Apr May Jun

Jul

Aug Sep

TP1
TP2
TP3

Harvest

Fig. 3. A typical crop calendar of traditional practice in South Kalimantan [3]. Note: SW=sowing and
TP=transplanting

The second technology deals witha rhizosphere technology. The rhizosphere is defined as
space that is less 2 mm from the root plant surface. The rhizospheretechnology is a strategy of plant
to survive in a soil with low nutrients availability. There are three mechanisms involved, namely,
physically, chemically and biologically.
Physical mechanism. Plant roots of local rice are much longer that the modern rice varieties. [3]
showed that in low N condition, dry weight of total (plant+root) or root of the local rice cultivar
(Siam unus) was higher than that of modern rice varieties (IR72 or Koshihikari). A similar result
also shown by Work of [4], the root length, root volume and root dry weight of the local rice
(Padipanjang cultivar) was larger that of the modern rice variety (IR64 variety). The larger rooting
system will explore more nutrients and influence more the soil chemical and biological properties in
the rhizosphere.
Chemical mechanism. [5] showed that pH of rhizoplane (root surface) of the local rice cultivars
were much higher than bulk soil. It was more obvious for live plant. The higher pH of rhizosphere
or rhizoplane is due to mineralization of the N fixing bacteria. It seems that the higher pH of
rhizosphere or the rhizoplane prevent the negative effect of the very acidic effect on solubilisation
of plant nutrients, especially P and K and the effectiveness N fixing bacteria.It was also observed by
[6] that Padipanjang cultivar acidified more than IR64 variety. A depletion zone of K+ and
ammonium (NH 4 +) was found in the rhizosphere of both Padipanjang cultivar and IR64 variety.
The depletion zone of these ions could reach as far as 3 cm from the rhizosphere. For P, the
depletion zone only occurred in the rhizosphere soil of IR64 cultivar. However, for PadiPanjang
cultivar, the depletion zone of P did not exist. The PadiPanjang cultivar was able to maintained P
concentration the same as or higher than control soil without plant. This is the first report showing
that PadiPanjang cultivar can be considered as efficient lowland rice cultivar in absorbing not only
P but also K in a P- and K-deficient-soil.
Biological mechanism. [4] studied the balance of P in the plant-soil system. It was noticed that 4060 % of P absorbed by the local rice cultivars (Siam unus, Siam ubi, and Siam puntal) was derived
from the action of bacteria. The figure 60% was accounted in Siam ubi or Siam puntal where P
solubilizing bacteria was more diverse that in Siam unus. Furthermore, [4] found that
Burkholderiasp was the common P solubilizing bacteria in the rhizosphere of Siam unus, Siam Ubi
and Siam puntal. They also observed that the bacteria diversity was highest in the rhizosphere of
Siam ubi, followed by Siam Puntal and Siam Unus. This corresponded with the trends of the yields
[1] and the role of the P solubilizing bacteria in supplying P [4]. According to [7, 8] Burkholderiasp
was considered as N fixing bacteria, however, [4] showed that from the DNA sequence analysis this
bacteria were identified as P solubilizing bacteria. Other study [9] has successfully isolated K
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solubilizing bacteria from the rhizosphere soil of some local rice cultivars. However, further study
on this line is still needed.
Summary
It can be concluded that in a very limited nutrient availability and with a very limited input,
significant rice and sustainable yield was obtained. Almost none use of fertilizer indicates that the
low input technology own by the farmers in Kalimantan Island is able to decrease the use of
fertiliser and energy and at the same time maintaining the economy of the farmers.
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Abstract. An anaerobic moving bed reactor (AMBR) was developed from a continuously fed
stirred tank reactor (CSTR) by simply adding cube shaped granular rubber tire as carriers for
biomass attachment at a concentration of 375 g L-1, without altering any mechanical design of the
vessel. In the presence of carriers for biofilm support, the biomass retention time could be de-linked
from the hydraulic retention time (HRT) allowing more wastewater throughput thereby increasing
the capacity of digester. Studies on AMBR design were conducted at the laboratory scaled reactors
which were operated at 37 0C on a molasses-based feed. Within only about 3 months of startup, the
AMBR was capable of achieving in excess of 80% soluble chemical oxygen demand (COD)
reduction. The AMBR could be operated at a HRT of 6 days and organic loading rate (OLR) of 5.8
g COD L-1d-1. The methane production rate for these operating conditions was 1.6 L L-1d-1 with
84% COD reduction. An identical conventional CSTR without carriers could only be operated at
OLR of 4 g COD L-1d-1 and HRT of 9 days. This means that the AMBR increased through put 1.5
times. Better separation of biomass was achieved and the volatile suspended solids (VSS) in the
effluent was 2.2 ± 9% g L-1 which was much lower than 9.0 ± 8% g L-1 in the effluent of the
conventional CSTR.
Introduction
Commonly used designs of anaerobic digesters for treating high-strength wastewater are the
continuously fed stirred tank reactor (CSTR), contact process, up-flow anaerobic sludge blanket
(UASB), and anaerobic fluidized bed reactor (AFBR). Among these designs a CSTR is more widely
used due to its simplicity of operation and design and its performance efficiency is independent of
biomass type. However, this type of reactor has to be operated at hydraulic retention times (HRT) of
the order of 16 to 30 days [1, 2] since biomass is continuously lost with the effluent. In the
anaerobic contact process a subsequent sludge separating device separates the biomass and returns
it back into the CSTR. The UASB and AFBR can be operated at lower hydraulic retention times
and higher loading rates when compared to the CSTR.
However, these designs have drawbacks too. One of the special features of a UASB reactor is
its ability to retain a high biomass concentration within the sludge blanket in the reactor [3]. The
granulation abilities of the sludge, however, are very sensitive to feed characteristics and organic
loads, and are promoted by very low loading during a long start-up period [4, 5]. An AFBR
combines attached film and fluidization technology. This reactor contains small high density
carriers or supports on which the biofilm forms. The bed is fluidized with the aim to maximize
biomass concentration in the reactor without clogging and to achieve the optimum biofilm thickness
for good mass transfer [5, 6]. However, a high recycle ratio must be maintained and power
requirements are high to keep the bed fluidized [7, 8].
This study takes advantage of the simplicity of a CSTR technology by intensifying it through
retaining more biomass within the reactor. Biomass retention was done by addition of low density
carriers or supports to promote attached biofilm growth. The startup, operation, performance and
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characteristics of this modified CSTR are studied in this paper. This modified reactor is referred to
as an Anaerobic Moving Bed Reactor (AMBR).
Materials and Methods
Synthetic wastewater and inoculum. The synthetic feed was molasses-based feed, the
composition of which in 1 litre of de-ionized water can be seen in Budiastuti et al. [9]. Raw
molasses was obtained from Pacific Terminal, North Fremantle, Western Australia and had a COD
value of 797 g COD kg-1 molasses. The seed sludge was obtained from an anaerobic sludge digester
at Woodman Point Sewage Treatment Plant, Western Australia. The sludge was acclimatized for
about 5 weeks by feeding this molasses based synthetic wastewater at an organic loading rate of 0.5
g COD L-1 d-1 before experiments began.
Reactor set up. The AMBR was a cylindrical plexiglass tank, equipped with three baffles (figure
not shown). The dimensions were an internal diameter of 17 cm and height of 22 cm, which gave a
maximum volume of 5 liters. Four liquid sampling ports were located at different heights of the
reactor, i.e. 0, 6, 11, and 16 cm from the bottom of the reactor. Cube shaped granular rubber tires
2×2×2 mm in size obtained from Entyre Rubber, Bibra Lake, Western Australia were used as
carriers. The reactor was fed by a peristaltic pump and the reactor contents were mixed by a
mechanical stirrer with two impellers. A stirrer speed of 180 rpm was used in all experiments. The
reactor was kept in a temperature-controlled water bath maintained at 37oC.
At the beginning of start up about 1.5 kg of granular rubber tire carriers were placed in the
reactor containing 2.2 L acclimatized sludge. The resulting working reactor volume of 4 L was kept
constant by gravity overflow. HRT was stepwise decreased, in the range of 10 to 30%, from 32 to
16 days for 100 days operation period. The molasses-based feed containing 36 g COD L-1 was fed
to the AMBR. The stepwise decrease in HRT was implemented only when stable reactor
performance (indicated by constant gas production) had been attained.
After the reactor start-up was accomplished, the HRT was further stepwise decreased from 16
days to 6 days while feeding 36 g COD L-1 molasses based feed. After this, the HRT was further
lowered in a stepwise manner to 12 hours. The organic loading rate (OLR) during this period was
maintained at 4 g COD L-1 d-1 by decreasing the molasses concentration in the feed. The reactor was
operated for duration of 4 times HRT at each HRT to ensure that the system approached conditions
close to steady state.
The above set up was duplicated and this reactor operated as a conventional continuously fed
stirred tank reactor (CSTR). The operation of this system was identical to the one described above
except that this reactor did not contain the granular rubber tires and working volume was 2.2 liters
(which was equal to the inoculum volume of the AMBR).
Analytical methods. During start-up period total gas was measured by metering the total gas
through a mechanical displacement gas meter connected to a counter. During operation periods,
methane production rate was measured by using the same mechanical displacement gas meter
connected to a counter but the biogas was first passed through a column of soda lime to scrub CO 2 .
The gas composition (CH 4 , CO 2 and O 2 ) was measured two to four times each loading period
during start up and measured once daily after start up using a GA 2000 Gas Analyser (Geotechnical
Instruments, UK). It was assumed that only traces of hydrogen were present in the gas.
Volatile suspended solids (VSS) were determined according to Standard Methods [10]. Soluble
COD of the samples was determined by using the methods of Hach [11]. Before measuring soluble
COD, samples were filtered through 0.45 µm syringe filters. Volatile organic acids (acetic,
propionic and butyric acids) were analysed using a Varian Star 3400 Model Gas Chromatography
operated with the same temperature of 250oC for injector, auxiliary, and detector. VFAs were
reported as total VFA in g COD L-1. pH was measured by glass electrode Jenco pH meter Model
6230.
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Results and Discussion
A conventional CSTR. At an OLR of 4 g COD L-1 d-1 this CSTR could be operated at a minimum
HRT of 9 days, below which washout occurred. In a CSTR type digester one would expect the
biomass concentration (or VSS) within the digester and that in the effluent to be about the same.
The VSS washed out with the effluent contained 9 ± 8% g VSS L-1.
Cube shaped granular rubber tire carriers. A method to intensify the operation of an existing
CSTR is by increasing the retention time of cell biomass through improving its settling properties
either through natural flocculation (or granulation) or by attached growth using inert supports [12].
In the present study the second approach was investigated using granular rubber tires as inert
supports for biofilm growth.
With a specific surface area of one tenth of the Kaldnes carriers (or other carriers) the amount of
rubber carriers needed to get the same area of bacterial attachment would be more than 10 times.
However, considering that granular rubber tires cost only a twentieth of the Kaldnes carriers the
larger reactor volume that will be required for the granular rubber tires may be justified. Moreover,
granular rubber tire carriers are inexpensive or no cost waste material and readily available. It was
later determined that rather than forming biofilms around the granular rubber tires, biomass was
attached between the particles (discussed later). In a separate toxicity test, the granular tire carriers
were shown to be non toxic to microbial populations in the anaerobic digester.
Start up of the AMBR. Data from the start up period of the AMBR is shown in Figure 1. During
the first 3 weeks of operation total gas production increased from 0.2 L L-1d-1 to 0.35 L L-1d-1. A
gradual increase in gas production rate from 0.35 to 0.90 L L-1d-1 and an increase in COD removal
efficiency from 32 to 80% occurred between day 24 and day 62. From day 63 to day 100, gas
production averaged around 1.2 L L-1d-1 and COD removal efficiency was constant at about 80%.
Specific methane yield obtained during this period ranged from 0.31 to 0.38 L CH 4 g-1 COD
removed.

Fig. 1. Effect of OLR (♦) on total gas production rate (▲), COD removal efficiency (●),
and pH (■) during start up of AMBR. HRT (─)

The start-up period of about 3 months for the AMBR is in the range of start-up periods
reported in literature for other anaerobic digester designs. Start-up periods for anaerobic fixed film
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reactors fed with beet sugar refining or sugar molasses processing wastes ranged between 3 to 4
months [13]. The start-up periods for an Up-flow Anaerobic Sludge Blanket (UASB) ranged
between 4 weeks to 6 months and that of an Anaerobic Fluidized Bed Reactor (AFBR) was about 2
months [6]. In this study the step wise increases in OLR during start-up might probably have
resulted in reduced periods of adaptation in the colonization process [14].
During start-up period, CH 4 content in biogas, which was measured two to four times during
each loading period showed an increase from 55 to 72%. Mendez-Acosta et al. [15] measured CH 4
content of more than 60% during start-up period in a CSTR-type digester treating vinasses within
100 days.
The specific methane yield obtained during the start-up period (Day 63 to Day 100) ranged
from about 0.31 to 0.38 L CH 4 g-1 COD removed. This is in agreement with values reported in
literature, around 0.35 L CH 4 g-1 COD degraded [16].
Operation of the AMBR. Fig. 2 shows that methane production rate (MPR) increased from 0.8 to
2.0 L L-1 d-1 while maintaining a COD removal efficiency of about 80%. Specific methane yield
ranged from 0.31 to 0.38 L CH 4 g-1 COD removed and residual total VFA in the effluent remained
below 0.2 gCOD L-1.

Fig. 2. Effect of OLR (♦) on methane production rate (MPR) (▲), COD removal efficiency (●), and pH
(■) during operation of AMBR. HRT (─)

Fig. 3 shows the effect of decreasing HRT from 6 days to 12 hours on total volatile fatty acid
(VFA) concentrations and MPR. When the digester was operated at HRT of 1.5 days and above, the
MPR was almost constant at about 1.1 L L-1 d-1. As expected, the lower the HRT imposed, the
higher the VFAs accumulated in the system. The rate dropped sharply when the digester was run at
HRTs shorter than 1.5 days. Total VFA concentrations in the effluent remained approximately the
same at 0.17 g COD d-1 at HRT higher than 3.8 days. The total VFAs doubled at 2.5d HRT and rose
sharply when HRT was lowered even further reaching 2.7 g COD L-1 when the system was operated
at an HRT of 12 hours. As seen in Fig. 3 total VFAs rose drastically starting from 2.5 d HRT and
MPR started to drop after operation at 1.5 days.
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Fig. 3. Effect of lower HRT on VFA concentrations (♦) and MPR (■) from AMBR

Continued operation of the AMBR beyond the start-up period showed that it can be operated at
HRT as low as 6 days and OLR as high as 5.8 g COD L-1 d-1. The reactor operated efficiently even
at HRT of 1 day and OLR of 4 g COD L-1 d-1. This performance is a significant improvement over
conventional CSTRs. Since doubling times of aceticlastic methanogenic bacteria are about 3 days
[17] and this type of bacteria contributes to about 70% of methane gas generation in anaerobic
processes [18] the conventional CSTR cannot be operated at low HRTs. The AMBR, which could
be operated at these lower HRTs, could have been only possible by the effective retention of
biomass by carriers.
Biomass retention in AMBR. In a CSTR type digester one would expect the biomass
concentration (or VSS) within the digester and that in the effluent to be about the same. The VSS
washed out with the effluent (2.2 ± 9% g L-1) in the present digester design was much less
compared with VSS of about 9.0 ± 8% g L-1 in the effluent from a CSTR (as mentioned above).
A high retention of viable biomass is the main key to successfully operate high-rate anaerobic
reactors. In conventional processes, the retention of the required biomass was achieved by
combining the mixed reactor with an internal or external biomass separation and a recycle system.
In high-rate reactors, the retention of biomass is achieved by immobilization of biomass. The
immobilization of biomass can be classified into 3 forms, namely settleable sludge aggregates,
bacterial attachment on carrier particles, and entrapment of sludge aggregates between packing
materials within the reactor [3].
In this study, with much more bacterial aggregates retained within the digester (further
research) compared to the less settled biomass washed out with effluent signified that more biomass
would be retained within the digester when the digester was operated longer.
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Summary
Within only about 3 months of start-up, the AMBR achieved in excess of 80% soluble COD
reduction and total gas was about 1.2 L L-1 d-1 at an OLR of 2.2 g COD L-1 d-1. The AMBR could
be operated without any difficulties at 6 days HRT and OLR of 5.8 g COD L-1 d-1. Methane content
during observation was between 55 to 72% of the total gas composition. The minimum HRT that
can be handled was 1 day at an OLR of 4 g COD L-1 d-1. The carriers played a significant role in
preventing wash out of the microbial aggregates.
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Abstract. The electrocoagulation (EC) method has been widely investigated for various water
treatment processes. Currently, a variety of EC apparatus designs with different electrodes have
been extensively explored. In this research, a simple EC apparatus has been constructed using three
plates of aluminum electrodes arranged in parallel mode. The EC was then applied for the treatment
of synthetic methylene blue solution and simulated pulp mill wastewater. The effect of electrolysis
time, current density, pH and salt concentration on the removal of methylene blue from the aqueous
solution were investigated. The EC cell was also applied in the removal of colour and COD from
the simulated pulp mill wastewater. It was found that 96.6 % of methylene blue removal can be
achieved upon 40 minutes of electrolysis time, pH of 6, 600 ppm of NaCl concentration, and 15 V
of current density. Additionally, when applied for the treatment of the wastewater, 91.3% of colour
reduction and 83.5% of COD removal were achieved upon 40 minutes of electrolysis time, pH of 8,
600 ppm of NaCl concentration, and 2 V of current density. The results indicated the efficiency of
the EC cell in the colour removal processes from aqueous solutions.
Introduction
Electrocoagulation (EC) involves the destabilization of suspensions, emulsions, or dissolved
contaminants in the aqueous media by the utilization of electricity. The EC technique is considered
to be one promising technique to be applied in water treatment processes due to its simple operating
procedure and minimal quantity of precipitates produced. A simple EC cell contains an electrolyte
cell with one anode and one cathode [1, 2]. The applications of EC technique in various water
treatment processes have been widely reported. Ugurlu et.al reported the removal of 70% of lignin
from pulp and paper mill effluent using electrocoagulation technique [3]. Vepsӓlӓinen described the
effect of pH, electrolysis time, electrodes distances, material of the electrodes, and temperature on
the efficiency of the electrocoagulation processes [4]. In this research, a simple EC apparatus has
been constructed using aluminum metal as sacrificial electrodes. The aluminum plate was cut into
three parts and arranged in parallel mode. To test its efficiency, the EC cell was then applied for the
treatment of synthetic methylene blue solution and simulated pulp mill wastewater. The effect of
electrolysis time, current density, pH and salt concentration on the removal of methylene blue from
the aqueous solution were investigated. The removal of colour from methylene blue solutions and
the removal of COD from the simulated pulp mill wastewaters were then investigated.
Method
Preparation of EC cell. Aluminum plate with thickness of 1.5 mm was cut into three parts as
showm in Fig. 1. These tree plates were then arranged in parallel with electrodes distance of 1.5 cm.
Electrocoagulation method. One liter of methylene blue solution having concentrations of 100
ppm or the simulated pulp mill wastewater was placed in the EC cell. Upon constant strirring speed
(200 rpm), the cell was then turned on for the desired electrolysis time. The resulting solution was
let to set, filtered and analysed for colour (absorbance at 450 nm) or COD. Variation of electrolysis
time, current density, pH and salt concentration were investigated.
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Fig. 1. EC electrodes and EC cell

Result and Discussion
Electrocoagulation of Methylene Blue. The effects of pH, NaCl concentration and current density
on electrocoagulation efficiency of methylene blue solution were investigated. It is indicated that at
pH equals to 6, the removals of methylene blue from the aqueous solution were optimized. At pH 6,
insoluble aluminium hydroxide (Al(OH) 3 ) was optimally formed enabling the removals of
methylene blue molecules via the adsorption mechanism onto its surface [5]. At higher pH, the
formation of Al(OH) 4 − predominated which did not contribute to the coagulation process [2, 4]. The
electrolysis time of 40 minutes was also chosen as the optimum time.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig.2. Effect of solution pH (a), NaCl concentration (b), and current density (c) on colour removal and
electrolysis time
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The effect of salt concentration on methylene blue electrocoagulation is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Sodium chloride was chosen because of its availability and safety issue. The result showed that at
NaCl concentration of 600 ppm the colour removal reached 96.6 %. The presence of NaCl
improved the conductivity of the solution resulting in better coagulation. Furthermore, the OCl- may
also help in reducing the colour via oxidation reaction [2, 6]. Although the colour removal trend still
went up, the addition of more NaCl in the solution was not preferable due to the production of
clorin that may contaminate the resulting solution. The increase of current density improved the
colour removal, this was due to the increase of aluminum ion released from the electrodes. The
more Al3+ ions were released, the more contaminants were removed from the solution. Similar
reasoning may be applied for electrolysis time, since more Al3+ ions were released upon longer
electrolysis time [7].
Electrocoagulation Of simulated pulp mill wastewater. The effect of pH, on electrocoagulation
efficiency of the wastewater was investigated. The initial pH of the wastewater was 13.8, therefore
pH adjustment was applied. Upon pH adjustment of the wastewater, HCl solution was used to
reduce the pH. The initial pH for the wastewaters was varied from 6 to 8. It is indicated that at pH
equals to 8, the removals of colour and COD were optimum (Fig. 3). The solution pH of 8 was also
chosen to avoid adding too much hydrochloric acid upon pH adjustment since the chlorine
accumulation in the wastewater solution may create problems on its disposal.

(a)

(b)

Fig.3. Effect of pH on: (a) colour; and (b) COD removals

The addition of HCl has been reported to play a major role in improving the electrocoagulation
efficiency. Similar to NaCl, HCl addition improved the conductivity of the solution and increased
ion mobility. Chloride ions also reported to prevent the deposition of organics onto anode that may
cause inhibition [10, 11]. Another mechanism suggesting the role of HCl was reported elsewhere
[12]. The HCl reacted with aluminum electrode to form Al(OH) 3 and H 2 , both are crucial species in
electrocoagulation.
Al + 3HCl  AlCl 3 + H 2
AlCl 3 + 3H 2 O  Al(OH) 3 + 3HCl

(i)
(ii)

The hydrogen gas produced from mechanism (i) interacted with some pollutants in the
wastewater solution via flotation method, resulting in stable flocs on the solution surface.
Additionally, the aluminum hydroxide from mechanism (ii) may act as insoluble amorphous solid
that adsorb contaminants on its surface, resulting in the removal of the contaminants as it is
precipitating.
Therefore, the optimum conditions for wastewater treatment were pH 8, NaCl concentration of
600 ppm, current density of 2 V, and electrolysis time of 40 minutes. Under these optimum
conditions, the removals of colour and COD were 91.3% and 83.5%, respectively.
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Summary
A simple electocoagulation apparatus was successfully constructed using aluminum as
sacrificial electrodes. The performance of the apparatus was tested for colour removal from
synthetic methylene blue solution. It was found that colour removal of 96.6% was achieved upon 40
minutes of electrolysis time, pH 6, NaCl concentration of 600 ppm, and 15 V. When applied to
synthetic pulp mill wastewater, 91.3% of colour removal and 83.5% of COD removal were
achieved upon 40 minutes of electrolysis time, pH 8, 2V, and NaCl concentration of 600 ppm. It
can be concluded that the simple apparatus may perform as an efficient electrocoagulation cell for
colour removal from aqueous solutions.
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Abstract. Chlor-alkali industry is an industrial sector in chemical industry to produce chlor,
hydrogen, caustic soda (NaOH), hypochlorite, and other derivatives of chlorine from NaCl and
water (H 2 O) as raw materials. This study has been successfully investigated the production of
chlorine using a cation exchange membrane by plasma electrolysis method. The aim of this study
was to measure pH, chlorine production and energy consumption during the reaction process. The
results showed that the use of a cation exchange membrane could improve NaOH product purity on
catholyte as much as123.87% at 500V increasing the production of chlorine 30%, and decreasing
the energy consumptionper mmol Cl 2 product by 40%. The use of plasma electrolysis method in the
electrolysis process with membrane lowered energy consumption by 18.3 times from 473.64
kJ/mmol in the electrolysis process be 25.85 kJ / mmol on plasma electrolysis process. These results
were significantly good for overcoming energy consumption problem, maximizing chlorine
production and improving NaOH product purity on chlor-alkali industrial process.
Introduction
Chlor-alkali industry is an industrial sector in chemical industry which produces chlor,
hydrogen, caustic soda (NaOH), hypochlorite, and other derivatives of chlorine from NaCl and
water (H 2 O) as raw materials [1]. In Europe, chlor-alkali industry supported about 55% of chemical
and pharmaceutical industries whichincreases profit to 660 billion euro in 2009 [2]. High electrical
energy consumption in the industry (up to 70% of the sale price) becomes a major problem that is
currently widely investigated [3]. One of the technologies that can be applied in order to reduce the
energy consumption of the production of chlor-alkali electrolysis method is a plasma electrolysis
[4].
In the mid 19th century, chlorine was widely used in the textile and paper industries,
manufactured using manganese dioxide with hydrochloric acid [5]. Due to the high price of
manganese, chlorine began to be produced by using salt water (brine) through Faraday's law
approach to the electrolysis solution. The study is the beginning of the birth process in the
production of chlor-alkali industry in the world. In conventional electrolysis production process,
NaCl and water in the process of electrolysis will produce caustic soda (NaOH), H 2 , and Cl 2 , as
well as side products in certain circumstances such as NaClO, chlorate ions, and others.
Conventional electrolysis is constrained by the small conversion and energy consumption are
relatively large and can be used alternative is to use a plasma electrolysis technology [4]. Plasma
electrolysis technology is known to increase production and decrease energy consumption by
increasing the applied voltage [6]. The effectivenesss of non-thermal plasma electrolysis is
influenced by the composition and concentration of the electrolyte used where the greater value of
the conductivity, the smaller the required voltage [7].
The research that has been investigated previously with plasma electrolysis in chlor-alkali
production using saline solution showless energy consumption compared with the electrolysis
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method [8]. However, the location of anolyte and catholyte combined in the same compartment of
plasma electrolysis reactor could make a side reaction between NaOH produced incatholyte and
chlorine produce in anolyte. This situation made chlorine production did not at the optimum
condition so that the purity of NaOH and chlorine were disturbed [8]. The use of double
compartment on plasma chlor-alkali electrolysis process from previous studies showed better
performance in terms of separation of gas products and the efficiency of the process [4]. However,
the mixing between NaOH and acidic compounds were still occurred through the connecting
channel between compartments. Therefore, it is necessary to use ion selective membrane in the
channel between the compartments in order to obtain better purity of NaOH and better performance
of chlor-alkali plasma electrolysis process.
Experimental
This study wasa development of the previous studies that was successfully more effective for
producing chlorine from NaCl solution than electrolysis method [4]. The reactor used was a semibatch system of double compartment reactor made from acrylic filter housing equipped with a
graphite electrode with 5cm length and 0.5 cm in diameter as the anode and stainless steel with 1 m
length and 0.5 cm in diameter as the cathode. The depth of the anode was set to 0.1 cm below the
surface of the NaCl solution. Anode sheath covered with glass with a diameter of 3 cm and a length
of 15 cm. The power source was connected to the regulator slide 3 kVA are then connected by a
bridge diode to create an electric current into DC. Electric current was measured and recorded on
ammeters Multimeter Extech. The membrane used was a cation exchange membrane CMI-7000S ®
(Membrane International Inc.). Pre-treatment was performed on these membranes by immersion in
5% NaCl for 24 hours at a temperature of 40oC. Equipment configuration is shown in Fig 1.

1. Double Compartment Reactor
2. Anode
3. Cathode
4. Cation Exchange Membrane CMI-7000S
5. Catholite

6. Anolite
7. Thermometer in catholyte
8. Thermometer in anolyte
9. Connecting channel
10. Sheath of glass

Fig. 1. Electrolysis plasma with membrane equipment configuration

Measurement methods to obtain chlorine product was iodometric titration method. Chlorine
produced from the reactor would be contacted into the KI solution 2% that has been mixed with a
solution of 4N H 2 SO 4 . KI would bind and chlorine would react to form iodine which produced an
orange color in the KI solution. Then, KI solution was titrated with 0.01 M Na 2 S 2 O 3 solution 0.01
M. The value of pH on catholite solution was measured to obtain the purity of NaOH.The
measurements of pH were carried out at 500 V, 600 V, 700 V and 800 V on the same solution with
the processing time of each was 20 minutes.
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Results and Analysis
Plasma electrolysis with cation exchange membrane. Plasma electrolysis process begins with the
process of electrolysis. Due to Joule heating effect, gas bubbles are formed and make sheath at the
anolyte[11]. The formation of gas bubbles will trigger the collision between the gas bubbles with an
electric charge so that the scattering of energy occurs and triggers to the formation of plasma. When
plasma was formed, the current was decreased. Based on the theory of hydrodynamic instability,
sheath gas begins to be concentrated when the current density reaches the critical value, followed by
the reduction in surface tension. This gas sheath makes the reduction of electric current due to the
low conductivity (high resistance) [10]. Thus, when current flows through the gas, the electric
current decreases.
The addition of NaCl concentration in the solution increased the number of ions Cl- and Na+.
The formation of OH radicals were identified through the formation of radicals (OH*) where
measured in units of H 2 O 2 concentration. OH- ion plasma will transform into OH*. Research
conducted by Jin et.al [7]shows that the concentration of H 2 O 2 in plasma electrolysis of NaCl
solution is relatively low when compared with other solutions such as Na 2 SO 4 , KOH. This is due to
the occurrence of another reaction mechanism that consume OH radicals into other species. In NaCl
solution, Cl-can be converted into chlorine radicals. Two chlorine radicals will react each other and
form a molecule Cl 2 . In addition to Cl 2 , HClO is also formed in the reaction of H 2 O 2 consumed in
the anolyte so that the concentration of H 2 O 2 in the NaCl lower than the other solutions. Radical
formation mechanism of active chlorine species are as follows [7]:
Cl- Cl* + e*

(
1)

OH* + Cl- Cl* + OH-

(
2)

Cl* + Cl* Cl 2

(
3)

Cl 2 + H 2 O  HCl + HclO

(
4)

2HClO + H 2 O 2  2Cl- + O 2 + 2H+

(
5)

At a concentration of 1 M NaCl, plasma glowing with orange colours that was looked bright
and stable, as shown in Fig 2. The higher of the concentration and voltage, the glow of plasma
would bebright which indicated that the production of chlorine also increased.

Fig. 1. Plasma formation with the cation exchange membrane in 1 M NaCl at a voltage of 700 V

In the study of electrolysis of NaCl with cation exchange membrane, the transport throught the
membrane was determined by the difference concentration between the anolyte and the
catholyte.Ions move from high to low concentration hance the catholyte concentration need to be
varied lower than the concentration in the anolyte in order to move Na+ ions from anolyte to
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catholyte. The cation exchange membrane has a function to move Na+ ions from the anolyte to
catholyte and prevent other cation, such as H+, move from the anolyte to catholyte. This led to the
formation of NaOH products in the catholyte compartment and the formation of acid products in the
catholyte compartment, so that the pH in the catholyte compartment was getting higher and pH on
the anolyte compartment was getting lower.

Fig. 2. Ion transfer scheme on cation exchange membrane

Mechanism of NaCl decomposition into chlorine which has been done is by using electrolysis.
In electrolysis, the reaction mechanism is as follows [9]:
Reaction in anolyte:
2Cl- (aq)  Cl 2(g) + 2e-

(6)

Reaction in catholyte:
2Na+ (aq) + 2H 2 O + 2e- H 2(g) + 2Na+ (aq) + 2OH- (aq)

(7)

In the decomposition of water by electrolysis process, the mechanisms that occur include [11]:
Reaction in anolyte:
2H 2 O → O 2(g) + 4H+ (aq) + 4e-

(8)

Reaction in catholyte:
2H 2 O + 2 e- → H 2(g) + 2OH- (aq)

(9)

Effect of concentration and voltage on pH change. Tab 1 showed that there was an increase of
pH value at catholyte with the increase of voltage. This indicated that plasma electrolysis could
endorse NaOH production at catholyte as showed on the Eq. 7. Otherwise, there was a decrease on
pH value at anolyte with the increase of voltage that caused the production of acid compounds as
showed on the Eqs. 10– 5. The higher applied voltage, the greater the decrease of pH at anolyte and
the increase of pH at catholyte. These were due to the greater voltage caused the formation of
plasma became bigger and brighter, so that the plasma electrolysis reaction to produce NaOH at
catholyte and acid compounds at anolyte became more intensive.
Table 1 shows that raising the voltage from zero to 500 V, there was an increase on the pH of
catholyte at 0.1 M, 0.5 M, and 1 M respectively were 1.78, 2.25, and 3.22. The results showed the
higher NaCl concentration in the catholyte, Na+ions that moved from the anolyte to the catholyte
were decreased, so that the highest total of Na+ ions were found on the NaCl 1M in the
catholyte.The higher of Na+ would cause acidic condition in anolyte as showed on Eqs. 10 to 15
[12]. The higher Na+ions in anolite will form acidic side reactions, such as NaOCl and NaClO 3 ,
which led to decrease pH in the anolyte. It was shown from the greater decrease in pH at the anolyte
with increasing NaCl concentration in the catholyte.
Cl 2 + 2NaOH  NaOCl + NaCl + H 2 O
3NaOCl  NaClO 3 + 2 NaCl
NaCl + H 2 O  NaOCl + H 2
Cl 2 + H 2 O  HCl + HClO
Cl 2 + H 2 O  HCl + HClO
3Cl 2 + 6NaOH  NaClO 3 + 5NaCl + 3H 2 O

(Hypochlorite)
(Chlorate)
(Hypochlorite)
(Hydrochloric acid)
(Chlorate)
(Chlorate)

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
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The acidic condition on anolyte due to the increasing of NaCl concentration in the catholyte
indicated that chlorine produced will be more easily reacted in the solution so that it can decrease
the production of chlorine. This results showed in Fig 4.
Table 1. pH value at each concentration variation with cation exchange membrane
pH
Voltage
0V
500 V
600 V
700 V
800 V

Anolyte (1
M)
7.65
6.19
5.86
5.21
4.91

Catholyte
(0.1 M)
6.95
8.73
8.95
9.69
9.94

Anolyte
(1 M)
7.57
3.69
3.19
2.43
2.31

Catholyte
(0.1 M)
7.09
9.34
10.18
10.31
10.53

Anolyte
(1 M)
7.64
3.27
1.93
1.78
1.52

Catholyte
(0.1 M)
7.65
10.87
11.09
11.35
11.47

Effect of concentration and voltage on chlorine production. Fig 4 shows that the highest
chlorine production was at NaCl 1M on anolyte and 0.1M on catholyte. This was due to the largest
concentration differences between the three concentration variations on this research. Besides, when
NaCl on anolyte was at 1 M and 0.1 M at catholyte, the acid products formed in the anolyte
(hypochlorite, chlorate and hydrochloric acid) were slightly that could be showed by the smallest
decrease in pH. Fig 4 also showed there was a decrease on chlorine product on all applied voltages
with the decreasing on NaCl in the catholyte. This result showed that the more acid on solution of
catholyte, the less chlorine obtained.
The chlorine production on the plasma electrolysis process was also affected by applied
voltages. The higher voltage, the higher chlorine production [4]. In Fig 4,the chlorine productions
on several variation of concentrations from 500V–700V increased. However, when the higher
voltage applied (800V), the chlorineproduction always decreased. This was caused by plasma
formed at 800V was not stable so that the chlorine production was not optimum.

Fig. 4. Results of chlorine product against voltage variations on the cation exchange membrane for 15
minutes proccess at 60oC temperature

Effect of concentration and voltage on energy consumption. Energy consumption on chlorine
production with plasma electrolysis is the amount of energy (kJ) used to produce chlorine
(mmol).The amount of energy in the plasma electrolysis is affected by the applied voltage and the
average of the electric current variation.
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Fig. 5. Energy consumption against voltage variation on the cation exchange membrane at 60oC
temperature

Based on Fig. 5, the highest energyconsumption from 500V to 800V was at 1 M NaCl in the
anolyte and 1 M at catholyte. This was because the energy consumption was determined by the
production of chlorine. The lower chlorineproduction, the greater the energy consumption obtained.
Fig. 5 showed the lowest chlorine productsat 500V to 800V were also at a concentration of 1 M
NaCl in the anolyte and 0.1 M at catholyte. In addition, energy consumption was also influenced by
the applied voltage and electric current. The higher voltage and electric current applied, the greater
energy consumption obtained as showed at Fig. 5. Besides, the electric currents at 500V to 800V
were also getting higher. Therefore, based on the comparison of the energy consumption in the use
of a cation exchange membrane for NaCl plasma electrolysis, the best condition obtained at the
concentration of 1 M NaCl in the anolyte and 0.1 M at catholyte.
Comparison of Plasma Electrolysis between Non-membrane and Cation Exchange Membrane
This study was only researched at the concentration of 1 M NaCl on anolyte and 1 M on
catholyte. Since there was no separation between the two compartments, the concentration can not
be compared.
pH effect. Table 2 shows that pH on catholyte was higher than the condition with non-membrane so
that the value of pH getting higher also. This was caused by the absence of the membrane so that
the side products of NaOH at catholyte could not be separated and could be immersed with acid
compounds at anolyte.Tab 2 also showed the highest purity of pOH occurred at catholyte with 500
V. If it was assumed that the bases on catholyte only came from NaOH, there was an increase of
NaOH concentration from 3.31
M innon-membrane to 7.41
M incation exchange
membrane. This result showed that the purity of NaOH with cation exchange membrane was
123.87% higher than non-membrane applied.
Table 1. pH value comparison between cation exchange membrane and no membrane
Voltage
(V)
0
500
600

Compartment

pH with
Membrane

Anolyte
Catholyte
Anolyte
Catholyte
Anolyte
Catholyte

7.64
7.65
3.27
10.87
1.93
11.09

pH with
NonMembrane
7.65
7.55
2.68
10.52
2.25
10.94

pOH with
Membrane
6.36
6.35
10.73
3.13
12.07
2.91

pOH with
NonMembrane
6.35
6.45
11.32
3.48
11.75
3.06

% Increase
of OH
2.33
25.89
289.05
123.87
108.93
41.25
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700
800

Anolyte
Catholyte
Anolyte
Catholyte

1.78
11.35
1.52
11.47

2.06
11.17
1.63
11.26

12.22
2.65
12.48
2.53

11.94
2.83
12.37
2.74

90.55
51.36
22.38
62.18

Chlorine product. In non-membrane plasma electrolysis, the higher applied voltage, the higher
chlorine obtained. However, at 800V, chlorine production without membrane also decreased as
same as the result of using cation exchange membrane. Itwas caused by the unstableness of plasma
at 800V, so that chlorine production was not optimum.

Fig. 6. Results of chlorine product against voltage variations on the cation exchange membrane and
non-membrane between 1 M NaCl and 1 M at 60oC temperature

Based on Fig. 6, chlorine production with cation exchange membrane was greater than with no
membrane applied. It proves thatthe chlorine production could increase by using a cation exchange
membrane because the byproduct could separate NaOH at catholyte and could reduce the potential
ofside reactions formation at anolyte which make the production of chlorine did not optimal.
Therefore, the use of the cation exchange membrane on NaCl plasma electrolysis would give better
results than without membrane.
Energy consumption. Energy consumptions are influenced by chlorine production, applied
voltage, and electric current. The greater chlorine production, the lower energy consumption. When
the higher voltage was used, the energy consumption was increased. Similarly, the greater the
electrical current used, the greater the energy consumption obtained.
In Fig. 7, it was proved that the higher applied voltage,the energy consumption of chlorine
production was greater. In addition, the electric current would be getting greater on the higher
applied voltage so that the energy consumption was also increased. Although the results of chlorine
were not always increase with higher voltage, but its energy consumption always increase due to the
increase of electric current that could give impact on the increaseness of energy consumption.
The energy consumption of plasma electrolysis without membrane onFig 7was always greater
than the energy consumption with a cation exchange membrane. This was caused by the electric
current with no membrane electrolysis was always greater than the electrical current with cation
exchange. In addition, chlorine production that were relatively small also supported to the higher of
energy consumption on plasma electrolysis with no membrane than with cation exchange
membrane. Therefore, the use of the cation exchange membrane on NaCl plasma electrolysis gave
better results than with no plasma membrane electrolysis.
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Fig. 7. Energy consumption against voltage variation on the cation exchange membrane and no membrane
between 1 M NaCl and 1 M at 60oC temperature

Comparison of electrolysis and plasma electrolysis with cation exchange membrane. Except
applied voltage, all of process condition and reactor configuration that was used for electrolysis
process were same as plasma electrolysis. The voltage used in this study by electrolysis method was
250V because the chlorine could not be measured below this voltage. When the applied voltage
higher than 300V, it would generate a plasma. Therefore, the maximum voltage of the electrolysis
process at these conditions was 300V.
Chlorine product. This research was conducted at 250V and the electric current obtained was
0.884A. Chlorine production with cation exchange membrane at 15 minutes was 0.42 mmol. Based
on the Fig. 8, the chlorine produced on the electrolysis process with cation exchange membrane was
always smaller than with chlorine produced on plasma electrolysis with cation exchange membrane.
In Fig 8, the highest comparison of chlorine product by electrolysis method with cation exchange
membrane was at 700 V. The result of chlorine on the electrolysis process (250V) with cation
exchange membrane was 33.3 times smaller than plasma electrolysis method with membrane cation
exchange (700V). This meant that plasma electrolysis with membrane was better to use compared
to the electrolysis with membrane due to the higher chlorine production.

Fig. 8. Results of chlorine product against voltage variations on the electrolysis with cation exchange
membrane and plasma electrolysis with cation exchange membrane at 60oC temperature

Energy consumption. Based on Fig. 9, the largest energy consumption between electrolysis with
membrane and plasma electrolysis with membrane electrolysis was obtained at 500V. The energy
consumption on the electrolysis method with cation exchange membrane was 18.32 times greater
than plasma electrolysis with a cation exchange membrane. Then the energy consumption ratio was
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getting decreased with the increasing of applied voltage. This was caused by the energy
consumption on the plasma electrolysis with membrane was getting greater with increasing of
voltage and current. Therefore, the ratio of energy consumption was getting decreased.

Fig. 9. Energy consumption against voltage variation on the electrolysis with cation exchange membrane and
plasma electrolysis with cation exchange membrane at 60oC temperature

Summary
This study has been applied the use ofcation exchange membrane on chlor-alkali electrolysis
process. The increasing of NaCl concentration on catholyte could increase the acidity on anolyte
and decrease chlorine production. The role of this membrane was to improve the purity of NaOH up
123.87% from the NaOH concentration of 3.3
M (Non-membrane) to 7.4
M (cation
exchange membrane). In addition, these membranes could also improve chlorine by 30% from 6.69
mmol Cl 2 to 8.7 mmol Cl 2 and could decrease the energy consumption by 40% from 86.73 kJ/mmol
Cl 2 to 52.37 kJ/mmol Cl 2 . The use of plasma electrolysis method on the electrolysis process with
membrane could decrease the energy consumption by 18.3 times from 473.64 kJ/mmol on the
electrolysis process to 25.85 kJ/mmol on plasma electrolysis process. This result was very useful to
overcome the problem on chlor-alkali industrial sector so that the energy consumption for
producing chlorine could be decreased and the purity of the chlor-alkali products could be
increased.
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Abstract. Information/Communication Technology (ICT) supports us to cope with many urgent
social issues in the globalized world. Stagnation of manufacturing small and medium size
enterprises (SMEs) loosing competitive competence in globalized market is one serious issue in
current Japanese industries, as well as that of agriculturists of small size regional farmsalso facing to
severe competition of globalization. Those issues in Japanese industrial architecture,on the one hand,
acceleratedifficulty of many social problems such as economic disparity, depopulation and aging in
regions, and disintegration of social infrastructure. To overcome difficulties of thoseproblems, ICT
platform can give us some effective measures. This paper introduces two typical cases that show us
ICT platform can be a significant base for establishing new business models and autonomy of
regional/powerless peoplethrough forming a kind of virtual clustering of people/enterprises.The first
case is a maintenance business by SMEs based on the Information network system established by
Komatsu Corp., a large enterprise of manufacturing construction machines.The second case is a
business of selling leaves in mountains by senior village people with utilizingup-to-date Internet
system. Those two cases are suggestive for producing innovation for sustainable development and
advancement of many regional/powerless people, not only in Japan but also in many other
countries.
Introduction
The recent rapid globalization produces not only prosperity of some parts of regions/people but
also economic disparity in many areas. By the change of the business scheme and industrial
paradigm in the globalized world, many powerless people without strong competitive competence
are facing to severe survival game. The problem is that many social issues are also caused by this
situation, such as depopulation, aging, and economic distress in rural regions. Those social issues
also invite disintegration of social infrastructure in regions and thus increase of national expense for
maintaining social security. In that sense, to find out a new model of sustainablebusiness for those
powerless people by innovation is one important clue to solve the issues and advance the society.
Back to the history of economics, industrial clustering has been thought as one effective
measure for many small enterprises to enhance their power and competitive competence.
Marshall (1890) pointed out the economical effect of geometrical integration of enterprises, in the
viewpoints of cost reduction and scale of merit on production/logistics [1]. Many researchers like
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Anzoff (1965) or Krugman (1980) developed the theory by focusing on synergy effect of integrated
enterprises by clustering [2-3].
.
Since late 1990’s, proliferation and popularization of Internet technology enabled an enterprise
to cluster with other ones through forming network in virtual space. This virtual clustering of
enterprises may produce new competitive competence even for an enterprise that is geometrically
isolated in remote area or lack of economic resources for covering physical channel of
logistics/retailing. Therefore, industrial clustering through Internet network is expected to be a new
measure for encouraging powerless SMEs and also small size local farms in the same context.
This paper introduces two typical cases that ICT system plays a significant role for establishing
virtual clustering and new business models. Analysis lead us additional discussion on the
potentiality of utilizing ICT for encouraging powerless enterprise/farm in various manners.
Case 1: Virtual clustering of manufacturing SMEs
Stagnation of manufacturing SMEs loosing competitive competence in globalized market is one
serious issue in current Japanese industries. Because of appearance of low-cost manufacturing
factories in emerging countries, many manufacturing SMEs are losing orders from conventional
customers of Japanese large enterprises. Some SMEs are then aiming to B2C business switched
from B2B business by developing items for consumer market. However, such business conversion
is usually not so easy for SMEs particularly without experience in consumer market. Another issue
is stability/sustainability of business. For many powerless SMEs, they are lack of capital power for
operating their facilities/employers among unstable waves of business environment.
One unique solution for manufacturing SMEs is virtual clustering based on the ICT platform
established by Komatsu Corporation. The details of the case were submitted by the author in 2010
[4].
Komatsu Corporation was founded in 1921 in Japan, as a production enterprise of machines for
mining minerals. They have been growing by manufacturing construction machines and press
machines for automobiles along the growth of Japanese construction infrastructure and automobile
industry. In 2008, their annual sales reached up to over twenty billion dollars with ROS of around
15% and ROE of over 25%. They had totally 164 consolidated companies, (115 companies are the
overseas companies), and around forty thousand employees, (51% of total is foreign employees).
They had totally forty-five factories in the world, and a half of them are the factories for machine
assembly. No doubt, Komatsu is one of the excellent enterprises in Japan. In the mining &
construction machine industry, the top share enterprise in the world is Caterpillar Inc. in the USA,
but Komatsu’s sales on construction machines in 2008 was very close to that of Caterpillar.
One interesting point is their unique business model, based on so called “after market” strategy.
They are getting to focus on the business of selling parts & components and providing
maintenance/repairing service after selling their main products of mining & construction machines.
Right now, over 20% of their total sales come from parts & components sales. This business model
is beneficial to build a long-term relationship with customers, venders and dealers and to establish
close communications of each other. In order to realize their business model, they developed an
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information network through Internet/GPS, so called CSS-Net and KOMTRAX.
CSS-Net (Customer Support System-Network) system, which has been established in 1998,
includes the information of machine product manual (for over four thousand kinds of machines, and
over five million pages information), parts & components catalog, parts & service news, operation
manual, repair shop manual, instruction for repairing, and so forth. They provide this service to over
ten thousand service points all over the world. Komatsu had also developed KOMTRAX system for
getting information on operation status of sold machines by using GPS technology.
That is,
Komatsu first provides this system by free, and then, all of the sold Komatsu machines will send
information of where and how they are operating, through this system.
The system is very
beneficial for customers to prevent burglar and allocate their machines in rational methods to utilize
them effectively.
As a result, the ICT system that Komatsu established provides the information of products,
operation, parts & components, repairing service, and so forth to customers, dealers, and vender
SMEs. They have connected many parts/components vender SMEs, regional dealers and customers
by the system to support better maintenance service and operation consulting after selling their main
products, such as high price construction machines. The whole system enabled to establish a kind of
virtual cluster of SMEs and it is so beneficial not only for Komatsu, but also for many powerless
SMEs in regions and emerging countries. By using the ICT system, many SMEs can make a
transaction with a large number of customers located in many areas including foreign countries for a
long term, because supplying components through maintenance service is a stable, sustainable
business.
The idea could be adoptable for many other powerless SMEs in many other industry fields.
This case is thought to be very suggestive for advancing industries and society.
Case 2: Virtual clustering of small farms of agriculture
The second case is a business of selling-leaves in mountains by Irodori Corporation, in
Kamikatsu city, Japan. The detail of the case was submitted by the author also in 2010 [5].
The city is located in remote mountainous areas in Shikoku island, with the population of about
two thousands. Over a half of the people is senior generation over sixty-five years old. More than
twenty years ago, typhoon damaged their orange agriculture that was the main industry of the
village, and the village people were at a loss in losing their business resource. Mr. Yokoishi, a
member of the village agriculture union (a branch of Japanese Agriculture Union), came up the idea
of selling leaves in mountains to urban luxurious Japanese cuisine restaurants, at that time.
Because the chefs of those restaurants are usually using natural leaves as decorations of luxurious
traditional Japanese dishes, he though the village people could sell their leaves in mountains as
commercial items.
The first time when they initiated the business of selling leaves, most of the village people did
not believe that it could be a real business to earn money. As a matter of fact, no body purchased
their leaves at that time. However, Mr. Yokoishi did not give up and spent over ten years for
marketing on how to make their leaves commercial items. As well as the ordinary commercial items,
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there were special demands of users on specifications of items. For example, users had the specific
demands on features, colors, qualities, sizes, thickness of leaves and also a demand for delivery
timing. Mr. Yokoishi had been visiting many luxurious, expensive restaurants as a customer by
spending much personal money to research suitable specifications of leaves for the target restaurants.
After long time effort of his personal marketing, finally he established the know-how on how to sell
leaves in mountains as commercial items. And he also established relevant
supply-chain-management system using broad-band-service Internet technology. By this platform
system, each independent powerless farm, which consists of mainly senior persons over
eighty-years-old, can get information of daily up-to-date requests on leaves from restaurants, and
they can harvest fresh leaves in mountains to ship them immediately by using airline delivery
service. As a result, the powerless village people could form a kind of a virtual cluster for leaves
business as a new part of agriculture.
Nowadays, the village people earn totally around three hundred million yen (equivalent to
around three million US dollars) a year by selling leaves, and a certain old lady over eighty years
old can earn over ten million yen a year only by selling leaves. An interesting story is that,
nowadays, they can earn larger money by selling leaves of one persimmon tree than selling fruits of
the same one tree. The point of this story is that they could establish business by effectively utilizing
the existent natural resources and the existent human resources, even though both resources were
not thought to be so useful. Their business style is sustainable and ecological. They utilized existent
resources without damaging natural environments. This case implicates a new style of
innovation/business for us to survive in the limit of resources and growth of the global world.
This success story became very famous even overseas, and Mr. Yokoishi was evaluated one of the
most successful social entrepreneurs in the world by an American journal.
Discussion
Both cases are characterized as the following points.
1) Small but long term, stablebusiness based on maintenance/recycling ecological business
2) Autonomy and decentralized virtual clustering of regional/powerless people/enterprises
established on ICT platform
These two characteristics are basically effective to develop social economy sustainably and
protect social/natural environment of the earth, as Daly(1996) stressed the significance in his book
[6].
In the context that their businesses are not aiming endless mass production by damaging
natural environment and their business are encouraging regional/powerless people to maintain the
stability of social infrastructure, both businesses are very suggestive not only for the other areas in
Japan but also for many other areas in other countries [7].
In both cases, ICT platform play a role of combining a large number of powerless
people/enterprises to establish and complete their business models, maintenance service of
construction machines and supplying leaves as decoration for luxurious dishes. The networking of
village people or SMEs operates as a kind of virtual clusters for enlarging business.
Today, there are many varieties of ICT networking systems to assist some other business models by
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powerless people. “Cloud-funding” is though to be a kind of such systems because it assists people
without capital power or economic resources to initiate their businesses by collecting small
investments from ordinary consumers. Some portal sites in Internet are able to play a role in the
same context.
By using Internet, some consumers are assisting the businesses of manufacturing
SMEs or small farms by direct and continuous purchasing their products. For example, “Community
Supported Agriculture (CSA)” is known as a system to support specific small farms by consumers.
If some consumers have a will to support the business of some specific farms because of their
preference on organic agriculture or some special demands for agriculture products, they can
continue direct purchasing the products from them with sharing the risk of agriculture production
affected by natural environment. For those kinds of business models, ICT platform can operate very
effectively.
Summary
ICT system can give us many varieties of measures to cope with social issues. To overcome
difficulties in many issues, we need to accumulate knowledge and devices on applying the system to
each situation of the issue. One idea of system could adoptable for many other cases in many other
areas in many other countries. Therefore, sharing knowledge and devices among many people
through open communication is so important for advancing society in the global world. It is strongly
expected that the two cases introduced here be some concrete implications for some
people/enterprises in other regions/countries.
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Abstract. Sustainable development based on the triple bottom line (environment, economy, and
society) is now a hot issue discussed in many areas, including manufacturing. The implementation
of sustainable manufacturing in every industry, including those in Indonesia, requires the
application of continuous improvement concept. Hence, this research is conducted to develop a
framework for implementing sustainable manufacturing adapted to the condition of Indonesian
industry. This research is done by reviewing many literatures obtained from various sources such as
sustainability report of Indonesian companies, scientific journals and online site of government
agencies and NGOs. Based on the result from literature study, it is concluded that Indonesian
government, society, and manufacturing industries are giving greater attention to sustainability
issues. Then a 10 step framework for implementing sustainable manufacturing in Indonesia is
developed based on the analysis of some available frameworks. NIST sustainable manufacturing
indicators repository is the recommended indicator used to measure companies’ sustainability
performance.
Introduction
Sustainable development is now becoming a very hot issue discussed in many areas, including
manufacturing. In promoting sustainable development, industries are attempting to apply a
sustainable system of manufacturing which are not focusing only on their economical
responsibilities, but also on their environmental and social responsibilities [1]. According to US
Department of Commerce’s Sustainable Manufacturing Initiative, sustainable manufacturing is
defined as the creation of manufactured products that use processes that minimize negative
environmental impacts, conserve energy and natural resources, are safe for employees,
communities, and consumers and are economically sound [2].
In Indonesia, sustainable manufacturing issue is considered as one of government’s main topics
in developing the country. The Indonesia Coordinating Minister for the Economy states in its vision
that Indonesian government wants to build an effective and sustainable economy [3]. Meanwhile
Ministry of Industry also mentions one of its missions as follows: to become a leader in sustainable
industrial development through the development and management of renewable sources of raw
materials, good environmental management, and have a high sense of social responsibility [4]. In
addition, Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources focuses on energy security and independence
as well as increasing added value in energy and minerals with an environmentally sound energy
management [5]. The implementation of sustainable manufacturing in industry does not only need a
production system planning based on three pillars of sustainability (economy, environment, and
society), but also a holistic approach to support the concept of continuous improvement.
Meanwhile, currently there is not any framework available for Indonesian industries to implement
sustainable manufacturing. Therefore, this research, through literature study, tries to develop a
framework for the implementation of sustainable manufacturing adapted to the condition of
Indonesian industries.
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Literature Review
The triple bottom line is a concept of assessing a sustainability implementation through various
aspects. The aspects included in this concept is environment, economy and society. The measures
that can be used in the environmental aspects are climate change, energy usage, air pollution, ozone
layer depletion, and the use of toxic materials. For economical aspects, taxes, corruption, and wages
can be used. In measuring society aspects, human rights, education, employee welfare and health
can be used [6].
According to Lowell Center for Sustainable Production (LCSP), there are 10 principles of
sustainable manufacturing implementation [7]: products and packaging are designed to be safe and
ecologically sound throughout their life cycle; services are organized to satisfy real human needs
and promote equity and fairness; wastes and ecologically incompatible byproducts are reduced,
eliminated or recycled; chemical substances or physical agents and conditions that present hazards
to human health or the environment are eliminated; energy and materials are conserved, and the
forms of energy and materials used are most appropriate for the desired ends; work places and
technologies are designed to minimize or eliminate chemical, ergonomic and physical hazards;
work is organized to conserve and enhance the efficiency and creativity of employees; the security
and well-being of all employees is a priority, as is the continuous development of their talents and
capacities; the communities around workplaces are respected and enhanced economically, socially,
culturally and physically; the long-term economic viability of the enterprise or institution is
enhanced.
According to Veleva and Ellenbecker [8], the implementation of a sustainable production system
must focus on natural environment (including human health), economic performance, social justice
and community development, workers, products, and energy and material use. Chen et al. [9],
Krajnc and Glavič [10] as well as Moneim et al. [11] mention that there are 3 aspects of sustainable
manufacturing which are sustainable economy, sustainable natural environment and sustainable
social environment. In addition, Joung et al. [12], through the study of 11 sustainability assessment
tools, indicate that there are 5 dimensions of sustainable manufacturing: environmental stewardship,
economic growth, social well-being, technological advancement, and performance management.
Research Method
The research method consists of 7 steps as follows:
1) Preliminary Study. It is done by finding out what issues about sustainable manufacturing are
being discussed recently. This step is important because it gives foresight about the topic that
will be discussed, investigated and analyzed further.
2) Problem Identification. After obtaining the information about sustainable manufacturing and the
general condition of Indonesian industries, then the problem could be identified. It is found that
there is no framework for implementing sustainable manufacturing to be adapted by Indonesian
industry.
3) Goal Setting. The goal to be achieved by conducting this research is to develop a framework for
implementing sustainable manufacturing suitable for Indonesian industry.
4) Literature Review. Literatures to be reviewed in this research are books, scientific journals, and
information from the internet regarding sustainable manufacturing and its relation to Indonesian
industry.
5) Data Collection and analysis. Data collection consists of the perspectives of stakeholders:
Indonesian government, community, and manufacturers, in implementing sustainability
manufacturing in Indonesia. Some sets of indicators that can be used to measure manufacturing
sustainability are also gathered from 30 sustainability reports of Indonesian companies. Some
published frameworks for implementing sustainable manufacturing are also collected and
analysed.
6) Formulation of a new framework. The main idea from published frameworks will inspire the
formulation of a new sustainable manufacturing implementation framework. The results gained
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from data collection and analysis that includes general view of Indonesian government,
community and manufacturing industries on sustainable manufacturing and the set of sustainable
manufacturing indicators will also be used in developing the new framework.
7) Conclusions and Suggestions. The conclusions are drawn from data analysis and the developed
framework.
Data collection and analysis
The data gathered includes the role of Indonesian government, community and manufacturing
industries in sustainability issues, as well as some indicators available for measuring sustainable
manufacturing.
1. Indonesian Government’s Role
The efforts to promote sustainable manufacturing by some governmental institutions will
represent the role of Indonesian government in sustainability issues. The Indonesian government
has begun to formulate criteria of ECO LABEL for environmentally friendly products (detergents,
textiles & textile products, finished leather, casual shoes leather)[13]. Indonesian Ministry of
Industry is giving green industry award to industrial companies who have achieved a level of
compliance in the production process on a regular basis [13]. Indonesian Ministry of Energy and
Mineral Resources is also focusing on the development of renewable energy [5]. One of the efforts
done by Indonesian Ministry of the Environment is the launching of “Environmental Corporate
Social Responsibility Model” book. Through a program called PROPER, Indonesian government
gives certification to industries according to their environmental performance [14]. Through The
Ministry of Manpower and Transmigration, Indonesian government aims to improve the
productivity, competitiveness and welfare of Indonesian manpower. This objective is related to
social aspect of sustainability [15].
2. Indonesian Community’s Role
InSWA (Indonesia Solid Waste Association) is one of the NGOs which are focusing their
activities on environmental sustainability . Since 2010, InSWA with its partners have collaborated
to develop a program of the Green Label Indonesia (GLI), which aims to use materials that are
environmentally friendly, especially biodegradable plastic bags. Since 2010, Environmental
Management Agency (BPLHD) of Jakarta and InSWA jointly initiated the implementation of
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR). In 2012, the implementation of EPR focused on
polystyrene litter concerning that there has been no action taken to manage waste polystyrene,
especially those used for food and beverages [16]. Wahana Lingkungan Hidup Indonesia (WALHI)
is also an NGO putting sustainability as its main concern [17]. Through its 26 excecutive branches
throughout Indonesia, WALHI is running many programs related to sustainable development,
especially in environmetal and social aspects.
3. Indonesian Manufacturers’ Role
As shown in table 1, the number of Indonesian companies publishing their sustainability
reports is increasing from year to year.
Table 1. Number of Indonesian Companies publishing sustainability report [18]
Year
Number of companies

2006
4

2007
5

2008
10

2009
6

2010
7

2011
10

2012
25

2013
39

AQUA Group has begun to publish its sustainability report since 2010 [19]. In order to achieve
sustainable manufacturing, AQUA Group has developed “AQUA lestari” as the umbrella of its
sustainability iniciative. It has four pillars as follows: water and environment conservation,
environmentally friendly business process, product distribution management and community
development. One of its successful sustainability achievement is a 20% reduction in carbon foot
print from 2008 -2012. PT Semen Indonesia is a construction material manufacturer which has done
many efforts to promote sustainable manufacturing [20]. Through its 4 sustainability pillars (“SI
Smart”, “SI Prime”, “SI Conserve”, and “SI Care”), PT Semen Indonesia pays great attention to
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social welfare, sustainability of the economy, conservation of environment, and improvement of
manpower. It is proved through receiving PROPER gold award from Indonesian Ministry of the
Environment.
4. Indicators Available for Measuring Sustainable Manufacturing
National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) made a repository for sustainable
manufacturing indicators [21]. The indicators are categorized into 5 aspects of sustainability. Three
of them are the main aspects (economic, environment, and social) and the others are the
supplemental aspects (technology and performance). These indicators are gathered from 11
published sustainability assessment tools. For environmental stewardship category, there are 4
subcategories, including emission (10 indicators), pollution (12 indicators), resource consumption
(20 indicators), and natural habitat conservation (3 indicators). There are 3 subcategories included
in the economic growth category: profit (2 indicators), cost (2 indicators) and investation (5
indicators). Social well-being category consists of 3 subcategories, including employee (13
indicators), customer (6 indicators), community (19 indicators). For technological advancement
category, there are 2 subcategories, namely high-tech product (4 indicators) and research and
development (3 indicators). Performance management aspect consists of 2 sub-aspects, including
conformance (5 indicators) and program and policy (5 indicators). There are 109 indicators overall.
Thirty sustainablity reports of Indonesian companies were analyzed to identify the most frequent
sustainability activities conducted in Indonesia. There are 49 sustainability activities derived from
the NIST indicators to be included.
Proposed framework for implementing sustainable manufacturing for Indonesian industries
This section includes the collection of published frameworks that will be used as the guideline
of formulating the new sustainable manufacturing implementation framework and the formulation
of new framework itself.
1. Published Sustainable Manufacturing Implementation Frameworks
The model frameworks used as guidelines in this research are OECD Green Manufacturing
Toolkit [22], Smith and Ball’s framework [23], Asian Productivity Organization (APO) framework
[24], and Veleva and Ellenbecker’s framework [8]. According to OECD [22], to improve
sustainability of manufacturing process, a company should do the steps as follows: production
mapping, selecting and understanding indicators, measuring inputs of production system, assessing
operation process in the facility, evaluating products, analyzing the results gathered, and taking
actions to improve performance. Indicators available in OECD Toolkit are indicators related to
input, process and output which only cover environmental aspect. Smith and Ball [23] formulated a
framework for increasing the sustainability of a manufacturing process by focusing on material,
energy and waste flows. The proposed steps are as follows: factory walk to gain overall information
of manufacturing process; mapping the manufacturing process into IDEF0 map; material, energy
and waste flows data gathering, establishing material, energy and waste flows, gathering the
quantitative data of every material; energy and waste flows; formulating quantitative model;
analyzing the model result to identify space for improvement; generation of solutions;
improvements implementation. In this framework, the sustainable manufacturing indicators are not
used as a guideline in increasing sustainability performance. This framework does not give a
holistic view of sustainability aspects, since it focuses only on material, energy and waste flows.
APO methodology, “Success in Six”, to implement green productivity is only focus on
environmental aspect of sustainability [24]. This methodology is composed of 6 steps. Each step
has some tasks as follows:
a) Getting started, including team forming and comprehensive survey and information gathering.
b) Planning, including problem and its impact identification and target and goals setting.
c) Generating and evaluating options for green productivity, including generating options for
green productivity and screening and evaluating options.
d) Implementing the option: formulating the plan for implementation, implementation of
selected options and building awareness, training and competence development.
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e) Monitoring and reviewing: monitoring and evaluating the result of implementation, and
management review.
f) Sustaining green productivity: incorporating changes into organization’s system of
management and identifying new/additional problem areas for continuous improvement.
The sustainable production indicators implementation framework by Veleva and Ellenbecker
[8] gives 8 steps to improve organization sustainability as follows: define sustainable production
goals and objectives; identify potential core and supplemental indicators; select indicators for
implementation; set targets; Implement indicators; monitor and communicate results; act on results;
review indicators, policies and goals. Manufacturing sustainability indicators offered by Veleva and
Ellenbecker contains subjectivity values of the researchers. There is no specific guideline in the
selection of indicators. In addition, the indicators may not be effective when implemented in
specific industries.
These 4 frameworks have the same perspective which is used to support the concept of
continuous improvement. Besides that, the main steps of each framework is quite similar as well.
The steps are gathering information of manufacturing process, choosing areas for improvement,
gathering options for improvement, options for implementation, and evaluation of implementation.
2. Formulation of Sustainable Manufacturing Implementation Framework for Indonesian Industries
In this research, the proposed sustainable manufacturing implementation framework is
formulated as a result of combining the main concept of those frameworks: continuous
improvement. This new framework is also adjusted to the current condition of Indonesian industry
where the role of government and communities in promoting sustainable manufacturing will be
included. These are the proposed steps in the new framework for implementing sustainable
manufacturing for Indonesian industries:
a) Observing manufacturing process and system by using several methods such as survey, tour
and preliminary study. This step will give general view of the manufacturing system.
b) Making the production map. The information of the manufacturing process and system will
be drawn into a production map. This mapping process will enable the company to identify
the indicators that is possible to be implemented.
c) Selecting indicators. Indicators are selected according to the company’s ability to gather data
and its manufacturing system and processes. Indicators that is recommended to be used in this
framework is NIST sustainable manufacturing indicators repository [21].
d) Gathering data. This framework gives no guideline for data collection methods, so that each
company has an authority to choose the data collection methods.
e) Analyzing areas for improvement. Based on the data gathered, analysis will be conducted to
find areas for improvement.
f) Setting company’s targets. A company has to consider 2 main factors when setting its targets.
First, the value that the company want to achieve and second, the due time for achieving the
value.
g) Collecting improvement ideas. Improvement ideas can be gathered from the company’s
management and staff, as well as from government and NGOs.
h) Selecting improvement ideas. Since it is not possible to implement all improvement ideas at
once, it is better for a company to select the best alternative.
i) Implementing the selected improvement option. The implementation has to be done alongside
a good monitoring and management. If a partnership is formed before, then every
stakeholders will be responsible in this step.
j) Evaluating improvement implementation. The purpose of this step is to identify whether the
implementation is succeed or failed. The improvement implementation is considered success
if the company can achieve its sustainability target.
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Summary
A framework for implementing sustainable manufacturing for Indonesian industries has been
formulated. This framework is composed of 10 steps which are observing manufacturing process
and system, making production map, selecting indicators, gathering data, analyzing areas of
improvement, setting company’s targets, collecting improvement ideas, selecting improvement
ideas, implementing the selected improvement option, and evaluating
improvement
implementation. The recommended sustainability indicators to be used is NIST sustainable
manufacturing indicators repository.
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Abstract. In order to reduce the dependency on fossil fuel in Indonesia, the government issued a
policy is to use compressed natural gas (CNG) in the transportation sector. However, this policy has
met a couple obstacles although it has been running for a long time. One of the obstacles is the lack
of CNG refuelling station in Indonesia. The small number of CNG refuelling station is caused by
the saturated development in the city area that makes it difficult in finding an area with a strategic
location for a CNG refuelling station. To solve this problem, the government launches a Mobile
Refuelling Unit or MRU, a CNG refuelling station that can be moved or mobile. Because the MRU
is an important factor to improve the CNG for transportation program, there is a need for a risk
management in this infrastructure so the effect of the risks associated with MRU can be minimized.
This research identifies and analyses possible risks that can occur in the MRU project in Jakarta
using Project Risk Management method. The result of this research is a database of the risks in a
Risk Register, Value-at-Risk value of the risk with high impact on the project’s financial feasibility
parameter (NPV and IRR), and a risk responses planning of the risks with high impact. Hopefully,
this research can be a reference or consideration in mitigating or managing risk especially on
project about gas refuelling station.
Introduction
Jakarta, as the center of Indonesia’s economic and social activity, is faced with problem of the
rising price of oil and the increasing demand of transportation infrastructure to mobilize its citizens.
The subsidy that the government gives to gas fuel is not only harming the budget but also the
environment, with the increase of air pollution from gas fuel combustion. To overcome this
problem, the government decided to create an energy diversification policy to utilize another source
of energy for human activity. One of the energy that is selected for the transportation sector in this
policy is compressed natural gas or CNG, which is a environmental-friendly energy and has an
abundant amount of supply in Indonesia.
The idea of using CNG for transportation has started since 1986 from a World Energy
Conference held in Indonesia that leads to a pilot project which converted gas fuel-based cabs to
CNG-based cabs. This pilot project increases the number of vehicle that uses natural gas or NGV.
However, after years since this idea started and various policies related that supports this program
has been issued, the number of NGV decreases in a large amount, from 3000 vehicles in 2000 to
300 vehicles in 2012 as shown in Fig. 1. This condition leads to a question why the number of NGV
keeps decreasing while the government puts their support for this program through policies of
utilizing this energy for the transportation sector.
One of the answer to the question above is the lack of CNG refuelling station in Indonesia. In
order to successfully do an energy transition in the transportation sector, there needs to be a
sufficient amount of supporting infrastructure like a refuelling station, so that the public will be
interested to use the alternative energy [1]. And in Jakarta, based onn reports and research about
CNG utilization for transportation sector, it shows that the lack of CNG refuelling station is one of
the major causes why the energy diversification program is having slow progress [2][3][4]. Data
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taken from BTSP Hubungan Darat shows that Jakarta has 19 CNG refuelling stations but only six
of them are operating.

NGV Units

NGV Growth in Indonesia
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Fig. 1. NGV Growth in Indonesia

The lack of refuelling station is caused by the difficulties in securing the land and the high
amount of investment for the infrastructure [5]. With the oversaturated development in Jakarta, it is
getting harder to find a strategic location for refuelling station, thus leading to the refuelling station
being built in the city outskirts or the refuelling station in the city getting cramped with demands
which causes inconveniences for the customer. These constraints lead the government and stateowned gas enterprises to launch a new infrastructure for CNG refuelling station, a mobile refuelling
unit or MRU. MRU is a CNG refuelling station that operates in a mobile manner, meaning that it
has no fixed position and can be moved anywhere. In the future, the government planned to
launches nine more units of MRU that will be spread in strategic locations in Jakarta and even
outside Jakarta.
The MRU itself is an infrastructure bought from another country, which means it cost a large
amount of budget while the MRU project has an important role to improve the energy
diversification program. This condition means many stakeholder sis involved and it can generate a
lot of risks that will affect the project success. Therefore, a quantitative and qualitative analysis of
the risks is needed to know what are the risks associated with this project and how to overcome
those risks so that the project will go without obstacles.
This research took place in a MRU Project in Jakarta, West Java. Risk management
methodology is used to map the risks associated with the project and provide a qualitative and
quantitative analysis of the risks. A calculation tool of Value-at-Risk (VaR) is also used to find the
value of the risk using Monte-Carlo simulation. The Monte-Carlo simulation is geenrated by @Risk
program that runs on a financial risk model created in Microsoft Excel. The aim of this research is
to decrease the risks associated with MRU DKI Jakarta Project by obtaining a financial risk model
of the project.
Literature Review
Institute of Risk Management (IRM) defines risk as a combination of probability of an event
and the consequence or effect of the event. Studyand knowledge about risk is expanding quickly
due to the business environment that is being more and more complex. Based on IMEC survey, in
engineering project,most of the risk that the project faced is a market-related risk, followed by
technical-related risk, and institutional related risk. Because these risks can affect the performance
of the project, therefore a risk management is needed to make sure the project doesn’t get delayed.
A business model is a model that describes how an organization or a company create, deliver,
and capture a value [6]. Business model concept is based on value creation in the consumer,
company, or the society. The idea of business model is used to design or develop a business to win
the competition in a market. There are nine segments in a business model, ranging from value
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propositions and consumer segments that describes the business idea up to cost structure and key
partners that describes the business operational and financial sector.
Based on the business model concept, the MRU business is observed to found its characteristics
so that key points of the business can be obtained. From interview with the business owner, a
Mobile Refuelling Unit value proposition is to penetrate the market of natural gas vehicle where
there are no gas pipe in the area, another value that the MRU deliver is also to promote the safe use
of CNG in vehicle. To deliver this value, a MRU has three components in its facility, first is the
head truck that moves the facility, the storage that contains the CNG, and the refuelling station that
distributes the CNG to the vehicle.
Methodology
Project Risk Management is a structured way to see risks and find an appropriate response for
the risk [7]. In general, Project Risk Management consist of three process; identification of the risk,
analysis of the risk, and the action needed for the risks. The identification of the risks starts with
deciding which risk will affect the project and defines the characteristic of the risk. This can be
done through interview with the project’s stakeholder or observing the historical data of a similar
project that has been done. Risk identification is also done through classification in which similar
risk can be grouped into one to understand them better and map out the risks. In this research,
GARP classification of risks is used in which there are thirteen types of risks in the project.
After risk identification, an analysis of the risk is needed to find out the impact of the risk for
the project, which is essential in creating a response for the risks. There are two types of analysis
used, qualitative and quantitative analysis. Qualitative analysis provides an analysis to see the level
of the risks, whether it’s low, medium, or high type of risks. The level of the risks can be
determined through combining the probability of the risk occurrences and the impact of the risk. A
risk register is used to create a database of the risks in the project with their level. Risk Profile tool
is also used to have an overview of the level of the risks in the project.
A quantitative analysis of the risks is an analysis of the probability of the risks that has been
identified and it’s impact to the project. A financial risk model, which contains the financial
condition of the project, is used to do the quantitative analysis. A Monte-Carlo simulation is done in
the model to find the value-at-risk (VaR) number. Value-at-risk or VaR is a method to calculate the
maximum loss in a certain time horizon so the probability of a bigger loss will be smaller [8].
Calculation of VaR uses a confidence level to describe return in investment in a worst-case
scenario.
Results and Discussions
In MRU DKI Jakarta Project, there are 15 risks existed based on the risk register. Four of them is
categorized as low level of risk, 7 of them is medium level of risk, and 4 of them is a high level of
risk, as shown in Fig. 2. The high level of risks that are the focus of this research are the exchange
rate of Indonesia Rupiah to USD, the price of the CNG that is sold to the public, the delay in the
delivery of CNG supply to the MRU, and the risk of leaking or explosion from the MRU. These
four risks are then represented by each risk factors in the financial model. For the risk of exchange
rate is shown by the exchange rate factor that affects the price of CNG bought from oil & gas
companies. The risk of CNG price is shown by the CNG price factor that affects the revenue
generated by the MRU. And the risk of delay in CNG supply delivery is shown by the percentage of
the CNG sold in the market.The sensitivity range consists of the minimum and maximum number
of the risk factor.
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Fig. 2. Risk Project of MRU DKI Jakarta Project

Monte-Carlo simulation is used in the financial risk model to find the VaR number. The VaR
number is used to see the maximum loss that the project obtained if the risks occur. To see the
impact of the VaR number to the project financially, a key parameter in the financial feasibility
study of MRU DKI Jakarta project is used, which is the Net Present Value (NPV) of the project.
NPV is chosen because this value represents the monetary value that is generated from the MRU
and NPV is also chosen because of it's similar relationship to IRR regarding a financial feasibility
of a project. The bigger the number of NPV and IRR of a project, the project is seen as more
financially feasible. Table 1 shows the financial feasibility parameter of the project. However since
the MRU is an infrastructure backed by the Indonesian Government, the loss in the project financial
became the responsibility of the government through an scheme called public service obligation.
Table 1. Parameters of the project feasibility
Financial Key Parameter
Net Present Value - NPV
IDR Million
IRR
%

(1,612)
12%

Because this project doesn’t have any historical data, the Monte-Carlo simulation is done
through 1000 simulation with confidence level of 95%. After the simulation has been done, it will
result in a normal distribution graphic as seen in Fig. 3. The VaR number is the number on the left
side of the distribution.

Fig. 3. Result of Monte-Carlo Simulation on the value of project NPV

From the Monte-Carlo simulation of all three risk factors and their combination to each other, it
is shown that the risk that gives the biggest impact to the project is the price of CNG that is sold to
the public, because this risk factor affect the revenue generated from the MRU business. The same
result is also shown form the correlation analysis of the value of VaR of each risk. The risk of the
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price of CNG has the biggest correlation value than other risk factors, indicating the strong
relationship the CNG price risk has with the NPV of the project. The compleye result of the
calculation of the VaR and it’s difference with the initial NPV and IRR of the project is shown in
Table 2.
Table 2. Result of Risk Value &VaR Calculation
Risk(s)
Exchange Rate
CNG Price
Delay in Supply Delivery
Exchange Rate & CNG Price
Exchange Rate & Delay in Supply Delivery
CNG Price & Delay in Supply Delivery
Exchange Rate, CNG Price, Delay in Supply Delivery

Financial Parameter
NPV (IDR Million)
IRR
-1,612
12%
-11,066.59
-7.00%
-1,500.43
19.00%
3,476.55
19.00%
21,717.60
7.00%
-5,685.94
5.00%
-1,276.67
7.00%
-2,209.10
11.00%
18,961.16
1.00%
-12,449.20
-8.00%
-2,158.58
20.00%
1,734.27
16.00%
20,192.67
4.00%
-2,839.01
10.00%
18,271.53
2.00%

Information
VaR
Different
VaR
Different
VaR
Different
VaR
Different
VaR
Different
VaR
Different
VaR
Different

Based on the regression and correlation analysis of the risk factors in the simulation, it is found
that the risk of CNG price mainly has a positive effect to the project. This can be shown in the value
of VaR of the risk factor, in the risk factor of exchange and the delay of delivery, the NPV of the
project if these risks occur is lower than the initial NPV of the project, indicating an additional loss
in the financial value. However, in the value of VaR of the CNG price factor, the NPV of the
project if this risk happened is bigger than the initial NPV, indicating an increase in the financial
value. Based on this result, the increase of the CNG price (which is controlled by the Government,
making it an external factor in the business) can be seen as an opportunity to generate more profit
for the MRU business.
After knowing the impact of the risk to the project financial, a risk responses planning is
needed to reduce the probability or impact of the risk. The general risk mitigation plans are to create
a hedge fund, coordinate with business owners in the CNG sector and persuade the government to
increase the price of CNG so that it will be attractive for business owners, add another storage in the
MRU location and schedule the MRU filling to be done outside business hours to avoid supply
shortage, and to reduce the probability of leak and explosion from the MRU facility, ensure the
equipment and resources used follows a national or international standardization.
Summary
This research created a financial risk model using the risk management methodology that
consists of risk identification, qualitative analysis of the risk, quantitative analysis of the risk, and a
risk responses planning. The identified risk factors will be measured quantitatively to know the
impact of the risks to the project financial value. A Monte-Carlo simulation is used to calculate the
value of VaR of each risks and their combinations to know the impact of the risks to the project
NPV. The simulation is done through a financial risk model that contains the financial information
of MRU DKI Jakarta project.
Based on the result of the simulation and the value of VaR, it is found that the risk that has a
strong relationship with the project’s NPV is the price of CNG that is sold to the public. However,
that risk has a positive effect for the project’s NPV because the current CNG price that is sold to the
public inflicts a financial loss to the business owners, so the rise in the CNG price will help to
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increase more profit of the MRU business. The biggest loss in project’s NPV occurs when a
combination of exchange rate risk and delay in supply delivery risk happened at the same time.
General recommendation plans for the mitigating the high-level risks are to create a hedge
fund,coordinate with business owners in the CNG sector and persuade the government to increase
the price of CNG, add another storage in the MRU location and schedule the MRU filling to be
done outside business hours, ensure the equipment and resources used in MRU follows a national or
international standardization.
Since the MRU is a new type of infrastructure used in Indonesia, lack of previous studies and
qualitative data for analysis and financial risk model representation of the complex system are the
limitations of this research. There are still many room for improvement in this area of research,
especially about the MRU facility. Further research can be focused on a more thorough risk
identification of the operational of the MRU, a risk management in MRU implementation in another
location in Indonesia, or a feasibility study of the MRU if the infrastructure will be produced in
Indonesia to cut down the cost of the asset.
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Abstract. Of the estimated 285 million people classified visually impaired in the world, 246 million
of them are categorized as partial blind/ Low Vision (LV). Even so, limited facilities are available
to help low vision people in using touch screen devices, including Al-Qur’an application. This
research identifies usability issues in the Al-Qur’an application of touch screen device for low
vision individuals, and then utilizes the information for the design. The design processes conducted
include understanding user characteristics (based on interview), user requirement analysis, setting
system requirement, paper-based design, usability testing, and iterative prototyping (coding). Three
usability testing were conducted: (1) during preliminary testing in determining user needs, (2) after
a low fidelity prototype of the application resulted, and (3) after a high fidelity prototype of the
application finished. Number of participant involved in each testing were 7 (23.6±5.88 years old), 5
(23.8±7.19 years old), and 9 (23.4±5.88 years old), respectively. The testing method was using
“think aloud” technique which was done for about 45-60 minutes per participant. Results of this
study concluded several usability problems of touch screen application if used by LV people as the
basis for design guidelines. The guidelines include design criteria for a click button, a need for
additional sensing information besides vision, a need of feedback, and etc. This study has
successfully produced an Al-Qur’an application designed in touch screen device for LV people,
which are more usable for them. It is hoped that this product can be used widely for LV individuals.
Introduction
The term of visual impairment generally includes three categories: Low Vision (LV), color
blindness, or total blindness [1]. The majority of visual impaired people in Indonesia are LV people
with the proportion of 1:3 [2]. According to WHO (World Health Organization), people with LV in
the world are estimated to be 246 million people of 285 million people with visual impairment [3].
WHO further defines low vision person as one who has impairment in visual functioning even after
treatment and/or standard refractive correction, and has a visual acuity of less than 6/18 to light
perception, or a visual field of less than 10° from the point of fixation. LV individuals are in general
able to use their vision for the planning and/or execution of a task, but with very limited capabilities
[4].
The use of touch screen device has been dramatically increasing, not only for normal
individuals but also for people with impaired vision. However, limited studies have addressed
usability issues if the devices are utilized by LV individuals [5]. Mendonca [6] designed a phone
application for visually impaired people by following recommendations from the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) as the standard for Mobile Web Best Practice (MBWP) [7]. The
recommendations consist of five general categories, including: overall user behavior, link and
navigation, content and page layout, page definition, and user input. Further study is needed to
investigate advanced usability guidelines so that a LV individual can comfortably use a touch
screen based application.
A good application should meet at least the criteria of accessibility and usability. Accessibility
allows users to access an application system functionally [8], whereas usability accounts for
effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction for a specific function and situation [9] [10]. Hence,
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usable application means accessible application, but accessible application is not necessarily usable.
Therefore, this study highlights on usability issues.
According to Nielsen [11], usability is tested by having a number of people in performing a set
of tasks. In this research, usability testing was done using “think aloud test” technique to generate a
“formative evaluation” as stated by Nielsen [11]. Usability testing was aimed to obtained feedback
to improve the application’s interface as a part of an iterative design process.
Methods
The study begins with analyzing the current Al-Quran application used by LV people. Shortly,
the current application is installed in a non-mobile PC device to enable the size of the Al-Qur’an
page to be enlarged for reading. A function of a talk-back is also available. However, there is no
similar application available for touch screen devices.
Based on this preliminary study, user requirement and system requirement of the applications
were determined. The process of prototyping and usability testing were conducted iteratively.
Usability testing was conducted in three phases: (1) during preliminary testing in determining the
user needs, (2) after a low fidelity of the application resulted, and (3) after a high fidelity of the
application finished.
Participants
Participants were recruited from the community of Low Vision (LV) people in Bandung,
Indonesia. Most of the participants were LV due to cataract, retinitis pigmentosa (RP), optical nerve
disorders, retinal detachment (ablation), and visual impairment resulting from Marfan Syndrome.
All participants have some experience in one of three common electronic devices: handphone,
computer, or PC tab. Number of LV participant involved in the testing were: 7 participants
(23.6±5.88 years old) for preliminary testing, 5 participants (23.8±7.19 years old) for low fidelity
prototype testing, and 9 participants (23.4±5.88 years old) for high fidelity prototype testing,
respectively. According to Nielsen [12] and Bacellar [13], a total of 5 participants can be considered
to be enough in a usability testing.
Usability Testing Protocols
Bacellar [14] has proposed usability testing protocols for participants with visual impairment.
The protocols are then, in this study, incorporated with general usability testing steps stated by
Nielsen [11] that are summarized as follows:
• The researcher should help the participant to understand the research purpose and descriptions
of the task, without having to read the documents.
• Any usability questionnaire should be read and filled by the experimenter.
• Limit the test to maximum of an hour experiment to avoid boredom or fatigue. Some
participants may face difficulty because of his/her visual impairment.
• Let the participants use their assistive device (e.g. a magnifying glass).
• Emphasize the purpose of the usability test is to investigate the device, not the participants. This
is important for an effective the “think aloud” technique.
A low fidelity prototype is defined as a condition in which the application does not fulfill all the
functions of the system requirement yet, but already represents a major function of the application.
In contrast, when almost the entire functions of the system requirement are provided, the
application is considered to be a high fidelity prototype. The usability testing was conducted in a
usability room, which was equipped with video camera, voice recorder, paper, and pen.
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Performance Measures
The usability parameters used in this research are in compliance with ISO 9241-11 [13][15],
including: (1) effectivity (the ability of a user to complete given tasks within the target
performance), (2) efficiency (the amount of efforts needed to finish given tasks), (3) satisfaction
(users subjective reaction when using the system). The performance measures were Task
Completion Rate (TCR) and Time on Task (TOT).
Scenarios. The participants were required to complete the following tasks:
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task

1. Searching the Al-Qur’an application icon
2. Pointing to an icon or other points of interest
3. Searching the Tutorial button
4. Searching the button functions of a chapter (surah) or a juz’, and bookmarking a chapter
5. Searching the Back button
6. Searching the Continue Reading button
7. Searching some chapters
8. Searching a verse
9. Reading some verses in a chapter
10. Exit from the application.

Results
Preliminary testing resulted in information on LV-specific capabilities, including: (1) the
participants had to set a very small reading distance, approximately 10 cm, to easy to read (2) the
participants were used to miss clicks button, (3) each participant had different convenience font size
setting and the size was mostly bigger than the default size setting for LV person in average, (4)
participants experienced strain in their eyes if the application had white background color, (5)
participants faced difficulty to see and read a button if the interface provide too many buttons.
The usability testing of the low fidelity prototype resulted in several critical incidents which
were used as inputs to generate the high fidelity prototype. The inputs include arrangements of the
button, size and color of a button, English terminology, and etc. Samples of the interface for each
design phase can be seen in Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Samples of the interface designs of a) preliminary design, b) low fidelity, c) high fidelity prototype

Several important results found during the three usability testing are:
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•
•
•

There were variations in participants’ performances due to their differences in LV severity
(due to the different their diseases and disorders).
About 48% of the participants need “talkback” function (audio feedback mentioning button
name) to successfully accomplish their tasks.
Participants need a feedback to easy them to use the application. For example, in our high
fidelity prototype, when the participant tap ‘Increase font size (A+)’ button to enlarge the
font size, then the button will turn green. If the size is already maximum, the button will turn
red (Fig 2).

Fig. 2. Sample of color feedback

•

People with low vision need an assistive technology such as magnifier (Fig 3). The
magnifier is needed to enlarge the letter as well as to help their eyes to focus in seeing the
letter.

Fig. 3. Participants used a magnifier

•

Results regarding to TCR when using the high fidelity prototype are shown in Table 1. Task
7 (searching some chapters) and task 9 (reading some verses in a chapter) seem to be the
most difficult task. Results regarding to TOT seemed to vary across participants. As
previously mentioned, this is due to their differences in LV severity.
Table 1. Task Completion Rates of the high fidelity prototype
Task

Participants
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

√

√

√

√

√

√

-

√

√

√

2

√

√

√

√

√

√

-

√

√

√

3

√

√

√

√

√

√

-

√

√

√

4

√

√

√

√

√

√

-

√

-

√

5

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

6

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

7

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

8

√

√

√

√

√

√

-

√

√

√

9
Number of
Success
Completion
Rates

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

-

√

9

9

9

9

9

9

4

9

7

9

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

44%

100%

78%

100%
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Discussion
The purpose of this study was to produce a mobile, high fidelity prototype of Al-Qur’an
application that can be used for LV users and to document design guidelines in general in designing
touch screen based application.
Results of the preliminary testing in general confirm findings from the previous studies [8],
based on general people with impaired vision. We noted, from our study, that common usability
problems include:
• Inability to locate the finger to click a button when the button is not visible enough (located far
from the participant’s limited viewing area). Figure 4 shows this critical incident, found during
the 2nd usability testing. As a result, in high fidelity prototype, we set the button of “to back to
the previous page” in red color (Fig 5).

Fig. 4. A critical incident found during the testing when clicking a button

Fig. 5. Final design of “to back to the previous page” on high fidelity prototype
•

Inability to successfully accomplish the task without “talkback” function (fig 6). Previous
research stated that people with LV require another mode of sensing strategy (e.g. hearing) in
addition to visual [1].

Fig. 6. People with low vision need “talkback” function
•
•

Search button seems to be ignored by users with LV. This might be due to lack of users
experience with electronic devices, especially Al-Qur’an application.
Participants are confused if there is no feedback to easy them to use the application. We have
mentioned a case related to the button to enlarge the font size. Another example of a need for
feedback is whether the page can be scrolled anymore or not.
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Summary
This study has successfully resulted in an Al-Qur’an application designed in touch screen
device for LV people, which are more usable for them. It is hoped that the product will be widely
used by LV individuals. In addition, this study also documented several design guidelines in
designing application or interface for touch screen device.
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Abstract. Fatigue is the phenomenon when alertness decreases gradually that potentially affect
work quality and safety. Though a number of research have been done to develop fatigue
monitoring apparatus, this phenomenon is still difficult to be detected in real time in industry.
Hence, there is a need for a portable and sensitive apparatus to monitor fatigue. The purpose of this
study is to develop an ergonomic design of a portable flicker test apparatus based on Critical Flicker
Fusion Frequency (CFFF). Product concept was developed using a proposed framework, namely
human factors system design framework. The proposed framework was based on user needs, user
characteristics, and user functional allocations. A prototype was build and a usability testing was
finally conducted.
Introduction
Fatigue has become among main concern in industry. Fatigue has been considered as a main
risk of accident since fatigue is corresponding to performance decreases and alertness declines [1].
Fatigue phenomenon seems to commonly be found in industry, including mining, manufacturing,
transportation or health care [2] [3].
A number of studies have been done to understand fatigue underlying mechanisms in order to
develop an apparatus that can be used to monitor fatigue. In general, the apparatus should be
sensitive to fatigue, reliable, and portable.
In general, fatigue can be detected based on task performance, reaction time, and sensory
abilities [4]. Previous studies have proposed fatigue detection method based on eye sensitivity on
light flickering. Flicker fusion is a condition in which a stimulus flickering appears as a detectable
stimulus. The frequency, at which the stimulus appears as a detectable stimulus when the flicker
frequency increases, or vice versa, is called the critical flicker fusion frequency (CFFF). CFFF has
been reported to be sensitive to fatigue and mental load [5], though its sensitivity seems to
inconclusive.
A portable apparatus to monitor fatigue has been proposed by Hosokawa in [6] and he named
the apparatus as PFM (Portable Fatigue Meter). However, the proposed apparatus has several
limitations. The main limitation is the obtained CFFF may be higher than the actual CFFF since the
user may miss the real threshold. He/she may wait unintentionally to make sure the threshold is
exceeded or even intentionally to hide his/her fatigue condition. In industry, the last condition may
happen if fatigue may affect worker’s performance appraisal.
Several alternative designs have been proposed, but again their sensitivity is still unsatisfying
[7][8][9][10]. We hypothesize that the problem may be due the design of the flickering light.
Fatigue measurement using flicker test depends on the ability of retina to distinguish flickering light
and continuous light. Therefore, effects of light illumination (the contrast between the flickering
light and its environment) may be significant. Then, a portable design that looks like a binocular
may be the solution, to minimize light effect from the environment. The aim of the present study is
then to develop a portable flicker monitoring based on CFFF. Here, we propose a comprehensive
framework namely human factors design framework that should be able to detect and overcome
problems in defining design criteria.
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Proposed Framework
We develop the framework based on our previous studies [9][10]. The framework is described in
the Figure 1. General steps of this framework include: generating idea, operational need
determination, operational concept statement, potential users determination, user characteristic
identification, user requirement and system requirement definition, performance criteria setting,
function allocation, task analysis, creating low fidelity, usability testing, developing high fidelity,
performance measurement, and finally developing final product.
Idea

Operational Need
Determination

Potential
User

Operational
Concept

User
Characteristic

System
Requirement

Performance
Criteria

User Requirement

Function Allocation

Task Analysis

Standars, Codes,
Regulation

Ya

ya

Low Fidelity

Usability Testing

Revisi

tidak
Standars, Codes,
Regulation

High Fidelity

Performances
Measures

Revisi

tidak

Final Product

Fig. 1. Proposed framework for human factors design
Idea is defined as a background or a reason why the development is needed towards the
existing system. As abovementioned, we found that the current fatigue monitoring apparatus still
have several limitations in its sensitivity, and industries are looking forward to having a portable,
sensitive apparatus for fatigue monitoring.
Operational need determination is the documentation of needs/desires of the new product that is
developed from the existing product. The determination is based on a review of the existing
condition, planned operational capabilities statement and exploitable technology targeted [10]. We
have determined our planned operational capabilities, in which the apparatus should be portable,
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valid, usable and sensitive to fatigue. Based on our previous study, the technology that is used
consists of a set of LED with a microcontroller system.
During the phase of Operational concept, we conducted interview to answer the following
questions: 1) what will the system look like, 2) how will the system be used, 3) In what ways can
the system be misused or abused, 4) what will be the user system interfaces, 5) for what kinds of
user is the system designed, 5) what skills levels must users have, 6) in what kinds of environments
will the system be used, 7) how will the system be serviced and maintained, 8) what other
constraint or special considerations apply to the system. Results of the interview were used as
inputs to determine system requirement.
We have defined the potential user of the product is supervisors and managers in industry.
What are their characteristics? Noted that user characteristic is a series of statements about potential
users capabilities and limitations. Outputs of user characteristic definitions become an input for
defining user requirement and system requirement as statements of function/capability what should
be met. System requirement is a thorough elaboration of the concept/system that will be developed,
as combination of user requirement and operational concept.
Functional allocation is defined as a procedure for assigning each of the functions that must be
met by a system/product to either hardware, software, human or their combinations.
Results
Table 1 shows a summary of the operational need determination that was used as the basis for
product development.
Table 1. Existing operational capabilities and planned operational capabilities
Existing Operational Capabilities
Yagami [7]
Nugraha [8]
Generating a single light stimulus Generating three light stimulus

Planned Operational Capabilities

Generating three light flicker
stimulus
assessment on the rise mode Assessment only on rise mode Assessment only on rise mode
(ascending CFFF) and down (ascending)
(ascending) with feedback
(descending CFFF)
Binoculars shaped that can Portable in general
Binoculars shaped that can
directly see the stimulus
directly see the stimulus
Not portable
Portable and has own voltage Portable and has own voltage
source
source
No feedback rules to stop the Can be used in the noise of 20-80 Can be used in the noise of 20-80
measurement and verify user dB
dB
respond
There is a feedback rules to stop There is a feedback rules to stop
the measurement and verify user the measurement and verify user
respond
respond
Binoculars shaped that can
directly see the stimulus
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We finally determined our operational concept as shown Table 2.
Table 2. Operational concept
Title

Explanation
1. Generating light for stimulus (LEDs)
2. LEDs position should be exactly perpendicular
3. Feedback rules to stop the measurement and
verify user respond
4. Display to show CFFF result
What will the system look like
Looks like a binoculars, where respondents can see
directly the light stimulus, without any effects of
the environmental lighting condition
In what ways can the system be misused or None
abused
In what kinds of environments will the system Apparatus can be used in dark or light
be used
environmental condition
Major function

Figure 2 shows the existing apparatus developed by Nugraha [9], and our final design is shown
in figure 3. The design is resulted after conducting iterative usability testing.

Fig. 2. Existing flicker test to monitor fatigue

Fig. 3. Proposed flicker test to monitor fatigue
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Summary
A comprehensive framework of human factors system design is proposed. Using this
framework, we are able to develop a better fatigue monitoring apparatus that is more sensitive to
detect fatigue condition, compared to the existing equipment. Further studies will be conducted to
investigate the efficacy of this apparatus in industrial workplace.
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Abstract. The existing condition of water service coverage of the district drinking water
companies (PDAMs) Bekasi Municipal is very low with only 27 percent of the total household.
According to this condition, Bekasi Municipal Government is currently developing a Drinking
Water Supply project. The purpose of drinking water supply system development in Bekasi
Municipal is to support activities of education, local economic, government and other activities
which lead to enhance need of water services. The construction of water supply system requires a
high investment costs which then resulted in the need of risk-based analysis to reduce of failure in
financial aspects of the project. The study was conducted by using Project Risk Management
method to calculate the impact of risks in project investment. The output of the research is a
financial risk model which is then analyzed to develop a risk responses planning which provides an
alternative decision whether to avoid, mitigate, or accept the risks that might occur.
Introduction
Providing wholesome, affordable and safe drinking water that has the trust of customers is the
over aching goal of water utility sector (Pollard S., Strutt, Macgillivray, Hamilton, & Hrudey,
2004). Delivering safety within a multi-stakeholder, district drinking water companies (PDAMs)
and business context in which expectations are rising is challenging. This leads to the need for risk
management approach in water sector industries, from Water Treatment Plant (WTP), operations
and better integrated within the core risk management processes, to provide safe and proper
drinking water for consumers. The drinking water supply system development has high
investments and involve with many stakeholders, so it makes this projects posing several risks.
Risk management has been widely applied in various types of projects, especially on large
construction projects to reduce uncertainties and achieve project success [1].
This study describes the process of risk management planning of a drinking water supply
system construction project in Bekasi Municipal. The purpose of drinking water supply system
development in Bekasi Municipal is to support activities of education, local economic, government
and other activities which lead to enhance need of water services. The existing condition of water
service coverage of the district drinking water companies (PDAMs) Bekasi Municipal is very low
with only 27 percent of the total household. This becomes a concern because the growth of
population continues, resulted in the increasing needs of drinking water needs. Moreover, the
coverage area of service and limitation capacity of drinking water supply, another problem is
limitation of fund from government of Bekasi. Therefore, local government develop a variety of
financing schemes. One of the financing schemes is Public Private Partnership (PPP). The legal
framework for implementation of PPP through Presidential Decree No. 67 Year 2005 No. 13 Year
2010 jo. No. 56 Year 2011 on Public Private Partnership (PPP) in the provision of infrastructure.
The study is based on Project Risk Management method with Value at Risk. The paper further
explores the qualitative and quantitative aspects. The qualitative analysis was performed by using a
risk register model to map risks that may occur in the project. The quantitative analysis is
conducted by building a financial model with Value at Risk (VaR) to calculate the impact of risk
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on investment. The purpose of this study is to obtain a financial risk model which maps potential
risk factors and calculates the financial impact of risks on the project in order to create alternative
risk impact reductions of investments made during the development of the water supply system
project in Bekasi Municipal.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews project risk
management literature. This section will be used as a base for the research methodologies that will
be further explained in section 3. Section 3 discussed research methodologies that will be used in
this research. Section 4 present result and discussion of the feasibility study on the project
financial model and risk response planning. Section 5 present the conclusion and also future
research recommendation.
Literature Review
Implementation of the drinking water supply system development is the activity of planning,
implementation, construction, management, maintaining, rehabilitation, monitoring and/or
evaluating physical systems (engineering) and non-physical of drinking water supply. According
to article 64 (3) PP 16/2005, the participation of enterprises in the drinking water supply sector will
be implemented through a tender process. The enterprises may obtain concessions for the
drinking water supply to areas not served by the drinking water companies (PDAMs). Government
Contracting Agency (GCA) or a Cooperation Agreement will set tariffs and requirements for the
enterprises. Furthermore, the government has constituted a development support agency of water
supply system which assist local governments in the drinking water supply system development
through PPP.

Fig. 1. Drinking water supply project and financial risk [2]

As we know, government rely on taxes and funds from the central or local government to
meet the high of investment that required in drinking water supply system [2]. Within private sector
utilities, capital is typically raised from the market, like B to B or a bank loan and invested in a
company’s operation. These investments are treated as costs and include Capital Expenditure
(CAPEX) and Operational Expenditure (OPEX). Operation develops revenue and if the income
exceeds expenditure it is returned back to investors or reinvested into the company. This funding
scheme is shown in Fig. 1. Financing the project through the private sector finds many obstacles
such as regulation, tariff, and so on (Haarmeyer & Mody, 1998). However, with the more of
funding from the private sector can provide great benefits for drinking water supply system to
increase the efficiency of operations and services.
Risk management is one of the most important business requirements in the utility sector [3].
The utilities sector, comprising water, power, and telecommunication, are less predictable projects
which are perceived to be riskier than common business activities [4]. Over the past 25 years, the
drinking water industry has faced increasing consumers and regulatory requirement from
privatization, sector globalization, increased competition among stakeholders and emerging new
technology towards financial self-sufficiency. These amendment creates wide of opportunities
and risks, including [2]:
• Financial Risk. Risks arising from the financial operations and management of drinking water as
business enterprise.
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• Commercial Risk. Drinking water utilities are no longer protected as a public monopoly so
they are no longer insulated from competition.
• Environmental Risk. Equipment failure or human error lead to adverse environmental impacts.
• Public Health Risk. Drinking water utilities hold is to assure the safety of the water provided to
avoid adverse impacts on the public health.
• Reputation Risk. Drinking water utilities can experience harm if water quality characteristics of
importance to consumers are impaired or customer trust is damaged.
• Compliance/Legal Risk. Legislation, regulations, the health and safety of the people living
nearby, set out standards for water quality.
Research Methodologies
This study used Project Risk Management method with Value at Risk (VaR) to calculate the
impact of risk on investment. Project Risk Management has four activities consisting of risk
planning, risk assessment, risk handling and risk monitoring [5]. Classical linear approaches to risk
management have been replaced by iterative frameworks that adopt the management processes of
assess-plan-do-monitor- revise and that aim to engage stakeholders in decision making [2].
In the initial stage of project risk management, identification of risk. The US Presidential
/Congressional Commission on Risk Assessment and Risk Management recognizes for company to
develop a mature capacity in risk management and the central role of stakeholders to the decision
making process. It emphasizes the importance of good problem definition and management
feedback in making decisions within the decision making process. The risks identified are grouped
into 5 typologies, which are financial risk, environmental risk, public health risk, reputation risk
and compliance/legal risk.
The next stage, the qualitative risk analysis aims to assess the risk that have been identified
and then for further analysis to estimate what actions should be if the risks appear [6].
Qualitative risk analysis process by interviews, brainstorming or focus group discussion and
questionnaire for risk experts and the workers engaged in related fields. Tools used in the
qualitative risk analysis are risk register and risk matrix.
Quantitative risk analysis is a form of risk analysis that estimate the effect of risk by
calculating the value of risk into feasibility analysis. The value of the financial risk model measure
the parameters such as Net Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR) and Payback
Period (PP). Furthermore, risk value is calculated by using Value at Risk (VaR) which serves
to measure the maximum loss that may occur with level of confidence. The study was conducted
during 20 years off economic project.
Results and Discussion
In the result and discussion chapter inform parameter of financial project which contains the
length of the project, construction period, price of bulk water, exchange rate, corporate tax,
inflation, interest, etc. Financial feasibility parameters indicate the value of Net Present Value
(NPV), internal rate of Return (IRR) and Payback Period (PP). The project seems to be profitable
in normal condition with positive NPV, which is 8.008.020.000 IDR and calculated IRR 15.65%
is higher than the discount rate of 12.84% and the investment will be returned in 6 years 8 months.
Qualitative risk analysis. There are 20 risks that might occur in drinking water supply system
project in Bekasi Municipal with 5 risks as high risk, 6 risks as medium risk and 8 risks as low risk.
There are 3 priority risks considered as high risks which are the focus of the study, including
fluctuation of exchange rate (ID08), absorption of bulk water (ID10) and electricity price (ID18).
Risk of fluctuations in the IDR exchange rate against the USD. The Impact of all risk will
effect of the investment, both CAPEX and OPEX in drinking water supply system project in
Bekasi Municipal. Investment costs prompt constant prices, with assuming the USD exchange rate
in certain time period. Some investment like goods purchased from foreign markets and depends on
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the condition of USD exchange rate. Furthermore, there is a half of the OPEX can be classified
as variable costs. Companies will receive revenue in Rupiah although to purchase goods and
services in US Dollars. Therefore, companies will get benefit from the revaluation or losses due to
the devaluation of the rupiah against the dollar. If exchange rate is change, the total of investment
needs to be reassessed. So the change of price may affect the value of the cash flows of the project.
Risk of absorption of bulk water. The impact of this risk is directly related to the operational
aspects. Decreasing speed of the bulk water absorption can effect on the drinking water companies
(PDAMs). First, these issue cause financial loss where margins are obtained as a source of revenue
to drinking water supply system project would affect the level of water sales to customers. Second,
reducing volume of water supply effect pressure problem to customers and negatively affect the
level of performance of taps. This risk factor due to water loss (Non-Revenue Water), an
indicator shows how far management taps to control sale of a product through the pipe distribution
system and there is idle capacity untapped thus showing the efficiency of taps for utilize its
installed capacity.
Risk of electricity prices. The use of electric power in drinking water supply system project in
Bekasi Municipal requires large power consumption of 556,190 kWh/year for processing raw
water into clean water and 1,668,571 kWh/year to distribute bulk water to the customer so the
increase in electricity rates (TDL) per kWh will result in increased operating costs. Drinking water
supply project requires very large raw water needed in the production process may result increase
the power consumption. The increase in electricity price for the coming years is still not clear,
then rate change for the financial risk models need to be adjusted. It should be noted that the price
of electricity is a major component in the indexation formula to be mutually agreed.
Quantitative risk analysis. After conducting a qualitative analysis, an analysis of risks to 3 high
risk will be performed to determine the main risk factor on financial models using the Value at
Risk (VaR). There are 3 priority risks considered as high risks which are the focus of the study,
including fluctuation of exchange rate (ID08), absorption of bulk water (ID10) and electricity price
(ID18). Quantitative risk analysis using the calculation of Value at Risk (VaR) then done by
placing multiple regression. Furthermore, drinking water supply system project in Bekasi
Municipal does not have any historical data so using Monte Carlo simulation experiment (1000
times of random numbers). After the calculation done, Monte Carlo simulation is done using
Palisade Decision Tools Suite for Industrial Risk 5.5 software.
Calculation of risk values for the three variables using the sensitivity range. Risk fluctuation of
exchange rate with the range between 8502.00 IDR as the minimum value, 9915.00 IDR as most
likely and 12331.00 IDR as the maximum value. The range of values is obtained from the analysis
of the currency exchange rate for the last 4 years. While the risk absorption of bulk water with the
range between 75 lps as the minimum value, 200 lps as most likely and 450 lps as maximum value.
The range of this value is obtained from the capacity of the Water Treatment Plant (WTP) in
drinking water companies (PDAMs). Last, the risk of increasing the electricity tariff (TDL) with a
range between 0% as the minimum value, 10% as most likely and 15% as the maximum value. The
range of this value is obtained from electricity price during the last 5 years. With assumption
electricity tariff (TDL) is not going down, then the electricity tariff (TDL) in normal conditions be
the minimum value. The value of most likely will be 1.223 IDR and 1.278 IDR as maximum value.
The focus of research produces 21 combinations of risk occurrence. The summary of the calculation
of risk value shown in Table 1.
From the simulation result, the greatest impact occurs when all risks occur simultaneously. In
Fig. 2, from calculation of Value at Risk (VaR), it can be inferred with 95% of confidence level
when all risks occur Net Present Value (NPV) has the smallest - 14.600.000.000,00 IDR, so the
maximum loss 22.608.020.000 IDR. IRR reaches 15.65% and Payback Period (PP) 6.67 years. All
risks bring investors to the worst condition and makes the investment does not feasible.
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Table 1. Summary of loss obtained from each risk towards NPV, IRR and PP

Fig. 2. Results of Monte Carlo simulation on the value of financial key parameter of the project

Risk responses planning alternatives. Risk Response Planning includes specific method and
techniques for dealing with risks and opportunities. Hopki, 2010 have argued that risk response
planning aims to identify who is responsible and estimate resources involved in management of
risk and opportunities. Risk response planning is very important to build in the beginning of the
project. So, the risk that initially have inherent characteristics will change into residual. The
proposed risk response planning as follows:
1. Implementation Public Private Partnership (PPP): PPP shall be implemented in the budget
sharing that private sector can participate in development of infrastructure. Budget sharing is
the share of total expenditure spent for purchasing investment by government and private
parties, so operating cost will be small and the investment cost will cheap.
2. Hedging Instrument: Hedging provide an opportunity for investors to protect their possibility
of loss money by minimize the risk and reduce potential loss when the movement of exchange
rate do not achieve profit for investors.
3. Add capacity Water Treatment Plant (WTP): In terms of performance of drinking water
companies (PDAMs) in the future, investment needs to increase capacity of Water Treatment
Plant (WTP), expand coverage of service, minimize leak of water and assess of water quality.
Conclusion
Drinking water supply system development project in Bekasi Municipal has a high investment
which then resulted in the need of risk-based analysis to reduce of failure in financial aspects of the
project. Risk identification produces 19 kinds of risks that might occur in the water supply project
in Bekasi Municipal with 5 risks as high risk, 6 risks as medium risk, and 8 risk classified as low
risk. There are 3 priority risks which are the focus of the analysis in this study, including the risk of
fluctuations in the IDR exchange rate against the USD, absorption of bulk water and electricity
prices. The simulation is performed by doing 21 combinations of risk occurrence and the greatest
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impact of risk is when the three risk occurred concurrently. With high level of risk on this
investment needs to manage carefully for the purpose of the business. The proposed risk response
planning to reduce the impact of risks are to implementation of Public Private Partnership (PPP),
hedging instrument and add capacity of Water Treatment Plant (WTP).
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Abstract. The utilization of biogas in combustion engines has been proposed as it can reduce
regulated emissions specifically in diesel engines. Moreover, another benefit in using biogas can
improve fuel security and CO 2 emissions. However, the presence of CO 2 and H 2 S in biogas reduces
the calorific value therefore, inhibit the utilization in wider range. In an attempt to increase the
calorific value, an improved circulated water scrubbing method has been proposed to remove the
impurities gases. The use of regenerated water tank in the method has decreased the CO 2 and H 2 S
and at the same time increased methane content. It was noted that there was an increase about 21%
in biogas after purification. The results also showed that the performance of the biogas scrubbing
method even can be better when the operating temperature of the water were reduced. However,
running the unit with continuous water circulation has not significant impact to the biogas quality
improvement compared to those of 5 and 10-minute off water circulations. As biogas flowed
through in water, the water content of purified biogas increased. However, the application of silica
gel after the scrubbing unit for drying process has showed reducing the water content of the purified
biogas significantly. The water content was even lower than that of ambient air.
Introduction
Currently biogas is attaining considerable attention as an alternative fuel. It is based on at least
two main reasons such as a rapidly depleting of the current use of fossil fuels and the abundant
sources of biogas raw material [1]. Biogas as a renewable fuel has a great potential to be used in
many different settings. Biogas is a combustible gas mixture which is produced by an anaerobic
digestion of biomass by bacteria. Despite its simple operation, the anaerobic digestion has been
applied in many application such as in industrial waste water treatment, stabilization of sewage
sludge, landfill management and recycling of biowaste and agricultural wastes [2]. All the
application can considerably reduce airborne emissions when biogas is used as alternative fuel for
automotive. In particular, biogas also could bring substantial reductions in green house gases
particles and nitrogen oxide emissions [3]. In Indonesia, specifically in NTB province, farm-based
manure facilities probably are the most common use of anaerobic digestion technology. In the
province, there are a lot of small scale cattlemen in rural area. This is due to the province has
targeted to be a meat supplier for national consumption. However, the animal waste of this activity
has caused an environmental problem due to there is no an appropriate treatment of the waste. This
also leads to human health problem. Therefore, it is required a serious treatment of the animal
waste, and converting the waste into biogas could be the solution for this problem [4].
Removal of impurities gases in biogas is required when biogas is intended to be used as
alternative fuel. High concentration of CO 2 in biogas leads to poor combustion initiation due to
lower calorific value. Even though H 2 S concentration in biogas relatively low, it needs to be
removed because H 2 S is poisonous when inhaled. Furthermore, H 2 S can react with water to form
sulphuric acid (H 2 SO 4 ) which is highly corrosive [5]. Some other pollutants also appear in biogas in
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small amount such as water vapor, ammonia (NH 3 ) and hydrogen (H 2 ). There is a number of
method that has been used to remove the impurities gases. One of the methods is water scrubbing
[6]. This method is fully physical process where CO 2 and H 2 S in biogas dissolve in water.
However, under this method the acidity of water increase which lead to reduce the effectiveness of
CO 2 and H 2 S adsorption [7]. Another technique like circulating water also has a disadvantage. This
technique requires a large amount of water therefore, it is not feasible to be applied in the area with
lack of water supply.
In order to overcome the above problem, the working fluid has to be recirculated. Under the
regenerative adsorption technique the total amount of water required could be reduced. Similarly,
the pH level of water could be maintained in longer time so that adsorption process of CO 2 and H 2 S
will be more effectively.
Experimental Procedure
Biogas. The raw biogas used in the experiment is from an anaerobic process in a digester located in
the Renewable and New Energy Laboratory, engineering faculty Mataram University. The raw
material for the biogas is from cow dung. The ratio of cow dung and water for biogas production in
digester is 1:1. The produced biogas is then flowed to a receiving-station before directed to biogas
scrubbing unit. Before taking the experimental data of purified biogas, data of raw biogas
components such as CO 2 , H 2 S and CH 4 was taken.
Experimental Variables and Equipment. The experiment was performed by applying some
variations in water temperature and duration of water circulation. The water temperatures applied in
the research were 18oC, 28oC and 38oC and refer to low, ambient and hot temperature respectively.
To minimize the error of working temperature reading, a PID controller (Proportional Integral
Derivative) was used which connected to thermocouples. Furthermore, the scrubbing unit was
insulated to minimize dissipation of heat from the scrubbing unit. The water volume rate was 1
lt/min. This water volume rate was selected mainly based on previous research notify that slower
water volume rate could perform better. The data were taken continuously for 40 minutes long for
each operating condition.
The scrubbing unit consists of 2 columns, absorption and regeneration column. With these
columns the water can be recirculated. In first column or absorption column, the CO 2 and H 2 S are
absorbed by the water molecule. The water then is circulated to second or regeneration column. In
this column there is a small hole to let the absorbed CO 2 and H 2 S in water scrubbing release to
ambient air. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the biogas scrubbing unit.

Fig. 1. Absorption and regeneration unit

The component of biogas was measured using a biogas tester (GEO TECH) which measured
compounds such as CH 4 , CO 2 , O 2 and H 2 S with accuracy level of ± 0.5% vol. The humidity of
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purified biogas was measured using humidity sensor (SHT 11) which has ability to measure
humidity under temperature range from -40 to 123oC. To increase the biogas stream pressure which
goes to scrubbing unit, biogas vacuum pump model BP-01 equipped with double-stage-pump was
used. Biogas volumetric rate was measured accurately using biogas dedicated flow meter which has
ability to measure flow rate until 4 m3/hr.
Results and discussion
The content of CO 2 , H 2 S and CH 4 for both before and after purification under low water
temperatures is depicted in Figure 2. The results show that the content of CO 2 and H 2 S in purified
biogas is reduced. The reduction leads to an increase in CH 4 .
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Fig. 2. The content of CH 4 , CO 2 and H 2 S before and after purification at low water temperature

The water scrubbing is a technique based on the physical effect of gases dissolving in liquids .
The absorption of the gases is fully physical process. At low temperature the molecule of water is
arranged closer compared to that of higher water temperature. The condition facilitates better
solubility of gases into water. Therefore, more CO 2 and H 2 S was absorbed into water molecule at
low water temperature compared to those of medium and high ones (the resuts of the medium and
high water temperatures are not shown for practical purpose) Based on solubility of gases in water,
CO 2 is more soluble in water compared to those of H 2 S and CH 4 in similar temperature [8]. It has
been reported that the solubility of CO 2 reaches until 70.04%, higher than those of 54.36% and
43.2% for H 2 S and CH 4 respectively. Even though the results of the purified biogas by single tubecirculated water scrubbing technique are not showed, the results under the improved circulated
water scrubbing or regenerative absorption obtained better results [9]. When compared to that of
previous method, about 5% improvement was achieved by the current method. In regenerative
absorption, the washing water is regenerated after washing biogas. The main advantage of this
method is that the total amount of water required is much lower compared to previous one which
using single tube. Under single tube circulated water scrubbing, the amount of water required is
very large. Therefore, the method practically is not feasible for the region with lack of water
resources.
Considering the operating condition with different duration of water circulation, better results
of purified biogas was obtained in the operating condition with continue regeneration compared to
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those of 5 and 10 minute-off time regeneration (Figure 3). Under continue regeneration the
absorption of impurities gases into water molecules perform better. The present of small hole in the
second tube or regeneration tube is used to release part of the impurities gases to ambient air.
Therefore, an uninterrupted gas release from water is occurred leading to increase in water
performance to absorb CO 2 and H 2 S. This results in lower saturated scrubbing water.
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Fig. 3. The content of CO 2 before and after purification under different duration of water circulation

One factor that influences the solubility of gases in biogas into water is water pH. The water pH
will decrease when CO 2 and H 2 S dissolve into water. Therefore, the acid level of water will
increase when more CO 2 and H 2 S are absorbed. The pH of the water before purification process is
7.6 and decreased to 6.5 after purification. However, this pH level is higher compared to that of
single tube. One aim to improve the circulated water scrubbing technique is to minimize the
decrease of the pH. With higher pH level the concentration of CH 4 is improved as well.
One disadvantage of using water scrubbing method for biogas purification is an increase in
biogas water content as can be seen in Figure 4 [10]. Biogas produced from digester has higher
humidity compared to that of ambient air. After passing through the scrubbing tube the water
content in biogas even increase reaching nearly 90%. This condition has adverse effect to biogas
combustion behavior when used as a fuel purpose. To gain back the quality of the upgraded biogas,
silica gel was used to absorb the water.
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Fig. 4. The level of humidity of biogas before and after drying process

Summary
The temperature of water and duration of regeneration in the circulated water scrubbing method
for biogas purification has showed to be significant effect in determining the quality of purified
biogas. Lower water temperature has better performance in absorbing impurities gases such as CO 2
and H 2 O in biogas compared to that of higher one.
The application of regeneration tube apart from absorption tube gives advantage to minimize
the reduction of pH of water. Therefore, the absorption process of CO 2 and H 2 S can perform better
leading to higher CH 4 concentration in purified biogas.
The utilization of silica gel has showed to have capability to reduce the water content in biogas.
A significant reduction was achieved as a result of the physical absorption of water into the silica
gel. This confirms that the utilization of silica gel or other absorbents to reduce the water content in
the current biogas purification method is required.
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Abstract. Integration is an essential part in a system of mass transportation. One of the integration
concept is integration in ticketing system. “Pola Transportasi Makro” DKI Jakarta (government
rules) planned there will be more than one operator of mass transport that will operate in Jakarta,
one of them is MRT Jakarta. MRT needs to assess what kind of ticketing system that will
acceptable in public usage due to the high demand from the people and government for the
integrated ticketing system. System Engineering methods, System life cycle development and ISO
15288 will be used as a guideline to develop the ticketing system. Output of this research is a
business scheme of smart card ticketing between MRT Jakarta and local banks in Jakarta. This
research also explained some potential stakeholders, components and sub components that will play
an important role in ticketing system.
Introduction
Jakarta Government through Perda N0.12/2002 and Pergub No.103/2007 designing “Pola
Transportasi Makro” scheme to reduce traffic congestion in Jakarta. The first point of the regulation
is the development of mass transportation that will be the main strategy to reduce the traffic.
MRT Jakarta will be one of the mass transportation operators in Jakarta. MRT Jakarta needs to
assess what kind of ticketing system that will acceptable in public usage due to the high demand
from the people and government for the integrated ticketing system.
System engineering framework and Systems Development Lifecycle (SDLC) methods was
chosen as a guideline in this research. This is because the characteristics of a ticketing system have
similar characteristics of project based on system engineering methods [1], such as system
complexity, long life cycle, and high degree of customization.
The remainder of the paper is structure as follows: section 2 describes the steps in a system
engineering methods, SDLC, ISO 15288 as well with the related work/project using those methods.
Section 3 discussed methodologies that will be used in this research. Section 4 present the
conceptual design of MRT Jakarta ticketing system and section 5 present the result, conclusion and
also future research recommendation.
System Engineering – ISO 15288
System engineering is a multidisciplinary approach that focuses on define customer needs
whereas this requirement will be used as basis for early development of the system while
considering the complete problem: operations, cost & schedule, training & support, and disposal.
System engineering considers both the business and the technical needs of the customers with the
goal of providing a quality product that meet customer needs (INCOSE 2010). System
Development Life Cycle (SDLC) also one of the framework for designing a system. Both of the
methods and frameworks are widely used in development of software computer programming [2,3].
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Table 1. Activity in SDLC phase
Phas
Analysis

Activity Example (ITS New York)
Contractor collect user requirement for the system

Design

Designing the system and make the prototype

Testing
Implementation
Maintenance

Prototype system proposal to the problem owner, is it already suitable or not
Implementation the system
Maintenance in certain period of time

International standard ISO 15288 “System Engineering Life Cycle Process” defined standard
process when we will design a system consider its life-cycle. Standardization is important since
when design a system must be involving different people from different multidisciplinary and
background, therefore there are strongly needs of standard framework that will be effectively and
efficiency the communication process between the parties [4].
Object Management Group language as a tools for designing a system is widely used to help
different parties to communicate [5]. One of the Object Oriented Language is UML. Andersson et
al. [6] described that not every UML diagram must be presented in every phase of SDLC.
Table 2 presents UML diagram usage in SDLC phase.
Table 2. UML diagram usage in SDLC phase
Phase
Activity diagram
Sequence diagram
State machine diagram
Class diagram
Deployment diagram
X = generally used
O = optional

Analysis
X
O

Design

Implementation

Test

X
X
X
X

O
X
X

X
X

Research Methodologies
These research methodologies are structured based on System Life Cycle Development
framework, system engineering methodologies, activities ISO 15288 and usage of UML in system
design.
Activity in each phase of this research and also tools to help deliver the outcomes are presented
in Table 3. This research combined the usage of object-oriented language in designing a ticketing
system.
Table 3. Activity and tools in SDLC phase
Phase
Concept
Analysis

Design

Activities
Design bar chart activities
User Requirement
Concept of Operation
System Specification
Flow passenger simulation in
Station

Tools
Gantt Chart
Use Case Diagram
Sequence Diagram, Class Diagram
Candidate Feasibility Matrix
Arena simulation and sensitivity
analysis

Conceptual Design of MRT Jakarta Ticketing System
Concept. The early stage in designing a system is concept design. The purpose of this stage is to
validate the needs, goal of the system, and design the schedule for the entire phase and activities.
Gantt chart methods are used in this phase. This research tries to combine the usage of activities in
system development life cycle and ISO 15288. Table 4 presents activities, techniques/method and
deliverables for each stage.
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Activities that already presented in Table 4 will be used as a basis to make a Gantt chart. Gantt
chart is very useful to explain the duration for each activities.
Table 4. Activity, techniques and deliverables of MRT Jakarta Conceptual Design

Planning

FASE LIFE
CYCLE

ACTIVITY

TECHNIQUE

DELIVERABLES

Establish Team for the Project

Interview
Document Gathering & Reviews

Established Team

Validate Propose Solution

Brainstorming

Validated Solution

Research
Develop System Schedule

Brainstorming

System Requirement Analysis Schedule

Research

High-level System Development
Schedule

Estimating

Analysis

Business Requirement Analysis

Brainstorming & Storyboarding

Business Requirement

Context Diagram
Use Case Diagram
Object Oriented Logic
Define Process Model

Sequence Diagram

Process Model

Use Case Diagram
Define Logical Data Model

Class Diagram

Logical Data Model

Define Technical Architecture

Interview

Technical Architecture

Document Gathering & Reviews

Role/Authorization Analysis
Define System Standards

Interview & Brainstorming

System Standards

Design

Policy and Standard Reviews
Create Physical Database

Standard Data Definition
Language

Database and System Files

Data Administration Techniques
Prototype System Components
Produce Technical Specifications

Review Presentation/Prototype
Report Development Tools
System Load Analysis

Prototype and Proof Concept Rules
Blueprint of the system

Business Impact Analysis
Potential Problem Analysis

Analysis. The purpose of this stage is to identify business needs and also the system need in order
the system can be used. Discussion with the problem owner (MRT Jakarta) conducted to know the
user requirement, concept of operation, and system specification.
User requirement. User requirement is used to determine actors and process that will be involved
in MRT ticketing system. Use case diagram is used to present the actor and the related process. The
diagram presents that there will be 3 main actors will interact directly to the system, those are
passengers of MRT, MRT Jakarta and as well as third parties that haven’t yet defined in this phase
(could be merchant or bank). The interaction between actors is shown below.
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Fig. 1. Use case diagram
Concept of operation. Outcome of this process is class diagram and sequence diagram. Class
diagram designed to present the object hierarchy in the system while sequence diagram presents the
sequence of the process in the ticketing system. Use case diagram defined 3 actors and 8 process
that involved in MRT Jakarta ticketing system. All of those components detailed into 11 objects and
actors as described below:
1. One way ticket
7. Control and final settlement
2. Subscribe ticket
8. Central data
3. New subscribe ticket
9. MRT Jakarta
4. Ticket vending machine
10. Passengers
5. Fare adjustment
11. Third parties
6. Gate reader
Sequence diagram is used to see how the sequence process in the system and interaction between
object and process. There are 3 types of passengers, new passengers that will buy one way ticket,
new passengers that will buy new subscribe tickets and also regular passengers that already have a
subscribe ticket. The whole transactions are done in ticket vending machine. Once the passengers
has their ticket, they will processed to the gate reader to enter the station platform. There will be
probability of failure in the process of reading the data in ticket. Whenever anyone experiences
these, they can check their tickets in ticket vending machine or when it is experiences when a
passengers will come out of the station, it can be done on the fare adjustment machine.
System specifications. Candidate Feasibility Matrix can see the preferences of the system
specifications that MRT Jakarta will be designed. Candidate feasibility matrix scored based on 4
different feasibility aspects; operational, cultural/political, technical, and legal feasibility. Each
weight of the aspect are determined based on literature study and also discussion with MRT Jakarta.
This research compare 3 ticketing system that already operate, those system are EZ-link Singapore,
SUICA- Japan & Octopus-Hongkong and Common Mobility Card – India. Based on comparation
result, ticketing system in Singapore and Japan have the highest scores. This mean system ticketing
that will be designed preferably similar with the ticketing system in Singapore and Japan.
Design
Business scheme MRT Jakarta ticketing system. Rules from Central Bank of Indonesia (Bank
Indonesia) indicates that MRT can issued their own card. Second point explained whenever MRT
will issued their own electronic money product, it must be interoperable with other electronic
money system. Financial aspect is used to analyze the recommendation regarding the decision to
cooperate with Bank for investment in ticketing system. The calculation consists of 2 scheme, year
2017 where MRT Jakarta are expected to be operate and year 2020 when there is an increasing
demand in MRT passengers due to expand of MRT operation from Bundaran HI – Kampung
Bandan. Time span of this analysis is 5 years.
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Table 6. Investment cost of system ticket
Component
Report, Monitoring & Settlement
Installation
Ticket Vending Machine
Cost

Income

Gate Reader
Fare Adjustment
Core e-ticket
Fee/transaksi

Rp
Rp
$

Currency
25.000.000
2.000.000.000
7.000

$
$
Rp

1.500
670
50.000

Fee Maintenance
Fee Investation

Rp
Rp
Rp

Price (Rupiah)
Units
25.000.000 per year
2.000.000.000 per year
83.230.000 per unit

Rp
Rp
Rp
Rp
Rp
Rp

17.835.000
7.966.300
50.000
33.899.840

per unit
per unit
per unit
per day

136.100.000 per year
2.000.000.000 per year

Calculation showed that cooperation with the Bank is one of the most profitable option at this
time for MRT Jakarta. MRT can save the expenses for issue the card and also get an investment
money for the ticket. In other side, MRT has to pay some fee per transaction to the Bank. However,
it has not really influenced the decision because the number of fees that must be paid is not
exceeding the number of cost that MRT can save (see Table 6).
Passenger flow simulation. This simulation also determines the number of each machine in the
station that give the optimum solution of waiting time and investment cost based on sequence
diagram. The data input for the model consists of passenger distribution per hour, process time,
capacity of the machine. Literature showed that process time in each machine is described in Table
7. Demand projection of passengers is used JMEC (Jakarta Metro Engineering Consultants) reports
in Blok M station in 2017.
Table 7. Data Assumption
Component/Process
Ticket Vending Machine
User
Non User
Time spent in ticket vending machine
Time spent in fare adjustment
Failure to read the ticket
Fail
Success
Time spent in gate reader

Fig. 2. Sensitivity graph - gate in

Percentage

Duration

15%
85%
30 sec
30 sec
5%
95%
3,2 sec

Fig. 3. Sensitivity graph - gate out
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Fig. 2 shows that the more number of TVM provides will impact significantly to reduce the
queue time. On the other hand, the investment price for 1 machine TVM is much more expensive
compare to 1 GR. The optimum combination with the lowest investment as well still in the range
level of acceptance (queue time not more than 3 minutes) is 10 TVM and 10 GR.
Fig. 3 shows the longest queue time occurred in FAM machine. The result of simulation
showed that increasing number of FAM would have significant impact decreasing the waiting time.
By adding 1 unit of FAM, the waiting time will decreased from 13 minutes to 1 minute. The next
combination is by changing the number of TVM units. Second combination (by adding 1 unit FAM
while others still in the same amount) turned out not have a significant impact to reduce waiting
time in TVM. Therefore in the third combination, number of TVM unit is added by 1. The addition
of 1 unit TVM reduces the waiting time in TVM significantly but doesn’t reduce the waiting time in
GR and FAM.
We can conclude from the sensitivity analysis in the flow process passengers get out from the
station variable number of machine and waiting time in each machine is independent. If we want to
reduce waiting time in FAM, adding the FAM unit is the best solution as well on TVM. The
addition unit in TVM will not affect significantly to the waiting time in FAM. The best combination
for number of machine in flow passengers get out from the station is 3 unit of FAM, 6 units of GR
and 7 unit TVM.
Summary
This research discussed the usage of system engineering, system life cycle development
frameworks and ISO 15288 as the basis for the conceptual design ticketing system in MRT Jakarta.
Business scheme for ticketing system MRT Jakarta is partnership with Bank for electronic
money business that can be used as ticket in MRT transportation that can achieve
interoperability between different transportation. Flow passenger simulation at the station comes up
with the optimum solution for number of units’ machine in the station as 10 ticket vending
machine, 10 gate reader and 3 fare adjustment machine. A suggestion for further research is to do a
depth analysis especially in terms of procurement ticketing system. Feasibility studies need to
conduct to analysis the difference case of scenario of partnership between Bank and MRT Jakarta.
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Abstract. Two different designs of wastewater processing equipment for home and small industry
have been made. The equipment are based on Ozone-UVC processes and have been tried to treat
waste water from batik home industry, tofu home industry, and waste water from Bogor AKA
Polytechnic educational laboratory. The experiments showed excellent result. The equipment were
designed in a simple, easy to operate, and low operating cost. As an Advanced Oxidation Proces
that is newly developed, combination of ozone-UVC has proven to have the ability to generate
OH radicals which have high oxidation power that is Electrode Oxidation Potential (EOP) of 2.80
volt, compared with ozone which has EOP by 2.08 volt. The use of UVC light exactly right after
generation system, will increase the production of ozone. The results show a significant increase in
power of ozone oxidation. The smallest equipment only used an ozone generator for household
tools with capacity of 0.45 g/h (gram per hour) and 6 watt UVC lamp, but this equipment is able
to purify waste water of dye in the process of making batik. The second equipment uses double
0,45 g/h ozone generators and 18 watt UVC lamp, and it easily oxidizes organic compound in
wastewater from tofu industry. In this equipment, the air pump is placed in serial connection, but
the ozone generator is in parallel connection.
Introduction

Ozone is a tri-oxygen molecule with the molecular formula O3. Ozone as a molecule that
most people are familiar with hearing about, either because it is missing (in the high atmosphere,
where it absorbs UV radiation) or because it is present (as a toxic component of smog). But
ozone is also very useful in our life.
Ozone as sterilizer material on drinking water treatment processes, has been known since
long time ago. The use of ozone combined with ultraviolet light for sterilization purposes began
in the decade of the 80s. Advanced oxidation processes are used to decrease the value of BOD
(Biochemicals Oxygen Demand) and COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) began to be used in the
decade of the 90s by combining hydrogen peroxide with UVC rays. This process was evolved by
combining hydrogen peroxide with ozone and ozone with UVC rays (λ = 254 nm). Advanced
oxidation processes using hydrogen peroxide to ozone and irradiated with UVCλ > 200 nm, began
to develop in the 1990s [1]. The use of UVC rays on λ < 200 nm emerging around 2010. UVC is
ultraviolet light with λ (wavelength) between 280 to 100 nm [2].
Theoretically, ozone can be generated if the molecules of oxygen gas was shot with a photon
of ultraviolet light at λ = 185 nm. This wavelength is included in the classification of UVC rays,
rays UVG (germicidal), UVV rays (UV Vacuum), and / or light FUV (Far UV). On the other
hand, if a mixture of ozone with water subjected to UV light at 254 nm, then the ozone will react
with water to form • OH radicals which are highly reactive. • OH radical oxidation power of this
(with EOP 2.80 volts) far above the oxidation power of ozone (EOP value of 2.08 volts);
especially when compared to the oxidation power of oxygen gas (EOP value of 1.23 volts). EOP
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value is the value of the measured electrode potential when the oxidation reaction at the electrode
surface [3].
Several Advanced Oxidation Processes are already using a combination of ozone-UVC,
even combined ozone-peroxide-UVC, but only using UVC with λ 254 nm. Existing equipment
that uses ozone-UVC λ 185 nm (as the ozone generator), but not to treat waste, but rather to
clarify and sterilized water. This process forms OH- radicals which are powerful oxidants,
breaking up organic compounds such as nitrites, cyanides, odorous sulphur compounds,
pesticides and even parasites. Any remaining ozone is destroyed, usually eliminating the
requirement for an activated carbon filter [4]. The 254nm UV light also kills pathogens such as
e-coli, salmonella and legionella a s well as to remove organic materials dissolved in deionized
water [5].
Advanced oxidation processes using ozone-UVC, among others, published in the 'Spartan
Environmental Technology News' in 2010. This publication explained that the oxygen gas when
subjected to photon λ UVC at 185nm will turn into ozone. Further more, the ozone in the water, if
subjected to ultraviolet light will turn into hydrogen peroxide, H2O2; hydrogen peroxide will react
with ozone molecules into two hydroxyl radical, • OH. It is the hydroxyl radicals that act with
high efficiency to destroy organic compounds. These reactions increase the oxygen reactivity
significantly, that is from Electrode Oxidation Potential (EOP) value 1.23 Volts to 2.80 Volts [3].
Research equipment to study the Advanced Oxidation Process Ozone-UVC on research in
2013 [6] was severely damaged by the process of oxidation strength. Based on that fact, this
study was preceded by a preliminary experiment to determine the material that is resistant to
ozone-UVC.
Based on the results of this preliminary experiment, there has been made two draff of waste
water treatment that is small, inexpensive, efficient, and easy to operate. Both of these tools apply
Ozone-UVC Advanced Oxidation Processes with direct connections, low pressure and is suitable
for home and small industries.
The experiment. Experiments which were carried out consisting of: 1. preliminary experiment, 2.
Making Small Liquid Waste Processing Equipment Based on Ozone and UVC and 3. Experiments
Use of Equipment.
Preliminary experiment. Preliminary experiments carried out by exposing the seven metals
(iron, aluminum, copper, brass, non-rust steel, chrome steel), and a polymer (Poly Vinyl Chloride,
PVC) Advanced Oxidation Processes to ozone-UVC. Each metal used as a measuring rod-shaped
test piece L: 80 mm and D: 12 mm. On the test object is made to install a threaded bolt 3 mm. Four
test specimens are paired into a buffer made of pertinak (poly ketone), then dipped into a glass
measuring two (2) liters which is filled with water up to the top scale. Measuring cup covered
with a protective cap made of 11 cm diameter PVC pipe that has a lid and ventilation ducts (to air
out); and it must be ensured that no UVC rays can break through. Preparation and observation of
experiments performed using UV glasses. Test object and then exposed to a stream of ozone and
ozone generator UVC 0.45 g/h and UVC lamp 6 Watt, six (6) hours. The weight of the specimen,
before and after exposure was weighed and recorded as the initial weight and final weight. The real
forms of the test objects and how to install can be seen in Fig. 1.

a

b

c

d
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Fig. 1. Installation and sample metal test: (a): installation of the test sample; (b) ozone generator; (c) test
reactor; (d) Lid Protector

Making small liquid waste processing equipment based on ozone and UVC. Equipment made
using ozone generator and UVC lamps are available in the domestic market as a household
appliance. Ozone generator used was taken from the 'ozone sterilizer' which is used as a means of
washing fruits and vegetables with a capacity of 0.45 g/h. UVC lights taken from the completeness
of the sterilizer water for domestic use with power 6 Watt. Reactor container is made using a
material that resists ozone reaction-UVC, the results of preliminary experiments. The schematic of
the First and Second Equipment can be seen in Fig. 2, while the real Equipment can be seen in Fig.
3.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the first equipment and the second equipment
Experiments use of equipment. Equipment that has been created, was tested to treat waste
water from Polytechnic AKA Bogor educational laboratory, waste from tofu industry, and waste
from batik industry. Parameters measured were the electrical conductivity (EC), pH, and the value
of COD. In environmental chemistry, the Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) test is commonly used
to indirectly measure the amount of organic compounds in water. Most applications of COD
determine the amount of organic pollutants found in surface water (e.g. lakes and rivers)
or wastewater, making COD a useful measure of water quality. It is expressed in milligrams per
liter (mg/L) and also referred to as ppm (parts per million), which indicates the mass of oxygen
consumed per liter of solution. However, COD is less specific, since it measures everything that can
be chemically oxidized, rather than just levels of biologically active organic matter [7]. This study
did not measure the value of BOD, since the value of COD already includes all materials to be
decisive BOD value.
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Fig. 3. First experiment equipment (left) and second (right)
First experiment (first equipment). Waste treatment plant is first created using ozone
generators for domestic use with a capacity of 0.45 g/h and UVC lamp for sterilization purposes
household drinking water with 6 Watt of power. Ozone-UVC reactor made of non-rust steel
(Stainless Steel) with L: 60 cm and ID: 7.25 cm. After trying to use this tool, there is quite a lot of
ozone gas come out of the reactor. Residual ozone gas is utilized using additional reactors are made
from materials pralon (L: 50 cm, ID: 8.5 cm) and glass fiber by exposing it to a waste water that has
not been processed by the opposite flow (counter-current). Additional reactors installed directly
above the main reactor.
Second experiment (second equipment). Second waste treatment plant is made using two ozone
generators as in the first experiment, but duplicated. Two serially mounted air pump, while the
two ozone generators are installed in parallel. UVC lamp used is the UVC lamp for sterilization
purposes Refill Water with 18 Watt of power. Ozone-UVC reactor made of non-rust steel (Stainless
Steel) with L: 90 cm and ID: 7.25 cm. Additional reactors are made from materials pralon (L: 60cm
and ID: 11cm) and fiber glass. Drainage of wastewater and air mixes ozone, as well as the flow of
the opposite (counter-current). Additional reactors installed directly above the main reactor..
Results and discussion. Because there is a preliminary experiment and two experiments using the
equipment, the results and discussion is made separately. Results and discussion of each experiment
are combined into a single, followed by a discussion of the results and subsequent experiments.
Preliminary experiment. Preliminary experiments carried out by exposing the seven metals
(iron, aluminum, copper, brass, non-rust steel, chrome steel, ver-nickel, and the polymer (Poly
Vinyl Chloride, PVC) to further oxidation of ozone-UVC.
Introduction of experimental results. Three materials exhibit a relatively good; minimum
during the time trial is not subject to corrosion that can be observed, namely the non-rust steel,
aluminum, PVC and Teflon-coated on the inside. Qualitative observations show: non-rust steel
slightly change in color. The same observation was also observed in the aluminum material which
was being covered by a layer of silvery color. Iron, brass, and copper proved unable to withstand
the corrosive power of ozone-UVC. PVC material that is not coated by teflon, increased violence
and become brittle by UVC rays, but relatively do not react with ozone.
Discussion of preliminary experiment. The positive difference indicates additional weight due to
the formation of oxides on the metal surface. While the negative difference indicates a reduction
in weight due to the presence of soluble metal parts into the bulk solution. Weight gain of more than
0.5 g shows the oxidation reaction that continues into the deeper layers of metal; whereas
weight gain of less than 0.5 g indicates that the oxide layer formed is able to protect the metal in
the inner layer. Weight change in the fourth decimal (the Teflon-coated PVC) is considered as
an error environment. Oxidised Brass and copper are the most powerful because they are not
able to with stand the existing copper metal in the inner lining of Advanced Oxidation Processes.
From preliminary experiments above, subsequent studies conducted following the draft standard as
follows:
• Material main reactor for reaction Ozone UVC, in all studies, continue to use non-rust steel.
• Secondary reactor Material: can be made from non-rust steel, aluminum, and / or PVC.
Experiments of waste processing unit one. Waste treatment unit was using the reactor to-1
ozone-UVC 0.45 g/h - 6 Watt, a length (L) of 60 cm and an inner diameter (OD) of 7.25 cm.
Additional reactor size was L: 50 cm and OD: 8.5 cm. Additional reactor (reactor ozone) is
connected directly above the main reactor (reactor ozone-UVC) using a connection from PVC
which was irradiated 2.5 inches to 3 inches, forming an upright column with a height of 125 cm.
Test material using waste water from batik industry.
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Experiment results/observation of first equipment
1) The COD value of batik industrial waste water treatment is 8,100 mg/L. The colour of
this waste is black. After being diluted 40 times, the colour is still black.
2) In the first 5 minutes, the color of the waste turned into a reddish purple and formed foam.
Foam disappeared in the 10th minute. After the foam disappeared, the color turned into a
bluish green waste.
3) Within 20 minutes, the color of bluish-green liquid waste, turned into green.
4) At the end of the green dye turned into a fine grain and could be separated using a
filter (sediment filter).
Experiment discussion of first equipment
1) The changes of color from black to red purple, then change into green and blue indicate
the existence of red substance that is easily oxidized and the green one that is difficult to
be oxidized. Usually difficult oxidized dye, must be processed by irreducible. Suggestion:
Further research could be directed to the reduction reaction-based processing.
2) Foam which disappeared in a short time indicates the presence of a dye that can not be
easily oxidized. 40-times dilution waste KOK value of (8100: 40 = 202.5) mg / L. KOK
value can be lowered quickly. Although the value of KOK down close to zero, but green dye
remained.
3) This experiment shows that the components of the waste does not necessarily contribute to
the COD value.
4) Capacity reduction was 202.5 mg/L or equal to 405 mg/ 2L; whereas ozone capacity of 0.45
g/h, for 10 minutes, equivalent to 75 mg/10 minutes. These conditions indicate the
existence of additional ozone almost 6x folding. That is, the process of advanced oxidation
ozone-UVC, not only increases the strength of oxidation, but also increases the oxidation
capacity.
5) Conclusion: This condition can only happen if the chain reaction between oxygen
molecules from the new ozone decomposes molecules react with oxygen from the air into
ozone.
6) With up to 40x dilution, still takes about 2 hours to process approximately 3 liters of
waste; means the ability of waste facility was1st to process industrial waste batik only reached
75 mL / hour.
7) Conclusion: Unit-UVC ozone generator with a power of 0.45 g/h-6 Watt has been able to
lower the COD value to a safe level, but are not able to process all of the dye in batik
industry wastewater. At the very least, this tool is suitable as learning material waste treatment.
Experiments waste processing second unit. Waste treatment unit-2 uses two 0.45 g/h ozone
generator and 18 Watt UVC lamp with the physical size L: 65 cm and OD: 2.0 cm. The main
reactor (reactor ozone-UVC) size L: 90 cm and D: 7.25 cm. Additional reactor made of PVC L: 60
cm and OD: 11.0 cm. The second waste treatment unit has a different structure from the first waste
treatment unit on the use of two reactors ozone of 0.45 g/h. This design is intended to facilitate the
replacement of parts, because ozone generator for household can be purchased at several stores
building materials.
Experiment results of second equipment
1) The treated water is wastewater Politechnic AKA Bogor which was taken from the input
receptacle sewage waste treatment unit Applied Laboratory I. Conditions looks somewhat
turbid fluid, the pH below 2, the COD value of 253 mg / L.
2) At the beginning of the treatment, the treated water looks murky increased, but at the 10th
minutes, treated water began to turn into clear.
3) When the water conditions gradually became clear, from the top of the additional reactors
looked out white vapor which was heavier than air. This vapor dissipates about 40 minutes
processing.
4) Impairment relatively sharp COD also occured at the beginning of the process. COD value was
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dropped to 221 mg / L only in a short time; but further COD value does not change
significantly.
Experiment discussion of second equipment
1) The COD value of this laboratory waste water (253 mg / L) is relatively high, due to the
activity of the lectures which were Middle Semester Exam. In everyday experience, in the
highest COD value was only reached 750 mg / L. The main composition of the wastewater
from Polytechnic AKA Bogor educational laboratory is primarily inorganic materials, with
little organic matter.
2) Turbidity that occur early in the process can be caused by changes of anions metal elements
such as chromate, dichromate, aluminate, become hydrated oxides such as Cr2O3. (H2O)
x. Purification process occurs after these oxides hydrates release water and sediment.
3) Suggestion: should be observed and studied the presence of sediment in the bottom
oxide experiment equipment.
4) The white steam coming out of the top of the reactor is expected ammonium chloride or
ammonium chlorate.
5) Suggestion: This white steam needs to be studied further.
6) Usually, if the same two technical tools are combined, the combined capacity reaches only
one tool 1,44x capacity. This condition is not seen in the merger of two 0.45 g/h ozone
generators. In general, a combination of two 0.45 g/h ozone generators, ozone generators can
match 0.9 g/h if two pumps are installed in series and two ozone generators are installed in
parallel.
Summary
Waste processing equipment with 0.45 g/h ozone generator and 6 Watt UVC lamp, can lower
the value of industrial waste COD batik to a safe level and be able to degrade the red dye in the
batik industry waste, but not be able to degrade green dye. At the very least, this tool is
suitable as learning materials to understand the dynamics of wastewater treatment by
advanced oxidation processes ozone-UVC. The capacity of COD reduction of 405 mg / L per
10 minutes; whereas ozone capacity of 0.45 g / h, for 10 minutes, equivalent to 75 mg / 10 min.
This condition can only happen if the chain reaction between oxygen molecules from the new
ozone decomposes and oxygen molecules from the air react to form ozone when subjected to
photon UVC. Waste processing equipment with 0,9 g/h ozone generator and 18 Watt UVC lamp
is only able to reduce some of COD from education laboratory and some of COD from non
preservative tofu, while the preservative tofu waste is still difficult to reduce.
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Abstract. Sustainability has become a relevant issue in many different contexts during the last
decades. E.g., companies like to have a sustainable profit to convince their shareholders to keep or
even to increase their investment. Employees like to have a sustainable employment and respective
income to reduce the risk of financing their daily life. Environmental organizations like to reduce
negative influence of production and consumption activities on the stock of available terrestrial
resources, thus demanding for sustainability in resource usage. And political parties, governments
and/or states like to have a sustainable (infra-) structure to stabilize the societal system and to
maintain their power. Different perspectives and different intentions lead to a large variety of
definitions, interpretations and interactions of what is meant by sustainability. In this paper, we try
to contribute to the analysis of sustainability issues from a production or manufacturing perspective.
We will start with some issues of sustainability in general, proceed with an analysis of main aspects
of sustainability in a business and/or management context and will then focus on production
systems and some of their sustainability related issues.
Sustainability in general
A widely referenced definition for sustainable development is given by the UN (Brundtland
report [1]) as “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It contains within it two
key concepts: the concept of needs and the idea of limitations”. This definition is somewhat like a
reference point since the 1990ies. On one hand, it includes inherently a dynamic systems
perspective. On the other hand and holding for most approaches to define sustainability, “the
common feature of all definitions of sustainability is the preservation of a system or of certain
characteristics of a system, may it be the production capacity of the social system or the lifesustaining ecological system. Something shall be preserved for the benefit of future generations.”
(Klauer [2], translated from German).
Environment

Social

Economic

Sustainable

Fig. 1. Pillars of sustainability
(left: http://www.thwink.org/sustain/glossary/images/ThreePillars_Architectural Simple.png, right:
http://www.sustainableschoolswales.co.uk/supporting_information/sustainability/sustainability.php)

As state-of-the-art, most concepts of sustainability combine three pillars, the ecological one, the
social one and the economical one. As expressed by Figure 1, these three pillars might be
interpreted as equipollent, may they be interrelated or not. In addition, they might be expressed by
different hierarchical relationships between them as well revealing different attitudes of the authors.
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Obviously, these different interpretations of the mutual relationships between the three pillars
already indicate a key issue of sustainability, its inherent goal conflicts. While the pillar figure
points out that all three pillars constitute the fundament of sustainability, it seems to implicitly
repress their interactions and conflicts. The circle diagram, in contrast, implies some balanced
importance of the three pillars. Many other ways of representation illustrate a plurality of
interpretations of sustainability issues, their interaction and their goal conflicts. These goal conflicts
might occur not only between different pillars but also within a single pillar. In practice and in
science, these conflicts are expressed by many discussions or conflicts and make coordination of
sustainability often a very challenging or even unsolvable task. As an example, the Association of
German Engineers (VDI) state in their ethical guidelines for the engineering profession: “In cases
of conflicting values, engineers give priority to the values of humanity over the dynamics of nature,
to issues of human rights over technology implementation and exploitation, to public welfare over
private interests, and to safety and security over functionality and profitability of their technical
solutions. Engineers, however, are careful not to adopt such criteria or indicators in any dogmatic
manner.” (VDI – Fundamentals of Engineering Ethics [3]).
Sustainability and companies
Companies are affected by sustainability issues in many different ways. First, within the
economic pillar, companies usually follow a microeconomic or business perspective in contrast to
the macroeconomic perspective of a whole economy or the frame setting perspective of
parliaments, governments and others. Second, within the economical, the ecological as well as the
social framework the companies are interacting with different environments. The most nearby
environments are those related to business activities, i.e. customers, suppliers, employees, financial
markets. However, other relevant environments include the legal, the political, the technological,
the social, the cultural, the natural environment as well as other components of the economic
environment.
Legal Environment
Technological Environment

Supplier
environments/
markets:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Political Environment

Customer
environments/
markets:

Company

Labour
Equipment
Materials
Pre-Products
Services
Money

• (Physical)
Products
• Services
• Money

Value Creation

Social Environment
Cultural Environment

Economical Environment
Natural (ecological)
Environment

Fig. 2. A company and its environments (see similarly Günther/Tempelmeier: Produktion und Logistik [4])

Third, all these environments and every individual or organization assigned to these
environments themselves have their specific perspectives and attitudes with respect to sustainability
issues. The different environments can be seen from Figure 2. And fourth, all system components
mentioned here, have an individual, a group- and/or organization-specific perspective with respect
to all three pillars of sustainability, including different and often conflicting attitudes and goals.
Among others, and interesting also from an industrial engineering perspective, the educational
background as well as the professional orientation of individuals or groups might result in very
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different approaches to sustainability issues (not only) in companies. E.g., engineers will often have
a different perception of sustainability issues as compared to business people. Sales persons will
look at economical, ecological and/or social aspects in another way than accounting or
manufacturing people. Product development engineers will often have different goals as compared
to process engineers in manufacturing. Often, and well-proven by many day-by-day experiences,
even the structure of communication will be determined by their socialization, resulting in mutual
misunderstandings or even disrespect. Reaching a common perspective and attitude with respect to
sustainability often is a complicate if not unsolvable task under these circumstances.
Here, as a very relevant example in this context, it should be mentioned that business or
management education and subsequent practical implementation, may it be vocational or academic,
globally mostly follows an approach which might be characterized by the following three major
attributes:
1) utility-oriented (whatever is meant by utility),
2) decision-oriented (including the compulsion to finally end up with a decision, even if the
decision problem might be badly structured, data are missing and different objectives are in
conflict with each other), and
3) coordination-oriented (thus bringing different, often conflicting human beings, organizations
or other issues finally to at least synchronized, but not necessarily harmonized activities) (see
e.g. [5]).
As managers and scientists we should have this in mind, both when acting and teaching. And as
teachers we sometimes should tell this also explicitly to our students. We should also mention that
other disciplines and people being socialized in different contexts might have a different access to
decision problems or other interrelationships. The number of examples for misunderstandings and
conflicts are legion, in media, in science as well as in day-by-day individual experience. In
particular, because of the multi-disciplinary approaches and involvements these circumstances are
of paramount importance when dealing with sustainability issues in many situations.
Quite often in practice of market driven economies, for companies the respective conflicts are
‘solved’ by following a strict economical approach which, to a certain extent, claims to include (or
to overrule) aspects of the other pillars of sustainability, i.e. the ecologic and the social one. E.g.
and very coarsely interpreted, it is supposed that the companies’ goal of profit maximization leads
to the optimum allocation of capital in the whole economy, incorporating a dynamic long-term
perspective of aggregate wealth. Thus, the inter-generational point of view of many approaches to
sustainability including their preservation idea for future generations is said to be included in this
consideration of profit maximization. Apparently, this is not the only way of interpreting the
underlying complex relationships and deriving respective perspectives and decisions. Many
discussions, in politics, in business, in practice and in science have addressed these aspects. We will
not discuss this here in more detail.
Sustainability and manufacturing
When dealing with sustainability issues in manufacturing and/or production, different
approaches can be followed.
Here, we will address first some general features of manufacturing and sustainability. As a
point of origin, we mention the definition of sustainable manufacturing given by the U.S.
Department of Commerce [6]: sustainable manufacturing is ‘‘the creation of manufactured products
that use processes that minimize negative environmental impacts, conserve energy and natural
resources, are safe for employees, communities, and consumers and are economically sound.’’ This
definition, obviously addresses all three pillars of sustainability.
Since several decades, the globally accepted view on manufacturing is flow-oriented, i.e. a
process is interpreted as a combination of inputs being transformed within a throughput (process)
and yielding outputs, i.e. input  throughput  output (ITO). The process may be defined on a
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very detailed micro-level (atomistic view) or on every imaginable level of aggregation up to a
whole company or even a whole economy.
A manufacturing process itself is never executed for its own reasons but is triggered from
outside. If a customer has ordered a product which the company is able to deliver and the company
supposes to sell it with profit, the process is output-triggered. If a supplier intends to get rid of a
poisonous material and the company under consideration is able to perform accordingly while
gaining a profit this way, the process is input-triggered. In both cases, there are
1) a trigger for physically executing the process,
2) a capability to perform accordingly, and
3) an incentive or a goal to actually execute the process.
(The examples supposed here are more related to a company’s external relationships with
suppliers and customers. But, of course, an intraorganisational relationship with internal suppliers
and/or customers might be addressed as well in a similar way.)
All three issues might be discussed separately as well as with respect to their interaction and
their dynamics. Apart from the trigger, other inputs and outputs might be required for executing the
process, may they be physical (machinery, material, energy, human resources, …) or not (knowhow, permissions, …). Limitations/constraints have to be regarded and goals have to be defined.
Basically, these are prerequisites for executing a manufacturing activity on the company level.
Different relationships with triggers, different and maybe simultaneously occurring objectives
(time-related, profit-related, quality-related, …) with respective conflicts as well as different
capabilities to execute the process might be relevant in a specific manufacturing setting.
The aspects mentioned so far refer to the economic pillar of sustainability. They must be
coordinated not only within the economic pillar but also with the social and the ecological pillar.
Accordingly, respective conflicts will occur here as well. E.g., if the widely used slogan “the
customer is king (or queen)” is interpreted in this context, it exclusively refers to the trigger of a
process and its economical importance (i.e. often to earn money for the company). If we consider,
from an ecological perspective of sustainability, that a process might consume scarce natural
resources or contributing to the global CO2 problem, the role of the king/queen might become at
least a little bit less important if respective incentives come into the picture. In addition, from a
social perspective of sustainability, if we interpret a company not only as a capital-accumulating
institution but also as an organization giving work, income and self-worth to employees, the role of
the king/queen is put into perspective also in this respect. In particular, a process which might be
entirely output-driven if interpreted by the classical economic perspective (here: customerorientation), e.g. might be simultaneously input-driven if the consequences of executing the process
for resource stock and/or the employee ‘satisfaction’ are taken into account. The classical economic
perspective usually maps only part of these problems.
Furthermore, there are standard principles which are indissoluble part of manufacturing ever
since and which might or should be addressed in the context of sustainability:
Nobody in manufacturing will waste resources by intention. And this was, is and will be true
forever, not only since inventing the expression “lean production”. “Wasting”, by definition,
intrinsically requires one or more goals and respective alternatives for action which could achieve
better values by less waste. So, wasting cannot be seen without goals – and these goals might be
very different from perspective to perspective, from one sustainability pillar to another. As a
consequence, waste of resources can be interpreted completely different in the same situation. E.g.,
a labor union will interpret the waste of human input in a manufacturing process often fairly
different from the interpretation of a company’s management.
In addition and related to the previous consideration, looking for efficiency from a company or
manufacturing perspective, usually intends to design efficient and profitable processes and then
look for business opportunities to replicate these processes as often as possible. This might be best
or optimal from a company’s perspective, but it definitely must not be from a wider perspective.
E.g., efficiently offering truck transport service by a logistics provider will make this provider offer
this service as often as possible. However, it ignores potentially available transport alternatives, e.g.
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ship or air transport. On top of this, a conjectured or real behavior of some industries or companies
which is sometimes called obsoletism is discussed recently: To increase their sales further by
replicating their efficient processes as often as possible, some companies are said to try to reduce
the lifetime of their products below the technically meaningful one. “Optimally” (from a company’s
perspective), these products become defective shortly after the end of the guaranteed warranty
period or after delivering a certain amount of units (e.g. working hours) but more or less long
before they become technically obsolete thus demanding for replacement on the customer’s side –
and increasing the sales of the manufacturer. Printers or TV sets are prominent types of products
often mentioned in this respect. Obviously, this reveals a severe conflict between economic and
ecological aspects of sustainability. (Note: The expression “obsoletism” is also used in other
contexts – and in English it is usually used in a different way. At least in the German language
“Obsoletismus” is used for this phenomenon, although an expression as “built-in premature
uselessness” or something similar would probably be more adequate.)
Another expression widely used in manufacturing and closely related to the sustainability
issues discussed above is “bottleneck”. Bottlenecks appear locally or in a wider sense, they appear
in a short-term perspective as well as on the long run. From a decision point of view, a bottleneck
cannot be interpreted or even does not exist without prior definition and specification of one or
more goals. I.e., a bottleneck is a resource (here in a manufacturing process) which is depleted and
therefore prevents the system to achieve better objective function(s) values. With respect to
sustainability, the intrinsic goal conflicts within and across the different pillars of sustainability are
directly addressed. For different goals (not only) in sustainability, the capability of a system or its
limitations to perform better is determined often by different resources or constraints. And even if
the bottleneck resources are the same for different goals, their degree of scarcity might be different
from goal to goal (which is nothing but the respective interpretation of shadow prices for these
different goals).
More specific elaborations with respect to sustainability aspects in manufacturing can e.g. be
found in the paper by Jayal et al. [7].
Summary
In this presentation, we have addressed several aspects of sustainability, namely in
manufacturing. By far this could not be and was not intended to be comprehensive. We pointed out
that traditional and wide-spread focusing on the economic aspects in sustainable manufacturing,
both in management science and in management practice, only cover part of the relevant aspects of
sustainability. Some respective intrinsic problems of economic approaches have been addressed as
well. Main pillars of widening the sustainability discussion from an industrial management, or more
particular from a manufacturing perspective, on one hand is to broaden the interpretation of the
basic “input – throughput – output” approach to manufacturing by including extended economic
considerations as well as the social pillar and the environmental pillar of sustainability. On the other
hand, those who are participating in the discussions on sustainability usually are shaped by their
educational discipline and/or their professional role. Often, this leads to fairly different ways of
perceiving and evaluating sustainability issues, including different goals and different priorities.
Business people and engineers, by their educational and occupational career, can contribute
positively to analyze the respective questions and to respective decisions and solutions. But they
should be sensitive to different origins of their counterparts and resulting different methodological
and/or content-related accesses and goals of these counterparts.
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Abstract: One of important activity to assure the quality of packaging material is inspection
activity. There is a need to design a comprehensive inspection plan including sampling plan that
consists of determination of sample size, analysis of sampling plan performance in Operating
Characteristic Curve (OCC) and determination of attribute specification. This research takes a
sample in a baby milk company and employs a sample size of MIL-STD 1916 since it uses “zero
accept one reject” concept. The output of this inspection plan needs to be completed by work
measurement, because the inspection activity cannot be separated from inspectors that work in
workplace directly. Work measurement, therefore will calculate the inspector’s standard time and
also the appropriate number of inspector. The inspection plan and the work measurement are
complementary to each other and both need to sequentially done in designing inspection activity.
Introduction
In inspection plan, one important activity is determination of sample size as a guide while the
materials are checked. Inspector will make a decision whether the materials will be accepted,
rejected or accepted with warning notes to supplier. There are two tasks that must be determined by
inspector in acceptance sampling plan: determine sample size and acceptance number [3, 6]. After
determining sample size is to determine of attribute specifications of packaging material. Through
inspection activity, inspector can categorize the materials whether defect or not. Performance of
acceptance sampling will be shown in Operating Characteristic Curve (OCC), which is calculating
producer risk and consumer risk. Whatever the type of acceptance sampling plan method, there are
two risks that always associated, producer risk and consumer risk [1, 2]. It is being considered
because the inspection process depends on availability of inspector and also his/her skill in period
of time. Most research on acceptance sampling method is determination of sample size. Some used
Military Standard 1916, according to Li et al. [7], they used attribute sampling, while the others [8]
have developed the previous research to be investigation of acceptable quality level (AQL) and
Rejection of quality level (RQL).
Aktivitas Inspeksi
Sample Size
Standard Time
Sampling
Plan
Sampling Plan Performance
Analysis

Output Inspection
Plan

Comprehensive
Inspection Plan

Work
Measurement

Number of
Inspector

Attribute
Specification
Plan

Fig. 1. Research conceptual model

This research has taken a sample of a baby milk company with a problem of the increase of
returned products because of packaging defects. The possible solution is improving inspection plan
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of packaging material, since the existing one is not comprehensive enough according to the
development of inspection methods. The existing one also takes a lot of time to be done. Therefore,
the objective of this research is to have a comprehensive inspection plan for packaging material
complemented by work measurement. The discussion has produced a research conceptual model
and it is shown in this following Fig. 1.
The conceptual model shows a comprehensive inspection plan will be completed by work
measurement of the inspector by relating all the most important aspects.
Literature Review
Acceptance sampling is part of statistical quality control, which is method of sampling that
collects randomly from one lot of material, based on the determination of material standard that has
been set before [4]. It is important for industries to make decision whether the supplied materials
have met specification or not. Acceptance sampling involves both producer as supplier and
customer as buyer. There are some procedures of acceptance sampling plan [5], Lots should be
homogeneous; the units in the lot should be produced by the same machines, the same operators,
and from common raw materials, at approximately the same time, because it would make it easier
and more accurate results. Larger lots are preferred over smaller lots; it is usually better to inspect
larger lots than small ones. Unit sample must be taken randomly, so all unit materials have the same
opportunity to be chosen as sample.
There are some ways to classify type of acceptance sampling plan: attribute and variable
sampling. Variable sampling is quality characteristics that are measure on a numerical scale.
Attribute sampling is quality characteristics that are expressed on a “go or no go” basis or classified
as conform and non-conform unit. There are two levels of quality that considered in the design of
acceptance sampling, they are AQL (Acceptable Quality Level) and LTPD (Lot Tolerance Percent
Defective). AQL is maximum percentage of defect units in a lot that desired by producer that can be
categorized as satisfaction of entire acceptance sampling process. LTPD is maximum percentage
that desired by customer for incoming material that customer can tolerate with probability as
minimum as possible.
OC Curve shows probability of acceptance plot with lot fraction defect that explain probability
of incoming lot with value of acceptance or rejection fraction defect. OC Curve usually used to
show four sampling plan parameters, such as producer risk, consumer risk, AQL and LTPD.
Military Standard 1916 is one of acceptance sampling plan technique that consists of three sets of
matched sampling plans. The three sets of matched sampling plans are based on seven specified
verification levels (VL) and five code letters (CL), which are determined by the lot or production
interval size. The purpose of MIL-STD 1916 is helping a company to have effective and efficient
procedure. MIL-STD 1916 has “zero accept one reject” concept as criteria of judgment. The
concept emphasizes on accepted lot is zero defect lot, however if there is one defect found, lot will
be rejected. Instead of other Military Standard, the tables of MIL-STD 1916 are less than the others,
so it makes the sampling plan much simple and user friendly [7].
Work Measurement is an activity to determine average time of an operator who has average
skill and well trained, with normal speed and in the best work environment, when doing works in
normal condition and acceleration. Direct work measurement is measurement that executed at the
place where work is performed directly [9, 10]. Rating Performance and Allowance. It considers the
main factor of work measurement consists of skill, effort, work condition and consistency.
Allowance is a correction factor that must be given to operator, because when operators doing their
job sometimes they are disturbed by undesirable natural activities, so the turnaround time becomes
longer than standard time. Data Adequacy and Uniformity Test Adequacy test is required to make
sure number of collected data has enough objectively. Formula of data adequacy test is:
′

𝑁 =�

𝑘
�𝑁 ∑ 𝑋 2 −(∑ 𝑋)2
𝑠

∑𝑋

�

2

(1)
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where N’ is the required number of observation, k is the confidence level. If confidence level is
99% then k = 3, confidence level is 95% then k = 2, confidence level is 68% then k = 1, s is the
accuracy level, common accuracy level is 5% or10%. N is the conducted number of observation, If
N’ ≤ N, so the data is classified as adequate, If N’ > N the data is classified as not adequate and
required to add number of observation.
Uniformity test is required to make sure all collected data come from the same source system.
Data uniformity test is:
𝐵𝐾𝐴 = 𝑋 + 𝑘𝜎

(2)

𝐵𝐾𝐵 = 𝑋 − 𝑘𝜎

(3)

where BKA is the upper control limit, BKB is the lower control limit, X is the average, 𝜎 is the
deviation standard, K is the confidence level.
Measurement of Standard Time and Number Inspector Formula is [9]:
RF = 1 + Total Rating

(4)

NT = OT + RF

(5)

ST = NT × (1 + Allowance)

(6)

where RF is the Rating Factor, NT is the Normal Time, OT is the Observed Time, ST is the
Standard Time.
Normal Time shows that an operator has good qualification in normal tempo of work [12].Observed
Timeor cycle time is required time to make one product unit in one workstation [10].
No f inspector measurement:
𝑵 = 𝑅 𝑥 ∑ 𝐴𝑇 = 𝑅 𝑥

∑ 𝑆𝑇

(7)

𝐸

where N is the Required number of inspector, R is the Rate (unit/minutes), AT is the Allowed
Standard Time, ST is the Standard Time, E is the Efficiency. Allow Standard Time (AT) shows
maximum allowed standar time to do activity. Efficiency (E), showssystem efficiency by using this
formula:
∑𝑛 𝑆𝑇 𝑖

𝐸 (%) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1

𝑖=1 𝐴𝑇 𝑖

𝑥 100

(8)

Before calculating required number of inspector, we need to determine rate (R). Formula of rate is:

Collecting and Data Processing

𝑅=

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡

(9)

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒

This research uses two kinds of data, such as lot size of every kind of packaging material and
time study of inspection activity. Lot size data is reached by collecting historical data or document
from company as secondary data. Acceptance Sampling Plan by MIL-STD 1916. Determination of
sample size uses table that shows conversion of inteval lot size and verification level of MILSTD 1916 in to sample size.
In attribute sampling plan by using MIL-STD 1916, it has “zero accept one reject” concept as
criteria of judgment. So, the acceptance number for this plan is 0. The OC Curve that supports MILSTD 1916 sampling plan is Type A OC Curve. Every kind of packaging material has different
activities based on process and difficulty level when open the packaging. The sequence of activities
can be shown in flowchart. Each activities will affect how long required time to inspect the
material.
The course of action that must be done to complete work measurement process:
• Collecting data time study of inspection activity (15 times of observation)
• Determination of rating factor and allowance
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•
•
•

Data adequacy and uniformity test
Calculation of standard time
Calculation number of inspector based on standard time and sample size

Results
Result of sample size for every kind of packaging material based on Table 1 Military Standard
1916, shown in this following Table 1.
Table 1 Sample size
Packaging Material

Number of Lot Size

Vertication
Level

Sample Size (n)

Polding Box 200 gr
Polding Box 400 gr
Polding Box 2x900 gr
Can 800 gr
Can 900 gr
Can 400 gr
Scoop
Outer Carton Can
Outer Carton Folding Box
Lid
Bottom End

19200
14400
3000
748
680
1694
45050
1000
600
450
9600

III
III
III
III
III
III
I
II
II
I
I

80
80
64
40
40
64
8
24
20
8
12

This following Table 2 is one example of packaging material that shows calculation of probability
of acceptance and the OCC.
Table 2 Result of probability of acceptance calculation
fraction defect, P

Probability of Acceptance
(pa)

0
0.1
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.1

1
0.610067164
0.370273137
0.223556166
0.134252548
0.080182544
0.047621916
0.028122265
0.0165103
0.00963527
0.005588794

Result of Work Measurement: After elaboration of inspection activity in flowchart, there are
several important parameters that support calculation of standard time and number of inspector.
First of all, this following Table 3 shows rating factor of an operator who observed.
Next, from data adequacy test by using formula above, it shows that the data belongs to Upper
Control Limit (UCL) and Lower Control Limit (LCL). From data uniformity test, it shows that
number of observation (15 observations) is quite enough.
Table 3 Rating factor
Factor

Class

Skill

Score

Excellent

B2

0.08

Effort

Good

C2

0.02

Condition

Average

D

0

Consistency

Excellent

B

0.03

Total

0.13
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Meanwhile, allowance of operator is 15% (source: direct observation).
In order to calculate number of inspector, it is required standard time per pieces of inspection
activity for every kind of packaging material. Beside determination of standard time (ST), there is
Allow Standard Time (AT) that shows how long maximum standard time is allowed in inspection
activity for every piece, and complete with the efficiency. This following table shows Allow
Standard Time is 0.71 min as shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Standard time and allow standard time

Number Inspected Pieces
Total Observed time (min)
Average Observed Time (min)
Rating
Total Normal Time (min)
Number of Observation
Average NT (min)
% Allowence
Standard Time (min)
ST per Pieces (min)

Folding Box

Outer Carton

Can

Lid/Bottom End

Scoop

30
197.72
13.18
1.13
223.4236
15
14.8949
15%
17.12914267
0.570971422

40
167.88
11.19
1.13
189.7044
15
12.64696
15%
14.544004
0.3636001

12
62.48
4.189
1.13
71.0092
15
4.73395667
15%
5.444038667
0.453669889

10
82.25
5.48
1.13
92.9425
15
6.1961667
15%
7.12555917
0.7125592

10
55.03
3.67
1.13
62.1839
15
4.145593333
15%
4.767432333
0.476743233

In this research, rate is determined by average of incoming all kind of packaging materials for
each day. So, the total number of inspected materials every day is detected. Average number of
inspected material every day is about 4867 pieces. So, rate value is
𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠
4867
=
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒 24 𝑥 60 𝑚𝑖𝑛
= 3.38
= 4 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡/𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡

𝑅=

The no of required inspector (N) to inspect six kind of packaging material every day is :
𝑁 = 𝑅 𝑥 ∑ 𝐴𝑀
𝑁 = 4 𝑥 2.13 = 8.52
= 8 𝑜𝑟 9 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠

So, for every shift is required about 2 until 3 inspectors who responsible to inspect all kind of
packaging material.
Discussion
The difference between MIL-STD 1916 and other standards or techniques is “zero accept one
reject” concept as criteria of judgment. It means that lot which has zero defect is accepted lot.
However, if one defect unit found, the lot is rejected. So it makes the sampling plan much simple
and user friendly [7, 8] and most of industries use this standard. In determination of sample size,
there are some parameters that must be specified, they are interval lot size, verification level and
code letter. For the verification level parameter, most of packaging materials are including in minor
characteristic with VL-I until VL-III. Sample size that already used by company for some
packaging materials is not really represent quality of the lot, because value of sample size is way
too small if compare with value of lot size.This condition shows that proposes sample size is better
implemented by company, because it more represent the quality of lot.
Type of OC Curve that supports MIL-STD 1916 concept is Type A OC Curve, because the
shape of Type A OC Curve is not only based on sample size and acceptance number, but also the
finite lot size. Sampling distribution for MIL-STD 1916 is hyper geometric distribution. There is
calculation to get probability of acceptance from each fraction defect. Risks that resulted from
sampling plan, show that taken sample probably not really represent the real lot condition. Risks
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can be seen from the shape of OC Curve. In order to get the value of risks, AQL and LTPD must be
determined first. Producer wants a small value of AQL between 1% until 5%, because producer
needs to keep the risk low. Customer wants value of LTPD is as much as possible, because
customer need to have almost perfect lot condition or there is no defect unit found. Customer wants
value of LTPD is more than 5%. One example from scoop packaging material, based on the OC
Curve shape, if AQL is 1%, so probability of acceptance is 93%. Because Pa = 1- α, so α = 7%. If
LTPD is 10%, so β = 43%, it same with probability of acceptance of 10% fraction defect.
Standard time of every packaging material inspection activity is different to each other,
because work load, number of pieces unit, size, inspection process, difficulty level and attribute
specification that checked by inspector are different to each other. Rating performance and
allowance can produce different standard time too. For number of inspector, it should calculate
based on standard time. From the calculation for this research, company needs 2 until 3 inspector
that responsible in every shift per day, so company needs to add about 1 until 2 inspector per shift
per day in order to help inspection process.
Conclusions and Recommendation
Based on result of this research, a comprehensive inspection plan has been obtained that
complemented by work measurement. Comprehensive inspection plan consist of determination of
sample size, analysis of sampling plan performance in Operating Characteristic Curve (OC Curve),
planning of attribute specification as a guide to what specification must be concerned by inspector
when inspecting packaging materials. For further research, it may focus on variable sampling plan
and convert the inspection plan in to simulation. It also important to add analysis of work design,
such as line balancing calculation, operation process chart (OPC) in order to see the relationship
between inspection activity, inspection plan and work measurement.
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Abstract. Line and work cell balancing is an effectual instrument to develop the throughput of
assembly lines and work cells while reducing manpower requirements and costs. Assembly Line
Balancing is the problem of conveying operations to workstations along an assembly line, in such a
way that the assignment be optimal in some sense. Our system was designed to minimize the
number of workstations, operators and cycle time as well as considering operator performance
rating. The models will be developed from the Elsayed and Lesmana model to minimize the cost of
work stations, cycle cost, labor cost and the cost of idle labor.
Introduction
The manufacturing assembly line balancing was introduced in the early 1900. It was designed
to be an efficient, highly productive way of manufacturing a particular product [1]. An assembly
line is a flow oriented production system where the productive performing the operations, referred
to as stations, are associated in a serial manner. The workpiece visit stations successively as they are
moved along the line usually by some kind of transportation system. Perfect balance of the line
means to unite the element of work to be done in such a manner that at each station the sum of the
elemental times just equals the cycle time [2].
An assembly line consists of (work) stations k = 1,...,m usually arranged along a conveyor
belt or a similar mechanical material handling equipment. The workpieces (jobs) are
consecutively launched down the line and are moved from station to station. At each station,
certain operations are repeatedly performed regarding the cycle time (maximum or average
time available for each work cycle).
The cycle time of an assembly line is predetermined by a desired production rate. Such the
production rate is set so that the desired amount of end product within a certain time period. In order
for an assembly line to maintain a certain production rate, the sum of processing time at each
workstation must not exceed the workstation cycle time. If the sum of the processing time within a
workstation is less than the cycle time, the idle time is said to be present at that workstation [3].
Many methods have been already examined by researchers, both optimization and heuristics.
Branch and bound algorithm for simple assembly line balancing problems has been applied [4],
applications of simulated annealing has been implemented in mixed model assembly line balancing
[5]. None of them applied trade off between cost of worstation and cost of cycle time considering
operator performance.
Optimization assembly line balancing model developed by Elsayed and Boucher aims to
minimize the cost of procurement of work stations and the costs associated with the cycle time but
does not consider the performance of the operator on each element of work, though the performance
the operator is crucial. Optimization model developed by Lesmana and Hartono [6] consider the
performance of the operator on each element of work but does not consider the cost of workstation
cycle time and cost. This research will accomodate the lackness of each model, we will develop a
model for line balancing to minimize the cost of work stations, cycle time cost, operator cost and the
cost of idle operators.
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Model Development
Developing an optimization model to minimize the amount of work stations and the number of
operators so that all costs associated with the number of work stations and the number of operators
to a minimum. Previous research (Elsayed and Boucher 1994) have developed a model of assembly
line balancing by minimizing the number of stations taking into account the cost of workstation
cycle time and cost. Lesmana and Hartono (2003) also developed a model of assembly line
balancing by considering the performance of the operator on each element of work. Our model will
minimize the number of workstations, cycle time cost as well as operator cost and cost of idle
operators.
S
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Objective function (1): minimize total cost of work stations, the total cost of the cycle time, the
total cost of the operator including of idle operators. Workstations costs are the costs associated
with necessary resources in addition to the work station operator, for example, costs associated with
maintenance, depreciation of machinery. Cycle Cost is costs associated with production speed. The
total cost of operator associated with the allocation of operators at the work station. This cost is
calculated by multiplying the salary of a regular operator with a number of operators at the work
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station and the actual cycle time. The total cost of idle operators are treated as a lost opportunity.
This cost is calculated by multiplying the salary of a regular operator with a total time of idle
operators all work stations divided by the actual cycle time. Constrain (2) forces each task to be
assigned to workstation (3) calculate the total operating time of each work station based on elements
of work and operators who are allocated. Constrain (4) ensure that the total time spent on each work
element in the work stations do not exceed the cycle time. Constrain (5) ensure precedence
constrain are satisfied. Constrain (6) provides for the minimization of the number of workstation
Constrain (7) ensure that each work station operated by one operator only. Constrain (8) ensure that
an operator can only handle a maximum of one work station. Constrain (9) zero – one variable that
equals 1 if task i is assigned to station s and equals zero otherwise, zero – one variable that equals 1
if operator k is assigned to station s and equals zero otherwise, zero – one variable that equals 1 if
station j is assigned and equals zero otherwise.
Numerical Example
There are 9 task. The maximum number of workstation is set to 5 due to layout constrain. The
cost of workstation ( f s ) => f1 = f 2 = f 3 = 15, f 4 = f 5 =20, The cost of cycle time (c)= 3
6

3

4

10

1

6

1

8
7

4

6

7

4

5

5

9

5

2

Fig. 1. Precedence diagram for numerical example

Table 1. Task time and presedence requirement
Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Task
time
(menit)
4
5
6
7
5
10
6
1
4

Direct Predecessor

Ei

Li

Assigment of Zero-One
Variables

1
1
2
3, 4, 5
5, 6
7
7

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5

X11, X12, X13, X14
X21, X22, X23, X24
X31, X32, X33, X34
X41, X42, X43, X44
X51, X52, X53, X54
X62, X63, X64
X72, X73, X74, X75
X82, X83, X84, X85
X92, X93, X94, X95

Production Rate: 80 unit / week (0.033 unit/minutes),

cycle time = 0.96 / 0.033 unit / minutes = 29.1 minutes
Reguler salary ( Fr ) = Rp 600.000 / month
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= Rp 150.000 / week
= Rp 62.5 / minutes
Cost Of the workstation ( f s ) = Rp 125.000 / station
Price of the product = Rp 2.500.000 / unit
Profit =20 % Price of the product = Rp 500.000 / unit
Cycle time cost(c)
= Production rate * Profit
= 0.033 unit/ minutes * Rp 500.000 / unit
= Rp 16.500 / minutes
Table 2. Perfomance rating operator for each task
Operator
1
2
3
4
5

Performance rating operator for each task (%)
2
3
4
5
6
7
113
117
115
116
118
115
119
119
119
112
118
111
110
119
120
120
114
113
116
120
111
115
120
110
117
117
111
111
120
115

1
115
117
113
114
111

Actual time is obtained by =

8
117
120
114
110
113

9
112
118
115
111
120

Wi
Cki

where:
Wi = standart time for task i
Cki = performance rating operator at each task

Table 3. Result of the Model
Cost Of the Workstation
(Rp/stasiun)
125000

Cycle
Cost
(Rp /
menit)
16500

Reguler
Cost
(Rp
/menit)
62.5

Number Of
Workstation

Cycle
Time
(menit)

2

22.26

Operator
Idle
Time
(menit )
3.13

Total
Cost
(Rp)
620081.3

Due to the number of workstation output were two station, work elements assigned to
workstation 1 were number 1,2,3 and 4 and work elements assigned to workstation 2 were number
5,6,7,8 and 9.
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Computational Experiment and Analysis
Cost Of the
Workstation
(Rp /
stasiun)
10000
60000
80000
100000
125000
126000
140000
150000
125000
125000
125000
125000
125000
125000
125000
125000
125000
125000
125000
125000

Cycle
Cost (Rp
/menit)
25000
25000
25000
25000
25000
25000
25000
25000
16500
22000
24000
25000
30000
35000
50000
60000
25000
25000
25000
25000

Reguler
Cost
(Rp /
menit)
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5

Performance
Rating

Number Of
Workstation

Cycle
Time
(menit)

Operator
Idle Time
(menit)

Total
Cost(Rp)

110-120
110-120
110-120
110-120
110-120
110-120
110-120
110-120
110-120
110-120
110-120
110-120
110-120
110-120
110-120
110-120
80-90
90-100
100-110
110-120

5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
4
4
4
3

9.43
9.43
12.08
12.08
16.99
16.99
22.26
22.26
22.26
22.26
16.99
16.99
12.08
12.08
9.43
9.43
16.57
14.74
13.27
16.99

5.37
5.37
6.07
6.07
9.28
9.28
3.13
3.13
3.13
3.13
9.28
9.28
6.07
6.07
5.37
5.37
8.33
7.225
7.22
9.28

288732.5
538732.5
625051.4
705051.4
802970
805970
839291.3
859291.3
620081.3
742511.3
785980
802970
865451.4
925851.4
1099482
1193782
918424
872216
835102
802970

Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis conducted to determine how sensitive a model that has been developed to
the total cost. It is concluded that cost of workstation increase linearly with total cost because the
cost of a workstation is as a part of the total cost. Cycle cost has the same impact. The increasing of
performance rating operators gives significant decreasing of total cost. It is because as the
increasing the productivity of the operators gives positive improvement of work processing time.
This resulted in a lower total cost. It is also examined that the greater the cost of workstation the less
the amount of workstation because the trade off function of cycle time. In contrary, the increasing of
cycle cost will reduce the number of workstations. This is demonstrate that the model works well.
Summary
A new development model for line balancing by considering the performance rating of operator
as well as to minimize cycle time cost and cost of workstations to minimize the total cost has been
proposed in this paper. The result of a new model development had been verified as follows:
1. Every work elements will assign at only workstation at time.
2. Presedence constrain restriction was filled.
3. Cycle time was filled.
The result shown that all constraint had fullfilled to minimize total cost. Therefore, the model could
work well.
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Nomenclature
i,j
: Task Index
s
: Workstation Index
k
: Operator Index
f s : Cost of Workstation (Rp).
X s : Workstation (s), s = 1…S.
c
: Cycle Cost (Rp / minutes ).
C
: Cycle Time
Fr : Regular Operator Salary (Rp / minutes)
N
: task
Wi : Standard time task i
Cki : Performance rating operator k for handling task i
X is : zero – one variable that equals 1 if task i is assigned to station s and equals zero otherwise.
Xj : zero – one variable that equals 1 if station j is assigned and equals zero otherwise.
Ws : subset of all tasks that could be assigned to station j by virtue of task precedence
constraints
Ei : Earliest workstation that task i can be assigned to, given precedence requirement
: Latest workstation that task i can be assigned to, given precedence requirement
Li
Yks : zero – one variable that equals 1 if operator k is assigned to station s and equals zero
otherwise.
: task time in workstation s
Ts
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Abstract. The failure of PMK/05/2013 in evaluating service quality causes hospitals to create
assessment. The assessment used to see the gap between perception and expectation and also
dimensions. A research by distributing 135 questionnaires to Bukittinggi Stroke Hospital in
Inpatient room level I, II, III and in Outpatient of neuro clinic and internal medicine clinic was
carried out. Servqual and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) were applied for seeing the
influence among the dimensions and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) for deciding the
improvement priorities. The research shows that the gap between perception and expectation are 0,701 in Inpatient and -0,638 in Outpatient which means the service hasn‘t fullfilled the customers’
desire. The dimension of assurance toward patients’ desire is 4,283 and the dimension of emphaty
toward patient desire is 3,518. So, from SEM dimensions, it is identified that the most influential
dimensions are empathy and assurance toward patients’ desire. These caused hospitals must develop
their staff skill, hospitality, and politeness. The credibility of patients, understandable information,
and easy communication access are also needed to be upgraded.
Introduction
Hospitals must equip their health service with high technology, specialist doctors and health
staff because of the role in the society and the effect of globalization. [1], [16]. Sevice quality is the
key of customers’ expectation which is prioritized to patients and patients‘family in any aspects.
Bukittinggi National Stroke Hospital, which provides outpatient and inpatient services has served
patients of stroke, nerve desease, and patients of eye, tooth, pediactrics, and internal medicine
problems. From six polyclinics there, the highest numbers of patient are 11.312 in internist
polyclinic and 13.312 in neurology polyclinic which directly became the research subjects. In this
hospital, BOR (Bed Occupancy Rate) is used to know the number of inpatient visitors and impatient
service class I, II, and III were chosen in this research. The hospital head, Ns, Lidia S.kep, said that
the guidance of hospital service quality is PMK 05/2013 which consists of finance and service
indicators BOR, Emnergency Respont Time, Operation Post Death, and others. Therefore, PMK
05/2013 cannot be the indicator for improving hospital service quality. From pre -survey of Service
Quality indicator, there are 60% respondents not agree with the statements and there is still less
hospital service. For identifying the current service condition, reaching patients’ satisfaction and
motivating patients to get hospital service periodically, a research on service quality assessments in
Bukittinggi National Stroke Hospital was carried out. Furthermore, this research can show
dimension that most influence the CRM and can give recommendation for the hospital in improving
service quality.
Review of Related Literature
Methodology of customers’ satisfaction measurement. Customers’ satisfaction and measurement
issues have important roles in providing and maintaining a competitive advantage [2]. Kotler
mentions 4 methods for measuring customers‘satisfaction [7], they are as followed; (1) Complaint
and Suggestion System (2) Ghost Shopping (3) Lost Customer Analysis (4) Complaint and
Suggestion System.
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Servqual methodology. Servqual Method is comparison of perceived service and expected
service.Methodology used in marketing research is Service Quality model by Parasuraman [10, 17].
He classifies 5 characteristics that consumers used in evaluating service quality. They are tangibles,
reliability, responsiveness, assurance, emphaty. These characteristics become the variables for
service quality in research. Serqual score for every statement by every customer is counted by
reducing perception with expectation.
Customer Relationship Management (CRM). According to Pyne and Frow [11], CRM is creating
a higher value for the consumers by implementing business process which is oriented to consumers
and a good relationship. While other definition says that CRM is a business strategy to improves
transaction volume with a purpose to increase profit, income, and customer‘s expectation [14].
CRM usually is related to the improvement of customers’ satisfaction which in a long term will
increase customers‘loyalty. There are five dimensions of customers’ CRM such as strategy,
segmentation, technology, process, and organization [3]. Dimensions of CRM management to be
more specific are classified as relation level, customers satisfaction and loyalty [18].
Structural Equation Modelling (SEM). SEM is a multivariate statistic which combines factors
analysis and correlation regression analysis. The purpose is to test the relation between the indicator
and its construction, and the relation among the constructions themselves on a model. Data analysis
technic is done to all related variables in the research. The model in this research was analyzed by
using Partial Least Square (PLS) software which the basis is the analysis of SEM by using variant
approach [8].
Research Methodology
Research methodology is a frame work that describes the working steps and problem solving
systematically.
1. Pre Survey
Presurvey is carried out by doing observation, interview and distributing first questionnaire to
Bukittinggi National Stroke Hospital. This is done in order to get general picture of the hospital, to
identify the problems, and to get all information that are needed in the research. Then, the
questionnaire which is designed based on the result of previous researches is organized. Servqual
dimension refers to the research of Ismelinda [5], Reni [15], and Rahmadani [13], while CRM refers
to Hendrik research [4], and Putri [12]. Futhermore, items for questionnaire of every indicator are
gotten. Validating the questionnaire by using expert validation is done in order to know the
indicator of designing questionnaire based on the condition of the hospital and also for checking the
statements in the questionnaire wheather they are understandable or not. Validation was applied to
three managers of Bukittinggi National Stroke Hospital. They validated the first questionnaire since
it match with their job, which is maintaining and improving the hospital service quality.
In this research, method of SEM was used. There are several guidances for the size of SEM
sample [6]. One of the quidances is that the amount of sample is equal to 5 until 10 times the
amount of manifest indicator of the all latent variables. This research had 27 indicators, so the
sample 5x27 or 135 samples were needed. The sampling taken was Proportional Random Sampling
and the samples were taken in proportion by taking the subject in every strata. There were 135
samples for SEM. Respondent public data was found in questionnaire part I which consists of data
about sex, age, education background, occupation, and monthly income. Questionnaire distribution
in inpatient instalation was given to patients in class I, II, and III. The total of patients was 69
respondents. The questionnaire distribution in outpatient instalation was given to neuro polyclinic
and internal medicine polyclinic with 66 respondents.
2. Data Analysis
The steps for data analysis are first is analyzing data of questionnaire, second is scoring the
level of quality service and the last is implementing SEM. The Steps for implementing SEM by
using Smart PLS software are as followed: (1) Conducting research hypothesis; A hypothesis is a
logically conjectured relationship between two or more variables expressed in a form of a testable
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statement [13]; (2) Determining latent variable and manifest variable for the servqual dimension
shown in Table 1 and for CRM dimension in Table 2; (3) Creating lane diagram model for knowing
the influential of servqual variable toward CRM variable; (4) Instrument testing; validity can be
tested through Convergent Validity score, Discriminant Validity and AVE score. Meanwhile
reliability model can be seen through Composite Reliability and Cronbachs Alpha score; and (5)
Structural Model Testing where the results can be seen based on Path Coefficients score.
Table 1 Latent variable and manifest variable for servqual
Variable
Manifest
Manifest Variable
Code
The parking lot that is wide and safe
M1
The recovery room for inpatient and checkup room for outpatient that is
M2
Tangible
comfortable and clean
The medical tools that are clean
M3
The treatment tools are clean
M4
The hospital officer are clean and neat
M5
The procedure inpatient and outpatient are easy and not complicated
M6
Reliability
The doctors and nurses came on time and on schedule
M7
Inspection was conducted in accordance with a specific schedule
M8
The hospital officer have a quick respond on patients complain and desire
M9
Responsiveness Medical checkup, treatment and medications for patient is quick and
M10
precise
The hospital officer will give direct help for patient needed
M11
The hospital officer have skill in using the medical tools
M12
The hospital officer have skill in using the treatment tools
M13
The doctors have nice, polite attitude to the patient
M14
Assurance
The nurses have nice, polite attitude to the patient
M15
Patients trust the doctors ability in diagnose a disease
M16
Patients trust the nurses ability in overcome the patients complaints
M17
Result of the check-up is given clear by the doctor to the patient
M18
Emphaty
It’s easy to contact the hospital officer in hospital area
M19
Information that is given by the hospital officer is clear and understandable
M20
Latent
Variable

Table 2. Latent variabel dan variabel manifest for CRM
Latent
Variable
Level of
Relation
Customer
Satisfaction

Loyality

Manifest Variable
Box advice is available to serve patients complaints and advice.
Transportation to reach the hospital were easily obtained
Supporting facilities according to needs of patients (example toilet, waiting
room)
Patients feels comfortable during the hospital officer do the check-up
The hospital cost is reasonable and appropriate
Will recommended the hospital to others
Will use the hospital services continuously in long term

Variable
Manifest
Code
M21
M22
M23
M24
M25
M26
M27

Result and Discussion
Questionnaire data analysis. Questionnaire validity testing used SPSS software version 17.
Validity testing was done toward 60 first respondents at inpatient’ installation and 40 first
respondents at outpatient’ installation. Beside that, validity testing was carried out toward
perception questionnaire and expectation questionnaire.The r table for data n =60 and 5% standard of
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error is 0,254%, while, the r table for data n=40 and 5% standard of error is 0,312. Based on the
validity test, the data gotten from perception’s and expectation’s questionnaires is valid since all the
data is above 0,254 for inpatient installation and above 0,312 for outpatient installation.
Questionnaire reliability testing used SPSS software version 17 with n=60 for inpatient installation,
n=40 outpatient installation. The question will be reliable if the conbrach’s alpha score is not above
0, 60. Based on the the realibility test, the perception’s and expectation’s questionnaire inpatient and
outpatient installation is reliable since the conbrach’s alpha is above 0, 60.
Scoring the level of Quality Service. The pupose of measuring the service quality is to know the
customers’ satisfaction comparing their expectation and the gotten service. This measuring was
carried out by assessing the gap score between perception and expectation for each question. The
steps for assessing were as followed: (1) Assessing the average of patients’ perception for each
question, (2) Assessing the average of patients’expectation for each question. (3). Assesing the gap
score for each question. The gap average between the perception and expectation for inpatient and
outpatient is shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Gap Average between Perception and Expectation AVE, Composite Reliability and
Cronbachs Alpha Score
Dimension
Assurance
Empathy
Patient
Satisfaction
Loyality
Reliability
Responsive
Tangible
Level of Relation

Gap Average
Inpatient
Outpatient
-0.66
-0.51
-0.64
-0.80
-0.83
-0.77
-0.74
-0.77
-0.60
-0.60

-0.71
-0.54
-0.58
-0.57
-0.71
-0.68

0.591
0.781

Composite
Reliabillity
0.908
0.876

Cronbachs
Alpha
0.881
0.718

0.716

0.883

0.802

0.795
0.693
0.795
0.573
0.769

0.885
0.871
0.921
0.867
0.869

0.742
0.779
0.872
0.806
0.702

AVE

Implementing Structural Equation Modelling (SEM). Steps for implementing SEM by using
Smart PLS software are as followed:
1. Instrument Testing
The results of the testing instruments are as followed: (a). Convergent validity could be seen
from the outer loading score that was the output of the PLS software. The indicator is good if the
correlation is above 0, 50. Based on outer loading score for research model, it is known that all
coefisien scores for each question is > 0, 50 and it can be concluded that all indicator is valid and
significant. So, the next step can be continued. (b). Discriminant validity could be seen from cross
loading score which was the output of the software. Cross loading score is good when matrix
manifest variable with latent variable and got the highest score. For example, when M1 is manifest
variable from Tangible, so the score of cross loading M1 in Tangible colom must be higher than the
score of cross loading in the the next colom. This shows that latent variable predicts the indicator or
manifest variable on their dimension is better than indicator or manifest variable on other
dimensiom. (c) AVE (Average Varinace Extracted) score could be seen from the output of PLS
software.Model is good when the AVE score is above 0, 50. AVE score can be seen in Table 3.
From the estimation of PLS software, it is identified that all variable has AVE>0, 50 and it can be
said that the model is good. (d) Testing reliability based on two aspects, they were composite
reliability and cronbachs alpha. The score for each of the research model can be seen in Table 3.
Indicator is said reliable if the score of composite reliability and cronbach alpha is above 0, 70.
From the output of PLS software, it is known that all indicator has good reliability score. After
instrument testing, the relation among the variables can be tested like in the Figure 1.
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0,644

0,862

0,867

M5

M4

M3

M2

M1

0,784

0,584

0,000

M6

Tangible

0,271

Level of Relation

0,811

M21
0,904

0,863

M7

-0,053

0,000

0,402
0,849

0,823

M22

Relliability
M8

0,189
0,057
0,101
0,123

M9

0,318

0,896
0,885

M10

-0,112

0,000

0,005
0,132

0,894

Customer
Satisfaction
0,622

Responsiveness

M23
0,845
0,856

M24

0,837

M11
0,309
0,147

M25

M19
0,882
0,000
0,393
0,135

0,884
M20

Loyality

M26
0,884

Emphaty
0,264

0,900
Assurance

0,209

M27

0,000

0,588

M12

M13

0,750

M14

0,798

0,827

M15

0,877

0,802

M16

0,697

M17

M18

Fig. 1. Final model

2. Measuring the relation level between servqual dimension and CRM dimension
Relation level between servqual dimension and CRM dimension can be seen by doing structural
testing. Structural testing can show the relation and the influence of every variable based on
research hypothesis. This result was gotten from Path Coefficients score. Result of structural testing
could be seen by looking at the score of original sample (O). Negative score (-) means negative
relation and positive score (+) means positive relation. A variable is said having an effect on other
variable when the T-Statistic score > 1, 96. When T-Statistic score <1, 96, it can be said that the
variables does not affect other variables. From the result of structural testing toward research model,
assurance and empathy influenced patients’ satisfaction.
Testing result of research hyphothesis. From data analysis by using PLS, the researcher can score
the statistical significance of research model by testing the hypothesis in every relation of lane.
Conclusion
From the research that has been done, it can be summarized that: (1) The average gap between
patients’ perception and expectation toward hospital’s service in inpatient room is -0,701 and the
gap in outpatient room is -0,638. It means that hospital’s services do not fulfill patients’ expectation
since the gap score is negative; (2) Servqual Dimension which gives big influence toward CRM
dimension is assurance dimension toward patients’ satisfaction which has T-statistic >1, 96 or score
4,283 and emphaty dimension toward patients’ satisfaction which has T-statistic 3,518. From there,
it can be seen that assurance dimension and emphaty dimension influence the satisfaction; (3)
Recommendations for service quality improvement in Bukittinggi National Stroke Hospital are: (a)
Increasing Assurance Dimension by sharpening the skills of tools users, increasing hospitality and
politeness of hospital staff, increasing patients’ trust toward hospital staff and the checkup result;
(b) Increasing Emphaty Dimension by giving clear and understandable information to the patients,
creating access for the patients to contact the hospital staff easily and smoothly.
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Abstract. Status of recycled plastic quality compared to its virgin material quality helps producers
to ensure the level of their manufacturing capability. A set of material testing result table
accompanied with radar chart of its ratios proposed as a tool in representing capability indicator of a
recycled plastic producer. An easy identification of lower and lowest capability and also better
capability in certain material characteristics help producers to make a fast evaluation and further
decision related to their capability improvement and its proper actions in their product quality
improvement.
Introduction
According to Barry et al. [1] plastics can be classified into thermoset and thermoplastic.
Because of huge difficulties in recycling of thermoset, this research focused on one derivate of
thermoplastic. Previous research on plastic recycling performance more focused on elimination of
waste quantity and its negative impact to environmental quality as stated by Andrady [2]; Dijkgraaf
&Vollebergh [3]; Grosse [4]; Gunter and Kaulich [5]; Manrich and Santos [6]; Kaufman &
Themelis [7]; Simmons, Kaufman and Themelis [8]. Recycling performance was also assessed in
different perspective, financial benefits, like another business activities as mentioned by Cokins [9];
Vadgama [10]; Gomes, Yasin and Lisboa [11]; and Gomes, Yasin and Lisboa [12]. Other
researchers combined those two perspectives of assessment, known as eco-efficiency like Ehrenfeld
[13]; The European Commission [14]; Huisman and Stevels [15]; Lal [16]; Ouattara et al. [17]; and
Prasad et al. [18]. Manufacturing capability to produce recycled material based on characteristics of
virgin material become a strategic issue, so with a higher quality of product will strengthen
financial and economic feasibility of recycling business. With better producer’s capability, more
recycled plastic waste in better quality of product will be produced to increase financial and
economic benefits as well as reduce more virgin material consumption in plastic goods industry.
Objectives. Objectives of this research are:
(1) Present indicators and indexes that describe capability of a recycled plastic producers, and
(2) Capability improvement direction based on capability indicators and indexes.
Limitation of the research. Because of many different types of polymer, only virgin pellet of
inflated poly propylene film and its recycled pellet were tested. Material characteristics of plastic
include mechanical, thermal, electrical, weather-related properties and optical properties and
another characteristic according to Shah [19]. Twelve mechanical, thermal and optical properties
relevant to critical specification to a five-kilogram-content plastic bag tested according to ASTM
standards. Tested recycled plastic pellets were produced from post-consumer plastic packaging
only, without any additive during its production process by a mechanical recycling method.
Original contributions. While a research of recycling indicator in four countries in East Asia more
focused in quantity of collecting and recycling of plastic waste [20] and another research in Europe
focused in recycling benefits [21], this research focused in recycled product quality. Testing result
of a recycled plastic with better tensile strength to its virgin plastic used as strategic information in
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promoting investment in plastic recycling industry in England [22]. Further research [23] evaluated
recycled plastic product through qualitative perceptions by experts, which only described its overall
quality of end products. These findings were not enough to represent comprehensive measure of a
recycled plastic producer’s capability. Furthermore this research proposed a new indicator of
producer’s capability with more comprehensive and worthy information. The capability indicator
presented in a map accompanied with a table of capability figures in producing recycled plastic
pellet. An easier and faster way to interpret of that information will helps producer in improving
recycled plastic quality through production processes scheme and setting [24] as well as use of
mixture as additive [25]. Comparison between recycled plastic quality and its virgin plastic quality
as a ratio proposed as a fundamental concept in evaluating producer’s capability in this research.
And then, mapping of these ratios on a radar chart helps to evaluate the quality and capability status
in easier and faster way.
Methodology
Measuring material characteristics and ratios. Selection of material characteristics related to
requirements of plastic bag and its testing methods were based on ASTM standards [26]: (1) melt
flow rate, ASTM D 1238; (2) density, ASTM D 792; (3) tensile yield strength, ASTM D 638; (4)
elongation yield strength, ASTM D 638; (5) notched Izod impact strength, ASTM D 256; (6)
flexural modulus, ASTM D 790A; (7) Rockwell hardness, ASTM D 785; (8) vicat softening point,
ASTM D 1525B; (9) heat deflection temperature, ASTM D 648; and (10) melting point, ASTM D
3418. Measurement of luminous transmittance level used method of spectrophotometry. Ratio of
testing results proposed as new additional measurements in order to reduce quality evaluation
difficulties. Testing results of virgin plastic specimen used as reference point of quality, with 1
scale of score.
Mapping of producer’s capability in graphic representations. A radar chart of material
characteristic ratios represents comparison of recycled to virgin material quality. A radar chart itself
is not a complete tool in representing quantitative information, therefore a table of testing results
will represent not only quantitative measurement but also comprehensive information of producer’s
capability.
Capability indicator development. Capability of a producer is strongly reflected its operating
capabilities of its manufacturing system, which then affect its manufacturing performance [27].
Operating capability is a performance integration of complex tasks in producing output through
implementation of technology and an efficient material flow [28]. An appropriate indicator that able
to recognize capability of a recycled plastic producer becomes an important tool in the context of
operating capability evaluation and improvement of a mechanical recycling unit. Indicator and its
developments are extensively implemented in medical, health care practices, environmental
management as well as waste and material recycling. Indicator development methods in these areas
[29, 30, 31, 32, 20, 23] refined in order to find out an appropriate method for capability indicator
development in this research.
Result and Discussion
Several testing results of material characteristics are better if lower than its virgin material, but
the rests are better if higher. Therefore, the same value of certain characteristics with its virgin
plastic scored with 1, reflected those quality are similar to its virgin plastic, also reflected the best
of manufacturing capability for certain material characteristics. Otherwise, lower as well as higher
testing results are scored below 1, but not in a simple determination. For example: lower melt flow
rate is better in a context of production process. Otherwise, higher melt flow rate is better in a
perspective of end product quality. Testing results of tensile yield strength, elongation yield
strength, notched Izod impact strength, flexural modulus, Rockwell hardness, heat deflection
temperature, melting point and luminous transmittance level are expected not lower than its virgin
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plastic therefore slight higher result are considered as good as the quality of its virgin plastic and
scored with 1. Four testing results are higher than its virgin plastic: elongation yield strength,
notched Izod impact strength, heat deflection temperature, and melt flow rate. These are better if
higher than its virgin material, therefore scored with 1 and then, for lower figures scored lower than
1. Testing results of luminous transmittance level and Rockwell hardness are significantly lower
than its virgin plastic, reflected weakness characteristics of this recycled plastic pellet. Capability
indicator with grade of capability 1 refer to the same capability as the best of capability, capability
grade 2 for ratios from 0.90 to 0.99 and grade of capability 3 for 0.80 to 0.89, etc. These
performance of recycled plastic pellets are reflected overall producer’s capability as an important
information for capability improvement.
An additional knowledge for capability improvements was discovered. Capability indicator is
an important information in product quality improvements [33, 34]. At last, better quality of
product promotes better selling price as well as product competitiveness [35, 36, 37]. In a broader
point of view, producers are able to develop a more comprehensive value chain, both of backward
as well as forward value chain, therefore more innovative shared value will be created with more
benefits for broader supply chain and community [38] and better linkage between social and
business results [39] in more collaborative network of these stakeholders [40].
Table 1. Capability indicator of recycled plastic pellet producer

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
7
9
10
11
12

Measurement of
specimen
Material characteristics
characteristic &
capability indicator
Kilogram/liter
Density
Capability (%)
Kilogram/cm2
Tensile yield strength
Capability (%)
%
Elongation yield strength
Capability (%)
Kg-cm/cm
Notched Izod impact strength
Capability (%)
R scale
Rockwell hardness
Capability (%)
O
C
Vicat softening point
Capability (%)
O
C
Heat deflection temperature
Capability (%)
O
C
Melting point
Capability (%)
%
Luminous transmittance level
(LTL) - total
Capability (%)
%
LTL-NIR (near infrared)
Capability (%)
%
LTL-Visible
Capability (%)
%
LTL-Ultra Violet
Capability (%)
Average Producer Capability Indexes

Average Testing Results &Producer Capability Indexes (%)
Brown
Green
Transparent
Virgin
recycled
recycled
recycled
material
material
material
material
0.88
0.83
0.84
0.85
100%
94.3%
95.5%
96.6%
374.08
364.54
356.95
367.36
100%
97.4%
95.4%
98.2%
14.86
13.84
15.89
12.53
100%
93.1%
93.1%
84.3%
7.28
7.31
7.56
7.08
100%
99.6%
96.2%
97.3%
27.38
26.98
18.53
30.91
100%
98.5%
67.7%
87.1%
160.73
160.63
158
159.87
100%
99.9%
98.3%
99.5%
72.77
75.97
78.10
75.30
100%
95.6%
92.7%
96.5%
165.64
160.89
160.66
161.83
100%
97.1%
97.0%
97.7%
23.61
13.34
11.00
19.55
100%
56.5%
46.6%
82.8%
35.71
23.5
20.55
30.43
100%
65.8%
57.5%
85.2%
23.11
11.28
8.36
18.74
100%
48.8%
36.2%
81.1%
4.27
0.54
0.48
2.93
100%
12.6%
11.2%
68.6%
100%
80.0%
73.9%
89.6%
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Fig. 1. Radar chart of producer’s capability

Conclusion
This research proposed a method in measuring and presenting capability indicator of a recycled
plastic producer with fast and easy evaluation of manufacturing capability as well as product
quality. The methodology of capability indicator development can be implemented to various firm
of recycled plastic producer. This finding also generated better and comprehensive results than
previous research [22, 23] in contexts of its benefits for recycled plastic quality measurement and
producer’s capability improvement.
This research also revealed that although without any additive, several characteristics of the
recycled plastic were better than its virgin material. Therefore it was a good news for recycled
plastic producers in quality fulfilment. Lowest quality indicator in luminous transmittance level and
then Rockwell hardness figures should be well investigated in order to reveal the causal root in the
case of manufacturing capability improvements. Within extensive use of recycled plastic producer’s
capability indicator as valuable information in manufacturing capability improvement will be
followed by higher production with better quality of recycled plastic pellets, and then consumption
of virgin plastic will be substituted by recycled plastic significantly and therefore reduce fossil fuel
consumption in plastic industry.
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Abstract. The fulfillment of customer emotional needs (Kansei in Japanese) tends to be highly
expected especially in growing industries such as service industries. Recent research shows that
emotions are equally important as cognition in service encounter. It is, thus, to achieve service
excellence for customer, service provider should not overlook the significant roles of both
emotional and cognitive aspects. In modeling of how to capture and translate customer emotional
needs into services, Kansei Engineering is used. This study aims to integrate Kansei Engineering
with Kano model and TRIZ. Kano model is used to identify the relationship between service
attribute performance and customer satisfaction, whereas TRIZ is utilized subsequently to generate
designs of improvement with lowest contradiction among the proposed design alternatives. Due to
relatively unexplored cultural differences in Kansei research, thus, cultural factors are considered
and engaged with the integrated model. It is hoped that more insights about customer emotional
needs in different backgrounds will be better understood, so that the improvement strategies will be
well fitted. In addition, for an illustration of applicability of the integrated model, an empirical
study in a certain service taking into account local and foreigner will be discussed.
Introduction
Quality is not only for products, but also in services [1, 2]. What has been perceived by
customer will bring impact on both cognitive and emotional satisfaction, known as total customer
satisfaction. In understanding customer emotional needs both in product/service design and
development, Kansei Engineering has been used intensively [4, 5].
According to previous study by Hartono and Tan [2], this current study also applies
SERVQUAL model as the service attributes, regarded as stimulus for customer Kansei. It is
deployed into 5 different dimensions, i.e., tangible, reliability, responsiveness, empathy and
assurance [6]. Though all service attributes are important, prioritization strategy is required due to
limited resources (e.g., funding, labor, hours etc) and impact level on customer Kansei. It is the
weakness of service gap analysis of SERVQUAL. The Kano model has the potential to fill in the
gap. Through Kansei Engineering methodology [2, 5], critical service attributes with the highest
impact on Kansei which are categorized as Kano’s attractive [A], of highest service
performancenegative gap, and of highest number of Kansei influenced, will be deemed to be the
highest priority for improvement. House of quality (HoQ) matrix is quite intensively used [5, 7].
However, service design and improvement mostly rely on inspiration, the past experiences of
service designers and similar existing designs. This is the weakness in service design [8]. According
to Chai et al. [8], TRIZ is appropriate to be engaged in service design and development process. It is
a method that contrasts with other problem-solving methods by its superiority in generating
breakthrough ideas and solutions without contradiction. However, there is little exploration on
whether the individual cultural background will affect their perception of service quality [9, 10].
Building on Hartono et al. [11], this study proposes an extended model of Kansei Engineering,
Kano and TRIZ incorporating cultural differences for service excellence. In addition, an empirical
case study is used to illustrate how TRIZ can contributes to Kansei Engineering and Kano model in
service design, followed by some potential practical implication and contribution.
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Literature Review
Quality and Kansei Engineering. A good quality product is defined as a product that meets the
customer requirements such as price, function, shape and color. Some customer needs will change
periodically, and some will not. Surprisingly, the company does not really understand what the
customer needs and wants, and it is potentially making the products to fail in the market [1].
Nagamachi [4] proposes Kansei Engineering to win over market. It is an Ergonomics-based
product development technology that unites customer feelings and emotions (Kansei in Japanese)
incorporating the engineering discipline. According to Nagamachi and Lokman [1], Kansei refers to
the condition of when knowledge, emotions and passion are united.
Kano model. What constitute to customer delight, which is beyond customer satisfaction, will be of
greatest interest for any service provider. In line with what Kansei concerns, customer delight may
produce emotional bonding mechanism between service provider and actual customer. Kano model
has potential to distinguish and model service performances [12], namely, (i) basic need/must be
[M], (ii) one-dimensional [O], and (iii) attractive [A]. To be more competitive in the market place,
services must show all quality performances. Dealing with basic need/must be [M], a service
provider has no choice to overlook this need. More fulfillment on this need will not significantly
increase the satisfaction level, whereas the lack of it will produce trouble to the company.
According to Hartono and Tan [2], a company should put their effort more on the fulfillment of
one-dimensional [O] and attractive [A] needs. Once it is extensively fulfilled, it may produce more
satisfaction level or delights. In this study, service attributes of [O] and [A] category are chosen to
be the main focus for analysis of service improvement.
TRIZ in services. New service development (NSD) process has been growing rapidly in recent
research. Similar to new product development (NPD) process, it starts with idea generation to
market commercialization. However, the details of idea generation stage have not been adressed
adequately [13]. Thus, there is a need to develop a method in identifying, generating and evaluating
potential solutions to service problems with regard to novel and innovative ideas.
Among many phases in service design process, idea generation is deemed to be one of the most
critical activities [8]. What is unknown or unspoken by potential user or customer or service
designer himself is a big challenge. They tend to overlook it. According to Chai et al. [8], service
design tools (e.g., service blueprinting, structured analysis and design technique, quality function
deployment, and root cause analysis) have limited capability to generate ideas and overcome
potential cognitive symptom.
To overcome the limitations of idea generation process and the usefulness of service design
tools, TRIZ is proposed. It is a structured problem solving process wrapped with a set of problem
definition and resolution tools derived from patent analysis. The distinctive superiority of TRIZ is
that there are universal basis of invention which are regarded as the creative invention formulation.
Framework Model Development and Methodology
Based on the principles of Kansei Engineering, Kano and TRIZ, it is proposed a conceptual
integrated model for service design. There are 4 main stages involved, namely, (i) Affective
measurement, (ii) Service attribute categorization, (iii) Synthesis and modeling, and (iv) Service
design and improvement, as shown in Fig. 1.
With respect to the conceptual framework of Kansei and TRIZ [11], this study has extended
and refined it by incorporating cultural differences and the details of each stage. At stage 1,
affective measurement, it starts with the exploration and formulation of Kansei words as the
representative of emotional needs. At stage 2, service attribute categorization, it deals with the
identification of service attributes as the main stimuli for Kansei. SERVQUAL dimensions [6] is
used as the Kansei stimuli [2]. Kano model is inserted to categorize the service attribute
performance, then followed by the measurement of customer satisfaction. Higher negative
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satisfaction score implies that the service attribute has higher gap in terms of perceived service and
expected service. At stage 3, the selected service attributes from the stage 2 will be linked with
Kansei, to find significant models. Afterwards, at stage 4, it is to confirm the defined problem based
on the significant models. It is in line with the first phase of TRIZ.
Empirical case study
In order to illustrate and verify the viability of the proposed extended model of Kansei
Engineering, Kano and TRIZ, a case study on the domain of restaurant services was conducted, and
was inspired by the previous works [2, 11]. The finding of this study is hoped to be used as a
generic model which is applicable to resolve problems in many different service domains.
This study was conducted in restaurant services involving local and foreign customers. In total,
a hundred local and fifty foreign customers participated in the study. A face-to-face questionnaire
was utilized. There were ten Kansei words formulized and finalized, i.e., happy, comfortable,
satisfied, friendly, trusted, relief, quiet, welcome, interesting and modern, and linked to twenty
service attributes formulized. Those with negative satisfaction score and [A] or [O] Kano category
have been clustered, provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Service attributes with negative satisfaction score, Kano [A] or [O] category
Service attribute [notation]
No
Local customer
1
Consistent serving [AL1]
2
Prompt and accurate serving [AL6]
3
Knowledge of staff to delivering the menu options [AL7]
4
Staff gives greeting and gratitude [AL13]
5
Staff has good communication skill and friendliness [AL10]
6
Staff is promptly willing to help customer as requested [AL9]
7
Easy and good access of free wireless internet connection [AL12]
8
Staff shows attractive and neat appearance [AL16]
Foreign customer
1
Prompt and accurate serving [AL6]
2
Staff is promptly willing to help customer as requested [AL9]
3
Easy and good access of free wireless internet connection [AL12]
4
Staff shows attractive and neat appearance [AL16]

Satisfaction score

Kano

-1.971
-1.818
-1.265
-0.683
-0.288
-0.22
-0.182
-0.043

O
A
O
O
O
O
A
O

-1.503
-0.205
-0.198
-0.67

A
O
O
O

Related to Kansei words, all service attributes as shown in Table 1 have been linked to the each
of Kansei words through their perception values. Through multiple linear regression analysis, the
result of significant models is shown in Table 2. Thereafter, the importance weight of each
significant service attribute is provided in Table 3.
Table 2. Significant linear model of Kansei

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Kansei word
[notation]
Happy [K1]
Comfortable [K2]
Satisfied [K3]
Friendly [K4]
Trusted [K5]
Relief [K6]
Quiet [K7]
Welcome [K8]

9

Interesting [K9]

10

Modern [K10]

No

Sig. value
0.1

0.038

0.024
0.01

Linear model
(for local customer)
N/A
K2 = 3.713 + 200 AL16
N/A
N/A
K5 = 3.760 + 0.182 AL12
N/A
N/A
K8 = 3.053 + 0.303 AL6
K9 = 4.199 + 0.295 AL 7 +
0.252 AL13
N/A

Linear model
(for foreign customer)
K2 = 2.15 + 0.12 AL6

N/A

K8 = 5.345 + 0.349 AL16
N/A
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CULTURE
DIFFERENCES

Choose
service domain

Affective Measurement

Service attribute categorization

SERVQUAL
dimensions
Kansei
Servicescape
Interaction

Determine
Kansei Words

Service attributes

Kansei Engineering

Kano

SERVQUAL

Kansei
importance level

Kansei response

Tangible
Reliability
Responsiveness
Assurance
Empathy

Kano
Questionnaire

SERVQUAL
Questionnaire

Importance
level

Expectation

Perception

Rating of functional
and disfunctional
service attributes

Satisfaction Measure
Satisfaction score = (Perception – Expectation) *
Importance level

(A )
Attractive

Kano categorization
process

Service attribute (s)

Service attribute (s)

Satisfaction score (-)

Satisfaction score (+)

(O )
One Dimensional

(M )
Must - Be

Must
present

Continuous
maintenance &
sustainability

Linear Modeling
Kansei response = f (service attribute(s ) with Kano category A, O
and with negative satisfaction score

TRIZ
Problem definition
- What: service attribute(s) with Kano category A, O and with negative satisfaction score
- Importance weight of what:
For significant Kansei word(s), the importance of what = satisfaction score x Kano weight x sum of Kansei response mean
For insignificant Kansei word(s), the importance of what = satisfaction score x Kano weight

Final solution
- Contradiction analysis and contradiction elimination
- Ideal solution analysis

Fig. 1. The extended integrated model of Kansei Engineering, Kano and TRIZ incorporating culture
differences in services
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Table 3. The importance weight of What
No

Notation

Local customer
1
AL6
2
AL7
3
AL13
4
AL1
5
AL12
6
AL10
7
AL9
8
AL16
Foreign customer
1
AL6
2
AL16
3
AL9
4
AL12

Satisfaction
score

Kano
Category Weight

Kansei
Kansei word
Mean

1.818
1.265
0.683
1.971
0.182
0.288
0.22
0.043

A
O
O
O
A
O
O
O

4
2
2
2
4
2
2
2

Welcome
Interesting
Interesting
N/A
Trusted

1.503
0.67
0.205
0.198

A
O
O
O

4
2
2
2

Comfortable
Welcome

N/A

N/A

Importance weight

4.27
4.37
4.37
1
4.46
1
1
4.37

31.05
11.05
5.97
3.94
3.25
0.58
0.44
0.38

4.12
4.01
4.04
4.14

24.77
5.37
0.17
0.40

Referring to Table 3, both samples (i.e., local and foreign customers) have a common problem
which is for service attribute “prompt and accurate service {AL6}“ presented as of the highest
importance weight. According to forty principles of TRIZ and TRIZ contradiction matrix [14], this
problem refers to speed section. The speed section, however, may have contradiction with the
adaptability section. We need more speed to fulfill what the customer needs. However, the
restaurant staffs often need extra time to adapt and get used to it.
To resolve the contradiction between speed and adaptability section, based on forty principles
of TRIZ, we will concern the principles of dynamicity, prior action, and copying. According to Chai
et al. [8], dynamicity means to design the characteristics of an object to be optimal or to find an
optimal operating condition. For instance, a restaurant should provide an extra staff who has a duty
to check regularly whether all guests have been served.
After dealing with contradiction analysis and implementation, the ideal solution chosen to
address this problem should incur as little cost as possible with regard to the provision of maximum
benefit to the customer and service provider. Among those proposed ideas in the scope of speed and
adaptability, the simplest, innovative and practical solution is to provide a touchscreen tablet PC at
the each of dining tables. Food menus including its visualization and price are uploaded into the
tablet PC. All guests can choose and order menu, independently and promptly.
Discussion
Contribution. Nowadays, a need for fulfilling the customer satisfaction is a must, not only in
cognitive aspect but also in affect or evaluative feelings. By integrating Kano model into Kansei
Engineering, a service provider may have an ability to decide which service attribute(s) will be
prioritized with regard to customer Kansei, given a very limited resources.
TRIZ is utilized to resolve the condition of cognitive inertia during the service design and
improvement processes [8]. This method has a methodology to generate breakthrough and
innovative ideas, given free contradiction.
Managerial implication. In practical point of view, this study provides a practical guideline for
service provider in deciding which service attributes are highly eligible to be continuously
improved with regard to customer delights. The continuous improvement strategy can be
formulized based on the previous innovations as highlighted by TRIZ. This model is quite helpful
for any less experienced service providers to think and deliver creative improvement innitiatives [8]
incorporating culture-based service strategies.
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Summary
This study proposes an extended framework of Kansei Engineering, Kano model and TRIZ
incorporating cultural differences in services. It is a new approach which focuses on the emotional
customer needs/Kansei as the main input for service design and development process, and how to
generate and formulize innovative solutions. Provided in a very formal research model, this study
offers potential to delight customers through innovative ideas without any contradiction among
them.
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Abstract. Nowadays, stock investment is popular. The fluctuating price movement patterns on
stocks can generate profits and losses. The purpose of this research is to find the best combination
of technical indicators in some sub-sector. Technical analysis can be used by investors to
minimize losses and maximize profits. The method used in this research is combination of trend
indicator (Moving average) with momentum indicator (Turtle system & Awesome oscillator). A
combination of technical indicators isused to analyze the price movements and to give a buy-sell
signal. Optimization is performed to obtain the best parameters for maximum profit.
List of stocks are picked from four stocks belongs to construction sector. On this research Moving
Average (MA) is combined to Turtle System 1 (Turtle1), Turtle System 2 (Turtle2), Awesome
Oscillator Cross (AO_Cross), and Awesome Oscillator Saucer (AO_Saucer). By doing the
optimizing parameter, almost all combination of indicators can produce greater total net profit.
Introduction
Background. Stock market is like the magnet that take up traders and investors to dive in. In spite
of invisible traps and the crystal clear history of market crash, people still consider stock market
very interesting. Result from Gallup’s survey in United States using phone call of 1077 people
(age 18 and up) in April 2011 showed that more than 50% still joined in the stock market
investment. In the late of 2012, ASX’s research reported that 38% of Australian citizen have
direct and indirect investment in stock market.
The volatility of price movement often makes difficulties not only for senior traders but also
for new comers. It is common that newbie often use feeling or follow the herds in buying stock
without knowing deeply the characteristic stock itself. Investors lose their money due to lack of
knowledge of fundamental analysis and technical analysis.
Indicators play great role in technical analysis to predict the price movement. Although the
indicators unable to make 100% secure profit, however the investors can lay their analysis based
on quantitative calculation. No wonder that people create their own trading system that generate
buying and selling signal with the hope of discover the holy grails that can minimize the loss and
maximize profit. Large number of methods in technical analysis is like double edge sword, either
help traders or mislead in interpretation and decision making.
Research objective. The objective of the research is to simulate and optimize combination of
indicator in technical analysis of construction sector for certain period of time given based on net
profit from simulation.
Scope. Data is collected from LQ45 ‘s Indonesia Stock Market for the past three years from
November 7, 2011 until November 7, 2014 of the four stocks in construction. This research focus
on technical analysis using Moving Average (MA), Turtle System 1 & 2, and Awesome Oscillator
(AO) Cross & Saucer.
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Fig. 1. Moving average line

Theoretical Background
Price in stock. Everyday the value of stock change up and down and the after the market close
the movement stops. There four important values on that day are opening, closing, highest and
lowest value. Opening price is the first price when the market open and closing price is the last
value when market close. The common visual representation of these four price used by traders
are candle stick. Graph 2 is the candle stick price that contains 4 price on that day, with the black
shaded bar on the left is down price and up price is on the right side.

Fig. 2. Candle stick
Moving average. Moving average is method to calculate mean of several past data. There are
some type of moving average, namely simple moving average (SMA), exponential moving
average (EMA), and weighted moving average (WMA). Method used in moving average is sum
of the closing price for the certain period and divide with the total period. Traders commonly use
moving average line as trend indicator to determine stock in up or downtrend as shown in Figure
1.
n

MA =

∑ Close Pr ice

i

i =1

n

(1)
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Turtle system. Turtle System is trading system developed by Dennis that use momentum of price
movement to generate buy and sell signal. Signal will appear when price exceed the criteria.
Turtle trading system divided into two categories short (Turtle 1) and longer term (Turtle 2). In
turtle1, buying signal appears if the price over the highest price of last 20 days. Sell signal occurs
when the price pass the lowest for the last 10 days. The difference between both turtle system lies
on the period, as turtle 2’s buy period is 55 days and 20 days for sell signal.
Awesome Oscillator (AO). Awesome Oscillator (AO) is one of most popular momentum
indicators. AO is represented in either green or red bar chart as the difference between average
mid price for 5 days and 34 days. It is possible to have negative value of AO. Green color in AO
means current value is higher than previous, while red bar is vice versa.
5

AO =

34

∑ ( High + Low) ∑ ( High + Low)
i =1

5

−

i =1

34

(2)

Signal from AO Cross occur when the bar pass zero line. AO cross need 2 bars to generate
the signal. If the first bar is under zero line and the second bar is on the upper line, then the buy
signal will appear. Same applied to sell signal, but in reverse order.
AO Saucer need minimum 3 bars go generate buy and sell signal. Buy signal require 3 bars
on the upper zero line with the first 2 bars is red and the last bar is green. Sell signal requires 3
bars under zero line with the first 2 bars is green and the last bar is red.
Reasearch Method
The research starts with the common problem in stock market, the statement of research
objective, problem formulation and scope of discussion. Next step is selecting and list possible
indicators (MA, Turtle 1, Turtle 2, AO Cross and AO Saucer) and then make combination of these
four indicators wih MA is exists in each combination. To understand the instruction and logic of
execution, the command need to be written in Amibroker Formula Language (AFL). AFL is
programming language using C language as the base. Next step is scanning using automatic
analysis and then simulation using back testing. Final step is optimize the parameter using walk
forward test.
Result and Discussion
Buying and selling signal can be generated with scanning process and will affect key result
such as profit from back testing simulation. After scanning, the next step is simulation using
feature of automatic analysis to get the result of how well the certain indicator perform in
historical record.
Simulation using initial cash flow 1 billion rupiah with period from November 7, 2011 until
November 7, 2014. Performance of indicator combination is seen through total profit which is
accumulation of profit and loss from each stock. Graph 4.3 illustrates profit/loss bar chart from 4
biggest stocks of construction companies (WSKT, ADHI, PTPP, dan WIKA) using combination
MA-Turtle1, MA-Turtle2, MA-AO_Cross and MA-AO_Saucer. The highest profit is using MAAO_Cross with the number Rp 4,442,337,500.00, however the lowest one use MA-AO_Saucer
with the value Rp 2,885,935,000.00.
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Fig. 3. Net profit of construction sector

Based on the Fig. 3, the MA-AO Cross is optimized with walk-forward optimization. Before
optimized, value of Med and Long is consecutively 100 and 200. Med is period of 100 days and
long is period of 200 days. P_Var1 and P_Var2 are the name of variables on AO_Cross with
beginning value 5 and 34. Table 1
Table 1 Comparison before and after optimization

No

1
2
3
4

No
1
2
3
4
No
1
2
3
4

Stock

ADHI
PTPP
WIKA
WSKT

MA
Med
100
100
100
100

Stock
ADHI
PTPP
WIKA
WSKT
Stock
ADHI
PTPP
WIKA
WSKT

Long
200
200
200
200

MA
Med
2
2
2
2

Long
100
100
100
100

Before (Back Test)
-3,97
286,9
115,57
45,73

Parameter (days)
Before Optimization
AO_Cross
P_Var1
P_Var2
5
34
5
34
5
34
5
34
Parameter (days)
After Optimization
AO_Cross
P_Var1
P_Var2
9
32
7
29
10
39
8
40
Net Profit (%)
After (Optimization)
682,16
136,71
404,71
72,96

Best combination is MA-Ao Cross and the stock with the biggest profit is PTPP. For PTPP,
initial parameter is the optimized, so when the optimization process applied, the net profit shrinks.
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Stock with the second largest profit is WIKA, with the optimized parameter for Med is 2 days and
Long is 100 days. Result of optimization AO-Cross for P-Var1 is 10 days and P_Var2 is 39 days.
Using new parameter will increase net profit from 115.57% to 404.71%.
Summary
Optimization using trading software usually changes the parameters, however it doesn’t
always result increasing in profit. From four construction stocks, all the parameters change but
only 3 of 4 stock that increase in net profit. The significant change is ADHI from negative in
percentage to around 682%.
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Abstract: Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) have an substantial cost that impact to companies.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the prevalence of MSDs among oil palm workers and to
conduct ergonomic assessment to four main oil palm group tasks, including pruning, pesticides,
fresh fruit bunch (FFB) cutters, and FFB collection. The evaluation and assessment were performed
using the Nordic questioner and the Quick exposure check (QEC) method with samples of 154 oil
farm plantation workers. Results of this study indicate that FFB collectors had higher scores of
MSDs complaint than other work group, with the QEC score was 85,2%. Based on ANOVA, the
difference was significant (p<0.05). The Nordic questioner suggests that the body area that the most
workers have the complaint was the shoulder.
Introduction
Reports have shown that the prevalence of musculoskeletal Disorders (MSDs) are still high in
industry. MSDs have affected worker with considerably cost for recovery result in a decrease in
quality of the life. MSDs also have a substantial impact on cost for companies [1]. Agricultural is
among sectors that seems to have high risk for MSDs, especially in developing countries [2], and
the risk appears to be ignored [3]. According to the HSE (Health and Safety Executive) report of
Great Britain in 2014, MSDs complaints of workers in agriculture, forestry, and fishing sectors are
significantly higher than those of workers of other occupations, with the average complaints per
100.000 workers is 2990. Unfortunately, no data is available in Indonesia.
Palm oil is among the commodities with the most consumption in the world, because it can be
used as foodstuffs, cosmetics and hygiene products as well as biodiesel fuel. The production of
palm oil global is dominated by Indonesia and Malaysia about 90 and 85 percent of the total world
production of palm oil. Indonesia is currently the largest producer and exporter of palm oil in the
world.
Our preliminary field, preliminary studies suggest that palm oil jobs are associated with a
number of MSDs risk. Parts of the body that are potentially in high risk during maintaining the
plantation, harvesting, or fresh fruit bunch (FFB) collections are the lower back, upper back, and
shoulder. Risk factors in general include work posture, excessive muscle force, repetition, localized
contact stress and fatigue [4]. Therefore, a study is needed to investigate ergonomic issues of oil
palm jobs. The aim of this study was to evaluate the prevalence of MSDs among oil palm workers
and to conduct ergonomic assessment to oil palm jobs. We selected four main oil palm group tasks,
including pruning, pesticides, fresh fruit bunch (FFB) cutting, and FFB collection.
Methods
The Nordic questionnaire was used to survey the prevalence rates among the oil palm workers.
A total of 154 oil palm plantation workers participated in filling the questionnaire [5]. The
questionnaire consists of several sections, including asking discomfort levels for each body part
currently perceived by workers (neck, shoulder, arms, hands, upper back, lower back, hip, knee and
ankle for either left and right sides), asking whether the discomfort is perceived during the last 12
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months, last month or last week, asking whether the discomfort is perceived related to the
occupation.
MSDs (or ergonomic) risk quantification was performed using the Quick exposure check
(QEC) method. QEC identifies four body part areas, including the back, shoulder/arm, wrist and
neck. In addition, QEC considers effect of vibration, difficulty level and stress [6]. QEC data was
obtained through field observation on those 154 workers by using filling the questionnaire and
interview.
Those 154 oil palm plantation workers consist of 100 male and 54 female. Ages of the
respondents are between 20-65 years old. Details of the respondent are summarized in Table 1.
ANOVA was used to test the significance.
Table 1. Characteristics of the respondents
Characteristics
Demographics
Age

Gender
Marital Status
BMI

Level of education

Smoking
Job characteristics
Type of work

Work location

Working experience

Duration of work

N

Percentage

20 – 35 years
36 – 50 years
51 – 65 years
Male
Female
Married
Single
Underweight (<18.5)
Normal (18.5–24)
Overweight (25–29)
Obese (>30)
Primary school
Junior high school
Senior high school
Yes
No

32
90
32
100
54
145
9
38
100
11
5
151
3
0
96
58

21%
58%
21%
65%
35%
94%
6%
25%
65%
7%
3%
98%
2%
0%
62%
38%

Maintenance (pruning)
Maintenance (pesticides)
Harvesting
Afdeling 3
Afdeling 4
Afdeling 5
< 1 years
1 - 5 years
6 – 11 years
> 11 years
5 hours / day
7 hours / day

46
17
91
52
51
51
7
34
74
39
63
91

30%
11%
59%
34%
33%
33%
5%
22%
48%
25%
41%
59%

Results
Ergonomic assessment results using QEC are shown in Table 2. The job of FFB collection has
the highest QEC total score of 85.2% compared to other tasks. Results regarding with difficulty and
stress factors can be seen in Table 3. Factor of vibration is not relevant. The prevalence of the MSDs
complaints obtained using the Nordic questionnaire among the respondents can be seen in Table 4 – Table 7.

Discusion
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the prevalence of MSDs among oil palm workers and
to conduct ergonomic assessment to oil palm jobs. We selected four main oil palm group tasks,
including pruning, pesticides, fresh fruit bunch (FFB) cutting, and FFB collection. We found that
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FFB collection seems to be the jobs with the highest risk. This result confirms by the data obtained
from the Nordic questionnaire.
Based on our field observation, we found that workers often perform their jobs with awkward
postures (bending over and twisting). In addition to bending, workers are also used to do overhead
activities so that the Nordic questionnaire suggests that the shoulder is among the body parts with
the highest complaint. Such risk factors are commonly found in FFB collection and FFB cutting.
Significant ANOVA results suggest that such risk factors are more dominantly found for FFB
collectors.
Interestingly, NG et al. (2014) reported that lower back is among the body parts with the highest
complaint [7]. Though their study and our study are conducted for oil palm workers, the difference
may be due to variations in workplace conditions (such as land topography) and work methods.
Even doing the same jobs, workers may utilize different work methods [8].
Table 2. QEC result palm oil workers
Type of works

N

Back

Shoulder/arm

Wrist/hand

Neck

Maintenance
(pruning)
Maintenance
(pesticides)
FFB cutting

46

FFB collection

63

44±6
(high)
28
(moderate)
37±3
(high)
41±3
(very high)

37±13
(high)
40
(high)
41±3
(very high)
49±3
(very high)

40
(high)
34
(high)
36
( high)
44
(very high)

16
(very high)
14
(high)
18
(very high)
16
(very high)

17
28

QEC total
score
77,8%
65,9%
75%
85,2%

Table 3. QEC results of difficulty and stress factors
Difficulty
Type of works

N

Maintenance
Chemist
FFB cutters
FFB collectors

46
17
28
63

Low

Moderate

High

13%
11,8%
10,7%
6,4%

65%
88,2%
39,3%
31,8%

22%
50%
61,8%

Stress
Very
high

Low

Moderate

High

13%
11,8%
10,7%
6,3%

76,1%
88,2%
71,4%
55,6%

10,9%
17,9%
31,8%

Very
high

6,3%

Table 4. Nordic questioner results for maintenance (pruning) (n = 46)
Body parts
Neck
Shoulder
Upper back
Lower back
Elbow
Hand/arms
Thigh
Knee
Ankle/Feet

Complaint
58,7%
73,9%
56,5%
71%
63%
76,1%
34,8%
78,3%
28,3%

History of complaint
1 years
1 weeks
55,6%
44,4%
64,7%
35,3%
53,8%
46,2%
63,6%
36,4%
58,6%
41,4%
65,7%
34,3%
62,5%
37,5%
66,7%
35,5%
76,9%
23,1%

Never
7,4%
26,5%
7,7%
6,1%
14,8%
17,2%
18,8%
13,9%
23,1%

Affecting work ability
Infrequently Very interfere
74,1%
18,5%
58,8%
14,7%
76,9%
15,4%
45,5%
48,4%
66,7%
18,5%
69%
13,8%
56,3%
24,9%
55,5%
30,6%
38,4%
38,5%
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Table 5. Nordic questioner results for maintenance (pesticides) (n = 17)
Body parts

Complaint

Neck
Shoulder
Upper back
Lower back
Elbow
Hand/arms
Thigh
Knee
Ankle/Feet

94,1%
82,4%
41,2%
70,6%
29,4%
52,9%
41,2%
52,9%
11,8%

History of complaint
1 years
1 weeks
81,3%
18,7%
100%
100%
83,3%
16,7%
100%
100%
71,4%
28,6%
100%
100%

Never
12,5%

16,7%
40%
28,6%
22,2%
34%

Affecting work ability
Infrequently Very interfere
56,2%
31,3%
57,1%
42,9%
42,9%
57,1%
41,7%
41,6%
60%
66,7%
33,3%
42,9%
28,5%
55,6%
22,2%
66%

Table 6. Nordic questioner results for FFB cutting (n = 28)
Body parts

Complaint

Neck
Shoulder
Upper back
Lower back
Elbow
Hand/arms
Thigh
Knee
Ankle/Feet

50%
60,7%
57,1%
64,3%
39,3%
46,4%
17,9%
50%
21,4%

History of complaint
1 years
1 weeks
66,7%
33,3%
88,2%
11,8%
100%
83,3%
16,7%
63,6%
36,4%
84,6%
15,4%
100%
57,1%
42,9%
100%

Never

50%

Affecting work ability
Infrequently Very interfere
64,3%
35,7%
50%
50%
6,2%
93,8%
44,4%
55,6%
36,4%
63,6%
30,8%
69,2%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%

Table 7. Nordic questioner results for FFB collection (n = 63)
Body parts

Complaint

Neck
Shoulder
Upper back
Lower back
Elbow
Hand/arms
Thigh
Knee
Ankle/Feet

52,4%
66,7%
42,9%
65,1%
36,5%
60,3%
31,7%
46%
17,5%

History of complaint
1 years
1 weeks
78,8%
21,2%
71,4%
28,6%
85,2%
14,8%
85,4%
14,6%
75%
25%
86,5%
13,5%
55%
45%
86,2%
13,8%
63,6%
36,4%

Never

8,7%
10%

Affecting work ability
Infrequently Very interfere
35,5%
64,5%
33,3%
66,7%
37%
63%
26,8%
73,2%
43,5%
47,8%
21,1%
78,9%
45%
45%
24,1%
75,9%
54,6%
45,4%

Summary
Oil palm workers are associated with high risk of MSDs. Among oil palm tasks, FFB collection
is found to be the task with the highest risk, based on QEC method. The Nordic questioner suggests
that the body area that the most workers have the complaint is the shoulder. Further study will be
conducted to propose ergonomic interventions that can be used to minimize the risk of MSD.
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Abstract. In this study life cycle assessment (LCA) was used to assess the environmental impacts
of photovoltaic solar energy systems which believed has zero emission when generating electricity.
Two scenarios were investigated, i.e. impacts of solar off grid with back-up systems (using battery)
and on-grid system without battery. Emissions emitted by photovoltaic systems were also compared
with three conventional supply options namely coal, fuel and liquid natural gas power supply. The
results show that batteries give the biggest contribution to potential environmental impact. Energy
payback time (EPBT) of photovoltaic system is 1.64 years. Recommendations for improvement of
the environmental profile of photovoltaic systems are also investigated.
Introduction
Combustion of fossil fuels contributes 80% of the energy source in the world (UNFCC, 2008).
Unfortunately, this type of energy source produces greenhouse gases causing global warming.
Greenhouse gas emission coming from the burning of fossil fuels has increased extensively over the
past two decades.
The role of electrical energy is vital that drives local economy. To meet electricity demand, the
government through the State Own Electric Company (PT PLN) as the holder of Electricity
Business Authority (PKUK) according to the Law No. 15 Year 1985 required to meet electricity
demand in Indonesia. However, PT PLN has not been able to meet the electrical energy needs of the
community as a whole. Electricity consumption growth rate in the period 2005-2008 on average is
7.2% per year, while electricity generation capacity in the same period only grew by average of
5.1% per year. Electricity supply crisis is also indicated from the electrification ratio. Currently On
average electrification ratio (a measure of the availability of electricity in the region) Indonesia was
66.51% at the end of 2010 (ARPLN, 2010). Electrification ratio reached 66% is indicative of the
limitations of existing electrical infrastructure at the moment.
Indonesia is located on the equator, so it has abundant solar energy with the solar radiation
intensity on average around 4.8 kWh per meter square per day. With this potency in one side, while
on the other side there are some parts of Indonesia that do not have access to electricity since it is
not covered by the grid, solar power plant (SPP) with its modular system and easy to move is one
possible solution.
The purpose of this study is to calculate energy payback time (EPBT) of SPP in Indonesia and
CO 2 emissions savings opportunities of electricity sector as well to identify the use of SPP profile
in Indonesia. For the purpose, the scenarios in this study include comparing of emissions by power
conventional plants, comparing of the environmental impact of solar without the use of batteries,
and comparing of the environmental impact of using the solar battery recycling. Environmental
evaluation carried out for the study is assumed as 25 years which is a standard of solar module age.
Methodology
The methodology used in this study is Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). LCA is a method of the
environmental aspects and the possible environmental impact analysis associated with a product,
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process or service. This method is a cradle to grave analysis using a holistic approach to detect
potential impacts that have occurred or will occur wherever and whenever. In addition it will avoid
the problem of shifting. LCA methodology consists of four major phases, i.e. defining the
objectives and scope, inventory analysis, impact measurement, and interpretation.
The scope of this study is to analyze the environmental aspects generated by the SPP in
Indonesia by looking at the overall total production of electricity generated by solar. For the study,
the solar modules are assumed polycrystalline manifold that commonly used in Indonesia with a 25year period.
Analysis of inventory collects data on the production and installation of the system. The
production process is collected general data input-output in the manufacturing of manufacture poly
silicon, multiwafers, solar cell, solar module assembly. LCI installation of solar systems on the data
collected input-output inverter manufacturing needs, wires, and batteries. Type of solar cells used in
solar system and the final is polycrystalline solar cells are commonly used in Indonesia.
In data processing, the raw material of solar cell, silica sand from the Pacific Islands and
distributed in solar cell manufacturing plant is assumed to be in London to be processed into solar
cells and solar cells supporting components. The processing of data will use data derived from
'Environmental life cycle inventory of crystalline silicon photovoltaic module production'. For
processing the input data as a basis baseline using one unit per solar module.
Classification results indicate that the impact of implementing SPP can be measured from the
data of depletion of natural resources, climate change, human toxicity, freshwater ecosystems
aquatic eco-toxicity, marine aquatic eco-toxicity, terrestrial eco-toxicity, photo-oxidant formation,
acidification, eutrophication, and odor
In the interpretation phase, the main element is the evaluation of results and formulation of
conclusions and recommendations of the study.
Energy pay back time. Sergio Pacca through his journal, entitled "The Life Cycle Parameters
Affecting Performance of PV Technologies and Systems" explains EPBT is one of the parameters
that affect the performance of the system life cycle power generation solar cells. EPBT measuring
the period of time it takes the system to offset the amount of electricity generation primary energy
input in the system.
EPBT can be calculated using the equation:
𝐸𝑃𝐵𝑇 =

𝐿𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑛
𝐴𝐸𝑂

(=)𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

(1)

Life cycle primary energy input (LCE in ) is the amount of energy consumed during the
manufacturing process of solar cell modules, the energy consumed in the production of materials
used in the manufacture of solar cell modules, and energy used in the manufacture of batteries and
inverters and or energy during installation, and AEO is the annual energy output.
Results and Discussion
Baseline impact category result. From Fig. 1, it can be concluded that the battery is the unit of
solar power generation systems that contributes the greatest environmental impact, followed by
multi-wafer production processes and polycrystalline silicone production process. Batteries provide
the greatest contribution to the overall environmental impact which is equal to 73.20%.
Fig. 2 shows three significant impacts of overall solar cell supply chain process namely
depletion of natural resources, human toxicity, and terrestrial eco-toxicity.
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Fig. 1. Environmental impact per unit
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Fig. 2. Environmental impact per category

Analysis of EPBT result. EPBT calculation results show that for 25 years operation in Indonesia
with solar radiation of 4.8 kWh/m2/day, the EPBT is 1.63 years. This value means it takes 1.63
years to produce solar electricity to offset the energy input during the life cycle of the SPP.
Literature review suggests that the EPBT value in Indonesia is much smaller than other countries.
This means the energy return ratio (ERF) produced operating ratio greater than other countries.
With 25 years SPP life time, solar energy can generate 15 times more than necessary. This result
makes sense due to Indonesia position on Equator line.
Emission comparison with conventional power plants. CO 2 emissions from the SPP has assumed
economic age of 25 years as well. Total CO 2 emissions generated during the period is 2.76E+10 kg
C. This figure gives a contribution of 2.85% of the total emissions produced. Most CO 2 emissions
generated by coal fired power plant produce C of 3.92E+11 kg and accounted for 40.51% of the
overall emissions. Using SPP to replace conventional power plants will reduce CO 2 emissions
significantly. Using SPP for 25 years can reduce CO 2 emission of 93% compared to coal fired
power plants, 90% when compared to oil-fired power plants, and 89% compared with liquid natural
gas fired power plants.
Environmental impact analysis with and without battery. The use of batteries contributes an
essential impact on the environmental as shown on Fig. 3. Of the four impacts, freshwater ecotoxicity almost double due to the battery. This is due to shorter battery life and high level of certain
substances. Battery even contributes more impact on human toxicity as shown on Fig. 4.
Human toxicity
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Fig. 3. Environmental impact calculation with and without
battery
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Fig. 4. Human toxicity impact with battery and
without battery

Environment impact of batteries recycling. Since battery is the biggest source of environment
impact as mentioned above, what is the impact of using recycling battery to the environmental?
Two extreme recycling scenarios are used; 90% and 0%. In the first scenario as much as 90% of the
battery are to be reused for the next cycle (every 4 years of age economical battery). Only 10% of
them need to be updated. As for the 0% scenario is actually the baseline model where depleted
batteries at every economic age will be replaced with the new ones. The old batteries are disposed
to landfill.
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Fig. 5 shows a significant reduction on freshwater eco-toxicity impact of using recycled
battery. The figure also shows that recycling has no impact on climate change and formation of
photo oxidant.
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Fig. 5. Environmental impact assessment with recycling
battery
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Fig. 6. Depletion of natural resources with
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The use of battery recycling will reduce the use of new raw materials, energy usage, pollution,
land degradation and greenhouse gas emissions when compared to the process of making a new
battery (see Fig. 6).
Conclusion
The followings are the results of environmental impact assessment of 25 years SPP (2013 to
2038) by using a solar module type polycrystalline: (1) Battery is the unit that has largest
contribution in environmental impact on the use of SPP with the amount of 73.20%, followed by
multi-wafer manufacturing by 25.9% and 1.17%; (2) The most significant impact to the
environmental impact is the impact of natural resource depletion (abiotic depletion potential) with a
contribution of 99 490%, followed by the impact of toxic substances on human/human toxicity for
0.424%; (3) The impact of natural resource depletion is significant because lead content in batteries;
(4) Energy Payback Time (EPBT) generated by solar with 25-year operating period is 1.63 years
with Energy Return Factor (ERF) of 15.3374 times; (5) SPP utilization can reduce CO 2 emissions
up to 93% when compared to coal fired power plant, 90% when compared to oil-fired power plant,
89% compared with liquid natural gas-fired power plant; (6) Battery is the main contributor to the
environmental impact on SPP utilization. Fortunately, this impact can be reduced by using recycled
batteries.
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of research the analysis of the workplace culture 5S
for continuous improvement on foundry industries in Indonesia (case study: on foundry industries
in West Java). The target of this research are to determine and analyzed condition of the
workplace culture 5S on the foundry industry, and how much influence the workplace culture 5S to
reject ratio and to over come of development. The research method was taken, consist of: the
condition of the foundry industry, the workplace culture 5S and its influence on the reject ratio.
Based on the results of survey to six foundry industries in West Java, which includes the variables
to observed are: production facilities, human resources and the workplace culture 5S. The
dimensions of the workplace culture 5S to be observed are (1) arrangement, (2) tidying up, (3)
cleaning, (4) standardizing, (5) discipline. Based on the analysis of the workplace culture 5S is
still less. High rejection ratio of about 10-30% is influenced by factors limited production
facilities and skills and knowledge of employees technicians. For example, the case study on
application of 5S in foundry industry M 1 , the results obtained by improving the quality,
productivity and 5S conditions to be better.
Introduction
The productivity of Indonesia's labor, both in private companies and government, is still low. It
is because the workplace culture of Indonesia has not been productive industry oriented. That can be
seen at the workplace, by observing whether employees have held an industrial culture, their
attitudes and behavior related to time, workplace, discipline, clearing up, accuracy, working
targets, quality, etc. [1].
Foundry industry is an industry relied on by capital asset companies, including the
manufacturers of those machinery and factory equipment that are needed enormously in various
sectors. It can supply the engineering components from agricultural, mining, power plant,
communications, construction, industrial, up to transportation. The users spectrum of casting
products is such wide that casting stands at a strategic position in a country’s structure of industry
[2].
Indonesian foundry industry involved around 33 companies (ferrous), 4 companies (alloy
steel), 16 companies and more than 20 scale SMEs (non ferrous), and 3 companies (Pb recycling)
[3]. Locations spread around Jakarta, West Java (Tangerang, Bekasi, Bogor, Bandung), Central
Java (Yogyakarta and Klaten Ceper), East Java (Surabaya) and Medan [4].
The working environment in the foundry industry has a 3D characteristics, namely: Dusty,
Dirty, Danger. In addition, management in a foundry industry looks for an orderly, neat and
clean environment. It expects its employees to show good behaviors and to be consistent in
working and always endeavor to increase their working effectiveness.
One of the managerial concept for that is by applying the work place culture 5S [5]. This
concept starts from ourselves and then applied to the working unit. If the 5S is applied
consistently then it will eventually create a working culture capable of contributing to enhancing
performance and service quality to public.
Japan has been successful in transforming its industry to be internationally respected one, by
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among others implementing a 5S developed by Hiroyuki Hirano, a management expert who
worked for JIT Management Laboratory Company, Ltd., Tokyo. The 5S method may establish a
good human relationship in an industry and stimulate working spirit so as to create a proper mental
attitude. By implementing the 5S movement, both quality and productivity can be increased. In
Indonesia, the "5S" working concept is converted into a "5K" or any other term is "5C", "5S" and
"5P".
Basically, intended by 5S [6,7,8]. is a method applied to reduce waste in factories. It
focuses on the importance of sustainable arrangement and neatness at working places (kaizen)
[9] in order to improve the efficiency of working processes. Furthermore, the improved
efficiency of working processes is expectedly contribute to the efforts of improving the
productivity labor of the organization / company that applies it.
According to Takashi Osada [10], the 5S terminology is an abbreviation of five Japanese
words, meaning: (1) Seiri (arrangement): separating needed objects from unneeded ones, and then
getting rid of the latter, (2) Seiton (tidying up): arranging neatly and recognizing the needed
objects to make their utilization easier, (3) Seiso (cleaning): always cleaning, keeping neatness and
cleanness, (4) Seiketsu (Standardizing): continuously maintaining the preceding 3S, and (5)
Shitsuke (discipline): making employees habituate themselves to abide by rules.
Overall, the 5S is translated into activities of cleaning so as to reduce waste at the
workplace. If the employees don’t implement the 5S properly, it means that their working
procedures aren’t proper. The benefits of the 5S, according to Toyota Astra Motor [11], can be felt
in anywhere, in factories or in the office as well. In order the 5S workplace culture can be the
foundation for every industry in Indonesia, the mastery of the concept and implementation of
the 5S must be understood in the workplace, because:
a) Unhealthy industry caused by bad apply of the 5S. If the workers don’t implement the 5S
well, it means that the working is not good. If the preparation of all inputs isn’t performed
properly, then the process also not good, that caused a bad output too.
b) The 5S is a barometer of management because it can create a good workplace.
c) As a behavioral science. If people do the 5S, their behavior will be change. The workers
become responsible because they have to assure that all input components are functioning
well.
From the result of author research in 2014, showed that the implementation of 5S in the
foundry industry has not been implemented optimally. As an attempt to develop foundry
industries in Indonesia. So the purpose of research conducted is expected to be useful for the
builder and the owner or manager of the foundry industries in the country in an effort to improve
quality and productivity as well as the conditions become better 5S.
Research Methodology
The research method used was a primary and secondary data analysis. Primary data was
obtained by a field survey by carrying out personal interview with those selected companies’
management used as the research objects, and also conversations with technicians and experts.
Meanwhile, secondary data was obtained from a literature study, Ministry of Industry and Trade,
APLI, BPS, various publications and related institutions’ reports, journals, and internet browsing.
The locus of research is carried out in the domestic ferrous foundry industries in the studied
area of West Java. Based on the result of information collection by observation and interviews with
foundry industries in West Java, 6 companies were selected. In conformity with the ethic code of
writing this article, the names of the foundry industries were designated as just M 1 to M 6 .
The research which is conducted divided into two parts, namely: The first part contains a
discussion to determine and examine more deeply how the workplace culture 5S conditions on the
foundry industry here has been especially in West Java, how much influence on the reject ratio and
measures of development. The second part contains examples of cases 5S implementation in the
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foundry industry M 1 .
To determine the sample size in the study used the formula Slovin [12,13,14], namely:
n = N / (1 + N.e2)

(1)

where n is the samples number, N is the total population, and E is the significance level (5%).
Technique of determining the respondents number in each location was done proportionally
according Rubbin and Luck [15] with the following formula:
n i = (Ni / n) × n,

(2)

where ni is the number of questionnaires companies to i, Ni is the number of employees of the
company to i, N is the total number of employees of the company, n is the number of
questionnaires distributed.
The steps of research are described as follows:
1) Identification and selection research problems.
2) Selection the conceptual framework of the research problems and relationships with previous
research.
3) Formulating research problem
4) Building investigation or experiment.
5) Selecting and defining the measurement of variables.
6) Selecting the procedures and techniques used.
7) Creating the instruments and techniques of data collection
8) Developing coding and performing data editing and processing.
9) Analyze and discuss research data.
10) The case study on application of 5S for improvement analysis in the foundry industry M 1 .
11) Conclusions and suggestions.
Result and Discussion
Foundry industry conditions. Based on the results of information collection by observation and
interviews with Indonesian foundry industry especially in West Java, 6 companies "selected",
namely: (1) M 1 , (2) M 2 , (3) M 3 , (4) M 4 , (5) M 5 , (6) M 6 . The citeria or consideration of were as
follows: (a) strong desire of the owner/director of the company to become a model research on
ferrous foundry industry, and (b) the presence of the good theme of improvement (kaizen) for the
researcher to followed up.
The conditions of empirical data from six ferrous foundry industry mentioned above are as follows:
a) The cability of material technology: viewed from the average production tons/year, class
FC/FCD casting products that didn’t need high technology were dominant. A few of the
companies produced casting products from steel materials, while casting products made of
supper alloy, zinc alloy and other casting products of high added value still beyond
capacity of the companies.
b) The production facilities: most the companies still used out of date, 10 years or more old
productive equipment technology and hence high maintenance cost. Few have production
facilities of modern machinesy and equipments. Laboratory tools for quality control were still
limited, for example: sand laboratory, dye penetrant, macnetic particle test, CMM, SEM and
EDS, etc.
c) Human resources: from the data on the total human resourcesowned by the ferrous foundry
industry, their labors haven’t had metal casting competence certificate (SKKNI). The
companies expressed some complaints on the difficulty in attaining skilled and experienced
labors and thus the productivity of their labors was still low.
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d) Reject Ratio: The result of survey in the ferrous foundry industry disclosed that the reject ratio
of casting product was still high, around 10%-30%.
e) The workplace culture 5S: The survey results revealed that the workplace culture 5S has not
been applied optimally. From the results of the assessment of the workplace culture 5S
implementation, according to Likert scale, the average value = 3.5038 (enough), and thus it
needs to be increased.
The description of respondents characteristics was seen from age, sex, level of education and
years of service of the employees, as follows:
1. Gender
The sex of the respondents is predominantly male, 94%. It showed that men are relatively
accustomed of working in an environment that requires both strong power and good skill as need
by by ferrous foundry industry.
2. Age
The age of respondents was mostly 40-50 years, that is, 33.33%, followed by the ages 30-40 years,
25-30 years, and above 50 years and below 25 years by 31.87%, 20.10% and 7.35%, respectively.
It showed that the majority of respondents relatively old employees, and it must affect both the
competence and the workplace culture 5S in the ferrous foundry industry. Relatively young
employees certaintly have stronger power than older ones, but the latter usually have some
experience that the former have not. Therefore, combining old employees and young ones
proportionally would be much better.
3. Level of education
The data of educational spread showed that most respondents were of senior technician high
school (47.06%), followed by senior high school (26.50%). This was in conformity with the
criteria of ferrous foundry industry that needs employees with skill and knowledge in creasing
corporate performance.
4. Term
The data of years of service (term) showeed that most respondents have a term of above 20 years
(31.86%), followed by aterm of 5-10 years (26.47%). The respondents with terms of 0-5 years,
15-10 years, and 10-15 years were 17.65%, 13.24% and 10.78%, respectively. The terms of
employees above must affect both competence and the workplace culture 5S in the ferrous foundry
industry they are working for. Those employees with a less than 5 years term have certainly low
competence, as did young and inexperienced employees.
The instrument test research. The instrument used in the present research was questionnaire
spread to a sample of 200 respondents in ferrous foundry industry in the studied of West Java
Province. The research variable measured was the workplace culture 5S, involving five
dimensions, namely: (1) arrangement, (2) tidying up, (3) cleaning, (4) standardizing, (5)
discipline. The validity test of the instrument was performed to determine whether or not the
data from the result of questionnaire collected was valid for all questions. That is:
1. Validity
Performed by computing the correlation (r) of each question (item) in the questionnaire with its
total scores. Next, the result of computation of the value rcount was compared to that of rtable at a
confident level (α) of 5%, rtable using correlational value ≥ 0.30. The decision was, if the value of
rcount ≤ rtable 0.30, then the data was valid [12]. The statistics used to measure the validity of all
questionnaire items of this variable was product moment correlation of Pearson. The result of
computation of the validity test was performed by using SPSS 20 program showing that all
instruments in the workplace culture 5S variable were valid, i.e., having a good accuracy in
measuring the variable.
2. Reliability
Based on the result of reliability test of instrument on the workplace culture 5S variable, the
Cronbach alpha score of all of the the workplace culture 5S items was 0.962. It means that the
workplace culture 5S variable fell into a category of reliable, because its score > 0,700.
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3. Normality
Based on the result of the normality test by using Kolmogorov-Smimov yielded by SPSS Version
20 software, the workplace culture 5S variable has an average value of 3.5038 with a standard
deviation of 0.57250. It showed that the workplace culture 5S variable followed a normal data
spread by p-value> 0.05, which, was Asymp. The significance found from the result of
processing for the workplace culture 5S = 0.324, greater than its significance level.
The workplace culture 5S description variable. Based on the result of the workplace culture 5S
description analysis of each statement item measured by five dimensions, namely: clearing up,
tidying up, cleaning, standardizing, and discipline. The average value of the workplace culture 5S
variable was 3.5038 with standard deviation of 0.57250 and interval scale of 2.9313 to 4.0763,
falling into a category of enough toward good. The value of the response indicated that the
respondents perceived the workplace culture 5S in the six foundry industry located in the studied
location of West Java has been good.
However, if looked at in more detail, there was a dimension falling into a category of not
good, i.e., dimension of orderliness with 5 statement items, where removing any unneeded objects
has the lowest average value 2.3703. This was because there had been no found a place
unnecessary objects that was visible and attached with a red label.
The workplace culture 5S in the six ferrous foundry industry located in the studied area in
West Java should be further optimized. Particularly, there should be orderliness in removing any
unneeded objects by attaching a red label on them so that they could be easily seen.
The Implementation of 5S
As an example, the implementation of 5S for quality and productivity improvements
performed in foundry industry M1 that ha becomes a Foundry Center and a reference for foundry
technology in pattern, mould, melting, etc. areas for other foundry industries in Indonesia. The
result of assessment discloses that the position of the average value of total 5S was 3.1, still fall
into a category of poor. Therefore, there should be improvements of the condition of working
environment. The activity of 5S method carried out both before and after the improvement,
namely: before the improvement; there was no segregation line in some production line, while the
existing lines in other production lines have been invisible, thus resulting in disorderliness in
placing objects. The direction of improvement should be to make segregation lines and to repair
or replace existing ones that have damaged, so that each employee can notice the methods of puting
objects.
Summary
By using a SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities, Threats), a ferrous
foundry industry can determine the weaknesses it has to cope with immediately and also the
measures it should pursue in attempt to overcome the challenges it meets. The survey was
conducted in the six ferrous foundry industries in West Java, namely: (a) M1, (b) M2, (c) M3, (d)
M4, (e) M5, (f) M6. From the survey result it could be known the characteristics of respondents
on basis of sex, age, education level, and years of service (term). The results of validity, reliability,
and normality test showed that the research data was feasible to followed up. The results of the
responses of questionnaire from the discussion of descriptive data disclosed information as
follows: the workplace culture 5S in ferrous foundry industries in West Java was perceived
varying from less than good to very good. The highest average value was for discipline dimensions,
and the lowest average value was for orderliness dimension. The performed achieved by Japan in
implementing the workplace culture 5S could be made as a model in driving the development
of the company in the future.
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Abstract. This research is conducted to propose alternatives of solutions to service quality problem
faced by a restaurant. Restaurant X is one of many restaurants located on Ciumbuleuit street,
Bandung. This restaurant considers the importance of service quality in satisfying their customer.
The current condition shows that there are several problems related to service quality. Based on
initial interview, most of the customers show their disatisfaction. They complain about facility,
waiting time, waiter/waitress responsiveness, and so on. This condition must be corrected to
improve the performance of restaurant X. Dineserv is a service quality measurement tool that is
used to help this improvement. In addition to this tool, IPA (Importance and Performance Analysis)
method and KANO model are used to make priority. According to the measurement process and
analysis, cleanliness and tidiness of both restaurant and waiter/waitress, the ambience of restaurant,
and competence/skills of the employee become the most important aspects to improve. Several
solutions offered to these aspects are separating smoking and no smoking area, renovating restroom
area, determining specific rule about how the employee should dress and greet customer.
Introduction
Food and beverage business grows rapidly in Indonesia, especially in Bandung. Many
restaurants appear since this business becomes more interesting and promising. Ciumbuleuit is an
area in North Bandung where many restaurants and cafes are located. Several universities are
located near Ciumbuleuit. This condition makes restaurant and café on Ciumbuleuit one of the
nearest culinary destination for students. Thus, university student becomes potential customer for
restaurant and cafe on Ciumbuleuit. Generally, every business including restaurant/cafe tries to
attract as many as possible customers it can. For instance, a restaurant may offer a good and unique
food, interesting discount price, cozy restaurant atmosphere to its customer. All of these aspects are
combined to please the customer.
This fact tells us that at the present time, a restaurant business does not only relate to food. In
fact, food itself becomes a component in a bigger concept called service. Service is an intangible
product. Just like the tangible product, customer also demands a good quality of service. According
to Kotler [1], quality is defined as a set of features or characteristics of service or tangible product
that represents its ability to fulfill both explicit and implicit customer need. Restaurant X is one of
many restaurants on Ciumbuleuit which also considers good service quality as an important key of
its success. This restaurant can be classified into fast casual restaurant that focuses on students as
their customer target. Even it has realized a good quality aspect to pursue as its key of success,
there are still many complaints from customer that indicate poor service quality performance of the
restaurant. There are complaints about long waiting time, slow employees’ respond, dirty dining
table, and so on. This condition makes several customers don’t want to promote the restaurant to
their relatives. They even won’t go back to the restaurant. If we ignore this condition, we will not
be able to keep the business run well.
Based on this problem, this research is conducted to help the restaurant measure their current
service performance and offer more effective quality improvement according to their service
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weakness. It is considered that there are many attributes/features that customers think about service
so that we have to get as many as possible attributes if it is not all in order to fulfill as many as
possible of customer need. Dineserv is a measurement model of restaurant service quality. Stevens
et al. [2] developed this tool based on SERVQUAL model. Their research included about 600
respondents from fine dining, casual-dining, and quick service restaurant. Dineserv model
introduces 29 service quality attributes to measure which are divided into 5 quality dimensions i.e.
tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. It is considered that 29 Dineserv
quality aspects are quite comprehensive, but we still have to identify possible unique attributes that
customers have. These attributes will be added to quality aspect measurement list.
In this research we also use additional tool and concept which are Importance Performance
Analysis (IPA) and KANO. Martilla and James [3] tried to map a set of attributes based on their
performance and importance to determine the priority for each attribute. In this research, the
performance will be defined as the perception of every service quality attribute. Improvements
made to every quality aspects are always associated to the increase of customer satisfaction. This
satisfaction will be the antecedent of customer loyalty [1]. The loyalty will become the primary
goal in every effort given for the improvement. According to KANO concept (Kano, 1984 in Zhao
and Dholakia [4]), the increase on service performance does not necessarily cause a proportional
increase on satisfaction. This means that there is also non-linear relationship between performance
and satisfaction. Several classifications on performance-satisfaction relationship are attractive, onedimensional, and basic need relationship. These relationship categories will help improve IPA in
prioritizing the service quality improvement activities in restaurant X.
Methodology
Service quality attribute identification and verification. This first step is done to identify
relevant attributes for measuring service quality in Restaurant X. Identification is done by
interviewing customer and reviewing Dineserv model. Service quality attributes in Dineserv will be
used as basic attributes for measurement process. Interviews with 15 restaurant customers are
conducted by asking customer’s memorable experiences about their visits to restaurants. We
interpret every customer statement and extract attributes from that statement. According to
interpretation process, we get two additional attributes related to service quality in a restaurant. The
first attribute is about the availability of clean and complete hand wash utensil. The second one is
about high variety of menu in the restaurant. These two attributes will be added to Dineserv model
in order to comprehensively measure service quality aspect in Restaurant X. Verification is the next
step conducted to make sure that all attributes including the existing Dineserv attributes can be
measured by customers. This step is done by interviewing customers and giving them a look at
thirty one attributes identified. This process includes 15 customers of restaurant X. All respondents
will give their opinions about whether the attributes are possible to be measured or observed in
restaurant X. According to the result of this survey, it turns out that there are two attributes that will
have problem in the measurement process because they are not noticeable for customer. The
solution is to remove or adjust these two attributes. At the end, there are 30 attributes considered in
the measurement process. Two of them are additional attributes that results from interviewing
process, while the other 28 are from Dineserv model [2] with adjustment on one attribute. These 30
attributes are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Measurement attribute
No
Attribute
Restaurant……
1
has visually attractive parking areas and building exteriors
2
has a visually attractive dining area
3
has staff members who are clean, neat, and appropriately dressed
4
has a décor in keeping with its image and price range
5
has a menu that is easily readable
6
has a visually attractive menu that reflects the restaurant's image
7
has a dining areas that is comfortable and easy to move around in
8
has a rest room that thoroughly clean
9
has a dining areas that are thoroughly clean
10 has comfortable seats in the dining room
11 has a clean and complete hand wash utensil
12 has a high variety of menu
13 serves you in the time promised
14 quickly corrects anything that is wrong
15 is dependable and consistent
16 provides an accurate guest check
17 serves your food exactly as you ordered it
during busy times has employees shift to help each other maintain speed and
18
quality of service
19 provides prompt and quick service
20 gives extra effort to handle your special request
21 has employees who can answer your questions completely
22 makes you feel comfortable and confident in your dealings with them
has personnel who are both able and willing to give you information about
23
menu items, their ingredients, and methods of preparation
24 makes you feel personally safe
25 has personnel who seem well trained, competent, and experienced
26 has employees who are sensitive to your individual needs and wants
27 makes you feel special
28 anticipates your individual needs and wants
29 has employees who are sympathetic and reassuring if something is wrong
30 seems to have the customers' best interest at heart

Dimension

Tangible

Reliability

Responsiveness

Assurance

Empathy

Questionare development. Thirty attributes identified will be compiled to get a questionnaire.
Other contents of the questionnaire are respondent profile questions and KANO concept’s
questions. Through this questionnaire we want to know the profile of customers that is expected to
be useful for service quality improvement. In this questionnaire we also measure service quality
perception and expectation on Likert interval scale. This scale begins with “1” which means
strongly disagree to certain statement until value of 5 which means strongly agree to the statement.
We also measure the importance of each attribute based on customer’s point of view. This is about
how high every attribute is considered important to create a good service in a restaurant. The last
part of questionnaire is dedicated to KANO question. There will be two conditions of questions for
KANO part which are functional and dysfunctional condition. Every respondent will be exposed to
these two parts of questionnaire and asked to determine how they feel about a certain condition
written on the questionnaire. The option of feelings will be “Delighted”, “Expect it and like it”, “No
Feeling”, “Live with it”, and “Do not like it”. Combination of answers from these two parts of
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KANO questionnaire will give information about KANO attribute classification (i.e. Attractive,
One-dimensional, Basic need, Indifference, and Reverse).
Data collection. After a questionnaire development process, a number of respondents which are
customers of restaurant X will be asked to fill the questionnaire. There are total of 30 attributes to
fill in each part of questionnaire. To support the data calculation using statistical method, there
should be a minimum number of samples which have to be collected. According to Hair et al. [6],
the number of sample should be at least 30 times 5 units of samples. Value of 30 refers to number
of attributes involved in this research, while value of 5 is the minimum multiplier for number of
sample. Convenience sampling procedure will be conducted to get all these samples. To guarantee
that we get valid information, the respondent of this data collection process will be limited to the
ones who have been visiting Restaurant X for three times.
Reliability and validity assessment. Reliability and validity of attribute as the measurement tools
will be tested. Coefficient of Cronbach Alpha will be used as reliability indicator. This coefficient
should be equals to or more than 0.7 [7] to become a reliable measurement tool. The reliability will
be assessed for each service dimension. Perception and Expectation Gap will be used as the input
data in reliability and validity testing. Reliability testing’s result shows that all attributes are
reliable in measuring each related service dimension. After fulfilling the reliability aspect,
measurement model validity will be assessed. Validity of each dimension will be tested by using
Confirmatory Factor Analysis. Loading factor for each attribute will be the indicator of
measurement model validity. This loading factor should be 0.5 or more to be a valid attribute. The
result shows that attribute 12 and 16 are not valid attributes to measure Tangible and Reliability
dimension so that these two attributes will not be used to make conclusions about the service
quality in Restaurant X.
Service performance and priority calculation. The 28 attributes and their perception-expectation
gap will be used to interpret the service quality level of Restaurant X. According to gap calculation,
it turns out that all service quality aspects of Restaurant X are still below customer’s expectation.
This shows us that every aspect of service should be improved. To effectively improve this service
condition, we have to make a list of improvement priority. This list will contain the order of
attributes from the highest priority to the lowest priority of improvement. IPA and KANO will be
used together to produce this priority list. We will map the attribute Gap value to importance level.
The 28 attributes will be clustered to four different quadrants. Each quadrant has each priority level.
The one with the highest priority level will be the quadrant with low perception-expectation gap
value but high importance attribute. KANO will be used to determine advance improvement
priority in every IPA quadrant. The “Basic need” attribute will be the highest priority attribute to
improve. The “Basic need” is a category that must be fulfilled. Unfulfilled “Basic need” attribute
will cause dissatisfaction but will not produce satisfaction if it has been fulfilled. Next priority will
be “One dimension”. Improvement in this category will result in proportionally satisfaction
increase. “Attractive” category will result in great satisfaction if it is fulfilled but there will be no
dissatisfaction in the absence of this feature. The last two priority categories will be indifference
and reverse. “Indifference” category is a classification of attribute which has no effect on
satisfaction. “Reverse” attribute brings dissatisfaction in the presence of this attribute but there will
be satisfaction in the opposite condition.
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Result and Discussion
As mentioned before, the service quality performance of every attribute considered is still
below the expectation. We need to improve all quality aspects by firstly determining the
improvement priority. According to IPA concept, we map all the 28 attributes on this map below.

I

IV

III
II

Fig. 1. Importance-Performance mapping

Fig.1 shows us that there are 4 importance-performance quadrants. The average of importance
and performance score are used to divide the map into those 4 quadrants. The fourth quadrant will
be the focus of improvement action. All attributes in this area are considered to be the most
important aspects that still have poor performances. There are 7 attributes in area IV which are
attribute 3, 7, 8, 9, 11, 18, and 25 based on attribute order in Table 1. Information from KANO
method is added to make a more detail priority. According to KANO, these 7 attributes are
classified into “Basic need”, “Basic need”, “One dimensional”, “One dimensional”, “Basic need”,
“Indifference”, and “Indifference” category, respectively. According to performance value and this
KANO classification, the priority order will be 7, 11, 3, 8, and 9. Attribute 18 and 25 are set aside
because these two attributes are classified into “Indifference” category that doesn’t make any effect
on customer satisfaction. Based on observation, customer suggestion, and discussion with the
owner of the restaurant, we suggest some improvements on those 5 service quality attributes.
The first attribute is attribute 7. It is about comfort and easiness to move around in dining area.
After identifying the root cause of this problem, it is known that this poor performance is caused by
bad light level in the restaurant, smoke from cigarette, too many chairs in certain table, and
sometimes there are animals (e.g. cat, flies) which come into restaurant. To solve this problem, we
suggest that the restaurant gets a brighter lamp which is the yellow fluorescent lamp 85 Watt to give
brighter and warmer ambience to customers. It is also suggested that the restaurant separates
smoking and no smoking area to keep the air clean for everyone who doesn’t smoke. Number of
chairs in several table should be reduced to 2 units. We also suggest that the restaurant has to
remind every employee to prevent animal from coming into the restaurant or immediately get the
animal out of the restaurant if it has come into the restaurant. The restaurant should also provide a
candle light on every table to prevent flies.
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Another poor attribute is attribute 11 which is about cleanliness and completeness of hand
wash utility. After observing the restaurant, it is known that there are already two washbasins.
These basins are dirty and look untidy. It is suggested that the restaurant changes these washbasins
into the new ones and provides complete hand-wash utensil such as liquid soap dispenser and hand
flannel/tissue. Next attribute is attribute 3 which is about employee appearance. We suggested that
the restaurant determines a rule about good standard look for employees that they have to use shirt
and trouser and also use apron when they serve customers. Attribute 8 is about toilet condition. We
suggest renovating the toilet and keeping the new toilet clean by setting cleaning schedule. There
will be an employee who is responsible for every cleaning schedule. The restaurant should also
provide soap and tissue in the toilet. The last attribute is about dining area cleanliness. For this
problem, it is suggested that the restaurant changes all rusty forks/spoons with new ones, assigns
several employees that will specially deal with cleaning activities. They have to make sure that
dining area and facility is clean before and after customers use it.
Summary
According to this research, it is obvious that tangible aspect is the primary concern of
improvement for Restaurant X. This improvement action doesn’t stop on the 5 attributes reviewed,
but will continue to other attributes which have significant effect on customer satisfaction because
we know that service quality aspects measured in Restaurant X are all still below customer’s
expectation. This service quality evaluation has to be conducted regularly to support business
sustainability. This regular evaluation will inform the restaurant if there is a certain shift on
customer need. The KANO classification for every attribute is variable. In the next future, “One
dimensional” attribute may be classified into “Basic need” so that it is a must to be fulfilled.
Another reasoning is that with this regular evaluation, the restaurant will have an opportunity to
identify new customer’s preferences or needs for a good restaurant so that the restaurant can adapt
to changes in culinary business.
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Abstract. High defect number of MCB Rating 2 Ampere that are out of Auto Adjustment’s range of
tripping time is due to various Distance B of Welding S1 caused by no standard for welding S1 machine’s
operation settings. Thus, Response Surface Methodology is applied to find the optimum combination to
produce Distance B that must be within 27.4 ± 0.4 mm. In 23 Full Factorial Design, three factors with two
levels are investigated, upward-downward Distance between Lower Electrode and Jig Table (term A, 3.15
and 3.20 cm), Current (term B, 14 and 16 Ampere) and Welding Time (term C, 15 and 17seconds). The
held-constant factor is 1.0 cm of distance between upper and lower electrodes. First order design including
interactions can be built up to second order design of Central Composite Face-Centered Design by adding
center points and axial points. The appropriate model includes significant terms A, B, C, AA, AB and AC at
significance level 10%. The optimum combination of operation settings’ levels producing 27.4 mm of
Distance B is 3.175 cm, 14 Ampere and 16s.
Introduction
High variability and rework are definitely undesirable for companies which aspire to high efficiency
along with producing products with high quality. As the requirement of quality, rework may become one
alternative to avoid total loss. However, if the products can be set to be within the determined criteria or
range, consequently, the variability and the activity of rework can be reduced as well.
PT. CZ, a manufacturer of electrical equipment called Miniature Circuit Breaker (MCB), detected
defect rate of S1M of MCB Rating 2 Ampere in rework station. S1M is a defect code which means the
MCB trips before 8.5 seconds in Auto Adjustment process that is caused by welding S1 (position of bimetal
of welding S1 is much closer to tripping bar and the tripping bar has been touched by the heated bimetal
before the screw has been properly screwed) while the determined range of Auto Adjustment’s tripping time
is 9–9.7 s. As the top position of defect list which takes 83% of the total defects, S1M contributes to high
rework cost since it is detected after the riveting process has been done. Therefore, the rivet must be pulled
out to open MCB’s covers and the MCB will be riveted again after the defect parts have been replaced.
On the other hand, the MCB that trip between 8.5–8.9 s and more than 9.7 s (Maxi Adjustment) in Auto
Adjustment process called Non-Conformity MCB will also be repaired. However, this is considered as waste
since extra time is needed to re-adjust the thermal screw manually and process the products by Manual
Adjustment. Moreover, MCB that are Maxi Adjustment can indirectly cause other defects.
Welding S1 is one of the components in MCB which activates the tripping bar when there is
overcurrent in the circuit. It consists of bimetal, bimetal support and shunt. Distance between bimetal and
bimetal support’s further side (Distance B) in welding S1 must be within 27.4 ± 0.4 mm which affects the
tripping time of MCB in Auto Adjustment process. Consequently, MCB that trip out of the Auto
Adjustment’s range of tripping time 9–9.7 s will be considered defects. The quality of welding S1 is affected
by some parameters. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the proper welding process parameters. One
of the most widely used methods to identify the process parameters (factors) that affect the quality
of product is Response Surface Methodology (RSM) [1].
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The aims of this research are: (1) to identify the factors that significantly affect the Distance B of
Welding S1, (2) to determine and optimize the combination of levels of welding operation settings
that can result in desirable Distance B of Welding S1 to produce desirable tripping time of MCB in
Auto Adjustment process, and (3) to construct the appropriate model to represent the relationship
between the design factors and the response variable.
Research Methodology
There are three main welding operation settings that are frequently set by operators and those operation
settings are hypothesized to have influence on the Distance B of Welding S1: distance between lower
electrode and jig table that are set upward and downward, current, welding time. Pre-experiment is
conducted to find the levels of experimental factors that could result in good condition of welding S1 as they
could pass the Destructive test. Thus, it is found that the range of levels for distance between the lower
electrode and jig table (factor A) must be within 3.15–3.20 cm. Meanwhile, the settings of current (factor B)
and welding time (factor C) are in the machine. The allowable levels of current are 14A, 15A and 16A while
levels of welding time acceptable are 15s, 16s, and 17s. In addition, the held-constant variables are the fixed
distance between upper and lower electrode which is 1 cm, and the position of jig table is fixed.
The experiments are done in Welding S1 machine by using the experimental design. All of the
experimental units are measured by line inspector using a digital meter to collect the data of Distance B of
Welding S1. This will be the response variable. Next, those parts are continued to next processes until Auto
Adjustment process without having Batch Coding process. Each tripping time of the experimental units in
Auto Adjustment process is then recorded.
This research applied the response surface methodology (RSM), which is a group of statistical and
mathematical techniques that can be used to develop, improve, and optimize processes and its
objective is to identify the optimum operating conditions for the system [2]. In RSM’s application,
there are situations where several input factors affect the quality characteristics of products or
processes [3]. In general, the relationship of input variables and response y can be shown as
Equation 1.
𝑦 = 𝑓(𝜉1 , 𝜉2 , ⋯ , 𝜉𝑘 ) + 𝜀

(1)

𝐸(𝑦) = 𝜂 = 𝐸[𝑓(𝜉1 , 𝜉2 , ⋯ , 𝜉𝑘 )] + 𝐸(𝜀)

(2)

where the form of the true response function f is unknown and ε is a term that denotes other
sources of variability that is not considered in f. ε then is treated as a statistical error, is often
assumed to have a normal distribution with mean zero and variance σ2 . If mean of ε is 0, then
= 𝑓(𝜉1 , 𝜉2 , ⋯ , 𝜉𝑘 )

The variables 𝜉1 , 𝜉2 , ⋯ , 𝜉𝑘 are generally named the natural variable since they are stated in
natural units of measurement while it is transformed to coded variables 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ⋯ , 𝑥𝑘 in RSM work.
In Response Surface Methodology, there are two main steps conducted which are design for fitting the
first order model and design for fitting the second order model [4]. The first order design used is two-level
Full Factorial Design of experiment. Data of response are collected and then analyzed. The analysis for 23
Full Factorial Design consists of estimating factor effects, fitting the full model, perform statistical testing
using Analysis of Variance by the help of statistical software, refining model which is removing the
nonsignificant terms, analyzing residuals for model adequacy checking, and interpreting results by analyzing
the main effects plot, interaction plot, contour plot and surface plot. If there is any significant interaction in
any model of the responses, the design matrix is augmented with center points to detect possible curvature
[5, 6, 7].
Then, the curvature must be checked. If the first order model exhibits significant curvature in which the
P-value is less than or equal to the alpha, the linear model cannot adequately model the curvature and a
second order model is needed to model the curvature. If there is no significant curvature, it means that the
model could fit the data and search method should be conducted.
The second order design used is Central Composite Face-Centered design. The axial points with α=1
are augmented to the design of 23 Full Factorial Design plus center points for generating the Central
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Composite Face-Centered design [7, 8]. Next, the statistical testing for linear term is firstly done. If the Pvalue of lack of fit in the linear term is less than or equal to alpha, the model does not fit the data well [5].
Thus, the statistical testing is then done for full quadratic term. If the P-value of the lack of fit is larger than
significance level, it means that there is no evidence that the model does not fit the data. Finally, residual
analysis is provided to verify the model assumptions and graphical analysis is done for interpreting the
results. Last but not least, the optimum combination of operating conditions is determined to result in
desirable Distance B by using Response Optimizer of statistical software.
Result and Discussion
In Welding S1 (as shown in Fig. 1), the bimetal support is welded with shunt (result of Welding S2) and
bimetal (result of Welding S3). The shunt is placed between the edge of bimetal and the support of bimetal
support. A good result of welding S1 is indicated by the parallel position of both bimetal and closer side of
bimetal support on bimetal’s left. After Welding S1 process, there is a measurement of distance between
bimetal and further side of bimetal support (Distance B) which must be in the range of 27.4 ± 0.4 mm by
using a digital meter that has been calibrated before. At the final assembly, bimetal will be placed beside
tripping bar. When the current is given, the bimetal will expand and touch the tripping bar while the thermal
screw is screwed automatically in Auto Adjustment process. By the touch of the heated bimetal, the tripping
bar will then activate the toggle to disconnect the circuit. The time during the process of giving current until
screwing the thermal screw of MCB until it trips in Auto Adjustment process is called tripping time and it is
shown in the monitor screen to let the workers decide whether the MCB is accepted or defective. The range
of tripping time in Auto Adjustment is 9 – 9.7 s.

Fig. 1. Result of welding S1 (Left) and S1 in MCB (Right)

The first step of Response Surface Methodology is conducting first order design which is 23 full
factorial with 3 replications. From the result of analysis of variance (ANOVA), the main effects of Distance
between Electrode-Jig (A) and Current (B) have very small P-values and thus, they are highly significant.
Moreover, there are significant interactions which are term AB and AC.
Next step is refining the model by removing insignificant terms. The factor Welding Time (C) must be
included in the model since it is involved in the significant interaction AC. In Table 2, the values of R2 and
R2 (adjusted) for reduced model show that the model fits the data well. An increase in value of R2
(prediction) shows that removing the insignificant terms from the full model results in a final model that
could effectively function as a predictor of new data.
Before using the regression model, the residuals must be first analyzed. They have to meet the
assumptions of normality, homoscedasticity and multicollinearity. By using the Anderson-Darling and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Normality Test, Runs Test and Autocorrelation Function, the residuals are normally
distributed, identical and independent to each other. Finally, the first-order regression model is shown as
Equation 3.
𝑦 = 27.2792 − 0.4792 𝐴 + 0.1208 𝐵 + 0.0542 𝐶 − 0.0875 𝐴𝐵 + 0.0792 𝐴𝐶

(3)

The main effects plot, the interaction plot as well as the contour and surface plots are analyzed. The
main effects plot shows that factor A has the largest effect, followed by factor B. The interaction plot shows
there are significant interactions of AB and AC. The contour and surface plots also show that term A and B
interact as well as term A and C as the lines in the contour of response are curved and the surfaces are
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twisted. Since the term B and C do not interact with each other, the contour shows straight lines and the
surface of response is plane.
Since the interactions are significant and included in the model, there is a possibility that a higher order
may be more appropriate to approximate the relationship between the design factors and response or
Distance B of Welding S1. Thus, adding center points will help to check the curvature and decision of
augmenting the first order model to second order model as shown in Table 1 below.
The ANOVA shows that the terms Distance between Electrode-Jig (A), Current (B), Distance between
Electrode-Jig*Current (AB) and Distance between Electrode-Jig*Welding Time (AC) are still significant as
in the previous analysis even after the addition of center points. One new different is the analysis of center
point appears. Since it has P-value smaller than the alpha= 0.10, it means that the curvature is significant and
higher order is needed to model the curvature.
The factorial plots consist of main effects plot to show how each factor in its level affects the response
variable and the interaction plot to depict the impact of two factors on the response. It can be seen that the
effect of term A is curved while the others are linear. This indicates that the curvature is generated due to
factor A.
Center points are appended to the 23 Full Factorial Designs for response and curvature due to factor A is
found significant. Since first order model could not model the curvature, thus, a higher order design must be
conducted to model the curvature. By adding axial points, the factorial design could be built up to a central
composite design for generating second order model [8, 9] as shown in Table 1 below. The chosen second
order design is Central Composite Face Centered with alpha= 0.1 as the levels tested would like to be kept
within the cube.
Table 1. The 23 Full Factorial Design with Center Points and Axial Points
Coded
Factors

Coded
Factors

Response (27-27.8 mm)

Run
A

B

C

Replicate
1

Replicate
2

Replicate
3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1

-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
1

-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
1
1

27.7
26.6
28
26.7
27.6
27.1
27.7
27.2

27.6
26.6
27.8
26.8
27.7
27
27.9
26.9

27.4
26.6
28.2
26.7
27.3
26.7
28.2
26.7

9

0

0

0

10

0

0

0

Response

Run
A

B

C

Replicate

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0
0
0
0
-1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
-1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

27.4
27.5
27.3
27.6
27.5
26.8
27.3
27.5

27.6

19

0

0

-1

27.5

27.5

20

0

0

1

27.7

After adding axial points, linear term is first fitted to the data. In the linear term, only the main effects
are included in the calculation. Based on the result of Analysis of Variance, there are two significant linear
terms which are Distance between Electrode-Jig (A) and Current (B) whose P-values are smaller than the
alpha= 0.10. The P-value of regression which is much lower than the significant level indicates that there is
at least there is one regressor variable has significant effect. However, it can be noticed that a lack of fit
appears in the Analysis of Variance. It is generated due to the exclusion of important terms. A small P-value
of lack of fit specifies that the model does not sufficiently fit the data. Thus, full quadratic term which
includes linear, squares and interactions terms will be used to model the data.
The ANOVA shows that term Distance between Electrode-Jig (A), Current (B), Distance between
Electrode-Jig*Distance between Electrode-Jig (AA), Distance between Electrode-Jig*Current (AB) and
Distance between Electrode-Jig*Welding Time (AC) are significant with the P-values are smaller than the
alpha = 0.10 (as shown in Fig. 2). Next, nonsignificant terms are removed and the new results of estimated
effects and coefficients as well as Analysis of Variance are given.
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Since F0 which is 44.29 is higher than F0.10,6,29 which is 1.99 as well as the P-value of the model is very
small compared to significance level (α=0.10), it means that the model is significant. The new lack of fit for
the reduced model shows the P-value of 0.838. Since it is much higher than α(= 0.10), there is no evidence
that the model does not adequately fit the data.

Fig. 2. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for Response – Full Quadratic Term

The next step is conducting residual analysis. Since there are no certain patterns of the residuals as well
as using Normality Test, Runs Test and Autocorrelation Function, three assumptions of the residuals are all
satisfied. Thus, the final second order regression model for predicting Distance B of Welding S1 in coded
units is shown as Equation 4 below.
𝑦 = 27.4900 − 0.4692 𝐴 + 0.1192 𝐵 + 0.0654 𝐶 − 0. 2208 𝐴2 − 0.0875 𝐴𝐵 + 0.0792 𝐴𝐶

(4)

After the final model has been fitted, the model is then used to find the optimum settings to generate
desirable response. A number of 27.4 mm is chosen as target since it is the middle number of the desirable
range of Distance B of Welding S1. The prediction and optimization report suggests the combination
settings of A=0, B= -0.270968 and C= -1 in coded units or 3.175 cm of factor A, 14.7290 Ampere of factor
B and 15 cm of factor C in uncoded units. However, the levels of factor B or Current must be 14 A, 15 A, or
16 A since they are the settings in the machine. Thus, the top three alternative solutions given in Figure 3,
which results are close to 27.4 mm of Distance B will be compared using Response Optimizer and
Composite Desirability.
Based on the Composite Desirability shown in Table 2, the best combination that could closely result in
target value of 27.4 mm of Distance B of Welding S1 is 3.175 cm of factor Distance between electrode-jig
(A), 14 Ampere of factor Current (B) and 16 seconds of factor Welding Time (C).
Table 2. Comparison of alternatives of combinations
Alternative
1
2
3

A
3.175
3.175
3.175

B
14
15
15

C
16
15
16

Distance B
27.3708
27.4323
27.49

Composite Desirability
0.92692
0.91923
0.7750

Summary
After conducting the data collections, calculations and analysis, the conclusions are the factors that have
significant effects on Distance B of Welding S1 are Distance between Electrode-Jig (A), Current (B), and
Welding Time (C) along with the quadratic term of Distance between Electrode-Jig (AA) as well as the
interaction between factor Distance between Electrode-Jig (A) and factor Current (B) and interaction
between factor Distance between Electrode-Jig (A) and factor Welding Time (C). Moreover, by using
Response Optimizer, the best combination of levels of the three operation settings that can result in 27.4 mm
of Distance B of Welding S1 as the middle number of desirable range of the Distance B is 3.175 cm of
distance between lower electrode and jig table, 14 Ampere of current and 16 s of welding time. Last but not
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least, the appropriate model to represent the relationship between design factors and Distance B is y=
27.4900 - 0.4692 A + 0.1192 B + 0.0654 C - 0.2208 A2 - 0.0875 AB + 0.0792 AC.

Fig. 3. Prediction and optimization report for response with target = 27.4 mm
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Abstract. One of the most common defect of doll head in toy manufacturing is called “bubble” that
contributes 31% of the total defects of rotohead process in rotocast area. Design of experiments
(DOE) is one of statistical process improvement in quality tools that can be used for investigating
the significant factors in a process, the effect of each factor on the outcome, the variance in the
process, troubleshooting the machine problems, screening the parameters, and modeling the
processes. Thus, the main objective of this research is to identify the significant factors that cause
the bubble defect in doll head by using a 23 full factorial design. By using experimental design, the
significant factors were determined by using an analysis of variance (ANOVA). The combination of
optimal rotohead process condition is also identified. The optimum process settings of each
significant factor are 125 seconds for oven time, 180 seconds for cycle time, and 240°C for oven
temperature. By applying the proposed machine settings, the company can reduce the defects and
increase its profit by 64.88%.
Introduction
PT. XI, located in Jababeka, Cikarang is a toy manufacturer. Several processes are needed in
making doll’s parts, such as head, arms, body, legs, accessories, clothes, and packaging. Making the
doll’s head is one of the most important process. More than 50% of the doll heads are delivered
directly to the customer and less than 50% will be further processed by covering them with hair or
paint. Therefore, maintaining the quality of the doll’s head is very crucial to the company.
One of the most common doll head defects that contribute 31% of the total defects in rotocast
area is called “bubble”. This defect is caused by air trapped within the material and as the result; it
gives a cavity on the rotohead which usually occurs on undercut part of the mold. Therefore, the
main objective of this research is to reduce the number of bubble defects by using one of quality
improvement tools called experimental design.
Experimental design method is a powerful approach in product and process development, and
they have an extensive application in the engineering areas. Potential applications include product
design optimization, process design development, process optimization, material selection, and
many others [1, 2].
Theoretical Background
Design of experiment (DOE), commonly called as experimental design, is an action of
conducting trial or a group of trials on a certain variable of a process to be tested. In those trials,
there will be some changes made to the variable to identify the correlation between one another and
its effect to the output result. It is very useful in improving a manufacturing process as experimental
design can be applied in the industry to improve output, reduce variability of a product, reduce
development time, and reduce operational cost [2]. DOE is also used to determine optimal process
parameters with fewer trials [3]. There are several DOE trials, such as single factor, two-level,
factorial designs, Taguchi methods, mixture methods, and response surface models.
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Randomization, replication, and blocking are three basic principles in DOE. The sequence of
the runs in the experimental design is randomly determined. Randomization assures the
independence caused by extraneous factors, and the assumption of independence should be
statistically tested. Replication means that each combination of factors is an independent repeat run.
It allows the experimenter to obtain an estimate of the experimental error. Blocking is employed to
account for the variability caused by controllable nuisance factors, to reduce and eliminate the
effect of this factor on the estimation of the effects of interest [2, 4].
In designing any experiment, recognizing the problem is the first step to be done. Then, it is
followed by determining of the affected factors with their levels and specifying a response variable.
Based on the objectives, a suitable experimental design should be chosen and the experiments
should be carried out accordingly. The experiment data would be statistically analyzed using the
analysis of variance (ANOVA) method. ANOVA is the most useful technique in the field of
statistical inference leading to the determination of factors significantly affecting the experimental
results. Finally, a model can be applied to represent the response variable as a function of the
already determined significant factors [4, 5].
The analysis for 23 full factorial design consists of estimating factor effects, fitting the full model,
perform statistical testing using analysis of variance (ANOVA) by the help of statistical software, refining
model which is removing the non significant terms, analyzing residuals for model adequacy checking, and
interpreting results by analyzing the main effects plot, interaction plot, contour plot and surface plot [2, 6, 7].
Experimental
The traditional experimental design is used to assess the effect of three interest factors on the
impact of number bubble defects. In this research, the two-level factorial design factor is chosen.
The factors as process setting is determined by company engineer based on process knowledge and
previous experience. Machine oven time (x 1 ), cycle time (x 2 ), and oven temperature (x 3 ) are the
factors. In addition, those three factors give critical impact to the process.
Next step, it is needed to determine a starting level for each factor and the range in which the
level can vary. The working range level of each factor is selected based on current standard. The
current standard oven time is 110 seconds. To minimize the bubble defect, a longer ‘baking’ time is
needed so that the plastisol can cover the undercut part of the mold. The current standard cycle time
is 140 seconds. In order to balance the increase of oven time, the machine needs longer cycle time.
The current standard temperature range is 240°C–260°C. If the oven time increases, the oven
temperature should be decreased to avoid platisol get burned. The factors and levels are shown as
Table 1.
Table 1. The selected factor and its levels
Factor
Oven Time (seconds)
Cycle Time (seconds)
Temperature (°C)

Range
Low Level (-1) High Level (+1)
125
130
160
180
235
240

Treatment unit of this research is product head code 1166, because this product contributes the
highest bubble defect.
Result and Discussion
The experiment data are presented as Table 2 and analyzed using ANOVA. The ANOVA result is
shown as Table 3. The insignificant factors are left out from the model and the ANOVA table is
constructed using only the significant factors at significant level (α) 5%.
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Table 2. The experiment result of 23 Full Factorial Design with Coded Factors

Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Oven Time
(x 1 )
(Seconds)

Cycle Time
(x 2 )
(Seconds)

Temperature
(x 3 )
(°C)

Replicate1

Replicate2

Replicate3

-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1

-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
1

-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
1
1

18
17
16
21
15
21
10
20

20
21
17
21
14
19
11
19

19
19
14
235
16
19
14
17

Response (Number of Defects)

Table 3. ANOVA for number of Bubble Defect
Source
Model
A-Oven Time
B-Cycle Time
C-Temp
AB
AC
Residual
Lack of Fit
Pure Error
Cor Total
Std. Dev.
Mean
C.V. %
PRESS

Sum of Square
187.17
104.17
13.5
32.67
20.17
16.67
38.67
5.33
33.33
225.83
1.47
17.42
8.42
68.74

df
5
1
1
1
1
1
18
2
16
23

Mean Square
37.43
104.17
13.5
32.67
20.17
16.67
2.15
2.67
2.08
R-Squared
Adj R-Squared
Pred R-Squared
Adeq Precision

F-Value
17.43
48.49
6.28
15.21
9.39
7.76
1.28

P-value
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.022
0.0011
0.0067
0.0122
0.305

0.8288
0.7812
0.6956
11.3715

The regression analysis using least squares method was applied employing significant factors in the
full factorial design to get the model. The final regression model using coded factors is shown as
Equation 1.
𝑦 = 17.42 + 2.08𝑥1 − 0.75𝑥2 − 1.17𝑥3 + 0.92𝑥1 𝑥2 + 0.83𝑥1 𝑥3

(1)

The residuals from the least squares should be checked for finding the model accuracy [8].
From Fig. 1, a normal probability plot of the residuals shows a satisfactory straight line. In addition,
the shape of histogram of residuals shows a group of data with normal distribution which supported
the previous analysis on normality test. From the graph where residuals are plotted against
observation order, it can be used to determine the correlation of residual with time order. The graph
shown below give the explanation that the residuals are not tied up with time as they are plotted
randomly. The last graph is a graph where residuals are plotted against its fitted value. The graph
below shows that the residuals are grouped rather than randomly spread across the graph. It can be
concluded that the number of defect can be explained by the model.
The contour plot of surface plot is also used to determine the optimum setting that give
minimum number of bubble defect. The plots are constructed for every factor at every level. From
Fig. 2, the minimum number of bubble defect is achieved at the cycle time of 180 seconds and oven
temperature of 240°C when the oven time is hold at low level (125 seconds). The contour does not
give any curved lines. It means that the interaction between temperature and cycle time is not
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significant. This result also stated in the ANOVA table. Therefore, from the analysis of contour plot
and surface plot, it can be determined that the optimum machine setting that reduces Bubble defect
occurs when the oven time is 125 seconds, cycle time is 180 seconds, and the oven temperature is
240°C.
Residual Plots for Defect
Normal Probability Plot
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2
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1
0
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1
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0,0
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Fig. 1. Normal probability of residual plot for defect

Fig. 2. Contour and surface plot for number of Bubble defect (Temperature = High)

As the consequence of process setting change, the production capacity should be verified. The
current production output of rotohead number 1166 is 17,280 units/day or 120,960 units/week. It
results 31% bubble defect on average or 37,498 rotoheads/week. Thus, the number of good product
is 83,462 rotoheads/week.
By implementing the proposed process setting, the cycle time is augmented by 40 seconds or
22% that causes capacity decrease to 94,080 units per week. Furthermore, by applying the new
process setting, the defect percentage is reduced to 9.72% respectively. Calculation of profit for
current and proposed process setting are conducted to support the experiment result. The
comparison of profits is presented in Table 4. It can be seen that the company can increase its profit
by 64.88%.
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Table 4. Comparison between current and proposed process settings
Process
Setting
Current
Proposed

Number of Output (units)
Non
Defective
Defective
(1)
(2)
83,462
37,498
84,933

9,147

Revenue

Loss

Profit

(1) × Rp 500
(3)
Rp 41,731,000

(2) × Rp 500
(4)
Rp 18,749,000

(3) – (4)
(5)
Rp 22,982,000

Rp 42,466,500

Rp 4,573,500

Rp 37,893,000

Summary
The 23full factorial experimental design approach has been applied to the rotohead production
process to reduce the number of bubble defect in rotocast area. Three factors with 2 levels chosen
for the experiment are oven time, cycle time and oven temperature. The significant factors have
been identified were oven time, cycle time and oven temperature, oven time × cycle time and oven
time × temperature. Based on research result, the optimum setting for reducing the number of
bubble defect in rotocast area are as follow oven time 125 seconds, cycle time 180 seconds and
oven temperature 240°C.
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Abstract. Globalization has bring many foreign television programs broadcasted in national
television. Subtitle play an important role to help audience understand foreign television program.
Important factors on subtitle to give comfortness and comprehension for audience are translation
and text presentation. Text presentation will affect the subtitle’s readibility. Subtitle Indonesia has
various form on text presentation, start on font type, font color, font size, number of characters, text
position and duration text on screen. The purpose of this research was to propose subtitle design on
parental guidance (PG) movie program in Indonesia by analysing ergonomic aspect. Ergonomics
aspect on this research are audience reading speed and text presentation. On this research, there are
seven combination on subtitle’s attribute as a result from conjoint analysis method, while eye
tracking method was used to capture audience’s eye movement. This research used reading speed
formula and probabilistic hits method for data tabulation.
Introduction
Globalization has bring many foreign television programs broadcasted in national television.
Even Indonesian already familiar with foreign language, especialy english, conversation that
broadcasted on television program by foreign language is in high speed conversation, therefore we
need tools to help us understand foreign television program.
To help audience understand foreign television program, Usually, television station use subtitle
or dubbing method. In 1998, Indonesian Film Censor Institution prohibited utilization of dubbing
method on foreign television program, because it considered as language infiltration. Foreign
television program should use english audio with subtitle on Indonesian language, except for
children television program. Start from this year, subtitle method was often use rather than dubbing
method.
Important factors on using subtitle which give comfortness and comprehension for audience are
translation and presentation. Translation have impact on subtitle readibility. Presentation means
how subtitle text is presented on television. Presentation factor consist of font type, size and color;
text position; character amount on display and duration of text display. Good subtitle presentation
use audience reading speed on character amount and subtitle display duration. Reading speed means
the ability to read and understand the meaning of text.
Not many people realize that subtitle in Indonesian Television has various type of presentation
factor. Start from font type, size and color; text position; character amount on display and duration
of text display. Based on Subtitle research that conducted by OFCOM (Office of Communication)
in England, various subtitle presentation is one of factors that has impact on audience comfortness
and comprehension. Based on introduction explained above, this research is conducted to assess
various subtitle presentation that displayed on Indonesian Television by compare it to audience
comprehension and comfortness. Therefore, the objective of this research is to develop standar
subtitle presentation by consider the level of audience comprehension and comfortness.
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Method
1. Subject and Object Characteristic
This research focus on parental guidance movie program with english audio. This focus chosen
base on viewers rating point on this foreign program is on the top than any other program. While
for the research’s subject is the television viewers who like to watch foreign movies, age 18-25.
Amount for the research’s subject on attribute determination is 85 person, on effective reading
speed tabulation is 30 person, on data taking for eye movement while watching television is 15
person.
2. Tools Used in Research
The main tool used in this research is Eye Link II or Eye Tracker. This tools is video based eye
movement record system with the highest resolution and fastest data record rate (500 sample per
second) than any other eye movement recording tools nowadays. Beside Eye tracker, this research
also used SPSS 16.0 statistic software to help data tabulation on conjoint analysis method and any
other statistic needs.
3.

Research Attributes

Attributes used in this research are besed on pre-eliminary study on some television stations
that broadcasted parental guidance foreign movies with english audio routinely. The attributes that
used in this research are described in Table 1.
Table 1. Research attributes
Attributes

Level
SansSerif
Font Type
Swiss721
28 pt
Font Size
32 pt
Pale White
Snow Bright White
Font color
Bright Yellow
1 per 9
Text Position
2 per 9
Based on
Text Appearance Conversation Speed
Duration
Standard Duration
Full Screen
Display Type
Border

4. Data Collection Technique
This research started with determinating the main focus from research object and subject
through pre-eliminary study. After that, the research continued with observation to generate the
research attributes. Next, the research attributes used as an input for conjoint analysis. Through
conjoint analysis method, yield on some optimal attributes combination. This optimal attributes
combination were made on visual display video with the subtitle that used on eye movement data
collecting. Before eye movement data collecting, there was data collecting from respondents
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reading speed. The result from reading speed data collecting was tabulated with effective reading
speed formulation, yield on viewers average reading speed as a basic on determination of standard
distribution of attention. Respondents eye movement while watching were recorded by eye tracker
and the yield of these recording were tabulated by probabilistic hits method. Finally, the yield from
probabilistic hits method was compared with the standard distribution of attention viewers while
watching television with subtitle.
Table 2. Standard distribution of attention on subtitle and image (Romero Fresco, Forth coming: 24)

Result and Discussion
1. Data Tabulation with Conjoint Analysis
To get the best subtitle design, there was attributes combination optimalization from attributes
based on viewers preferences. Combination optimalization was processed by conjoint analysis
method. On using conjoint analysis method, reability and validity test were needed for data
collection. Both of these test were needed to analyze whether data yield from this method suit to
necessity. The yield from the reability test is cronbach alpha coefficient, which the coefficient on
this research is 0,817. Cronbach alpha coefficient that accepted is above 0,7, while for the
coefficient that above 0,8 is better (Sekaran, 2006). Thus, the data collection on this research was
reability proven. For the validity test, this research used pearson coefficient where the coefficient is
0,659. This point is above 0,5 which means that there is a high accurate prediction.
Conjoint analysis method was used to know the important level of every factor and level. From
20 combination, some combination had been took with the highest viewers preference. One
attribute combination was made into video with 2 minutes duration used for eye tracking method.
Two minutes video is standard time of one story segment on movie. Based on “Eye Movement of
Children and Adults While Reading Television Subtitle” (d’Ydewalle, 2007), the total time of the
movie fragment tested to respondent was about 15 minutes. This 15 minutes also based on one
movie segment on television between commercial break. With the 15 minutes total duration of
movie fragment and two minutes duration on one story segment, the total combination of subtitle’s
attributes tested to respondent was 7 combination as seen at Table 3.
Table 3. Attribute’s Combination Tested to Eye Tracker Respondents
ID
2
6
7
8

Font
Font
Type
Size
SansSerif 32
Swiss721 32
Swiss721 32
SansSerif 32

9

SansSerif 28

14

SansSerif 32

Font Color
Pale White
Yellow
Snow
Bright
Snow
Bright
Snow
Bright
Yellow

Text
Text Duration
Position
2 per 9
Standard
1 per 9
Standard

Display
Type
Border
FullScreen

2 per 9

Standard

Border

1 per 9

Standard
Conversation
Speed
Conversation
Speed

FullScreen

2 per 9
1 per 9

FullScreen
FullScreen
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15

SansSerif 28

Snow
Bright

1 per 9

Conversation
Speed

FullScreen

2. Data Tabulation with Effective Reading Speed Formula
The objective from data tabulation with effective reading speed formula is to get the average of
television viewers reading speed. The average point should fulfill the deviation requirement on
highest and lowest score. A good average point is the one which deviation standard point is not
exceed two times their average point (Wildanaputra, 2007). On this research, the average point on
viewers reading speed was 168,0687, with 49,4 on deviation standard. Thus, this average point was
accepted as representative point from 30 respondents.
3. Data Tabulation with Probabilistic Hits Method
Final result from data tabulation was hits probabilistic graph from every combination based on
conjoint analysis method’s output. Hits probabilistic graph from every combination consist of
average hits probabilistic from all respondent looked on subtitle, image and other along watching
two minutes video with subtitle.
Before plotted the data into graph, should be done the normality test first. Normality test was
drawn by the significance point on Kolmogorof-Smirnov. Significance point on dwell time data to
subtitle area was 0,2 ; image was 0,2 and other was 0,063. Those point were all above 0,05, showed
that all data were not significance and normal distribution. The research continued with calculation
on deviation point to the standard and comprehension percentage point to analyze every
combination graph. Both of calculation were done to get the result of the best combination on
subtitle attributes.
4. Subtitle Ergonomic Design
Result from eye tracker data collection were drawn on graph that consist of three lines of
average dwell time in three areas. Point on the graph was hits probabilistic point- result from dwell
time area divided by all dwell time. Analysis process was done by comparing the graph with
standard distribution of attention between area and image (Romero Fresco, Forthcoming: 24). That
standard showed dwell time standard on subtitle and image based on reading speed. The average
point on reading speed was 168 words per second, standard probability point on seeing subtitle was
0,56 and standard probability point on image was 0,44.
5. Analysis
Final result on the most efective eye movement based on the calculation on deviation point to
the standard and comprehension percentage point is combination 8. The best combination from
probabilistic hits method is different with the result from conjoint analysis method which yield on
combination 14 as the best attribute combination. On conjoint analysis method, television viewers
as respondents gave the point based on their interest or preference. The result showed that
combination 14 is the most comfortable and clear as subtitle than any other combination. On the
other hand, probabilistic hits method measured the best subtitle based on the most effective
viewer’s eye movement compared to their standard distribution of attention and also their
comprehend’s level, not by their preference. This differences showed that what respondents favored
is not always the best on ergonomic view. To develop the best design product, analysis should not
be done only by preferences. Another point of view, like ergonomic, will help to make decision
about the best design.
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Conclusion and Recommendation
Determination of the best subtitle design was done by calculation of deviation point on hits
probabilistic with compared it to standard distribution of attention and viewer’s comprehend
percentage on every subtitle combination. The lowest deviation point to standard is combination 8
with 0,07 on subtitle standard and 0,08 on image. While for the highest point on viewer’s
comprehend percentage was on combination 6, 8 and 9. Thus, the best combination is combination
8, with the level on attributes:
• SanSerif Font Type, with 32 pt size and Snow Bright White Color.
• Text position is on 1/9 line from the bottom of screen
• Appearance duration based on standard :
- One line subtitle min: 3 sec, max: 5 sec
- Two lines subtitle min: 7 sec,max: 8 sec
• Full screen display type.
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Abstract. Unplanned maintenance has led to disruption in the production process. Therefore,
replacing unplanned maintenance into planned maintenance, is necessary to improve productivity.
This study propose a design of predictive maintenance based on historical longevity of time
between failures. Two methods, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Lognormal Distribution
approaches were applied and compared. The comparison of those two methods was conducted
based on mean square error (MSE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and mean absolute
deviation (MAD). The occurrence of unplanned maintenance on D/E hydraulic component at
finishing mill area of Hot Strip Mill Plant, PT. Krakatau Steel, was selected as a case to apply those
approaches. It was found that ANN is more accurate than the lognormal distribution method, which
was indicated by smaller errors.
Introduction
Maintenance should be conducted to support the production process. Mann [1] defined
maintenance as required activities for keeping facilities in perfect condition (as-built) and therefore
continuing to have its original productive capacities. Thus, maintenance has a significant role in
manufacturing, and it is affected by various factors [2]. Customers require companies to fulfill
customer orders. However, there are many obstacles to complete customer orders on time as
expected. One of the most frequent causes of delays is the breakdown maintenance. Breakdown
maintenance is a type of unplanned maintenance. Machine breakdown needs time to make a repair.
Those breakdown maintenance activities has disrupted the production process and violated the
production targets [3].
Ebeling [4] classified maintenance into reactive and proactive maintenance. Breakdown
maintenance is a reactive maintenance, while proactive maintenance includes preventive and
predictive maintenance. Preventive maintenance is maintenance performed on a scheduled basis,
generally on a periodic basis, where a number of maintenance tasks such as inspection,
maintenance, replacement, cleaning, lubrication and adjustment carried out. In the predictive
maintenance, equipment or components are monitored or evaluated to predict failure [5]. Proper
precautions can be implemented prior to the failure. By avoiding failure, component life can be
extended. This predictive maintenance is also known as condition-based maintenance [6]. By
applying these preventive and predictive maintenance, unplanned disruption in the production
process will be avoided.
Hot Strip Mill plant of PT. Krakatau Steel, a go public company in Indonesia, was selected as
case for this study. The plant comprises of reheating furnace, sizing press, roughing mill, finishing
mill and down coiler machines. The main product of this factory is coil. Preventive maintenance has
been regularly performed at this plant every three weeks. Overhaul has been also held each year in
this plant. However, based on the utilization report, it was found that breakdown maintenance still
persisted every month. Therefore, it is necessary to design predictive maintenance for the
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production process. The focus of this study is on the finishing mill machine, i.e. hydraulic D/E
component, due highest proportion of emergency maintenance among machines.
Designing predictive maintenance was an effort to transform unplanned into planned
maintenance activities. The objectives of this research is to replace unplanned into planned
maintenance activities, by using historical data on time between failures. By applying this
predictive maintenance, it is expected that the production process would not be interfered and the
production completion would not be delayed. Two methods for developing predictive maintenance
schedule: ANN and Lognormal Distribution, were compared and analyzed. By conducting this
transformation, customer’s orders fulfillment can be accomplished on time, as targeted.
Methodology
Data for this study were collected from historical data of the company. These data were failure
rate obtained from D/E hydraulic component at finishing mill area in the Hot Strip Mill plant for
coil products. The data were then used as inputs for neural network and the lognormal distribution.
Table 1 below describes the failure rate data obtained from the last 3.5 years.
Artificial Neural Network. From Kaastra and Boyd [7], it is known that Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) are the first universal and flexible function approximators used in cognitive
science and engineering. ANN is one of the information processing systems that is designed to
imitate the way human’s brain works to solve a problem with the learning process through changes
in synaptic weights. ANN is able to perform activity-based recognition historical data. Historical
data will be studied by artificial neural network that has the ability to give a decision on the data
that has not been studied. Neural network in the form of the composition of neural cells (neurons)
are built based on the principles of organization of humans brain.
Neurons are the basic parts of a neural network processing. A neuron consists of several parts:
(1) Input, is part of a system used to provide input to the system, both for the learning process and
object recognition process, (2) Weight, is the weight given to a liaison that serves to increase and
decrease the influence of a given neuron to the input to match the learning targets, (3) Processing is
the object recognition based on knowledge gained from the input and predetermined weights, and
(4) Output, is part of the learning outcomes that provide an object or target learning. Each output of
the neurons has activation functions that determine whether the information is passed to other
neurons for further processing or not. Basically, ANN architecture consists of some layers, i.e. input
layer, hidden layer and output layer, as described on Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. ANN Architecture [8]
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Table 1. Unplanned maintenance data for D/E hydraulic component
Period
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Actual (hour)
672
1080
2664
384
144
96
744
72
192
360
816
1920
72
288
384
504
720
240
192
96
72
624
144
240
48
1176
24
72
24
24
216
240
168
672
456
168
1128
24
456
504
576
600
216
1440
432
168
96
144
120
264
288
960
144
192
2112

Failure rate per hour
0.001488095
0.000925926
0.000375375
0.002604167
0.006944444
0.010416667
0.001344086
0.013888889
0.005208333
0.002777778
0.001225490
0.000520833
0.013888889
0.003472222
0.002604167
0.001984127
0.001388889
0.004166667
0.005208333
0.010416667
0.013888889
0.001602564
0.006944444
0.004166667
0.020833333
0.000850340
0.041666667
0.013888889
0.041666667
0.041666667
0.004629630
0.004166667
0.005952381
0.001488095
0.002192982
0.005952381
0.000886525
0.041666667
0.002192982
0.001984127
0.001736111
0.001666667
0.004629630
0.000694444
0.002314815
0.005952381
0.010416667
0.006944444
0.008333333
0.003787879
0.003472222
0.001041667
0.006944444
0.005208333
0.000473485
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Lognormal distribution. Lognormal distribution is a theoretical distribution which is widely used
in the field of engineering, particularly as a model for various types of material properties [9]. A
non-continuous random variable X is said to have a negative lognormal distribution if ln (X) has a
normal distribution. Probability density function of a random variable that meets lognormal
distribution if ln (x) is normally distributed with parameters μ and σ as on Equation 1.

𝑓 (𝑥 ) =

1

√2𝜋𝜎𝑥

(1)

2

𝑒 −[ln(𝑥)−𝜇]/2𝜎 , 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑥 ≥ 0

It should be noted that μ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of ln (x) instead of x. Because
ln (x) has a normal distribution.
Results
ANN approach. Data processing observed predicted data in time series. This data processing
applied back-propagation, a feeding forward type. Back-propagation is very useful in the study of
time series due to its ability to perform repeated pattern recognition. The parameters used in this
calculation are the 3 hidden neurons and 3 delays. The numbers obtained from the results of several
times experiments and trainings. The experiment stopped on the combination of hidden neurons 4
and 5 delays. Because at this stage, when the numbers of hidden neurons were added, the error was
greater due to longer learning process. As for the delay amount, when added to the result would be
invalid because the amount of training data, validation data and testing data would decrease
(number = number of input output - the amount of delay). The results for the experiment are as on
Table 2.
Table 2. Calculated data result of Neural Network
Testing Data
Sequence
6th
18th
19th
28th
35th
48th
50th
53th

Actual Value

Predicted Value

Error

0.010417
0.004167
0.005208
0.013889
0.002193
0.006944
0.003788
0.006944

0.004720
0.004700
0.004707
0.012482
0.004720
0.004776
0.004897
0.004707

0.005697
-0.000530
0.000501
0.001407
-0.002530
0.002168
-0.001110
0.002237

Lognormal distribution approach. Some methods for goodness-of-fit test, i.e. Anderson Darling
distribution test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Chi Square, were applied to find the data distribution.
From those three methods, it was found that data distribution is lognormal. The following step is
processing data for lognormal data distribution. With the mean value used is equal to 5.5684 and
the standard deviation value is equal to 1.1587, then the obtained results are described as on Table
3.
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Table 3. Calculated data result of Lognormal distribution
Testing Data
sequence
6th
18th
19th
28th
35th
48th
50th
53th

Actual Value

Predicted Value

Error

0,010416667
0,004166667
0,005208333
0,013888889
0,002192982
0,006944444
0,003787879
0,006944444

0,026032641
0,02315892
0,023828108
0,027006453
0,021337001
0,024719455
0,022878852
0,024719455

-0,01562
-0,01899
-0,01862
-0,01312
-0,01914
-0,01778
-0,01909
-0,01778

Analysis
Based on the results of the two computation methods, we then conduct a comparison to
recognize which method is more appropriate for this case. Therefore, three error calculation
methods : MSE, MAPE and MAD, were calculated to check the error from those two computation
methods. Table 4 shows the results of the three error calculations from both methods, while the next
Figure 2 shows the cumulative failure rate.
Table 4. Errors of both methods
Neural Network
6.54E-06
0.3689785
0.0020224

MSE
MAPE
MAD

2.5

Lognormal
0.000311
3.683203
0.030119

Failure Rate Comparison Between Actual Data
with Both Methods (Cumulative) Graph

Failure Rate

2
Data Aktual

1.5
1

Distribusi
Lognormal

0.5

Neural Network

0

-0.5 0

20

40

60

Period

Fig. 2. Cumulative failure rate comparison from both methods

From neural network method, we get the equation to calculate the failure rate of the next
period. The equation found by calculating the weights obtained from the neural network. Weights
for this equation are as on Equation 2.

𝑊11
𝑊 = �𝑊21
𝑊31

𝑊12
𝑊22
𝑊32

𝑊13
𝑊23 �
𝑊33

(2)
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By using three (3) delays, it means that every 3 first data will be used to find further data
(such as the moving average). For example, to get the 4th data, the needed data are 1st data, 2nd data
and 3rd data. Then to find the 5th data, then the needed data are the 2nd, 3rd and 4th data, and so on.
Using the above weights, the equation for the neural network would be:
𝑥2 = 𝑊11 × 𝑥1
𝑥3 = (𝑊21 × 𝑥1 ) + (𝑊22 × 𝑥2 )
𝑥4 = (𝑊31 × 𝑥1 ) + (𝑊32 × 𝑥2 ) + (𝑊33 × 𝑥3 )

(3)
(4)
(5)

Summary

Predictive time between failures of hydraulic D/E component have been calculated using two
approaches, i.e. ANN and Lognormal distribution, and their error values (MSE, MAPE and MAD)
have been compared. It was found that the error values of ANN approach were significantly lower
than Lognormal distribution. Therefore, it can be concluded that ANN approach is more accurate in
estimating time between failures than Lognormal distribution approach.
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Abstract This research is conducted to help a company select aluminum supplier that best fits its
considered criteria. PT X is an aluminum-casting company in Indonesia which supplies aluminum
based product for other downstream companies. Every company must pursue the best accuracy in
fulfilling order to satisfy their customer. This performance is determined by how the company runs
its internal processes. One of them is about selecting their raw material supplier. According to
survey and interview, this process becomes a problem at PT X. There are four alternatives of
suppliers at PT X. The current situation shows that there is not a proper process of selecting
supplier so that seeing the result of the decision, the company often faces the fact that it isn’t the
right decision. In this research, a decision making model of Analytic Network Process (ANP) will
be established. There are many criteria and sub-criteria considered by the company to select a
supplier. These criteria often have correlations with others, so that ANP will be the appropriate
method to help this multi-criteria decision making problem. Product quality, service, delivery,
price, and location are found out to be criteria that PT X considers important in selecting supplier.
Every possibility of criteria/sub-criteria interaction is identified to develop the model. Pairwise
comparison is conducted to determine the importance of criteria and sub-criteria. The final result
shows that a supplier named Manaf Logam considered as the best aluminum supplier.
Introduction
In supply chain system, there are often many parties included, i.e. supplier, manufacturer,
distributor, retailer, and customer. Each party runs their business to fulfill what their customer need.
Therefore, each of them has their own strategy to achieve that purpose. Customer satisfaction
becomes an important key to sustain the business run well. PT X is an aluminum casting industry
that serves aluminum based product for its downstream companies. Trying to cater for their
customer need well, it does some efforts which are doing inspection process to make sure the
quality of product, having an additional order of raw material to reach a certain production target,
and so on. However, some of them are considered as impromptu actions that often cause increase
on production cost.
One of several problems that causes this kind of actions relates to supplier selection.
Aluminum is the main raw material for PT X manufacturing process. According to observation
performed at PT X, the person in charge of this supplier selection is still doing this process without
good reasoning. It is well understood because this decision actually includes many criteria which
makes the decision making process hard. There are many raw material problems that the company
faces in their current condition. There are quality problem, quantity, delivery problem, and so on.
There are 4 aluminum suppliers for PT X, which are Yun Hok, Panca Logam, PD Heri, and Manaf
Logam. Every supplier offers different quality, service, and product price. According to PT X
experiences on their past decisions, sometimes they experienced that the aluminum they got from
supplier was poor in aluminum purity aspect. This problem made the manufacturing process
produced a lot of defective products. Actually the company can handle it by doing additional
process on the product, but obviously it increases their production cost. Another problem faces by
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the company is about on-time delivery case. There are certain suppliers that offer a good aluminum
product but they can’t keep their promise to deliver the product on time. This problem will cause
PT X unable to meet the production deadline so that it can’t meet customer need on time either.
This trade-off reasoning on many criteria makes decision making process more complex.
Considering that a right supplier choice becomes a very important aspect to lower purchasing cost
and improving a company competitiveness [1], this research is conducted to build a decision
making model that will help the company to get a better decision about their aluminum supplier.
As explained before, this decision making process includes many criteria which cause the
process quite hard for the decision maker. In this paper, we use Analytic Network Process (ANP) as
a decision making method for aluminum supplier that will help this multi-criteria decision making.
ANP can accommodate a multi-criteria decision making condition and also the dependency
possibility among the criteria. First of all, the decision making criteria and sub-criteria will be
identified. The dependency among criteria and sub-criteria will be identified as well. The output
from these two activities will be inputs for decision making model development. Pairwise
comparison will be conducted and at the end of this research there will be a list of supplier selection
priority for PT X.
Methodology
There are several steps performed in this research to provide PT X with a supplier selection
suggestion. It starts from criteria/sub-criteria identification through interview and literature review.
Next processes will be identifying the relationship between criteria, building an ANP model,
collecting data, doing data calculation and analysis, and finally recording the result. These steps can
be explained as below.
Criteria/Sub-criteria Identification
There will be criteria and sub-criteria in ANP model. As explained on the introduction, this
supplier selection process can be classified into multi-criteria decision making process. According
to initial observation, quality and delivery aspect become two important aspects/criteria considered
by PT X. There will be other criteria that PT X considered. Hence, this step should be conducted to
get comprehensive criteria for the ANP model. Literature review will be the first step to get the
general knowledge about criteria/sub-criteria in supplier selection process. According to Tahriri et
al. [2], there are 23 factors considered by steel manufacturing company in supplier evaluation and
selection. Several of them are quality, delivery, performance history, price, technical capability,
attitude, and impression. Literature study also includes Kotler [3] as the basic literature to identify
additional criteria and sub-criteria. Based on this initial knowledge, interview is carried out to the
decision maker. The decision maker is the one who is in charge of aluminum purchasing process at
PT X. He has had experience in this subject for about 5 years. This interview should be run
because each company must have its own consideration on the supplier, so there may be more than
23 factors considered or even less than 23. The result shows that there are 5 criteria considered by
the decision maker i.e. aluminum purity, price, delivery, service, and location. There are subcriteria considered for every criterion except aluminum purity and location. Table 1 shows subcriteria for 3 criteria considered.
Table 1. Decision making sub-criteria
Price
Price Level
Discounts
Payment Procedure

Delivery
Punctuality
Quantity Accuracy
Delivery Responsiveness
Delivery Flexibility

Service
Responsiveness to Complaint
Ease of Ordering
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Every criteria and sub-criteria above will be explained as below
1. Aluminum purity
Aluminum purity is the essential product quality aspect for PT X. The purer the metal is, the
easier the company can process it. The purity of a product could be identified by its density,
while in visual aspect it can be identified by its color.
2. Price
Price should be an aspect considered by PT X because it will affect the production cost. This
criterion includes price level, discount, and payment procedure. Price level relates to how
expensive the price given by the supplier for their product. The meaning of discount relates to
the probability of getting a discount price on every purchasing activity. Payment procedure is
talking about the procedure option that eases the company in completing a certain amount of
payment. Cash payment procedure will not be a problem for PT X when the company has an
enough budget. Payment procedure through installment will be more preferable for the company
that has problem with their purchasing budget.
3. Delivery
According to Kotler [3], delivery relates to punctuality, product quantity precision, cost, speed,
and flexibility. There are three sub-criteria in common with Kotler [3] definition, which are
punctuality, quantity accuracy, and flexibility. Another additional sub-criterion is delivery
responsiveness. Punctuality and quantity accuracy have obvious and important meaning that
determines performance of the company. The third aspect, which is flexibility, means the
capability of supplier to fulfill irregular customer demand. The last delivery sub-criterion is
delivery responsiveness. It relates to how fast the supplier sets the delivery for every customer
order.
4. Service
Service relates to quality of interaction happened between the company and the supplier. The
first aspect of this criterion is responsiveness to complaint which means how fast and effective a
supplier finds/gives a solution to customer problem. The second aspect is ease of ordering. This
sub-criterion is talking about whether the company has to visit the supplier in every ordering
activity. The responsiveness of supplier in responding customer call is also considered in this
sub-criterion.
Dependency Identification
Dependency identification is performed by interviewing the decision maker. There are two
kinds of dependencies in ANP model. They are inner and outer dependency. According to Saaty
[4], inner dependency is relationship exist between sub-criterion within a certain criterion, whereas
outer dependency is relationship between sub-criteria from different criterion. One inner
dependency found out from this process is between discount and price level. With higher
probability of getting discount, the company will often get the product in satisfying price. Outer
dependency happens between aluminum purity and price level. Another dependency happens
between service and delivery which are ease of ordering to punctuality and quantity accuracy.
According to decision maker experience, the purer the aluminum is, the higher the price will be.
The ease of ordering will affect how the delivery performance is. The easier the supplier to reach,
the more punctual and accurate the delivery will be. This kind of relationship happens because it
will be easier to give order information update to supplier so that it will influence the punctuality
and quantity accuracy of delivery process.
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Model Building
According to the previous 2 steps, an ANP model will be established. Fig. 1 shows the ANP
decision making model for PT X.
Goal
Selecting
Aluminum Best
Supplier
Service
Responsiveness
to Complaint
Ease of Ordering

Aluminum
Purity

Delivery
Punctuality
Quantity Accuracy
Responsiveness
Flexibility

Price
Price Level
Discount
Payment
Procedure

Supplier
Yun Hok
Panca Logam
Manaf Logam
PD Heri

Location

Fig. 1. ANP model for PT X

Pairwise Comparison
The data will be collected using pairwise comparison method according to ANP model in Fig
1. The respondent will be the decision maker. He will determine a certain score for every
criteria/sub-criteria comparison. There will be criteria and sub-criteria comparison with respect to
goal criteria. The comparison is about the level of importance of criteria/sub-criteria in achieving
the goal. With 5 criteria that are compared with respect to goal, there will be 5 C 2 pairwise
comparisons that have to be done. One of them is shown below
Aluminum Purity 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Service
In above example, the decision maker has to determine the importance of aluminum purity
criterion compared to service in selecting best aluminum supplier. Value of 1 represents that
aluminum purity and service have equal importance level in selecting best aluminum supplier,
while value of 9 on aluminum purity side will represent that aluminum purity absolutely more
important than service criterion. There are many other comparisons beside this kind of comparison.
Every criterion that comes out with more than one arrow indicates a comparison that has to be
done. The comparison will also be useful to find out the strength of each supplier from every
aspect/criterion considered.
Data Calculation
Every pairwise comparison will be evaluated in terms of its consistency. Only a consistent
comparison could be used for the analysis. If there is an inconsistent comparison, the decision
maker should do the comparison again. This consistency is evaluated based on Consistency Ratio
(CR) which has to be less than 0.1 [4]. All pairwise comparisons done in this research are consistent
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so that the next calculation can be carried out. There will be cluster matrix, unweighted matrix,
weighted matrix, and limiting matrix that show several steps of data calculating. Eigen vector will
be extracted from every comparison and will become the input for the initial matrix, which are
cluster and unweighted matrix. The limiting matrix will be the final calculation step of data and
provides information about supplier selection priority for PT X.
Result and Discussion
After all comparison processes, the result shows that Manaf Logam is the best supplier for PT
X. It can be identified from every supplier score in limiting matrix. There are 4 alternatives of
suppliers for PT X which are Manaf Logam, Panca Logam, PD Heri, and Yun Hok. The limiting
matrix score for each supplier are 0.1377, 0.0882, 0.1249, and 0.0763 respectively. Manaf Logam
gets the highest score which makes it the best supplier for PT X. Actually, PT X can consider other
suppliers according to descending limiting matrix score order. The analysis about this supplier
order can be done by looking at criterion importance level and sub-criteria score for every supplier.
Cluster matrix is a matrix that records criteria importance level. There are 5 criteria considered
in this research, which are Aluminum Purity, Price, Service, Delivery, and Location. Importance
score for every criterion are 0.323, 0.398, 0.082, 0.142, and 0.054 respectively, while the detail of
importance level of each sub-criterion within the criteria can be shown in Table 2 and Table 3. The
highest sub-criteria score in every criterion indicates the most important sub-criterion considered by
the company. This result is well understood if it is compared to the real situation at PT X. Delivery
Flexibility is the most important aspect with respect to delivery criterion. It can be seen from the
usual PT X practice up till now that often demands for immediate additional supply of aluminum.
Another sub-criterion is Price Level. This sub-criterion is also valid and very logical to be the most
important aspect considered within Price criterion. Considering that PT X often demands for
immediate delivery, Ease of Ordering will obviously be the important aspect which has to be most
considered by PT X in service factor. A high fluctuation of demand makes PT X needs such a fast
and efficient way to reach/call supplier for an order.
Table 2. Price & delivery sub-criteria importance level
Price
Price Level
Discounts
Payment Procedure

Importance
0.66775
0.19918
0.13307

Delivery
Punctuality
Quantity Accuracy
Delivery Responsiveness
Delivery Flexibility

Importance
0.30968
0.22568
0.14741
0.31723

Table 3. Service sub-criteria importance level
Service
Responsiveness to Complaint
Ease of Ordering

Importance
0.3868
0.6132

After looking at every criterion/sub-criterion importance level, we also have to know the
strength of each supplier so that we can have ideas about how Manaf Logam can come out as the
best supplier for PT X. Table 3 shows the supplier score for every sub-criterion.
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Table 3. Sub-criteria comparison among suppliers
Aspect
Price

Service

Delivery

Price Level
Discount
Payment Procedure
Ease of Ordering
Responsiveness to Complaint
Punctuality
Quantity Accuracy
Delivery Responsiveness
Delivery Flexibility
Aluminum Purity
Location

Manaf
Logam
0.1920
0.1677
0.0366
0.0638
0.0127
0.0329
0.0301
0.0231
0.0527
0.3337
0.0542

Panca
Logam
0.0991
0.1982
0.0991
0.0153
0.0612
0.0218
0.0390
0.0443
0.0337
0.3337
0.0542

PD
Heri
0.1298
0.1030
0.1635
0.0638
0.0127
0.0308
0.0267
0.0172
0.0641
0.3337
0.0542

Yun
Hok
0.2180
0.0952
0.0831
0.0250
0.051
0.0368
0.0399
0.0128
0.0493
0.3337
0.0542

According to Table 3, we can see that Manaf Logam gets the second position for Price Level
after Yun Hok, while PD Heri as the second recommended supplier is on the third position.
Although it is on the third position for PD Heri, it has the best payment procedure. Manaf Logam
also gets the second position in the discount aspect. Looking at aluminum purity and location
criterion, every supplier has the same score. The third important criterion for this selection process
is delivery. In this criterion, Manaf Logam gets the second position for 3 out of 4 sub-criteria, while
in service aspect Manaf Logam is placed on the first position for ease of ordering which is the same
as PD Hery. On average, Manaf Logam always gets the second position in every criterion compared
to other suppliers which sometimes could get the worst position, especially in several high
importance criteria. This is the reason why eventually Manaf Logam is the supplier suggested to be
the best aluminum supplier for the company.
Summary
According to the result and analysis, Manaf Logam is suggested to be the best supplier for PT
X, while the second alternative of supplier will be PD Heri. However, the condition of aluminum
market could change so that this decision should not be valid anymore. There may be innovation in
aluminum processing technology, transportation, new metal design, and so on which will affect
how the decision maker chooses the supplier. The ANP decision making model should be revised
whenever there are new factors or new dependencies identified. This activity will keep the decision
meet company requirement. More literature review should be conducted to enrich this decision
making model so that the model and also the decision will last for a longer time. Considering that
this kind of business will continually grow, PT X should consider more alternatives for its supplier.
PT X should actively find another supplier which can give a better offer.
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Abstract The purpose of this study is to choose the best location, the one that has minimum cost,
for a new warehouse at Jabodetabek and Jawa Barat distribution areas. However, this study also
takes into consideration uncertainty and risk factor into calculation. In this case, the uncertainty is
simulated with Monte Carlo simulation. The risk factors are location, transportation and regulations.
On the first screening using optimization method, three location candidates are selected, which are
Jakarta Utara, Jakarta Timur dan Jakarta Pusat. The result of annual cost simulation added by risk
value cost comes up with Jakarta Timur as the best location with the value of IDR
15,902,787,889.24.
Introduction
At 2012, the national steel production went down about 25%-30% or only reached about 4
million-4.5 million tons. According to the American Iron and Steel Industry Association (IISIA), by
2011, domestic steel production reached 6 million tonnes, while consumption reached 8.6 million
tonnes [1]. The national steel high consumption that not supported by domestic supply resulted in a
large quantity of steel imports.
As the largest national steel company, PT. X is able to supply 2 million tonnes of steel by
2012. Steel shipments in Jabodetabek area and West Java cover 60% of the total steel shipments.
PT.X is doing revitalization to improve steel production so as to increase the supply of national
steel which will hopefully push down the steel imports. This revitalization strategies need to be
supported by a good distribution system. In 2012 steel distribution is still experiencing delivery
delays by 30%. The delay is due to various causes such as route congestion, infrastructure, and
regulation of large cargo trucks travel permits, and so on. This delay causes the level of satisfaction
of consumers decreases, that later pushs down steel demand from consumers who are experiencing
the delays. By 2016 when the revitalization is completed PT.X will be capable of producing 3.5
million tons of steel per year. However, until now distribution is handled by PT.X itself in Cilegon.
Reflecting from current distribution, it is believed that they will not be able to deliver their new
production level of 3.5 million tonnes in timely fashion. Steel shipments for the Jabodetabek area
and West Java are using tronton and trailer trucks through the Tangerang-Merak toll road. In the
event of a flood such as in January 2013, then delivery will be greatly hampered leading to delivery
delays.
Warehouse is the key of modern supply chain and plays an important role in the success or
failure of a business [2]. As addition warehouse will help shipments to consumers that will reduce
the rate of delivery delays and reduces the buildup of the main warehouse in Cilegon. Therefore the
aim of this research is to find a new warehouse location to support the distribution of the steel. The
location will be determined using integer and the calculation of programmes costs with risks to get
an optimal new warehouse location [3].
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Theory
This study combines quantitative and qualitative approaches in solving the warehouse location
determination problem. Quantitative approach being used is integer programming that models the
problem with a goal to reach and a set of constraints. Integer programming is usually solved by
branch and bound method. Quantitative approach allows to include risks to the calculation. In this
study risk is modeled using Monte Carlo and then ranked by calculating its certainty equivalent
value. A candidate location that has the lowest certainty value is the best location to choose.
Monte Carlo simulation. Monte Carlo Simulation is often used in decision and risk analysis with
uncertain technical factors. Monte Carlo simulation is an effective and fast method for quantified
risk factors in a new project or investment [4].
There are some steps that should be taken in doing a Monte Carlo simulation. The first step is
to create a model of the problem that will be simulated and also specify variable input and output
expected from the model. The next step is to determine the shape and the parameters of the
probability distribution of each input variable. The third step in doing a Monte Carlo simulation was
simulated (running) and specify a value range for the trust first and also the number of trial (trial) in
the simulation. The last step after simulation, is to analyze the output expected in Monte Carlo
simulation.
Certainty equivalent value. Expectation-variance procedure called the method the Certainty
Equivalent Method takes into account the reductions in expected economic value of an investment
project in a single size. This procedure has been taking into account the value expectations of an
output with the following values of the variance of output with the following Equation 1:
𝐶𝐸𝑉 = 𝐸[𝑥] − 𝑅𝜎[𝑥]

(1)

where CEV is certainty equivalent value, 𝐸[𝑥]is mean from investation value, R is risk level, and
𝑅𝜎[𝑥] is standard deviation of investation value.
Data Collection and Result

Data in this study was collected from PT X own pool of data and from other sources. Primary
data is steel tonnage delivered from warehouse location to customers and delay time for the
Jabodetabek area and West Java. These data are shown on Table 1. While secondary data is
collected from Central Bureau of Statistics [6], Polda Metro Jaya [7], internet sources [8, 9, 10, 11],
and print media sources [12, 13]. The primary data is used to determine the candidate's new
warehouse location while the secondary data is used for Monte Carlo simulation and risk analysis.
Candidate site selection. Data used in the processing of this data product delivery is Cold Rolled
Coil (CR), Hot Rolled Coil (HR) and Wire Rod (WR) for the year 2012 (see Table 1). In addition to
data delivery, accuracy of data delivery is used also to consumers in one year. The data will be used
as the value of the weight in the selection of alternative locations. Weight calculation is done in
units of money and penalty cost for each product in each city so that it brings the total weight per
location.
The percentage is below 1 percent it will be coupled to the nearest location that acquired 10
new locations. This new location will be used for the construction of the mathematical model to
obtain the candidate locations. Table 2 shows weight alternative candidate for each location.
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Table 1. Shipment data
SITE

CR (ton)

Bandung
Bekasi
Bogor
Cengkareng
Cikampek
Cikarang
Cirebon
Indramayu
Jakarta
Barat
Jakarta
Pusat
Jakarta
Timur
Jakarta
Utara
Krawang
Purwakarta
Subang
Sukabumi
Tangerang

HR (ton)

1037.35
93849.695 310920.718
18985.565 84775.925
589.24
4352.765
40.72
6391.04 45600.744
91.27
1065.411

WR (ton)

Late

2616.024
6580.145
1915.735
24378.63
-

1432
440
8
55
299
36

On
Time
83
18036
6581
24
273
2608
10
9

5468.475

61201.521

5602.698

255

4650

-

3733.52

-

35

328

22783.552 36040.628

232

4191

80004.028

5343.314

401

6795

55417.455
9720.799 22416.556
23.53
7579.49
4.23
- 1589.108
37060.295 114334.677 80953.912

317
18
6
402

4181
271
1
82
13009

43464.95
43895.355

Table 2. Total weight
SITE
Bekasi
Bogor
Cikampek
Cikarang
Jakarta Barat
Jakarta Pusat
Jakarta Timur
Jakarta Utara
Karawang
Tangerang

VALUE
286538054800.0
76231891300.0
4665407197.1
43607826966.7
52239192600.0
2986816000.0
39216884400.0
82095695800.0
32185276800.0
114387250800.0

Mathematical calculations with the integer programming with the following objective function:
𝐹 = min ∑𝑖 ∑𝑗 ℎ𝑖 𝑑𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗

(2)

where h i is weight for each site and d ij is distance between site and warehouse candidate and x ij as
decision variable. This calculation is done by LINGO to get three candidates that are Jakarta Utara,
Jakarta Timur and Jakarta Pusat.
Monte Carlo simulation. The calculated costs are costs that have different value to each candidate
location. A fixed value is different is the cost of purchasing the land. The required land of 3000 m2
based on observations from the newspaper and property price average land per m2 in Jakarta Utara
is IDR 4,077,000.00 di Jakarta Timur is IDR 3,897,000.00 and Jakarta Pusat is IDR 40,300,000.00.
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To perform calculation of the value of the equivalent uniform annual cost, the value of the
investment was used in the MARR is the value of interest rates on time deposits of 12 months for
category national bank persero obtained from Bank Indonesia. Variable costs are taken into account
is the cost of Land and Building Tax (PBB) and transportation costs. PBB is annual operating costs
and influenced by the Object Tax Selling Value (NJOP) whose value is different for each region.
Based on data obtained from the official website, NJOP average value for Jakarta Utara is IDR
2,765,000.00 while Jakarta Timur is IDR 2,177,000.00 and Jakarta Pusat is IDR 9,740,000.00.
Transportation costs are taken into account in this section is the cost of transportation from
Cilegon to the individual candidate and the candidate's location to any other consumer areas. This
calculation uses the mode of transportation truck 30 ton and assumes the use of diesel fuel 1 litre to
travel as far as 3 km. Price of diesel used is IDR 4,500.00. This calculation also does not pay
attention to cost.
The distance taken into account is the distance traveled from Cilegon to each candidate and
candidate to the consumer but not returned to the candidate locations. Table 3 below is annual costs
of the total simulation of each candidate.
Table 3. Total annual cost
Candidate
Jakarta
Utara
Jakarta
Timur

Mean (IDR)

Stdev (IDR)

16,649,319,043.03

200,380,165.19

15,527,650,371.57

181,401,120.73

Jakarta Pusat

21,644,182,328.86

894,317,838.18

Risk. The first stage of the determination of the location is the identification of the main risk
factors. The factors are regulation, transport and location with weighting. Weight of location is 0.5,
transportation is 0.3 and regulation factor is 0.2. Table 4 shows risk factors for each candidate.
Factor indicator for location is proximity to the port, train station, and consumers. The transport
factor indicator is the number of accidents, the density of the industry, the level of traffic jam, the
length and the width of the road. Regulatory factor indicator is licensing.
The total value of risk to each candidate location is calculated by multiplying the value of risk
factor for each candidate with the weighting of each risk factor. Table 5 shows total risk fir each
candidate location.
Table 4. Risk assesment
Transportation

Location

Regulation

Jakarta Utara

3.68

1.66

0.5

Jakarta Timur

2.66

2.34

0.5

Jakarta Pusat

3.66

2

1

Candidates

Table 5. Total risk
Transportation

Location

Regulation

Total

Jakarta Utara

1.104

0.83

0.1

2.034

Jakarta Timur

0.798

1.17

0.1

2.068

Jakarta Pusat

1.908

1

0.2

3.108

Candidate

Annual cost certainty equivalent value. In calculating the warehouse annual value, the investment
component taken into account is only the costs without involving the component gains or income.
Therefore, the factors that used to be worth the reduction in value of investments into value-adding
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investment. Candidates selected as store location decisions is a certainty equivalent value annual
cost the least. Based on calculations with Equation 2 brings location features a CEV each with
Jakarta Timur is IDR 15,902,787,889.24 then Jakarta Utara is IDR 17,056,892,299.03 and the last
one is Jakarta Pusat IDR Rp 24,423,722,169.92.
Discussion
In the early stages of seeking candidates location search total load per location. The total load
for each location had shown some areas in percentage value under 0.015%. This value is very small
and not significant because it's an area that has a very small load it merged with nearby areas.
Variable cost in this study is divided into two and the first is PBB. NJOP used as input and
assumed to be using the normal distribution. Jakarta Timur had the low PBB and it is directly
proportional to the cost of purchasing the land. The higher price of land, the higher taxes should be
paid.
The calculation of transport costs become important in this research because the location was
later selected candidates will have the main activity distribution. Inputs that are used in the
calculation of these costs is the distance. The distance is used as input because it is considered to be
probabilistic. Simulations show that the cost of transportation is the Jakarta Utara while the lowest
is in Jakarta Pusat.
The value of the total annual costs for each candidate site is affected by the value of the land
purchase costs, fees and transportation costs. Indirectly, the variables that influence the value of the
component of the total cost will affect the value of the total annual costs. The third candidate was
influenced by five components. The fourth component is a component of distance and percentage
values but with MARR.
Jakarta Pusat is dominated by MARR and this shows the value of the land purchase costs of the
more influential while Jakarta Timur and Jakarta Utara dominated by distance showing the
dominance of transportation costs. There are similarities of these three candidate locations which do
not influence the cost of the UN'S significance.
At risk assessment, each candidate has different risk values. For location risk factors, Jakarta
Timur is the largest while the Jakarta Utara is the smallest. In view of the risk factors, transportation
is the best candidate then followed by Jakarta. While the value of regulatory risk to Central Jakarta
is 1 while North Jakarta and East Jakarta is 0.5. When viewing their risk factors alone then it can be
determined the best location is in North Jakarta.
The total level of risk which is owned by North Jakarta was 2.034 East Jakarta and Central
Jakarta 3.108 2.068. Although the level of risk of Jakarta North and East a little different i.e. 0.034
but once multiplied by the standard deviation value to be different, this is because the standard
deviation of North Jakarta. The value of the risk of Central Jakarta is the largest due to the very
high level of risk and with a standard deviation that is highest among the candidates other locations.
The value of the risk the least belongs to East Jakarta as the smallest standard deviation despite the
level of risk of the Jakarta Pusat is the smallest.
CEV value can be derived from adding the mean total annual costs to the value of risk.
Considerable cost difference that is more than eight half a billion to Jakarta Timur to Jakarta Pusat.
So the candidates the selected location is in Jakarta Timur.
In fact, when viewed from the total annual fee only, Jakarta Timur have been selected as a
candidate for the best location because it has the least total cost. Although risk factors did not alter
the decision of total annual costs, risk factors remain important to taken into account. Risk factors
help to see the characteristics of each candidate location so that this important risk factors taken into
account when the candidate at a glance location has the same characteristics. In this study, can be
seen by calculating the risk factor in Jakarta Timur who used its annual total cost to be six billion
with Jakarta Pusat became closely linked to eight half a billion after obtained the value of certainty
equivalent value. Therefore their risk factors give a considerable influence in the change in the
value of the total cost of the CEV.
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Summary
Based on calculation and analysis, the selected and proposed location for the establishment of a
steel warehouse for PT.X is in the area of Jakarta Timur. Jakarta Timur was chosen as the best
location because it has the smallest value of the CEV compared both other location candidates. The
low total annual cost in Jakarta Timur due to the contribution of low land purchase costs and the
PBB cost.
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Institutionalization and Mainstreaming of Community Engagement in
High Education Institutions
Rokiah Omar
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Malaysia
r_omar@fskb.ukm.my
Abstract. Community engagement is important to encourage social change and this can be done by engaging
university’s expertise and resources. Higher education institution can play a significant role to promote
productive community with robust economic growth. Institutionalization and mainstreaming of community
engagement in High Education Institutions will require broad thinking in the implementation. It will require
co-operation from higher management up to grass root in order to achieve successful and sustainable
educational and research programmes using ‘real’ society or “situation” to solve issues faced by the
community. The output will be able to enhance the quality of life of the community involved and at the
same time provide a platform for students to experience social relevance effectively. This paper will discuss
the importance of institutionalization and mainstreaming of community engagement in High Education
Institutions.
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Abstract. Lom tribe is the tribe known as Mapur rate derived from the current location as a hamlet
Air Abik (District Belinyu, Bangka) Mapur people generally still adhere to the customs and beliefs
of origin of their ancestors, including burial procedures. Another belief that abstinence is still telling
secrets and supernatural magical powers customary, especially supernatural powers contained in the
forest Air Abik. Local wisdom is formed as a local culture of excellence and geographical
conditions in the broad sense. Local knowledge is a product of mass culture should continuously
hold onto life. Although local but worth the value contained therein is considered very universal.
The main problem in this research is: "How is wisdom development policy Implementation of
Local Culture (Tribe Lom) in Bangka island province of Bangka Belitung“.
Introduction
Lom tribe is the tribe known as Mapur rate derived from the current location as a hamlet Air
Abik (District Belinyu, Bangka) Mapur people generally still adhere to the customs and beliefs of
origin of their ancestors, including burial procedures. Another belief that abstinence is still telling
secrets and magical powers suernatural customs, especially supernatural powers contained in the
forest Air Abik.
At Lom Tribe housing, especially in Hamlet Pejem, which lies between the group and the house
is quite remote and tribal. Rumah Lom is leaf stage house roof thatch. System houses on stilts
designed by ethnic Lom is a house on stilts designed by tribe Lom, with the ground floor of the
house does not cover directly. They believe that the land also breathes like a human, so need a
cavity between the floor of the house and land.
The Framework
From the theoretical time previously, the implementation of the policy of management of the
resources of local wisdom (tribe Lom) can includes three elements namely the organization of
policy implementation, interpretation, and application. Element organization because through this
policy through their institutions Bangka tourism department, then in the process took their
interpretation of the members of the organization for decisions or programs created by the
organization.
In this study, an element of interpretation becomes an important part to be explored. This is
because the shape of Bangka tourism office organizations that are collaborative. In the organization
shaped like this there will be a variety of different interests of the respective members. Based on
these possibilities, then the interpretation of the implementing aspects of the local knowledge
management policies ( Lom rate ) becomes important to explore.
According to Jones the implementation of policies to deal with issues that are quite complex,
such as:
1) Problems and demands that always comes back in the policy process.
2) The occurrence of different interpretations of the intent of the program, the programs that
are multi-participant. Such programs require community participation and cross
government. Assumption of different organizations often are not solved.
3) The program is often implemented without studying the failures that have occurred.
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4) Program or policy is more a result of an agreement rather than real certainty
5) Policy programs are often implemented without definite the problem.
The third characteristic of the implementation of the policy explained that first: the organization
is the realignment of those resources, units, and methods that would affect the program; second;
interpretation is an attempt to interpret the program (which is generally defined in regulation) into
plans can be directed to appropriate and acceptable possible thereafter; and third; the application of
the rules of the routine of services, payments, or other things that adjusting the program objectives
or instruments.
In this study, therefore different forms and with the organization in general, the question of
organization is the most important aspect to be explored, namely how this collaborative works
organization, and formulate programs and activities, as well as the responsibilities of each unit in it,
So that then can be found in the part where the real weaknesses of the organization, resulting in the
formation of this organization has not provided tangible benefits.
Secondly, the issue of interpretation is also urgent aspect to be observed, because the elements in
the management of local cultures differ, in such conditions, the most important thing to observe is:
can the elements in the Department of Tourism to build a shared understanding on policy or
program formulated without releasing the interests of the organization of origin.
So then dug in this study is how each element of trying to interpret that program into the plans
can be directed to the right and could possibly be accepted and implemented. Third, the discussion
of aspects of the application is determinant to find the core issue, namely about why.
Research Method
Design Research
This study used a qualitative approach using qualitative methods with the use of reason wants to
explore the issue of the implementation of the management of local wisdom (Tribe Lom) in more
depth in terms of content and policy.
The location and schedule of study
The research location is in the village of Mapur District Belinyu Bangka, this research subject is the
parties who are in District Belinyu, as well as related SKPD in policy implementation program
management indigenous culture.
Discussion
Description of the Research Object
Overview of the history of ethnic origin Lom
In the corner of the terminology, the name 'People Lum' is derived from the Malay Bangka,
which means' yet (Lum) or 'Pre', which is then interpreted as a group of people who "not religious"
in the specific context has the meaning "not Islam", or pre-Islamic, have not embraced the religion
of Islam. "Lum person's name in the Pacific actually is a popular new preposition eighteenth
century, where the name" Lum "suddenly appeared and inherent in these Colonies: is a new name
given by the Netherlands.
In the context of universal Bangka, the Lum called checkmate that many inhabit to the place
where the offing society checkmate man was then experiencing growth and decline of indigenous
culture which influenced the geographical conditions as well as the local culture in which they live.
Checkmate person actually has its own characteristics as found in other Indonesian regions such as
in Riau, and tend to be associated with marine life. The fart, apparently the word checkmate down
the differentiation of meaning to mention colony Lum as tribal groups derived from derivatives
checkmate. In Dutch notes, that mentioned the lum lot of living in Belinyu, sungaliat, koba (kelekak
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stretched / teruntung), djering, Muntok, and Sempan. From many of this region has been inhabited
group of tribes of ethnic Malay-Muslims who they refer to as 'the lum', although the population is
most 'people lum' exists in the region Mapur-wink, Abik water, and closed, the third area is what is
known as the realm of people lum. In addition to a lot of them, tribe systems and traditional values
of a tribe applied with indigo primordialisme strong.
Note that both argued that the Lum is a descendant of a pair of men and women who
mysteriously from Bukit Sumidang - Belinyu after the great flood receded, while according to the
chairman of the traditional institutions of Bangka Belitung Province Suhaimi Sulaiman, the Lum is
a descendant of the aristocratic Javanese Majapahit in East Mojokerto.
Hogwood and Gunn stated that things that affect and will determine the quality of the
implementation and results to be obtained from a policy, namely:
a.
External conditions that do not support
Seeing conditions concern in this implementation, there is no relevant SKPD in support of
the implementation of the implementation of better management for the tribe Lum while
this all policies centered on Dispora Bangka, There are no laws protecting umbrella policy
for improvements in the management policies Lum tribe.
b.
Availability of Time and Resources
Less time becomes a very important factor in determining
Implementation of policy implementation Lum rate and limited resources where the
number of staff diaspora Bangka is insufficient to process with good local knowledge
Tribe Lum.
c.
Availability of a wide range of resources needed
Resource is also an important factor in determining the implementation of policy
implementation rate Hars Lum there sufficient resources, both staff and facilities
/infrastructures.
d.
Implementation of policies that are not based on a proper theory
Implementation management policy should also be based on the theories of the right, so
that the processing becomes appropriate.
e.
Analysis of cause and effect relationships are not adequate
Analysis of relationship for cause and effect must be adequate, if not adequate then there
is obtained what is the problem in the process of the policy issues.
f.
Dependency relationships that are minimal
In the implementation of policy implementation of local knowledge management ( Lum 's
tribe ), the effort should not be too dependent on, other SKPD, allowing management will
occur very difficult, to Dispora Bangka district, that’s optimal enough.
g.
The existence of understanding and agreements ( commitments ) to the results to be
achieved
In the management of Lum 's tribe must be held understandings and agreements, so there
should be an agreement to be achieved, according to the researchers, there is
understanding and agreement, but its management are not yet good enough. There is a
description tasks complete and detailed, and is based on correct sequence.
h.
There is good communication and coordination
i.
The presence of authority in carrying out the task
Conclusions and Suggestions
Conclusion
1.

From the results of research and discussion is done, it can be concluded, that the
implementation is not yet success where the rate management policy wisdom in the district
Lom Bangka Belitung province of Bangka island was the source of the problem is on the
organizational aspects. Various programs and activities that have been planned are not able
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2.

to walk because of the absence of clear guidelines, and the organization has not had a clear
and unequivocal authority. The absence of hierarchy and a clear division of tasks led to all
members of the organization be committed to the decisions of the organization. As it turns
out in an organization like this, there is no obligation to comply with existing regulations
within the organization.
Furthermore, in terms of the aspect which causes weakness related agencies in managing
their local knowledge culture is not something that is mandatory to be implemented, the
main cause is jealousy over management rights management Lum indigenous tribal cultures,
this situation boils apparent in turn led to the implementation of the management of Lum
tribal culture.

Suggestions
Academic Advisory: organizational aspects of the theory of knowledge management
implementation Lum tribal culture must be followed by the division of tasks and clear authority, if
there is no clear division of authority of the organization's objectives and it will not be realized of
the organization's goals. Practical Advice: handling problems managing local wisdom Lum parts
must be made jointly by following all the parties, both from the provincial and district
administrations.
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Abstract. Water scarcity and quality deterioration remains a major issue today. University which is
also referred to as a small city has an important role in sustainable environmental management.
Since the beginning of 2014, a program called “Towards Green & Sustainable Society” has been
initiated at the Faculty of Engineering, Universitas Indonesia. One of the featured program is to
conserving groundwater through the construction of recharge wells, along with groundwater levels
and groundwater quality monitoring. In total, there are 27 shallow recharge wells and 5 piezometer
wells have been constructed inside the faculty area. Groundwater level measurements are conducted
regularly every 2 weeks in each piezometer wells using specific sensor instrument. Furthermore,
water quality testing is conducted periodically by collecting groundwater samples from the 3
existing deep wells. Although relatively could infiltrated small volume, the presence of shallow
recharge wells could reduce the rate of surface runoff so as to mitigate volume of flooding and
inundation during excessive rainfall. In general, the groundwater level changes indicate conformity
with the seasonal variations during the observations time. Groundwater quality of all three deep
wells shows within safe limits (below the threshold quality standards), except for the pH and TSS
parameter. The present recharge wells need to be maintained and further developed to ensure water
conservation program sustainability. Moreover, this program is expected become a best practice
model that can be implemented by other faculties in the UI Depok campus and or surrounding
communities.
Introduction
The issue of climate change and its impact on the environment remains a major concern for
institutions/organizations scaled from cental government, local government, down to colleges [1].
One of the obvious impacts we are facing nowadays are water scarcity and quality deterioration. In
response to these problems, community movement to conserve water has been campaigned and
performed in several places with a variety of types and sizes across the globe.
A common water conservation practice can be done through development of artificial recharge
well, biopores, rainfall harvesting, eco-drainage, etc. [2]. Furthermore, in order to ensure these
consevation program runs in long term and sustainable, a monitoring activity and maintenance
periodically are play an imprtant role.
University which is also referred to as a small city [3] has an important role in sustainable
environmental management. A huge number of faculty, student, lecturer, and academic staff
resulted in increasing water demand both in quantity and quality. They play two signifcant roles;
work as a waste production agent, and a massive environment recovery agent. It will be an added
value and advantage when educational institutions can participate actively and become a direct
model in implementing sustainable environmental education . Since June 2013, a program called
“Towards Green & Sustainable Society” has been initiated at the Faculty of Engineering,
Universitas Indonesia. Among the five programs, one of the featured programs is to conserving
groundwater through the construction of recharge wells, along with groundwater level and
groundwater quality monitoring.
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This paper presents an initiative program for water conservation in campus environment at the
Faculty of Engineering, Universitas Indonesia which covers development of shallow recharge well
and piezometric well, monitoring groundwater level and quality.
Methodology
Developing Recharge Well. As described in the Low Impact Development concept, whereas
controlling and managing excessive rainfall induced runoff is an important target, the Faculty of
Engineering Universitas Indonesia constructed 27 shallow recharge well. The design of recharge
well is referred to SNI [4, 5, 6] with dimension is about 0.8×0.8×1.1 m3. The layer structure (from
bottom to top) consists of black sugar-palm fiber 0.15 m, crushed stone 0.50 m, and gravel 0.25 m
[7]. The 27 recharge well are distributed equally; 21 well in 7 department building (@ 3 well) and
another 6 well are located in 2 new building, as shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Distribution of the shallow recharge well
Monitoring Groundwater Level. In order to understand the changes of groundwater level as the
effect of recharge well development, monitoring ground water level is carried out periodically once
in two weeks during the rainy season and dry season.
Piezometer Observation Well. Five observations well were built for monitoring groundwater
level using piezometer method. Schematic design of the piezometer is presented in Figure 2. The
distribution and elevation position of each observation well at ground surface can be seen in Figure
3. Since the contour of the Faculty of Engineering land is varies, hence the piezometer surface also
measured at different height. The DB05 point is positioned at relatively lower than the DB01 or
DB02. The DB05 point is located at East side, the closest to Salam Lake which bordered Faculty of
Engineering and Faculty of Humanities.
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Fig. 2. General schematic of
piezometer [8]

Fig. 3. Distribution of the piezometer observation well

Measurement. The height of groundwater level is monitored by measuring the water level depth
relative to the land surface. The measurement process is conducted using water detector sensor
(Figure 4) that connected to a wire. The sensor can be extended to enter the piezometer well (Figure
5) up to the presence of water is detected (which is marked with a beep sound). Then, the length of
the extended wire is measured from the land surface. The measured wire length is noted as the
groundwater level depth.

Fig. 4. Water level detector

Fig. 5. Measurement of ground water level

Monitoring Groundwater Quality. The groundwater quality is also monitored periodically to
understand the effect of recharge well presence on the water quality changes. Groundwater samples
were taken from 3 sampling point that originated from two existing deep well namely SP02 and
SP03, and one newly developed deep well (SP01). Detail location of each sampling point is
presented in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Location of the groundwater sampling point
Amount of 1.6 L groundwater sample were collected manually using plastic bottle, marked the date
and time of sampling and sealed (Figures 7 and 8). The collected sample was then analyzed in
Laboratory of Sanitation and Environmental engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Universitas
Indonesia. The parameter of water quality being analyzed are several common parameter that
widely used to identify groundwater quality changes as the effect of recharge well presence, i.e.
Chloride (Cl), Turbidity, Magnesium (Mg), Iron (Fe), Color, Total Dissolved Solid (TDS), and pH
[9].

Fig. 7. Groundwater sampling at SP02

Fig. 8. Groundwater sampling at SP03

Results and Discussion
Groundwater Level Fluctuation. The result of monitoring groundwater level from the five
observations well during the May 2013 to June 2014 is presented in Figure 9. It is clearly be seen
that the ground water level is not significantly fluctuated. From the May 2013 to middle of January
2014, it is relatively steady and the rise sharply by February 2014 when the rainfall season reach the
maximum [10]. Recession occurred from end of February to end of April 2014, and slightly
increase up to middle of May 2014. In line with the contour condition, groundwater level at DB01
point is the highest, followed by DB02.
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Fig. 9. Recorded groundwater level from May 2013 to June 2014
The comparison of groundwater level condition between May-June 2013 and May-June 2014 shows
that groundwater elevation recorded in 2014 was relative higher than those in 2013. It might be due
to the recharge well after development shows delayed response. However, these results cannot be
concluded further to see the effectiveness of shallow infiltration wells for observation is still not
long enough. Besides, it should also be taken into account the rainfall data in these months.
Groundwater Quality Changes. The results of laboratory analysis on groundwater quality in all of
the three sampling point (SP01 to SP03) during May-June 2013 and May-June 2014 observation are
presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Results of groundwater quality analysis on May-June in 2013 and 2014
No.

Parameter

Unit

Max.
Standard*

Max.
Standard**

1
2
3
4

Color
Chloride (Cl)
Turbidity
Total
Dissolved
Solids
(TDS)***
pH
Iron (Fe)
Manganese
(Mn)

Pt-Co
mg/L
NTU
mg/L

15
250
5
500

1000

mg/L
mg/L

6.5-8.5
0.3
0.4

6-9
0.3
0.1

5
6
7

May-June 2013
SP01 SP02 SP03
127
4
4
5.3
7.7
11.7
0.36
1.12
39.2
88.3
147
258

5.32
1.11
0.3

5.8
0.04
0.1

6.4
0.23
0.1

May-June 2014
SP01 SP02 SP03
84
12
7
9
10.7
21.2
1.13
1.02
26.7
117.9 105.4
230

5.98
9.50
0.2

5.31
0.07
0.2

5.86
0.26
0.2

*Permenkes No. 492/MENKES/Per/IV/2010 tentang Persyaratan Kualitas Air Minum
**Peraturan Pemerintah No 82 Tahun 2001 tentang Pengelolaan Kualitas Air dan Pengendalian Pencemaran Air (Kelas 1)
*** Potentiometric method

It can be seen from the Table 1, there are several parameter exceeding the maximum threshold
standard issued by the Permenkes No. 492/MENKES/Per/IV/2010, such as Turbidity, and total Iron
(Fe). On the contrary, parameter pH was found lower than the minim standard threshold. Turbidity
levels at SP01 was found about 39.2 NTU in 2013, and decline to about 26.7 NTU in 2014. Though
it is still exceeding the maximum threshold standard, it describes an improvement process of
groundwater quality. The high content of turbidity might be caused by the effect of disturbed soil
layer during the development of deep well for SP01. At this sampling point (SP01) also found high
content of total Iron (Fe), around 1.11 mg/L on 2013 and incline to 9.50 mg/L on 2014. It might be
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due to the location of SP01 was nearby the Waste Processing Unit (UPS) that producing leachate
that may infiltrate over the ground surface, whereas it was not found in the two other sampling
point. The parameter pH from all the three sampling point reveal an acid-soil (<6.5). This result
similar to the research result by Gusnisar [7], which might be caused by large amount of CO 2
content in the soil that affect groundwater acidity since H 2 CO 3 will formed when CO 2 having
contact with water, and lead to groundwater become acid [2]. Compare to the 2013 measurement,
there is an increasing acidity in 2014. Significant increasing of acidity was shown in SP03 (near SBuilding) from relatively normal pH value around 6.4 on 2013 rise up to 5.8 on 2014.
Conclusion
In general, groundwater level changes showed conformity with the current seasonal variations
observations. However, it needs to be observed at longer time span so that be able to analyze the
behavior groundwater level, especially when it is to be associated with the effectiveness of shallow
recharge well. Groundwater at all the three sampling point are classified in good quality (below the
threshold quality standards), except for parameters pH at the three-sampling point, and for Turbidity
and Iron (Fe) at SP01.
In order to support and ensure the sustainability program of groundwater conservation, hence
developing new recharge well and revitalization of recharge well should be intensified in number
and larger dimension. Groundwater quality monitoring at all the three sampling point should be
continued and conducted regularly in the rainy season and dry season to ensure the infiltrated water
across ground surface are in the ranges of the standard quality threshold. Groundwater level
observation needs to be conducted continuously to monitor the effectiveness of shallow recharge
wells in reducing surface runoff, by comparing the recorded data per year. Furthermore, the
dynamic fluctuation of the groundwater level should be evaluated to estimate a real demand on
recharge well, in order to propose alternative design and number of recharge well which suitable for
environment condition in the Faculty of Engineering, Universitas Indonesia.
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Abstract. This paper describes a model of knowledge management system to facilitate all

stakeholders of agribusiness system and to support excellent decisions, related to performance and
business value improvement. Case study conducted on oyster mushrooms agribusiness community
in West Bandung, which has five subsystems namely production facilities providers, farm
production, agro-industry processing, marketing and supporting institutions. There are 16
stakeholders, which has various need of information to conduct their business. The study
emphasizes on the analysis of the needs of each subsystem, according to three aspect of knowledge,
i.e. process knowledge, product knowledge and business knowledge. Requirement analysis
identifies the need for support of information, both from functional and non-functional views.
Solution of the problem formulated by the design of the knowledge management system of the
community, to enable the stakeholder improve their capability on empower the valuable information
and knowledge in their organization. This effort leads to actuate excellence operation of the
business, through implementation the design in the real system.
Introduction
Most of our people live with agriculture or farming activities, agriculture become an economic
sector which plays an important role in the initiative for realizing Indonesian population welfare.
The most important sub-sector of the agriculture is food crops, which has recorded the highest
increase in performance. In the first quarter of 2013, GDP of the food crops sub-sector increased by
68.60 percent against the previous quarter, while GDP plantations and farms fell respectively by
12.76 percent and 3.38 percent [1]. Good agricultural development requires systematic and effective
plan to make the necessary changes, using innovation and appropriate technology to potential local
agro-ecosystem. This effort will increase the income and welfare of farmers and their partners.
Successful agricultural development will ensure improved quality, performance and productivity of
agriculture sector.
Agribusiness is agriculture based business or other fields that support it, which has
comprehensive series of activities, from procurement and production activities to the industrial
processing and marketing activities. Since agribusiness is a system, then there is a lot of factors and
related parties which are contribute to the success of its development [7]. Agribusiness
development can be conducted by development of seed industry and fertilizer industry support on it,
technical and financial support from stakeholders, give regulation to the conducive market, and an
efficient supply chain
Agribusiness system is generally divided into five subsystems [9], i.e. subsystem production
facilities providers, farm or on-farm activities (primary production), initial processing (secondary
production), and late processing services (tertiary production), and the demand side of the market or
consumers, neither foreign nor domestic. Communication and coordination between its subsystems
is crucial in the success of the development of agribusiness [7]. The availability of information has
very large role in supporting communication and coordination between subsystems accurately and
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smoothly. To ensure smooth information and good coordination between subsystems often do
vertical integration where several subsystems that have the potential cause of the perceived high
transaction costs are often ultimately acquired company into a large agribusiness corporations [7].
Bridge of communication between subsystems can be developed in the form of an equal partnership
between agribusiness that have different competencies that could eventually form an effective and
efficient system of vertical coordination. Vertical integration will encourage the growth of large
agribusiness. While vertical coordination will provide more opportunities for agribusiness actors
including farmers to remain a role in the overall system of agribusiness.
Each subsystem agribusiness requires high quality information and knowledge, which is
accurate, complete and up to date, to increase production capacity and improve the ability of human
resources in the subsystem. While on the side of the market is essential is that the protection and
transparent information, both for producers and consumers so that producers and consumers have
many choices of action or transaction with the appropriate quality assurance. Information needed by
agribusiness to communicate and coordinate the data is in the form of pricing, product information,
location, time, quantity and quality of production.

Fig. 1. Collaboration and information sharing between Mushroom Agribusiness stakeholders [12]
System Requirements Analysis is implemented to obtain a thorough and detailed understanding
of the business need as defined in information system development and captured in the business
need, and to break it down into discrete requirements, which are then clearly defined, reviewed and
agreed upon with the stakeholder decision-makers [2][6][8]. The purpose of the requirements
analysis phase is to transform the needs and high-level requirements specified in earlier phases into
unambiguous (measurable and testable), traceable, complete, consistent, and stakeholder-approved
requirements [8].
Knowledge Management System for Agribusiness Community Development
Knowledge is information that changes something or somebody, becoming grounds for action by
making an individual, or institution capable of different, more effective action [4] Knowledge of
organization is stored in the form of tacit type and explicit type. Tacit knowledge couldn’t be
accessed directly because it is inherent in the organization people memory, so it is difficult to
formalize, because of its subjectivity, cognitive, experiential learning, highly personalized, and
sticky knowledge. Whilst explicit knowledge is leaky and could be accessed directly because it has
Codified, so it is more Objective and rational. It could be in the form of technical Policies, goals,
strategies, papers, reports [10]. Knowledge in an organization also awareness and understanding of
a set of information and the ways that information can be made useful to support a specific task or
reach a decision (Suwal, 2013). Knowledge Management System (KMS) is the organized collection
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of people, procedures, software, databases, and devices used to create, store, share, and use the
organization’s knowledge and experience. KMS is a kind of Information System that contains
collection of information or data that is useful in achieving goals. The system The concept of
Knowledge management (KM) focuses on the life-cycle of knowledge process where knowledge is
generated and then stored so that it can be distributed and applied within an organisation. KM
encompasses both a people focus and an IT focus. IT facilitates but the big issue is people, who
generate, share, and apply knowledge. KM is about nurturing policies and processes that help
knowledge flow; to be shared, created and evaluated.
Personnel involved in a KMS include [10]:
i. Data workers: secretaries, administrative assistants, bookkeepers, other data-entry personnel
ii.
Knowledge workers: people who create, use, and disseminate knowledge, Examples:
professionals in science, engineering, and business; writers; researchers; educators;
corporate designers
iii.
Chief knowledge officer (CKO): top-level executive who helps the organization use a KMS
to create, store, and use knowledge to achieve organizational goals
iv.
Communities of practice (COP): group of people dedicated to a common discipline or
practice, such as open-source software, auditing, medicine, or engineering Excel at
obtaining, storing, sharing, and using knowledge
Knowledge management model describe knowledge sharing techniques among the personnel to
enhance and enrich knowledge of the organization, through socialization, externalization,
combination and internalization. The model has popularized by Nonaka, and called SECI model
[11].

Fig. 2. SECI model of knowledge dimensions [11]
Socialization explains social interaction as tacit to tacit knowledge transfer, through face-to-face
or share knowledge through experiences, such as meetings and brainstorm Tacit knowledge is
difficult to formalize and often time and space specific, so it can be acquired only through shared
experience, such as spending time together or living in the same environment. Knowledge transfer
between tacit and explicit knowledge can be facilitated by Externalization, through developing
factors, which embed the combined tacit knowledge which enable its communication. When tacit
knowledge is made explicit, knowledge is crystallized, thus allowing it to be shared by others, and it
becomes the basis of new knowledge. Concept creation in new product development is an example
of this conversion process. In Combination, knowledge is organizing and integrating, by combining
different types of explicit knowledge. The creative use of computerized communication networks
and large-scale databases can support this mode of knowledge conversion. Explicit knowledge is
collected from inside or outside the organization and then combined, edited or processed to form
new knowledge. The new explicit knowledge is then disseminated among the members of the
organization. Finally the Internalization means, knowledge is receiving and application by an
individual in the organization. It is enclosed by learning by doing; on the other hand, explicit
knowledge becomes part of an individual's knowledge and will be assets for an organization.
Internalization is also a process of continuous individual and collective reflection and the ability to
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see connections and recognize patterns and the capacity to make sense between fields, ideas, and
concepts.
Methods
There exist various proposals for methodologies that support the systematic introduction of KM
solutions into enterprises. One of the most prominent method-logies is CommonKADS that puts
emphasis on an early feasibility study as well as on constructing several models that capture
different kinds of knowledge needed for realizing a KM solution [3]. In order to successfully carry
out a KMS development and implementation project, while at the same time reducing the degree of
complexity, it would be a great aid to be able to use a stage-based methodology that defines the
whole creative process in each phase [5]. This would involve defining, among other things, the tasks
to be performed, the techniques to be used, the modeling languages for representing the knowledge
and the technological infrastructure that allows knowledge to be stored, processed and distributed,
depending on the roles that have been defined.
As application software, the development of KMS must follow the software development
methodology. Software that is built correctly can transform as the organization and its business
transforms. Software should be effectively meets user needs will help an organization or network of
organizations become more productive and enhance decision making. One of the popular
methodology, that widely applied is Rapid Application Development (RAD). RAD is a concept that
products can be developed faster and of higher quality through (1) Gathering requirements using
workshops or focus groups (2) Prototyping and early, reiterative user testing of designs (3) The reuse of software components (4) A rigidly paced schedule that defers design improvements to the
next product version
The methodology has less formality in reviews and other team communication emphasizes
extensive user involvement in the rapid and evolutionary construction of working prototypes of a
system to accelerate the systems development process. The prototype is an essential part of the
analysis phase when using a RAD methodology, because it is a smaller-scale representation or
working model of the users’ requirements or a proposed design for an information system. RAD
methodology has focus initially on creating a prototype that looks and acts like the desired system.
Actively involve system users in the analysis, design, and development phases. Accelerate
collecting the business requirements through an interactive and iterative construction approach
Case Study and Its Results
Each of members in the community of Agribusiness system requires three type of knowledge, i.e.
product knowledge, process knowledge and business knowledge. This knowledge provides all of
the necessary information sharing in each subsystem agribusiness actors in decisions, related to
performance improvement and economic added value. Product knowledge contains all type of
knowledge related to the product, such as quality, value, designs, its entire derivative, etc. Good
knowledge worker is always create better precious product or service to the organization. Whilst
process knowledge is according to know how to accomplish the task or activity in the effective and
efficient way, especially in production or operation activities. Whereas business knowledge is
according with know how to conduct excellent business, such as to how to find customers, suppliers
and other partners, how to expand the business, and how to respond the business needs.
Identification of data and information exchange between stakeholders can be presented by data flow
scheme, which is facilitated by the system [2].
In our research, management of the knowledge is conducted by applying the SECI model.
Implementation of Knowledge Management system based on web applications, so the first step is to
Externalization by uploading basic knowledge related the stakeholders. Then the initial prototype is
socialized by disseminating it through focus group discussion or online media related. If the
existence of the system has been well communicated, the stakeholders and other users will be active
on Internalization process by utilizing the information available on the web. Users will also be
encouraged to actively share important information to the community, to improve their excellence
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together. Finally, the system administrator or web master will combine resources uploaded
stakeholders, which may have different formats.
The documentation on the analysis of functional and non-functional requirements should be done
carefully, in order to obtain good quality of the analysis results, which are indispensable in the
further process of system design. In addition, the development must also explores the supporting
infrastructure needs, whether it might be hardware, software (system, database, and other), as well
as computer networks and telecommunications networks. Associated with the ease of operation of
the system will, need to be analyzed the behavior of each user in the use or access information from
a computer application, commonly presented in the specification of interaction with the system
users.
Concluding Remarks
Agribusiness Systems Oyster Mushrooms requires KMS to perform more excellent in
operational, that gives some mutual benefit to its stakeholder, by providing and sharing information
and knowledge.. The required knowledge is related to achieve best performance business
operations, by maximizing utilization and sharing of product knowledge, process knowledge and
business knowledge among the member of the organization. It had been identified 16 streams of
data that shows the collaboration between stakeholders in the exchange of data and information,
which is then presented in the context diagram. In general, data or information exchanged includes a
data / business information and data / technical information. The information presented can be
either policy or technical knowledge or business. To facilitate the analysis of functional
requirements, need to be identified the processes required in system procedures. The structure of
existing processes in the system have been identified and then presented in a functional
decomposition. The system has four main processes, namely user administration, data input, show
information and collaboration
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Abstract. The Nurul Bayan Boarding School and the Junior High School (SMPN) 2 Gangga in the
northern part of Lombok Island, which have up to 600 students and teachers, are located in the
Tsunami prone areas. Mataram University in cooperation with the Deutsches
GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ) Potsdam - Germany have prepared to operate a geomagnetic station
at Nurul Bayan for earthquake and Tsunami hazard mitigations of eastern Indonesian regions. Some
local people being antipathy by arguing with security reasons and concern about foreign
interventions. On the other hand, several skilled persons are needed in maintaining the facilities and
transferring data regularly to a server at the University (75 km away from the station). Moreover,
training of hazard preparedness for students need to be programmed regularly, which will be benefit
for initiations of “Sekolah Siaga Bencana” in the Nusa Tenggara Barat province. Intensive
communication with the local communities resulting in mutual commitments and agreement, which
can be continued with some fieldworks, establishing infrastructures at Nurul Bayan, and performing
simulation/training of disaster preparedness at SMPN 2 Gangga. These activities will be followed
up by training of data transfer for local technicians at Nurul Bayan geomagnetic station.
Introduction
Geographically, northern part of Lombok Island is located in an active tectonic region, which is
vulnerable by earhquake and Tsunami hazards. However, the community of Lombok Island in
general are not aware of the importance of disaster preparedness, evident from the results of a
simple survey that has been done in the Nurul Bayan Boarding School which is located right on the
coast of North Lombok [1, 2].
Earthquake and Tsunami disasters may happen when lessons hours in schools or boarding
schools, when students or students are not being with their families. In such events, the schools or
boarding schools preparedness are needed. Establishment of Disaster Preparedness School (Sekolah
Siaga Bencana, SSB) is expected to reduce the fatality rate due to the disaster, thereby also
reducing the overall risk of disasters. Continuous and programmed disaster preparedness trainings
are very important and vital to get to the formation of SSB.
Although located in disaster-prone areas, Nusa Tenggara Barat province (especially Lombok
Island) had none school that can be categorized as SSB up to now. Therefore, the research group on
"Applied Electromagnetic Technology" from the Department of Electrical Engineering Mataram
University have conducted community development activities, expected to educate and being
facilitator for the formation of SSB in Lombok. Among the activities that have been conducted was
disaster preparedness training in SDIT (Elementary School) Anak Sholeh Mataram [1]. While
previously activities have been focused in Mataram City, the current activity is conducted at the
northern part of Lombok Island, under Ipteks bagi Masyarakat (IbM) project.
The program is done considering the national law of disaster management [3], as everyone is
entitled for social protection and security; and for geting an education, training, and skills
in disaster management.
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Methods of Implementation
The IbM team invites Nurul Bayan Boarding School and SMPN 2 (Junior High School) Gangga
in the North Lombok District as partners. Locations of the partners are shown in Fig. 1. Both were
selected based on the geographical location and number of students, which are quite a lot, reaching
more than 600 people. Moreover Nurul Bayan Boarding School is located right on the north coast
of the Lombok Island, which deal directly with the extension of Flores Thrust, estimated
increasingly active in the last decade [3]. Therefore, the Mataram University (i.e. the IbM team)
planned to construct and operate a geomagnetic monitoring station in Nurul Bayan.

Fig. 1. Location of two partners: Nurul Bayan Boarding School and SMPN 2 (Junior High
School) of Gangga in the North Lombok.

This IbM program is basically real efforts for disaster risk reduction, which is done through 5
(five) consecutive activities [4]:
1. Introduction and monitoring disaster risks;
2. Participatory planning of disaster management;
3. Development of disaster awareness culture;
4. Increase commitment to the offender disaster management; and
5. Application of the physical, non-physical, and setting disaster management.
Based on the mitigation startegies and efforts to reduce fatalities of earthquake [5], the IbM
program pursued through two types of activities, namely:
1. Disaster preparedness training and mentoring for Students and Teachers as well as all
components related to the communities in SMPN 2 Gangga, which has been conducted
through the steps:
a) Build understanding and commitment, doing fieldwork in the neighborhood school
(includes fixing geographical coordinates, elevation data, and area/volume of available
space), and making of maps and evacuation route.
b) Make a plan of action together, simulation/disaster drill of Earthquake and Tsunami,
Assess readiness level of the school by using five parameters (knowledge and attitudes;
policy; emergency response plans; early warning systems; and resource mobilization).
c) SSB formation workshops, conducted with the school and stakeholders, including local
government and the Education Department, and the Regional Disaster Management
Agency (BPBD). Monitoring and evaluation of program implementation, dissemination
and promotion of the presence of SSB.
2. Training and mentoring for prospective technicians for operation of Geomagnetic
Monitoring Station at Nurul Bayan, which is implemented through the following steps:
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a) Procurement and installation of IT facilities,
b) Training on IT (web/internet and means of on-line geomagnetic data transfer) for at least
3 (three) Students/Teachers of Nurul Bayan Boarding School,
c) Mentoring and monitoring of the operation of IT equipment and means of geomagnetic
data transfer, by verifying the quality of the data that are sent to Mataram University,
based on the reference value of the Lombok Geomagnetic Observatory and other nearby
geomagnetic observatories.
Results and Discussion
Socialization and training in SMPN 2 Gangga is considered successful, which achieved very
satisfactory results with a success rate for each class exceeds 90% obtained through one-time
exercise. This reflects the excellent cooperation of all the elements in this school, especially from
the Headmaster who always participate actively throughout the entire training process. Awards and
prizes were given to the Headmaster, The best “Disaster Preparedness” Teachears I, II and III which
holds the value of the highest success rate in its class evacuation. Documentation of the activities
which have been carried out are shown in Fig. 2 to Fig. 11.

Fig. 2. Dissemination of disaster preparedness and operation of Geomagnetic Station at Nurul
Bayan Boarding School, along with Keynote Speakers and DAAD Alumni in conjunction with
1st AEMT International Conference on April 13th 2014. Left: Dr. Monika Korte, Prof. Wolfgang
Martin Boerener and IbM team member (Made Sutha Yadnya, seated the right most)
participated and guided the discussion, with speakers Dr. Muzli from BMKG. Right:
Communities of Nurul Bayan Boarding School and some alumni of DAAD (sitting in the front
row) were seriously and enthusiastic listening to engage in dialogue with IbM team.

Fig. 3. IbM team leader (Teti Zubaidah) was delivering evacuation maps and technical plans of
disaster preparedness training at SMPN 2 Gangga. The Teachers of SMPN 2 Gangga diligently
listened the socialization delivered by IbM team. At the left front row is IbM team member
(Bulkis Kanata).
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Fig. 4. Delivering disaster preparedness materials for students of SMPN 2 Gangga was
performed interactively in dialogue, using three posters containing preparedness before - during
- and after Earthquake and Tsunami, displayed in the school yard.

Fig. 5. Preparation/briefing before training of disaster preparedness at SMPN 2 Gangga. The
team leader (Teti Zubaidah) was briefed the facilitators (students of Electrical Enggineering
Dept. of Mataram University).

Fig. 6. Left above: Training of disaster preparedness at SMPN 2 Gangga was held when school
hours. Right above: Students take refuge under their desks when the fore shock is happening.
Left below: Students were directed by the teacher to immediately run to the evacuation point,
which must be done in 30 seconds. Right below: Students were expected to be at their
evacuation points and remain standby for 1.5 minutes at arrival times of main shock and
aftershocks. The teacher lead their students to remain calm/not panic and pray.
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Fig. 7. Award for Students and Teachers of “Best Disaster Preparedness”. Left: The Headmaster
of SMPN 2 Gangga (Muhammad Aenuddin) was giving a gift as a token of appreciation to the
students who has best answered the questionnaire in each class level. Right: IbM Students
(facilitator leader) was delivering the prize to the best teachers.

Fig. 8. Left: The IbM team leader awarded the Headmaster of SMPN 2 Gangga as “Disaster
Preparedness Headmaster School”. Right: The IbM team leader delivered keepsake and
congratulations to the Headmaster of SMPN 2 Gangga as embryo of Disaster Preparedness
School in North Lombok. The Headmaster did hope that the partnership with the IbM team will
continue in the future.

Fig. 9. Elevation survey in SMPN 2 Gangga surroundings, using Trimble GPS equipment.

Fig. 10. Testing of measuring instruments and geomagnetic data transfer system in the Faculty
of Engineering Mataram University and in the Lombok Geomagnetic Observatory.
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Fig. 11. Left: The Headmaster of Nurul Bayan Bording School was posing in front of
Geomagnetic Monitoring Station. Right: Preparing of the non-magnetic pillar for the sensors at
the Geomagnetic Monitoring Station, which were made as high as 3.2 meters, with a section that
is embedded in the soil as deep as 2.0 meters.

Summary
Based on the implementation of the activities and results achieved to date, it can be concluded
that:
1. Understanding and commitment shared by both partners have woken up with a very good,
visible from the full support of both partners to carry out planned activities.
2. The field study in SMPN 2 Gangga has been implemented and results were poured in the
maps and evacuation route. Socialization and training of disaster preparedness has been
executed, with very satisfactory results (success rate of evacuation exceeding 90%).
3. Activities related to the preparation of geomagnetic data transfer infrastructure at Nurul
Bayan Boarding School has completed more than 80. Technical constraints within tests of
the equipment (magnetometer) had experienced several failures, until the problems were
consulted directly to GFZ Potsdam and equipment was recalibrated in Germany.
4. Given much benefits to the society, disaster preparedness trainings and formation of disaster
preparedness school should be continued, through IbM or other community service schemes.
5. Similar activities with the same partners must be constantly held and evaluated from time to
time, to ensure activities have an impact in long time. Partners should continue to be
involved in promoting the establishment of disaster preparedness schools, including making
partner as a resource in the workshops which invite other schools (potential partners for the
upcoming IbM activities).
6. Because this activity involved a lot of persons, it is important to coordinate with the parties
that can assist in implementation of activities, especially Dikpora and BPBD.
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Abstract. The development of tourism in Bunaken National Marine Park and the appointed of
Bunaken as one of Destination Management Organization should bring better implication to the
living of the locals. Yet, the public infrastructure development and local community has not
properly developed. Therefore, this research comes from this phenomenon, to clarify the current
circumstance and seek out the relationship between the variables. Thus, this research is aimed to
understand how economic, socio-cultural, and environment impacts of tourism may encourage the
pro-poor tourism initiatives in Bunaken National Marine Park. This research conducted to perceive
the relationship between independent variable economic, socio-cultural, and environmental impacts
of tourism and dependent variables pro-poor tourism initiatives partially and simultaneously. The
results are economic, socio-cultural, and environmental impacts of tourism influence pro-poor
tourism initiatives in Bunaken National Marine Park partially and simultaneously.
Introduction
The World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) forecast for annual global growth in tourism,
has been estimated at an average 4% per annum over the next ten years in real terms
(Tarmaynagh, 2013). Tourism has already emerged as one of the world’s most important socioeconomic sectors, and has been steadily expanding at an average rate of about 4-5 per cent
annually during the latter half of the 20 th century.
Developing countries are receiving an increasing number of international tourists as they improve
transportation access, develop tourist attractions, facilities and services and become known as
desirable tourist destinations. Their share in the international tourist arrivals grew up from 28 per
cent in 1990 to 31 per cent in 1997. Moreover for developing countries, this tourism activity
constitutes a large fraction of total export receipts and the share in GDP can rise above 40 per cent
in some Caribbean countries (UNCTAD, 2007).
According to data from Provincial Statistics Department, the number of arrival of foreign tourist
has decreased since 2009 significantly, but strive up back in 2013. The figure can be seen as below.
Table 1 Number of Arrival of Foreign Tourist from Sam Ratulangi Airport
Year
Average
2013
156.726
2012
1.9111
2011
20.074
2010
20.220
2009
158.076
Source: Statistics Indonesia, 2014, edited
Bunaken National Marine Park has contributed to North Celebes, Indonesia’s economics roughly
about 3.2 million dollar per year, included 4-5 billion rupiah per year to Manado City Council from
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government tax of tourism (DPTNB, 2000).
Tourism is expected bring multiplier effect on Bunaken National Marine Park which indicated by
the development of tourism business, transportation, restaurant, seaweed plantation, and fishery and
more efficient infrastructure development by promotion, government tax on hotel and restaurant,
transportation tax, entertainment tax, fishery tax, export tax, employment.
Researcher argues that tourism have significant impact, not only economically but in socio-cultural
and environment as well. The development of tourism should be sustainable, equal and fair to the
citizen and nature.
Research Objective
This research aims at explaining the nature of certain relationships, the variance in the dependent
variable and offers an enhanced understanding of the relationship that exist among variables. So, the
objectives of this research are:
[1] To measure how economic impacts of tourism influence pro-poor tourism initiatives in unaken
National Marine Park.
[2] To measure how socio-cultural impacts of tourism influence pro-poor tourism initiatives in
Bunaken National Marine Park.
[3] To measure how environmental impacts of tourism influence pro-poor tourism initiatives in
Bunaken National Marine Park.
[4] To measure how economic, socio-cultural, and environmental impacts of tourism
influence pro-poor tourism initiatives in Bunaken National Marine Park simultaneously.
Literature References
According to Koenig (2010), within the global service economy, tourism const itutes the largest
and most globalised sector, surpassing goods exports in the most prominent industries. Tourism is
also the only major service sector where developing countries are able to maintain trade surpluses
and positive balances of payments (Neto, 2003; Croes & Vanegas, 2008) – usually a persisting
issue concerning other trade activities where terms of trade tend to deteriorate over time,
thereby perpetuating relative economic underdevelopment of poor countries that still lack of a
strong voice in international trade negotiations and related agenda - settings.
To measure the influence of the tourism industry and its component activities on the economy, the
instrument of Tourism Satellite Accounts (TSA) was developed by a partnership involving the United
Nations (UN), the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), Euro stat, government statistical agencies, national tourism
administrations and central banks. The idea of TSA is to analyze in detail all aspects of demand for
goods and services which are associated with tourism within the economy, and to measure tourism’s
relationship to the supply of such goods and services. Under the TSA concept, the tourism industry
can be divided into tourism - specific, tourism-connected and nonspecific industries according to
the goods they produce (Bazini, 2008).
Economic Impact of Tourism. Tourism has an impact on the whole economy directly and
indirectly or through induced effects in terms of generation of value-added employment, personal
income, government income, etc. (UNWTO; Euro stat in Bazini, 2008). Tourism growth is most often
measured through increases in international arrivals, length of stay, bed occupancy, tourism
expenditures and the value of tourism spending. However, none of these measurements provide any
means of determining the scale of the impact on the poor or even the trends which result from overall
growth or decline on the poor. Although in the literatures there are references to the importance of
tourism in the Least Developed Countries (LDCs), there is very little consideration of the impact
of tourism on the poor in developing countries, rural and marginalized areas.
Sociocultural Impact of Tourism. The socio-cultural impacts of tourism described here are the
effects on host communities of direct and indirect relations with tourists and of interaction with the
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tourism industry. For a variety of reasons, host communities are often the weaker party in
interactions with their guests and service providers, leveraging any influence they might have. These
influences are not always apparent as they are difficult to measure, b u t depend on value judgments
and are often indirect or hard to identify.
The impacts arise when tourism brings changes in value systems and behavior and thereby
threatens indigenous identity. Furthermore, changes often occur in community structure, family
relationships, collective traditional life styles, ceremonies and morality. But tourism can also generate
positive impacts as it can serve as a supportive force for peace, foster pride in cultural traditions and
help avoid urban relocation by creating local jobs.
Environmental Impact of Tourism. The quality of the environment, both natural and man-made,
is essential for tourism. However, tourism relationship with the environment is complex. It involves
many activities that can adverse environmental effects. Many of these impacts are linked with the
construction of general infrastructure such as roads and airports, and of tourism facilities,
including resorts, hotels, restaurants, shops, golf courses and marinas. The negative impacts of
tourism development can gradually destroy the environmental resources. On the other hand, tourism
has potentials to create beneficial effects on environment by contributing to environmental protection
and conservation. It is a way to raise awareness of environmental values and it can serve as a tool to
finance protection of natural areas and increase their economic importance.
Pro-Poor Tourism (PPT). According to Goodwin and Edmunds (Pro-Poor Tourism and the
Challenge of Measuring Impacts, UN ESCAP, 2004), development economists and policy makers
use the language of pro-poor to distinguish economic development in general and forms of
economic development which impact on the lives of poor people positively and enable them to rise
poverty out.
Tourism is pro-poor initiatives, if it provides (1) Economic gain through the creation of full or part-time
employment, or the development of SME opportunities through sales to tourism businesses or to tourists
(2) Other livelihood benefits such as access to potable water and roads, which bring benefits to poor
producers, for example, through improved access to market, improved health or education etc (3)
Opportunities and capacity for engagement in decision making, in order that the poor are able to
improve their livelihoods by securing better access to tourists and tourism enterprises. The usage of
information technology can support pro-poor tourism initiatives, and promote green develop- ment by using
paperless documentation.
Hypotheses. A hypothesis can be defined as a logically conjectured relationship between
two or more variables expressed in the form of testable statement. Relationships are conjectured on
the basis of network of associations establiched in the theoretical framework formulated for the
the research study (Sekaran, 2003). There are several hypothesis that we would like to check in our
research:
H1: The economic impacts of tourism encourage pro-poor tourism initiatives in Bunaken
National Marine Park significantly.H2: The socio-cultural impacts of tourism encourage propoor tourism initiatives in Bunaken National Marine Park significantly.
H2: The socio-cultural impacts of tourism encourage pro-poor tourism initiatives in Bunaken
National Marine Park significantly.
H3: The environmental impacts of tourism encourage pro-poor tourism initiatives in Bunaken
National Marine Park significantly.
H4: The economic, sociocultural and environmental impacts of tourism encourage pro-poor tourism
initiatives in Bunaken National Marine Park simultaneously and significantly.
Methodology
The researchers use quantitative approach to analyze the phenomena and evaluate the relationship
among variables. According to Aliaga and Gunderson (2000), quantitative research is explaining
phenomena by collecting numerical data that are analyzed using mathematically based methods (in
particular statistics).
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The specificity of quantitative research lies in the next part of the definition. In
quantitative research, we collect numerical data. This is closely connected to the final part of the
definition: analysis using mathematically based methods. In order to be able to use
mathematically based methods, our data have to be in numerical form.

Fig. 1. Conceptual Framework
Type of Research. This research is categorized as hypothesis testing research. It explains
the nature of certain relationship, or establishes the difference among groups or the independence of
two or more factors in a situation. Hypothesis testing is undertaken to explain the variance in
the dependent variable or to predict organizational outcomes. Hypothesis testing offers an enhanced
understanding of the relationship that exists among variables. It could also establish cause-and- effect
relationship. Furthermore, type of investigation that were used is causal study which means the study
in which the researchers want to delineate the cause of one or more problem (Sekaran, 2003). The
research questions and how the problem is defined are looking for cause-and-effect relationship.
Research Framework.

Fig. 2. Research Framework
A variable is anything that can take on differing or varying values. The values can differ at
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various times for the same object or person, or at the same time for different objects or
persons. There are two kinds of variable that involved in this research, i.e. dependent variable (X)
and independent variable (Y).
The dependent variable is the primary interest to the researchers. The researchers’ goal is to
understand and describe the dependent variable, or to explain its variability, or predict it. For this
purpose, the researchers are interested in quantifying and measuring the dependent variable as
well as the other variables that influence this variable (Sekaran, 2003). In this research itself, the
dependent variable (Y) is Pro-Poor Tourism Initiative.
Hypotheses. There are two ways to confirm the validity of multiple linear regressions equation
model, t-test (partially) and F-Test (simultaneously).
[1] t-test (partially)
H 1 : T h e i n f l u e n c e o f economic factors of tourism toward pro-poor tourism initiatives.
This research accepts Ha which means there is an effect of economic impacts of tourism
on pro-poor tourism initiatives.
H2: Socio-cultural factors of tourism toward pro-poor tourism initiatives.
This research accept Ha which means there is an effect of economic impacts of tourism on pro
poor tourism initiatives.
H3: Environmental factors of tourism toward pro-poor tourism initiatives.
This research accepts Ha which means there is effect of environmental factors of tourism on pro poor
tourism initiatives.
[2] F test (simultaneously)
There are three independent variables involved in this research, i.e. X1: Economic Impact of
Tourism, X2: Socio-Cultural Impact of Tourism and X3: Environmental Impact of Tourism.
By using research data, the result of the the regression equation shown as follows:
Y= 5.551 + 0.211 X, + 0.359 X2 + 0.310 X3 + e
This research accept Ha which means that there is an effect of economic, socio-cultural and
environmental impacts of tourism on pro-poor tourism initiatives simultaneously.
Summary
Conclusions. Based on the data analysis and its result interpretation, there are four conclusions
that can be concluded (1) There is significant influence of economic impacts of tourism toward
pro-poor tourism initiatives. It means that the local people of Bunaken National Marine Park agree
that economic impacts of tourism could contribute to economic gain for the better lives of local
people which enable them to improve income, better employment and SME development along
with enable them to rise poverty out (2) There is significant influence of socio-cultural impacts of
tourism toward pro-poor tourism initiatives. It means that the local people of Bunaken National
Marine Park agree that socio-cultural impacts of tourism could contribute to improve livelihood
benefits of local people, including access to infrastructure, access to better health and
education which could improve the welfare of the people in Bunaken (3) There is
significant influence of environmental impacts of tourism toward pro-poor tourism initiatives. It
means that the local people of Bunaken National Marine Park agree that environmental impacts of
tourism could help to improve engagement of the people related to community
involvement in tourism and culture preservation (4) There are influences of economic, sociocultural and environmental impacts of tourism toward pro-poor tourism initiatives simultaneously.
Furthermore, socio-cultural impacts of tourism have the most influence toward pro-poor tourism
initiatives.
Recommendations (1) Recommendation for local people. According to correspondent responses
and conclusions above, some recommendation need to be addressed to local people. According to
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correspondent demographic data, only 16% o f l o c a l p e o p l e have alternative income and most
of them depend on their family economy. Local people should start entrepreneurship as alternative
income from tourism business as major important industry in Bunaken does not run properly due
to seasonal job, low season, and after strike and also to motivate local people to be independent.
Possible entrepreneurship or SME business to be run are handcraft such as seashell and seed jewelry,
local food and beverages outlet such as fried banana, coconut water, halua kenari, dodol, etc. Informal
service jobs such as masseur and spa therapist, tour guide and tattoo maker (2) Recommendation for
Government. According to research results and conclusions above, some recommendations need
to be addressed to government (a) Appropriate job training is important to encourage local people to
start entrepreneurship and be independent. Government should sponsor training for informal job
in order that local people can learn how to start business and apply it in real life. Training such as
cooking training, basic service and handcraft training are recommended.
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